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Notes and Comments.

The Royal Commission’s Tenure of Office.

As wo were disposed to think last month, it was a triflo premature to assume,

as the general press did, that the operations of the Royal Commission on the

Sugar Su])ply w(u*e to be terminated almost immediately. The Government have

had six weeks wherein to consider the matter, and at the time of writing have

announced no decision even if they have come to one. At the same time it is

reported that the Royal (kimmission have ceased to bu}’ sugar, so it is not unlikely

that the decontrol of sugar will bo cimipletod during the next three months, lu

view of the fact that the Ministry of Food goes out of office at tlio end of March
and hands over its few remainj^MCdntios to the Board of Trade, it is quite possible

that that date also will see the wntHing up of the Royal Commission's aiitivities.

Sugar Prices Reduced in United Kingdom.
Meanwhile they have continued their task of gradually cheapening the price

of sugar and following on the reduction of 8s. in the wholesale price which took

place on December 2Sth, the reta^j^fi<'e of sugar was reduced by Id. per lb. on
January 3rd and now stands at 9|d. for castor, 9Jd. for cubes and loaf sugar, and

9d. for granulated. A further slight reduction may he feasible some time dining

1921 ;
but in view of the high cost of bringing the sugar from the foreign factory

to the grocer’s counter, a cost which was not long since officially put at 4d. or 5d.

per lb. (including the duty of virtually 24d. per lb. for raws), it is difficult to

see how any further appreciable reduction can be looked for till production has

once more overtaken consumption. When that moment arrives, then the natural

pnee of sugar will be based on the cost of production ph(8 the cost of transport,

and in view of the fact that both these costs have risen probably for good, it is

difficult to imagine that the price of sugar in the future will average much if any-

thing below 6d. per lb. in this country. True, keen competition may lower pi ices

for a time, but unremunerative prices inevitably involve a sub.sequeutly reduced

production with the natural result that scarcity returns and prices go up once more.

This law of sugar prices was one that tlie late Mr. George Martineau preached,

in season and out, in the pages of this journal, particularly in connexion with the
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ovil influence of sugar bounties in alterimtol}^ stimulating production and then

discouraging it, as a consequence of which an era of artificially low prices was

generally followed hj*^ an ora of high ones. It is to be hoped that the future will

see a minimuiu of Ihoso violent fluctuations that have charaoterixod past prices

:

hut till we are less dopondent on two such largo sourcos of supply as Cuba and

Java, thore is alw^ays a risk that the failure througli drought, disease, or other

cause of a particular crop in one of these islands may excessively affect the market.

Tho reniody is to extend the sources of supjilyas mudi as possible, and in difCorent

jmits of tho Enij)iio as well as in foioign regions a considerable elfort is now^ being

made to extend tho sugar industr3^ though it is liardl}’^ to he expected that nny

rapid ]>rogiess will he chronicled ; numerous difficulties have to be faced, not the

least of which is tho growing scarcity of capital in tliis countiy. Wo believe that

progress will be made, but it is useless to expect it on anything like tho scale

which lip to throe years ago characterized the expansion of tho sugar industry in

Cuba, where American money was poured out like water, and with veiy romiincia*'

tive results as a whole.

The Supposed Profits of the Royal Commission’s Trading.

In tlieir anxiety to discover a fresh stick wherewith to beat tho Jloyal C’om-

inissioii for tlie Sugar Supply, certain organs of tho dail}" jiress in this country

have discoven'd a mare’s nest. At the outset we miy romaik that the Government
departments coiic('rned with tho propaiatiou of trading accounts aie greatly to

blame for this misdir<icted energ}^ for tluy have latel}’^ issued from tho Treasury

a White paper {<hn<L lO^ki) containing inter nJm tho Profit and Loss account of

the Royal Commission's trading to March, 1919, and showing a net profit of over

six millions sterling — issued it without a single note of i'X}>hiniition
;
and tho

jiress liav(3 seized on those figures, forgetting altogether that this is old news, and
that the financial transactions of tho R{yal (Wimission to tliti date in (juestion

were published b}^ the Sele(d ('ommittee on National Expenditure last May when
the six inillions odd profit was admitted. Ihit tho important explanation ^was

then and thore made that for the year ending Maich, 1920, sales of sugar were

made to tho public at a price whicli wiped out four millions of tin* pr(‘vioiis trading

balance. “The opeiations [the^’ wrotoj for the year 1919-20 have, tlierefore, in-

volved an estimated loss of aboul £-1
,
000,000 for tliat one

3 ear alone*.” ^ What is

more, wc believe that since last March the remaining two millions have been yij-

tuall3
’^ W'iped out, and it is quite possible that when the final balance sheet of the

Royal Commission is published (we suppose some time in 1922), it will be as

likely to show a net loss as to reveal any profits. Whatever tho faults of the

Royal Commission, especially in their fiu>t year of operations, they can hardly be

accused of jirotiteeriiig.

Development in Cuba.

xV(JCording to a report of an American Consul in (hiba, ther«3 is consideralile

act ivit}" in tho development of tho Autilla distiict of Cuba, and it is calculated

that during the next two years a sum of nearly #34,000,000 wdll ho expended
mainly in building up the sugar industry of the district. New sugar centrals are

to be built : at Cayo Mambi with a capacit3
’' of o0,000 long tons—this is to he run

by the Atlantic Fruit (V),, which owns the greater part of the cane lands around,

and should bo ready to grind by March, 1921 : at San German, Orioiite, where a

central—Caiiarias—is being built with Bpaiiish capital to turn out about 40,000 long
tons per crop, a largo part of the machinery for this being second-hand : and at

1 / *S’ i., 1920, ;T()4.
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Omaja, Orieiiie, where the Coloradoe Sugar Ooinpauy is erecting a new central

with a capacity of over 20,000 tons ; the inachineiy for this is said to be out of a

former Louisiana factory, the plant of which has been transferred to Omaja

;

eventually the capacity may be doubled. Besides the above new mills, largo sums

are being spout in extending or improving the following American-owned centrals :

Jiaguanos, Chaparra, Delicias, Preston, Banes, Marcanc, Afanati, and San Ger-

onimo. Amongst the items of expenditure contemplated, one observes that several

of these centrals are about to convert their locomotives to oil fuel.

Sugar in the Philippines.

1^. J. Wkstkr, of the l^hilippine Agncnllnral Service, lately contributed to

a paper on sugar cultivation in the Philijipino Islands, written with the

avowed object of drawing attention to the vuist field awaiting Amciican cajiitalfor

the productnui of raw' materials in the JMiilippmes. He traces the increase in

sugar ex]K)itH from H)l() to 1 918, during W'hich period it steadily rose fioiii

to 39(),243 metiie tons, and ]mtH this down to modern nulls, ])etter cultivation and

now varieties, altliongh the lattei are allowed to be not yet widely grown. We
think that liis aigument w'oiild lose none of its foice if he boldl}' carried his

figuivi back to tho time when the Ihiited States enteied on the scene in 1898.

Owing to the various troubles, the exports then suddenly fell from about a level of

200,()0<l tons to less than half that quantity and sometimes nearer a quarter, and

it took till 1911 Indore the high figure under Spanish lule was again reached.

Now, how'over, tlu' introduction of Aineiican capital j>M undoubtedly having a very

itiaiked effect and the islands appeal to be on the high road to a great expansion-

in the su^iir industry. We think that tlie writer is justified in prophesying that

thi^ ('xjjinision will Inuuuch mole rapid in tho next decade tlian it has been in thf^

last nine years. W(' presume, how'ovor, that tho unhappy state of the sugar in-

dusliy all <»ver the world at the ]>resent time will luivo its inlluonco here too.

Inbu'esling comparisons are drawui between the amount of jiotential wealth in the

tlireo new tro])ical dependeiKues of the United States and in Java, and Mr. Westek
sliives to siiow Unit it will be clin lly t(» the Idiilijqdnes that tho bruited States will

Inive to look if she d«»sires to bo practically independent of other sources for her

ioquir(‘ments of tvujiical industiial Hupplies.

Cane (iriib Investigations in Queensland.

An interim Beport of Dr. Illinuwortu on Dane Grub Investigations in

(Queensland (dated ITtli September, 1920) appears to be, us usual, full of inteiest,

and it n clear that good work is being doin'. The geneial conditions of the canes con-
tinue to be excellent and there is the promise of anotlnu muximum crop. The digger
wasps are everywhoie in evidence in the fields infested with White Grub, and there

is thus the promise of a material decrease in this serious pest. The bacterial and
fungus diseases of I lie grub still appear to be active, although tlnur distiibiition

appeals only to be local, <_)w'ing to tho enormous mass of spores from each single

infected grub, it is hoped that tho ploughing and cultivation of the fields will

thoroughly infect tho soil and assist muteiiully iii lighting the pest. Tho Borer
Beetle, second onlj^ to the white grub in importance, appears to bo rapidly

spreading, especially along tho lines of tho lailways bringing canes to the factories.

This pest would, however, appear to be coming under control, because of tho
marked decrease w'here the Tachinid parasite bred at tlie station has been liberated.

The Linear Bug, lastly, appears to be rapidly increasing, and at present no method
* N ovember, ll>20, p. 647.
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is suggested of fighting it, save clean cultiration and the removal of all grass from

the fields and headlands. I)r. IiJEiiifGWORTH draws an alarming picture of the

possibilities of damage by such sucking insects, as taken from the i-ecords of the

Hawaiian plantations before the frog-hopper was brought under control.

An Imperial Bureau of Mycology.

The Imperial War Conference which met in 1918 unanimously adopted a

proposal that a central organization should be established for the encouragement

and co-ordination of work throughout the Empire on the diseases of plants caused

by fungi in relation to agriculture. The outcome of this resolution is the form-

ation of an Imperial Bureau of Mycology with headquarters at Kew. A strong

oommittoo of management has been formed consisting of some of the foremost

biologists in the United Kingdom
;
and Dr. E. J. Butler, late Imperial Mycologist

and Agricultural Adviser to the Government of India, and Director of the Eesearoh

Institute at Pusa, has been appointed Director ; at Kow he will have the advantage

of proximity to the fine library and collections of the Eoyal Gardens, with the

Director and staff of which his Bureau will work in co-operation. Incidentally,

Dr. Butler who lately retired from his Indian appointments has received, in the

New Year’s honours, a Companionship of the Indian Empire (C.I.E.), a well-

deserved and by no means excessive recognition of his labours for agriculture

in India, which included a good deal of work on sugar cane disease.

The funds of the Bureau are entirely provided by oontributions from the

various self-governing Dominions, India, Eg3rpt and the Sudan, and the non-self-

govorning Colonies and Protectorates. It will work broadly on the lines of the

existing Imperial Bureau of Entomology at South Kensington, and will aim at

doing for the other great class of destructive agencies iti agriculture, namely, the

diseases and blights of plants caused by fungi, what the older Bureau has so

successfully done in regard to injurious insects. It will be a central agency for

the accumulation and distribution of information and for the identification of

specimens sent in from all parts of the Empire. It is proposed to issue, as soon as

funds permit, a periodical journal through which those interested in luycological

work in regard to agriculture will be kept informed of progress elsewhere. There

are at present over fifty ofiicials engaged in this work in the Overseas parts of the

Empire, while the number of agriculturists, planters and the like practically

interested is legion.

The Department of Overseas Trade.

One outcome of the war for assisting British trade is the Department of Over-

seas Trade (Development and Intelligence) which is run jointly by the Poreigii

Office and the Board of Trade. It is ostensibly an attempt to remedy the pre-war

deficienoies of the British Consular service as regards the dissemination of com-
mercial information, a branch of our intelligence which has been rightly the subject

of severe criticism. The new Department works inter alia by distributing inform-

ation through circulars or the medium of the press ; by dispatching expert missions

to study overseas markets in co-operation with trade associations, by supplying

miscellaneous trading iufom\ation to bona fide exporters of British goods ; and by
organizing trade fairs in the United Kingdom and arranging exhibitions of foreign

goods and catalogues for the guidance of British manufacturers. Its principal

medium is the Board of Trade Journal, a sevenpenny weeHy of commei’cial

information.

The Department have lately issued a Handbook giving briefiy some account

of the activities of the department as well as lists of its technical and commercial

4
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advisers and its commercial diplomatic ofdcm*s throughout the world. Copies of

this handbook can be obtained free by United Kingdom merchants and mamifac*

tiirers on application to the Department of Overseas Trade, 35, Old Queen Street,

Westminster, London, S.W.l.

Beat in the United Kingdom.

The only beet factory at work this campaign in England is Oantley, which is

expected to produce over 6000 tons of sugar derived from 30,000 tons of roots

grown on 3000 acres. The company running the factory was late in making its

contracts with the farmers or more roots might have been forthcoming. Next

year indications are that at least 6000 acres will be under cultivation. The full

capacity of the factory is about 8000 tons.

Kelham is not of course working a crop this year, but is said to be making

good progress for the 1921 season. The company has fixed the price of next year’s

roots at 80s. per ton delivered at the factory. Trial crops at Kelham last year

yielded roots containing 17 to 18*5 per cent, of sugar.

The Development Commission and Beet Growing In England.

The tenth Beport of the Development Commissioners (for the year ended

March 1920) reviews the work done during the last ten years by a body instituted

to carry out the provisions of the Development Fund, a measure originated and

financed in 1909 by Parliament for the purpose of assisting the promotion of

agriculture within the United Kingdom. It will be remembered that this body
took up the question of sugar beet growing in this country and advanced funds in

its aid. The following is the summary of the Commission’s work in connexion

with this branch of agriculture as given in the Beport in question.

Before the creation of the Development Fund experiments made by private

growers and on the farms of Agricultuiul Colleges bad proved the possibility of

growing beet in this country
;
and in 1911 the Board of Agriculture promoted a

number of field trials for the purpose of testing the varieties of beet best suited for

cultivation in England, and of obtaining precise information on such points as the

preparation of the laud for sowing, the quantity of seed desirable, the manuring
required, and the cost of growing. When, therefore, the Commissioners first

considered the action which they should take to develop the cultivation of this

very important crop, it seemed to them that they should aim at the establishment

of a beet sugar factory in a locality well suited for growing beet. They were
informed, however, that any assistance which the Fund might provide for the

erection of a factory would be regarded as a bounty, within the meaning of the

Brussels Sugar Convention, and that in view of treaty obligations this country
could not devote public funds to the purpose. In the year ending 31st March,
1912, therefore, the Commissioners refused to recommend an application which
had been addressed to them for assistance in encouraging beet growing, as in the

absence of a factory, it was undesii*able to encourage farmers to grow beet. In
1913 the Commissioners again had applications for assistance for beet growing
before them. By that time private enterprise had provided a factory at Oantley
in Norfolk,* and it seemed desirable to give such aid to this movement as was
permitted by the limitations imposed by the Act, and by treaty obligations. A
Sugar Beet Growers’ Society was formed, and to this Society an advance was made
to be applied to the work of organiziiig and instructing beet growers in Norfolk
and Suffolk.

In the early years of the war the Commissioners bad several proposals before

them for developing the sugar beet industry, but were unable to support any
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scheme which would, at the same time, meet the legal requirements of the

Development Act, and be defensible on financial and administrative gi’ounds. In

the autumn of 1916 an application was received from the British Beet Growers*

Society for a loan to enable them to purchase an estate of about 5600 acres at

Kelham, near Newark. In view of previous experience it appeared to be essential

to associate any factory erected in this country with a large area of land suitable

for beet growing, as until fanners are accustomed to the new crop, they cannot be

expected to grow a sufficient quantity of beet to keep a factory fully employed.

The laud at Kelham was reported to be very suitable for beet growing, and in 1917

and 1918 the Commissioners approved advances of about £170,000 as loans for the

purchase of this estate and for working capital. A public company has now been

formed and has acquired the estate for the purpose of growing beet and manu*
facturing sugar, and the British Sugar Beet Growers* Society has repaid the

advances made to it from the Fund.

Sugar Production in China.

In a recent issue of the Sugar Nmva of Manila, Mr. George Fairchili) gives

some account of the conditions and extent of sugar production in China, a country

which while it has grown sugar cane from time immemorial, has never figured in

the world’s list as a producer of any moment. This is partly due to the fact that,

as in India, what sugar is produced is consumed locally, and so does not directly

enter the world’s markets.

According to Mr. Fairchild, the modern production of cane sugar in China

is confined to eight provinces—S;?echuen, Kuangsi, Kiangsi, Chekiang, Honan,

Yunnan, Fukien and Kwaug-Tung. Data as to the exact quantity produced

annuall}^ are difficult to obtain in China, but it is believed that the production at

the present day approximates to 350,000 short tons, as against 400,000 to 500,000

tons some 40 or 50 years ago. The decline in production thus revealed is said to

he due to increasing importation of foreign sugars of a quality much superior to

that of the native product. Szeuchuen province is the largest producer with

133,000 tons to its credit, vchile Kwang-Tung comes next wnth some 100,000 tons.

In 1884 over 100,000 tons of sugar were exported to foreign countries but now-a-
days from 6500 to 20,000 tons of sugar is sent annually from interior provinces to

Hong Kong and Shanghai to be refined ; and most of this sugar, as refined, is

returned to China for consumption there. The northern part of China imports

sugar from Japan, while the southern provinces get their imports from the

Philippines and Java. Taking the indigenous production at 350,000 tons and

the imports from foreign sources at 450,000 tons, we arrive at 800,000 Ions as the

amount apparently consumed annually by 400 million people. As contrasted

with this, Goto 75 million Japanese consume half a million tons of sugar a year.

But the low per capita consumption shown by these statistics (4 lbs. per head) is

said to be misleading, since many Chinese satisfy their demands for sweets by
means of syrups made from sorghum or honey. Still, it is clear that there is an
immense scope for further expansion of the world’s sugar industry as nations like

the Chinese and other orientals develop a taste for sugar.

Recent Company Reports and Dividends.

The last three mouths of the year witness the annual meetings in London of

a number of sugar companies whose headquarters are situated in England,
though their operations are in various colonies or foreign countries. Amongst
them, the following will be found of interest.
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Nates and Comments*

The 8L Madeleine Sugar Co,, Lid,—This company was reconstructed about ,

a

year ago by liquidation of the old company, whose capital—£150,000—was con-

sidered to be a considerable undervaluation of the property on a post-war basis.

The authorissed share capital was raised to £750,000 and the issued capital io

£600,000. Incidentally, the company sold last March its oilfield rights for

£100,000, of which £75,000 was distributed amongst the shareholders and the

remaining £25,000 was retained by the company. Subsequently, the company

issued 100,000 additional shares for the purchase of the adjoining estate of

Malgretout, thereby raising the total issued capital to £700,000. The sugar made
during the year came to 17,510 tons against 16,402 tons in the previous season.

The total profit for the year was £93,448, out of which the directors allotted

£7202 for the staff fund, leaving £86,246 subject to excess profits duty, corpora-

tion and income taxes. Although the profits have increased as compared with

the previous year by £25,356, and the directors considered it a satisfactory return

all things conpidored on the increased capital, they did not recommend that any

dividend bo paid owing to the uncertainty of the outlook due to the heavy fall in

sugar prices. The sugar was sold in advance at a price which showed 100 per

cent, profit on the capital as it then stood, but, unfortunately, at a period prior to

the sensational rise in sugar prices ; othoiwise a much bigger profit might have

been shown. It may be added that when this company made its sale it reserved

a moderate quantity of its output for making plantation white sugar, > and at one

time it looked as though they were about to secure a remarkably fine profit on

that portion ; but, unfortunat<ely, before this sugar could be made and put on the

market, the price debacle sot in ond spoilt the prospects.

Leaches Argentine Estates, Ltd ,—The trading profit of this company for its

last financial year amounted, after providing for taxation, to £268,792 as compared

with £325,126 in 1918-19. The reduction in profit was due to a lower selling

price for sugar in Argentina consequent on the total production of sugar there

being in excess of the consumption
; £54,971 has been written off for depre-

ciation and £60,000 carried to tho resoiTO, the balance of profit available for

distribution being £121,958 as compared with £121,069 last year. The company
has taken steps to maintain the efficiency of its sugar factory, and new machinery
has been ordered and a large part of it shipped, though the very heavy cost of

materials and labour has forced the directors to modify th^ original scheme of

improvements recommended by the local administrators.

Sir J. L, Hukit Sons, Ltd ,—This well known Natal company had a very

satisfactory report for its last financial year ending June, 1920. The net profit,

after providing for debenture interest but before placing anything to reseiTe, was
£145,700 as compared with £80,8<M) the previous year. Fortunately, the year
was free from disasters such as the floods which occurred in 1917 and 1918, so no
losses of that nature have had to be written off, and a dividend of 13 per cent,

(as compared with 10J ]>er cent.) has been declared by the directors, while £50,000
has been placed to the reserve, which now amounts to £241,600

;
it is proposed to

capitalirze £100,000 of this reserve in order to provide for further developments of

the property, including extra new milling machinery. The main cause of the

oompany^s added prosperity has been the advance in the control price of sugar,

which went up from £23 to £29 5s. per ton in November, 1919, and to £41 in

June, 1920. After the close of tho financial year the price rose yet further to £51,
which means a veiy considerable cuivance in earnings, all the more as the crop

^
1 Made, we understand, by the Bach process.
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amounted to 51,200 tons as compared with .45,300 tons. Not only,was a larger

acreage put under cultivation, but there was also a ,higher yield of cane per acre.

Incomaii Estates Ltd,—This Portuguese East African estate has declared a divi-

dend of 25 per cent, on the ordinary shares and has since then issued 150,000 new
ordinary shares which have been fully subscribed. The profits, which amounted

for the year to £17,801 , were less than anticipated on account of the depreciation of

the exchange at Lisbon, whither a certain proportion of the sugar had to be sent in

accordance with the Portuguese Government control of Mozambique sugar. The

average price obtained for the crop at the estate was over £36 per ton but the actual

price realized in Portugal converted into sterling worked out at only £18, as com-

pared with £65 for the balance of the crop. This made a difference of £20,000 to

the amount of the profits. For the 1920 crop the Government first stipulated that

70 per cent, should go to Portugal at a price working out at the estate of £26 per

ton. The rest of the crop was sold to the Eoyal Commission in England for £90

f.o.h. Subsequently the Portug^iese Government altered its requirements and

demanded terms which the directors declared would involve a loss of £5 per ton

on all sugar sent to Portugal. The matter is being taken up with the Govern-

ment at Lisbon and urgent representations are being made,* till a decision is

reached and a more favoumble position assured, the company are naturally unable

to commit themselves to much new expenditure. It may be added that this

company has acquired a small holding in Mauntius sugar pi*oduction, having

bought the Pieterboth estate in that island where about 4750 tons of sugar is

being produced this crop, and the amount available for export, this crop, has been

sold to the Koyal Commission.

Peruvian Sugar Estates.

According to the South American Journal

^

two important sugar estates until

recently under British control and another under American control in Peru have

during the past few months been purchased by Peruvian capitalists. The Hda.

Infantas, owned by W. E. Grace & Co., has been sold for $1,750,000 (U.S.

currency) to the Bociedad Agricola Infantas y Caudivilla, Ltda. This property

was purchased in 1917 by W. E. Grace & Co. for the sum of £p.26l,000, in con-

nexion with the foreclosure of a mortgage on the estate hold by the Banco Aleman
Transatlautico. The area is about 790 fanegadas. ^ The Hda. Puento Piedra,

owned by Milne Co., has been sold for £350,000 (sterling) to the Bociedad

Agricola Puente Piedra, Ltda., in which the principal interests are said to be Sr.

Manuel Mujioa Carassa, Barber, Yargos and Co., and the Banco Popular. The
area of this estate is about 420 fanegadas ’

; both of the above estates are located

between Lima and Ancon. The Hda. Santa Barbara, located in Canete valley

some 100 kilometres to the south of Lima, has been sold by the British Sugar
Company to the Sociedad Agricola Santa Barbara, a Peruvian syndicate. This

heavy investment of Peruvian capital In the above properties is a direct result of

the war prosperity which the country has been enjoying for the past three or four

years.

The American Sugar Refining Company.
According to the Oaha Review^ the annual report of the American Sugar

Befining Company for the calendar year 1919 shows an increase in volume of

business done from $200,000,000 to $300,000,000 compared with 1918. The profits

from operation were $10,*283,081.92. The operating profit on the $300,000,000

^ 1 Fanegada equals 1*60 acres.
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volume is about 3 cents on each dollar of tumover'and is described as a margin so

narrow as to be vei’y near an even break.

The company’s share of the sugar business of the United States has decreased

from 60 per cent, in 1900 to 27 per cent, in 1919, and the business of its competitors

has increased correspondingly. To put the company in position to share the

general growth of business with competitors, it is increasing its capacity at Boston,

making ready to build a new refinery at Baltimore, and has purchased a raw sugar

plantation^ Central Ounagua, in Cuba. The company owns but six of the 22 cane

sugar refineries of the U.B.A. It has 20,665 stockholders, with average holdings

of 44 shares each.

According to the report, $564,124.70 has been paid out in pensions, $143,204.22

ill sick and injury benefits, and $55,800 in group insurance. At the end of the

year there were 8187 employees insured with policies aggi-egating $5,755,600

covered in one of the largest policies ever written. All employees are insured after

three months’ service, without charge to them. The company maintains stock

purchasing plans under which employees on the administrative, sales and clerical

staff have purchased 5823 shares of a par value of $582,300,

Royal Commission on the Sugar Supply.

Revised Sugar Prices.

The Food Controller announced on December 31st that the retail price of

sugar would be reduced as from Monday, 3rd January, 1921, by Id. per lb.,

following oil the reduction of 8s. per cwt. in the wholesale price, which took

place on December 28th, 1920. It was not expected that any further reduction

in the retail price would be made before January 31 st, 1921, when prices would

bo revised in the light of circumstances then ruling. The revised prices for

January were:

—

Wholesale', Hstail,

as from as fi'om

Class. l>ar cwt. Jan. 3rd, 1921,

Discount, 1 per cent. l>er Jb.

0. Castor, Icing, Pulverized . . 788. .... 9|d.

1. Cubes, Loaf Sugar 768. .... 9Jd.

2. Granulated, Crystals, Crushed and Chips, Dry
White Sugar, White Pieces (moist) 728. .... 9d.

3. W. I. Grocery Crystallized Yellow Crystals, W. I. Ir,- i. a

Musoorado (moist), Pieces (other than White),
W. I. Grocery Syrops .. |

for licensed “free" sugar.

4. Jellies, Knots, Lumps, and other Low Grade Sugar
to be sold only to manufacturers Uncontrolled.

Ziomi0d ** Fne** Suffar,—The maximum reasonable’* wholesale price for all

licensed **free” sugar has been fixed at:--

Wholesale, as from Dec. 28th, per owt., discount per cent. . . 72s.

Betail, as from January 3rd, 1921, per lb. • . 9d.

Syrup and MolaaeM will be sold by refiners at prices approved by the Commission.

The Japan Sugar Company has lately been experimenting in the cultivation of sugar
beet in Korea, where last year an area of about 6500 acres was devoted to this product and
the average yield is estimated at about 20 tons per acre. The sugar content of the roots
is said to be good^ and as the district seems to be favourable for sugar beet cultivation, the
Oomnany are nknning to encourage still further its cultivation wiUl the object of securing
locally a regnkr supply of raw material for thrir refinery at Pyeng^yang.
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Prom the Sugar Cane,” January, 1871.

It appears from this issue of our predecessor that what was here regarded as

a modification of the diffusion process had been patented in Queensland by E. F*

Hakt, who is stated to have erected a factory in that colony in 1868 for its opera-

tion. ^‘Oano cut into slices ^ to ^ in. diam. by a macWe like an ordinary

chaff cutter’* was placed in a vat and steamed for about 10 mins., following which

the vessel was filled with hot water, and the liquid boiled. After 10 mins., the

juice was allowed to flow into another vat immediately below, in which cane

slices had also been introduced. This operation was repeated in the case of three

other tanks, placed one beneath another, and when the juice had reached the fifth

or bottom vat, the cycle was repeated, until finally the contents of each vat had

been submitted to the extraction treatment five times. After tempering, the juice

was concentrated in an ordinary open fire battery, and it was noticed that ”the

evaporation took a somewhat longer time than ordinary cane liquor, as the excess

of water used for extracting the juice had to be evaporated,*’ which excess, it was

said, should not have been more than 10 to 15 per cent. It was claimed that “all

the saccharine matter of the cane ’* could thus be obtained.

An interesting article on the “grist** of char was contributed by William
Arnot, who drew attention to the very varying state of division of this material

which could be observed, one sugar-house using material “the mechanical

appearance of which is but little removed from that of fine sand; another abiding

exclusively by chips as largo as peas; while every intorniediate size of grain is to

be found in different refineries. ... It must bo manifest that before the full

value of the char can be realized, every pore must bo filled with the sugar liquor

or syrup. Nor is this all ;
there must be a continual replacement of liquor in eveiy

pore as the process goes on. With a heavy liquor and large-grained char, this is

very difficult of attainment
;
the pores once charged with thick gummy syrup, the

succeeding portions of syrup will to a great extent pass over the char, without

passing through it, the result being that but a fractional part of the decolorizing

power of the agent has been utilized. It is only wlieii the operation of washing is

commenced that replacement takes place, and even then with difficulty

Now, not only is there a greater difficulty iu the replacement of liquor in the

interior of large grains, but the interstices between the grains are larger and give

freer passage to the liquor than in the case of char of smaller giist. . . . What
the refiner has to aim at, therefore, is to have his char of -such a grist, and in such

a condition, that the whole power of the agent will be fully utilized, and that

filtration will go on at a reasonable rate of speed.**

Two other articles that appeared in this number of the Sugar Oane may
be mentioned more briefly. The first gave a series of extracts from a recently

published work by l’Abb^: Moiqno, entitled “ Saccharimetrie opiique, chimique,

et melassimetrique,** the processes described being (1) that of Payen, in which
wash-liquors consisting of alcohol saturated with sucrose and rendered acid with

acetic acid were employed
;
and (2) those of Barbeswil and Fehling, a pro-

cedure for the determination of the “ glucose” and sucrose, by determining the

reducing power before and after inversion, being minutely described. The second

article here published called attention to Scheibler’s proposal to use alumina

cream for the clarification of sugar solutions previous to polarization.
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Production of Sugar in Soviet Russia.

(From a Correspondent.)

According to Bolshevik figures [EhmoniHcheBkaya Zhizn^ No. 212), in 1914 in

Great Eussia and the Ukraine, i.e., in Eussia without Poland, the area planted

with beet was 797,373 dessiateenas (I dessiateena = 2*7 acres) and the quantity

of sugar produced 105,421,100 poods (62*03 poods == 1 ton).

This year’s output of sugar is expected to be 8,000,000 poods {Ehommitcheehaya

Zhizn for October Kith, No. 230), being 6,on0,000 from the Ukraine and 2,000,000

from Great Eussia. The area planted with beet in 1920 was 167,222 dessiateenas

[Ekommitcheslcaya Zkizn, No. 257). The same issue of that paper contains the

explanation given by the Bolsheviks of such an astounding decrease in the

production of sugar.

** During the years of the war and of the revolution the beet-sugar industry

fell into desuetude
;
the majority of the highly cultivated estates in the south

were ruined, their stock pillaged, and the plantations broken up among small

holders, 75*9 per cent, of whom are peasants. There is no expert agiicultural

assistance to be had, the rotation of crops is disturbed, and the plantations are

scarcely manured at all. All this has lowered tlieir productivity very much ; the

harvest of beet has fallen from 900-1000 poods per dessiateena to 500~6(K).”

Littlo can be added to this explanation, arid after this one can scarcely

attribute the lessened output of sugar to the blockade. The sugar industry began

falling from the beginning of the war. In 1915 the output was only 91,000,000

poods, and in 1916 72,000,000 poods, i.e., 75 per cent, of the preceding year, and

in 1917 55,000,000 poods, i.e., again 75 per cent. The fall assumed an especially

cafastrophic character heginning with the revolution of 1917, when, under the

influence of socialistic and revolutionary ideas and the encouragement of the

Majority political parties, the peasants began sharing among themselves the

sugar beet plantations and the stock of the sugar refineries. In 1918 the output

of sugar sank to 20,000,000 poods, i.e., to about 30 per cent, in comparison with

the preceding year. In 1919 it fell to 4,700,000 poods, i.e., to 8 per cent, of the

output of the last pro-revolutionary year. True, in 1920 it is expected to rise to

9,000,000 poods, but all the sumo that would be only 16 per cent, of the output

of the year immediately preceding the revolution. The figures given by the

Ehonomiklie»hiya Zhizn do not quite' agree with each other: in No, ^12 the paper

states that the output for the current year will be 9,000,000 poods, while in No, 2S0
it gives 8,000,000 poods of sugar as the figure. Thus, though the production of

sugar had been falling throughout all the years of the war, after the revolution it

assumed catastrophic dimensions.

Nationalization and centralization disorganized the sugar industry. In many
of the more remote localities the population was beginning to forget what sugar

was. The Bolsheviks distribute food in far smaller quantities than the poorest

inhabitants enjoyed before the revolution. The expected output of sugar will

suffice for its distribution according to the Bolshevik norms, but these noms are

small. The Ekonomitchtskoya Zhizn, No. 230, says:—“The annual amount of

sugor needed for the population of the Eussian Soviet Federative Socialist

Eepublio, with the observance of the existing norms and the limitations for the

existing categories of consumers, is about 6,000,000 poods, if urgent measures
are taken for bringing in sugar from the Ukraine and if the programme of pro-

duction appointed by the Chief Sugar Administration is carried out.”
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At best, therefore, the population of Soviet Bussia will receive 240,000,000 Iba.

of sugar, or, reckoning the population as not leas than 100,000,000, about 2*4 lbs.

per head per annum, i.e., 0*2 lbs. per month. But in Soviet Bussia people do not

all receive an equal share, and many will not receive even a tenth part of this

ration. In 1913 the amount of sugar per head of the population of Bussia was

19 lbs. a year or 1*58 lbs. per month, notwithstanding the Government limitation

of the quantity of sugar put on the home market.

The Mosaic or Mottling Disease of the Sugar Cane.

The Main Pacts of the Case to Date.

Mosaic of the sugar cane is perhaps the disease of the hour. This is not

necessarily because it is the most widely distributed or the most important, but

rather because two parts of the United States, noted for the excollence and pro-

fusion of their publications on agrioultuml matters, are undergoing a somewhat

acute phase of anxiety on account of it. In Porto Eico it has been noted

sufficiently long for a fairly detailed estimate to be made of the losses attributable

to it; although it may well be doubted, in view of the facts presented in the paper

on Boot Disease in that island in the last number of this journal, whether at some

future and calmer moment, the figures given may not be regarded as the reverse

of conservative, as they are now claimed to be. And, in the United States, the

officera of the Agricultural Department, alarmed by these figures, have with

characteristic energy investigated the matter, and, within a year of the discovery

of the disease there, produced a mass of evidence that it has caused serious losses

during recent years, and published broadcast the means by which it can be kept

under control.

Our attention was first directed to this disease, possibly long familiar to us

in the cane fields of the tropics, by a lively controversy in our contemporary, the

Louisiana Planter

,

in which the scientific workers xii Porto Bico and Louisiana

and to a less extent in Hawaii on the one side, and those in Cuba and Argentina

on the other, became involved. While it is said to be a serious disease in Hawaii,

it has been known there since 1910 and is under control ;
in Porto Eico it was

first detected in 1916, and is rapidly enveloping the whole of the island and

causing much loss ; in the continental United States it was definitely named in

1919, and was then found to have spread to all of the sugar-growing States in the

south
;
in Cuba it had been noted by responsible officers 1 8 years ago, and is of

local distribution and minor importance ; while in Argentina it has been present

for at least 16 years, and is now so universal that it is almost impossible to find a

single plant free from it ; here, again, it is not regarded as serious.

With these various and conflicting opinions before us, we watched the contest

and *'sat on the fence,’’ having no means of judging the validity of the arguments

on either side. But a series of exhaustive papers have recently been published

by American workers in Porto Bico and the United States, and we have been able

to form more definite conclusions as to the real state of alfairs. We propose in

this article to lay these conclusions before oiu* readers, without in any way claim-

ing to be arbiters in such matters as are still in dispute. We merely intend to

try and summarize the more important aspects of the question, as detailed by the

responsible officers on the spot, whose aUainments are unquestioned and whose
opinions are worthy of the most careful consideration.







The Mosaic or Mottling Disease of the Sugar Cane.

It may be well, in the first instance, to give a short resume of the controversy

as presented by the articles in the Louisiana Planter during the past year, the

figures in bi*ackets giving the date and page of each of these.

(1) J. E. JoHNSTOK, a recognized authority on cane diseases in the New
World and until recently Pathologist at the Central Experiment Station in Cuba,

opened the ball (July, 1019, p. 43) with a reference to recent articles in the

Havana papers which indicated that the Mosaic disease was present in that island.

He detailed the main character of the disease in Porto Eico as follows Its cause

was unknown, but it was not a simple chlorosis ; it was injurious and transmitted

by cuttings ; the soil was incapable of transmitting it, and it was incurable ; its

attacks differed in different varieties, from immunity to heavy infestation, from

serious damage to considerable resistance ; it might remain harmless for a series

of years and then suddenly leap into prominence and spread rapidly. The disease

appeared to be identical in Porto Eico and Cuba, as well as in Hawaii and Java,

whei’e it had been known as Yellow Stripe for some time; it was therefore

advisable to watch it carefully in Cuba.

(2) This paper of Johnston’s provoked a reply from E, M. Quey, Superin-

tendent of the Harvard Experimental Station, Oienfugos, Cuba (August, 1919,

p. 90), contesting Johnston’s facts. Gkby stated that he had found the disease

18 years before and had kept it under observation for 14 years. He had carefully

examined it and, as the result of innumerable observations and experiments,

considered that it did no damage ; he further stated that it was not incurable,

and claimed that he had repeatedly succeeded in eliminatitig it by improved

cultural methods
;
he had never found a case where it was fixed and permanent

;

“mottling disease causes absolutely no injury in Cuba, and if root disease and
leaf rot could be eliminated we might forget it.’’

(3) The Editor of the Louisiana Planter (August, 1919, p. 82) drew attention

to Grey’s paper, and quoted the case of frog-hopper in Trinidad, where far less

injury was caused where the earth had been properly worked : and he also drew
attention to the various alarmist predictions regarding borers which had not

materialized and the divergent views held by scientific o£dcers as to the usefulness,

in fighting them, of burning the trash.

(4) As was natural, this brought Porto Eico into the field. E. S. Eaule,
Expert in Sugar Cane Diseases, of the United States Office of Sugar Plant inves-

tigation, and now working in Cuba (8ex>tember, 1919, p. 167), regretted the tone

of recent articles in the Louisiana Planter. Coiisideiing that the behaviour of the

disease was contradictory, remaining harmless lor years and then suddenly

springing into activity and Causing widespread loss, it was the best policy to

attack it while it was in the quiescent stage. Considering Gray’s claim to have

eradicated it by cultural methods, he suggested that that worker might have con-

fused true mottling with the often similar attacks of insects and fungi. The
disease was now widely spread throughout continental United States, end it would
bo unfortunate if planters there were lulled into a false sense of security.

The Editor added a note to this letter maintaining the view previously expressed

by him and referring to the campaigns against the cotton boll weevil and yellow

fever, where success had, after enormous sums of money had been expended, been

obtained through comparatively simple side issues.

(d) Qeey, declining to enter into a discussion on the subject, simply stated

(September, 1919, p. 199) that he had made no such mistake, and had cured

the actual plants, identified by the United States experts as suffering from the

Mosaic disease, in 116 days, and others equally badly affected in 59 days. He
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suggested that, from what he had read, the weather and other natural conditions

in Porto Eico seemed to be more severe than in Cuba.

(6) Lastly, G. L. Faw’cktt, Botanist to the Agricultural Department in

Argentina, a consistent student of sugar cane matters, wrote (January, 1920, p. 39)

an article discussing the effects of Mosaic in that country, ns probably of interest.

He had noted the spotting of the leaves on reaching Argentina four years before,

but, in the absence of apparent damage, had turned his attention to the really

serious sugai* cane diseases. Eecently, this spotting had been identified by Porto

Eican and Hawaiian experts as Mosaic. The disease was known 15 years ago in

Jujuy province, and it was now practically impossible to find a single plant in

Argentina not infected, except in a small area in the south of Salta, and that the

infection was doing no apparent damage. The thick canes of the country had, it

is true, been driven out, but he did not regard Mosaic as the cause. This was
rather due to the difficulty of such varieties in rapidly establishing themselves

aftor harvest before the cold weather set in, thus suffering from decay of the roots

and stubble before the spring. Various Java seedlings, while freely infested with

Mosaic, were better able to stand the adverse climatic conditions and the Mosaic

did them no harm, as evidenced by the tonnage obtained. Fawteti*, however,

disagreed with Grey in Cuba in one particular, in that ho found better cultiva-

tion of no avail against Mosaic, nor had he ever seen a plant recovering from it

when once attacked.

This controversy has been of great value, and justifies the conclusion that

the disease is in some way dependent on local conditions, so that its behaviour is

contradictory in different countries, as is so often the case with cane diseases.

Like other diseases, it is capable of long periods of quiescence and harmlessuetts,

but in certain circumstances may suddenly increase rapidly and become a seriotis

infectious disease. And, such being the case, it is the only wise course to search

for it everywhere, and when found to keep it under observation, meanwhile taking

note of the methods which from time to time and place to place have been found

to keep it in check. Thus, if it becomes dangerous, it can be at once treated with

full knowledge so as to limit its harmful character. It might be mentioned, lastly,

that the discrepancies brought out in this interchange of views in the Louimma
Planter should be cleared up, especially the claims that Mosaic can be influenced

by better cultivation in Cuba.

In the following notes on Mosaic a number of papers have been consulted,

the most important of which are mentioned below : these are such as have come,

our way. It is claimed in Hawaii and elsewhoro that Mosaic or Mottling is

identical with the Java Gelo Streponziekte (Yellow Stripe), first mentionod by

Musschenbroek in 1892 and subsequently studied by a number of other workers

in Java. Lyon of Hawaii gives the following distribution of Yellow’ Stripe:

—

Hawaii, Fiji, Australia, New Guinea, Java, Philippines, Egypt, to which may be

added Porto Eico, Sail Domingo, Cuba, Argentina, St. Croix, and lastly (/.

1920, pp. 669 and 670) Trinidad and Jamaica. It has in these places accumulated

a multitude of names, of which Mottling or Mosaic seem to be the best. The
latter name seems most likely to survive, because it is the name current in the

United States and at present in Porto Eico, is descriptive of the disease and
especially, indicates its relationship to the mosaics of tobacco and other plants.

The following are some of the main characters : a full description is impos-

sible within the space available and will not be attempted. The chief character is

of course a mottling or striping of the leaves caused by the occun*ence of dots and
short stripes of lighter green and, somewhat later, white, scattered over the
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darker greeu background of the normal leaf : theee increase in number^ ooalesoing

in yarious ways so that the normal green colour becomes the exception and the

whole leaf takes on a pale, often yellowish tint. A great variety of patterns is

thus produced on the leaf, and these are distinguishable from those caused by

fungi in that the invaded tissue does not die and turn brown, and from the

spotting by sucking insects in that these are almost invariably surrounded by a

pale almost circular area : the larger spots in Mosaic are invariably elongated. It

is distinguished from the various forms of non-infectious chlorosis by the distri-

bution of the light colouring which, in the latter, is usually local : in Mosaic the

whole leaf is infected excepting sometimes at commencement. This affection of

the main feeding organs of the. plant, whereby the colour bodies are killed, is

naturally accompanied in most cases by feebler growth, and the plants become

stunted. The now internodes are shorter and thinner, and, at a later stage, show

lesions or cankers on the surface, become less juicy and even pithy, until finally

no commercial canes are produced and the field has to be abandoned. This last

stage usually occurs in the third year from planting, but this will depend upon

the relative power of resistance of the variety. The plants do not'-ai)pear, how-

ever, to be killed by Mosaic : they merely become unprofitable from the crop point

of view.

The disease is passed from generation to generation and field to field primarily

by the sets, and as, once attacked, the whole of the tissues are aifacted, no part of

a diseased plant can produce healthy oftspring. But the disease is also highly

infectious : a secondary form of transmission is quite obvious, for diseased plants

rapidly contaminate all that are near to them and also, in many cases, appear to be

able to do so over very considerablo distances. It has been definitely proved that

this secondary infection does not take place through the soil, and, once an aban-

doned field is ploughed up anduone of the old shoots allowed to develop, perfectly

healthy canes can bo grown if taken from plants in their turn healthy. This

negative action of the soil has been proved in various ways again and again, one

experiment being to place healthy sets in pots from which diseased plants have

just been removed. The mechanics of secondary infection has not to all appear-

ance been definitely worked out as yet, but there is the strongest evidence that

itisects of the sucking kind, often powerful fliers, are concerned in this natural

inoculation. Their action appears to he most effective, and yet all attempts to

carry out artificial inoculation appear to have failed or, if they have succeeded,

only so in the rarest cases. Insect carriers further explain the observed facts, and
aphides and frog hoppers are suspected, acting presumably just as they do in the

allied curly-top disease of the beet and some other diseases. In tlieso coses a very

small amount of virus is sufKtdeiit to infect a great many plants, and this may
well bo the case with cane Mosaic, as tlie spread of the disease b}" secondary in-

fection is remarkable for its rapidity. The period of incubation appears to be
fjoin two to three weeks and the disease appears within six weeks or two months
of planting.

No organism of any kind has been found in the tissues to which the disease

can be attributed, and the view generally expressed is that we have here to do
with an ultra-microscopic organism or perhaps a perverted enzyme,—which is, after

all, rather a confession of failure, just as in the old days when an obvious fungus
was not found in the tissues of a diseased plant it was often suggested that bacteria

were at work. But the behaviour is so like that in cases of demonstrable infection

by fungi or bacteria, and the number of similar unexplained epidemics is so great,

that there is much to be said for the theory. This is one of the many riddles which
•
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phytopathologists have to solve. There are quite a number of diseases^ frequently

rapidly spreading and very deadly^ for which no adequate cause has been found.

We need only mention the sereh disease of the sugar cane, the spike disease of

sandal, peach yellows and curly-top in the beet. At first it was frequently held that

the disease was induced or at any rate largely assisted by deteriomtiou, another

refuge fur the destitute, or by bad weather, soils, manuring, cultivation, and this

last has received some encouragement from the statements of Gekv in Cuba. But,

for the disease in its destructive form, the very complete study to which it has been

subjected has knocked away these props one by one, till it is generally conceded

that to no single one or combination of them can the disease by any chance be

attributed, and there is nothing left to fall back i\pon but hypothesis.

The behaviour in different countries varies a great deal and this is yet another

of the riddles with which the study is beset. At the same time, such differences

should be of the greatest interest and open out a wide field for investigation, and

appear to afford a series of clues which will doubtless bo taken advantage of by

the workers in those places where the disease is most feamd. In Java it has been

recognized as causing appreciable loss, but is apparently controlled by the con-

tinued planting of sound seed
;

it is suggested that the disease was, in any case,

less virulent than in the New World in these latter days, and this has been

attributed by some to a quantum of resistance acquired naturally by the cane

plants long growing with the disease in their midst. Similar suggestions have

been made by others regarding San Domingo and Cuba to be mentioned below.

The Hawaii work, though doubtless very interesting, is not available
;
but it is

indicated that, in fully infected fields (100 per cent.), the loss is from 5 per cent,

to 40 per cent, according to the variety grown, and that this loss is in the 1 '

deficient tonnage rather than diminished growth of poorer juice. In the eariy

stages mottled plants grow well and their juices appear to be equally rich in sugar

with healthy ones, but the stalks are always considerably lighter and presumably

have less juice in them. In Porio Bico, four years* severe infection has made
*'

possible to advance more detailed figures than in continental United States.

Stevensoit estimates that, up to July, 1919, some #3,500,000 had been lost to the

industry through mottling, and it is quite certain that the damage since then has

been yery serious. No statement can very well be made in Louisiana, tor the

disease was only definitely declared to be present in the same month (July, 1919),

but, from such evidence as has been collected during the very detailed survey which

has been concluded, it is thought probable that considerable losses have been

experienced during the last few years. In San Domingo the disease is reported

by Stevenson as widely spread, but not assuming the severe form of the Porto

Bico epidemic ;
no case of stem infection has been met with by that observer and

he hazards the suggestion that the virgin soils of the cane plantations may have

something to do with this. This has also been urged with reference to Cuba, and

certainly the disease acts there in a totally different mannerfrom Porto Bico and the

United States generally. There seems, in fact, to be little or no secondary iufectiou

and the disease has difficulty enough to hold its own with the reproduction by

diseased sets. It is, as will be gathered from the former remarks by Qhey, regarded

with equanimity. In Argentina, on the other hand, yet another case is presented.

Here too the disease is not.regarded as dangerous, but this is traced to the fact

that the canes growing, although fully infected, are almost entirely of varieties

which, everywhere and even in Porto Bico, have shown a very high state of resis-

tance to Mosaic, the older varieties having been discarded in this sub-tropical

region in favour of Java seedlings with North Indian blood in them,
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A imtural means of fighting the disease is of course the iutfoduotiou of

immune yarioties, the final refuge of all who have failed in their attacks om plant

diseases. But, unfortunately, the only varieties which have hilhei-to been showxi

to he immune si's such as cannot be commended for growing in tropical cane fields*

Such are the Kavangire, determined by^CROSS to be identical with Uba, Oayana

10 used for syrup in the United States, and other so-called Japanese** canes

wherever found; typically thin, fibrous, freely tillering canes,’ possibly all of the

great Tansahi group of Indian canes. Besides these there is the possibility of

some new seedlings being- found which are immune, but at present more ^an
1000 kinds have been shown to be susceptible, including all the well known canes

of commercial value and multitudes of seedlings ; end, coiisidering the parentage

of the latter, it seems at least improbable that they will be found to differ from

their parents in this matter of immunity. But we must here distinguish between

immunity and resistance, two very different things. The Java seedlings referred

to above are not in the least immune and take the disease with the greatest ease,

and it is possible that they have introduced Mosaic into the new world ; but its

effect on them, although varying, is very slight, and perfectly good yields can be

obtained from 100 per cent, infected fields^ The suggestion that thxs resistance

is due to long experience of the disease in Java has already been referred to
;
but it

seems to us to be much more likely that they owe this favourable character to

their parentage which is half North Indian, although in a different group to that

of Kavangire. The SaretLa group, to which their mule parent belongs, is a much
hardier one in India than the Pansahi. There is hope however in this matter of

resistance, for the thick canes vary greatly in it
:
quite a number are mentioned

in vanous papers referred to as more resistant than the rest, and trials have

comineiiced with these both in Porto Rico and the United States. Thus, G.C. 888

and G.C, 1313, D 1 135, D 1 1 7, B 0540 and h 51 1 are said to be worth multiplying

for this reason, and L 1646, L 1606,.L 1674 and L 1797 even show signs of possibly

being immune. *

One of the most interesting features in the case, which has only recently

received attention, is that the particular virus attached to Mosaic in the sugar

cane is capable of producing a similar disease in various other members of the

grass family* This point has as yet by no manner of means been fully worked

out, but Mosaic occurs, according to Branbbs, in maize, rice, ** millet,’* sorghum,

^^Panicum,’* foxtail and crab-gi'ass, The disease is said to attack these plants

with difficulty even under favourable conditions ; but, while it is likely that all of

these plants can be infected directly from sugar cane, this has only been proved

in the case of the last four. These became heavily infected when grown in the

same greenhouse as diseased sugar canes while plants growing all around outside

remained without a sign of Mosaic. The importance of this aspect of the matter

cannot be overrated. It is sometimes assumed that the disease was originally

one of some wild grass which handed it over to the sugar cane, and this idea

receives some support from the ^culiar mode of extension in Porto Bioo where it

was at first chiefiy met with in the hilly tracts. However this may be, the

possibility of the wild grasses bordering cane fields acting as carriers is alarming

enough for a detail^ search to be made cm plantations for any sigxis of the disease

in the wild flora as well as in adjoining brops. ^
' The control of Mosmo haSy as in sereh and many other^diseases, outstripped

our scientific knowledge of its chaiacter, and is planned upon a recognition of a
couple of clear cut factors, Diseased plants will always transmit the disease

through cuttings taken from them, and secondary infection always takes place
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when aiiaeepiihle varieties are planted near those affected. When the characters

of the disease are universally known to planters and they can readily distinguish

Mosaic plants from those with leaves otherwise marked, it should be easy rigidly

to abstain from taking sets from diseased plants. In one case we can go further,

for Egbrton has shown that, in L 511, we can at once distinguish diseased canes

after they have been cut, that is at the mill : diseased canes in this variety are

stated always to have red stripes and these are entirely absent in healthy plants.

But, ordinarily, one must depend on the blotching of the leaves and therefore

make the selection for planting before cutting the canes. It w^ould, moreover,

be much the wisest course to secure healthy seed from fields in which no Mosaic

occurs, for there appears to be an incubation stage of two or three weeks, during

which infected plants inaj^ show no trace of the disease in their leaves, although

the virus has already been introduced into their systems. It is a fundamental

plank in all measures at present suggested for the control of the disease, that every

diseased plant will pass on its virus in its cuttings and that no healthy plant can

do so. But this is only half the battle. A few diseased plants, in an otherwise

healthy field, will rapidly infe.jt the whole field once the leaves are out, for we
gather that this secondary infection bikes place only through the leaves. There-

fore a system of “roguing” is necessary, and it is important that this operation

should be carried out as soon as the first trace of the disease declares itself, namely

when the plants are quite young. It is moreover necessary to dig out the whole

stool, so as to destroy all the buds which otherwise may later shoot out their leaves

to carry on the infection. Those dug out stools need not be burned or otherwise

destroyed, for it will be sufficient merely to throw them into the middles between

the rows. This sounds very extraordinary practice in a highly infectious disease,

but it has been shown that wilted plants are not to be feared : we presume because

the suspected insect carriers will not find any juice in their tissues and will confine

their attention to the more succulent growing plants in the rows. This main
factor of insect dkrriers has constantly to be borne in mind, and the roguing

should therefore be done before they enter the field of young canes, or are present

in large numbers.

An eradication campaign has been started in Porto Kico, and Eaiile has given

the results of the first year’s work in the words of those i)lanters who have adopted

his suggestions. The work was admittedly carried out with v'arying thorough-

ness, and the results obtained agree closely with this. The cost in cases of slight

iiifoction appears to have been very moderate, often under a dollar per acre hut,

in cases where 30-50 per cent, of the plants in the field were affected through the

planting of diseased sets, it naturally was a great deal more. At first it was not

intended that eradication should he attempted in such cases, but the results of the

first year’s work have proved so eminently satisfactory, that it is now suggested

that it might be attempted in all fields, and that even such as have 100 per cent,

of diseased plaiits need not be excluded. In these oases, however, nothing can be

done in the absence of a ready source of healthy seed cane, and this is of course

difficult to introduce. If this source is available the infected canes should be

crushed without any attempt at using them for seed purposes. Whore the sound

seed is insufficient to plant up the whole area of healthy fields these should be
kept as far as possible from^the diseased plots, and increased rapidly for seed

purposes. Ratooning should be totally discontinued in fields suffering heavily

from Mosaic.

The second line of control is the introduction of immune and resistant or

tolerant varieties. Unfortunately, as already stated, the only ones at present
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known to be immune are tboee of the Uba or Kavangire class, and it is for the

planters to decide wliether these canes are worth growing for sugar making.

They are definitely inferior to the tropical canes in certain particulars and are not

therefore to bo recommended for general use in the tropical belt where thick canes

can be grown. With regard to resistance, there is a better prospect of success.

A good deal of work has already been done on the subject. We know, for instance^

that all of the Java seedlings which have North Indian blood in them ere highly

resistant. Although readily taking the infection, the presence of Mosaic has little

influence on the greenness of the' leaves: the growth is good and the tonnaj:e

heavy, while the juice does not appear to suffer at all. Hero again it is for tlie

planter to decide whether they are sufficiently rich in sugar to he introduced on a

large scale in place of the former more tropical varieties which have been so badly

hit by the disease, lint there are, among the latter class, great differences in

their degree of resistance, as has been shown by Eaklis in another paper. Some
of these have alieady been mentioned, and it is desirable that this work of selec-

tion should he strenuously pushed forward, and such as have responded favourably

multiplied as rapidly as possible.

These appear to bo the iniiiu facts of the case regardiiig Mosaic at the present

moment. With the amount of energy being thrown into its study, it is certain

that new facts will be brought to light, and the views expressed in this article will

suffer change in various particulars. But, supposing that there is no alteration

in the main facts of the ease, there seems to be a probabilit)^ that Mosaic will be

mastered in place after place, and will again take its position among the minor

diseases of the cane, many of which have, in their turn, assumed alanning pro-

portions for a time. One fact is obvious: if the industry is to be carried on

successfully and such visitations are not, every now and then, to catch the planters

unawares, a greatly increased attention will have to be paid to the fields in the

future. It is of little use to devote exclusive attention to the factory if the source

of supply is liable at any moment to be cut off.
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A recent addition to the lanks of sugar producers in JMatal is the Uba Co-operative^
Bugar Milling (7o. which bus raised a capital of £660,000 and is said to be spending^
•£420,000 on roctory plant.
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<

Estimates of the Sugar Crop*

Au official memorandum was issued at Calcutta towards the end of October,

giving the second sugar cane forecast for the 1920-21 season in India; it was

based on reports received from 99 per cent, of the total area under cane in British

India.

As compared with the hnal estimate of last year, the present estimate shows

a nominal increase of 2000 acres only. The detailed figures for Ihe Provinces

are as follows, the 1919-20 figures being the 2iid forecast a year ago and not the

final estimate :

—

PnOVINCE. 1930-21. 1919-20.
iNcmusK on
JOECliEASK.

Acrofe^. Acres. Acres.

United Provinces 1,434.000 .. 1,600,000 .. — 60,000

Punjab 474,000 . . 479,000 .

.

— 5,000

Bihar and Orhsa 279,000 . . 280,000 .

.

—
• 1,000

Bengal 220,000 .. 219,000 .. + 1,000

Madras 92,000 .. 88,000 4- 4,000

Bombay and Sind (including

Indian States) 77,000 71.000 .. + 6,000

Assam 36,000 32,000 .. 4- 3,000

JJ?orth-West Frontier Province,. 35,000 .. 36,000 .. — 1,000

Central Provinces and Berar 21,000 21,000 .,

Baroda 2,000 8,000 .. — 1,000

2,669,000 2,729,000 — 60,000

The present condition of the growing crops is on the whole reported to be*

Tery fail*.

The chart below shows the present estimate of acreage sown as compared
with the final figures of area since 1911-12.

AREA OF SUGARCANE

(In million ocros)

191 M2 1912-13 1918-14 1014-15 1915*1(; 1916.17 1917-I8 I9l8 9 1919-20 1920;21

Ceylon’s normal consumption of white sugar is said to be about 20,000 tons, derived
mainly from Java, Honj^ Kong, Australia, and India, The Government are anxious to
extend food production in the island, including that of sugar, and may introduce protective
measures if a substential sugar venture could be started. There is said to be sufficient
suitable land to raise more than enough sugar to meet the local demands.
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Messrs. William Connal & Co.’s Annual Report.

We reproduce below some large extracts from the excelleut annual Beport on

the sugar trade of the past year compiled as iw previous years by Messrs.William
CoKNAL & Co., the well known Glasgow sugar brokers.

1920 will long be remembered as the year, during the greater part of which

America ruled the sugar markets of the world, and during which many rapid and

unprecedented fluctuations were expeiienced.

The British Boyal Commission on Sugar Supply, and the American Equalize-

tion Board had jointly, during 1918 and 1919, controlled the sugar supplies for

both Europo and America, and it was confidently expected that this joint

ari’angernent would be continued during 1920. The Royal Commission's control

of the British markets was to be continued, but as the existence of the Equalization

Board expired on fllst December, 1919, there was a doubt as to its renewal.

American refiners, in the summer of 1919, made an effort to have its continuance

sanctioned, but this failed by the opposition of Washington, Had this effort been

successful, the entire Cuban crop of 1920 could then have been secured by the

two Boards at 6^ cents per lb. f.o.b., and this would have been of unspeakable

advantage for the future of both Europe and America. Another effort for this

purpose was again made in October, 1919, but through the illness and absence

of the President, the necessary sanction of Congress was unobtainable, and when
it had been obtained on 20th December the opportunity had been lost, for getting

the necessary and complete control of the (^uban and other crops. During the

.period of uncertainty attending these negotiations European buyers and others

for Eiistei'ii markets succeeded in securing a large portion of the early delivery of

the 1920 Cuban crops at 6^ cents, and the Cubans were thereafter no longer

sellers unless at an advanced price.

When it became evident that the Equalization Board would no longer exist,

and that the American market was to be left uncontrolled, the Royal Commission

at once commenced negotiations for the supply of their own wants, but it was
then found difficult to buy on favourable terms, as they were brought into com-

petition with American refiners. Their purchases made for early January shipment,

and for which charters had been arranged, were unfortunately late in arriving at

the shipping ports through strikes and failure of transports. This caused great

inconvenience, and delay in shipments, so that arrivals in the United Kingdom
proved lighter than had been arranged for during February and March. Great

difficulties were all along experienced in the Cuban ports from the conge8ti«)u of

traffic arising from a succession of strikes. In the port of Havana, where there

was a strike of long continuance, about 90 vessels were at one time held up await-

ing discharge, aiid convicts from prison had to be employed for the unloading of

perishable articles. The Boyal Commission, however, succeeded in overcoming

all difficulties and in having a fleet of steamers always on the passage. When the

market opened in January there was the prospect of abundant supplies from Cuba
as Messrs. Guma then estimated the crops at 4,400,000 tons, but with active

buyers and unwilling sellers the quotation for 96 per cent, polarizations, which
was 10|' cents early in the month, had advanced to 12 at its close, the equivalent

of 76s, 9d. per cwt. at 6*50 exchange.

In February there was, as usual, a large offering of ready sugars from both

Cuba and Porto Bico, and with some pressui^ to sell, prices declined during the

month, and closed at 9 cents, f.o.b., Cuba, the equivalent of 59s. 3d. per cwt. at
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3*40 exchange. At this reduced price the Eoyal Oommisaion were reported to

have made important purohases.

There was active buying during March on the part of American refiners, who
were experiencing a good demand for their refined, owing to general business

prosperity, and the high wages which were being earned, but they found difficulty

in obtaining full supplies of raw sugars, and strong competitive buying during

tlje month caused a gradual improvement, from 9 cents at its beginning to 12

cents at its close. At this period Messrs. Otjma’s revised estimate of the Cuban

crop appeared, reducing it from 4,400,000 to 3,900,000 tons, and this reduction of

about 600,000 tons led to an excited market and to active buying of sugar in all posi-

tions at an advance during the first week in April of IDs. 9d. per cwt., which was

increased during the remainder of the month by a further advance of 16s, 9d. per

cwt., making a total advance during April of 368. 6d. per cwt.

This advance, which some Cuban planters described as being almost too

good to bo true,” was further increased in May, when it became evident that the

long continued drought in the early part of the year had injuriously affected the

substances of the canes, and from that cause many centrals were closing up with

-outturns much under previous estimates. This caused Messrs. Quma again to

reduce their Cuban crop estimate to 3,650,060 tons, and this now reduction led to

an immediate burst of feverish and excited speculation, in which both Americaiis

and Cubans took part. With the Cuban crops so greatly reduced, there was a

prevailing idea that a sugar famine might be experienced, and, in consequence, a

rush was made to secure sugar from any quarter, in any quantity, and at any

price. This excitement led to a further advance of 288. Id. per cwt., and on 20th

May 23i cents were paid, the equivalent of 1378. 9d. per cwt. at 3*82 exchange.

Iii expectation of a further advance, Cuban and Porto Rico sellers withdrew their

stocks entirely from the market. This compelled American refiners, who were

largely short of supply, to make large purchases, estimated at 300,000 to 400,000

tons, in Java and Manila and the east, for shipment during summer and autumn
mouths.

The sugar world looked on in amazement at this wild scramble to secure

augars, and every country, with any reserve of stock, willingly parted with it to

America, that they might share in the w'ealth which was being so lavishly squan-

dered. The 20th May proved the highest point of the market, and 23J cents, the

•equivalent of 137s. 9d. per cwt., f.o.b., recorded an advance from the lowest

point in February of about SOs. per cwt. There was the general expectation at

this time that on account of the deficient Cuban crop by 700,000 tons, and reduced

world’s supply, a period of high prices was likely to be continued. It was for-

gotten, however, that high prices, sooner or later, caused decreased consumption,

and brought into view many unseen, and unsuspected, sources of supply.

Meantime the Cubans, being under the impression that they were in a posi-

tion to command the market, and that the Royal Commission had still unfilled

wants, made them an offer of unsold stock at 1308. per cwt., f.o.b., but to their

disappointment the offer was declined, as the Commission had then the offer ol

200,000 tons of the coming Mauritius crop at 90s., f.o.b,, which, being so much
under the Cuban offer, they accepted, and they then retired from the market*

The Cubans h,eld some 300,000 to 400,000 tons of unsold stock, for which they
expected to obtain the high price then ruling, but they were disappointed to find

that all their offers to American refiners were refused, and that they were being
undersold by the flood of speculative sugars then arriving, and which, for financial

reasons, had to be realized, and this only possible at a constant decline in values.
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It became a matter of serious consideration when it was found that at the end

of July 16 cents were accepted for Cubans, which, from the highest point in May
of 23J, established a fall of 46s. per cwt. Prom the same cause the downward

course continued till October, when sales were made at 7 cents, the equivalent of

44 s. 8d, per owt., or at a decline of 93s. per cwt. from what was the highest point

in May. This drastic fall was accompanied by veiy serious consequences to Cuba.

Encouraged by the gi'eat prosperity which was being enjoyed by Cuba, many
wealthy Americans had acquired estates in the island from which they hoped to

obtain rich returns. Numerous centrals had also been enlarged, and machinery

ordered for their thorough equipment. Other centrals were being re-modelled as

refineries, to produce sugars fit for direct consumption, without having to pay toll

to American refiners. Land was also being prepared for the erection of new cen-

trals and refineries, but this unlooked-for decline in sugar sent a wave of depres-

sion all over the island, and for the time being stopped all operations. All classes

of the Cuban people had likewise been indulging in luxurious and spendthrift

habits, which involved large expenditure, and this, along with the depreciation of

planters’ unsold stocks, and speculative sugars over-advanced on by banks, led to

widespread financial crises, and to the suspension of one bank. To avoid further

disaster, President Mexocal felt compelled to arrange a moratorium to continue

till let December.

It was not Cuba alone that was then a sufferer. American refiners, when
compelled to purchase raw sugars at extreme prices, had prudently sold refined

against them, but the loss on these sales of refined had become so ruinous that

many buyers refused to implement their contracts. This gave rise to much
anxiety, and as hnsiness in refined was for a* time suspended, several large

American refineries were closed until more settled market conditions again pre-

vailed. Canada, likewise, came through the same trying experience, and all the

refineries therfj have, for several weeks, been closed, awaiting such arrangements

as will enable work to be re-commonced. Seven cents, however, which was the

value of outside arrivals in America in October, could not be maintained, as the

continuous imj)ortation of distrc^ssed sugars still further depressed the market,

and on 15tli December 3g cejits cost and freight came to be accepted. This has,

so far, proved the lowest point, and since then sales of Cubans have been made at

4f cents, or at the equivalent of 278. 9d. per cwt., at 3'52 exchange, establishing a

decline of 110s. per cwt. from the highest point.

Stocks of refined in both America and Canada have been so greatly , reduced

from numerous refineries having boon closed that an active demand may be

expected when they again resume work. Much trouble has likewise been experi-

enced in Holland from speculators in Java sugars having failed to implement
their contracts, and all the sugar world feels deep disappointment that their new
crops are now coming on tbe market at a period of unlooked-for depression.

Ouha, with its fine climate and fertile soil, will doubtless soon again experience

renewed prosperity. Its crop just commencing gives promise of being much
greater than that of 3,730,000 tons now Coming to a close, and as many planters

bad fortunately sold a considerable part of their crops in advance at 15 to 12 cents

per lb. they have thereby secured a substantial profit.

The West Indian Cmwn Oohniee show only an increase of 4(K)0 tons over last

year’s production, but Jamaica has several new factories erected and in course of

erection, and expects soon to have a yearly production of 100,000 tons. Some
planters there have had much success during the past year in having realized

their oi'ops at X100 per ton, l.o.b., and in some cases at even above this figure*
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Trinidad also looks for an increased production, as new land for this purpose

has been acquired by several planters. The application of science to the suc-

cessful prosecution of the sugar industry is now generally recognized, and it has

been decided that a college for tropical investigation, with a model sugar factory

and. school, should be erected in Trinidad. Great benefit to all West Indian

islands is expected from the institution of this college.

Barbados has been unfortunate in its crops of late, but it has nevertheless

been prosperous, and can now afford to abolish its old windmills for grinding, and

to substitute for them modem machinery.

Demerara continues to lag behind from the disastrous effects of droughts and

insufficient supply of labour—Cuba, by its liberal treatment of workmen, having

drawn them from Demerara and the West Indian Islands. Arrangements are now
being made to increase the labour supply, and there is room for a large expansion

of sugar production in this colony.

The ludigenouB and Colonial Crops of America, which embrace Louisiana,

Porto Bico, Hawaiian ahd Virgin Islands, also the Philippines, show only 180,000

tons of increase, but arrangements for expansion are now in progress. Groat

prosperity has been enjoyed by Hawaii and Porto Bico, and many estates on

these islands have been able to declare dividends of 100 per cent. The Philippines

ai*e being equipped with ten new factories, and have room for great expansion.

Hawaiian planters have been devoting part of their recently acquired wealth to

the development of the Philippine sugar industry.

In the East Java and Japan have been enjoying prosperity notwithstanding

several failures of speculators to imidement their contracts.

Mauritius has been favoured with wonderful prosperity, and the Governor in

recently opening the Legislative Council remarked, “that for its size, it is at

present one of the wealthiest countries in the world. The prosperity of the sugar

industry and of all connected with it has been phenomenal.*’

In Australia the sugar crop is under Government control, and by the Official

Commissioners the limit for the present crop was fixed at £30 6s. 8d. pei ton,

f.o.b., basis 94 per cent., which price, although at the time much below the world’s

value, they considered quite satisfactory for all concerned. The present crop is

estimated at 175,000 tons, but the next is expected to be largely increased. So

rich were the canes of the 1919 crop that one ton of sugar was got from about

eight tons of canes.

The United Kingdom,

The short price of raw sugars to the British refiners was fixed at Sis, till

22nd March, when it was raised to 41s., and continued thereat till 17th May,
when it was again raised to 60s,, at which it remained till 30th October, when it

was reduced to 508. 5d., remaining thereat till 29th November, when a further

reduction took place to 35s. lid., and latterly on 27th December the price was
fixed at 28s. 4d.

British refiners have every reason to be grateful to the Boyal Commission for

having controlled their market during the past yeai', and for having relieved them
of all difficulty in providing for their wants. Had they been uncontrolled, they
might have shared the fate of the American and Canadian refiners, who have
come through times of great hardship, anxiety and loss. It is hoped that this

control may not be withdrawn till a more settl^ condition of markets prevails.

Government control stiU continues. For domestic consumption the price in
January was 668 . for granulated and crystals, which held till 20th March, when
it was advanced to SOs., and further, on 17th May, to 112s. This was the highest
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point, and continued in force till 1st November, when there was a reduction to

96s*, and the price was lowered on 29th November to 80s., and again on 27th

December to 72s., at which it closes. The Eoyal Commission have supplied

granulated sugars for domestic consumption at an average price for the year of

928. 9d*, which compares with an average of the prices of American sugar refiners

of 16 cents per lb., or 978. per cwt, taking an average rate of exchange of 3*70.

The people of this country have, therefore, had a saving of 4s. 3d* per cwt. as

compared with the people of the U.B., and in addition to this it should be borne

in mind that the duty levied here is higher than the American duty, by about 18s.

per cwt, At the close of the year the prices wore 72s. per cwt., against 8 cents per

lb., the Americans having meantime an advantage over us from the great decline

which has recently taken place in that market.

VeiSetabie Decolorizing Carbons.

Factors which govern their Decolorizing Effect*

By A. B. BHADLBY.

In a previous communication,* the influence of such factors as temperature,

size of carbon grain, time of contact, etc., was discussed, using “ Norit*’ as the

decolorizing agent. Stated briefly, the previous work showed that commercial

decolorizing carbons are composed of fairly coarse to extremely fine particles in

variable proportions, the decolorizing effect produced by these grades increasing

rapidly as the size of particles diminishes up to a certain limit, that is. with carbon

of such a size that it will pass through a 72-mosh sieve and be retained by an

84-mosh, after which the increase in efficiency slows down rapidly as the grain

becomes still finer. This led the author to the conclusion that the very fine

particles are not e desirable addition, especially when it is remembered that

decolorizing carbons are very friable, the fine carbon therefore increasing con-

stantly with use. When treating a 50 per cent, solution of raw Barbados sugar

with increasing percentages of ^‘Norit,” it was found that, whereas the first

1 per cent, of carbon removed 62*5 per cent, of total colour, the doeolorizing

effect, after treatment with 4 per cent, of carbon, was only 85*5 percent., and
after treatment with 7 per cent., the total colour adsorbed was only 88 per cent.

It was concluded from these results that the greater proportion of colouring

blatters in the sugar solution were in a crude colloid state of considerable mole-
cular dimensions, and were thuathe more easily removed, whereas the last traces

of colour, being much nearer a true solution, were much more difficult to adsorb.

The only advantage to be gained by using relatively largo percentages of carbon
was rapidity of filtration. The other conclusions from the previous work are not

reiterated here, as they have no direct bearing on the present paper.

A number of decolorizing carbons have been recently examined, including a
series very kindly sent by Dr, F. W. Zbbban, late Eesearob Chemist, Louisiana
Sugar Experiment Station, also a sample of “ Super-Filtohar manufactured
by the Industrial Chemical Co., New York. Many comparative experiments have
been made with these carbons in the hope that, from the ^results so obtained,

further light might be thrown on the problem of adsorption of colour, etc., by
such carbons, it being remembered that samples showing identical chemical
analyses give veiy different decolorizing eflacts, whilst often a more impure
carbon gives the better result.

* LSJ^ IW, 62.
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The carbons under examination were first tested for their comparative

decolorizing efficiency, using a 50 per cent, solution of raw Jamaica sugar for all

the tests. This solution was not cleared in any way, and contained, therefore, the

colloid gummy matters natural to unfiltered sugar syrups. As in previous

experiments, the carbon was added to the weight of sugar syrup to be used, just

brought to the boil, and filtered through a 2i in. Buchner funnel, using a pump
suction equal to a pull of 26 in. of mercury. The colour estimations were made

by means of a Lovibond tintometer. Table I gives the decolorizing effects

obtained after treating equal bulks of the sugar sohition with 6 per cent, of the

respective carbons, together with the times taken for filtration. Column A gives

the actual values obtained, and B the same values calculated on the basis of 100

for ** Super-Filtchar,’'

TaUt 1.

Comparative time for Asli.

Carbon. Colour adsorbed. Filtration. Per cent.

A. B. A. B.
Min. Sec.

Super-Filtchar” , .

.

. 98’30 100-00 .. — 46 .. 100*0 . .
*3-98

Z. 3 . 96-86 98*54 .. — 47 .. 104*4 .. 19*12

Eponit ” . 96-00 96 64 .. 1 26 .. 191*1 .. 7-40

Z. 152 . 92*43 94-02 .. 1 — .. 133*3 0-60

Norit ” . 90*00 91*66 .. 1 32 .. 204-4 .. 6*99

Z. 160 . 89*57 91*12 .. 1 22 oo .. 8-63

Z. 20 . 86 86 88*36 .. 2 40 .. 365*6 .. 2-82

Z. 134 . 82*90 84-33 .. 1 33 .. 206-C .. 26-67

Z. 61 . 67-86 68-86 .. 2 6 .. 280-0 .. 6-86

Z. 142 . 67 00 67*98 .. 19 8 .. 2661 1 .. 7-68

Carbons marked “ Z ” were supplied by Dr. Zekban. The numbei’s are the

same as sent with them, and identify them as those examined by Dr. Zbeban and

bis co-workers in their exliaustive research. *

It will he noticed from the above table that working under the conditions

stated, there is a decided tendency for slow filtration with samples giving low

decolorizing effects. It might be mentioned that the moisture content of these

samples varied only within the limits of 9-14 per cent. The percentage of

mineral ash does not account for this variation in efficiency, as will be seen.

It is often stated that carbons of the greatest purity give the maximum
decolorizing effects. As recently as August of this year BocK^ stated that ** other

coiidi lions being equal, the material having the highest carbon content shou^
give the best results.” Although it is perfectly true that with any given sample

an increase in efficiency does occur as the percentage of mineral matter contained

in it is removed, it is, at the same time, quite possible to produce, in the labora-

tory, samples of extremely active carbons, which may then be adulterated with

relatively largo quantities of mineral matter (silica, etc.), and still be as efficient

as most commercial carbons, if not more so. It is interesting to mention here

that samples Z. 3 and Z. 142 illustrate this point particularly well. Both of the

above samples were prepared from rice hulls (“Carbrox”*)
;
sample 3 was pre-

pared by Dr. Zeeban, and 142 by Dr. H. S. Shilstone, of New Orleans, Many
tests were made in order to account for the differences obtained. Dr. Scknellee
working on rice hulls carbon found that, when first retorted, this carbon contained

49 per cent, of mineral ash, and that the efficiency was only developed on the

removal of the mineral matter. It would seem fairly obvious that the rapidity

-
^ 1920. »o.

8/. Amer, C/iem. Soc., 1930, iS, 1564; LS.J., 1920, 709.

> 1930, 567.
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of filtration would also increase as a more porous cax‘bon was prodticed. This

worker found that a sample containing 43 per cent, of silica had a decolorizing

efficiency of only 1 7 per cent, of that of Norit/* When, however, the mineral

matter was reduced until only 18 per cent, remained, the efficiency of the sample

had increased to 90 per cent, of that of “ Norit,” and finally, when 9 per cent, of

ash only remained, he produced a carbon giving a decolorizing effect 46 per cent,

better than that produced by ‘‘Norif (which very seldom contains as much as

9 per cent, of mineral matter). Here, again, it is demonstrated that a carbon

with a high ash value may still be more efficient than another sample which

contains less ash. In these two examples of carbon prepared from the same raw

material this holds good. Zerban, in the work previously mentioned, ‘ has found

that the period and degree of final roasting plays an important part in the

production of highly active carbon. His results show that the higher the tempera-

ture, and the longer the period of the final roast, the more efficient the product.

ScifW'BLLKR® also found that to produce highly active carbon, the final heating

must bo carried to a bright red heat. Coates,® in a similar manner, was able to

produce a carbon from ordinary sawdust (without impregnating agents) equal in

efficiency to ** Norit ” by prolonged heating at 1200®. As ashing and other tests

have failed to produce any explanation which would account for the difference

in efficiencies of samples Z. 3 and Z. 142, the only feasible conclusion one can

ari'ive at is that those samples received very different heat treatments during

preparation. (See later.)

Zerban determined the efficiency of some of the samples used in Table I in

the following manner:—A solution containing 30 grms. per litre of a final

molasses was prepared, and to 200 grin, lots of this solution 6 grms. of the different

samples wore added, just brought to the boil, and filtered through folded filters.

The decolorizing effects were measured by moans of the Iless-Ives tint-photo-

meter. The following percentage decolorizing results were recorded

:

Tahh Tl.

Caibou No Total Colour removed
162 89 0

‘Norit’’ 810
160 84-0

20 99-4

61 7(i‘0

The above results are tabulated in the order of efficiency found in Table I,

and show some striking differences. It must be remembered that, whereas we
work with a 50 per cent, solution, Dr, Zerban w’’orked with roughly a 6-6 per
cent, solution onl3^

Working with solutions of different strengths, the relative efficiencies of a
number of samples of carbon may change. (See later.) We found (last communi-
cation) that the efficiency of a carbon decreases with an increase in concentration,

with the same amount of colour present. Zerban noted first that sugar solutions

contain several different colouring matters in varying proportions,^ and that

vegetable carbons show selective adsorption. The values he found compared with
Table I would seem to confirm this conclusion, but it will bo sliowii later that
this need not necessarily be thB cause of such differences found, as it is possible

that other factors come into play to cause these variations.

Having previously demonstrated that different sized grains from any one
sample give increasingly efficient results as the size diminishes, up to a limit, after

’ im, 90. i9is,~ 191. » 7.5,j.r 1919, ma
4 7,5./., 250.
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which it remains nearly coustanfc> it was thought interesting to grade some of the

samples used io experiment No. 1 to see how the percentage composition, as

regai'ds size of particles, varies with the different decolorizing values obtained.

It is a matter of regret that sudicient of each sample was not at hand to allow for

the grading of all the samples. Table 111 gives the grading results obtained with

five samples, the results of which taken with the decolorizing efPeots and times

of filtration, become quite interesting.

Tahh in.
Rfsidur left on Sieve, per cent.

Sieve mesh
per linear inch.
20

“ Filtchar.”

0*076 ..

Z. 3. “Eponlt.”

0*02

“Nortt"

.. 0-46

Z. Its.

.. l-OO

28 0*298 .. — 0*06 .. 0*41 ., 1*92

38 4*644 .. q-178 0 18 . . 0*46 .. 6*78

48 14*66 6 .. 2*010 0*68 . . 4*64 .. 11*76

62 3*450 .. 1*88 — — .. U*28
60 7*766 .. 13*81 3*70 .. 7-30 .. 4*24

72 16*41 .. 10*34 12*64 .. 12*80 .. 24*04

84 6*72 .. 2*88 9*20 .. 7*61 . . 9*25

94 4*726 .. 7*398 6*36 , . 6*96 4*80

106 15*368 .. 15*616 24*00 .. 6*43 .. 10*30

124 11*836 .. 19*80 13*88 .. 4*60 6*20

Passes 121 .... 10*330 .. 26*176 30*28 . . 49*20 . . 7*04

Decolorizing effect

using 5 per cent.

Time of filtration..

98 3 ..

min. sec.

0 46 ..

96*86

min, sec.

0 47

95*00

min. SCO.

\ 26

., 90 00

min. see.

. . 1 32

.. 67 00

min. sec.

.. 19 8

It will be noted that the first four examples demonstrate that the greater the

percentage of finest carbon (passing through meshes smaller than 84) the lower

the decolorizing efficiency, and the longer the period of filtration. Here again

Z. 142 does not fit into place. It would be expected from the grading results that

this would be the most efficient sample. This is a technical point of some interest.

From a purely scientific point of view one would expect the sample containing the

highest percentage of “ dust,*’ presenting as it does a much larger surface area, to

be the most efficient sample. The results on filtration as shown in the table^

however, are clearly borne out in factory practice, when it is noticed that a much
greater period is required to filter off batches of fine or disintegiated carbon, prob-

ably owing to the colloid gummy matters forming a semi-impervious la3’er with

the finer grains.

It should be pointed out here that “ Super-Filtchar ” contains a fairly high

percentage of carbon up to the 60 mesh sieve, but would not be expected to give

filtration difficulty, owing to lack of bulk, on account of its physical structure,

which is somewhat different from the average examples of vegetable decolorizing

carbons. As a rule these carbons are obtained asa massof intensely black, glistening

specks, or splinters, whereas Super-Filtchar” appears as a dull black porous*

looking granular mass. On this account ** Super-Filtchar ” is bulky and forms an

extremely good filtering medium, whereas many carbons, although fairly coarse,

paok down owing to their physical structure and form less efficient filter cakes.

At this stage it was thought advisable to see to what extent the bulk of a unit

weight of the samples, or, as it is termed here, the **5 grm. volume,” behaved

towards the efficiencies found, and the times required for filtration. For the pur*

poses of this determination, d grms. of each of the carbons under examination were

weighed out, poured into a dry measuring cylinder, and gently tapped down for

several minutes, after which the volumes were read off.
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The following values were thus obtained:

—

Talh TV,

Volume of 6 oums. of Saiiflk.

Carbon. Volume in c c. Carbon. Volume in c.c.

Super- Filtcbar,” 40 c.c <*Norit’* 16 o*c.

Z, 150 .......4 ,.«• ..* 30 ««***• /tm 20 «•••••••.•«•*• 16

Z. .3 26 „ Z. U2 14 „
Z.I84 23 Z.61 14 „
“Eponit** 17 „

If this table is ozamiued iu conjimotioii with No. Ill, it will be noticed that

here again the samples follow a definite order, iu that the carbons with the greatest

5 grm. volumes are found to correspond with the greatest decolorizing efi^ciencies,

and with the most rapid rates of filtration, and c/ce versa. It is here also that the

failure of carbon Z. 142 seems to be explained as the very low value found,

together with the low ash value, means theft this carbon is very dense, and, there-

fore, not sufficiently porous to give efficient results. It will be noticed that

Z.51 compares quite well with Z.142 both for volume and efficiency. It must be

remembered, however, that the higher the volume found, the more friable the

sample must be, therefore in factory practice it is quite possible that some of

the carbons examined would breakdown very quickly. Weinkich* has stated

that the decolorizing power of char should be determined by volume rather than by

weight, and that equal volumes of various carbons have the same decolorizing

pd'Wer. It was thought that perhaps this theory was correct from the results

obtained from the above different volumes of carbon for a common weight. For
the examination of this point, several of the carbons were graded, the residues

left on the 106 sieve were taken for test, 6 grms. being weighed out and measured

for volume as before. It was found that the values followed the order of effici^

ency, and, therefore, that a decrease in volume was not due to a high percentage

of dust packing down, but to low porosity, and bulk of the sample. Equal
volumes of these carbons (6 c.c.) were now added to 100 c.c* lots of a raw cane

sugar solution, and treated as in previous experiments. Table V gives the

volumes obtained from a unit weight of each sample of the same gi’ain size,

together with the decolorizing values of the various carbons.

Tiihh F.

Volume of 6 arms. Decolorizing effect
of smuplo from 6 c.c. ofsamplc

Super-Filtchar ” 32 c.c 81*13 per cent.

ZS .... 28 c.c 81*17 per cent.
“ Norit ” 15 c.c 80*00 per cent.
i5*61 14 c.c .... 63*40 per cent.

These figures would seem to show that the -statement ** equal efficiencies lor

equal volumes of carbons ’’ is not true, and would, in the author’s opinion, show
that the relative efficiency of any sample is dependent chiefly on its porosity, or
hulk, although the size of grain also plays a part.

Having now obtained the efficiency of each sample, the rate of filtration,

volume, etc., it was suggested to exhaust thoroughly the samples by successive

treatment with four batches of syrup. For these tests, 6 gims. of eacli of the
samples were added to 200 grm. lots of raw sugar syrup, boiled and filtered as
before, and then the pressed caijbon cakes again added to fresh lots of sugar symp
until four successive batches of syrup had been treated* The decolorizing effects

and times required for filtration are given in Table VI, where column A gives
the actual values obtained, and column B the percentage results calculated on the
basis of 100 for “Super-Filtchar.”

^ L8J,, 1917, 40a!
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TiMt VL
DkooloumKO Erbulis.

Carbon 1st Batch 2nd Batch 3rd Batch 4Ui Batch
A B A B A B A B

Filtcb.i
”

.. 98‘30 .100*00 . 95-86 96*50 . . 91-00 .. 92-57 .. 88'67 .. 80-10

Z.3 .. 96'86 . 98-54 . . 92-43 . 94*02 . . 91-57 .• 93-16 90-43 .. 91 -99

Z.160 .. .. 89*67 . 91-12 . . 72-67 . 73*82 . . 59*70 .. 60-73 .. 66-00 .. 66-96

*M5ponit” .. 95 00 . 96-64 . 91*43 .. 93-00 . 87 00 , 88-50 .. 81-CO .. 82-40

“Norit”.

.

.. 90*00 . 91*56 . . 88*57 .. 90-10 . 79*70 . 81*07 .. 72-67 .. 78 82

TimK IthQUlKKI) FOR Filtration.

ni. H m. R. ni. H m. R.

“ Filtchar’’ . , 45 .. 100*0 ., 2 36 . . 844-4 . 3 30 . . 466-6 ., 6 46 .. 706-6

Z.8. .. . 47 .. 104*0 .. 2 36 . 844-4 . 5 45 . . 756-5 .. 6 60 .. 911 1

Z.160 .. .. 1 22 182-2 .. 3 10 . . 422-2 . 7 45 . .1033*3 .. 10 19 ..1365-6

*‘Eponit’* .,. . . 1 26 .. 191-1 .. 2 25\ . 822*2 . 4 20 . . 577-7 .. 10 10 ..1866-6

over ov*r

.. 1 32 .. 204-4 .. 5 26 . 722*2 . . 13 0 . .1733-0 .. Ihr. ..8 000

Table VI demonstratea that carbons wbieli contain the highest percentage of

fine carbon choke up first, and give low final resulta, the times taken for filtration

also increasing greatly after the second treatment. Next, carbons that contain

little fine carbon, but moderate amotints of large grain, hold up well until after

the second treatment, when the efficiency seems to drop rather rapidly. Caibons

of medium grain give proportionally the best decolorizing results, although the

time requiwd for filtration is somewhat greater than that of the second class. It

is fairly obvious also that here again the specific volume of the carbon must influ-

ence the efficiency and rate of filtration, the latter being very marked when
filtering the last three on the list, during the third and fourth treatments. If the

grading percentages found with the different carbons are graphed against the

sieve mesh, it will be noticed that the crossing points agree fairly closely with the

order in which the carbons change their relative efficiencies.

Experiments were next made to see if the relative efficiencies remained con-

stant during the treatment of several kinds of raw sugar. For those tests, three

different raw sugars were treated with the decolorizing carbons, using 2^ per

cent, of caibou on two examples and 6 per cent, of carbon on the third. Table

VII gives the relative decolorizing effects produced, together with the times

required for filtration. Column A gives the actual values obtained, and column

B the same calculated on the basis of 100 for “Super-Filtchar.^*

These last figures show that with 5 per cent, of carbon such as “ Super-

Filtohar,*’ much better results are obtained than with the other examples, owing
to the size of grain and the volume. When, however, a much smaller percentage

of carbon is used, the relative efficiency of the carbon containing the finer gmdes
increases, the periods of filtration being also somewhat more rapid. In the case

of the Co.’s carbon, however, the reverse action is noticeable. This is a

technical point of interest
;

it shows that for light or semi-refined sugars, wliere

a small percentage only of carbon is added, better results would be obtained by
the employment of fine grained carbons than coarse varieties, whereas in the case

of raw or fairly gummy sugars, if not cleared before treatment, maximum results

are obtained with carbons as free as possible from^ither excessively large or very

fine grain. This fact becomes of even greater interest when it is remembered
that decolorizing carbons (being very friable) disintegrate with continued use,

and suggests to the sugar refiner the use of the older batches of carbon for the

treatment of light or washed sugars, with the employment of new, or lesser used,

batches of carbon for the treatment of dark or more gummy grades of sugar.
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Tuhle VII.

Decolokizino Effects PiionrcBU

Cakuon

Jamaica Suoau.
ft per cent, carbon

used.
A. B.

UMMSaAllA SUGAll
per cent, carbon

used.
A. B.

BAnHAPOS SUOAK.
per cent, carbon

used,
A. B.

“Filtchar” , . .
98-3 ,, 100-00 .. 72*48 ., 100*00 .. 63-76 .. 100-00

z. 8 ... 96 86 . , 98-64 .. 82-40 .. 113-60 .. 72*38 .. 113 60

Co.... . .. 89*30 ,, 90-85 41-76 .. 71-46 .. 53-76 .. 84-30

“Norit*’ ... , 90 00 .. 91-66 .. 66-40 .. 91-62 .. 68*76 92*14

Times OF Fii.tkation.

mill. see. min. sec. min, Bcc.

“ Filtchar

.

. , . 0 45 .. 100-00 .. 2 15 lOO-Ol) 2 16 .. 100-00

Z. 3 ... 0 47 ... 104*40 .. 2 16 .. 100 00 .. 2 20 .. 103-70

^S.M.8. Co. ... ... 19 40 .. 2622-00 49 40 .. 2177*70 66 18 .. 2500-00

“Noril” ... . . . 1 32 .. 204-44 .. 4 29 .. 199-60 . . 3 60 .

.

170 80

It ie interesting to record the fact that when the sample of S.M.S. Co’s,

carbon was ci ushod in a mortar, decolorizing effects very similar to those given

with **Norit/’ were obtained. ‘ The addition of a small percentage of coarse

carbon such as this to very fine batches of carbon might be recommended in order

to maintain an open or porous carbon cake, and facilitate filtration.

ConvJHsiono.--{\) The results obtained by treating a 50 per cent, raw Jamaica

sugar syruj) with various carbons, using 6 per cent, on the weight of sugar taken,

show that the greatest decolorizing effect is produced with carbons giving the

quickest rate of filtration.

(2) The activity of a vegetable decolorizing carbon is not dependent upon

the percentage of carbon present.

(3) Of the various samples of carbon examined, those containing the greatest

percentage of the finest grades gave most trouble during filtration, as well as

giving the lowest decolorizing results, under the conditions stated in (1).

(4) The volume, or bulk of the carbon for a common weight affects the

rate of filtration, and decolorizing effect. Carbons giving the greatest bulks are

most efiicient if used under conditions stated below. In other w^ords, the more
porous the carbon the greater the decolorizing effect, and more rapid the filtration.

The specific volume is not entirely dependent upon the composition of the sample

as regards size of grain, similar sized grains of different carbons (w'oight for

weight) following the order of the volumes found for the samples containing

variable percentages of the different grad<*8.

(5) Equal volumes of different samples of decolorizing carbon of the same
grain size do not give similar decolorizing effects, the efficiency being influenced

by the porosity of the sajnple.

(6) Decolorizing carbons, if used for treating successive batches of sugar
syrup, without revivification, seem to choke up, first according to the amount of

dust they contain, and finally according t<» the percentage of large grain. Samples
containing the maximum quantity of medium gi'ain (say 84 to 106 mesh) hold up
best.

(7) Carbons containing high percentages of the finest grades give better

results when used on semi-refined, crashed, or good quality raw sugars, than do
larger sized carbons. On the other hand when treating raw sugars which are

inclined to be gummy, better results are obtained with carbons as free as possible

* A sample of very coarse carbon prepared by the Sugar MauuFacturevs' Supply Co , Ltd.
I The S.M.S. Co.’s carbon is also sold in Uiis finely ground grade.
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from dust, and which oi’e of a imiform medium grain. Large-grained carbons

are not ef&cient either from their decolorizing effect or rate of filtration, unless

much larger quantities than 5 per cent, are used.

The writer’s thanks are due to Dr. P, W. Zbbban for the supply of most of

the samples of carbon used in this work, to Capt. 11. Whympee, M.C., for his

very kind suggestions and advice, and to Messrs. Peek Prean & Co., in whose

laboratories this work was carried out.

Relative Importance of some Colouring Matters

in Cane Juices and Syrups.‘

By F. W. ZEBBAN.

We have found that thcT colour of raw cane juice i« largely determined hy

three factoi’S, viz., the presence of tannin, iron salts, and oxidizing enzymes,^

A juice may exhibit all the different shades between brown and green, according

to the proportion of tannin and iron it contains; but its colour is further affected

by the water-soluble colouring matters of the rind of the cane, which are also

polyphenols in the wider sense, belonging to the anthocyaniu group. Mill juice

from purple canes may be 50 per cent, darker than" that from gi’een canes.

Perric polyphenol compounds play a very important part in the colour of oui

products ;
but the question still remains how much ot the total colour is due to

them, and how much to: (1) the colouring matters of the rind, belonging to the

anthocyaniu andchlorophyll gi'oups
; (2) the incrustating colouring matter termed

‘‘saccharetin” by Steuerwald* (a poly^phenol derivative); and (3) pi'oducts

formed by the decomposition of sugars under the infiuenoe of heat alone or by

the effect of alkali especially in the presence of amino-acids.^

Practically nothing has been ascertained conoemiiigthe exact extent to which

each of these groups contributes to the colour of sugar-house products. Haeloff®

recently pointed out that the acid thin-juice process with heavy sulphitation of

the syrup prevents the iron contained in the massecuite from entering the ci^^stals,

thus avoiding the production of the dark colour caused by ferric polyphenol com-

pounds. But the molasses obtained by this process is certainly unfit for human
consumption, and for this reason the process mentioned would not help the solution

of the problem in Louisiana, where the object is to obtain the largest amount of

white sugar and such a quantity of high-grade molasses that the combined output

will bring the largest financial return. In order to do this, we must not merely

prevent the presence of iron in the sugar, but must decrease both iron and all

colouring matters in the massecuite to the lowest possible point.

It therefore becomes a necessity to have an exact knowledge of the nature

and proportions of the various factors aJ5i|pbuting to tho colour of the products.

A series of five artificial raw juices were thei^^re prepared, each of which contained

12 per cent, of sucrose, and in addition
: (1) enough aoonitic acid (the principal

acid of cane) to bring the acidity to 0*015 N
; (2) 2*1 per cent, of reusing sugars

;

(8) 0*067 per cent, asparagin, exactly neutralized with potassium hydroxide
; (4)

the same amount of asparagin with 0*133 per cent, of aspartic acid, also neutralized

with potassium hydroxide (the sum of these compounds representing the quantity

1 Editoral Bumniary of a paper presented to the 58th meeting of the American Chemicai
Society, Philadelphia ; J, Ind. Eng. Vhem., 1920. la, Ko. 8, 744*751. * I.S./., 1918, 581 ; 1919, 180.

'

» 1912, 53. * LEJ., 1914, 184,280 ; 1915, 284,

5 J.S.J., 1919, 574.
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of protein desvage products occurring in cane juices) ; and (6) in addition to the

previous constituente» a quantity of iron-greening tannin prepared from cane,

corresponding to 0*0167 per cent, of gallo-tannic acid.

These artificialyj0ilv juices were clarilied by live different methods, viz., (1)

sulphiting in the Sold to an acidity of 0*06 N was reached, and at once liming back

to an acidity of 0*01 N (which piocess is quite generally employed in white sugar

manufacture in Louisiana)
; (2) sulphiting to 0*06 N acidity, and liming back to

0’002-0*()03 N acidity
; (3) sulphiting to 0*06 N acidity, and treating with lime to

an alkalinity of 0*002-0*003 N (which was done to study the effect of a slight

excess of lime in the presence of sulphites)
; (4) liming to an acidity of 0*002-

0*003
;
and (5) liming to an alkalinity of 0*002-0*003 N. After these treatmentsi

the juice was boiled and fillered (water being added to make up for evaporation)

;

and in each case part was concentrated under a partial vacuum at about 70^C,

being finally made up to the original volume. Thus 25 ‘^runs” were made, but

all of these were repeated adding 0*002 per cent, of iron in the form of ferric

chloride. Tiastly, each product on the five senes of tests was subjected to the

ordinary sugar-house analysis, besides wbicb the total depth of colour was

measured by the Iless-Ives tint-photometer, and the following were the results

obtained.

In Series I (sucrose alone) practically no colour was formed in any of the

methods of clarification, whether iron was present or not. The more lime added

to the sulphured juice, the more iron was precipitated
;
and clarification with lime

alone to slight acidity removed the iron practically completely. When, however,

the lime was added to slight alkalinity, a little iron remained dissolved without

noticeable effect on the colour.

In Series II, when no iron was added, there was practically no colour formed

as long as the juice was still acid after liming, but when the lime was added to

alkalinity there was a little colour. On concentrating to syrup, in the presence

of sulphites the colour did not increase, but even became less. When lime alone

was used, the colour increased over three-fold from j nice to syrup. In the presence

of iron, colour formation was more pronounced. Clarified juice obtained by sul-

phuring and liming to slight acidity had 0*6® of colour (Hess-Ives), which did not

increase appreciably on boiling to syrup. When the raw juice was sulpbiired and
limed to alkalinity, 0*9® was developed, and this became 2*1® in the syrup. But
with clarification with lime alone to alkalinity, the juice showed 2*6®, increasing

to 7*0® in the syrup, which gave a slight reaction for polyphenols. This reaction was
probably due to a decomposition of glucinic acid primarily formed, which accord-
ing to Fbrnand may split up into pyrocatechol and gluconic acid.

Glucinic acid itself gives an iron reaction, not Allen’s polyphenol reaction, but one
probably due to its nature as a polyoxy-acid, which may be intensified by pyro-
catechol formed secondarily.

Series III and IV showed tnu^ e effect of the very limited amounts of add
amides and amino ‘acids is not very great. As long as the juice after liming is still

acid, the colour developed is no greater in the presence of these compounds than
in their absence. It is noteworthy, however, that in the syrup obtained in

Series III (asparagin alone) by Method 6 (liming to an alkalinity of 0’002.0*003 N)
a slight reaction for polyphenols was again obtained

; while such positive reactions
^ere even mre numerous in Series IV (asparagin and aspartio acid). These find-

ings are quite in accord with the results of MAiLtAKU’’ and of Stoi^zenkbiig*, who
* Shier Ind. doUm ; 18W, llTm

• Cmpiet rendui, 1011, me
; 1913, m, 66 ; iSH, m » Berie/ite, 1916, 0, 3031.
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showed that the nitrogenous colouring matters formed from amino<^aoids and

reducing sugam* have a cyclic structure and contain hydroxyl groups. Here we
evidently have to do with true polyphenols, but their iron compounds are not as

dark as those with tannin.

So far it has been shown that in the method of clarihcation used in white sugar

manufacture in Louisiana, in which the juice is strongly sulphured and limed back

to decided litmus acidity, any decomposition products of gltioose formed, even in

the presence of amino acids, amides, and iron, do not produce any considerable

colour under normal conditions of working. The lai'ge amount of colouring matter

which we actually do find in the clarified juice and syrup made by this process in

the factory must, therefore, be almost entirely due to other causes.

In Series Y, in addition to the constituents used in Series I to IV, a small

quantity of the iron-greening tannin isolated from the cane was added. This pro-

duced a remarkable effect on the colour of all the products, more especially in the

presence of iron.

Taking first the artificial raw juice in the absence of iron, there is quite a

perceptable amount of colour, due to a slight oxidation of the tannin taking place

soon after it is dissolvCiL'-

In the case o.f clarified juices in the absence of iron, the important observa-

tion is made that the clarification methods themselves bring about formation of

colouring matter from the tannin, although a part of this latter was removed.

Method 3 removed the largest quantity of tannin. Method 2 less, and Method 1

the least of those using lime and sulphur ; but in the Wo methods of clarification

without sulphixr the colour is much daiker, once more proving the bleaching effect

of the sulphites and sulphurous acid. However, during evaporation from clarified

juice to syrup, the increase of colour was loftst in Method 1, more in Method 2,

and most in Method 3, probably owing to the more effective bleaching effect of

sulphites at the higher acidity.

Turning now to the test carried out in the presence of both the tannin and

iron, it was apparent immediately that very dark-coloured products wore formed.

A comparison of the natural juices with these artificial ones made with tannin,

shows that this polyphenol compound is only partly responsible for the colour of

raw cane juice. The oxidation products of this tannin by oxidases, as well as the

antbocyanius of the rind and the “saccharetin of the fibre, evidently play an

important part, both of which colouring matters belong to the polyphenols.

The juices containing tannin and iron on being clarified behaved somewhat
differently from those without iron. While it was found true that all the clarified

juices are again much darker than the raw juices, the colour of the former does not

decrease from Method 1 to Method 3, but slightly increases. This is probably

due not so much to an increase in polyphenol compounds as to the fact that the

colour of the iron polyphenol compounds increases with decreasing acidity.

Methods 4 and 5 using lime alone produced much darker juices than did lime and
sulphur, owing to the absence of the bleaching effect of the sulphites. Between
the stages of juice and syrup, there was little increase of colour in this series,

ouoe more showing that the decomposition products of glucose by heat, even in the

presence of excess of alkali and amino-acids, have no great effect on the colour.

Some very important deductions may be drawn from the results obtained so

far. Our factory tests of last year, and these now reported, have clearly demon-
strated that in the presence of polyphenol compounds and their derivatives, and
at the same time of iron salts, the chemical methods of juioe purification practised

^ 1914, 384 , 230. 1
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in Louisiana (even sulphitation with high final acidity) produce clarified juices

which are not lighter hut often even appreciably darker than the raw juices from

which they are obtained. Our methods of purification do not bring about an
improvement, but rather a decrease in the quality of the juice, and do not effect

what according to Priksbk Gebrligs is the principal object of clarification,

namely the removal of colouring matter and other colloidal impurities. It is

becoming more and more clear that the solution of the problem will have to be

sought along the lines of colloid chemistry, as pointed out by Beok^ end by others.

It is true that the precipitates produced by the chemical methods now in vogue in

Louisiana tend to carry down some of the coarser dispersoids of cane juice, but

they are very inefiBlcient in this respect.

This brings us then to the question of removing not only coarse dispersoids,

but colloids as well. It seems certain that what is done so imperfectly now by
the precipitates pro<^uoed through the addition of chemicals to the juices can

probably be accomplished much better by physical adsorption. It is known that

certain forms of carbon, especially the so-called decolorizing carbons, are under

certain conditions very effective in removing colloids. There may be yet other

ways, based on principles of colloid chemistry, which might lead to success. The
feasibility of the use of decolorizing carbons for the purpose in hand has already

been amply demonstrated
;
but the economical side of the problem still remains

to be worked out in detail.

The Analysis of Sugar Mixtures containing

Two Monosaccharides.
By O. A. BROWNS.

The first reference to a combination of polarimetric and copper reduction

methods for analysing a mixture of two reducing sugars was probably made by
Apjohn* in a paper entitled “A new Step in the Proximate Analysis of Saccharine

Mixtures,” read before the Boyal Irish Academy on December 13th, 1869.

Apjohn stated that the principle of this method was due to a suggestion given

him by Jeli^ett, the eminent physicist of Tiinity College, Dublin, who is best

known for the polarizing prism which bears his name.

Immediate after Apjohn’s contribution, DuPRk^ published a paper upon the

Estimation of Throe Kinds of Sugar in one Solution,” in which he describes a

similar combined procedure that had been used by him for several years and which
involved less calculation than that of Apjokn. The formulas of DuPRi for a

mixture of what he terms grape sugar and fruit sugar are a; ^ p, the sum of

the sugars found by copper reduction, and 1 *502 x — 0*836 y = a, the sum of the

rotations of the two sugars. The values 1*502 and — 0*836 are given as the

rotations respectively of grape and fruit sugar expressed in inches, these measure-
ments and that of the quantity a being deteimined no doubt by Jellett’s

telescopic compensating tube.

Following Afjohn and DuprS, other chemists made contributions from time

to time upon this subject, as for example Netjbauer in 1877 (to whom the credit

for this method of analysis is often wrongly ascribed), SEvnA and Wov^ in 1895,

^ 1919, 70 ; see also Debbb, LSJ., 1916, 502, 556.

« TtamauHim Moyad Ir4»h Academy^ SI, 6S7 ; Cftem, Nm$, 1870, SI, 86.

» Chm, JViwofi, 1870, SI, 97. * BetichUt der deul. chm, Qes,, 10, 827.

« ^ZtU, angew, Chem.^ 1695, 286.
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and Eooqxtes* in 1900. All these authors, as Lifpman* has pointed out, based

their caloulations upon the false assumption that the two sugars in the miitture

have the same reducing power with the cousequenoe that the final results ore

more or less in error.

In 1906 the writer ^ proposed as a more accurate solution of the problem, the

employment of reduction ratios which are based upon the principle that the

weights of two reducing sugars bear a constant ratio to one another for the same

weight of reduced copper, when the reductions are performed under exactly

similar conditions. The general formulas proposed for this method of determining

. ^
hP — fiE E — ttflj

two reducing sugars A and B in mixture are : x = ^
fl-ud y = — ^

—

in which x, a, and a are respectively the percentage, copper reducing ratio (in

terms of dextrose) and specific rotation of sugar A and y, 5 and the same of

sugar Bt and R the total reducing sugar as dextrose.

The ratios between the weights of two siigars for the same weight of reduced

copper vary slightly according to methods of reduction and also differ somewhat

at the beginning of the tables where only small amounts of sugar are present to

be acted upon. The constancy of the ratios for several sugars according to

different methods of reduction may be seen from the following examples.

AUihiia Method.
Reduced
Copper, nextrose (<?). Levulose (1).

d
Ratio y- Galactose (g).

d
Ratio

Mgx*m». Mgrnis. Mgrius. grins. Mgrms, Mgrras.

86*7 44*3 48-9 .. 0*906 60*0 .. 0*886

177*2 . . 90*6 .

.

99*1 .. 0*914 .. lOO-O .. 0-906

210*1 .. 108 0 .. 117*8 .. 0*916 .. 120*0 0*900

269-6 .. 134*4 .. 146*6 .. 0*916 .. 160-0 0*896

309*6 .. 161*8 176*6 0*916 .. 180*0 0-899

340*8 .. 179*2 .. 195-6 0-916 .. 200-0 .. 0*896

372 3 .. 197*0 .. 216-2 .. 0*915 .. 220-0 .. 0*896

422-3 .. 226*9 .. 247*1 .. 0*914 .. 2.60-0 .. 0*904

Average 0*916 — 0*898

It is seen that for amounts of reducing sugars between 60 and 260 mgrms.

the reducing ratios of dextrose, levulose and galactose are very constant. As an

example of the ratios for very small amounts of reducing sugar, the following

examples for dextrose and levulose are given :

—

AlUhvUs Method,

Redueod
Copper.
Mgrms.
13*7

Dextrose {d).

Mgriiis.

.... 7*9

Levulose (0-

Mgrms.
. . . 10 ....

d
Ratio, -j*

Mgrms.
0*790

32*7 17*4 ... 20 .... 0*870

61*6 26*6 . . • 30 . , , .

.

0*887

70*2
. ... 36*9 . . . 40 .... . . 0*898

88*7 46*3 . . . 60 .... 0*906

The reducing ratios do not become constant until about 60 mgrms. of sugar

ore present. The variable ratio for small amounts of sugarmay be due to a differ-

ence in the initial speed of reduction for the various sugars, but it is also probably

dependent upon the fact that the copper reduced by the first quantities of one sugar
is in a more colloidal condition than that reduced by another. As soon as the

1 Ann. chim. ami appl^ S, 216. * '^Olienaie der Zuclcerarten." 1^, Vol. 1, page 89$.

Amer. Chein. 1906, 8S, 439.
^
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reduced copper reaches a certain maximum, the colloidal particles which escape

filtration are mostly precipitated and the reducing ratio then becomes constant*

Eor purposes of analysis only the constant reducing ratio should be taken.

This does not appreciably affect the accuracy of the method, when only small

amounts of sugar are present, as the errors of calculation are correspondingly

reduced.

The following examples are given for Kjeldahl’s method of copper reduction,

according to the tables of WoY

KjeldahVs Method»

Reduced
Copper.
Mgrins.

107-0 ..

Doxtrose
(d).

Mgnns.
48-0

Levulose
(0.

Mgriiis.

62-7 ..

d
Ratio Y
Mgrma
0-911

Galactose
(.</)•

Mgrms.
. 63-1

d
Ratio

Y*
MgrmB\

. 0*904 .

,

Maltose
(w).

Mgrms.
88-8

Ratio ^
Mgrms.

.. 0-640

136-6 .. 62*0 68*1 .. 0*910 , 68-6 . 0*905 .. 114-1 .. 0-643

164-9 ,, 710 .. 77*8 .. 0-913 . 78-3 . 0*907 .. 129-9 0-646

J94-9 910 .. 99-6 .. 0 916 . 100-2 , 0*908 .

.

164-9 .. 0-662

237-2 .. 1130 .. 123*3 0-916 . 124-0 . 0-911 .. 202-7 0-667

277 1 136 0 .. 146*7 .. 0*9-20 . 147-6 . 0-916 .. 239*0 .. 0-666

3170 168*0 .. 170-9 .. 0*926 . 1721 . 0*918 276-2 .. 0-672

363-0 180 0 193*8 .. 0-929 . 196*2 . 0 922 .. 310-3 . . 0*680

394 6 .

.

•207-0 221*6 .. 0-934 . 223*3 . 0*927 .. 360-6 . . 0*690

423-3 .. 227-0 .. 241-7 .. 0-939 .. 243-6 . 0-932 379*1 . .
0*699

Average . * . • 0-921 —
. 0*915 — 0-562

The table shows a greater susceptibility of maltose towards decomposition with

iticreasing amounts, the quantity of sugar necessary to reduce a given amount of

copper becoming less and the reducing ratio as compared with dextrose becoming

more. This observation is also true of lactose. The errors of reducing sugars in

mixtures are therefore grealer when disaccharidcs are present.

The average reduction ratios of dextrose, levulose and galactose show a very

close agreement between Allihu’s and Kjeldahrs niothods. The ratios obtained

by Allihn’s method seem to show upon the whole a greater uniformity betwe€m

50 and 250 mgims. than those obtained by the ICjeldahl and other methods of

reduction which the author has studied. It is for this reason that he has preferred

the AUihn method in the analysis of sugar mixtures.

A. W. Van dkr Haar,^ in a recent work upon the identification and estim-

ation of monosaccharides, criticizes the general principle of the writer’s method
for analysing sugar mixtures on the ground that the reduction ratios of the sugars

are not exactly constant. Van disk Haar remarks, however, that this lack of

constancy is of little or no consequence in actual work as the variations from the

mean ratio are not lai*ge enough to cause a serious error in the calculation.

Van der Haar’s objection to the principle of constant reducing ratio is based

chiefly upon the results with small quantities of sugar, the abnormal action of

which upon Pehling’s copper solution has already been discussed. The writer

would ciiticize, therefore, Van der Haav’s method of determining reducing ratios

by averaging the two exlreines, as he has done in the case of Schoorl’s tables,

instead of averaging the ratios taken at regular intervals as in the previous

examples. The reducing ratios of several monosaccharides for Schoorl’s volu-

metric copper reduction method have been calculated by the writer with the^

following results

4 ^'Anleitung eunr NaeWois, v\xv Tremiung und Bestinmmng det veiaen und ous CUuko
8idon U8W. erUaltenen Moaosaccliarlde und AldebydaiurSu.'' Berlin, 1920. Page 138.
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SchoorPa Method,

c.c.N/lo Bex- Levu-
thio. trose (d). lose (0*

Mgrms. Mgrms.

Ratio “j**
Galac-
tose (g),
Mgnus.

d
Ratio

Arabin-
ose (a).

Mgrms.

d
Ratio -jj*

Xylose

Mgrms.

Ratio

1 . . 3*2 . . 3*2 . 1*000 . • 8*3 . . 0*970 , , 3*0 . . 1067 .. 3*1 1*032

3 . . 9*4 . . 9*7 . 0*969 . . 10*4 . . 0*904 . . 9*2 . . 1*022 .. 9*6 .. 0*989

5 . . 16*9 . . 16*4 . 0*969 , . 17*6 . . 0*909 . . 16*5 . . 1*026 .. 16*1 .. 0*988

8 . . 26*6 . . 27*4 , 0*934 . . 28*3 . . 0*906 . . 26*2 . , 1*016 .. 26*2 .. 0*977

10 . . 32*3 . . 34*9 . 0*926 . . 36*7 . . 0*906 . . 32*0 . 1*009 .. 33*0 .. 0*979

12 . . 39 0 . . 42*4 . 0*920 . . 43*1 . . 0*906 . . 38*8 . . 1*006 .. 40*0 .. 0*976

16 . . 49*3 . . 63*7 . 0*918 . . 64*3 . . 0-908 . . 49 0 . . 1*006 .. 60*6 .. 0*974

18 . . 69*8 . . 65*0 . 0*920 . , 66*7 . . 0*910 . . 69*3 . . 1*008 .. 62*6 .. 0*966

20 . . 66*9 . . 72*4 . 0*924 . . 73-4 . 0*911 . . 66*0 . . 1*006 .. 69*2 0*967

22 . . 74*5 . . 80*1 , 0*930 . . 81*2 . . 0*917 . . 74*0 . . 1*007 .. 77*0 .. 0*968

26 . . 86*6 . . 91*7 . 0*944 , . 93*0 . . 0 931 , . 86*7 . . 1*011 .. 89*0 .. 0*973

Average (omitting 1) . . 0*936 . . — . . 0*911
, ,. 1*012 .. — .. 0*976

Van der Haar’s averages of the extreme ratios for 1 c.c. and 25 c.c. of-^- thio-

sulphate, in the same order as given above, are respectively 0*972, 0*950, 1*039

and 1*000, which values it will be noted are far less concordant with the actual

ratios of the table, than the ratios calculated by the writer. The reducing ratios

of the four sugars as thus calculated are also in very good agreement with those

found for Allihn’s method.

lieduchig Batea as compared with Dextrose,

Levul086. Galactose. Arablnosc. Xylose.

By Allihn’fl method .. 0*915 0*898 .. 1*032 0 983

BySchoorl’s „ .. 0*936 .. 0*911 .. 1*012 .. 0*975

ByKjeldahrs,, .. 0*921 .. 0-915

The employment of reducing ratios in the analysis of sugar mixtures con-

taining two monosaccharides may therefore be considered reliable for any of the

ordinary methods of copper reduction with Fehling’s solution. The ratios found

for one method of reduction soem, at least so far as determined, to be applicable

without serious error to other methods of reduction. The safest policy, however,

is for the analyst to establish his own ratios for the particular method desired.

The volumetric method of Sohoorl, which Van dbr Haab prefers for reasons of

simplicity and speed, is adapted only for quantities of sugar below 90 mgrms.
This method has, therefore, the objection than a greater dilution and multipli-

cation of error are involved, when large amounts of sugar are present, then with

Allihn’s method which is adapted to weights of glucose as high as 250 mgrms.

The accuracy of this method of analysis when applied to sugar mixtures

containing known amounts of two monosaccharides has been shown by examples
in the writer's' original paper, and does not require additional illustration at this

time.

New York Sugar Trade Laboratory,

80, South Street, New York City.

December 13th, 1920.

Keport bas it that the sugar gamble of 1920 led to one group of mfiners in America
making £2,000,000 in the earlier months of that year, and losing £8,000,000 in the later
months. This net loss was said to be more than the whole capital sum invested in the
redneries.

1 J. Amer, Chem, iSbc , 88
, 439.

—— ^
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Determination of Lime Salts in Juices by Means
of a Standard Soap Solution.

By WALLACE MONTOOMBBT,
Chief Chemist* Union Sugar Co * Betteravia. Cal.« U.S.A.

The determination of lime (CaO) and magnesia (MgO) in sugar-house products

is of utmost importance, because if considerable quantities of their salts be present

scaling in the evaporators and heaters occurs, necessitating the cleaning of the

apparatus during the grinding season.

For this determination a soap solution is used. The solution is prepared of

such strength that 1 c.c. corresponds to O'OOl grin. OaO. A barium chloride solution

of this strength is prepared as follows :

—

Dissolve 4‘357() grms. of BaCl* + 2 H^O with distilled water. If pure barium

chloride is not available, prepare a cold saturated solution of the salt on hand and

add double the volume of hydrochloric acid
;
collect the crystals on a filter, and

wash with 90 per cent, alcohol until free from acid. Dry between filter-paper or

blotting paper, but without application of heat. Take the given amount of this

pure salt and make up to a litre with distilled water.

The soap solution is prepared from pure Castile soap, though the writer has

used a liquid soap of high purity and obtained just as good results. In using the

Castile soap, 25 grms. of the soap shavings are dissolved in 60 per cent, alcohol

and made up to a litre. This solution will be slightly too strong.

We now take 10 c.c. of the barium chloride solution in a 4 oz. oil-sample bottle

and complete the volume to 50 c.c. with distilled water.

From a burette add slowly small portions of the soap solution, shaking

violently after each addition. A milky white precipitate of a barium soap is at

lirst formed, but when sufficient soap has boon added to react with all the barium

chloride, a slight excess of soap will produce a fine bubbled foam. Sufficient soap

to produce a foam 1 in. high that will remain 5 minutes is added.

As the soap is to bo of such strength that 1 c.c. equals 0*001 grm. CaO, and

lOc.c. of barium chloride solution, each c.c. of which is equal to O’OOl grm. OaO,

were used, it is apparent that 10 c.c. of soap solution will be necessary if the soap

solution is of correct strength. There is, however, one thing to be considered here

—

it requires approximately 0*5 c.c, of soap to produce foam on 50 c.c. distilled water

such as is obtainable ordinarily with the laboratory still. Therefore, we must
make our soap of such a strength that 10*5 c.c. will exactly produce the end-reaction

with the 10 c.c. of barium chloride, and always use 60 c.c. for tests.

From a series of tests it was found that 9*6 c.c, of soap brought about the

desired end-reaction with the 10 c.c. of barium chloride, whereas it should have
taken 10-6 c.c. This shows that the soap is too strong. The dilution is calculated

as follows

9-5 : 10*5 x : 1000 x =r 904*7 c.c.,

which amount made up to 1 litre with 60 per cent, alcohol will give a solution

of the desired strength.

In acid juices the exact acidity must be determined by titration with an
alkali solution of known strength, and sufficient ammonium hydroxide solution

added to exactly neutralize the acid present.

For a matter of comparison all results are reported to ICO*^ Brix. Using

2Q 0 .0. of thiu-juice made up to 50 c.c. with distilled water, the following formula
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Tabli: No. 1.

Thin Juices.

Nnmber of c.c, of Soap Solution

»

Brlx . 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 0 10
8*0 .. 0*061 .. 0*121 .. 0*182 .. 0*242 .. 0*303 .. 0*364 .. 0-424 0-485 .. 0*545 .. 0-606
8-2 .. 0*069 .. 0*118 0*177 .. 0*230 .. 0 -20ri .. 0-354 .. 0-413 0-472 .. 0-581 .. 0-590
8-4 .. 0*058 .. 0*115 .. 0*173 .. 0*230 .. 0*288 .. 0-346 .. 0*403 .. 0-461 .. 0-518 .. 0-676
8 '6 .. 0*056 .. 0*112 . . 0*169 .. 0*225 .. 0-281 .. 0-337 .. 0-393 0-460 .. 0*506 .. 0-662
8-8 .. 0*055 .. 0*110 .. 0*165 .. 0*220 .. 0-274 0-829 .. 0-384 0-489 .. 0-494 .. 0*549

9-0 , . 0*054 .. 0*107 . 0*161 0-214 .. 0-268 .. 0-822 .. 0-875 .. 0-429 .. 0*482 0-636
9-2 .. 0*052 . 0*105 .. 0*157 .. 0-210 .. 0-262 .. 0-314 .. 0*367 .. 0-419 .. 0-472 .. 0-624
9*4 .. 0*051 .. 0*103 .. 0*154 0-205 .. 0-256 .. 0-308 .. 0-859 .. 0-410 .. 0-462 .. 0-513
9-6 .. 0*050 .. 0*100 .. 0*151 .. 0-201 .. 0*251 .. 0*801 .. 0-851 .. 0-402 0-452 0-502
9*8 ,.. 0*049 ,.. 0*098 .. 0*147 .. 0-196 .. 0-245 .. 0*206 0-344 .. 0-893 .. 0-442 0-491

10 '0 ... 0*048
,.. 0*096 .. 0*144 .. 0*192 .. 0*240 .. 0*289 .. 0-337 .. 0*885 .. 0-433 .. 0-481

10*2 . 0*047 .. 0*094 .. 0*141 .. 0-188 .. 0-235 .. 0*283 0-330
,.. 0*377 0-424 .. 0*471

10*4 . 0*046 .. 0*092 .. 0*138 .. 0-184 . 0 *231 0*277 .. 0-328
,

0*369
,.. 0*415 ... 0*461

10*0 ... 0*045 . . 0*090 ... 0*136 .. 0-181 ,
0*226 .. 0-271 .. 0*316 ,.. 0*362 .,, 0-407 .

0*452
10*8 . . 0*044 .. 0*089 . 0*133 . 0*178 . 0*222 . . 0 -266 .. 0-811 . 0*355 .,, 0-400 . . 0*444

11*0 . . 0*044 ., . 0*087 . . 0*131 , 0*174 . . 0*218 . . 0*261 , 0-306 . 0*848 . . 0-392 . . 0-435
11*2 . . 0*043 . . 0*085 . 0*128 . . 0*171 . . 0*214 . . 0*256 . . 0*299 . . 0*342 . . 0-384 . . 0*427
11*4 . . 0*042 . . 0*084 . . 0*126 . 0*168 . . 0*210 . . 0*251 . . 0*293 . . 0*335 . . 0-377 . . 0*419
11*8 . . 0*041 . . 0*082 . . 0*124 . . 0 *105 0*206 . . 0*247 . . 0*288 . . 0*330 . . 0-371 . . 0*412
11*8 . . 0*040 . . 0*081 . 0*121 . , 0*162 . 0*202 . . 0*242 . . 0*283 . . 0*323 . . 0-364 . . 0*404

12-0 . . 0*040 . 0*079 . 0*119 . . 0*159 . . 0*199 . . 0*238 . . 0*278 . . 0*318 . . 0-357 . . 0*397
12 -2 . . 0*039 , . 0*078 . 0*117 . . 0*156 . . 0*195 . . 0*235 . . 0*274 . , 0*813 . . 0-352 . . 0-391
12*4 . . 0*038 . . 0 077 . . 0*115 . . 0*154 . . 0*192 . . 0*230 . . 0*269 . . 0*307 . . 0-340 . . 0-384
12 *6 . . 0*038 . . 0*076 . . 0*118 . . 0*151 . . 0*189 . . 0*227 . . 0*265 . . 0*302 . . 0-340 . . 0*378
12*8 , . 0*037 . , 0*074 . . 0*111 . . 0*148 . 0*186 . . 0*223 . . 0*260 . . 0*297 . . 0*384 . . 0*871

13*0 . . 0*037 . . 0*073 . , 0*110 . . 0*146 . . 0*183 . . 0-219 . . 0*256 . , 0*292 . . 0*329 . . 0*365
13 ‘2 . . 0 *(m6 . . 0*072 . . 0*108 . . 0*144 . 0*180 . . 0*216 . . 0*252 . 0*288 . . 0*324 . . 0*360
1»*4 . , 0*035 . . 0*071 . . 0*106 . . 0-142 . . 0*177 . . 0*212 . . 0*248 . . 0*283 . . 0-319 . . 0*354
13 *6

, . 0*035 . . 0*070 . . 0*104 . . 0*130 . . 0*174 , . 0*209 . . 0*244 . . 0*278 . 0*313 . . 0-348
18*8 . . 0*034 , . 0*069 . . 0*103 . . 0*137 . 0*172 . . 0*206 . . 0-240 . . 0*274 . . 0*309 . . 0*343

14*0 . . 0*034 , . 0*068 . . 0*101 . . 0 *135 0*169 . . 0 *203 . . 0-237 . . 0*270 . . 0*304 . . 0*338
14*2 . . 0*033 . . 0*067 . 0*100 . 0*133 . . 0166 . . 0*200 . . 0-233 . . 0*266 . . 0*300 . . 0*333
14 *4 . . 0*033 . . 0*066 . 0*098 . . 0*131 . , 0*164 , . 0*197 . . 0*230 . . 0*262 . 0*295 . . 0 -328
14*6 . . 0*032 . . 0*005 . . 0*097 . . 0*129 . . 0162 . . 0*194 . . 0 *226 . . 0*258 . . 0*291 . . 0-323
14*8 . . 0*032 . . 0*064 . . 0*006 . . 0*128 . . 0 *159 . . 0*191 . . 0*223 , . 0*255 . . 0*287 . . 0-310

15*0 . . 0*031 . . 0*063 . . 0*094 . . 0*126 . . 0*157 . 0*188 . . 0*220 . . 0*251 . 0*283 . . 0*314
15 *2

. . 0*031 . . 0*062 . . 0*003 . . 0 *124 . . 0*155 . , 0*186 . . 0*217 . . 0*248 . . 0*279 . . 0*310
15*4 . 0*031 . . 0*061 . . 0-092 . 0 *122 . . 0 *153 . . 0*183 . . 0*214 . . 0*244 . . 0*275 . . 0*305
15*6

, 0 *
J>30 . . 0*060 . . 0*090 . . 0*120 . . 0*151 . . 0*181 . . 0-211 , . 0*241 , 0*271 . . 0-301

15*8 ... 0*030 . 0*059 . 0*089 . . 0*110 ,, 0-140 . . 0*178 . . 0*208 . . 0*288 . . 0*267 . . 0*297

16*0 .., 0*029 . 0*059 .., 0*088 . 0*117 .., 0 *147
.
0*176 . . 0*205 . . 0*234 . . 0-204 . . 0*298

16*2 ..,
0*029 . 0*058 . 0*087 . . 0*116

. 0 *145 ... 0-m . . 0*202 . 0*231 . 0-260 . 0*289
16*4 ... 0*029 ... 0 *

i »57 ..,
0*080 ... 0*114 .. 0*143 .., 0 *172

.
0-200

. 0*229
. 0*257 . . 0*286

16*6 .., 0*028 ,,. 0*056 .., 0*085 . 0*113 .., 9 141 .., 0*169 . 0-197 . 0*226 . . 0*254 ... 0*282
16*8 ... 0*028 ... 0*056 .., 0*083 . 0*111 ... 0-139 ... 0*167 . 0-195 .., 0 *222

. 0*250 .., 0*278

17*0 .., 0*027 . 0*055
,
0*082 .., 0*110 .. 0*137 . 0-165 .., 0-192 ... 0*220 . 0-247 , 0*275

17*2 .. 0*027 .., 0*054 .. 0*081 ..,
0*108 .. 0*136 ..,

0-163
. 0*190 ... 0*217 .. 0-244 ..> 0*271

17*4 .. 0*027 ... 0*054 .. 0*080 .. 0*107 .. 0-134 .. 0*161 .. 0*188 ..,
0-214 0-241 ..,

0-268
17*6 .. 0*026 ..,

0*053 .. 0*079 .. 0-106 ,, 0 *132 0*159
, 0-185 ..,

0-212 .. 0*238
, 0*265

17*8 .. 0*026 ..,
0*052 .. 0*079 0*105 .. 0*131 .. 0 *157 .. 0 *183 .. 0*210 .. 0*236 .. 0*262

18*0 .. 0*026 .. 0*052 .. 0-078 .. 0*104 .. 0*129 .. 0*155 .. 0*181 .. 0-207 .. 0-283 0-259
18*2 .. 0*026 .. 0*061 .. 0 077 .. 0-102 .. 0*128 .. 0*153 .. 0*170 .. 0-204 .. 0*230 .. 0*255

** 0*025 .. 0*060 .. 0*076 .. 0-101 0-126 .. 0*161 .. 0*176 .. 0-202 .. 0-227 .. 0-252
18*6 .. 0*025 .. 0*050 .. 0*075 .. 0‘100 .. 0*125 .. 0-160 .. 0-176 .. 0-200 ,, 0*225 .. 0-250
18*8 .. 0*026 .. 0*049 .. 0*074 .. 0-099 0-128 .. 0-148 .. 0-173 .. 0-108 0-222 .. 0-247

19*0 .. 0*024 .. 0-049 .. 0*078 .. 0-098 .. 0-122 .. 0*146 .. 0-171 .. 0-195 .. 0-220 0-244
19*2 .. 0*024 .. 0*048 .. 0*072 .. 0-096 .. 0*121 .. 0-145 .. 0-169 .. 0-198 .. 0-217 .. 0*241
19*4 .. 0*024 .. 0*048 .. 0*072 0*096 .. 0-119 .. 0-143 0-167 .. 0-191 .. 0-215 0-239
19*6 .. 0*024 .. 0-047 .. 0*071 .. 0*094 .. 0*118 .. 0-142 .. 0-m 0-189 .. 0*212 ,, 0-236
19*8 .. 0*023 .. 0*047 .. 0-070 0-093 .. 0-117 .. 0-140 .. 0-168 .. 0-186 .. 0 -2X0 .. 0*233

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Oetermlnatlon ol Uime Salts In Jiitipes by Means et Soap Solntlon,

Table II.

Sykttps and Molasses.

Numher of c.<5. of Boap Solution,

Brix 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
20*0 . 0*046 . 0*092 . 0*138 . 0*185 . 0*231 .. 0*277 . 0*823 . 0*369 .. 0*415 . 0*462
20*1 . 0*046 . 0*092 . 0*188 . 0*184 . 0*230 .. 0*275 . 0*321 , 0*367 0*413 . 0*459
20^2 . 0*046 . 0*091 . 0*137 . 0*183 . 0*228 .. 0*274 . 0*820 . 0*366 .. 0*411 . 0*467
20 a . 0*046 . 0*091 . 0*186 . 0 *182 *

. 0*227 .. 0*272 . 0*818 . 0*863 .. 0*409 . 0 *454

20*4 . 0*046 . 0*090 . 0*136 / 0*181 . 0 *226 .. 0*271 . 0*316 . 0*362 .. 0-407 . 0*452

20*5 . 0*045 . 0*090 . 0*135 . 0*180 . 0*225 .. 0*269 . 0*314 . 0*359 .. 0*404 . 0*449
20*6 . 0*046 , 0*089 . 0 *134 . 0*179 . 0 *223 .. 0*268 . 0*313 . 0*358 .. 0*402 . 0*447
20-7 . 0*044 . 0*089 . 0*133 . 0*178 . 0*222 .. 0*267 . 0*811 . 0 *856 , . 0*400 , 0*445
20 -S . 0*044 . 0*088 . 0*133 . 0*377 . 0*221 .. 0*265 . 0*309 . 0*364 .. 0*898 . 0*442
20*0 . 0*044 . 0*088 . 0*132 . 0*176 . 0*220 .. 0*264 . 0*308 . 0 *352 0*396 . 0*440

21*0 . 0*044 . 0*088 . 0*131 . 0*175 . 0*219 .. 0*263 . 0*307 . 0*350 .. 0*394 . 0*488
21*1 . 0*044 . 0*087 . 0*181 . 0*174 . 0*218 .. 0*262 . 0*306 . 0*349 . . 0*392 . 0*436
21-2 . 0*043 . 0*087 . 0*130 . 0*173 . 0*217 .. 0*260 . 0*303 . 0*346 . . 0*390 . 0*483
21 *a . 0*048 . 0*086 . 0*120 . 0*172 . 0*216 .. 0*259 . 0*302 . 0 -3A5 .. 0*388 . 0*431
21-4 . 0*043 . 0*086 . 0*129 . 0*172 . 0*214 .. 0*257 . 0*300 . 0*343 .. 0*386 . 0*429

21-5 . 0*043 . 0*085 . 0*128 . 0*171 . 0*213 .. 0 *256 . 0*299 . 0*342 .. 0*384 . 0*427
21*6 . 0*042 . 0*085 . 0*127 . 0*170 . 0*212 .. ()*25:> . 0*297 . 0*340 .. 0*382 . 0*425
21*7 . . 0*042 . 0*084 . 0*127 . . 0*169 . 0*211 .. 0*253 . 0*295 . . 0*338 .. 0*380 . 0*422
21*8 . 0*042 . 0*084 . . 0*126 . . 0*168 . 0*210 .. 0*252 . 0*294 . . 0 *336 .. 0*378 . 0*420
21*9 - . 0*042 . . 0*084 . . 0*125 . . 0*167 . . 0*209 .. 0*263 . 0*293 . . 0*334 .. 0*376 . . 0*418

22*0 . . 0*042 . . 0*083 . , 0*125 . . 0*166 . 0*208 .. 0*250 . . 0*291 . . 0*333 .. 0 *374 . . 0*416
22*1 . . 0*041 . . 0*083 . . 0*124 . . 0*166 , , 0 *207 . . 0*248 . . 0*290 . 0 *331 .. 0*373 . . 0*418
22*2 . . 0*041 . . 0*082 . . 0*124 , . 0*165 . . 0*206 .. 0*247 . . 0*288 . . 0*330 .. 0*371 , , 0*412
22 *2

. 0*041 . . 0*082 . . 0*123 . . 0*164 0 *205 . . 0*246 . 0*287 . . 0*328 . . 0*369 . . 0*410
22*4 ] . 0*041 . . 0*082 . . 0*122 . . 0*163 0*204 .. 0 *245 . 0*286 . . 0*326 .. 0*367 . . 0*408

22*5 . . 0*041 . . 0*081 . 0*122 . . 0*162 . . 0*203 .. 0*244 . . 0*284 . 0 *325 . . 0*365 . . 0*406
22*6 . . 0*040 . . 0*081 . . 0*121 . . 0*162 . 0 *202 , 0 *242 . . 0*283 . . 0*323 .. 0*364 . . 0*404
22*7 . . 0*040 . . 0*080 . . 0*121 . . 0*161 . 0*201 0*241 » 0*281 . . 0*322 .. 0*362 . , 0*402
22*8 . . 0*040 . . 0*080 . . 0*320 . 0*160 , . 0 *2(K) . . 0 *24(» . . 0*280 . 0*320 . . 0*360 , . 0 *4(H1

22*9 . . 0*040 . . 0*080 , . 0*119 . , 0*150 . . 0*100 . . 0*239 . . 0*279 . . 0*318 .. 0*358 . . 0*398

22*0 0*040 . . 0*079 . . 0*119 . 0*158 , . 0*198 .. 0*238 . . 0*277 . 0*317 .. 0*356 . . 0*396
22 1 . . 0*030 . . 0*070 . . 0*118 . , 0*158 . 0*197 0*237 . . 0*276 . . 0*316 .. 0*355 . . 0*395
28*2 . . (r039 . . 0*079 . , 0*118 . . 0*157 . . 0*196 0*236 . . 0*275 . . 0*314 . . 0*354 , . 0*393
23*3 , . 0*030 . , 0 *t»78 . . 0*117 . . 0*156 . . 0*195 . . 0*235 . . 0*274 . . 0*313 .. 0*352 . . 0*391
23*4 . . 0*039 . . 0*078 . . 0*117 . , 0*156 . . o *m .. 0*233 . . 0*272 . . 0*311 . , 0*350 . . 0*380

23*5 . . 0*030 . . 0*077 . . 0*116 . . 0*155 . . 0*194 . 0 *232 . . 0*271 . . 0*310 .. 0*348 . . 0*387
23*6 . , 0*030 , . 0*077 . . 0*116 . 0*154 0*193 .. 0*231 . . 0*270 . . 0*808

,.. 0*347 . . 0*385
23*7 . . 0*038 , . 0*077 . , 0*116 . , 0*154 . V 0*192

,, . 0*230 . . 0*269 . . 0*307 . 0*346 . . 0*384
23*8 . . 0*038 . . 0*076 . . 0*116 , . 0*153 . , 0*191 , 0*229 . . 0*267 . . 0*306 . . 0*344 . . 0*382
23 *9 . . 0*038 . , 0*076 , . 0*114 . . 0*152 , . 0*190 . 0*228 . . 0*266 . . 0*304 . . 0*342 . . 0*380

24*0 . . 0*038 . , 0*076 , . 0*113 . . 0*151 , . 0*189 ., 0 *227 . . 0*265 . . 0*302 . . 0*340 . . 0*378
24*1 . . 0*038 . 0*075 . . 0-113 . 0-151 . 0*188 . . 0*226 . . 0*264 . . 0'302 , . 0*339 . . 0*377
24 *2

. . 0*037 , . 0*075 , . 0*112 . .

'

0*150 . . 0*187 . . 0*225 . . 0*262 . . 0*300 . . 0*337 . . 0*375
24 *3

. . 0*037 . . 0*075 . . 0*112 . . 0*140 . 0*187 . . 0 *224 . . 0*261 . . 0*298 . . 0 *336 . . 0*373
24*4 . . 0*037 , , 0*074 . . 0*111 . . 0*148 . , 0*186 . . 0*223 . . 0*260 . . 0*297 . . 0*334 . . 0*371

24 *5 . , 0*037 . . 0*074 . . 0*111 . . 0*148 . . 0*185 . 0*222 . . 0*259 . . 0*296 . . 0*333 . . 0*370
24*0 . . 0*037 . . 0*074 , . 0*110 . 0*147 . . 0*184 . . 0*221 . . 0*258 . , 0*294 . . 0*831 . , 0*868
24*7 . . 0*087 . . 0*073 . . 0*110 . , 0*146 , . 0*183 . . 0*220 . . 0*256 . 0*293 . . 0*329 . . 0*366
24*8 . . 0*036 . . 0*073 , . 0*109 . . 0*146 . . 0*182 . . 0*219 . . 0*255 . . 0*292 . . 0*828 . . 0*366
24*0 . , 0*086 . . 0*073 . , 0*109 . . 0*145 . . 0*182 . , 0*218 . . 0*254 . . 0*290 . . 0*327 . . 0*363

25*0 , . 0*036 , . 0*072 . , 0*109 . . 0*145 . . 0*181 , . 0*217 . . 0*253 . . 0*290 . . 0*326 . . 0*362
26*1 . 0*036 , , 0*072 . . 0*108 . . 0*144 . . 0*180 . . 0*216 . . 0*252 . . 0*288 . . 0*324 . , 0*360
26*2

. 0*086 . 0*072 ,,. 0*107
.
0*143 . . 0*179 . . 0*215 . . 0*261 . 0*286 . . 0*322 . . 0*358

26*8
. 0*036 . 0*071 . 0*107 . 0*143 . . 0*178 . . 0*214 . . 0-260 . . 0*286 * . 0*321 . . 0*357

26*4
. 0*086 . 0*071 ... 0*107 ... 0*142 . 0*178 . . 0*213 . . 0*249 . 0*284 . . 0*320 , 0*356

25*5
. 0*035 ... 0*071 . 0*106 . . 0*142 . . 0*177 , . 0*212 . . 0*248 . . 0*288 . . 0-819 . . 0*854

25*6
. 0*085 . 0*070 , . 0*106 . . 0-141 , . 0*176 . . 0*211 . . 0*246 . . 0*282 . . 0-317 . . 0*352

25*7
> 0*085 ... 0*070 . 0*105

,
0*140 * . o*m . , 0*211 . , 0*246 . . 0*281 . . 0 *816 , . 0*861

26*8 ... 0*035 . 0*070 . 0*105 . 0*140 . . 0*175 . . 0*209 , . 0*244 . . 0*279 . . 0*314 .., 0*349
25*0

. 0*085 ... 0*070 . 0*104 ... 0*139 . . 0*174 . , 0*209 . . 0 *244 . 0*278 . . 0*313 ... 0*848
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 19
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will give CaO to 100® Brix

CaO to 100» Brix =
2 X Bnx X sp. gr.

TTsing only JO c.c. of thick-juices, syrups, and molasses:

—

OaO to 100» Brix =
Bnx X ep. gr.

Check tests must be run on the water frequently and changes made in

amount of soap necessary to produce foam, when required.

Table I is for use of thin-juices. Take 20 c.c. and make up to 60 c.c. with

distilled water.

Table II is for use of syrups and molasses. Use 10 c.c. and make up to

60 c.c. with distilled water.

A mark placed abore the zero on the burette will bo found conyenient, and

eliminates the trouble of deducting 0*6 c.c. of soap solution from each test.

Example of use of Table : — 20 c.c. thin-juico of 12‘2® Brix required 1*4 c.c.

soap. From the table on the line opposite 12'2 in the Brix column, 0*039 +
(0*156 X 0*1) = 0 039 + 0 01 66 = 0 0546, which is the OaO per 100® Brix.

American Commerce Reports.'

New Sugar Industry in Hondihah.

Honduras is to be the scene of a big sugar boom in the very near future according to

a report by Vice-Consul GEitREitioH of the Puerto Cortes district of that BepuhJic. Three

companies are to make the new industry possible, one of which is to grow the sugar cane*

a second to make the sugar, and the third will largely take care of its transporta-

tion to the American market, A complete sugar mill with initial capacity of crushing

1600 tons of cane in 24 hours is to be installed by a company incorporated under the laws

of Honduras with a capital of J2,000, 000. Moreover, the mill is so designed that by

comparatively small additions to the present machinery it will have an ultimate capacity

of 6000 tons per day. The contract calls for its completion and delivery by April 1st, 1921

.

This mill is to be located in the village of La Lima, ten miles east of San Pedro Sula, on

the right bank of the Chamelecon River and in the heart of the new sugar region. This

whole section between the Chamelecon and the Ulua is a level alluvial stretch of land

admirably adapted to tho growing of sugar cane. The corporation formed to grow cane

for the new enterprise, which is owned in part by the same interests as tho mill projectors,

controls 30,000 acres of land here, two-Uxirds of which is available for sugar cane. At
present a railway is being built toward La luma from Omonita, which will secure connexion

with Puerto Cortes. Work on another line is expected to he begun directly, which will

enter La Lima from the south and join the main lino of tho National Railway at a point

above Chamelecon. It is stated that an entirely new village is to he built at La Lima,
with residences, storehouses, offices, a hotel, waterworks, sewerage system, and an electric

lighting system.

Sugar Production and Consumption in Paraguay

.

The sugar production of Paraguay is confined to the manufacture of raw canc sugar

There are eight small factories, with a total dally capacity for cane sugar of 670 tons.

These plants are supplied from cane growth locally, the estimates of the total area

planted ranging from 5000 to 7000 hectares. The average gross production of sugar cane

per hectare is about 11 metric tons. The planting months are May to August, and the

cutting months are June to October. The sugar yield does not exceed 6 per cent.

1 Culled from “Commerce Reports/* published by the Department of Commerce, Washing-
ton. In many cases these are abbreviated here.
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More than two-thirds of all the sugar refined in the country is the output of one

plant, the Asucarera Paraguaya at Tehicuary. During 1919 the amount of sugar, alcohol,

and cafia (rum) produced by the refineries was : sugar, 2490 metric tons
;
alcohol, 877,316

litres; rum, 46,360 litres.

According to official returns, Paraguay’s sugar imports during 1913-1919, in kilos,

Refined sugar ...

Unrefined sugar.

1013. 1914. 1916. 1916. 1917. 1918. 1919.

.9,646,6.99. , 3,816,186. . a9,680, . 1,267.643 . . 1,900,351 . . 33,187 . . 96,1 78

. 16,400.. 4,616.. 920.. 301,630.. 941 , 434 . . 3,267,231 3,466, 782

Grand total.. 2,661, 089. l,820,70l. 34,600.. 1,439,173 . 3,141,786 . 2,300,408. .2,662,960

Prior to the war it came chiefly from Germany and Austria.

The official statistics show the exports of sugar to be small and tlie destinations

confined to neighbouring Republics.

Droughts and occasional frosts interfere somewhat with the cultivation of sugar cane

in Paraguay. If, however, improved agricultural implements were introduced to take

the place of the primitive ones now in use, if roads were opened up over which to haul

the cane to the refineries, and if better machinery were installed in the refineries, the

sugar yield of this country could bo increased manifold. As the annual consumption of

sugar in Paraguay averages about 3,000,000 kilos, it may be expected that the production

of raw sugar will soon be brought up to this amount. But until better methods of culti-

vating the land are adopted, more roads built, and a more dependable class of labour

found than the average Paraguayan, it is hardly 2>OBsible to expect any great advancement

in the sugar industry.—[Consular Report, Juno, 1920.]

Tub SuoAii Industkt in Biiazil.

In 1917 Brazil had registered 216 sugar factories, classified as follows 106 factories

grinding less than 100 tons of cane in 12 hours; 77 grinding from 101 to 200 tons

;

17 grinding from 201 to 400 tons
; 3 grinding over 401 tons

;
13 for which no details of

production were given.

The cane is all crashed in the country. In many places in the interior rudimentary

appliances, made of hardwood, are still used to crush the cano. These establishments,

producing dark-brown cake sugar (** rapadura ”), consumed by the labourers on the farm,

do not figure in any statistics, and the total production cannot be estimated. It is large,

however. Small American crushers with three vertical steel cylinders are often used on

farms and in small factories, driven by human or animal power. Some factories have

up-to-date machinery
;
only one factory so far, however, has introduced the diffusion

process in Brazil—the Uzina Esther, in Sao Paulo, with a daily capacity of 126 tons of cane.

Most of the production is used for consumption in Brazil; only the surplus is

exported. Exports in the years 1914 to 1919, inclusive, were in the following quantities

(one metric ton « 2204*6 lbs.) :

—

1914. 1916. 1916. 1917. 1918. 1919
Metric Metric Metric Metric Metric Metric

Kimls. tons. tOUH. tons. tons. tons. Lons.
White sugar .... 1,366 . . 2,833 ., 31,201 .. 98,179 . . 94,720 . . («)

Yellow crystals.. 20,876 .. 22,064 .. 12,974 .. 10,641 . 8,984 , . (o)

Brown sugar,... 9,619 .. 34,178 , . 9,660 .. 22,789 . . 11,930 . . W
Total 31,860 .. 69,076 .. 63,826 ,.131,509 . .116,634 . . 69,429

a Classification not yot available.

The 8uoah Industuy in Pernambuco.

Pemambneo’s most impoi*tant crop is sugar, in the production of which it leads all

the other districts of Brazil; duo to the fertility of its soil and the suitability of its

climate, it assumed preeminence in the sugar industry shortly after the first European
settlements, and it was from this district that the first known exportation of sugar was
made from Brazil to Portugal, in 1626.

The following table shows the annual sugar production of Pernambuco for the years
1918 to 1919, inclusiye, as well as the exports of that staple to foreign countries, expressed
i* metric tons, and the proportion of exports to production

;
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3trOAR SUGAK EXPOUTS TO
Y»AE. JPKODUCnON. EXI»0RTEI). Pboductjon.

Metric Tons. Metric Tons. Percentage.

1913-

U 142,000 .... 7,606 .... 6*8

1914-

16 166.000 .... 66,772 .... 36*6

1916-16 101,000 .... 13,960 .... 18’8

1916-

17 171,000 .... 89,728 .... fi2-6

1917-

18 170,000 .... 60,189 .... 3*64

1918-

19 186,000 .... 61,273 .... 33 0

The following figures show the arerage prices of sugar per 16 kilos (33 lbs.)

during the years 1913-19 (converted at the rate of 4 milreis to the dollar) : 1913, 01*30;

1914, $101; 1915, 01*16; 1916, $1*93; 1917, $2*26; 1918, $2*26; and 1919, $2*60.

The sugar crop of 1920-21 is expected to exceed that of any of the years mentioned.

The rainfall has been abundant, and the sugar men are of the opinion that the yield will

be about 4,000,000 bags (240,000 metric tons).

The export of sugar during 1919 was, and is still, subject to Government control.

In order to obtain an export licence, the exporter is required to ship to Rio de Janeiro

either on consignment or sold, an amount equal to 60 per cent, of the amount exported,

subject to the requisition of the Federal Government. This restriction has resulted in

a material curtailment of exports. I'he principal foreign customers were Uruguay,

Argentina, United States, Great Britain, Franc>e, Italy, and Spain. However, it seems

that two of these customers may be lost to Brazil—'Argentina, which took over 60 percent,

of Pernambuco’s 1918-19 total export of sugar, has ceased to import that commodity, as

its present production is uot only sufficient for itself, but enables it to supply the needs of

Uruguay, another important market in the past for Pernambuco’s sugar.

The present somewhat uncertain condition of the sugar industry in Pernambuco may
be said to be due to lack of modern eqtiipment for the mills, us well as agricultural

machinery for the better development of production. Sugar mill equipment and adminis-

tration arc not in an advanced state, llie machinery* in use is nearly all of old design.

There is also a general lack of steam ptessurc. The result is that only an average of

7 per cent, of sugar is extracted from cane which is said to conttiin from 12 to 14 per cent.

The sugar machinery in use throughout the district at the present time is almost all

of either British or French manufacture. As those sources of supply wore cut off by the

war there have been few now installations for the past six years. It is rarely that one

meets with or hears of any American sugar machinery in Pernambuco. The causes for

this are said to be that American manufacturers usually require full payment in advance

of shipment, while the usual payment terms of American competitors were one-third

against documents at point of shipment, onc-tbird upon arrival in Brazil, and one -third

after the machinery had been erected. It is also said that, taking advantage of the closing

of the Kuropcan market during the war, some American firms supplied the local market

with machinery of poor quality.

The sugar industry is the chief basis of Pernambuco’s wealth. The political and
commercial leaders of the district are alive to the fact that the present lack of the most
modern industrial equipment in the industry is causing a loss of about $9,000,000 annually.

It is believed that the near future will witness a substitution on a large scale of the

present antiquated t}pe8 of mill and agricultural equipment by the most modem and
efficient machinery and equipment.— [Consular Repoit, August, 1920.]

^ Finland.

At the beginning of 1919 there was no raw sugar in Finland and none was on its

way there. The Sugar Committee had been unable to get any in 1918, although it had
endeavoured to procure some from the Ukraine, and the importation from over-sea

coontries had not yet been organized. A shipment of 1400 tons of brown Cuba raw
sugar was received from London in February and distributed among the four sugar

refineries in the country, Tolo, Aura, Wasa, and Kotka.

Other shipments arrived later, and the total imports of sugar daring 1919 amounted to

approximately 33,800 metric ions. No sugar is being offered by the United States now,
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owing to the shortage of the Cuban crop, and the l^innish Bngar Co. states that it is

compelled to bu^r exclusively white Java Ko. 25 and small lots of Czecho-Blovakfan white

crystals.

Of the quantities received in 1919 about 3800 tons wore distributed directly as granu-

lated and refined, 21,200 tone were refined in Finnish factories, and 8800 tons remained

in the factories. The refining of the dark brown raw sugar was very difficult at first, as

the factories in Finland are equipped for the refining of only high-grade raw sugar.

All the purchases of raw and granulated sugar have been made on account of the

Food Ministry. The sugar has been refined at a fixed sum per ton and the proceeds from

the sales transferred to the Food Ministr}'.

There were formerly six different sugar refineries in Finland, but on January 1st,

1919, they were combined into one limited company, Finska Socket Aktie-Bolaget

(Finnish Sugar Co.), with a paid-up capital of 60,000,000 marks. Only the four largest

refineries have been W’orking. They have a total capacity of more than 60,000 tons

annually.

There is only one raw sugar factory in Finland, the Suomen Kankasokeritchdas

Osakeyhtio (Finnish Raw Sugar Factory), which has a capital of 7,600,00(1marks. It is

located in Salo and turns out fi’om 300 to 400 tons of white beet in 24 hours.

The spring of 1919 was the first time that any beets were grown in Finland for the

manufacture of sugar. The cultivated area was about 590 hectares and the crop 4989 tons.

The poor harvest was due partly to the lack of fertilisers and scarcity of workmen, and
partly to the fact that the farmers did not understand the cultivation of the beet. The
best crop per hectare was 39 metric tons.^ The above-mentioned factory did not

begin work until the end of February, 1920, and is consequently not yet able to give the

average percentage of sugar obtained. It states that the cultivated area is already 1035

hectares, and that the fiirmers are beginning to take more interest in the cultivation of

the sugar beet.— [Consular Report, July, 1920].

Thb Suoak Tniutsthy m Biloauia.

The sugar industry of Bulgaria is limited to the production of beet sugar. Experi-

ments are now being made with a view to testing the adaptability of Bulgarian soil to

the growing of sugar cane, and prospects appear to be favourable.

The number of acres planted in beet, the total production of sugar beet, the total

production of refined sugar, and the imports of sugar into Bulgaria from 1910 through

1920 are shown in the following table :
—

Arka in Suoar Hkfinrd iMrORTS OF
Ykar Bbbts. Brbts. Suoak. SUOAB.

Acres. Metric tons. Metric tons. Metric tons.

1913 10,664 .. 67,600 .. 7,352 .. 23,156

1914 37,495 .. 182,821 .. 21,861 9,829

1916 21,494 .. 98,696 11,691 .. 2,036

1916 28,849 .. 104,303 .. 9,022 .. 1,711

1917 31,436 .. 93,248 .. 10,472 .. 1,673

1918 39,681 44,845 .. 3,896 .. —
1919 21,414 .. 129,677 .. 11,861 4,958

1920 28,266 .. (a) .. («) ..(5)2,600

{a) Figures not completed. (5) Until August ist.

The factories all possess refineries, although those at PhilippopolH and Kayali are

not yet completed. The refineries in Sofia, Eustohuk, and Gorna Orchovitsa each have a

refining capacity of 120 to 150 metric tons of raw sugar per 24 hours.

The greater part of the sugar imported into Bulgaria has come from Austria or

Germany. Of that imported in 1919, 4823 tons was imported from Czecho^Slovakia. No
sugar is exported from Bulgaria, since domestic production does not equal the consumption.

Statistics are not kept showing the stocks of sugar on hand at the begging of each crop

or fiscal year.

> gay 15*8 metrle tons per acre.
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The estimated population of Bulgaria within its new boundaries as established by the

treaty of Neuilly is slightly over 4,000,000.

Prior to the world war the price of refined sugar varied from 60 centimes (JO *116) to

1 franc (J0*193) per kilo. During the war the price per kilo was as follows ;— 1916»

1-35 leva (I levazr $0*193 at normal rate of exchange) ; 1916, 2*20 leva ; 1917, 2*70 leva;

and 1918, 10*85 leva. During the last two years the price has varied from 15 to 18 leva.

At the present time sugar is retailed at 25 leva per kilo in iSofia.^— [Consular Heport,

November, 1920,]

Correspondence.

THS! WEST IKDIES AND INDUSTRIAL ALOOHOL.

To TH 15 EniTOtt, “ Thk Intrknational Sogau Jouunal.*’

Sir,—In the prospective use of alcohol as a motor agent instead of petrol and for general

purposes where power is required, the West Indies have attracted considerable attention

on account of their being sugar-producing colonies, in which molasses would be available

for its production. The amount of the latter which, in those colonies, could be devoted to

the production of motor spirit, is rather difficult to estimate, inasmuch as the manufacture

of rum and molascuit, especially the former, causes the consumption of a considerable

quantity. Thus, taking the annual home consumption of rum (the United Kingdom is

practically the only market for it) at 3,000,000 proof gallons, a quantity rather beyond

the present consumption, 5,000,000 gallons of modern factory molasses is required. UTie

output in sugar of British Guiana and the West India Islands may be looked upon in the

near future as being 300,000 tons, from which, reckoning still on modem factory work,

1 3,500,000 gals, of molasses would be obtained. There would thus be available for purposes

other than rum 8,000,000 gallons. From these, however, have to be deducted the quantities

of the higher quality sold for consumption, the amount earmarked for molascuit, and for the

purposes of the estate; 7,500,000 gallons may therefore be considered as the quantity

which could be devoted to motor spirit, and these may be calculated as capablcs of yielding

3,000,000 gallons of 95 per cent, alcohol.

As the position now stands in the Went Indies, there is no doubt that Trinidad,

Barbados, St. Kitts, and Antigua could profitably convert their surplus molasses into motor

spiiit, and not only be self-supporting in this respect but also supply the neighbouring

islands. Thus, Trinidad could supply Tobago, Grenada, and St. Vincent; Barbados could

make up the deficiency in St. Lucia
;
while Antigua could supply the small wants of

Montserrat. In Jamaica, the sugar industry is extending, and the surplus molasses will soon

be sufficient to supply the island power wants. In British Guiana it is difficxilt to say

what will happen, but a considerable proportion of the power wanted in that colony could

be produced by alcohol from the surplus molasses.

As regards the description of de-naturing, no doubt in Trinidad it would be done by
admixture with petrol. In the other parts of the West Indies Natalite could be made by
conversion of a portion of the spirit with sulphuric ether.

It must not be forgotten that there is in British Guiana a considerable quantity of

rice straw availably from the growing rice industry. This could yield by hydrolysis with

sulphuric acid a fermentable sugar from which alcohol could be made in conjunction

with that from molasses.

This nse of alcohol for motor purposes would make the West Indies and British

Guiana self-supporting as regards the requirements of internal combustion engines, and
it would also he quite possible to utilize it for lighting and heating purposes as a
substitute for kerosene oil.

1 am, Sir, yours, etc
,

F. I. Boabd,

1 Say 62*19 or 98. 2d. per lb. at pre-war rates—En., I,SJ. *
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Rttbensirup, »eme HerBtelluiifir* Beurteilungr, und Verwendung. (Beet

Syrup, ite Production, Valuation, and Use.) By Barthold Block.

(Veiiag von Otto Spamor, in Leipzig, Germany.) 1920. Price: M 24.

During the war the production of a table syrup by the evaporation of beet

iuioe increased to a marked extent, reaching during the season 1918-19 a quantity

of about 33,000 tons. Mr. Bkrthold Block considers that this industry has

now become of sufficient importance to justify the publication of this book de-

scribing its manufacture. Briefly the stages consist of washing, peeling, scaling,

comminuting and pressing the roots, the juice thus obtained being strained,

heated, filtered and evaporated to a syrup of about 80® Brix. A. few of the more

important points mentioned in the sections dealing with these matters may here

be noted. Generally the juice is submitted to little or no clarifying treatment as

in beet sugar manuiacture, and lime is not even added as a rule, though attention

is directed to the possibilities of decolorizing carbons (e.g., **C?arboraffin*’) for the

removal of impurities and the elimination of colour, filtration of the untreated

juice through cloth is difficult on account of its colloidal nature
;
but this is over-

come by boating to effect coagulation and by adding suitable “aids,** kieselguhr to

the amount of 0*5 to 2 per cent, being found the most efficient. An important

matter is the prevention of the crystallization of the finished syrup, and this may
be done, as investigations by A.*Herzfeli)1 and H. Eogebrecht'^ have shown,

by so arranging that the ratio shall bo as nearly 1 : 1 as possible.

H. (Jlaassen^* has proposed the addition of 70 grms. of sulphuric per 100 kg, of

roots before commencing the evaporation, and others have tried the effect of

hydrochloric, phosphoric and various vegetable acids (as tartaric and citric) ; but

very satisfactory results are stated to be obtained by adding 0*1 per cent, of formic

acid to the expressed juice, this small amount producing under ordinary con-

ditions the requiied inversion. As to yields, it is said that in a good factory about

20 kg. of syrup (at 80® Brix) are obtainable from 100 of roots. Fuel consump-
tion figures state that per 100 kg. of syrup 56-59 kg. of coal are required in good
working for both scalding and evaporation. Average analyses of HubeiiBirup

show the following values: water, 18*78; sucrose, 37*74; invert sugar, 42*22
;

ash, 2*73; and acidity 1*16 per cent, (dry substances), the rotation of a 10 per

cent, solution in a 200 mm. tube being + 3*47, and the ratio
j
being 0*9 : 1*0.

Regarding its colour and taste, samples which have been received by the reviewer
show the former to be dark-brown, and the latter to be very sweet with a slight
“ beety *’ flavour and faint bitter after-taste, the pleasant aroma possessed by cane
syrups of course being lacking. On the whole, this beet product judging from
the samples examined can hardly be compared with the “table syrup** of average
quality on the English market at the present day.

Practical Plant Biochemistry. Muriel Wheldalo Onslow. (University Press,

Cambridge), 1920, Price : 15s. net.

It is explained in the preface by Mrs, Wheldale Onslow that her book is

intended to serve as a practical laboratory manual, experiments being described
which are devised to enable the student to extract from the plant itself the chemical
compounds of which it is constituted, and to learn something of their properties.
Doubtless the book will prove serviceable for this purpose

; but, in addition to the
Experimental data, it presents a really excellent general survey of the subject of
plant chemistry, which should be appreciated quite widely. It gives a very clear
account of carbon assimilation, and of the synthesis of the first-formed carbo-
hydrate (probably a hexose), which later is condensed to form more complex
disacoharides (e.g., sucrose) and polysaccharides (as ataroh, cellujose, etc,). Other
chapters are devoted to the building-up of proteins, fats, and aromatic compounds

.

* BerUn. 1904, p. «70. * CerUr7zuckeHnd,, 1910, 946.
^

» CSffiiif. Zuckerind.^ 1908, 028.
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and to the r6le played by enzymes in the processes conoei*ned, namely, hydio*
lysis, oxidation, and synthesis. A large amount of information has been com-
pressed into the pages of this book, on the whole in an interesting form. There
is unfortunately a very noticeable error on page 48 in stating the structural

formula of « and p ghioose. This, we hope, will be coiTeoted in an early second

edition of Mrs. Onslow’s useful small book, which we recommend confidently to

all those desiring to acquire the genei al principles of plant chemistry.

The Teasts. By Alexandre Guilliermond D.Sc.; translated and thoroughly

revised by F. W. Tanner, M.S., Ph.D. (Chapman and Hall, Ltd.,

London; John Wiley and Son, Inc., New York.) 462 pages; 168

figures. 1920. Price: 33s.net.

Prof. GiTiLLiEiiMOND, a woll-known French investigator, published in 1912

“Les Levures,” a book which was very favourably received by all interested in

the study of micro-organisms. It collected in oim volume a large amount of

knowledge on the morphologj^ physiology, and taxonomy of the yeasts, arranging

the infonnatioit in such a form as to be readily accessible for biologists, practi-

tioners in industrial work, agriculturists and others concerned with the subject.

Prof. Tanner (of the University of Illinois, U.S.) has now undertaken the

tmnslation of the book in order to make it more available to students in America
and in this country; but while doing this the opportunity has been taken in

collaboration with Prof. Gitilliermoni> to add much new matter. These authors

divide their book into two parts: Part I contains nine chapters, dealing

successively with moiphology and development of the yeasts; cytology;

physiology, nutrition, respiration and alcoholic fermentation
;
parasitism

;
origiii

of the yeasts
;
methods of culture and isolation ;

characterization and identifica-

tion; variation of species; and classification. Part II contains four chapters

which are devoted to a descriptive study of the various species, particulars being

given of all the yeasts that are known at the present time, though of course owing
to their great miinber a close examination of each can hardly be expected in a

volume of this size. The book forms a useful compendium of general infoipiation

on the yeasts hitherto published elsewhere in other treatises and in different

periodicals, and it is a work of reference that will be found of much value by all

engaged in the fermentation industries.

Emil Fischer Memorial Lecture. Delivered October 28th, 1920, by M. 0.

Forster, F.R.S. (Chemical Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly,

London, W.). Price : Is. 6d. (paper covers).

Variedadee de Cana (Cane Varieties). F. S. Earle. Circular No. 23

(Insular Experiment Station, Bio Biedras, Porto Bico). 1920.

Carbon Dioxide of the Soil Air. H. W. Turpin. Memoir 32 (1920), Cornell

University, Agricultural Experiment Station, Ithaca, New York, U.S.A,

Lime : Its Properties and Uses. Circular No. 30. (Bureau of Standards,.

Washington, D.C., U.S.A.). 1920. Price: 6 cents.

Die Herstellungr von Spiritus aus Melasse und Ouanoi aus Melasse**
Schlempe. Ludwig Wilkening. (Dmck von Wilh. Biemsohneidm*,

Hannover.) 1919.

Die Arbeitsweise der Zuckerrafidnerien. Dr. Felix Langeu. (Schallehn

& Wollbrfiok, Magdeburg.) 1919, Price i M. 60. *
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iNCRUfeXATION PltEVliN UON IN SuLPHlTATION FaCTOUIEB BY COUPLIN’ Q-Vl* JuiCB HeATEBS.

G» Benth&m. Archief voor de Sutkerifidustne in Ked$rhndach-lndi*it 19S0^ 28^

So, 1040-

Kofemng to the article on this subject published by Mr. Vollenhovkn,® the author

fitatoH that from observations made in the Sentaiieiilor factory, Java, he is able to confirm

the satisfactory results obtained in respect of scale diminution by uncoupling the juico-

heatcrs devoted to the limed and sulphited juice and using them for the heating of the

raw iiTitreatod juice. However, since a thin layer of scale is always much easier to dis-

solve than a thick one, he prefers to switch over from the heating of one kind of juice

to another more frequently, say after only six hours, instead of the 3-5 days mentioned in

the previous article. In this way, the surface of the tubes is kept free from any consider-

able thickness of scale, and a better transmission of heat is secured throughout, ft would

appear that the reason of the removal of the scale being so complete when changing over

from the heating of one juice to another, although only 50 per cent, is soluble, is due to

the fact that soluble and insoluble portions are intimately mixed, so that wlren the soluble

portion goes into solution, the rest is left as a soft mass to be earned away by the current

of liquid. A scale scraped from the tube of a heater which had been used for limed and

sulphited juice gave the following figures : —Water, 87 ; organic matter, 16’20

;

insoluble in hydrochloric acid, 6*75
;
jihosphoric arid (as PcOa), 0 88 ; iron and aluinina,

0*54; magnoaia, 0 37, lime (CaO), 34*61; sulphuric acid (80;,), 2*90; sulphurous acid

(SOg), 28*84
; carbon dioxide and undetermined matter, 0*13

; and a trace of copper.

Pkbsencb or Oxalic Acid in inii Sugar (?ane J. E, Quintus Bosz.^ Archie/ voor

de Smkerindmhu' tn Nedeflandseh-Jndu, 19^0^ 28^ 909-974*

WiKTKH^' was not able to establish the presence of oxalic acid in the sugar cane

(nor that of citric acid), though he applied seveial different methods of identification;

and Kohl^ also concluded that all the Gramima are likewise free from this constituent.
'

Gkbhlios,^ however, stated that it is to be detected in cane with other organic acids, but

he did not mention the source of his information. Kobus^ found 11*27 per cent, of

calcium oxalate in the scale from the third and fourth vessels of a quadruple in a factory

in Java, but it is of course possible that the oxalic acid might not have originated from

the cane, hut might have been termed as the result of the action of micro-organisms in

the sund-catebers, measuring tanks, and such places where there is opportunity for fer-

mentation to occur. Most of it would be precipitated by the lime in clarification, but as

calcium oxalate is slightly soluble in solutions containing sugar (depending upon the

concentration), some would pass on to the evaporators. In order, however, to settle this

interesting point, about 15 kg. of lOO' POJ cane (after eight months* growth) was crushed
in a laboratory mill, and the juice evaporated to a syrup, a hydrochloric acid extract of

the bagasse being similarly treated. Both liquids were examined by the method prescribed

by Bkuthslot and Andre,7 consisting in boiling, filtering off any insoluble matter,

rendering slightly alkaline with ainmonia, adding boracic acid and ammonium chloride,

making strongly acid with acetic, and stirring in an excess of calcium acetate, the mixture
being then heated for at least an hour not quite to l>oiling point. After filtering hot,

the precipitate of calcium oxalate (which is not quite pure) is re-dissolved in hydrochloric
acid, and re-precipitated with ammonia, this being done twice. It is lastly dried at 100"*

(its water of crystallization is liberated only at 200®C.®), ashed, and again weighed, the

copyright, ^id no part of it may be reproduced without permission.-
iRaitior, i,o,a,)

* 1920, 6B6.
^ MedcdeeHnpmi v, A voor Puike^riet in WesUJava, Kagok-Teyal, deel I, p. 37.

* ‘‘KalksaJze u. Kieselstture in der Pflanze," Marburg, 1889, p. a?.
» ''Cane Sugar and ita Manufacture,*' page 5l, « Arohief, 1900, ^ 89.3.

Wtmptee rendmt 1885, 181, 354. » EUmpler's “Bie Kichtzuokei*$tot9[h der Efiben," 1886, p. 86.
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cdlcium oxide obtained being calculated to oxalic acid. Operating in this Br. Boss

found 0*01B66 per cent, (on the cane) of oxalic acid (OOOH)a + 2H2O, and micros'

chemical examination showed the precipitate obtained on adding the calcium acetate to

consist of calcium oxalate. Confirmatory tests that were applied with positive results

were the explosive property of the silver salt,* and its determination by titration with

thiocyanate after solution in nitric acid, 0*3979 grm. of silver oxalate being taken, and

0*4026 grm. being found. This result related to the juice expressed from the cane, and

only 0*00046 per cent, of oxalic was found in the bagasse, showing that the oxalic acid in

the cane occurs in water-soluble combination.

(JsE OP Kieselguhk for thk Ebbioval of the Colloidal Matter of Cane Juices.

N, S. Paine and C. F. Walton^ Jr, Paper read before the Sugar Section of the

American Chemical Society^ at Chicago^ Septemhert 19S0,

In attempting to ascertain the relative values of various samples of kieselguhr for

filtering cane juice, it was found that the determination of the purity of the juice before

and after the filtration was unsuitable, as but little difference in this datum resulted.

Better results were obtained by measuring the amount of colloidal matter removed by the

kieselguhr. A cane syrup was diluted to 16 6® Brix
;
200 c.c. of this ** juice ’’ were heated

with varying amounts of kieselguhr ; the liquid was thoroughly dialysed through a colloidal

membrane ; and the residual matter dried and weighed. It was thus found that 10-16 per

cent, of the colloidal matter originally present was removed by the kieselguhr alone,

while •* Norit ” decolorizing carbon removed nearly all. On the other hand, Fuller’s earth

removed very little. A porous rather than a dense variety of kieselguhr should be used.

Determination op Eeducino Bugaus my Oxidation with Iodine. Hilda M, Jttdd^

Biochemical Journal^ 19^0, 14 ,
ATc. e,

Bougault,^ Coliv and LikviN,''* and others* have attempted to determine reducing

sugars by assuming that while the aldose (dextrose) is oxidized by iodine in alkaline sblu-

4;ion, the ketose (levulose) under certain conditions is inappreciably affected. Willbtatter

and ScHVDKL* have pointed out that the course of the reaction depends upon the amount

and concentration of the alkali present, of whidi there must be a sufficiency to neutralize

all the acid formed, but not an excess, otherwise the reaction is not complete. According

to them, the oxidation proceeds best with N/10 solutions in the proportions required by
the equation :

—

CH3OH [CH0H]4 CHO+Ia+3NaOH=:CHaOH [CH0H]4 • COONa.f-2NaI-f2HaO.
If these conditions are fulfilled (they state) the error with glucose is not more than 1 per,

cent., and neither levulose nor sucrose is attacked. Miss Judd found it impossible to

confirm this conclusion
; and experiments made with pure sugars showed that while the

oxidation of the dextrose is never complete, there is always a partial action on the levt lose.

Attempts to find conditions ensuring the complete oxidation of the dextrose without the

levulose being attached were unsuccessful. It is suggested that the chief source of

error is the action of dilute alkalis on sugars in bringing the transformation investigated

by Lorry de Bruyn and van Ekenstexn,^ which appears even in the presence of such a
weak alkali as lead hydroxide, the dextrose being converted into levulose and mannose,

and the levulose yielding a proportion of dextrose and mannose.

However, it was found that a given weight of dextrose always uses up a definite and
constant weight of iodine (though not the theoretical amount), these weights being inde-

pendent of changes in the alkali content, or of the presenoe of other sugars. This

statement is true also of levulose. It is, therefore, possible by following either the

method of Colin and LikvxN, or that of Willstaiter and Soxiudbl, to calculate the

amount of each sugar present in a solution^ combining the cupric reducing power with

I Beilstein's Organische Gbeinie,*’ Uiird edition, Vol, X, p. 046.

• J. Pharm, Chin., 1917, 16, 97. *BuU. S6c, Chitn,, 1918, 47. 408. 1919, 411.
0 Bertchte^ 1918, 91, 760. ^ Bee, Trav, Chim,t isOS, II, 166» 203. i<
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its iodine ftbeorbing power. This procedure was found very convenient in the esse of fruit

juices, for which the customary method combining the specific rotatory power with the

oupric reducing power was unsatisfactory on account of the low optical activity of the

samples examined. This particularly applies to apple juice, in which the sugars are

sucrose, dextrose, and levulose, the excess of the latter causing the liquid to have a very

small polarimetric reading. _

Industmal Alcohol. Burnell /?. Tunison. Jourml cfthe Frmhlin Imlitute^ 1920, WO,
No. ii, 37M20.

A general review of the subject is given by the author (of the U.S, Industrial

Alcohol Co.), in which reference is given to other literature on the subject.^ It is

mentioned that the U.S. Geological Survey finds that the petroleum reserves above ground

are being rapidly depleted. As the price of gasoline increases, and as its quality becomes

poorer .... alcohol will attain an ever'increasing importance in this field.’* A
mixture of alcohol, gasoline (petrol) and other componeuls* has been developed which

possesses (it is stated) remarkable properties, being much more efficient as a fuel compared

with gasoline under identical conditions. Flying machines used in the U.S. Post Office

Airplane Mail Service are being operated with an alcohol fuel
;
and tests show a great

increase in the number of miles per gallon, an increase in power, and a very marked saving

in the quantity of lubricating oil used, in support of which statement figures are given.*^

Formation or Lbvan bv Mould Spoiibs. N. Kopeloff, L. Kopeloff, and C. J.

Welcome. Journal of Biological Chemuhy, 19$0, 43, 171'-1S7.

Spores of the mould Aipcrgilhn tydawi form levan in sucrose media, and the disaccharide

is hydrolysed before utilization, the levulose being used to a greater extent th^n the dex»

trose in the formation of the gum. It would appear necessary that the sugars be present

in what the authors term the “nascent state*’ for the synthesis of levan to bo possible,

as it was found that little formation occurs in media containing reducing sugars from

ordinary sources. An enzyme, levanase, affects this synthesis, and its action is infiuenoed

by the reaction of the medium. Levan yields lovulose on hydrolysis. Its specific ro-

tation is — 40.

Some Chakactekistics of 3uoaus impohtbu jkto the U.S.
;

Puessncr of Avajivs

AND Worms in lUws ; and the Uetkrioeation of Plantation Whites.

C. A. Browne. Paper read before the Sugar Seetton of the Atneriean Chemical

Society, September, 19W.

During recent years the tendency has been toward the production of a 06° sugar, and

since 1916 the amount of this grade imported into the U.S. has been in the neighbour*

hood of 75 per cent, of the total received. The average polarization of sugars for each

month of the your follows a regular curve, being highest in April when it aventges 96°,

and lowest in October when it falls to 94 *5°. This decrease of 1*5 is due largely to the

deterioration of the raw sugar in the warm summer during storage or transit. If these

raw sugars were curved properly, the loss from deterioration could he prevented, and the

percentage of sugar testing 96° oonid be increased to 80 or 83 per cent.

Various tropical climates produce raw sugars of such definite characteristics that

chemical analysis, physical appearance, or biological examination, will in many cases

establish their origin. Thus, the sugar from British Guiana has its reducing sugars in an

optically*iuaotive form^ ; while certain localities impart peculiarities to the composition

of the ash. Aearne eoechari (the sugar mite), although reported of general occurrence in

muscovados, seems to be largely absent from modern centrifugal sugars ; but shipments of

raw sugar have been condemned owing to the presence of worms (larvae of Piophila eaeei

^ Cramptou, “iUoductlon and Use ot Denatured Alcohol” [JkpartnieiU oi/ Commroe Pabli’
cotton} specfol agenie^ seriee, M. 77). Dachkmxn, BuU. 8oe. d’Bncour. Jnd, AWofWfe, vol. 135.

* For abstracts of various patents by the as. Industrial Alcohol Co., see LSJ., 1»19, &28 ;
im, m, m, m.

,

i» Journal Wts Society of Autonholive Mnpineere, 6, No. 3, 907.

* J.S.J.t 1919, m.
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and DermeiUs vulpinta), which had crawled into the sugar for pupation from bales of

hides that were stored nearby. These larvae do not feed upon sugar.

During past years of scarcity, a conaiderable quantity of unrefined plantation white

sugar has been imported into the U.S. fur direct consumption. Some of this consisted of

ordinary centrifugal sugar that had been washed to remove the film of adhering molasses,

being bagged in an undriod condition. Such sugars deteriorate very rapidly
;
but washed

sugars when dried, either by steam or in mechanical dryers, keep well. The lower grades

have a polarization of about 99*0°, and are of a dingy grey colour ; but if suitable care be

used in manufacture, plantation white sugar can bo made of brilliant whiteness polarizing

99 8-99 •9^

Ohtsmical Cuntkol Khsitlts obtained in a Queensland Mill. J, F. Foster*

Annual Repot is of the Mulgrave Central Mill Co., Lid,, 19S0.

During the 1919 season, 79,023 tons of cane were crushed, and the rate of grinding

was 26 tons per hour, the extraction being 93*43 per cent, with 33*37 per cent, maceration.

Altogether 10,284 tons of 94® net titre sugar were made, equal to 7*C8 tons of cane per

ton of sugar; while other values were: “Commercial cane sugar in the cane,^ 14*19

per cent.
;
purity first roller juice, 87*74®; puiity of the mixed juice, 85*59®

; maceration,

33*37 per cent.
;
mixed jiiice per ton of cane, 220 gall.

;
purity of the final molasses,

47*43®; wood burnt, 308 tons; wood per ton of 94 n.t. sugar, 0*03 ton; n.t. of sugar,

including “ jolly,” 97*89; coefficient of work, 91*71 per cent, liegai-ding the sucrose

balance, the total loss was 20*20 per cent., this being distributed ns follows : in the bagasse,

6*67
;
press-cake, 0*63 per cent.

;
molasses, 8*49

; and undetermined, 4*61 percent. About

93 per cent, of the cane delivered was Badilla ; 3 per cent. D1135 ; 2 per cent. Gorn
;

1*4

per cent, Malagashe ; and 0*6 percent. HQ426. The evaporation per sq. ft. of heating

surface was *0*50, and the liquor was delivered to the pans at high sp. gr. The sugar was

of good quality, and well dried (containing 0*16 per cent, of moisture), suffering only a

very slight deterioration when stored.

The Pofm of the Philosopher Thbophraktob l^pon the Racked Aht (Alchemv),

C. A Browne. The Saenii/ie Monthly^ 19S0 (Sep!ember)
^
193-^14

Among the remains of Greek literature that have come down from the Byzantine

period are four poems in iambic verse upon the divine or sacred art. These poems, in the

fifteen or more manuscripts, which are preserved in different libraries of Europe, form part

of a largo collection of works upon alchemy. Most of the prose munuseiipte of this

collection were edited and translated by the French chemist, Behthelot, in 1888. The
four poems, although a pari of Bbkthelot’s original plan, were not included in his

edition of the Greek alcliemists, and, except for a meagre summary of their contents by
liBiNESHTS in 1634 and a few' brief extrojcts by IIoefeh in his “ Histoire de la Ohimie
in 1866, no eiforte have been made to give a rendering of their contents in any modern
language. Dr. Buoavne in this article gives the result of his study of these poems. He
has made a metrical translation of the Greek manuscript, extracts from which are here

reproduced. He further presents a commentary, explanatory of the history and theory of

ancient alchemy, an addition which should prove a valuable contribution to this very
interesting subject.

Irhiqation in Cuba. Cuba Review^ I9$0y 18, 13-17. Journal dee Fahricants de Sucre,

No.

In this article attention is drawn to the fact that, although inigation has been prac-

tised for a considerable time in Cuba and found profitable among sugar planters, the methods
adopted are often verj^ primitive, the colonos simply flooding the whole land. There would
appear to be very few places where irrigation is economically possible in Cuba. In some
it is of little advantage because of the excessive cost of the works, while in others the
amount of water available is insufficient for the needs of the cane fields. In the south of

* I.SJ., 1919, 121 ; 1920, 284.
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Matanzas and Banta Clara provineesi bowover, near the eatates of Constancia and Socorro,

artesian w^Ib have been sunk which, at the depth of a little over 100 ft., have reached good

supplies of water. The preesure is suflSoient to throw a column of water 13-17 ft.ahove the

level of the ground. This i® distributed by a powerful pump, and Constancia alone receivos

daily from 13 to 17 million gallons during the period when irrigation is necessiiry. In

commenting on the above a writer in the Jot4rnal dea Fahrieanta de 8t4era thinks that

irrigation is bound to spread, although progress may be slow ; it will come into more

general use when the threatened fall in the price of sugar arrives, and when it will be

necessary to adopt more intensive agriculture so as to obtain more sugar per acre than is

done at present. He points to the northern coast lands of the Santa Clara province as

especially suitable because of the great quantity of underground water ;
and also to the

northern part of the Oriente province, where large rivers on the high land could easily

be diverted so as to irrigate great stretches of sugar cane land.

Constituents op Cane Wax. J. £. Quintus Bosz. Archuf vow de Suikerinduaiiie in

NedeihmdaiMndi'e, Wm, 28, iVb, 2o, 974-977.

In 1914 the writer received a kerosine tin of cane wax from the Bentanenlor factory,

Java, where a jilant for its extraction had been installed, and on examination found it

bad a m. p. of 60-62^ C., an acid value of 47*3, a saponification value of 177, and a

nitrogen content fas N) of 0*01 per cent. At the outset of his investigation into the

nature of the wax, he applied the usual colour reactions for cholesterol, but was unable

to obtain any positive indication of its presence. After saponifying, adding hydrochloric

acid, and shaking out with benzene, a layer of fatty acids resulted, which was washed with

warm water, and converted according to Fahnstkinbr ' into lead salts. On cooling the

benzene solution, a crystalline precipitate was obtained, which was re-crystallized from

benzene. The lead salts were decomposed in warm water with hydrochloric acid, and the

layer of fatty acids washed with hot water. The product gave an m, p, of 64 *0® 0. and its

iodine value was 0. It appears that W^uniiero^ had also isolated an acid having an m.p.

of 64® C. Dr. Bosz at first believed the fatty acid substance to be rayristic acid, which

has an in. p, of 63'8®C., l ut later from its molecular weight of 270 obtained by titration

came to the conclusion that it was a mixture of palmitic and stearic acids, forming a
** eutectic ** compound, which, so far as its m. p. is concerned, behaves as a single pure

chemical suhstanc Another portion of the saponified product was steam-distilled,

and this by tests which need not here be detailed was identified as myricyl alcohol,* which

body was obtained by BtI^rkk from oarnuba wax. In another portion of the distillate

oaproic acid ® was found, and this liquid also smelt strongly of formic acid, the presence

of which was established by its reducing action towards salts of silver and mercury and
alkaline permanganate. ^ Tests were applied for the presence of acetic, benzoic, and
cinnamic acids, but unsuccessfully.

Examination (Cuehioal and Microsoofioal) op Baoassb from the Boint or View
OF Papek Making. F. Heim, J. Maheu, and L. Matrod. La Tapatwie,

mo, 42, 6S9-S42 ; 678-687.

A chemical and microscopical examination of bagasse received fxom Guadeloupe has

been made by the writers at the Laboratoire g6ueral des Productions coloniales, and their

conclusions are to the effect that the pulp which can be produced from it may be regarded

as a raw material of average quality for tlie paper manufacturer.

J. P. O.

» Zeitach, /. Unten. d. y&hr. wid. Gamam.^ 18»8, ;J90.

•“Het rietwas” (Amsterdam), 1W9, page 94.
^ This phenomenon Is frequently encountered in the analysis of oils, fats, and waxes.

Mixtures of fatty acids are known (palmitic and stearic is one of the best known) wliicli cannot
be resolved into their coinpouents by ciystallization from alcohol, and several fatty acids,
formerly regarded as individuals, have been found to be eutectic compounds.—Ed. T.SJ.

4 A wax is an ether of a monohydrio alcohol, the chief constituent of beeswax, e g„ being
myricyl palmitate.

%Zdabig*a Anmkn, Esi8, p. dS3* 4 Roseuthaler’s ** KaeUweis organtscher Verbindungen," p. 288.
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GERMANY.

Production and REvivmcATioN of a Carbon of okbat Dboolohizino Power,

(1) ()sterreichi$cher Verein fiir Chemische and Metallurgische Production,

S90i€$6. April 26th, 1914. (2) Farbenfabrik vorm. Bayer & Co,^ of Lever-

kuBen h. Koln a. Rh., Germany. $07^761. June 19th, 1917.

(1) "Wood, fitarch, carbon (including spent carbon), animal wa«te product, etc., are

mixed with an equal (or multiple) weight of zinc chloride, either in the water-free con*

dition or in the form of ordinary commercial 60® liquor, and heated in a Buitable vessel to

the temperature at which the zinc chloride commences to be volatilized. At this point

the mass is cooled, treated with sufficient dilute acid to dissolve out the basic zinc salt,

the mixture being filtered, washed, and dried. (2) lliis specification claims lor the pro*

cess of increasing the absorptive power of the carbon produced according to the previous

patent by heating the carbon to a higher temperature (400®C. being mentioned).

Edectricallt-heated Distillation Apparatus. Allgemeine Elektricitdts^Gesell^

schaft in Berlin. 323,414* October 26th, 1918.

The liquid is heated by utilizing its resistance according to the electrode principle in

a special heater with which is combined a storage tank through which a condenser worm
passes, so that the condensation of the vapours from the heater serves to preheat a fre»h

quantity of liquid.

Purification of Suoau Solutions by Means of Colloidal Silicic Acid. Otto Bielmann,
of Magdeburg. 320,846. November 22nd, 1916.

Highly diluted sodium silicate solution is treated with carbon dioxide gas until the

colloidal silicic acid has all separated out, after which the precipitate is washed repeatedly

with an aqueous solution of carbon dioxide until pennanently neutral (this requiring

repeated tests owing to the fact that after a time when the wash-liquors are running
neutral an alkaline reaction may again occur). This silicic acid is added to the suitably

warmed liquid (starch glucose, for example) with which it is stirred. After subsiding, it

is found that solid substances, and uncoinbined or incompletely combined organic salts, have
been carried down. It is claimed that in this way solutions can be freed from salts, and
their odour, colour, and taste also removed. Silicic acid obtained by treatment wilh

hydrochloric acid retains sodium chloiido, which therefore adds to the mineral matter con-

tained in the liquid treated.

Method of clarifying Juices, ISyhups, etc., by treating with Decolorizing Carbon,
Johann N, A. Saner, of Amsterdam, Holland. 322,136, March 6th, 1919;
June 17th, 1920,

When decolorizing carbon is used for the treatment of juices, syrups, and other
liquors, it is rather quickly exhausted owing to its contamination with the more readily

removable impurities, the ti'equency of revivification and consequently its cost thus being
increased. This invention provides a preliminary treatment with a relatively small

quantity of a cheap carbon made by dry-disUlling bagasse or beet pulp in closed retorts,

the addition of which to the juice removes a large amount of organic and inorganic sub-

stances, though little of the eolouring matters. After use, the spent carbon may be mixed
with the bagasse going to the furnaces. Regarding the decolorizing carbon afterwards
added, It is said that this may be obtained from the carbon used for the preliminary treat*

ment by heating it in absence of air with hot gases (as ammonia, carbon dioxide, carbon
ifionoxide, chlorine, or superheated steam)

;
or it may bo produced directly from bagasse

or beet pulp by heating in absence of air, while conducting the gases mentioned throuhg

» Copies of specRicatious of patents with their drawings can be obtained ou appHcation
to the following:- f/niied Kiugdwm; Patent Office, Bales Branch, ES, Southampton Buildings.
Cltancery Lane, Loudon, W.C.2 (price, Is. each). Uniled State$: Coniniissioner of Patents,
Washington, DC. (price 10 cents each). i^Vance.* Llmprlwerle Kationale, 87, rueViellledu
Temple, Paris (price, 2 fr. oo each).
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at th« ^am^ time. In an example ol the procedure recommended, it is stated that the

t^ll juice after mwtsurlng or weighing is heated with 0*1—S’Oper cent, (by wmght) of

the preliminary treatment carbon in mixers, after which the liquid is pumped through

:filter*preSBe8. Alternatively, juice clarified by the common defecation method, by liming

and sulphitation, or by the carbonatation process, is submitted to the action of the carbon

for the preliminary treatment. In either case, the carbon is filtered off, and the clear

juice mixed with the decolorising carbon, following which it is filtered, evaporated to a

syrup, and boiled to grain. Or again, the juice may first be subjected to the effect of

kieselguhr, fuller’s earth, etc., before adtog successively the preliminary toeatment

carbon and the decolorizing carbon.

Dry Djbtillation op Carbonatation Scums por the Produotiox op Tjbkpbnbs and

OTHBU Products. //. Stoltzenberg, of Berlin^Wilmersdorf, Germany. SI6,S0S.

August Sth, 1917.

On dry-distilling the scums (which are dried immediately produced), the oily and

aqueous fractions are worked up separately to resin substitutes, pyridine basis, acetone,

and Pirrole Red. Alternatively the scums may be separated into three fractions by pre-

cipitation, obtaining (i) a resinous fraction yielding a high percentage of terpenes and

resin
; (^) a fraction with a high nitrogen content yielding mainly pyridine bases ; and {S)

a fraction rich in Catty acids, yielding principally acetone.

HOLLAND.

Kkobnbration op Animal Charcoal which in Conjunction with Phosphoric Acid

IB rsKD AS A Clarifying Agbnt for Sugar Pkoduots. Kwanto Sanso
Kabushiki-Kaisha, Lid^, Takakazu Hayashi, and Emefiro Emura,9Xl of

Tokyo, Japan. 44^7. September 2lBt, 1919
;
January 2nd, 1920.

A preparation for clarifying sugar products is made by acting on animal charcoal

(or phosphorite] with sulphuric acid, filtering, preoipitating the excess of sulphuric acid by
heating for 1-2 hours at €0-80^0. with a calcium or aluminium compound, distilling off

most of the water in pomtho, and mixing the phosphoric acid thus obtained with about 50 per

cent, of animal charcoal to give a product having the consistency of a paste. This patent

relates to the regeneration of the char preparation thus obtained. When the impurities

that it has taken up in use are small, that is, alter it has been used only once, regeneration

is effected simply by washing with a solution of phosphoric acid (or suitable phosphate) at

2-6 114., followed by water. When the impurities are greater, the char is either heated

with a sodium hydroxide solution at 5-10^ B4., or is re-burnt, after which in both cases it

is washed first with phosphoric acid, and then with water. It is said that the best results

are obtained by applying a supplementary washing with sulphurous acid (or sulphites);

either before washing with the phosphoric acid, or else before the final washing with water
and drying. Char regenerated in any of these ways is mixed with the purified phosphoric

acid to a paste, and used again.

Clarification op Raw Cans Juicbs for Plantation Whitb Sugar Manufaoi‘urb, using

A Drcolorizino Carbon mads prom Filtbr-prxss Cars. Henri Otto de Ruyter
de Wildt^ of Djokjakarta, Java. 4^77* April Ist, 1920.

Haw mill juice without being submitted to any previous chemical treatment (being
only screened to separate the fine bagasse and sand, etc.) is boiled, either with a i^pecial

carbon prepared from filter-press cake, or else with **any other known clarifying agent”
(sufficient being added to produce a water-white liquid), and the whole snbeequently filtered*.

It is said that the special carbon is made by heating the ordinary filter-press cake obtained
from a neighbouring tnuscovado factory to about 460®C. in the absence of air, extracting
the residue with dilute hydroohloiic acid, and finalljr filtering and washing it with con-
denser water. Its revivifioation may be effected by heating the carbon after it has adsorbed
the impuritiesof the juice to 380-400^C. in the absence of air, this operation being repeated
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after each time of use. Kelerence is made by the inventor in his specification to the article

by HAZBwmKRL)^ in which the use of a carbon made from press-cake was also described

;

but it is said the new preparation is unsuitable for the purpose HazbwinkbIi had in view,

namely, to iioat juices or syrups already clarified in some way or other. The carbon

claimed in the present specification differs both in composition and in manner of use.

UNITED KINGDOM.

PllOnUCTION OF SaCCHAttic AND TaUTAIUC AcIDS FROM CAttHOHYDttATKS (StAHCH, BIC.),

DiamalUAktien-Gesellschaft, of Munich, Germany. 1084H (11^802)*

August 4th, 1917 ;
convention date, August 4th, 1916 ; September 9th, 1920.

Emil Fischer was the first to obtain tartaric acid from saccharic acid by oxidation,

the saccharic acid in turn being obtained from starch or other carbohydrate. Claim is

now made for a procoss of obtaining saccharic and tartaric acids from carbohydrates by

oxidation by means of sulphuric and nitric acids, or sulphuric acid and nitrogen oxides

peroxidized by treatment with oxygen, ozone, or air, at a temperature of 100° C., charac-

terized by the employment of catalysts consisting ol members of the heavy metal group,

more especially molybdenum and mercury, and also by precious metals, as platinum.

Mixtures of these metals, their oxides or salts, also give (it is said] excellent results.

Limb Kilns. C. Candlot, of Paris, France. 160,994 {22,595), July 29th, 1920;

convention date, September lOtb, 1919; not yet accepted; abridged as open to

impection under Section 91 of the Act,

Apparatus for discharging lime kilns is described, as the result of which the bottom

is given a composite rotary motion, resulting in an even removal of the rnHterial. In a

modification, the bottom may be perforated for partial discharge, or may be reduced in

diameter and surrounded by a fixed conical ring.

Sacchahification of Cellulose. Zellstofffabrik Waldhof and V, Hottenroth, of

VValdhof, Mannheim, Germany. 147,4^8 (t9,SI4)- July7tli, 1912 ; convention

date, April 18th, 1917 ; not yet accepted ; abridged as open to impection under

Section 91 of the Act,

Wood or other cellulose-containing material is mixed with sr.Iphuric acid of about

75 per cent, strength to form a paste which is allowed to stand for somo time and then

mixed with water and boiled for saccharification. The acid may be separated by addition

of lime either before or after filtering to separate the lignin bodies. Dextrin-like products

are obtained by treating the p.t8te, after standing, with cold water, separating the acid by
addition of lime and filtration, and evaporating the solution. Sodium bisulphate may he
used in place of sulphuric acid.

PuBFA RATION OP Y EAST, USING MoLASsBS AND pEAT. A. Vasscux, of St. Mttnde, Seine,

Frarce. 147,581 (19,515), July 8th, 1920 ; eonveutiou date, January I9th,

1918
;
not yet accepted

;
abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act,

In preparing bakers’ yeast, peat is mixed with cane or beet molasses, or with juices

of beet, apples, pears, or artichokes, either in the cold or while heated. An acid wort is

filtered from the mixture and is fermented during aeration. Sulphuric or other acid and
nutrient Buj)stances such as phosphates, blood, malt culms, and ammonium salts may be
added. The re idual peat may be used as manure. Worts are also obtained by heating

the residua^ pe^it or untreated peat with acids or bases.

CoNFECTioNBuY Manufaotubb. Ballochmyle Creamery Co* and R, McCrone, of

Auchinleck, Ayrshire, N.B. 150,588 {S1,S41). December 18th, 1919.

In boiling sugar to make toffee, a mixture of margarine and a ** sugar inverter,”

such as citric acid, is added.

1 1.SJ,, 1911, 2U,
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CoATma OoNFBOTioMsiiy. National Equipment Co., of Springfield^ Maes, XJ.S.A.

160,799 {Uy6£l). June 6th, 1919.

In a machine for coating oonfectioneiy, the excess of material is returned to the

supply tank from which it was drawn, and means are provided for acting on the material

in the tank to free it from air bubbles before it is again used. A preliminary bottom

coating is given before the complete coating is applied.

Clbanino Bbets^ Wellen Mfg. Co., of Chicago, U.S.A. 150,828 {14,778). June

nth, 1919.

A load of beets Is dumped into a hopper, and admitted to a conveyor, which delivers

it to an inclined rotary where it is cleaned. The cleaned roots fall into a hopper, and are

subsequently weighed
;
while the refuse goes into a soparate receptacle.

Motob Best HARvesTsa. 0. Frankman, of Malmo, Sweden. 150,911 [25,799).

October 2l8t, 1919.

Each of the broad driving-wheels of beet harvesting machines is replaced by two or

more narrower wheels, all the wheels being connected to one another and to the driving-

motor in such a way that the wheels at one side of a machine can rotate independently of

those at the other side ; and the wheels on the same aide can either rotate independently

of one another, or can be disconnected from one another while the machine is turned.

Beet Harvester. Morse Hammervaerk and R. Neilsen, of Nykobing, Mors,

Denmark. 150,345 (24,586). August 24th, 1920; convention date, November
let, 1917 ;

ftot y€i aectpted ; abridged at open to impeetion under Section 91 of

the Act.

A machine is described for harvesting beet, the more salient features of which com-

prise means for raising and lowering both the front and the rear part of the frame, for

mounting the top cutters so that they may swing laterally, and for preventing lateral

movement of the machine on sloping ground.

Drcolorization hy Filtration through Alumina. /. J. Hood, of Islington,

London, N. 149,463 (12,699). May 20th, 1919.

A granular aluminous material, for use in the dec;olorizalion of liquids' is prepared by

moistening finely -divided aluminous matei'ial, such as precipitated alumina, bauxite dust,

or Obina-clay, with an acid or an aluminium salt solution, heating to form an agglomer-

ation, then either crushing this and calcining at a dull red heat or vice versa, and finally

grading the product. The alumina content may be increosed by adding pure alumina to

the starting material. (Specifications 7032/06 and 16,617/08 are referred to.)

Hartestino Bert Machine. G. Saur, of Paris. 149,4^2 (13,043). May 23rd, 1919. !

A machine for harvesting beet comprises a rotary top-cutter, digging shares, an

inclined conveyor, and a receiving hopper, and is provided with a pivoted Y-shaped

draught-bar to facilitate operation by hauling cables connected to winding engines at the
' ends of the field.

Double Crusher for Oanb Mills,^ Fulton Iron Works Co., St. Louis, Miss., U.S.A,

(assignees of L. E. Lortz). 146,280 (17,136). June 24th, 1920 ;
oenvention

date, January 13th, 1917 ; not yet accepted ; abridged as open to inspect^n under
Section 91 of the Act.

Stove for CoNFEoTtoNBRs. James McG. and Thomas F. Murray, and John G.
Steven, of Glasgow, Scotland. 143,434 (17,292). July lOth, 1919; May
27th, 1920.

^ See also 1980, 178.

*See also tJ.&. Patent, 1,891,096; 1.8J., mo, 471 .
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tJNITEI) STATES.
Fsktxlizbr for Acid Soils containing Di-calcium Phosphatb. Carlton C* James^

of Honolulu, T.H. 1 ,$48^95^ May 28th, 1917; August 3rd, 1920. (Two

%ureB.)

A fertiUzor containing di-calciuin phosphate not only tends to neutralize the acidity

of the soil, but promotes bacterial activity, and adds available phosphoric acid to the soil.

Claim is made for the preparation of such a material by mining together 80 parts of acid

phosphate containing 18-20 per cent, of P2O 5 in the form of mon0 -calcium phosphate

;

6 parts of calcium oxide containing 90-95 per cent, of CaO ; and 15 parts of calcium

carbonate in the form of ground coral sand. This mixture is immediately packed in bags,

barrels, etc., which, open to the atmosphere, are allowed to stand overnight, during which

time the chemical reaction is completed. The resulting product is a basic (or reverted)

phosphate fertilizer in the state of a dry, floury powder, in which about 83*8 per cent, of

the P3O, is present as di-caloium phosphate, 5*0 as mono-calcium phosphate, and 11*1 as

tri-calcium phosphate. It may be applied to the soil broadcast, or by drilling in the

well-known manner.

Fbbtiuzse comtainino Calcium Cyanidb and Dicalcium Phosphate, John N-
Carothers (assignor to Newton D. Baker, U.S. Secretary for War, Trustee),

1,360^591* January 14th, 1920
;
August 24th, 1920.

Calcium phosphate is subjected to the action of a concentrated solution of nitric acid

(containing more than 40 per cent, of HNO, by weight) to form mono-calcium phosphate

and calcium nitrate. SufiBoient calcium cyanide containing free lime to substantially con-

vert the mono-calcium phosphate to di-calcium phosphate is then added.

Filter*. John J. Berrigan assignor to Henry H Worthington Corporation, of New
York, U.S.A. 1,350,392, December 2nd, 1915 ;

August 24th, 1920.

Preparation of Absolute Alcohol. George B, Frankforter, of Minneapolis, Minn.,

U.S.A. 1 ,350,254 , December 20th, 1918; August 17th, 1920.

Common commercial alcohol is treated with a mixture of potassium carbonate and

potassium fluoride so as to remove some of the water» decanted, and heated in an autoclave

retort under a pressure of about 55 lbs. per sq. in., with quicklime until all but a trace of

water remains. This trace is eliminated finally by distilling, and passing the vapour

formed over calcium carbide.

Process of Boiling White Granulated Sugar. Rudolph E, Po$pisil and Edmund
Kurek, of Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A. 1J352,0B4* December 27th, 1915;

September 7th, 1920.

All the sugar is extracted as a pure high quality white granulated by this process,

which is an improvement upon a previous specification.^ It relates to a large extent to

the purification of the massecuite by injecting water during the treatment in the pan and
in the crystallizers, the four strikes being boiled as follows i Baw juice is

boiled in pan 1, where it is treated with injections of water at the point marked W while

its temperature is being raised so as to volatilize impurities as ammonia, ammonium
oarbonate^fend ammonium acetate, aud to decompose other nitrogenous compounds, thus

raising tl^ purity of the massecuite, which treatment is repeated many times until the

massscuiti is finished, when it is passed successively into the mixer 2, the centrifugal 3,

and the meltor 4^ After treating and filtering the liquor resulting from remdting, it is

again boiled in pan 5 to massecuite, dropped sucoessivdy into mixer 0 and centrifugal 7,

the crystals thus obtained being pure, white granulated of 99-99 *6 per cent., the wash-
water being returned to the pan 5, as shown clearly In the diagram. S^nd 9trih$^
Syrups from centrifugals 3 and 7 are boiled in pan la to grain, and submitted to the

1 CX. U.K. Patent, 140,798. •uTs. Patent* 1,02S,272; I.AJ., 1912, 480.
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watet«inJ^tioa treatment^ the procedure alter this being clearly shown in the diagrami

the sugar from separator 7e being white grhaulated of the same quality as the firsts

X%ird Similarly part of the syrup from centrifugals Sa and all that from 7a are

boiled in pan Ib^ and after the water injection treatiheht the masseculte is dropped into

crystaUisers Sh, where water injection is used again and is continued ** as long as neces-

sary to prevent the crystals from taking on the impurities/' After this, treatment takes

place successively in mixer centrifugal 3h and melter in which the crystals are re*

melted and mixed with high raw juice. This liquor is hoiled to grain in pan 6b^ and on

i'mjrsTJfmg jrrssw rmmp Jtrmitt

going through mixer and separator 7b a high quality granulated sugar is obtained.

Fourth The remainder of the syrup from centrifugal 8a of the second strike and all

the molasses of centrifugal Shot the third strike ate boiled blank in pan te^ water injection

being applied as before, and repeated in the crystallisers 8e. After passing through

mixer 8c and separator Sc^ a dark sugar is obtained, which is re-melted in mdier com-

pleting the strike. Part of this dark sugar is mixed with the raw juice in pan I,

while the other part goes to pan in. Syrup from centrifugal Sc is being constantly used

to raise the purity of the molasses ;
that from Sa and Sh is boiled over many times until

all the sugar is extracted.

Oanb Cuttuu. William Seatby^ of Puuene, T.H. 1^S48J61 {ccrial^ t8$,S80). August

l6th, 1917 ; August 3rd, 1920. (Two %ures.

)

The specification relates to an improvement on the construction protected by Raksa.y'

in apparatus for cutting the cane during its transit to the mills into smalllengths, thereby

reducing its bulkiness, and facilitating its feed.

It includes a central shaft 1 driven from the motor by suitable gearing, and mounted
in suitable bearings (preferably that bearing the mark ** B. K* F/*) as shown et B, It is

provided with a number of knives S, which are ligkt* and thin, and are free to swing in

the direction of their planes, i.e., at right angles to the major axis of shaft I. They are

loosriy pivoted on vods 4, by which they are supported^ rods being parallel to and
radially equi-distant from the shaft i. Kndpktes S axe included, constituting heads ii^

^
^ U.8. latent, 1,999»S18, of December mb, M&,
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whioh the ends of the rods 4 Are suitably secured, as by openings through which the ende

of the rods 4 provided with cotter pins project. The rods 4 are intermediately supported

by a number of plates 6’ held by spacing blocks 7, fitted on shaft 2. Heads 5, plates d,

and blocks 7 are keyed to the shaft 2, as at 8^ and held by nuts .9, backed by lock-nuts 101

the shaft 1 being threaded for this purpose. The position of the knives 3 on the rods 4 1b

determined by spacing washers fitted on the rods in tho spaces between the plates d,

the end-plates, and the adjacent heads d.

The knives 5 are resilient (preferably made of spring steel), and hence they may
yield laterally in either direction from their nomal planes in consequence of glancing

blows upon the hard rind of the cane
; and it is to be noted that the washers 13 are

sufficiently loose to provide a certain measure of lateral play. The rotor is adapted for

high speed developing centrifugal force, which causes tho knives to strike the cane suffi-

ciently intensely to cleave the bard rind. The pivotal mounting of the knives on the rods

4y whereby the knives are free to swing in the direction of their pianos provides for

deflection when an obstacle is encountered. This is advantageous; first, because the

knives when in contact with the cane assume an angle, in opposition to centrifugal

force wherein they produce a draw out; and second, because if an obstacle is encountered

the knives will yield pivotally , and in the majority of oases their breakage will bo avoided.

Furthermore, the apparatus may be'constructed at a low cost.

UNITED KINGDOM COMPLETE SPECIFICATION8 ACCEPTED.
Motor Fuels. US Industrial Alcohol Co. (1) {tl4l9). May 7th, 1919.

(2) 154,867 [38,905). May 7th, 1919. (3) 140J9G (8796). October 12th, 1917.

Manufactubk or Glycerin from Suoak. Vereinigte Chemische Werk A. G.
138,338 {1974)» Addition to 138,099. Apiil 22nd, 1916,

Hegbnbratino Hydrochloric Acid used in Glucose Manufacture. H* Terrisse
and M. Levy. 154,170 (13,761). November 16th, 1919.

Bbmoval of Scale from Boilers, etc. J. P. Martinussen. 154,343 (31,383)*
August 29th, 1919.

Evaporation of Liquids. Akiiebolaget Industare. 154,365 (31,674). September 3rd.
1919.

Heat-interchange Devices for Evafohatohs. £. Wirth^Frey. 143,077 (1971).
April 23rd, 1919.

Centrifugal Machine for Filtering Liquids. /. McIntyre. 154MI (13,706).
May 30tb, 1919.

^

Evapouatino Process. J. C. Stead. 154,763 (35,169). October 1 4th, 1919*

Apparatus foe Clarifying Liquids having finely divided MATrsa in Suspension.
W. M. MacKay. 154,767 (35,731). October 21st. 1919.

Filters foe Stkaining and Filtering Liquids. (1) C. Thomas. 164,783 (37,934),
November 11th, 1919. (2) L. Penkala. 154,613 (33,931). December 1st, 1919*

Filter-presses A. Ten Bosch. 154,817 {1678). January 19tb, 1920.

Filling Sugar Moulds. H. Delvenne. 146,636 (16,910). September 20th, 1918.

Prevention of Corrosion. L. Renger and W. Fuhrmann. 154,610 (33,838).
April 12th, 1919.

'
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Brevities.

A Cuban central which was erected not long since at a cost of £1,600^000 is reported

to have been sold within a few months of its completion for the sum of £2,800,000

According to the Timet Trade Supplement^ it is calculated that at the close of 1920

London held possibly 70,000 tons of stored sugar, Liverpool 86,000 tons and Glasgow
60,000 tons. _

A shortage of labour in Mauritius has resulted from the suspension of Indian immi-
gration, and attempts are now being made to maintain the necessary workers in the

canedelds by obtaining men from the agricultural districts of South China.

F. VAN VoiLKNHOVKN ^ recently described experimoiits in which ho showed that cane

juico may deteriorate to the extent of 0*28 per cent, sucrose (by polarization) in the cane

between the time that it leaves the mill and reaches the measuring tanks, the necessity of

rapid working and of frequent cleaning thus being demonstrated.

According to the Review, there is a shortage of labour in Cuba which has led

to various centrals bringing into the island a considerable number of labourers from other

countries. Thus the I'rinidad Sugar Company has imported 260 negros from Jamaica ;

the Bkguanos Sugar Company a thousand Haitian labourers; while the Immigration

Agent h«a been authorized to procure 200 Chinese coolies from Hong Kong.

Dr- W. U. OiiMANBv in a recent lecture* said there was every reason why starch

products would be grown in tropical countries for the production of alcohol for motor fuel

and similar purposes. There is an area in British East Africa, the size of Kent, which,

if planted with the right sort of crops (maize, bananas, etc.), would produce an amount of

alcohol that would displace the petrol used throughout the British Isles. He advocated a

system of oo-operatiou between agriculturist and distiller.

A filter is described by OKUHAitn Schmitt” for the treatment of fine or colloidal

suspensions, and is stated to be applicable in the sugar industry for the sepaiation of

‘‘slimy substances/’ It consists of a perforated metal cylinder surrounded by numerous
rings of fine wire gauze, which can be pressed together by a screw so that the size of the
pores is regulated, A screw conveyor within the cylinder forces the liquid through the

cylinder, the actual filtering medium being the deposit itself.

The kingdom of the Serbs, Ci*oats and Klovenes issued last year regulations concerning
the gi'owing of sugar beets, under which beet sugar cultivation in their territories was
permitted solely for the production of sugar, any other use of sugar beet, as for alcohol or

chicory manufacture, being forbidden ufider penalties. Growers also were compelled to

sell their roots under contiact to the local manufacturers, or, failing a contnict, at the
highest price at which the particular factory had already paid other producers. By these
measures it was hoped that speculation would he prevented, and a supply of sugar for

local consumption he assured.

Attention is called by H, Thiemann'^ to a process invented by engineers attached to
the staff of the Krupp-Gruson A.-G., of Magdeburg-Buekau, Germany, for the recovery
of coal and coke from furnace slag. It is based on the little.*know it fact that iron pyrites,

lime and silicates become fused in the furnace into a mass consisting of iron oxides in

various states of oxidation, holding lime and other silicates imprisoned, this conglomer-
ation being magnetic. The process consists simply in spreading out the crushed skg, and
separating the constituents by means of a suitable magnetic apparatus, the fine coal and
coke left behind being again sent to the boiler room for feeding to the furnaces, while the
purified slag is utilized for brick making. It is stated to be claiming the consideration of
the beet sugar industey in Germany.

1 ArcMtif, ISIS, tr, 1241-48. « Chemical Trade JunmaU IS20, 67, No. 1744, 633.

* Chegiiker Zeitung, ISSS, «, 657^8» 669-671. * Facte about Sugar, 1920, 11 ,
No. 17, 330-331.
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United Kinddoiiii

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF SUGAR.
IMPORTS.

Onk Month bndino Twelve Months enhino
HECKHKER 31ST. Dbcemhek 31bt.

1919. 1920. 1919. 1920.

Unrbtinei) Svgabs. Tone. Tons. Tons. Tons.

Russia...**. .... «... ....

Germany «... 7,205 .... 13,in
Netherlands • • s • .... 1 ....

Belgium *

.

87 741 * « 0

France 8 .... 8 ....

Austria-Hungary .... ....

Java 7,316 , 83,336 172,838 333,889
Philippine Islands .... 4,660 1

Cuba 41,115 10 687,262 506,611

Butch Guiana 102 .... 1,456 59

Bayti and San Bomingo ,. .... .... e • • • 14

Mexico .... . • . .... * • • •

Peru 6,34S 10,056 77,677 47,600

Brazil 744 4,406 6,971 12,163

Mauritius 24,786 17,000 153,682 142,894
British India 387 .... 4,722 16,762
Straits Settlements .... ....

British West Indies, British

Guiana & British Honduras 4,250 1,657 113,306 124,009

Other Countries a.914 11,062 19,100 51,664

Total Raw Sugars 8».0S7 184,681 1,148,888 1,848,716

Rkfinbu Suoaks.
Russia .... .... 708 1

Germany 253 *. *

.

263 126

Netherlands 7,660 1 20,643 1,068

Belgiunn 1,615 10 5,532 2,126

France 10 • • •

.

33 25

Austria and Hungary ...... 610 .... 990 123

Java 6,130 > 117,060 6,014

United States of America .

.

38,123 16 222,083 100,449

Argentine Republic 1
' 6 11 65

Mauritius 8,860 . . . 23,452 . * . •

Other Countries 10,761
j

56
1

71,369 7,890

Total Refined Sugars .. 71,918
I

90 468,184 116,873

Molasses 16,415
J

5,131 127,389 72,684

Total Imports 177,

m

1
189,668

1
1,781,846 1,488,376

EXPORTS.

Bkitibh Rkfinbi) Suoaks. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

Denmark • » • 0 0 0 0 0 ....

Netherlands 1 118 2 678

Portugal, Azores,and Madeira • • • • 5 . . . • 52

Italy • 900 .... ....

Canada 0 9 0 0 .... 1 ....

Other Countries 66 117 1,266 1,517

Foubion & Colonial Suoaks.
' 67 240 1,259 2,248

Refined and Candy 146 6 3,900 6,448
Unrefined 877 51 33»086 9>919
Various Mixed In Bond .... • 900 . • • 0 0 0 0 * « *

«

Molasses 1,046 275 9,234 4,006

Total Exports 1.686 678 48,879 m.6si

Weights calculated to the neerest ton*



United State*.

(W\IUU f Qray,J
I oon

(Ton* ol 2,240 lbs.)

Total Receipts January Ist to December 30th . . 2,958,844

Deliveries „ .... 2,961,727

Meltings by Refiners „ ,,
.... 2,505,132

Exports of Refined „ »,
.... 325,000

Importers* Stocks, December 29th 7,888

Total Stocks, December 29th 61,776

1919.

Total Consumption for twelve months .. 4,067,671

1919.

Tons.

.. 2,862,282

.. 2,862,282

2,859,700

. . 450,000

14,072

1918.

. . 3,495 606

Beet Crops of Europe.

{WilUtl # Gray*t Mslimatei to Becmber 30th
^ 19S0*)

Harvesting
Period.

] 990-21.

Tons.
1919-20.

Tons.
1918-19.

Tons.

Germany
Ozecho-Slovakia

1,160,000

650,000

739,548

475,877 )

1,350,665

606,793
Hungary and Austria 60,000 41,132/
France :ioo,ooo 164,444

146,918
110,096

Belgium 250,000 74,183

Holland 300,000 238,692 173,436

Rtussia (Ukraine, Poland, etc.) 260,000 225,000 336,616

Sweden 164,772 145,000 127,467
Denmark Sept.*Jan*.. 165,000 152,852 144,600

Italy 175,000

175,000
182,843 106,682

Spam 81,650 139,409
Switzerland 10,000 8,550 10,800
Bulgaria Sept.-Jan.., 10,000 10,974 2,441
Bouinania 5,000

3,654,772 2,603,480 3,183,188

United Kingdom.

Statbment of iMFUltTS* KxPOKTS, AN1> OtmSnMFTlON OF SuQAH EOK TwSLTB MoNTUS

BNiuNo Dboembsr 31st, 1913, 1919, 1920.

1 AtPOUTS. Kxpouts (Foreign).

1913. 1919. 1920. 1913, 1919, 1920.

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.
ReHued .. .. 922.545 .. 462,184 .. 116,878 760 3.900 .. 6,448

Raw 1,046,715 . . 1,142.333 . 1,348.716 3.889 ..33,980 .. 9.919

Molasses . . .

.

127,389 .. 72,68-1 357 .. 9,234 .. 4,006

2,132.322 1,731,846 1,438,278 5.006 47,120 20.373

aORE CONSDMFriOW.
1913.

Tons.
1919.

Tons.
1920
Tons.

Refined . . .

.

.. 899.327 .. 392,684

835.766

139.414

785,140Refined (in Bond) In the United Kingdom .. .. .... 71M61
Raw .. ,, 116.943 .. 303,356

46.980

72,028 ..

181,385

27,154

67,927

Molasses . . .

.

sijua

Molasses, manufactured (In Bond) In United Kingdom .. 37,587

Total . . . . . ^ 1,801,362 1.649.753

1,259

1,201,020

2,248Im Bacports of British Refined .. .. .. .. 28,’271

1,778,091 1,648,494 1,198.772



Sugar Market Report.

Our last report was dated 6th December, 1920*

OdiciHl prices remained without change until 27th December, on which date the Royal

Commission announced a reduction of Ss., to 72s. per cwt. duty-paid, for Granulated,

Crushed and White Pieces, tho retail price being adjusted as from the 1st January by a

reduction of Id. to Od. pei lb. Although any oOdcial information on tho point is lacking, it

is thought likely that the end of the financial year may be chosen as the time for relin-

quishing control, an opinion which is reflected in some small purchases of White Javas at

about 36s. per <*wt., c.i.f. IJ. K., due to arrive in February and March, evidently made by

buyers who anticipate an (3arly removal of restrictions and regard the risk of getting

permission to land the sugar as a relatively small one.

The home markets have shown small signs of activity. Itemnants of “free** white

sugars appear now to have been absorbed. W. I. Crystallized descriptions have mot a

moderate demand, and are quoted at about fiSs. to 62s., whilst good Muscovados are

obtainable at 44 b. to 468., and low Syrups at 35s. to 36s. per cwt., duty-paid. Peruvian

96 per cent. Centrifugals have been offered down to 228. 6d. f.o.b., Jan. -Feb. shipment.

A comparison of to-day’s quotation of about 4*20 cents per lb., f.o.b., for Cuban

Centrifugals with that ruling a mouth ago, would seem to indicate that the market has

gained some amount of steadiness
;
the more so when it is considered that the value

dipped in the meantime to 3*50 cents per lb., a pi ice well below the present cost of pro-

duction. TJndoubt<?dly the attractiveness of the price induced a demand, resulting in the

clearance of some 30,000 to 40,000 tons of the old Cuban stocks, but with tho considerable

quantity still to be disposed of, it cannot be said of Cuba that the end of her troubles is in

sight. The much talked of financial relief from the United States is still absent, and the

moratorium has perforce been extended for another month, to Slst January. Funds for

current requirements may be derived from the working of the new crop, but the real

position can only be revealed at the time when the remainder of the old crop has been

finally disposed of. American and Canadian refineries are re-starting work, thus assisting

in the movement of stocks.

Ah shown last mouth, America has little cause to fear any scarcity of supplies in the

present year. For the near future, the stocks carried over at the end of 1920 are abundant,

and whereas a year ago the domestic beet crop had been largely disposed of, only about

one-third of tho present crop has been sold. Consumption figures to the end of 1920 are

not yet to band, but it is to be expected that the low prices ruling and the plentiful sup-

plies in sight will favour a subsiantiul increase this year.

In Java, values have followed the general trend, and a considerable amount of business

has been transacted, which, in the main may be said to have assisted in the direction of

improving the position, and although finances in the East continue in a very unsettled

state, there are factors which make the outlook for Java a little more hopeful. The
Syndicate of Planters has disposed of its stocks of old crop sugars, which are now largely in

hands unlikely to press them on the market. A few months still remain in which to deal

with the balance of the old crop, during which any financial improvement may help to

turn potential requirements of Eastern countries into actual demand.

So far shipments from Java have proceeded slowly. Under pressure of sales the price

for White Javas fell rapidly until 14 guilders f.o.b. was touched, but a recovery set in,

and to-day the market is reported firm at 23| guilders per picul f.o.b. (say 35s. per cwt.).

There is a demand for shipment to India, the quotation for Calcutta standing at 36s. Gd.

per cwt c.i.f., whilst EuropeJin ports are quoted about 40s. c.i.f.

Continental crop reports are favourable, except those from Czecho-Slovakia, where dis-

appointing outturns necessitate a reduction in the estimate for 1920-21 to 700,000 tons.

Negotiations for the sale of 100,000 tons Czecho-Slovakian sugar to France have so far

borne no mult.
H. Hr Hancock «& Co.

10 Ik 11, Mincing Lane,

London, E.C. 3, ^

8th January, 1921.
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Notes and Comments.

The Future of the Royal Commission.*'

Up to the timo of writing (Fohruaiy 10th) no definite pronouiiceineiit

regarding the future of the Eo3^al Commission for the Sugar Supply has been made
to the public, though it is believed that some such announcement is imminent,

and will in any case be made ere this mouth has run its course. It is not even

now a foregone conclusion that the Eoyal Commission will go entirely out of

existence just yot, though opinion inclines to the probability that it may do so at

the end of the official financial year (the end of March). Certainly we may
expect some radical change in tlie restrictions at present ruling in the matter of

imports into this country
;
whether the Boynl CominisKion goes out of ofiSce next

month or continues to exercise a light supervision of the sugar trad© for a few

months longer, it is fairly safe to assume tliut within a month or six weeks a

much freer permission to import sugar will be granttad. The lielief in thig

intention has been strong enough to warrant certain manufacturers buying some
parcels of Continental sugar for forward delivery after the restrictions are

expected to be lifted.

As we have previously mentioned, the demise of the Eoyal Comiuisaion must
preferably be timed to take place so as to cause the least possible trouble to their

successors ; consideration has therefore to be shown in regard to existing stocks

of raw sugar which the Eoyal Commission have bought here or there, and which
have either yet to be landed or to be passed on to the refiners. Actually it has

been estimated that they have on their hands sufficient quantities of raw sugar to

last almost six months, or say till July,’ It inaj’^ be assumed then that they are

anxious to assure themselves that this sugar will be taken up by the refineries on

mutually advantageous terms, auii that this sugar will be disposed of by the

refiners ere the latter embark ott the unrestricted purchase* of fresh supplies. If

a sufficiently satisfactory arr^wigement Is come to between the Government and
the refiners in this country, the result will be that no great market for imports

"Will exist in (this oountly for some months, and what market develops will only

be due to keeneoxupetitiou of lower prices,

^thef have just bought on favourable lems 100,000 tons of Cuban raws.
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The official figures of the Board of Trade for 1920 gave the consumption for

that year in this country as 1,198,772 tons, or much the same as in 1917 and 1918,
but considerably less than in 1919, when it was 1,649,645 tons. Two factoi*s

tended to account for the reduction ; firstly and chiefly the restricted allowance
rationed to the consumer as compared with 1919, and secondly the restricted

buying towards the end of the year, when the public purse could not or would not
respond to the offer of the Government to let the consumer buy more if he wanted.
A year ago it was expected that 1,100,000 odd tons would be the amount of the
consumption in 1920

;
the total actually was about 100,000 tons more. As for the

1921 consumption, it is unlikely that it will exceed if indeed it attains to the 1919
figures, for while sugar is plentiful enough to provide that tonnage, the price of

sugar is still too high, being about four times the pre-war price, while the buying
{}ublic, or rather the poorer members who form the bulk of the population, have
no longer the means to spend freely, and the large percentage of unemployment
existing this winter will have its effect on the purchasing power of the public.

The American Sugar Consumption, 1920.

Writing 011 January 13tb last, Messrs. Willett & Gray estimated the con-
sumption of the continental United Slates for the year 1920 at 4,084,672 long
tons refined or consumption value, au increase over 1919 of 17,001 tons or 0‘418

per cent. Since then, however, Mr. M. P. Willett has calculated that the con-
sumption was more nearly 4,075,173 tons consumption value, as compared with
4,126,673 tons iii 1919, an actual decrease of 51,500 tons. Ho puts the per capita

consumption therefore at 86*35 lbs., as compared with 87*46 lbs. in 1919.

The same writer in the American Sugar Bulletin states that “ the feature of

the year was the heavy importation of Java and other sugars which pay the full

tarifi rates upon entering the United States, These siigars were received in such
large quantities during the last half year that not all of them could be consumed
within that period. The receipts of such sugars were 850,503 tons, compared <0

73,822 in 1919, the consumption 704,787 tons, the carry-over at the end of the
year 104,821, and the exports 44,866 tons. Only one-fourth of these full duty
sugars reached the United States before July 1 and practically all exports were
made during the first half of the year. The exports since July 1 have been very
light owing to the agreement between refiners and the Government to limit them
so that American consumers might have a full supply. The demand for this

large amount of full duty sugar was caused by the heavy consumption of United
States cane and beet sugar in the fall of 1919 and the decrease in the Cuban crop
of 1919-1920.”

The consumption of domestic sugars during 1920 was unusually small, due in
part to small stocks at the beginning of the year and in port to a reduced con-
sumption towards the end, while the output of both domestic cane and beet was
greatly increased, beet in particular increasing as compared with 1919 by 261,384
tons. The result has been a large accumulation of sugars at the end of the year,
amounting to 1 ,093,545 tons. *‘The beet stookalone is 410,053 tons greater than
last year, the domestic cane stock 80,293 tons greater, and the stock of imported
sugar only 225,616 tone greater. This stock is about equal to the old crop Cuban
sugar still held on the island of Cuba, and is therefore by no means excessive.
The total stock while it exceeds that at the opening of last year by 718,434 tons
is less than 400,000 tons above a normal stock of about 700,000 toiis.’^
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Notes and Cominents.

The Ftitore of the British Sugar Beet Orowers* Society.

Tlie British Sugar Beet Growers’ Society, which was registered in 1915 under

the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts, with rules prohibiting the division of

profits among the shareholders, has now transferred its responsibilities for the

Kelham sugar growing enterprise to Home Grown Sugar, Limited, and thus enters

tipoii a new phase in its career. Obviously the creation of a single factory cannot

exhaust the Society’s ambition or utility. The home production of sugar has

a vast scope for development, and the future object of the Society must be to

continue its work so that the benefit of this industry may be extended to many

other English counties. We understand that it is proposed therefore to re-organisse

the Society on the following lines :

—

Two classes of members are to be invited to join : («) Grower Members, who
have grown and haiTOsted, or intend to grow and harvest within three years at

least one acre of sugar beet ; and {h) Guarantor Members, being other persons

interested in the pi*ogress of the industiy. The former will pay a mmimtim sub-

scription of 10s. per annum, while the latter will guarantee a sum in multiples of

£o0 payable in calls of £10 at a time. Then the Development Commissioners are to

be asked to make a grant to the Society’s funds on conditions to be agreed upon,

say £1 for every £1* of the Society’s income from grower members.

The future objects of the Society will be (1) To encourage the growth of sugar

beet by farmers in the United Kingdom in areas contiguous to a factoiy. (2) To
get into touch with all movements in favour of the home production of sugar in

any part of the United Kingdom. (3) To consider the advisability of forming a

company to acquire land for the production of sugar beet as reserve supplies for

beet sugar factories built or contemplated. (4) To consider the promotion of a

further beet sugar proposition ready to go forward as soon as the Kelham scheme

has been proved. (5) To continue the journal Home Grown Svgar&H a medium for

information and for the dissemination of news in respect to the beet sugar industry.

(0) To j)repare and publish literature dealing with each technical aspect of the

industry. (7) To appoint a panel of lecturers and agricultural advisers to speak

at meetings and correspond with members on technical questions. (8) To consider

the establishment of a Seed Station with a view to making the industiy ultimately

independent of imported seed. (9) To assist sugar beet growers and beet sugar

manufacturers in approaching His Majesty’s Government on questions which
affect their interests in connexion with the establishment of the industry.

It may bo added here that the Society in transferring its fiimncial interests ii>

Kelham to the new company—Home Grown Sugar, Ltd,—only retrained a cash

sum of £7 18s. representing its share capital of 158 shares of Is. each. A new
Guarantee Fund is, however, in existence, which amounts already to £2300, of

which £810 has been called up. Thei*e are therefore sufficient funds to enable the
Society to continue its activities as outlined above.

The Kelham Plans.

As regards the Kelham sugar factory of Home Grown Sugar, Ltd., it is inten-
ded that the first campaign shall take place in the autumn of 1921 , when the factory
is expected to be complete and in operation. An expert beet contracts manager
from Canada has been appointed with English farmers as his assistants, and con-
tracts are already being secured for the coming season. A large acreage on the
Kelham Estate is being prepared for beet by the estate manager, not less than one-
thM of th^ arable land. The factory waJJIs are already rising, and the silos, siding
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and wharf are well advanced. The machinery contractors, the Oompagnie de

Pives-Lille, of Lille and Oivors, France, commence delivery of the machinery this

month for transport to Newark by river and rail from Hull, and French artificers

are being sent over to supervise its erection. An expert French factory manager

has been appointed, who has already selected his export foremen for the various

processes, under whom English workmen will be trained.

The Modernizing of the Philippine Sugar Industry.

In our Notes and Comments of last mouth we drew attention to the rapid

strides being made in the sugar industry of the Philippine Islands and their great

inherent fertility and suitability for the growth of the sugar cane. In an article

by James Scott which appeared in a recent number of Sugar ^ some details are

given of the new concerns being erected in those islands by American capital. It

has been obvious for some years that no real progress could bo expected until

there was sufficient confidence established for the production of this capital, and

from the details given by Mr. Scott it is evident that this stage in the progress of

the colony has at length been reached. The sugar industry has, according tr)

this writer, entered on a new plinse of life during the past three years, aud is pro-

ceeding by leaps and bounds beyond the most sanguine expectations. It is true

that this is largely due to the high price of sugar after the war, but some such

condition has boon prophesied for j’^ear.s back. Since February, 1919, hardly an

American ship has arrived but with its quota of sugar machinery, and a serious

glut of this machinery has been caused at Iloilo, the second port in the Philip-

pines, by tbo unusually severe typhoon season, which has prevented its rapid

distribution by small vessels to its destination. A now pier, one and a half miles

in length, is being rapidly thrown out info the sea and considorablo lengths of

railway are being puslied on to reach the estates.

The 1920 cnjj) saw four now Ueutvales at work for the first time and five more

are expected to tackle the 1921 canes. The four completed were Del Carmen, in

Luzon, with a capacity of 1500 tons canes daily, and the other three in Negros,

La Carlotta and Do Bais for 1000 tons daily, and one in the Isabella Valley for

700 tons. The writer enters into considerable detail regarding the erection of

the Do Bais factory, in a part of the country where the cane planters are noted as

extremely conservative. The various unexpect(‘d obstacles met with would

have seemed to many as prohibitive, but they were all successfully overcome, and

the latest news is that the factory is working smoothly, in spite of the facts that

the staff is untrained and the planters seem to have little conception as to wliat

1000 tons of cane a day mean.

The five Centrales being erected are in the satne two islands, four in Negros

and one in Luzon: two of them will deal with 1500 tons of cane daily, and one

each with 1200, 1000 and 000 respectively. Much assistance is being rendered by

the newly founded Manila branch of the Honolulu Iron Works, where very large

sums are being invested so that all the machineiy of a new Ceutrale can be made
to its smallest detail. An order has already been placed by La Oarlotta for the

duplication of its equipment, so that it can deal with 2000 tons of cane daily.

The question of trained assistance is a difficult one, aud the resources of the

Hawaiian Islands have been rather unduly drawn upon. But it is hoped that

the newly started Sugar School in Manila will be able to reduce this shortage as

the industry expands. There are of course, as usual, labour difficulties, and

every effort is being made to reduce the number of men required in the field and

1 “ The Modertiizing of the Philippine Sugar Industiy.” Sugar, 192o, 439-441.



Notei» and Comments.

factory. It appears to bo the custom of tbe Filipino to desert the plains for tbe

lulls at the first onset of the rains, in order to sow his corn
; and the writer states

that he often does not return until the crop is reaped and there is practically

nothing left for him to eat. As long as he has his supplies of food he, perhaps

naturally, prefers to remain inactive, as is the case in most tropical countries.

Sugar Cultivation Anew In the Federated Malay States.

Notwithstanding the extraordinary prosperity which has attended the plan-

tation rubber industry from its inception down to recent years, the continued

expansion of planting in the Eastern tropics has been responsible for a strong

feeling of apprehension amongst those whose business it was to take long views;

and although it is fashionable to dtuide warnings on tbe danger of overplanting

there has always been a substantial body of opinion in favour of tbe cultivation of

other crops and the limitation of the planting of rubber. While rubber continued

to command high prices in the workVs markets, there was a tendency to cut

out tea, coffee and coconuts, a tendency which was spreading to the small culti-

vators ;
but for some years the authorities in the Federated Malay States have

endeavoured to discourage this policy and to direct attention to other forms of

tropical agriculture likely to }>rovo remunerative and for which the soil of Malaya

is suitable. For it has been evident that if anything should occur, either by way
of bad markets or a spread of disc'ase to tbe rubber estates, the result would be

hound to bo serious to those who liad embarked capital in the industry. While it

would bo unfair to state that those warnings weiit altogether unheeded, it is never-

theless a fact that too little weight was given to them ; and it has required the

piesent slump iu rubber to awaken some people from their self-satisfaction and

force them lo dovole thoir thoughts to cultures other than rubber.

In a recent memoraiulum laid before the Federal Council of the Federated

IMala}^ States, the High ConiTnisHioner (Sir LAniEKCE Guillemard) reviews some
of the activities of the Agricultural Hopartment during the past 3 ear. One of its

most welcome features, he says, was the incrcasod interest displayed in other major
trojiical cultivations, particularly the African oil palm and the sugar cane. Sugar
was at one time grown more or lessoxtenHivel3Mn the Malay Peninsula, especially

in Province Wellesley ami the State of IWak, and it is just possible that, given

favourable economic conditions, it may again become one of the main products of

the Peninsula. A number of applications for land for sugar cane cultivation on a

large scale Lave been received b}^ the F. M, 8. Government, and we gather that a

ctuiiniittee has boon appointed to advise with regard to the need for Government
01 ICOunigemcut and the best forms this should take.

City and Guilds of London Institute’s Examinations.

Notice was recoiitl}^ called to tbe Kxamination in Sugar Manufacture con-

ducted b}*^ the City and Guilds of London Institute, ' which is regarded as a

useful qualification for the young sugar chemist. Intending candidates are

reminded that the next examination will take place on Tuesday, April 26th, 1921,

and that they should make their entries by March 9th, addressing them to the

Secretary of the nearest technical school. If candidates are in doubt as to where
they should appl}^ the}’' should communicate with The Superintendent, Depart-
ment of Technology, City and Guilds of I^ondon Institute, Exhibition Boad,
London, S.W. 7, who will inform them of the nearest centre at which their entry

would be accepted.

» 192(1, 4a9-440.
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Pram the ‘*Sug:ar Cane,*’ February, 1871.

Dtjbkunfatjt publiftbed in this issue of our predecessor an article on

what he termed melasaimetrie^ which he defined as the art of determining from the

analysis of a raw sugar the amount of molasses that one may expect to obtain

from it during refining, Hohad assumed that glucose prevented the crystallization

of an equal amount of sxicrose ; while the co-efficient for the ash was believed to

be 5, Analyses of the final molasses obtained from several different French

refineiies were here published, and figiires stating the amount obtained were also

given. These data were concluded to offer very good proof on the whole of the

veracity of the assumptions made, it being remarked that “except the molasses of

MM. Bommier & Oik., which is of exceptional composition, the moldsses in the

table differ very little, and if we apply the salts to the crystallizablo sugar alone

we shall find very nearly a justification of the co-officient 5, which is imposed by

the refiners on the manufacturers of (beet) sugar. But if we take account of the

glucose there will remain different saline co-efficients of the crystallizable sugar,

according to the figure allowed for the glucose co-efficient. With the glucose

co-efficient 1, the saline co-efficient is about the figure 4; with the glucose

co-efficient 2, the saline co-officient of the crystallizable sugar approaches nearly

to an average of S iO, which appears to us to belong to raw molasses.” It is worth

while quoting the average analy.sis stated for the refinery molasses of that day,

namely, density
;
40'2°Be. (75*7 Brix)

;
sucrose, 39*60 glucose, 19*23; and ash,

5*80 per cent.

In the determination of the glucose in these analyses of molasses, two methods

had been used, viz., the copper test, and the sucrate of lime process. This latter

method had been elaborated by Peligot, and in another part of this issue of tlie

“Sugar Cane” an extract from the hook entitled “ Saccharimetrie optique^

chiniiquo, et melassimotrique ” by the Abbot Moigno giving details was repro-

duced. Briefly the procedure was to add quicklime to a solution containing

10 gi*ms. of the raw sugar under examination, triturate it in a mortar, filter, and

titrate the filtrate by means of a standard solution of sulphuric acid, using litmus

as indicator. In the analyses cited, the results obtained by this method differed

a good deal from those found by the use of the Barreswil liquor, being generally

much lower.

Another paper on the analysis of sugar discussed the question of the absorption

of sugar by animal charcoal when this decolorizing agent is used to supplement

the effect obtained by clarifying with basic lead acetate for the preparation of the

solution for polarization. It was by Stammek; and he showed conclusively that,

contrary to the opinion of that time, a rather considerable ern)r may be produced

in this way. Powdered char, dried at 230®F. was used at the rate of about
5*5 grms. to 100 c.c. of a normal weight solution ; and the average decrease of

polarization observed after 3 hours’ contact in the case of raw sugars was 0*4 per

cent. Ill a note to this paper by Stammer, the Editor of the “Sugar Cane”
remarks that English chemists were well aware of this source of error ; and that,

moreover, they had observed that if the solution to be treated were run through
animal charcoal it is only the first portion of the filtrate that will be affected.

In the analysis of raw sugars, therefore, the liquid was clarified with basic lead

acetate, made up to volume, passed through 130 c.c. of new char of 16 X 20 grist,

and the first 76 0 .0 . of the filtrate rejected.
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On the Viability of Sugar Cane Pollen.

During the early years of the Coimbatore Cane-breeding Station in South
India, before a sufficient number of cane varieties bad been collected or those

present had been induced to flower by planting them at a special time of the year,

attempts were made to import pollen from a distance for dusting on the cane

arrows on the laim. For this to be done with any certainty of success, it was
necessary in the first instance to obtain some ideas to the viability of the pollen,

that is to say its capacity for independent life, and the length of time during which
it retained this capacity. The cane pollen thus received a measure of study, but,

owing to the great congestion of work duiing the short period of cane flowering,

when the soed lings for the year had to be raised, no great amount of time could
be devoted to this special piece of work. In fact, it proved to be more arduous
than anticipated in that unexpected difficulties arose. It was found very liard to

make the pollon grains germinate, and they were found to be nnaflected by the

ordinary media used for the gennination of the pollen of other plants, and such a
protrusion of the pollon tubes was necessary to determine the keeping qualities of

the pollen sent by post. Some small success was ultimately obtained by sowing
the pollen upon the stigmas of wild plants growing in the neighbourhood, and the

prickly pear and Portia tree {Thtepma populnea) w^ere found to be the best for

the piu’pose. Jmter, infusions were used from the crushed stigmas of these plants

and it was sunnised that the pollon of Succharum spontiweum^ alone available at

the moment, retained its viability for a much longer period than had been
suspected. ' After fourteen days some of the pollen grains were seen to protrude
their stigmas in this medium, but there was some doubt as to whether the tubes
w^ere altogether normal. The matter was perforce left m abeyance when the
station became aolf-contaiiied in the matter of flowering and vast numbers of

seedlings w^ere easily raised, as is recorded in the various Memoirs and other
publications issued by the workers on the farm. It was always, however, held in

view as a subject which required to be threshed out when the timeWld be spared
for it, ami it is with ])leasuro that the writer has recently received a letter from
Mr. T. S. Vknkataraman, the officer at present in charge of the Cane-breeding
Station, that ho had again rotnrned to the subject and had met with a further
measure of success. Mr. Tenkataraman writes under date of IGth November,
1920, as follows This year I wished to be able easily to germinate sUgar cane
pollen, because all pollen preservation experiments depend, in the first instance,
on our having a reliable test as to its viability. Dissatisfied with culture media, I
again turned my attention to a systematic trial of all available stigmas, and this
study resulted in the discovery that on DaUtra fasttmu var. alba and Hibucua
vit\foha germination of cane pollen was very satisfactory, as one can often meet
with as many as eight or ten pollen tubes in the field of vision under the
microscope. Working with this test, it is found that, under oi'diiiary conditions,
the cane pollen loses its viability in leas than an hour, there being slight varia-
tions according to the variety of cajie. By designing a special chamber, I have
so far succeeded in keeping the pollen living for as long as four hours in certain
cases. As this time was insufficient for our purposes [presumably the keeping of
selected pollen for use on several successive days or sending it by post], I tried
to prevent the pollen sacs themselves from bursting, for they are chambers pro-
visioned by nature, and I am glad to be able to report that, by erecting special

*C. A. Babbbr. ** Studies in ImUan Sugar CanSR, Xo. 2.” Atevioira of the Department of
AgrienUnre in Jndia» Dnimical Seriea, Vol. VIU, No. 3, July, 1916,
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crates over the whole cane with its arrows, I have been able to keep the pollen

viable for as many as six days. Tliis opens up the possibility of arranging crossings

between stations separated by a railway journey. Non-viable pollen is easily

distinguished from viable by its gennination on Datura stigmas, which are avail-

able in quantities at the time when the canes arrow. . . In a letter of the 3rd

December, 1920, Mr. Yenkatiataman informs the writer further that he has

succeeded in extending the period of enforced viability to a fortnight.

It might be suggested that further studies should now bo made as to the validity

of the testing of the fertility of cane ovules hy the presence of starch in the styles.

The discovery of this method was made some years ago by Mr. Vknkata RAMAN,

^

but from recent conversations with Java botanists doubt has been thrown on its

universality, and it is a matter of very considerable importance for those engaged

in raising seedling canes with known parentage.
0. A. B.

Sugar Cane Cultivation in Antigua.

Now that the bhccoss of the Guuthopos Oontral Factory is estfiblisbod, and

the great hulk of the sugar tiiado in Antigua is prejiarod hy model ii luachinery,

it is natural that increase<l attention should he made to ensuring the necessary

quantity of canes for the full working of the mills. The various processes in the

manufacture of sugar have reached some degree of perfection, ]>ut Ihis can hardly

be claimed for the cultivution in the fields : it is very rare that factory and field

receive equal attention in sugar cane countries, and it is obviously now the turn

of the fields. And there are special reasons vvliy this should he the case in

Antigua : a large part of the cane area has a very heavy clay soil, and the amount

of rainfall is, to say the least, somewhat meagre ; and the recent full in the price

of sugar makes it all the more important that sufficient canes should he grown

for the factories, so that those successful installations should be able to meet the

time of stress which has so suddenly come upon the indnstry. An important

section of the Annual Keport of the Antigua Agricultural Department for 19 18-19

deals with this subject, showing that the local authorities are fully alive to the

imjiortanco of this aspect of the question. Eor those who have not visited or

worked in the West Indian Islands it is sornewduit difficult to understand the

extreme diversity of the various islands in their agricultural conditions. Perhaps

no three sugar growing countries close together could be selected, where these

conditions are more different, than Antigua, St. Kitts, and Barbados, and Antigua

is easily the worst off in most respects. The character of the soil in most parts

has already been alluded to as well as the moagroness of the rainfall. For a

country subjected to the stiff breezes of the North East trade wind for most of

the year, an annual rainfall of GO to 70 rns. would not be out of place for the sugar

cane, but wo see that it is stated in the report that, for the past 45 j^ears, the

average has been slightly under 45 ms. : this means of course that, on the average,

in alternate years less than this amount falls. The island, as is well known,
experiences occasional severe droughts, when it is even difficult to got water for

driuking for men and beasts, and much more so for the successful cultivation of

the heavy clay soil. If the island had not been under cane for something like

300 years, it is doubtful whether any one would have chosen it for the purpose.

1 T. S. Venkatauaman. A study of the arrowing of tlie sugar cane. Being a paper re^
at tlie Bangalore meeting of the Indian Science Congress. Agricultural Journal of India.
Special Congress Number, p. 105.
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Sttg:ar Cane Cnitlvatlon In Antigua.

The methods evolved are somewhat peculiar and generally successful but, with

the increasing scarcity of labour, they are fast becoming difficult, and the Beport

under review takes a somewhat serious view of the new conditions thereby arising.

In the absence of any means of artificial irrigation, the only way of eking

out the often scanty rain supply is by conservation of moisture in thc3 cane fields

:

this can be done, it is pointed out in the Report, by deep ploughing, dust mulch

and heavy manuring (presumably with cattle man tire). As many of the cane

fields are now steam plotighed, a sufficient depth can be easily obtained, but there

is none the less necessity that this depth should be very gradually reached for fear

of bringing the infertile layers to the surface. The conservation of moisture is

the crux of the whole matter, for the constant working of the surface layers

needed for this cannot bo undertaken by the diminishing labour supply. The cane

fields are “ cross-holed or if they are not are “ cross-banked,” so that the use of

horse-drawn implements is practically ruled out. The system of cross-holing is

described as follows. After the land is ploughed and the banks and furrows

formed, baskets of manure are dropped at intervals into the latter, and these heaps

are covered by earth drawn partly from the banks and partly from the fuirows :

by this means a senes of ridges, or “ bars” as they are ( ailed, are formed at right

angles to the lino of the furrow. And when cros.s-holing is not practised, a series

of beds are formed with much the same result. luterculture with horse-drawn

imploinents is thus impossible witliout throwing down the (‘aith from the ridges

or raised beds on which tlui cunes are planted. Now, as pointed out, this method
is age-long, and it is always a very risky process to alter any such ancient practice.

The suggestion is made in the Report that the only way to overcome the difficulty

IS to have rows, furrows, drains all in parallel lines. One of the udveiso factors

in the climate is that th (3 rain somotime.s falls iii very heavy showers, and this rain

must at all costs be got off the heavy land as soon as possible, so we have the

rival aims of conserving the moisture and yet getting lid of it quickly wh(m in

excess; and to irieid. this the suggestion is made that no deep furrows should be

made whore the water can lodge. Wo presume that the local ugneuUural officers

have laid dowui the neces.sary exporiinenis to tost the pos.sibility of this important

innovation.

Groen manuring has received a considerable amount of attention in the past in

Antigua and we see that, in 1910, 040 acres wore thus treated ; but thoprai'.tice has not

apparently been free from difficulty, for it is reported that perhaps los.s than one-

iliird of this area is now under green manuring crops. This is unfortunate for wo
sliould have felt inclined to emphasize its impoi tance by including green manuring
among the three methods mentioned above for the conservation of moisture in the

cane fields. A number of leguminous plants were found to grow’ freely in Antigua,

but most of them wore liable to severe insect attacks
;
this appears not to be the

case with the “ Barbuda bean ” {P/taseohta Inaata) and this is the one recommended
to the planters. One of the difliculties in growing such a crop before the time for

cane jdanting is a lack of fodder at this dry time of year, and on this account
ratoons are often allow’ed to sprout for being fed to cattle. It is suggested in the

report that there should be au extension of the use of the silos, already practised

in some parts, as these could easily be filled with the surplus of cane shoots avail-

able at harvest time. If the ratoons were got oiBE the ground quickly, there would
be plenty of time for the growth of a green manuring crop and the subsoipient

preparation of the land for the next crop of canes. There is no doubt as to the

benefits to be derived from this practice if carried out on sound lines, for one of the

immediate results would be a saving of cattle manure as far as its main characters
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are concerned. All of these troubles would be doubtless solved if there were

abundance of this valuable manure, but unfortunately this is far from being th®

case. Tlie subject is briefly alluded to in the report and the suggestion is made
that, to increase the supply, fast growing grasses such as Kaffir corn or Sudan

grass, together with a balancing ration of cow peas, shotxld be thrown into the pens

daily in such a quantity as to more than suffice for the cattle to eat, the residue

thus being available for the increase in bulk of the cattle manure. Jt is pointed

out that it is not good practice to use artificials when a good supply of cattle

manure has been given to the land, but that a couple of cwt. of ammonium sul-

phate are required to start the ratoons immediately after harvest. The Antigua

problem is thus seen not to be an easy one to solve, and it will be interesting to

follow the results obtained.

Lastly, in the work of the local Agricultural Department in another portion

of the report, the subject of a suitable rotation is discussed. Although often

broached, this factor in soil improvement has apparently never been l oally tackled

in Antigua, and it is interesting to note that a series of permanent plots have been

put down on Cassada Grarden estate under different rotations, together with

another set with different quantities of lime. The following are the rotations

suggested :

—

(1) Plant cane; 1st ratoons; 2nd mtoons.

(2) Plant canes with a catch crop of maize
;

1st ratoons
;
2nd ratoons.

(3) Plant canes
;

1st ratoons; 2nd ratoons followed by sweet potatoes.

(4) Plant canes ; Ist ratoons; yams.

Wo presume that the advantages of gieen manuring have already been tested,

but are rather surprised that this does not find a place in (1) and (2). The limed

plots are at the rate of 1 ,
2 and 4 cwt. the acre : each plot is in two parts to one of

which lime is apjdied, while it is absent in the other.

0. A. B.

The Mosaic Disease of the Sugar Cane in Trinidad.

Further details regarding the presence of the Mosaic disease of the cano

fields ill Trinidad, referred to briefly in the December number of this journal

(p. 669), are given by C. B. Williams,® the Entomologist in charge of Frog-

hopper Investigations in that island, from which it is seen that the disease is fast

assuming alarming proportions and that at least lift}" centres of infection have
been located. He reports as follows :

—

“Early in 1918 a plot of canes of the variety D.3956 at the 8t. Augustine
Experiment Station was noticed to have the leaves streaked with pale yellowdsh

green. A year later the same unusual appearance was apparent, if anything

more pronounced, but nobbing similar was noticed on the neighbouring bods.
“ Towards the end of 1919 I pointed out the conditions to Mr. W. Nowell,

Mycologist of the Imperial Department of Agricultui*e, who was in the colony,

and we discussed the possibility of its being the Mosaic disease. A little later a
close search revealed the fact that many other varieties were infected to a greater

or less degree, and as a precaution no further cuttings were sent out from the

station.

“ Specimens dried and in formalin were sent to Mr. M. A. Taylor, Chief of

the Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Department of Agriculture, who replied in

March, 1920, as follows ;

—

i C. B. Williams “ Tlie Mosaic Blsease of Sugar Cano In Trinidad.*^ Bulletin of the
1 epartnierd of AgHcultvre, Trinidad and Tobago, Vol. xlx., part 1. i
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*Dr, E. W. BravM, Pathologist in Sugar Plant Investigations, whom I asked to

examine this material, advises me that there can he no question but that the dried and

formalined specimens are affected by sugar cane Mosaic. He would not make this diag-

nosis solely on the dried material, but the leaves in formalin show the typical condition

induced by the disease. The importance of prompt and thorough action with respect to

its eradication, if it is not too tirmly established, is considered by our pathologists to be

very great. ... Dr. Bhanoss advises farther that the cane varieties which you

mention being diseased in Trinidad are all included in his notes on observations in Porto

Rico and Louisiana, made during his trip to those regions last year. Furthermore, all

Trinidad seedlings, including T.247, T.24, T.87, T.83 and T.2n are badly affected in

Louisiana. Whether this indicates that these varieties were diseased when they reached

Louisiana, or are especially susceptible and became quickly infected after arrival, cannot

bo determined from the information available here.’*

“Shortly before the receipt of this confirmation of our suspicions as to the iden-

tity of the disease, the situation had become much more serious in Trinidad by the

discovery that many of the cuttings already sent out from the Experiment Station

were infected and wore producing diseased plants which would became centres of

infection. A number of estates were visited in different parts of the island where

cuttings bad been sent, and in nearly evei-y case the disease was found to be

present to a greater or less extent.

“In April, 1920, the disease was pi’oclaimed under the Plant Protection

Ordinance . . . which gives the inspectors under the ordinance the right to

enter estates for the purpose of searching for the disease, and of taking stops to

destroy the infected plants if the owner of the canes does not do so after an order

has been served U])on him,
“ At present there are about 50 known points of infection in the island, which

are being dealt with as rapidly as possible. Several have already been cleared as

far as visible signs can be depended on. Nearly all of these points of infection

can be traced to cuttings sent out from St. Augustine, but there are a few the

origin of which is uncertain. The most important of them is at River Estate,

where a ninnbov otjufected stools have been found. Sugar cane experiments

wore carried out at River Estate by the Board of Agriculture before they were

transferred to 8t. Augustine, and it is possible that the occurrence of the disease

at River Estate indicates that it was introduced into the island shoitly before the

transfer of plants from River Estate to St. Augustine in 191-1. In the St.

Augustine district a number of small farmers’ plots seem to have become infected

by the natural spread of the disease.”

The disease appears to be wide spread on the St. Augustine Experiment
Station, and 2S varieties are moiitioued in a table of which alone was un-
attacked. In an attempt to estimate the extent of tlie infection, it was found to

range from 3*4 per cent, to 77 per cent, in the different varieties, and the damage
done by loss in weight from 0*41 per cent, to 36 per cent., while H,146 showed a

slight increase. Experiments have now been undertaJken at St. Augustine’s on
the lines laid down in I’orto Rico for testing the results obtained in that island.

The note concludes that the disease is a serious one, and calls on the farmers,

overseers and managers to assist in stamping it out, or at least keeping it in

check. Considering the large deyelopmeut of cane-farming in Trinidad, the
result of this propaganda will be awaited with interest. A special danger in a
disease of this kind exists already in the island in the presence of froghoppers,
and their connexion with the Mosaic disease will doubtless be carefully studied,

and will tend to thiK}w much light on the suggested insect transmission of the
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Notes on American Sugar Production.

From our American Correspondent.

While the attitude of the sugar trade iu general is still decidedly pessimistic,

there are unmistakable indications that raw sugar prices have struck bottom as a

result of the long and precipitous decline since last June and that a general

improvement in market conditions is on the way.

The raw market has displayed steadiness, if no groat amount of strength, for

the past three weeks, and, in fact, there has been a slight recovery from the low

point touched in iru'd-Decernher, Cuban 90“ test centrifugals selling now at

4 o0 cents, cost and freight (2Jd.) equivalent to (V52 cents (2£d.) duty lauded,

Betiners are buying more freely and lueltings are rising in weekly volume,

reflecting the improved demand for refined grades for immediate delivery. Fine

granulated is now quoted wliolesale hy the refiners at 7 ’To cents, and it is regarded

as probable, unless a rally in raw prices sets in, that a further reduction to 7‘60

cents (3Jd.) a lb. will take place shortly, as the margin between the prices of raws

and refined still shows more than a normal spread.

In the expectation of a possible reduction in refined quotations, the distribut-

ing trade is bu3ung only to cover day-to-day requirements, but this buying is

becoming much more brisk than heretofore, indicating that supplies in the hands

of dealers and consumers are nearly exhausted. As soon as consumers are

convinced that the low mark in the price of refined sugar has been reached, it is

believed that a marked expansion in the buying movement will be observable.

The amount of sugar carried over the turn of the year, mainly in the hands

of refijiers and producers, was roundly a million tons, which is a much larger

supply than has been available at tlie beginning of a twelvemonth for several

seasons jwst. The greater part of this is boot sugar, no more than 20 per cent, of

the crop having been marketed prior to January 1st. A few beet factories are

still in oj)eration, and the campaign will not close before the end of the month,

the quantity of roots to be slictsl being greater than ever before. From pn^sent

indications the final output of the beet sugar factories will be somewhat in excess

of earlier estimates, being somewhere in the neighbouihood of 990,000 (long) tons.

In 1919 tlio Louisiana crop was marketed practically as rupidly as produced,

and little of the crop, except second and third grades, re.iruiined in hand after the

close of the campaign. This season, however, less than half the crop had passed

into channels of distribution on January Ist, and its movement continues slow.

As nearly all Louisiana producers will show a net loss on the season’s operations

at present prices, the smallness of tho crop—probably 136,000 to 140,000 tons—is

less a matter of regret than otherwise would have been the case.

Tho size of the Cuban crop now beginning is naturally a matter of interested

speculation among members of the trade, in view of tho iinjmrtant influence it will

exert upon prices and market conditions. The difficulty of forecasting the

probable outturn is indicated by the reluctance of recognized authorities to com-
mit themselves to definite figures. While Guma-Mejek have put out a tentative

estimate of slightly less than 4,000,000 tons, UmELY has contented himself with
the statement that the cane supply is sufficient to produce 4,051,000 tons of sugar,

but that the actual result of the grinding campaign is problematical.

Opinion in trade circles hero leans decidedly to the opinion that Cuba will

produce much less than 4,000,000 tons of sugar this season. This is not primarily

on account of the financial and economic difficulties of Cuba, although it is

recognized that these will tend to reduce the output. Greater importance is placed
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on the belated start of the grinding campaign. Only a score of mills were in

operation at the end of December as compared with about 100 at the corresponding

date of the previous year. The continuation of wa^ rainy weather beyond tbe

usual advent of the dry season has kept the cane green and immature. At present

low prices there is no inducement to mills to grind this unripened cane, which is

naturally of low sucrose content. It is an axiom among Cuban sugar men that

time lost at the beginning of a campaign is never made up later. As a conse-

quenoo, the opinion is expressed by men who are in close touch with Cuban condi-

tions that the crop will not run above 3,600,000 tons, or certainly not above

3,750,000 tons, which was tbe estimate of Fads About Sugar, on December 1st.

Some Cuban producers assert that 3,200,000 tons is nearer the figure which will

be shown by tbe eompletioT\ of the harvest.

If these estimates of (hiba’s output prove correct, if Ktiropo again takes

practically one-third of the Cuban crop, and if, as now anticipated, very little full

duty paying sugar is imported into the United States during tho jiresent year,

this latter inaikot will he called upon to absorb about 1,000,000 tons of sugar,

which is no more than its normal consumption. Statistically considered, the out-

look from the jiroducers’ viewpoint is by no moans discouraging. It is recognized

that the coming cro]) wdll bo jiroducod at a lower cost than tho one just completed,
but producers naturally are not reconciled to the necessity of accepting a heavy
loss on tho old croj> supplies remaining in their hands.

Tho long di awn-out Cuban moratorium has made itself felt here, not only in

the sugar trade, hut also among munufacturors of sugar mill equipment, many
of whom have hundrods of thousands of dollars woith of inachineiy iii Cuba on
which they are unable to realize. Manj’’ of these large manufacturers have been
seriously embarrassed by this ooiulition, and have been forced to curtail their

operations drastu'/illy. Consoqueully they have received with approval the action

of tlio Government in sending Major-General (’ROWIuui to Cuba, as it is under-
stood that his going marks the adoption of a more vigorous policy on the part of

the United States in dealing with the confused political and financial situation in

the Island. It is generally believed that Major-General UuoAVDEii will bo able
to exercise tho pressure necessary to bring the contending political factions to

some agreement and that this will pave tlie way to the adoption of measures which
will make it jiossihle to bring the moratoiium to an end within a reasonable time.

Various committees of CVmgress are beginning woik on u new^ tariflt bill which
probably will juovide for a general increase in import duties. This undertaking
is attracting less interest among sugar men than ordinarily would be tbe case,
la^cauHt^ it is recognised that an advance in the import duty on sugar is almost
inevitable in view of tho announced purpose to increase the federal revenue from
this source, (hirrent expectation is that the duty on 96^ tost centrifugals will be
restored to 1 *685 cents a lb., whicli was the rate in effect before tho reduction
in 1914. Allowing for the preference extended to Cuba under the leciprocity treaty
this would make the duty on Cuban centrifugals 1-348 cents a lb. Sugar yields
more revenue than any other single commodity on which a customs duty is

imposed, the income from this source amounting to 868,000,000 in 1919, and it is

possible that the desirability of increasing the custofns revenues as much as possible
may lead to tho adoption of a rate somewhat higher than that mentioned. Some
advance in the import duty there assuredly will be, as the incoming Republican
administration is committed to it.

New York, January 12th, 1921.
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The Cost of Production of Sugar in Java.

By H. 0. PBINSBN OEBBLiaS. PhD.

In the InUrnatioml Sugar Journal in 1914 we gave (on page 827) the net

cost of all assortments of Java sugar, exclusive of interest on capital or renewals,

for the years 1900 to 1918, the figures oscillating between 7s. 7Jd. and Ss. lid.

per owt. For 1914 we calculated the average net cost still at 8s. per owt., while

in 1915 it rose to Ss. 9d.

During the difficult war years, 1917 to 1919, we could not secure.satisfactory

estimates, so we now make use of the data of a very large concern, owning a

great number of factories, which estimates the net cost of refining crystals

(polarization 98®) for 1916 at 98. lOd., for 1917 at Ss. 9d., for 1918 at 10s. 3id.,

for 1919 at lls. 6d., and for 1920 at 138. per cwt. The writer has collected a largo

number of data concerning the net cost of white Java sugar, and although these

are perhaps not quite exhaustive, they may be considered as fairly representative

for the whole island.

Net Cost of Java Sugar Cane in 1920,

Per bouw. Per acre.
Per picul
of Cane.

Per long ton
of Cane.

GuildcrH. £ s. d. Cents. s. d.

Kent of land . 66 .. 3 1 9 6*4 1 6

Cultivation .150 .. 7 2 7 .. 12*6 3 6

Cane Tops . 80 .. 3 16 34 .. 6-6 1 94

Fertilizers . 210 .. 9 19 1 .. 17*5 4 94

Management . 10 . 0 9 6 .
0*8 0 3

Sundries . . , . .

.

, 16 .. 0 14 3 .. 1*2 0 4

Cost of cane in the fielu . . 630 .

.

£25 2 54 .. 44*0 .. 12 1

Cutting and transporting , «

.

.. 12*1 3

Repairs to cars, etc. , , , . .. 0*9 .. 0 3

Management - •• .. 0*7 0 2i

Cost of cane at the mill . • . • ... 67*7 16 11

The tonnage of cane has been calculated at 1200 piculs per bouw or 41*6 tons

of 2240 lbs, per acre.

Assuming a rendemeut of 10 j>er cent, white sugar from the cane, we then

come to the following expenses :

—

Nd Cost of White Java Sugar in

Pbk Picul of
SUOAH.

Guilders.

1920.

Pkij Ton of
SUOAH
£ 8, d.

Cane in the field .. .. . . 4*40 6 19 6J
Cutting and transporting of cane. . 1*37 1 17 2i
Manufacturing « 0*60 0 16 3^
Package 0*60 0 13 7

Transport of sugar , 6*46 0 12 24
Wear and tear 0*35 0 9 6

Repairs.. ,, 0*86 0 9 6

Management 1*10 19 lOJ
Commission on the sales 0*06 0 12
Sundries 0*10 0 2 84
Taxes and contributions 1*40 .... 1 18 04

Total net cost .

,

. 10*67 .... £14 9 0
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Thia net cost includes everything, save interest on capital and renewals, and

is calculated for white sugar, ready for direct consumption. The cost of refining

crystals will be less per ton, not only because of the smaller costs in making, but

also because of the higher yield per 100 parts of oane, which reduces the cost

per unit. The difference may he about 75 cents, per picul or 208. per ton.

The excess profit tax, which is levied on the difference between the selling

price and 10 guilders per picul, is not incorporated in this price. It is estimated

for 1920 at 5 guilders per picul, thus bringing the total net cost-price in that

year, inclusive of all taxes, to 15*67 guilders per picul or £22 Is. 3d. per ton of

white sugar.

Retail Prices of Refined Sugar in different

Continentail Countries on January 1st, 1921.

(From our Continental Correspondent),

Below will be found a list of the prices of refined crystals in force during

January in a number of countries of Europe. These prices imply the ones which

have to bo paid in the shops of the countries concerned. They include all duties

and taxes, and all profits of producers and middlemen. We have given the

quotations in the monetary value of the respective countries, without making any

attempt to convert them to one or other basis, as in these days the rates of

exchange are so far out of proportion, that such attempts appear to us to be quite

fruitless. We have given as a comparison the quotations of six and of twelve

mouths ago, expressed in the same values for the same quantity as in the present

quotations.

Country. llATK.
Jan. 1ST, juNn 1 st,

1920 19:iP.

Jan. 1ST,

1021.

Auntria .

,

. . crowns per kg. .. 15-20 .. 3ft 0 .. 96’0

Belgium francs per kg. 1-80 .. 2*0 .. 3-0

Ozecho-Slovakia . . crowns per kg. . . 2*90 .

.

3*26
. .

7*90

Deumark ,

,

. . crowns per kg. .. 0-68 .
— —

Finland . . ,

.

marks per kg — —
. . 17*70

France . . francs per kg. .. 2*10 .. 3*15 . .
3*50

Germany .

.

. . marks per lb. .. 210 .. 2*0 8-60

Hungary crowns per kg. 36*0 27 0 .. 125*00

Italy lires per kg. .. 6*0 8-50 . . 8*60

Netherlands guilders per kg. 0*60 0-60 0*80

Norway

.

crowns per kg. .. 1*92 1-76 .. 1*89

Poland . marks per Ib. — — .. 80*0

Spain * . .

.

pesetas per kg. .. 150 .
—

. . 2-90

Sweden . . crowns per kg. — 1*39 —
In most of these countries, sugar is still rationed to a larger or smaller

extent. In Belgium, Prance, the Netherlands, and Spain, sugar may be purchased

hy the ordinary customer in any quantity which he may desire, but in every

country, save Prance and the Netherlands, the maximum prices are fixed by the

Gfoverumeut.

In France and in Holland the price of sugar is quite free from Government

interference, so that theoretically it is only subject to the laws of supply and

demand. But in these present disturbed days of interrupted traffic and of war-

fai^, certain corporations have secured for themselves practical monopolies, so that

they simply dictate the price which the buyer hm to pay. *
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Thus one reads in the Journal des FahrimnUde Sucre that on March 6th) 191 6»

the French Government entrusted the firm of Messrs. Gradis & Fils of Bordeaux

with the reception and transportation of all the American granulated and raw

cane sugar purchased by the said Government, to the exclusion of every other

merchant. The firm was entitled to a remuneration of half a franc per 100 kg., <>r

a very modest sum at that rate. On July 12th of the same year Messrs, Grai>I8

& Fils obtained also the monopoly of the transport of the sugar from the ports of

arrival to its ultimate destination, with the custom house operations and with the

collection of the duties, at a surplus renniueration of another quarter of a franc

per 100 kg. During 1916, 1917, and 1918 the firm received 983,648 tons of sugar

and reshipped 145,135 tons. As these quantities appear to bo the ones which the

French Government bought through the intermediary of the Boyal OommisHion on

Sugar Supply, it is evident the firm of Gkadis & Fils had virtually tho monopoly

of these operations, a not surprising feature in war time. But it appears that now

the war is over the same merchants have maintained themselves in their tuvoiu-

ablo position, for it appears that the Ozocho- Slovakian committee sent to France

ill order to negotiate sales for 100,000 tons of sugar were invited by prospective

buyers to use tho iiitorrnodiary of this Bordeaux firm. Ju this connexion we

read in a rc'port appearing in the Priujer Znekermarkt the following surprising

particulars anont the operations of the French refiners. Wo would add tliat we

only quote hero our contemporary’s reinarks wnthoul knowing wdiether the facts

are exactly as represented there. “The nogotiatious for the sale of our sugar

w^ere partly tendered fruitloss, because tho only prospective buyers, i.e., the French

refiners, w^‘^lted to purchase our beautiful ciystals at the same price as the Fremdi

cnritrifugals No. 3, and tho Cuban raws of 96° polarization, in tlie latter caso only

making allowance for the yioldtobe expected from thorn, calculated at 92 percent.

The reader will undoubtedly ask why the refiners want to buy sugar which needs

no further retining^and might Ivti consumed a.s it is. They can on!}' spoil it bj'

mixing it with French sand sugar or even with colonial sugar, if they do not intend

to pack the granulated beet sugar in their own sacks and sell it as refined at the

price of that article. Whj^ did we not offer our sugars direct to the consuming

public Becans(3, under the prevailing circumstances, nobody in Franco wanted to

buy foreign sugu r so long as tlie domestic product was on tho market in large quan-
tities. The refiners wanted to profit by that circumstaneo to supply thomselvos

with any foreign sugar that offered, in oi’der to scdl it later on to the public through
their own channels. Wo shall therefore have to offer our boautifnl crystals direct

to the consuming public without allowing it to pass thx‘ough the hands of tho

refiners.”

In Holland one powerful body controls almost the entire home raw production

and the whole of the refining capacity, and thereby enjoys practically the monopoly
of tho sale of white sugar in the country. The quotations of the Gentral Sugar
Company regulate the selling price of white sugar in the Netherlands, the only
competitive factor being the imported w’^hite plantation sugar from Java which is

available in restricted quantity and may be used for industrial purposes.

It appears from these facts, that even in countries where Government intei

-

feronce witlx tho distribution of sugar has ended, a kind of private monopoly,
developed during the years of official distribution, has taken its place, so that even
now no real free trade has returned and the price of sugar is, in such instances, no
more subject to economic laws than in countries where the Government still

dictates the price to be paid for sugar.



The Sugar Industry in Mauritius.

Report of the Oepartment of Afi:rii:ultiire for ipip.

The annual Report of Dr. H. A. Temtany, Director of Agriculture, on the

work of the Mauritius Department of Agnculture for the year 1919, contains the

following particulars on the sugar industry of this colony during the year in

question. It should be obseiwed that they were written in March, 1920, though

only now available for publication.

Production.

The effect of the wea.ther conditions during 1919 is seen in the magiutude of

the sugar crop, the final estimate of which is 235,490 tons. In Moka, Plaines

Wilhoms, Savanne and the upper parts of Flacq and Grand Port the returns have

on the whole been satisfactoi*}^ and somewhat above the average
;
in Pample-

mousses, Riviere du Rempurt and the lower parts of Flacq the returns, while fair,

are considerably below those of the previous year. The occurrence of a cyclone

which passed 150 kilometres from Mauritius on March let unfavourably affected

the sugar crop in certain localities, while the damage done was further enhanced

by the rather unfavourable weather conditions which occurred in April, May and

June followed by the abnormally heavy rains and high temperatures recorded in

August. The result was particularly seen in the low saccharine richness of the

canes hftiwested and in the low extraction of sugar which followed in consequence.

The following figures give the final estimate of the 1919-20 crop compared

wdth thei total output of the seven preceding years.

1919-20 SroAu (Jaor— Final Kstimates—in 1000 tons (metkic).

IXiiuate
Districts 1918 1917 1914^ 1915 1914 1913 1912

Painplcmonsses

Kivi^^e dn Rpinpart

.. 24-19

.. 29 26 1

64-22. , 49*4. . 46*92 j
17-94.

\ 21*60.

. 30*83..

. 36-23..

27-66.

30 -35.

,. 23-06

. 23-71

Flacq .. 37*28, 43-6», . 39*7. . 36-04. . 37-93. . 43-73.. 43-66. . 36*11

Mokfi . 35*00, 34*70. . 31*7. . 31-38. . 34*91. . 42 09.. 37-12. . 31*16

Flaines W ilheins .. 19*61,.. 19 34. . 17*9. . 16*74. . 13-45. . 21-16.. 18-04. . 13*C1

Black Hiver .. 6*56. , 6*26. . 6-6. . 6*08. . 6-13. . 6-60., 4-48. . 6*19

Suvanne .. 43-67. . 40-81. . 38*6. . 36*19. . 40-66. . 46-71.. 41-38. . 39*49

Grand Port .. 43*03.,. 43-76. . 42*3. . 38 62.,. 42-01. . 51 01., 47*11. . 40*74

235 49. .252*77. .226*0. .208*97. .214*6-2. .2-27-36..!249 70. .213-06

Of the total production of sugar 94'45 per cent., it is estimated, will consist

of venou sugar, the remainder will comprise approximately 1 per cent, first syrups

and 4 per cent, low syrups. The improvements which have been adopted in the

manufacture of sugar during the past 10 years are strikingly seen when the pro-

portion of vemu to the total crop is recorded. These are given below.

Porcontagc
VC'hOU t<»

Year Total Crop

1911

73-80

1912 78-70

1913

80*06

1914 82*01

1916 82*60

Peroeotage
Ve-mn to

Year Total Crop

1916

80*23

1917 89*85

1918

94*50

1919 94*45

This steady increase shown in the production of high grade white sugar is

principally due to improvements in methods of curing, comprising the introduction

of Weston ^ntrifugals and the very great extension in the number of malaxeurs
in sugar factories.
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During the year 64 factories operated
; there has been no alteration in the

number at work eiinoe the year 1918. The average extraction for the crop is esti-

mated to be 10*56 per cent. ; for comparison the following data are given for the
recovery of the commercial sugar per cent, cane from the year 1914 to the year
1919

Comnier< tftl
{

Commercial
tmgar

Tear
extracted per extracted i)er
cent, oane Year cent, cane

1914 10-76 1917.. , .... 10-62

1916 .. .. 10 83 1918 .. .

.

.. .. 10-96

1916
. 10*30 1919.. , .... 10*66

The low extraction experienced for the year under review is to be attributed

to the poor sucrose content of the canes handled, which averaged 31*16 per cent-

The corresponding figures for this and the five preceding years are given below
for comparison.

BucroAe
Year per amt cane
1»14 13-67

1916 13*86

1916 13-03

Sucrose
Year per cent, cane

1917 13--I0

1918 .. .. 13*63

1919 . .... 13-16

The work of taking off the crop proceeded uormally, and all ustnes had
finished the operation of grinding by the end of December. It may be recorded

that the number of accidents which occurred in usinos during the year was dis-

tinctly above the average, while in some districts, notably in the north of the

island, factory operations were to some extent hampered by the shortage of

water.

At the end of 1918 the total area under sugar cane cultivation was estimated

to be 168,670 arponts,^ an increase of 304 aipents over the similar figure at the

commencement of the preceding year. Estate cultivation represented 64 9 per
cent, of the total cultivated area, the total area under cultivation by Indian
proprietors amounted to 73,725 arpents or 43*7 per cent. The increase on the

area cultivated by Indians during the year 1918 amounted only to 92 acres, the

smallest recorded for many years.

During 1919, the high prices of sugar which have prevailed have caused a
considerable additional area, to he put under cane by Indian cultivators, though
exact figures in this respect are not yet available. The effect has further been seen
in the increased shortages of labour which have been felt in all quaiters, and by
,a very marked increase in the rates of wages paid.

Factory Equipment.

The improvements which have been effected in the equipment of sugar-houses
during the year were limited owing to the fact that condition^ had not yet become
sufficiently normal to enable importations of machinery from abroad to be made
on any scale. Orders have, however, been placed for considerable quantities of
machinery for delivery in time for the coming crop. A certain quantity of locally
made machinery was installed during the year. In this connexion attention may be
called to the achievements of local firms in relation to the manufacture of machinery
of this description

; such things as mills, triple and quadruple effects, vacuum
pans, sulphuring apparatus and nmlaxeurs being regularly manufactured and
installed in the Colony. The quantity of sugar machinery thus manufactured by
Mauritius engineering firms between the years 1914 and 1919 is given in the
following table :

—

* 1 Arpent « l-04 acres.
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Summary of Sugar Machinery forged and manufactured in the Colony

during the 2>eriod 1914*-!920.

Cane Carriers

Omshers ••

Mills .. ..

Hydraulic attachment for Mlils.. ..

Bttlidiitation apparatus

Defecators

Filter presses

Juice heaters H

Juice slrainers 6

Triple Effects 1

Quadruple Effects 5

Vacuum Pans .19
Barometic Condensers 2

Air Pumps IS

Juice and Magma pumps 11

Fans 2

1

2

4

4

4

4

8

A small amount of this machinery was manufactured for export to Heuuiou

and other places, hut the majority was installed in factories in the Colony. The

estimated total value of the machinery is Rs. 3,000,000. [£240,000 at pre-war

equivalent of 1 rupees Is. 4d.].

Jmplemental Tillage,

There are again no improvements of importance to record in relation to

agricultural operations, although on cei-tain estates small extensions in the use

of ploughs and cultivators have been recorded. The shortage of labour which is

making itself seriously felt, however, must in the end tend to the replacement of

manual labour by implemoutal tillage if the sugar industry is to be maintained

on the existing scale. The question of the introduction of tractors has continued

to be the subject of discussion, but no steps have yet been taken to bring

about the introduction of machines for trials. It is anticipated, however, that

some practical steps in this direction may be taken during 1920.

PeeU and Diseases,

Pests and diseases of sugar cane have been in evidence to about the same
degree as in the previous year. The campaign against Phytalus Smithi has been

vigorously prosecuted, contributions thereto being made by both Government and
plantains. Towards the end of the year the Chamber of Agiiculture recoiiiinended

that, in order to provide funds for more extensive oporotions against this pest, a

special export tax of two cents of a rupee per 100 kilos of sugar should be levied

ou all sugars leaving the Colony. Effect was given to this recommendation in

Ordinance No. 2 of 1920. The parasitic wasp Tiphia parallela imported for the

purpose of controlling this pest has now ffrmly established itself in many parts of

the infected zone ; its effects are becoming very marked in many places. By the

end of the year it had become evident that a very perceptible reduction in the

incidence of the pest was taking place, and there appears reason for hoping that in

a few years time the danger to be apprehended from this insect will have l>ecoine

very much mitigated if not entirely disiiellod. Peripheral patrol collection of

insects has been maintained during the year with the object of limiting outward
spread of the pest. Boot disease of sugar cane was again in evidence in certain

localities, although no particular increase in the incidence of the disease has to be
recorded. Other fungoid diseases have not been markedly in evidence.

Marlcethg the Sugar,

The market prices for sugar have ruled at very high values during the year
under review. As the result of the successful operations of the scheme organized

for the disposal of the 1918-19 oit>p, whereby the fi^le of sugars was arranged on a
co-operative basis with the assistance of an advisory committee, a Syndicate of

Sugar Planters was formed during the year 1919, for the purpose of arranging
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sales of sugar in a similar fashion to that adopted in the cose of the former year,

the formation, privileges and rights of the Syndicate being provided for by a
special Ordinance (No. 10 of 1919) passed by the Council of Government. The
majority of the estates in the Colony adhered to the Syndicate in question ; in

August, 1919, as a result of negotiations conducted by Messrs. Blyth Bros. & Co.,

the Royal Commission on the Sugar Supply notified to the Mauritius Syndicate
their acceptance of 175,000 tons of neson sugar, at 51s., 60s. and 498. f.o.b. per
cwt. respectively. Since that date sugar prices have undergone a further upward
trend, while the operation of the exchange has caused the transaction to be some-
what less favourable than was at first anticipated. Notwithstanding this, however,
prices realized have been considerably in excess of any that have been witnessed
for many years. The effect of the sugar market conditions hai- further been seen
in the high prices which have prevailed for planters’ canes purchased by factories,

the average prices for which have ranged between Rs, 30 and Ks. 35 per ton,

[Say 408. to 45s.].

Experimental Work—Man aten and Seedlings.

Experimental investigations concerning ttertain phases of the sugar industry
have been continued during the year by iho Department of Agriculture. The
principal investigations have comprised the continuatioii of trials with manures
and with varieties of canes. The results of the series of inaniirial experiments
conducted betw een the years 1913 to 191 S have been juiblished in the form of a

Bulletin. The trials have comprised numerous ropotitions of experiments with
different combinations of manures on plots l/20th of an acre in area situated in

the fields of sugar estates in the Colony
; the plan adopted in laying out these

experiments being in accordance with standard agricultural practice in experi-

mental work all over the world. The results have shown that applications of

sulphate of ammonia and nitrate of soda to canes which have ref5eived dressings
of famier may prodiice substantial increases in yield, but that these incimsos are

dependent on tlio absence of other limiting factors, while their remunerative
character is a question of the relative value of manures and cunos. The effects of

potash and phosphates are more variable.

The question of the production of new varietjes of cane has(*oniinued to atti*act

attention. At present the industij'^ is largely dependent on a small number of

standard varieties, and notwithstanding the very largo number of seedling canes
both of local and exotic origin which have been raised and imported for distribu-
tion, few of these have obtained any marked degree of popularity on estates.

It is believed that this has been in part due to the absence of provision for the
83^8tematic trial of selected varieties under varying conditions, and to remedy this

defect a large and comprehensive system of trials has been worked out and
established during the past three years. This system now comprises the raising
of seedlings; their selection and trial on one-hole plots in the field

; the further
selection of these and trial of the best on six-hole plots

;
re-selection and trial of

tlie most promising on 30-hole plots at Reduit and Pamplemousses, and final re-
selection and trial on co-operative 60-hole plots situated on estates throughout the
Colony. This is combined with the importation and trial of promising seedlings
from other parts of the world. The reaping ol the first season’s trials on these
lines was completed during 1919, and the results are now available. Among the
newer can^s which stand out as likely to give satisfactory results may be cited the
following :-D. 109, R.P. 6, 29108

, B. 3390, B. 6308, 55/453, 64/14, R.P. 8, lo^S
33/95, 55/452, B. 6460, 131/126, R.P. 73, P.O.J. 213, D.K. 74, 33/187, 33/231,
103/06, These canes are recommended to planters as woi’thy of careful trial.
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Irrigation,

During the year the inigation of canes from the reservoir at La Feme was
continued on approximately 2000 arpents ; it is anticipated that during 1920 the

scheme will be completed and the irrigated area considerably extended. The
returns from the irrigated area were subjected to an analysis by the Director of

Agriculture during the year, from which it appeared that for the year 1918 the

average returns of canes per acre from the irrigated area amounted to 22*8 tons

for an average water expenditure of 284,0(K) cub. ft. per acre. This return is

considerably below expectation and compares unfavourably with similar returns

for irrigated canes in other parts of the world. The actual returns themselves

fluctuate very gi-eatly and little or no co-relation can be established between the

water expenditure and the cane returns ; there seems little doubt that in certain

cases the low returns experienced are the outcome of hurried work done from a

desire to got the land under cultivation with the least possible delay in view of the

favourable condition of the sugar market, combined with lack of experience in

this particular form of cultivation. In some instances very good results were

recorded and there seems no reason to doubt that with careful work and greater

experience the average returns are capable of being very greatly augmented.

Proposals for the establishment of an ex]>eriment station for the investigation of

problems connected with the irrigation of sugar cane were put forward during the

year and are now under consideration.

The Produdhm ofA JcohoL

Owing to the very high prices which have prevailed for sugar and cane,

interest in agricultural industries other than the production of sugar has been

restricted during the year, the lack of interest having been accentuated further by

the adverse operation of the exchange. It is to bo regretted that this should be

ilie case since the introduction into the colony of the large amount of surplus

capital consCHpient on the favourable market conditions for sugar offers special

facilities for the development of subsidmiy industries. If subsidiaiy industries

could be ijitroduced on an adequate scale, the economic stability of the colony

would be very considerably enhanced.

The production of alcohol from waste molasses forms a not unimportant

subsidiary industry. At present there are three distilleries operating in the

colony
;

formerly the number was much more numorous. The industry is

capable of considerable extension while the methods of production could be con-

siderably improved. The total production of alcohol for tho past five years

according to tho Treasury returns is us follows :
—

1918-19 .. 1,629,315 litres 1916-16 .. .. 1,410,174 litres

1917-18 ....1,602,414 „ 1914-16 1,091,486 „
1916-17 1,883.607 ,,

A certain proportion of this is exported, principally to the Seychelles and
Rodrigues

;
a further amount is denaturated for use for domestic and industrial

purposes
;
the greater part however enters into human consumption locally.

The majority of the molasses produced in the colony is at present used as a

fertilizer, being returned to the land. Of late years increasing attention has been

devoted to the utilization of alcohol for powder purposes. A number of attempts have
been made to develop the utilization of alcohol and mixtures of alc/ohol and ether

as a substitute for motor spirit, but for various reasons these have not so far been

attended with a very great amount of success. There is however no doubt that there

is scope for very large developments in the production of alcohol from waste

molasses as a source of power in the colony, while the fertilizing constituents of
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the molasses so employed need not be lost, as they are capable of being returned

to the land as liquors after distillation. Daring 1919 the question of alcohol in

the colony has been made the subject of investigations by a Commission appointed

by the Governor, the scope of the enquiry including both the consumption of

alcohol for drinking and its industrial application. The report of the Commission

has not yet been issued.

The Queensland Government Central Sugar Mills/

The Geneual Manager’s Rbpoht por 1919-20.

Mr. W. J. Short, in the course of his report for the year ending June, 1920,

said that the sugar season of 1919 was a repetition of that of 1918, the majority of

the mills being compelled to operate on half crops ; indeed, so small was the supply

ill the Gin Gin and Bauple areas that it was deemed advisable to have the cane

offering treated at adjacent mills. Whilst the droughty weather throughout

(iueensland was favourable for haiwesting, and added to the sugar content of the

cane available, yet the long-continued di-y spell disastrously affected the plant

cane, so that the 1920 season (the third year in succession) would also show a

shortage in production.

There is no doubt that the world is at present facing a great decrease of sugar

supply ; and this deficit will probably continue for some years, owing to the con-

sumption of sugar for many purposes becoming more general. In all the circum-

stances, increased milling capacity is required in order to avoid what otherwise

will become an over-widening gap between Australian prodnction and consumption.

Consideration of further additions to the milling capacity of Queensland must

also take in the important factor of the trebled cost of machinery in sympathy

with world’s market prices, and at the same time the lower comparative value of

the product. It is very evident that no largo mill with tramlines, etc., will be

erected in tropical (;lueensland in future at a lesser cost than South Johnstone

—

which has heretofore been regarded as over-capitalized—so that, if the venture

is to be regarded as a business enterprise, some recognition of the benefits to tbo

State and to land values must be used as a set-off against the increased cost,

especially if the mill is to pay a pnco for cane similar to that of mills built under

pre-war conditions.

The sugar output for the season under review was taken over by the Com-
monwealth under conditions similar to the previous year at £21 per ton of 94 per

cent. n.t. sugar.

In March last a conference was convened by the Queensland State Govern-
ment, which was representative of sugar producers, and which subsequently sent

delegates to Sydney, where a new agreement was entered into, covering a period

of three years. This is a big step towards a better understanding' between the
different interests. The most important feature of the agreement was the fixation

of a price for sugar of at least £30 Gs. 8d. for three years, this being subject to

an annual review, and to an increase in the event of an increase/ifi wages in the
sugar industry being brought about by the increased cost of livilng.

The agreement provides for the withholding of 10,000 tons out of the three
years’ purchase for experiments in white sugar manufacture. White sugar has
been manufactured in Queensland previously, and is no new thing. It is very

» Sixteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Central Sugar Mills for the year ended June
Paper, C- A. 68, 1820 ; published by Anthony James Ccmmino, Oovernment Printer.

Brisbane, Queensland. Pi*ico ; 9d.
*
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oyident that, with the present shipping difficulties and fixed prices, it would at

present be advantageous for mills to make mill whites for local consumption.

However, this is a matter which affects the Comhionwealth pool, and so the mills

are necessarily confined to experiments with a view to the discovery of a method

of producing permanent white sugar, capable of storage, as distinct from a

Table No. 1.

Cost of Manvfactnre^ Season 1919-20*^

Item.

Particulars of Manufacture-^ Babinoa.
South

Johnstone. Pbosbhfine*

Number of suppliers 168 188 288

Tons of cane crushed ,

,

140,216 86,564 36,260

Tons of sugar mannfac-
turod at 94 ii.t. .

.

16,367 10,744 • .. 4,851*7

Average cane per ton of

sugar 913 8-06 7 ‘27

Average cost of fuel per

ton of sugar .

.

6g. 3d. 3e. 6d. 6b. 7d.

Average cost of cane at

weighbridge .

.

£l 12s. 9d. £1 16s. lid. .. £1 18s. 6d.

Average cost of cane per

ton of 8»igar ,

.

£14 19b. 4d. £14 98. id. £14 Ob. Id.

AVattAOK Avkkaoe Avewaob
PKK ton PKJi TON PJ?R ION

Csst of I*foductton— Amount. Cane. Amount. Cank. Amount. Cane.

Salaries, wages, and rations ^ ^ 8. d. £ £ 8. d. £ £ 8. d.

duiing crushing .

.

.. 22,581.. 0 3 3 14,377.. 0 3 4 8,988.. 0 5 1

Milland laboratory supplies 2,316.. 0 0 4 1,452.. 0 0 4 837.. 0 0 6

Fuel .. 4,043.. 0 0 7 1,875.. 0 0 5 1,600.. 0 0 11

28,940,. 0 4 2 17,704.. 0 4 1 11,425.. 0 6 6

(lane haulage, railage, etc. 8,867.. 0 1 3 7,831.. 0 1 10 2,606.. 0 1 6

37,807.. 0 5 5 25,636.. 0 6 11 13,931.. 0 7 11

Sugar charges, railage, etc. 11,021 . . 0

Expenses, off season and

1 7 4,929.. 0 1 1 3,673.. 0 2 0

general working ,

.

.. 8,438.. 0 1 2 8,607.. 0 2 0 6,864.. 0 3 4

57,266.. 0 8 2 39,071.. 0 9 0 23,368.. 0 13 3

Maintenance and repairs, 10,978.. 0 1 7 13,688., 0 3 2 8,198.. 0 4 8

Interest on loans . . , .

.

14,291.. 0 2 1 18,614.. 0 4 4 2,571.. 0 1 6

Depreciation , . ,

,

.. 13,000.. 0 1 10 12,800.. 0 2 11 1,071.. 0 0 7

96,636.. 0 13 8 84,173.. 0 19 5 36,208.. 1 0 0

Dane purchased .220,967.. 1 11 6 147,440.. 1 14 1 65,439.. 1 17 1

Total cost .316,602.. 2 6 2 231,613.. 2 13 6 100,647.. 2 17 1

Hovenue . . . . . , . .

.

.329,002.. 2 6 11 231,613.. 2 13 6 102,812.. 2 18 4

Profit per ton cane ,

.

.. *12,600.. *0 1 0 — .. — 2,166.. 0 1 3

Cost per ton sugar , • . •

.

..316, 602.. 20 12 2 231,613.. 21 11 2 100,647. *20 14 It

Revenue .329,002.. 21 8 6 231,613.. 21 11 2 102,812. .21 3 10

Profit per ton sugar . .

.

,,•12,600, .*0 16 4 — .. — 2,166.. 0 8 11

^ Translerred to Hedemption Keeerre as per Award.
* Considerations of space preclude us fi*om giving iu this Table tlie figures of the Nortli

Eton mill ; but it may be observed that the operations of tliis mill i*esulted in a loss of
e8S34, or 87s. Id. per ton of sugar turned out-^flSn..
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bleached white sugar. Experimeuts are beiug carried ou at Babinda with this

object in view.

In concluding his report, Mr. Short adds that, whilst industrially operations

this year are proceeding very satisfactorily, it is again apparent that little

Table No. 2.

Chemical Control Results^ Season 1919’-20.

Ti'km. Babinjda.
South

Johnstone
Pkoseu-
PINK.

North
Eton,

Cane crushed per week, tons 4,623 .

.

4,350 2,8-20 .. 1,890

Crushing rate per hour, tons 37-3 .. 36*6 26-7 .. 17*7

Fibre in cane, per cent 11-47 .. 11*6 11-27 12-6

Sucrose in cane, per cent 13*47 .. 14-67 16 23 .. 15-81

C.C S. in cane, per cent 12*14 .. 13*43 14-90 14*61

E.S.J. per ton cane, gallons 210 200 238 .. 189

Extraction, per 100 sucrose in cane .. 91-2 .. 91-1 92-2 86*8

Ejffect Supply Juice—

Brix 14-64 .. 16-42 15*33 17*51

Sucrose 12*34 .. 14*02 13*38 .. 16*15

Purity 84*3 .. 86*4 87*3 .. 86*5

Final Bagasse—
Sucrose 4-05 .. 4-47 6*09 7-1

Moisture 55-6 .

.

64*6 48*3 .. 478
Press Cake

—

Sucrose * « *
.. 9*6

Moisture # * 60*3

Sugar Manufactured

—

So. 1, tons 14,817*2 .. 10,323 3,861 .. 2,470

No. 2, tons — 14 814 .4 317

Other brands, tons — 163 • • 43

Average n.t. all sugars 97-42 .. 97-70 94*93 93-86

Total sugar made at n.t. . . « . , , .

.

16,357 .

.

10,744 4,861-7 .. 2,827-6

Sucrose Balance

—

Hecovered in sugars, per cent. 77-6 .. 80-6 82-0 .. 76-7

Lost in Bnal bagasse, per cent 8-8 .. 8*9 7-8 13-2

Lost in press cake, per cent • • m 0*6

Lust in molasses, per cent 8*8 .. 8-5 8*6 6-0

Balance, undetermined loss, per cent. 4-9 -2-0 1*7 3*5

Bucroso in cane . , • . • • 100*0 .. 100*0 100-0 .. 100*0

Recovery of sucrose entering manufac-
ture, i)or cent 86-0 .

.

88*5 88-9
,.. 88-4

Efficiency, per cent., c.o.s 90*2 ... 92*4 92*3 86*9

Tons, cane per ton 94 n t 9-13 8-06 7*27 8-02

Firewood burnt, tons 4,472 .. 2,621 2,633 . . 2,000
Firewood per Ion cane 0*032.. 0*029 0-072 0*088

Firewood per ton sugar 0*298.. 0-236 0*622 .. 0-707

Area harvested, acres 6,600 .

.

6,183 2,375 . . 1,982
Average tonnage per acre 21*2 .. 16*7 14*9 11-44

Number of farmers cutting cane 168 .. 183 238 127
Average crop per farmer ,, ,, 887 .. 473 147 178
Factor of safety — 3-3 3-3

Rainfall 118 .. 99 48
, . No records

Tons c.c.s. in cane 17,022*2 .. 11,624-0 6,263-7 ,, 3,290-7
* Thomas & Fetree prm’css used.
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change over that of the previous year has developed so far as regards crops in

cane-growing districts south from the Burdekin. Babiiida again has a huge crop,

and is crushing steadily. Sotith Johnstone has approximately 100,000 tons

available, but Proserpine and North Eton are half crops, whilst Gin Gin and

Bauple again have less than 10,000 tons between them. This, indeed, is to be

regretted, but as a set-olf it has to be stated that the increased price, with the

splendid weather which has prevailed during the planting season, points to a very

large crop throughout Queensland for the 1 92 1 season.

TiIK iNSrECTING ENGINEER’S EkPOHT.

Mr. W. Hillhousb gives details of improvements and alterations effected to

the plant of the Government mills during the period under review. His remarks

are mainly of local interest, but it may be noted that he advises, taking into

consideration the very large proportion of Badila cane now being crushed,” the

installation at Babinda and Houth Johnstone of a shredder, which would replace

the present Krajewski. “ It will be admitted that the shredder is much the better

preparatory device of the two.” In all the mills juice grooves have been cut in

the feed rollers, and suitable scrapers provided. At Proserpine six new 42-in.

centrifugals have been ordered.

Tue Supervising Chemist’s Report.

Mr. H. 0. Oakes reported that owing to the dry weather the quality of the

cane w'as exceptionally high, as one may see by the values given for the c. c. s. in

the tsble summarizing the chemical control results. Exti action was improved at

South Johnstone, North Eton, and Proserpine, but Babinda was not quite so good

as the previous season. Further, the crushing rate has been increased at all the

mills. The Thomas and Petree process is in operation at all the mills, excepting

North Eton, At Proserpine whore it was in use for the first time (thus cutting

out the filter-press station and its concomitant expenses) the extraction w^as

higher than lu the previous season by 0 2 per cent., though the quantity of

maceration water used was less (230 gall, mixed juice compared with 250 in 1918),

while the oflicioncy ” value was slightly improved also. It had been hoped to

improve the conditions prevailing at the centrifugals, where the steam makes the

station uncomfortable, but the efforts made in this direction have not been veiy

successful. The only alternative is considered to bo the installation of up-to-date

bottomless macliines, though as a temporary measure fans have been fixed to

draw off the steam from the discharged sugar. As may bo seen from the control

figures, the “ efficiency ” at the *South Johnstone mill has been considerably

improved, viz,, from 89*7 to 92*5, iiiamly as the result of better cane.

It is possible now to say something more about the proposal to nmimfocture phos-
phoric acid ill a pure state by heating together phosphate rock, sand, and coke to a
temperature of about 1500-1600"C. in a furnace consuming oil ^ Successful results are
now claimed to have been obtained by W. H Waooaman and T, B. Tvrlby,“ in which
97 per cent, of phosphoric acid present in the rock was volatilized, giiing a liquid con-
taining about 40 per cent, of H^PO^. This process is staled to be economically superior
to the present method of making soluble phosphates for fertilizer purposes. Even after
making the most liberal allowances for the various items, the total cost by the furnnoe
method was computed to be $49*83 per ton, or 2*49 cents per lb. ; whereas the cost of
making a ton of phosphoric acid in the form of acid phosphate (given by thiee large firms
working under the most favourable conditions) is $81 *25, or 4*6 cents per lb. Considering
that a concentrated product suitable for transport overseas is thus obtained, the future of
this process is thought to be very promising.

1 19X6, 569 ; 1917, 86. ' ilffhemical Trade Jottritairili»or4ir^o~
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Progress made in Sugar Manufacture and By-product

Utilization in Hawaii.

The Committee appointeil by the Hawaiian Sugar Planters* Association to

report on Manufacturing Machinery consisted of J. N. S. Williams (who act$d

as Chairman). S. S. Fbck, W. G. Hall, W. A. IIamsat, A, Gartley, E Kopkb,

and Geo. R. Ew'Aht, Junr. The following is a summary of their survey of the

subject for the year ending Seiiteniber 30th, 1920.

Meinecke Intermediate Bagasse Chute.

A report is jiresentod on an interesting new development in the handling of

partly crushed cane as it passes from one mill to the next, which is said to be due

to Mr. Meinecke, chief engineer of the Paia factory of the Maui Agricultural

Company. It does away entirely with chains, sprockets, scrapers, slats and other

devices heretofore used in connexion with conveyors; and is simply au inclined

plane leading upwards from the discharge roller of one mill to a point situated

about midway between the two mills being served, and then continuing down-

wards to the receiving rollers of the following mill. The bagasse issuing from

one mill is forced up the incline by the push received from the following bagasse

coming forward from fliat mill, and when the top of the incline is reached the

bagasse falls by gravity down the above-mentioned sloping chute into the jaws of

the sncceeding mill. On its upward course the bagasse is confined by a cover

which is placed over the upward incline, the function of which is to prevent the

bagasse from piling up in hoajis and falling back. Maceration water is applied

at the top of the incline, and the water together with the bagasse coming forward

falls down the chute into the succeeding mill by gravity as above stated. There

are no moving parts to get out of order, and the installation is not expensive. It

is easy to clean and cannot get out of order.

Mr. II. A. Baldwin, Manager of the Paia factory, wrote stating that the

Meinecke chutes were in successful operation in lieu of intermediate carriers

between the mills. They proved so satisfactory as to have been installed to the

entire exclusion of power conveyors between the unit.s of the 21 -roller mill. They

are regarded as “the more important development in mill equipment since the

introduction of the Messchaort groove.** Meinecke chutes eliminate all moving
parts; obviate delay due to breakage of chains; and avoid expense for repairs

and upkeep. Compared with mechanically operated conveyors, they require less

power besides being cleaner. By the removal of half a dozen bolts, the chute

may be opened up, which operation requires less than five minutes. Moreover,

there is abundant head-room under the chute, allowing free access to the bottom
rollers at both ends.

Screening Raw Juice after it leaves the Mill.

Mr, J. 0. Frazier recently emphasized the importance of mechanically

screening the juice “to rid it of the millions of particles of cane fibre dislodged in

the milling. . . . Much of this finer trash mixed with dirt from the cane will

be Goaded* until it is almost of the same specific gravity as the cane jnice. This
change of weight will prevent its rising to the surface for skimming and equally

prevent prompt settling. . . . The tendency is towards the use of screens of
too coarse mesh, which are constantly exposed to the wear and breakage of the
paddles of the trash elevators. ... A favouring circumstance toward lietter

juice screening is the use of finer mesh screens than the average used. Ceiitri*-

fugal sieves, for instance, with 625 holes to the sq. in., come nearest to the
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clefLiiiiig of the cane juice at a single screening. When screen of thie xnesh does

not screen freely, it is due to the too slow speed of the trash elevator, or the

improper fitting of the fiights or paddles over the surface of the screen, or possibly

to an insufficient screening surface. . .

In the Report' of the Committee on Manufacturing Machineiy issued by the

H. S. P. A. in 1916 it was said that :
“ One of the pieces of apparatus in a sugar

mill which is a source of continual breakage and trouble is the juice strainer,

which usually consists of a screen varying in length from 6 to 10 ft,, and in width

from 12 to 18 in., over which sluts are dragged by means of a single or double

chain The slats wear easily, the chains become foul with gummy
matter, and the inversion of the juice taking place on the chain links not only

causes a disagreeable smell hut also in time corrodes the metal to such an extent

that frequent renewals are necessary. . .

Mr. S, S. Peck now points out that in the present system the use of per-

forated screens is imperative in order that the scrapers should function properly.

Whiles fine mesh screen is desirable, it has a serious objection in that when the

openings are small, a thin metal is of iiocessity used, and the wear and tear is

accentuated. The usual size6 screens are the No. 1 and No. 3 ; the actual strain-

ing area in these screens, and also of centrifugal 00 screens being as follows :

—

MobIi.
Diameter

of the Ifoles
Area of the Openings
per Sq. Ft. of Screen

(j25 . . . 0*020 in.

400 0*027 „ 32'98 „ „
225 0-029,, 38'70 „ „

Woven wire screen presents a m\ich greater amount of straining area in pro-

portion to the size of opening. In the different mesh screens, this varies according

to the size or gauge of wire. In comparing the equivalent sizes of openings,

while it IS truo that a sqtiare oponing say 0*02 iin wide has a wider diagonal

opening than a circular one of the same diameter, the extra amount of ciish-cush

that would pass this space is negligible. As a comparison, the ftdlowiiig table

will illustrate the advantage of the woven screen :

—

Percent.
Number Size of Sq. iiiR. excess

Screen of openings
per aq. ill.

opening
In,

Gange
of tlie wire

opening
per &q it.

over i>er-
forated

Perforated . . 625 .... •020 .... — .

.

. 28*27 ... —
Wire .... . , 784 .... •0197 .... *2S .. . 43*80

. . . 64-9

Wire .... ..1225 .... •0196 .... 36 .

.

. 67-77 ... 139-5

Perforated ..400 •027 .... —
. 32-98

, . . .
—

Wire .... 576 .... *0267 ..., 29 .. , 59-13 . . 73-2

Wire . . .

.

.. 784 .... '0267 .... 38 .. . 80*48 . ... 144-0

Perforated .. 225 .... *039 . . . • —
. 38*70

.

Wire .... . . 266 .... •0375 .... 23 .. . 51-84
,.... 34-0

Wire . . ,

,

-.400 .... *039 .... 33 .

.

. 87*61 ..... 126*4

This would indicate that, providing the mechanical appliances could l)e

devised, a decidedly larger straining area could be secured with approximately
the same sized openings by the use of woven wire screens instead of perforated
metal.

In the accompanying sketch is shown a revolving strainer devised by
Mr. Peck. It differs from most revolving strainers in that the juice is passed
from without through the screen, and removed by suction. The strainer revolves

’ I.SJ., 1911, 71,
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iu a bath of the juice, and the cueh-oush remains in the containing trough, being

removed by scrapers attached to the cylinder, and kept clean by a pulling scraper

operating automatically. Since there is no pressure or rubbing on the screen

surface, the particles are not forced into the openings, but are lightly deposited

thereon. As the screen emerges from the bath, there is a thin covering of the

lighter particles which are in part removed by the juice from the juice supply

trough and in part by floating off as the strainer revolves in the liquid. A small

steam pipe passes through the juice pipe, and in case stoppage in the screen does

occur it may be cleansed by a jet of steam in the direction opposite to the flow of

the juice. This will also have a beneficial sterilizing effect on the screen surface.

A further advantage is that in using this form of screen a very line mesh can be

utilized, or a larger mesh with finer wire. The advantage of such a condition is

plainly shown in the table on straining area already presented.

Centkifugal Clarification.

Besines, who recently patented a centrifugal machine for the clanfication of

cane juice, is confident that good results could be obtained by the centrifugal

sedimentation of the raw juice. Ho states that by linjing the juice as it com<*8

from the mills, and centrifuging, it will come out of the machine fiee from sus-

pended matter, from bugacitlo, and from organic lime salts. He found further

that by sedimentation of the cold juice is this way, about 85 per cent, of the usual

amount of scums could be obtained, that is to say that the scums obtained by
heating the juice after it had been treated in the cold by centrifugal sedimentation

amounted to less than 15 per cent, of the whole. Again, it was found that by
liming the cold juice iu excess, treating it in the centrifugal machine, sulphiting

until neutral, heating it to coagulate the albuminoids, and again centrifuging,

the result was a very bright and brilliant juice having only a faint colour, A
practically white sugar could be produced from it ; while the molasses was of very

low viscosity. Mr, Peck concludes his contribution by saying that these obser-

vations indicate the possible advantages of centrifugal sedimentation, and also

emphasize the importance of the successful removal of the cush-cush.
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Pro£:re$« in Su«;ar Manufacture and By-Product Utilization in Hawaii.

Dork Clarikioation Apparatus.

Expeiimeuts have boen carried out with the Don* clarification apparatus in

Cuba.* Very proinisiii/? results have been obtained, and there is apparently no
reason why these should not also be obtained under Hawaiian conditions.

In the illustration is shown a Dorr clarifier capable of dealing with the juice

from 2000 tons of cane per day. It consists of a circular tank A, 20 ft. diain.

X 14 ft. high, having a conical bottom firmly embedded in concrete
; and is

divided by plates 1) into four compartments C-1, C-2, C-fi, and C-1. The slope

ol the cone towards the centre is the same as that of the bottom. On the upper

Doitu CLAUiriEii.

division plate D rests the feed well E alxjut 8 ft. diam. x 2 ft. 6 in. deep. The feed
well E is provided with a juice inlet pipe F with revolving skimming paddle G
aiid a discharge outlet H to a launder i for conveying skimmiugs. In the centre

advantage seems to be that it giree a mud of greater densitythan Is obtained by simple settling, so timt less filter-press area fs required.

08
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of the tank is placed a vertical shaft J revolving once in six minutes, on which

are fastened aims K carrying scrapers L that touch the conical plates />. The

feed well E has a central tube M reaching into the compartment belofW it.

Through this tube juice and mud flow to the next compartment below it and in

a like way from subsequent compartments to the next below. The centre of the

tank bottom is connected to a 4 in. pipe N which conducts by the suction of a

pump O the mud to the mud presses. The clear juice is drawn from each com-

partment at three equally spaced points P at the highest part of the oompartment

near the periphery of the tank. The clear juice pipes Q from each of the com-

partments are connected separately otitside of the tank to an overflow box E ;
the

top edge of this box is level with the feed well overflow. The height of overflow

can he regulated separately by screw and handwheel operated sleeves S and the

rate of flow increased or decreased by this adjustment. Air vents T and manholes

Cl with covers are provided.

In operating the Don* clarifier, juice from the heaters enters the feed well E,

and fills the whole tank up to the line of overflow in the well. The central vei ti-

cal shaft </ with the arms K and scrapers L is set in motion by an electric motor

and through proper reduction gear, as the result of which the light scum on the

juice in the feed well K is brushed into the launder 1 by the skimming paddles G
and flows to the mud presses. Heavy impurities drop on the conical plates I), but

are induced to move towards the central tubes M by the slowly moving scrapers

Z, and pass on in a more or less direct way until the mud discharge pipe N at the

very bottom is reached. The clear juice is induced to flow into ovei*flow box E at

a desired rate by lowering the slideable sleeves S over the discharge pipe to the

required height. The box R seives the purpose of providing the means of

regulating the rate of flow. From box E the juice is led to the evaporators

through pipe F. The points of advantage of this design seem to be
: (1) small

floor space
; (2) large cross section

; (3) shallow depth of juice ; and (4) the con-

tinuity of the process.

Utilization of Molasses foh Motor SrniiT.

At the Paia factory of the Maui Agricultural Co. a plant for the production

of alcohol motor spirit Nutalito”) from so-called final molasses has been in use

for some time.

It has a capacity of 500 galls, per day, and tho fuel is produced ready for use

in automobiles, tractors, or internal combustion engines at a small cost when the

initial cost of molasses is not taken into consideration. Moreover, the |K>tBSh,

nitrogen, and phosphoric acid may be recovered at small expense, and the value

of the fertilizer so obtained is estimated to be very nearly equal to that of the

motor spirit manufactured. It is said that the value of this motor spirit is fully

equal to gasoline as fuel to be used in internal combustion engines, but that some
difficulty has been experieiice<i by reason of the nozzle in the carburettor wearing

larger during operation, thus causing an excessive use of the fuel. This difficulty

has been overcome by making the nozzle of a suitable non-corrosive material.

Prof. J. J. WirLAMAN,! of the University of Minnesota, U.S.A., advocates the use
of levulose syrup (produced by the hydrolysis of the inulin present in the Jerusalem
artichoke) for blending with other syrups (starch glucose and maltose) to enhance their

sweetness. He considers that levulose might very largely replace sucTOse lu tho manu-
facture of *‘8oft drinks*' and confectionery. A yield of about 4000 lbs. (1*78 long
tons) per acre could be obtained, and the hydrolysis of the inulin to levulose should
present no difliculty on the industrial scale.

1m, 52, No 1346,
.
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Tlie Entrainment of Juice durinil Evaporation and

Boiling as the Cause of High Unknown Losses*'

of Sugar.

As an explanation of the high unknown Ioshob of sugar during the evaporation

of juice in the multiple effect of a certain sugar factory in Java, A. ScKwmzm^
has suggested that decomposition of the entrained juice occurs, owing to its

** atomization ** as the result of the rush of steam through the vapour line. This

view was supported by Messrs, van Ham and Olsen,^ but quite a different aspect

is now given to the matter by Mr. J. 8. BE Haan.® His experiments and con-

clusions are of great interest to sugar factory chemists.

Speaking always of the conditions prevailing in Java, he believes that higher

losses generally occur owing to entrainment than are suspected ; and that the

extent of these losses cannot be determined by the examination of the condenser

water, as is ordinarily done. lie was led to this conclusion by the examination

of the waste waters when he knew positively that a good deal of entraiiimont was

occurring. Almost invariably only a small loss was indicated, and sometimes

none at all
;
and the reason of this was believed to be due to the fact that the

spray entering the Torrieelliau condenser does not mix at all thoroughly with

the water, there being insufficient agitation and insufficient time to cause the

solution of the dense drops of syrup in the liquid. This point was put to proof

in the laboratory, using a glass tube 1 metre long and 5 cm. wide, which wai

provided near the bottom with a small sampling tube, so as to imitate the con-

ditions prevailing in practice as closely as possible, while water and molasses were

run in at the top. It was concluded that, evex\ when a compaiatively large sample

was continuously taken at the bottom of the column, the analytical results showed

a feiv per cent, of the sugar actually entenng at the lop with the condensed

water. In fact in the case of molasses at 85® Bnx, the drops reached the bottom

practically unchanged. Ut course, it may happen uow^ and again that some ol

these drops reach the neighbouihood of the sampling tube
;
but they must

generally e^cape detection owing to their very small proportion compared with

the large amount of water running through the pipe.

It is bolieve<i by Mr. be IIaan that a reliable indication ol the occuiTence of

entrainment can be obtained by the procedure mentioned by Ehies,^ namely,

placing small pipes in the vapour Ime of the effects and condensing the steam

aspirated from the apparatus, although it is difficult to see how Fries
obtained the quantitative results attributed to him. On applying this method,

Mr. BE Haan found in all the factories under his control that entrainment had

occurred in the last compartment of the evaporator, and frequently also in the

pans, loading to the conclusion that the juice-catchers used (generally of the

Ilodek type) were quite inefficient. At the same time, he observed that the results

were most erratic, and in the case of two juice-catchers of similar design apparently

operated under the same conditions, one hardly prevented entrainment at all,

while the other checked a good proportion of it. After some investigation, the

reason of this was traced to the influence of small leaks usually in the connexions,

the air drawn in undoubtedly impeding the efficiency of the “catch-air* apparatus,

as was shown by the fact that when these leakages had been carefully stopped the

i l j , 1920, KC
~

^ Arehief i>oor de SnikcHndwdrie in Nederlawdfch-Indie^ 1920, Ko. 7, 228-271.
* *^Oaue Sugar.’* NoEl BEERa. (Nonnati Rodger, Xiondoa.) Page S07.
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operation of the formerly faulty Hodek was somewhat improved. At any rate, the

final general conclusion obtained on continuing the tests was that horizontal juice-

heaters provided with perforated partitions are wholly unsatisfactory for rt^taining

the spray entrained in the vapours of multiple effect evaporators, with which

opinion both Bolk^ and Qrbiner® are to some extent in agreement.

Subsequently, experiments were made with several other types of apparatus

;

but the best results were obtained with the model shown in figure /, which was

provided with rotating blades giving the vapour a powerful whirU’*^ a principle

which is also applied in the “Swartwouf* apparatus shown in figure J?, de>crihed

ICestner film evaporator. Nevertheless, although it was proved that appliances

such as these depending upon the action of centrifugal force for the separfjtion of

particles of liquid in the steiun aiemueh more efficient than any apparat\iH of the

ilodek type, it was found that unless certain well-known rules are ohserv(‘d the

model shown in figure 1 does not entirely prevent entrainment. Most of all it

must he borne in mind that
:

(n) the boiling liquid must be kept below a certain

height; {h) the capacity of the evapoiritor must not bo forced; and (r) all leakages

especially just before the juico-catcher must carefully he stopped.

After working along those lines, and applying the experiment also to the

operation of the vacuum pans, a marked diiniinition in the unknown losses”

was established, as one may see from the following table giving returns from thret^

factories, I, 11, and III, in 1918 and 1919, before and after installing the im-

proved appliances and methods. As may be seen, the greatest improvement was

* “ VerdampEon und Veiko<*hon ” W Gukinkw. (Verlag von Otto Spanier, Lcnp/ig) 1920.

3 It waft made by the Coiistnu'lie Atelier clcr VorfttenlandtMi, Java ; but no further particu-

lars are given of it in this article

* J.SJ

,

1913, 184. It ift sold by the Ohio Body and Blower Co., Detroit Avenue, Cleveland,
Ohio, U S.A A helix or cork-screw device gives the steam entering the separator a wlnrUng
motion. Any matter that may be entrained is tlirowu to the sides of the separator where it

collects, and is drawn oil. Tliese “helieo-cmitrifugal ” separators are also made for separating
steam, delivering it 99 ))er cent, free from moisture wltljont producing any appreciable back
pressure. Originally, we boheve, the separator was dosigncct as au oil weparator between steam
engines and surface condensers. In liis experiments made in 19K) {Louisiana JftWetiii Prof.
Kkuu rci)orted very favourably upon the Swartwout separator, stating that it was ‘‘very
efficient, a slight trace of sugar being shown in the condoiihod water in only one test." In other
tests, oven where large quantities of juice were caught in tJie separator, no trace of sugar was
shown by.the flc naphthol test. Moreover, ho found that the loss of pressure due to tlie friction

of the vapours in passing through the separator was equivalent too -6 in. of water with a velocity
of 7940ft. x>cr min., an amount practically negligible.- Kn ,

I.s.j.
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sliown ir» the case of factory II, in which the unknown loss was decreased from

3*12 to only 0*78 per cent.
I

1018 1910 1918.

11.

1919. 1918.

III.

1910.

Yield from Winter’s form-

ula, X 0-96 .. .. 102*01 .. 10316 100*43 .. 103*49 100*81 .. 102*89

Unknown loss, per 100 of

sucrose in the cane.. 2*46 .. 1*57 3*39 .. 1*17 312 .. 0 78

Unknown loss per 100 of

cane . • 0*36 0-2‘2 0*49 .. 0 16 0*46 .. 0*11

Actual 5deld per 100 in the

cane 97 67 .. 9813 96*87 ... 99*49 96*39 98*61

Finally, a contribution to this discussion on entrainment is made by

Mr. J. G. VAN Uam. ' lie remarks, after having read the several papers on the

question, that from the technical point of view the Hodek juice-catcher is based on

an entirely faulty principle. By intei-posing such an apparatus in the vapour

lino, the vacuum is diminished, and the steam pressure is lowered# It belongs

to the least useful type of catch-all. In any case, it should not be placed in the

vapour j)ipe, in which, as the result of the great rapidity of the steam, tho en-

trained juice must be forced to form a kind of mist. lie believes that tho only

))laco for it is in the upper part of the compartment, where it can cause tlio least

obstruction to the vapour, which in that part of the apparatus moves at a com-

paratively slow speed. Finall 3% he points out that prefereiice should be given to

separators operating on tho lu-inciple of the Kestner device, which separates tho

particles by centrifugal force.

Agricultural Implements in Hawaii.

As Oliairinan of the Committee on Agricultural Mttchineiy and luipleincnts

in tho Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association, Mr. ]<\ M. Anderson presented to

the last annual meeting of that ufcsociation, held in November, 1920, a short report

on progress in the use of agricultural implements in the Haw^uiian sugar industry.

Little fresh information was forthcoming from tho plantations this year, as the

record has been pretty thoroughly covered in previous reports. The following is

Mr. Anderson’s communication ;

—

hnplemtnU for Preparing,

Fowler’s Steam Tackle for ploughing and harrowing in diy districts upjiears

to give entire satisfaction. This is undoubtedly due to their ability to stand up to

tho work with a minimum loss of time for repairs and to loosen the soil the desired

depth. Tractors of various makes are also being used extensively, but are not
built strong enough by the makers to withstand Hawaiian conditions. The prin*

cipal makes and uses are as follows :

—

Holt 46-60 and 90 H.P. at belt.

Best 60 „ 90 H.P. „
Yuba 36 H.P.

^

Cleveland 20 H.P. ,,

Trundaar .... 36 H.P. „
Monarch ,, 20 H.P. „

EitimMing the Power or Speed of a Tractor,

To arrive at horae-power delivered at the drawbar requires a deduction from
the above figures of from fiO to 46 per cent., which represents the power required

1 Arehief, 1990, SS, No. 14, 4S)-eoo.
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to propel the tractor. The following extract from a journal of recent date may
be interesting ;

—

^'lioTBe-fower of a Tractor ,—Two factors go to make up horse-power used by
a tractor hitched to a load. One of these is the number of pounds pull and the

other is the speed at which the tractor is moving. For instance, at one mile per

hotir it takes a pull of 375 lbs. on the drawbar to develop 1 H.P., while at

five miles per hour a pull of 75 lbs. will do the same. It follows that one

cannot measure actual horse-power at the drawbar without using a device that

will give the actual pull in lbs.’*

The reason for the varying pulls in developing the same amount of power at

different speeds is seen in the fact that single horse-power is a definite quatitityof

energy and is equal to 33,000 ft.-lbs. per min. Hence, for a single horse-power,

the product of the lbs.* pull on the drawbar by the speed in feet per minute must

always remain constant and equal to 33,000 ft.-lbs. per min. If the speed becomes

greater, the pull must be proportionately less to give this result.

It simplifies calculations of the amount <)f horse-pow'or delivered to know that

at one mile per hour a tractor is travelling 88 ft. per min., and that for every

quarter of a mile added to the speed 22 ft. per min. must be added to 88. A good

many tractors woik at 2^ miles per hour, or 198 ft. per min. Divide 33,000

by 198 to determine the lbs. of pull lequired by 1 II. P.. Walk beside the

moving tractor, taking steps 3 ft. in length, ns nearly as possible. Count the

number of steps in 1 miu. Multiply this number }>y three to get flm speed in feet

per minute. This may be reduced to miles per hour by multiplying by 00 and

dividing by 5280, or the tabha may be used to get the miles per hour, The same

table will give the lbs. pull for 1 II.P. at the given speed, or divide 33,000 by

the number of feet per minute to get the lbs. pull for 1 H.P,

The step-counting system will give the tractor’s speed regardless of whether

it is of track or wheel type. With 3 ft. steps, the following tractor speeds in

miles per hour may be measured :

—

Steps Pisa Minute. Mites.

44 1.1

STKPjiiPEn Minute Miles.

73 2^

51 ., .. If 80 21

58 2 88 3

66

The following table for converting speed and the pull into a single horse-

power is used by first detei*mining the speed ;
then dividing the pull on the

drawbar by the pull necessary for one horse-power at the speed given :

—

Miles Feet Pri.L LES. Miles Feet Puli. lbs.
TEit Houil pee Minute, peh 1 11 P. PF.ft Hour. PKK Minute. PEU 1 11 P.

1 88 376 3 264 126

li .. no 300 3i 286 115

H 132 250 3i 308 107

If •• 164 214 3i 330 100

2 176 I87i 4 362 93

2i .. 198 166- .. 374 '88

2^ 205i .. 161 H 396 83

2j 220 160 H .. 418 79

2| 242 136 5 ., 440 76

Tractor ploughs, harrows and subsoilers made by the tractor companies and
also those put out by the Killefer, Spalding & Deere Manufacturing Companies are

now used extensively in Hawaii. The subsoilef put out by the Killefer Manu«
facturing Company is an implement that should have a gi'eat lutufe. Tb^ ure
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now luado with an automatic lift so that the frame and tines are lifted as the

machine is pulled forward, which makes it very convenient for cleaning when
necessary.

Implements for Cultivating,

The ** Silver Stubble Shaver*’ as shown in side elevation and plan in the

figur‘d, is being used with good results at Onomea and Hilo Sugar Company.

The shaving discs are easily controlled to the desired depth for the unevenness of

the rows by the operator. Three mules "can haul it, but a better hitch can be

found when hauled by a Cleveland Tractor.

As regards cultivating implements, the ** Planet Jr.” light cultivator and the
Horner cultivator for piling the weeds generally exceed in numbers all other
cultivating implemenis combined. The writer has never considered the “ Planet
Jr.” cultivator a good implement for^plant oane,4iB the middles are higher than
the cane line, and due to the fo^ziiSation of the teeth (naiTow in frcmt and widening
to the rear) there is a decided tendency for this implement to knock the dirt and
weeds into the cane line which is the lowest level, and thereby make it heavier
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work hoeing, as all that material has to be pulled up to some extent by manual

labour.

We find that if the handles, hauling bar, and teeth are reversed, we have

a more eflBcieiit implement for plant cane, as the arrangement of the teeth (wide

in front and narrowing toward the rear) tends to keep the weeds and dirt from

falling down into the cane line.

American Commerce Reports.'

8anto Domingo.

The 1919 sugar season brought great prosperity to all the sugar mills of Santo

Domingo, which are located along the south coast of that republic. The crop was of record

size, while the average sale price of $5*76 per cwt. was the highest figure ever recorded in

this market. A grand total of 1,166,761 bags of 320 lha. each, or 166,680 long tons was

produced, as compared with 129,294 long tons in 1918. There arc 15 mills in the republic,

Consuelo with 220,056 hags (81,436 tons) and Central Komana with 140,000 hags (20,000

tons) being the biggest.

Increasing Use or Tractous in Pi:rit.

The increasing importance of tractors in Peru may he host realized by comparison of

the number imported up until 1919, which was 382, with the number imported during

the first four months of 1920, which was 271. At present there are in Peiu nearly all

types of tractors—European as well as American. T’here seems to he a marked }>rejudic<\

more among dealers than buyers, against tractors of the (‘aterpilhir type. However, it is

interesting to note that in the northern region of Peru, in the neighbourhood of Piiita,

whore the soil is sandy, the wheel type tractors have been unable to produce results and a

number of small tractors of the caterpillar tyjie are in use and ivovkiug very successfully.

In Peru, sugar and cotton are not replanted each year, one planting can*} ing through

for several years. The land requires cultivation, howpviT, for w’hile it is fertile it is

inclined to harden, and thorough bieaking is necessary occasionally. This hardening i«

inevitable in the case of irrigated lands, such as are all farm lands on the west coast of

Peru. Therefore the question of service is a very impoitant one in these irrigated

districts. Every farmer usually has a certain fixed amount of water available each year,

and the practice is first to irrigate the field before ploughing. If the tractor breaks down
just at the time when ho has the field irrigated, and he is unable to get the service that

will enable him to place his tractor in working condition within a reasonable time, be is

in great danger of losing the use of the field for the season. Jf the land is jdoughed whih*

dry, it is likely to break up in large lumps, making it very difficult to prepare the proper

seed bed. One reason why tractors arc so popular in the irrigated distri(it is that a farmer

is enabled to work his land more rapidly than by the use of animal power, thereby

conserving moisture, and since the use of water is restricted, he can by tMs means work
more land with the same quantity of water.

In cultivation, the rows are planted P3 metres apart, so it will bo seen that the

tractors to meet this demand should be of the gauge indicated. A tractor, especially a
cultivator, that can straddle a row is particularly desirable. Thus one with a bottom
clearance of 20 or 24 ins., ovmore if practicable, could cultivate l>oth sides of a row at

once, even after the cane had reached a height of 3 ft. or more. As to the size of tractors

most in demand, the small 2 or 3 plough tractor, commonly known as the 12 to 20

is most in demand, and probably 90 per cent, of all the tractors impoited into the country
are approximately of this size. [Tr^e Commissioner’s lieport, Dec. 1920.]

DEVELOrMBNT OP SuOAR InDCSTHY IN NICARAGUA.
The great development in the sugar industry of Nicaragua during the war may be

seen from the figures of exports for 1914, 1918, and lt'19 : The total quantity exported in

^Culled from “Commerce Reports,” published by the Departramit^^ommw-ce^^
ton. la many cases these are abbreviated here.
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1914 amounted to 1 ,5«0,34l Ihs.
;
in 1918 to 13,728,268 lb^».

;
in 1919 to 8,463,768 lbs.

The total prtKluciion of the country is normally fiomewhat over 16,000 short tons, the dif-

ference between the exports and this quantity being the domestic consumption. 8ugar is

now fourth in order of value of the exports of Nicaragua, having jumped in the last four

years from less than 1 per cent, of the total exports to an average of 6 per cent. The
(lovernmont encourages the exportation of sugar, placing no tax upon it, and specifying

only that not in excess of 60 per cent, of the total production be exported. There is a tax

for internal consumption, however, of J0*60 per 100 lbs., which produces a revenue of

$40,000 to $50,000 annually, which is devoted entirely to schoolfl. The sugar used for

the manufacture of aguardiente (native rum) comes under a different system of taxation,

being a Go vurfi merit monopoly.

The uses to which the sugar produced is put may bo stated to be roughly as follows :

6000 tons for export (plantation white); 4500 tons for domestic consumption; 1600 tons

for manubujlure of punela (brown sugar used by Indians)
;
5000 tons for manufacture of

aguardiente; total, 16,000 short tons.

There are nppioximatoly 12,000 acres of sugar land under cultivation, principally in

the Dcpartmenlb of Loon and Chinandega, which acreage is constantly increasing. In

theso two Departments there are still many thousands of aerts suitable for sugar culti-

vation.

'Ihe average production throughout the country is about 20 tons of cane per acre,

although there is some exceptional land that produces as high as 100 tons per acre under

intensive cultivation. In the most modem plantations about 1 J tons of centrifugal sugar

are jiroduced per acre, 'iliis, of course, varies greatly according to methods used and

types of mills. 'riie sugar produced is rtmgbly divided into three classes, according to

pulari/jilion, more or less, as follows : First dass, 98®; second class, 88®
; third class, 76*.

The sugar uuisl he consumed or exportccl each ytMir as it is produced, as the extreme

humidity diiriug the raiuy season causes it to sweat and hceoine useless. Consequently,

at the heginning of the harvest each year, the country has practically no store of sugar on

huTui. 'Fho best time for planting the cane is during the first two winter months of May
and Juno, although planting may also he done in November, providing the soil can be

irrigated, but this is rare.

'I’hc prices per 100 lbs. during the last few years have been hr follows ;

—

PncCH 1956 191H 1917 1918 1919 1920

Maximum.. $5 50 .. $5*50 .. $t»*00 .. $8*50 .. $10*50 .. $19*50

Miuimum.. 4*75 5*00 5*50 6*00 .. 8’6() ,, 9*00

Sales in small quantities for domestic consumption are usually about $1 ]>er 100 lbs.

higher than the wholesale export pm.es.

Nicaragua offers many advantages for the cultivation of sugar, paHicularly trans-

portation facilities. Tlie present Pacific Kailruad taps the heart of the sugar country,

carrying the sugar to Corinto, where is locati d one of the only two wharves on the Pacific

coast of Central America. ITiis eliminates entirely the danger of loss through handling

on and off lighters in heavy w'eather. and the usual consequent damage due to welting.

Planters state the industry would be much further advanced were it not for the difficulty

in obtaining money from the banks, the high rate of interest charged, and the discrimi-

nation in freight rates against sugar as compared with the prevailing rates on other sacked

foodstuffs, such as rice, beans and similar anioles by the roilioad. The taking over of

the controlling interest in the Pacific Uailroud by the Government causes the planters to

hope that they may soon obtain a more favourable classification for tbeir product.

Most of the sugar machinery in the country is of British make, although American
machinery has begun to come in. The company which produces over half the centrifugal

sugar of Nicaragua has recently installed a large American mill, and some of the smaller

producers are doing likewise. It is believed that American sugar machinery will bo able

to hold its own in the future against foreign competition. There are no refineries in the

Republic.—[Consular Report, Deo., 1920.]
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Use of Colloids in Health and Disease. By Alfred B. Searle. (Constable

and Co., Ltd., London.) 1920. Price: Ss. net.

Although this small work contains few original data, it is well worth

perusing hy students of colloidal chemistry, as a lucid exposition of a branch of

the subject of great extent and of enormous importance. Pi elimiuarily, it out-

lines in an elementary way for the use of the general reader matters such as tlie

nature and properties of colloids; the colloidal nature of certain animal and

yegetable fluids
;
the hygienic uses of colloids ; and the application of colloids as

germicides and disinfectants. Among other topics that are developed at some
length by I)r. Seaklk may bo mentioned the recognition of the essentially colloidal

character of bacteria and their products (toxins). It is now realized that bacteria

may be destroyed by substances which boar an opposite electric charge. The effect

of an ordinary disinfectant on the bacteria present in a liquid is the result of their

adsorption, forming either a chemical compound (as probably i.s the case with

formaldehyde), or else a distribution of various phases in accordance with the

well-known law of adsorption of colloids. Much valuable work in this direction

has resulted from the discovery by the late IIexuy Ohookks (son of the late

Sir William Chookes) that colloidal solutions of certain metals, as silver, gold,

arsenic, mercury, cobalt, etc., have a highly germicidal action while being harm-
less to human beings, even iii relatively large amount. Possibly theie is somo-

thing to be learnt by the sugar factory chemist from a study of purification of

sewage, which liquid like cane juice contains impurities in three difleront forms,

namely
:
(a) iu coarse suspension

;
(b) in colloidal solution ; and (c) in true solu-

tion, though the proportions of these aie very different in the two liquids. It has

been found that the most successful method of sewage ti eatiuent relies upon the

recognition of its colloidal character, and on the coagulation of the colloidal sol

by the addition of some other substance carrying an electric charge of th(3 opposite

sign. Aluminium and ferric hydroxides have been found quite efficient for this

purpose; but a cheaper method utilizes the fact that water agitated with air is

positively charged, and in consequence is capable of effecting the coagulation of

the negatively charged colloids, a precipitate being obtained which settles with
extraordinary rapidity. We do not suggest that this process would prove

applicable to the separation of the gums and pectins of cane juice, which colloids

are likely to be of quite a dilferent nature to those present in sewage ;
but it is

nevertheless certainly of interest to study the methods by which problems
apparently having a general resemblance to those on hand have been successfully

solved. This small book forms an excellent introduction to the subject.

(1) Introduction to General Chemistry. (2) A Laboratory Outline of

General Chemistry. By Ilerbert N. McCoy and Ethel M. TeiTy.

(McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Ltd., 6, Bouverie Street, London, E.C. 4).

1920. Price
: (1) 18fi.

; (2) 7s. 6d., net.

(1) This is a textbook which has been adopted in a number of colleges and
universities in the United States, and has won commendation for the thoroughness
of its system of teaching. It is noticeable that the choice and arrangements of

subjects, particularly in the earlier part of the volume, depart from the familiar

order to which one is accustomed in treatises covering the same ground. Thus, the
first chapter deals with gas laws, and the following five develop the fundamental
concepts of the science, namely the indestructibility of matter, elements, analysis
of substances, the law of definite composition, and the derivation of formulae.
Chapters 7-9 discuss acids, bases, and salts, and water and solutions

;
while 10 and

1 1 present the kinetic molecular and atomic hypotheses respectively, and thei’efore

follow the development and use of formulae, instead of preceding them, thus empha-
sizing the fact that foimulao are in no way of necessity dependent upon the
molecular-atomic hypothesis. In subsequent chapters the ionic hypothesia;
periodic system ; theory of dilute solutions

; disperse systems
; radio-activity

;
and
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the nature of matter are discussed, besides which there are sections dealing with

purely inorganic chemistry (nitrogen, phosphorus, sulphur and other compounds).

This book may well be recommended as a reliable introduction to the study of

general chemistry. It presents a continuous account of the subject in logical

sequence, and the chapters on theoretical ajid physical chemistry are particularly

wml written. (2) This is a laborator5
»^ companion to the book just noticed. Itgives

instructions for canying out experiments elucidating the principles develop^ in

the first volume ; and a notable feature is the series of questions following the

instructions relating to manipulation, those l>eing presumably for the purpose of

developing the habit of observation and deduction, which faculties certainly ai^

of suprotne importance in the prncfico of experimentnl cbemistiT.

The Determination of Hydrogen Ions. By W. Mansfield Clark. (Williams

and Watkins (Jo., Baltimore.) 1920. Price: %o»

The importance of the precise regulation of the acidity or alkalinity of the

juice, liquor, or syrup at the various stages of the manufacture and refining of

sugar is fully recognized by sugar technologists, by reason of the risk of inversion

on the one band, and the possibilit}’’ of damaging the colour on the other, while

the collateral effects on filtration and precipitation are not to be ignored. The
usual method of determining this acidity or alkalinity by titration, however, gives

a measure of the quantity of the acid or alkali present and not of the activity or

effective strength as is given by the hydrogen ion concentration. The latter is,

therefore, a more exact measure of the influence on the sugar solution. In this

book the methods are described of measuring hydrogen ion concentration, both by
the use of indicators and by electrical means. Although more especially directed

towards use in biochemical and physiological research, the details of the various

methods are sulficiently full to enable the sugar chemist to adapt the method to

his own particular requiioments. After an introductory chapter on the general

relations of acids and bases, an outline of the colorimetric method of using the

various indicators is given, and the theorj'and choice of indicators, standard buffer

solutions for colorimetric comjiarisons and approximate determinations with indi-

cators are discussed. In the chapters devoted to the electrical method, the theory
of the hydrogen electrode and its relation to the hydrogen ion concentration are

developed, and a full description is given of the necessary equipment. There is a
bihlingnijdiy of (>4 pages, of which the chapter on applicatioiiH in research, loutine
and industry constitutes an index, and in the appendix are a number of useful

tables.

Modern Besearch in Organic Chemietry. F. G. Pope, D.Sc., F.O.S. Second

Edition. (Methuen & Co., Ltd., 36, Essex Street, London,W.C.) Price:

78. Cd,, net.

Dr. Pope’s book (which is now almost too well-known to require introduc-
tion) proHCmts in a concise form the development of sou e of the more important
branches of organic chemistry. Its nine chapters discuss: the polymethylenes

;

the terpenos and camphors
;

the uric acid or purine group : the alkaloids
; the

relation between the colour and constitution of chemical compounds ;
salt forma-

tion, pseudo-acids and bases
;

the pyrones
; ketens, ozonides, tripbenylmethyl

,

and Uie Grignard reaction
;

and they emliody the results of the most recent
reseor. h work. A bibliography is given at the end of each chapter, so that the
reader may be able to make use of the current literature of the topics dealt with
in the text.

Das Trockneu und die Trockner (Drying and the Dryer). 0 Makiv; third

edition by Karl Rctschkr ; 644 pages and 283 illustrations. {R. Olden*
bourg, Munich and Berlin). 1920. Price : M. 65.

Theorie der Heissluft-Trookner (Theory of the Hot-Air Dryer). W. Schule.

(Julius Springer, Berlin.) 1920. 173 pages and 34 illustrations.
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Dbcoloiuzino Cha.i<ooal (Animal and Veqktablk) iiefohe thk War. Wilder D .

Bancroft, Journal of physical Chemistiyy 24 ^
1^7-14^i 201-2^4 ^

342-see.

This is a useful review of the work done on animal and vegetable charcoal up to 1914

by different investigators from different points of view, among whom may be mentioned

Wallace/^ Stammer,* Sibnhoi’se,^ Newlands « Patterson,® and Clark,^ though it con-

tains few original data. Tn discussing the (juestion of the role of nitrogen in animal

charcoal, it is said that “ there seems good reason to believe that a wood charcoal can be

made having a higher decolorizing power than most animal charcoals, and perhaps higher

than any animal charcoal, so that nitrogenous compounds are not necessary though they

may be desirable. Since adsorption is specific, we must distinguish two factors, the

nature and the structure of the surface. If a given surface will not take up a dissolved

or dispersed substance, we can get results by impregnating with a third substance which

is adsorbed strongly by the surface and adsorbs the dissolved or dispersed substance

, We can consider the iiitrogenous compounds as mordants for tlio

colouring matter in sugar. If wo have a charcoal of low adsorbing powei, the presence

of the nitrogenous matter in suitable amount will increase the adsorption vtry much. It

we have a charcoal with just the right structure foi adsorbing a particular colouring

matter, the addition of nitrogenous matter may clog the )>orcs or distuih things otherwise

so HH to be positively detrinienlal ..... Peojile have lealizcd that the porosity

of the charcoal was important ;
but they have not asked themselves what was the proposed

size or shape of pores to give the best results.’’

CoLLODiAL Curnocs Okidk, C PaaL Zatsch. amiL Chemie
, 59^ tee- 107.

Kuoss recently said that colloidal cuprous oxide had never been mentioned, which

statement is natiivally controverted by the author. LoitRV dr But; in” prepared it 20

years ago, using gelatin as a protective colloid; while 14 yenis ago the author observed

its appearance as an intermediate product in the formation of the rod and blue modifica-

tions of copper hydrosol on reducing colloidal cupric hydroxide by imans of hydrazine in

presence of sodium prutalbute or l>8albate,®

DkTJvUMJ NATION OF ItKDCClNO SUOAKS BY WKIOHI.NO MeTALJ U; CocriUl KKDVCDD DY

Means of Methyl Alcohol. C. A, Browne, Journal of the Jssociaiton of

OJicial Agricullural Chemists, 1919, Vol, III, Xo. 2, 263.

Di.Buow'nk reported to the Committee on Sugar of the A.O. A.C. that ho had invpsti*

gated a method of determining reducing sugars by converting the cuprous oxide to

metallic copper. This is done instantaneously by igniting the crucible containing the

cuprous oxide, and plunging it while still hot into the vapour of methyl alcohol. It will

be remembered that a similar method, using ethyl alcohol, was advocated a fow yeais ago
by WfcDDEuiurRN.io Dr. Browne finds that the alcohol used for reduction should be
changed frequently, since oxidation products may interfere with complete reduction to

metallic copper; and further, that there is danger of decomposition of alcohol and
deposition of carbon if the crucible is too hot, or the alcohol loo strong. It is pointed out
that the method is not one which can be depended upon in the hands of unskilled chomisis.
Its simplicity, however, renders it serviceable, and it is recommeiidod to the Committee
for further study.

copyright, and no part of it may be lepiodm-cd without pcnulssioni—
(huitor, J.O.J.}

*Chem. News, 17, 249. » ChCfU. Centr,, 1866, 18, lo02. * IAchin'

s

1886, 101. 313.
ahem, Ind

, 3886, 7, 419. lhid„ 1903, SSa, 608. • Ibid,, 1913, 82. 363.

Pm-boM, 1900. 10, 2M See also Fihchkr and Hooker, L3J.,

^Mcrichlc, 1902, 88. 2198 ; 1906. 89, IS50 ; 1906, 80, 1546 ; 1914, 17, 3195.

Manufacturers^'
recommended In Spencer’s “Handbook for Cane Suj^r
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JIklativb Efficibncy op Animal and Veobtablb Omaucoals in adboubino wpfekbnt

Eubbtanoes pkom Solution. D. van Os, Fharmaa0ut%seh Weekblnd, 19^0, 57,

G9$ 606.

In tb« following table are ranged the adsorption capaciti#'8 (in descending oider) of

various decolorking agents towards different substances, in compiling which Wiechowski’s

methylene blue test^

METHVLKNK IStUK.

Cellulose carbon.

“ Eponit/’

Animal churc<*al.

Wood cliurcoHl.

I Joachimogu’s io

Canamel.

“Norit/’

“Kponit/*

Cellulose carbon.

Animal charcoal.

Wood charcoal.

ine tesi® weie used

Iodine.

Cellulose carbon.

“ Eponit.”

“ Norit.”

Aniiniil charcoal.

Wood charcoal.

j

Quinine Sulphate.

“Eponit.’^

'*Norit.”

,
Cellulose carbon.

Animal charcoal.

Wood charcoal.

Tsb of Bonk-IIlack (Animal Charcoal) and J)r.coLoRi/.i.\o (Jahiulns in Sugar Klkimng

AND Plan'iajton \V*HnE Si GAR Manui- ACTUUE. W, 1). Homc. Journal of

IndwtUxal and Engineering Chemistry, 1020, 12, Ko. 10, 1015-1017.^

Dr Horne contributes an intoresting leview of the pioaent posilion of this subject

Animal CharamL— ln America^ the moat desirable size of goiin is 16 to 30 uicsh, and in

use not more than 20 or 30 per cent, between 30 and 40 mesh, or more than 6 per cent,

finer than 40 mesh, should bo allowed to uccninulate. Regarding hardness, which is very

important to eiuii)le grains to resist the abrasion of continued use, a satisfactory method of

testing, describe d by Dr. Hohnr about 1801, consists of slisking 25 gnus, of the char in

a covered round tin-can, 4 in. in d’am , w'ith six marbles, weighing 12 o grm. each.

After 200 rapid swirling revolutions, tho inaierial is sifted through a soieen having round

holes 'A; in. in di-nri., and the increase of dust thus indicated should not exceed about

2 per cent. Jn distussing the chemical and physicul atdion of decolorizing by means of

char, reference i.s mado to the opinion of Sir J. J. 'J'iioM8t>N that mineral sails are absorbed

hugely thtough surface attraction, modified by the internal and sui face tensions of the

solvents and the substances dissolved, ('bar is said not to decolorize cone juice satis*

hictoiily; and nt times it yields an ieky or a pinkish filtrate in refineries, owing

apparently to tho presence of polyphenol ciuupoiinds of iron. 'There is tiuLS an apparent

failure on the part of char to remove, iron salts from solution. Indeed, what little iron a

char may accumulate in filtering high-giadc liquois will slowly be removed under the

action of low-grade solutions, as though the? mineral salts in the latter exercised a specific

iron removal. Lately, efforts have been made to activate old char by subjecting it to the

action of steam under high pressuie, taking advantage of experience gained dining the

war in tho pioparation of gas-mask carbon. A char thus treated when freshly u-ed hud a

considerable (udour absorption in the case of a dark syruji. After wasliing out the sugar,

and boiling up with 1 per cent, hydrochloric a<id, and again washing, it had no effect;

but after boiling up with sodium hydroxide solution, and washing, it show’ed a very

decided power to absorb colour,

Jhcolorizmg carbons .—After discussing preparations as^Noiii^^ and ‘‘Eponit,^' it is

said that they arc genenill)' 10-20 times as efficient in taking up colour as char, suggesting

that the 10 per cent, or so of carbon in the latter is the only decolorizing substance

present; but this conclusion is wrong, as char almost entirely decarbonized by burning
still possesses a considerable colour absorbing power. Figun^s obtained in the laboratory

show that the different colouring substancc^s in sugar products require different agents for

their absorption to give the best results. It would seem also that successive troatments

with different decolorizers might give greatly augmented effects, but thus far results have
been disappointing. Concluding, Dr. IIomnb says that “the desideratum is a decolorizing

carbon cheap enough to throw away after using once, and which will absorb 10-20 times
as much colour as bone-black, and ash and organic impurities in proportion. This may
not come, but the advance has been so rapid that we may not unreasonably expect to see

I ZeiUoh. Algm. ocL Apoth, fgr., 1934, 488.
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some approach to It in the not distant future. It remains for the subject to be followed

up industriously to attain results that will amply repay all efforts in the investigations of

these fascinating questious/^

Stanbk’b Method of uhino Dkcolouizinq Gakbon (“Oauhorafpin**). Vlad. Skola*

Z^itschrift fur Zuckerindmtne der Geehoslovaktachen Jiepublikf 1920^ 45 1
iVe. ISf

89-95.

Stanek’s method of using decolorizing carbon ( Carboraffin,”)* namely to pass the

liquor to bo treated through a layer of it in the form of a cake in a filter-press, has been

examined from different points of view
;
and the following results have been obtained

:

(1) During the operation of sweetening off, the quotient of purity falls at first rather

slowly, due to the presence of the treated liquor between the particles of carbon, but after

this residual solution has been expelled, the purity of the wash-waters falls more rapidly.

It is recommended that this liquor remaining in the interstices of the cake should be

forced out by means of steam previous to commencing washing with water. (2) Regard-

ing the amount of water necessary for sweetening off, this is stated to be 1000 per cent.,

calculated on the weight of the carbon. (3) As the result of sweetening off, a certain

amount of colour is re-dissolved hy the winter
; and in two experiments this was found to

be 3-6 and 3*8 per cent, of the total amount of colour which had been adsorbed by the

decolorizing carbon, the alkalinity of the water used exerting an influence, as one would
expect. (4) A comparision with animal charcoal was made. The amount of char

necessary for the treatment of certain beet sugars was found to be 8 per cent, of the sugar

ill process; and the amount of water for sweetening off was 200-300 per cent, of the

weight of char, that is, 16-24 per cent, on the sugar used. On the other hand, the water

employed for sweeting off Carboraffin** was 1000 per cent., as slated, that is, 0'7 per

cent, on the weight of sugar when using 0*07 per cent, of carbon, also on the weight of

sugar. As to the loss of sugar occuning, this is stated in char work to he 0*18 per cent,

again calculated on the sugar; while in the case of “Curhoraffin” it is 0*03 per cent.

Comparative ob-sci vaiions of the fall of purity during sweetening oft’ were also made. In

char work when the density of the water has reached say 2 07° Brix, the quotient may
average 39*1 2

; ^rhereas when operating with “Oarboraflin’’ when the wash-water has

arrived at the same density the purity is 87 6.'* In regard to tlie rate of sweetening off,

for char and carbon the times observed were 16-30 and 8 mins, respectively. In short,

the advantages of Stanek’s method of using “ Carborafiin/* compared with < bar flltration

are stated to be («) that the amount of water necessary for sweetening off is at least 10

times less, while the loss of sugar is six times less
; (/>) that the quotient of purity of the

wash-water falls more slowly
;
and (c) that the duration of filtration is incomparably

shorter.

Ixciip.Asit IN TH« Quotient of PuitiTr effected by the Defecation, Sulfhxtation,

AND Oakbonatation PROCESSES OF CtARiFiCAnoN. (I) J. S. de HadTi. Avckitf

voor de Suikerindmtrie in NeiUrlandfeh’Jndu'f 1919^ 27, 1897-1906, (2) A-
Schweizer. Wd., 1919, 27, WIS-SOIB.

(I
)
Generally in Java in determining the quotient of purity due to clarification the

sample of raw mill juice is allowed to stand for half-an-hour before taking its Brix, in

order to allow the suspended matter to subside and the entangled air to escape. According
to Mr. DE Haan, the correct method of working is to filter juice, either bypassing it through

p iper (which is a very slow procedure, liable to cause error owing to evaporation), or else

by employing double centrifuging in a Sharpies machine. If the raw juice bepreliminarily
filtered in either way, it will be found that the increase in the quotient of purity owing to

clarification is 1*6° for carbonatation, 0*3° for sulpbitation, and also about 0*3° fordefecation,

(2) Mr. ScHWEizEU, however, says that it is not right previously to filter the raw juice,

because it gives a liquid that does not correspond at all to that entering the factory, and

1 Protected by the Verein der Zuckerludustrle !n Bdhmen in German Patent,
hSJ.y 1921, 113.

* WohiTirzek’s *‘Chemic der Zuckerlndustrie/’ 603.
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itself effects a certain clariflcation. Filter paper adsorbs certain impurities ; while high-

apeed centrifuging throws down others. There appears, nevertheless, to be no reason why

a centrifugal tnacbiiio might not be used for the removal of the suspended matter in the

raw juice, provided its speed be not more than 2000 revs, per min.

DSTEUklXNATKW OF GlUCOSS (EbTIUCINO BcOAKS) AND StAHCH BY THB ALKALINE

Potassium Pbrmanoanate Method. Francisco A» Quisumbing, rhihppim

Journal of Soienoo^ 1920, 16, No. 6, 681-699*

Different workers have experimented on the possibility of determining sugars (and

other organic substances) by oxidation with potassium permanganate, among whom may
be mentioned Beuthklot,* Smolka,® Kakez,^* and Gbeifenhaqen, Konig and Scholl.^

Donath and Ditz® concluded that whereas in an acid medium carbon dioxide and water

are obtained, in an alkaline solution oxalic acid mainly results, an opinion that was in

agreement with the results published by Witzemann.o Mr. Uoisumiung has now further

examined this method
;
and his study of tho conditions of the reaction shows the optimum

concentration of reagents to be 0*lA^ potassium permanganate (at which strength the

oxidation of non-stigars suhstances is less than with stronger sohitions), and 0*04A^

alkali (at which strength the amount of permanganate required increases uniformly with

incrensing amounts of glucose from 1 to 40 mgrms.), the procedure elaborated on these

results being as follows; 60 c.c, of O liV' potassium permanganate, 26 c c. of a solution

of sodium carbonate (containing 8’48 grms. per Hire), and 25 c.c. of the glucose or

hydrolysed starch solution are placed in an Erlenmeyer flask. This liquid is so heated

that its temperature is raised from 29^ to 96®C. in 2 min., heating being continued for

another 2 miu. after 96^0. is reached. At the end of this time, 26 c.c, of 28 per cent,

sulphuric acid and 25 c.c, of O’KV oxalic acid are gradually added, and the excess of

oxalic acid n nminiiig is titrated with O’LV permanganate until the liquid retains a

pink colour for a few seconds. On subtracting the number of c.c. of oxalic acid from

the c.c. of permanganate used in oxidation and in titration, the total number of c c. of

permanganate used in oxidation is obtained, tho amount of glucose being calculated by

means of the following table, while for the calculation of starch the factor 0*93 (stated

by Moves'^ to be more corre<‘l than 0*9) is used.

<» l.v 0 l.v Ol.V 0 lA
l)otasmnni potaMhimu jMltAHhlUIU potaaaiam
pt^rmaii* IK^nnan*

(tluoiw. gttnat<\ (tUicow* ganate. Glncoae ganate. Glu(u>ae.

c c. lugmia. c.c mgrnts. V c. ingrnia. c.c. rogrnja.

6*40 4 16*93 .. 14 28*48 .. 24 38*24 .. 34
6*64 6 17*85 15 29*47 .. 26 39*38 .. 35
7*68 6 18*77 .. 16 30*46 26 40*62 36
8-76 7 20*13 .. 17 31*67 .. 27 41*06 37
9*84 .. 8 21*49 .. 18' 32*88 .. 28 41*68 .. 38

11*08 9 22*74 19 33*81 .. 29 42*22 39
12*32 ., 10 23 '99 .. 20 34*75 .. 30 42*86 .. 40
13*46 .. 11 26*13 .. 21 36*80 31 43*36 .. 41
14*68 .. 12 26*28 .. 22 36*86 .. 32
16*76 .. 13 27*88 .. 23 37*68 .. 33

Application of the method to pure glucose gave 100*2 and 99*04 percent, in Ivo
different samples, the corresponding results by Munson and Walker*s method being 99*89

and 99 '20 per cent. In the case of samples of com and cassava starch (conversion to

glucose being effected by means of acid), the new process gave results about 0*66 per cent,

higher
; while in that of arrowroot, rice, and banana flours the difference was as much as

10 per cent., due doubtless to the oxidation of organic non*sugars present as impurities.

When, however, the hydrolysis of the starch was effected by means of the enzymes

\
Ann. (L Chem. u. Pftam,, VI., I^o. 181. » Momt$ch. f. Chern,, 1887, «s 1.

5 Ooterr.-Unffur. ^eltsch. Znekerind., 1891, M, m. * Bioehm, Zeitsch,, 1911, 85. 169.

fiJourn. /. prak. Ohem,, 1899, 80, 666. Avitr. Boc., 1916. 88, 167.

7 Ibid., 1904, 81, m*
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diastajse (from malt) or ptyalin (from saliva) the permanganate process gave results both

in starches and dours closely agreeing with those found by the Mimson and Walker

method.

Biochemist KY op thb Mowha (]|kIoHWA oit IVIahca) Flower. G»J. Fowler, D, £,

Behram, and others- Journal of the lnd%an InUittUe of Science^ 19W, 3f

81~11S ; through Journal of the Soctety of Chemical Industry
, 40, No- Jf,

Those studies wore made with a view to the utilization of tliis plant as a source of

industrial alcohol, a matter that has already been commented upon from the economicAl

point of view.' Dextrose, levuloso, maltose, sucrose, pentoses, and cellulose wen?

identified, the toUl sugar being greatest when the flowers are read) to fall, at which stage

it amounts in general to 60-70 pel cent. In the glowing stages levulose is present in

grottter amount than dextrose, hut in the final stages the quantities appioximatc but do

not become equal. Sucrose increase's in amount up to the shedding of the corolla, but

after this and during storage it dccieascs relatively to invert sugar. Numerous enzymes

were detected at various stages of growth of the flower
;
maliaso, catalase, and oxidase

w'ere present throughout. Yield.s of alcohol up to 90 per cent, of the theoretical wore

obtained by fermentation of a mash of the flowers with culturfr^s of the natural yeast

occun'ing in the flow'cr, and the addition of such reagents as sulphuric acid and ammonium
phosphate. By incrcused care in the cultivation, collection, and storage of the flowers, a

greater yield per tiee, and a greater percentage of total sugar, and particularly of sucrose,

should be possilde of attainment.

Evaluation of Sodium Hydhosulfhite. R, Pohrmals Chennktr Zeilunyy 140

S(J9-

Some further particulai 8 are given regarding the ferrocyanide method of detennining

hydrosulphite.*^ If a solution of potassium ferricyantde is allowed to run into a solution

of sodium hydrosulphite, the reactnm which occurs is as follows: 6K.., Fe(C?N;e -|-

NagSaO* llaO -f* HaO = 2K,^NHFe((JN),j -f- 2H 2 HO,,, the end point being recognized

by means of a drop of ferrous ammonium sulphate bolufioii giving 'rurnbuirs blue.

Bulpliurous acid does not react with the feriTicyanide in the cold, and it is stated that

altogether the method is a convenient and leliable one. In carrying it out, a N, 10 solution

of potassium ferricyanido is prepaied by dissolving 82*92 guns of ibo pure salt in a litre,

and 1 c c. of this liquid according to the above equation is equal to 0 0096 grm. of

Na 2Bo04 ;
0*5 grm. of the sample under examination is dissolved in about 50 c.c. of air-

free water; and <a few drops of a 10 per cent, solution of ferrous ammonium sulphate

added, the ferrocyanide solution being added fnmi a burette until a penuanent bluish-green

coloration is formed. Working according to this procedure, it w’us found that 0*5 grm. of

B. A. B. F. concentrated sodium hydrosulphite required 43*53 c.c., so that I c.c. of tlie

ferricyanido solution corresponds to 0*0115 grm. An unknown grade of hydrosulphite

gave 37*47 c.c., so that taking the B. A H. F. preparation as 100 per cent., the content of

the unknown material is 37*47 X 0*0115 X 200 =: 86*18 per cent.

Chemical Indicatohs. Anon- Chemical Tiade Journal, 1921
^ 68, No. 1755,42.

Beoent useful developments in the field of chemical indicators have arisen fiom the

increasing n'cognition of the great influence which the degree of acidity or ll-ion con-

centration has upon various biological processes. Souknbbk, Kowntubb, Lubs and
Clauk^ and others have taken prominent part in this work, and the last-named two
investigators were successful in obtaining a series of new and brilliant indicators, which

left little to be desired for If-ion concentmtion between 10*^ and 10'^^* Most of these

compounds are of the sulphophthalein series, excepting methyl red, propyl red, and
cresolphthaleiii. It is worth noting by the sugar factory chemist that Koltoff, of

' See LS,J., 1920, 282 and 414. * 1920, 413.

» Journal of Baoierioloyy, 1917, II, Nos. 1, 2, and 3 ; 1920, V, No. 2.
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Utrecht, has stated that phenolphthalein paper reacts very slowly unless the spot is rubbed

with a glass rod, and he suggests this difficulty may be due to the fact that phenolphthalein

crystallizes out on the pai)er. Phenolphthalein paper and phenolphthalein solution are

known to give slightly different indications.* Whether this conjecture is correct or not,

the irregularity was not to he encountered in the use of thymolaulphophthalein on account

of its greater solubility in water. Although litmus is the most extensively used of all

indicator tost papers, it is also the most unreliable. Being a natural product and a

mixture of substances, its purity and consequent sensitiveness vary with the mode of

preparation. As a substitute for litmus, either of two indicators of the sulphophthalein

series can he used namely, dibromocresolsulphophthaleinor dibromothymolsulphophthalein.

The former changes from yellow to a brilliant purple, and the latter from yellow to a

brilliant blue. Both can he obtained in very pure condition, and consequently a uniform

product is assured. It may l)c stated that for general laboratory use, if only two indicators

are to be selected, methyl red and thymolsulphophihalein will he sufficient for most of

the litiations and rough controls which the average chemist needs to make, hut the

complete series would ho desirable when the highest precision and accuiacy are to be

attained A more general and intelligent use of indicators would he productive of

incj eased efficiency in many industrial operations.^

IIahit in Scoau Canes. U, Vittal Rao. Agrxcultwal Journal of Imha^ 1920, 15^

Part IV (July). (Paper read at the 7th Indian Science Congress, Nagpur, 1920.)

The writer gives numerous details as to the good or bad habit of the different groups

of Indian canes, including J 247 in the series for the sake of comparison. The canes were
all grown at the Coimbatore^ (/ano Breeding Station, and the notes which have been con-

tinued for some years and which are very full arc based upon a paper read at the Indian

Science Congress at Madras in 1916.^ The letteipress i.s shoit and the paper is fully illus-

trated by excellent photographs and a series of tables and curves, which make it very easy

to read. Erectness of the bushes and straightness of the individual canes are the characterK

here dealt with, and it is pointed out how impoitanl these characters are from the crop

point of view. In both of them the members of the Saretha group are extremely unsaiis-

fHotory wlieroas those of tlie Nargori group are the opposite ; Mungo and Pansahi occup)*

an intermediate position, their habit generally very fair, while J 247 is distinctly good.
Straightness has been recorded at crop time for some years and is judged in the following

manner : One hundred canes of each variety are laid out at crop time on the ground, and
these are classified roughly into three sets, perfectly straight, slightly curved (usually at

top and bottom), and markedly cur\'ed. The hundred canes of J 247 are generally

straight, while l^Iimgo has 94-4 per cent., Nargori 86*3 Jjer cent., Pansahi 63 per cent,

and Saretha only 4*3 per cent. ; only Saretha has markedly curved canes, and this to the
extent of oO per cent. The inheritance of bad habit was early recognized in the raising
of seedlings at Coimbatore, for th« members of the Saretha group, following the success
obtained by Kobus in Java with CAunnff as male, received very C/onsiderable attention at
first, as they had much to be said for them in hardiness and vigour. Habit was found to
be one of the characters which was handed down from paient to child in a marked
degree and this was specially noted in the Saretha group. Interesting confirmatory
details are given in some of the tables in the present paper, while a picture is given of the
truly atrocious habit of the seedlings of the Punjab Kaiha cano, the most primitive member
of the Saretha class and nearest to Bacthwurn »p<mtanetm in India, liie various curves
and tables are well worth study by those interested in this aspect of the raising of cone
seedlings, and a memoir is referred to for further details.^

1 LSJ., 1920, 705. »See also J.AV., 1921, 103.
» “The Depressed Habit In Sugar Canes.” C, A. BAnuKia and T. s. Vrnkatauahan,

Indian Sugar Canes. No. a.” Mewain of the Department of ApricnlUtre in India,
Botanical SerUa 1916, 1. No. 3 (July), 186-139.

y
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UNITED STATES.

Apparatus for Packing and Wkiohino Sugar in Bags. Joseph Zakarka, of

Brooklyn, New York, U.S.A. December 30tb, 1919; August 7th,

1920. (Five figures.)

Referring to the drawing, 10 indicates a portion of one of the floors of a refinery, and

11 one of the vertical walls. Supported on the floor 10 is a hopper 12 having its discharge

mouth extended downwardly through the floor in the form of an extension IS. At the

lower end of this extension 13 is a door I4 provided with a handle 15 whereby it may be

opened or closed. Located in axial alinement with the discharge mouth of the hopper

is a cylindrical measuring chute 16 of slightly laiger diameter. Supported by the

platform f7 is a weighing device of the steelyard type, commonly referred to as a scale.

The pan of this scale extends under

the chute 16 and normally closes the

lower end thereof. 1'he fmme of this

scale comprises a hollow post IH ex-

tending through and suitably sup-

ported by the platform 17 and having

H lateral lug on its upper end to which

is fulcriimed a scale lever of tlie usual

typo provided with the movable bal-

ance weights. Suspended from the

inner end of the lever is a rod which

extends freely through the post IH,

and has a rigid foot 25 on its lower

end to which the pan is secured.

Regarding this pan, it comprises

a pair of seini-circulai halve.s 27 and

"6', which, when together, close the

bottom of the chute 16. Means are

provided (desciibed in debiil in the

oiiginal specification) for sopatwiing

the halves of the pan by pressure on

the hoad 4^ by^ the foot of the opera-

tor, thus discharging the weighed con-

tents of chute 16. Bolow this chut©

16 in axial alinement therewith is a

delivery funnel 60 whose upper end

is spaced below the lower end of the

chute 16 just suflicieiit distance to

accommodate the pan of the scale, the

upper portion of this funnel being

slightly larger than the chute, the

funnel tapering dowm to a restricted neck 51 provided with a swinging door 52 operable

by a handle 5S. This funnel may be suppoited by a bracket 64 fixed to the wall 11 .

The bags to bo filled are secured to oval rings 60 fixed on the ends of arms 67

radiating from a hub on a standard. Hinged to one side of each of these rings 60 is a

damp made up of a pair of curved fingers 64 which jointly encircle the ring, and have

handles on their outer ends adapted to be secured together by means of a hook engaging

a pin. This device is so located that when swung on the standard the bags are brought

^ Copies of specifications of patents with tlielr drawings can be obtained on application
to the fol}owing:-(7Mifrd Kingdom: Patent Uifice, Sales Brand), 116, Southampton Buildings,
Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2 (price. Is. each). VnUtd States: Commissioner of Patents,
Washington, BC. (price 10 cents each). /V’ancs : Llmprimerie KstionaJe, 67, rueVlellledu
Temple* P*ri8 (price, 2 fr. 00 each).
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under the funnel 60^ the rings bO being slightly larger than the mouth of the latter.

When filled, the bags are placed upon an endless uonveyor one end of which extends

under the apparatus.

Bebt Toppbiis. (1) John Devey, of Lehi, Utah, U.S.A. t,35I,287» December 18th,

1918; August Slat, 1920. (2) C L. Leonard and A- F- Howard, of Ionia,

Mich., U.8.A. 1,363,403. December 17th, 1918; September 2l8t, 1920.

(S) G. //. Smith, of Columbus, Ohio, CJ.8.A. 1,364,657. November 7th,

1916
;
October 6th, 1920.

Bbet Torppii AND Hob combined. Carl /. Thim, of Logan, Utah, U.8. A. 1,301,201.

September 30th, 1919 ; December 7th, 1920.

Bebt Pullbk. V. Kosenko, of New Brunswick, N.J., U.S.A. 1,354,111, March 5th,

1920 ; September 28th, 1920.

Bkbt Loading IMachtnb. Frank Jones, of liOgan, Utah, U.S.A. 1,386,629. August
8th, 1919: October 26th, 1920.

Beet HahVESTKK. Loii/a 0. Graham, of Logan, Utah, U.S.A. 1,357,163. October 28th,

1910
;
renewed, March 19th, 1920; fktobor 26th, 1920.

PllODCCTlO.V OF A HIOHl.Y ACTIVE DKCOl.OKIZtNO CaHBON FBOU Sl’IJ’HITE WamtK LiaUOK.

Arthur Knbpptmacher (Assignor to the Chemical Foundation, Mo.,Dt?laviare,

U.S.A.). 1,358,162. No\ ember 9th, 1920,

CUaim is made for “the procoHs of producing a highly active decolorizing carbon

which comprises noutrnlizing the waste liquor from the sulphite collubjse treatmont, using

an alkali earth base, evaporating to dryness, and heating to ledness.”

IhionccTiON c»F Feiimen rAULK StGAUs. George H. Tomlinson, of Niagara Falls, Ontario,

Oanada. 1J58,898 June 13th, 1917 ;
November 16th, 1020.

(’hum is made for “the process of producing fermentable sugars from ceUiilosic material

which consists in healing it in a closed vessel in contact with a hydrolysing agent until

fermentable sugars are formed, and then quickly reducing the pressure in the vessel below

atmospheric pressure, and finally distilling off the Taluable products of the reaction.’’

PuODCCTlON OF AcKTATEH AND AC'BTONK PUOM CaKBOHVDHATB ^fATBltlAL (SrOARS, MoLASSES,

Starch Glhcosk, etc.). James W, H. Randall {Industrial Chemical Co.,

of New York, IT.kS.A.). 1,338,040. June 27tb, 1917 ;
April 27th, 1920.

Starch gluco.*>e, cane ayrtip, etc., at a density of 1'5, is treated with a solution of

sodium hydroxide at a density of 1*4 in such a proportion that the alkali is about 40 per

cent, on the weight of actual carbohydrate. While hot the causticized solution is incor-

porated with powdered quicklime, the quantity of which should be 40-50 per cent, of the

mixture of carbohydrate and sodium hydroxide. A porous mass results, and it is heated

at 270-270°O. out of contact with air underpressure for 6-6 hours, at the end of which time

it is cooled and the acetates extracted by heating, or dry-distilled to give acetone.

Purification of Beet Molassbs. Walter D. Bonner, of Fait Lake City, Utah, U.8.A.

1,362,078. October 12th, 1917 ; December I4th, 1920.

Claim is made for a process of purifying beet molasses, comprising suitably diluting

with water, adding euffieiknt tartaric acid to precipitate the bulk of the potassium as acid

potassium tartrate, separating the liquid from the precipiiaie, and lastly evaporating in

order to induce the further formation of the tartrate.
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Cekthipugal Machine.^ William McChesney, of London, t,36^,71^* August lUh,
1920; Decembor 2l8t, 1920.

Urcovkhy ov Potahh anij OT11811 By-products from Stefpkn’h Waste liiQUoit.

George M. Bradford and James £. Broadhead, of Bay City, Michigan,

U4^y737 (sorial No. £54,304)- September Ibth, 1918
;
June 8th, 1920.

Strfl’en waste liquor is concentrated to 30° He., subjected to ‘Hho action of an electric

current of sufficient intensity to produce an arc ;
** the gaseous products (dimethylamine,

triinethylamino, cyanogen, etc.,} coolod and recovered
;
and the potash extracted from the

solid mass obtaince].

Filter. Peter C. Forrester, of West Tacoma, Washington, D.O., U.S.A. lyS40i05(l

March 22nd, 1919 ; August 10th, 1920.

This invention contemplates the provision of a suitable reservoir in which the solution

(of sugar, etc.) is held and maintained at a constant level, a pair of filtering devices, each

composed of a plurality of ffltoring members w'hich arc adapted to be alternattdy projected

into and out of the reservoir, means for automaticall}^ applying suction to the ffltoring

members to strain the liquids thereUuough, means for automatically drying the solid por-

tion of the solution, moans for removing the dried cake from the filtering members, and
means for automatically governing tin so operatitms.

Adhesive Comvomtion, (;ontai>’Ino Starch, Glucose, and Glue. Orlando V- Fontz,
of Vacaville, Cal , IT.S A. J,$00,915. September 20th, 1919, Nov. 30th, 1920.

Claim is made for an adhesive composition comprising a major portion of glue and
tiipioca, and a minor portion of sodium chloride and glucose in combination with sufficient

solvent to reduce the mass to a paste.

Fek'iilizmi containing Nttrooen and Tho-sphoric Ac id. Philip C. Hoffmann
(Assignor to Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co,, of Kichmond, Ver., U.S.A >.

(1) l.SOOy/fOl. (2) 1,300,402^ June 19th, 1920; November 30th, 1920.

(1) Claim is made for the use as a fertilizer of the product resulting from the reaction

between calcium cyanamide and concentrated phosphoric acid. (2) Claim is made for the
process of propjiring a fertilizer by treating calcium cyanamide with dilute phosphoric acid.

Lvaforatou and Cunde.nser. Frank H. Schubert (Absignor io Brown-Ferrier Co),
WjlrningtoD,I)el.,U.S.A. 1,301,910. March 28th, 1919 ; December 14th, 1920.

An evaporator and condenser having a body member made up of a single cfisting are
described. It comprises an evapomting body having a central portion of its bottom
pierced to form a tube-sheet, a cylindrical upwardly extending member surrounding said
lube-sheet portion and lying within evaporating body, and a cylindrical downwardly
extending member also surrounding eaid tube-bheot portion and forming the body of the
condenser.

Preparation of an Adhesive Composition from Starch. Walter Alexander,
York, U.S.A. 1,337,38S, March 13th, 1917 ; April 20th, 1920.

A composition which is hard when cold, which liquefies with beat
; which is highly

adhesive
; and which dries rapidly without being tacky is prepared by heating together

100 lbs. of water and TiO lbs. of commercial starch, treating with a converting agent (such
as charcoal, sodium peroxide or a suitable acid, which is subsequently neutralized) until
the mixture flows thinly while hot, and finally adding ^0 lbs. of dry calcium chloride.
This substance may be used as a glue substitute, a filter for cloth, a binder, and generally
for all purposes for which adhesives are employed. It is oil and greiise proof, and its cost
of preparation is small.

1 Cj\, U.K. Patent, 143,949
; LS.J., 1930, 633.
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aEKMANY.

ArPLicATtoN OP Decoloriziko Carbon espbciai.ly for the Treatment op Sugar Juices.

Vereln der Zuckerindustrie in Bt>hmen, Prague. S17,449> August Ist, 1V17.

“Carboraflin" ^ or a similar preparation of decolorizing carbon, is deposited fram a

mixture with water or sweet-water in the frames of a filter-press, and the juice or other

liquid under treatment is passed through this cake. Thus, on mixing together 1 litre of

clairce and 2 0 grm. of Caiboraffin *’ for 80 min,, and rapidly filtering at the end of

this time, a deoolorization of 26 per cent, wjis obtained. When, however, the same amount

of clairce was filtered through the same amount of carbon spread over a surface of 20 sq.

cm., taking the same time in so doing, the

decolorization was 44'6 per cent. Referring

to the sketch, b is a conical vessel containing

water or sweet-liquor mixed with the carbon,

which liquor after settling a little is allowed

to enter the frdincs of the filter-press below,

first the coarse and then the fine4)article8 of

carbon depositing on the cloths. When the

frames are full, the valve controlling the

supply is closed, and the liquor to he decolor-

ized is pumped from the tank a into the spaces

between the frames. When the power of the

carbon is exhausted, the liquor is forced out of the press by steam or air, and the cuke

washed with water, following which it is revivified. It is stated that since the heavier

particles of carbon are deposited before the very fine ones, the filtrate is clear from the

first moment of the operation
;
that the maximum decolorizing eflfect is realized in a con-

venient manner ; and that less water is required for sweetening off than in the method

employed hitherto. The rate of filtration in a press having frames 26 inm. tldck under a

pressure of 2 atiuos. amounts to about 500 litres per hour per sq. m, of surface.*^

UNriED KINGDOM.

Moiok Fuel containing Alcohol. C* G. Sesti, of Rome, Italy. 147,805 {19^840)*

July 9th, 1920; convention date. May 3 Ist, 1919; not yet accepted; abridged

as open for inspe^ tion under Section 91 of the Act.

A motor spirit consists of ethyl, methyl, or other alcohol or “ brandy or other alcoholic

spirit mixed with carbon bisulphide that has been treated with chalk or similar substance.**

Syrup, Jelly, oh “ blARMALAUK Manufacture. C. and 0. Bielmann, of Magdeburg,
Germany. 147^838 (19,887). July 9Ui, 1920 ; convention date November 24th,

1916 ; not yet accepted

;

abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of the

Act.

conserve or “marmalade” are produced by passing liquors such as

molasses (diluted and purified if necessary) through a series of diflFusion vessels containing

appropriate vegetable substances. An example of the process is described in which beet

molasses is diluted with an equal quantity of water, purified with gelatinous silicic acid,®

and passed through six diffusion vessels in series. The first two vessels contain slices of

beetroot, the third young vine shoots, the fourth stalks of rhulmrb, and the fifth and sixth

dried apple parings or the like. The liquid is drawn off in stages
: (1) an*amount equal to

the oontenis of one of the vessels, which solidifies into a jelly, and (2) a similar amount
which forms a syrup, with or without concentration. The material in the vessels is then
broken up and mixed and forms a conserve or “ marmalade.” Other fruits or vegetables

may be used, and in particular the leaves of nut-bearing trees may replace the vine shoots.

* im, 1«8, 84^. 9 Cf. also 1931 , 106.
> 1921

,
54 .
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Automatic Appauatub you Kucokdino the Cleakance between the Bolus or a
Cane Mill. Naamlooze Vennootschap Suikercultuur Maatschappij, ol

Amsterdam, Holland, (assignee of T, G. A. Almerood, of Besoeki, Java).

150 (25,978). September 9th, 1920 ; convention date, September 9th, 1920 ;

mi y$t accepted; abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

In regard to cane mills which aro provided with automatic apparaius for recording

and directly indicating the clearances or distances between the rolls, the movements of

each of the bottom rolls relatively to the

top one are inscribed upon a paper drum
driven by clockwork, while the clearances

are indicated by a meter. A fixed adjust**

able disc a mounted on the free end of each

bottom roll is surrounded by a divided

adjustable ring / carrying rods g which

aro adapted to slide in hollow rods h carried

by the rings / of a similar disc a on the

top roll. A plate I carrying an indicator*

drum m and a scribing device n is secured

to the rods g by means of adjustable

plates i and screws j. As the distance

botwoon the rolls increases, the lods g
move out of the rods h and an arm p on

one of the rods h opeiiites the device n*

At the samo time, u rod o carried by

the plate I moves the lever f of a meter r

mounted on a cross-member g connecting

the rods h. The meter r indicates the actual clearance between the rolls.

OoNFEcrnoNERY CoATiNo Maciune. Natwiial Equipment Co., of Springfield, Mass.,

U.S.A. 151,227 {21,672). June 5th, 1919.

In a machine for coating articles with chocolate, etc., the material is drawn from the

supply tank by a pump or other means which is reversible in order to return excess

material from the pipe system to the tank when the coating operations are finished. The
invention is described in connexion with the coating machine referred to in U.K. Patent,

150,799.1 _
Continuous Specific Guavity (Buix) ‘Rbcoudino Apfauatus. F. L. HatliweU, of

Mill Hill, London. W,U8 November I7th, 1919.

This patent relates to apparatus of the type in which a float is saspended in the fluid

by a wire attached to a balance lever connet^ied to a multiplying lever carrying a pen in
contact with a recording cylinder.

Theatment op Bhetboot pou Use in making Marmalades, Beer, etc.® Betapit
Ges. (August Aumann), of Berlin. 147,71$ (19,707). July 8th, 1920;
convention date, Hecomler 13ih, 1917; mt pet accepted; abridged as open to
insiiection under Section 91 of the Act.

To render beets suitable for use in “marmalades,” juices, extracts, wines, beers
coflfee-subgtitutes, etc., the heated beet mash is treated with steam at or above 100® C. The
beets, after cleaning and shredding, are agitated and heated to about 56® 0. and allowed to
remain at this temperature for about an hour, when the agitating mechanism is re-started
and the steam blown through for an hour or two. ITie steam is preferably introduced
through a perforated pipe passing down the side and across the bottom of the vessel used.

^LSJ., 1921, 67. *See also 1920, 684.



Patents.

B4««r IIauv£8isr. Georges Saur, of Pati«, France, 149,46i!f {13^04$). May 23rd,

1919; Auguet 19th, 1920. (Two figures.)

Haocmaiufioation or OELLUT^oeE. A, of Langfnhr, Dautaig. 746,465 (18,6^6).
' July 3rd, 1920 ;

conreniion date, March 14th, 1917 ;
not yet accepted; abridge^

as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

Soluble carhohydrates obtained from mateMriale containing cellulose by treatment with

concentrated sulphuric or hydrochloric acid are lixiviated in a counter current, and sepa-

rated from the conversion acids by a diffusion process similar to the ** molasses osmose

process. Siiflloient acid is allowed to remain with the carbohydrates for complete

hydrolysis during subsequent heating; cr the acid may be removed as fully as possible,

and the solution neutralized, evaporated to dryness, and used as fodder.

Fumahio Acin. C. RV/im^r, of Ifanovor, Germany. 146,4^1 (18,40OJ. July 2nd,

1920; convention date, September 21th, 1920 ;
not pet accepted; abridged as open

to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

Fumaric acid is obtained by fermenting sugars (sucrose, dextrose, maltose, etc.) by
moans of Aepergdlus fmnarieus, a description of which is given. The fermentation is

effected in the presence of chalk or other neutralizing agents : the resulting calcium

fumarate being converted into the free acid by means of sulphuric acid, or into lead

fumaratc which is sulwiequently decomposed by sulphuretted hydrogen.

Crkthipcoaub, P, T, Sharpies, of St. Davids, renii
,
U.S.A. 148,763 (18,4'l^3).

July 3rd, 1920; convention date, July 30th, 1919 ;
not yet accepted; abridged as

open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

PuKVENTioN OF Incuustation IN Boilshb, ETC. 0. Rummel, of Berlin, 148,778

(30,603). July lOth, 1920; convention date, April I4th, 1918; not yet accepted

;

abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

Incrustation of boilers, heaters, etc ,
is prevented by adding to the water finely-

divided graphite or carbon, or finely-divided motals such as zinc or aluminium, and con-

necting the walls of the boiler, etc , to tbe negative pole of a source of electricity, an

electrode connected to tbe positive pole being immersed in the water.

BoiniNo Pans foh C’oNFEcnoNRUY MANCFACTcitF. R. S. McColl, T. M, McCoit,

and T. F, Dryden, of Glasgow. 249,173 (30,773). December 9th, 1919.

An installation primarily for the manufacture of confectionery comprises a number of

pans grouped in rows, aw^ater-containing vat common to each row heated by the injection

of steam, moans for raising and lowering the pans, and stirring devices driven by an over-

head shaft.

MoiTLniNo Chocolaikh. L R. Levy. 161,829 (25,306), October 16th, 1919,

In a machine for settling chocolates or similar products in moulds, the table has

imparted to it a violent shock, followed by a series of lesser ones.

Presses for Fxtractino Liuuins (from Bret Mass, etc.). M T, Thaberg, of

Mttlmo, Swodon. 161,907 (10,666). April 20th, 1920.

A press for treating ** beet mass,’’ peal, etc., has a straining surface comprising a

plurality of plates or lamels arranged edgeways, side-by-side, and mounted on links that

form an endless chain driven by means of sprocket wheels, rollers or the like.

Extrusion Macuxnr for Use m CoNFF.CTioN»ttY MANiiFACTrux. W* B. Laskey, of

Brooklyn, Hew York, D.S.A. 161,940 ($7,918). October 1st, 1920; convention

date, April 18th, 1917 ;
not yet accepted; abridged as open to inspection under

Section 91 of the Act.
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llfiAT Exchangers. Aktieselskapet de Norske Saltverkei, of Bergen, Norway.

151,94s (S7,931). October 1st, 1920 ;
convention date; not ^et accepted: abridged

as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

Tubes of beat exchangers are made with one or more shallow helical grooves, which
may be continuous, the purpose of this construction being to impart a rotary movement to

the liquid passing through thorn.

Mixing Fruit Juices with Starch Glucose. MerrelUSoule Co., of Syracuse, New
York, XT. 8. A. 151M5 (16^570). June 18tb, 1920; convention date, October

2nd, 19J9; not yet accepted; abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of

the Act.

The juice of such fruits as pineipples, loganberries, grapes, raspberries, or straw-

berries, but more particularly oranges and lemons, is mixed with a product obtained by
the hydrolysis of starch (preferably containing less than 22 per cent, of dextrose and about

50 per cent, of dextrin), and evaporated to dryness, an apparatus for carrying out this last

operation in which the liquid is sprayed into a chamber containing hotair, beingdoscribcd.

Column Stills or Rlctiiteks. Barbel et Fils et Cie,f of Paris, Franco loJ,9SS

[37^589). September 29th, 1920; convention date, October Ist, 1919; not yet

accepted

;

abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

The plates of a column still or rectifier are formed with transvox'se ridges between the

openings for the passage of the vapours. Transverse hoods which cover the openings

carry perforated plates, which rest on ridges and when in position form a horizontal per-

forated surface. When the pressure in the still falls, liquid passes through the perfora-

tions into the depressions between the ridges. A cooling coil may pass between the hoods

and be attached to the perforated plates.

Sugar Crops oi the World, 1911-*12 to 1920««21.

Messrs. Willett & Ciray’s Figures.

In a recent issue of their well-known IViclIy Siatistiral Sugar Trade thairnal

Messrs. Willett & Gray give tlie figures of tlie sugar crops of the world for

tbe last nine years plus their latest estimate of the present season. Those figures

have appeared in our pages at one time or other during the past decade, but we
give below the principal totals grouped together for convonionce^e sake. It may
be observed that the more recent estimates of the crops of the war years give

slightly divergent figures from those published earlier
;

but this has been

inevitable as more complete details have come to hand.

Oank Cuous. Bkkt Crocs. World’s
• ^ -v Total

Totat. in World’s Total in Wori.d’s Tank anj>
Amkuica. Total KURors Toial. JiKKT.

1911-12 . . 4,297,973 . . 9,176,130 . . 6,338,638 . , 6,889,261 . . 16,064,391

1912-13 . , 4,422,011 . 9,289,683 . . 8,317,637 . 8,963,652 . 18,243,235

1913-14 . . 6,001,097 . 9,801,536 . . 7,062,364 . 8,629,337 . 18,430,873

1914-15 , . 6,107,717 . . 10,176,649 . . 7,661,613 . 8,321,849 . 18,498,498

1915-16 . . 6,314,238 . . 10,628,248 . . 5,542,368 . 6,339,755 . 16,968,003
1916-17 . . 6,637,185 . . 11,336,604 . . 5,013,087 . 5,760,164 . 17,096,828
1917-18 . . 5,802,246 . . 12,412,456 . . 4,316,016 , 5,010,133 . 17,422.689
191849 . . 6,383,482 . . 11,977,885 . . 3,183,188 . 3,880,380 . 16,858,266
1919-20 . . 6,288,136 . . 11,949,747 , . 2,603,480 . 3,272,937 . 16,222,684
1920-21 . . 6,714,138 . . 12,689,138 . . 3,648,372 . 4,613,372 .. 17,302,610
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Brevities.

It k of interest for the chemist to notioe that I. M. Koltmoff ^ points out that the

adsorbing action of filter paper, at least so far as electrolytes are concerned, is to bo
ascribed to its ash content, which functions as a calcium-pennulite, in which the calcium
ion may be replaced by another positive ion, which thus becomes fixed by the paper.

Maple sugar production has increased considerably during recent years. In Quebec it

was 13,393 tons during 1920, as compared with 4911 ions in 1911. In Ontai'io the output

is now 3126 ; while in Novo Scotia and New Brunswick, the only two other provinces in

Canada in which this sugar is manufactured, the amount is only about 223 tons.^

,
Tn. Paui/'* has recently shown that the sweetness of saccharin and its compounds

is dependent upon the concentration of the solution tested. Thus the swectnfjss of the

hydrated sodium salt Jn concentrations varying from 2 to 10 per cent, was found to vary
between 200 and 700 times that of sugar, and not to be 420 times that of sugar, as is

generally accepted.

We regret to record the death on January loth of Mr. Chaulfb Kimmonds, the
author of the excolloni work entitled ‘‘Alcohol : its Production, Propeitios, Chemistry, and
Industrial Applications,’* which was appreciatively reviewed in this Journal last year.*

Mr. SiMMONUs wiis a chemist of wide experience, and had served in the Government Labora-
tory, London, where he was recently piomoted to the grade of Superintending Analyst.

The j>rohloin of the cause and preventi<in of the deteiioralion of sugar has been taken

up in Mjiuritius/' and a special report will later be issued discussing the results obtained.

While it is recognized that micro-organisms are actually rejuponsible for the changes
effected, empbusih is laid on the predisposing cause, which depends on ilie existence of

special factors, feuch as the moisture content of the surrounding air, the pressure exerted

on the sugar dining storage, etc.

The Manbic Mucebarine Co. 'picvious to the formation of the new company, the

Manbre {Sugar and Malt Co.) bad a C8]utRl of £260,000, and in the last year 'of its

existence luado the modest trading profit of £17>700. The profits of the new concorn for

the year ending Septeiuher 30th last amounted, however, to £220,200, but the nominal
capital now’ stands at £760,000, the further acquisition of the Brewers* Sugar Co., of

Greenock, having entailed another expansion. A dividend of 16 per cent, on the ordinary

shares is 7iow declared, while the deferred shareholders receive a distribution amounting
approximately to 60 per cent.

A comprcbon.sIve scheme foi the organizatioii of re^^•arl;h has been drawn up by the
Institute of Biewdng.® Investigations on the breeding and cultivation of hops w’lll be
undertaken at the South-Eastern Agricultural College at Wye and at the Mailing Fruit
Research Station. Prof. F. L. P\man, at the lilanchester College of Technology, will

take up the matter of examining those constituontMof the hop which determine ilspreserva-

tivo and antiseptic properties
;
while I'rof. F. B. 8<'UR\M'K and Prof, P. Groom, at the

Imperial College, South Kensington, will attack the problem of the suitability of various
species of oak for cask-making.

The following are the names of Ihe officers elcclcd and committc(»s appointed to the

Hawaiian (Chemists’ Association, at the annual meeting held in November, 1920 ; President,
F. T. Dillingham ; Tice-President, W. R, McAllrf : Secretary-Tretisnrer, S. B. Peck

;

Executive Committor, H. L. Whitk, Hawaii, J. P. Fostku, Maui, T>, W. Ricuaudson,
Kauai, G. R. Stewaut, Oahu, J. A. VkuheV, Oahu, W. F. va.n II. Dlkkh, Oahu

;

Committee on Boilmg-liouse Methods, Houaok Johnson ; Revision of Methods, W. R.
McAlleh; Mill Equipment, VV. F.van 11. Dukek

;
Indiciiting and Recording Instruments,

J. P. Fostkh
; Cane rDeterioration, B. B. Wendewson ; Juice Deterioration, G. H.

Halukn; Seed and Seed Preparation, J, A. Veuket; Agricultural and General Topics,
G. H. Stewart,

^ Pharm, Wetkhfnd, 1920, ftt, 1510-1.539. Noc. ( hm, Jnd., 1931, 40, No. 3, 30 R,

^Schweiz, Nov, 30th, l92o; through J. aVoc. Cfiem, Ind.^ 1920,40, No. 2, 33 K.

*LS,J., 1930, 103, . .

« Cf. also the work of Brownk, Owkn, KopfttOFF, and othor.*^. )9ia, 220, 265, 319,

370, 543 ; 1919, 277, 334, 465 ; 1920, 2«2, 523, 691.

Fed. 1ml. Br€wln$f, 1921, 81, No. 1. 1*6.
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United Kingdom,

IMPORTS AND EXPOft-lR OP SUGAR.

IMPOSTS.

OtiB M0KT» KNUIKO «l«T.

Quantitibs. I Vai#ujs.

UnRRFINBO StOAltS.
1

1920.

1 Tons.
1921.

Tons,
1920.

6
mi.
£

Germany
KethOrlande . « . ....

Belgium
France

—
• • s

Oaecho-Slovakia
Java 376 16,487 26,239 622'7‘8

Philippine 1elands • • •

.

.... a • « • • • • *

Cuba 87,m . . . • 842,699

Dutch Guiana 72 • * *

.

Hayti and Ban Domingo .

.

.... .... ....

Mexico . .

.

.... • * • •

Peru 10,401 8,668 368,766 261,519

Brazil 1,838 9,687 70,420 259,072

Mauritius 11,802 21,649 610,101 666,477

British India 994 46,610 ....

Straits Settlements . . * • . ....

British West Indies, British

G iiiana & British Honduras 4,176 12,016 280,078 392,696

(Hher Countries 87^ 8,968 60,159 282,262

I'otal Baw Sugars 57,066
1

76,686 2,604,075

!

j

2,877,459
I

Bupmun Scoars.
Germany

1

1

1

126
'

^

1

.... 1

1

9,456 16

Netherhiiids 960 ! . • •• 41,667 14

Belgium 78
;

20 6,670 865

France ^ 1
!

1 16 26

Czecho-Slovakia 19 1 ,829 '

‘l47Java 4,999 !

’’*8
822,172

United States of America .

.

32,646 8 : 1,818,028 413

Argentine liepublic .... —
j

.... ....

Mauritius . . . *
i

» * *

»

Other Countries 2,717
;

216,264 6,697

Total Befined Sugars .. 41,445 175 l,»15,se6
1

8 175

Molnssos 6,928
j

8,869 261,862
{

48,247

Total Imports
1

105,489
1

60,696 4,411,686 ! 5,4a9,m

EXPOU'IB.

British llxnNsu Scoaus. Tons. Tons. £ £

Denmark .... • * **
1

. . •

«

Kctherlands i 89 49 1 3,342

Portugal, A zores,and Madeira ....

*ii5

. • f • ....

Channol Islands 25 1,353 6,100

Canada .... • • « . ....

Other Countries 4 16S 242 7,128

FoiiBioN & Colonial Buoaus
30

{
366 1,644 16,670

Befined and Candy
1

230 6 11,422
'

412
Unrefined
Various Mixed in Bond ....

1,223
I

480 75,134
:

1

16,161

Molasses ’387
!

7l669 *895

Total Exports 1.670
j

«08 85,8m
I

Weights calculated to the neuivst ton.
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(WilM t Orm.J

(Tone el 2,249 Ibe.)
1921.

Tone.

isio

Tons.

Total Iteoeipts January let to !20tli 84,612 113,7S0

Deliveries „ . . • - * • * • 86,418 113,750

Ratings by Befiners 39,978 86,561

Exporbi of B«fln«d „
“

s .
“

Importers' Stoobs, JaAiukry t9th 9,146 . .
—

Total Stocks, laauary 19th 63,227 25,182

1P20. 1019.

Total Censuniption for twdre months . . .

.

4,084,672 .. 4,067,671

Cuba.

Btatxiisnt or BxroHTs and Stocks or Suqar, 1C17-19I8,

19iS-]919. AND 1919-1920.

(Tone of 0.340 lbs.)

Exporte

Stocke

1317-111

Tons.

. .. 3,210,764

63,U6

Tons.

.. 3,826,239 .

1919*90.

Tons.

. 8,863,773

. 192,471

Invieible Bnppliee , ,

Isocal Ooneumption

Destroyed by Ineendiarism . . . * .

.

3,273,870

.. .. 82,875

.... 130.338

. . . , 9,000

3,825,239

.. 146,637 .

. %

3,566,244

53,833

. 120,000

Total Production ^

,

.... 3,446,083 .. 3,971,776 . . 3,730,077

ffapma, December J99M, t9W J. Gt»ifA.-L. Muck.

United Kingdom.

STATAMKNT of iMPOHTf^r KXPORYSr AND OONSUHTTION OF SuOAH FOR OkB MoRYR
RNfilNO Januart OUt, 1918, 1920, AND 1>21.

1918.

llTFORTS.

1990. I92i.

Bxpoft'rs (Foreign).

[
1913. 1990. 1991.

Toni. Tons. Tens. Tons. Tons. Tons.
Refined .. .. 41,446 175 78 .. 930 . 5
Raw 77,941 .. 67,066 . 76,838 934 .. 1,233 . 480
Ifelasses . . .

.

8,350 6,928 . 3,869 61 .. 387 . 61

164,888 105,439 80^889 373 1,S40 836

RAKned
Refined (in Bond) in the United Kingdom
Raw
Ifoiflumet . .

Me)M»es« nMa\if«eti!tred (in Bond) la United Kingdom .

.

Total
Rxrorle of BFltleli Refined

HOSIB CONSDBFnON.
1913. 1920. 1991.
Tons, Tons. Tons.
74,608 81,810 ^ 876

69,481 57,461 77.708

9,479 29,739 12,407

3,019 6,047 1^086

3,813 .. 6^374 3,167

119,746 193,414 96,693

9,109 30 366

147,636 193,384 96,157



Sugar Market Report.

Our last report was dated 8lh January, 1921.

There is no change to record in official prices, which stand at 726, per cwt. for

Granulated, Crushed and White l^ioces, and 768. per cwt. for Cuhcs, duty-j^aid spot terms.

The Ministry of Food announces the next date for revision of prices as 21 st February, and

states that no alteration will he made in the ineantimo. The anticipated decontrol of

sugar is a much discussed topic, general opinion loaning in favour of an early announce-

ment being made. Further husinoss has been done in sugais to arrive, mostly to

manufacturers, including a few thousand tons of Cisecho-Slovak Superior Granulated at

about 38s. to SSs. 6d. f.o.l). Hamburg, foi near delivery. The demand appears satisfied

for the time bciing, and oft'erfl of Czecho -Slovak, Dutclt, and American Granulated at less

money fail to tempt buyers further.

The spot market has ruled steady, with a luodoralo oimiuiry* , W.I. Cry'staHized,

which sold up to GGs. per cwt., for groceiy lots, is now quoted at 62h. to 64b. 6d. accord-

ing to quality. Muscovados and Syrups have been more saleable, and value approximately

388* for low, 468. for medium, and 60s. for fine descriptions. Peruvian 96 per cent.

Centrifugals are quoted at 228. per cwt., f.o.b. for February/March shipment.

The consumption in the Cniled States for the year 1920, according to Messrs.

WiLLMTT & Guay, amounted to 4,084,672 Ions, against 4,067,671 tonsiii the previous year,

or an increase of 17,001 tons. It is interesting to note that the quantities of Foreign sugar

consumed, on which the full duty was asso-sed, weic 564,019 Ions in 1920 against 57.738

tons ill 1919 and 19,303 tons in 1918, although Messrs. AVillett & Gkay point out that

the total quantity of full duty sugars imported in 1920 was much larger than the figure

named. The pleniiftil stocks with which the U.S. started the present year, and the

prospective supplies, combined wuth a lower range of prices and the bareness of invisible

stocks, should favour a more substantial increase in consumption during the present year,

and certainly afford more solid ground than existed a year ago upon which to base such

expectations.

The Cuban crop is progressing slowly, total receipts to 22n(l January being fully

400,000 tons loss than at the same date last year, so that ideas of the crop have boon

modified, and some people talk of no more than 3,600,000 tons. A considerable amount

of business has been transacted: .Japan is said to have bouglit 26,000 tons CeiitrilugalH,

and it is reported that the British Royal Commission has purchased 100,000 tons at 4 ci'nts

per lb. f.o.b. An exten.sion of the moratorium in Cuba however was follo\vt‘d by a

further decline, to-da}'s quotation for 96 per cent. Centrifugals being 3*30 cents per

lb. f.o.b.

The position in Java has been favoured by a revival in the demand from Far Eastern

Countries, which has assisted the marketing of considerable quantities. Japan has been

a buyer, her purchases including 60,000 tons Muscovadoa. For Jpdia there is a good
demand for ready and near parci ls, but buyers hesitate to pay the prices asked by first-

hand sellers for forward deliveries. The present quot(Vtion for Calcutta is 408, per cwt.,

cost and freight, During the past month the price lor White Javas f.o.b. marked an

advance to 30 guilders per picul (say, 458. per cwt), and after a sharp reaction, ha$

recovered to 24| guilders (378. 9d. per cwt.). New Crop is quoted at 20J guilders

(30s. 9d. per cwt.), June/July shipment, sellers. There are enquiries for White Javas
for Mediterranean destinations, but sellers are not anxious to offer, and essential credits

for tbe business are not always forthcoming. The nominal quotation is 418. per cwt. c.i.f.

latest reports from Czecho-Slovakia put the present crop at 620,000 tons, of which
320,000 tons is required for home consumption, end about 100,000 tons wdll go to Switzer-
land and German-Ausiria, leaving about 200,000 tons for export. Nothing further has
transpired regarding the negotiations for the sale of half ihiH quantity to Franco.

.Generally, the outlook appeals more hopeful; the article has reached a low price,

and financial conditions are sliapiug towards improvement, whilst supplies are such as to
allow scope for possible increases in consumption.

10 & 11, Mincing Lane,

London, E.C. 3,

7th February, 1921.

H. H Hancock k Co.
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Notes and Comments.

The Royal Commisaion : the End of Its Control.

A mouth sooner than was generally expected, the Boyal Commission on the
Sugar Supply of tlxo XJuitod Kingdom terminated its lahours on February 26th,
and thereafter the British sugar market was freed from all othcial control. The
State regulation of the sugar supply arising out of the war was put in force in
August, 1914, and has continued ever since till the end of February, 1921. That
official control was necessary at the outset was apparent when it was considered
that two-thirds of our sugar supply at the time came from enemy countries ; the
consequential quest for a substitute to be gleaned from all corners of the earth was
clearly a task, in the existing dislocation of the tinancinl market, that called for
immense resources, and it was too much to expect that it could be left to private
enterprise without endangering the consumer's interest. J priori^ the Commis-
sion was justified

; if it acted, to start with, in a panicky fashion and bought an
excessive amount of sugar at the top of the market (as we had occasion to com-
plain in our pages’ in 1916), that was mainly the fault of the persminel of the
Commission which was composed largely of Government politicians of the day.
After the first 12 or 18 months most of these politicians retired and their places were
hlled by business men, after which less was heard of criticism and it was generally
agreed that, taking their operations as a whole, the Royal Commission abundantly
justified its existence. It certainly minimized fluctuations of price, for if sugar
was latterly never as cheap in the United Kingdom as in America (e.g., in the
latter half of 1920) it was correspondingly true that the consumer over here was
never called on to pay the top price that the American public paid in the first half
of that same year. In conjunction with the American Sugar Equalization Board,
the Royal Commission did useful work in 1918 and 1919 in buying up the existing
sources of sugar supply and dividing the sugar between the Allies in Europe and
the American public* Unfortunately, the belief in this oountrj’^ that the American
Board would continue its labours during 1920 proved unfounded; actually the
American market was freed 14 months ago, and the dissolution of partnership
between the two biggest buyers of world sugar necessarily added to the difficulties

^ LSJ., 191^ 446-i4ir
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of the Royal Commission’s operations since during 1920 it had to limit its pur-

chases to less than the quantity that this country could reasonably consume, and

leave the United States to buy the lion’s share at a lion’s price. We question

whether America has not paid very heavily for its decision in December, 1919, to

withdraw from State control. Had the Equalization Hoard continued during

1920, we suggost the price of Cuban sugar would never have gone up to 23J cents

and then have dropped in panic fashion and embarrassed if not ruined countless

business firms in tho States and elsewhere. Ilowciver 1920 was a graphic illus-

tration of what might have happened in this country if the Royal Commission had

not all along held tight hold of tho reins
;
and while they could not ]>lease every-

body (the sugared goods trade in particular) they did achieve the task of keeping

our refineries supplied pretty regularly with 20,000 tons per week all through

the trying years of the war and its aftermath ;
and the public were never really

starved of sugar, though their ration was meagre enough in 1918 and the first

half of 1920. The chief criticism during the closing months of the CommiHsion’s

activities was that it had bought 200,000 tons of Mauritius crystals at £90 per tun

just before the slump in prices came last summer; but it is a legitimate

defence that but for this purchase that crop would have been sold elsewhere and

the Royal Commission would have been a buyer for the same amount on the

Cuban-Americun inaikef, in which case the slump would most iirobably have

been postj>oned if not greatly leKseiiod in intensitj" when li did come. Moreover,

this (jriticism savoured of being wise after the event; it was the case that sugar

expert opinion everywhere was misled as to the probable course of prices, and we
were not the only party to assume that Hie American consumption would main-

tain itself and therefore the high pri<*.es.

Negotiations have been in iirogress since last December botwooii the Royal

Commission and the refiners as to tho terms on which the latter were to take

over the Commission’s remaining stocks of sugar. This, we gather, has been

settled to the satisfaction of the lefineiv, who are understood to have bouglit the

sugar at a price which will leave them in a reasonable position to compeHi with

free sugar during the next few months. Actually they are believed to have enough

raw cane sugar to last till August, arid what other sugar is in demand in this

country in tho meanwhile will probably be beet (of which ther e is a certain

amount offering from Czech o-Slovakia) to meet the needs of the confectioners

who are said to he firmly in favour of beet sugar owing to its making a more solid

confection than cane sugars with tlreir trace of gummy matters have succeeded in

doing. There would not therefore appear to be any great opening in our newly
freed market for cane sugar for some months to come iiuless prices are tempting.

This will be in part due to the fact that thmrgh sugar rationing is a thing of the

past, the ration as last fixed was found on the average to represent the present

consuming capacity of the country. With unemployment so widespread this

winter in the United Kingdom, with food still so dear, and with taxation so heavy,

there is correspondingly less inducement to buy a pro-war per capita supply at

about four times the pre-war price. Unless then the price is considerably lowered,

tho 1921 consumption will not very greatly exceed the 1920 one, and present indi-

cations do not suggest that it will attain to the 1919 one of a round 1,600,000

tons. A certain amount of cut-price competition by some big retailers has
followed the freeing of the sugar market, and sugar in such cases has been sold

as low as Od. per lb. for Granulated. But this practice is hardly likely to be
widespread or prolonged, and the ruling pi-ices duiing the first free week have
been : Cubes, 9d. ; Granulated, 8d.

; Yellow Crystals, 7d.
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The Economic influence on Sug:ar Prices.

lu this respect, the fact must not be lost sight of that the economic con-

ditions which govern the production of sugar will on the average preclude any

marked drop in the price of sugar, once the era of speculation is over and the

markets revert to a steady business based on the cost of production. As has been

pointed out by au evidently well-informed writer in the Glasgow press on the

subject, not only have the expenses of production of the raw material increased

but also the cost of transport and refining as compared with the pre-war figure,

while tbo present duty on sugar in this country (which we do not expect to be

reduced unless for frankly political motives) is 2|d. per lb. Moreover, the

retailer now expects to get about IJd. for his outlays, so the price of sugar landed

in this country has to be increased by 4d. per lb. for the above two items only.

Another wiiter gives the following figures for a sugar sold at a United States

port at, say, 8 cents: Cost, at 3*75 exchange, S’l'id. ;
freight, insurance and

charges, O ood.
; landing charges, 0*1 2d. ; import duty, 2'75d.

;
total, 8*54d., or

quite 8Jd. per lb. If we allow IJd. for the subsequent cost of inlantl transport

and distribution and the retailer’s profit, we arrive at lOd. per lb., which ineaiiR,

as was pointed out officially in the press last year, that it costs about 5d. per lb.

to bring sugar from the American port, where it is purchased, to the grocer’s

counter. In view of these figures, it is manifest that so long as transport costs

remain so high, it is futile to look for any great reduction in the present retail

price of sugar in this country, though teinporarily consumers may benefit from

cut-price competition to sell stocks that must be realized anyhow.

Economic and other Problems in Queensland.

JjukI year we discussed * rather fully the somewhat peculiar local conditions

of tli(3 Queensland sugar cane industry. Attention was drawn to the fact that, for

some reason, sugar has always, in preference to other staples, been subjected to

political interference
;
and that this interference has perhaps been more conspicuous

iu the great English speaking countries, in the United States, South Africa and

Austialia, where a small portion only is ca})able of growing tropical crops such as

sugar, and the great masses of population inhabit a temperate climate, a constant

struggle has been maintained, on the oiu3 hand, by the bulk of the population for

cheap sugar aud, on the other hand, by the cane growers for a living wage.

The narrow belt of coastal land where sugar cane can be grown in Australia

is nearly 2000 miles in length, and we pointed out that, naturally, the climatal

conditions varied gi’eatl}’^ in this tract. Towards the south, where the industry

was first established, frosts are not infrequent and there is always the danger of

drought, while iu the north, frosts are absent and the rainfall is adequate if

not sometimes excessive. The resulting tendency of a movement of the whole
industry northward was emphasized. But the English field workers are little able

to replace the expelled Kanakas, and it is not unnatural that the Mediterranean
races have come in to a rather alanning extent

;
it was pointed out that the alien

labour iu the northern canefields was estimated at 7o>‘9() per cent., the greater

proportion being Italians, who are eager buyers of the cane farms themselves.

Having drawn the attention of our readers to these points, it is hoped that

the long, detailed statement by Mr. T, D. Ohataway, an ex-Senator of Queens-
land, printed elsewhere iu our columns, will be read with interest. Mr. Ohata-
"WAY is an optimist as regards the futiu*e of the Queensland sugar industry, and
this is especially permissible now that, in the long struggle, the cane producers

^aYe at last scored a triumph, iu obtaining a considerable enhancement in the
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price to be paid by the Oommonwealth for their sugar. What the result of the

present alarming slump will be cannot be predicted but, for the present, the in-

dustry may be regarded as safe. If all of Mr. Ohataway's suggestions mature,

there is a rosy futui-e for the industry. Whether the country can join the ranks

of exporters, as he prophesies, opens up a new phase in the question on which it

is not safe to generalize ;
but, with the return to normal conditions, the neces-

sarily high cost of white labour will tell somewhat heavily in the account. To

obtain such a result, he is right in maintaining that the greatest attention should

be paid to economy in working, organizing the. industry and pushing on the

elaboration of waste products. He suggests that in the future the bagasse may
possibly be replaced by petroleum and thus be made available for paper making.

Then he presses for the introduction of mechanical cane cutters and suggests that

the canes with their tops should if possible be transferred bodily to the mills,

where the tops, at present largely wasted, may be made into fuel alcohol. But

we do not quite think that his analogy with the rice machinery in California (sic)

is altogether valid. The permanent difficulty in introducing machinery used in

rice fields in the southern United States into the east is to be found in the fact

that the cultivation is fundamentally different. No rice fields in Asia could give

the firm ground at harvest for such machinery to stand upon ; whereas, along the

Mississippi, the water is much more sparingly used and the fields are practically

di*y when the crop is reaped. As might be expected, the question of the increasing

concentration of the sugar industry in the north receives considerable attention,

together with the greatly increased proportion of alien workers. Mr. Chataway
is equal to the occasion, with an interesting suggestion namely, that the homes of

the English workers should be on the neighbouring heights, where their wives

and children could live in health and comfort, while the labourers themselves

could obtain a quick and constfiiit relief from the heat of the plains. The idea is

alluring but, to anyone accustomed to British colonies where hill stations are

necessary, it merely adds another argument in favour of the Latin and other races

who cun work without this additional expense, and if the suggested hill gardens

are a success, it will not be long before their owners withdraw altogether from

the plains. The paper is of extraordinary interest and has that supreme advan-

tage which unhappily we do not possess, the personal touch. It should he read

carefully by all who have the interests of Empire sugar growing at heart,

as the arguments advanced for many of the ideas are applicable to other countries

as well as dueensland.

Refined Sugar to be produced in Cuba.

In a past number of this journal, * mention was made of the fact that several

sugar factories in Cuba were to turn out a white, or near white, sugar for direct

consumption. The process to be generally adopted was the double sulphitatioii

one, which when well and cleanly handled makes an excellent white sugar for

table use. We are now able to state that in addition a completely equipped re-

finery on one large plantation in the western part of the island will very soon be
turning out refined sugar direct from the cane. This refinery is fully equipped
with char (vegetable carbon) filters, revivifying kilns, evaporators, pans, centri-

fugals, tanks, dryers, mixers, weighing machines, etc. ; in fact, everything that a
modern refinery needs to have. The machinery is all new and by first-class

makers. Most of it was made in the U.S.A., but we are glad to find installed a
set of centrifugals made in Scotland. Money has not been spared on this iui^tal-

lation, and there is every reason to suppose that it will prove successful.

1S20, ai.
~
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Not only will this refinery turn the output of its raw sugar factory into

refined, but also, raw sugars from other factories will be melted and refined there.

The output will be 2000 barrels of 250 lbs. each daily (260 short tons). Con-

siderable interest is being taken in this enterprise, and on its success will depend

the installation of other such refineries at other factories in the island
;
any such

extension would tend to strengthen still further the position of Cuba as a sugar

producer, since the Cubans would be to a greater degree than ever comparatively

independent of the U.S.A, and other refiners and be free to enter the world’s

markets with any class of sugar.

The Financial Crisis in Cuba : The Bfforta at Solution.

While on the subject of Cuban affairs, it may not be out of place to quote the

following extracts from an account of the Cuban Industrial Situation which the

(Canadian Government Trade Commissioner at Havana sent home to Ottawa last

December ; after recounting the causes that lend to the crisis, he summed up as

follows the financial position as it existed last December, and the immediate needs

of the Cuban industry :

—

‘*The Cuban sugar indnstiy must have large credits at once, and the Island

Ri'piiblic is looking to the United States to supply the necessary funds to enable

the sugar industry to get under way. Loans are being made to some centrals, but

the amounts are small compared with what is required. It is estimated that to

alleviate the situation, Cuba requires a 100 million dollar loan at oijce. Some of

the foremost financial experts of the United States have come to Cuba during the

moratoriiuii with the object of arriving at some solution of Cuba’s financial

problem . Many reports of loans by the United States Government and by American
banks have been circulated and published, but as yet nothing definite has been

accomplished. The Cuban Government itself is not in a position to advance any
large sums of money, as it is said that the Treasury is in a rather depleted con-

dition. The main stumbling blocks to an immediate solution are said to be the

very serious situation two or three of the largest Cuban banks were found to be in

by American financiers, and the insistence on the part of certain influential (!?uban

interests that those insolvent banks be propped up rather than be allowed to go into

actual bankruptcy with the inevitable losses to thousands of Cuban depositors, to

say nothing of the shareholders.

Meanwhile it is probable that the moratorium will be extended, with,

2
)o8sibly, provisions for its gmdual removal by an ascending scale from 10 percent,

per month until Cuba receives payment for her forthcoming sugar crop. This

means that the debts of Cuban merebants to their foreign creditors will be gradually

liquidated just as the gradual lifting of the moratorium will force liquidation

amongst the Cubans themselves. It is quite possible, too, that United States

iiiteresits will float a Government loan of some 50 million dollars,

** Cuba is now able to produce so much sugar that her present difficult situation

must be only a temporary if painful phase of world deflation. As pointed out pre-

viously in this article, the world’s present sugar production is some 2,000,000 tons

below pre-war production, while the demand forsugar, especially in North America,

where Cuba markets the most of her crop, hoe increased. Tlie recent high sugar

prices have enabled the sugar industry in Cuba to put more of the rich island soil

under cane and to construct many of the most modern and efficient sugar mills in

the world, producing a very high-class grade of sugar. If sugar goes no higher

than its present price in Cuba of around 4 cents, Cuba’s proceeds from the forth-

coming crop of 3,700,000 tons (estimate) will be some 330 million dollars U.S,

currency. Even at 3 cents, the normal pre-war price, the crop would be worth
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some 250 million dollars. Cuba has enjoyed for many jears a visible favourable

balance of trade, in that her yearly exports have exceeded in value her imports.

In 1919, for example, the value of her exports was $571,536,191, and ofher imports

$354,890,000—leaving a favourable balance of trade of $216,646,109—a tremendous

sum for a small country of less than 3,000,000 people.*’

Development Prospects in Natal : The Need for New Machinery.

A writer in tho British (tnd Sotifh African Export Gazette^ who appears to

have made a special study of the subject, states that while the South African

sugar producers maintain the belief that 1921 is going to be a boom year for them,

the milling side of the industry has considerable arrears to make up ere the

promise is certain of performance. The existing milk, he avers, are not able to

cope with even the present crop levels of between 150,000 and 180,000 tons, while

the existing refineiies can only deal with half the production of the milk. Yet

there is plenty of room for development, for there are still more tlian 65,000 acres

of proved sugar lands in Zululand and some 54,000 acres in Natal proper, waiting

to be cultivated. The chief cry to-day is therefore for more machinery.

Already some valuable contracts are definitely in prospO(d., but there are

many more to follow, as not only are there now schemes on the tapis— o.g., that

of the Uba Co-operative Sugar Milling Co., which proposes to spend £420,000 on

sugar machinery and equipment— but it is perfectly clear that tho existing in-

stallations must inevitabl}^ enter on an active policy of re-equipment without

delay. “Visits to a large proportion of tho 30 or more milk now in operation

l)roduced the impression that they could not much longer maintain what appeared

to be the present procedure of largely living on each other’s second-hand and dis-

carded machinery. That procedure is the natural outcome of the conditions

which, under Government control and interference during and since the war,

have discouraged bold enterprise, but it cannot be continued. Tho need for

renewals and extensions has become urgent, and already o lead has been given by

those pioneers of the industry, Sir J. L. Hulett k Sons, Ltd., in deciding to in-

crease the equipment of their Felixton and Amatikulu milk. The scope for such

extensions and additions is undoubtedly very wide, and at some period in the near

future every millowner in the country will ho in the market for equipment of one

kind or other.”

Assistance for Patentees.

The Department of Scientific and Indubtrial Research in the United Kingdom
has lately appointed an Inter-Departmenial Committee on Patents, under the

chairmanship of Mr. Kenneth Lee, LL.B., with a view to considering methods
of dealing with inventions made by workers aided or maintained from public

funds, whether such workers he engaged (</) as research workers, or (5) in some
other technical capacity, so as to give a fair reward to the inventor and thus
entourage further effort, to secure the utilization in industry of suitable inventions

and to protect the national interest; and also to outline a course of procedure in

respect to inventions arising out of State-aided or supported work, which shall

further these aims and be suitable for adoption by all Government Departments
concerned.

This committee will consist, as at present arranged, of 16 mombors composed
of experts in various scientific and industrial spheres : the Secretary to the com-
mittee is Mr. A. Abbott, to whom all communications should be addressed at 16

and 18, Old Queen Street, Westminster, London, S.W.l,
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J.S.** of Trelawny, Jamaica, contributes in this issue a rather long article

on the manufacture of rum, from which, in order to expose the opinion prevailing

at that time on this subject, it may be of some interest to extract a few remarks.

Notwithstanding the superior character of Jamaica rum in general, there arise

the most baiEing dissimilarities in the flavour and value of rum made even on

neighboming estates, the price realized for one being sometimes double that of

the other .... Pursuing the course indicated by the fact of the better rum
being produced t^y slow fermentation, this direction has been followed to the

utmost limit consistent with a reasonable sacrifice of quantity and quality . . .

Were the result attending this lather hazardous experiment always a success, wo
might be content to abide by the conclusion that this aroma is entirely the effect

of a certain process of fermentation : but as such fails to be the fact the more
natural supposition seems to l>e that it is a peculiarity incidental to certain

soils .... Skimraings communicate in a far greater degree than molasses

tlie ohaructoi ihtic stamp to rum. A spirit made of pure molasses and water would
ficarooly be rum; and instunces are familiar of molasses having been removed
from one place and distilled at another, which with different skimmings have
produced an entirely different rum In conclusion, it was mentioned

that at that time fuilinary nun was netting £15 per puncheon, and the best class

of brands £18 and even £25, sugar manufacture being quite a secondary con-

Huleration on the estates where such lucrative products were made.

Theio WHS only one other contribution to which it is worth while now direct-

ing attention, rest of the contents of this issue being mainly of ephemeral

interest. This was hy Prof, CliAKLES A. JoY. He presented a very fair account

of the information svailable at that tune regarding the manufacture of starch

glu4‘oso. Indeed, his clear description might still be read in order to obtain a

general idea of the process This wiiter. however, appears to have fallen into the

ernu’ of confusing dextrose with invert sugar, inasmuch as he remaiked that it is

a singular fact that nlthougli we can prepare grape sugar fiom cane by the action

of acids, no way is at present known by which glucose can be converted info

sucrose, adding optimistically that ‘*it would be u discovery of great importance

if we con Id make cane sugar from glucose, as in that event common sugar could

he produ<?ed from a great variety of refuse multers, and would be largely reduced

in price.” It was mentioned that there was a time when much grape sugar was
manufactured in England clandestinely^ for the purpose of adulterating inuscovado

sugar, which illegitimate Imsiness W'aa dissolved on the reduction of the high tariff

on this latter commodity. Another fact recorded wus that German farmers were
in tlie habit t>f prepaniig food for fattening their hogs by digesting the potatoes

with their jiaiiugs, it being found that the starch thus became transformed into

glucose. It is now known that this conversion would be effected by means of

bacteria present in the soil adhering to the parings, and in passing it may be

mentioned that a process for the production of fermentable sugars utilizing this

principle was patented quite recently.

In 1870 the consumption of sugar in the United Kingdom waa 668,000 tons

;

in France, 316,000; and in all Europe, 1,334,000 tons, A market report pub-

lished in this issue stated that the price of lump sugars was about 468, per cwt.
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Hotes on American Sugar Production.

(From our Amerioan Correspondent.)

The one subject of compelling interest to the sugar trade during the past week

has been the appointment in Cuba of a Sugar Finance Committee to BU})er'vise the

financing and marketing of the current sugar crop. For some time past discussion

of various proposals for stabihj^ing the market and preventing its undue depression

through sales by necessitous producers has been underway. Now it is announced

that a commission to accomplish these objects, so far as they may prove attainable,

has been appointed by President Menocal. It is composed of four prominent sugar

producers, two representatives of important banking institutions, and one re-

presentative of the C\iban Government.

It is understood that the project put forward in Cuba, at various times within

the past few months, for the laying of an embargo against ihe export of sugar

below a specified price has been Abandoned. Instead, it is reported, the question

of price has been left to the judgment of the committee who will be governed

presumably by market conditions from day to day or week to week.

To uphold the authority of ihe committee the sale and shipment of sugar

from Cuba will be prohibited except at terms and prices which meet with their

approval. Another part of the committee’s duties, it is reported, will be to aid in

the provision of funds for financing the grinding and maiketing of the crop, and

it is the importance of this phase of the situation presumably which led to the

inclusion of prominent bankers in the inemborsliip of the Committee. The fact

that a number of centrals have been compelled to suspend grinding, according to

report, because of lack of funds illustrates the urgency of financial assistance.

Various sums ranging from 825,000,000 to 875,000,000 (£5,000,000 to £15,0(K),000)

arc estimated to bo required for the making and marketing of the crop now under

way. Probably $50,000,000 (£10,000,000) would be a reasonable estimate of

actual requirements. It is understood that the adoption of the plan was made

contingent npon its approval by producers representing 75 per cent, of the Island’s

production and that approximately this number Lave given their assent.

While the proposal appears to have the ujiproval of a majority of the Cuban

producers, a number of companies, including at least ou(3 important American

interest, are known to have withheld their approval, apparently through fear that

an attempt might he made to raise prices to on artificial level and that such a

course might lead to an injui'ious reaction. It is stated upon good authority,

however, that no such effort is contemplated by the Committee which will limit

its activities to the necessary financing and orderly marketing of the crop.

Whatever the ultimate effect of the undertaking, the immediate influence of

the announcement of the plan at the beginning of the present week was to bring

about a sharp rise in prices, 96^ test Cuban centrifugals advancing on February

14th from 4 to o cents (2d, to 2^d.) per lb, on a cost and freight basis, Now
York, The latter figure is equivalent to 6*02 cents duty landed. A slight

reaction occurred the following day when the }>rice declined to 5*77 cents duty

paid or 4*75 cents cost and freight. At this figure the volume of transactions

was larger than it had been on any single day for a number of weeks. The
advance in raws was reflected by an increase in the wholesale price of refined,

jiractically all refiners advancing their quotations from 6*85 cents to 7*50 cents,

although several were forced to withdraw from the market through lack of raw
supplies. This was the first time in many months that an advance had Uken
place in the price of refined sugai*.
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With this indication of retaining strength in the market and with demand
from the distributing trade and the consuming public showing signs of gi'eater

activity, a more optimistic feeling is in evidence in the trade than has been

witnessed since the long decline in prices set in, months ago. It is reali/^ed by
conservative njembers of the trade that there are adverse factors still to be over-

come, but it is generally felt that the worst of the depression is l>ehind.

Another helpful factor in the Cuban situation has been the ending of the

moratorium on February Ist, with the enactment of the Torriente law providing

for tlie gradual liquidation of outstanding accounts and the payment of claims by

the banks. It is believed that the course now adopted will enable Cuba gradually

to work out of her serious iiuancial difficulties and to resume industrial and

commercial activities along more conservative lines than were followed heretofore.

The slump in prices and inability to sell sugar have placed a number of sugar

companies in the United States in a serious financial predicament. One large

beet sugar company was under the necessity of boiTowing $30,000,000 (£6,000,000

at par) in order to make payments to growers for boot roots sliced during the past

campaign. Ordinarily, such payments are met from the sale of sugar, but this

year the lack of demand made this course impossible. Other companies occupying

a weaker credit position have been forced to delay payments and to curtail

operations. Practically all the new construction work under way was suspended

before the end of the year. All these difficulties, however, are regarded as only

temporary, and it is believed that they will be overcome within the next few

months, although many beet sugar companies are likely to show a deficit on the

year's operations.

(lonsumption of sugar in the United States during 1920 amounted to 4,101,100

long tons, or approximately 87 lbs. per capita. This was a decrease of slightly

over 100,000 tons from 1919. Of the sugar received in 1920 approximately

1,600,000 tons was of domestic production, 2,ri72,(KK) tons was supplied by Cuba,

and 881,000 tons was from other countries. Exports of refined sugar amounted

to 412,d00 tons as compared with 600, (K)0 tons the previous year. Stocks on hand

at the end of the year, including unsold beet sugar, were roundly 1 ,000,000 tons,

a much larger amount than has been carried over the turn of the year at any

previous time since the pre-war period.

New York, February 17th, 1921.

The Financial stutomont of the (iovernment of India just presented to the Indian
Legislative Assembly provides for an an inci'eass of duty on foreign sugar of 6 per cent ,

making the new rate 16 per cent. This is expected to produce 66 lacs of rupees (£660,000,
at 10 rupees to the £).

Owing to the withdrawal of Belgium and Holland from the Brussels Sugar Convention,
all sugar manufactured in these countries will be subject to a surtax on importation into

tho Union of South Africa, unless accompanied by a certiflcJite, signed by the proper
authority, to the effect that no bounty has been given thereon in the country of pro-
duction or of manufacture.

The existence of the Cantley beet sugar factory for 1921 has been hanging in tho

balance, as the directors inquired a minimum acreage of 6000 as a preliminary to opening
tho campaign. Up to the middle of Febniary 3760 acres only had been promised by
farmers and cowers, but strong appeals were made during February to interested parties

to make up the balance. As compared with Kelham, which has 3000 acres of its owui the

Cantley factory would appear to be entirely dependent on outside growers for its supply

of roots.
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The Prospects of the Cuban Sugar Crop, 1920-1921.

From our Cuban Correspondent.

At the time of writing, a large iiianber of the mills in Cuba have started

upon their 1920-1921 sugar crop. The latest information places the number at

130. Last year at the same date there were 180 mills grinding. These figures

show the very late start made on tlie pi esont crop. The causes leading up to

this are several, but the most important one was the financial situation.

During the first half, or more, of la.st year, sugar was at such a high price,

that mill owners and planters immediately set about to extend their factories and

fields. Money was easily obtainable for those purposes, and a period of wild

expansion took place. For their factories, machinery of all descriptions was

ordered, principally from the United States of America; and on the plantations

new lands wore put under cane. Oane farms changed hands at fabulous prices,

and in many instances changed hands two and three times, at increased prices on

each sale. As money was easily obtainable in part for such sales, one can easily

imagine how the get-rich -quick fever caught landowners and others, and bow

speculation in cane and cane lands went to a mad extreme. In short, encouraged

by the high price of sugar, and the finn belief in certain ciicles that high prices

would continue for a few years, frenzied speculation became the order of the day,

and values became inflated to unheard-of figures. During that period farmeis

were accordingly less interested in the proper cultivation of their cane fields than

in the craze for buying and selling land. Hence large areas of cane have been

neglected, and naturally short crops will be the result,

All this was smooth sailing while money was plentiful, but with a drop in

the price of sugar, the inevitable happened—uioney became tight. Tliis w'as

immediately followed by the rresidential Decree placing a moratorium on all

moneys, bills, commercial papers, etc. This immediately brtiught about a partial

cessation of work, especially so in the cane fields. Mill owners who had been spoml-

ing heavily now found themselves in a most uncomfortable situation. Machinery

invoice.s were now coming due ;
freights and customs duties had to be paid, and

erecting costs had to be met. The moratorium pndiibited the banks from allow-

iijg anyone more than 10 per cent, of his funds, and this meant that anyone with

a heavy outlay to meet could not meet it at the proper time. A lai’ge amount of

machinery was late in being despatched from the mannfacturers, and this coupled

with the great congestion at the ports in Cuba, which caused slow discharging of the

steamers (some steamers have been lying here for months unloaded) and a shortage

of money to pay for that machinery, pay^ duties, pay freight on this side, and

erect the mills, has been a cause of the late start of many sugar factories. And
of the mills that are grinding, the large majority have not yet got into their stride,

or in other words they are not working full time, for lack of a plentiful supply of

cane.

Due to the low price of sugar, the farmers and cane owners tliis season

offered the cttne-ciilteis a very low price for cutting canes as compared with the

price paid at the beginning of last year’s crop, less than half in fact. Labour
became immediately discouraged, and pointed out that the cost of food stuffs had

not gone down, and therefore the reduction in price offered, from their point of

view;, was unfair and unwarranted.

Such action on the part of the cane growers discouraged the labourers so

much that the result to-day is a holding back on the j>art of the workers from
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cane cnttiug oporatious, with the imult that the majority of the mills have not

sufficient canes to keep them going full time and at full capacity. Prices since

the first contracts have latterly been raised, and the cane supply to the mills is

now improving, but it must he remembered that this is taking place late in the

season.

The above gives a general idea of the principal causes of the late start of the

Cuban sugar crop. There were other adverse factors, but more of a local nature,

such as a late rainy season which kept the canes growing and prevented them coming

to maturity at the usual time. In such instances the mills delayed starting up at

the usual date. Taking all in all, it is clear that the Cuban crop this year is about

one month behind last year’s. W© also see that the factories that are grinding

are not yet getting their full daily supply of cane, and on these two points alone

the Cuban crop this year will be a long way short of last year’s figures.

Looking a little closer into the situation in order to get a good basis on which

to form a reliable estimate, it may be noted tliat the late rainy season continued a

little longer than usual, and the weather has not been cold enough for rapid

maturity, therefore the sucrose in the cane has not been quite so high as that of

last year. This is a condition that may improve quickly, and later on the sucrose

in the can© may be higher than that of last year at a given date, but in the

meantime we must take the facts as they stand. Again, the deliveries at the sea-

])orts are about 170,000 tons, and on the same date last year there were about

666,000 ions, making a difference of 396,060 tons. On that date two crops ago

the deliveries were over 300,000 tons
;

so it is evident that the deliveries this

year are far short of those of the two previous ones.

We do not know how much of this year’s deliveries is a part of last year’s

cro}) which was held hack in expectation of fabulous juices, but we do know that

the crop has stinted late, that harvesting is going b1ow% and that the deliveries are

nearly 400,000 tons less than tliose of last year at the same date. Prom such

facts we can only conclude that the prospects for a big crop are entirely lacking :

ill fact they are discouraging.

The 1019*1920 crop totalled about 3,728,000 tons, anti the qut^stiun that must

ho asked is: How much more behind last year’s ligiiie is the Cuban crop likely to

drop Making a guess, from the facts before us, wo might well place the figure

at from 60,000 to 100,000 tons. This with the already mentioned 400,000 tons

makes a drop of fioni 460,000 to 6t)(),000 tons as compared with last year’s crop,

and gives an estimate for th<‘ juesent crop of 3.228,000 to 3,278, ()()() tons. That
is, provided the farmers and cane owners (*an give the labourers a little more
encouiagenioiit, and thuf the rainy season does not begin very early. On the

other hand, should tlie labour element not fei4 satisfied enough to induce them to

exert their full efforts in ordtu' to keep the mills running full swing, and should

early rains begin, then the total output will he less than the figures just stated.

h. W. Bates, ^ at a recent incf ting of Uie Insiitute of Petroleum Technologists, said
the iiigredieiita composing colloidal ffiel arc 30 per cent, of fine coal, 10 per cent, of
coal tar distillate, and 60 per cent, of mineral oil. Colloidal fuel ponsesses many advant-
ages over fuel oil or coal alone, two of which are that it possesses more B.T V. per volume
than the constituents separately; and that it has a gf eater combustion efticiency than
ordinary oil. Moreover, the risk of uncontrolled fire is less than in the cases of either oil

or coal, and its flames may be quenched by water. It may bo used in the ordinary oil

burning installations without material modifleations, and altogether a very important
saving in fuel supplies can be effected by “colloidizing” coals and oils.

» Chemical Trade JeumaU 1920, 0T, No. 1748, 669,
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A Survey of Fifteen Years of Work,

The Central Factory at Ounthorpes in Antigua has now completed its term

of trial of fifteen years, and an interesting resume of its progress during that

j>enod is given by Sir Francis Wati’S in Vol. XVIII, No, of the Wnt Indian

Bulletin, The effect produced by the successful carrying out of this great financial

scheme can, perhaps, be best appreciated by those whose acquaintance with the

conditions of the Antigua sugar industry is limited to a period of several years a

little over a quarter of a century ago. With a killing competition from beet

sugar and a disastrous invasion of the fields by new and mysterious diseases,

there appeared then to be little hope for the future : but the sugar industry had

so thoroughly rooted itself into the very life of the island, through centuries of

exjierience, that it seemed impossible to make any change, and it has always

seemed little short of a miracle that it could ever have recovered. This miracle

lias however been achieved, and no small pait has been played in the revival by

the successful inauguration, long and laboriously planned beforehand b}*^ Sir

Francis Watts, of a factory which, by the introduction of modern machinery

on a large scale, has reduced the costs of prodtiction and replaced the many effete

small installations which were strangling the tied up and impecunious estates.

The somewhat intricate details of the financial side of this scheme are already

well known and wore fully analysed in this journal,' in reviewing the first ten

years* working of the factory. By a mutual arrangement of a group of London

merchants and a few enterprising local planters, strongly supiiorted by the

Antigua Government, a central factory was erected and commenced working in

1905, with a guaranteed supply of canes for the production of ^HOOO tons of sugar

annually. Within a very short time it was obvious that the scheme was a success

and that a further supply of canes could be obtained by which, with enlarged mills,

the cost of production could be substantially reduced, and the full installation of

a 14~roller mill was set up with a capacity of 10,000 tons of sugar every year. It

is only just to point out that in any allocation of praise for the success of the

Antigua factory, the initiative of tho London merchants cannot be left unnoticed,

and the name of the chairman of the Board of Directoi's, Mr. G. Moody Stuart,

must be coupled with that of Sir Francis Watts, as responsible for the successful

carrying out of tho scheme. It may indeed be ponnittod to remark that this

gentleman has sbowm, in bis dealings with the West Indian sugar industry, that

a true spirit of philanthropy can be combined with strict business acumen, and

not only so but that this can be done with great mutual advantage to all parties

concerned, from the actual growers of the cane to the financiers responsible for

the large sums of money required for the installation. The stipulations made by
Government for the generous treatment of the growers of the cane have all along

met with the cordial agreement of the London group. A short and yet clear state-

ment has come into our hands, which was made by Mr. MoODY Stuart at the

loth Ordinary Meeting of the Antigua Sugar Factory, Ltd., in December, 1919,

and, as this statement covers most of the points of tho somewhat involved char-

acter of the arrangements, its main features are here reproduced.

The Chairman said : Centlomen, the company bus now completed the period of 15

years covered hy its agreement with the Government, and it is fitting that we should

review its history and progress during the time. Tho island arid, 1 may add, the share-

holders in the company owe a debt of gratitude to three men connected with the Government

» /.*S\ J., 1016, pTm
—
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lor the initiation of the scheme which resulted in the incorporation of the company in 1908

—vis., Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, Secretary of State for the Colonies at that time
;
Sir

Gerald Strickland, the Governor of the Leeward Islands
;
and Dr.Watts, now Sir Francis

Watts, of the Imperial Department of Agariculture. It was Dr. Watts who first brought

forward the proposals for a central factory, and supported them with information as to

the work done elsewhere hy modem factories and with data which he had accumulated

regarding the conditions of sugar cane in Antigua, which made it possible for the Govem-

inent, owners of plantations, and investors to form a judgment on the proposals. Sir

Gerald Strickland, with energy and persistence, surmounted the obstacles which are too

often found insurmountable in such a case, and Mr. Chambbklain, when the proposals came

before him, made a modification without which it is doubtful if the undertaking would

have proved successful.

The original desire of the planters in Antigua was that the Government should under-

take the responsibility for a central factory. Mr. Ohambkrlain refused this on the grouiid

that, if they did, they wDuld lose their own money and the planters’ money also, but he

said if private persons, plantation owners and their friends, chose to venture their money,

he would approve of the Government giving a grant in aid to a pioneer factory to show

what could be done, so that if that succeeded other factories could follow, established on

ordinary business lines. An agreement was accordingly entered into between the Govern-

ment and this company, and the following is a brief summary of the work undertaken and

accomplished under it

(a) The Government provided £16,000 and the company £25,000, making a total of

£40,000, for the erection of a factory to make 3000 tons of sugar in the season . The factory

was duly erected, the actual cost being £46,368. approximately £16 per ton of sugar

capacity. It made its first crop in 1905. It has since grown to 10,000 tons sugar capacity,

and the total cost to capital account has been £103,229, or £10 6s. per ton. (6) The
Government stipulated for fair co-operative terms for the original contracting planters, and

that, at the end of 16 years, shares representing half the value of the factory should he made
over to these. They have rec'oived high prices for tlieir canes, the rate averaging in recent

years over 9 pei cent, on the f.o.b. price of sugar without any deduction for cost of bags or

export taxes, the factory also bearing the cost of transport of canes from the estates. These

terms are, 1 believe, much in excess of what has been paid in any other part of the world,

and those planters are now to have their shares, repre.senting £61,616, transferred to them

free of charge. This result lias come from their being not only contracting planters, but

also because of their being placed in the position of shareholders in respect of the £16,000

fittbscribod by the Government, (c) The Government also stipulated for fair rates for canes

from peasant growers, and these have received about double the rates previously ruling.

Now that the agreement with the Government under which they worked has terminated,

and there is no longer any charge on the company for interest and sinking fund for capital

outlay, it is proposed to place thorn on a higher scale of payment for their canes, (d) The
subscribers of the £26,000 have received for the whole period an average of 20 per cent,

annually on their capital
;
they have had their capital repaid in full, and they hold shares

representing half the value of the factory, or £61,616, and further they have approxi-

mately £18,000 standing to their credit in the company’s books. The exact figure cannot
be ascertained until the assessment for excess profits duty is made, (f) Anotlier large

section of the planting community has also profited by the factory, and the factory has

profited by it—namely, the owners of plantations in the surrounding districts who have
joined as new contractors. These have been paid on terms which have included sharing

in half profits on each year’s working account. The prices for their canes have compared
favourably with prices paid elsewhere, their average in recent years being equal to over

7 per cent, on the f.o.b. price of sugar, the factory bearing all the charges mentioned above

in paragraph ** 6.” These new contractors do not receive shares in the company, but now
that the capital outlay has been liquidated, the rate for their canes is to he 6| per cent, on
the price of sugar, plus share in half the profits, which should give them a substantial

increase on what they have had hitherto.
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It rnaj^ be pointed out that t)ie Oovemment has also received a good return on its grant

of £16,000, for the company’s payments here for excess profits duty have amounted to

£44,470, and £16,961 in the island in export tax imposed because of the war, say, together,

£61,427, and both the honm andColoniHl Governments have profited also in other ways by

the compan) ’s work. Mr Cliamberlain’s desire that the Antigua Hugar Factory should

prove a pioneer factory and be followed by others was attained, in the first case by the

erection of a factory in St. Kitts seven years later on similar co-opeiative lines, and since

then the factory system has spread in other islands.

The general community in the island has also benefited by the factory. Prior to its

erection the salaries of estate managers and overseers weie far from adequate, the estate

revenues being too small to admit of more being given. Hut soon after the factory started,

substantial increases were given on many estates. Also, the labouring population generally

had been in great poverty and distress, but with the coming of the factory there was a

complete chau^je, work for all and fair living wages.

The funds which have brought about the above mentioned results have come from the

extra sugar produced by the work of the factory, as compared with that of the old mus-

covado boiling-houses. These boiling-houses in Antigua took at least 15 tons of cane

(many of them much more) to make one ton of sugar The canes delivered to the factory

in these 16 years have amounted to 928,791 tons, which in the muscovado boiling-houses

(on the 15-ton basis) would have given 61,919 tons sugar. Instead of that these canes in

the factory have yielded 100,012 tons sugar We have thus had 38,098 tons extra sugar,

valuo £431,300 not—that is, after dodiicting co.st of manufacture. It is out of this that

the good rates for canes have come to the original and new (jontraoting plunleis, the good

return to shareholders and to the Government, the liquidation of the total cost of the fac-

tory, and better pay rendered possible to estate stafT ami labourers.

The results are due, in the first plac.e, to the sound basis on which the work was

planned, and then to the improvement in the quality and the increase in the quantity of

the work as the years went on. In its first three years the factory took 10 tons of cane to

make one ton of sugar, whioh was just the rate calculated on in advance. Its work steadily

improved, and dating the last three years it has taken less than nine tons to the ton of sugai

.

In the first three years the output averaged 2,737 tons, in the last three years 9,586 tons.

The improvement in the work gave us ovtr lU per cent, muie sugar costing nothing, and

this, combined with more than trebling the quantity, has changed success into a great

success.

Outside testimony is not wanting as to the benefits to the island owing to the

change, from the small, detached plttiitation.s each provided with a set of old,

inefficient machinery adapted for the production of muscovado sugar, to the cen-

tralization of the pi eduction in factories producing white sugar on a large scale.

We have extracted the following passage from tfie Report of the Royal CoinmiBsiou

on Trade Relations between Canada and the West indies (with Lord Balfour of

Burleigh as chairman) published as long ago asldlO: “The Central Factory in

Antigua furnishes a striking argument in support of this recommendation. It

would be difficult to use exaggerated terms respecting the benefits conferred by
this factory on the peasant cultivat-ors of the cane and on the sugar industry

generally of Antigua ; and we could not fail to observe that recognition of these

benefits was universal throughout the JiOoward Islands.*’

To return to Sir Francis Watts’s jiaper, the financial position at the close of

the fifteen-year period of the original contracts is shown in a table, and this table

together with a study of its features is here reproduced (Table 1.).

“It will be seen that the cost of the factoiy has been substantially increased

from time to time. The first material increase took place in 1908
;
this was due

to the addition of a Knijewski crusher to the original six-roller mill, together
with some additions to the railway. A further notable increase took place in
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1911 ill order to permit of additions to the milling plant, wherel»y the mills were

converted into a H-roller train ; there were also substantial additions to the

general plant and to the railway. In this manner the capital invested was

brought up to £102,961, increased in 1919 to £103,229, at which figure it stood at

the conclusion of the original contracts.

“ These substantial additions to capital expenditure were made concurrently

with an extensiou of the company*s contracts with planters supplying canes on a

profit-sharing basis; a second group of contracting cane suppliers was established,

who received payment for their caires on the basis of 5 lbs, of sugar for every

100 lbs. of cane (the original contracting proprietors, it will be remembered,

received -IJ lbs.), together with their proportion of the lialf-profits arising from

the jHmr’s working of the factory.

Table I.

Ykau.
(’OST OJ*

Factoh\.
£ s. a.

DEHKVTnUK
iNTEaJBST,
£ b, d.

INTKKEST
THAM

llEBKNTtJUK
£ H a.

Loss ON’

Exchanok
£ 8. d.

Biiorris I’AUJ
1‘0

SHAKKHOUifeltS.
£ s a

!0()6 .. 46,368 14 9 .. 1,434 14 6 .. 1.942 10 10

1906 .. 46,368 14 9 .. 1,260 0 0 .. S3 1 1 . 69 4 8 .. —
1907 .. 46,368 14 9 .. 1,260 0 0 — 121 12 9 .. 3,172 16 4

1908 .. 55,360 6 0 1,238 16 8 . 238 19 8 . 180 12 3 7,081 11 2

1900 .. 69,371 4 11 998 19 3 . 666 5 7 . 149 1 3 .. 4,133 7 8

1910 69,769 3 8 930 19 9 827 6 3 , 180 16 8 .. 7,231 7 7

1911 .. 89,260 6 0 .. 1,736 1 0 . 938 1 3 . 389 12 4 106 7 8

1912 93,222 3 7 1,843 12 0 . . 797 8 10. 298 10 10 .. 7,210 7 5

1913 .. 90,438 9 11 . 1,631 1 4 . . 999 15 5 . 483 1 8 .. 1,623 5 6

1914 .. 102,961 4 6 1,447 2 ll . 1,461 19 0 . 496 12 R
. 1,711 15 11

1916 .. 102,901 4 6 1,240 16 9 1,247 12 9 .. 11,072 11 0

1916 .. 102,961 4 6 869 16 4 2,347 1 9 .. 23,069 1 2

1917 102,961 4 6 672 18 1 984 2 10 21,541 1 6

1918 .. 102,961 4 6 446 8 9 1,110 1 6 .. 16,388 19 5

1919 103,229 14 f) 195 15 8 4,666 1 7 . 20,745 9 6

£17,086 3 6 £18.617 2 2 £126,930 11 7

“ Special iiiiancial arrangements were made whereb}^ Tiew debentures were

raised bearing interest at 5 pei cent, in order to meet the additional outlay, and

a sinking fund was created at a rate calculated to redeem these new debentures

simultaneously with the original A debentures.

‘*A11 the debentures were paid oil during 1919, the year in which the

original contracts came to an end, the expenditure having been £103,229 He, 5d.,

of which £13,000 was provided by the Government grant, and the sum of

£88,229 148. 5d. has boon paid off from the earnings of the undertaking. The
factory therefore closes the period of its original contracts with all its debentures

and loans paid off, and stands possessed of a modern plant, buildings, and rail-

ways which may now be taken to bo w'orth some £200,000, Shares representing

one-half of this now pass into the hands of the original contracting proprietors

in proportion to the weight of the canes supplied by each during this period.”

The author then proceeds to give further details as to the way in which the

original contracting proprietors have fared, but unaocoxintable errors in actual

figures as well as in the ai*tangemeut of the paragraphs appear to have crept into

this part of the paper, making it very difficult to follow, Beference was made to

the London Office of the Company anfi correctwl figures are here given as supjdied

by them. S'urther, six lines in the middle of page 137 (commencing at “ 5 per
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cent. ") appear to have been interpolated in setting up and have nothing to do

with the context. Lastly^ the last two paragraphs on this page and the first on

the next page are repeated on page 140, hut are taken as belongittg to the former

of these two places. With these corrections the paper should read as follows :

—

“It will be interesting to see how the original contracting proprietors have

fared. During the 15-year period they have supplied 050,126 tons of canes, and

have received by way of first payment tlio sum of £226,610, an average of

128. lid. per ton of canes. The sum of £130,779 los. 9d. has been paid to them
as tlieir share of the profits of the factory during this period ; this is equivalent

to 7s. fid. per ton of canes supplied. Furthermore, they have now received shai*es

representing one-half of the factory
; if the factory is valued at £200,000* one-

half of this represents a further payment of fis. 7d. per ton of canes. The average

price paid to the original contracting proprietors for their canes has thus been

20.S. od, per ton, plus a share in the factory, which may be valued at Ss. 7d. per ton.

“ While the amount charged to capital account as tlie cost of the factoiy and

its railways is £103,229 Hs, 5d., the cost of repairs and maintenance has been

£97,530 los. lOd., in respect of the factory, and £38,814 78. lOd. us regards the

railway, exclusive of fuel in each case, a total of £136,345 38. 8d., equivalent

to £l 7s. 3d. per ton of sugar made. If to this is added the sum charged to

capital account, the factoiy has cost, to equip and maintain in its present state of

efficiency, £239,571 IBs. Id. It is probable that some amounts charged to repairs

and maintenance might in some circumstances have been charged to capital

account, still the figures indicate that in the case of a modern and expanding

sugar factory very considerable expenditure must bo allowed for, iu order to

meet charges for repairs and maintenance. 1 1 is suggested by some authorities

that an amount equivalent to £1 per ton of sugar made should be allowed for this

purpose, and this may be exceeded while machinery remains at the present high

cost. The sum so expended on the Antigua factory is considerably in excess of

this amount.
“ The financing of the factory has been managed very efficiently, and at low

cost: the total amount spent on debenture interest was £17,086 3s. 5d., and on

other interest on loans, and loss on exchange, £18,617 28. 2d., an aggregate

expenditure of £35,703 os. 7d., equivalent to 7s. l|d. per ton of sugar made. In

planning other factories under present conditions more than double that amount
might reasonably be allowed.

“The various financial statements plainly indicate the effect of the war upon
the sugar industry

;
while the cost of machinery and the cost of sugar production

have greatly increased, the price of sugar has increased in still greater proportion,

so that factories are placed in a very favourable financial position. Not only is

this the case during the period ending with the year 1919, but this position has
become greatly accentuated during 1920. It is to be observed, however, that the

Antigua factory was in a sound financial position before the war; it was meeting
its liabilities in the manner originally planned, and was vapidly extending its

operations. The effect of the changed conditions due to the war was undoubtedly
to give rise to a great increase in the factory’s profits, and afforded enhanced
stability

;
but it is to be remembered that the shareholders derived comparatively

little financial benefit fiom these increased profits, owing to the fact that, the
company being registered in 3i)ngland, the profits of the factory were subject to

Imperial Income Tax and to Excess Profits Duty
“The financial side of the factory itself may now be examined. As already

stated, the original expenditure on the factory was £45,368 Hs. 9d.
;
this was
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represented by 12,600 A shares. An equal number of B shores represented the

interest in the concern of the original contracting proprietors who supplied the

canes. The expenditure on the factory and its railways was subsequently

increased up to £100,229 Hs. 6d.

“During the 15 years the A shareholders, who were also largely debenture

holders, have received interest on their debentures during such time as they wore

outstanding, at the rate of 5 per cent. ; they have also received the sum of

£130,779 15s. 9d. as thoir share of iho profits of the factory during the peiiod.”

Attention is next drawn to the working of the factoiy during the fifteen

years, and a series of tables are given of which we reproduce the first : the others

analyse the detuilod expenses iiKuirrod, give the number of tons of canes ])ur(has€*d

from the various contracting parties and the prices paid for llieso year year.

“ l^Voin Table I] it is soon that during the 15 years 928,613 tons of <‘anes

wore dealt with, and 99,995 tons of sugar produced : this is at the rate of 1 ton of

sugar from t)‘2S9 tons of cane
;
or sugar ]m)duce(l at the rate of 10 77 per cent, of

the weight of the cane. The sugar made was ordinary 96' refiners’ crystals.
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1905 . 15,081 1,034 . 9 70 ,
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10-31 .. 2*52 .. 7-79 . . 3 2 0 .. 12 15 5

1906 . 24,070 .. 2,34i> .10*51 .. 9-52 . 3-70 . . 5 82 . 3 3 11 .. 8 4 8
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1908 . 43,060 .. 4,696 . 9*17 .. 10 90 .. 2-69 .. 811. . 2 18 2 .. 11 15 9
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.

3.995 . 9-33 ,. 10*72 3-31 .. 7*41 . . 3 4 1 . . 10 7 5

1910 . 48,319 .. 5,390 . 8*^6
. . 11 16 .. 2*91 . . 8 25 . . 3 6 lOL, 12 10 8

1911 . 55,117 ,. 5,472 .10-07 .. 9-03 .. 2*99 . 6-94 .,1 5 14 3J.. 10 11 5

1912 . 59,371 .. 6,239 . 9 51 .. 10*51 .. 2 90 . 7 61 ... 3 13 1 .. 13 5 3

1913 . 70,348 .. 7,337 . 0*58 .. 10-43 .. 3-60 , 6-83 .., 3 6 li.. 9 8 <

1914 . 83,030 .. 9,131 .
9*09 .. 11*00 .. 3*83 . 7-17 .., 3 3 2J,.

f)
1 6

1915 . 81,520 ,. 8,390 . 9 72 .. 10-29 .. 2-32 . 7-97 .. 3 13 lol.. 16 7 9

191« . 112,350 .. 12,371 . 9-08 .. iroi .. 1-99 . 9-02 .. 3 4 li,. 17 13 8

1917 . 102,001 .. 11,705 . 8‘76 .. 11-42 .. 2-96 , 8 46 4 19 5 .. 19 3 5

1918
, . 04,282 .. 7,316 . 8-79 .. 11 39 .. 3-37 . 8*02 .

.

6 0 7^.. 20 8 0

1919 , . 90,186 .. 9,739 . 9-26 .. 10*80 .. 2-77 . 8-03 5 11 5 .

.

24 14 1

928,613 99,995 . 9-289.. 10-77

“The table shows the price which the sugar realized locally eacli year, and
the cost of manufacture per ton. > From this latter figure has been calculated the

cost of manufacture in terms of sugar per 100 of cane, so as to show in those

terms what amount of sugar the factory recovers after deducting the amount
equivalent to the cost of manufacture. This calculation is important, seeing that

the canes wore purchased from the original contracting proprietors on the basis of

tbe value of 4J lbs. of sugar per 100 lbs. of cane, and from the new contracting

proprietors at 6 lbs. The figure varies from year to year, being influenced by the

I The cost of rDiuuifacturiug 1 Ib. of sugar increased from about one*tbird of a )*enny in
the pre-war period to over a half-penny in 191».
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amount of sugar iu the canes, the eificiency of the work of the factory, and by

tho price of sugar* This latter factor is of great importance, for obviously, when

the value of sugar is high, it requires but little of that commodity to meet the

cost of manufacture.
** After deducting the cost of manufacture, the figure expressed in terms of

sugar ranged from 5*82 per 100 lbs. of cane in 1906 to 9 02 in 1916. In the

former year it required 3*70 lbs. of sugar to meet the cost of manufacturing the

sugar, 9*52 lbs., made from 100 lbs. of cane; whereas in the latter year it required

only the value of 1*99 lb. of sugar to meet the cost of manufacturing the 11*01 lbs.

similarly made.

‘‘These figures are of interest in connexion with those factories which pur-

chase their canes at a price based on the value of a given percentage of sugar.’*

The technical side of the work done in the factory remains to be considered.

It will be remembered that, after a few years’ working, the installation was con-

siderably enlarged, and the original 6-roller mill was added to, so as to become a

14-roller one, the first of this type laid down in the British West Indies. The

details of this part of the work in the factory are given in Table III, which is

here reprinted with tho author’s comments.

Table 111.

cr.

a
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O u s3 c5 eS
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Purity
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Juice
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Sucrose
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H»0
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s 6
^01.3
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^ s.
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O CD .

ss 2 e.j

2«5

h
Commercial

Suj

made

per

lou

Sucrose

iu

Cai

Sucrose

in

Su;

sold

per

UK)

Sucrose

in

Can

1905 . 89*2
. 161 .

16*3 12*5 .. 81*7 .. 92*2 .. 82 6 . 67*5 .. 64*9

1906 . 83*0 . 15-2
. 14»1 11*4 .. 80*8 103*2 .. 84 3 . . 68*1 .. 65*4

1907 . 87*3 . 15-1
. 14*4 121 .. 84*4 .. 80 4 85*5 . 72*2 69*4

1903 . 86*5
. 16-2

. 14-3 12-3 .. 85*8 .. 71*6 .. 89'4 . . 76*7 .. 73*6

1909 . 85*8
. 16-6 . 14*2 12*1 .. 86*6 .. 71*7 .. 89 I . 76*3 .. 73 2

1910 . 86 '8 . 15-9 . 14*7 12*5 .. 85*6 .. 71*1 .. 89*0 . 76*1 .. 73-1

1911 . 84*2
.

16*6
. 14-1 12*1 .. 85*7 .. 70 3 .. 82*2 . 70*5 .. 67*4

1912 . 83 9 . 17*5 , 14-2 12*1 .. 84*9 .. 59*1 .. 87 0 . 73*9 .. 71*0

1913 . 83-0
. 17 7 . 12*9 11*8 .. 91*1 .. 36*6 .. 88*7 . 80*8 .. 77*5

1914 . 81-7 , 16'6
.

13*5 12'2 .. 90*6 .. 42*8 .. 90*2 . 81*7 .. 78*3

1915 . 83*1 . 16*9
, 12*0 11*0 .. 91*4 40*5 .. 93*9 . , 86*3 82*7

1916 . 84-0
. 16-2 . 12’5 10*6 .. 92*2 .. 38 0 .

.

95*4
. . 88 0 .. 84*6

1917 . 84-8
. 17*4 . 13*0 12*1 .. 93*0 31 1 .. 94*6 . . 88*0 .. 84*6

1918 . 83-7 . 16*1
.

13-1 12*3 .. 93*8 .. 30*6 .. 92*6 . . 86*9 83*6

1919 . 83*1
. 16-7 . 12*3 11*4 92*4 .. 36 9 .. 95*1 . . 87*9 .. 84*4

It will 1 >e observed that in 1905') there was extracted by the mill 81 *7 per

cent, of the sugar contained in the cane. With the use of the 14 -roller mill iii

recent years this has been increased to a figure averaging over 91 per cent., but
varying somewhat from year to year ; the highest efficiency in this connexion
was reached iu 1918, when 93*8 per cent, of tho sugar in the cane was recovered

iu the juice. In 1919 it was 92*4.

“ Very considerable improvement has been effected in the recovery of com-
mercial sugar from the sugar iu the juice. In the first year of tho factory’s

working the quantity of commercial sugar recovered was 82*6 per cent, of tho

weight of sugar in the juice; in 1919 it was 95*1 per cent.
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‘*When the combined work of the mills and of the manufacture of sugar

from the juice is considered, it is seen that in the first year of the factory’s work-

ing, 1905, the weight of commercial (96*^) sugar recovered was 67*5 percent, of

the weight of sugar in the cane ; in 1919 it was 87*9 per cent., an increase in

efficiency of 30*2 per cent, over the earlier figure, or, stated in another form, the

loss in the first year was equivalent to 23*2 per cent, when compared with the

work of 1919.”

A brief reference is made by the author to the quality of the cane dealt with.

It has been for some time a matter of concern that the richness of the canes

has, during the period of the factory’s working, shown a distinct deterior-

ation as regards the sucrose content of the canes brought in. Various reasons

have been assigned for this but the matter lias not been as yet satisfactorily

cleared up, and it will no doubt receive very careful attention in the future. It is

of course natural that a fuller recovery of juice will cause a fall in its richness,

but we presume that this has been taken into account. The matter of fibre is

also referred to and the table shows a distinct tendency for this to be higher in

the latter part of the career of the factory. The new installation was laid down
in 1910 and, while the sucrose in the juice is noticeably less for the first time in

1913, the fibre content rose the year previously, and there is ground for assuming

that these deteriorations are in some way connected with the increase in the size

of the mill, whether in the smoothness and rapidity of dealing with the canes or in

the class of canes brought in by the new c(aitractors. But we must leave the

solution of the puzzle to those on the spot, who are, moreover, fully aware of it

and have a 1 read
5

'- been devoting considerable attention to the matter. We notice

that the fibre content has proved very ditficult to determine and that this diffi-

culty has been accentuated by an absence of accurate determinations of the

amoiujt of water used in maceration and, now that the latter is being recorded,

we shall hope that tins di8(piieting feature in the table will receive an adecpiate

explanation. For oue thing, as we have stated in the last number of the

journal,^ increased attention is being paid to the important matter of culti-

vation, and it may be that this factor has received loss attention than it should

have done, owing to the extremely successful financial iK)sition of the factory.

Any imprf)vement in the preparation of the land or treatment of the canes should

have tlm effect of checking deterioration in the two directions hero referrerl to.

C. A. B.

Royal Commission on the Sugar Supply.
Final Wholesale Prices in the United Kingdom.

The following wholesale prices as issued by the Ministry of Food were
fixed to come into force on February 21st, 1921, aud remain in force until

February 26th, 1921, inclusive. As the Iloyal Commission on the Sugar Supply
discontinued all control after the latter date, these prices represent their final

instructions, preliminary to a free market.
WUolesalp, fwr evpt.

DiscitUlit, 1 1 per
1. Castor, Icing, Pulverized, Cubes, Loaf Sugar .. At dibcretion,
2. Granulated, Crystals, Crushed and Chips, Dry

White Sugar, White Pieces (moist) 67/6.
3. W. I. Grocery ('rystallized Yellow Crystals, W. L

Muscovado (moist), Pieces (other than White),
W. I. Grocery Symps , ,

4. JeUies, Knots, Lumps, and other Ijow Grade Sugar
to he sold only to nianiifHCturers . , . . . . TTneontrolled.

» LS.J., mi, page 72.
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The Australian Sugar Industry.

Economic Expansion and White Australia.

By T. D. OHATAWAY, Ex- Senator for Queensland,

Thk Gkoghaphioal Tkeki) of the Industky.

While Australia was busy inalungihe sugar industry of the Australian tropics

a white mail’s industry, it did little or nothing to assist the operation ox(*e])t to

place a duty of £0 a ton upon imported sugar. During the years of extreme com-

petition hy Kuropoau beet this was entirely insiifTiciont to enable the indust ly to

expand, Not that the beet sugar came out to Ibis countiy, but it loaded up

markets winch otlierwise would have drawn away, ns dining the lale war, millions

of tons of black-labour-grown sugar produced within easy access (»f Australia.

Moreover, no sooner had the few tliousand coloun'd labourers been do]>ort(*d, tlinn

the press and the people of all the States excejit Queenslaml began to protest against

the £0 burden upon the consuniei. It is true the C^nnmonwealth I'arliamont

refused to lift this “ burden.” but the agitation against the “sjuxm-fed ’* industry,

as it was called, had the most serious cllVct in preventing any(‘onsiderablecx])an-

sioii. But nature had her revenge. Australia ns u wliole insist(*d that tlie sugar

iiidustiy, if carried on at all, should be kepi stiictly limited to white labour, and

if theories go for anything the decision should have killed tlie imlusiry in tlie true

tropics, and extended it in the sub-trojiica) areas of soiilheni (lueen‘-]and and

nortlieni New South AVales, However, it did nothing of tin* sort. 11io New South

Wales industry is steadily disappearing before dairying, maize and banana growing.

At one time that State made as much as 2o,()0() tons of sugai yearly; to-day it is

regarded as fortunate if seasonal conditions enable it to make, wdth its reduced

acreage, 15,OOO tons. In 1909 Southern (iueensbuid, that is south of klackny

district (about 21° south latitude), accounted for 50 pei cent, of the total State

area under cultivation to cane. In 1915 its proportion had fallen to 40 per cent.,

and in 191 S to little more than 25 per cent. Agiicultnio had not disappeared in

Southern (iiieensland but bad taken now forms. Sc*eing that up to the end of last

year the whole State area under cane had, if not greatly increased, at least held

its own, it is curious to realise that tlie Commonwealth exclusion of <‘oIourcd

labour, which was oxpected to empty the north or true tropics, has been followed

by increased production where it should liave docroiised, and by decreased pro-

duction in the eoutli, where it was expected to increase. In other w'ords, regard-

less of ethnographical considerations, the industry is steadily working its way into

the areas most suited to cane production, whatever they may be considered

—

oliinaticallj^—for the white man.

But if this has happened in the green tw'ig, what may we not expect in the

dry ? If with the higher cost of labour in the north and the low^ ]>rico of tlie

product the expansion of the industry was steadily towards the equator, what may
we now anticipate with the relative cost of northern and southern labour remaining
the same but the price of the product increasing by ono-tbird ? This past year on
unsuccessful mill in the Bundaberg (southern) district has boon removed to the

Johnstone (northern) area. Already two new large mills in the north are con-
sidered, pace tlie seasons, to be fully supplied with cane, while another is taking
steps to double for 1922 its not inconsiderable capacity of 7000 tons onnoro. The
Government manager of the Bureau of Central Sugar Mills is directing attention

to the necessity for more crushing power in what has hitherto been regarded as
the almost inaccessible north, and consideration is being given to opening up large
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areas which were acquired thirty years ago for cane cultiTation, but which have

remained idle ever since, while the industry has been under a cloud. It may be

that the assurance of fair prices for sugar this year and next may stimulate culti-

vation in the suh-tropical areas, but this remains to be seen. Meanwhile the

undertaking of the central Government, which is the first and very belated

recognition of the value of the sugar industry as a part of the White Australian

policy, IS stimulating cultivation and manufacture in the fully tropical districts.

The Government Agreement with the Industry.

Briefly summarized, the Coinmotiwealth Government, with the approval of the

lIou.Ne of Ropresoutatives, last March made an agreement, to which the growers,

millers, workers and Goverumonts of the Commonwealth and State of Queensland

were parties. It was a long and somewhat complicated document, the value of

W'hich iiiust very largely depend (as was pointed out hy the IJoN, F. Bamfokd,
member for the Herbert division in the Ilouse of Repiesentu lives) upon the loyal

observanc,e of the conditions hy the white workers in the fields and mills. The
Queeiislund Govoiiiment hiul commandeered the output and the Commonwealth
agreed to take it off its hands. The price to be paid for law sugar of 94 ))er cent,

net title was fixed at £.‘i0 (is. 8d. per ton, or roughly about £10 more than the

('ommon wealth allowed during the latter puit of the war period. Though this

figure IS by no means on a purity with that of the w'orld’smaikets, the (Queensland

sugar grow'ors can hardly yet believe their own good fortune. Cinderella has at

last been given something wherewith to clothe herself. For probably the first

time in the history of the sugar industry the officials of the Australian Sugar

Producers' Association uio travelling through the northeni districts strongly

urging the farmers to incnaise their cultivation. Thus is in fulfilment of a promise

to the Ooveiiimeiit that evon'^ clfoit would be made to iedu<;e toits utmost the loss

tlu) (roviuimiont must sustain in importing foreign sugars for sale to consumers at

Od, per Ib. It is needless to say that seasonal conditions are the primary factor in

dett'Vinining out]uit, hut ajiart fnun these theie is on all luitids in the north an
expiinMon of cultivation. Tlio tw'o eomliined in 1921 should supply cane sufficient

to make, according to otticial estimates. 2^19,090 tens of sugar in the northern

districts abme. To this may be added probabl}" 90, 09(1 for Southern Queenblaiid

and 29,990 for Now South Wales and Victona (beet). If these estimates are

realis'vl, Australia will fully supplied wuth sugar for ordinary consumption and
also foi the rapidly expanding jam, condensed milk and confectionery export

trades. Further, again allowring ft>r good seasons, the prospects aiethat Australia

will in 1922 produce sugar in excess of local requirements even after providing for

the increased consumption which must follow the anlicipuled influx of additnuiHl

population. In 1923, if the expitn.siuii continues, Australia wull be able to export

sugar, and it now remains to be seen whether she will by then have fitted herself

to compete in the open market. For the time being the markets of the world are

of course most at tractive, but wuth tho recovery of production prices may be expected

to recode. That for many years they will fall to near the pre-war level seems

highly improbable, especially in view of the fact that the gmieral increase in tho

remuneration of all labour—white and black—throughout the world is creating a

permanently increased consumption, and at a rate which is proliably liardly

appreciated.

Future Prostect^.

The future of the Australian sugar industry ma}’* now he considered at stake.

The area planted to cane to-day, and the milling powder, are sufficient, in normal

seasons, to supply all the sugar requirements of the Commonwealth, while great
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proBts would be made if there were a surplus for export. Two questions remain

to be answered—first, can Australia maintain her White Australia policy and also

find the people to increase her sugar production to the fullest extent of her tropical

agricultural lands
;
and second, can she pay the price and yet successfully com-

pete in the open markets with sugars produced by coloured labour ? I take the

second question first, because unless we can answer it in the affirmative, the other

requires no answer. Cane sugar, as already mentioned, is not Australia’s real

competitor, but European beet. To meet that competition, wdiich may easily in

a few years become as acute as it was a quarter of a century ago, tbe cane sugar

industry must equal the beet in its organizatiot), its mechanical economy and the

elimination of all waste by the conversion of its hy-products into a source of

income. Before the West India Koyal Commission was appointed some twenty-

five years ago I wrote in the Times, Loudon, that the real profits of the beet

indtistry came out of its by-products, and that the cane industry should seek to

follow the example.

Possible Economies in Production.

About a year ago the IniernatunHil Stfgar e/onrwr// published some speculations

of mine regarding the wastes in and possible expansion of the Australian cane

industry. Since then, with the definite encouragement of the three years’ agree-

ment with the Commonwealth Government, the present producers of sugar have

taken on a new lease of life, as it wore, and have set to woik to eliminate waste,

and to strengthen their position against the inevitable fall in tlm world’s prices.

The past season has been a very poor one—tbe third in succession—and there is

little ready cash available for new ventures, but the prospects now nro excellent

and the captains of the itidustry are prepared to discount the future in order to do

at once tliose things which during the years of stagnation they have neglected.

The matter of converting the wasted piolasses into fuel alcohol is likely soon t6 be

an accomplished fact. The use of tractors in the fields is rapidly increasing,

though recently in places they have been standing idle for want of fuel while the

molasses of the near-by mills have been running to waste, or put to their least

valuable uses. Such an anomaly, now that capital can be commanded to erect

distilleries, will not long continue. The mechanical handling of sugar in 200 lbs.

bags will soon become general. Hitherto with few exceptions this economy has

been ignored. At Cairns, where some 35,000 tons of sugar aie loaded each year

into steamers, the cost of man-handling has reached the alarming figure of 8s. fid,

per ton, and steps are being taken to instal mechanical appliances which should

reduce this charge by 75 percent. Tbe long narrow-gauge railway, connecting

Brisbane with Cairns, and linking up the sugar districts along the coast from
south of Mackay to north of Cairns, will soon be completed, and with improved
communications the unnecessary costs incurred by disturbances in the shipping

trade will he largely eliminated.

Mechanical Harvesting and the Disposal of ‘‘Tops.”

The harvesting of cane by mechanical means is again attracting attention.

Eecently in Tasmania it appeared that the hop-growing industry was doomed to

extinction on account of the cost of harvesting and the scarcity of labour. The
idea of a machine to pick hops seemed chimerical, and in any case the cost of the

suggested machine was too great for the small growers. Yet a machine, costing

about £5,000, was built, and a harvesting company undertook to work it. Ihe
result, I was informed by a Tasmanian member of the House of Eepresentatives,

has been a signal success. The work was done more quickly and at half the cost.
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An industry which seemed doomed has been eared. The chief objections raised

BO far to cane-cutting machines are that they are too expensive and they will not

“top” the cane. The farmer can seldom be persuaded to interest himself in an
appliance which is far beyond his individual means. Yet harvesting machineiy

must be found and if, when found, it is too expensive for the individual, the

difficulty must be overcome in the same way that Tasmania dealt with the hop-

picking, In some countries rice is still harvested in the most primitive manner,

with a sickle, or even a pair of scissors
;
yet in California rice is harvested by

machinery, as we harvest wheat, and instead of the grain being trodden out by

oxen or beaten out with flails it is rapidly and economically threshed out by a

machine, with a minimum of labour cost and an entire absence of wasted by-

products. In the cane fields to-day wo still cut cane with a m&chete, and leave

behind, for the most part to rot on the ground, the valuable tops of the stalks.

Borne are certainly chaffed roughly for horse-feed, but still less go to make ensilage.

Yet it is calculated that every ton of tops would yield, according to variety and

other conditions, from four to seven gallons of absolutely pure alcohol, worth with

petrol at Ss. a gallon about 2s. 2cl. a gallon, or 8s. 8d. to 168. 2d. per ton of tops.

The proportion of the cane which is left in the field as “tops” cannot of course bo

exactly stated, for so much depends upon the growth and treatment of the cane

before harvesting, but possibly 6 per cent, of the weight of the cane cut would not

be too much. In such a case a crop going 40 tons to the acre would give 2 tons

of tops, yielding alcohol wortli 17s. 4d. to 30s. 4d. per acre. Now that practically

all cane is carried to the mills by light railways the cost of taking the cane

iniiopped intci the mill-yards would not be excessive. Thus the tops could be

robbed of their alcohol and the inventor of a cane-cutter saved the heart-breaking

task of designing a machine which would top cane as it moves along in a field.

A simple appliance for topping at the mill should offer no difficulties, after which

the extraction of the alcohol would be the work of the distiller}^ plant. A mill

crushing 80,000 tons of cane would on the calculations quoted above secure fuel

alcohol worth from £1,700 to £3,000, which would constitute a handsome addition

to the alcohol obtained from its molasses.

Oiu V. Bagasse as a Puei..

Recently I directed the attention of Australian sugar producers to the possi-

bility of making better use of their bagasse than simply burning it. Subsequently

I read an interesting report* by Abthur D. LriTLE, Inc., on “ The paper making
qualities of Hawaiian bagasse,” The article deals with the question of maintain-

ing a sufficient supply of bagasse to enable a pulp and paper mill to work for 300

days in the year. Australia imports wood pulp for paper making from Norway,

Sweden, and Canada, and if she can bring wood pulp across the world I see no obstacle

to bagasse pulp being brought from North Queensland down to the southern paper

mills. Mr. Little fully establishes the value of bagasse for paper making. The
question suggests itself as to what fuel could be used in its stead. Certain

Hawaiian observations place the evaporating value of petroleum at practically

four times that of bagasse (Newlands), so that we may assume that four tons of

bagasse are required to do the work of one ton of oil. By evidence taken'before

a Royal Commission on the Australian sugar industry in 1919 it was made abun-

dantly clear that, if the mills could be kept regularly supplied with cane throughout

the crushing season the resultant bagasse would supply all the fuel required

without supplementation by wood, molasses or other pi-oducts. Bo we arrive at

468,
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the result that 5 cwt. of oil per ton of sugar produced would supply all the neces-

sary fuel. That oil would, apart from its initial cost, be very much cleaner, and

labour and steam saving, hardly admits, I think, of argument. The bagasse as

it emerged from the last set of rollers would be diverted to the pulping plant, and

thenceforward becomes a charge against the paper industry at the credit of sugar.

1 have no room to pursue this fascinating subject, but it is only right to add that

w^oodpulp has trebled in value of recent years, which means also that bagasse for

paper making is worth three times %vhat it was before 1914. Based upon Wash-
ington figuies of 1909 bagasse should now be worth at least £2 a ton, and it may
be taken as certain that 5 cwt. of oil would not cost more than £1. Incidentally

it may be remarked that it may bo found possible in this additional treatment of

the bagasse to save for alcohol manufacture the 4 to 5 per cent, of sugar which

usually escapes into the fires.

Economk' Considkkations.

Ill a short review of the position and prospects of the Australian sugar indus-

try I cannot attempt to go into numerous detuihs of the minor forms of economy

which may servo to enable the country to expoit at a ])i‘()fit even after the world's

markets have somewhat adjusted themselves. The tiim» of prosperity is usuall}^

the timo of extiavagance, hut theie is an indieutioii that th(‘ industiy will me the

term of its agreement with the (’ominonw'ealth to better puipose, I have already

mentioned some of the outstanding points of reform, but there is a general mea-
sure of improvement whicli is not so easily defined; without interfering w'ith the

small farm system, which is the backbone of the industry, there is ivoni for more
co-operative effort. There is work to be done which is common to every farm,

and economy demands that such w^oik should bo done in common. Oui tiamwu}'

hj'stems afford an excellent analogy. Instead of thousands of horses, carts^

drivers and stablemen, aiul the concomitant expenses in timo and labour of feeding

the first, maintenance of carts and harness, ami of housing men, beasts and
vcdiicles— the whole to j)erfoini the task coinmon to all of taking the cane from

the fields to the mills—the work is done in common by the tramways. Theindi-

viduars rosponsihility foi haulage ceases at the edg<3 of his fairn. Jf the commou
task of cutting and loading cane weio also perfoiiried by co-(/j)euitive effort, then

no cost of rnacliiiiory would stand in the way. Orf^auizrd (41‘oit in this and other

respects, which wull suggest themselves, will adapt to the industry the advantages
of the big plantation system w'hile retaining those of the small i'arins, with tlieir

personal interests and personal initiative.

Improved vaiieties of cane and methods of cultivation, gi eater control of

pests, and the intelligent application of the discoveries of science, have already
increased the yield per acie of both cane and sugar. In 1907 foi the first time in

its history since 1877 the industry produced two tons of sugar to the acre hui-
vested. In the m?xt ttm yeais W'O find the returns :

—

Year Tons Year Tons
1910 .. .. 2-2U 19J6 . 2*33

1913 .. 2*30 1917 ... . 2 K3

1914 .. . . 2*09

The above includes the returnafor all Queensland, and from cane, whether plant,
first, second, or even older ratoons. The thiee years, 1918-20, have given less, for
they have been years of drought or storm disaster, against which the growers
could not prevail. The intioduction of the small faim with consequent intenser
cultivation may in part account for the improvement, but better fanning generally
and better mill work is to a greater extent responsible. And Ihis form of progiess
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can contiuiie. Thirty years ago science was unknown in the sugar industry,

except to the refiners ;
to-day chemical, entomological, botanical and agricultural

experts arc in every sugar district and at every farmer’s and mill manager’s

elbow. Even the medical experts are busy seeking the identification of tropical

diseases amongst the white people, helping to develop healthy white children in

the tropics, and striving to show how what was once considered t(» be the white

man’s cemetery may yet become his health resort.

Some Aspects of the White Aitstualia Policy.

And thin brings mo now to my first question : Can Australia maintain her

White Australia policy and also find people to increase her sugar production to

the fullest extent ol her tropical agricultural lands I have already indicated

that the sugar indusiry is moving iiortliwuids towards the equator. Fifty years

back it was chiefly about the 29th paialkd <d' south latitude; to-day it is pushing

northwards from the 17th paiallel. But in theeailior peiiods thewdiite men wore

for the most part Anglo-Saxons, while to-day the Anglo-Saxon bo(‘oineM less and

less oouspicuouH the further north we go. On the Ilerbeit river, slight Ij" north

of T<»\vnHville, it is said that 9o per cent, of the laige fanning population is

Italian. A witness before a lloyul ('ommission in 1919—an old journalist—stated

that w'ith the helj) of the local police he had found that of 796 labourers on the

lluHsell and Mulgrave riveisllio nationalities were as follows : 500 Italians, 14

Austrians, 40 Maltose, 46 Danes, 42 Japaneso, 42 Russians, H Germans, 50

Hindus, 4 Frenchmen, and 50 Chinese. The secretary of a powerful labour union

put the mutter this wa3% “ In the South, at Rundaberg, ('hildeis and round those

parts, foioigi.ers (‘onsist of 10 per cent., in Mackay about 15 per cent. ;
and from

there North, on the llorliert river it is probably 90 per cent, of foieigneis, mostly

Italians; in other placo'^ tln^y are <>0 to 70 per cemt. of those engaged in the

industry.” Early in 1919 Mr. C’. E. Jodhkll, a well-known farmer on a con-

bidorable scale, who lives on the Johnstone river, just south of (^auns, w’rote in

the Siujar Joarttal an artiede admitting that the Italians are buving out

the ihitish faimors, and regarded the fact as j)erfoctly intelligible, lie declared

that tin* Rritish w^orker was less able to stand the climate than the people of the

Moditeiraiieaii httoial. He is more subject to tropical diseases, such as malaria,

hotikw'onu, sprue, etc., and— wlmt {>crha])s it, infinitely w^n-se— ho apparently

much more naulily gives way to drink: ctinsequently he falls out of the tight,

and Ills more sw'urthy competit(H' conies out the victor. The cenMis, wdiich will

ho taken this year, w'ill afford a check upon these opinions as to the UMiipution of

the Northern tropical lands and cmploy n urn t thereon by nationalltlc^ wdiich,

though classed as white, are nevertheless far removed from being Anglo-Saxon.

Various efforts, apart fnuu the teachings of the medical faculty, have been

put foith to keep tin* Rritish settlcr.s and w’orkers in the tio])i<*s. At one time,

soon after the abolition of coloured labour, lepn^sentatives of the w'orkers sought

the O])portuiuty of making small homes for themselves in the Mackay difttrict,

with an acre or two for cultivation, much as the Tudiuns, imported into the West
Indies, were given homes. Tho settlement of the w'hite worker in this manner
failed, but 1 read lately that the system, modified to include laising a few sheep,

is again being tried further North, and some measure of success is claimed. Tlie

obvious objection to tho Mackay plan is that if tho worker cultivates at all he can

only grow sugar cane, and tho more time ho devotes to that tho less time ho has

to give to tho employer who is engaged in the same cultivation, only on a larger

scale. But tho siijneme objection is that the system of settlement right alongside
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the work does not give the women and children any relief from the tropical cli-

mate, nor the man any chance to recnperate. A more promising plan was put

forward by me about fourteen years ago. The sugar cane areas lie almost at sea

level, but behind them, in some cases only a few miles, are quite steep ascents up

to 2000 ft. and more above the low-lying plains. These hills are abrupt only on

the ocean side, and on the western side fall away gradually to the inland downs

and plains. It is on these highlands that the workers should be encouraged to

make their homes. There they can gi’ow the fruits and vegetables of the temperate

climes, which the people along the coastline now have to import from the South.

The atmosphere is generally dry, the nights are cool even to coldness, and such

women and children as already live there present a striking contrast with the coast

dwellers in general looks and health. The worker in the cane fields and mills

would have an incentive to save his money, and within a few hours of finishing

his job could reach bis liome in a bracing climate and away from the eternal sugar

cane. During the wet season idleness is perforce general, and men with no homes

seek to counteract with drink the lassitude caused by prolonged labour in the

humid atmosphere. On the highlands the rainfall is neither so severe nor so

continuous. The clouds pass over the mountains, and the sun shines out to dis-

perse the resultant mists, while the low-lying coastal lands continue for days and

weeks blankottod hy an atmosphere humid almost to the point of satui'ation.

With a closely settled married population upon these highlands, having its homes
and not unprofitable gfirdens and orchards, the restless nomads who travel the

sugar districts, work, drink, and strike, would soon ooase to be the bane of the in-

dustry; and with a reliable, however well paid, labour supply at bis door the

Anglo-Saxon would no longer sell out to the Italian, nor would he find himself

compelled to employ the polyglot bands of labourers who now offer their services

on their own terms.

The Commonwealth Government, through its officials, insists that no fresh

coloured labour is coming into the country; that those in the North have either

always been there or have drifted thither from other parts of Australia. The
census will tell us if the Government is right. If it is, White Australia is being

maintained, and we are settling our tropics with white people, of whom there is

likely to be an unlimited supply, but, if no effort is made to improve the con-

ditions of the married Anglo-Saxon worker and so bring relief to the Anglo-Saxon
farmer, it would seem that tropical White Australia is likely to have a vei-y

swarthy complexion and speak with a foreign tongue. If the Government is

wrong, and coloured labour is illicitly penetrating into the northern portions of

the Commonwealth, then the whole position may once more call for review.

S. Kostychby' stated in a recent paper that dextrose and alcohol were formed hy
Aipergillus nig$} from the following suhstances: if-tartaric acid, glycerol, quinic acid,
mannitol, and lactic acid. On the other hand, the sugar mentioned was not formed from
peptone.

Sir EnwAUi) Dav^^on, President of tho AssociMtod Chambers of Commerce of the
Pritish West Indies, has suggested that a trade agreement should be entered into with
the Mother Country for a peiiod of ten years, on the same lines as that entered into with
Canada. Any such step would he of immense advantage to the Islands. Sia Kuward
Dav^n is also urging that the important question of a West Indian currency, which has
firevionsly been considered though not unanimously, should now receive fresh oonsidora-
non

;
if the West Indian colonies adopted their own coinage, the seigniorage rights would

bring in possibly £80,000 per annum.

^ Zeiisch. physiol. Chem. 1920, 111, 236-»45.
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Data concerning the Advantages, Production, and

Cost of "Natilite” Motor Fuel.

The World’s Motor Fitbl Position.

One of the most striking developments of the past few decades has been the

immense expansion of mechanical transport, an especially notable feature of

which has been the great increase in the number of vehicles, for the propulsion of

which internal combustion engines are employed. As the result of this remark-

able change, the economic life of the community in most countries of the world

has become largely dependent upon the use of motor-driven cars for the transport

of passengers or goods. It is hardly necessary to offer statistical evidence on this

point, the great importance in industrial and private life of motor cars, commercial

vans and trucks, omnibuses, agricultural tractors, seacraft, and aircraft being a

matter that is quite fully realized.

Hitherto |>etrol or gasoline, the distillate boiling between 70° aiid 120°C\,

obtained from petroleum oil, has been mainly used as the liquid fuel for carburet-

ting engines
;
but a serious aspect of the future position of motor transport is the

insufficiency of the supply of this spirit to meet the required demand. Thus, in a

paper recently read before the American Institute of Mining and Mechanical

Engineers, Mr. Georoe Otis Smith* said that the position of the United States

in regard to oil can best be characterized as precarious. Using more than one-

third of a billion barrels a year they were drawing not only from the underground

pools, but also from storage, and both of these supjdies W’cre limited

Again, Mr. C. Nahamohe,* in emphasizing the condition of the fuel industry,

pointed out that although each year saw vast increases in the sale and export of

oil from America, there Imd been no increase in production from the actual wells,

the aforesaid increase in sale and export being for the most part drawm from

storage. The deficit caused by ibis can never be replaced under the existing con-

ditions. The last )"ear or tw'o had seen the working of the last well in the United

States which had not been explored ; it is in Texas, and is now practically in full

w’orking order. Taken as a whole, the oil wells of the United States are producing

a. prodigious quantity of fuel, which is, and for a few years will be, sufficient to

quench the thirst of the passenger cars of the United »States, but they cannot

export onornions quantities to foreign countries as well
**

In order to cope to some extent W'ith this serious shortage of a necessary

commodity, higher l>oiling distillates of |>etroleum oil, and likewise lower fractions,

have been pressed into service. Mixtures of volatile hydrocarbons condensed

from the natural gas have been mixed with the heavier distillates
;
w^hile spirits

low in vapour tension have been obtained by encroaching into the kerosene

fraction, the difficulty of staitiiig the engine with such liquids being overcome by

admixture with a greater or less amount of petrol. Moreover, a great increase in

the proportion of spirit yielded by the distillation of crude petroleum oil has been

obtained by the discovery of certain processes for ‘"cracking” the heavier

fractions, that is, processes of heating the oil to a high temperature in the absence

of air, whereby a larger yield of volatile products can be obtained than in direct

distillation. But notwithstanding these efforts the petrol spirit famine remains

imminent, and for the reason stated above, namely, that the world’s supplies of

crude petroleum oil from which the petrol is produced ere rapidly being depleted,

* Mineral Mwmrces afihe U.S
^

I, publUhed Deoerabor28th, 19)8.

• The Motor, February 1920, p. 187.
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lu the words of a report recentl)’’ issued by the Board of Trade ‘ on the investiga-

tion of costs, prices, and profits at all stages in respect of petrol, the position is

that ‘‘ there is a grave danger of a permanent world famine in motor spirit, even

at fabulous prices.”

Possible Substitutes for Petrol.

In view of this approaching crisis, one might expect that other materials

likely to serve as suitable substitutes for the liglit distillates of mineral oil have

been eagerly sought, and this has been so ever since the price of petrol commenced

to rise. At this point it mu}’^ be remarked that the main two desiderata for a

suitable liquid fuel to serve as a petrol substitute are : (1) That it should have a

sullicieiiUy high vapour pressure, that is, it should be sutficieiitly volatile to

permit the sttiriing of an engine from tho cold; and (2) it must be capable of

production at a sufficiently low cost and in a sulficiently large amount to meet tlie

market requirements of the day. There are at the present time only two liquids

that are wortli considering as fulfilling one or both of these requirements to an

adequate degree, namely, beiiy^ol and alcohol.

Benzol as a Motoh Fuel.

Benzol is a spirit obtained by the destructive distillation of coal, being the

constituent of coal gas which is largely responsible for its illuminating povrer.

Its chief constituent is benzene, which when puie possesses a boiling point of about

dl)° 0. Commercial benzol, which contains about 70 per cent, (d benzene, nearly

BO per cent, of toluene, and traces of xylenes, has been found to give excellent

results as a fuel for automobiles, in which it can be used without modification of

the construction of tho engine. It veiy closely fulfils tho technical demands
for a satisfactory spirit

;
but it unfortunately fails to meet the second condition

specified above, since its output is strictly limited, and indeed is actually decreasing,

in spite of the fact that tho amount produced by the “stripping” of coke-oven gas

has been largely increased during recent years.

Alcohol as a Motor Fuel,

Ahjohol, or some fuel containing alcohol as a base, therefore remains the only

alternative substitute for petrol or gasoline. Its pre-eminent advantage (upon

which too much stress cannot bo laid) is that compared with petiol or benzol, its

supply is inexhaustible for all time, seeing that it is readil)' and chea])ly produced

by the fermoiitation of the carbohydrates present in plants. These carbohydrates

may already be in a condition capable of direct transformation by the yeast
; or

may consist principally of starch or cellulose which must liist be formed into

glucose v)r fermentable sugar, previous to its conversion to alcohol by the growth
of the yeast cell in the fermenting vat. But tho great fact is that, as vegetable

matter will presumably continue to be produced in almost unliiuit(*d quantity so

long as human life is possible, here is a never-ending and likewise a cheap source

of motor fuel for universal use,

Ib^garding the properties of alcohol for the purpose under divseussion, it may
bo pointed out that, although low in caloiific value, it lequires Jess air for its

combustion than ptdrol, and that therefore less lieat passes to the exhaust.

Moreover, if arrangements be made to increase tho compression of tho engine,

alcohol will yield approximately the same power us will petrol. A furtlier mutter
that may perhaps be worth mentioning is that it possesses a higher specific gravity

than petrol (8*2 lbs. per imperial gallon, against about 7*2 lb.), a point in its

favour when it is sold by volume and not by weight.

1 The Times, March 2nd, 1920.
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Disadvantages of Alcohol when Used Alone.

On the other hand, it must he emphaeized that the use of alcohol by itself is

attended with certain marked disadvantages. While it can be used in internal

combustion engines by special arrangements for starting on petrol, and with devices

for heating the intake branch of the engine, the engine must be made with a

higher initial compression than is generally used with petrol or benzol. Again,

owing to its readiness to oxidation to acetic acid on ignition, it possesses the great

defect of causing the pitting or corrosion of parts of the engine. It follows,

therefore, that alcohol used alone can hardly be regarded as a practical fuel for

use as an alternative source of 2>ower to petiol or benzol.

Advantages of an Alcohol-Etheu Mixture.

These facts compel the consideiation of the admixture of alcohol with some

material capable of ovei coming the disadvantages noted above. After many years

of experimenting with mixtures of alcohol with naphthalene, acetone, acetylene,

and lastly with ether, it has been definitely established by means of authoritative

tests that the most perfect fuel that could be devised is a mixture consisting of

55 per cent, of alcohol, 44*9 of ether, and 0*1 per cent, of ammonia, this latter

constituent being present for the pui’j»086 of neutralizing any acetic acid formed in

the case of engines with a very had carburation. It has been found entirely suc-

cessful ill correcting this defect, and corrosion and jutting when using this mixture

are entirely prevented.
“ Natilite.’'

This liquid fuel mixture was first produced in Natal, and hence the name
^‘Natilite” or ^*Natalite/’ by which it is now very well known. It has been

patented in all countries throughout the world,* and the names mentioned have

been likewise universally registered as trade marks for the product.

Long and continuous experience with “Natilite^' has now quite concliisivel}'

established the following facts, which are further confirmed by authorities, such as

the late Ihof. Vivian B. Lewes,* F.I.O., F.O.S.
;
The Royal Automobile Club,

the Transvaal Automobile Club,* and by Mr. PEiirv L. Weston,'' B.Sc., B.K.

(Mech. and Elec.), Lecturer in Electrical Engineering, University of (ineenslund,

Brisbane:

—

(1) ‘^Natilite” can replace petrol as fuel in an internal combustion engine

with a carburettor designed for petrol, and is then as good as or better than jietrol

for producing power. (2) It has no corrosive effect on the metal parts of cylinders

or valves, (3) It gives superior results to petrol gallon for gallon when used in an
engine the compression and carburation of which has been adjusted for its special

use (an adj ustment that can bo readily and inexpensively carried out), (4) In the

case of fire it can be extinguished with water, whereas with petrol this is not
possible. (5) It will not freeze, an important consideration in cold cliinaios, and
for aviation at high altitudes, ((i) An engine cun be started more easily from
the cold with “ Natilite” under all conditions of weather than from petrol.

Manufacture of “Natiute.^*

Over four years of manufacturing experience on a fairly large scale has shown
that “Natilite’’ can be easily produced from molasses, sago, sorghum, and other
products containing carbohydrates in sufficient amount. Data are now available
demonstrating that it can be produced from these raw materials at a comparatively

1 U.K. Patent, 2t,2<52 of 1914 ; /70n of 1916 ; ;i7f),45a of 19H
;
and 278,700 of 1917

*

3 Report on “Natalite” Motor Spirit, dated June, 1915 » Reports dated June 1st 1915
* Report dated April 28th, 191«, » Report dated May 2nd, 1917.

’
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low cost ; that it can be sold at prices below those of petrol and benzol
; and that

its commercial exploitation is capable of realizing very large profits. There should

be no technical or practical difficulties in the way of the establishment of “Natilite**

factories in any part of the world where the raw materials named above are found

in sufficient quantity. Another fact of importance is that the handling, stoi'age,

transport and distribution of this motor fuel can he accomplished without diffi-

culty in any country.

I rs Cost of Production, ustno Molasses.

Keganling the important matter of tlie cumI of production, this will naturally

vary according lo the cliinaie, transport, and the supplies of raw iraterial. It is

possible to cite figures showing that distillation plants have been designed capable

of producing “Natilite” at 7d. ])er gallon, or adding Id. ns an avorago estimate

for labour and depreciation, Hil, per gallon; the juice of inolaRses continuing

50 per cent, of total sugars (sucrose and reducing sugars) being taken as Id. jier

gallon, and coal at £1 jier ton. To these figures must of course be added the

costs of Ht,orag(}, transjioit and distribution, but on the other hand these charges

can be largely offset by the sale of by-products recoverable in the maimfucturo of

the fuel.

Makers of sucli jdantsare jirepared, we understand, to guarantee definite costs

of production. Tlieiefore, with the ju’uctically unliinitful market for m()t(U' fuels

which lias been emphasized above, the erection of a “Natilite*’ factory is a pro-

position that can bo regardinl as non -speculative in its character. At the prtisont

time the largest factory is at Mercbank, Natal, tho capacity of which is being

i?icreaH<*d to 2,000,000 gallons per annum.

It must be borne in mind that sugar factories can only supply molasses as a

raw material for “Natilite'’ jiroduction for the limited period of the year during

which they are grinding. Although not a necessity, it is at any into advisaldo

that provision should bo made for keeping the distillation plant miming through

the year. This can be accomplished in two ways, namely
; (1) by con veiling all

the factor)’ molasses obtainable into alcohol within the period during which it is

available, and storing a sufficient quantity to keoj) the ether and mixing jilnnts

rutmiiig for the remainder of tho year
;
or (2) hy providing another source of raw

material iij)ou which lo operate during that period of tlm year when factory

molasses is not being produced within a certain vicinity.

Its Cost of Production using other Eaw Materials.

C)f these two alternatives, the latter is tho better business proposition. It is

one, however, that will require a year or two for development, a certain amount
of investigation for the purpose of determining the most suitahlo crop for the

climate and soil concerned being necessary. In connexion with this point, it is

well worth while directing attention to tho cost figures published in tho Interim

Eeport of a Special Cominissioii on Alcohol Fuel and Engines appointed by the

Ckunmoiiwealth of Australia, ^ which figures are well summarized by means of the

grajihs herewith reproduced. These graphs clearly show : (1) the cost of the

materials necessary for the manufacture of 1 imp. gallon of 95 per cent, alcohol,

the yields per ton (of 2240 lbs.) in the cases of the several materials being for

sweet potatoes, 35 ; maize, 85 ;
wheat, 83 ;

barley, 70 ; cassava, 39 ; artichokes, 22 ;

potatoes, 20; sugar beet, 18; sorghum stalks, ]2’5
;
and sorghum grains, 87

gallons; and also (2) the gallons of 95 percent, spirit ohtainablefrom these various
raw materials jier acre of the various crops.

1 “ Power Alooliul," Bulletin 6; Adrinoi-y Council of Science and In diistr5% Melbourm^T1 91 <#7”
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Ill concluding this first contiibution, no apology need be offered for devoting

80 much space to the subject, lor the reason that, notwithstanding all the discus-

sion that has taken place on the subject of the possibilities of industrial alcohol,

this is the first developpmut to take place in the direction of a broad and practical

commercial undertaking, one that will enable sugar manufacturers everywhere to

make profitable use of a by-product that in some countries is run to waste, and
one that will provide a permanent and lucrative source of revenue. ^ In fact,

summing up the several advantages which have been dealt with above, it may be

accepted that Natilite ” offers a solution of the world*s fuel problem.

{To be eotitinmd,)

Sugar Cane Blight in Trinidad.

A Summary of Conclusions.^

By W. NOWELL. L.LC.. and O. B. WILLIAMS. MA.. P.E.S.

The FHOGHorpEK.

An infestation of froghoppers can produce a definite form of blight without

noo€)s«ary cx)-operation of other insect or fungus agencies.

The characters of the condition so produced consist of :

—

{a) Leaf injiiiy,

beginning with the formation of elongated spots and pat dies, palo at first, then

red brown, and finally dry and silvery brown ; which injury in well-developed

infestations results in the premature witheiiiig of most or all of the leaves, (h)

Tho more or less complete arrest of growth, in w^hich the well-developed canes in

a stool suffer little, theyoungcHt shoots die outright, and the shoots of intermediate

age are affected in inverse pi-oportiou to their size. (It follows from this that the

better tho canes are developed the greater is their resisting power). This con-

dition differs, in plainly recognizable characters, fiom that produced by any form

of root disease known to the writers.

Tn some cases the appearances produced agree very closely with those described

for the Sereh disease of Java, hut the subsequent history of the stools shows that

tlio resemblance is one of ajipeamnce only, the continued dogeneratiou in succes-

sive years characteristic of Sert^h being entirely absent. Nothing has been seen to

suggest that the Mottling or Mosaic disease, now giving trouble in Porto Bico

and Louisiana, is involved in the production of blight.

The general condition described seems to be mainly the result of iujuiy to the

leaves, as appears both from the observation of attacks and from consideration of

tho symptoms of tho iiffected stools. This conclusion is supported by the following

evidence :—(«) The condition reaches its most acute phase shortly after tho chief

flights of adult froghoppers. (h) Where there is no complication with root disease

or hindrance by drought, the stools, even in tho case of low ratoons in which all

or nearly all the shoots are killed to tho ground, lesumo vigorous growth when
tho brood of froghoppers is passed, (c) The root system and undergi’ound stem

system in these uncompliciited cases do not appear on examination to be seriously

affected,

^ Tlie owners of the unsold ** Natilite” petents are : The Alcohol Fuel Coiporation. lAd , ?,

PriucoH Street, London, S.W. i, from whom all particuluvs regarding terms can bo obtained.
» Prepared as a preliminary report oti investigations in and published iu the Btt/Min

of the JfepartmtfU of AgrimiUnre, THnidud a^ui Tobago, (Vol. XIX, lSi?0, part J), from which it is
hero reproduced. The original paragraphing has been somewhat altered liei*e to suit con-
siderations of space.
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In the present year (1919), which is one in which the froghoppor is near its

minimnm, the third brood infestations can bo classified as follows :—(a) A belt of

infestation in the Naparimas which coincides closely with the occurrence, in bands

and patches, of a particular type of red clay soil, (d) An area of several acres in

the Northern sugat district in which the soil, a fine silt, is closely compacted and

probably sour, (c) Scattered small patches mostly with no immediately recog-

nizable defect in conditions, but strictly local, frequently distinctly related to the

contour of the ground, and surrounded by large areas of healthy cultivation.

These infestations are of a type approaching in local numbers and severity the

more 'widespread infestations of maximum froghopper years. Froghoppers are

very lightly distributed through the unaffected fields, therefore the damage does

not arise from the local accentuated action of insects generally distributed, but

from the development of the insects in large numbers where the local conditions

of a field or patch especially favour it. In some cases the patches of infestation

and damage are sharply defined from the rest of the crop in the same field.

From consideration of the effects of difference of rainfall in certain periods

and certain districts and from local observations of soil and see page effects, it

appears most probable that the conditions governing the development of froghopper

infestation arise in some way not understood from a soil and moisture relation.

A merely backward or stunted condition of the crop is not in itself sufficient to

induce a froghopper infestation. There arc very many such fields this year which

are quite free from blight.

Boot Diseask.

The fungi capable of causing root disease of sugar cane at present known in

Trinidad belong to the genera Marasmtus and Odontiu. They occur to some extent

in all cane fields, but vary very greatly in quantity and development in different

fields and nt different seasons. Under conditions favourable to the cane they can

be present in notable qiiantitj'' without any visible ill effects, existing on dead or

dying material only. Boot disease is brought about when, for any reason, these

fungi are enabled to attack paits of the livii»g plant. Any factor adversely affect*

ing the vigour of the cane may decrease its resistance snfficiontly to allow of the

development of root disease.

The common type of root disease consists of the invasion and destruction of

the roots. Its effects are difficult to distinguish from the diiect effects of defective

aeration or poverty of soil. There is a much rarer and much more severe type,

due as it appears to certain species of MuraaviitiB, in which the base of the stem is

killed for several joints, the death of the whole cane following in consequence.

There is a field of first ratoons at present under observation attacked by this

severer form of the disease when the canes were already well-grown and large,

which seems likely to be practically destroyed. In this case there was distinct

injury to the leaves by froghoppers in August and again in October. The field

would be known locally as blighted, but the real cause of the injury, as shown by
its nature, is the root fungus infestation.

It now appears that the prevalence of root disease over wide areas in Trinidad

late in the season, reported on last year by one of us (W.N,), is largely due to the

weakening of resistance by previous attacks of froghopper. The effect of root

disease accompanying or following froghopper injury is to increase its effects and
to prevent recovery, making the blighted condition permanent.

OONTKOL.

No direct method for control of the froghopper is at present in sight. Natural
enemies, especially the fungus diseases of the adults, exercise a considerable
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measure of control under favourable conditions. Boot disease can be controlled

by reducing the ratooning period, by improving preparation, cultivation and

drainage, by the use of organic manuies and of lime, and by rotation of crops.

The general evidence goes to show that it is in the fields that have had least

attention in these matters and in fields naturally poor that the froghopper finds

the most suitable conditions for rapid multiplication. The admitted exception

occurring in froghopper years, in which some good fields may be attacked, may
very well be due to migrations of the pest from fields in worse condition.

The practice of throwing out fields to grass, especially when the old stools are

left to sprout, is definitely bad with reference to both froghopper and root disease

(os well as all other insect and fungus diseases of cane). It should be an invariable

rule to plough out as soon as j)OHsible stools not intended to bo c\jltivated as

ratoons. It is highly desirable that in addition to this a cultivated crop not

belonging to the grass family should bo grown.

It is our conclusion that well-considered application of the measures referred

to above, i.e., the reduction of the ratooning period, improved preparation, culti-

vation, and drainage, the use of organic manures and lime, and the rotation of

crops, will give the best protection available against the development of froghopper

inftsstations, will greatly reduce the direct effects of such an infestation when it

occurs, and w’ill remove the serious contribution now made by root disease to the

final condition of blighted fields.

Report oa Sugar Manufacture and By»Product

Utilization in Hawaii.

Mr. Andkew Ai»ams, Chainnuu of the rommittee on the Manufacture of

Sugar and the Utilization of By-products, issued an interesting annual report to

the Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association last September, a summary of which is

as f(>ll()ws :

—

‘^Tho visit of the representatives of (Voekett Botinery to the islands called

renewed attention to two important units in sugar manufacture, the value of which

has been em|>basized by all good sugar manufacturers for years, namely the

clarification of tlie juices and tlie boiling of low grade massecuites. Mr. Peck has

made a series of experiments to show the influence of fine particles of hagaciHo on

the purity of the juice on heating; while Mr. Waekeh and Mr. PlTOAlRK have
also expressed their opinion on these matters.

“It secjina that wo cannot place too great emphasis on the value of a proper

grain, both as to size and to composition, in the low grade massecuites so as to

get a high purity molt from the resulting sugar. Incidentally, of course, there

would result a low purity final molasses, which is desirable. But another very

important result would be the elimination of low*^ grade molasses, as far as possible,

from the process
; and the fact remains that the return of a quantity of low grade

molasses in the low grade melt has a very disastrous elfect upon our raw' sugar.

“ When we realize that Javan and Cuban sugars contain from 0*30—0*35 of

ash and from 1*25— 1*75 of invert sugar, we can easily understand how our
Hawaiian sugars in general do not meet with favour at the refineries because of

their very high percentage of ash. It is iny conviction that if we improve our
clarification by removing from the juices the fine particles of bagacillo before the

juices have been heated, and improve the quality of the low grade sugars for
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returning to the process, the ash content of our coinmercial sugars will be decreased

and better returns without material increase in the cost of manufacture will be

realized.

“The desirability of obtaining a final molasses of low purity is perfectly

obvious when we consider the volume of this by-product annually sold either as

such or discarded as a waste. At the time of writing this report, molasses figures

for 1920 are unavailable. During 1919 the Hawaiian factories produced 601,710

tons of sugar and 153,521 tons of final molasses, which is slightly in excess of one

ton of molasses for every four tons of sugar bagged. It appears that this molasses

had a gravity purity of 38’07. Therefore the molasses contained 50,884 tons of

sucrose, which was one ton of sucrose for every 11*76 tons of sugar bagged. If

the gravity puiity of our final molasses had been 24 instead of 38° in 1919, we
should theoretically have reduced the amount of sucrose in final molasses ly
18,786 tons

;
and, assuming an 80° purity melt, and 82 per cent, recovery and a

97° sugar we should have increased our production by 15,890 tons of commercial

sugar. Jilven if an exhaustion of 24° cannot be reached, the fact remains that for

every degree downward from 38^ final molasses we could have saved 1135 tone of

commercial sugar. Had we reduced it 1° at this 3'’ear*s price, we should have

sold the 1135 tons of recovered sugar, as sugar, for $215,650, instead of selling the

same 1135 tons of recoverable sugar as molasses, for $36,456.

“To got a better recoverj^ of sugar means, with other equipment, more pans

and more crystallizers. The type and, po88ibl)% the dimensions of the crystallizers

have great influence upon the recovery. At Kahuku there are four dilTerent

dimensions of crystallizers, all of the enclosed type. In one set the diameter is

7 ft., and there are outside jackets or shells for water circulation. The remaining

sets have no shells, and their diameters are 7 ft., 6 ft. and 5 ft. All have the same

type of stirrers, and all stirrers revolve at the same rate of speed.

“During the season of 1920 records wore kept of 161 crystallizer strikers of

inassecuite, and of the final molasses resulting, the followitig table showing the

results. A pau-masse purity ranging from 52*5 to 53*5 according to circumstances

is the standard
;
dimensions are inside diameters

;
the ci usher juice purity is of the

day previous to that on which the strikes were boiled ; and the drop is in points

from purity of pan-masse to puiity of final molasses. All purities given are

apparent values.
Purity of

Crystal!izor
DimeiiHions

6 ft. . .

,

Crusher
JUU'C

, , 82-99 .

Purity of
Pau-Massc

. . . 62-68
,

Time
in days

.... 14-10

Purity
Onal molasses

.... 29-13 ..

Drop of
purity

.. 23-46

6 ft. .

.

.. 83-34 . . .. 52-43 . ... 12-10 .... 29-13 . . 23*30

7 ft. .. .. 82*77 . ... 62-31
,.... 11*64 .... 29-42 .. .. 22-89

7 ft. & shell . . 82-84 . . .. 63-19 . . . 12*40 .... 29-80 .. .. 23-39

“In recent years there has l>eeii a continuous effort to increase extraction.

With high purity juices an increased extraction has nnquestionablj* resulted in

a final greater production of commercial sugar per unit of cane. In some factories

treating low purity juices, it is questionable if a high extraction has resulted in

more than a slight, if any, increase in production of sugar ; but it has resulted in

a substautial increase in cost of production, as compared with the cost while

obtaining a low extraction with the same quality of juices. This increased cost

should include interest and depreciation on the cost of additional equipment made
necessary throughout the factory because of the increase in extraction at the time

of low purity juices.

“Profitable limits of extraction can be calculated with the known market
value of sugar taken as one of the terns. This year at Kahuku there was a very
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notioettble drop in purity of the first expressed juice, and the extraction was
allowed to drop from an average of approximately 97® to one of 95®. Coincidental

with the drop in purity of the first expressed juice at Kahuku this year were two
other phenomena. The first was an almost regular record of a syrup purity lower

than the purity of the clarified j uice, the difference amounting at times to 1 * 7 6®. The
secoiid was a great increase in the amount of undetermined losses. From clarified

juice to syrup the juices were watched and frequently tested, with negative results

of an explanation of the drop in purity. Eliminating entrainment, leaks, faulty

weights and calculations, there was no accounting in the usual way for the uiide>

termined loss, which finally accumulated to over three per cent, of the sucrose in

the cane. Earlier in the season, when the purity of the first expressed juice ranged

from 84-87, there was a rise in purity from clarified juice to syrup and the

per cent, of undetermined losses on sucrose in the cane was noimal. These

observations have been made towards the end of every manufacturing season at

Eahuku since high extraction has been the practice. They were especially pro-

nounced this year when the season ended only during the second week in

NovGm])er.

Three questions naturally follow. What is the cause ? What is the effect P

What is the remedy ?

It is known that in Hawaiian canes there are present certain dextro-rotatory

gums, dextran, for instance, which pass into the juice and cause an overestimate

of the per cent, of sucrose in the cane. During heating and high concentration

there is coagulation of some of these gums, the syrup reading then showing a

drop in piirity.

An argument in support of the contention that high extraction influoncrsthe

})resen<*e of tliese gums in the juices lies in the following : When the balance of

tlie cane for this season had already been brought to the Kahuku mill-yard, there

was an accident of such a nature that it was deemed advisable to giijid the balance

of cane without the use of the last mill; this was done, and there was grinding on

parts of twa) days, extractions and purities being as follows:

—

Extraction. Crusher Juico. Clarified Jinco. Syrup
Utday 87*86 76 08 .. 73*36 .. 74*40

2n(l day 86*86 .. 73-80 .. 72*29 .. 72*88

With an extraction considerably below 90® there was a gain in purity from
clarified juice to syrup, even with the very unusual low purities recorded.

“Whatever may be the cause of the presence of these gums in the juice, it is

certiiiu that they are not sugar and that they are harmful. Under ordinary con-

ditions of manufacture some of these gums are carried through the process and are

shipped to the refineries. They decrease the value of our sugar for refining pur-

poses and, therefore, ultimately its selling price.

“These are additional reasons why there should be an improvement in the

clarification of the juices and in the production of low grades to be melted back
into the process.”

It is reported that the Ministry of Agriculture are about to undertake the manufacture
of lactose (milk-sugar) from whey, a by-product in cheese making.

According to Edgar Tripp & Co., active preparations ore being made in Trinidad to

farther the present sugar crop. Unfortunately in certain districts the destruction caused
by the froghopper and the Mosaic disease has been extensive ; nevertheless a fair average
output is looked lor. The shipments for 1920 were 49,000 as compared with 39,000 tons
in 1919. During both years 17 per cent, of the total production was reserved for local

consumption by order of the Food Board.



Suggestions on the Production of a Better

Raw Sugar.'

By S. 8. PECK.

In previous reports, frequent references have been made to the relative

refining value of Cuban and Hawaiian raw sugars,* as the result of which

reports, a pronounced improvement in one respect has been made in the quality of

our raws, viz., size of grain. This has been of decided benefit to the refinery at

the affiliation station; but the fact still remains that sugars, such as Cuban,

Philippine, and Peruvian, lend themselves to more easily mechanical handling in

the rehiiery than do ours. A very brief description of this first stage of refinery

operations may help to make this statement clearer.

The raw sugar after discharge from the bags is mixed in a iningler with

affination syrup to a magma of al>out 90®Brix; separated in centrifugals; and

washed with the required amount of water, giving a washed sugar of 99® purif y
and a syrup, known as affiliation syrup, of 70® Brix and 80® purity.

Washed Hawaiian sugar in general works as well as Cuban sugar. The

exception may be noted when the raw sugar is made on low grade seed and

contains dark seed grain which persists into the melt.

Affination syrup is a dark, viscous liquor. IVrt of it is used for mixing with

new raws as above, the excess due to the water used in washing in the centri-

fugals, being mixed with ‘ffilter-coP’ and filtered through Sweetlaiid presses. The

melted wash sugar is also filtered in this manner after “filter-cer' addition ; but seven

times as much filtering area is required for the filtration of the affination syrup

as for the melted washed sugar, per unit of each handled. That is, the 80® purity

liquor is seven times more difficult to handle than tho 99® jmrit}" melt. It may be

argued that the purity is sufficient to account for this difference
;
but it is a fact

that for affination syrnp from foreign sugars a much lower proportion exists.

After filtration this affination syrup is passed through three tiltrations in the bone-

char filters, rising 10 points in purity with sufficient decoloiizatiou to give one

strike of granulated sugar.

Any iin])rovemeiit in the raw sugar which would make for a more rapidly

filtering affiliation syrup would be a distinct advance in refinery operations.

It would appear that there are two nutthods possible for attaining this object

:

the first would be the piodnctioii of a raw sugar of a higher polarization. This

would reduce the amount of affination liquor to bo handled, while the quality of

the molasses surrounding the raw crystals would be better inasmuch as it would
have beon “processed” less frequently. Iinpuiities, such us glucose, ash, and
gums, would be in about the same relative proportion but in lesser amounts.

The advantage here would bo due practically entirely to the lesser amount of these

impurities to be passed through the filters. The second method would be the

production of a better raw sugar. In my opinion, this can be obtained through

earnest efforts directed toward the handling and treatment of the juice before it

enters the evaporators as syrup. I bog to offer a few suggestions on Ibis subject

with the object of opening a discussion rather than of stating any final coii-

olusions.

Juice Straining.

At present the raw juice is strained through screens of relatively large size.

In a determination made in the laboratory of Kahuka plantation, raw juice

1 Report presented to tlic Coinniitteo on tlie Manufacture of Sugar and Utilizattou of
By-Products, appointed by the llawauan Sugar I’lautcrB’ Association, September, 1»20.

* 1917
,
482 .
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strained as usual was passed through a continuous 60*mesh screen, and dry

hagacillo amounting to 0*17 per cent, on the weight of the juice was removed.

This would mean in a factory grinding 1000 tons cane a day with 120 per cent,

juice on cane, 2*1 tons of dry hagacillo. As this would be almost entirely

caught in the presses and come out as press cake with 70 per cent, moisture, this

would amount to 7 tons of press cake a day. Another experiment with a lOO-mesh

screen removed 0*24 per cent, dry matter, corresponding in a 1000 ton plant to

2*88 tons dry and 9*6 tons wet cush-cush.*’

The removal of this additional suspended solid matter would affect the

subsequent operations of the factoi*}' in possibly two ways as follows :

—

1 . Effect on Press Cake .—It is contended by many sugar boilers that if more

fine trash is removed by finer screening at the mill there will bo greater difficulty

in getting a good press cake and washing the sugar out of it. This is an open

question. Several factories have put in finer screens at the mills without affecting

the filter press work. Others repoited after the installation of the Setuby shredder

a considerable increase in the weight of the cake without any evident improve-

ment in its quality. One factory had trouble in its press cake work, and attempted

to correct it by adding additional fine bagasse without any beneficial results. This

does not prove that there are not instances where the i*emoval of a large percentage

of fine trash might interfere with the making of a good cake
;
but indicates that

there are cases where its absence would not interfere with this operation. The

direct advantage can be figured out approximately as follows ; A factory grinding

200,000 tons of cane a year would produce about 5000 tons press cake. At 1*34

polarization, 07 tons of sucrose are lost. Figured at 70“‘ purity juice in the cake

and a 38'' molasses, there would be 62 tons of 96'^ sugar lost. If as in the cal-

culation above, straining through a lOO-mesh screen would remove 38*4 per cent,

on the weight of wet cake, there would be a saving per crop of 20 ions of shipping

sugar, worth at 10 cents, #4000. Providing the cake works eq\ialiy well, there

will be n further economy in lab^uir, filter-press cloth, and water to be evaporated.

2. Effect oti Quality of Sugars .—The fine suspended matter in the raw juice

is mainly cane fibre. The term fibre is a general one, and indicates the matter in

cane not soluble in water. It varies in composition depending whether it comes
from the rind, pith, or fibro-vascular bundles of the cane, and consists principally

of cellulose, pentosans and lignin, both the latter being soluble in alkalies. Even
the pith cellulose, according to Bkownb, is attacked by concentrated alkalies.

The pentosans fonn gurus, and the lignin is that which imparts the yellow color-

ation on digesting fibre with alkaline solutions. In making paper from bagasse

it is necessary, in order to got a good product, to separate the pith from the rind

fibre. According to work done at the Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association

Experiment Station, the pith fibre constitutes about 45 per cent, of the total cane

fibre. The condition is thus presented of a material subjected to the solvent

action of heat and sometimes alkaline condition of liquor, in a finely divided

condition where the rate of solution is increased.

In order to determine this point, experiments were conducted at Kahuku
plantation. It was found that where fine trash was present during clarification,

there was a very decided increase in the amount of soluble gums present over

tests whore this was removed, the screening being through a lOO-mesh screen

;

and that the less the acidity, the greater was the solvent action. It is very possible

also that the purity of the liquor has au effect, but this point was not established.

Three experiments gave the following results :

—
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I. II. III.

Acidity .. 2*0 .... 2*9 .... 9*0

Gravity Purity 74*9 .... 03*2 .... 82*6

Per cent, increase on 100 Sucrose.

Gums 46*7 .... 66*6 .... 16*7

Ash 6*5 .... 8*6 .... —
In those experiments boiling during clarification lasted one minute, and the

juice was filtered at once. If the time of exposure to the action of the solvent

were longer, as in the usual sedimentation ; and if there had been a possibility of

further solution, as during the liming and sweetening-off of the press cake, the

differences would probably havo been greater.

A further condition, not determined, was the action on the colouring matter

in fine fibre from coloured canes. It is most probable that an important amount
is thus extracted.

That these fine particles are acted upon in some such manner during clari-

fication can be easily seen by melting raw sugar and screening through a fine

screen. On the screen will be found gelatinous looking particles, which are

nothing but cane fibre in a partially hydrol5
^8ed form

;
during the hydrolysis, part

of the constituents have entered into solution, and persist through to the final

products, sugar and molasses.

The total amount of these gums present is small. In the rests refcjired to

they were 2 0, 4*0, and 1*3 per cent, on sucrose respectively, increasing to 3*0,

7*7, and 1*55 per cent., due to presence of fine trash. But the influence of such

impurities is important. Among the impurities which make for turgid boiling,

poor drying, and slow filtration, the gums and the organic lime salts play the most

important rolos. A decrease of 47 per cent, in the former is fchei*efore well worth

the effort. As an example, a molasses of 90® Brix, 37® gravity purity, 20 per cent,

moisture, 15 per cent, glucose, and 12*7 per cent, ash would contain 19 per cent,

organic non-sugars. Taking the first experiment, these organic non-sugars would

consist of 19*7 per cent, gums when the fine trash had been removed, and

28*9 per cent, when they were present during clarification. It is aiubmitted that

while the content of gums in the latter case is 147 per cent, of that in the former,

the relative viscosities are ui considerably gi*eater proportion.

In the case of the final molasses in the refinery, approximately the same con-

ditions will obtain
;
but duo to elimination by the (5har filters of impurities in

different proportions the end results will not be exactly the same. However, the

molasses in the affiliation syrup is our raw sugar molasses, and can be compared. Its

viscosity will bo reduced by such a pro(*,eduTe as outlined above in proportion to

the action of the gums not included in the molasses. A very approximate calcula-

tion shows that in an affiliation syrup under present conditions the gum percentage

is 1 •36,which might reduce to 0*93 with the fine trash removed. A gain itwould seem
that such a small difference could affect the rate bub slightly, yet laboratory tests

have shown that sugar of different marks, but of the same purity, operated under
identical conditions, will filter at widely different rates, demonstrating the presence
of some retarding substance. As the experiments were conducted on solutions of

97*5 purity, these substances were naturally present in very small proportion, yet
they exerted a profound effect on the rate of filtration.

Separate Clarification of Mill Juices.

Eeference has been made to the procedure in reports published in preceding
years. During the past year an opportunity was offered to analyse some of the
products. It was believed that by dividing the juices, those of lower density aad
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purity could with economy be given additional treatment to improve the quality.

Addition of soluble phosphates or phosphoric acid was efficient, not only by re-

moving soluble impurities, but it removed suspended matter by increasing the

bulk and gravity of the precipitate. Tests giving results per 100 of sucrose

showed as follows :

—

Suspended Solids.

Total

Ko Phosphoric
Acid.

Phosphurio
Acid.

7*97 . 0-64

Organic 6*80 0*67

Mineral matter M2 0*07

Gums 1*36 1*16

The difference in composition of juices from the different mills after clarifica-

tion is shown in the following tests, in which phosphoric acid was used on the

second mill juice only, these being also stated per 100 of sucrose:

—

l9t Mill and 2nd Mill
Suspended Solids. Crushed Juice. Juice.

Total 0*048 .... 0*389

Organic 0*046 ... '0 356

(iuniB 0*188 .... 0*600

Ash 4*46 .... 6*64

It is submitted that if these juices had been clarified together in the usual

manner, the mixed juice would have contained a larger jiercentago of suspended

matter and gums than results from separate clarification and phosphoric addition

to the diluted juice, and to this extent improved the working quality of the

raw liquor.

Use of Filter Aids.

Until recent years, the regular refinery practice was to treat the melted

washed raw sugar with phosphoric acid and lime, pioducing a precipitate of calcium

phosphate, and filtering through bag filters. This practice has been supplanted

by the simpler one of adding a definite amount of Filter-cel,” or kieselguhr or

infusorial earth, to the melt, and filtering through closed filters such as the

Sweetland. Ko chemicals are added with the occasional exception of a Vf3ry little

lime to correct acidity of the sugar. The filtrate is brilliantly clear and ready for

filtration through bonochar, the Filter-oel ” removing entirel}’* all suspended

matter and possibly^ to a lesser extent the colloidal matter. This property of

** Filter-cel ” has been applied to raw factory operations, but has not been

generally adopted.

The results of Dr. Zerban’s recent experiments,
»
particularlywith “Filter-cel”

as the sole clarifying agent, opens up a new line of investigation which should be

applied to conditions in the Hawaiian Islands. If it is tlm colloids which form

the deterrent factor in good recovery and superior sugar, and it is found that their

removal prior to the application of heat is practical, a great step in advance will

have been taken in the improvement of our sugars. In further reference to the

removal of the finely divided particles of cane fibre, this in itself may diminish

the colloid content of the subsequently clarified juice. A description of methods
of screening and apparatus f(u*ms a part of the report of the Committee on Manu-
facturing Machinery,®

The report of the Kast India Distitteries and Sugar Factories litd., for the year ending
September last showed a profit of £69,969, after paying interest on and pioviding for
the redemption of the debenture stock. A dividend of 8j^ per cKnt. has been paid on the
preference shares and the ordinary shareholders received a dividend of 13J per cent. Of
the balance of £33.492, the directors placed £20,000 to the general reserve and wrote
£10,000 off the amount standing to good will, carrying forward £3492.

iSr,”90^*157
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The Comparative Values of Decolorizing Carbons

By r. B. THOMAS. M.A. <Oxon). A.I.O.

Some twenty years ago the chief, and one may say, the only decolorizing

agent in general use in sugar refineries was bone char. The bone char industry

was in the hands of comparatively few firms, and the raw material was invariably

the same. The consequence was the production of a char which was, on the

whole, uiiifonn in its decolorizing power. Moreover, bone-char, being one of tho

least valuable of the substances which can be obtained from bones, themselves a

fairly cheap raw material, was comparatively low in price, and a slight variation

in its carbon content and its adsorbing power was not regarded as serious enough

to require compensation. The bone char system has held the field very nearly

long enough, and is gradually becoming regarded as out-of-date even by its

supporters, who still cling to it in most cases owing to the money which they have

sunk in bone char plant. The rise to importance in the lost ten or twelve years of

decolorizing carbons has been so marked that we are not making a new prophecy

when we say that in our opinion in ten years time much more sugar will be refined

by decolorizing carbons than by bone char. Tho industry of making decolor-

izing carbons is at present in its infancy, and it is to certain aspects of this

manufacture that we wish to call attention.

All new industries must inevitably result in much research with the con-

sequent publication of a considerable amount of literature dealing with the points

raised. These papers are usually not co-ordinated; contradictory statements are

made, and a lot of time wasted in argument betweeu workers iu different parts of

tho world, who are all, perhaps, perfectly correct in their statements, but who
obtain different results inasmuch as their premises are not identical. This has

been the case with the industry in question. The interest which has been aroused

has shown itself to be world wide. It has been largely purely scientific—such

researches as those of Zekban* and Bock« in America, and Bkai)LEV‘ in this

country may be mentioned—and a groat deal of spade work has been done, many
very useful and interesting facts having been elucidated. It has also been

commercial, patents having been taken out by workers in a large number of

countries for carbons prepared by quite a number of different methods. A lot of

practical work lias been done with a view to finding the optima conditions for

successful manufacture and manipulation of carbons, and the reasons why certain

carbons are bettor than others. But there is one point which has not been given

sufficient defitiition. We refer to the question of a suitable method of comparing

the decolorizing powers of the various carbons.

Incidentally, we may remark here that we think the subject has reached

sufficient imporianco to he worthy of the support of some influential body of

scientists to give tho matter attention. The figures which have been published

are, for lack of complete definition, in many cases misleading. What inter-

pretation, for instance, is exactly to be placed on a statement that a carbon is

twenty times more efficieiit than bone-char ?

The present usual method of estimating the effect produced by a carbon is to

read the colour of the solution in a tintometer or colorimeter before and after

treatment with the carbon. At once an error is introduced. When using raw
sugars, it is usually impossible to road a 50^’ Brix. solution in a J in. cell, the size

in which, as a rule, the clarified sugars are read. In any case the raw and refined

syrups are hardly ever read in the same sized cell, the raw being read in a

90. * i.A’.J., im, m. » 62 ; 1921, 25.
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funaller one and the units of colour multiplied by the number of times the cell

used is smaller than that in which the decolorized solution is measured. Eveiy

chemist knows that it is the exception rather than the rule for a coloured solution

in a Jin. cell to have exactly twice the colour units of the same solution in a Jin.

cell. It is most unlikely to occur in the case of sugar syrups, the colour of which

is due to several different factors. Therefore, all figures of “percentage of colour

removed rest on an empirical basis, which is known to be inaccurate.

Ifwe assume that figures obtained in this way have a scientific meaning, let

tis see how investigators have used them for purposes of comparison. In the

early days the tendency was to argue that if one carbon took out 80 per cent, of

colour and the same percentage of another carbon took out 60 per cent., that the

first was 20 per cent, more efficient or 33J per cent, better than the other. Zekban
in his classical investigation into the preparation of vegetable cai bens' says, in

comment on this :

—

*‘In this table wo have added a further colnran, giving the efllcieiicy of each carbon in

terms of Norit. It will be shown in the discussion of the renults that this carbon serves

the purpose excellently. Korit, under the sp<*cial conditions of our method removes

81 per cent, of colouring matter. Another carbon may remove, say, 96 jwr cent. This

means that the second carbon takes out only 16 per cent, more than Norit, calculated on

the ((uantity present in the original solution. But in using decolorizing agents the

quantity remaining in the treated solution is of much greater importance than the quantity

rmtmd by the carbon. From this standpoint the second carbon cited above is not

16 per cent, more efficient than Norit, but 19/4 or 4*76 times as efficient us Norit since

it leaves only 4 per cent, of colouring matter in the liquor as compared to the 19 per cent,

left by Norit
”

This is a big advance in the idea of comparing decoloiizing powers, but it is

not enough yet. Dr, Zekban goes on to say that Dr. BAN(’ROFr has justly

remarked about this method of expressing the efficiency of the carbons, that it

gives an exaggerated idea of the actual adsorptive effects. There is more than

that to he said about it. Scientifically, it is incorrect. An appeal ud almirdnm

demonstrates this. For if we assuinethat this method really does provide us wuth

a comparative idea of decolorizing power, we are led to believe that a carbon

which adsorbs 80 per cent, of colour and leaves 20 per cent, is only five times as

good as a carbon which adsorbs no colour at all, that is, leaves 100 per cent., or

again that u carbon which adsorbs 100 per cent, and leaves no colour is “infinity

times better than any other carbon which leaves the smallest particle of colour.

No one will su]>p()rt such statemeuts.

All such methods, therefore, which consist in comparing carbons by a com-
parison of relative amounts of colour removed from the raw sugar seem to the

writer unsatisfactory, owing to there being, at present, no suitable way of giving

the results a scientific quantitative intei-pretation. If we do not know all there is

to be known about the colouring matters of sugar solutions, we do at any rate

know that there is a large number of them and that their physical state varies,

some being colloidal, and some not, some probably colour complexes, others of a

simple nature. We certainly do not know what percentages of each of these

colouring matters are adsorbed by varying quantities of carbons. Even if these

are adsorbed to different extents by different carbons, we can, however, usually

by varying the quantity of carbon, produce syrups which have very approximately
the same tint.

This statement leads to another and it would seem a more practical w^ay of

regarding the matter. The manufacturer w>^ho buys a carlion now-a-days w’ants—- --
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to know the “strength*^ of the carbon. He is not dealing with a more or less

stable article like bone char ; and if he is told that a certain carbon is six times as

good as another carbon, it should and can mean only one thing to him, and that is

that to get the same effect on the same material he would have to use six times as

much carbon in one case as in the other. He is not interested in an analysis as to

the amount of ash or carbon present ;
he buys his carbon at so much per ton, and

it is on the article as delivered that he wishes to estimate its value in weight as

compared with other carbons.

This view certainly has advantages ; scientifically there can be little ob-

jection. The purpose of a large number of j)atents being presumably to market

the carbons they deal with, it is obvious that it is commercially sound, because it

tells the potential user what he wants to know. At present we are so apt to talk

of such and such a carbon being such a tremendous price, while others are cheaper.

Carbon at £150 per ton is better value than carbon at £20 which has only o»ie-tenth

of the decolorizing power of the first, as estimated in the way indicated. There

may be objections to thus giving an absolutely correct scientific valuation
;
mass

action must inevitably tend to exert an influence, but this would be in favour of

the lower grade carbon. It is free from the disadvantages of the ‘‘colour removed”

system, as it almost eliminates the personal equation in the colour matching on

the tintometer.

According to Zkrban,^ one of his carbons was 32 times as efficient as “Norit”;

this meant that w^here “Norit” takes out 84 per cent, of colour his carbon takes

out 99‘5 per cent.
;
but to the user of carbons this would rather imply that 32 per

cent, of “ Norit ” takes out the same amount of colour ns 1 per cent, of Zerban’s

carbon, and we do not suppose that this would actually be found to be the case.

There is another point which requires to be considered in comparing carbons.

Given any carbon, we have no way of deteiinining what percentage of the carbon

is active and what percentage is not. It is possible by digesting carbon with strong

sulphuric acid to get a small quantity of extraordinarily active carbon ; to say its

efficiency is 100 times that of ‘*Norit” would in our opinion not be over-estimating

it. If we assume this to possess an activity of 100 per cent., it is obvious that

only a comparatively small percentage of the carbon in decolorizing carbons is

fully active
;
and that by suitable treatment, such as repeating the process by

which carbons were made, a treatment with suitable activating agents or the action

of heat, the activity and efficiency of these carbons can be increased. For instance,

the writer has in his possession a special Norit ” of at least 10 times the efficiency

of ordinary first-grade “ Norit,” and this is sold in Holland for medicinal pur-

poses. But, naturally the price of the carbon‘.will increase the greater the number
of treatments it receives ; while also, owing to the losses involved, the second and
subsequent treatments cost more than the first. In making his carbon 4 times as

active as his original product, a carbon manufacturer will probably find that he
cannot sell it under 0 times the price of the carbon he started from. The refiner,

may therefore, expect to be offered carbons of various strengths at different prices

(
“ Norit,” for instance, being made in lour different grades) and as different

strengths are required for different refinements, it is necessary for the refiner to

have some factor of efficiency which’means something to him. Therefore, in all

efforts to get better carbons, the cost of manufacturing the carbon is a matter of

the greatest importance. The question for the research chemist is not Can I
make a better carbon F ” ;

but “ Can 1 do so at the price ? ” He can always make
a better carbon—at a price.

* i.sj., laao, 9i,

~~ '
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If the method above recommended be regarded by thoee interested in carbons

at large as an improvement, they will egree that some standard carbon isrequii’ed.

The number of well known carbons on the market is not large and the choice

is somewhat limited. Zerban has taken ‘‘Norit** as his standard, and nearly

all other workers have referred their carbons to it. It is a well known and a

high grade carbon
;
it is available in most countries ;

its different batches show great

uuifoimity in efficiency. Wo suggest that Zerbak, Bradley and others he

followed in adopting ** Norit” as the standard. But it is also necessary that the

experimental conditions be carefully observed. For example, tbe carbons should

be taken as actually delivered by the makers ;
tbe sugar to be treated should be

raw of not too low a grade (tbe n attire of the sugar will vary naturally and one

cannot lay down a hard and fast rule here)
;
while it should also be specified that tbe

density of the solution should bo 50® Brix. , and that it should be neutral on the acid

side. One should work as nearly as possible to factory conditions. The solution

obtained after treatment with 6 percent, of “Norif should be taken as standard.

The maximum and minimum amounts of carbon that in practice would ever be used

may be taken to be 40 per cent, in a continuous filter, or J per cent, in a press.

This gives us a range of carbons having an efficiency from one-eighth to 10 times

that of Norit.” This should cover most carbons. If it does not, the standaid

solution can be varied by using say per cent, or 7^ per cent, of **Norit.’^ A
raw sugar solution is suggested, as in most cases the carbons are required

to clarify as well as decolorize. The carbons should be added in the cold, brouglit

to the boil in equal inteiwals of time, and filtered, the first half of tlie filtrate being

returned to the original solution and filtered again to eliminate the fine particles

which nearly always come through at the beginning. Very few experiments ought

to suffice to effect an estimation, after which the comparison can be carried to as

accurate a figure as may be desired.

Carbons have been prepared by vei^ elaborate methods, end a high efficiency

claimed for them. At the risk <»f being accused of labouring tbe point, tho writer

wi'shes to oinpliasize that such patents and methods ar(v of very little use unless

they result in tlie production of carbon that is lower in pi ice than a carbon of

equal efiiciency on tbe market, or lower in proportion, i.e., having a higher “factea*

of efficioncy ” than other carbons. We cannot here go into certain essential

features in the nature of carbons for use in tho factor}", such as speed of filtration,

fineness, etc., and must assume these as being either the same or varying little

from one another. But ju ice and “ factor of efficiency ” are two necessary facts

in talking of carbons, and if selling prices of new carbons bo given with their

strength as compared with **Norit” accoiding to the method proposed, chemists

will he assisting in reducing this new branch of jdiysical chemistry to some soit of

order ; and also giving, not only to sugar manufacturers but to a number of other

industries which use decolorizing carbons, infoimation which will be of real

value to them.

It WHH recently stat<*d that Pr. F. J Bates, of the Bureau of Btaiidarda, had UMd
Clark and liURRS method for the determination of the hydrogen ion concentration in the
case of refined sugars,* For the information ol those intereeted, it may bo mentioned that
the indicators refei red to are obtainable of the Central Scientific Co., of 460, E. Ohio
Street, Chicago, U.S.A. ; and that (he most recent and exhaustive discussion of the entire

subject will be found in a book by William M. Clauk, entitled “Ihe D. tenninalion of

Hydmgen Ions,” which we reviewed quite recently.® Several other papers have been
published on this determination, which promises to be one of importance to those concerned
with sugar anahsis.®

1 1020, ^ I S J , » iownwi (if BaSeHoiofnf^
Nos, 1, 2, and 8; JMd., 1920, S, No, 2; Physiology, 1919, 9, No. 4; Biochemical Jountaf, 1910, 8, 207.
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An Inherent Error in Certain Modifications of the

Clerget Method of Doable Polarization.

By C. A. BEOWNE.

Among the more recent modifications of the Clerget method for determining

sucrose is the so-called neutral method of double polarization first proposed by

Saillaki)! in 1912, at the eighth meeting of tho Tnterinitional Congress of Applied

Chemistry, in New York, and afterwards employed by Jackson and in

their general methods for the analysis of sugar products. In ibis method the

hydrochloric acid used in the process of inversion is neutralized with sodium,

potassium or ammonium hydroxide before making up the solution to volume for

the invert polarization. In order to equalize conditions, the equivalent amount

of sodium, potassium or ammonium chloride is added to the solution for the direct

polarization, tho assumption being that, tho conditions of the two polarizations

being alike, the error of the ordinary procedure due to the action of the acid upon

the rotation of invert sugar, amino acids, etc., can thus be eliminated.

In recent experiments with this modification of the Clerget method upon known
amounts of sucrose and upon mixtures of sucrose with other constituents, made by

the writer and his a«sistant8, G. H. Hakden and C. A. Gamble, it was found

impossible to obtain concordant results. A closer investigation of the question

revealed tho presence of an inherent error which renders this method of analysis

subject to serious criticism.

In order that the effect of the addition of a fixed amount of sodium, potassium

or ammonium chloride upon the polarization of a sugar may be calculated, it is

necessaiy that the exact coiioentratioii of the salt in the water of the 100 c.c. of

sugar solution bo known. A concentration of 5 gms. of sodium, potassium or

ammonium chloride in 100 c.c. of a solution containing different amounts of a

sugar is not, however, a constant concentration in its physical chemical effects,

as the advocates of the method of neutral polarization seem to assume. The amount
of water contained in 100 c.c. of a 50 per cent, sugar solution is obviously less than

that contained in a 5 per cent, sugar solution. The concentration influences of tho

accompanying 5 gms. of salt will be greater, theiefore, in the 50 per cent, solution

than in tho 5 per cent, solution ; and its effect upon the rotation of tho accom-

panying sucrose, invert sugar, etc., will be correspondingly greater. That this is

so can be seen from the following experiments upon the polarization of solutions

made up with varying amount of sucrose and fixed amounts of ammonium and

8odi\im chlorides. The concentrations of the latter were »1‘392 grms. ariiinonium

chloride and 2 ’3 15 grms. sodium chloride in 100 c.c. of solution, these quantities

being tho same as those used by Jackson and Gillis in their method of pnx^cdure.
A

Grms. Sucrose
in

100 c c. of
Solution

62 (100 mm. tube)

h
Tolarization in
presence of
3 392irrtns. of

NH^Cl.
99*05

Polarization B
calculated

to 20prins. in
200 ram tube

99 05

D
Polarization
in presence
of 2*315 ffrms,

of KaCl
99*00

E.

Poljtrizfilion I)

calculated
to 2t5 grins in
200 imn. tube.

99*00

26 (200 mm. tube) 99*40 99*40 99*35 99*35

20 (200 mm. tube) 76*53 99*49 76*46 99*39

13 (200 mm. tube) 49*78 99*56 49*75 99*50

5 (200 mra. tube) 19*17 99*68 19*15 99*68

It is noted that as the amount of sucrose in the 100 c.c. diminishes, and the

corresponding amount of water increases, the action of the dissolved salt upon the

’ Cominuiiications, Eighth Inteniational Congress of Apgiied ChemUt^j'YoTYC^i^^ Tls
1912, 678 ;

also 1 S.J., 1914, 39.
^

* {Scientific Paper of the Bureau of Etandnrds^ A’o. S7/i

:

1920, 6o9, 670, 638,
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rotation of the sugar becomes correspondingly less and the values in columns 0
and E apprr)ach 100, the true rotation of sucrose. The fixed values of sucrose

4* 3*392 grms. NH^Cl = + 99*43; and of sucrose + 2*315 grins. NaOl =
+ 99*38, employed by Jaokbon and Gillis as the positive constituents in their

evaluation of the Clerget divisor are true, therefore, only for a concentration of

26gi'ms. sucrose in 100 c.c., and not for greater or smaller amounts than this.

The observations made for sucrose-salt mixtures hold also for invert sugar-

salt mixtures and for sucrose-invert sugar-salt mixtures, the particular value of

the positive and negative constituents of the Clerget divisor varying with the

’‘amount of water present with the fixed amount of salt in the 100 c.c. of solution.

While it is possible to establish a sot of factors for pure sucrose alone in this

method of procedure, the complication of variahles makes it difficult to determine

the exact Clerget divisor for the mixtures of sucrose, dextrose, levulose, gums,

and other organic substances present in impure products.

The only method of double polarization which is free from the objections

named is the invertase method, and it is hoped that stable commercial preparations

of this enzyme may at some time be supplied to the analyst. Until this is done,

the determination of sucrose in miscellaneous mixed products by the various

methods of double polarization can be regarded at its best as only a more or less

satisfactory approximation.
New York Sugar Trade Laboratory, Inc.,

89, South Street, New York City.

Correspondence.

BAQASSE CARBON.

To HIE Knmui, “Tiik Tntrunational Sioae Jouuxal.”

Siu,— In your January numbor (page 64) you give, under }our ‘‘Review of Recent

Patents,’^ aii extract troni Gorman Patent No. 322,135, of June 17th, 1920, granted to

Mr. JoHA>N' N. A. Sacku, of AinatordHin, Holland. In thifl extract it is stated-—“This
“invention provides a preliminary treatment with a relatively small quantity of a cheap
“ Carlton made b}^ dry-distilling bagasse or beet pulp in closed retorts, tlio addition of

“which to the juice removes a large amount of organic and inorganic substances, though
“ little of the colouring matters. After use, the spent carbon may be mixed with the

“ bagasse going to the turnaces.”

l*ermit nio to state that as far as hagnsj-e is concerned, this invention has been

anticipated by my U.S Patent No. 455,675, of July 7th, 1891, on the Purification and

Manufacture of Sugar, of which 1 enedose a copy. This patent has been jmblic property

for abiait 13 years, and describes the use of bagasse meal, crude or chaired, and of other

materials, in practically the same way as Mr, Saveu describes in his patent. In Kulletin

167, of May, 1919, page 40, of the Louisiana Sugar Experiment Station,^ Dr. Zeuuan
stated that I was the first who proposed the use of bagasse char for filtering purposes.

By comparing the two specifications mentioned above, you will probably come to the

conclusion that Iilr. Kuuer's claims for the use of bagasse char as a filtering medium are

void.

Yours truly,

MoitIZ WXINHICH,
Now \ ork, Pebriiary 19th, 1921.

1 1920, 92 .
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Publications Received.

Technical Chemists’ Pocket-Book. By Eobert Ensoll, F.O.S. Fcap 8vo.
;

31 illustrations ; 204 pages. (E. & F. N. Spoil, Ltd., 67, Haymarket,
Loudon, S.W. 1.) 1920. Price: Ss. 6d. uet.

This is a complementary volume to Bayley*8 well-known “Chemists Pocket-

book’’
;
but whereas that valuable work of reference has been compiled mainly

for the analyst, the present volume contains tables and data principally for the

use of the works’ chemist and manager. On the whole, the information appears

well selected, and to be sufficiently compi^eheiisive. Thus, froiri the point of view

of the sugar factory technologist it is to be noted that there are notes and tables ^

relating to the calibration of rectangular and cylindrical tanks
;
thermo-chemical

data ; furnace construction and efficiencies ;
combustion data ; mechanical

draught
;
generation and distribution of steam ; steam boiler data ; distribution

of elecirioul energy
;
engine efficiencies; dimensions of w.i. pipe fittings ; strength

of materials ; specific gravity tables
;
etc., etc. A very full index is provided, and

altogether we think that this compilation will be found valuable by works’

chemists, one that is likely to prove as serviceable in the works as “Bayloy” is at

the present time in the laboratory.

Colloidal and Crystalloidal States of Matter. Dr. I’aul Bohland. (Con-

stable & Co., Ltd., London.) Price: 4s. fid. net.

This small book was published in 1911 for the purpose of directing attention

to the scientific and technical importance of the colloidal state of matter.

Although it is written in a semi-popular style, and its treatment of many
important points is certainly scanty, it is nevertheless a work of some value to

the chemist desiring to acquire a general knowledge of the im]>ortant subject of

Colloid Ohemistiy, Its purpose is mainly to show the importance of the colloid

state in every branch of technology, and to indicate the direction of study by
which fruitful results may be obtained.

(1) A First German Course for Science Students. (2) A Second German
Course for Science Students Prof. H. 6. Fiedler and Prof. K. E,

Sandbach. (Oxford Ilniversit}" Press, London and New York.) 1920.

Price
: (1) 4 m. fid., and (2) 3s. fid., net.

TeohiiologistH connected with the sugar industry desiring to acquire a

sufficient knowledge of German to enable them to read scientific literaturo in

that language will find those two volumes of great service. There are, of course,

many existing German science readers
;
hut generally speaking these assume

a previous acquaintance with the language, and do not profess to provide a

systematic course of grammar, as do these excellent books of Profs. Fiedleh
and Sandbaijii. In the first of them, a systematic scheme of German accidence

has been provided, each reading space being designed to illustrate more especially

the sections of grammar refeired to at the head of the passage, while moreover
the most important rules have been gradually explained. In the second volume,
a selection of exti acts from recent German chemical and physical literature has
been collected, and arranged in order of difficulty. We have pleasure in recom-
mending this German Course. After working through the two volumes, wo
consider that the student will be in a good position, with the aid of a suitable

dictionary (as that published two or three years ago by Dr. Patterson,^ formerly
editor of (fhemkal Ahstrncts)^ to take up the perusal of articles published in the
Qennan technical press, for example, the ZtiUcMrifi des Vertws der dentschen

Znd'fr-indmtrk, or any of the several others dealing with our subject.

First Course in Nomography. S. Brodetsky, M.A., B. Sc. (Leeds University.)

(George Bell & Sons, Ltd., London). 1920. Pi’ice : 1 Os. net.

»“A Gerniaii-Eiigllsli J)iftionary for Cheuiisis.'' Austin M. PArrEWsoN. First Edition.
(Chapmau and llall, Ltd., London.) n»17.
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COKKBCTION FOR THE InFLUKKCB OP 8uCtt08K IN THE DETERMINATION OF Kl5I)aCINO

Sugars by Fbhling’s Soluiion. C. A* Browne. Journal of the Association

of Official Agricultural Chemists^ 1919f Vot. ///, JVo. S6t-^GS.

In his report as referee of the Committee on Sugar, appointed hy the A. O. A. C,, Dr.

Browne said that he had made a detailed study of methods for the determination of small

{quantities of reducing sugars in the presence of large amounts of sucrose hy means of

Fehling’s solution, under which conditions (as is well known) the disaccharido undergoes a

slight hydrolysis or decomposition, pioducing substances which reduce the alkaline copp^T

reagent. He has already shown'^* that Iho amount of copper reduced by sucrose is directly

proportional to the w'eight of sucrose, and inversely proportional to the weight of

reducing sugars i)re8ent. 1’his lediicing action was found in the case of cane molasses, syrup,

and similar products not to be exprt'ssed (‘xactly by the qimntitj -gr*
modilicalion

,
in which S represents the ingrms. of Hucroso hy (^lekgf/i ; Gy the un< orrected

Cr *’1 rt

mgiins. of glucose Of>rresq){mding to the weight of reduced copper, and «, an analytical

constant unchanged for any given method. If Allihn’s method is usikI, the value of a is 40.

Curves plotted for a wide range of values using the formula ^ ;
begin to deviate

(r

from actual nssults ohfatned hy analysis when the sucrose approaches very large amounts

and the reducing sugars very small amounts, (kmcentratioris of sucrose up to 9 grms. in

*2.) c.c show an increase in reducing action; between 9 and 16 the reducing action is

approximately c»)n8tant ; and with nmountH exceeding 16 the action undergoes a dem-ase.

This dccn'ase may bo duo, as Maqi’inni: has suggested, to the f( rmation of coinph‘X

Huciates of cop]»ei' and potasHium, the co<*fl5cienl ol diHsociation of which decreases as the

sucrose content incrcaHes'' ; hut in Dr Hiownc’s opinion it is due to the excess of sucrose

holding a part of the reduc,cd cuprous oxide in a state of colloidal suspension. NVhilo it is

unpoHsible to establish any siuiplo numerical relalionship between ibc reducing ]>ower of

hU( rose and inveit sugar for all cmnamtialUms, it is possible to do this algebraically for as

liigh concentrationH us fiie necessary in oidiiiary analysis. If it is desired to ccaTect for

the retaiding influence of high concentrations of sucrose upon the reduction when using

.9

Allihn’s method, the formula ^
^ -- is modified to

, ,
./•S’’"' The quantity

+ ^+-^‘^ + roooG‘
s

.

is negligible for amounts of suctomc less than 1 grin., but witli amounts much above
WOOG^
\ grm ,

retardation in its reducing power becomes so pronounced that a correction must bo

made. A table is given in this article showing the application of the formula to the

analysis of known mixturos of sucTOSe and dextrose.

Determination of Dry Sibstani e iiy the Kkflfction Kefhactomkiku in iSvuufs

CONTAINING Grain. Vlad, Skola. Zeitsrhnft fur Zuckeixndusiue tw Unhmen^

lOliiy 42, So. 6, iS04-3U4.

In the refractometric determination of the dry substance of sugar factory products, it

has hitherto been regarded as a noceHsury condition for accuracy that the drop of liquid

placed between the two prisms should be free from crystals and solid impurities.^ This

consideration holds for the generally used Abbe refractomoter, in which the light fiorn a

mirror is transmitted through a layer (alioiit 0 16 mm. thick) of the liquid under examin-
ation. During the past few years, how^ever, the firm of Zeiss of Jena have put on the

market an instrument improved by Schonuock,^ in which the light is either traiiMnitted

* This Keview is copyright, and no part of it may bo reproduced without permission.—
(Kdltor, I.lSJ,)

* J. Amrr, Chem, Soc., IWKJ, 28, 480. a Compies rendus. 1016, 181,

^Deutsche ZnckerMu^triCy 1908, 181. ^Ibid.y 1909, 103.
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as in the former typo, or ©lee paseee through a prism and is totally reflected from a layer

of syrup. This latter arrangement was intended for use with very dark liquids
;
but it is

pointed out that Stan^ik and the author have found that it may be very conveniently applied

to the determination of the dry substance of liquids containing crystals, for example,

massecuites and molasses containing fine grain, the film of syrup between crystal and glass

forming the reflecting surface. Experiments are now described demonstrating the

reliability of this procedure in the case of mixtures containing 80 per cent, of crystals or

50 per cent, of fine grain. This total reflection refractometer is provided with a scale up

to Sfi** Brix. _ _
Calculation of the Quantity of Watku to bk aodrd to Bket After-Pkoduot

Massbcuiths in the CKYBTALLizKiiS. i4. GtilL ZtiUchrift des yereim de$

deutschen Zwker^mduHtrxe^ 1920^ JVb. 777, Ji59-4^8.

Since the supersaturatioii of a solution of sucrose inci eases as the temperature

decreases, it is often necessary to add a certain quantity of water to the masseijuite in the

crystallizers, this quantity depending upon the temperature, the purity and the density of

the product concerned. In a previous communication ’ the author has published tables show-

ing which density the mother-syrup ^ should possess for crystallization to the state of final

molasses without any water addition, the teiuperature being 45° C., tliis table being com-

piled for a suitable range of true purity values. In the article before us, he has expanded

these data (see the table), so that the density of the mother-syrup is stated in degrees Brix

Apparent
Purity Temperature of Centrifuging.
of the - — ^

Mother-Syrup. ii,")* 42° 45® 5u®

67 85 4 .... 87-2 .... 87*5 .... 88 2 .... 907
68 86-7 .... 87*5 .... 87-7 .... 88-5 .... 90*9

69

86-0 .... 87*7 88*0 88'7 .... 911
60 86*3 .... 88 0 .... 88*3 .... 89*0 91*3

61 86*6 .... 88-3 .... 88*6 .... 89*2 .... 91*5

62 86*9 .... 88*5 .... 88 8 .... 89*6 .... 91*7

63 67*2 .... 88*8 .... 89 0 .... 89*7 .... 91*9

64 87*6 .... 89-1 .... 89 3 ... 90 0 ... 92*1

65 87*8 . .. 89*3 .... 89*6 .. . 90*2 .. . 92*3

66 88*1 .... 89*6 .... 89*8 .... 90*6 .... 92*5

67 88-4 .... 90*0 .... 90*1 .... 90*7 .... 92*7

68 88 7 .... 90*2 .... 90*4 .... 91*0 ....‘92*9

69 89*0 .... 90*4 .... 90 7 .... 01*2 .... 93*1

70 89*3 90*7 . 90*9 .... 91*5 .... 93*3

71 89*7 .... 91*0 .... 91*2 .. . 91*8 .. 93*6

72 90*0 .... 91*3 .... 91*6 92*0 .... 93*7

73 90*3 .... 91*6 .... 91*8 .... 92*3 .. . 93*9

74 90*6 .... 91*9 . .. 92*0 . .. 92*6 .... 94*1

at five different temperatures at which centrifuging may be perfonned without any water

being added to the massecuito during its period of cooling, the apparent purity and the

Brix values being used instead of the so-called ** true ” purity and dry substances. It is

seen by inspection of this table how the Brix of the mother-syrup varies while the purity

is constant without the necessity of adding water. If, for example, on separating the

mothei -syrup from a massecuite the former gives a purity of 68°, then the correct Brix
which should be carried is 90*2° when machining at 42*0°, or 91*0° at 50° C. If the tem-
perature is 42*0° C,, and the Brix of the mother-syrup is lower than 90*2°, then this

mother-syrup is too thin
; while if its Brix is above 90*2°, water must be added during the

period of cooling in the crystallizers.

It is shown in this article how one may calculate the necessary amount of water to be
added. If, for example, a beet second massecuite shows a Brix of 95*1°, a polarization of

72*0°, and a purity of 75*7°; and if these values for the mother-syrup are 93*4°, 64*5°,

1 ZeUiscUHJl des Vercint, 1913, 386-408
^ By^ie “mothor-Hyrup'’ is ineaut the liquid portion of the massecuite, separated by a

suction-filter, laboratory centrifuge, or other suitable means.
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and 69*0 respectively
;
and if, ag^ain, the capacity of the cryatallieer is 20 cub. m., or

30,000 kg,, then applying Schneider’s formula: *“

that the amount of syrup is 30,000 — 6340 » 23,660 kg. On reference to the table, it is

found that a Brix of 93*4® with a purity of 69*0® is too high for any of the temperatures

stated. Therefore, 100 kg, of the syrup must for a temperature of 35°C. be diluted to

93*4 X 100 « 104 9 ; or 103*3 for 42®C., or 103*0 for 46®C., or 102*4 for 60®C., or again.
89*0

100*3 for 60®C. Since the amount of syrup is 23,660 kg., the total amount of water to

be added in the case of each temperature becomes 1160, 780, 710, 670, and 91 litres

respectively. liastly, in this article two other tables are presented in order to facilitate

the calculation of: (1) The amount of mother-syrup in each cub. m. of massecuite; and

(2) the actual water to be added in litres per 1000 kg. of syrup, given the Brix of the

mother-syrup examined, and that of the mother-syrup read from the table on page 170,

Dry Distillation ov Exhausted Bbbt Slicks. W. Parr and A, Starke^ ZeUschrift

d^H Vemrtn der detUschen Zucher-indmtrie, 1920^ No. 777,

A Commission has been appointed in Germany to investigate the cause of the explo-

sions occurring from time to time in beet slice drying installations, the Director of the

Tnstitiit fiir Zucker-lndustrie in Berlin piesiding over this enquiry. It was observed by

the writers of this paper that in drying fodder beets, gaseous products (among which

methyl alcohol and furfural could be detected) are formed at 140® C., their weight

amounting to about 13 per cont. On dry-distilling 200 grms. of exhausted slices in an

iron retort, applying a final temperature of 600^600* C
, 100 grms* of an acid liquid con-

taining tar ; 30 grms, of charcoal ; and 29-30 litres of inflammable gas were obtained,

that is, about 160 cub. m, of gas per 1000 kilos of slices, or approximately half the yield

obtained in average practice from coal. This gas gave tho following figures on analysis

:

carbon dioxide, 36*6
; heavy hydrocarbons, 2*0; oxygen, 0*8; carbon monoxide, 16*0;

methane, 20*9
;
hydrogen, 16*4

; and nitrogen, 8*3 per cent. It burnt with a somewhat

luminous flame ; while when mixed with air it detonated, and in the presence of oxygen

exploded quite violently. As in the dry-distillation of coal and wood, the gas coming

over at the latter part of the operation contains more hydrogen than that evolved earlier.

Jt seems, therefore, to be established that in the dry -distillation of exhausted beet slices a

considerable quantity of combustible gas is produced, which on being mixed with air may
easily give explosive mixtures. This fact, it is suggested, may very probably explain the

frequent explosions occurring in slice drying, since the strong superheating of the product

during the operation is not to be thought impossible.

OccuKURNOK OF Safonins IN Bert Slices. ^ A. Traegel. Zeittchrift de» Veretm der

deutsehen ZwJcet -indmtrie^ 1920 y
No. 777y 440- 4o9.

Neutral and acid baponins are known to be present in tho beet,* their formation

doubtless taking place in the leaf, from which later they migrate to the root. In the fac-

tory their presence became very obvious during carlionatation, owing to their extraordinary

power of producing froth. Furthermore, these compounds possess strongly marked t<*xic

proiierties, a characteristic which explains the death of fish in streams into which slice-

press waste waters have been discharged, this effect being observed even when the dilution

is one of saponin to 160,000 or 170,000 parts of water. According to experiments described

in this paper, exhausted slices still contain a by no means inconsiderable amount of

saponins. After having been dried, beet pulp was extracted with absolute methyl alcohol,

^ Saponins arc ffhioosldcs, that is compounds which on liydroJvsib yield gluco*'© together
with one or more otbei* subst-anccs, usually of an aromatic nature. Saponins are now known to
be very widely distributed in the higher plants. They arc amorphous colloidal bodies, which
dissolve rapidly In water, producing a solution which when shaken fonn.s a very abundant
froth. They possess a veiy marked power of retaining dissolved gases, as carbon dioxHie, and
jor this reason are sometimes addea to soft dtiuks. Saponins are employed as substitutes for
soap, having no deleterious effect on the colour or the fibre ot tho most delicate fabrics.

—

Ed.,
* KoiiEiiT, ‘^Beltrage z. Keuntuis d. Saponlusubst” Stuttgart, 1VK)4, page 18.
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which Holvent was later removed by distillation when a liquid dividing itself into two

layers was obtained, the lower dark brown, thick and oily, and the upper lighter in colour

and more mobile. Both were proved to contain saponins. Brof. Magnus, of the Land-

wirtschaftHchen Uochschule in lierlin, demonstrated in his physiological laboratory that

this oily liquid had a strong haemolytic action, which was still more pronounced after the

fatty and waxy impurities had been removed. It is intended to carry out further experi-

ments to ascertain the relative quantity of saponins passing into the juice and reintoing

in the exhausted slices.

pRfcSKuvATioN OP SAMPLES OF Bagassr IN THIS Laroratory. GuHford L, Spcficer,

Journal of Indmtrial and Engineettng Chetmstry^ 1920, /^, No. 12, 1197.

Comnionting upon the results recently obtained in regard to the deterioration of

bagasse, by Loos and Schweizkr* on the one hand, and to the contradictory experiences

of Janssen*'^ on the other, Dr. Spkn< eh remarks that his experiments have indicated

formaldehyde to be a fairly safe preservative for this material during short periods, say

loss than 6 hours, after which time some loss of sucrose occurs, probably due to its

inversion bj^ plant acids. A comparison was made between this method and that propo.sci

and practised by the late Hknui Pellet, in which a strong atmosphere of ammonia is used.

Cotton saturated with stiong ammonium hydroxide is plactal in perforated tin boxes at the

top and bottom of the covered can containing the bagasse, the ammonia gas volatilized

thoroughly permeating the material, neutralizing the acids, and imparting a yellow- colour.

Analysis is conducted as usual, excepting that no sodium carbonate need bo added in the

digestion, the precaution, however, being taken to acidify the extiact with acetic acid prior

to clarifying with basic lead acetate. In carrying out the comparative tests, finely com-

minuted bagasse containing about 3 per cent of sucrose was submitted to analysis

(a) immediately
;

(I/) after preserving with formaldehyde foi 3 and 6 hours ; and (c) after

storage with ammonia during the same periods of lime. In the formaldehyde test a loss

was indicated after 3 hours, and a eonsidorable one after 6 hours
;
wdiile in tlie enso of the

sample saturated with ammonia gas the loss was 0*1 per cent, after 6 hours. These experi-

ments are being continued, it being realized that the discovery of a reagent that will

combine the qualities of neutralizing the plant acids and checking fermentation is \oiy

desirable. Some preliminary trials with vapour containing both ammonia and chloiofouu

have given promising results.

Rei’okt of the New* York Sugar Trade Larouatoky for 1920.” C, A. Browne
Kew TorJi Sugar Trade Lahm atoi Inr , S(fy South Street

^
JS^ew Yof/i.

Dr. Browne reports that, in addition to its regular routine, his laboiaUiry has con-

tinued investigations on several problems. Observations hgve been made on the use of

different type of .saccharimeters,^ and on tho testing of saccharimoters by the control tube'';

while the results of other investigations on improvements in certain methods of sugar

analysis and on tho chemical and other characteristics of imported cane sugars are about

to be published. A greater variation was noted in the raw sugars tested by tho Laboratoiy

dtiring 1920 than during any previous year of its histoiy. There whs a marked falling

off in the percentage of 96® test centrifugal .sugars with a coriosponding incieaHo in tho

percentage of jdantation white sugars testing over 98® and in the percentage of low-grade

molasses and mat sugars testing below 80®. Notwithstanding tlie incioase of 3*5 per

cent, in the grades testing above 98®, the average polarization for tlio year under review

was the lowest since 1916. During 1918, 1919, and 1920 the number of samples polarized

was 16,283, 19,211, and 19,666, the average pobirizations being 95*41, 95*65, and 95*09®

respectively. Kegarding the grades, 94-96® polarization formed 11*5 per cent, of tlie

total ;
96- 96, 32*8®; 96-97°, 34*0; 97- 98®, 5*6, and 98-100®, 3*8 percent., the remainder

being below 96®. The average number of bags making up a laboratoiy sample for 1919

was 1662, and for last year 1610. , „
«i . J .

1 I S.J„ 1920, lt)9. ^ Ibid. 3 For previous reports, see /..V.,/., 10I7, HI
, 1»1\ 3:U

;
193o, 286.

* I.S.J, 1920, 331. » 1920, :m.
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Wrst Injjian Choi* Conditions. R, S, Cunliffe^ Sugar, 1920, 22,

Some interesting details are given in this paper regarding the conditions in the sugar

industry in the Lesser Antilles. The considerable drouglit in the earlier part of the year

is disoiiHsed, especially with reference to Barbados and Trinidad. In the fonner island,

BHIO (12) again demonstrated its capacity of holding out under adverse weather con-

ditions, whereas a number of ratoon crops died out. Emphasis i.s also laid on the

fact that where careful prepanitions had been attended to, and liberal quantities of inanuro

applied, the fields were much better able to withstand the drought. The natural protec-

tion of tho surface against such dry seasons, of covering it with the dead h-aves or trash,

was applied wherever possible, but unfortunately there was considerable shoitage in this

useful Bubstancf). (ilonerally, tho young crop was Mifferiiig severely in Baibados and a

number of ralooned plaots had died ont altogetlier. Cn the other hand, in all the islands

luirvesting and inanufucture were being curried on without a hitch, whether in fully

equipped modern factories, in those dependent on diic d bagasse for fuel or even in the

old <*oncerns wluui; windmills are still the motive power.

I'lieio would appear to bo a considerable movement in tho rearningement and linking

up of tho Hmaller (ioncerns so as h) form larger estates with modern factories. The result

of this, tf>gether with tho high prices of sugar recently prevailing, has raised the value of

sugar proj)tirtics very ( onsidorably, and some remarkable figures an^ given by the writer

to illustrate tins tendency. Thus, in 1904, sales wore effected f)f 404 acres for £6U00 and

of 284 acres for £2500, whereas recently acres fetched £110,000 and 500 acres £ 120,000.

This remimls one of the similar condition of affairs in the Jjancasliire cotton trade, and

one wonders what the effect of the recent slump in sugar prices will he on th(*so newly

projected concerns. In spite of these upward tendencies, the writer draws attention to

t"m fact that there in little increase in the output of sugar. This he regards as partly due

to scar( It y (»f labour, but more perhaps to tho lack of sufticiont attention to the iinpiovemerit

in agricultural practice, and he considers that the labour question i« of less importance

than the introdiietion and intelligent use of labour-saving ma<‘hinery of a modern typo.

Meantime, the continm^d lush of labourers to Cuba may introduee anew and embarrassing

fa tor in >Vest Indian sugar estates. There is a mark(‘d irnToase in the production of

s}iups which at ]»re8eut are in great demand, and in many places tho muscovado sugar is

gi' ing place to thes» . 'I'ho French West Indian islands are also responding to the Htimuius

and with the foundation of the new experiment station in (luadehuipe, there is scone pros-

jxu t of more rapid progress
; but the general state of the industry is very backsvard, as

judged by the outturn of sugar per acre as compared wdth that in Barbados.

ImckoM'd FeuNAor.h rem (lun MAXcrACTrur G. K. Kelkar, Paper rend at the Sevonth

Indian Science* CongrcNg, Nagpur, 1920. AgricuHmal JoutmJ of India, 1920,

Vcd. XV, Part V (Septemher).

This jiaper deals wdth the evolution of the cane fuinaco in the ('entral Provinces in

India, The old time local furnace is described first, and then the introduced Poona
furnace, and, lastly, a now one devised by the local Agricultural Department. It is

claimed that the last named is as superior to tho I'oona furnace as that is to tho old indigenous

one. (1) 'riie Central Province furnaco consists of a hole in the ground, 4 ft. 6 in. deep,

with a feeding hole 2 ft. X 1 ft. 0 in. in front : the open pun is placed on the top. There
is no drauglit, ash pit or (‘xit pass for the smoke and hot gases. Tho timo occupied in

boiling is excessive' and thc^ fuel requirements enormous. BagashO and trash are all used,

and then wood is added, and after that any dried stalks available. (2) The Poona furnace

has three main advantages : an ashpit, a draught passage and an exit hole for the smoke,

Tlie furnace is hour-glass shaped, the narrowest part being fiush with tho ground. Tho
upper jiart, built up to 3 ft. 6 in. in height, is 7 ft. in diameter at the top and 3 ft. at the

bottom, and the lower part, dug in the ground to 3 ft. 6 in., again expands to a diameter

of 5 ft. At the junction of these two parts is fixed an iron plate with a central hole 9 in,

in diameter : there is also a narrow pass from the ashpit 1ft. 6 in. long at ground level.

A feeding hole is provided in front 2 ft, 6 in. X 1 ft. 6 in., and on the left of this is a
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9 in. hole connected with a 6 ft. chimney for the escape of the smoke. The bagasse and
trash are sufficient for boiling, thus saving 20 cart loads of wood and other fuel valued at

Its. 20 per acre. The juice boils in half the time and is of much better quality.

(3) Furnace evolved at Sindewahi Farm. A shallow pit is dug 1 ft. 6 in, deep with
sloping sides 6 ft. 6 in. wide at the top for a 7 ft. pan and 4 ft. 9 in. wide at the bottom.

In the centre of this pit is a mud wall 1 ft. high with a passage at each end 6 in. wide for

the mixture of the smoke and hot gas. The most important part is the grating, over which
the fuel is fed and the draught obtained. I’his consists of i in. iron bars, each 20 in. long,

fixed fit a distance of i in. from each other to two end pieces of iron 1 in. broad. The
size of the grating is 14 in. X 20 in., and it is placed in a slanting position, so that a
14 in. space is left between its upper edge and the bottom of the pan for the feeding hole.

A perpendicular cut is made from the low'er edge of tbe grating, 1 ft. 6 in. deep, 16 in.

wide and 3 in. long. In continuation with the upper edge of the grating flat stones are

laid down for 8 ft,, which cover the air passage and afford a place for the feeder to sit.

A sloping passage 6 ft. X 2 ft. communicates with the passage below the grating and
provides a continuous draught for the burning bagasse. ^Jlie outlet foi the smoke and
gases is at the side opposite to the grating, 16 in. X 7 in., and is continuous with a passage
8 ft. long covered by stones or bricks, ending in a chimney 8 ft. high and 1 ft. X 9 in.

in section.

As compared with the Poona furnace ^the cost is small. With nonnal prices the new
furnace can be erected for Rs. 5, whereas a ^aU/ia (rough) Poona furnace will cost Rs. 10

and, if bricked, Rs. 25. The bagasse is more than sufficient for fuel and all of the trash

is available for digging into the soil ; the writer states that this is eijual to 30 cartloads of
the local cattle manure and that the price of this is increasing by leaps and bounds. *l'he

feeding is usually the task of a strong man, being regarded as the most exacting part of

the process, but in the new furnace it can easily be done by a small boy or girl. Boiling
is much more rapid and, lastly, the heavy pan can be much more easily lifted to pour out
the solidifying juice.

Outt Making ruou the Juice of the Bath Palm in thb Thana dibtiuct op the
Bomuay Presidency. V. G. Patwardan, Paper read at the Seventh Indian
Science Congress, Nagpur. Journal of the Agncultmal Department of
1920, Vol. XV, Part V (September).

Gur is not made commercially from the date in the Thana district, and although
there are countless groves of wild date trees along tlio coast comparatively few of them
are lapped for toddy. There is thus a considerable opening for gur making, and this

paper details the results obtained in a study extending over several years on this promising
material. For the making of toddy there are two collections (jf the juice, the night col-

lection called nira made before sunrise, and the day collection. While the latter is

very readily fermentable and is the main source of the fermented toddy drunk, the latter,

producing “sweet toddy, takes two days before it is fermented to the requisite degree.
Nira is thus considered the most suitable for the making of gur : the juice readily sets to
a solid crystalline mass with a dark brown colour, smells slightly of date juit^e and differs
in taste from gur made from the sugar cone. The average production of gur is 10 per
cent, by weight of the juice. In a good sample of juice 1*8 per cent, of glucose is

present, but reducing sugars appear rapidly to the extent of 60-60 per cent, in ten hours.
Two main lines of the experiment carried out are hero refen-ed to: (1) How to obtain the
best nira for gur making and (2) how to get rid of tbe objectionable dark colour which is

characteristic of date gur and so greatly depreciates its value in the market.

(1) The juice is collected each day in earthenware pots and the treatment of these
has considerable effect on the character of the juice obtained end the rapidity of its fer-
mentation. The following were the chief variations among numberless experiments.
New pots were used and those already in use were smoked, coated witli lime water, or
treated with formalin (6 drops 40 per cent, per pot) or chloroform (10 drops per pot).
The cut, exuding surface was carefully cleaned each day, the pots were put up late at
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night and taken down at 6 a.m, and the boiling was done at 7 all of these methods

tending to prevent fermentation. The acidity was tested in each sample. Formalin

proved to be the best preservative, although the acidity was not great in any of them.

It produced a good, solid gur with a good grain : the rest did not form solid gur and the

pots treated with lime water and sodium (uirbonate separately gave a dark, sticky mass.

(2) In 1918 a large number of experiments were made as to the relative advantages

of the Bengal and Thana methods of gur making. The chief differences were that the

cuts were shallow in Bengal and deep in 'l%ana, the pots were smoked in Bengal after use

and a rest of two days was given the trees after three days consecutive tapping. The

Bengal methods were adopted with the exception of the shallow cutting. Pure juice was

found to bo amphoteric, clearly alkaline to methyl orange and acid to phenophthaloin.

Good solid gur whs, however, obtained by both the Thana and Bengal methods, but it had

always the objectionable dark colour, 'i'he slight acidity of the fresh juice was found to

change on bf>ihng to alkalinity in reaction both to methyl orange and phenophthalein
^

indicating the presence of an alkaline bicarbonate, and this was regarded as in the main
responsible for the dark colour. Organic acids were chosen for rectifying this and a

series of exporiments were made with citric, acetic and tartaric acids. Citric acid was

found to be the most useful. It gave a light and bright coloured gur with-varying crys-

talline consistency. Acetic acid gave a good coloured gur but rather soft and sticky and

with no good taste, while tartaric acid gave a solid crystalline gur with a deep red colour.

Proceeding with the citric acid tests, it was found that, on adding before boiling on©

quarter of the strength needed for complete neutralization, a light, bright gur of good

grain was finally obtained, fairly comparable with the best Poona yellow cane gur. For

this 1 lb. of citric acid was needed for ©very 84 gallons of juice. The paper which is

itself in the nature of an abstract, concludes with tables of analyses of gur treated in

different ways and the effect of boiling on the alkalinity*and acidity of the juice.

The PaiNuiPAL Vauiktiks of Huoau Cane under Cultivation in Bkitish Guiana in

1918-1920. J. B. Harrison* Journal of the Board of Agriculture of British

Ommui^ 1920, Vol. XIII, Part lY (October).

Over a total of 67,488 acres the following out of a list of some 30 varieties were

grown on aroas over 1000 acres in extent c—'D 625, 36,100 acres; D 626, mixed with

Bourbon and other seedlings, 8661 ; D 146, 5183; D 118, 3608
; B 208, 3118; Bourbon,

2926; 1> 419, 1887 ; Diamond 185, 1174. The average yields of these varieties in tons of

commercial sugar were, in 1919 ;~-D 626, 1*47 ; D 145, 1*51
; I) 118, 1*54 ; B 208, 1*29 :

Bourbon, 1*40; D 419, 1*42; Diamond 186, 1*36. Some varieties grown to a less extent

gave better results, as follows Green Transparent, 1*67
; D 167, 1*61; Java varieties,

1-72; B 6032, 1-67; B 6460, 1*93
; B H 10 (12), 2*44

; D 216, 1*88
;

while large scale

field trials with other varieties again show considerably greater yields. It will be inte-

resting to see bow these develop when grown on the ©states. The general trend appears

to be in the direction of a gradual disappearance of Bourbon and the old varieties, as w*eU

as the existing Barbados scodlings, coupled with a great and continuous increase in the

local seedlings raised at the Botanic Garden and Diamond and Providence estates. The
Bourbon and the other old varieties have decreased from 17 ’2 pet cent, to 8 9 per cent,

daring the last five years, while the local seedlings have increased during the same period

from 73-3 per cent, to 84 per cent, over the whole planted area of British Guiana.

C.A.B.

The sugar suh-committee of the British Empire Produce! s Organization recently
reported on the prospects of sugar productu)!! in East Africa especially in the newly-
named Kenya Colony. I'ho areas hero available divide themselves into two classes

;

coastal regions where irrigation would be necessary, and up-country districts whore Natal
ty^es of cane could be grown under the existing rainfall assisted possibly by some
irrigation. The chief problems are said to be the difficulty of obtaining labour from the
large number of natives in the country, and the lack of adequate transport facilities. It

remains to be seen whether practical measures can be taken to create a sugar industry
in that colony, and the matter will be further considered by the B.E.P.O.
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TTNITED STATES.

Cane Mill Kollbh with Aiichbd Crown Sections. Peter F. Hughes, assignor to the

Cuban-American Sugar Co^y of Now Jersey, U.S.A. September
16th, 1915 ; May 22nd, 1917. (Four figures).

All the rollers are preferably grooved or ribbed circumferentially
;
but this h not

essential. Both the feed and delivery rollers may be provided with annular grooves C
extending toward the axis of the roller (as shown in

figure 111), into which the juice may flow for easy

escape; nor is this arrangement essential, for the

food and delivery rollers may have the form shown
in figure IV . What is claimed is the use of feed and
delivery rollers foimed with a sucoession of crown
sections A thioughout the length of the roller, the

sections being arched longitudinally and the sides

of the adjoining se ctions being in juxtaposition to

each other, thereby forming circular valleys or

gutters between the apex of one crown section and
the apex of the next adjoining one. In the case of

the lop roller, there are crown sections JB similar to

those on the two lower rollers, but the arrangement
is such that tlu' crown sections oppose the valley^s

or gutters. Thus, the feed roller and the top roller

and the delivery idler and the top roller have

alternate convex and con(*avo suifacc.s, the concave

surface of one roller being diiectiy 0]>p0fced to the

convex surhice of tho opposite one When crushing

cane, tlie expressed juice is permitted to flow, not

only circumferentially of the feed roller, but also

longitudinally along the crown sections A toward

the bases of the gutteis between the adjoining (Town
sections 'I’horefore, the juice (‘ollecls in the gutters

between th(‘ crown sections, forming rivulets having

a much greater rate of fiow than would thin films

jiassing ciiciirnfeientially of the roller. The gioovos

upon the crown sections, where such grooves are proseiit, may become tilled with caiu',

so that the juice may flow readily acro.ss the tops of the ridges bet\M;cn the giooves in

their travel longitudinally of the rollers down the sides of tho crown sections when
escaping from the rollcis.

Cem'uii'Uual Clauifying Machine F(ni Jvickb axi> Sykucs. Antonio M, del Valle,

of New York, U.S A. 1,350,001). August 16th, 1919 ;
August 17ih, 1920.

(Two figures).

A machine is described wliich is said to be inexpensive, and capable of being operated

economically and at high speed. It removes not only the solid particles, but also any
scum which may (collect. Further, it can he cleaned out quickly and thoroughly. It C(UU‘

prises a series of concentric cylindrical pans, 5, fJ, 7, 8, all carried directly or indin^ctly by
the vertical shaft 9, and surrounded by the casing Ju. The two inner pans 5 and 0 rotate

with the shaft 9 driven by pulley 15 ;
while pans 7 and 9 are secured to the sleeve 10,

driven by pulley 17. These pane are all closed at the top, hut open at the bottom. The
i Copies ot specilicatioiis of patents with tlieir drawings can be obtained on applTcatKin

to the following:- United Kingdom: Patent Office, Sales Branch, 2b, Soufliamptou Buildiuffi
Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2 (price, Is each). United Siuie$: Conniiissioner of Patents’
WashingUm, DC. (price 10 cents each), f^’rance ; L'lniprim erio Kotionale 87 rueVieilUdu
Temple, Paris (price, 2fr. oo each).
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muddy juice or syrup is introduced into pan 5 through the pipe 18. This pan has a hollow

flange 18 adjacent its upper edge which is shallower than the bottom flange 19 ft., and one

or more passages and nozzles 20 is provided adjacent this narrower flange leading into

the pan 7. 'rhis pan has a flange 21 some-

what shallower than the bottom flange and

a passage or passages 22 leading to the pan

7. The latter has a relatively shallow

upper flange 23 and a passage or passages

2J!(. leading to pan which in turn has

a relatively shallow flange 28 and a pass-

age or passages 20 leading to the outer

casing which is stationary and provided

with a trough 21 from which the clarified

liquid may be drawn off* or removed.

The flanges on the pans are in eft'ect

formed as if a hollow closed cylinder had
' relatively large apertuies in the heads,

the edges f»f the apertuies fonuing the

iKlgcH of the flanges. The plate s, b ft.,

6 ft., etc., assist in keeping the liquid and

the precipitate moving with the pans

er and prevent it from slipping. An account

of the difference in diameter of the two

pairs of pans, the outer pair is rotated at

a less angular velocity than the inner, so

as to obtain a fimilar velocity for both

pairs.

In operating this machine, the muddy
Jr(|uiil introduced through th«‘ pipe 18 is

thrown against the inner w’ull (ff pan 5

and overllowH ovei the shallow' flange Id inlo pan 6", where the same uetiori is lepeated ,

and again in pans 7 and 8, the liquid all the time becoming clearer and clearer, lastly

reached the casing lo, from which it dischaigtd through the gutter 27* Any scum
arising is sucked outh^^ the “skimmers,’' fJS., 29, 30m\i\31. After the machine has been

running for some time, its velocity is decTen.‘*ed, and hot water and steam introduced

through nozzles S3, SU, SS and SO, the pans being thus cleaned out thoroiighl\
,
and the

mud running dowm into the pit SS. This cloaiiing operation takes only a few minutes,

after which the machim' is staited up again to re-oommeiu'(‘ its clarifying operation.

(’ank Mim. having Rolls with Prismatic Opknings kkckimnij I’kismatil Shahs.
Frank B Rogers, of Rellevillo, 8t. CJaii, III., U.S A. {1,355,020)*

lilarch 17th, 1919
; October Pith, 1920. (Three flgnres).

Keying the rolls to the shafts has proven unsatisfactory owing to the liability of the

keys becoming broken ; and rolls are sometimes either cast integral to the shafts or shrunk
to the shafts. According to the statement of the inventor, these methods have proven not
only expensive but have caused diiliculty in renewing the rolls or shafts in case of break-

down. He overcomes these defects by providing hollow rolls with prismatic openings
adapted to receivii prismatic shafts, which arc provided with suitable ht'aring blocks to

form hearings in the frame of the machine. The type of mill depicted in the drawings
accompanying this specification appears to he a vertical 3-roIler. (laim 1 states • In a

cane mill, the conihination with u supporting frame, of a prismatic shaft supported in said

frame, a hollow crushing roll provided with a prismatic opening to receive the shaft, and
a pair of hearing blocks mounted in said frame and provided with pnsmatic opening to

receive the shaft.
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CoMMXNKo Canb Stripper and Cane Knife. James W* Barwick, aasignor to Mark
A. Palmour, of Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A. 1^867JS7. December 29tli, 1919 ;

October 20th, 1920. (Eight figurea.)

An implement is provided which one may use to strip the leaves, top the cane, rake

the leaves from the base of the stalk, and cut the stalk close to the ground. When
applied as a stripper, it functions by being pulled downwardly, requiring less power to do

its work than does the ordinary cane stripper, and it so embraces the stalks that the leaves

are removed on all sides. Furthermore, it does not slash into the stalk. Keferring "to the

figures, 10 is the handle of the implement, which handle is provided with the longitudinally

extending kerfs 11, disposed at an angle to to each other as shown in the figure. Two blades

13 and 14 are set into these kerfs at an acute angle to each other, rivets H or the like

being pai»aod through the handle and blades to secure the same together. With the blades

IS, 14 set in the kerfs, they will meet at

l|t \ r\ lflr~
handle, as indicated at

r|i||
IjIt

* Both spring steel blades t$ and 14

I f /<, protruding tongues or end portions

I
I

** extending outwardly upon the upper ends

^^1 J ^ ^ same, said tongues or end portions

I
J|

*

|[
being bent away from each other as in-

l il|t|!|

I

dicated at 16 and 16, then brought to

\ Jfl I
approaching relation, and finally fiared

\ J|jr
f, % outwardly to form lateral lips /?' and i;?.

njHIF
Jj

B These end portions or tongues are also

W-— curved in such a way that their outer
-.4? ends lie approximately at right angles to

the handle. The lower or working edges
' 15^, 16^ of the protruding tongues are

blunt so that when the implement is

j

passed down along the stalk, as shown in

I t B the figure, the same will be cut open.
/jr /V " /o

O'
^

ll 1
One of the blades, as f is provided

P if '
^

with an integral enlarged longitudinal

/V '** extension 10 forming a knife with a
''

nip
cutting edge SO. This knife is preferably

~ ^ * length greater than the length ot the

remainder of the blade and has a width

I
considombly greater than either blade.

J The knife is Jocated directly opposite the

point where the blades engage each other.

In order to prevent too great a separation of the blades, a stop means is provided

which allows limited separation of the blades but prevents their being spread apart

so far as to become permanently bent. One form of stop means, which comprises a

tongue SI struck out from one of the blades, as fJ, leaving a slot or perforation fJS and

being passed through a hole S4 in the opposite blade I4 . The outer end of the tongue SI

is bent at right angles to form a head SS, which engages with the outer face of the blade

14 ,
when the blades are spread apart a distance equal to the length of the tongue SI.

Another form is shown in Figure where one of the blades IS has riveted thereto a stud S6,

as shown at S6, the other end of the stud having a bead S7.

Conveying and Cooling Apparatus for Confections and the like. Fred. W. Leyland
and Edward P, Brock, of Boston, Mass

,
U.B.A. 1,$64JS1. January 4th, 1921.

Cane Harvesting and Windrowing Machine.^ Henry 0. Scranton, of Jeanerette,

La., U.S.A. l,S66t966. September 10th, 1919; January Iftth, 1921.

_
I See also i. A’ J., 1920, 593.
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UNITED KINGDOM.

Utilization op Molabseb foe Ybast Pkoddowon. FJeischmann Co. {Assignees of

M. Nilsson and N. S. Harrison), of New York, U.S.A. 148 ,S73 (^0,393).

July 9th, 1920; convention date, January 7th, 1919; not yet accepted ; abridged

ae open to inepeetion under Section 91 of the Act,

Fermentation is carried out in the presence of a phosphorus compound, as phosphoric

acid, a phosphate, or an acid phosphate, the liquid being aerated, and kept in a neutral

condition during the operation by the addition of ammonia or of an alkali hydrate or

carbonate.

Fruit Syrups, Jbllibs, “ Marmalades,” Consbrvks, etc. 0* and C* Bielmann, of

Magdeburg, Germany. 148,407 [^0,35^). July 9th, 1920 ;
conveniion date,

March 14th, 1919
;

not yet accepted ; abridged as open to inspection tender Sec-

tion 91 of the Act,

In the manufacture of fruit juice or jelly with simultaneous production of

“marmalade** or conserve by circulating sugar solution in counter-current through

vessels containing fruit and like vegetable products, as descrihod in the patent speci-

fication,* the extraction process and production of conserve are carried out in a single

vessel, the temperature in w^hich increases from above downwards.

Manufacture of TJltramakinb Blub. J. B. Giumet and A. Guillochin. 152,916

(457(1). February 14th, 1920,

Sulphites or bisulphites of the alkalies or mixtures of these salts are used in the

manufacture of blue and green tiHraiuarines to replace wholly or partially the alkali

carbonates or sulphates usually employed. The sulphite of soda obtained as a by-product

in the preparation of phenol is particularly suitable for this purpose. In an example, the

furnace charge consists of kaolin, sulphite of soda, sulphur, and a reducing-agent such as

resin.

^Ma.vufactuue or Manure contaimno Peat. Molassine Co., Ltd., of Greenwich,

London
;
and H. C. S. de Whalley. 159,779 {lSJi34). %Tuly 22nd, 1919.

In a fertilizing compound, such as is described in a previous Specification,® com-
prising peat mixed with some substance which liberates ammonia to an amount sufficient

to make the mass slightly alkaline, calcium cyanamide is employed as the product for

generating ammonia. Calcium carbonate is added to prevent acidity while the ammonia
is being generated, and phosphates and potash salts may also be added. Potassium or

sodium chloride or sulphate, or mixtures thereof, may be added.

Manufactuub of Yeast from tub Fbumentbu Must of Molasses and Beet Pulp.

Lucien J. P, M. J. Dupire, of Kamecourt (Pas-de-Calais), France. 149,438

{12,020), May 13th, 1919; August 13th, 1920.

Before fermentation the musts are diluted to such a proportion that the yeast will

find therein only the quantity of sugar necessary and sufficient to enable it to attain its

full development. After fermentation the yeast is separated by centrifugal treatment.*'

Produition of Aoktonb and Butyl Alcohol by Fermentation, Charles Weizmann^vi
Kensington, lA)ndon,W. 149,355 {2786), February 24th, 1916; August 19th, 1920.

AA^ort containing 4 to 9 per cent, of carbohydrates having an acidity not higher than
0*4 to 0*6 per cent, is inoculated with a culture of the bacillus Oranalohacter peeUnovorum
(as prepared in the manner described in a previous specification ‘), and fermentation con-

ducted at 34-36®C,, the time necessary being about 36 to 48 hoius. In an example given
the wort is prepared by using 6 to 10 per cent, of malt, and sterilized previous to treating

with the organism mentioned.

1 U K. I^atent, 147,838
;
LSJ,, 1921, 113. » U.K. Patent, 14,887 ; Cf., 1917, 238.

»i5ee U.K. Patent, W3,7ll
; LSJ., 1919, m * U.K. Patent, 4848 of 1915.
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IIbat Exchangkhs. E. J. Richards, of Croydon, Surrey. IoiJ*t7S4 July

14th, 1919.

A seamed tube having a polygonal (e.g., hexagonal) cross-section and enlarged ends

for use in the construction of honeycomb radiators and like heat-exchangers is described,

It is formed with the seam running throughout the whole length instead of only

between the enlarged ends. The lap of the seam extends over half the width of the

inner surface of a flat side of the tube.

CENTHirioAis P. 7. Sharpies, of St. David’s, Pennsylvania, U.8.A. 153,041 [15,793),

June 23rd, 1919.

UNITED KINGDOM COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS AtXU^lPTED.

Machine fok Hauvf.stino Cane P. T. Woodland, 155,0^^3 (33,190), September 9th,

1919.

Machinb for Breaking Cocoa Cake /. Baker & Sons and W. E, Prescott,

156,830 (18,731). July 28th, 1919.

Presses for Making Pastilles. E Gaillard. 155,594 {35,733). June 11th, 1919.

Purification anu Separation or Filtuaiion of Liar ids. J. N. A. Sauer. 155,609

(15,001), June 20ih, 1919.

S'fEKlLlZAlTON AND Pl UIITOATION OF WaTEU. J. N. A. Suuer. 155,OW (15,603),

June 20th, 1919

Filtering, Decolorizing, and Purifying Liuuids, Juici-b, etc. J. N. A. Sauer.

155,611 (15,006). June 20th, 1919.

l)RYiNG Tf.oetarles OH THE LiKB W. Spoclstra. 155,635 \ 11,567). S('pteml)er 2nd,

1919.

Manufacture of Sweeimkaib, Hiscuitk, etc. T. N. Reading. 155,734 (4433).

February 13th, 1920.

Confectionery Manufa^i ure. Kelley^Clarke Co. U ^, 4^/9 [ lOSo). March 26th,

1917.

f,'ENTRiru(Mi.s. (1) C. A. Fesca & Sohn. 1.17,837 (978) \ 145.197 \979\. June I8th,

1919. (2) A. Melotte. 156,070 (3:',31S). Deceinber 26th, 1919.

Tiiauii) Level Indicator. L. Badois. 156,030 [8786). J\larch 26th, 19'2ih

Filter- Presses (I) H. Plauson and J. A. Vielle. 155,814 (36,169). July 6th,

1918. (2) W. Paterson. 156,270 (3701). March 2n<i, 1918.

MANi^FAcrT'KE OF Phosi'ha'jic Manures. H. Plauson and J. A. Vielle. 166, U’4

(36,465). November 6th, 1919.

Conservation of Vegf.table Materials. T. Schweizer. 156,17.? (36,671). October

20th, 1919.

Cutting Cane ry Meihanical Power. M. Wertheim. 156,398 (3S,08J). September

8th, 1919.

jManufactuhe of a Precipitate from Raw Beet Juice. M von Wierusz^Kowalski.
133,798 (371,774)- July llth, 1916.

Electro-Osmotic ShPAUATioN of Subrtani es. Elektro-Osmose Akt.-Ges. (Graf
Schwerin Ges.) 144,710 (15,775). April 8th, 1918.

Filters. (1) Braden Copper Co. 166,583 (36,103). January 2iid, 1920. (2) W.
F. L. Beth. 156,181; 156,182 [S^f , 35). January 3id, 1920.

Evaporators. K L. E Thunholm. 156,592 (523). March 4th, 1918.

Sedimentation Apparatus. Dorr Co. 133,716 (24,936). October 6th, 1918.

Motor Fi el. E. W. Stevens. 135,514 (29,010). November 2l8t, 1917.
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0KNTHIFUGAL8. (I) Db Laval Separator Co. H2M0 (12, $31). August Sist, 1917.

(2) P. T. Sharpies. 157,688 (16,857). June 22nd, 1920. (3) E. G. N. Salenius,

157,366-157,350 (1249-1262). December 6th, 1917. (4; A.J. M. Rialland.

157,974 (174$). Ap»il 30th, 1919.

Alcohol Manufactcke. H. Dreyfus. 157,048 (12,236). March 22nd, 1917.

Candy ManuFACTuiiii. Vacuum Candy Machinery Co 156,702(736). January 16th,

1914.

DBSTRtJcnoN OP Micuo-Oiioani8m« in Liquids. Candy Filter Co., Ltd. 157,280

(1190). January 8th, 1920.

Evapouatoks. (1) J. F. Raff. 157,514 (24,393). October 6th, 1919. (2) Grisconu

Russell Co. 158,219-158,221 (23,877-24,291). January 26th, 1920.

Machine poh LirriNO Beets. W. S, Graham. 157,389 (1310). August 8th, 1917.

Decolouizino Mateiuals Catlin Shale Products Co. 157,393 (1314). April 26th,

1916.

MorLDiNo C%)NKEcTioNKHY. R. Lctung and R. Rouart. 157,775 (1483)

_

December

2n(l, 1913.

Caramel Manufactckk. H. Luers. 157,862 (1593). December 17th, 1919.

Si*E<iFK' Guatity Determination. (1) H. G. Evans. 158,018 (22,603). September

16th, 1919. (2) 5. D. Wells and R. J. Marx. 158,151 (1929). January

2l8t, 1926.

The 1920-21 Cuban Cane Sugar Crop.

Messrs. Ciuma and Mejer*$ First Estimate.

Below are the figures of the jiroduction of sugar in Cuba during the present

season, as calculated by Afessrs. Grma A: Mkjeh, the well known Havana
statisticians :

—

Centra 13 Sacks,

Hubuna 26 2,367,000

.MatanzHs . . . 24 3,286.000

Ci'adeiias .. 17 2,670,000

Cicnfucgos . . . 23 2,470,000

Sagna 16 1,605,000

Caibaiien 16 1,945,000

Guantliimmo 12 897,000

Cuba . . . 7 866,000

Manzanillo 9 770,000

Santa Cruz del Sur 1 436,000

Xuevitas, ra.sb lillo, P. Tanifa .. .. .. 25 4,400,000

Antilla 12 1,245,000

Nipo Bay 1 450,000

.Kicaro, Palo Alto y B. Grande ... 6 2,060,000

PtKTto Padro y Vita 3 1,400,000

Banes ... 1 600,000

AI anati 1 450,000

Zaza 2 48,000

'I'rinidad i •* 100,000

Total .. 201 27,952,000

Equal to 3,993,142 long tons.
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United Kingdom.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF SIJOAR.

IMPOR^l'S.

Onb Month knding Two Months enuing
Fbbuuary 2B'rH. FKBIlUAia 28TH.

1920, 1921. 1929. 1921.
Unubpinsd Scgahs. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

Germany
*

Netherlands
Belgium * • • ....

France
Czecho-Slovakia
Java 6 37S 16,492
Philippine Islands .... • . • • • . • .

Cuba 49,803 ^ ^ ^ 76,914 ....
Dutch Guiana

r . . r 72
Hayti and San Domingo .

.

. • • • ....

Mexico .... ....

Peru * 2,415 14,078 12,816 22,736
Brazil 2,678 11,828 3.911 20,916
Mauritills 41,355 26,134 63,156 47,683
British India 148 1,142 ....
Straits Settlements ........
British West Indies, British

Guiaua& British Honduras 5,529 7,868 9,704 19,885
Other Countries 2,903 3,106 3.777 12,074

Total Raw Sugars 104,781 68,020 161,797 189,868

Rbpimki) Soq

A

lia,

Germany 600 125 601

Netherlands 10 445 970 445

Belgium 211 77 289 97

France 1 ...» 1 1

Czecho-Slovakia . • • • .... 19 .... 1

Java 7 • . •

»

5,007 3 1

United States of America .

.

11,206 i 149 43,751 156
1

Argentine Republic .... 1 .... .... .... !

Mauritius j .... .... ....
1

Other Countries 4'6io I 1,848^ 7,227 1,992 <

Total Refined Sugars .. 16,946 ! 8,120 67,891 8,296

Molasses 6,628
i 2,413 13,555 6,282

Total Imports

1

127,304 ; 68,668
^

282,743
1

149,486

EXPORT’S.

BhITIBH RxFXNBU SuGAllB. Tons. Tons. Tons
j

Tons

Denmark • • # •

I

....

Netherlands 1 269
“'2

\
m

Portugal, Azores,and Madeira .... , .

.

t

....

Channel Islands 26 no ’’sl
j

224
Canada .... .... ....

j

Other Countries 1 315 6 ’477

Fokbion Sl Colonial SoQAiis.
28 693 58 !

1,060

Refined and Candy 101 6 331
1

11
Unrefined 0 ! 15

1

1,228 : 495
Various Mixed in Bond,.., ....

j

j

Molasses 90
1

90 478 1 *i42

Total Exports 224
i

804 2,096 1 1,708

Weights calculated to the nearest ton.
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United States.

(WilUlt f Gray.)

(Tons of 2,240 lbs.)

Total Receipts January 1st to February 24th .

.

Deliveries ,,

Meltings by Refiners „

Exports of Refined ,,

Importers’ Stocks, February 23rd

Total Stocks, February 23rd

Total Consumption for twelve months •

.

1921. 1920

Toni. Tons.

254,212 . . 463,995

256,118 . . 463,995

234,946 . . 361,741

7,000 50,000

9,146 —
76,927 69,427

1920. 1919.

1,084,672 .. 4.067.671

Cuba.

Sj’atkmknt of Expoutb ANii Stocks of Suoah, 1917-1918,

1918-1919. AND 1919-1920.

(Toii«* o( 3,240 lbs.)

19J7'18
Tons.

1918 19

Tons.
1919 20.

Tons.

Exports 3,176 .. 76,Gil .. —
Stocks 64,362 .. 71,626 17,720

Local (JonHumptioii

67,638

1,200 ..

148,230

600 .

.

17,720

600

Receipts at Ports to December Slet 68,738 148,736 18,220

December 19'20 J. Gcma.—• L. Mkjkh.

United Kingdom.

Statement of Impokth, Extoutk, and Conbumption of Sogaii fob Two Months

ENDING FBimrABY 28th, 1913, 1920, AND 1921,

IMFOBTS. Expomts (Foreign),

1913. 1920. 1921. 1913. 1920. 1921

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons Ton 8. 'I'ons

RefinoU 12U,738 .. 57,391 .. 3,295 219 .. 331 11

Raw i:io,3«7 . 161,797 .. 139,858 544 .. 1,228 . 49.^

Molasses 7,Br»9 l.%555 .. 6,282 71 .. 478 142

284,962 232,743 119,435 834 2,037 648

Home CONSUMPl'ION.
1913, 1920. 1921.

Tons. Tons. Tons.
Refined .. 122,755 61,631 3,614

Refined (in Bond) in the United Kingdom .. .. .. .. 11,3.892 103,532 168,140

Raw 17,099 60,429 20,474

Molasses 5,137 8,342 1,906

Molasses, inantifactured (in Bond) in United Kingdom 6,661 12,365 7,155

Total . » • 4 » * « .. 265,544 236,289 196,189

Lets Exports of British Kedned . . .. 4,193 58 1,060

261,851 236,231 195,129
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Sugar Market Report.

Our la8t report was dated 7th February, 1921.

It was announced by the Food Oontrollor on tho 21st February, that an agreement

had been made with the British Sugar Hefiners for the disposal of the balance ol (Govern-

ment stocks of raw sugar, and that from 28th February all restrictions on the importation

of sugar would he withdrawn. At the same time the ofticial price for (Granulated, (’rushed

and White pieces was reduced from 728. to 678. 6d. duly paid, spot terms, until 28th

Februnry. The terms of the agreement with the Uritish retiimrs have not been made
public, but it 18 understood that the balance of (Government supplies ot raws, estimated to

be sullicient for rti(|uirenient8 until about the end of August, will be drawn upon at prices

subject to frequent revision.

A ( onsidcrablo amount of activity followed the announcement of the date of decontrol,

trade orders conuiig in freely ; not only for home refined, hut for anything in the nature

of foieign refined which was available for immediate shipment. (Good quantities of

Czecho-Slovakiaii superior (Granulated have been sold at 37s. to 37s. 4id. f.o.b. Hamluirg,

Dutch at 37s. to 38h., Polish 368. to 368. 6d., Belgian Orystuls 36s. 6(1. to 378. f.o.h., and
American (Granulated c i.f. U. K ports at 378. to 37 h. 6d. There is no inclination to

enter into forwaid purchases at the moment W T. (’r3
’’

8tallizcd descriptions on the spot

are in small supply, and value dOs. to 61s. 6d. duty paid. Muscovados, heat quality, 528.,

medium 45b., and low 328. to 38b.

Then' are now 186 centrals giindiiig in Cuba, and weeklv receipts are approximating
more closely to those of last year, although the total receipts to 26th Fehiuary still show’ a

deficit ot more than 400,000 tons. Some advices from the Island speak of a total of less

than 3,000,000 tons, and opinions are freely expressed on this side that 3,500 000 tens will

not be reached. Tho formation of a (’ommittee in (’uba to control the sale of the balance

of the 1920-21 crop, working in conjunction with prominent firms in New Yoik, may be

regarded as an important feature likely to assist nmtenally towards th(5 reconstiniaion of

finance in the Island, and if the declared polic,v of soiling freely at pri^vailing pi ices and
not withholding or hoaiding sugar, ho adhered to, it should prove beneficial alike to both
pioducer and oonsunifr. Alreadj' soim- 60,000 tons have hocn marketed loi IVbrnary-

March shipment at 4 75 cents c.«^f
,
equal to 4*60 cents f.o.h

,
which compaies with the

low-wat(U' maik of 3 30 cents f o.h. quoted in our report last month. Under tlie Fmiu-
gency Tariff Bill, which is being considered at Washington, it is proposed to fix the 'J’arifi'

Duty on Ou^ (ontrifiigal at 2 cents per Ih. for sugars other than Oiihan, with a rate of

P6 cents per lb. for Cubans. The Bill was expected to come up for decision towards the

end of February.

Java quotuiiuiKs show some improvement for old crop, Whites being quoted at 27
guilders (408. 6d, per cw't.) f.o.h. At the moment the demand for India is V(‘ry quiet,

owing to the fall in tlie exchange. There are sellors for ISIarch-April .shipment at 40s. fid.

c. k f. Calcutta basis, and no buyers It is estimated that over 500,000 tons New Crop
havfi been sold by the mills, and up to 2lJ guilders (328 3d. per t'wt.) has Ix'on paid for

early shipments, hut only a limited proportion of this quantity has been disposed of for

actual shipment away from tho Island, and the mainleimnce of, or improvement in. New
Crop vahies remains to be tested largely by tho capacity and ability of Kustein countries
to take the sugar. A feature coTuinou to almost every consuming country in the world at
piesent is the bareness of invisible supplies, which makes it impossible to gauge the extent
to which apparent consumption could be increased, given favourable circumstances, such
as might he engendered by improving finances, increase of employment, and growth of
confidence generally.

Shipments fiom Java during January which totalled 86,750 tons, comprised 3650 tons
to Port Said for orders, 17,700 tons U. K. and Continental porta, 14,250 tons India, 6200
tons Japan, 8450 tons Australia, and 35,600 tons Singapore and other Eastern destirmtioiis.

Czecho- Slovakia is reported to have sold 45,000 tons to France, and it is probable
that this q uantity was iiu'ludod in the 74,000 tons officially Hnnounied as having been
sold abroad at favourable rates. 9000 tons have been exchanged for cereals ami flour, and
a further 25,000 tons have boon reserved for similar treatment.

11, II ilANCeCK & Co.

10 k il, Mincing Lane,

London, B.C. 3,

7th March, 1921.
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Notes aad Comments.

Production and Consumption.

Elsewhere in this issue, we publish a ootiple of articles from the pen of our

Continental correspondent, dealing with important aspects of the outlook for

sugar consumption in the world. First of all, he points out that in the last years

prior to the war there was a tendency on the part of several European Governments
to reduce their internal dutirs on sugar in the hope that the revenue would be

maintained at the same level by means of a lower duty producing an increased

consumption
; but since the armistice the tendency of the Governments conceimed

has been all the other way, the sugar duties having been varioiisl}*^ increased,

obviously with a view to the urgent need for revenue. Our correspondent, how-
ever, opines that the only result will be to decrease the oonsumption, because

sugar is an article of semi-luxury—it is needed to a large extent as an article

of food, but above that it servos as an ingredient of a number of cheap non*
necessities when it is itself cheap enough ; when sugar is dear only that percentage

(if as much) that can be classihed as food is bought, the other uses being largely

dropped by the consumer for the time being.

Secondly, our correspondent points out that actually the time has arrived

when the “luxury’’ use of sugar has begun to be seriously cuiiailed, because the

inflated earnings of the consumer, to which the war gave rise, are being every-

where gradually eliminated, partly through actual wage reductions and partly

through unemployment which is getting everywhere rife and amounts to a wage
cessation. Consequently, it is no longer possible for the maker of sugar to assume
that he has only to look after the production and that consumption will exist to

take over the stocks he turns out. Henceforward the producer will have to take

into consideration the probable consumption of the world when debating what
amount of sugar to produce

; otherwise there will be an excess which would only

depress the market.

Our qorrespondent gives figures to show that the average consumption of the

world for the first ten years of this century was round about 14 million tons, and
consequently if Uiis year the figures of 1910-11 (17 million tons) are attained, it

will in his opinion coyer the present day demand, having regard to the probable

IBB
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purchasing capacity of the more or less impoverished consumer at large. Assum-
ing this to be tlie case, there would then be little justification for developing the

production of world’s sugar much beyond the current output if prices are to be

maintained at a remunerative level.

But our own view is that while it is possible to curtail production at short

notice by limiting sowings and plantings, it is not so onsy a matter to increase

production at the same short notice if tho increase involves more output than the

factories are at piesent designed for. Breparations to increaso production by

enlarging plant or building new' factories take in many instances more than one

or two seasons to fructify ; hence in deciding at tho jireseiit moment what should

be done in the matter of increasing pioduction or the reverse, it is necessary to

look well ahead and not merely judge by the present day economic situation.

Rather must one ask what is likely to bo tho demand two or three years hence

when the world has liad that time further to recover from the effects of the war

and get down to the bed level of steady production at an economic cost. It

is never safe to prophesy, but present indications do not w^arrant the supposition

that the world is going to extend the experiment of Bolshevism beyond the con-

fines of Russia where it is proving a failure, and if extremist factions can be suc-

cessfully resisted, there is no reason why commonsense should not bring about

a compromise between the conflicting issues that divide Capital and Labour, and

lead eventually to a workable arrangement which shall allow steady employment

and consequently a steady output of spending. Such an achievement would

result, inter alia^ in increasing the consumption of sugar everywhere, so tho only

question is : What is the probable total that tho world is likely to consume per

annum two or three or more years hence if all goes well with the tranquillizing

efforts of Governments and leaders of men ?

We expressed the opinion a few months ago that if sugar were as cheap as in

pre-war days and other things were fairly equal, tho present consumption in the

world might be assumed at as much as 2d million tons per annum. This is

probably still an outside figure, for sugar is no longer so cheap in view of

the increased cost of production, especially of labour. But as wages will probably

never be so low, oitbor, in other walks of life, it is probable that ovontually the

coming cheap” price of sugar will be cheap enough for the now prevailing wage
standard. One has only to consider the economic situation in tho United States

as existing for years past to see that a high cost of living may yet be accompanied

by an ample means to spend, in order to premise that the new levels of wages and
living in the future will leave the quantitative purchasing power of the individual

much as it was before. There seems therefore no reason why in the long run there

should not bo a steadily increased demand for sugar in the world, all the more as

the present day consumption of the larger proportion of the world’s population is

still infinitesimal. There is, for example, endless scope for an increase amongst
the coloured races of Asia, and as these races got more and more leavened with
some of the advantages and usages of Western civilization, an increase in their

consumption of sugar is one of the least remote possibilities.

All things considered, then, we venture to suggest that while the present day
is one for exercising some caution amongst sugar producers lest an excess of sugar
prematurely’' produced demoralizes the world’s sugar market, the wider future is

one that offers considerable scope for hopefulness on the part of sugar men, since

sugar is not a passing fancy so much as an established food, and once the taste for it

is acquired its consumption is a matter of course, always providing the purchasing
power of the public is commensurate with its average cost.
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The Cuban Sugar Finance Commission.

There was a time when the Cuban producer of sugar for lack of funds and

storage capacity was more or less at the mercy of the New York market in respect

of the price he got for his sugar
;
latterly however the situation has greatly im-

proved for him and down to the time of the financial crash in Cuba last summer
he was able to more than hold his own. But Iho last few months tho want of

funds—that is of credit from the hanks— which is the outcome of the moratorium

resulted in the Cuban i)roducer again having to sell immediately and so put

him once more at the inorcy of prospective purchasers. As our American

correspondent points out in his able summary of the situation given on another

page, in February the price of Cuban 96*^ centrifugals had declined to cents

c. and f.. New York while it liad cost the (’uhan producer probably 3 cents. Such

a position would have been iiiioiiviable if prolonged, so the Cuban Govetnment
catrie to the rescue and appointed a Finance Commission to take over tho task of

selling Cuban sugar for export. As shown elsewhere, this plan though it met
with some opposition partly engendered by doubts as to its success, secured the

support of 80 per cent, of the interested parties in Cuba, and on coming into

operation the (^jmmission speedily justified its existence and has easened the

situation considerably, while prices have risen appreciably since it was first

mooted.

We may add that the seven members of the Commission consist of Manuel
Kionda, chairman of the hoard of directors of the Cuba Cuue Sugar Corporation,

and K. B, JLwvr.KY, president of the Cuban American Sugar Company, repre-

senting the large producing companies; J. M. Tauai'A and Manukl Asyurij,

representing thosiiiallei producers, or so-called inde]Kmdont companies ; PoUFiKlO

Fhanca of the National City Bank; Frank J. Bkatty of the Iloyal Bank of

Canada, and General Eiujknio Aouamontb, Secretary of Agriculture, Commerce
and Laboui of Cuba, representing tho Cuban Government.*

Cuban Trade with England.

It is unfortunate that the friendly trade relations hitherto existing between
the United Kingdom and Cuba have lately been somewhat clouded by the effects

that are alleged to have resulted from the imposition in this country in last year’s

Budget of an ad valorem duty of 50 per cent, on foreign cigars imported into the

United Kingdom. The Cuban cigar manufacturers are up in arms against the

new duty which they afiinn is damaging their trade with this country to a pro-

nounced extent, and there has been talk of retaliation which has culminated in

tho introduction in the Cuban Congress of a Bill by a private member to impose

by way of reprisal an additional 40 per cent, on British goods entering Cuba. It

is true that the bill stands little chance of being discussed just now, as the Cuban
Congress has not been transacting buHiness for some while ; but that it should

have been introduced shows some measure of the resentment that has been felt in

Cuban cigar circles.

We are not concerned with the rights and wrongs of the cigar trade, but it

would bo unfortunate for British trade in sugar one way and sugar machinery the

other way if the Cuban Government were forced to give countenance to measures

of reprisals. The United Kingdom has been a big purchaser of Cuban sugar in

the past, and British machinery, if it has been eclipsed of late years in Cuba by

the more easily secured American plant, has still a reputation in the island second

to none. It is to be hoped that the cigar difficulty may be cleared and it is quite

iwe are indebted to Facts about (Hmjar for this descriptive list.
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possible that when the 1921 Budget is published it may revise the duties at

present handicapping the import of cigars into this country, all the more as the

British consumer of Havana cigars is inclined on his part to protest at the pro-

hibitive price he is charged for them as the result of the high duty.

The Essentials of Sugar Cane Production.

In a recent number of the Philippine Agricultural Eevieiv, Mr. 0. W. HiNES,

Sugar Technologist, writes a thoughtful article on “ Essentials in the Production

of Sugar Cane,” which might, with advantage, be studied by cane planters in all

paris of the woild. It contains a resume of the chemical and manurial aspect of

field work from start to finish. It is written in popular language and covers the

whole ground of soil formation and treatment for maximum crops, and explains

current manurial practice as developed during the past quarter of a oenluiy. Mr,

Hines, it seems to us rightly, contends that, with proper safeguards, sugar cane

is not nearly so exhaustive a crop as is usually supposed. While it may bo true

that an enormous mas^^of vegetation may be reaped each year in a oauo field—

a

good crop should contain from 40,000 to 50,000 canes for each acre of land, each

weighing at least two pounds and each surmounted with a 5 ft. bunch of leaves

—

it is pointed out that the actual sugar recovered, being made up entirely of carbon

and water, is none of it actually obtained from the soil, but is provided by the air

and soil water. Thus, with a close attontiou to the return of all the unused parts,

whether cane trash, bagasse ashes, waste molasses, or filter press cake, all of them

in a condition specially suited to the feeding of the plants, comparatively little

should he needed in the way of added artificial manures. There should be no such

thing as ** worn out” soils, as is shown by the example of China, where, after

thousands of years of continuous cultivation, the land in many parts is producing

considerably larger croi)8 than ever before. And if, he asks, with the rudimentary

knowledge of agricultural principles obtaining in that country, such results can be

secured, what might we not expect from the up-to-date planter, with the full

resources of modern agricultural science at bis disposal f

Commencing with a study of soil formation, the author deals in turn with its

physical condition and texture, the minernl and organic constituents
;
and the

elements actually is<ilated by the growing cane plants, potassium, phosphorus,

nitrogen and calcium, are reviewed in special sectioiis. In each the occurrence in

nature is described, the special use in the plant’s econ'omy, the way in which the

natural deposits may be rendered available and the most useful form in which they

are given as manures. As is natural, the organic matter in cane soils receives

marked attention, for on its abundance depends the action of the beneficient bac-

teria by whose activity the free nitrogen of the air is fixed in the soil so as to be

available for the canes. Great emphasis is laid by the author on toxins in the

soil, that is substances supposed to be given off by the roots which are harmful to

the canes, and an example is given of otherwise fertile land in the Philippines,

under ** tigbaw ” {Sacchunnn sfxmtamum) which cannot be used for sugar cane

until a good deal of preliminary work has been done to get rid of its effects in such

land. The article is illustrated by a couple of interesting diagi’ams, well known
in textbooks of agiiculture. The first is especially useful for guarding against

the wrong application of artificial manures, in that it distinguishes at a glance

those that may he mixed and applied irrespective of one another, those that must
be applied immediately after mixing, and those that must never be applied to the

fields at the same time. The second diagram illustrates the complicated cycle of

nitrogen in agriculture, how it is obtained from the air and imprisoned in the soil,
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liow it is then gradtially worked up by bacteria into the form of nitrates which the

plants require, and the way in which, by improper cultivation, the beneficient

action of the nitrate formers is thwarted and the valuable stores of manure thus

rendered available are lost and returned to the air. As we regard this article as

of considerable educative value, we give in another part of this number of the

journal a selection of the points made by the author.

Indigenous Stock Peed versus Imported Grain and Hay.

The advisability of improving the fodder supplies of cattle on sugar estates

has been referred to on several occasions in this Journal. * liust year we published

some articles on the possibility of introducing some of the seini-wild and cultivated

millets into the grass lands and waste places, as these require the minimum of

water, cultivation and food material. Since we have learnt that these articles

have mot with much approval in certain quarters we return to the subject in the

present issue, from a much wider point of view. The value of cattle manure on

sugar estates is becoming increasingly recognized in many new countries where it

was supposed at first that sugar cane could be raised on artificials alone, but with

the introduction of motor-driven machinery cattle manure is becoming more and

more difficult to procure in sufficient quantity. It is all the more necessary there-

fore to ensuio that what is obtained is of as good quality as possible
;
this can only

be attained by improving the cattle feed. The Keport of the Committee appointed

by the Hawaiian Ifianters’ Association to investigate the question of stock feed in

the sugar estates of those islands is a valuable document and takes the broadest

view of tbe whole question. Owing to the dislocation of trade conditions caused

by the war, the greatly increased cost of mateiialH and labour and the uncertainty

of promi)fc delivery of imported feed stuffs, the Committee has thoroughly over-

hauled the indigenous foods which can be obtained in the islands themselves. All

substances are parsed itj review, from the weeds on the estates, through the waste

products of the factory and the cane tops, to various grasses, grains, legumes and

roots which con be easily grown and fed, either fresh or dried to hay or shredded

to “meal,” and which may replace the costly imported grains of pre-war times.

An interesting example is given in detail of a mixture of local materials fed as

a daily ration to animals doing nine hours of heavy work, and the effect of this

food is compared with the standard grain and hay ration during a six months’

period. The imported ration consisted of 20 Jbs. of Californian hay + 18 lbs. of

grain (half oats and half barley). At the end of the six months the animals fed

with the imported imiterial were run-down and all of them had lost weight ; those

fed oh local food, on the other hand, were quite up to their work and had every

one increased in weight, some to the extent of 40 lbs.

While it is not suggested that it would be wise slavishly to follow the growing
of the particular food plants enumerated in all countries, the lists are suftciently

comprehensive for deductions to be readily drawn as to what could be done, with

a little experiment and tx^oublo, largely to replace imported grain rations in most

sugar lands wliich are not self siifiicieiit in this respect, and we have given such

details of the report on another page as seem to be necessary for those who wish to

make the experiment on a comprehensive scale. The subject of costings cannot

be left out in the plantation any more than in the factory, and, even if no great

financial benefit may immediately accrue, it is of greatimportancethat each sugar

growing oounti7 should thoroughly investigate the possibilities of being eelf-

1 1920, pp. m, 6)13, m.
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supporting, ill view of the present uncertainty in world conditions. Wo would

therefore seriously comniend the findings of this Hawaiian Stock Feed Committee

to all who have the best interests of the sugar industry at heart.

Mauritius and British Rule.

A short while ago a small section of the Mauritius ooininnnity petitioned the

J'rench President to bring pressure to bear on the British Government to return

Mauritius to the custody of the Republic. The local controversy engendered by

this resulted in the recent elections in the island virtually turning on the question as

to which power should own the island. It is interesting therefore to note, on the

authority of the Botith African. Sugar Jonrnalt that the first election that has

taken place (owing to the war) for ten years past has resulted in the ten contested

seats being captured by British ere. This, as our contemporary reinaiks, should

put an end to any further talk on the matter. Mauritius lias always had a con-

siderable French element in its population and the French language figures in the

life of the island to an apj>rociable extent; but it would appear that the bulk of

the population, whether of British or of French descent, are fully satisfied with

their position as inembers of a British Orowii colony.

The 1931 English Beet Campaign.

The new Kelham boot sugar factory which is to start operations next Autumn,

is to have a total capacity of 60,000 tons of beet or 600 tons per day, but acting

on the advice of the French experts who are supervising the inauguration of the

scheme, only 20,000 tons will be dealt with this year derived from some 2365

outside acres plus 200 acres on the Kelhaxa estate. The growers consist of some

425 farmers with an acreage each of 5^ acres. The pi ice is to be £4 per ton

delivered at the factory which is equivalent to 67s. 6d. delivered on rail. Accord-

ing to l.ho figures of the last test crop grown at Kelham, the cost per acre was

£20 3s, 4d,, the yield being 12 tons with en average sugar content of over 20 per

cent.
; h(3nce with the roots selling at 67s. 6d. (£40 lOs. for 12 tons) a fair profit

should be show^n if the Kelham test figures can at all be appioximated bj^ the

growers.

As regards Cant lej’’, the present position is that tlie minimum of 6000 acres

needed to ensure a campaign has been more than j)roniised by local furiners,

hence it may be assumed that the factory will operate this year with a fair

measure of success.

The Indian Sugar Crop: Final Official Forecast. »

The filial general memorandum of the Indian sugar cane crop of 1920- 2
1 , issued

by the Department of Statistics at Calcutta, gives the estimate of the area sown
this season as 2,653,000 acres, as against 2,686,000 acres last year, or a decrease

of 6 per cent. The yield of gur is estimated at 2,466,000 tons, as against 3,036,000

tons, or a decrease of 19 per cent. This gives an average yield per aero of 2163
lbs. or rather less than a ton per acre. The season on the whole has not boon
favourable for the crops owing to deficient rainfall in some of the more important
sugar producing provinces.

According to the South African Sugar Journal^ Sir Henry Leclkzio, the ** grand old
linn of the island of Mauritius, who has been Chairman of the Legislative Council of the
island for the past 25 years, has retired fiom his position and from his representation of
Moka, feeling in need of a long rest. He is due to make a long sojouru in Kurojie and
will probably take the opportunity to give the Colonial Office the benefit of his views on
Mauritius affairs.
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From the “Sugar Cane,” April, 1871.

Eugenk Feltz was one of the earliest investigators taking np the question

of the cause of the foiinatiori of molasses; and in this issue of the Buyar Cane he
exposed some of his views. ILo held that the effect of the inorganic and organic

salts present was physical rather than chemical, in that they increased the vis-

cosity of the liquor to such an extent as gradually to inhibit the movement of the

sugar molecule in the operation of ciystal formation. Tii his own words, “the
substances mineral or organic, crystallizable or uncrystallizable, which are

generally met with in our molasses, do not possess any special power of dissolving

sugar, as for a long time has been believed. They act in a purely pTiysical, we
might almost say inochanical, manner. Thus they may appear completely in-

offensive in a solution rich in sugar, but their pernicious effect becomes more and
more apparent in ju’oportion as the solutions are poorer in sugar and fuller of

impurities/’ JIo cited experiments in this paper showing that both calcium chloride

and sodium caibonate, though classed by Marschall as negative molusses formers,

“possess no power of dissolving sugar,” but exhibit a marked effect in increasing

the viscosity of concentrated solutions.

Patrick Neit^son, of Trelawney, Jumaicu, contiibuted ajiapor on the manu-
facture of rum, this being intended t»> be complementary to the article that had
appeared in the previous issue by “ J. ' He pointed out that the best resiilts

wi'To obtained by slow fermentation conducted at a low temperature, and he
joinarksthat “ what in fact first dtew' my attention to seeking out a flavour in

rum was the running I first got from what is known here as the ‘dirty cistern,’

a rocoptiicio foi all the lefust^, bottoms, (dc., of the otho vats; 1 was astonished
to find at the can pit mouth as th(i rum came over, an exquisite flavour , .

He endeavoured to apply the coiiditi(/ns obtaining in the “ dirty cistern ” to dis-

tillery practice
;
and stated that he succeeded in getting such successful results

that a rich fruity odour j>eivaded the house, \^hich effect ho thought w^as produced
“ not only by a slow decay or putrefaction going on, but also by an acid generated
thereby.” Other factors likely to contribute to flavour W'cre considered to be the
use of the skimmiiigs having a very acid reaction

; a moderate temperature; and
the quality of the water used. He also believed that the use of “rum cane”
constituted one of the details lequsito for jiroducing good flavour, that is rotten or
half eaten cane, which had been allowed to undeigo a slow fermentation while
lying in the field and yard.

It was announced in this issue thatut a sitting of the Chamber of Agriculture,
Mauiitius, a letter was rend by M. Lkmerle, of Eounion, stating that ho had
been so fortunate on his estate at Ilivi^re-des-Creoles as to establish the possi-
bilily of the reptoduclioii of sugar cane from seed. Tlio President closed the long
discussion which followed the reading of this letter by saying that the future
wmuld show the extent of the importance of the discovery.

A patent taken out by J, F. Cail* was abstracted in this issue. Cane was
supplied by a travelling table to three 2- roller mills, and macerated with water
while passing from the first to the second, and from the second to the third.

1 LBJ., 1031, 137. * EiJgli.sh Patent, 3312 ot 1870,
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The International Saccharimetric Normal Weight

Question.

Ifc ia uow possible to state the result of the enquiry made among British

chemists in regard to the proposal urged by Dr. C, A. BaowNB and other

American chemists* to adopt an interuational normal weight of 20 gms. for use

with the quartz compensating polarimeter for sugar work.

In order to elicit opinion in the matter, a Committee was formed* cousistiag

of tlie following :-~Prof. A. E. Ling, P.I.O., F.C.S. (who acted as Chairman);

Prof, Thos. Gray, D.Sc„ Ph.T)., F.I.C. ; Mr. L. J. de Whalley, B.Scm F.I.C. ;

Mr. Hugh Main, B.Sc., F.C.S. ; and Mr. J. P. Ooilvie, A.I.O., F.C.S. Mr. W.
H. Giffard, and latterly Mr. Ogilvie, acted as Secretary. This Committee drew

uj) a statement of the arguments pru et contra, nearly 2000 copies of which were

sent to chemists engaged in the sugar and allied industries, both in this connliy

and in the British Colonies. A summaiy of the replies received to the five

questions asked is as follows:

—

1. Which fm'rn of saccharimch^r and what normal weight do you employ ?

—

About 90 per cent, of the chemists replying stated the form of saccharimetor used

by them to be a half -shadow quartz compensating instrument. Further details

were not given. In regaid to the weight employed, about 70 per cent, gave tliis

as 26 grms. in 100 metric c.c., the remainder still using 20'048 grras. in 100 Mohr c.c.

2. Da you advocate the retention of the present solution containing 26 grins* of

saccharose in 100 metric c,c. at 20^0. f If so, kindly state your reasons,— Of those

replying 72 per cent, expressed themselves to lie in favour of the retention of the

present standard of 20 grms. in 100 metric c.c. Eoplies w^ere received from all

the leading refiners in the United Kingdom, and these were unanimous in their

opinion regarding the retention of the present standard. In regaid to the reasons

for this decision, most of the replies stated in Bubstance that the advantages

claimed for the proposed new standard were too slight to coiripensate for the con-

siderable inconvenience, expense, and confusion that would (it was considered) be

involved by its adoption. A very frequent additional reason was that owing to

the smaller amount of sample taken for the assay, the accuracy of observation

would be diminished. In an addendum to his reply, Mr. A. F. Blake, Chief

Chemist, Atlantic Sugar Befineries, Ltd., St. John, Canada, said that be thought

the 26 grm, value should be retained regardlesn of whether Herzfeld’s or Bates*

couversiou factor is correct, or whether future investigations provide still another,
** new instruments being made according to the best factor available at the time,

and old ones being controlled and corrected by quartz plates standardized according

to the latest factor.”

3. Or are yon in favour of the proposid to employ a 20 grm, normal weight as

a new international standard ? Kindly state the reasons for your decision ,—The 28

per cent, in favour of the new standard mostly reiterated the reasons stated by

Dr, 0. A. Browne in support of the change. No fresh views were stated.

4. Or do you favour the adiqdion of the French normal weight of 10*20 grms, ?

In no case was the adoption of the French normal weight advocated.

6. Have you any other views on the suhject ?—K con’espondent replying to this

question said that while he advocated the retention of the 26 grms. standard for

the present, if any change were made later 26 grms. would seem to be a more
"

i also 3W9. 85, 306, 138, 40s74Vl3, 620, and
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suitable weight tliuu 20 grms, ,
since the accuracy of observation would not be

appreciably diminished by the slightly smaller weight of sample taken, while the

advantage claimed by Dr. Buowne for the 20 grms. weight, in regard to easy

conversion of readings into percentage values, would also be realized. Mr. S.

Hoare Coluns, of the Agricultural College, Armstrong College, University of

Durham, in advocating the 20 grms. standard, suggested modifyiug the length

of the obseiwation tube ** to save altering the graduation of instinameuts.”

The Cuban Sugar Finance Commission.

(From our American Correspondent)

The most iui]Kii*Uint devehjpnieiit in the sugar situation during the past

month has easily been the appointment by I'resident Menocal, of Cuba, of the

body designated as the Sugar Finance Commission with exclusive authority to

sell Cuban sugar for export.

The appointment of the Commission was brought about as a result of the

financial disturbance in the island and the consequent demoralization of its most

important induntry. The establishment of a moratorium several months ago and

its renewal from time to time until Februaiy, when bills wore enacted providing

for the gradual liquidation of accounts, made it impossiblo for sugar producers to

obtain th(» cr<3di^ facilities on which they had been accustomed to rely for the

making and harvesting of their crops. In cases where mills were put in operation

and harvesting was begun, the necessity of roalizing immediately \ipon the sugar

))rodnco(l put tho holders of such sugar at the lueroy of prospective purchasers.

I3y the beginning of Februai*}^ the price of 9<F test centrifugals had doclined

to cents a lb., cost and freight, New York. To produce this sugar had cost

the (hiban probably five cents (2Jd.) a lb. or more. Consequently there was
no incentive for either the iiacondado or colono t<» push production.

During the early stages of tho grinding campaign the listlossness and lack of

activity on the jiart of labourers and cane growers was so marked, and the inter-

ruptions to grinding through lack of cane so nuiuerous, that it became evident

that unless some means of improving conditions could be found probably not

more than 50 per cent, of tho estimated production for the season would be realized

and that the sale at ruinously low prices of such sugar as was produced would
plunge tho island into a situation oven more serious than had prevailed up to that

time.

After taking counsel with men prominent in tho sugar industry, President

Menocal issued a decree appointing a Gommissiou of seven members to take

charge of the marketing of the unsold portion of the crop, subject to ratification

of tho plan by the producers of i5 per cent, of the 1919-20 output. It was care-

fully pointed out that the purpose iu view was not the forcing of an unreasonably

high price through the withholding of sugar from the market, but was to assure

the orderly marketing of the crop, to prevent the sacrifice of necessitous con-

sumers, to aid in the financing of the harvest, and to protect tho interests of

producers and consumers alike.

The proposal was severely criticised in various quarters and some members of

the trade who were favourable to the underlying purpose of the plan were doubtful

of its success. It was quickly ratified, however, by a large majority of the Cuban

producers. Interests representing over 21,000,090 bags, or over 80 per cent, of
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the previous year's outturn, ratified the proposal, and it was put into effect on

February 22nd. Meanwhile it had been submitted to the Government of the

United States and had been approved, with the stipulation that no attempt should

be made to force prices above a level which would permit producers to realize a

reasonable margin of profit.

The price of raw sugar began to improve even before the Commission plan

went into effect, and this improvement has continued until now. Cuban centri-

fugals at present command a price of 5*25 cents a lb., cost and freight,

equivalent to 6*27 cents duty landed. The Commission thus far has conducted

its operations with a conservatism that has commended itself to the members of

the trade. It has had sugars regularly on offer and has advanced its prices very

graduall}". Many of those who were at first incredulous as to the feasibility of

the proposed plan now admit that it has a good chance of success, while on aU
sides it is agreed that, it has had the effect of bringing about an improvement in

prices sufficient to measure the difference between heavy, possibly ruinous, losses

and a small margin of profit.

The decree from whioli tho CommisMou derives its authority provides that it

shall have sole authority to sell sugar for shipment outside of Cuba, and that tho

proceeds of all sales shall be distributed pro rata among the whole bod}" of

producers. A small commission is deducted to cover marketing expenses, and a

percentage of the receipts is held back by tlm Commission to equalize changos

that may be made in prices from time to time. In case individual producers

make sale.s for export account without tho authority of the Commission the ship-

ment of such sugar is prevented by refusal to issue the shipping documents neces-

sary to permit its departure from the island.

Thus far the Commission has functioned very smoothly and successfully.

The allotments it has offered have been absorbed promptly ; and as evidence that

tho experiment is considered a success by the Cuban Government aijd the

producois of sugar, its authority has been extended to cover the unsold j>ortion

of lust year’s output as well as the current crop.

One effect of the advance? in prices which look place coincident with the

creation of the Coiiunissioii has been a decided improvement in consumer demand
throughout the Ignited States. For months tho distributing trade hud been

placing orders with refiners to cover merely its day to day requirements, and
consumers had been restricting their buying in similkr fashion. AViihin tln^ past

few weeks, however, the orders placed with refiners have increased in number and
volume to suoli an extent that practically all the refining companies are several

weeks oversold. Inability of the refiners to ship promptly has operated to

strengthen the demand for Louisiana grades and for beet sugar. The latter has

been selling of late in Ihe Central States at a quarter of a cent a lb. above the

wholesale basis of cane granulated instead of ten points lower as is oidiiiarily the

case. All the lefiners who are now in tlie market arc quoting eight cents (Id.) a
lb. for fine granulated. An advance of another quarter c(?nt is believed to

be imminent however.

New York, March 17th, 1921.

Jn reference to the article by Mr. W. MoNiooMKKy in our January issue on the
deteim illation of Jime salts in juices, ^ we aie ahked by the author to say that the table
reproduced in that article w»ere compiled by the Great western Sugar Company, Denver
Coh, U.S.A.



Essentials in the Production of Sugar Cane.’

The knowledge of the evolution and complete history of the various soils in a

plantation should be of much use to the up-to-date sugar cane planter. Under
man’s influence soils are being much more rapidly made and changed than by
nature’s slower methods, and it is of very great importance that this work should

bo carefully and properly done. The soil consists of rock particles, plant and
animal tissues, various gases and water, and the main difference between soil and
sub-soil is due to the action of those latter elements in disintegrating the rock
j)artich38 and rendering their locked up stores of plant food available for the

growing plant. Three classes of soil maybe distinguished, according to tieat-

ment, namely, virgin soil whore under long periods Tiatural forces have been at

work and have accumulated masses of food material in a readily available form,
long continued cultivated lands which are still fertile, as in some parts of China
where, after thousaiids of years of cultivation, the crops are heavier than ever

before, and so called ‘‘worn out lands,” where by improper methods the stores of

food have been dissipated and remunerative crops can no longer be obtained.

Fallowing, formerly greatly used in such cases, is in modern intensive agriculture

no longer necessary, for oven when the conditions are favourable for the work of

ameliorating bactoiia, the results obtained by it are slow and uncertain; rotation

of crops has taken its place, with much more rapid and certain results. In
modern agriculture, while a chemical analj^sis of the soil is often of great use as a
diiectivo agency, there are many other factors to be coiisidered as regards fer-

tility : not only have suitable })hysical conditions to bo present but the materials
must be provided for the rapid multiplication of the vanous living elements on
whose activity fertility is now known mainly to depend.

lloughly, each ton of sugar r('move8 from the soil more or less a couphj of
pounds ea(*b of potash, phosphoric acid, nitrogen and lime. In ordinary good soil

the top eight inches wall contain something like 24,000 lbs. potash, 7200 lbs. phos-
phoric acid, 11,000 lbs, nitrogen and 50,000 lbs, lime per acre. This should be
sufiicieiit for a very large amount of sugar; but the matter is by no moans so
simple for, as will be em}>hasized later, the finished product, pure sugar, contains
none of these elements, and other forces have to be called in before it can be
obtained.

The relative proportions in which the various cliemical subvstaiices occur in
the soil and the condition in which tliey exist have, together, probably more influ-
ence on fertility than the chemical compounds themselves. The physical condition
of the soil must be taken into account, and indeed is of parainount importance for
the elaboration of food materials by the plant. Every acre of cane land should
produce 40-50,000 canes, weighing something like 2 lbs. each, but on how many
estates (in the Philippines) is an all round yield of this number obtained ?

The texture of the soil is also of imporianco. This means the relative size
and proportions of the ultimate soil particles. We thus can classify soils under
the microscope, from such as contain a larger proportion of minute grains 0*005
mm. ill diameter to such as have the bulk of the soil particles over 1 mm. in
diam., and we call such varying soils clays, silts, sands of different fineness, gravels
and so forth. Coarse soils, with larger particles, are poor in moisture retention,
soluble foods are easily lost by leaching under rains, the capillary water sur-
rounding each particle is small in amount for the total surface available is also
small, but, on the other hand, aeration and free percolation are easy and anj’^

vegetaWe poisons are rapidly got rid of: fine soils resist drainage and retain food

U sututnary of a Tong paper by c. W, mvifitTihel^ Itevieu^U 4, im
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oonstitiientB and are therefore much richer, but aeration is difficult and they
require much more careful treatment and constant working.

Inorganic matter, which forms the bulk of all soils, is obtained by the accu-
mulation of rock particles often brought from a considerable distance by wind,
water or volcanic action. The proportions of those determine the class of soil,

but the degree to whicli these particles have been disintegrated is mainly respon*
sible for the richness of the soil in plant food. But the main factor in fertility

lies in the supplies of organic material, which sooner or later has its origin in a
great growth of vegetation in the higher regions from which the soil originates.

Thus volcanic deposits, especially rich in potash and in good mechanical condi-
tion, are capable of supporting great masses of forest, and through these rapid
disintegration of the soil mass take place and the deposits, especially when fine in
texture are of exceptional fertilit3\ Air and gases, sunlight and water are active

agents in this disintegration, hence the importance of aeration in the fields; the

Superphosphate

thf heavy »«no* unit* meterlaU ehoultf newer pt
The eowpie nnea iho«« which ahoulii be eppiieS

modiately afler wixlng The etngle tinea
tnote which may bp wUpp at any t^iftp.

Fid, 1.

organic mattoi in its decoinpo8iti<m saturates the water with weak organic acids

wliich continuously act upon the rock particles, and hence the importance of con-
stantly adding vegetable matter in some form to the cultivated fields. In certain

cases, lastly, great benefit is obtained by the addition of substances not used by
the plant as food, such as common salt and gypsum, but thoir action is rather in
the direction of freeing insoluble materials from the rock particles than any direct

action on the plant.

Of the many elements used in the building up of plant tissues, four are pre-
emineut, phosphorus, potassium, nitrogen and calcium : the substances produced
from these are often easily soluble and thus readily available, hut this makes it

all the more necessary only to apply them in small quantities, or they may be
lost by leaching where the rains are good. In the sugar cane most of the elemenls
building up its tissues are obtained from the air and water, only a very small
proportion of the plant being mineral matter, but without this percentage itwould
be impossible to grow the sugar cane at all. This capacity of plants to deal wiUi
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excessively dilute solutions is one of the secrets of their growth
;
thus, many

seaweeds are found to contain latge quantities of iodine, hut an analysis of sea

water shows that this element is present only in negligible quantities. Just as in

the human system minute quantities of various substances act as important

stimuli, it is probable that the same may be met with in plants, although com-

paratively little knowledge is at present available on this interesting aspect of

plant nutrition outside of the laboratory.

FoUminm .—Usually expressed as potash and one of the most soluble of plant

foods, but this element is often present in an insoluble form and then applications

as manure give excellent results. In fact, because of potash being so often in an

unavailable foiin and thus not easil}*^ lost by leaching, soils frequently show large

quantities on analysis. The aim of the planter should thus be to unlock these

stores, and this can most readily be done by the application of lime, which is much
cheaper than potash. The sugar cane plant contains approximately one per cent,

of potash and all of this can be returned to the soil, osi)ecially in the leaves and the

ashes of the bagasse, and when thus returned it is in a readily available form.

The exact influence of potash is not fully understood, but its absence induces a

yellow colour and slow growth, shrivelled stalks and liability to certain diseases.

Its function appears to be mainly connected with the trannlocation of starch, a very

important factor in the building up of healthy tissues. The commonest forms of

}K)ta8h fertilisjers are the chlorides and sulphates, the former being especially good

where there is much rain, but of less advantage in arid conditions where an

acuniulation of chlorides may result.

Plmphorm ,—This element is present in most soils and in nature is found in

great deposits of rocks, in the bonos of animals and the ashes of plants. For use

in the field the calcium suits of phosphoric acid are used, but these vary greatly

in solubility. There are four main classes, technically called mono-, di-, tri-,

tetra-cahjium phosphates, of which the lirst alone is soluble. It is in the power,

however, of the planter to render the insoluble foims available by proper treat-

ment, and as this is only done gradtially there is much less chance of loss by
leaching. This disintegration of phosphoric materials may be bionglit about by
aeration of the soil for the provision of oxygon, and by the application of plenty

of humus, from which weak acids are dovelojvcd by bacteria, thus rendering

the intractable minerals soluble. It is, however, possible to i-ender the soluble

pbospliates insoluble, e.g., by the addition of large quantities of lime : care must
therefore be 'exercised in tbe applicattion of the different manures, and this is best

explained by the interesting diagram (Fig. 1) which is appended. If, lastly,

proper cultivation is attended to and all the by-products returned to the soil, thei-e

should be plenty of phosphorus in an easily available form for the plant’s needs.

This is the most abundant of plant materials, for it has been

calculated that there are 40,000 tons lying ready for use over every acre of land.

But this is only rendered available by the action of the various bacteria present in

the soil and in the nodules of leguminous roots. This element is the most import-
ant for the sugar cane, being indeed the limiting factor for large crops, but it is

also the most easily lost by leaching. It is the most expensive and }et the most
easily and certainly obtained by a proper system of rotation and the return of the

unused parts of the plant. The diagram (Fig. 2) illustrates the path by which the

free nitrogen of the air is rendered available for the plant by nature’s method, and
if this is adapted there is little danger of any loss, because of its continuous,

gradual suf^ly. Bat in no case is it move necessary for the best agiioultural

practice to be followed, lor there are two classes of bacteria present in all ^oilsi
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beneficial and harmful. The former require plenty of air and vegetable mattetv;

they live in free oxygen and are therefore tenned aerobic ; the latter are killed by
oxygen and obtain theirs (for all living things must have oxygen) by breaking

down the nitrates so methodically built up by the beneficent forms, and forming

noxious substances, such as the various nitrites, and ammonia, and dissipating

the nitrogen again into the air. The harmful bacteria, however, can only live

in such conditions as are bad for growing healthy crops, and can be readily con*

trolled by free working of the soil, good aeration and perfect drainage. But
emphasis may here be laid on the necessity of providing the good bacteria with

food, for this they must have: while the harmful bacteria feed on nitrates, the

useful ones need much vegetable matter in the form of humus, and this may be

readily given them by turning in the waste trash which is still so often burnt.

The laud must also not be sour, and if it is, the acidity must be neutralized by an

application of lime.

Calcium ,—This has been estimated as composing one sixteenth of the solid

crust of the globe, and is found in rock formations, whether sedimentary, trans-

ported or of animal origin (shells, corals, foraminifera, etc.). It is utterly

impossible to grow plants without calcium, and it may be used as an oxide,

hydroxide or carbonate. Calcium has very important functions connected with

the soil, chemical, physical and biological, but it should hardly ever be necessary

to apply it directly to the land, if the bagasse ashes and especially the filter-press

cake are duly returned. It improves the physical texture of soils, whether of

extremely loose character or excessive fineness, in the former case by cementing
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the particles together aud in the latter by aggregating the minute particles into

larger masses. It neutralizes acids and thus destroys the toxine developed by root

action. But a glance at the diagram (Fig. 1) will show that it must be applied with

care. It should never be given in quantity with superphosphate, farmyard

manure or guano, kainit, bone meal, potash salts or ammonium sulphate : in other

words, if it is considered necessary, it should be given at a time when other

manures are not usually spread. The oxide and hydrate are specially active and

the latter as slaked lime is the more convenient form, while the carbonate works

more slowly. The ideal should therefore be to give just enough of the active form

for immediate use and the bulk in the form of carbonate which will only gi^adually

become available. Suitable quantities are 200>3()0 lbs. of lime with a ton to the

acre of carbonate.

But to revert, the proper treatment of the soils in any plantation and the best

way to unlock the stores of plant food present in all soils will need not only a

knowledge on the pait of the planter of the way in which such soils have been built

up, but constant study of the way in which the different methods of "cultivation

act atid react on its fertility
;
and one result of such a study will most probably be

that the heavy bill for artificial manures will be considerably reduced.

C. A. B.

Sugar Cane Work in Queensland.'

Mr. Easterdy is to be congratulated on the prompt appearance of his Keport,

which Hiirnmarizos the activities of his department down to October last. It is also

satisfactory that he is able to take a more encouraging view of the industry than

was the case last year. In reviewing the 1919 Eeport,’^ we noted that the general

tone was one of doubt, if not of despondency, and all classes in the sugar industi-y

were merely “marking time** until Government should declare its policy. Unless

a great inijirovemeu t took place in the terms on which sugar cane was grown in

Australia, it was obvious that the acreage would seriously decline, and the

shortage of production with regard to consumption, which had reached 112,000

tons, was likely to be accentuated. The enforced }>ui chase of large quantities of

foreign sTigar to make up this deficiency has evidently had a great effect, and an
equitable arrangement has at last been made by which the cane growers and millers

in Queensland are to get some small share of the world’s high prices for sugar.

The price to bo paid for Queensland sugar has been raised ftom £21 per ton to

£30 Os. 8d. (3id. per lb.) for a period of three years. This agreement has infused

a tone of optimism into the cunent lleport
;

it is stated that the farmers in all

directions are planting up old lands allowed to go out of cultivation during the

bad years and are also opening up new land
;
and Mr. Eastekby estimates

that there is at present more land under sugar in Queenslajid than at any former

period. Added to this, ‘the season has opened well, and there is a possibility that

the trying cycle of drought years has at last come to an end. With continued

good weather it is now probable that all the needs of the Commonwealth will be

met locally, and it is indeed possible that there may be a tidy sum of money
brought in by export of a surplus.

Ill an interesting retrospect of the sugar industry for the past 21 3^ear6 , it is

pointed out that there has been a gieat improvement in the work. During the

period 1899 to 1908 it required 9*20 tons of cane to make one of sugar and the

average yield in the fields was 14*76 tons; in the second decade, 1909-1918, the

^TwentietU Annual Report oflffie Bureau of Sugar Experiniont Stations, Queensland, to
the end of October, isao, H. T. Eastbbby. l«so,
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figures were 8*86 and 17*87 respectively, while in 1920 only 7*76 tons cane were

sufficient to produce a ton of sugar. This remarkable result is attributed both to

superior mill equipment and to the growing of better varieties in the field ;
but

there is still a considerable margin for further advance, if we look at the cultivation

figures brought forward. During the year, out of 1520 reports received from cane

farms, only 298 used artificial manure, while 398 practised green manuring and

160 limed their lands. The cane farmers are as a class poor but, with the greater

price paid for sugar (of which they are to receive £5 68. 8d. and the miller £4), it

is to be hoped that they will be able to spend more money on improved cultivation,

as suggested in the body of the experimeiital work in the Beport.

The year’s work ifi the Jllxperiment Stations is set out in detail. As pointed out

in last year’s review* these stations are situated under widolj^ differing conditums,

Bundaberg represents a tract in about 25® south latitude, Mackay in 21® and South

Johnstone (Innisfail) in 17®, with a steadily increasing rainfall as well as tem-

perature from south to north. The induetr}^ in these tmcts differs greatly, and

this is brought out in the character of the experimental woikon the three stations,

but a more serious difficulty is to bo found in the position at Bundaberg. It is

pointed out tliat the experimental work at this station is largely upset by frequent

frosts and droughts, so that the results are in no way so successful as in the other

stations, a disparity which is fully shown in the resume of the year’s lessons.

I^ontheru Experiment SUdion at lUiutJahery ,—The rainfall from August, 1919,

to September, 1920, was as follows, in inches month by month: 0*76, 0*0, 2*24,

0*55, 0*38, (Jan
)
15*15, 0*51, 144, 2*36, 2*37, 2*35, 3*23, 0*27, 1*46, not at all a

satisfactory amount in a iion-irrigatcd sugar cane tract. The 16*15 fell in January

duiing a cyclone which caused great daiuage to the canes throughout the whole

coastal tract, especially at Mackay and Innisfail; the remaining 13 months only

provided 1 7*56 in. for the growth of the cane. The following were the chief experi-

ments conducted. (1) Hand versaa machine planting. The yield for the year was

disappointing, only 9J tons of cane in 22 months’ standovers. Bummarizing the

results accumulated in this experiment during 1917-20 on red soils, there was a

slight increase for machine planting. This is, however, sufficient to allay the fears

which have been entertained regaiding the introduction of this improvement, for

the heavj^ cost of the work was very greatly decreased by the machine. This

experiment is now concluded and the plants dug out. (2) Ordinary cultivation

ngainat no cultivation. This sounds rather curious but is^ explained by the fact

that the red volcanic soils of Woongarra are of so open a texture that the cultivation

of the sugar cane adopted elsewhere has proved to be of little benefit. The
average of the three years’ experiments shows an increase of only 1 ton canes by
cultivation : this was in the fom of frequent stirring by the Planet Jr, cultivator

with duck feet hoes. In the year of drought under report the uncultivated plets

gave the better results. This experiment is also closed. (3) Can cane he grown

after alfalfa? This experiment was initiated because of a widespread belief

among the farmers that sugar cane will not grow on red soil which has borne

many crops of lucerne. The plots wer» laid on land under lucerne for 10 years

and were in three series, limed and green manured, limed only, and untreated

;

the last gave the best results, and all were sufficiently satisfactory, considering

the prevailing drought, to show that there was no justification for the farmers* pre-

judice. (4) Amlyaee of introduced canu (from Java, Hawaii, India and Mauritius).

A glance at the table of analyses of the juice at 1 1 months shows remarkably high
sucrose content, although it is not suggested that the drought had anything to do
with this. Thus one cane, EK*, had 22*11 per cent, sucrose in the juice, EK**

i l.a.J,, mo, 219-224.
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21 ‘OS, three over 20, three others wore over 19, aiul only one each 18 and 17

respectively. All showed low plucose and high purity, EK' reaching 94*1, H 109

94 and 93*8; only one cane was below 90. Brief botanical descriptions

are appended of each kind, a useful feature for comparing their growth with that

in other localities. It is interesting to note that Shajahunpur 10, presuinably an

Indian cane variety, gave 19’74 per cent, sucrose and Yuba 18*91 per cent., resnlts

a good deal higher than in their native India.

General Experiment Station at Mochay.—The rainfall during the year was
50*28 in., of wdiich 21*97 in. fell in January but was preceded by a drought in

which less than l oO in. fell in ff>ur months. Naturally, the croi>s are i sported as

“not so good as might have been expected.’* The following were the main
experiments: (1) Comparative trials (of fifteen of the best New Guinea canes

selected from Wells’s collection). Analyses of tlieir juice at S, 9, 10 and 11

months, and crop results for plant canes at 13 months and ratoons at 11 are given.

These are generally disappointing, nothing in arij* w’^ay equal to lUuUla (»r the

Corns having been noted. The canes will, however, be allow*od to grow as second

ratoons. (2) Snhsoilmy versus onlinary efiltiration. This was a repetition, at the

fanners’ request, of an oxporiiiienf in 3902, when deep subsoiling (to 21 in.) fol-

lowed by thorough cultivation gave much better lesults than the fainiers got.

The tigures in tons of cane ])er acre were 49*0 to 29*0. and in 5 iold of sugar 0*7 to

3*7, in favour of *<ubHoiling: thero was also higher sucrose, greater purity, low^r

glucose and notably less fibro with this treatment. The reisults of the cunent
experiment conducted for three years supported tlie former ones, although not in

quite sucli a marked manner, in spite of the cyclone of Januarj* when half the

canes w^ero destioyed. (3) Furtlar eaperiments hi suhsifilihij. In this expeiiment

the canes wore all very well iieated (a good doal better than is usual among the

fanners), the otdy ditbuenco being in the snbsoiling to 7 in. Similar results were

obtained, showing that suhsoiling is highl}" remunerative. In tlie chemical tests

among miscelluneous can«‘ varieties it W'us generally noted that poor juice was
obtained, owing to a heavy rain just before the analyses was eariied out.

Korthern EJxperiment Station at South tlohnsUme (Innisfail).—Two checks to

grow*th were experienc(*d during the 5*ear. The rainfall, month by month, seems
to have been somew’hat peculiar in its distribution. Dining the four months,
fSopteuiber to December, only 4.J in, fell, while in the next five over 91 in. out of a

total of 108*46 in. for the year wore obtained. The exporiinents on this new*ly

founded station were confined b) the testing of varieties from the other stations

and elsewhere and trials with fertilwers. Of the most interest were those with

canes brought from the hills and planted iu the plains. In 1913, when it was
thought that some varieties, including the valuable lUtdila, were showung signs of

deteriorating, a number of them w^eie sent up to the Kairi State Experiment
Station to see if a change to the higher altitude would bring about a rejuveu-

esceuce. After six jears, during which none of them showed n trace of disease,

these were brought down again during the current 5^ear and planted at Innisfail.

All of them showed a markedly better growth than canes of the ik^w varieties

w*hich had not been sent to the hills. This year 1)1135, largely grown in the

south, is to be sent up.

(. reful details aie kept at all the stations of the dates of arrowing of the

canes giowii, and it is interesting t<» note that, while at Innisfail all of the canes

flow^ored during the year, only five did so at Muckay, whereas none arrowed at

Bundaberg, a fact in close agroeuiont with results obtained in India. The work
of the Entomological section will be considered in the next issue of this journal.

,, _ ...... 0. A, B,
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Indigenous Stock Feed versus Imported Materialsi'

The question of stock feed ou sugar estates has recently become a problem of

great difficulty in the Hawaiian Islands because of the conditions created there by
the war. Thus far no special atteniion'^has been paid to the economy of supplying

this material, beyond placing the orders for the importation of the necessary

barley, oats, hay, etc, But in spite of the extending use of gasolene driyeu

machinery a good lot of woll-fod stock is required on the estates and, in view of

the few data obtainable, a Committee was appointed by the Planters' Association

to collect information. A comjuehensive list is given of the Hawaiian feeds and
factory by-products, which shows the gi’eat range of choice possible in the
islands ;—cane tops, molasses, cassava, alfalfa, keawe bean meal are considered in

detail and lists are added of other substances under the following heads :—fresh

green roughage, weeds, root crops, dried roughage, concentrates.

(h?ie tops.—The accompanying table gives a comparisou of this green feed

with sorghum and corn.

Cano tops

Dry
matter.
16*8

Crude
protciu.

.. 0-6

Cari)r>-

hydrates.
9-6 ..

Fat
0 3 .

Nutritive
ratio.

. 1 : 20*4

Sorghum .

.

. . 21-0 , . 0 6 . . 12*0 .. 0*4 . . 1 : 21*6

Corn .. 21*0 .. 0*9
,.. 12*0 .. 0 3 . . 1 : 20*8

The tops may be fed as such or made into hay, or fed as cane top meal by
passing the dried material through a shredder. In many cases it is cut into small

pieces and mixed with molasses or other feeds. The only difference between the

green feed and hay or meal is that approximately four fifths of the water has been
removed in the latter.

The ordinary waste from the mill is indicated by this term, and its

use is recommended because of the low initial coat. The accompanying table

shows its food value when compared with barley and corn.

I^Iolasses .

.

Dry
matter.

.. 74*1

Criule
protein.

.. 1*4 .

Carb(»-
hydrates.

. 59*2 ..

Fat.

0*0 .

Null itivc
ratio.

. 1 : 42*3

Corn . , .

,

. . 89*4 .. 7*8 . . 66*8 .. 4*3 . . 1 : 9*8

Barley .

.

.. 89*2
.

8*4 . . 65*3 .. 1-6 . * 1 : 8*2

After a number of years of trial no doubt longer exists as to the value of

waste molasses as a useful and effective part of the daily ration. The question of

quantity is at present unsettled and must be left to individual experience, but
there are apparently no deleterious effects as long as the cattle are well and up to

heavy work. It is usually found preferable to give this substance mixed with
other food, because of the messy way in which cattle feed when allowed free

liquid food.

Cassava and Cassava Afea/.—The roots are washed to free them from the
outer peel, then chopped small for rapid drying in the sun or artificially, and when
dry ground to very fine powder. It is well liked by cattle which do all the work
required of them. Although not apparently harmful when administered i)ure, it

is usually preferred to mix this food with others, especially with such as contain
much proteid, such as pigeon pea and perhaps alfalfa. The plant is easily grown
and does fairly well in dry regions, forming a valuable feed in many localities: it

could be grown much more extensively than is done at present. Its food value
per 100 lbs. is given in the following table.

Dry Crude Kutrltive
raattei*. protein. Carboliydi*ato. Fat. *

ratio
34*70 .... 0>4 .... 312 .... pg , , . . I ; yg g

Sugaf^lautirs’^A^Satto^^^
year ending Septeuiber 3eth, 1920), Hawaiian
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Alfalfa,—Eeadily grown on most plantations wliere labour, water and proper

cultivation are available. May be used as green roughage or as hay, the latter

usually shredded as meal. Hawaiian alfalfa hay compares favourably with

imported and the crop could be grown much more largely than it is in most places.

On the Orove farm it is, however, being given up, although growing quite well,

because too gi’eat care is required, making its cost higher than some other green

roughages, such as pigeon pea, etc.

Keawe lean meal ,—Although this is not always done, it appears to require

heat to solidify the gums before grinding. When it can be obtained in quantity,

the meal afPords an excellent stock feed and it should be a regular ingredient of

the daily ration.

Then follows an interesting list of other indigenous Hawaiian feeds under

different heads :

—

Fresh green roughage,—Sorghum, Para grass, buffalo grass, elephant grass,

velvet beans, millet, Paspalurn dilatatum, Ililo grass, Ilba cane (grass), corn and

tops, Kaflir corn, Sudan grass, Jack beans, peanuts, Guinea grass, Bermuda
grass, cowjwjas, pigeon peas, sweet potato plants.

Weeds used as forage,—Honohono, Cactus, pualele (milk weed), and many
others.

Root croyKS.—Cassava, i)apaia8 (usually cooked), edible Canna, beets, sweet

potatoes, taro peels.

Dried roughage ,—Grasses of all kinds made into hay, rice straw, sisal waste.

Conceutrates ,— Koavvo bean meal, pigeon pea meal. Jack bean meal, cowpea

meal, coconut meal, molasses, peanut meal, molascuit (molasses and bagaBse)^

rico bran, soy beans, corn and cob rnoal.

On reviewing the answers received to a questionnaire sent out, the Committee
notes a great lack of iinifonuity in the stock feed given in different places. While
it is probably not possible to evolve a standard ration l>ocause of the diversity in

conditions on different estates, there is no doubt that a great deal of labour might
be saved and much more got out of the stock at less cost per head. An example
is given, in conclusion, of a daily ration given to mules doing heavy work, which
compares favourably with a standard ration of imported food stuffs. These
animals were tested for six months with nine hours hard work daily. The
standard grain ration w^as 20 lbs. CaUfornian hay + IB lbs. grain (half barley and
half oats). The local mixture consisted of 40 lbs, gi-eon Panicum, 3 lbs. molasses

and nibs, of the following mixture: 1 to dibs, each, culled velvet beans from
refuse of threshing, algaroba meal, alfalfa meal (or equal), peanut plants and
pods ground, and corn and corn meal. The culled beans consisted of pods and
broken Wns after threshing, the peanuts of dried pods, vines and roots ground
to meal. This latter proved to be a great favourite, and when placed side by side

with cane tops or graii» the cattle always went first to the peanut meal. At tlie

end of the six months’ trial, the animals fed on the grain ration were run down
and had lost weight while those under the mixture had all gained in weight, some
to the extent of as much as forty pounds. About thirty pages are appended
giving the answers received from various estates.

C. A. B.

The American Bureau of Crop Kstiinates has given the production of American
sugar during 1920 as 1,302,587 short tons, of which the domestic beet crop accounted for
1,109,600 tons.



The Raising of the Sugar Duty in some
Continental Countries.

(From our Continental Correspondent.)

Since the beginning of the war the flugar dutiesj have been raised in many

Ruropeaii countries, the infliionco of which measures w^as not at once felt butatuso

of the restricted quantities allotted to the public for the common use and the

greatly differing prices at which the industries using sugar as a raw material wore

obliged to buy what was allowed them.

In France the duty of *27 frs. per 100 kg. of white sugar, dating from tlm enaci-

mont of the Brussels Coiiveiition in 1903 was raised in 1917 to *12*50 frs. and in

1920 to 50 frs. In Austria-Hungary the duty of 3S crowns per 100 kg. of white

sugar, inaugurated in 1899, was increased in 1917 to 54 crowns for the saine(|nan-

tity, while at this jiresont moment the duty in Austria has remained at that same

level, and in Hungary it has been raised to 37 crowns per kg. In (V.ecbo-Slovakia,

on the other hand, the duty has been reduced to 24 crowns pin* 100 kg. In Ger-

many the Government has ])roposed an increase in the sugar tax from M to 100

marks per 100 kg., which project Avill doubtless Ih^ adopted one of these days. In

Holland and in Belgium the duties oii sugar have remained unchanged since the

year 1903.

Wlien in that j’ear the Brussels Convention came into force and consequently

the duty had to bo paid on the amount of sugar actually consumed and lu* longer

on the basis of a hypothetical quantity to be oxti acted from tiie beets worked u])

or from the diffusion juice obtained, the hidden premiums, occasioned by the

ditforonco between sugar charged for and actually extracted, dir?appeared. The

open premiums granted in some countries, where government not only restored

the excise but also gave a sum of money in excess on importation, were forbidden,

while finally the difference between the duty on home grown sugar ami that on

exported was restricted to a maximum of 6 frs. per 100 kg. of white sugar.

The abolition of premiums allowed the governmentfl to lower the sugar duties,

as thenceforward the total income derived from them could be consideied as a

profit, while previously an uncertain amount had to be restored to the expoiters,

France reduced the duty from 64 frs, to 27 per 100 kg., Germany from 20 to

H marks per 100 kg., Belgium from 54*30 frs. to 20 frs. jier 100 kg., while Holland

kept the duty at 27 guilders and Austria-Hungary at 38 crowns per 100 kg.

Owing to the rather small difference between the duty on home grown sugar

and on imported, the Kartells iu Germany and in Austria-Hungary, which hud

merged all sugar intere.sts into one powerful body and kept the home price so high

that foreign competition was just rendered impossible, were compelled to stop tbeir

activity. The artificial raising of tlie sugar price by the action of the Kartells

ceased and for that reason the price of sugar fell considerably both iu (tenuany

and in Austria-llungai y. As a consequence of different provisions of th(‘ Brussels

Gonvention, the price of sugar for the customer underwent a considerable reduction

and the annals of the economic world are full of comments and praise on the

greatly increased consumption.

Actually we find that, notwithstanding the greatly reduced duties, the net

revenue from them in Franco, Belgium, Germany and Austria-Hungary, after

a short period of decrease, increased considerably over the amount of those

duties before 1903. It is true that in an earlier period a great part of the money
collected had boon paid back in premiums, and it is equally true that the figures

for the sugar consumption in many countries for the years before 1903 wore
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obvioiinly incorrect, being much too low
;
but it was a certain fact that the general

decrease in sugar duties and the falliiig-away of the Kartell profits stimulated

consumption to an unexpected extent. This was so evident that during a certain

j)eriod it was a kind of an economic creed to believe that every reduction in the

sugar duty would be followed by so great an increase in consumption that, after

all, the total revenue would be maintained at the old figure.

In 1908 the German Government promised that as soon as the revenue yielded

by a few now taxes should bring in 35,000,0(»0 marks ov€»r the then existing income,

the sugar duty would be diminished to 10 marks per 100 kg., while in France a

project of law was brought before Parliament in 1911 aiming at the reduction of

the duty from 27 frs. to 1 5.

These tw^o reductions have never become law, but tliey show how, as late as

1911, the general tendency of thc3 different European governments was in favour of

a steady reduction in the sugar duties, with the obvious intention of stimulating

the consu!n])tioii of so salutary an article of diet as sugar. The sugar consumption

followed closely the reduction of the prici^ to the consumer, which proved the truth

of the asHortions that lowering the sugar duty would incroaHe the use of sugar.

In view of all this, it may w'ell be asked whether the present tendency of the

Govennnents to increase the duty once more (a tendency which wo showed at the

outset of this article to exist
)
will not have the contrary effect of reducing the

consumption. If the sugar consumption has really been stimulated since the

beginning of this century by a reduction in siigar duties, must we m>t expect a

drop in the consumption, when, as is the case now, the duties are appreciably

increased ?

A Turning Point in the World’s Sugar Consumption.
our Continental Corresnondent.)

Since llio year when the sugar production of Jlritisli India was for the first

time incorporated into the w'orld’s statistics, the w'orld’s sugar production (beet

and cane combined) has been as follows expressed in long tons of 2210 lbs. :

—

1004-0r) .. 12,022,000

190O-06 .. 14,007,000

1906-

07 .. 14,799,000

1907-

08 .. 18,801,000

1908-

09 ,, 14,682,160

1909-

10 .. 14,891,187

,

1910-11 17,001,529

5 1911-12 .. 16,064,391

I

1912-13 .. 18,243,235

j

1913-14 18,430,873

I

1914-15 .. 18,498,498

1
1915-16 .. 16,968,003

I 1916-17 .. 17.090,828

1917-18 .. 17,422,589

191S-19 .. 15,858,266

1919-

20 .. 15,222,684

1920-

21 .. 17,302,510

From these figures it w’ill be seen that in the first decade of the present cen-

tury the sugar production of the world oscillated around 14,000,000 tons and, since

during so long a period no considerable stocks couhl have accumulated, the average

consumption amounted to a corro.sponding figure, lii the year lOlO-ll there was
a largo increase in prodiictieii, which w^as only temporaiily interrupted the

disastrous drought in Central Europe of 1911, and it brought the total sugar pro-

duction Tip to the astounding figure of 18,498,498 tons in 1914-1 o, the year in

which tlie last crop preceding the war was sown and reaped.

For numerous reasons which are still fresh in our minds and need not be re-

capitulated, the European sugar production thou decreasod wdiolesalo, and the deficit

was only partially made good by an extension of the cane sugar production in

some countries, among which Cuba was the most conspicuous. The world’s total

diminished each year, till it attained its lowest point in 1919-20 with 16,222,089

tons. In that year the general feeling was one of sugar scarcity and shortage,
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and it led to the phenomenally high prices recorded in the second quarter of 1920.

But when comparing this low figure with those of the years composing the first

decade of the twentieth century, one observes that it is higher than any one of

them, and yet in those years we never heard of a scarcity of sugar.

This fact tends to suggest that if, now, the production of 1920*21 should, as

seems probable, revert to the figures of 1910-11 (or only ten yeara ago), that

production will be more than suflBcient to cover the demand under the present day

prevalent circumstances.

In the years immediately preceding the war, the civilized world was enjoying

an unknown prosperity. Consumption of articles, which may, to some extent,

be considered as a kind of luxury and among which sugar occupies a prominent

place, increased considerably, a fact which may be deduced from the enormous

increase in the per capiUi sugar consumption in many a European and American

country. Therefore, in the years before the war, the increased sugar production

was correspondingly absorbed by consumption, and this was so generally the case

that in the calculations made by the sugar statisticians, the question of the con-

sumption was treated as a secondary matter. The figures of production in the

various countries were carefully studied and commented on, but it was taken for

granted that, as a rule, the sugar produced would find a destination without

trouble.

In the war years consumption remained high
;

the wants of armies and

navies necessitated the supply of huge amounts of sugar, both in the shape of

sugar for food and beverages as in that for confections, while some sugar also was

used in the manufacture of explosives. After the armistice, a spirit of hivishness

ensued all over the world, which, delivered from the prolonged oppression of war,

indulged in every form of extravagance. The higVi wages accorded immediately

after being claimed allowed wide sections of the population to spend money
on extras, and it was remarkable to witness the extent to which grown-up people

fed on chocolates, sweets, acid drops,’* and the like. The price of the article

was not regarded as a hindrance to its being purchased up to the amount alloweil

by the Government rationing, which in many countries was far above the average

per capita consumption of the years immediately before the war.

Further, people who during the years of war had witnessed periods of sugar

scarcity, during which it was not possible to ol>tain the quantities which they

might desire to purchase, now profited by temporary abundance to lay in stocks,

which at once disappeared from view. It looked as though there could not be
produced enough to supply the ever-growing desire for sugar, and notwithstand-

ing the fact that immense quantities of sugar, which owing to the blockades anti

general scarcity of merchant shipping bad been held up in foreign countries, now
became uvailable, the visible stocks of sugar remained short. It is then no
matter for wonder that statisticians neglected the study of consumption and only
fixed their attention on the production, the increase of which was the aim and end
of everybody concerned.

But during the last half of 1920 the free purchase of sugar by the general
public came to an abrupt stop. Sugar was no longer snapped up in the market
as soon as it made its appearance, it was even offered in vain

;
prices showed an

inclination to drop, and that precipitated the trouble. The public who, in many
oases, possessed appreciable quantities of sugar hidden in their store cupboards,
stopped buying and lived on their supplies. The grocers stopped their orders,
and the wholesale dealers, who had already contracted large purchases, became
overstocked in consequence. Thus all at once, instead of a sugar scarcity, there
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ensued an abundance of sugar (coming from every part of the world) with very

restricted purchases and consequently a heavy drop in the price.

By now the invisible supplies will have been consumed, and the public will

again have to buy if it wat»ts sugar ; but, in the meantime, the general aspect of

matters has greatly changed. Instead of high wages and good earnings, unem-
ployment has become the chief factor that rules the budget of the average

household. As we have pointed out above, sugar is one of the articles the con-

sumption of which is greatly dependent on the eaiiiings of a large proportion of

the population. So long as the wages were high, sugar was bought and used in

great quantities, but as soon as more economy had to be practised, it was the first

article to be sacrificed.

During January, 1921, the revenue from the sugar tax in France yielded

23,115,000 francs loss than that of the corresponding month in 1920, or 25,000,000

francs below estimates. This follows suit with the decrease, reported from the

same country in the months of September-December, in which the revenue from

that source was 199,315,000 francs in 1919-20 and only 101,213,000 francs in

1920-21 . In the last-named period we could still count on invisible stocks being

consumed, but as late as January these would have disappeared, so the figure

given for January tends to lepresent the real consumption.

The revenue from sugar in Holland was for January-February, 1921, only

7,274,970 guilders, against 9,080,127 in the corresponding months of 1920. Since

a year ago there was no reason at all to suppose an abnormally large consumption,

the figure given for January and February, 1921, points to a decrease in con-

sumption in Holland, too. Again, during tho ten months April-January, 1920-21,

Oonnany received from the sugar duties 101,903,250 marks, against 140,241,861

marks in the corresponding months of 1919-20. The total yield for 12 months
was estimated at 160,000,000 marks, so that the remaining two mouths will have

to supply 68,000,000 marks to reach the estimated figure, which is, of course,

quite out of the question.

The same or analogous reports reach us from every part of Europe end show
that a general decrease in sugar consumption is the rule everywhere. Finally,

we must not forget that Eussia, which in fonner and better years used to consume,
aided by her adjacent neighbours, a total production of close on 2,000,000 tons per

annum, does not consume tiow more than the low quantity of its own crippled

production, estimated at some 100,000 t-ons.

We must therefore bear in mind that whereas the sugar production of 1920-21

will attain to about as high a figure as that of 1910-11, one great country, which
in the last -mentioned year consumed about 2,000,000 tons, has fallen out almost

completely, wliile the consumption of many others is greatly handicapped. The
conclusion to bo drawn from all these data is that the day has surely passed for

the time being when any amount of sugar produced is sure to find on otiUet
; and

the question of the probable world’s consumption will once more have to be taken
into earnest consideration.

Mr. F. I). Oaiii»s, the Inverness merchant who cutne into undue prominonce during
1919 and 1920 by his repented attacks in the nress on the operations of the Royal
Commigsion for tho Sugar Supply, and whoclaimea that he could easily supply sugar to this

country at lower prices than ofiicially ruled, has lately figured in the Bankruptcy Court,
his liabilities arc-oiding to press reports amounting to £1203. It was stated by the Official

Receiver in the course of the proceedings that Sir. Cairns claimed he was formerly in

business in New York as a slupowncr and broker, but for the past four years had b^n
acting as the European agent of an American financial syndicate and of a sugar combine
having its headquart<»rs in New York and Amsterdam. Mr. Oairks bad however
declined to give him any information regarding the status of this sugar concern.
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A Sugar-House Brixometer.

Ill regard to the deteniiiiiatioiis required for an accurate control of a cane

sugar factory, those of the solids in solution and of the sugar are of equal import-

ance. From these two observations is obtained the “purity’’ upon which depends

the quantitj" of sugar which can be recovered from that present in the juice ex-

tracted by the mills.

Instead of actually determining the solids, it has been customary to determine

the specific gravity of the solution and hence to deduce w’hat would bo solids in

solution provided all had the same influence on the specific gravitj" as has cane

sugar. The solids so determined are called the “apparent solids,” the “gravity

solids,” or the “degree Brix," and Dp:erii‘ has demonstrated that if in all deter-

minations a unifoim concentration of raw'

sugars is obtained, the results so found are

academically correct.

The detormi nation of the density of solu-

tion can be made wdth voiy great accuracy

by means of the balance
;
but usually the

technical staff found in cane sugar-houses is

too limited to afford the requisite time, and

ther(*fore re.source is had to th«^ simpler oper-

ation of gauging the density with a hydrometer

specially graduated in Brix degrees.

With the instruments ns now made, com-

hilled with the opaque nature of the imitorials

to bo tested, the accuiacy of a dotermination

cannot be guaranteed to less than O'F’Brix,

and such an error may leave the chemist in

doubt as to the “availability” of at least half

a ton of sugar in every hundred tons received

in the juice.

To obtain a greater accuracy with no

greater labour, DkeuH’* devised an instru-

ment,” which is represented in section in the

figure. It obtains its accuracy by transferring

the position at which the liydroinoter reading

is taken from the suifaoe of the liquid to a

definite position above the surface
;
this change

of position is combined with a means whereby

a very sharp reading eon be taken, splitting

by estimation the scale division of degree

Biix into ten parts and thus affording a

reading to degree Brix. 'While it is not pretended that so great an accuracy

can be obtained, it can at least be said that much greater accuracy than in the

usual method is certainly found. A. E. Obete^ in Java reported a series of trials

against the balance and pycnometer where the probable error was only ()'02d®

Brix.

1 1. S,J., 1013, .%r)-372. » LSJ., 101 1, 1 12-llf3,

3 Sold by the Sugar Manufacturers' Supply Co., I-td,, 2, St. Diinstau’s Hill, London, E C,3,

from whotu prices and full particulars can bo obtamod. * Archie/, 1917, 21, L8.
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Beferriiig to the figure, the instrument is seen to consist of a cylinder on a

substantial stand /?, provided with levelling screws. At the upper portion of the

cylinder is arranged a wide portion C\ which communicates with the cylinder A
by a hole In this portion is located a draw-off pipe terminating at the

small cock F, The material to be examined is poured into the cylinder either

directly or by way of C and />, whilst it rises to a level above the top of E, By
opening the cock F, and allowing the excess of liquid to draw off, a constant level

is secured, the only piecaution necessary being to allow the last portion draining

to do so drop by drop. The device adopted to Hociiro a very fine reading splitting

fVh of a degree Brix again into tenths, is shown at (L It consists of a plain

glass cylinder, on which is marked circumferentially a fi ne line. The glass cylinder

sits on a holder capable of up and down motion and of being fixed in a definite

position by the set screw K, In reading, the position of the eye is adjusted to an

exact horizontal position as ^iiiided by the continuous index line, and the point at

which this seems to cut the stem of the spindle is taken as the leading.

In using the instrument each spindle employed must be graduated once and

for all. This may he best done by preparing u solution of sugar and water, and

determining its exact degree Brix by the use of tho pycnometer and delicate balance.

Lot such a solution he found to he Biix, It is poured into the instrument;

the operation of spindling performed
;
and the reading taken on the line O. 3u

ord(*r to do this, the glass cylinder is raised and lowered by means of the set screw

A' until tlie exact reading of 15*23 is obtained on the hyilioineter stem. This

etfccts tho staiHlurfiizution or rather the setting of the hydrometer once and for all

in tho case of tlie ])articular teinperufuro concerned. Tlie set screw K is then

locked, and the cylinder eiujilied and refilled with the juice or other liquid to bo

exanmied. The hydromoterH supplied with the instrument are so graduated that

coinpau'd with an ordinary spindle they liuve an “erior” corresponding to

about 1 0 (‘in. above the level of the lujuid, so that actually the precise setting is

ea'=«ily elTccted, It is inadvisable to u.se un oidinary hydrometer, and apply u

constant correction to it, as, unless the bore of the stem is (juite uniform, a source

of onor is thereby introduced.

In tho ease of readings made at temperatures other than that at which the

spindle has b(*en set, using a suitable thermometer (supjdied under tho Brixometer),

a correction must he applied for each 01^^ C. deviation. A temperature correction

table is bore reproduced for uso wdth spindles graduated for (’. and with
solutions having a density apjuoximatoly Brix.

Tevijteratnre of Ohserntfwn °(\

c 0 1, 0 a OH 0 t. (>.•>. 0*7. 08. 0 9

23 . . 0-21

.

0 20. 0*20. 0-20.. 0*19. 0*19. 0 19. 018. OlH.. 0*18.. 23

24 . . 0-17 0*17, 0 17. o-io.. 0*16. 0*10. 0*15 0*1,5. . 0-15.. 0*14, 24

25 . . 014. 0*14. 0*13. 0*13,. 0*12. 0*12. o*n. 0*11. . 0*10.. 0*10.. 25

2H . . 0*09. 0*09. 0*08. 0*07.. 0*00. 0*0.i. 0*0,5. 0 04. 0*03.. 0 03

.

26

27 . . 0*02.,
. 0*02.

. 0-01.
. 0*01 .. 0*00.

. 000. . 0*00.
, 0*01. , 0*02.. 0 03., 27

2S
. . 0*03.

. 0*04. , 0*05.
. 0 00.. 0*06.

. 0 07, . 0*07. , 0*08. . 0*09.. 0*10,. 28

21) . . 0*10. . 0*11.
.
0*12.

. 0*12..
.
0 13. . 0*14, . 0*14. . 0*15. . 0*16., 0*17.. 29

3(1 . . 0-17. . 0*18. . 0*18, . 0*19..
.
0*20. . 0 20. , 0*20, . 0*21. . 0*22.. 0*23.. 30

31 . . 0*24. . 0*24, . 0*25. . 0*20,.
.
0*26. . 0*27. , 0*27, .

0**>8.
. 0*29.. 0*30 .

.

31

The necessity for an accurate Brix reading in control is evident from the fol-

lowing calculation. Let the error in the Brix, as usually determined, be 0*1^ If

it is a syrup under examination, it is diluted to exactly 15 per cent., and let the
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sucrose per cent, of this diluted liquid be per cent. In place of 15^ Brix let

lo*05® be found ; the gravity coefficient will be 87*7 instead of 88*0. This would

make a difference of about 30 tons in 10,000 in the calculation of the available

sugar, which is too large a quantity to neglect. Finally, it may be mentioned that

the accuracy in the Brix measurement obtainable with this iiistrument is only

desirable with those determinations on which the rational and serious control of

the sugar-houses is based.

Refined Sugar Costs, Prices, and Profits.'

Ill a previous report of the 1J,S. Tariff Commission,® a study was made of the

costs of production of raw cane sugar in Louisiana, Hawaii, Porto Bico, and Cuba,

and of beet sugar in America. This present report ti'eats of the refining of sugar

in the United States on a similar plan. It also describes the activities of the

United States Government through its several agencies, the Food Administration,

the International Sugar Committee, and the Sugar Equalization Board, in regu-

lating the price and distribution of sugar. Further, the effects of the several

attempts at combination upon prices and profits are discussed. An enquiry* is

also made in regard to the influence of the tariff on combination, and to what

extent changes in rates of duty have affected prices and pi*ofit8.

Table 6 which is produced opposite summarizes the more important statistical

data collected. In regard to the profits and returns on productive investment, it

is reiritt'»*kG(i that in every year the profits when obtained by the method of ave-

raging by refineries are less than when obtained by the method of averaging by

poundage. Such a result suggests economy in large scale production
;
but by

whichever method the average is obtained the profits are moderate until 1917.

Averaging by poundage, the returns on productive investment are 8*64 per cent,

in 1914; 7*19 per cent, in 1915, and 7*51 per cent, in 1916; and averaging by
refineries they are oven less, 6*16 per cent., 5 per cent, and 1*11 per cent., for the

same three years respectively. With 1917, however, profits make a sudden

advance. When averaged by refineries, it is seen tliat from less than 2 cents on
100 lbs. of sugar in 1916 they jump to over 40 cents on 100 lbs. in 1917. When
averaged by poundage, the advance is not so great—from about 14 cents per

100 lbs. to over 52, but still great enough to be startling, representing as it does a

return of over 28 per cent, on productive investment and an increase over the pre-

ceding year of 276*2 per cent. Moreover, this advance is made in spite of writing

a generous portion of current income to depreciation. From about 1-J
cents per

100 lbs. charged to depreciation in 1916, this charge was increased to 6 in 1917, an

increase of 361*5 per cent.

In 1918 profits returned to about the level of 1914, Averaging by refineries

they were 10*6 cents per 100 lbs. in 1914, and 13 cents in 1918, Averaging by
poundage they were 15*9 cents in 1914 and 19*1 in 1918. On the surface this

looks like a considerable advance, but considering the decreased purchasing power
of money, as shown by index numbers, profits appear to have been actually less

in 1918 than in 1914, In 1919 there was again a sharp advance in profits to a level

much higher than normal, but not quite so high as in 1917. Averaging by re-

fineries they are 21*6 cents per 100 lbs., and by poundage 36*4, Perhaps the

» Extracted from Tariff Infonuatloii Series, No. 16, U S. Tariff Commission, 1S30 ; 43 paces
(Government Printing Office, Waaliington.) Price; 10 cents.

® Tariff Information Series, No. 9; see LS.J., 1919, 215.
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most instructive way of studying the fluctuations of protits during the war period

is to consider them in terms of the percentage return on productive investment.

Such a comparison is made in Table 8 :

—

Table No. 8 .—Average proflU in the years specified^ expressed as petcentage of

piodm't%re investments

Average by - 1»14 1915 19U? 1917 1918 1919

Ketineries . , , , 6*16 .. 6-00 ,, 1*11 .. 27 0 .. 7*56 18*37

Percentage 8*64 .. 7*19 ,, 7*51 .. 28*3 .. 10*32 .. 19*67

In an average by poundage the costs or profits of the large refineries have a

greater weight in determining the average cost or profit tlian the small refineries,

while in an average by refineries all refineries have the same weight. Hence the

average cost or profit by poundage tends to conform to the cost or profit of the

large refinorios, while in the average by refineries tliero is no such tendency. It

follows, then, that if, when averaging by percentage the cost is smaller or the

profit larger than when averaging by refineries, the inference is that there is

economy’ in large-scale production.^

Studying the averages in the light of this principle, it will be scKui that there

is no very marked tendency in favour of the largo refinery—cerfiiinl}" no such

marked tendency as is ohserviiblo in the case of the manufacture of raw sugar/'^

Taking cost of raws the evidence is in favour of the large establishment in 1914,

1915, 1916, and 1917, but not in 1918 and 1919. Taking refinery costs the evi-

dence is in favour of the smaller establishments in evoiy year excejit 1914 and

1916, Taking marketing costs the evidence is for the large establishments in

1914, 1915, 1916, 1918,^ and 1919, and for the small establishments in 1917.

Taking rcjccnpts for by-products the evidence is decidedly for the largo establish-

ments in every year. It thus appears that taking the items of cost separately the

evidence is inconclusive, but when all of these items are combined and deducted

from the price, thus obtaining the profit, the evidence points strongly to the

advantage of the large establishments. Ftu* every year the average by poundage

is distinctly larger than the average by refineries,

A more detailed study of costs and prices than can be made without revealing

the identity of individual factories would seem to confirm for the refining ind\iwtry

the economic concept of an optimum size, i.e., that the ccoimmics of hu’go-scale

production prevail up to u certain point, after *which there is little or lio gam in

increasing tho size of plant.

Again there is internal evidence that in considering the economies of large-

scale productions, it makes a difference whether the large-scale production was

attained under competition or in an elTort to secure monopoly. Th(3 promoters of

the former sugar monopoly in order to induce competing estahlishments tf) come
into the com hi nation appear to have made concessions to some of the competitors,

which resulted in incorporating in the “trust’* units of compai’atively low effi-

ciency. Hence, from a business point of view, however much this may have been

justified by monopoly jirofit, it was not justified by that form of jirofit which flows

from the economy of large-scale production.

^The luforcnce may not be justUied. If Koine other circumstance is always present witli
the larjrc establishments which is absent [from the small estahJisliments it nuiy be this othm*
<*ircumsiance which is the cause of the economy and not tho scale of production The suKar
lactones of Cuba average mud i larger in size tJian tliose of Louisiana and also sljow a much
lower average cost of production. But in this case the lowness of cost is due to the fac4 that
tlicy are situated in Cuba rather than to the tact that they arc large Nevertheless, whore
no such universal concomitant is discoverable, the inforeneo may bo accepted.

* 8oo “Cost of Production in the Sugar Industiy.* — />oc. cit.



Data concerning the Advantages, Production, and

Cost of “Natilite’’ Motor Fuel.

II.

“NaTILITR” ('EXTKAT.S.

Molasses has been used from the early days of cane sugar manufacture for

the production of alcohol in the forpi of rum. In the West Indies, particularly

in tfainaica, Trinidad, Barbados, Demerara, Martinique, and Guadeloupe, the

iiidustry of rurn manufacture is an important one, and this produce has still a

reasonably profitable inaiket. In most other countries, generally speaking, the

business hardly attains the same dimensions, and is less certain in chaiacter.

Indeed in some places it may be legardod almost as sptK’ulative, since.* the opera-

tion of the distillery forming an adjunct to the sugar factory proves at times un-

romunorative, and may bo closed f(»r a period until market conditioius nmko it

worth while again to utilize the waste product in this manner. In certain

countries in which formcu’ly a greater am<»unt of spirit was pioduced than at the

prosiuit day, the (juostion of the disposal of the molasses has become an acute

one
;
and elsewhere it presonts a problem which has alw'uys awaited a solution.

’

After what has been stated in the previous article on the imminence of a

petrol or gas^iline famine, owing to the depletion of the world’s supplies of crude

petroleum, there ap]>ears to be little doubt that the co-operative production of

alcohol for the [uoduction of “Natilite”is a particularly attractive scheme* for

tln^ establishment of a lucrative branch of the cane sugar industry. Blants for

the production of “ Natilito” at suitable cenireH would result in the absorption of

the factory w'liste molaHsesin modern distilleries, giving a good yield, and showing

an excellent margin of profit, wdiich in all probability would steadily increase as

the price of ])otvol or gasoline rose, us wmuld seem inevitable in view of the “ pei-

luanent woild famine” of this commodity, of which according to the British

Board of Trade ” there is a grave danger.

Such plants may already exist f(»r the production of rum, and may require

little modification for the manufacture of 1>6 per cent, spirit and other. In regard

to the preparation of the other wdiich is mixed with the alcohol to form “ Natilito,”

this only necessitates a comparatively inexpensive installation, since the procedure

involved is sinijdy to treat the alcohol with concentrated sulphuric acid, and di.stil

off the ether thus formed by the dehydrating action of the acid upon tlie alcohol.

It seoms therefore clear that cane sugar manufacturers should find the opera-

tion of central Natilite” jdants ut various suitable locations a business proposition

of great interest for the conversion of their waste molasses to motor spirit, llow^-

ever, as wo liavo already reminded our readers, * the entire amount of molasses

a\ailablein many ctumtries mnj' be insuiliciont for the production of the total

quantity of spirit demanded, if not at first, at any rate later. In anticipation of

this contingency, other sources of raw material must thoioforo be considered.

lUw Materials for “Natilite ” Prodi^ction.

Haw materials for the production of alcohol may he divided into two classes :

(1) Saccharine matei^ials^ including molasses, sugar cane, sorghum, and sugar beet,

in which the fermentable sugars are already fomed
;
and (2) Sturchi/ inaferiah

1 Thus Fkikskn (aKKHLius remarks in Ills “Cane Siiaar and its Manufaotuie/’ page
‘‘The cpieKtion how to use molassos in countries where tlie transport of ‘Molasoult,’ nun.
etc

, to other countries iy too expensive is therefore still uu.solvcd ; and geiierally tlie only uay
of getting rid of this troublesome by-product is to throw it Into the nearest stream."

2 1.SJ., 1921, 1 17 c: «<’(/. » The Times, Maivli and, 1920 ;
1921, 14». ^ ],SJ , 1921, 162 .
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including cereals (as sorghum grain, rice, maize), and tubers (as cassava, sweet

potatoes, arrowroot, etc.), in which starch is the carbohydrate present. In the

first class of materials, fermentation is directly effected by the yeast ;
but in the

second the starch must first be converted by suitable means (to be mentioned

later) into fermentable sugars. It is proposed now to give information regarding

the production of alcohol from these various materials that will be of service to

planters considering the installation of a Natilite ** central. Space is not avail-

able for entering closely into the technical details relating to the operation of

fermentation and distillation ; nor is this necessary at this time, the purpose of

this article being to present sufficient general data to convince those interested of

the desirability of co-operating in the production of industrial alcohol and ether

for fuel purposes.

(1) Saccharine materials,—Cane molasses unquestionably fluri>as8es any other

material for the manufacture of alcohol for two reasons, the first being that it is

comparatively rich in fermentable sugars, and secondljr it is a waste product in

many countries. Complete statistics regarding the amount produced in different

parts of the world do not appear to be available, though figures for certain terri-

tories have been published. Ji'actory control figures, however, indicate that tlie

weight of molasses averages about 25 per cent, of the weight of raw sugar pro-

duced, being sometimes a few per cent, above or below, depending upon several

factors, principally upon the degree of exhaustion of the molasses. At any rate,

25 per cent, may be accepted as a sufficiently close figure for the calculation of

the amount of molasses available in any country.* Calculated as dextrose, the

total fermentable sugars (sucrose and “glucose*^ or reducing sugars) present in

cane molasses vary rather considerably, namely from about 52 to 62 per <*,ent.,

but the actual composition to serve as a basis of calculation must be determined

in the case of the product of the particular district concerned. Probably 57 per

cent, may be taken as a very fair average figure.

Cano cultivated as a raw material for alcohol manufacture would contain

12-

18 per cent, of total sugars as dextrose, and the juice extracted by a distant

mill, perhaps after the sugar manufacturing season had terminated, might be

conveyed to the ‘"Natilite” oentml by pipe line. Sorghum stalks contain about

13-

14 per cent, of total fermentable sugars, and at least 80 per cent, might be

extracted in modern mills situated at different points in the territory, the juice

obtained being also conveyed to the fermenting vats in the ** Natilite” central by
pipe line, a system of transporting juice which is now in use in several sugar-

producing countries, and proved to be quite practicable.®

Sugar beets might be cultivated in certain countries, and the better varieties

would contain 12-15 per cent, of fermentable sugars, of which it should be

possible to extract at least 90 per cent, in a special diffusion apparatus used in

distilleries in Prance and elsewhere.

(2) Starchy materials,—Sorghum grain contains about 66 per cent, of starch;

rice, about 67 ;
maize, about 63 ; cassava, about 25 per cent. ; and sweet potatoes,

about 22 por cent, of starch and 5-6 per cent, of fermentable sugars. All these

plants might be cultivated in tropical countries for the purpose in view.

Sacohakipication op the Starchy Materials.

It has already been pointed out that starch cannot be fermented by yeast

directly, but requires preliminarily to be hydrolysed to simpler saccharides. In

* Figures for Hawaii show 25*5 per cent. See l.SJ., 1921,
* Cf. I.HJ,, 1919, 411.
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the production of spirit at the present time, this is accomplished largely by the

malting process, in which the starchy material after mashing is cooled to 50-d5°C.,

and mixed with green malt. In this way, by means of the enzyme diastase, the

starch is converted to maltose and malto-dextrins, which are capable of being

fermented by tho yeast. Another process that is used to some extent, especially

on the Continent, is to heat the mash (often under pressure) with about 2^ per

cent, of hydrochloric or sulphuric acid, which later is neutralized«

During recent years, however, an improved method of converting starch has

developed, and is now successfully used in large distilleries in France, and

elsewhere^ This is the so-called **amylo process,*' which takes advantage of tho

fact that certain moulds secrete amylase or diastase. Originally, the mould
employed was Amylomyces Ronxii, this desigiiution giving rise to the name by
which the method is now known; but it is to be noted that a special culture

mould has now been put into use, Mneor Bouiardf No. 6, which effects the con-

version of the starch to fermentable stigars, both rapidly and efficiently. ^ This

process is well suited for use in tropical distilleries, and from the technical point

of view offers distinct advantages compared with the acid process, in respect of

ecfmomy both of steam and labour; while compared with malting, the operation

of conversion is simpler, and is more certain and more rajiid, and generally

more suitable for tropical climates. Furthermore, it is claimed that the conversion

by means of those cultures is very complete, practically all the starch of the

ntw material being converted int(» fermentable sugars.

Feumextation and Rkctification.

Under this heading, it may bo pointed out that according to modern practice

in fermentation the aim is to obviate tho growth of any micro-orgaiuMus that may
cause tho fonnatiou of pn)duct8 other than ethyl alcohol. This is ensured by
the use of piire yeast cultures, tho presence of foreign noxious micro-oigariisms,

such as butyric acid bacteria, acetic acid bacteria, myooderma, etc., causing a low
yield of alcohol being carefully suppressed. It is unnecessary here to enter into

intimate details regarding the use of pure yeast, this being a matter that may
well be left in tho hands of the up-to-date distillery superintendent ; but in order

to emphasize the importance of conducting operations on these lines, attention

may be directed to certain figures given by J. Magn£” in regard to the yield of

alcohol under different conditions of working :~
Yiklh ok Alcohol,

MKTHOO ok FKICMKKTATION. VhU CENT. OK
THE TllEOftKTlCAL.

Spontaneously, in tho presence of wild yeasts 40-60
using compressed jmst 60-75
Adding autiseptic chemicals 70-65
Operating with pure yeust 85-96

Regarding the distillation and rectification of the fermented mash, it may be
remarked that the purpose of this stage of the manufacture of “Natilite" is to

produce a spirit containing 96 to 98 per cent, of alcohol (by volume). Most of

the alcohol nowadays is distilled in so-called “patent stills," equipped with a

rectifying column, of which the Coffey type is the most prominent example.
These apparatus are highly efficient, and are capable of producing spirit con-

tinuously at 96 per cent.* ; whereas with the old plant of the pot still type the

strongest alcohol obtained is only about 92 per cent,, even by repeated distillation.

^ r/. 1019, 255; 1920, 289; also U K. Patent 16,198 of 1914. But it is as well to point
out that it is a process that requires very oareful supervision.

® i.A’./., 1918, 491-424. » I.S .L, 1919, 466 ;
1990, 461.

.
* As made by Messrs. Blair, Campbell Jk MeXean, lAd., of Glasgow ; MM. Egrot and Grange,

of Paris
; and MM. Barbel & Fils & Cle, also of Paris.
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Yields of Alcohol piiom Yakious Materials.

From what has now been stated, it will be gathered that, ieclniicully the

production of alcohol for “ Natiliie*’ is carried out by a series of operations that

presents no ditficulty in ju-actice, either in the tropic sor elsewhere. As compared

with most other inamifacturing operations, in fav;t, operating expenses (as those

involved in labour, fuel, depreciation of plant, etc.) are quite low.

It now reniaiiis to suininarize a few further figures that may be of service to

those considering the erection of a “ Nutilite'’ central, particularly in calculating

the yield and profit to be expected. It is impossible in practice to obtain a com-

plete conversion to alcohol of the sugar present in molasses or other raw material,

as is well known. Theoretically, the yield of absolute alcohol hy weight would bo

:

Per cent.

From dextrose 611

,, sucrose or maltose 63*8

,, starch .. 66*8

Those theoretical values, however, are never reached in practice; but in

efheient plants under careful management a yield of 86-90 j)or cent, of the

theoretical amount should be obtainable.

In the following table is given the approximate yield of alcohol that may ho

expected from various raw materials, some of the liguies shown being actually

obtained in large scale operation :

—

Matt lial

Iiiipt'iml ^juIIouH

of Alcohol
(^<5 l)t*r ct lit ) per Matenal

Imperial WttUons
of Alcohol

(Pr> pel cent ) p(‘r

Sugar molasses..

toil of 2210 lbs

. . . 65 Artichokes . . , , ,

,

ton of 2240 lbs.

.. 22

Sorghum stalks .. .... 12^ (Cassava «. 39

Wheat . . . 83 1 Ap]»les and pear.s 12

Barley ... 70
j

Apricots and peaches ,

,

... 11

Maize . . . 86 Grapes 18

Sorghum grains ,

.

.... 87 Bananas 13

Potatoes . .. 20 Zaniia palm [AfacrozamMi).,. 18

Sweet potatoes .... 35 Grass- tree {Xanthorroea] 12

Sugar beet , .. 18 Sawdust (soft woods) . . . 20

(To he coutiuuid J

Dr. Kohler, of the Universal Film A.G., at a recent conference of the German Kngi-
neering Society, exhibited a film showing the formation and growth of crystals, which
revealed clearly the mechanism of the process. A crystal growing in a saturated hot mother
liquor absorbs the dissolved matter like a sponge, hut in quite definite pioiiortuuis, in order

to use it for the formation of its surface. In a liquid which is practically completely at rest,

each crystal fragment is surrounded hy a layer of unsaturated solution, which must he
uniformly renewed if thc^ crystal is to grow uniformly and free from distortion. One of
the first recpiisitca for such a crystallization is that the cooling of the liquid must exactly
keep pace with the speed of the cr^’stal formation. The formation of the dilute layers
which surround the crystals is, naturally, rendeied more difficult hy diffusion, which in

this case seeks to establish equilibrium between the supersaturated, Baturat(‘d, and un-
saturaied zones. By imparting to the crystallizing liquor a slight tijough unifotm motion,
the distribution of the dilute zone round the growing crystal ran be aided. Su<*h a motion
should just suffice to gently agitate the liquid, while not causing any appreciable altera-
tion in general concentration. The excellent results that have been obtained from
crystallization in motion promise an extended practical appliciition for the method. The
crystals thus formed are often characterized by their slightly rounded angles and edges.
Since the speed with which the diluted zone fonns near the crystal varies with the nature
and special properties of the crystallizing material, so must the lime of oscillation depend
uj)on the same factor.

21C



The Application of the Clerget Method to Dilute

Sucrose Solutions.

By RICHaiRD F. JACKSON and CLARA L GILLIS.

A short article* entitled “An Inherent Error in Certain Modification h of

the Olerget Method of Double Polarkatiou ” has recently been published by

C. A. Browne. He briefly discusses the validity of the methods of ("lergot

analysis which we have elaborated in a recent publication of the Bureau of

Standards.

In the following discussion we shall show: (1) that Dr. Browne’s criticism is

invalidated by a disregard of the fundamental principles of the Olerget analysis
;

and (2) that the modified method proposed by us gives a sucrose analysis of high

precision.

Dr. Browne’s criticism is directed mainly at the method of neutral "polaris-

ation in which the hj^lrochloric arid is neutralized by ammonia or sodium

hydroxide, and an exactly equal quantity of the neutral salt added to the direct

polarization, the two polarizations thus being made under similar conditions.

Tie jioints out that while the value of the rotation of sucrose in the presence

of 3 J192 grins, ammonium chloride is 99*43*^8 for the normal sucrose solution,

the de})iessive effect of the salt is progressively diminished in diluted sugar

.solutions, the rotary pow(3r tending to return to its nonnal value in pure aqueous

Holiifion. Thus, he concludes, the positive constituent of the C'lerget divisor,

under the conditions assumed, is not a constant quantity.

Although for the original suggestion of the neutral double ]>olarization

method we are indebted to Saillakd. ’ he has never elaborated the method to the

('xtciit of actually determining the constants or studying in detail its operation.

We now answer Dr. Browne’s criticism in so far as it applies to our own couiri-

butum,

111 presenting the criticism as stated above, Dr. Biiowne has apparently

overlooked the fundamoubil principle on which the Olerget analysis is based,

namely, that the measure of the sucrose is neither the direct nor invert polariz-

ation. but is solely the algebraic difference between them. He points out that as

tlie dilution of sucrose inen^ases, the specific effect of the ammonium chlonde

<locrease« and the sucrose tends to return to its normal rotary power in aqueous

solution. Oliviously, if this is true for the direct polarization, it is equally true

for the invert polarization. Jn order to emphasize this, we point out that the

rotation of invert Bugav. in the preaenice of 3'392 grms. NH^Ol is —33 91 and in

pure water is *—32 ’00. Thus, while the rotary power of sucrose in the presence of

ammonium chloride is increased in dilute solution, on exactly the same principle

the negative rotary power of invert sugar is diminished in dilute solution. Haiice

the effect of ammonium chloride is compensating in the two polarizations. Con-
Hoquoutly, all the roquiroments of the Olerget analysis are satisfied, provided this

compensation of effects is quantitative.

There are two ways of determining whether the compensation of effects is

quantitative. The first way w<nild be to measure the specific effect of emmoniiiiu

chloride on dilute sucroae solutions and on dilute invert sugar solutions resjiect-

ively, and to ascertain whether or not they counterbalance each other. The

1 LSJ., im, 166

Soiontlfic Paper, Bureau of SUiidarda, No. »76, im ; I.SJ„ im SOS, 670 and m.
^ Oornmnnicdtlont^ Eighih Jniemutimal Congrette of Applitd ChemUtry^ Vo). 26, fUl : LSJ.t
678; also 1914, m,

21V
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measuremeut of this effect on invert sugar at high dilution and the disenhingle-

merit of it from the other effects arising from the behaviour of invert sugar with

respect to temperature and concentration would indeed be an experimental task

of some magnitude. And 3^et this is exactly what Dr, Bhowne would have been

compelled to do if ho had followed his reasoning to its logical conclusion. He
has, however, completely overlooked the effect on the invert polarization. Any
conclusion based on his reasoning must therefore be considered invalid.

The second method of showing whether the compensation of eltects is

quantitative is the very simple expedient of trying it out on known solutions of

pure sucrose. We will then obtain directly the quantity with which we are con-

cerned, namely, tlie resultant of the dilution effects.

That the effect to which Dr. Browne calls attention is small appeals at once

from his polarizations of sucrose. Thus in the presence of 3*392 grins, nmiuouium

chloride the rotation of 5 grms. of sucrose, if strictly jiroportional to con-

centration, w'ould be 19*12°8, while Dr. Browne finds it 19'17^S. Here is then

0*05®S in the direct polarization to be coinpensated by a similar effect in the invert

polarization. We have selected for this comparison the most extreme dilution to

which Dr. Browne’s direct polarizations have been carried. The magnitude of

this quantity (which divided by the Clorget constant becomes 0 ()4^S) is less than

the accuracy wuth which the average analysis is made in the usual application (»f

the Clorget method.

Now let us consider how much compensation we may expect in the invert

polarization. We reproduce in Table I tho rotations of sucrose and of invert

sugar in pure water solution and in the pre.seuce of the respective reagents which

are employed in our proposed methods of analysis,

Table 1.

Influence of Reagents on the Rotations of Sin'TOse and of Invert Sugar

Reagent added
TO NOUMAJ. SOIUTION*. SrCKOsF. IN\KICT SrOAU.

Gums. liKOIlEES S Dkokkfs a.

None 100*00 — 32 00

3*392 NH,CI 99*43 .... -- 33*91

3-636 JS’aC 1 99*05 — 34*00

2*316 KaCl .. 99*38 . .

«

« — 33*26

2*312 llCl .
— .... — 33*25

Tho following arguments appl}^ not only to the inorganic reagents einjiloyed

in our Method 2 (Direct Polarization -p NH^Cl ;
Invert Polarization + NU^Cl),

but also in Method 4 (Direct Polarization + NaOl; Invert Polarization -p HOI),

and to tho inorganic constituents of sugar-house products. In these methods* w'o

have specified that the two polarizations shall be made in tho some concentration

of the sample.

Confining our attention to the respective rotations of sucrose and of invert

sugar in pure water and in the presence of 3*392 grms, ammonium chloride,we see

at once that the influence of this salt is much greater on the rotation of invert

sugar than it is on'sucrose. We would therefore be led to expect that any change
in this quantity arising from dilution of invert sugar would he greater in the case

of invert sugar than in the case of sucrose. In other words, the question lies not
in the change in the direct polarization as Dr, Browne contends, bat in the very
obverse of it, i,e., whether the compensation for this change in the invert polariza-

tion is not too great. Consequently, we point out that we have in the oonstructiotfc

* Scientific Paper, Bureau of Standards, No, 375, 638-(i4«3.
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of our methods made the positive oonstitueut of the Olerget divisor standard at the

normal weight of 2f) grins, in 100 c.c., i.e., our direct measurement of the positive

constituent was made at this concentration. On the other hand, our direct

meaHurement' of the rotation of invert sugar in the presence of ammonium chloride

was made at the concentration 15*5 grms. of sucrose (inverted), which is midway

betwe(5ii the extremes 26 and o grms. Thus, the expectedly greater effect in the

invert polarization is diminished by the fact that the extremes of conceiitratiou are

nearer the standard concentration. An estimate, based on a graph of Or. Browne’s

data and on the assumption that the effect of dilution is the same in both polariza-

tions, loads U8 to the (3onclu8ion that whatever lack of perfect compensation

remains involves the third decimal of the per cent, sucrose with a maximum effect

of one or two units in the secorid decimal. This rcsasoning is not reproduced here

because certain assutijptions are involved which would require for verification

polariscopic measurements with a precision l>eyond our present possibility. A Tuuf‘h

bettor nmthod of study would bo to abandon Dr. Browne’s method of attack aud

turn to aiuilytical results.

In corroboration of the thoorotical considerations outlined above, and in order

to nIiow the coinplote adaptation of the modified Clerget method to dilute sucrose

solutions, wt) have ])erformod analyses on solutions of known sucrose content by
the respective methods proposed by us in our previous communication. The
analytical data are assomblod in Table II. Siince the question at issue is

the behaviour of ])ure sucrose in dilute solution, no impurities luive been

introduced, 'I'he two polariscope tubes containing the solutions for diioct and
invert jsdurizations were placed side by side in a rack connected with the Bates’

sacchaiinH^ter, their water-jackets being fed wufh water from a nearby tbermostat.

The direct polarizution 7* and invert polarization /*' wore then observed in close

succession on the same scale of the instrument, no particular attention being given

to the zf>ro point of tlie instrument. The interval P — P^ was thus observed

directly and the hcuIo correction ap]died to this interval. Each of the authors

made a complete series of readings wdth numerous settings of the iiiHtrumeut.

Tablk 11.

A Italy of DUate SoIhIwub of Pore Saentse hy the firopojted inethoih.

Sucrose Tempera C'or- Sucrose Sucrose
Metliod. l»cr looc c P-P- tilre reeWd found taken Eri or.

Poi?. Uojz 0, Divisor percent, porccni
1. --75 c.c sol. for Pand P. . . , 6*9264 35*280 •20*3*2 132*66 26*61 26-64 - 0*03

I. —Ditto do. . 7*0176 35*754 20*23 132*69 26*97 26*99 ~ 0-02

11.—Ditto do. . 6*4624 33*020 20*22 132*68 24*89 24*86 + 0*03

ir.—Ditto do. . 4*9513 25*263 20*17 132*67 19 04 19*04 0*00

TI. —Ditto do. . 3 0059 15*290 20*21 132*49 U*54 11*56 — 0*02

IV. —Ditto do. . 6*9264 36163 20*33 131*94 26*65 26*64 -f 0 01
IV.--Ditto do. . 5 2561 26*693 20*15 131*93 20*23 20*22 + 0*01

01> do. .. 3*0382 16*330 20*27 131*76 11 64 11*69 - 0*05

Mean Error = - 0*01

In Table 3 we include two analyses, the first of which is one of five published’

by I)r. Browne'-* for the solo purpose of showing the defects of the Clerget

method when applied to sucrose-invert sugar mixtures. The analysis selected for

1 6"c(eut(fic Paper, Bureau o/ Standards, No. 375, 172, table 14.

» J, Absoc. Of, Affr, Chem,, m6, II, 138; J,SJ„ 1917, 139.
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thi« comj)ari«oii is the one which is most dilute with respect to sucrose and has the

largest percentage error. The second analysis is one performed on the same

mixture by the authors of this paper, using the uiethod of neutral polarization.

Tablk III.

Amth/ses of Sucrose-Invert Sac/ar Mixtures,

Invert Temper- Sacrosc Siieraso
Sugjir. ature. Found. Taken.

Grams, in DcKroC's I'ci* Per
Analj’st. lOOc.c. P ~ C cent. cent. Krror.

Urowne 9*86 .. 26*48 .. 20*4 .. 19 82 .. 19-23 -f 0*69

Jackson and Gillis,

Method 2 9-95 .. 25 462 .. 20*28 .. 19*21 .. 19'23 — 0*02

111 view of the above facts, Dr. Browne’s conclusion that the methods of

acid inversion can bo regarded at thoir best as only a more or loss satisfactory

approximation ” is disprovon in its entirety. His decision that “ the only method

of double polarization which is free from the objections named is the iuvertaso

method ” is likewise disjuoveii. When we consider the eccentricities of inveriase

and the inherent difficulties in its application, wo (juestion whether Dr. Bkowkk
reallj^ intentod to suggest its use in modern sugar-house work. In this connexion

the question becomes pertinent whether the presence of inoigaiiic material in

sugar products of high ash content does not raise the same question, although

perhaps in lesser degree, that he has presented in lognrd to acid mverwion.

The present status of the Cleiget analysis is then, that between 00 and 100

per cent, of the errors of the ordinary acid inversion method are climiimted in the

modified method. If further improvement is to be effected, it will come primarily

as a product of basic researches on (1) the effect on coiiceniration on the s]>ecifie

rotation of sucrose; and (2) the effect of concentration on the specific rotation of

invert sugar. Both of the researches are in progress at the Bnre-au of Standards,

These fundamental researches will possibly reduce errors of the second order of

magnitude if such exist.

Basing our opinion upon the analj’tical lesuUs given above, and in our

previous communication, we conclude that the modified Clerget method is capable

of indicating the sucrose content of a mixture with high order of accuracy.

Bureau of Standards,

’Washington, D.C., T^S.A.

\

American Commerce Reports.’

Condition op the Geuman Suoah iNDUhTEY at Close ok 1920.

Germany is confronted with the problem of increasing its sugar production to meet

domestic needs. In the year 1919-20 there was a total of 269 sugar heet factories in opera-

tion in Germany, as against 307 for 1918-19. Since the latter period 30 of the 307 fac-

tories referred to passed out ofGerman jurisdiction along with those territories transferred

from Germany under the treaty of Versailles.

The sugar beet production in Germany during the period 1919-20 only attained an
average of 19 metric tons per hectare, the lowest average for many years. I’his diminished

production is ascribed in part to tho bad weather conditions existing at the time of planting

and to the inadequate cultivation of tho crops, due to the lack of labour, and to strikes

The first examination of the plants disclosed the fact that the average weight of the root

was only 88 grrns. as compared with the preceding year’s weight of 173 grms., and a

I Culled from “Commerce Iie)»orts,”pul>Iislied by the Department of Commerce, Washing
ton. In many cases these ax*e abbreviated here.
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sugar content of 1 1 *7 per cent., as against 12*4 per cent, for the preceding year. The final

examination showed a somewhat increased average sugar content, but considerably smaller

beets, namely, 342 grms. weight and 20*9 per cent, sugar content, as against 604 grms.

and 10*8 per cent, respectively, for the year previous. Then a further setback to produc*

tion occurred in the form of frost, which set in just at harvest time and as a rosult pro-

longed the work of completing the harvest with an accompanying heavy loss in sugar.

The net sugar production for 1910-20 amounted to a total, in round numbers, of

733.000 tons of raw sugar, as compared with 1,346,000 tone produced in the preceding

year. Consequently, the domestic production was inadequate to meet the country’s needs,

which during the preceding year amounted to about 1,000,000 tons. Jt therefore became

necessary for Germany to import 67,000 tons of sugar, as compared with the 29,000 tons

imported during the preceding year. The only thing that saved Germany from a heavier

importation during the 1919-20 period was the supply of 216,000 tons which became

available from the stocks of the preceding year.

At tlio l)eginning of the new sugar year Germany finds itself without available stocks

of this commodity on hand. There is felt more than ever the pressing need of developing

the sugar beet cultivation and increasing production as far as possible. Conditions appear

t > be propitious for such a result. The cultivable acreage shows a slight increase—4 per

cent .—over that of the preceding year, and the fields are reported to be in good condition.

The question remains as to whether the sugar factories will receive supplies of coal ade-

to their needs and whether strikes among the farm labourers will disturb cultivation,

—[Department of Commerce Koport, Jan., 1921 ]

Sf OAK raontXTiON in Maokiua, 1920.

'rhe sugar cane crop h\ Madeira in 1920 amounted to about 39,000 metric tons, valued

at approximately 1.872,000 escudos, as compared with 43,000 metric tons in 1919, valued

at slightly more than 920,000 oscudos. (The oscudo, normally worth ^1 *08, had an average

value uf $0*62 during 1919, and is at i>resont (December, 1920) worth about $0*1 1. 'i'he

small crop was due principally to the high cost and consequent lack of chemical fertilizers

and to the utilization of cane lands for grain and vegetabloM. The 1921 crop is estimated

to be about the same as that of 1920, The total quantity of sugar produced w’as 2,153

metric as compared with 1,700 metric tons in 1919. ('orrespondingfiguies for exports

of sug.ir were 400 and 313 metric tons, all of which went to continental Portugal. The
production in 1918 was 2,627 metric tons, which, in turn, was only about 50 per cent, of

normal.

^lorc than 60 per cent, of the 1919 crop was turned into cane brandy. Of the 1920

crop, 10,000 metric tons produced 800,000 litres (I litre* 0*264 gallon) of brandy and
2000 tons produced 324,411 litres of alcohol. As the crop w^as insufficient to satisfy the

local demand fur alcohol, molasses is now being imported from the United States for this

purpose,—[Consular Ueporl, Dec., 1920.]

PnonrcTioN of Ai.cohol in Dutch East Indtks.

1‘he total amount of exports of alcohol from Dutch East Indies in 1919, given at

16.444.000 litres, and the corresponding figure^i for tho first six months of 1920, given at

8.305.000 litres, show a marked advance over the total amount of 4,713,000 litres for the

year 1918, and surpass the figures for 1914, when the exports were 12,209,000 litres. The
figures indicate that the trade is rapidly assuiiiitig an important position and bids fair to

exceed in the present year (1920) even the phenomenal figure of 17,642,000 litres for 1916,

and 17,630,000 litres for 1916.

This advance has bt^n caused chiefiy by much larger shipments to Italy and France
than before the war

; by remarkable increases in the sales to east Asia (Singapore, Hong-
kong, and China) and to Australia ; and by an extraordinary^ advance during the latter

part of 1919 and the first six months of 1920 in shipments to the Netherlands, These
latter exports (1,630,000 litres during the first six months of 1920) indicate that at the
end of the year 1920 the trade with tho mother country iti this product will surpass any
previous figure.
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During 1919 the price of alcohol per litre, f.o.b. Java ports, rose from 12J cents to

about 20 cents in the currency of the Dutch East Indies, or an approximate increase from

5 to 8 cents United States currency. This advance in price has, with but few exceptions,

covered the higher expenses of manufacture caused by the increase in labour costs, trans-

portation, and other expenses. A circumstance which greatly favoured local manufacturers

was the fact that material costs in many cases did not show a proportionate ihcrease,

because of large contracts for raw material (liquid molasses) which were made before the

advance in price.

Bbztish East Apkica and Suoak.

The sixth place in the order of value of the imports into British East Africa and

Uganda is occupied by sugar. There has been a steady increase in the demand and impor-

tation. The largest importation in quantity arrived in the year prior to the war, and

though 1917-18 shows a small decrefise in quantity as com ].>ared with that year, the increase

in value from that time is over 60 per cent. The average declared value in 1913-14 was

2*9 cents per lb., as against 6*3 cents in 1918. Since 1912 Java has been the principal

source of supply of sugar for British East Africa and during 1918 its share amounted to

69 per cent, of the total
; 20 per cent, came from Mauriti us. Owing to the increased demand

it is being strongly recommended that sugar should be produced in the country, many
parts of which are ideal for the growing of cane.—[(-ommorco Reports.]

Buazilian SnoAU (biop for 1920-21.

The Federal Food Commission (l)elegacao do Abastecimento Publico) has estimated

that the Brazilian sugar production for 1920-21 will amount to 8,768,600 bags, originating

in the various States of Brazil as follows :

—

Para
Birfs.

13,300 . Hergipe . ...
Hags.

300,000

Maranhao 19,000 Bahia 650.000

Ceara 208,300 Rio de Janeiro . 1,300,000

Rio Grande do Norte . 163,000 Sao Paulo 600,000

Paiahyba.. 160,000 Minas Oetaes . 1,660,000

Pernambuco 2,800,000
,

Matto Grosso .

.

26,000

Alagoas .. .. .... 1,000,000
Total .

.

. 8,768,600

[Consular Report, November, 1920.1

Correspondence.

THE PUBITY OP THE PINAL MOLASSES IN HAWAII.

To THE Editoh, “The Inteknational Suoak Jouhnal.”

8

1

a,—In the report on Sugar Manufacture and By-product Utilization in Hawaii,

published in your Journal^^ we find a statement to the eftoct that in the year, 1919, the

average gravity purity of the exhausted molasses in that country was 38*07^. A calcu-

lation is made of the profit that might have >»een reached, if the quotient had been forced

down to a lower degree. The means of attaining such an end are sought in pans
and more crystallizers ”

;
while great importance is attached to the type and the dimensions

of the crystallizers.

This is what I have always had in my own mind. It would appear that the
Williams process,^ which promised to reduce the purity of the exhausted molasses to a
much lower level, has not had the success predicted by its inventor and his supporters.

If such had been the case, the average purity of the molasses in those islands might have
been lower than 38 points.

H. C. PniNSEN Gkeeliob, Ph.D.

» LS J., 1021
, 165. * SCMj 1917, 90, 169, 297, 404 and 668; 1918, 86, 87, 828.
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Beports of the Frogress of Applied Ohemistry. Vol. V. (Society of

Ohotnical Indastry, Central House, London, E.C.2). Price : Ss. 3d.

(post free) to members of the Society; and 15s. (post free) to non-

members.

VolumeV (i.e., dealingwith 1920)of theAnnual Beports of the Society of Chemi-

cal Industry is now published. As we have pointed out on previous occasions,^ these

reports are intended to summarize critically the very large amount of work done

during the year in the various branches of chemical industry, the puipose of each

contributor being to write in such a manner as to allot to each development its proper

place in the chronicle of progress. Tlieir publication continues to meet with

considerable success, showing that they supply a want generally felt amongchemists.

One of their principal advantages that will bo realized by all is that they enable

those specializing in a particular branch to follow the trend of other directions of

activity.

In the present volume the section on Sugar has been prepared by
Mr. J. P. OoiLViE, who deals with matters such as the colloidal nature of the

clarification of cane juice, and the developments that may be expected in this

direction
;
the question of the loss of sugar which may occur during evaporation

bj' entrainment; factors controlling crystallization ;
recently proposed methods of

boiling, centrifuging and finishing in the cane sugar factory ; the ‘‘rapid’^ trough

method of boot juice extraction developed during the war in certain German
factories ;

})eot juice clarification from the stand-point of colloidal chemistry
;
etc.

Further, the sugar technologist will find matters of interest in other sections, such

as those on general plant by Dr. W, B. DaVIDSON (boilers, centrifugal machines,

and tilters)
; Agricultuial Chemistry by Dr, E, J. Russell, F.R.S., (fertilizer

problems
;
stimulants to plant growth, and soil acidity in ndation to the condition

of soils); and also on Fermentation lndustri(3s byMessrs. A.Tait and L. Flktchkr,
(yeast, saccharith’ation of starch, power alcohoi, etc.).

An Introduction to the Chemistry of Plant Products. By Paul Haas and

T. G, Hill- Vol. I (Nature of the Commoner Organic Compounds of

l^lants). Third edition. (Longmans, Green & Co., London and New York.)

1921. Price: 1 Os. net.

A third edition of Haas and IIiir.s excellent work has just been published;

and, considering the valuable nature of its contents, tliere need be no surprise at

the demand for another issue so soon after the appearance of the preceding ono.^

It lias been doiddod to enlarge the scope of the work, which change has necessitated

its printing in two volumes. Volume 1 is essentially the same in scope as were
the earlier editions,® and deals primarily with the more purely chemical aspect of

the subject
; while volume 11 fwhich is now in preparation) will be devoted mainly

to physiological problems. This present volume has been brought up to date,

and a certain amount of rearrangeineni has been made ; but essentially the book
remains as before, that i.s, a compilation of very useful inh^rmation relating to

plant chemistry that is certainly of interest to every chemist. It reviews our
present state of knowledge relating to carbohydrates

;
pigments

;
tannins

;
pro-

teins
;
oiizymos

;
glucosides

;
and fats, oils and waxes ; and there is also a section

dealing with the colloidal state. Wo draw the attention of sugar chemists to this

work as a valuable reference book. It forms a useful source of information bearing

upon the problems involved in plant metabolism, and contains many facts which
previously were only to be found rather widely scattered throughout the literature

of the subject.

» 1920, 342; 1919, 34, 296 ; 1917, 874.

a LkV.J., 1918, 679.
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The Analyst’s Laboratory Companion. By Alfred E. Johiisou, B.Sc., P.I.C.

Fifth Edition. (J. & A. Churchill, London.) 176 pages, 1920. Price:

10s. 6d. net.

In this fifth edition of Johnson’s “ Laboratory Companion,” to the useful

character of which the attention of our readers was directed at the time of the

publication of the previous issue, ^ several important additions have been

incorporated. For example, in the section on sugars the data relating to their

specific rotatory power and cupric reducing power now includes Brown, Morris,

and Millar’s tables for gravimetric determinations, and Brown and Jones’s solu-

tion factors; while further a detailed description is now given of Ling and Eendle’s

volumetric method of determining reducing sugars.* Elsewhere in the book it will

be found that Sir Edward Thorpe’s alcoholometric tables* are given in a condensed
form, and that the new official table for the determination of the original gravity

of beer replaces the old tables of Gkaiiam, Hofmann, and Eedwooi). Other
revisions relating chiefly to physical data have also been made. As we pointed

out before, Johnson’s Companion” forms a really valuable vach-mf^eum for the

use of the general analyst and works’ chemist, giving as it does a large amount of

practical analytical infoimation in a conveniently arranged form. In regaid to

the section on sugars, it may be reinaiked that on the whole it is well written,

though the information given 'would apjiear to have been selected chiefly for the

purpose of the brewery chemist. Some few further additions to this part of the

book therefore seem desirable, in older to make it more serviceable to the general

analyst who may from time to time have occasion to turn to the commercial
analysis of raw sugars and molasses.

Modern Manufacture of Chemical Manures (Superphosphate Fertilixers).

(Sturtevant Engineering Co, Ltd., London.) 1920. Price: 12s. 6d.

Since the inception of the superphospluite industry early in the nineteenth

century, there has been a gradual development in the efficiency of the various

stages of manufacture, ana the improvements that have been effected have
been mainly in the direction of devising mechanical means for a more rapid output,

while a matter that has always boon kept in view has been the production of a

uniform grade capable of being easily distributed over the land. Although in this

book onl}^ the equipment supplied by the Sturtevant Engineering Company is

described and illustrated, it nevertheless forms a verj^ useful contiibution to the

literature of the subject, one that should be in tlie hands of every chemical
engineer concerned with this imjiortant bnincli of industry who desires to be well
informed in regard to recent jirogress. Each stage in superphosphate manufac-
ture, e.g., crushing, grinding and screening of raw material

;
mixing, bagging,

and weighing is described in detail, while an account is also feiven of important
accessory apparatus, as dust collectors, acid and iihosphate scales, fume
exhausters, and lastly conveying and elevating machinery.

Sugar Beet Growing under Humid Conditions. C. 0. Townsend. Farmers’

Bulletin, 568, U.S. JDepartiueiit of Agi’iculture. (Biiperinteiideiit of

Documents, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.) Price: o cents.

(JojitentB .- — Soil ; climatic conditions
;
ploughing

;
fitting seed and root beds ;

drainage; holding the moisture
;
planting; spacing and thinning ; hoeing; cul-

tivating
;

rotation
; fertilizers

;
harvesting

; and by-products.

Sugar Beet Seed Growing in the Bocky Mountain States. W. W. Tracy, Jr.

Farmers’ Bulletin, 1152, U.S. Department of Agriculture. (Superinten-

dont of Documents, Washington, D.C., TJ.S.A.) Price : 5 cents.

Contents :—Growing beet seed an established industry
;
size of roots for seed

;

time to sow seed ; spacing for stecklings; care of steckliiig crops
; time to haiTCst

steckliugs ; transplanting ;
cultivating seed crops

;
harvesting seed crops ; and

cleaning seed crops.

1 1913, sSt" * /./S'.j., 1908, m 427.
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Rkcknt Rxtbkxenoi!8 with (a) THK Doru Thickener for Defecated JriCEs, akd (d) the

Williamson Clarifier for Syrups. W, D. Horne. Journal of Industrial and

Engimering ChmUtry, 1920, 12, No. 12, 1179- 1180.

Du. Horne gives some interesting information in regard to these two developments in

juice and sjTup clarification, this being supplementary to his previous contribution on this

subject.^ («) An initial run was made in the spring of last year with the Dorr thickener

at the Central Mrrcedita, Province of IMn«r del Itio, Cuba. A single unit consisting

mainly of a cylindrical apparatus 18 ft. in diameter by 10 ft. high, containing two trays

(or transverse diaphragms), and equipped with slowly revolving scraper mecbanisms, was

found capiible of treating all the jtuce from the 1600 tons of cane ground daily. After

liming as usual, the juice was raised in the Deming heater nearly to boiling point, and

fed to the central loading-well of the Dorr apparfilus. Sedimentaiion was very satisfactory

and tlu‘ clarified liquid flowing out of the peripheral pipes was much clearer than that

previously obtained from open defecators, while mud twiM as concentrated tivS ordinarily,

carrying only about 6 per cent, of juice, was obtained. It was diluted, and passed directly

to the filter-presses with little or no further liming or heating. After the installation of

the apparatus, it was found that the insoluble matter in the sugar fell to 63 mgrms per

100 grins., whereas under the usual system it had been 87. Further, the sucrose left in

tlie presa-Wike was decreased from 6*76 to 6*5 per cent, and the consumption of coal dropped

from 16*2 tons to 8*8 tons, duo to the fact that the juice entering the well-lagged tank at

207^F. left at 2()2®F. (94^X^), the economy claimed being thus nearly 8 tons per day.

(6) In regard to the Williamson clarifier,^ in one of the runs made in a refinery m America,

6376 gallons of liquor at 63^ Brix obtained from washed raw sugar were tieated in 6*76

hours, that is, at the rate of 946 gallons per hour, with the production of 362 gallons of

scum (or 3*66 per cent, of the original solids), \vhich scum was twice washed by decanta-

tion, leaving 298 gallons (or l*li5 per cent, original solids) to be filter-pressed. The press-

cake obtained occupied a volume equal to 31 gallons, and w^eighed 167 lbs.; while the pmity

of the press- water was 93*3, as compared with 94*3® for the first dilution. The amount of

sweet-water produced was 18*2 gallons for 100 gallons of original liquor, a considerable

proportion (»£ which could be utilized in preparing succeeding washed sugar liquor.

During the treatment, the invert sugar in the liquor rose from 0*69 to 0 83 per cent.

KxpEKIMF.NI'S ox the KsTAHLlSHMltXT OF THE CONSTANT FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE

BuCUOSB fee cent, in THE HrRZKBLD RIoDIFICATION op THE DoUHLR PoLAKl-

ATioN Method, Otto Schrefeld, Z$%Uehrxft des Virexns d$r deuUchm Zuckei*

[ndustrU, mO, Ko. 776*, 402-408.

Experiments which were carried out in 1910 by the late Prof, 0. Sohkkfkld (of the

Vereinslaboratoiium) on the establishment of the constant in the Ilcrzfold modification

of the double polarisation method are here published, prefaced by an explanatory note by
Prof. Herzfbld. This work is of interest in showing that Hchrefeld had at that time

anticipated certain of the (onclusiona of Jackson and Gillis® relating to the inaccuracy

of the Herzfeld constant of 132*66. Thus, 13 grins, of sucrose dissolved in 76c.c. of

water in a 100 c.c. flask were hydrolysed in the presence of 6c.c. of concentrated hydro-

chloric acid (sp. gr., 1*19) at different temperatures, the following values being

read .*

—

I This Uoview is oopyi’ight, and no part of It may be reproduced without permission.—
(Editor,

* LSJ., 1920, 684, 660, * 1021, 98, « 1.6'. J., 1919, 626 ; 1920, 114 ; 660.

IS,J.y 1920, 176, 509, 570, 638.
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Temperature of Duration of Polarization
Inversion, ®C. Inversion, min. AT 2U®C.

70 .... 6 ...« — 16*48
67 .... 6 ..* — 16*46
60 .... 6 .... — 16*35
60 10 .. . —16*46
60 .... 15 , . , — 16*46
60 .... 6 ... * — 9*75

Thus, at 60®C. (the degree recommended by Jackson and Gillts) the constant 132’9 was
found; ’while at room temperature after 48 hours^ one of 133' 1 wbb obtained. It was
concluded by Schrefeli) that the constant for this concentration should be in the

neighbourhood of 1 33. In regard to other concentrations, it was found that the constant
is a linear function increasing from 132*0 for 4 to 183‘0 for 13 grms. of sucrose in 100 c.c.

In explanation of lierzfeld’s factor of 132*66, it was suggested that this lower value might
possibly be accounted for in part by the use of refined sugar containing some raffinose,

since at that time the presence of the trisaccharide was prevalent in raw sjigars.

Kapid Estimation of the Amount of Invert 8uoar present in a Partiali.y

Hydrolysed Syrup. IV, Paar, ^eiischrift des Vereim der deuhchBn Ztteher*

Industrie, 1920, Ko. 776, 409~4I3.

Gorman beet sugar manufacturers making table syrup have expressed the desirability

of possessing a rapid method of approximately eBtiniating the amount of invert sugar
present in their partially hydrolysed products. Given the quotient of purity {Q) of the

syrup before commencing inversion
; the Brix (B), after inversion and concentration

;

and the polarization (P), also after inversion and concentration, the per cent, of invert
sugar (7) can be ascertained in tho following manner ;—

S

(the uninverted sucrose) »
-B X r . n B X Q

I . jjgg . p _ ^ ooom lOOB).100
I\ T

lUO 132'66

ThuB, for example, if the values found art: Q, 90 ; £, 80 ; i*, 27-3
; then I ~ 0 00764

(90 X 80 — 27'3 X 100) «• 33'70 per cent, of invert sugar; vrhile the total sugar =
JB yc, Q
—ToiP

~ ^ cent. In place of the value of 7 stated above, one may write;

7 = 0*754 ^ — 7^^, from which values one may deduce the facts that if the

polarization is equal to the total sugar content, the invert sugar is 0 ; and that for every
degree of difference between the total sugars and the polarization, the invert sugar
(calculated as sucrose) is increased by 0*764. Thus, in the above example; 72*0 — 33*70

=: 44*7 ; and 44*7 X 0*764 = 33*70 per cent, of invert sugar. Having these values, it is

possible to construct a table for the ready observation of the invert sugar per cent,

(calculated as sucrose), and the following one holds good for synips having a quotient of

purity of 90” before inversion ;

—

Tamle I.

Insert Sugar, per cent,

(Purity of Syrup, 90®.)

Brix - 80® Brix 76* Brix «= 70*

Total Total Total
Polariz- Sugars Sugars Sugars
ation. 72 - 67*5 — 63
70 . 1*61 . .

—
60 . 9*05 . . 6*66 ! 2*26

60 . 16*69 . 13*20 . 9*80

40 . 24*03 . . 20*74 . 17*34
30 . 31'67 . . 28*28 . 24*88
20 . 39*21 . . 36*82

. 32*42
10 . 46*76 . . 43*36 . 39*96

0 , . 64*29 . . 50 90 47-60
—10

. 61*88 . . 68*44 66-04
—20

, . 69*37 . . 66*98 <2-68

Brix - 65* Brix - Brix - 55* Brix 50®

Total Total Total 'J’otal

Sugars Sugars Sugars Sugars*
- 4o— 58*5 — 4V»*5— — *• — .

.

— • • • • . . — • •

6*41 .. 3*02 .. ^
—

13'95 .. 10*66 7*17 .! 8*77
21*49 18*10 14*71 .. 11*31
29*03 .

.

26-64 .. 22*26 18*86
36*67 .. 33*18 .. 29*79 26*39
44*11 .. 40*72 .. 37*38 .. 33*93
61*66 .. 48*26 .

.

44*87 .. 41*47— — —
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Table II* Table III.

Folarizationr UnitB.
Brid^ VnitB.

(Subtract when plus reading ;

and add when minus.) (Values obtained to be always added.)

1 .. .. 0*75 i 1 .. 0*68

2 .. .. 1*61
1

2 1-36

3 .. .. 2*26 3 .. 2 04

4 . . .. 302 4 .. 2*72

6 .. .. 3*77
,

6 3*40

6 .. .. 4*63 6 .. 4*07

7 .. .. 5*28 i 7 4*76

8 .. .. 6*04
:

& .. 6*43

9 .. .

.

6*79
!

.. 6*11

These last two tables show the units (and decimals) of polarization and Brix respec-

lively, and the following example illustrates the use of all thxee tables : Q is 90 ;
.P, 76 ;

and i*, 23 ;
for a Brix of 70 and a polarization of 20, 32*42 is read from the first table ;

corresponding to 3 in the polarization table is 2*26, and 32*42 — 2*26 = 30*16
; while for

the Brix of 76, the value is 30-16 — 4*07 = 34*23 per cent, of invert sugar (calculated

as sucrose). Table I of course holds good only when the purity of the syrup was origin-

ally 90°, and in the case of other purity quotients the values are quite different, so that

special tables must then be calculated.

Cost of Bhopi'ction of Whites in the Factokv bt ke-meltino Raw^s afplyino

THE l^HOhPHATATION, CaKBONATATION, A.N’l) SrLPHITATI#N PllOCKSKKS, AND FSK

OF IviKSELOOKlt AND BeCOLOKJZINO CaBBONS, FOR CLARIFICATION. C. jE* COUtCS-

Journal of luduhtnal and Eugineertny Chemiftry,, 1921, 13, No. 2, 147-163.

Sporadic attempts have been made in Ijouisiana to buy raw sugars in iho tropics, and

“refine” it during the inter-season, in order thus to take advantage of the idle equipment

;

but in the case at any rate of one house making this venture some few years ago results

do not appear to have been successful, owing presumably to the small margin existing

between 96° test and white granulated. It is difficult at the present time to state this

margin
;
but when 96° test was selling lor 4 cents it was estimated that the limit was

80 cents per 100 lbs,, anything above this figure showing a profit. Re-melting raw sugar

and turning out white granulated is not in the least a simple operation, though super-

ficially it appears so
;
and even when the margin is high, it is rarely large enough to stand

much loss in process, as the following figures indicate : 100 lbs. of 96° test sugar, sold in

bags and delivered at 18 cents per lb.,- will yield in good refinery practice 93 lbs. of white

granulated and 7 Ihs. of molasses with practically I per cent, loss in process. Selling this

93 lbs. at 20 cents gives 918*60, and adding 20 cents for the molasses gives 918*80, or

80 cents gross profit. Raw sugars bags cost about 12 cents per 100 lbs. of sugar, and the

granulated is sold in barrels costing about 40 cents per 100 lbs,, the net loss on cooperage

being 26 cents per 100 lbs., which, subtracted from 80 cents, leaves 66 cents to cover botli

cost of manufacture and profit. If, on the other hand, the raw sugar costs onl.v 4 cents,

and the granulated sells at 6 cents, the yield from the 03 lbs. w ill be $4*65 and adding

10 cents for the molasses, and subtracting 20 cents for the cooperage (less rebate on the

bags), leaves 65 cents for gross profit, including both cost of the manufacture and the

profit. Assuming the cost of the process for the 4 cent sugar to be 36 cents, this gives

about 20 cents per 100 lbs. as the margin of net profit. In the case of the 18 cent raw
sugar, the cost of the process would he about 70, which therefor© shows a loss of 15 cents,

even though the margin in one case is 1 00 points and in the other 200. Furthennore, if

with the 4 cent raw sugar, the yield is 91 lbs. instead of 93, the profits are reduced by
10 cents

; while with the 18 cent raw sugar a yield of 91 lbs. adds 40 cents to the deficit.

It would indeed hardly pay to re-melt 18 cent sugar on a plantation at a margin loss than

100 points, as can be seen from the following example : A very good yield is 90 lbs. and
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about 8 lbs. of molaases, so that 90 X 21 is $18 -90 uud with the value of the molasses

$19*10, making a gross profit of $1*10. Calling the cost of manufacture 70 centSy and
cooperage 25 oentSy this leaves 15 cents net profit, which is little enough indeed. So it is

seen that a margin which pays with 4 cent sugar may mean bankruptcy with 18 cent

sugar, “it is well to impress this point on the planter, because otherwise when he Sees

the refiner getting 2 cents margin, he may over estimate the refiner’s pi*oflty and try it

himself with somewhat disastrous results.**

Following this, Dr. Coatks discussed various points connected with the process of

re-melting, clarifying, and re-boiling of raws for the production of white granulated with-

out the use of animal charcoal, the more important of which may he briefly mentioned

here. In clarifying by phosphatation (the commonest method of defecation in this

practice), the 56° Brix liquor obtained from the re-melted sugar is heated to 196-200° F.

(91-93° C.), and phosphoric acid at the rate of 0*26 lb. PsO® per 1000 lbs, of sugar added,

the acidity then being about 0 6 c.c. of N/10 for 10 c o. of liquor, using phenolphthalein.

Immediately after, 0*25 lb. of lime (CaO) per 1000 lbs. of sugar follows, the acidity then

becoming 0*36 c o., that is almost neutrality to litmus. After blowing up for a few

minutes, the defecated liquor goos to the hag filters, and it has been found that the

Greenwood typo with moveable head gives considerably better satisfaction than the old-

style Taylor. It is regarded as good practice to sulphur the filtrate to about 8 c.c.. before

sending it to the pans for granulation, it being thought that better sugar and molasses are

obtained. Several years ago a quantity of raw sugar was refined by a carbonatation pro-

cess by re-melting to 28°Be. (SO’S® Brix), cooling, to 35* C. (96°F.), adding 2 per cent, of

lime as (Ja (OH)fl on the weight of sugar, carbonatating cold to neutrality to phenolph-

thalein, heating to 93°C. (200° F.), re-carbonatated, end lastly filtered. It was claimed

that this process was about 10 cents per 100 lbs. cheaper than bone-black refining, and that

it gave nearly 1 lb. more sugar ;
but although the sugar produced proved to bo of fairly

good quality the cost proved unsatisfactory, and working was abandoned after a ftiw

months. Sulpbitaiion has given excellent results in some hands, but lias proved less

satisfactory in others, and it is advised that the calcium sulphite be formed at about

70°C. (158°F.), sulphur dioxide, and milk-of-lime being added simultaneously, the final

acidity attained being the same as in the case of phosphoric acid given above. Kieselgubr

is said to give very satisfactory results, especially if the procedure is as follows: The
washed raw sugar is conveyed from the centrifugals to niinglers, where it is treated with

12-16 lbs. of kieselgubr per ton of raw product in the form of an aqueous slurry of about
12° Be. (21-3° Brix), and brought into intimate contact with the molasses film remaining,

following which it is re-raelted, and bag or filter pressed, preferably applying a pro-coat

of kieselgubr. Kieselgubr may be revivified by burning at a low tempeiuture, leaving a

little carbon to act as a further filter-aid, and the cost of this is estimated to be about $6
per ton. It was found possible to regenerate five times in this way without any apparent

difference in the filtering effect. Decolorizing carbons are also discussed by Dr. OoATrs

;

and in regard to these it is said that while the quality of the product f)btained is beyond
criticism, and fully equal in every respect to standard granulated, the cost of operation

seems to be higher than that of a bone-black plant,** though the authf>r sees no reason why
the process cannot be made fully the equal of char in both cost and } ield, as soon as the

usual chemical and mechanical difiiciilties have been overcome.

Yinti) AND Cost m Refinino Haw Sugar in Louisiana. C. E, Coates, Jourml of
Indnsinat and Engineering Chemutry^ 1921, 13, No, 2,

Some years ago in liOiiisianH, a considerable amount of law sugar was refined (in bone-
black ftugar-housus). Thus a certain company when sugar sold at 4 *6 cents received 100 lbs.

of 96° test raw in bags and delivered 93 lbs. of granulated in barrels, charging 60 cents toll

per 100 lb. of raw, and keeping the molasses, which at that time was worth about 6 cents.

Possibly the cost of the molasses covered the loss on cooperage (after soiling the bags)
leaving CO cents as the net profit, which was considered a satisfactory charge at that time.
If at the present day

,
sugar were refined on toll, it would be necessary to double the
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previous toll and add 25 cents to cover the difference on cooperage, the total rate depending

upon the cost of the raws. It is of interest to note that wlien sugar was refined on the

toll system, the delivery of the granulated por 100 lbs. of raw was based on polarization,

according to the following table, representing perfect refinery practice over a number of

years, the granulated per cent, of total solids in raws being calculated from the following

„ , Puriiv of raws— purity of molasses . , , . , .

formula:
p„ritrof granulated- purity olmoW “

assumed to carry I per cent, of moisture and to be of 97® purity, the molasses of 40® purity,

and the granulated of 100®. One lb. of sugar being allowed as a reasonable loss, one obtains

on substituting these figures
9^— 40

100 — 40
=: 0-95 on 100 lbs. ; and 0*96 X 99 is 94, and 94

less I lb. loss in proc-ess leaves 93 lbs. of granulated sugar recovered per 100 lbs. of 96® test

re-melted, together with 6 lbs. of molasses of 40® purity and 1 lb, of sucrose lost in process.

Poi.AttiZATioK Raw (JiusrLvrPTi, I»<>r.Aiii7ATiov Raw OltANULATEU

TiBH Dkoukks. LUh.

98*0
.

95*0 94*6 . . . . 90 4

97*5 .... 94*6 94*0 .. .. 89-6

97 0 . . .
94-0 93*6 . . . .

88*2

96*5 . .. 93-6 93 0 .. .. 87*7

96*0 ,, ,. , , , . 98*0 (flt&ndard)
j

92*5 . . . .
86*9

96 6 92*1
i

92*0 .. .. .. .... 860
95*0 . . .

.

. 91*25

That this table tbougli einpiiical is not far wrong may bo sewoi from the following figures

obtained recently by u very well eqtiipped bone-black refinery : Polarization, 95*7
;
yield

of granulated, 92*46 lbs, ; molasses, 7*37 lbs.; and loss of hiktoso in proees's, 0 804 lb.
;

while the above table would give 92*46 lb. It may )>e added that 3*5 to 4 gall, of tdlwere

burned per 100 lbs. of raw sugar rc-melted. C)f course it is very well known that raw
sugars may have the same pohiriziition and yet give different yields, a soft sinull-grained

sugar with guniiny molussos and high ash content giving considerably less granulated than

a hard largo-grained sugar carrying normal molasses of low ash coutqnt.

Stout of thk Ijoss op Scoah cArSEu hy Dklay in hauvbstino Burnt Cane,

J* A> Verret. JReport mad€ io the Jlnwanan Sugar riatttere* Aseoetatwn^ VJW>

In order io determine the loss taking place when handling cane from large accidental

or incendiary fires, especially when harvesting is delayed, a level uniform section of about

3 acres (under irrigation) was selected on Ewa plantation. Tliis area consisted of four water
courses (each containing 144 full lines and a few* hapas), the cane (H. 109) in the first

being unburnt to seivo as tlie control; and that in the third and fourth l>eing

burnt standing ; while the second course was used as a fire-break, lliero were 48 plots,

divided into four series of 12 each, which wore harvested («) immediately after burning,
{h) 5, (c) 10, and 16 days after burning; and whenever burnt cane was harvested, a
corresponding area of unburnt plant from the first course was likew iso collected. Inter-

esting results w^ere obtained, and these have been analysed by Dr. Nonius and Mr, Bomonti,
a summary of their conchtsions being as follows ; (1) Burnt cane lost 50*23 per cent, of its

original sugar when harvesting was delayed 15 dius after burning, that is 3*35 per cent,

per day. During the first 5 days the total loss was 14*72 per cent.
,
or 2 94 per cent, per day

;

in 10 days it was 29*74 per cent., or 2*97 per cent, per day. The rate of deterioration

shows a gradual increase as the time since burning increased, (2) There is very little

difference in the loss between burnt cane cut at once and burnt cane allowed to stand

until milled. (3) When bimit cane was allowed to stand, tlie loss in weight of tlie oane
at the end of 5 days amounted to 6*57 per cent,, or 1*32 per cent, por day. In 10 days the
losswas 11*39 per cent,, or 114 per cent, per day ;

and in 15 days it whs 20*29 i>er cent., or 1'35

per cent, per day (4) When burnt cano was cut immediately after the fire, the loss in

weight of oane was 16*30 per cent, in 5 days, or 3*06 per cent, per day. In 10
days the loss was 22*45 per cent., or 2*26 per cent, per day ; end in 16 days it was 19*18
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per cent., or 1*95 per cent, per day. As was to be expected, the rate of loss in the cut

burnt cane tends to diminish as the cane becomes drier. (6) When burnt cane is allowed

to stand, the density of the juice does not increase, there being, on the other hand, a slight

tendency towards a decrease. (6) When, however, the cane is cut, there is a decided

increase in the density of the juice, the figures observed being IS O® on the first and 22*1®

on the 16th day. (7) Whether cut or standing, the purity of the juice drops in purity at

about the same rate. (8) The figure for the tons of cane per ton of sugar (quality raticrt

of cut burnt cane is better than that of stamling burnt cane, this being due entirely to the

higher density of the juice from the cut cane.

“Kelpcuar,” a xfw Dkcoloiuzino Carbon. J , W , Turrentine , P, S. Shoaffy and
G . C Spencer. Science, 1910, 50 , No. 1300, 507.

Following the researches of Dr. Zkrban,' it was shown that a decolorizing carbon of

high activity could be produced in large quaniily, the method of heating being of im-

portance. One-stage retorting was efficacious under certain conditions, but did not yield

a product of uniform grade. Two-stage rt»torting, on tlie other hand, gave satisfactory

results, and it was decided to follow this method pending the opliiiiiimctmditions obtaining

in the first named operation. After leaving the retorts, the porous charcoal remaining

was heated with hot water to remove the potassium chloride and iodide, the residue heated

with dilute hydrochloric acid, washed with water to neutrality, and lastly dried and

packed. It is said the product compares favourably with “Norit,” and offers every

promise ultimately of meeting the requirements of the chemical industry for a carbon

of tlio highest grade.
_ ^

VoLLMBTRlC DeTEKMINATION OF ItEDVClNO HUGAHS, USING StANDAUD ThIOCYANATK

Solution. G. Bruhns . Zeitschrift fur anal. Chmie, 1920, 59^
$37-359.

Twenty c.c. of Fchliiig’s solution and 20 c.c. of the sugar solution are boiled for

exactly 2 mins., and rapidly cooled ; 6 c.c. of a solution containing 0 65 grm. of potassium

thiocyanate and 0*1 grm. of potassium iodide are added, followed by 10 c.c. of 6*6 N
sulphuric acid, andi;his mixture immediately titrated with thiosulphate solution (34*4

grins, per litre). A control titration is made at the same time, using tlie same quantities

of reagents, but omitting the heating, the difl’erence between the quantities of tluosulphate

solution required for tho two titrations being a measure of the sugar present. Tables to

facilitate the calculation of the result are given.

Volumetric Method of determining sevkbal Sugars (Sucrose, Dextrose, Levulosk,

Maltose, and Lactose) in the pkesenct. of each other. Th . von Fellenberg.

MiU. Lebemm. Hyg., 1920, 11, 129-153

;

through Journal of the Chetnical

Society, 1921, Abs, i7, ISO.

A method applicable to tho estimation of sucrose, invert sugar, dezlroso, maltose,

and lactose, when three are present in the same solution, is proposed. It is based on the

action of a weak and a strong inversion and a decomposition with sodium hydroxide of

the various sugars present, with subsequent reduction of a copper solution, followed by an

iodometric titration of the cuprous oxide formed. Examples of its application to

commercial glucose and confectionery ate given.

Tables showing Alcohol Strength and iSpEtiFic Gravity. G . Tommasi . Ann .

Staz. Chim Agrar. Sperim , 1917-1919, II, 9 , 37-74 / Journal of the Chemical

Society, 1921, Abs. it, 130.

Tables are given showing the percentages of ethyl alcohol by weight and by volume
(at lo'^C.), and the number of grins, of alcohol in 100 c.c. at llfO. for the specific

gravities of aqueous alcoholic solutions determined at a number of different tempci-aturc#

ranging from 10/15 to 25/15®.

J. P. 0.

1 1.S.J., 1919
,
86 .
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UNITED STATES.

Mill PKoviDiNG Mbanb roK Adjusting thf. Position of thk Uppbu to thk Lower

Roll. Charles McNeil, of Qovan, Glasgow, N.B. 1,366,6fJt^ May 6th,

1920; January 11th, 1921. (One figure).

The invention relates inoro particularly to mills having two rollers, one superposed

upon tho other, hiit is also applicable under some conditions to those having more than

two rollers
;
and has for its object to provide ready means for adjusting the position of the

upper roll to the lower roll in a plane Bubstantially normal to that in which lie the axes of

the rolls. As applied to the upper roll of a 2-roU mill, the housings of the upper roll are

made separate from and are carried upon the upper parts f>f the housing of the lower roll.

The abutting pai ts of the upper and

lower housings are in the form of

' CO- acting guide surfaces in a piano

substantially normal to the plane in

/ \ J /y!t
which lie the axes of the rolls, and

) \ ^ means aro provided for adjusting

I 1 r ¥ tho upper housings laterally upon

/ \ tho lower housings. For example,

set pins hearing upon the ends of the

1 W bottom faces ot tho lower housing

mounted in lugs upstanding

t r if ^ /^ I

from the ends of the upper housing

V conjunction with

7 packing pieces inserted between the

*^^d faces. The bearings of

*yCUj upper housing aro held down

^ ^ ’ ^ bolts of usual type which

also serve to hold the upper and

C4'
I

^ lower housings in position. In

!
order to accommodate the lateral

1
adjustment of the upper housing,

^ J
clearances are provided in the lower

rTlL...,. , , jl:v- ni., .^ rvl yn housing to permit of the movement

I

of the king bolts. Pressure may
bo applied to the upper roll in any
convenient manner.

An illustrative example is shown in the drawing, 'rhere are provided an upper roll A
mounted on a shaft carried in bearing blocks -4*, A*, and a lower roll Amounted
on a shaft carried in hearing blocks R®, li^, the blocks being located in housings 6^ and

D respectively. The upper and lower housings abut each other in a plane substantially

normal to that containing tho axes of the rolls, tho upper housing C being capable of adjust-

ment in this plane across the face of the lower housing D and in a direction at rightangles

to the axes of the rolls. This adjustment is effected by means of set screws JS, carried in

lugs F on opposite sides of the lower housing />, and bearing on packing pieces if inserted

between the inner faces of the lugs F and adjacent faces G formed on the lower part of the

upper housing. The packing pieces IT are in the nature of comparatively thin strips of

metal extending across the w'hole length of tho housings. The pressure of the screws E
is exerted across a piano parallel to the plane of abutment of the housings. In order to

^Copies oi specilicatious of patents with their drawings can be obtained on application
to the following I7n<fcd Kingdom: Patent Ofliice, Sales Branch. 35, Southampton Buildings,
Chancery Lane, Loudon, W.C.2 (price, is. each). United Siatet: Coiuinlssloner of Patents,
Washington, DC. (price 10 cents each). Fronce ,• LTmprimerle Nutionale. 87, rueViellledu
Temple, Paris (price, afr. oO each).

An illustrative example is shown in the drawing,

mounted on a shaft A^ carried in bearing blocks -4*
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guide the upper housing while under adjustment and to prevent axial inovemont thereof^

the upper haaring block of the lower roll B is provided at both ends with an upstanding

lodge B* which abuts, and arts as a guide surface for the adjacent end face of the upper

housing. The upper housing C is held hard down on the lower housing I) by king bolts

J and nuts the latter being slackened when it is desired to adjust the lateral position

of the upper housing by the sot screws IS. To allow for this lateral adjustment, clearance^

iT are provided in the lower housing 7), which permit of the necessary movement of the

king bolts J. The king bolts project beyond the nuts through apertures in a press

liead L and yoke i/, and are there secured by nuts abutting the upper surface of the

latter. 'J'he press head L bears upon the upper surface of the hearing block Pressure

is applied to tho upper roll by means of springs iV arranged in compression around each

king bolt J and between the inner faces of the press head and yoke. Tho lower hearing

block .<4
** of the upper roll is positioned by a wedge A*- in the usual manner.

Beft Hauvkktkiis. (1) Ronald Moreschini, of Pueb’o, Colo, IJ.S.A. l.SiSJfll*

February 18th, 1918; January 26th, 1921. (2) Olof Frankmari, of Jlalmi),

Sweden. 1^^6,645. October 26th, 1919. January 26lh, 1921- (3) Joseph

E. Wyckoffj of Los Angeles, Cal., T\S A. 1,306,997. October 29th, 1919;

February 1st, 1921.

Bkkt 'J’oiTiNo ANJ» Excavating Machine. H . Heckivith. 1,S67,S6S. February 8th,

1921.

MonincATiox or Stahch. Ellery H. Hanwy^ of Lansdale, Pa. (assignoi to Perkins

Glue Co ,
of Pennsylvania, TT.S A. 1,366,663. May 13th, 1920 ; January 26th,

1921.

An electiic current is passed thiough an electrically conducting hath containing tbn

starch to modify or conveit it, whereby it will dissolve in caustic soda solutions to pro-

duce less viscous solutions, the action being stopped before tht? soluble starch stage is

reached.

(Janoy Outtino Machine. George K. Bainhridge. 1,368,085. February 15th, 1921.

Confection (k)NE-CAiaiiEu, John J. Botnen, ot Abercrombie, N.B. 1,307,174.

March 16th, 1920; Eobnmry Ist, 1921.

Manufactukb of Milk-Scoak (Lactose), vsi.no Drcoloiiizino Cauhon R.W. Mumford,
(assignor to Refining Products Co., of Wilmington, Del., U S.A.). 1,360,SH.
July 2nd, 1917; January 26th, 1921.

In the manufacture of lactose from clarified and purified whey by evaporation to

crystallization, claim is made for the piocess which comprises mixing the solution with an
open textured granular vegetable caibon having open pores representing approximate!}^

the cellular structure of the original vegetable material at one or more stages in the

operation, and separating the carbon.

Food Product comprising Baked Wheat Flour and a Ciio<x)LArF Coating.
Lorraine J. Schumaker, ot Philadelphia, Pa., U.S. A. (assignor to American
Pretzel Co., of Philadelphia, Pa.) 1,306,961. December 2nd, 1919;
February let, 1921.

Filtkks
(
1
)

Peter C. Forrester. 1,349,056. August 10th, 1920. (2) John /,

Berrigan. 1,350,392. August 24th, 1920.

UorAKY Eiltrk. Henry B. Faber. 1,368,618. February I6th, 1921.
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Rotahy Oanr Outtino‘’.Ii£plbmbnt. Ernest Madhre^
of Hahnvillo, La., U.S.A.

July 24th, 1919 ; June Ist, 1920.

This is a hand implement, provided with an electrically operated circular knife for

cutting cane. Keferring first to the drawing, A represents a blade which is preferably

provided with a cutting edge a near its forward end but adjacent to the rotary cutter.

This blade is provided with a himdle B through which passes the conducting wires C
leading to the electric motor D. This electric motor D is secured to the handle B prefei-

ably close to the grip thereof, and its armature shaft d is connected by a flexible shaft H
in the tubular casing if® to the worm I meshing with a worm wheel J earned by the

shaft h on which the rotary cutter

M is mounted. The gearing is

preferably inclosed in a casing K,
The electric motor may be started

or stopped by means of the switch

N. To strip the dead leaves from

the stalks before cutting the tops or

the bottoms of the stalkff, a hook P
which may be attached to the blade A in any convenient way, as by the bolts or

livets p is provided In using this book the knife is turned through and the back

of the blade is used to knock off trash and the hook is used to clear u]> the same ; more-

over, the hook may he used to lift up bent down .stalks or to clear out tra^h or weeds as

these occur in standing cane. The current may be generated by means of a dynamo

driven by an ordinary ititernal combustion engine ; but whore a fixed source of electricity

is available, it will be obvious that a long cable may bo used with branches leading to the

various oporatois

In using this iinploinent, the trash is removed by tw’o downward strokes w'ith the

back <){ the knife, orn* on each side of the stalk ; and then turning the knife through 9if

the rotary cutter ivs apj)lied to the cane near the top, cutting off tluj top thereof. It is

thou appli(3d to the bottom of the stalk near the ground, cutting the cane at the bottom;

while at the same time the stalk is directed by the free hand of the operator into the

heap-row. The iiJertia due to the weight r>f the motor and attached patts, tend to steady

the knife which will, of course, he supplemented by the hand pressure of the operator,

and the stalks are quickly cut top and bottom by the rapid rotation of the cutter M,
When dulled the blade is replaced by a sharp one

;
and according as the cane is hard or

soft, the pitch of the teeth is varied.

Pkockks of Making Fkuit Juicr, Fruit Syruc or Fruit Jelly. Maxwell O.

Johnson, of Waipio, Hawaii, T. 11. t,5(^?,S08 ; I,S6^,809 ami l,3(iZ\870.

September 12th, 1919; December ‘ilst.

Fruit juice is concentrated by freezing a part of the water content, separating the

juice from the ice, clarifying the juice by heating to a degree sufficient to cause coagulation

hut insufficient to impair flavour or aroma, removing the clour juice, and sterilizing to

prevent fermentation by heating by a lower temperature than that required for coagulation.

In making the syrup, sugar is added to the juice before heating, a more complete separ-

ation of their impurities being effected than in the absence of this addition, while the

liquid is lastly removed from the precipitated impurities. In making jelly, sugar is added
after heating to cause coagulation, that is to the clear concentrated juice, and the mixture
‘‘jellified.’*

Method op Packing Conpkctionrrv. William Derrenbacher, of New York, N.Y.,

U.8.A. 1,861,813, March SOth, 1920 ; December 7th, 1920.

Maomink poh Wrapping Oonpkctionery. Jos. P, Remington, (assignor to Day and
Zimmerman) of Philadelphia, Pa., U.B.A. 1,S$3 6S9. December 4tb, 1915;

September 14th, 1920.

10
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UNITED KINGDOM.

PttOCBSS OP FVRlPtlNO LlQUOllS, JCICE:<, KTC., Bt TuEATMBNT WITH DBOOLOBmKO
Carbon, Kiksklouhh, etc Johan N. A. Sauer^ of Amsterdam, Holland.

155,609 {15,601). June 20th, 1919; December 20th, 1920.

This invention relates to an improved process for the purification and filtration of sugar

liquids of any character by progressive purification, with successive filtering or separating

operations
; and has for its object to improve treatments of this character in such a manner

as to secure the desired purification with a minimum requirement of decolorising carbon.

Broadly, the improved process consists in

causing a given amount of decolorising carbon

in a fine state of sub-division to act success-

ively upon liquors, liquids or solutions of

progressively decreasing purity or increasing

colour and all derived from a liquor or juice of

the same character or nature by successively

passing the batches of liquor or juice in all

but the final stage, or the intermediate stages

only, through a filtering device containing

said carbon and arranged outside th e receiving

tanks for the liquids
;
and either in the

final stage, or first and final stages, mixing

the said carbon with the liquor, and then again separating it therefrom.

Therefore liquids of progressively decreasing purity all derived from liquid of the same

character are passed successively through a filter containing a certain amount of finely-

divided decolorizing carbon. The carbon is finely mixed with the most impure liquid, and

then separated from it. Referring to the accompanying diagrammatic di awing, the carbon

may be supplied initially to the filter 0 or mixed with the purest liquid in a tank B. In

the latter case the carbon is separated in the filter, the pure liquid passing away through

a pipe Liquid from tank D is then passed through the filter to tank E, and so on suc-

cessively. After liquid from tank B has passed to tank C, the carbon is discharged to tank

A and mixed with the liquid therein, separation afterwards taking place in the filter G
through which the liquid passes to tank B. Each liquid instead of being passed once

through the carbon in the filter G may be circulated through it. 'I'he tank ^ is preferably

provided with agitating means and with steam coils for heating. The liquid may receive

preliminary treatment by means of a decanting apparatus or centrifugal separator or

with a purifying agent in a tank F. Kieselguhr, fuller*s earth, charcoal, lime, and calcium

phosphate, or carbonate, or sulphite and also sodium phosphate, are mentioned as suitable

purifying agents for this preliminary treatment. A preliminary filter/may also he used.

Process ov Purifying Liquors, Juices, etc., by Treatment with Decolorizing

Carbon, Kieselguhr, etc. Johan N. A. Sauer, of Amsterdam, Holland.

155,611 {15,606). June 20th, 1919; December 20th, 1920.

The inventor has discovered that when the percentage of the purifying material is

increased beyond a certain point, which he terms the ** critical percentage,*’ the process

is completed to the point at which the liquor has the desired degree of purity, without

exhausting the punfying material, that is to say, it is then possible to use the purifying

material repeatedly before it becomes exhausted to the point of requiring renewal or

regeneration. Furthermore, a considerable saving in the time required for separation

or filtration is obtained by this procedure, as well us a mateiial reduction in the amount
of purifying agent necessary for the treatment of the same amount of sugar liquor.

Thus, let us assume that with 10 tons of sugar in the form of liquor of 60° Brix, the

best time of filtration which can be obtained by treatment with a certain percentage of

purifying material such as finely powdered decolorizing carbon (say } per cent.) is 2 hours,

and that this quantity is the ** critical percentage”
;
that is to say, the highest percentage
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which will yield a practical exhaustion of the purifying material upon the attainment of

the desired time of filtration and the desired degree of pnrification of the sugar liquor.

Now, if a higher percentage of purifying material (say 0*76 per cent) is employed with

the same filtering area and the conditions are otherwise alike, the filtration of the same
amount of sugar liquid, say 10 tons as assumed above, will require only hours, and
then the same purifying material, instead of being spent, will be available, without any

intermediate regenerating treatment, for the like or repeated treatment of a second batch

of 10 tons of fresh or untreated sugar liquor of practically the same character with regard

to purity and colour, and if the percentage of purifying material is still higher, the same

puiifying material will do for a third, fourth, or farther treatment, acting each time on a

like batch of, say, 10 tons of fresh untreated sugar liquor or other liquid of practically

the same character as regards purity, or colour. For instance, by increasing the percentage,

niij, to 3 per cent , the purifying material might be used for ten successive treatments

before becoming exhausted, and with this peicentago, a much shorter time, say half

an hour, will suffice for each treatment, 'rheoretically, the time required for each ot

the successite treatments will increase progressively ; but the average time required for

the treatment of each amount or batch is much less than the 2 hours which was the

minimum obtainable when using a percentage of purifying material not exceediug the

critical pcircontage.*' In addition to decolorising carbon, other '‘purifying materials’*

mentioned are kieselguhr, fuller’s earth, and calcium phosphate, carbonate, sulphate,

and sulphite.

Claim 1 i<f as follows 'Ihe process (»f purifying liquids, liquors, solutions, juices,

liquefied bodies and the like, which consists in subjecting same, by mixing, to the action

of a percentage of finely powdered decolorizing carbon, or of any of the other substances

hereinbefore specified which is more than is necessary to obtain the final desired degree of

puiiflcation, decolorization or velocity of filtration, and using said purifying agent more

than once without previous regeneration for the treatment of a liquid, liquor, or solution

of practically’ the same character, with regard to its purity and colour.

ilAKVBBTiNo Canb Hi oak.* P. T. H'ood/a/id, of Uftthamstown, South A frica. 156,0£S

190). September 9th, 1919.

A machine for harvesting cane comprises conveyor mechanism combined with means
for stripping off the leaves of trash and catting off the tops and then cutting the canes

close to the ground. Fig. 2 shows a motor-driven machine mounted on two rear wheels

B and a front steering-wheel S which is steered by means of a hand- wheel rod By and
gearing 6\ The stripping and topping mechanism is mounted on an inclinid fiame 7.

ric 5.

The canes are collected together, arranged in a thin line, and then drawn between rotary

stripping brushes 11 by endless chains B provided with projecting fingers and by a rotary
jointed rod 10 which is helically grooved. The stalks are bent over by the jointed rod
10 and the tops are cut off by toothed cutters 1$. The lower cutter is fixed and the upper
one is reciprocated by means of crank-discs 16 and connecting-rods 17* The cutter teeth

are rectangular in plan and sharpened on both sides. The apparatus for cutting the canes

1 See also U.S. Patent i,36S,3i3.
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near the gioiii^d comprises two rotary circular cutters 19^ l<'ig. 5, and two projecting fixed

cutters W* The cut canes are conveyed between two rotary brushes fSl which complete

the stripping operation. They are subsequently collected and bound into bundles by
mechanism on the machine. The fixed cutters SO may be dif»pensed with. According to

the Provisional Specification, the canes are cut between a rotary circular cutter and a

fixed blade curved round it.

Mouldinu CoxFKcTio.NKUY. £. C. R, Mafks {National Equipment Co., of Spiiugfiold,

Mass., U.S.A.). 15^, 7:^0 June 20th, 1919.

A machine is described for moulding chocolate bars, more particularly those containing

nuts, means for spreading the chocolate unifoimly in the moulds being comprised.

Loxknoe Machinb. /. Trenor, of iiurnley. 153,119
( 19 ,

780). August Pith, 1919.

Mouloino Stahch Blocks. L. Dare-Mordle and F. B Shoiter, of Perry Bar, Bir-

mingham. 153M4 (18,807). July 30th, 1919.

CoATiKo Machims I'ou CoxFJvcTioNiij(\ . £. C. R. Marks (National Equipment Co.

of Springfield, Mass., TT.K.A.). 153/41 (21,071). June 61h, 1919.

ITNJTEO KINGDOM C(JMPLLTK SPECIFICATIONS A(X;EPTKD.

Utilizing Combuktion Gasks. F. H. E. Marden 158 S20 (20.001), October 29th,

1919

Filters. (\) J. Miller and G. Fletcher & Co., Ifrf., of Derby. 158,387 (S7,S19).

November 7th, 1919. (2) /. G- McKean and R. F. Jones. 158.497 (20,026).

Septembei lOth, 1920. (3) >4. Tixier 147,583 (19,510). December 13th, lfM3.

ItRGKNEUATINO HvOROCBLORlC Acil> 1 8RO IN GlUCOSR MaNI FACll'Ur.. H. TcrriSSC

and M. Levy. 154,170 (12.751). November 1 5th, 1919.

EvAPOKATott Feed anp Ovehklow^ Rkoulator. Griscom-Russell Co. 158,868,

(23,539). February 9th, 1920.

Evapoiutoks. Barber et Fils et Cie. 158,509(3373). January 27th, 1920.

Chocolate Coating Machines. A. Sonsthagen. 158,993(26,350). Novonibor I5th,

1919.

Alcohol M anufactcue. Badische Anilin and Soda Fabrik. 168,900 (4034).

February 9th, 1920.

Juk e Extraction. J. Nicholson. 159,311 (29,245). November 24th, 1919.

Centrifugals. G. C Barnes and J. R. Morgan 159,317 (5803), February 19th,

1920,

Feutilizers. D. Lo Monaco. 159,481 (0434). February 26th, 1920.

Reducing Appauatcb for Cocoa, Chocolatf, F/rc, £ C. R. Marks, {N.zlional

Equipment Co ). 159,527 (22,079). September 15th, 1919.

Decolorizing and Purifyino Sugar. D, Grant. 159,040 (30,541). Docemhor 6th,

1919.

Leaching Veoetahle Surstances, etc. Electro-Osmose A. G. (Graf Schwerin G.),

145,045 (16,113). January 9th, 1915.

CttYSTALLizAiioN APPARATUS. Soc . Gen. d^Evaporatlon Precedes Prache& Bouillon,

159,815 (5890). March 6th, 1920.

Separating Gluten from Starch. Corn Products Refining Co. 159,838 (7024).
March 8th, 1920.

Distillation Process. Chemical Fuel Co. of America, 159,880 (7025). March 9th,

1920.



Sugar Crops of the World.

(tVilUtt ^ Qrayn EitiimUi of Cropn tc March SJ^th^ 1921 J

(Jnited States— Louisiana

llai voHiitig
Period.

. . ..Oct.-Jan.

1920-ifl.

Tons.
175,000

HU9-20.
Tons.
108,036

None

1918 19.

Tons.
260,802

Texas , 6,238 4,134

Porto Hico . , . Jtai.-Jiiue 436,000 433,828 362,618

Hawaiian Islands . . . Nov.-July 527,400 496,183 538,913

West Indies—Virgin Islands . Ian.-June 6,0U0 12,400

3,730,077

9,000

CUil>a . . . . . . Dec.-June 4,000,000 3,971,776

British West Indies— Trinidad .... Jan -June 60,000 68,416 47,860

Barbados 60,000 64,279 75,271

Jamuica 46,000 46,875 43,000

Antigua .. .Feb.-July .

,

13,500 16,640 12,841

St. Kitts .. .Feb. -Aug. 8,000 10,036 10,901

Other Hrilish West Indies . , , ,

,

10,000 6,651 7,680

French West Indies—Martinique . .. .Jan.-July 20,000

26,000

22,000 10,027

Guadeloupe ,

,

26,600 26,604

San Domingo Ian,-June ,

.

189,000 175,736 158,309

Haiti 5,000 5,000 3,300

Mexico « • 100,000 92,000 70,000

Centra] ATueiiea—GuateMiala Ian. -June 15,000 16,000 13,441

Other Central America ,

.

20,000 20,000 14,240

South America -
Domerara Oct -Dec, and May-June 100,000 96,000 107,600

Sunnauj Oct. Jan. 12,000 12,100 8,000

Venezuela, ejcpotln <>ct.-l>«c. 20,000 18,000

7,000

16,970

Kcuador . . . Oct.-Feb. 8,000 7,000

Peru tr 350,000 330,000 294,600

Argeutinu . . , .May- Nov. 226,000 292,110 139,266

Brazil .. Oct.-Feb. 300,000 177,155 183,079

'I’otal in Auiein'.i 6,724,138 6.258,818 6,377,982

Asia— Brit. India (conamned locally) .... Dec.-lMay 3,000,000 3,049,157 2,370,000

Java , . . May-Nov. 1,485,000 1,335,763 1,749,408

hbrniosa and Jajian Nov. "June 350,000 283,482 416,678

Pliilippine Dlands, expo At . . .

.

. • * . »» >

»

300,000 •209,336 196,289

'I’otal in Asia 5,136,000 4,877,733 4,730, 375

Australia .. . . . .

.

Juue-Nov. 176,000 179,i;’6 299,863
Fiji Islands >•»•»» »» 60,000 60,000 80,090

'J\»tal in Australia and Polynesia .

.

235,000 239,136 289,853

Africa- Kg vpt (consumed locally) . Jan. -June 80,000 90,000 76,899
252,770Mauritius Aug. -Jan 259,000 235,490

Beunion 40,000 32,336 33,273
Natal . . . May-0(d. 160,000 160,000 186,000
Mo74ambique • • * - i» »» 40,000 35,000 20,616

Total in Africa 579,000 642,vS26 567,567

Europe—Spain . ... Dec.-June 5,000 6,048 6,618

"J\ital cane sugar crops 12,678,138 11,924,666 11,972,386
Europe—Beet sugar crops

, 3,707,272 2,603,480 3,183,188
United States—Beet stigai crop . . ... July-Jan. 985,000 662,957 674,892
Canada—Beet sugar crop Oct. -Dec. 30,000 16,500 22,300

Total beet sugar crops • • 4,672,272 3,272,937 3,880,380

Grand total Cane and Beet Sugar 17,860,410 16,197,608 16,862,766

Estimated increase in the world's production . . ,, .. 2,162,907 .... ....
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United Kingdom.

IMPOJITS AND EXPOlU'S OF SUGAB.
IMPORTS.

On JO MONi H ENDING TuuxK Months undin(j
JklAUCH 31ST. MABCH 318T.

1920.
1

1921. 1920. 1921.

UMKKPlKaD ScGABS. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

Germany 7ti3
j

783
*346Netherlands ....

I
345

Belgium * ... *

France
Czecho-Slovakia

1 . ..

j

— ....

.

Java 14 2 389 16,194

Philippine Islands
1

.... .... ....

Cuba 49,066 11,901 126,969 11,901

Dutch Guiana
i

566 i 638

Hayti and San Domingo .

.

1
^ . ....

Mexico (

Peru 3,954 18,728 16,769 41,084

Brazil 1,116
1

2,991 6,028 23,906

Mauritius 24,168 18,596 77,316 66,278

British India 97 .... 1,239

Straits Settlements

British West Indus, British

Guiana & British Uonduras

....
,

.... ....

3,323 3,402 13,027 23,287
1

Other Countries 7,070 1,842 10,848 13,916 1

Total Raw Sugars 69,670 S8,S72 ' 251,865 107,890

ItBPIKBI) BUGAllS.
126 >

,Germany ....

18,006Netherlands 1 971 18,451

Belgium 205 10,436

1,603

49$ 10,532

France '
... * 2 1,604

,

Czecho-Slovakia
,

* • . • 138 19 188
,

Java .... .... 5,007 3

United Htates of .America..! 12,263 6,410 66,014 ' 6,567

Argentine Hepublic
j

Mauritius '

.... ....

!

18*333Other Countries I 97 15*741 7,324
'

Total Refined Sugars 12,667 51,888 69,967 54.626
I

Molasses 1
18,626 14,040 32,081

i

20,322
,

Total Imports
|

1

120,668 128,745 868,406 279,000 1

EXPORTS.

Buitibh Ubfinbi) Scoaus. Tons. Tons. Tons.
;

Tons.

Denmark .... • • .

.

s • • *

*667
Netherlands .... 299 2

Portugal, Azores,and Madeira ....

176
. • •

.

Channel Isliiuds 36 87 400

Canada ....
*260

.... ....

Other Countries 1 6 737
; .

Fouxion & Colon lAi. Sugabs.
37 734 96 i,794

Refined and Candy 144 3 476 14

Unrefined 4 14 1,232 609
Various Mixed in Bond .... ...» » . 4 • ». .

.

1 , , ,

,

Molasses 361 49 829 19*1

Total Exports i
586 800 2,682

; 2,508

Weights calculated to the nearest ton.
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United States.

(WiXUti % Qray.J

(Tons of 2,240 lbs.)
1921. 1920.

Tons. 'ibns.

Total Receipts January 1st to March 24th.

.

. . 547,346 . 801,008

Deliveries ,, „ . . . . 649,720 . 799,421

Meltings by Refiners „ „ 491,946 . 632,786

Exports of Befined „ . 68,000 . 110,000

Importers’ Stocks, March 24th 8,677 . 1,587

Total Stocks, March 24th 113,060 . 111,440

1920. 1919.

Total Consumption for twelve months . . 4,084,672 . . 4.067.671

Cuba.

Statkuxnt of Expobtb and Stocks of Scqar, 1918-1919,

1919-1920, AND 1920-1921.

(Tons of 2.240 ibs.)

Exports

Stocks ....

IaoohI (k)nstimption

Receipts at Ports to February 28 l}i

Havana, Febuian/ iSth, t9Sl

191819 191920. 1920.21.
Tons. Tons. Tons.

659,339 .. 848,046 . . 337,663

662,997 .. 383,296 .. 499,619

1
,086,336 1

,
231,342 837,082

20,000 16,500 .. 20,000

1
, 106,336 1 , 247,842 867,082

J. Goiis.-' L. I^IXiKK.

United Kingdom.

Statsmhnt or Impouvs, Exports, and Consumption of Sugar for Truss Months
iKuiNfi March 31st

,
191 S , 1920 , anp 1921 .

Refined
Raw
Molasses

Imports 1 EXPOit’is (Foreign).
1913. 1920. 1921. 1913. 1920. 1921
Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons Tons. Tons.
182,284 . . 69,957 54,628 324 476 . 14
228,772 251,368 . 197,850 788 . 1,233 . 509
37,184 32,081 20,322 * 75 829 191

445,210 353,406 272,800 1,187 3,537 714

Refined

Refined (in Bond) in Uie United Kingdom
Raw
Molasses
Molasses, manufactured (in Bond) in United Kingdom .

.

Total
Ut$ Exports of Britisli Refined

UOMie CONSUMFriON.
1913. 1920. 1921.
Tons. Tons. Tons.
173,602 77,816 47,410

167,264 161,368 .. 257,178

24,129 92,910 29,774

7,309 11,594 2,875

9,876 20,211 13,573

382,180 363,890 349310
6,886 9,5 1,794

375.794 363,804 348,016
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Sugar Market Report.

Our last report was dated 7th March, 1921.

Movements in the borne market during the first month of decontrolled conditions have
been interesting, apart from the quite considerable extent of the actual trading negotiated.

I'ho demand for iieady and iiear-at>haud lots showed no falling off during the greater

part of the month, and our Reiinors wore kept busy with deliveiies, whilst supplementiu'y

supplies of foieign sugars found a ready market at stiffening prices. Lyle’s No. 1 Granu-
lated quoted at 68s. 9d. and Tate’s No. 1 Cubes at 73s., show advances of Is. Sd. and Is.

per cwt. respectively. Czecho- Slovak superior granulated, such as SCH Fine, sold freely

from 37s. 4jd. to 398. 6d f.o.b. Hamburg, prompt, and further quantities could have
been sold up to 408., had not sellers withdrawn, on account of the necessity of fulfilling

engagements of heavy deliveries to France. The keen competition in the restricted mar-
ket for Cubes lias led to a slight reduction in the price of foreign descriptions, ASP, EAR
and similar hiands being now quoted at 428. 3d. per cwt. f.o.lu Hamburg, prompt. Good
quantities of Dutch, Belgian, etc

,
Granulated have been taken by the trade, and some

American Granulated c.i.f. U.K. ports have been sold at improving prices. At this

moment the market is quiet, partly owing to strike difficulties and partly because there is

a tendency to abstain from further buying until some of the recent purchases, which are

steadily arriving, become absorbed by distribution. I’he reduction in the stock of white

sugar remaining in the hands of the Royal Commission is said to ho negligible.

'I’he choice of qualities obtainable has led to n certain amount of cutting in retail

prices in some districts : for instance Yellow Crystallized was being sold at 6jd. per lb.,

but 7id. for Granulated and 8d. for Cubes may be taken as the general selling prico.

After being closed for nearly seven years, the London Terminal market was reopened
on 4lh A])ril. Contracts for future delivery may now be entered into on the basis of 96

per cent, Cano sugar in bonded warehouse in the United Kingdom, seller having the

option to deliver 88 per cent. Beet sugar at Is. per cwt. allowance, or white sugar at

Is. 6d. per cwt. premium. Prices are scaled to adjust degrees of polarization for Cane,
and ot analysis for Beet. Naturally prices started wide and nominal, but to-day the first

transactions were registered at 25s. per cwt. for Oct.- Dec., and it is hoped that the new
terms may lead to a free and widening market. Contracts are registe.rod and guaranteed

by the London Pi oduce Clearing House, Ltd., ou lines similar to those existing m 1914.

The weather in Cuba is reported favourable for grinding and harvesting. Tcdal

receipts to 7th April 1,650,000 tons, compared with 2,025,000 tons last year, whilst the

stock stands at 833,500 tons, against 616,046 tons. Present Htocks include some 70,000

tons of Old tJrop sugar. Centrals grinding 195 against 185 at this date last year. The
Cuban Finance Committee now quote both old and new crop sugars at 5*26 cents cost and
freight, 5*10 cents f.o.b. Total sales by the Committee to 24tb Alandi are given as

151,752 tons for U.S. destinations and 70,600 tons elsewhere. The advance in price has

served to stimulate business in the U.S. markets in Porto Rican, Philippine and *^full duty ”

sugars. The 'J’ariff* question is still under consideration in the United States, and both
Houses of Congress have decided to take up the matter during the presont month ; this

anticipation has led to an active demand for refined in the U.S.

The Java market has been generally quiet and to-day’s prices show' little change from
a month ago, March/April shipment being quoted at 26J guilders. The Syndicate price

remains at 20 guilders for New Crop deliveries, but ** second hands” quote May 22}“ g,
June 21 g, per picul f.o.b. Some business was reported in Whites at 338. per cwt. c.i.f

U.K. ports for Juno shipment; there are now sellers at 328. 6d. for June, Sis. June^July.

April/May shipment is offering at 378. 6d c. & f. Calcutta, but the demand remains small.

Stocks in the three Indian ports are 10,000 tons against 60,000 tons at this time last year,

but February shipments, which had been delayed, are now arriving.

Italy and Rumania are said to bo desirous of buying. White Javas for Meditorraneiiii

ports are quoted at 398 c.i.f April/May shipment.
(Vmtinental weather has been favouralile to the progress of field work, and estimates

of the sowings for next crop are awaited with interest. In Belgium opinions are expressed
in favour of an increase of 25 per cent, on last year, although the present excellent yield

can hardly be reckoned upon. Holland looks for an incioase of 20 to 25 per cent.,

and 15 per cent, has been mentioned for Germany, whilst Gzecho-Slovakia is expected
to show some increase These forecasts are interesting, but of course cun only be taken
for what they are worth at this early date, and reliable computations of the export-

able surplus of the next Beet Crops can only be made when the definite estimates become
available.

H. H. Hancock & Co,

10 & 11, Mincing Lane,
London, £.0. 8,

6th April, 1921.
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Notes and Comments.

The Coal Strike and its Effect on Sugar Consumption.

Since the Int of April thiH country has heen in the throes of the woi Ht coal

strike exporiencetl since the nineties of lust century, and at the time of writing

Hoinething like a deadlock exists in regard to nt^gotiatione over the dispute. It is

}mrtly a question of wages, hut that mattor would have been settled ere now,

thanks to sotne oiler of Oovorninont financial assistance, had the miners’ leaders

not also been bent on securing certain changes of a radically political and consti-

tutional order which the Government have refused to entertain. So the strike

has drugged on for five weeks and the inevitable result has been the gradual

thiottling down of all trade activity and a grout incursion into the ranks of the

unemployed, not only from the miners but also from the workmen in the trades most

dependent on coal.

The effect on the sugar con8umj>tion has been rather pronounced. In the

industrial centres of the country the lack of wages has been reflected in greatly

reduced purchases, and sugar has been almost a drug on the market. Deliveries

have been very gradual, and purchasers of large stocks of sugar from abroad have
experienced considerable delay if not iiicoiivenionce in disposing of their invest-

ments. On the other hand, the refineries have suffered from the shortage of coal

;

in Greenock all of the five have had to suspend working for lack of the necessary

fuel, while the London refineries are little bettor off, and if the strike is

prolonged may be uuahlo to keep going. This lack of ability to refine is

shown by the Greenock figures of the last week in April when the meltings were
hut 1658 tons as compared with 6051 tons in the same week in 1920; it is also

exemplified by tho fact that deliveries of the still working refineries are said to he

restricted to 25 tons per order. But for the fall in consumption, there would be
considerable chance for the import of foreign refined ; but as it is, there is little or

no demand at tho present moment. How long the strike will last it is not possible

to forecast at the moment, but if things went as favourably as possible it is hardly

to be expected that deliveries of coal will be normal again for a good man}' weeks
ahead. This setback to the trade of the country just when there were signs of a

permanent recovery is greatly to be deplored.
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The Work of Sir Francis Watts, K.C.M.G.

We have just received a further paper written by Dr. 0. A. Bkowne, of the

N.Y. Sugar Trade Laboratory, on the impressions gained by him in his recent

visit to the British West Indian Colonies. Former papers dealing with Demerara
and Barbados and other islands will be in the memory of readers : the present

contribution deals largely with the activities of Sir Francis Watts, first as

Chemist and then Superintendent of Agriculture in the Leeward Islands and lastly

as Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture in Barbados
;
and we have reprinted

elsewhere the short appreciation of his work contained in this pamphlet. When
cotisidering the eminent success obtained by Sir Francis Watts in these latter

days, it is perhaps well not to forgot that it required many years of patient labour,

often under disheartening absence of official encouragement, before his unique

knowledge of West Indian conditions and needs, especially with regard to the

sugar industry, had been built up. A great deal of this preparatory work was

accomplished in a small, wooden, two-storied building right on the dusty road,

where there was literally no room to swing the proverbial cat, and the journey on

the narrow stairs from one section to the other was more or less perilous to the

unaccustomed. Two definite objects wore alwa3^8 held in view, judging by what

was being done in this small “laboratory” thirty years ago, and these wore, first,

the erection of a Central Factory for Antigua and, secondly, the foundation of a

school for the training of young men of the islands who wished to take up work
in sugar factories or on estates. Dr. Watts’s laboratory also quickly became the

recognized centre for all information of approaching hurricanes, regular obser-

vations being made and telephonic messages sent to all parts of the island on the

rate and direction of any of these dreaded atmospheric disturbances, thereby

doubtless saving many lives and much valuable property. It was always a

mystery as to where the room was found for the training classes, but I)r. Watts
s(>f)n became the confidant of the planting community with regard to all the

manurial and chemical work on the sugar plantations. With the Cential Factory

at Gun thorpes firmly and successfully installed, the building of an Agricultural

College for the West Indies perhaps be regarded as the coping stone of

Sir Francis W'atts’s life’s work, and it is a fortunate circumstance that ho will be

available to guide this important foundation through its early stages of trial. It is

not granted to all of us to pursue plans laid down early in life with such stead-

fastness of purpose, and it is obvious to all who have followed bis career from the

beginning that Sir Francis Watts is endowed in no small measure with that love

of his work for its own sake, which is the special endowment of genius, as defined

by, was it Carlyle ? “ the capacity for taking infinite pains.”

President Harding’s Tariff Policy.

Without caring to go so far as the fully protectionist policy of the American

Republican school of thought, there are manj^ in this country who are frankly

tired of the free trade shibboleths of an era that has passed for ever, and would

welcome a modification of our fiscal system more suited to the economic problems

of the present day. There is still an irreconcilable minority who have learnt

nothing from the war, and indeed profess to believe that the lessons of the latter

have proved to the hilt the soundness of their hereditary faith ; but these are a
dwindling number. The majority are prepared, if somewhat cautiously, to con-

sider other means of maintaining our commercial position than have served in the

past, and were it not for the fact that a rather large sprinkling of the minority is

to be found in the miscellaneous parties who support the present Coalition Govern-
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meat, the latter would ere now have made a start with inaugurating some new

fiscal legislation. The times are, however, hardly opportune for what would prove

very contentious legislation, and the abnormal state of the cost of living leaves a

good many men who are not normally keen partisans on the subject disinclined

for the moment to consider changes which might conceivably make the present

adverse position worse instead of letter. When we have got back to more normal

conditions, public equanimity will be more favourable to giving new experiments

a chance of justifying themselves.

Meanwhile, it is interesting to read the views of the newly elected American

President on the importance attached to the latest tariff enactment of Congress by

those concerned with the welfare of the United States. Most of the principles

enunciated by him would be adopted, even if in more moderate degree, by those

who have the welfare of British industry at heart, and they are very applicable to

criiiditions of British trade also. Wo therefore reproduce below certain sentences

from the Presidential message. *

“The urgency for an instant tariff enactment, emergency in character and

understood by our people that it is for the emergency only, cannot be too much
emphasized. I believe in the protection of American industry, and it is our pur-

pose to prosper America first. The privileges of the American market to the

foreign producer aio offered too cheaply to-day, and the effect on much of our own
productivity is the destruction of our self-reliance, which is the foundation of the

independence and good fortune of our people. Moreover, imports should pay their

share of our cost of government.

“One who values American prosperity and maintained American standards

of wage and living can have no sympathy with the proposal that easy entry and

the flood of imports will cheapen our cost of living. It is more likel}*^ to destroy

our capacity to buy. To-day American agriculture is menaced, and its products

are down to pre-war normals, yet we are endangering our fundamontal industry

through the high cost of transportation from farm to market and through the influx

of foreign farm products because offer, essontially unprotected, the best market
in the world. It would be better to err in protecting our basic food industry than

paralyse our farm activities in the world struggle for restored exchanges.

“The mattirer revision of our tariff laws should be based on the policy of

protection, resisting that selfishness which turns to greed, but ever concerned

with that productivity at home which is the source of all abiding good fortune.

It is agreed that wo cannot sell uule.ss we buy, but ability to sell is based on home
development and the fostoritig of home markets. There is litUo sentiment in the

trade of the world. Trade can and ought to be honourable, but it knows no
sympathy. While the delegates of the nations at war were debating peace terms
at Paris, and while we later debated our part in completing the peace, commercial
agents of other nations wore opening their linos and establishing their outposts,

with a forwaid look to the morrow’s trade. It was wholly proper, and has been
advantageous to them. Tardy as we are, it will be safer to hold our own markets
secure, and build thereon for our trade with the world.”

The “Times” and Sugar on Trees*

In a longish leading article under the above title, The Times recently* gave
a resume of a popular article which had been reproduced in the Agricultural Newst
which had reprinted it from the Louisiana Planter * which in turn had taken it

from the Literarg Digest which had culled it from American Forestry which had

^ For which we are indented to Tacts cUtoui i$twar.
• AprU »tu, IWl. > IMO, 6S, No. 18, 807. 1080, No. 814, 84-86.
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originally published it, the name of its writer being Francis Dickie. In our

opinion the perusal of this leading article in The Times would convey to tho

average reader the impression that the matter was one of some impoitance, that

the discovery of a high quality domestic sugar growing on fir trees had been made,

and that here was a possible source worth considering in these days of dear food,

though probably incapable greatly of relieving the situation.

One must express surprise that a great newspaper like 7Vie TimeSy regarded

by most as still the leading organ of our daily press, should publish aii editorial

of this kind without apparently taking the trouble to ascertain the true value and

significance of the in formation conveyed bjMt. Its action in so doing seems to

us a rather glaring example of newspaper science.” In the case of questions

arising in connexion with literature, music, and art, our press generally seeks the

more or less authoritative lead of well-known experts in their subject. But in

the case of this much-reproduced popular contribution, The 'Times apparently did

not resort to the same precautionary supervision; had it pursued the matter a

little further, it would probably soon have arrived at the conclusion that the facts

were really of purely academic interest only, and obviously of insufficient

economic importance to tho community generally to be dealt with in the leading

articles of a newspaper.

Here are the actual facts : Owing to certain abnormal conditions, viz., drought

combined with a phonomonal amcnint of sunshine, a manna containing a rare sugar

forms oji the twigs and needles of the Douglas fir tree, as had been noted by Prof.

JouN Davidson, botanist in charge at th<' Univeisity of Ooluinbin, Vancouver.

On tho other hand, Dr. Weih stated that he had only seen this manna twice, and

doubted whether it could be found in sufficient quantity for collecting. Anyway,
a couple of wet days or a few cloudy ones are sufficient to disarrange theso con-

ditions, making tho exudation of the manna impossible. Even a very light rain

washes it off the trees. Regarding the nature of the manna, Messrs. Hudson and

Sherwood, ^ of the Bureau of Chemistry, Washington, two years before the y>ubli-

cation of Mr. Dickie’s article had shown it to contain 75-83 per cent, of the laro

trisaccharide molezitoso, or molicitose, together with about 1 1 *5 j>er cent, of reducing

sugars and only about 2*9 per cent of sucrose or ordinary sugar. On eating this

manna, it passes into a pasty consistency in the mouth, from which one would

deduce the fact that melezitose is much less soluble than oi dinary sugar. It appears

also to bo much less sweet. Finally, it may be mcmtioned that Messrs. Hudson
and Sherwood concluded that this manna from the Douglas fir might prove a good

raw material for the smsll amount of therarotrisacchande that is required for use

in investigation work among chemists, but further than that—as a source of

commercial sugar—they obviously refrained from recommending it.

The Cuban Sugar Crop in Arrears.

Mr. R. H. Beattie, of the Beattie Central Isabel Sugar Co., writing on

March loth last from Manzanillo, Cuba, gives some data in support of a

growing belief that tho current Cuban crop is going to fall far below expectations.

He states: “I think it will interest you to receive figures of the production of

34 estates here in Cuba up to the 28th of February of this year as compared with

their production on tho same date last year. These figures were got up by our
neighbours, Ingenio “ Rio Canto,” and show a loss to date, as compared with last

year, of 1,621,600 bags or 230,000 tons, say 37 per cent. These 34 plantations

represent the biggest in the island and the most efficient. Their estimated pro-

Amer, Chein, Soc,y 1918, 40, X45<5-H6U. Sec aisoTaV./., 1920, 286^
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ductiou for this crop totals 9,376,000 bags, say 1,339,000 tons, or one-third of the

4,000,000 tons given out by Mr. Himely. Taking the total plantations in the

island at 1 90, the other 1 66 places are supposed to give the other two- thirds of the

4,000,000 tons, but as they include all the small places, the most inefficient, those

most backward in starting, and some which have not yet begun to grind, it is

reasonable to estimate that their loss, as compared to last year on the above date,

will bo over 50 per cent., or some 600,000 tons.

‘‘Calculating that the 4,000,000 tons of sugar of Mr. Himely’s estimate will

need 33,000,000 tons of cane (12 per cent, reiidiment), and that one-third has

been cut (1 1,000,000 tons of cane giving 10-60 per cent, to date, or 1,165,500 tons

of sugar,^ one-third of which belongs to the 34 estates above referred to, say

388.000 tons of sugar— equal to 2,748,428 bags), there remain 22,000,000 tons of

cane still to grind, and on which we have to count on a loss of at least 2 per cent,

in rendimeiit as compared with last year, or, say, 440,000 tons. Even taking into

account that the grinding lasts the usual time, there is a visible loss of some

1.270.000 tons to be deducted from the 4,000,000. If the weather is at all rainy,

another 500,00() will easily be lost. Since the 1 st of March it has rained a great

deal on the island, especially in this the eastern end, and as miich as six inches

have fall(3 ii already in some places, retarding still more the already backward

crop. As an instance, 1 have just heaid from Guantanamo that the rains aie

paralysing the estates up there. They send me a note of the production to the

28th of February, which shows a loss of 50 per cent, as compared with last year.*'

Summing up, our coriespondent concludes that the difficulties the planters

are iinding in financing their crops make it almost sure that a large part of the

cane still to bo ground will not be made into sugar, and that the crop may even

be reduced to a 2,000,000 ton one. But this w(‘uld appear in the light of other

estimates of later date to bo an liuduly pessimistic view. The several accredited

statisticians are soinowhat widely separated in the provisional figures they have

so far individually anived at, but the lowest figure is 2,500,000 while the most
sanguine is above 3, 500,000. Our usually well-iuformod American coi respondent

inclines to a total in the neighbourhood of 3,000,000 tons, and this ap[>ear8 to us

much more likely to ])rove the actual achievement, bar unexpected eventualities.

In addition, satisfactory arrangements appear now to have been made for financing

the crop by means of 00-day loans, so that the difficulty of completing the grind-

ing has been largely overcome.

The Financial Aspects of the Kelham Factory Scheme*

In til© House of Commons last month, on the discussion on Supply, the

Minisior for Agriculture pointed out that last year there was an item of £250,000
in the Vote comsistiiig of a subscription by the taxpayer towards the capital of

Home Grown Sugar, Ltd., the company working the new Kelham beet sugar
factory. It was assumed at the time that this contribution from the Treasury,

plus the capital subscribed by the public, would suffice to start the factory. But it

ap[)ears that the costs of working have proved to be a good deal more than was
first anticipated, and accordingly the Government are proposing to loan a further

sum to assist the venture to make a start. An arrangement bad been made by
the Treasury that providing the company raised £75,000 themselves as a first

mortgage, the Treasury would loan them a further £125,000 as a second mortgage
on the assets of the company. In the view of the Government, it was most
important that this experiment should be carried through and that the mill should

be completed this year in time to deal with the yearns crop. From what he had
seen, the Minister of Agriculture was convinced that the undertaking was going
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to be a success. The Government were setting the example—or were assisting

the company to set the example—and if they found that they could make sugar

successfully on commercial lines out of sugar beet grown in this country, that

would bring about a great change and one that would eventually be greatly to the

advantage of the consumer and also beneficial to the farmer as introducing a new
green crop into his rotation.

It is unfortunate that besides the originally subscribed and Government-

loaned capital of half a million, further capital to the extent of £200,000 lias

now been found necessary, since it greatly increases the prior charges that have to be

met out of the profits in the way of interest on the money. It is satisfactorj’^ that

the Government having once resolved to aid the scheme are still of the same

mind about its ultimate success and attach as great importance as ever to the

outcome of the experiment. But whether this optimism will be shared by those

who have had experience of beet sugar factories in other countries remains to be

seen. In any event £700,000 is a large sum wherewith to capitalize a factory to

turn out but eight to ten thousand tons of sugar per campaign. But we suppose

it is the penalty of starting a factory at the precise post-war period when the costs

of building material and wages have been at their peak. If tliis factory can be

made to pay, those built a few years hence ought to stand a much better chance.

Progress in Jamaica.
”

The official report on the trade of Jamaica for the year 1919-20, as issued by

the Colonial Office, is somewhat brief and scrappy in its references to the sugar

industi’y of the island, but we give the following as the substance. The profitable

aspect of sugar production, due to the world shortage, has reacted strongly on the

industry in Jamaica, and developments are now in hand that should eventually

result in an increased product ion in the neighbourhood of 100,000 tons per

annum, as compared with 15,000 tons in the last pre-war year. Various stigar

factories are in course of erection, but difficulty has been experienced in obtaining

prompt delivery of the necessary machinery. The general trend is towards

centralization, resulting in large central factories wdth the most modern machinery

being established in many localities and many of the smaller estates dismantling

their machinery and becoming cane farms, to feed the centrals. The largest of

these centrals already established is the Bernard Lodge C^entral in St. Catherine.

Agriculturally, the year under review was one of low rainfall, large areas

suffering from drought in the summer months and from inadequate autumnal
rains. Despite these drawbacks, the sugar industry mode marked progress with

an export of 38,000 tons and a total value of £1,317,547. The rum industry has

also made rapid strides since the outbreak of war, the 1919 yield having been

18,415 puncheons, valued at £924,170, as compared with 13,788 puncheons in 1914.

There is an undoubted wave of prosperity (although liot amongst all classes)

throughout the colony, which is not confined to any one particular class. The
spending power of the peasantry has increased considei-ably, due, in pari, to the

very considerable sums remitted by the thousands of their relatives in Cuba who
are earning very high wages, and also to tlio highly remunerative prices obtained

by those who remain for all products grown in the island.

The Crop Position in Trinidad.

In Trinidad, according to Messrs. Edgar Tripp & Co., unusual rains have
resulted in curtailed reaping which, added to the somewhat late commencement
of crop, have caused fear in certain quarters as to whether all cultivation can be

dealt with before the rainy season finally sets in. On the other hand the growing
plants have benefitted and the oounti'y fortunately misses its usual parched
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appearance at this time of the year. The wet weather has, however, adversely

aftected the juice extract which compares unfavourably with that at this time last

year. Shipments of yellows are being made to London. The St. Madeleine and
Waterloo Factories continue to turn out Greys. Elsewhere, yellow finds favour

excepting at Malgretout (under the auspices of the St. Madeleine Co.) where
white granulated is being produced with a considerable measure of success.

Farmers are being paid $4 per ton for their canes, with the promise of a further

payment under the sliding scale if market conditions justify this latter, and

everyone seems satisfied with the arrangement.

The Formosan Sugar Crop—ipai Season.

According to Consular advices tf> the Department of Overseas Trade, the

second estimate of the Fonnosan sugar crop for the 1921 season, conducted by the

Government-Geneittl of FonriosH, is given as slightly under 4,870,000 piculs

(289,881 tons), of which 4,484,640 piculs are centrifugals and the remainder

browns. As a result of a typhoon in September last these figures show a decrease

of 150,106 piculs for centrifugals and 26,113 piculs for browjis as compared with

the first estimate. The following table shows the area under sugar- and tho

number of mills:— Area under Estimated
Su^ar* No. of Mills. Produetion.
Acres. Kin.

Oontrifugals 256,080

I oTnSS::
41 .. 448,464,033

27 .. 20,852,530
189 .. 17.597,941

286,814 267 486,614,504

111 Founosa somewhat ghiomy forebodings as to the prospect of the local

sugar industry are prevalent. The cost of production of sugar is estimated at

Yen 18 per pioul in South Formosa and at Y'en 20 in the centre and north.

Against this it has l)eon estimated that Java and Cuban sugar can be laid down

in Formosa at a iiriee, including freight and Customs duty, of about Yen 19 and

Yen 21*60 respectively.

The 19x0 Sugar Production in Yugoslavia.

According to information supplied through the Department of Overseas Trade,

the sugar production of 1920 in the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes

consisted of but 18,670 metric tons, though derived from 8 sugar factories

possessing a total capacity of 62,000 metric tons. Since tho internal demand is

about twice this restricted production, tho country has had to import about 18,000

tons further, instead of having a surplus for export. One of the chief causes of

this shortage is that tho present acreage under beet cultivation is small
;
before

the wav tho beet grower received payment at the rate of 3 kgs. of sugar per cubic

metre c»f loots delivered to the factory ; but the present day rates are said to be

much less remunerative.

Ill order, therefore, to put the sugar industry on its feet, so that it may at

least be able to cope with the demands of the country itself, it has been suggested

to the Minister of Finance that for every cubic metre of sugar beet used in the

factories, 3 kgs. of sugar should be freed from the monopoly tax. These 3 kgs.

of sugar would be given to the peasants by the factories as payment in kind.

Thus, the cultivation of beet could be intensified, and the productivity of the

refineries brought up to their highest capacity. The State would lose about

76 million crowns in duties (300 millions was the total amount obtained from the

duty on sugar), but the sugar production would be increased, and react favourably

on the price of sugar. This suggestion may be taken into consideration at the

Ministry of Finance.
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Prom the Sugar Cane,” May, 1871.

Ferdikand Kohn, Consulting Engineer to the Aska Sugar Co., Ltd.,

Madras, in a lecture delivered before the Society of Arts, London, supplemented

the information which he had previously giveii regarding the operation of the

diffusion process of extracting juice from cane.* He stated that the average^

yield of juice was 82-84 per cent, of cane; of sucrose in the raw sugars, 9-10;

and of ‘‘saccharine matter, etc.** in the molasses, 4-4*9, the density of the natural

juice being given as 17-19^ Balling, and its dilution 15-20 per cent. “These

figures when compared with the best practice of <^olonial sugar factories seem to

indicate that the diffusion process is capable of affording an incalculable benefit

to the cultivators of sugar eaiio, and that the advantage to be derived from it in

colonial sugar factories are even more iinportant than those which it affords to

modern beetroot sugar works The crop of a cane jdantation will there-

fore produce an increased yield of 19 per cent, when extracted by diffusion instead

of being crushed by the mill ” Consideration was, however, given to

the disadvantages attached to diffusion, and it was admitted that those might
“ tend to counteract the advantages of an increased and siipeiior yield.*’ Thus, it

was j)ointod out that there was 15-20 per cent, more water to evaporate ;
that the

value of the trash was lessened
;
and that a scarcity of water in some locsalities

was a serious drawback. Labour for working the slicing machines and battery

was said to be very nearly the same as in milling
;
but later expeiimonts carried

out in other countries by other writers on this question appear to show that the

hands must not only be more numerous but also more skilled than in the case of

the crushing operation.

In this number it was stated that a trial had been made in Martinique with

the so-called “ sucrate of lime*’ process,* about 50 tons of this compound having

been made in the French colony, and shipped to a beet factory in France for

extraction there
;
while other factories were said to be constantly using the new

method of working. Another process that was being adopted at this time was

that devised by Seyferth '' for decolorizing by means of sulphurous acid in the

pans during boiling, and it had been taken up b}’ nine usines in Jielgimi), as well

as by other factories in Germany, Austria, and Kussia. Tcery’s bisulphite of lime

method of clarifying cane juice had been found by D. W. Abmstookg, of Platon

Vale Plantation, Maryborough, Queensland, to give good . results. Opinions

differed as to whether the reagent should bo added before or after the lime
;
but

this writer preferred the addition of 1 per cent, to the juice coming from the mills,

followed by cream of lime and clay batter, the liquid being aftoiwards boiled and

subsided. He remarked that he was convinced of its “uncommon efficacy*' in

converting ill grown and damaged cane into a white sugar which was readily sold

at £40 per ton.

Two patents were abstracted in this issue. The first was taken out by
Weston^ and related to a modification of his famous centrifugal machine;'* while

the second concerned a method of using animal charcoal protected by
G. Phillips.^ Syrup was decolorized in a vessel containing finely ground char,

fitted with stiiTing arms and a double false bottom enclosing filtering material,

air pressure or suction being applied in running off, and revivification being

effected by treatmejit with alcohol containing an alkali.

' See 1«2(), 270. * J.A'.jr,, 1920, 126, 190. ^ /oTcl, 1920, 270 .
*

English Patent, 2550 of 1870. , ^English Patent, 3041 of 1867. ^ English Patent 2o49 of 1870.
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Notes on American Sugar Production.

(From our American Oorresoondent

)

The past month Ijas been marked by a tens© struggle between certain of the

refiners and the Cuban Sugar Commission for mastery of the market situation.

Not all of the refiners have participated in this contest, because several of them

have large interests in raw sugar production in Cuba and so are not particularly

anxious to depress the price of this product.

Two of the large refining companies, however, holding no direct connexion

with Cuban production, have waged war on the Commission since the time of its

organization, late in February. They have consistently declined to purchase raw

sugar through the Commission, have questioned its legality, and by various

mmns have attempted to break its control of the Cuban supply. With the largo

amount of Cuban sugar sold on contract before the appointment of the Commission

and the free arrivals from Poito Kico and Hawaii and from outsides sources of

supply, thoio has been an abundance of sugar on which to draw, and -the sales

made through the Ccunmissioii have been much below the current output of the

Cuban mills.

The pressure of these other offerings has been such that the Commission has

been forced within the past fortnight to reduce its quotations half a cent a pound

to *1*75 cents cost and freight, equivalent to 5*77 cents duty landed. This slump

ill jinces, following the advance last month, has again unsettled the market, and

has led to a falling-off in demand from the trade.

Within the jiast week, however, the Commission apparently has le-established

its iiosition so far as the Chihan supply is concerned, itepoits had bc^on in circu-

lation that the United States Government would protest against its operations,

but the Department of State took occasion to deny these leports last week, and

caused it to be ina<le known among the Cuban producers that it did not regard

the activities of the Commission with disfavour. In addition to this suppoit,

members of the (Vmiinission have organized the Sugar Finance and Export

Company with a capital of $2,000,00(1 (£400,000), and have arranged for a loan of

$20,000, ()()() (£4,000,000) to be advanced to necessitous pioducers in order to

enable them to complete their cx'ops. ' As the Commission has the active backing

of the Cuban Government it is believed that these developments will greatly

strengthen its position, and will make it possible for those producers who were

financially embaiTassed to complete the harvesting of their crops without further

interniptions.

While the distributing trade continues to take on sugar in less than the

usual volume, and sentiment among rofineis and pnKiucers remains somewhat
pessimistic, those who have carefully examined the situation find in it elements

of strength which they believe will lead to an improvement in conditions within

til© next two or three months.

They hold that the large stocks shown by the weekly statistical repoita to be

in the hands of Cuban producers include a considerable amount of sugar that

ordinarily would be held by distributors of refined at this season. The latter,

because of financial conditions and because of the uncertainty which they feel as

to the future course of the market, are purchasing only to meet actual demands
from week to week. Tn other words, the view of these trade authorities is that a

» Later iufurmatioii Staten that tlie loami are to take the form of ^day acceptances
against sugar iu Cuban warobouseB.-En., 1,SJ,
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large amount of sugar which ordinarily would have assumed the form of invisible

supplies remains this season as part of the visible stock and that, if allowance be

made for this feature of the situation, the amouut of sugar to be absorbed is not

materially above the normal for this season of the year.

It is admitted that the course of prices from July Ist onward will depend

largely upon two factors, neither of which can be accurately gauged at the present

moment. The first of these is the final output of sugar in Cuba during the

campaign now under way, and the second is the extent to which Europe will

draw upon the Cuban supply.

As to the size of the Cuban crop it is generally considered that the month of

May will be the decisive period. Ordinarily, the Cuban outturn falls off rather

sharpl}" after the end of April, but, should the commencement of the rainy season

be delayed longer tlian usual, it is possible that a large amount of cane may be

ground during May, as the quantity standing in the fields is still very great. If,

however, the rainy season should set in at the usual date, about May 15th, it is

believed hardly possible that the figures of final production can rise much above

3,000,000 long tons, if, indeed, this total is attained.

Following this line of reasoning, it is hold that if markets other than the

United States absorb 500,000 tons of Cuban sugar, in addition to the quantities

already purchased, very little of the cuiTent crop will remain to he carried over

at the end of the yoai. In other words, the extent to which Cuba’s production

exceeds 2,500,000 tous will measure the amount which will need to be caiTied over

into next year if it is not sold outside the United States. There is no evidence

that household cousumptiou in this counti'y is much, if any, below that of last

year, but the total consumption of the country is expected to be somewhat smaller

than in 1920 because of decreased demand frozri the manufacturing trades.

New York, April 19th, 1921.

The New American Emergency Tariff.

The following me the debiils relating to sugar that are included in the new United

States Emergency Tariff which has been before Congress the last few weeks. This Hill

is identical wdth one presented last season, but vetoed by President Wilson.

The new rate is, in effect, 2 cents per Ih. for 96® test sugars
;
but Cuban sugar will

come in as heretofore at 20 per cent, i eduction, i.e., at 1*60 cents per lb.

,
Rate of Doty.

AimcLK. Old. New.
Olive oil in containers of less than 6 gallons 30 cents . , 50 cents

Sugars, tank bottoms, syrups of CHiie juice, luolada, concen-

trated melada, concrete and concentrated molasses, testing per Ih.

by the polarisccvpe not above 76® cent. .

,

and for every additional degree shown by the polari-

scope, in addition .. .. igSuc^nt. .. tJiT

and fractions of a degree in proportion.

Molasses testing not above 40® , . , . \d% ad vaL . . 24% ad vaL
Molasses testing above 40® and not above 66® • , per gallon 2i cents * . cents

Molasses testing above 66®
,, 4^ cents ,, 7 cents

Sugar drainings and sugar sweepings shall be subject to duty as molasses or sugar,

as the case may be, according to polariscopic test.

An export tax on sugar exported from Mexico, which has been operating for some
time, has now been withdrawn by a Mexican Governmental Decree.
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The Work of Sir Francis Watts.'

By O. A. BROWNE.

The early work of the Antigua laboratory, when Di\ Watts assumed charge

in 1889, was begun in great isolation and under enormous difi8cuUies. The

laboratory appliances were meagre, there was no gas, the library consisted of only

a few general works, and there was no consulting staff of scientific co-workers

;

yet this lack of equipment, denoting as it did the complete absence of any pre-

determined governmental policies, left the laboratory free to develop along natural

lines and to take up the industrial and agricultural problems of most immediate

and pressing importance. The great benefit of the laboratory was quickly felt

and the scope of its work was widened when, with the establishment of the Impe-

rial Department of Agriculture for the West Indies in 1898, the local Antigua

laboratory became a federal iiiHtitution, with its field enlarged to comprise St. Kitts,

Nevis, Montserrat, and the Virgin Islands. Immediately preceding tliis, Dr.Watts
occupied for about a year the position of chemist to the government of Jamaica,

but relinquiMliod this post after the creation of the Imperial Department, to

accept in 1899 the appointment of goverarnent chemist and superintendent of

agriculture for the Leeward Islands. He retained this position until January,

1909, when he was appointed to his present office of Imperial Commissioner of

Agriculture for the West Indies.

From the beginning of his scientific career in the West Indies, Dr. Watts has

maintained a close contact between the chemical laboratory and the Agricultural

and Botanic Experiment Stations, and he has continued this policy of scientific

co-operation in all his subsequent administrative work. The effect of this has

been mo.st beneficial, as results were secured which could not have been accom-

plished had chemical, agricultural, botanical, and industrial research proceeded

along separate unassociated lines.

The training of young stiidcnts for the varied needs of industrial life in the

tropics is a subject to which the Iiupenal Department of Agriculture has given

much aitontion, and a considerable amount of Dr. Watts’ time in late years has

been devoted to questions of educati(»n. In addition to their useftilness as centres

of research, the (sxperimont stations and lalwratories have boon made to serve? os

training places where young students may acquire practical first-hand knowledge

of the subjects taught in the elementary and secondary schools.

With the recent rapid growth which has taken place in developing the

resources of the British West Indies, a strong need has been felt for a central

higher institutioji of learning where advano<*d students could obtain a complete

theoretical and practical training in the production of sugar, cacao, rubber, and

other agricultural coiurntniities. The new Tropical College, for which Sir Fkancis
WArrs has so long been working and which is soon to be established in the island

of Trinidad, will remedy this need, Trinidad is an ideal location for the new
institution, for not only is it conveniently situated with reference to the colonies

in the West Indies and British Guiana, but with its varied industries of sugar,

cacao, rubber, limes, and copra, as well as of asphalt and petroleum, it offers the

student almost unlimited natural facilities for study and research. This college

will be of much benefit to the Empire as a whole, as well as to the colonies most

immediately conoenied, for up to the present time the graduates of English

^ Extract!d from ** Industrial and Agricultural Chemistry lu Uie British West Judies

with some Account of the Work of Sia Fhakcis Watts, Imperial Commissioner of Agri-

culture.** Jmimal o/ /ndttitrial and JfSngiiieering ChemiHrift*^ Voh No. 1, page 73, January, l»2l.
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universities who take up scientific work in the tropics have lacked facilities for

acquainting themselves with the requirements of their new duties.

The committee who have the matter in charge regard it as desirable that an

intimate rf3latiouship should exist between the Tropical College and the Imperial

Department of Agriculture, and have recommended that the first president of the

new institution should be the Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture. The wide

experience of Sir Piiancis Watts in the agricultural, industrial, and educational

life of the West Indies is sufficient proof of the wisdom of this recommendation.

While the administrative duties of Sir Pkancis have obliged him to withdraw

from active work in the laboratory, his original iiiterest in chemistry has continued

unabated, and it is safe to predict that under his leadeiship chemical research, as

a means of developing the industrial and agricultural resources of the tropics, will

find an important place in the curriculum of the new college.

Cane Cultivation in Dutch Guiana.

The temporary eclipse which has befallen the beet sugar industry has caused

the area under sugar cane to steadily increase in all parts of the world, where

there is room for expansion. Cuba, Dorto llico, San Domingo, the Philippines,

Mexico, Brazil, and British Guiana, have largo areas which may still be drawn

upon, while this is less so in Hawaii, Java, Mauritius, and the smaller Antilles.

In the latter series of countries the industry has been long established, and present

efforts are more to keep up the high standard reached than to effect great im-

provements ; while in the former great countries the fact that there is always

plenty of room for expansion has resulted in a certain backwardness in cultivation

if not in manufacture. With these great new competitors coming into the arena,

it IS well occasionally to take stock of the natural resources, the essentials of

sugar production,” on which the industry has been built up. Taking a broad

view, it IS natural to suppose that countries richly endowed as regards soil and

climate in the tropics will not always be in the background, and not so far hence

may seriously challenge the supreinacj" of those which are reaching the limits of

their productive powers, where the land is becoming worn out and where, besides

this, the natural conditions are less favourable. Per instance, an interesting

comparison may be drawn between Dutch Guiana and Java, two of the chief

Dutch colonial possessions, on the one hand, and the British West Indies and

Demerara on the other. The comparison has been somewhat elaborated by Dr.

P. A. P. C. Went, formerly chief of the Java Experiment Stations, after a visit to

the West Indies some years ago
;
and as this paper, ^ being in the Dutch language,

may not have been met with by the readers of this journal, some of its details

have been here put together.

There is often a great difference in the character of the cultivation in countries

near to one another or under the same Government, and this may be traced pri-

marily to density of population. A case that will readily occur to the reader is

that of Barbados and Demerara, and a still more telling instance is found m a

comparison of Java and Surinam. In Barbados and Java sugar cane land is

limited, the native population is numerous and industrious, and every portion of

the land which is suited to sugar cane is sedulously cultivated. In Demerara and
Surinam the converse is the case : there is plenty of excellent land available, but

^ Waaruemingen en Opmerkingen ointrent do RietHuikcrlridustrie in West Indid.
’S-Gravenhage, Allgemeene Laudsdrukkerij.
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Cane Cultivation in Dutch Quiana.

paucity of labour prevents this from being taken up. In these two instances

excellent examples of intensive and extensive cane culture have been evolved

respectively. The great cultivated areas in Surinam are so-called “ jwlder,’^ that

is drained marsh, along the banks of the great rivers, which, being low-lying,

need embankments to prevent their being flooded. This is all the more
necessary as the cane estates are situated near the mouths of the rivers, where the

water is more or less brackish from the mixture with salt water. Not only has

this river water to be kept out, but embankments have to be raised against the

storm water coming from the forest behind the plantatioTis. Throughout the

cultivated portion, great drains are dug with sluices at their ends which can be

opened at low tide to get rid of superfluous water. These features make the

cultivalion peculiar and expensive.

The rainfall is heavy, that at Marienburg whore the largest area is under

cultivation, for the five years 1895-1900 as recorded, was 82 in., 72 in., 95 in.,

57 in., and 100 in. : the year 1899 was exceptionally dry. This rainfall corresponds

fairly well with that in the sugar tracts in Mid- and West-Java, but it is of very

much greater value to the crop because of its even distribution throughout the

year. The average rainfall for the ten years 1893-1902 was 92 00 inches and this

was distributed during the year as follows Jan. 7‘2, Feb. 7*0, Mar. 10*0, Apl.

9*2, May 11*0, Jun, 12 0, Jul. 8*4, Aug. 6*4, Sop. 3*2, Oct- 3*0, Nov. 4*8, Dec. 8*0.

It is seen fioiu this that only two months in the year have a low rainfall (by no

means contemptible elsewliere), namely September and October, but this is of

little consequence and quite insufiicient to cause a check in growth, because the

ground is so well stocked with water from rains in the j>recediiig months. And
even if there were danger of such a check, Ih'. Wknt points out that it would be

oxtr(3iricly easy to make use of the embankments in the upper parts of the fields

for the })reparatiou of “ tanks,” from which all the lauds on the estate could be

irrigated by ordinary flow,

111 taking up new land the procedure is extremely simple. The forest is cut,

the valuable timber drawn out and the rest distributed and evenly burnt, leaving

a thick layer of fertile ash over the field. The soil, w^hich is a heavy clay, is

furthermore much improved by this Imniing and plenty of humus is still loft in

it. It appears to be extremely fertile and, with barely any cultivation and no

manure, yields heavy crops. Embankments are then raised and the canals cut

:

the Ee3uioso system is followed in the working of the land with very deep ditches

at intervals, in the bottom of wdiich there is always water standing. At the time

under report only Bonrhov cane was planted throughout the Colony : the rows are

widely Sf^parated, nine or even twelve feet apart, and as extremely luxuriant

growth takes place iheie is considerable difficulty experienced from lodging of the

canes : furthermore, roads are far apart, so that it is difficult to got into the fields

to raise the fallen canes. All the cultural operations appeared to Dr. Went to be

of a slovenly nature when compared with those in Java : the earth taken out of

the deep ditches, for instance, is left roughly heaped up, but this seems to make
no difference in the crop which is heavy and of a deep green colour

;
and because

of the cost of labour no attempts at perfection are aimed at.

Tops are used for planting, thereby connecting the milling and planting seasons

closely. This connexion is often very prejudicial, in that plants are put in at the

worst time and canes are sometimes reaped when under or over ripe. Dr. Went,
fresh from Java, suggests the propriety of foundiug nurseries (which could be

easily done) and thus rendering the plantation independent of the factory. Weeding
and cultivation are on a primitive scale, the fork being the chief instrument used,
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but, what is most important, the yields are very good ; new land under plant cane

gives usually 6 tons of sugar per acre and, taking the average of plants and ratoons,

from 8 to 5 tons are obtained. The land is generally cultivated for six or seven

years, when it is renovated. The system of doing this is peculiar. The land is

flooded, and a great crop of grasses, sedges and certain weeds springs up, giving

place later to masses of dwarf trees, chiefly of the Cecropia type. After four orfive

years the water is let out, and the land cleared and planted, when a greatly in-^

creased yield is again obtained. Owing to tho irieagre cultivation afforded, planters

are not much in favour of ratoons, and when there is labour it is found better to

replant as often as possible, thereby inci easing the yield. But it is also stated that

the first ratoons are very little inferior in luxuriance to the plant canes and the

second are not foi’ behind, so that perhaps the increasing foulness of the land may
be an important factor. Trashing tho canes is universal, without any tangible

reason being given for it ; the trash is regularly turned in, as it makes the heavy

soil more easily workable and keeps up tho quantity of humus for a longer period.

In older lands cattle manure and superphoshate are given, again without any

experiments having been tried as to fhe economy of this form of manuring as

compared with others that might be tried. On reviewing this agricultural practice,

it would almost seem that to introduce bettei methods after experimentation is

hardly worth the trouble, as the conditions of soil and climate are so favourable

that it does not matter very much what is done !

Transport at Marieiiburg, where there are some 1600 acres under cane at a

time, is by tramways connected with a porinanent railway line with engines

;

elsewhere throughout the colony advantage is taken of the canals and tho canes

are taken to tho factory, Just as in Demerara, in flat bottomed boats. The sucrose

in tho canes is, naturally, under such moist conditions, not very high, biit it does

not seem to be very bad, as 9*8 tons of cane produce one of sugar, and the industry

is capable of great expansion if labour were available. Dr, Wknt advocates the

installation of a small experiment station where new kinds of cane can be tried,

methods of cultivation investigated and other manures than those used in the colony

properly tested. It would be interesting to learn if this has been done, and

especially if the Bourbon cane is still growing so luxuriantly as it was in the

early years of the century.

The other Dutch Colonies in the West Indies are Eustatius and St. Martin,

both of them very small, and iJr. Went discusses the possibilities of establishing

a central factory in either; but, from one’s own knowledge of these small islands,

it does not api)ear to be probable that therp is room for such ventures. Ho visited

Demerara, Trinidad and Barbados, besides seeing some very primitive cane growing
in Venezuela. The general result of his study of manuring in Domerara and
Barbados, as compared with that in Java, is that each and every country should

make its own experiments in the matter, for tho accepted practice in these three

places is so hopelessly at variance that a general scheme applicable to all is out of

the question.

_ ^ C.A.B.

In view of what has been written in our pages on the value of tree planting on sugar
estates,^ it is regrettable to learn that in Jamaica there is no Forestry Department and the
cultivation of timber trees is an unknown industry. Almost all the timber which clothed
the j>lain8, and much of that which clothed the hill slopes up to 2600 feet above sea level,
and in some places up to 4600 feet has been destroyed. In a few places destruction has
extended to a higher elevation than 6000 feet.

» Z&J., 1930, 131 .
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White Grub in Queensland Cane PieldS(

In our lust issue the 20th Annual Beport of the Queensland Experiment

Stations was briefly summarized as regards the agricultural experiments being

carried out : in the present issue we refer in some detail to the important note

appended by Dr. Tllingwoiith on the great fight being waged against the white

grub, Lepidioia albohirta^ which is becoming a vital factor in the local industry.

The matter is not an easy one because of the long stretch of coast line which forms

the cane tract, for the beetles live naturally, and in enormous numbers, on the

grass lands which are everywhere to be found further inland, and from which a

constant succession of seasonal invasions takes place. One is thus in a sense

powerless, and the only practical course is to make the cane fields os inhospitable

as possible for the immigrants, whether by poisoning the land, removing those

trees which serve them as temporary feeding grounds, or thoroughly pei-meating

the cane tract with natural enemies which in other countries serve to keep white

grubs in check. The work of the year was of course seriously hampered by the

prevailing difficulties of the industry : shipping disagreements seriously retarded

the arrival of necessary chemicals and stores, the prolonged drought which

extended to the middle of January, 1920, hampered the experiments laid down
and, when the rains came, they did so with such vigour that a great deal of

damage was done all over the sugar tract. In spite of these and other hindrances,

solid work has been done and some marked }>rogres8 made, but Dr. Ilijngwortit

reports that final results will bo delayed for at least a year longer than was
anticipated. It is a fortunate circumstance that, just as in cotton cultivation,

there is a tendency in the sugar cane for one or two pests to be dominant at any
one period, so that all the energies of the entomologists can he concentrated on

comparatively few problems. Two beetles, the white grub and the borer beetle,

are however quite sufficient to tost to the utmost the capacity of the small band of

entomologists ejigaged by the Queensland Oovenimcjit for what iwS practically the

salvation of its cane ir)dustry, and it is u serious question whether the funds

devoted to the investigation are at all adequate from a business point of view.

Dr. Illingwohth, the cliief of the small band of workers on cane grub

roMoarch, has adopted the excellent plan of issuing a monthly report of the progress

of his work, one of which was briefly referred to iu our January number. ‘ And
at intervals these inonl hly reports are collected and printed in the form of Bulletins,

so that a permanent record is available for stud}' by local planters and entomo-

logists engaged on similar researches iu other parts of the world. Wo have

recently received the third of these bulletins of collected papers on the invest-

gations of the posts of the (iueensfand cane fields, covering the period from July,

1919, to June, 1920, and extending to 39 pages of interesting matter. Tliere is

thus already a large amount of literature available, and the ntiaoii. d*ttre of the

various steps taken and conclusions aivived at can be readily followed by those

specially interested in the subject. This mass of published matter has enabled

Dr, Illingwobth to concentrate, iu his note appended to the Annual Keport of

the Department, on certain aspects of the campaign against white grub, and it is

with these that we shall deal in the present article.

The results of the cultural plots laid down at Meringa dining 1917 and 1918 are

first somewhat fully dealt with. Ten acres were laid down in 14 experiments with

control plot, fortesting various treatments to stimulate growth and to render the soil

unpalatable to white grub. As in other experiments in Queensland the drought seri-

ously handicapped the work, rendering a specially prolonged cultivation period
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neceesar)^ to enable the canes to grow at all, as the site selected was towards the top

of a hill on red volcanic soil with perfect drainage ;
and such prolonged cultivation is

I’ecognised, in itself, as one of the most useful methods of fighting the pest. Among
the experiments, full advantage was taken pf the known poisonous action of all

forms of arsenic on white grub, even in very small quantities in the soil, and

important conclusions were arrived at as to the best form in which this should be

applied, whether as white arsenic, sodium arsenite, or load arsenate. The arsenic

was given at the rate of only 10 lbs. per acre in these experiments. It was either

applied directly to the soil, sprayed on weeds or beans afterwards ploughed in, or

given together with ammonium sulphate or meatwoiks manure; beans, nitrate of

soda, meatworks manure and lime were applied alone, and one plot was given

meatwoiks manure and nitrate of soda. The results obtained in each of the 15

plots are given in tons of cane and the percentage in the cane of “ commercial

cane sugar”; and in another table tho effect of each separate substance is sum-

marized as to gain or loss in tons of cane. Dr. Illingwortii then draws the

following conclusions which are given in his own words : *‘Most surprising, meat-

works manure appears to be very detrimental to this type of grub-infested soils.

Not only the cost of the fertilizer and its application, but, more important, is the

material decrease in the crop. This evidently is explained by the fact that the

manure is attractive to the post. The relative value of the various forms of arsenic

is also important
;

it is very interesting to know that the common white arsenic

(arsenious acid), which is cheapest and most easily applied, is the most effective.

Apparently it is not wise to apply aiilphato of ammonia until after the rains began.

Those results, however, should not be taken as an indication that tins fertilizer is

not valuable for cane, for it is generally recognized that it gives remarkable

stimulus when properly applied. We should remember, too, tliat this is a home
product, and by proper handling it has even a higher nitrogen value than the

imported nitrate of soda. In any case, best results are secured on land which bus

had a dressing of lime (calcium carbonate preferred), but the two should not be

aiipliod at the same time. Nitrate of soda, on the other hand, is apparently not so

easily lost during a period of drought; at any rate, the results on the crop weie

apparent. The value of the green crop on these soils was also very noticeable, for

they are poor in both humus and nitrogen, which are supplied by the beans. Lime,

too, gave evident results which doubled the money put into its application.”

The various methods of control thus far found to be useful are next discussed

and the results brought up to date. The muscardine fungus destroys vast numbers
of the pest under favourable conditions, which appear to be cool, damp weather.

On the Greenhill Estate, Dr. Illingwortii records that lateiu the season he found
37*5 per cent, of the well-developed grubs infected, while in some places a little

later as many as 100 percent, of the grubs had been attacked and destroyed by tliis

fungus. It is natural that, with such a powerful ally, attempts have been made to

spread the contagion artificially. Large quantities of spore laden material are readily

produced in the laboratory, by being grown on some starchy substance, and the

model chamber used in Trinidad was adopt(^d. As however rice, wliich was used
successfully there, was much too expensive, new media hod to besought

; and with
corn meal ideal cultures were readily obtained. The infected material was scattered

in furrows made in grub infested laud ; but, as has so often been the case else-

where, it turned out to be impossible artificially to follow nature in this matter.
In no case was there any recognizable advantage from the addition of laboratory

material. This is put down temporarily as due to the abnormally dry weather,
but it is quite possible that some other factor connected with the state of health of
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the grube themselves may have to be taken into account. The failure is probably

not of as serious a nature as might first appear, for, given the necessary conditions,

the grubs are readily attacked, showing that the soil is largely impregnated with

the spores ali’eady, and further laboratory assistance may thus prove of little real

benefit.

Hand-picking, the mainstay in many earlier visitations of insect plagues, has

become so expensive in Queensland as to be practically ruled out. Bui there is

some reason to suppose that this is not after all of such very great moment. Every

fertile female caught will doubtless diminish the total number of eggs laid, but,

when we remember that there is an unending series of fresh Eights from the grass

lands, w© can readil}?^ believe that the proportion of beetles handled by this method
forms a very small proportion of the invading hosts. It is not a question of once

for all freeing the land of the pest, but the expense will have to recur indefinitely

;

fresh flights will come year after year or season after season from the natural

habitat of the beetles, against which an eternal battle must be waged.

Arsenic is now known to he a deadly weapon against the white grub in the soil,

and receives a great deal of attention. It destroys the grub especially when con-

tained in the humus, while experiments have shown that even when aj)pUed in

such large quantities as 70-80 lbs. per acre it has no effect on the j nice. The
experiments were vitiated by the drought, the arsenic placed in furrows near the

base of the row being apparently out of range, because of the small amount of

travelling of the grubs in the dry ground. Good results were obtained elsewhere by

putting the poison in tho rows before planting, and therefore a number of stools w'er©

lifted bodily, the arsenic dusted in and the stools replanted. The result was highly

encouraging. By lifting sots of stools in turn at different periods the rate of progress

of the disease was estimated as follows : In 4 days 14 per cent, of the grubs were

dead, in 7 days 24 per cent., in It) days 34 per cent, and in 20 days as many as 70 per

cent, wore destroyed. The apj^licatlon was 80 lbs. per acre, and to settle all doubts

the stalks were analysed, but showed no trace of arsenic when subjected to the

most careful chemical analysis. Of course this experiment is very like dusting the

grubs direct, but that is just what is the aim of the treatment. Bresumably both

furrow application in normal weather and dropping in the trench will be tried

again with different strengths of arsenic ; the latter is the only method applicable

for ratoons and should therefore receive first attention.

Tho destruction of feeding trees around tho cane fields has for some time been

known to be beneficial in controlling white giub. This matter is discussed

at some lougth, and, as an example, the history of the Greeuhills Estate is

traced from first being put under cane in 1903 to tho time of writing the

KejKirt. Groat benefit seems to have been derived in yield of cane whenever the

brush was cleared. It is to he noted that the favourite food of the beetles is the

young growth, so it is necessary to destroy the trees completely if the trouble of

annual lopping is to be avoided.

Further information has been gained regarding tho introduction of insect

parasites of the white giuh. Through the generosity of Mr. Mum, the Entomol-
ogist of the Hawaiian Planters’ Association, an attempt w^as made to introduce

SvUia inanilae, which had proved so effective in that island. A fine consignment

of BOO females was got together and brought as far as New Zealand, when the

delay caused by a shipping strike proved too much lor them and they all died.

Java is now looked to for further attempts, as the white grubs of the cane fields

there appear to be kepi in check by a number of natural enemies.
C. A. B.
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Note on the Influence of Bagactllo, and the

Treatment of the Low-grade Massecuites.

'

By HEKBEKT WALKER.

I believe it worth while to try and get a mixed juice as free as possible from

small particles of bagasse, as it seems veiy probable that the action of heat and

lime may extract from them gums and other substaiiciis which are not conducive

to the best results in the boiling house. The extent of the harm done by this

fine trash and the additional expense warranted for its removal still remain to bo

demonstrated.

An additional advantage of a better system of screening might result from

the increase in fuel obtainable. If we could recover even 0*2 per cent, of bagasse

from our mixed juice, our factory would have about 500 tons more fuel available

per year, worth over $1000.

As to the disadvantages of removing hKgacillo, a ceitaiu amount of inert

material is an aid to filtration, as is shown by the use of kieselguhr in refineries,

but, like kieselguhr, this “filler need not be especially coarse in texture, and 1

do not believe the use of even a lOO-meah screen on the mixed juice would hurt

filter-press work. I have heard of attempts to improve poorly filtering mud by

the addition of fine trash, but they have not proved successful.

The continuous return to process and repeated rebelling of molasses is

generally supposed to produce giimmj", viscous substances which are very objec-

tionable in the boiling house. While this belief seems very logical, like the effect

of hagadllo, it is still subject to proof. I do not see how “ro-processing’^ can

influence the ash content of our shipping sugars one way or the other, as “ash’"

is neither removed nor produced by the boiling process. If we were trying to

make white sugar or raw sugar as high in polarization as possible, we miglit make
our No. 1 massecuites from straight syrup without the return of any molasses at

this point. At present we are obliged to reduce the purity of our No. 1 massecuites

and leave enough molasses on the sugar crystals to biing down the jiolarization

to an arbitrary limit. Thus, the amount of ash in our raw sugars is determined

almost entirely by the amount existing in the clarified juice and the polarization

of the sugar.

It would certainly be highly desirable to make a high purity low-grade sugar

and a low purity final molasses. Unfortunately, we have ^ere two opposing

conditions. A larger grain would facilitate the drying of low-grade massecuites

and make for a better low-grade sugar. On the other hand, a large amount of

crystal surface is desirable to facilitate crystallization and get an exhausted

molasses. Since the surface area of a given weight of crystals varies inversely

with their diameter, it is impossible to have in the same purity massecuite the tw^o

desirable features of large grain and large crystal area. If we double the size of

the grain, we reduce the total number of grains to one-eight and their surface

area to half the original. The purity of the final molasses is of more imporlance

than the size of the low-grade grain. AVe hope to improve the latter, but to do so

will require slower boiling and longer crystallization, hence more pan and
crystallizer capacity.

It is unsafe to judge the amount of molasses re-procossed by the purity of

the remelt alone. A factory working a 52"^ purity massecuite, and getting 76®

^ Report presented to the Committee on the Manufacture of Sugar and Utilization of
By-Produetfl, appointed by the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association, September, 1920.

» cy. Mr. Pock's report on the subject, 192 I, 15«.
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purity sugar from it, is returning less molasses to process than one working
60® purity massecuite and getting 80® purity sugar. As a further illustration take:

60 purity massecuite yielding 80° purity sugar;

»» »» » 76*3 ,, ,,

»» i» tt 72*6 ,, ,,

In each case 70 per cent, of the total molasses present is separated in one
operation at the centrifugals, returning 30 per cent, to process to be worked over

again. Thus, the total molasses handled in order to separate 100 parts molasses

is 100/0*7 = 143 ; or, for every 100 parts molasses originally boiled, 43 parts have
to be returned and reboiled.

Meditations on Trapology.
The Rdle of the Steam Trap in the Sugar Factory.

By J. O. FRAZIER.

Sugar Engineer. New Orleans.

I.

Perhaps no other sugar factory accessory, coming under the head of what
might be called refinements and of equal value, lias received so little eornost study
of structure, office, adaptation and economic value as the Steam Trap.

The perHistance in inanufacturo, variety of type, extent of use and persistance
in seeking proper adaptation, are strong indications of basic utility. The number
found abandoned for others or none contirni the opening assertion. The geiieral

fact that no contrivance of low utility could long continue on a mo«lern market
nrgiies sti ongly for merit. In tlie largo.st nimiljer of cases of abandonment the
trouble li(*s in lack or proper understanding of adaptation or neglect rather than
in iiilioront fault of the machine.

Th(3 word (rap has such wide ap}>lication that it becomes iiecc^ssary to add
some pndix to indicate its office. The very word itself iin]die8 strategy of some
sort taking Hoinething unawares. Paralleling the persistance of “black lead” for
loadless plumbago is that of “steam traps” for what really are water traps ; the
water is trapped into its re.servoir or through the outlet valve instead of the steam.
K one were called upon for some precise definition of what a steam trap really is,

it would bo an “automatically variable opening.” This again applied to the
multitude of steam traps in use would show that some vary the tiiTkiij|y)f opening,
others the extent of valve opening and still others a combination mr those two
factors.

Ih’imarily, condensation of steam is what makes steam traps necessary, This
condensation ranges from the moderate quantities in piping systems, together,
often, rvith entrainment fz’oin the boilers, to that in sugar factory heating coils
and calandrias where efficieucj' depends upon high rates of condensation. In
steam piping condensation is dangerous to the steam cylinders on its accumulation,
and in evaporating apparatus dangerous to high efficiency. Finally, the variation
in rate of condeimation in all theso situations is what xnakea necessary some
automatically variable opening for its release. The situations in which steam
traps are applicable are only limited by the number of vessels containing steam,

Ihe narrowest generalization of steam traps into class is into the return and
the non-return. Each of these takes its class name from the character of its

service, and, by “return” is implied a return of condensation to the boilers, and
the “ non-return” with delivery elsewhere. In a general way also, all steam trapa
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come under one of the two heads as to operation : either continuous or inter-

mittent. All return traps are intermittent for reasons developed further along;

all expansion” traps are continuous and the larger number of non-return

traps of the so-called “pot” class are intermittent. Again no return trap can

receive and discharge at the same time ;
this class therefore easily lend themselves

to measurement of the water handled. Practically all non-return traps may
receive and discharge at the same time, and therefore do not permit of measuring

their output by trap movement.

It is to be primarily understood that when all other conditions are equal, the

capacity of any steam trap, all of which discharge from force behind the water, is

directl}" proportional to the pressure in the vessel drained ; again, that these

jiressures are often variable, as well as the rate of condensation. The net opening

then required becomes a product of extent of opening, time opened, pressure of

discharge and rate of condensation. To automatically secure a release opening

accurately responsive to all the above variables, offers, it is easy to see, a very

wide field for the application of many mechanical movements among what might

be called the valve haniess.

Makers of steam traps, especially American makers, feel called upon to furnish

a capacity table for their various sizes. As above outlined, variations of pressure

seriously affect such values, and there are several minor elements involving

resistance to flow in the water movement. The result of those is that no precise

allotment of cajmcity is possible except under certain specified conditions of pres-

sure. Even if all the appreciable elements of working conditions be equal, there

3’et remains the practical impossibility of precisely du}>licating a given installation.

Friction of water movement, essentially composed of pipe length and angles in

same, may seriously disturb the equal delivery of two machines apparently alike

in size and equipment.

The distinctions of service determining the choice between a return or non-

return trap for a given service are essentially based upon the quantity, tempera-

ture and purity of the condensate. The larger this quantity, the higher the

temperature and the determining juessure, the more important the immediate

return to the boileis with the return steam trap, provided only that the conden-

sate bo of proper purity for boiler feed. Usually the coudeusations from sugar

evaporating apparatus are of proper purity, saving only an occasional oilinoss

from such as are derived from exhaust pressures. With sugar juice evaporating

apparatus, all of whose condensate is largo in quantity, the field for the use of the

return stej^li trap is especially inviting. '

While fundamentally simple, as is shown further along, the installation of

return trap systems, compared with that of non-return is considerably more
complex and costly. However, iu the range of duty perfornmd, the service may
be stated as double that of the non-return trap system. Both classes, functioning

pro]>erly, perform the primary service, that of drainage, equally well. The direct

and immediate return to the boilers of condensation from the return steam trap

may, in many cases, more than double the value of the service. There is a shorter

time cycle from the departure of steam from the boiler as steam to its return as

boiler feed than is practicable by other methods, A complete system, it may easily

be seen, would form a continuous short time circuit through the boiler and healing
apparatus and a practically immediate balance of feed supply with steam demand,
leakage excepted.

The return steam trap being so generally less well understood than the uni-
yersally well known and used non-return, it seems pro2>er to analyse quite fully
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the possibilities of application as well as method of adaptation to quite a variety

of service. The economic basis of return steam trap application is the return to

the boilers of feed at higher than lisual temperatures. A primary justification for

its use is that when steam has lost its latent heat—been condensed regardless of

pressure, its logical destination is the boiler to receive a further heat charge.

Having lost the lion’s share of its heat value this should be restored in the shortest

possible time, keeping in mind that a heat unit has a fixed value wherever available

for use, also that the higher the temperature of boiler feed the greater the boiler

freedom from expansive shell movements.

Even with siich advantages there are many considerations involved in the

advisability of application to any given situation of a return trap system. Also,

while the general principles of adaptation are similar in all sugar factories, each

situation presents its own individual problem, which is essentially one of piping

equipment, which again in some cases may be double that of apparently equal

situations.

There is jjorhap.s no indiistnal plant in which more proper situations are

otTored for the use of steam traps of some kind than in the sugar' factory.

This is shown by the number in use aside ftom the known laige number of

condensation foci.

Often with both live and exhaust steam systems of the sugar factory there

are many locutions in which the quantity of condensation will not wariant the

cost of its direct return into the iKiilers, e.Npecially when already equipped with

regular boiler feed pumps. Again, there are situations in the live steam s} stems

in which entrainment from the boilers is handled by steam traps, and such entrain-

ment geiK^rally represents the worst impurities of the boiler water which should

not be return<‘d.

All of the above cover some of the fundamentals of steam trap service, which

are proposed to bo further analyBod with descriptive cuts and detail of piping

equipment as well as melhod of operation. Among the multitude of structuial

detail used in the numerous makes of steam tiaps it will be impossible, in a series

of papers of this kind, to do other than select a few representative models and note

their application to various sugar factory problems.

In tho selection of types for illustrating methods of application and operation,

those with which the writer is most familiar w’ill naturally be used, and these of

American make ; this in spite

of considerable Cuban travel

having shown a greater persiat-

ance of the European machine

in its service than of the

American make. This might

equally mean much, little, or

nothing. Also, all that applies

to any machine of a given

general class applies to all type»

of the same class, underlying

principles of operation being

the same for all.

What the slide valve, or its equivalent, is to the steam engine, so is the valve

or valves to the steam trap: a vital. Using this as a guide it follows that first

attention—constant for that matter, or may we say frequent?— is to be given to this

item of steam trap anatomy. One of the most common troubles experienced with
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valves handling water, especially those whose opening is not a fixed amount, but

rather of the condition we call “ wiredrawing,** comes in the difficulties with foreign

substances. These foreign substances consist largely of pipe chippings and

occasionally of scale of various kinds. All of these may be destructive of valve

integrity. The proper remedy, as in so many other cases, is prevention. The

sketch in Fig. 1 represents a device of such simplicity, as a preventive, that it comes

into the class that so many of us stumble past, because of its very simplicity.

This same “scale pocket,*’ as there shown, has a very wide application about the*

sugar factory. One of the greatest of these is the syrup pump for finished syrup

from the multiple effect. With the sketch showing the trash-well at IT, little or

no explanation is needed.

Here again, after admitting the propriety of such scale prevention as a proper

measure in all cases, here is the real situation so far as it affects non-return traps

(quite differently from return traps). Any non-return trap may have its valve

abraded or injured to any extent without real injury to service so long as the

leakage thus occasioned be less than the minimum demand for valve opening.

In this matter of valve equipment we may keep in mind that most generally all

non-return steam traps have but one valve ;
the whole operation is directed

toward securing a balanced opening of this valve to discharge the quantity of

water demanded. Sometimes these machines have been found with what might

he called twin valves, balancing each other, yet this does not alter the general duty

of opening and closing a single valve.

All return steam traps necessarily have at least two water valves, one for the

inlet and one for the outlet, moving alternately in their respective two directions

of closing and opening.

Again, a further distinction between the return and non-return is the fact

that the former is a consumer of steam and the latter not. All return steam traps

are a displacement proposition, in that a volume of steam is required equal to that

of the water handled. In reality there is a moderate excess of steam volume due

to internal condensation in the trap chamber, which, however, is very slight. As
shown later on oven this steam may be utilized in the processes making tho

actual steam consumption only that radiated as heat from the machine. The non-

return trap, as is easily seen, simply functions as an automatic release valve for

water discharge, and if in proper operation does not let steam pass.

This brings to mind frequent accusations against non-return traps of

“blowing steam ” because a cloud of steam may practically always be seen at the

discharge, when in tho open. It has often been necessary to call attention to the

fact that water passing the valve of a uon-retuni trap, at temperatures above
atmosphere, must expand, on release to the open, and generate steam to its

equivalent excess heat, and may not have passed tho valve as steam.

(To be continued.

J

The Canadian authorities have recently imposed a tax on advertising matter, price
lists and catalogues entering the Dominion, and arrangements have been made by which
this tax can be prepaid by the sender by means of adhesive stamps to be affixed to tho
matter by the sender previous to mailing. Such Customs stamps can be procured in this
country from the office of the High Commissioner for Canada, Victoria Street, Londonr
S.W. 1. There are two tariffs in force; the British one which varies from 1 cent, fos

oz. to 10 cents, for matter not exceeding 16 oz. ; and the General tariff which range,
from 1 cent, for 1 oz. to 16 cents for 16 oz. All kinds of purely advertising matter are
included in this arrangement. The prepayment of the duty is of course optional

; but it

may be assumed that in practice it will be obligatory on the part of the sender if be is to
be sure of his missive being accepted by the addressee.
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, The Pneumercator System of indicating the Exact

Contents of Tanks.

The Pneumercator System has been designed primarily to provide means

for the indication at a distant point or station of the quantity of liquid stored in

a tank or other vessel. It is an interesting application of the pneumatic trans-

mission of hydrostatic pressure due to a column of liquid to a distant observing

station, whether the liquid column be the height of a tide, the level of a river

or reservoir, the depth of valuable liquid in a storage tank employed in some

industrial process, e.g., juice, syrup, molasses, etc.

The essential features of the normal apparatus are illustrated in Pigs. 1, 2 and 3-

The inverted hollow hemispherical vessel is fixed at or near the bottom of the

Fio. 1.

tank. In its side a sharp edge orifice is cut which forms the datum or zero line

from which measurementH are made. To this balance chamber ” as it is styled,

a small air pipe is connected and led away to the distant indicating gauge.

This Pneumercator gauge is a robust form of mercury column pressure indicator.

Near the gauge is located a hand operated air pump connected up to the system

by means of the control cock which is an important feature of the system.

The elements of the system are of extreme simplicity and the principle of

operation is as follows t-^Imagiue the tank empty, and liquid to be pumped in
;

as soon as it covers the shai*p edged oriiioe, air is trapped in the balance chamber.
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As the level of liquid rises in the tank, the head of liquid above the orifice

impresses a corresponding pressure on the imprisoned air, which pressure is trans-

mitted by the small air tube to the mercury indicating gauge. (Fig. 2). The
control cock allows of this pressure being applied to or cut off from the gauge,

or again allows of the gauge being isolated and vented to atmosphere. It further

allows of the air pump being

connected directly to the balance

chamber by way of the air piping.

Since, as the head of liquid and
consequently the pressure on the

imprisoned air, is increased, its

volume will decrease, liquid will

enter the balance chamber und thus

cause a false datum of inoasure-

ment by raising the liquid level in

the balance chamber slightly above

the orifice or datum level.

This is overcome by the pro-

vision of a simple hand air pump,
which, used in conjunction with the

gauge control cock, allows of air

being pumped into the system so

that the liquid in the balance
chamber is depressed to the sharp edged orifice and thus the datura of moasure-
xnoiit is maintained. A few stiokos of the pump are made before each reading,
so that all readings are made with a perfectly tlehnite datum of nicnrsuroment.

During its use any excess air pumped in freely bubbles out at the balaruie chamber
orifice and does not affect the datum level. (Fig. 3).

By means of the control valve,

the air pumped into the system is

deflected past the gauge, so that no air

flows through or over the indicating

mercury which would tend to oxidise

the mercury and render it sluggish in

the gauge indicating tube. The con-

trol valve is now turned to connect

the balance chamber to the gauge so

that the pneumatic pressure in the

chamber due to the head’ of liquid

above its orifice (and datum level) is

transmitted through the air tubing to

the mercury gauge and the mercury
column rises to a height exactly

equivalent to the head of liquid in

the tank. By putting the control cock

to “vent,” the mercury chamber as

well as the upper end of the indicating gauge tube are open to atmosphere and
the mercury falls to the datum level zero on the gauge scale. Thus the gauge
zero can be checked at any time.

The operation of the air pump before taking a reading ensures the correct

maintenance of the datum level in the balance chamber. If insuflBcient air baa

Fio, 3 —Liquid in Balance -Cl)amher
Restored to its Datum Line.

Coniurcsscd by Hoad of Ijqiiid in
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been pumped in» the fact is disclosed by repeating the operation, when a higher

reading on the gauge will bo obtained, thus, the gauge is self-checking.

Ohanges of temperature of the air-line system have no effect on the accuracy

of the gauge. If, for example, the air line is heated up, the air in it expands and

the excess volume bubbles out at the balance chamber orifice. If the air line is

cooled and the air in it contracts, the tank liquid rises very slightly in the balance

chamber, but when the air pump is operated for the next reading the air volume

is restored and the datam level regained.

Since the transmitting medium is air only, the guage may be above or below

the tank or at any reasonable distance fiom it. It may be scaled not only to read

depth, but also weight or volume of tank contents. The Pneumercator system

permits of coupling one indicating gauge to a number of tanks where tliis is

convenient, the gauge being connected with any one of the tanks as desired by

means of selector** valves operated at the observing station. It can be applied

to tanks under internal pressure or vacuum, the internal pressure being compen-

sated for by leading a second air tube from the tank top to the top of the gauge

coliuun. h'aving the actual liquid bead only to opeiato the mercury column.

Mellon desired the gauge may be fitted with an aiinuiKiator, by means of

which alarms and signals are given when pie-determined levels of liquid on the

tanks are reacl\pd. Tlie gauge mercury column brings this alarm gear into action,

no wiring or contracts at or near the tank being requiiod.

In many cases the control of stocks of liquid in procoss of miinufiictuie, or

by-products, us niolasscs, from the superintendent’s office by having visual

indications theie of the quantities in the various distant tanks in circuit, has

resulted in considerable benefit. Accuiato knowledge nt all times on the pait of

those in chaige tends to detc‘ct Icukage.s and promote efficient control.

Many tanks in factorios carrying liquids used in manufacturing piocesses

arc difficult of access, and measurements provided by the Pneumercator sjstem

without necessity to visit the tunk.s and “sound*’ them have pioved of the

greatest value in the economical use of the liquids on the pait of the employee.s.

Each Ihioumercator outfit requires to be made uj) for tlie specific purpose for

wliicli it is to be used
;
and when inviting quotations it is necessary to supply

the following particulars' Dimensions of the tank or tanks; (2) depth and

cubic capacity per inch of depth; ('!) distance from the tank to the indicating

instrument
; (4) and tho nature and s|)ecific gravity of the liq^iid (juice, syrup,

molasses, alcohol, etc.) to be measured.

As showing the efficiency of Kees iioluiho pumps, it may be mentioned that at a
recent fire in a Calcutta suburb, a Leyland-Koturbo fire engine made what is helieved

to be a record in fire pumping. It ran continuouHly for 37 hours and pumped about
two million gallons of water.

According to the Bulletin of the Czecho-Slorak Minisliy of AgricuUute, quoted in

the TimeSf 269,323 tons of sugar were exported during the year enaed Beptemher, 1920,
as compared with 282,899 tons exported during the corresponding period in the previous
year. The most extensive purchases were made by the following countries

Tons.
France 132,282
Austria 36,718
Germany,. .. 33.740
Norway 16,433
Italy 9,986

Tons
Bulgaria 8,909

Yugoslavia 7,186

Poland 6,802

United States .... 2,941

' Agents for Uie cane sugar industry (excepting in U.S. and her terHtoi ies) : Ta« Suoxa
NANDPACTUSatts' SVFVtT Co., LtD., 2, St. Duostau's HIH, I^ondon, K.C.3. (See advcit.)
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Data concerning the Advantages, Production, and

Cost of “Natilite” Motor Fuel.

III.

Dewtatubing Alcohol in General.

Alcohol is now very largely employed in most countries in many manu-
facturing operations, as well as a source of light, heat and power. When so used,

it is seldom that any duty is imposed on it; but then it must be denatoed,’

that is, mixed with a nauseous substance, or mixture of substances, in order to

render it unfit for drinking purposes.

Before passing to the denaturing of ‘‘Natilite,” it is worth while briefly

considering the question of the denaturing of alcohol in a general way. The

qualities that a satisfactory denaturant should possess are the following

:

(1) It should impart a taste or smell sufficiently disagreeable to prevent the

alcohol from being drunk, even after dilution, sweetening or flavouring. (2) It

should not be capable of being easily eliminated, by filtration, distillation, or

other readily applied process. (3) It should bo capable of being easily and

certainly detected. (4) It should mix readily with the spirit without altering its

properties when used as a fuel. And (5) its addition should not materially add

to the cost of the denatured alcohol.

Several substances have been found to fulfil one or more of these conditions

;

but no single product has yet been brought forward which meets all five fully.

Wood naphtha, or crude methyl alcohol, is the denaturing agent most largely used

ill every country using industrial spirit on a large scale
;
but, as Sir James Dobiue’

recently pointed out, this material only partly fulfils the first condition, since even

the addition of 10 per cent, does not prevent the melbylated spirit from being

drunk by some abnormal individuals. Generally speaking, wood naphtha meets

the second condition, though not entirely, as will be pointed out later. In

general, this denaturant also meets the third condition; but in regard to the

fourth, and to the fifth and last and by no means the least condition, the position

is not so satisfactory. As a simple computation based on current maiket prices

will show, the addition of this denaturant certainly adds to the cost of the alcohol

;

while pyridine which is also adopted for the object under discussion is likewise an

expensive substance to use.*

Ill order to obtain an insight into the state of this important problem of

denatured alcohol, a shoit review of the conditions prevailing in the principal

countries of the world may be made.
*

Denaturing in the United Kingdom ,—Great Britain in 1855 sanctioned the

use for industrial purposes of a mixture of ordinary alcohol with 10 per cent, of

wood naphtha, this mixture being termed “ methylated spirits.” In 1891 a

mineralized ” spirit with an addition of 0*385 per cent, of mineral naphtha (that

is, light mineral oil, having a sp. gr. of about 0*810 to 0*820) was brought into

use for domestic and general requirements.^ Later in 190C the ordinary methyl-

ated spirit for use in industrial operations was cheapened by reducing the

proportion of the wood naphtha to 5 per cent. At the present time, a certain

limited quantity of alcohol is authorized for use in some manufactures after being

^ See 1»20, 654.

“ /N./., 1919, 519, wliere it is pointed out Umt the production of “Natilite“ln Natal was
at that time rather seriously hampered owing to the high cost and the high import duty
on wood naphtha and pyridine. Fortunately, this difficulty has been overcome, as the
Government has now sanctioned the addition of Simonsen's Oil, an efficient and cheap
material.

^ Since June, 1918, this mineralized spirit has been coloured by the addition of a little
methyl violet dye.
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>

specially denatured in a manner appropiate to the particular industry [e.g,^ that

of dyestuffs, celluloid, fine chemicals, explosives)
;
and in some few purposes, for

which a noxious addition would prove unsuitahle or detrimental, the spirit may be

employed duty free in a pure state under stringent supervision.

Denaturing in America ,—It was only in 1906«-7 that the U.S. Congress

sanctioned the duty-free use of industrial alcohol ; and now a ** completely

denatured and ** specially denatured alcohol is found in that country. Under
the first heading, there are two forraulie, 100 gall* of the alcohol being mixed

with 10 gall, of wood spirit and j gall, of benzine in the first
;
and with 2 gall,

of wood spirit and ^ gall, of pyridine bases in the second. Under the heading of

“ specially denatured alcohol, there are a niimher of formula) which are

sanctioned for use in special industries, in which the alcohol may be mixed with

wood spirit, pure methyl alcohol, castor oil, soda-lye, nicotine, l)enzol, acetone, or

various salts and dj^es. In Canada, the methylated spirits contains a higher pro-

portion of wood spirit than in any other country, namely 2o-o0 per cent.

Denaturing an the -Germany was early alive to the importance of

encouraging the use of alcohol in the arts and manufactures
;
and in that country

also denaturing is designated as ‘‘complete” or “incomplete” The general

substance in use is 4 parts of wood naphtha and 1 of pyridine bases to each litre

of which 50 grriis. of lavender or rosemary oil may he added to mask the smell of

the pyridine. Two and a half litres of this mixture are added to every hectolitre

of alcohol. Alcohol for motor fuel is “ completely ” denatured by the addition of

li litres of the general iiiixtuie and } litre of a solution of methyl violet dye,

together with 2 to 20 litres of benzol to every 100 litres of alcohol. There are

also a number of special formula* for uso in vaiious manufacturing opeiations,

which need not bo mentioned here.

In Franco the general deiiuturant is again wood spirit of a concentration not

loss than 90^ containing 25 per cent, of acetone with 2‘d per cent, of pyroligneous

impurities, 10 litres of this mixtuio being used per lOO litres of the alcohol to be

denatured. As iu other countries, there are also specially authorized mixtures

which may be used iu certain processes.

Den.^itking “Natilite.”

Coming now particularly to consider “ Natilite/' it maybe remarked that the

alcohol, other, and ammonia combine to form a mixture which, even without the

addition of any other substance, is practically undrinkable, the ammonia alone

serving as an cdficient deuaturant. In the United Kingdom, however, the authori-

ties have stated that the denaturing operation required iu the case of “Natilite”

(tho first consignment of which w'lll have reached this country by the time these

lines are in print] must be conducted as follows :

“ by mixing the “Natilite” with wood naphtha, crude pyridine, and benzol, in

the proportion of 2^, 0*r5, and 6 j)or cent, respectively of the volume of “Natilite,”

There must be added to every 100 gallons of the mixture one-twentieth of an

ounce of methyl orange aniline dye.”

It may be remarked that it is much to be regretted that the employment of

naphtha is still insisted upon by the home authorities as an addition to such a mix-
ture as “Natilite.” l^sumably this denaturaut is prescribed because it w^as one

of the first employed. Not only is it 6.xpensive (to which disadvantage Sir James
Bobbie has himself alluded >) ; but it also depreciates the quality of the mixture

to which it is added iu respect to its use as a fuel for internal combustion engines.

iXoc. ciu
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Another disadvantage that may be mentioned here in regard to wood naphtha is

that under certain conditions it can be separated from alcohol sufficiently to yield

a comparatively drinkable product, a fact known to every chemist, special appar-

atus would, however, be necessary.

At this point attention may be directed to a new deiiaturant that has given very

satisfactory results from the points of view of economy and efficienc3\ In 1913,

Einae Simonsen, chief inspector of Breweries and Distilleries, Norway, aftercaref\il

investigation intioduced new im 2)roved method of denaturalizing spirit,’^ which

he has patented in ditferent countries.* In describing the considerations leading

up to his invention, Mr. Simonsen has pointed out that petroleum is known to form

a remarkably good denaturing agent. It is cheap
;

it has an abominable taste

;

and it does not affect the quality of the alcohol to which it is added as a motor fuel.

The higher fractions (i.o., those boiling between 150 and 300^ C.) cannot bo used,

for the simple reason that they are insoluble in spirit ; while the lighter portions,

Fio. 1.—Native bagging Sago for Food ^

the so-called benzines, have an insufficiently denaturing effect, though they are

soluble enough in the spirit. Mr. Simonsen was led to try the use of cnide petro-

leum, that is the raw product before being submitted to distillation; and found

that it was soluble in concentrated alcohol (the benzines holding the heavier oils in

solution), and also that it had a satisfactory denaturing effect. However, it proved

to have a distinct disadvantage, namely that after a time the asphaltic constituents

separated out, changing the alcohol into a somewhat thick and dirty liquid.

Mr. Simonsen’s invention consists, therefore, in using petroleum which hos

been separated from this objectionable asphaltic portion by the simple operati<m

of distillation, using the fraction coming over below 300'^ C. Alcohol treated with

only i per cent, of this distillate possesses an abominable taste. It has not a

particularly bad smell until diluted with water when the objectionable odour

becomes apparent, the liquid at the same time becoming milky. In this dilute state,

the oil
** cannot be separated, either by subsiding, by filtering, or by distilling.

The reason why this denaturant cannot be separated by distillation from alcohol

containing it, of course, is that it contains constituents that come over in thedistil-

^ German Patent, 285,190.
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lale at any temperature from 50® upwards. Experiments are stated to have shown

that it is impossible to separate the oil from the deimturated spiriteven by a prelim-

inary treatment with char. Another fact in favour of its use is that, granted the

disgust of an individual to alcohol containing Simonsen’s oil to be somehow
overcome, the physiological effect of the first mouthful is to close the phai'ynx

(probably by a kind of reflex action), so that any further attempt to drink becomes

abortive for the time being.

It is interesting to note that this cheap and efficient denaturant has now been

accepted by the Governments of Australia, South Africa, Portuguese East Africa,

and British India as a suitable denaturing agent for “ Natilite.” It is likely that

the adoption of such a material will soon follow in other countries as well.

Fi(j 2.- Cliaractci of Sago Palm Country.*^

“Natilite** Developments in Austualia.

In our ju*eviou8 contribution when dealing with the question of raw material, ’

it was pointed out that in certain countries the molasses available may be insuffi-

cient for the supply of the total amount of ** Natilite’’ required. Further, under

certain conditions, the cost of collection of the molasses from outlying districts

may raise its cost to an insufficiently profitable figure. It has been decided by the

Natilite Motor Spirit (.’o. of Austmlia, Ltd., that although the molasses of Queens-

land may be conveniently used for the production of alcohol, other sources of raw
material should bo considered.

Some short time ago, therefore, following upon consultations with Mr. H, G. A.

Hakdino, F.C.S., a well-knowMi chemical technologist of Sydney, an expedition

was despatched under his supervision to the wilds of New Guinea in search of

suitable raw material for the manufacture of the fuel. Mr. Haki>ino took a com-
plete laboratory equipment with him for testing purposes

; and after traversing

the most promising parts of the territory finally selected an area in the Western
district near the Paibuna and Turaiiia Bivers, as supplying very suitable material

in very satisfactory quantity. The material was principally the native sago palm,

of which there is a very luxuriant growth in the area selected. These titles grow

* Pliotocraphs of wild Sago Palm country in New Guinea, as surveyed by Mr. H, G. A.
Harding, F.C.S., expert to the Natilite Co.
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to a height of 50-60 ft., and in many instances have a gross weight up to two

tons. An area of 100 square miles of the most suitable laud was marked out by
Mr. IIardino, and granted to the Australian Natilite Co. for its operations.

Mr. Hardiko has outlined a plan by which there is immediately available a

sufficient amount of raw material to produce 6,000,000 gallons of “ Natilite per

annum, a total yield up to 18,000,000 gallons being later obtainable from the same

land in an inexhaustible manner. This would de done by dividing the land into

regular sections, some to be used annually while others are under cultivation.

Arrangements have now been also made for the erection of a plant during the

next 12 months at a suitable location in New Guinea of a capacity of 6000 gallons

per day. In harvesting the material, the trees will bo cut, sawn into logs, axid

the outside bark split off by suitable mechanical means. A pith which is

essentially starch with varying amounts of fibre and moisture is thus obtained.

Calculating on the washed and dried material, it is estimated that the yield from

this pith should be 73 gallons of absolute alcohol per ton, a very satisfactory figure.

In order to convert the starch into fermentable sugars, instead of the malting

process it has been decided to use a culture of bacteria for liquefying the starchy

matter, a culture of fungi for converting the liquefied starch into sugar, and a

special culture of yeast for the fermentation of alcohol. It is estimated that by

working in this way, there will he a saving of 3*5-‘10 tons of malt i)er week on the

initial output, a remarkable economy, besides allowing for a little greater efficiency

in the higher yield.

“Natilite^* thus manufactured will ho shipped by the Com})any’8 boat or

boats containing suitable tanking accommodation to Sydney, the proposed head

distributing station. Standing orders for “ Natilite ” in Australia are already in

hand to approximately cover the present anticipated output. (Considering the high

cost of petrol in the Commonwealth now, nearly Ss. per gall., the nunierouB

advantages of the new fuel, besides its low cost of production, the outlook for

** Natilite ” is a bright one. In Australia its advent is being heralded with delight

by the average motorist. Mr. Harding has also mapped out a large area of sago

palm for the Natilite Motor Spirit Co, of Great Britain, and has now in hand the

designing of portable works and plant for a very large out]>iit.

In the subsequent article, it is proposed to give a description of the distillation

and rectifying plant installed in one of the “ Natilite ” fttctories.

( To he CAmtinnetl,)

It is reported that tho Taikoo Sugar Kefiiiing Co., Quarry Bay, Hong Kong, are re-

building their refinery to work about 6000 tons per week. The contract was secured by
an English engineering firm.

During 1917-18, I’rof, Hehzfecd, at the Institute fur Zuckerindustrie, carried out
experiments on the production of inulin and levulose, chicory roots .being sliced and
extracted following very much the same proetjss as that used in the beet sugar factory.

A good caramel or sugar colouring in powder form, which had a high tinctorial value,
was also made from the levulose.

Louisiana houses in 1919-20 received some 70,000 tons of raw sugar from different
sources, which they worked up into white granulated. The average yield is given as
88 lbs. of firsts and 4 lbs. of seconds per 100 lbs. of the raw sugar melted, some factories
obtaining more, and others much less,* Bone-hlack refineries in America get 93 lbs. of
granulated from ever)'' 100 lbs, of raws.

"
* See aW /. 227-m

~
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Problem oi the Decomposition of Sucrose during

Milling.'

By J. N. S. WILLIAMS.

This paper is written with the express purpose of exciting a discussion on the

subject of losses of sugar in process of manufacture.

Many factories now use shredders and other machines to prepare the cane for

milling. Tliey grind with three sets of rollers to seven sets of rollers ; and apply

compound maceration, whereby juices from the following mills are pumped back

and used to saturate the bagasse issuing from the leading mills. Wash water

from the filtor-prossos is very generally used in maceration, being in many
instances mingled with the thin juices from the last crusliiiig and pumped back

for saturation purposes either in front or behind the first mill. Condensation

water from the second, third, and fourth bodies of the evaporators is also used for

this purpose.

The question arises whether decomposition and loss of sucrose take place

during the multiple cruvshing of cane when accompanied by compound maceration

combined wdth the use of filter-press wash-water or condensation w^ater from the

evaporators.

The conditions which favour the supposition that decomposition does actually

oocMir are as follows Cane, in the first instance, is torn to shreds in preparation

for milling, aiid large surfaces of juice-bearing tissue are exposed to the oxidizing

influence of the atmosphere. Repeatod crushing under the heaviest pr)sftible

pressure ruptures all the cells in the cane tissue and releases qizuntities of delete-

rious matter, arnongHt which substances favourable to a rapid chemical action on

the resulting juices aie undoubtedly present. This extraction of deleterious

matter is undoubtedly accentuated by the use of the filter-press wash-water

containing some sucrose and soluble impurities which make this wash-water of a

very low purity
;
and this liquid, if in the slightest degree acid, would certainly

have detiimental effects upon the juices of the fresh canes being ground.

Canes having been cut and allowed to remain unground, in time deteriorate,

and while it is not knowui for certain what changes take place in the juice of such

canes, it is known that these juices turn sour rapidly, with increasing acidity

between the time the juices leave the mills, pass through the w^eighing scales and

are liim’d, before being pumped through juice heaters.

There is no doubt whatever that using the thin juices from the last mill for

maceration ]>urposes whore such cane is ground, is detrimental to the juices as a

whole. Numerous instances can be presented, especially in connexion with the

gi’inding of drought-smitten or ovorripo canes, where these conditions occur.

From the foregoing considerations it woxild seem to he clear that a certain

amount of decompoMition of sucrose does take place during the opeiation of

milling, and while this may he negligible in some instances, it may l>e a matter

for serious consideration in others.

It is well known that juice extracted from cane by the diffusion process in

closed vessels under pressure, and therefoi'e free from atmospheric influence, has

a quotient of purity of only about one-half a point lower than juice corresponding

to the first mill juice in an ordinary train of mills, while juices resulting from

multiple crushing and compound maceration have purities varying from two to

four points lower.

^ Heport presented to the Committee on the Manufacture of Suaar and Utilization of
By-Products, appointed by the Hawaiian Sugar Planters* Association, September, ld:K}.
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It has been observed that the calculated normal juice of any cane crushed in

mills which do not extract more than 91 to 92 per cent, of sucrose is, by analysis,

higher in sucrose and purity than the calculated normal juice from similar canes

which have been crushed in more powerful mills, and show an extraction of

96 per cent, or more.

The sucrose in cane being calculated on the sucrose in mixed juice plus the

sucrose remaining in the bagasse, is lower in canes subjected to extremes of

crushing and compound maceration than in canes of equal quality (as far as the

analysis shows) which are not subjected to such heavy pressures and consequently

do not obtain such a high degree of extraction.

The following are concrete examples taken from crop results 1919-1920 :

—

Plantation A, extraction 89 1 per cent. Fibre .. 13 '3 per cent.

First mill juice .* .. .... 16*6 polarization. 88*3 purity.

Calculated normal juice .. .. 16*1 ,, 86*5 ,,

Pure sugar in cane, 279*4 lbs. per ton.

Plantation B, extraction 96*34 per cent. Fibre .. .. 13 76 per cent.

First mill juice 17*60 polarization. 87*66 purity.

Calculated normal juice .. 16*65 ,, 83*06 ,,

Pure sugar in cane, 268*21 lbs. per ton.

Plantation AA, extraction ,, 92*58 per cent. Fibre .. .. 13*26 per cent.

Fimt mill juice 16*65 polarization. 87*13 purity.

Calculated normal juice .. .. 16*36 ,, 83*61
,,

Pure sugar in cane, 266 *4 lbs. per ton.

Plantation BB, extraction .. .. 98*7 percent. Fibre .. .. 10*86 pex cent.

First mill juice 16*84 polarization. 84*9 purity.

Calculated normal juice .. ., 12*96 ,, 81*9 ,,

Pure sugar in cane, 266*8 lbs. per ton.

From theso figures it will be observed that Plantation A, showing an extrac-

tion of 89*1 per cent, and having a fibre of 13*3 per cent, atjd producing a first

mill juice of 16*6 polarization and 88*3 purit5% has per ton of cane in pure sugar

279*4 lbs. riuntatioii B, which shows an extraction of 96*34 per cent, from cane

containing 13*76 per cent, fibre, and producing a first mill juice having a polari-

zation of 17*5() per cent, and purity of 87*o5 per cent., has per ton of cane 268*2

lbs, of pure sugar, a difference of over 11 lbs. of pure sugar per ton. The same
results are shown in Plantation AA and Plantation BB in the above figures, and

such instances can be multiplied.

If there had been no destruction of sugar in the process of milling, why is it

that Plantation A, dealing with cane not nearly so good as Plantation B, is

charged with 279*4 lbs. of pure sugar in cane when Plantation B is only charged

with 268*2 lbs. ? Can this difference be accounted for? And if it cannot, is it

not a fair inference that sucrose has been destioyed P The argument against this

theory of destruction of sucrose during compound maceration may possibly be

deduced from the reported results of manufacture. Some few factories report

total losses, iucluding final molasses, less than 10 per cent, of the sucrose

reported in the cane.

Any argument based upon the reported losses will not, however, dispose of

the question above propounded, because if there are losses in the process of

milling, the present system of determining the sucrose in the cane cannot disclose

them. So it would appear that this matter is worth discussing, and that, if the

answer to the question put is in the af^rmative, further discussion as to what
should be done might profitably be entered upon.
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Cost of Production of Sugar in Mauritius.'

By HBNRI BOBBRT.

Statistician. Department of Agriculture. Mauritius.

This paper should bo regarded as a preliminary contribution to the study of

the cost of the production of sugar in the Colony. In order to ascertain as

accurately as possible the average cost of placing 50 kg. of sugar on the market,

the figures of imarly 30 usines have been examined, that is, more than half the

total number. It may be regarded as certain that data from the omitted factories

would not have appreciably influenced the results, since the factories selected

represent all gtades.

It must, however, be understood that while the table constitutes a compre-

hensive index to the vicissitudes of the sugar industry during the final five pre-

war years, and to the violent changes in costs and prices brought about by the

war, it does not give the absolutely exact cost of production, nor the alksolutely

exact net profit of the whole sugar industiy of the Colony. It is difficult to state

accurately what has been called “ the elusive cost of one ton of sugar cane or

beet.” After investigating the problem of the average cost of producing one ton

of sugar, the staiisticiatk has then to reconcile the conflicting figures of the cost

of cane cultivation supplied by the growers, due to the varying degree of fertility"

of the land, the methods of cultivation, the vicissitudes of climate and other

accidental factors, local conditions of labour, distance from the factory, etc. In

Mauritius, such difficulties are accentuated by the considerable proportion of

Indian-owned cane cultivation.

Notes 07) the 7'tihh\
—“Sale of Sugar” means the total earnings after

deduction of all such charges ns commission, discount, brokerage, rent, weighing,

etc., and also lighterage and export duty when sold f.o.b.
;
that is to say, the

figure is the net sale price. Jly “Sundries” are understood estates’ petty

receijits or realizations, such ns rent of shops, sale of old machinery, etc. By
“ Faimnre vuloir'' is meant the operating costt> or ordinary working expenses,

iiududing the growing, cutting and transport of estates^ canes, as well as the

purchase of { lantcrs’ caues, the upkeep of factories, manufactuiing costs, hospital

charges, insurance, transport of sugar to the docks, etc. ; but not allowing for

depreciation. Under “ Other charges ” have been grouped such overhead charges

as interest on /u/aancf vuloir, on the cost of purchased canes, on mortgages, etc,,

incidental expenses, town ofiico expenses, legal advisers’ foes, discount and such

like charges, but not including subscriptions to Charity or War Funds, nor

gratifications to managers and employes, nor gifts of sugar, etc. Under “ Capital

charges ” have been put together all ox|)euditure for new installations, as well as

redemption of debts for luacliinery, etc., tram lines, liquidation of mortgages,

Oovornment loans and similar encumbrances.

InUrpreUdioti of the Fufnres.—The fluctuations of the “Capital charges”
column of the table are noticeable, and constitute a measure of the extent to

which planters have availed themselves of remunerative crops to make now
installations or to pay off their debts. No doubt, the figures for the war i>eriod

would have have been much higher had it lieen possible to receive new machinery
from England.

1 Extracted from Bulletin No. R, Statietical Series, published by Uio Department of
AKnculture, Kfidult, Mauritius, 1930.
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Cost of Production of $tt|i:ar in Mauritius.

One will also notice that, compared with 1909 (the most profitable year in the

first quinquennial period) the crops of 1917 and 1918 show a smaller margin of

profit between sale price and faimnte. vahir^ although the average sale price in

1909 was only Bs. 8*46, againsfc Es. 11*38 in 1917, and Bs. 12*20 in 1918. This

indicates the effect of the rapid increase in the cost of production since 1916.

If the annual average profits of the pre-war period 1909-1913 are reviewed,

it will be seen that, save in 1909, they were critically narrow. In fact, though

many favourably situated estates were still giving very fair profits, the majority

were hovering round the danger point and were near the no-profit line.

It is clearly shown by the fauaiict valoir column that the efforts of planters

to diminish their cost of production were gi-adually counterbalanced by other

factors, e.y. the increasing cost of labour and material. For instance, in the case

of the 1910 crop, which crop was nearly 12 per cent, smaller than that of 1909,

the fatsauce valoir should have been normally loss than that of the latter year,

even if we take into consideration the extension of cultivation on estates, since the

1909 crop entailed considerable additional transport and other crop expenditure.

The cost of labour, which was already rising in 1909, was however fwther in-

creased in 1910 through various causes (notably the marked increase in Indian

cane cultivation resulting from the rise in the price of sugar in 1909) and

augmented the cost of production.

The 1911 crop show’s a still more striking advance in the cost. As a matter

of fact the fahance valoir of even so poor a crop was so high that planters made
every endeavour to lower their expenses, economizing on every possible item in

order to escape insolvency. The 1912 faUanct valoir was thus considerably

lowered, in spite of the higher cost of rice and other grains, and of the ever-

increasing price of labour and of materials. Even so, however, the margin of

profit reinaim^d very narrow on account of the falling off of the sugar sale price.

The same rigid policy of economy ruled in 1913, but planters* efforts were

counterbalancfHl by a further sharp rise in the price of grains and by the constant

upward trend of wages ; the price of sugar having declined (average Bs. 6*93),

their margin of profit on a relatively big crop (the best then after 1909) was very

small.

lujluence of the War.—Hud it not been for the effect of the war, the position

would doubtless have been critical in 1914, as critical in fact as in 1907 and 190<9,

in spite of the record crop of canes then on the land, bearing in mind that tho

rising cost of labour, of rice, etc., was operating with ever-increasing stringency,

while sale prospects were so sombre that first-class sugar had been sold in July,

1914, at Bs. 8‘ per 60 kgs. If this price had been maintained the average would
have been below that of 1913, the actual average sale price recorded was, however,

Bs. 11*33, the difference being entirely due to war conditions.

The serious position in which the Mauritius planters would have found them-
selves in 1914 had it not been for the war, would have been reflected elsewhere,

since, it the opinion of the U.S. Tariff Commission, ** had normal times continued,

and had the import duty on all sugars been removed in America, as contemplated,

only about 43 per cent, of the production in Porto Bico, 48 per cent, in Hawaii,
and little or none in Louisiana, would have survived under free trade in tho

United States market.’*

Unfortunately no great improvements to the usines have been possible sinco

the beginning of the great wave of prosperity, as practically no machinery could

be imported from abi*oad, otherwise a not inconsiderable part of the Bs. 106,866,000

surplus receipts made during the five years 1914-1918 as compared with the five-
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previous years, would have been applied under the stimulus of progress and

competition to the modernization of factories. It is no exaggeration to assume an

average of Es. 300,000 per usine as the amount necessary for the modernization

of factories in Mauritius. This represents at least Es. 15,000,000, V.f., fully one

third of their aggregate value, calculated on the pre*war standard of Es. 80,000

per million pound sugar manufacturing capacity.

A Few Observations upon the Neutral Polarization

Modification of the Clerget Method.
By C. A. BEOWNE.

In a recent paper' entitled “ The Application of the Clerget Method to dilute

Sucrose Solutions,” E. F. Jackson and C. L. Gillis reply to a critioisni'^ which

the writer recently advanced against the principle of the modification known
as the method of neutral Clerget polarization. They show by determinations of

known amounts of pure sucrose in dilute solutions that the fables of their

Bulletin 375 ’ give accurate results, and lienee conclude that tlieir moditied method

is capable of indicating the sucrose content of a mixture with a high order of

accurac3^

])r. Jackson and Miss Gillis in their reply bring np seveial points that

admittedly were not touched upon by the writer in his preliminiiry coniinunication,

his purpose there being simidy to state what he considered to boa fundamentul error

in the general principle of the method of neutral polarization as applied to the analy-

sis of complex mixtures, the real purpose of the method under consideration. That

it is possible to use the neutral modification of the Clerget method for the accurate

determination of sucrose alone, no one will deny, and the expornnonts of Dr,

Jackson and Miss Gillis to demonstrate this are irrelevant to the niuiii issue

which the writer had in mind. The accuracy of their own formulas and tables in

so far as the analysis of sucrose solutions is concerned is an oniirtdy difTerent

question which the writer did not touch upon in his previous paper. But as this

question also has a certain bearing upon the general principle of neutral polariz-

ation, in the present paper a few of the fonnulas and methods described in Bureau
of Standards Scientific Paper No. 375 will be discussed.

Explicit directions for calculating the positive constituent t)f the Clerget

divisor are given by Jackson and Gillls on pages 176-177 of their Bulletin.^

The value of the positive constituent in the case of ammonium chloride for

example is given as 100 — 0*169 in which m represents the grins, of NII4CI
in 100 c.c. of solution. The value for the 8*392 gnus, of NH^Cl used in Method
II (pages 184-5)* would he 100— (0*169 X 3*392) =: +99*43, this positive con-
stituent entering at the head of their table of divisors and being used in the
calculation of all factors in that table.

It was shown by the writer in bis previous paper that different weights of

sucrose in presence of 3*392 grins, of NH^Cl in 100 c.c. of aqueous solution do
not give a constant polarizing power of + 99*43, for the reason that though
the weight of salt and volume of solution be alwaj's con .staut, the ratio between
salt and water for the different weights of sugar changes. For a constant weight
of salt in 100 c.c. of solution, the polarizing power of the sugar is found to vary

1921, 217. * 1921, lew. 1920, and 6,18

,

* See 1920, 573. 1920. 640.
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accordiiig to the 'water content. This may be shown by the following examples

where 6 grms. of NaCl and different weights of sugar wei e dissolved in water to

100 c.c*

Table L
(Showing variation of polarizing power of sucrose in presence of salt and water

in 100 c.c. Bolutions.)

A B J B E
Polarization iP) Polarization

in tonus of calculated
Kan. Sucrose. Water (ir). 26 gims- sucrose, by formula
Grill b. Grms. Gnns. in 200 mm. tube. 96*44 4 O O^^i H*-

5 62 66*6 98*14 98*14

5 39 73*8 .. 98*42 98*36

6 26 82*0 98*58 98 57

6 13 90*1 98*83 98*78

The results in columns J) and E show that the olTect of a salt upon the rotation

of sucrose is not alone u function of the concentration of salt, but that it is also

a function of the amount of water per unit of volume. Conversely we may say

that if the same ratio exists between salt and water, the poltuizing power of

sucrose for different dissolved iiiiiouiitH is constant. This is shown by the

following experiments where different weights of sucrose were dissolved in a

solution containing 10 gnus, of NuCl in 100 c c.

Tuhh il,

(Showing constancy of polariyation of hucrose in 10 per cent, nolutioiib of

sodium chloride.)

A Ji r 1) K
SpCM'lllC rolaiizutum Polai ization n

Per cent (iravjty for 20(» mm. calculated to Ratio —
fi*nci (‘•c. of .Solninnj tutK'. 26 grins of Solution. A

6*2199 . 1*09065 .. 25*55 G*09 0*9745

11*7646 1*11158 49*00 11*46 0*9742

21*0.)09 M4823 90*55 20*60 0*9741

28*5722 1*17968 126*30 27 84 0 9742

34*7826 1*206213 157*10 33*86 0*9736

40*0000 1*22916 184*10 38 94 0*9736

These results show that for a 10 per cent, salt solution the polarizing power

of sucrose in concentrations between Band 40 per cent, is depressed from 1 to a

practically constant value of 0'974. The conclusions of Tables I and II simply

contiim wdiat has previously been noted by Muntz, FAitNSTEiifEK, and other

observei’M, ' so that the experiments mentitmed by the writer in his previous paper

to disprove the assumption of Jackson and Gilus, that different weights of

sucrose in 100 c.c. of a solution containing a constant weight of salt have a con-

stant polaiizing power, arc fully verified. The extent of the deviation from the

fixed value of -f 99*43 for different weights of sucrose in 100 c.c. of solution are
indicated in column V of the table given in his previous paper. These measure-
ments represent the average readings of four observers upon two different

saccharimeters. The results follow the general equation of 99*74 — 0 01 3 g. = p,
ill which g represents the gims. of suciose in the 100 c.c. of solution containing
3*392 grms. of NH^Cl, and p the relative polarizing power or positive constituent.

The observed and calculated values of the positive constituent as thus obtained
for different weights of sucrose ai*e :

—

62 grms. 26 grins. 20 grms. 13 gnns. 6 gnaa.
Observed 99*06 .. 99*40 .. 99*49 99*66 99*68

Calculated 99 06 99*40 .. 99*48 99*67 .. 99*67

’ See Llppman’s **Chemio der Zuckerarteii,’' Vol. U, pages 1186 to lliol
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Tlio value for the polarization of 26 grins, of sucrose and 3*392 grms. of

NH^Cl as calculated by Dr. Jackson and Miss Qillis on page 164 of their

bulletin is 99*43, which differs by only 0*03 from the value found by the writer.

The directions given in Bulletin 3'!lo for calculating the negative constituent

of the Clerget divisor are also based upon the assumption that, except for the

influence of concentration and temperature, a constant weight of salt in 100 c.c, of

solution exerts a constant effect upon the polarization power of invert sugar..

This value for 13 grms. of inverted sucrose is given on page 177 of Bulletin

375^ as — 32*00 - 0*563 ?fi for NH^Cl at 20®0. which calculated for the 3*892

grms. of NH,C1 used in Method II (pages 184-5)* would be - 32*00 - (0*563 X
3*392)= - 33*91, this negative constituent entering at the head of the table of

divisors and being used in the calculation of all factors in that table.

The difference between the positive and negative constituents + 99*43 and

— 33*91 as given at the head of the table of divisors is 133*34, this basic value being

the first Clerget divisor of the column marked 50 c.c. X 2 in which half the normal

weight of product or 13 grms. is used for the determination. But as shown by

the experiments of the writer, the value for the positive constituent of the Clerget

divisor for 13 grms. of sucrose and 3*392 grms. of NH^Cl in 100 c.c. is + 99*57

instead of + 99*43. If the negative constituent as determined iii Bulletin 375

is correct, then the basic Clerget divisor at the head of the table should be the

difference between + 99*57 and — 33*91 or 133*48. This increase of 0*14 would

involve, however, an error of about 0*11 in the Clerget determination for 100 per

cent, sucrose.

The authors of Bulletin 375 accuse the writer of completely overlooking the

effect of NH^Cl upon the invert polarization, and state that the effect of this

salt is quantitively compensating upon the two polarizations. If this most

remarkable coincidence be true, then the negative constituent of the Clerget

divisor at the head of the table of divisors of Method 2 must be — 33*77 in order

that the difference between it and the positive constituent -J-
99*67 may equal

133*34. But the authors of Bulletin 375 have already stated the negative con-

stituents to equal — 32*00 — 0*563 m, which is — 33*91 and not — 33*77. They

are, therefore, confronted with the unavoidable dilemma of stating whether it is

their formulas or their tables that are wrong. If they assume that their tables are

accurate, they are then obliged to admit that they have been calculated by two

incorrect formulas whose errors of result are in all cases quantitatively compen-

sating. The possibility of such an exact coincidence is almost one to infinity.

Correct results are never obtained by the application of faulty principles. The
defense of compensating errors is not only a futile hut a risky form of argument.

Dr. Jackson and Miss Gillis say nothing about this quantitative compensation

of influences in Bulletin 375, and their calculations take no account of it. The
figures of their tables are based upon certain prescribed formulas and the present

discussion relates entirely to the correctness of those formulas as they now stand.

In order to determine the extent to which the errors of the formulas of

Bulletin 375 for calculating the positive and negative constituents of the Clerget

divisor are compensating, it will be necessary to consider briefly the influence of

ammonium chloride solution upon the polarising power of invert sugar. This
influence is more difficult to study than is the case with sucrose, owing to the
changes in rotation produced by variations in concentration of sugar as well as iu

water content of solution. The combination of effects, according to the writer’s

experiments, proceeds very nearly in a straight line, and for gi-aphic purposes may
r/ivTlWoTSa 19207640.
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be expressed with sufficient accuracy by the formula — 32*40 — 0*1 ^ iu

which g represents the grms. of sucrose taken for inversion and pi the negative

constituent at 20*^0. of the Clerget divisor for Methods II and III of Bulletin 375J

The general relation of the positive and negative constituents of the Clerget

divisors, now under discussion, is shown in the accompanying diagram, in which

the dotted vertical lino B and the dotted inclined line D represent respectively the

positive and negative constituents according to the Jackson-Gillis formulas, and

the continuous inclined lines € and E represent respectively the positive and nega-

tive constituents according to the writer’s experiments* It will be noted that

the points where the two sets of lines intersect are at about 20 grms* sucrose

for the positive constituents, and at about 15*6 grms, sucrose for the negative

constituents, these weights of sugar being respectively the quantities upon

which the determinations of Bulletin 375 were based. From those points

the two sets of lines diverge.

The agioement of distance

on any horizontal between

the pair of lines Z?, 6’, with

the distance on the same
horizontal between the pair

of linos D, E, represents the

extent to which the errors of

the positive and negative

constituents of method 2 are

compeusating. It will be

seen that the errors in deter-

inining the two constituents

do to a considerable exteiit

neutralize each other. Com-
pensation is perfect at only

one point, which hiippeiis to' be at about 13 grms. of sucrose. Below this point

the Clerget divisors of method 2 heroine gradually greater and above this point

gradually smaller tlian the divisors found by actiial experiment.

As to the extent of the errors which may result from the use of the table of

divisors of Method 2, this will depend largely upon the method of procedure.

One great objection to this particular modification of the method of neutral polari-

zation is that the analyst is compelled by the requirements to make his direct

polarization at the same concentration of substance used for the invert polarization.

This, in the case of substances whose solutions darken during inversion, may
necessitate such a dilution of mab'rial that tbo errors of the direct polarization

become greatly multiplied. The direct Cleiget reading, which usually makes up
about 80 per cent, of the value p—p\ should be made whenever possible upon a

full normal weight of substance, and this is not possible in the procedino outlined

on page 184 of Bulletin 375.*

While the authors of Bulletin 375 may perhaps be satisfied with the compeii-

sution of errors in their Method 2 as applied to dilute sucrose solutions, they will

possibly think differently about this with regard to some of their other methods.

An old proverb states that one cannot have his cake and eat it at the same time.

Having adopted the dangerous principle of compensating influences in case of

Method 2, they must also in order to consistent apply it to their Method 3.

In this Clerget modification, which is designed for the analysis of beet products,

i 1930, 64(HI41. ^ J.SJ., 1930, 640.
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the clarified filtrate is polarized directly without the addition of NH^Ol, the

positive constituent being entered at the head of Table 18 in this case as + 100.

The inverted solution on the other hand is neutralized with ammonia, in which case

the reading of 13 grms. of inverted sucrose + 3*392 grms. NH^Cl multiplied by 2

is given, as in Method 2, as— 33*91, this value being entered at the head of the

table of divisors of Method 3 as the negative constituent. The sum of these gives

theClerget divisor 133*91 which is entered at the beginning of the table as the

first Clerget divisor. It is here that the defence of compensating eri'ors or influ-

ences fails completely, for there is no compensation. The positive constituent of

Method 3 is indicated in the diagram by the vertical line A and the negative con-

stituent as before by the dotted line D. The distances on the horizontals between

the pair of lines D, represent the errors of the method, which in this case are

considerable. The only point where correct readings are obtained is at 15*5 grms.

of sucrose. Below this point the Clerget divisors become rapidly greater with the

result that lower percentages of sucrose are obtained. The writer does not believe

that the producers of beet molasses would care to sell their product upon the results

of this particular method.

We believe it to be demonstrated, that not only are the basic fonniilas of

Scientific Paper No. 375 of the Bureau of StandardH, erioneous, but also that the

tables based upon those formulas are likewise erroneous. These formulas and tables

can no doubt be modified so as to give accurate results upon solutions of pure

sucrose. This, however, does not remove the error mentioned by the wuitor in his

previous paper as inherent in the general method of neutral polarization, which is

designed for the analysis of complex mixtures. In many concentrated products

the sucrose makes up only a part of the soluble carbohydrates, in which cases the

Clerget divisor will not be dependent upon the P — value alone, but upon the

water content of the solution. Numerous experiments could be given to demon-

strate this, but these must be reserved for another occasion.

The writer believes on general principles that the less the diiect and invert

polarizations of the Clerget method be disturbed by the addition of salts and other

substances, the better for the accuracy of the method. Such additions may in fact

produce worse errors than the faults w*hich they are intended to correct. It is for

this very reason that he has preferred the invertaso method for very accurate

research, iiivertaso having also the additional advantage that the inveited solution

is not darkened as with acids. Conditions aie bad onoiigli even with invortase

in the case of molasses and similar products which contain soluble sulphates,

chlorides, and other salts that act upon the rotations of the dissolved sugars. So,

as the writer has always contended, when we apply the Clerget method as estab-

lished upon solutions of pure sugars to mixed products that contain all sort.s of

impurities, the results at best are only a more or less satisfactory approxima-

tion.

The methods of acid inversion that are most free from the objections discussed

in this paper, are those that completely remove the acid at the end of inversion

without leaving any soluble salts in solution. Deekk' has devised a method of

this kind in which sulphuric acid is used for inversion, and the acid afterwards

precipitated with barium hydroxide. The details of this procedure have not been
sufficiently worked out, but the principle of the method is sound and it deserves to

be developed. We believe it is to be along the line proposed by Deebh that future

improvements in the process of acid iiiversion for the Clerget method are to be

» 1915, 179.
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derived, and not along the line of the modifications proposed by the authors of the

Bureau of Standards Scientific Paper No. aTiJ.

The wnter desires in concluding this discussion, to acknowledge the services

performed by his assistants, C, A. Gamble, G. H. IIakden and M. H. Wiley,

in the experimental part of the investigation.

The Now York Sugar Trade Laboratory, Inc.,

80, South Street, New York City.

The Pulton Double Crusher.

Among cane sugar mainifactureis lliere has always existed the great problem of the

proper preparation of cane for milling. In no other branch of sugar work has more effort

been expended and more different designs and plans been tried than in this one.

Fiske in Louisiana constructed what later became known as the “National'^ shredder,

consisting essentially of two shafts carrying conical cutting discs winch dovetail or mesh

into one another. 'I’hese shafts are rapidly i evolved in opi>Ohi'e diiections and at

different rates of speed. The cane was tom into shreds, but the little juice seimrated was

immediately re-absorbed by the cane. This method not only did not satisfactorily prepare

the cane for the mill, but it also lost the juice that was extracted. The great disadvantage

of this process lay in the frequent breakage of the rapidly moving parU together with the

small output of shredded cane.

Kuajew'ski intioduced the diagonal meshing grooves on two opposed rolls. Here

theu' was u gain in quantity of cane prepared, but the p^reparation was so incomplete, in

that the cane was only flattened and cut and not shredded

There have been many siniilnr atfimpts to solve the problem of proper preparation.

Many of the so-called “ shredders ” aie theoretically perfect ; but when in operation, the

loss of time due to breakage of the fragile parts and the low output of cane haxo rendered

them impracticable.

This probluin has engaged the attention of the Fulton Iron Works Coinj^an} for years,

and finally by long experimenting and testing they have evolv«Ki and patented* a unit

known as the Itouble Crusher, adupUblo to any type or size of mill. The Fulton Double

Crusher is a 4 -roller unit, all rolls working under hydraulic pressure, attaining pressures

upward to 400 tons. The grooving of the rolls is entirely different from other types, each

roll having annular grooving to (xert the tremendous double pressures upon thecano. In

addition, the rolls are grooved diagonully towards the centre with an unequal groove, the

high shouhhTto the rear. This diagonal grooving introduced anew principle, that of

forcible fi odiiig into the rolls.

Also the first two rolls have coarser grooving to take the unbroken cane, while the

second two rolls carry smaller grooves to reduce tire partially lu’uken cane tc* h fine

shiedded mat. The operation of the double crusher in practice maybe stated to have

practically revolutionized the milling practices of the cane bugar world. In addition to a

greatly increasod amount of finely shredded cane produced, the unit is so constructed that

actually 66 per cent, of the juice is extracted before the cane reaches the mill proper,

jrroviding a flue shredded mat for the milling and maceration that follows.

It may he of interest to learn that the Double Crusher has been adopted as standard

equipment by most of the large Centrals of Cuba.

The Fulton Iron Works Company of St. Louis, U.S.A., invite correspondence, and

offer to reply to technical questions put by anyone writing to them at their address.

> LifJ , im, 406, 471 ; 1«20, m.
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Clarification of Cane Juice for the Manufacture of

White Sugar, using Magnesium Acetate.

Mr. Migaku Ishida, of the Sugar Experiment Station, Formosa, has published

a bulletin* in which he proposes a new method of juice clarification for white sugar

manufacture, called by him the “double ammonio-defecation process.” His

method of operating is to heafc raw juice, treat with ammonia and magnesium

acetate, subside, treat with iriilk-of-limo, and again subside. This procedure is

said to raise the purity about 7% “ the expense in the sugar factory per picul of

sugar being about ouo-third of the ordinary carbonatatiou process.” The quality

of the sugar produced by the new process is said to be “ better than No. 25 of the

Dutch standard, and nearly the same as that of the double carbonatatiou process,

and better than that produced by sulphitation ” ; while the yield is stated to be,

if not higher, certainly not lower than in other processes. Some extracts from

this publication (which is the first technical bulletin in English issued by the

Formosa Station) may be made.

Labokatory Experiments.

The writer’s first plan was to improve the ordinary defecation process
;
and

with this purpose in view the effect of several reagents was tried, the best results

being obtained with ammonia and ammonium acetate, follow by lime. It was

intended to employ some colloidal substance, as aluminium or magnesium hyd-

I’oxide, which could be prepared from the sulphate by the use of ammonia or other

alkali; and it was finally decided to utilize a magnesium compound, “as it is

readilj^ obtainable and at a low cost.”

This new method of forming magnesium hydroxide in the juice seemed to bo

very eflicient in its clarifying action. A 15 per cent, solution of ammonia, and a

1‘81 percent, solution of magnesium acetate, were prepared; and a number of

experiments carried out, some of the conclusions from which are as follows :

—

(1) Caramel is removed from its solution by these reagents, 75 c.c. of a solution of

caramel being treated with 3 c.c. of ammonia (15 per cent.), and 10 c.c. of mag-
iiesium acetate (1*81 per cent.), boiled and filtered, when on oxaininiiig the degiee

of colour ill the Stammer instrument it was concluded that caramel had been

eliminated. (2) Solutions of dextro-rotatory amiuo-acida, and of amino-acid

amides, are rendered optically inactive. (3) Glucose in the proportion in which it

occurs in cane juice is not affected by the new treatment, nor is levulose.

Incidentally, it occurred to the writer that the proposed reagents might be

applied as a clarifying treatment in the analysis of raw sugars, the procedure being

to add 50 c.c. of 10 c.c. of magnesium acetate (1 81 per cent,), and 5 c.c. of ammonia

( 1 5 per cent.), to complete to 100 c.c, with water, and to filter. As a control, 2 c.c*

of basic lead acetate were added to 50 c.c. of the same juice, the volume made up
to 100 c.c., and the liquid filtered. The polarization in both oases was the same,

viz., 19-70.

In the laboratory experiments on the application of magnesium acetate as a

possible technical process, lime was not used at first. In one of the experiments,

0'14 c.c. of 15 per cent, ammonia, and 0-28 c.c. of D82 per cent, magnesium acetate

solution, were added to every 100 c.c. of the raw juice. Originally the purity was
78*80, but this treatment raised this value to 82*26®. Less satisfactory results

were obtained with smaller amounts of the reagents.

I Bulletin No. l, entiUed ** A contribution to the Chemistry of the Clarification ol Cane Juice
and of Sugar Manufacture,*' by MroAKU Isuida, published by the Coverumout Sugar Station,
Formosa, Japan. It contains 62 pages.
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Later, However, it was observed that a further improved effect could be realized

by the use of lime after adding the two reagents. For example, in one of the

writer’s experiments 600 c.c. of raw juice hoated to 80®C. were treated with the

reagents at the rate of 0*08 c.c. of ammonia, and 0*25 c.c. of magnesium acetate

solution per 100 c.c., and allowed to subside an hour. At the end of this time, the

clear liquid was drawn off, treated with milk-of-lime (15®Be.) at the rate of

0*4 c.c. per 100 c.c. of juice. Another lot of 600 c.c. of the same juice was sub-

mitted to ordinary defecation, by adding 2 c.c. of milk-of-lime (16®Be.), and

heating to boiling point, and subsiding. These were the results obtained :

BttlX. Polarization. Purity.

Haw wme juice 17‘9 13-8” .... 77 09

Ordinary defecation .... 18*3 .... 16-0° 79*79

New double clarification .

,

180 lo-S® 86-00

Other tests showed that the effect of the new process was to remove 80 per

cent, of the pectins and gums, 25 per cent, of the nitrogenous substances, and

about 30 per cent, of the ash. Calcium oxide increased about 60 per cent, of that

originally present in the raw juice.

ArpLicA'noN on the Faotoky Scale.

It is pointed out that in applying these reagents to factory practice, only a

few additions to the ordinary equipment would be necessary, viz., more subsiding

tanks and a set of Danek filters for the syrup.

The writer proposes to prepare the ammonia from ammonium sulphate and

calcium hydroxide (using an apparatus smalnr to that of Grueneberg); while

magnoHium acetate would bo made from the caibonate and acetic acid, keeping

the liquid alkaline to litmus,* roncliidiiig, it is stated that “this new process has

proved its woith theoretically and practically, and has been shown to be eiisily

applicable to the oidinary raw sugar factory. Its reagents caii be pre-

pared in any sugar factory. Besides, the jdeld is not low (no inversion occurring),

and the sugar produced is of a high gyade, while neither the expense of the

clarifying agents nor the cost of production exceeds tliat of other processes.”

American Commerce Reports.’’

Siam’s Suoah Trade.

During the la&t 10 years a revival of interest in the sugar industry of Siam has taken

place and unrefined sugar has again been liated as an expoil from the kingdom. Duiing
the fiscal year ended March 31, 1920, the exports of unrefined sugar to foreign coun-

tries from Siam reached 71,776 piculs (9,570,133 lbs.) valued at 1,767,190 ticala

(W1,74I), as eompfiicd with 42,847 piculk (6,712,933 lbs), valued at 365,564 ticals

($136,687), in 1918-19; 11,374 piculs (1,616,63311)8.), valued at 99,840 ticals ($37,030), in

1917-18; and 170 piculs (22,667 lbs ), valued at 1,070 ticids ($396), in the pre-war fiscal

year ended March 31, 1914. Considerable amounts of sugar are also derived from the

palmyra palm trees, but no regular cultivation of these palms is carried on at present.

Siam’s sugar exports ai*e generally intended for immediate oriental ports oidy, but in

1919 4000 piculs (533,333 lbs.) were also shipped to Japan.

Practically all of Siam’s supplies of sugar are shipped from oriental ports and, accord-

ing to the customs entries at Bangkok, consist of manufactured sugar and molasses. The

* Magnesium carbonate is quoted on the London market to-day at about per ton,
i.o.b., including packages

;
and acetic acid (80 per cent) at about per ton. - (Editor, I.SJ.),

! Culled from ^‘Commerce Reports,” published by tlio Department of Commerce, Washing-
ton. In many cases tliese are abbreviated here.
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quantities and values of the imports of sugar and molasses from foreign countries for the

two fiscal years ended March 31, 1919 and 1920, as compared with those for the pre-war

fiscal twelvemonth ended March 31, 1914, are shown in the following table, the quantities

being given in kilos of 2*2 lbs. each and values in ticals, worth nominally 37*09 cents :

—

1913*14 1918-19 1919-20
AHTICLES , * ^ s. / ^

s

Kilos Ticals Kilos Ticals Kilos Ticals
Manufactured

sugar.... 20, 645,101.. 3, 281, 141.. 16,435,262.. 3,631,331.. 9,843,149. .6,339,682
,

Molasses 6,384,051., 179,379.. 7,676,224.. 481,933.. 20, 198,070.. 1,973,887

In July, 1920, the retail price for finest Hongkong soft sugar was given at 0*66 tical

(#0*20) ptr lb. and in bags of 10 lbs. at 4*76 ticals ($1*76) ; finest Hongkong cube sugar

per 3 lb. tins at 2*6 ticsls ($0*93) each, and in 6 Ib. tins at 4 ticals ($1*48) per tin
;
com-

mon brown sugar at 0 3 tical ($0*1 1) per lb. It is understood that the bulk of the molasses

imports is used for the distilling of native liquors for local consumption. The import

duty on all kinds of sugar and its preparations is 3 per cent, ad vuloiem. As far as can

be ascertained, there hfis as yet been no demand in this country for machinery used in the

production and ri fining of sugar.

OrroKTUNiTiEs FOR Sugar Macuikeuy in India.

India devotes more acieagc to siigai cane than any other lountiy in the world, but in

spite of this she is a very heavy imj»oi<er of sugar. 'J'he Gloveinmcnt of India has

adopted a definite policy of industrializing th<' country, and \ery actiie steps aie being

taken to encourage improve nicntH in all fechnital matteis wherever pohsihJ<‘. In this < on-

nexion special efibrte are being made to in<*d€i*nize the entiie Indian sugar industry, which

is a difficult undertaking, as the prohlom in this industry is extremely complicated and

changes materially fiom Province to Province. The Kcarcity of water, the peculiar system

of land tenure, and the conservatism and suspicious natuie of the funner make the growing

of cane a difficult matter, especially when effoits aie made to secure the land required by a

first-class sugar central. On the other hand, theie aie other locations where it would

probably be possible for those interested to secure a sufficient acreage of suitulde land that

could be irrigated to adequately meet the requirements of modern sugar production.

It peems evident that it will he necessaty to carry on the industry on both a Biiiall and

a large scale, and there will probably be a very heavy demand for all kimls of sugar

machineiy from the three-roller mills driven by steam, animal, and water power to the

larger plants of the complete modern central. A new policy of the (iovernment to make^

India as nearly self-supporting as possible will encourage the local manufacture of this

machineiy in so far as possible. Though iron and steel have been pioduced in India at

what are understood to be attractive prices, especially in connexion with the Tata Steel

Works, it does not seem possible that all the plant needed could be locally manufactured,

especially as the country produces only pig iron and a few qualities of steel, so that a great

many materials normally needed in the manufacture of sugar xi achinery would not bo

available, furthermore, the expense involved in developing designs and patterns for this

quab'ty of equipment would probably be prohibitive on account of cost and time.

In order to study this subject and discover the ways in which improvements could be

made to the best advantage, the Government of India appointed a special committee which
has been engaged on the subject about two years. This committee should soon be ready

to report its final conclusions, as practically every Province in the Indian Empire has been

visited and a very large number of witnesses intci viewed. From information to tar ascer*

tained it has been learned that the sugar committee has decided to organize a corporation

capitalized at 60,000,000 rupees for the purpose of manufacturing machinery for the sugar

industry throughout India. The committee is trying to arrange suitable connexion with

either an American or British engineering company of extensive experience in the sugar

business who could provide the necessary technical knowledge for this enterprise.

Although it is obvious that the Government of India would prefer to have this connexion
made with a British firm, the possibilities for a successful American connexion of this sort
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are deserving of the most active and careful attention on the part of those who are interested

in undertaking such a venture. It is evident that engineers who make this connexion will

he in a position to supply such machinery as can not be produced in India.—[Trade Com-

missioner’s Keport* March, 1921.]

Increasing Austria’s Supply of Sugar.

In the first part of December, 1920, a new sugar factory was put into operation in

Suhern, Upper Austria. In the couise of a month it worked up about 80 tons of heels

and produced about 60 tong of crystal sugar. The employees now number 170, and the

company is capitalized at 40,000,000 crowns. According to the Linzer Volkshlntt^ arrange-

ments have also been completed for setting up a second new sugar factory at Marchtrenk,

Upper Austria.

The output of these two factories will be a small but welcome addition to the inland

supply of sugar. At present there are four factories in Austria employing, according to

the latest availalilo reports, 2084 woikors. They arc the Oesterreichische Zuckerindustrie

Aktien (tescllschaft, Jliuck n d Leitha, the Durnkniter Zuckerfabrik Akiien (^esellschaft,

Duriikrnt, headquarters in Wien, I Klisaladhstrasse 18; the llohenauer Zuckerfabrik

der Urueder Strakosch, Hohenau, office in Wien, 1 Ilegelgussc 19; and the Leipnik-

Liindonburgei-Zuckeifabrik Aktien Gesellschalt, I icopoldsdorf, near Gros Knzersdorf.

Their output during 1920, as given bj" newspaper reports, was 6000 tons. The estimate

last fall of the Kood Administration was 12,000 tons for the fiscal } ear 1920-21

.

in Biugenland, the territory of Wtst Hungaiy Irunsfeired to Austria by iln/rreaty

of St. Germain, there are four sugar factories. When beets wt?re available before the var

their productitui was approxiinutely 44,000 tons of sugar annually.

The } t ally consumplion sugar has been estimated by the Foreign Office and the

Food Adniiiiistratioii at 126,000 l<>ns per year. During the present fiscal jear all but

12,000 tons was to be supplied by irnpoits, purchaetHl at a cost reckoned in the summer of

1920 at ^'304 per nietn’t' ton. (’/echoslovakia, Swit/cilaiid, and th«‘ Nclheilands furnish

sugar to Austria, molasHes comes frtuu Gzech(»slovakm.~-[('onsulai Keport, January, 1921.]

Kkc'oveuv of the Beet SroAH Industry in France.

A foiccaal by the French ^linistry of Agriculture indicates that the French hoet sugar

production frtmi the crop of 1924-26 will piohably reath 690,000 metric tons, or 68 per

cent of iU nuniial pre-war output. Dining 1913-14, the last crop year before the war,

there weie in Franco 213 factoiics operating, producing 864,814 metric tonsof 100® sugar,

at an average of 16*96 per cent, extraction, from 6, <174,022 tons of beets gru%\n on 566,309

acres of land. During the war there wme destroyed complotel} 1 36 sugar factoru'S, located

in the ravaged areas of the northern departments. There remained intart 78 factories, but
wdth heavy jdant deterioration duo to enforced idleness, u deterioration necessitating repairs

or repluooraoiit of the most expensive equipment, such as slicing machiner\*, jjuinpiiig sys-

tems, triple and quadruple effects, vacuum pans, crystallizers, and ccntxifugal machines.
In 191S-19^ the first crop year after the w^ar, French usines produced 107,841 tons of

boet sugar. In 1919-20, the sugar output rose to 162,332 tons from 163,496 acres of beots,

at an average extraction of 17*57 per cent, of the weight of beets sliced. The average
extinction of 100“ sugar for 10 years prior to 1914 was about 16 per cent. For the present

crop of 1920-21 there were sown in heels 202,230 acres ;
the average extraciion to date is

17*69 percent, and the estimated sugar production will be 350,000 tons at 1( 0"' polarization,

thus exceeding an earlier estimate of 260,000 tons. The increased sugar extraction, it

should be observed, is to deep ploughing of land which had lain fallow' for four years,

more thorough cultivation, and heavier fertilization with potash now available at reduced
cost from the Alsace-Lorraine de|M)sits. The daily alicing capacity of factories now in

operation is 2376 tons of beets, and those usines about to resume grinding will have an
additional beet capacity of about 3000 tons per day.

Future sugar production per crop is estimated as follows : 1922-23 crop, 460,000 tons ;

1923-24 crop, 650,000 tons ; 1924-26 crop, 690,000 tons.
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It is also estimated that to complete the rehabilitation of the French beet sugar industry

there will be required an additional expenditure of about 825,000 (with the franc at 19*3

cents).— [Consular Report, February, 1921.]

Production of Blackstrap Molasses in Cuba.

The principal dealers in Cuban blac'kstrap molasses state that a fair average analysis

of this product will show 10 to 17 per cent, water, 36 per cent. Clerget sugars, 16 per cent,

glucose, and the remainder fibre, gums, and salts, these last named being by-products

which are not now utilized. It is claimed that under an eflicienl process the average gallon

of blackstrap molasses will distil from 0*3 to 0*5 gallon proof alcohol. It would, therefore,

appear that few products are better adapted to the manufacture of alcohol. Producers and

dealers in this island express the opinion that the demand for blackstrap molasses will

steadily increase, especially if alcohol comes into general use as a substitute for gasoline in

running motors. Moreover, it is believed that the growing demand for the us of raw

molasses in the manufacture of certain stock foods will offset the loss of the market

occasioned by the prohibition of the manufacture of alcoholic beverages in the United States.

Due to the high price of sugar as compared with that of molasses, this latter produi’t

is often burned by the sugar mills as fuel in connexion with other refuse, instead of being

stored by them until shipment can be made. A proper interest in the storage and con-

servation of blackstrap molasses by the sugar mills depends largely on the offering of a

fair market price
;
and if excessive profits are gained by any of the j^arties handling the

product, the margin will become too narrow to be profitable to the others.

A more careful conservation would also create a demand for steel storage tanks both at

the sugar mills and various points of shipment. It is stated that the port of Matanzas has

storage capacity for over 16,000,000 gallons
;
Habana, 8,000,000; Cienfuegos, 6,000,000 ;

Santiago de Cuba, Monaco, Jucaro, Antilla, Kuevitas, and Puerto Padre, 2,000,000 to

3,000,000 gallons each ;
Boquoron, Caibarien, and Sagua tinder 2,000,000 gallons each.

Important improvements are under way at Matanzas and it is believed additional storage

will soon be available at that point. Shippers of molasses claim a total of approximately

765 tank cars of 6000 gallons each, and the United Railways have available some 40 tank

cars of less capacity.

The following figures given by the Cuban Government cover the quantities of molasses

exported during the years 1917 and 1918, also the first six months of 1919. Statistics

beyond this date are not yet available. It is, however, estimated that the production for

1920 has reached 180,000,000 gallons
;
of this amount probably 20,000,000 to 30,000,000

gallons have been used locally in the manufacture of fuel alcohol.

1917. 1918 1919*

Country. Gallons Gallons. Gallons

United States 179,244,289 .. 161,033,117 .. 46,925,447

Canada — .. 224,737 —
British West Indies .... — . . — . . 6,500

France 4,371 .. — .. —
Kngland 19,946,062 .. 2,458,366 .. 3,861,284

Total 199,193,722 163,716,219 49,782,231

[Consular Report, January, 1921.]

Dr. Carl L. Alsrerg, Chief of the U.S. Bureau of Chemistry, recently said that

additional and more exact information regarding the character and properties of colloidal

matter in cano juice is necessary in order to remove to as great a#extont as possible sub-

stances interfering with crystallization This problem of clarification constitutes

the very essence of sugar manufacturing problems The prosecution to a successful

issue of such investigation as the Bureau of Chemistry has in progress will result in reduc-
ing the present manufacturing methods to a more scientific and exact basis

* First six mouUi.s.
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Auleitung zum Nachweis, zur Trezmung: und Bestimmung der Beinen
und au8 Glukosiden usw. erhalteneu Monosaccliaride und
Aldebydaduren. [Introduction to the Betectiony Separation, and
XMtermination of Monosaccharides and Aldehyde Acids, Pure
and Derived from Glucosides, etc.]* A.. W, van der Haar.

(Gebruder Borntraeger, Berlin.) 1920. Price : 64 marks.

Dr. VAN DEB Haae whose name is known as an investigator in the domain
of the chemistry of the sugars, particularly in that branch of the subject con-

nected with the glucosides, has written a book which will suiely be found of great

service fo others whose studies are likewise turned in this direction. It is based

to a largo extent on the author’s own laboratory work ; and on turning over the

pages one is impressed with tlio fact that he must have personally verified most
of the methods of technique described, and a good number of the experimental

results as well. In the introduction there is a useful discussion concerning the

true nature of those saccharides which in the earlier literature of the subject have

been indicated b)^ fanciful names such as cerasinose, prunose, scammonose,
tvaganthose, and the like. Following this are the 10 chapters into which the

book is divided, dealing successively with the properties of the less generally

occurring monosaccharides
;
identification in general, and of the saccharides

by means of their hydrazine compounds in particular
;
qualitative reaction of the

monosaccharides
;
quantitative deteimination of the monosaccharides alone and

in admixture ; inetluKls of formation, molting point, properties, and identification

of the hydrazonos and hydraziues of monosaccharides; procedures for the analysis

of glucosides
;
and lastly a chapter dealing largely with the author’s own work

on the products of the hydrolysis of apricot gum, tragacanfh gum, and the

saccharides and acids obtained from the chestnut seed saponius, Students
working in the rather difficult lino of research with which this book deals will

welcoino it as a practical treatise of special interest, It is in fact a valuable
and original addition to the literature of the chemistry of the sugars, and its

publication reflects much credit upon the experience and the industry of its writer.

“Sucrerie, Diatillerie, Industries - Agricoles.”— Tlie proprietors of the

Jonrnaf df^s FubnamU df Surre dt Fnkuct have issued a now publication bearing

the above title, and we have pleasure in welcoming tho first issue, which is cer-

tainly an interesting one. It contains a number of articles by well-known writers

on topics engaging attention at the present time
;

for example, a comparison
between the sugar industries in Cuba and Java, by Dr. Pkinsex Geerlios ; tho
condition of the sugar and distilling industries in the devastated areas in France,
by Mr. ^fAtTKlCK Pellet ; the state of the sugar industry in Poland, by Dr. J.

Fhejltoh
;
ami on the agricultural resources of Cuba, by Mr. E. Jttmelle.

Interspersed with such articles on the technical and commercial condition of our
time, there aro notes and illustrations concerning subjects and mvai^U of earlier

days. Thus some particulars are given of the work of Perk Labat, Nicolas
Deyeux (who made the first loaf of sugar from the l>eet), and Antoine BadmI:,
while some old prints concerning distilling are also reproduced. This publication

(which is printwl in French and Spanish) has our best wishes for its success.

Industrial Alcohol under the New Law and Begulations. By Burnell E.

Tunison, (Reprinted from Chemical and MetaUnrmcal Enqineering,

1920, 22, No. 11.)

Its contents include: Dual purpose of the (United States) act; atithorized

uses of intoxicating liquors
;

procedure necessary to use tax-free alcohol ; dena-
tured alcohol

; authorized formulae of specially denatured alcohol (33 mixtures
are specified)

;
sp. gr. and weight of 1 gall. (U.S.) of specially denatured alcohol.
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Chemical Engineering Catalog, 1920. Fifth Edition. (The Chemical Catalog

Co., 1, Madison Ave., New York, TJ.S.A.)

Attention has already been called to the first and second editions of this

valuable publication. > It is a compilation of condensed catalogue data of manu-
facturers ill the United States catering for the chemical industries, and in fact

consists in the words of the publishers of a “ room-full of individual catalogs, ab-
stracted, indexed, and assembled within the covers of a single book.*’ It is indeed

a most useful compilation, if only for the succinct descriptions and clear illus-

trations of the plant now used in the American chemical industry. A special

Committee, consisting of specialists, appointed by the American Institute of

Chemical Engineers, the American Chemical Society, and the Society of Chemical
Iiidustr}", WHS appointed to supervise its compilation and formulate the specifications

and standards. The puhlic-sjiirited co-operation of these gentlemen with the pub-
lishers has resulted in a standard work that will prove of the greatest service to

engineers and chemists engaged in every line of manufacture. It should be ex-
plained that the Catalog is leased at #2*00 a copy for the period of one year to

chemical engineers of responsible position, and that 11,500 copies have b(*en

printed for distiihulion.

Volumetric Analysis. 0harle.s II. Hampshire, B.Rc., F.I.C. Third Edition.

(J. & A. Chui chill, Loudon.) 1921. Price: 78.Cd.net.

In 1919 we drew alteution to the publication of this usofal small work on
volumetric analysis.'^ It is an elementary book, sorving well as an introduction
to the more crimpieliensive treatises, as, for examjilo, that written by SUTTON.
Til this third edition the scope of the volume remains about the same as in the
fiist issue, but some new determinations have been added, and the section on
indicators has been extomled. As we lemarkod previously, it provides an
excellent first course in volumetric analysis, in wdiich the matter has been
arranged with great clearness.

Destruction of B.ats.^ (Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Publications

Blanch, London, S.W. 1.) Gratis.

Contents: Damage done by rats; provontativo measures; remedial measures >

(hunting, trapping, poisoning, fumigating); need for combined effort
;
mice.

Die Xrockung Landwirtschaftlicher Produkte (Drying of Agricultural
Products). N. Nehbel. (M. and H. Schaper, Hanover.) 300 pages

and 133 illustrations. 1920.

Stammer’s Taschenkalender fdr Zuckerfabrikanten (Stammer’s Pocket-
Book for Sugar Manufacturers). (Paul Parey, Berlin.) 1920.

Zucker und Zuckerwaren, mit Einschluss von Starkezucker und Starke-
syrup (Sugar and Saccharine Products, including Starch Glucose).
P. Neumann. 154 pages. (Akadeinische Vorlagsgesellschaft in. b. 11.,

Leipzig.) 1920. Price: M. 40 plus 180 per cent,

Dber neuere Methoden der Honiguntersuchung. [Newer Methods of
Honey Examination.] Pi of. J. Fiebe. (Akadeinische Yerlagsgesoll-

schaftin. h. 11., Leijizig.) 1920. M. 36 plus 180 per cent.

Der Honig und seine Ersatzmittel. [Honey and its Substitutes.]
Prof. J. Fieho. (Akademische Vorlagsgesellschaft m. b. H., Leipzig.)

1920. M. 26 plus 180 per cent.

’ I SJ., 1W17, OT, 1919, 286. “jr.A'.J,, 1919, 572.

3 See also article by E. C. Kejsd lu tlio Journal of the MfnUtry of Agrtculture, 1921, 27*
No 11, 10.'>2-1055.
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Review of Current Technical Literature.'

Ikflubkob of Baoacit.lo upon the Wuauty of the Haw Huoak made in Hawaii.

R* C. Pitcairn, Paper presented to the Committee on Manufacture of Sugar and

TJlilization of By-Prodiiets^ Hawaiian Sugar CJumisH* jiesociattoUf 1920,

It is asttumed by many that in factories in which shredders, kuives, and other

appliances are used; the cane is disintegrated to such an extent that the increased amount

of bagaeillo produced affects the nature of the juice, and in turn the lioiling conditions.

However, the author says that he is of the opinion that such practice is not injurious to

the making of a good quality of raw sugar for refining. He cites analyses showing that

the ash content at any rate of the raw sugar made in a factory equipped with such

appliances is about tlie same as in the case of a mill operating with an older installation.

Ho is inclined rather to believe that the heavy ash content of Hawaiian sugare is due to

the following three conditions :—(l) The chaiucterof the cane ground, it being noticeable,

for example, that on Maui the dilTerence of the ash in the first mill juices (filtered and

imfiltered) obtained from liuliaiiia and 1> 1126 was as much as 25 per cent, (2) 'Ihe

amount of molasses left adhering to the crystals, which is believed to be rerjiedied by a

more even mechanical application of wo*slt- water, so as to carry a lower No. 1 massecuite

and send to the icfiriery a cleaner crystal. (3) ITio system largely used of boiling-back

all the rrmelt of the low-grade massocuite into different grades of pans, which depends

for its efficiency entirely on the eqtupment at disposal. Tlie cheapest method of im-

proving matters would seom to ascertain the lowTst economical purity to which the remelt

can be curried to give n satisfactory No. 1 sugar; and then arrange matters so that the

lemelt may he rc.purged if its purity is loo low, using a separate installation. At Wailuku

this idea was tried with a small machine, it bc»ng found possible to raise the purity of a

reuKlt from 67~ 70*^ to 86- 90^^ in a very few minutes The molasses from this second

purging would he too high for discarding, and so would have to bo ( ollected and boih d

sepal ately and purged. Too large a gxnin militates againsl absoluta recovery, and l<»o

small a cr)stal advcTscly influenees the time of purging. At Wailuku, the author’s

experienee has been that a 0*4 inm. grain for the low grade sugar gives the IniSt results,

the evennesH and number of these grains being the goveining factors in their purging in

the centrifugals. All low grade pans during the jirevious season were grained at Wailuku

by the “ seeding ” method using white sugar dust,'-* adding 1 lb. to every 1000 cub. ft. of

the finisluMl massecuito,

pETEUMlNA'IION OF THE DuY Sl’llSTANOK {AND WaTKTI Oo.NTENl) OF SviUTS, MaPSE-

eeiTFS, AND JMolasseb, nv means of jhk Hefuactomktkh withovt fhkviols

Sfvakation of the ChivsTALs, H, Kalshoven, Arcftirf 1920^28^ Ao.

913-917,

A short review is made of the literature leading up to the puhli<*ation of 8kola*s useful

contribution demonstrating that the refraction of the mothcr-s} rup may be ascertained

even in the presence of crysttils. MtuxRu^ in 1898 publibhed a paper describing a
“ saccharo-rcfractoinoter,’’ by means of which the refraction of a dark and cloudy juice

could he read. 11 azkvvinkki. ^ mixed syrup wdth gypsum, and obsen ed that the refractive

index remained the same as in the case of the originally clear liquor, although successive

-observations showed the density by the hydrometer gradually to decrease owing to the

separation of the solid matter. Fouquft® noticed when determining the refraction of

syrups that the separation of fine graiin during the cooling of the liquid did not hinder the

reliability of the reading. Mezzadroli ^ demonstrated that by taking the refractive index

-of beet pulp, one obtained a reading corresponding to tlie dry substance of the surrounding

juice; and he also remarked in passing tW the dry substance of massecuites could be

* This Rovieu is copyright, and no part of it may bo rei>roduced without pcnniBsion.—
^Editor, i.S.J.)

* LSJ,, 1919, 86 . * 1921
,
169. « Architfy 898. » Ibid,, 1»08

,
519 .

« null Amoc, Chim, Sxter,, 1908'9, 81-9, » Koferred to by Pellet, T.SJ., 1914, 621.
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determined refraetometrioally without taking the trouble to separate the crystals. About
the same time, experiments had shown SinKusKV^ the difficult}^ of effecting a quantitative

separation of crystals and motber^liquor in samples of massecuite
; and so in order to

obtain an insight into the exhaustion of syrups he {
a) determined the dry substance of the

massecuite refractometrically after 1 : I dilution ; and (b) ascertained the refraction of the
mother-liquor in the presence of fine crystals. In the calculation of tlie results obtained^

if A is the water content, B the matter in solution, and C the crystal content of the masse-
cuite, then A (which is determined) is lOU — (U -|- C). Further, if A^ in the case of

the mother-liquor is the water content, and the matter in solution, and if is deter-

A AB^
mined, then = 100 — A^. And -77= ^ = -jj- Tn commenting upon his

JtS aS

own work on this subject, Mr. KAtSHovEpf points out that the method elaborated by him ®

may be regarded as a combination of the procedures elaborated by 8kola and Sidkiiskt.

However, he no longer uses the lower prism of the refractoineter, the massecuite or

molasses being pressed with the aid of a small glass plate (reinforced with a piece of copper
sheet) against the upper prism, and the reading taken at least 10 mins, after tuniing on
the cooling water.

Detekminatiox of Reducing Sugaiis (Levulosk), using Bokic Acid. G* van B,

Gilmour, The Analyst
, IBSl , 46 , Ko, 5SS

,
3-10.

Klein, in 1878, first pointed out the propeity possessed by boric acid solutions of

becoming more acidic on the addition of certain polyatomic alcohols and sugars, coinbina--

tion being assunuMi to take place with the formation of stronger acids. Sucrose and dextrose
have practically no effect when present with levulose even in considerable excess, which
observation has led the author to attempt a method of determining levulose by finding to

what point a known volume of standard l»oric acid can be titrated on the addition of a
weighed quantity of the levulose mixture, the acid’s equivaletit of levulose having already
been ascertained. In the experimental portion of this paper, an encouraging series oi
results are given ; and it is thought that if the method is carefully standardized fairly

accurate estimations can be made. A method such as this, it is pointed out, would bo
useful in the analysis of syrups and honeys in which the reducing sugars were practically
all invert sugar.

Industkial and Aohicultukal Chbmistkv in the British West Indies, with some
Account of the Work of Sir Francis AV^atis [also Chemical Control
Results of the Antigua Central and Rata relating to 8yuuj* Manufac-
Turk]. C. A , Browne . Journal of Industiial Engineering Chemistry

, 1021 , 13,

No . /, 78-83 .

An interesting general account is given by Dr. Browne of the sugar industry in the
British West Indies, the present position of other enterprises, as the cultivation of cacao,
and rubber, and the production of essential oils and of citric acid, being also outlined. In
regard to the Antigua central, the following chemical control data, giving average figures,
for triennial periods, are quoted

lW)5-7. 1908-10. 1911-13. 1914-lS. 1917-19.

Cano ground, tons 27,106 .. 42,888 .. 01,612 .. 92,302 .. 85,690
Sugar made, Ions 2,737 4,693 .. 6,349 .. 9,970 9,586
Sucrose in cane, per cent. 14*17 .. 14 37 13*74 .. 12 67 12*79
Sucrose in bagasse, per cent . . 7*33 .. 6*07 .. 4*61 3*22 .! 2 63.
Purity of juice, per cent. 87*60 ,, 85*38 .. 83-70 .. 83*90 .. 83-83
Recovery of sucrose, per cent. 68*43 .. 73*10 .. 72 18 .. 82*06 .. 84 16
Yield of sugar, per cent. 10*03 .. 10*93.. 10*32 .. 10*78.. 11*20
Price of sugar, per ton .... $49*68 $56*42 .. $63*66 .. $69*60 .,$103-68

It is remarked that tbe.se results show that while there has been a marked increase
from year to year in factory efficiency, as shown by the rising recovery of sucrose and the-
diminishing loss of sugar in hagassf$, this gain has been offset hj*- a progressive decrease im

» Bull. Assoc. Chim. Suer., 1913-4, 40. ^LS.J., 1921, 160,

*
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the sucrose content and purity "of juice in the cane, the cause of which latter circumstance

was recently discussed.^ Cane syrup, or “ fancy molasses,’^ as it is locally termed, is made

in the old muscovado factories in primitive equipments, the process being as follows ;

—

Juice obtained by crushing cane in small wind-power mills is heated with a little milk-of*-

lime, insufficient to neutralize the natural acidity ; after again heating it is subsided, and

drawn off into the ta^he$i in which it is concentrated to a density of about 36® Be. hot or

42 Be. cold, a syioxp of a clear wine colour having a most agreeable flavour being

obtained. Analysis of this product shows these figures :

—

I. II. III. IV. V.

Water 22*4 .. 19*7 19-8 .. 27*1 .. 21*9

Sucrose , . 46-3 .. 421 .. 43*0 .. 44-2 .

.

610

Eeducing sugars 27*3 ., 32-8 .. 80*7 .. 24*4 .. 20*0

Ash D3 .. P9 1-6 3*3 .. 1*8

Non-sugars 2-7 .. 3*6 .. 6*0 .. 1*0 .. 6*3

Total 100 00 .. 100-00 .. 100*00 .. 100*00 .. 100*00

Direct polarization .
39*9 .. 35-0 .. 36*1 .. 36*2 .. 47*6

Density degrees Be.

.

— .. 41-6 412 39*0 .. 41*0

It is shown by these figures that in sample IV evaporation was not carried to the

proper degree, while in sample V it was noticed that the inversion was not sufficient to-

prevent crystallization. A syrup of the so-called “two forties'* standard (direct polariza-

tion 40* and density 40® Be.) is the usual aim of the manufacturer, as such a product will

keep without crystallization, rnfortunately (it is stated), a large part of this syrup is

used by blenders for mixing with low grade molasses, a good product being thus adultera-

ted to improve an inferior one
;
and many producers now recognise that the only way to-

secure the consumer getting the syrup in a pure state is to can it at the factory in sealed

tins upon which the brand is stamped in raised letters. An appreciative account is given

of the work of Sir Fkancis Watts since the time he assumed charge of the Antigua

laboratory in 1889.^

VoLUMKTHu: for tmr Determination of Ueducino Sugars, vrino Potassium

Feukocyanide. i4. Jonescu and F. Vargolici. Bui, Soc. Chim. JU^ndnm^

mo, //, ; through Th« AnnhjU, mO, 45, Ko. 5S4, SS7-S40.

A method depending on the reduction of pota.sHium ferrocyanide is described: 10 c.c.

of a reagent containing 46 grms. of pure potassium ferrocy’^anide and 56 grms. of potas-

sium hydroxide per litre are boiled with 20 c.c. of water and titrated with dextrose solution

(0‘5 per cent.) until the yellow colour of the ferrocyanide is reduced completely to colour-

less ferrocyanide, when 10 c.c. of the dextrose solution should be required ; 1 molecule of

this sugar reducing 5 of ferrocyanide. In the ease of sugar solutions which are dark in

colour a few drops of nitric acid may be adde^I to servo as indicator, a red coloration

being produced in the jircsence of a trace of the sugar.

Starch, its 1*olarimrtric Determination. G Mannich and Kdthe Lent, Ztxitchrift

fur Nahrmga-GenmsmxUelj W£0. 40, I-ll,

St/irch is soluble in hot concenfratc'd calcium chloride, a slight acidity (insufficient

to ofl’ect hydiolysis) preventing gclatiuization, while optically -active proteins are pre-

cipitated previously by zinc chloride, which does not affect the rotation. In applying the

method to flour, potato meal, bean meal, etc., 2 '6 grms. of the sample are mixed with
10 c.c. of water in a 260 c.c. casserole, the pestle washed off with 60 c.c, of calcium

chloride solution (2 parts of the ciystallized salt to 1 of water), 1 c.c, of 0*8 per cent-

acetic acid added, and the mixture heated to boiling while agitating. After boiling gently

for 16 minutes (the vessel being covered meanwhile with a watch-glass) the solution

A 1019, 465; 3020, 64. »See page 351.
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is cooled quickly, transferred to a 100 c.c, flask, and the Tolume completed to the

mark, the liquid being finally filtered through a very close paper (e.g., S and 8,^ 606)

and polarized in a 200 mm. tube. If A is the observed solution ; X the length

of the tube in dm.
;
and S the amount of sample used in grms , then the starch per cent,

is calculated from the formula : 100 X -4 X 100/X X 200 X /S' = 60 x -<f/X X S*

Loss OF SuOAR OCCURUINO WHKN SwRRT-WaTER IS UBRD FOR SLAKING CaUSTIC LiMR.

P. Beyersdorfer. Vereim-ZetUchriffy 1921 y
No. 76V, 76-87.

When sweet-water is used for the slaking of lime (as is quite frequently done in many
factories), some of the sugar is decomposed, the amount depending upon seveiul conditions,

such as the quality of the lime and the amount of heat produced during the hydration ;

while in dilute solutions there is relatively more sugar destroyed than in stronger concen-

trations. As appears often to have been thought, caramel is not formed, at least not in

appreciable quantity ; but lactic and acetic acids appear to be the products of the decom-

position, and also benzaldehyde if the temperature is extraordinarily high, as when the

proportion of lime and water is 1 : 1. In regard to the conditions under which those

laboratory experiments were carried out, a solution containing 26 gims. of sucrose in

600 c.c. was heated to treated with 100 gniin. of freshly burnt lime in pieces the

size of a hazel-nut, carbonatated st about 80®C., filtered, and the sugar in the filtrate and in

the precipitate determined. Depending upon the factors ali^ady stated, especially upon

the temperature resulting after slaking, the amount of sugar destroyocl varied from 3-6 to

15'4 ]>er cent. Generally in these laboratory tests, the tnrnperatuio resulting did not

exceed 103®C.
;
but in the factory it may bo much higlier, which leads tlie author to

estimate the possible loss at about 20 per cent, of that originally present in the sweet-water.

Hecovery of the Ammonia evolved di’kino Caubonatation in the Dekt Sugar

Factory. (1) Jar., Silhavy. (2) Jar* Hruda. Ltshj cukrovarmckv, 1921^ 71 ;

through Ze%t8chi\ft Jur Zuckinndustne der CechoshtmkiseheH Republika 192U 45

y

No. SSy 155-159.

(/) In the recent article on this subject, Prof. Donrath' stated that the amount of

ammonia that migkt be recovered from the vapours in a l^eet sugar factory slicing GOOO ip

of roots per day is 98*6 kg (as NHg), or 382*7 kg. as ammonium sulphate. Jjaboratory

experiments by Mr. Silhavy led to the conclusion that actually the amount must bo

much less. Thus, 400 c.c. of juice from the diffusion battery were treated in a flask with

2 per cent, of lime (as CaO) on the roots in the form of milk at 20° Ilt\, and the ammonia
evolved after stirring for

1 J hours absorbed by standaid acid and titrated. 'J’his gave un

indication of the largest possible amount that might be expected in the liming operation,

and it reached onlj^ to 41*6 kg, of ammonia or 161*3 kg, of ammonium sulphate in lli©

case of a 6000 q. factory, In order to duplicate the conditions obtkined in practice moie

closely in regard to time, the juice was treated with the same proportion of lime at

80-90°C. during 6-7 min. only, and the liquid carbonated, the gases evolved being

washed with N/2 sulphuric acid. Still less w’as found, the quantity being only 4*38 kg.

of ammonia or 16*9 kg. of ammonium sulphate, that is about one-tenth that obtained after

IJ hour’s contact with the lime. (2) A somewhat similar experiment was made by Mr.
Hhuda, using, however, a closed, cylindrical, stirring apparatus (44 cm. diam., 66 cm. high,

and having about 60 litres capacity), from which the gases were aspirated through standaid

acid. On liming with per cent, of lime at 80-90%’., and aspirating 30-60 mins., the

total amount of ammonia obtained varied from 1*68 to 4*11 q. (as NH.,), equivalent to

6*09 to 16*92 of ammonium sulphate when slicing 760,000 q. throughout the season,

that is corresponding to about 0*012 kg. of ammonia, or 0*033 kg. of ammonium sulphate

in the case of a 6000 q. per day factory, a rather trifling amount. In explanation of

the small yield resulting in liming and saturation, it is remarked that during these opera-

tions only the glutamin is decomposed, the asparagin being comparatively difiicult to

hydrolyse
; while the degredation of the proteins occurs only very gradually.
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Data concbunino tub Furnaces and Boilers of German Beet Sugar Factories.

H* Claassen* Vertint^ZetUchrifl^ 1-12,

In order to obtain information regarding the conditions prevailing at the present time

in the boiler-houses ofGerman boot sugar factories, Dr. Claassbn sent out a questionnaire,

and received replies that reveal useful data. Some 132 factories use ordinary bituminous

coal
;
124 burn brown coaD

;
and 11 use both ; that is 49-4, 46*6, and 4*1 per cent, of the

total number respectively
;
or, expressing this in another way, of the total amount of beets

worked in 1919-20, (i.e., 106,120,000 centners) 63*9, 40*9, and 6*2 per cent, were sliced in

factories burning the three kinds of fuel in the order mentioned. An analysis was made

of the location of the factories, the figures collected showing that those using brown coal

ate (with only a few exceptions) in the neighbourhood of the pits in the middle German
and Khiueland provinces producing it. Calculated in terms of the average factory, the

number of boilers is 10*1, 8*9 and 10*8
;
the boiler heating surface in sq. m. is 1149, 789,

and 1468 ; and the grate area 29*8, 31 '3, and 48*6 for the three fuels lespectively. This

for each boiler gives the heating surface as 113*8, 88*7, and 134*8
;
the grate area as 2*95,

3*61, and 4*50
;
and the ratio of boiler heating surface to grate aiea as 38*6, 26*3, and 30*0.

Hogarding the boiler evaporation per sq. m. per hour, replies on this point were received

only from 183 of the 267 factories contributing to the enquiry, the average figures being

21*9, 21*8, and 19*9 for the three fuels still in the order named. Coming now to the

actual coal consumption, this was found to be per 100 of roots sliced 12*0, 28 8, and 26 6

(this latter comprising 6*2 of black and 19*4 of brown coal). A number of other figures

are tabulated from which one may conclude (a) that the boiler-houses using black and

mixed fuel are considerably greater than those burning brown coal, the reason being that

the fornioi* happen to belong to factories slicing more roots ;
and (6) that the heating sur-

face of the single boilers using black and mixed fuel is also much larger than in the case

of the brown coal, partly because in factories burning black coal a greater number of

water-tube boilers is instHlled. Kepeatedly the view has been expressed that plants

burning brown coal refiuivo a consideiably greater beating surface *, but one of the results

of the enquiry is to show this is not so, because the heating surface in sq, m. calculated fora

factory slicing 1000 centners of roots for the three fuels is 72, 68, and 96. Nor is the

assumption that the cfliciency of boilers using black coal is greater than that of those burning

brown, since the evaporation per sq. m. per hour is shown to be 21*9 and 21*8, as already

mentioned. Other data of loss general interest are reproduced, for which reference may
may bo made to this valuable report, which contains boiler statistics of a particularly

comjilcte and valualjle nature.

JnFLUKNOK of TIIK AMOUNT OF LiME USED IN OaRBONATATION ON THE PUKITY AND
THE Calcium Content op the Claiufibd Juice, Viad, Stanek, JListy

cukrovarnxekey 1919-20f JVe. SIS,

When altered roots are being worked, and the invert sugar content is more than a

certain small amount, the action of the lime used in clarification is to destroy the dextrose

and lovulose with the fonnation of organic acids, which are partly separated as insoluble

calcium salts and partly remain in solution. In the case of only 0*1 per cent, of invert

sugar, the amount present normally in beets of good quality, the alkalis liberated after

curbonatation are capable of precipitating the soluble calcium salts, the clarified juice then
containing only about 2 ingrms. of CaO per 100 c.c. On the other hand, if the invert

sugar is^much greater than the amount stated, calcium salts remain in the juice and cause

difficulty later, especially in working-up the lower products. After re-calling the

inveBtigations of Jkssek'^ in showing that HO parts of invert sugar when decomposed give

rise to about 102*2 of soluble dry substance containing 23*6 per cent, of CaO, and also

1 Brown coals or lignites form the intcrnicdiato step between peat and ordiiiai’y black
or bltiiniluous coal; and so far as Kuropo is concerned are of little economical iiuporiauce
excepting in Germany where 6S*6 milliou tons were raised for home consumption in 14H)9. It
htirns with a moderately long and intensely hot flame. It sinters (softens) during combustion,
and cakes together, which last property seriously* interferes wltli its usefulness as fuel.—
(Editor,

^Osierr.^Vngar. Zeitach. ZuekeHnd,, S9, 339.
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After drawing attention to the work of HsazrELi)^ on this subject, Mr. Stan^k describes

two interesting series of experiments carried out in his laboratory. In the first, juice

containing increasing amounts of invert sugar (01 to 0*746 per cent.) were double

carbonatated using 2*3 per cent of lime. Results were obtained showing very clearly

that as the invert sugar content of the raw juice increases, the purity of the clarified juice

decreases, while its calcium content increases. It is concluded that *4t is thus certain

that in a properly operated carbonatation (that is, when the alkalinity at the end of the

first Saturation is 0*06 to 0*10, and that after the second is 0*002 to 0*006 per cent. CaO
per 100 c,c,) much more calcium-organic-acid salts are precipitated in the scums than simply

by saturating to neutrality.*’ In the second series of tests, the invert sugar content of the

raw juice was kept constant, viz
,
at 0*746 per cent., the lime being added in amounts

rising from 1*3 to 3*6
;
but a triple-stage carbonatation was made, 0*65 percent of lime

being added to the juice obtained after the first saturation, after which followed

carbonatation to 0*06 or 0*06 per cent, at 90^0., filtration, re-carbonatation, this time to

about 0*001 or 0*003 per cent., and lastly boiling. On examining the data thus collected,

it was found that as the lime used was increased, so was the purity raised, while the

soluble calcium content was decreased, the addition of 0 65 per cent, of lime after the first

stage as indicated further increasing this effect. In the case of the invert sugar content

stated, i.e., 0 746 per cent., the amount of calcium salts remaining in solution corres-

ponded to an average amount of 90-100 nigrins. as OaO per 100 c.c.

Pkepakation op a Cattie Fooj) phom OPLuaoai? (SAWDvbr). C. Sherrard and
G. W, Blanco* Journal of Indmtiial and Engineering Chemuttry, 13

^

No* JT, 61-66.

Sawdust was treated in the same way as for the production of alcohol from wood,
namely, it was digested with 1*8 per cent, sulphuric acid for 16-20 mins, under a pressure
of about 120 lbs. per sq. in., suflicient water being added to raise the ratio of water to dry
wood to 1 ; 1*261, the maximum conversion of the cellulose to sugars possible in practice
thus being effected. After hydrolysis, the acid liquor was removed by centrifuging, and
the residue washed further with water in towers. Liquors and wash waters were almo.st

neutralized with calcium carbonate, the sludge subsided, and the liquor evaporated to a
thick syrup. ’I he leached residue from the tower was screened, air-dried, mixed with the
syrup, and the whole dried to about 12 per cent of moisture. This material, which con-
tained 16 to 16 per cent, of sugar is said to have been fed to dairy cows “ with gratifying
results.”

PRODUCTION OP Acetone and Rutyl Alcohol from Starch by a Fermentation Process.
Horace B. Speaktnan. Journal of lndu&ir%al and Engineering Chenneliy^ 19Wt
12, No, 6, 681-5S7,

Following on the work by Peukin® and Fhrnbach regarding the synthesis of acetone,
an organism has been isolated capable of fermenting potato starch with the production
both of acetone and butyl alcohol. This paper discusses the seed culture methods employed
in this process, using maize as the raw material, being supplementary to a previous
iirticle*^ in which the essential features of the plant wore outlined.

Chemical Indioatohs. H. E, Laws, Chemical Trade JournaU 1921, 68, US.
A list is given of the more useful sulphonephthalein indicators, showing the ranges

of hydrogen on concentration which they cover.

Chemistry op Clarification in Plantation White Sugar Manupacture. J. P,
Ogilvie, Journal of ike Society of Chemical Industry, 1921 40, No. 2, 22-24 It,

A review of recent work as exposed in the latest edition of Harloff and Schmidt’s
‘‘Handleiding voor tropische Witsuikerfabricatie ” and papers published by Zkhban
and others.

^ Deutsche ZuckeHndnstrie, 18W, 374. * /. Soe. Chem, Jnd., 1913, 81 , 616, » Ibid., 1919, 88
, 168.
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Utilization op Wabtb Molasbks (as Fuel, and foh the Phoductxon op Alcohol
Motor Spirit, Oattlk Food, Furl Gas, etc.), H, J* Carsten, Philippine

Journal of Science^ 1920 y 17 y No, 395-407*

When using molasses as fuel by spraying it into the 6re-box underpressure, it was

found that the steam needed for the spraying operation amounted to about the same as

that obtained by the use of this fuel. Steel ovens, in which the molasses is allowed to

run over inclined plates where it comes into direct contact with the hot gases from the fire,

have also been used, the molasses once ignited maintaining the fire. Admixture with

bagasse has also been tried
;
but in most factories this practice had later to be abandoned,

owing to the burning of the grates, the damage to the brickwork, and the trouble in

cleaning the fire-boxes. Begarding its utilization as motor fuel, the amount of molasses

produced on Negros Island is about 60,000 tons (26 per cent, of the sugar produced),

which at 12 lb. per gall. (U.8 )
amounts to 8,333,333 gall., capable of yielding at the high

figure of 3 gall, of molasses to 1 gall, of 180 proof (American) 2,777,777 gall, of spirit.

It would take 322,800 gall, of gasoline for the yearly ploughing on Negros, equivalent

to 617,771 gall, of alcohol, which added to that required for harrowing should be

1,663,313 gall., leaving a surplus of 1,224,464 gall. If motor-driven pumps were used

for irrigation and ff»r conducting water to factories, the total possible alcohol production

should be absorbed. Gas made from molasses requires a good deal of fuel in its manu-
facture, and it contains so much carbon dioxide that much lime is required for its

purification. Moreover, it has very little illuminating power. Other matters considered

ill this paper are the solidification of molasses,' the preparation of “ Molascuit,” and the

manufacture of accttite of lime® and of glycerin.^

Future of Jndustkial Alcohol. B. /?. Ttinison. Journal of Industrial and

Mngxneeung Ohmistryy 1920, 12y S70-S7G,

Among the useful inf(»nnation relating to alcohol generally given in this paper are

statistical d.'ita and graphs showing the pioduction of ethyl alcohol in the United States,

Gemiany and France from potatoes, molasses, beets, and grain. “As far as case of manipu-

lation is concerned, iuoIhskos unquestionably surpasses any other known material.

More.over, in tlie past it has been very cheap. A large proportion of the world’s molasses

is still a waste product, due to the difiicultyand expense of transportation to the com-

mercuil centres.” Among the other pijssihle raw materials that have been proposed for

the ]»roduction of alcohol in America the following are mentioned: artichoke tubers

(containing 14-15 per cent, of levulose and 2 per cent, of starch) ; sorghum (6-15 percent,

of sucrose and reducing sugars)
;
cassava (25 per cent, of starch)

;
cactus and agave

;
and

fruits and fniit wastes, berries, and garbage waste. ” In addition to the requirements of

a sufficient supply of fermentation matter there must be also an abundant,

conceiitratod, and stable supply of law material. Few people realize that a small alcohol

plant of even 100 gjill. daily of molasses capacity will consume every day approximately

200 gall, of molasses, or 1 ton of shelled corn, or 4 tons of potatoes (about 15 per cent, of

starch), or 7 to 8 tons of sweet apples (about 12 per cent, of sugar) The raw
material for the future production of industrial alcohol then will be determined largely by
economic and local conditions For some time to come, however, in this

country, molasses will probably be the most important raw material Probably

the use of alcohol which in the future will have the greatest significance is as a fuel for

internal combustion engines, as such, or in admixture with other compounds
In about three years the peak in petroleum production will be reached, and after that time

there will be a gradual decline over a long period of years At this time, the

utilization of alcohol for power purposes appears very significant As the

quality of the gasoline becomes poorer, and as its price rises, alcohol will be used in

greater and greater quantities

Monopolies of 8uoar in Mrdibval Timbs. E. O. ron Lippmann, The denieche

Zuckerindmirie, 192ly 46y 7-8,
J P 0

1 ArchifJ 1919, «T. 933^6. » LS,J,, m9y 34e. 1»1», 243, 340, 4li
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Review of Recent Patents.'

UNITED KINGDOM.

Concentrating Fruit Juices. Barbet et Fils et Cie., ol Paris. 153MS {197S)\

addition to 135^175.^ January 21st, 1920; invention date October Slst, 1919 ;

not yet accepted

;

abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act^

Lius for Syrup and Condensed Milk Tins. J. F- Wright, of Prenton, Birkenhead.

15^188 {SSMS)* Oecember I8th, 1919.

A detachable cover for use with tins containing syrup or condent>ed milk is described.

It comprises a domed part having in its upper portion a pouring opening provided with a

sliding pivoted lid adapted to cut off the flow of liquid.

CaocoLATK Moulds. A. A. Ballatore, of Hyndland, Glaf-gow, N.B. {£8,143)*

November 13th, 1919.

Flexible moulds for moulding chocolates are made of a gelatinous composition con-

sisting of a mixture of gelatine and glycerin. This inixtuie is heated, and when about

the consistency of treacle is poured into a master mould and allowed to set After removal

from the master mould, the moulded material is iuimeised in water at 38°C. (100® F.),

immediately withdrawn, and put aside for a time until quite firm.

Coating Confkctioneuy. £. C. R. Marks {National Equipment Co*, of Spiingfield,

Mass., U.S.A.). 15£,o83 {9477); addition to 140,871 {££31). April Ist, 1920.

The machine described in the parent specification® is modified by arranging the two

conveying-moans to travel in regions of different temperature, and means are provided

co-operating with the tail-eliminating means to clean the same of coating material and to

convey the said material to the region of higher temperatuie.

Harvesting Beet. H. C* Hansen and A* C. Andersen, of Flaster, Denmark.

153,657 {19,5t£)* August 7th, 1919.

A machine for harvesting beet comprises catchers 4, horizontal rotary knives 6,

and arms 7, a rotary drum cutter 8, adjusting-prongs 10, root-rifteis 11, and an incline

1£ leading to shaking bars which clean the loots and deliver them to a receptacle 14 having

a hinged discharge door 16 provided with

teeth i6'« for clearing the ground on which

the roots are discharged. T’he machine is

mounted on two front steering-wheels and
two rear wheels from which the moving parts

are driven. The tops are caught in an angle

between the catchers 4 cut and
thrown to one side by the knives ^and arms

7 mounted on a vertical shaft 5, The final topping is done by the drum cutter 8 which
is held down by its own weight and by springs 8^ and is adjusted by feathering curved
prongs 10 mounted on the pivoted arms carrying it. T he roots i>a88 up the incline

1£ to curved shaking burs which are actuated by cranks. The hinged door 16 of the
receptacle 14 is controlled hj*^ a lever 15.

^Copies of specilications of patents wiU» their drn wings can be obtained on application
to the following;- King^dom: Patent Office, Sales Blanch, 25, Sontliamptoi) Buildings.
Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2 (price. Is. each). United Stales: Commissioner of Paietits,
Washingtoi}, DC. (price 10 cents each). ./Vance ; LTmpriinerie iNationale. 87, rue Vieille du
Temple, Paris (price, 2 fr. oo eac.li).

* 1920, 289. 3 I.S.J,, 1920, 660.
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Patents.

Motoh Spihit containing Alcohol.* £. C. /?. Marks ^U^S. Industrial Alcohol Co*,

of New York, U.H.A.). loS,9S5 {11,419). May 7th, 1919.

A motor spirit with a freezing-point below— 60°F. conshisof;— (1) 40 volumes of

ethyl alcohol, 28 volumes of gasoline, 17 volumes of benzol, 7 *5- 10*0 volumes of ether,

8 volumes of toluol ; or (2) 20 volumes of ethyl alcohol, 20 volumes of gasoline, 16 volumes

of kerosene, 36 volumes of methyl-cthyl-ketone, 6 volumes of ether
;
or (3) 16 volumes of

benzol, 40 volumes of alcohol, 30 volumes of gasoline, 15 volumes of ether.

]\IoTou Fukl containing Alcohol. E* C* R* Marks {U*S, Industrial Alcohol Co.,

of New York, U.S.A.). 154,367 {38,905). May 7tb, 1919,

A motor spirit with a freezing-point below -60® consists of 12 parts by volume of

benzol, 30 pai ts of gasoline, and 40 paits of absolute alcohol. Specification 153,935 (above)

is referred to.

Si'Ecinc Guavity and Liquii) Level Indicators. Pneumercator Co. (Assignees of

C. W. Stancliffe, of Boston. Mass., U.S.A.). 154,631 (34,m)* Becember

2nd, 1920; convention date, June 17th, 1919
;
not yet accepted ; abjidged as open

to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

This invention relates to apparatus for measuring the depth, volume, and specific

gravity of liquid in a tank of the type in which air pressure is developed to balance the

head of liquid above a reference level against an indicating column. Two pipe lines,

fitted with discharge orifices submerged in the liquid at known veitical distances apart,

are connected to an indicating liquid chamber provided with air piessuro means and a

suitably graduated indicating column.

CoLouiMETLU.'** A. £. of Sutton, Surrey. 1.j4J>71 {W,8S2). August 25th, 1919,

Biscuit Machines. (1) T. and E* L. Vicars, of Earlslown, Lancashire. {\} 154,647

{10,353). June 30lh, 1919. (2) 151850 {154,853). June 30tb, 1919.

Centkifugals, (i) H. Hooke, of Gower Street, Ijondon. 154,038 [34,708). October

9tb, 1919. (2) J. McIntyre, of Portobello, Midlothian, Scotland. 154,041

{13,706). May 30th, 1919.

Evaporation with Vapour CV)MPR^ssION.® Aktiebolaget Indunstare, of Gothoburg,

Sweden. 154,355 {31,074)* Septembt-r 3rd, 1919

Evaporation is carried out in successive stages under the same temperature and pressure

in evaporators in which the liquid is circulated in films and which are heated by the

generated vapours after they have been compress^ d. Use is made of the typo of evaporator

described in previous specificalioiis by the inventor,^ compxising vertical externally heated

tubes on the interior of which the liquid is distributed in films by special dovicc.s.

Distillation of Alcohol. L* Granger, C. Mariller, and Soc. Anon, Exploitation

de Precedes Evaporatoires (Syst^me Prache et Bouillon), of Paris. 154,558

{15,180). June 3rd, 1920; convention date, November 26th, 1919; not yet

accepted
; abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

The condensation of vapouis in apparatus for distilling alcoholic liquids, etc., is

utilized to generate steam which may bo used for heating or power-producing. When
distilling liquids with a boiling point lower than water, the steam is generated under

reduced pressure, and may be compressed.

» See also laao, m, 477, 692, 713.

* A full description of this appaiTiius has ali-eady been given. See L8.,l., 1920, 556.

» LS.J., 1020, 56, 117, 418, 718. 4 U.K. Patents, 12,462 of 1011 and 22,670 of 1011.
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The International Sugar Journal. [1921.

Cane CurriNG Machine. Max Wertheim, of Tietermaritzburg, Malal, 156,:^98

{$^,081). September 8th, 1919.

It comprises means for cutting the canes near the ground, for levelling and cutting
off the tops, and for discharging the cut cancs on to the ground. It has a timber and
metal frame 1 mounted on four adjustable wheels 4* the axlos of the front ones being
mounted in brackets on their angular siandaids 5. The canes are cut by a rotary knife

40 and fall into a pivoted and approximately balanced carrier 19 in a trough 16 having a
splayed upper end which may be formed of tubing 17 and woven wire. After the cimes
have been loosely bound, the carrier is raised and turned into a vertical position so that
the top ends of the canes are levelled by contact with the bottom of the trough, after

which the binding-cord is tightened. The carrier is then returned to its original position

and pushed lengthwise on supporting rollers 19^ until the canes are in a position to he

topped by a rotary knife

53, which is brought
down upon them. After

the tops have been re-

moved, the canes are dis-

charged by again turning

the carrier into the vorti-

cal position and releasing

thobinding-cordorchain.

The canes are guided into

thf3 trough 16 by guide

arms which aread
j ustahle

by means of cords and

weights. The trunnions
of the carrier 19 w'ork in right-angled slots in the trough J6 and carry lever arms;?/

which engage wdth rollers 2^2 w^hon the carrier is raised, and turn it into the vertical position.
The carrier is raised by means of ropes or chains wound on drums 26 on shafts 25, 30
which are connected by spur and chain gearing and are operated by a handle 24, I'he
cutter 40^^ driven by flexible sliafting 4I ^ clutch from a shafts/ driven by chain
gearing fioni an engine 42, which is cooled by means of a fan 63. The cutter 40 is

manipulated by means of bundles 4$ and is provided with a casing 49 and wdth IjuII

hearings. The topping-cutter 58 is rnoiinled in hall hearings carried by a pivoted and
counter- w'eighted arm 54 which may he held in position by a segment 57 and pin /^S,

The cutler 53 is diiven by chain gearing and a clutch from the shafts/, and is provided
with a casing 62, The machine may be prop-lied by tbe engine 42, or drawn by animals.
The carrier 19 may be operated by power from the engine. Two or more caiTiers may be
employed. In a modification, the machine has six wheels, the central pair of which is

replaceable by others of different size, the rairier is raised by means of racks and pinions,
and the topping-cutter is movable laterally and is adapted to he tlirown back from operative
to inoperative position by moans of a handle pivoted on its shield.

^lANUFACTUHE OF A PaECiriTATE (foR FliEDlNO StITf) FROM BeKT KaW duiCE ANP
Apteh-pkodvcts. M. von Wierusz-Kowalski. 132,798. Seplembtjr ICtli,

1919
;
convention date, July llth, 1916 ; complete accepted, December ICth, 1926.

Raw beet juice is heated to about 80-1 00®C., treated with sulphurous acid to give an
acidity of 0*01-0 02 per cent., when a flocculent precipitate results. After adding lime
(or otlior alkali) until the reaction is 0*2-0*4 per cent., the juice is filtered. A precipitate
containing 20 per cent, of albuminoid substances and 6 per cent, of phosphoiic acid (on
the dry substance), and an ash content less than 10 per cent., is said to be thus obtained.
“It can thence be used successfully as a food rich in albumin It is stated
that “ waste liquors ** may be treated in the same way.
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Filtfk, xTsiNo Bagassk oil LIKE Mri>ium. Jumcs Miller and George Fletcher

& Co*^ Ltd,, of Derby. 158,387 {27,519), November 7 th, 1919; February

7th, 1921. (One drawing.)

A frame 1 has trunnions 2, 3, adapted to carry a pivoted filteiing chamber 4 fed

through the hollow trunnion 3 and exhausted through the hollow trunnion 2, A stop 5
may be provided to maintain the filter chamber in its normal position of operation, which

in use is swung about trunnions 2, 3, to jecoive a charge of bagasse or the like filtering

medium. It is then moved into

the position shown in the drawing

and the cover 6 is lowered on to

the top of the chamber 4 to close

this by rotating the internally

threaded hand -wheel 7 mounted

on the screwed spindle 8 which

hand -wheel has collar 7® mounted

to rotate within the 3'oke 9,

When the cover G is bedded upon

the top of chambeT 4 further

rotation of the hand-wheel 7 will

commence to move down a follower

10 until it contacts with the mass

of bagasse of the chamber 4-

follower 10 can be locked in this

position by the hand lock nut 11,

The stock to be filtered can then be

allowed to pass into the chamber 4

through the h(/llow trunnion 3, so

that in bringing the filter into

and out of operation no pipe

joints for the sugar stock are

broken. This stock will fiber

through lh(‘ chamber 4 and pass out through the hollow trunnion 2, Should the medium

l)as8ing through the the filter become muddy, extra pressure can be applied to the hagahse

or the like by means of the hand-wheel 7 bringing the follower down into, for instance,

the position shown at 10°^ in the drawing. A test cock 12 can he provided on the chamber

for testing the level of llio liquid in it, and the chamber can also he provided with a pipe

and stop cock 13 for drawing off all liquor lying above the followot pressing on the

filtering medium when in its lower position prior to emptying the chamber of its

hagasso or the like filtering medium. By this moans waste of sugar liquid is avoided.

A stop cock 14 can be provided at the base of the chamber 4 to draw off the mud or

sediment into the channel to, which maj'^also receive liquor from the U^st cock I'iy whereby

all waste is prevented.

Cocoa-Bueakjng Machine. J. Baker & Sons, Ltd., and W, E. Prescott,

155,320 {18,721). July 28th, 1919.

It comprises three toothed rollers disposed with their axes in throe superimposed

planes, one of the rollers of the upper pair being of general oval form and section, so

that during rotation of the 1 oilers the width of the space between the upper pair is

periodically varied.

Centuipugal Machine, ELucTHicALLY-DunrRN. A, Melotte, of llemioourt, Belgium.

156,070 {22,313). July 27th, 1920 ; convention date, December 26th, 1919;

not yet accepted; abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

A machine is described, the suspended bowl of which is driven by an electric motor

located in the head of the apparatus.
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May] The International Sugar Journal. [1921.

UNITED STATES.

Continuous Oentripuoal Machinb. Joseph Avrutik, of Now York, U.S.A. 1,360,708.
November 30th, 1920. (Three figures.)

In centrifuging massocuite it is found after the oi>eration that the layers nearest the
centre are less well separated than those most remote, which latter liave in fact been aub«
jected to a greater force. According to this invention, the massecuite is centrifuged
successively in a series of dniins, 5, 6, 7, and 8, being fed from one to another of progressively

greater diameter. Thus, the massecuite is introduced in a continuous stream into basket

5, in which a separation of syrup

through the perforated wall 10
occurs. Centrifugal force causes

the massecuite remaining to pass

over the side of drum 5, and fall

into drum 6* below, and so on. Each
time the massecuite is transferred

to another drum, its constituents

are ro-arranged, the less well sep-

arated poitions being mixed with

the rest. Drums 6, 7, and 8 are

successively larger than drum 5, as

shown, and their walls are inerpas-

ingly inclined in ortler to facilitate

the paswSage of the gradually purified

massecuite. A fter leaving drum 8

,

the crystals go into discharge hop-

per $8, from which they are dis-

charged. Jn regard to the syrup

separated from each of the drums,

this pusses into the receivingpan 19,

finally reaching pan SO, from which it is drawn out of the apparatus through j)ipe SI. In

this way, it is seen that the massecuite in the uppermost basket 5 is subjected only to a

moderate separating force. The substance having been divested of a portion of its liquid

content, its constituents are re-arranged and subjected to a greater force. These two modes

of operation, namely, the re-arrangeinont of the constituents of the substance, and its

subjection to a progressively greater force, are continued until no liquid remains in the

substance. By this method of removing the liquid content from the substance, all the

solid particles are equally subjected to the liquid-removing force.

Motok Fuel containing Alcohol. Albert Hayes, of New York, N.Y. (assignor to

U,S. Industrial Alcohol Co., of West Virginia, U.S.A.). 1,361,153. August
27th, 1919; December 7th, 1920.

Alcohol and kerosene should produce a satisfactory combination for an explosive mixture

(it is considered) were these two liquids miscible
;
and in order to overcome this difficulty

the inventor proceeds in the following way : One part of ether is mixed with 14-16 of

kerosene (or other petroleum distillate preferably heavier than gasoline or petrol, though

the latter may be used) ; 7-20 parts of benzol added; and lastly 9-70 parts of alcohol

added to the whole, a motor fuel mixture in which the various components are in solution

thus being obtained. Alcohol containing 6 per cent. “ or oven more of water may bo

used, being found to blend readily with these components.

Bkkt Toppbk. Samuel J. Wilson, of Great Falls, Mont., U.S.A. 1,360,731.

January 11th, 1919 ; February 22nd, 1921.

Bbet Harvestbu. Rikizo Ariuchi, of Kerry, Oreg., U.S.A. 1,369,373. September

24th, 1919 ; February 22ad, 1921.
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Bket Hahyestek, Motor Driven. Olof Frankman, of Malmo, Sweden. 1,S71,$60.

October 25th, 1919 ;
March 16th, 1919.

Confectionery Machinery. (1) Frank Locoratolo. 1,370,027. May 29th, 1920
;

March 1st, 1921.
( 2) Charles M. Becker and Herman Becker, of Brooklyn,

N.J. 1,369,772. May 10th, 1920; March 1st, 1921.

Candy a.vd other Food Puoducth. William F. Speck, of Chicago, 111., U.S.A.

1,371,4^0. March I3th, 1919 ; March 15th, 1921.

Ckntkifuoai.j> Nelson H, Norris, of Kenfrow, Ontario, Canada. 1,371,269. April

19th, 1920 ; March 15th, 1920.

Flushing ArPARATus for Use with Pressure Filters. Louis J. Martel^ (Assignor

to Martel Filter Co., Inc., New Orleans, La., U.S.A.) 1,370,469. March lUh,

1920; March Ist, 1921.

ONITEl) KINGDOM COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

Kvapohaiion of Fruit Juices. E. Barbel €t Fils et Cie. 136,176 [27,401).

N(>\eiiih<*r 9<h, 191H.

Chocola'ir Mam’facturk. Sarotti Chokoladen & Cacao-.Industrie A.-G., and
A. Muller 169,886 (70W). March 10th, 1920.

I^Iachink k)u (’uTTisci Sugar. Soc Anon. Raffinerie Tirlemonioise. 159,899 [7689).

IMarch 10th, 1920.

Hydration of Lime E. R. Sutcliffe. 160,556 [32,144}- December 22nd, 1919.

pRODUci’ioN OK P’kumentkd Ln4UoitR. C 5. Townscud. 100,662 [
32

,245). December
2::id, 1919.

Confection EUY Manufacture. N . E. Brigham. 160,700 [16,720). June 10th, 1920.

CoNVbiisKiN OF Wood into Sugar. By S. F. Acree. 100,776-100,777 (8492-8493).

Hefining Ai'fakatis for treating Cocoa Bean.s. E. C. R. Marks (National

Equipment Go.), 161,210 {27,120). November 4th, 1919.

Cellulose Feryuntation. Power Gas Corporation, Ltd., and H. Langwell.
101,294 (694). Addition to 134,205. Januaiy 8th, 1920.

Kectifyinq Appauaius. E. Barbet et Fils et Cie. 138,809 [6707). February 8tb,

1919.

Filtering Appau.aius. (1) Dorr Co. 139,493 [5714)- October 5th, 1918.

(2) L. C- Davis. 101,509 {31,200). November 4tb, 1920,

Liquid Fuelk. U S. Industrial Alcohol Co. (1) 140,797 [8797). October 12th, 1917.

(2) 133,709 [24,852). November 28th, 1917.

Glucose Manitaitluino from Wood. M. Levy and H. Terrisse. 143,212 [12,609).

May 13th, 1919.

Beahinoh for Centrifugal Machines. Baron von Bechtolsheim. 147,090 (19,12$).

May 30th, 1919.

Packing Sugar Blocks, Soc. Anon. Raffinerie Tirlemonioise. 161,567 (8151).

April 20th, 1920.

Filter Press. H. A- Vallez. 161,193 (10,177). March 6th, 1916,
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United Kingdom.

IMPOB'J’S AND EXPORTS OF SUGAR.
IMPORT’S.

ONK Month kndino Four Months ending
April ;^oth. APRIL 30th.

1920. 192J. 1920. 1921.

Unubfinbd Suqaus. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

Germany 3,956 .... 4,738 -

Netherlands 260 .... 595
Belgium • • • • ....

France * • • • • . .

.

«...

Oaecho-Slovakia .... .... ....

Java 5,332 389 21,826
Philippine Islands .... ....

Cuba 119 .43 *i 76,966 215,402 87,867
Dutch Guiana • • • * • V t t 638
Hayti and San Domingo » . . • .... • • • •

Mexico .... .... .... • . . •

Peru 1,879 8,004 18,649 49,088
Brazil 666 704 5,594 24,610
Mauritius 12,845 44,997 90,161 111,275
British India 1,536 • . .

.

2,775 ....

Straits Settlements • • * • .... > • * •

British West Indies, Britisli

G uiana & Bi itish Honduras 23,614 12,790 36,541 36,077
Other Countries 399 13,362 11.246 27.278

Total Baw Sugars 164,127 161,396
1

416,494 859,245

Kbfinui) Sugars.
Germany • • • • .... 125 1

Netherlands 23 17,123 995 35,401

Belgium 210 5,560 706 16,043

France 1 926 2 2,530

Czecho-Slovakitt • . • • 19 138

Java 99 5,007 101

United States of America .

.

10,664 7,131 ; 66,678 1
12,698

Argentine Kepublic .... ....
1

....

Mauritius .... ....

Other Countries 210 17,844 ' 7,634 36*076

Total Befined Sugars .. 11,108 48,682 81,066 102,988

Molasses 3,726 6,371 i 35,807 25,693

Total Imports 178,960 216,448
'

1

681^,866 487,926

EXPORTS.

Buitibu Rkfinbu Sugars. Tons. Tons. Tons Tons.

Denmark .... .... .... ....

Netherlands .... 381 2 1,038

Portugal, Azores,and Madeira • t • • ... . • • ....

Channel Islands 2 131 89 631

Canada .... .... .... ....

Other Countries 2 147 9 884

Foubion & Colonial Sugars.
4 660 99 2,463

Refined and Candy 180 39 656 53
Unrefined 3 6 1,236 514
Various Mixed in Bond.... • • • • ... * • • • •

Molasses 432 lOJ 1,261 293

Total Exports 619 «

1

S!to1i11 8,262 3,818

Weights calculated to the nearest ton.
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United States.

flFilhit Oray,}

(Tong of 2,240 Ibg.)
1921.

Tong.

1920

Tong.

Total lleceipts January Ist to April 28th .

,

914,176 1,124,829

Deliveries ,, m 908,369 .

.

1,124,829

Meltings by Kefiners „ ^ 781,186 .. 965,199

Exports of Kefined ,, ^ 66,000 . . 160,000

Importers* Stocks, April 28th . .. 18,159 .. none

Total Stocks, April 28th 176,191 ..

1920.

85,261

1919.

Total Consumption for twelve months . . 4.084,672 . . 4,067,671

Cuba.

Statkmknt of Kxfohts and Stocks of SuaAii, 1918«1919,

1919-1920. AND 1920-1921.

(Tous of 2/J4U 11)8.)

191819
Ton.H.

1919 20
Tons

1920-21

Tons.

Exports . ., 929,435 . . 1,307,086 . . 767,010*

BtofUs . .. 778,075 . . 659,330 . . 776,224

Local (/'oiisuinptiofi

1,707,510

30,000 .

1,966.416

24,500 .

1,543,234

30,000-

licceipts at Porta to March Slat .. .... 1,737,510 1,990,916 1,673,234

Havana^ March SUt, tUJt J. (1c m a.-- L. Mkjf.h.

United Kingdom.

S'lA'IKMUNl OK ImKOHTH, Kxi’OUia, AND CoNSU MIM ION OF SUOAK KOIC FoLU MONTNS
KNoxNo Afkil 30tii, 1913, 1920, and 1921.

IMPOM'JS Ex POUTS (Foreign).

1913. 1920 1921, 1913. 1920. 1921.

Tons Tons Tons. Tons Tons. Tons
Kefined .. . 257,090 81,065 . 102,9.‘<8 379 . 656 53

Raw . . 320,077 . 415,494 .. 3r>9,2l5 1,017 . 1,236 514

Molasses .. 45,105 .35,807 25,693 91 .. 1,261 293

622, :W2 532.366 487,926 1 1,487 3,153 860

llOMR CONSUMKUON.
1913 1920. 1921
Tons. Tons Tons.

Keflued .. .. . . . 247,800 92,246 95,698

Refined (in Bond) in the United Kingdom .. .. .... 232,73.5 220,40.5 316,159

Raw . 35,307 108,398 41,273

Molasses . .

.

. . . 10,330 14,282 3,739

Molasses, manufactured (In Bond) in United Kingdom . I2,78ti 26,717 17,049*

Total . .. f>39.958 462.048 473,918^

Leu Exports of British HeOned .. .. , , . 8,836 99 2,453

Nn,122 461,949 471,46.5^
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Sugar Market Report.

Our last report was dated 6th April, 1921.

In sympathy with foreign iofluonces, the general trend of the home market has been

downward, and the active conditions last reported have given place to a period of dullness

and difiiculty of trading.

There are no present signs of an early settlement of the coal strike, which came at an

inopportune moment for those who had been led by returning confidence to purchase

rather freely lor early requirements. The poorness of the demand and the pressure of

arrivals resulted in some re-sales hy users and distributors and tended to create a distrust

in luling values, which has boon justified by the fall which has taken place. The London

refiners have reduced their prices to-day by 2b., making totally 5s. per cwt. in the last

month ; Tate’s No. 2 Granulated is now quoted 63s. 6d., and No. 1 Cubes, 688., duty paid.

American Gianulated, which had been sold up to 418. c.i.f. arrived Liverpool, has been

persistently offered at declining prices, and has been done to-day at 33s. c.i.f. arrived

London. Polisli Granulated on the spot is offered at 59s., and J Dutch sold at 62s. duty

paid. West Indian Crystallkod quoted 67s to 69b. 6d, spot, according to quality.

Business in the terminal market has been disappointing, and confined to small oper-

ations mostly in minimum quantities ; Octobor-December is offered at 19s. 6d., although

this is below the parity at which any 96^^ sugar c^n be purchased and placed on the spot

in bonded warehouse as cover for such a sale.

Reports fiom Oulia point to sittisfactory crop piogress, and although financial con-

ditions Hio still unsettled, the recently completed arrangements for obtaining a credit to

finance the stigar stored in Cuban warohouseH liave helped to strengthen confidence and to

remove doubts which existed as to whether full grinding of the crop would bo accorn*

plisbed. The Sidling Committee has continued its operations at declining prices, and

to-day's limit of 3J c. per lb. compares with *5} c. a month ago. Sales included 20,000

tons to the United Kingdom at 26b. 6d. c.i.f., equal to 4*56 c c. & f New York. There

are 196 Centrals grinding, against 162 last year ; total receipts to 30th April, 2,163,000

tons, and stock 1,107,000 tons, compare with 2,570,400 tons and 672,000 tons respectively

a year ago.

Calculations are published which point to a possible final outturn of about 3,700,000

tons, provided that the crop can be fully ground. However sati'^factory this may be to

the grower, the task of marketing the sugar remains to be faced, and the prosperity of

this operation mufti depend largely upon the course of coiiBuinjition, or such icturn to

stable conditions generally as will inspire confidence amongst buyers. Certainly there is

little inclination in any part of the world to enter into stocks at the moment, which is not

surprising with production going on apace for everybody to see.

There aie signs of a certain amount of resistance on the part of Cuban sellers, quite

natural after such a severe fall, and probably due to the improved demand which is

reported from United States buyers. •

The Java market has been dull and quotations are lower, 'i'he Syndicate price has

been reduced to 17i guilders f.o.h. for Whites. Working on the New Crop has com-

menced, and it is said that an increase of about 160,000 tons over last year is looked for.

The demand for India remained dull until a few days ago when a moderate business was
done in May at 308., June 268., c. & f. Calcutta. Stocks in the Indian ports are still low,

and sugar actually on the spot commands a premium of about 10s. per cwt.

Continental weather reports are mainly satisfactory, and although no definite informa-

tion is yet published regarding the extent of sowings, current ideas favour an all-over

increase of something below 16 per cent. These include Germany at 12 to 16 per cent.,

Czecho-Slovakia 6 per cent., Belgium 15 per cent., and Holland 10 per cent. For Franco
no figure is given, whilst Denmark will probably show a reduction of about 6 per cent.

The present crop in Italy is turning out sWt of the 170,000 tons estimated, and it is said

will not exceed 146,000 tons, which points to that country requiring to make further pur-

•chases for near shipment.
H. H Hancock & Co,

10 & 11, Mincing Lane,
1 401)don, F.C. 3,

May 6th, 1921.
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Notes and Comments.

Trade Sta^rnation at Home.
The coal strike han continued now eight weeks and at the moment of writing

is still unsettled, though there is n growing conviction that another week or

two of negotiations will roMilt in Homo Hottloment such as will allow the miners

to return to work. Mr. Lloyi) Gkoiuie remarked the other day that the country

was strangely apathetic to the outcome; the reason for this is ascribed to the

slackness of tiade generally, and to the inability of manufacturers to quote for

any orders while the cost of production (as regards the coal supply and its price)

remains unasccrtaiiiublo. Better, it is thought, to have a belated settlement that

wull bc) of a ponnanont chai actor than a hurried agreement that will lead to a

fiiither stoppage after tho wheels of industry have onco more got going. So there

is not the jiressure to solve tho impasse that at other times might bo forthcoming.

But once a porinaneut settlement is come to, it is believed that trade will revive

generally.

The sugar machinery trade is probably one of the least affected by the slump
in general trad©

;
but eight weeks of idle coal mines has deprived practically all

industrial concerns of the moans to carry on, save where oil fuel could be procured

and utilized. What coal could be obtained, either by importation or from isolated

etoitks and mines, has naturally been commandeered for national utility purposes

and domestic requirements. Bailwuy travelling (apart from suburban services) is

more reminiscent in its tediousness and discomfort of fifty years ago than of the

2()th century. That things are not worse is duo in a considerable measure to the

ability to substitute oil for coal and probably there will never in the future be such
a dependence on coal for industrial purposes. But coal is after all the principal

raw material of this country and tho mainstay of the export trade
;
so it would be

calamitous if its production and sale could not soon be placed on an economic basis

once more, and we had to fall back largely on an imported liquid fuel.

Meantime the production of manufactured goods in this country suffers a
serious if temporary setback, and it may be assumed that amongst them deliveries

of much needed sugar machinery made in this counti*y for the colonies and else-

where will be seriously delayed in delivery. But in the end if the coal mining
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industry can through the settlement of their present dispute he led to settle down
to steady production for some years, much will have been done to quicken and

then stabilize the wheels of production, and contracts can be entered into with

more certainty of fulfilment than has been the case since the Armistice.

The Sugar Supply.

As regards the sugar supply at home during those abnormal days, the position

of the British refineries appears to haye improved slightly since last month*.

Although the Greenock houses are still closed for lack of fuel, the Liverpool ones

have managed to re-start the last few days (either with imported coal or with oil

fuel), while the big London refineries have managed to keep going during the

whole of the strike, and are supplying small amounts of sugai- regularly to the

dealers. As a consequence, the strike-diminished demand of the consuming

population is being met without difficulty, all the more as there is no lack of

foreign sugar (chiefly American) available to meet any shortage.

The States appear to be faced with a big surplus that was estimated a month
ago by the Federal Beporter at no less than 1,000,000 tons: excess American

refined, say, 330,000; American beet unsold, 400,000; raw sugar in American

ports, say, 270,000 tons. Americans are therefore keen on finding an outlet for

this surplus, since it would need an American consumption of 5,000,000 tons for

1921 to absorb the probable supply, whereas the actual consumption is not

expected to exceed 4,000,000. But the disastrous strike in this country, which

may yet last a mouth longer, does not encourage the belief in any large consump-

tion over here for some months ; the working classes are earning too little to be

able to indulge in any liberal diet of sugar. What our 1921 consumption is

likely to be it is hard to forecast, but 1,200,000 tons is, at a guess, a likely maxi-

mum figure. Trade will only slowly recover from the lack of coal, and even the

coal miners will not all find work when the strike is over, since they have allowed

a considerable number of mines to get damaged ; hence unemployment will be

bound to be prevalent for a good while to come, all of which will be reflected in

reduced purchases of sugar.

The Americans are, however, not the only sugar holders anxious to dispose of

their surplus in this country ; certain Cuban interests are over in London trying

to dispose of a quantity of the present Cuban crop in the United Kingdom. So
far no news of a deal has been published ; but with plenty of sugar available from

other sources, it is not likely that there will bo any huiTy ^to accept the Cuban
offers unless the price is particularly favourable and the refinones can take further

supplies of Cuban raws in the near future ; in any event, the latter are supposed

to have enough raws to meet their needs till August or September.

The Trinidad Crop.

Messrs. Edgar Tripp <& Co., of Trinidad, in their April report of the sugar

industry of that island remark that the occurrence of unlocked for rain throughout

the dry season has led to much difficulty and unusual delay in harvesting, and
serious fears are now entertained that it will be impossible to reap tho full crop

before thowet season sets in in earnest. Shoiild this fear he realized, itwould be most
unfortunate, especially if among the canes left over were any substantial quantity

from the cane farmers in whom it is so desirable that oonfldencG should be estab-

lished as to the ability of the factories to deal with any increasing cultivation,

weather conditions notwithstanding. It points also to the urgent necessity of

confldence on the part of the sugar estate proprietors that preferential relations
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with the Colonies will become part of the permanent policy of the United Kingdom.

Until that confidence is justified, no very large investment in extended and im-

proved factories is likely. As it is, the manufacturing plant is only just large

enough to comfortably handle existing crops in fine weather. The young culti-

vation, it may be added, never looked better, and—froghoppers permitting—the

crop of 1922 should be a bumper one.

The Prospects of Continued imperial Preference.

As regards the political question raised above by Messrs. Tripp, our opinion

is that so long as the Government at home is in the hands of the present com-

bination of parties, the preferential relations are certain to continue. A Labour

Government might be inclined to drop the preference if thereby they could aid the

free breakfast policy” or its equivalent; though oven Labour men are slowly

tending to become protectionist. An independent Liberal Government would

probably be as ready as of old to sacrifice the Colonies to their free trade fetish,

but much depends on the peraoiinel of such a party, which to some extent too

would partako of the nature of a coalition.

But of these two parties, unfavourable in their tenets to the Imperial prefer-

ence, the Independent Liberal or “Wee Free ” one, as it is popularly called, does

not stand in the near future any chance of commanding the approval of the

country while it maintains almost unimpaired the political views held by it before

the war
;
for it is a safe proposition to assert that the bulk of the population of

this country have as the result of the war broadened their views in the matter of

national economics, and while not prepared to assent in a hurry to any radical

change are yet prepared to consider any reasonable departure from pre-war policy

such as the changed conditions of the present day' seem to warrant. The bulk of

thorn if not yet converted are at least open to argument, which was more than

could be said of many of them before the war. If the Independent Liberal

leaders do secure the Governmeiit of the couutry’^, it would he due to unexpected

cross-cuiTonts of national tomjier calling for a change, rather than any conviction

that the “ Wee Freos” are the ideal mouthpiece of the countiy at largo.

There is more chaiico of the alternative Govern ixieiit being a Labour one,

because Labour can commaud very considerable voting strength in the populated

centres of the country. But recent events connected with the succession of strikes

have done nothing to refute the dictum of Mr. Winston Churchill that Labour
is not yet fit to govern. 8o long as, to borrow a military parallel, the Labour
army is controlled in a crisis not by the comparatively^ experienced views of the

staff officers, but by the localized ideas and narrowness of outlook of the corporals

who tend to dictate what headquarters shall or shall not do, so long would a

Labour Government bo merely' the puppets of a group of extremists amongst the

rank and file who would be the real rulers, although least fitted by practical

experience and bi'eadlh of outlook to hold the reins of Government. IVobably,

however, the bulk of the working classes will by now be increasingly aware of this,

and will hesitate to put into constitutional power a sot of men whose position in

the counsels of the labour party is due more to their energy plus the apathy of the

more moderate ty'pe of man to record his views, than to any real ability to repre-

sent the latter. Wore trade union ballots made secret, as are parliamentary ballots^

there would be more hope of a really reasonable Labour Government offering, and
more chance of the country putti ng one into power some day soon , As it is at present,

these chances are being spoilt by the extremists in their fold, and the position

in power of the pi'esent Coalition government correspondingly strengthened.
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The Australian Sugar Production.

The Commonwealth Minister of Customs^ has announced that the Common-
wealth Government will continue to pay Australian sugar growers £30 6s. 8d. a

ton for raw sugar during the current year, and the refined product will be sold to

distributors at £49 a ton, the retail price being 6d. per lb. A heavy crop is

expected this season, but it will not be available until the end of the year. If it

fully meets Australian requirements, a reduction in price is possible in 1922.

The net result of the Commonwealth Government's transactions in sugar,

taking all liabilities into account, was a loss or deficit on 3()th June, 1920, of over

£900,000, and it was found necessary to increase the amount which the Treasurer

was empowered to bon*ow from the Commonwealth Bank to £1,000,000. It is

hoped that by Ist of August the losses on the sugar account will be overtaken.

The sugar imports in 1918-19 were 52,569 tons, of the value of £1,052,124, or a

little over £20 per ton
;
in 1919-20 the quantity was 112,805 tons, of the value of

£4,359,203, or £38 12s. 9d. per ton. For 31st December, 1920, the imports were

24,475 tons, valued at £1,059,342, or a little over £45 6s. per ton. It is hoped that

the 1920-21 season’s crop from Queensland will be sufficient for the whole of

Australia, and so save the people the extra cost of bringing in the high costing

product from abroad.

A New Method of hauling Cane.

A rather interesting method of hauling cane from the fields (based on a

system that has been applied in other transport industries) has been lately tried

out in Cuba by Mr. D. II. Thomas, of Havana (acc(>rding to the Cuha Ueviexv),

It consists of a motor truck chassis with two removable bodies, of wbicli one can

be in transit with its load while the other stands in the field and is filled up with

•cane. Thus the motive power is in continuous service, and the “dead time”

during which the body is being loaded is eliminated from its schedule. Obviously

by this means one motor can do the work of transporting two or even more loads

of au ordinary motor truck, depending on the distance to be traversed between

the cane cutters and the railhead or factory. The Thomas cane body consists of a

platform mounted on four collapsible legs, which are hooked to the underside

when the truck is travelling. The truck is e<|uipped wulh a device placed directly

behind the driver’s seat wdiich raises the body in position to bo loaded, and lowers

the body on to the truck when loaded. The platform is fitted with the usual

stanchions for holding the bundles of cane. As for the chassis^ it is fitted with

wheels equipped with special hauling rims that give 8 in. bearing surface per

gross ton load ; these special rims come into play only when the truck is operating

on soft ground, the regular rubber tyres coming into use when travelling on stone

roads ;
thus speed is not sacrificed, and no change of nm is required. The cost of

the motor truck with two bodies, f.o.b. Havana, is put at )J4()00, while additional

bodies cost $300. The cost of moving 100 arrobas [2536 lbs.] 1 kilometre

[0*62 miles] with a 2-ton outfit is said not to exceed 30 cents [say, Is. 9d. per long

ton-mile], and with a 5-ton outfit 25 cents.

This method of using several bodies to one motor outfit is, as we said above,

not new ;
but we think it is the first time it has been tried in the cane fields, and

it promises to prove a useful innovation resulting in a great saving in cost of

transport in all cases where rail-less motor traction can lie used in the fields. In

Cuba its substitution for the time-honoured ox cart or “ enrreta” should speed up

T Vide Board of Trado Journal.
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operations in an industry that has always there made a point of hustling the work
during the grinding season.

The New Trinidad Customs Tariff.

The Customs Duties Ordinance (No. 8 of 1921) of the Trinidad Government,

which was assented to on April 1st last to give effect to the terms of the Canada-

West Indies Trade Agreement, 1920, so far as they relate to the Colony of

Trinidad, provides for a preference on British goods. In oui* particular sphere it

is to be noted that sugar machinery of British origin is to be admitted free, while

a 6 per cent, ad valorem tax is imposed on machinery of other origin. There is

also a duty on imported sugar
;
British refined pays 28. per 100 lbs. and other

refined 4s. ; the figures for unrefined are lospectively Is. 6d. and Ss. Agiicultural

implements, as contrasted with agricultural machinery, aie admitted free in any
case, as are manures, fertilizers and insecticides, and scientific apparatus.

One is glad to see that the principles of Imperial preference are being

extended, and are liot being confined to a preference on sugar imported into the

Mother Country
;
our only comidaint would be that the ad valorem duty is, if

anything, on the low side, and does not compare with the duties levied in pro-

tectionist countries, which run to anything up to 40 per cent. We do not advocate

the latter figure, but a 10 per cent, minimum would certainly be more reasonable.

After all, the preference on Trinidad sugar coming to this country is 16§ per

cent.

The European Beet Sowings 1921 •

Messhs. F. O. LrcHT'h Estimate.

1921^021.

Uectaues IlKCTAUHS

Gerrnanj^ .• 330,000 278,662

Czcclio-SlovHkiH ,, 206,000 196,000

France « . 91,800 81,840

Netherlands ,. , 69,000 63,468

Belgium 68,600 63,062

•Sweden 47,600 45,387

Denmark 38,600

Hungary 34,600 22,623

Italy 70,000 46,000

Austria 6,800 4,796

Other countries save Russia .

,

179,000 167,014

1,126,400 997,332

Kussia, Poland, XJkruina, not estimated. The intreast for Europe, excluding the

areas constituting the former Ilussiaxi Empire, thus amounts to 12‘83 per cent.

Kegarding the difference between the direct polarization and the sucrose per cent, by
double polarization (Clerget) in the case of beet molasses, £. Saillabd^ points out that in

dry seasons when the total nitrogen content is high, this is relatively small (being about
0*53 per cent, in 1911). On the other hand, during normal campaigns, the difference is

greater (averaging 1-46, and reaching 2 per cent, in 1913). These optically-active nitro-

genous substances are lovo-rotatory in alkaline solution, and dextro-rotatory in acid

solution, their effect being to diminish the direct polarization, which then approaches

more closely to the result obtained by double polarization.

^ (Hre, hel>d. Syndic. Fabr* Sucre France^ 1920, 88, 222.
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In ihie issue was published a paper by 0. Haugiiton Gill on the action of

basic load acetate on invert sugar, which is now regarded among chemists as a

classical contribution. He showed that if a solution of invert sugar be polarized

ill the presence of basic lead acetate solution, its levo-rotation is diminished to a

marked extent, so much so that it may actually become dextro-rotatory, if

sufficient be added. Thus if loc.c. of a solution of invert sugar be made up to

50 c.c. with (rt) water alone
;
with (5) 2 c.c. of basic lead acetate and water

;
and

(r) with basic load acetate alone, the readings obtained are (a) —28*25
;

(5) —24 *7
;
and (o) + 57*0. These results revealed an important source of error

in the doteriniiiatioii of sucrose in sugars, either by direct polarization, or by the

Clerget or double polarization method, ‘‘Now when a sugar solution containing

invert sugar is clarified by basic load acetate .... the first direct reading is too

high. When the liquid is acidified and inverted by heat, the original invert sugar

has its true levo-rotatory power restored, and added to that of the invert sugar

proceeding from the cane sugar, thus producing a greater ‘difference’ in the

readings than that due fo the cane sugar alone, and consequently leading to too

high a result . . .

Following the reading at the Society of Arts of the paper on the diffusion

process in the cane sugar factory,^ the lecturer, Fkudinand Kohn, referred to a

process of fermentation in motion. “The saccharine juice .... was conveyed

into a battery consisting of six or eight fermenting vats all connected together,

the top of one being on a level with the bottom of the other, in the same way as

Schutzonbach’s inacerator, and fei*mentatiou thus went on while the liquor was in

motion .... Modern experiments had proved that .... the liquor fermented

more rapidly when in motion, 12 hours only being required for the fermentation of

the beetroot liquor, whereas under the old process from three to six days were

required for the same purpose . . .
.” •

Article II of the Sugar Convention of 1864 provided that immodiatel}" after the

ratification of the Convention steps should be taken for making practical exjiori-

meiits in the refining of raw sugars of each class and of different origins to determine

the real yield of each, by the results of which the provisiotiary yields which had

already been suggested should be modified. The duty of conducting these

experiments had been entrusted by the Convention to M. Barbiek and Mr.
Ogilvje, the French and British commissioners respectively

;
and 400 tons of

four classes of sugars of various origins were worked up in a refinery in Cologne

under their direction. In this issue of the “ Sugar Cane ” are repoiled in detail

the average yields obtained, following the publication of which results a declaration

was signed in Paris by the representatives of the four powers concerned fixing the

minimum yield per 100 kg. of raw sugars as under

:

Dutch Standard No. Yield of Refined Loaf.

18-16 94 kg.

14-10 88 „
9-7 80 „

Below 7 67 „

1 l.SJ., 1921, 248.
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Notes on American Beet Sugar Production.

(By our American Correspondent.)

It is something of a paradox that the past season, which was the most

successful in the history of the beet sugar industry in the United States judged

by the volume of production, should have been at the same time one of the most

disastrous in its financial results. Few of the beet sugar companies will show

anything substantial in the way of net earnings when their output is finally sold.

Many of them will have accumulated heavy deficits, and one or two of the newer

companies will be unable to opeiate duiing the coming season because of the

finanfjial difficulties under which they are labouring.

The final returns in the matter of production are now in. They show a total

yield of sugar amounting to 1 ,090,1 21 short tons. The ton of 2000 lbs. is regularly

used in statistics of the Ameiican beet sugar industry, but for the convenience of

your readers this and succeeding figures will he given in equivalent long tone.

In these terms the production for the past five years has been as follows :

—

Long Tons.

1920^21 .. 973,322

1919-20 648,617

1918-19 680,745

1917-18 683,220

1916-17 732,739

l^'rom the above figures it will be seen that the crop of the past season was

some 240,000 long tons larger than the highest previous output, which was reached

in lOlB-n. During and immediately following the war the high prices com-

manded by cereal crops, which regularly compete more or loss strongly w'lth sugar

beets for the farmer’s attention, prevented the expansion of sugar production.

Tile larg<u' out])ut atiaiiUMl during the past season was clue both to an increase in

the acreage devoted to beetroot and to unusually favourable weather conditions

for the making of the crop. Ninety-eight beet sugar factories were in operation

last season, a larger number than in any previous year.

The generally favourable results obtained during the past year in yield, sugar

content, extraction and purity, as compared with the preceding season, are shown
by the following table :

—

Acres harvested
1920 -21 .

872,376
1919-20 .

692,455

Beetroots worked (tons of 2000 lbs.) . ... 7,999,221 .. 6,887,667

Yield per acre (tons of 2000 lbs.) 917 .. 8-60

Per cent, sugar in roots •, 15-96 H 48

Per cent, sugar extracted 13-63 12-34

Average purity co-efficient 83-71 .. 82-84

The average price paid to growers for the beetroots during the past season

was $11 *{>3 per ton of 2000 lbs. as compared witli $11*74 in the prerodirig year,

but the net return to the grower was much greater during the past season on

account of the higher average yield. The total amount paid to growers for their

roots was approximately $100,000,000 (£20,000,000), and, in fact, sugar beet was

almost the only crop from which the farmer obtained a higher cash return in 1920

than during the provioiis year.

While the growers of beetroot have had reason to consider 1920 a very

successful year, the results from the viewpoint of the companies engaged in

working the roots into sugar have been far less satisfactory. The reason is, of
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course, that everything entering into the making of the crop, including roots,

labour, bags, coal, oil, and all sorts of supplies commanded high prices, while the

market quotations for sugar have been steadily and almost continuously declining

from the time when the beet sugar output began to come upon the market. On
the present wholesale price basis of 6*50 cents (31s. 4d.)* the lb., only two or three

of the largest manufacturing companies are able to find themselves whole, while

the smaller companies are losing from SI to $4. (4s. to IGs.) on every bag sold.

Beet sugar, by the way, is marketed in bags holding 100 lbs. each.

The financial repoit of the American Beet Sugar Company for the year ending

March Slst, 1021, has just been published. This company may be considered a

fairly typical representative of the beet sugar manufacturers, and its statement

shows net earnings of S43 1,058 for the year. After deducting dividends paid on

the preferred shares the conipany has a deficit of 8166,491, as compared with a

surplus of $926,810 at the close of the preceding year.

Not only are the manufacturers of beet sugar sustaining heav}’' losses on the

operations of the past season but their crop is being marketed very slowly.

Ordinarily the bulk of theci op, except that pait which is retained for local con-

sumption in the immediate vicinity of the factories, is sold before this date. This

year, however, fully half the crop, roundly 10,000,000 bags, remains still in the

hands of the producers.

As a result of these discouraging conditions and of the lower prices being

offered for beetroot the acreage in sugar beets for the coming season will show a

reduction of possibly 20 per cent, as compared with last year. The cost of pro-

duction of the coming crop, however, will be materially leas than was the case

during the past season and with a continuation of current prices the sugar com-

panies will be able to make a much better showing at the end of the year. Most

of them have profited by the experiences of recent months to the extent that they

have adopted a form of contract with the growers which provides that the price

paid for beetroot shall be based upon the market price of sugar. A minimum
price per ton is guaranteed the grower. In most instances this is six or seven

dollars. An additional sum of a dollar per ton is to be paid for each cent, per lb,

advance in the price of sugar. In many cases there is a double graduation, based

not only on the market price of sugar but also upon the percentage of sugar in the

roots delivered. This is an adaptation of the form of contract generally used in the

cane sugar industry, and is recognized as a more equitable basis of payment than

one in which the entire risk is assumed by the manufacturer!

New York, May 18th.

Measures arc being taken by the Distillers Company, Ltd. to produce a motor fuel on
a scale large enough probably to make it a serious rival to petrol. It consists of a mixture
of 60 per cent, of alcohol, 25 of benzole, and 25 of paraffin. The now fuel, it is stated, can
be produced in large quantities at 28. 8d. a gallon, which is considerably cheaper tbau the
present price of petrol. The mileage, however, is not quite so high. A slightly higher
compreBsion is required, hut its use exercises no harmful efiect upon the engine.

A liquid fire projector, of a similar type to that used in the Zeebrugge raid during the
war, portable and simple in operation, luis been placed on the market for use in agri-

cultural purposes. It weighs 50-60 lbs., and may be carried over the shoulders like a golf
bag. It is capable of projecting liquid fire 80-90 ft. for about half a minute, or it may be
made to give intermittent shots. This apparatus is said to have been used successfully in
tropical climates for combating locusts, for destroying fliying foxes (in Queensland), and
for burning down bush in the neighbourhood of sugar and other plantations.
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Meditations on Trapology.

The Rdle of the Steam Trap in the Sugar Factory.

By J. O, FEAZIER.

Sugar Engineer. New Orleans.

II.

As is generally quite well known return steam trai)8 are in rather less favour

than the non-return ones. This in spite of their nominally duplex service, which

consists iiot only of extraction of condensation drainage, hut its delivery into the

boilers as well. This can well be true because of tho many more situations in

which tho non-return ones apply, therefore the very much wider use; also, in their

lower-first cost and that of installation, and a greater simplicity of installation and

action, which, however, is more apparent than leal.

In addition to greater first cost, for a given volume of water a considerably

larger size is required with the return trap. This is based upon tho following com-

I)arative facts : la the case of practically all non-return traps, in all situations, they

discharge into the open, or at least into some enclosure of little or no pressure. Thus

is brought about the maximum pressure difference between inlet and outlet, which

is the primary capacity-determining factor in all steam trap installations. To this

is added the non-return capacity advantage of receiving ’water all the time when

O.

r.

presented, oven during periods of discharge, where regular discharge is periodical

as in all inleimitteiit traps, both return and non-return. Thus the non-return

steam trap, even among those operating by accumulations has a continuous dis-

charge. To appreciate the value of this fact may be cited observations on return

traps whose filling period has been observed at 20 seconds, while the time of

discharge into the boilers was from 45 seconds to 60.

All of the class of trapN designated as “ expansion traps are of tho non-return

class. Valve movement in all Ibis class is either brought about by expansions of

metal tubes, differential ex])ansioiiH of tho same, or, in some cases by the expansive

action of fluids confined in a small chamber forming a part of the machine.

Practically all of the expansion class are of very moderate valve movement. Linear

expansions, although of very positive reliability, are of comparatively small extent,

and are often multiplied in conveying movement to the valve.

In Fig. 2 is shown an example of a differential expansion non-return steam

trap. This may be taken as illustrative of the ingenuity displayed in tlie appli-

cation of differential expansion and its iiuidtiplication. In this Fig. 2 is shown

a cast-iron housing shell, partly broken away and partly in section. At the right

hand end of this shell, brass inlet tube I and iron outlet tube O are secured by

look nuts to the end of the casting shell as shown. These tubes swing freely
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toward andfrom carrying the valve box F, with valve and seat shown. The
valve lever L passes through a link V and is fulcrumed at F, The spring shown

on a stud has sufficient strength to resist the steam pressure and hold the valve

closed against such pressure when conditions warrant. The position of lever F
is fixed by the lock nuts shown on stud as ti,n.

The outlet valve is shown in an arbitrary position and the method of valve

adjustment is as follows : With steam available, the lever L is depressed against

the*spring, to the extent of wide-opening the valve, which moves freely within its

casing. Steam will then blow through, when the maximum heat of the tubes has

been reached
;
within a minute or so, the tubes will have reached their maximum

length difference. The brass expanding the most, and being securely held at the

inlet end, must move in some direction to accommodate the increased length. The
result is that the valve box ends of the two tubes will have swung towards F to

their farthest range, carrying the seat of the valve—which is the moving part

—

with them. If the lock nuts be then slacked the spring will force the valve to

its seat—in the closed position.

The nuts are then locked and the

trap closed at its highest heat.

Any contraction in the tubes

from the inflowing water wdll

carry the seat away from the

valve in proportion to the degree

of contraction, and, noininaljy,

in proportion to the amount
of water. The multiplication of

movement is brought about by
the long radius of tube length

compared to the base distance

between 1 and 0. At any time

during operation the lever L
Fio. may be pn»ssod down and allow

a blow through to clear away any accumulation of scale.

Among the oldest of non-return steam traps are those of the float type. Even

at the present day they are the moat numerous in use. Generally they take

advantage of the buoyancy of a hollow metal float as a valve moving force
; floats

of copper or iron, mostly of the former, as probably safest against infiltration of

water, although, as is shown further along, this is not a universal solution. This

is truly a differential force, of which a more impressive example is shown in Fig, 3.

In this figure is shown a very ingenious application of the difference between

a solid—heavier than water—float, with varying degrees of submergence of an

ordinary grindstone, although a metallic solid would serve the same, except for

the inconvenient weight for given displacement. This is more strictly differential

than the hollow floats. This figure will be seen to consist of a chamber—partly

broken away—in which the solid float is maintained at partial submersion by the

weight W, The valve F, on the outlet 0, is of the balanced type similar to those

used oa steam engine centrifugal governors. The result is a continuous flow

through the trap, and a degree of submersion in the float F, in proportion to the

inflow of water. It will be noted that the float spindle, S, is doubly assured of

direct movement by the circular segment A, and the flexible chain connexion 0,

This ingenious balancing of forces was the invention of one of Louisiana’s

pioneers and most accomplished sugar engineers, Mr. W. W. Taylor, of British
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birth and training. The American patent was of about 1880 date. The invention

has been very widely used in our Louisiana sugar factories, and it continued to

function with satisfaction long after its venerable inventor had passed to his

reward. The basic idea of this invention was to avoid the difficulties of water-

logged floats, which incident is by no means uncommon, as detailed below.

Among the writer’s experiences is one in particular of a copper ball float.

This float, although subjected to only 5 lbs. pressure and handling exhaust steam

condensation, ^nk with tolerable regularity about once

every fortnight. It had been repeatedly examined for

flaws, or holes, and none found. Having been impressed

with some of the many virtues of graphite, it was resolved

to try this as a filler of pores too small to reach other than

with paint. The float was removed during the “dead”
season and several very thin coats of graphite and linseed

oil were thoroughly rubbed on by band. The result of

this treatment was that, although it was under subsequent

observation for a period approximating something like 20

former sinking periods, it was never again known to sink. It is very probable

that the same treatment would equally apply with an iron float, because the

chance of rubbing into the pores, and the general adhesion, should be much
improved with the rougher iron surface.

One of the newost of the American float traps—non-return—is shown in

Fig. 4. This covers the very unusual if not only example of applying the float

directly, without anj’ intermediate gear, and in fact as the valve itself. In this

case F is a copper hall float, O is the outlet, having an inwardly projecting nozzle

with a ground valve seat where contact is made with the float. S is a support,

which, when the trap is inactive, supports the float in close contact with its seat.

T is tho inlet, and the dotted circle shows the float in its extreme open position.

Designers of steam traps usually seek to embody the feature of a wide open valve

during periods of inaction, so that the first incoming water will find an immediate
outlet. It will be noticed that in both Figs. 3 and 4 the float is at rest with the

outlet valve closed, and some accumulation of

water is necessary to open the latter.

It is very common, among Anmrican non-
return steam traps, to find the real valve opening,

which determines its capacity*, as only a small

fraction of that of the area of the pipe connexion
and from which tho size takes its name. Those
openings have been observed at not above one-

sixteenth the area of the pipe connexion. Ilalves

and quarter sizes are quite common. The difficulty

usually is one of raising any considerable valve
area against the pressure. Tho general run of

expansion traps are the worst examples of this.

The difficulty is sometimes ovei*come with a pair Fig. 6.

of valves, one opening with and one against the pressure, or some form of

balanced valve, as shown in Fig. 3.

In contrast with Fig. 4, mentioned ns one of our newest float traps, is shown
Fig. 5, which is claimed, with no dissent heard, to be America’s first successful

effort at steam trapping. This is familiarly called a “bucket” trap. Of the

usual so-called “ pot” type, it is shown with a side wall removed to expose the
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bucket float. The action is that accumulations of water around the bucket occur

until the water runs oyer the sides into the bucket ; this fills and sinks ;
on sinking

it opens the outlet valve in the cover near the dotted line by meaiis of a valve rod

projecting upward through the pipe sleeve S, In this case the outlet is at 0 and the

inlet at 7. There is a by-pass at Tin the top through a passage in the cover.

Although valve details are not fully shown the action will be easily understood.

In justice to this antique it is probably a correct estimate that there have

been, and are still used, more of this particular type than of any other of

American make: easily several times as many. It will be in order to note

that the initial discharge is through the opening in the sleeve S, This type, as

in most of our non-return traps, suffers from restriction of opening from that indi-

cated by the pipe size. The practice of using by-passos, either as a part of tlie

machine, or supplomenteiy in the piping, is somewhat common, and, while it

might indicate some lack of confidence, is defensible on several grounds, which

will readily occur to the engineer.

With little if any further reference to the non-ieturn class of sttiam traps,

these articles will now concern themselves mostly with the return class of machines

in succeeding issues. It is well to intimate that the problems of non-return

trapping are practically all involved in operation of the return class; there aie

also very many engineering angles not common to the non-return and which must
have attention for any considerable degree of success in operation.

(To he continued.)

Saving Money with Frozen Cane.

By AETHUR H. ROSENFELD.

On 24th June, 1918—since which date the venerable John has not been the

most popular in the calender of saints in northern Argentina—fell the most severe

and most unexpected frost in the checkered history of Argentina’s sugar industry.

After a beginning of winter absolutely springlike in character—replete with balmy

nights and crop-interrupting showers—with the cane continuing its growth far too

exuberantly for the good of the purity coefficient in the Bugar-house and, therefore,

with the crop hardly more than commenced and the cane in the poorest possible

condition for withstanding low temperatures, the mercury suddenly began to drop

after a strong wind on the early morning of the 23rd, had reached the freezing

point by five o’clock in the afternoon and in the morning hours of the 24th—which

day is supposed to usher in what is popularly known as “St. John’s little summer”
in the sugar-producing provinces of the Argentine— a minimum of from 15*^ to

IS'^ F. was reached all over the sugar district, the frost extending to the northern-

most cane regions of the provinces of Salta and Jujuy, although being decidedly

less pronounced in intensity and duration in these more tropical districts. At nine

o’clock on the morning of the 24th the temperature was still belcjw the freezing point.

Fortunately, cold weather continued through almost all of July, 22 suc-

cessive frosts being recorded in the next 23 days, else the Argentine sugar crop

would have been practically a total loss within the following 1 6 or 20 days. As it

was, even though purities were distressingly low when the frost fell, prices were

sufficiently good at that time—the last months of the Great War—to warrant

continuance of crop for some six or seven weeks longer, or until decomposition had

gone so far in the cane that no amount of topping would leave remnants of cane from
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which enough sugar could be extracted to pay for the cost of manufacture. The

cost of harvesting the cane was not included in the estimated manufacturing cost,

as the cane had to be harvested and removed at all events before cultivation of the

stubble could bo initiated.

When, with the advent of warm weather in August, the rapid fonnentation of

the cane made further grinding totally impracticable, the cane-gi’owers found

themselves with from 50 per cent, to 75 per cent, of their cane standing useless in

their fields and confionted with the enormous expense of cutting and removing

this huge crop—had it not been for this unparalleled frost the crop of 1918

would have broken all records—before they could start their ordinary operations of

cultivation. Haste, too, was imperative, lest the decomposition destroy the gor-

minating potentiality of the stubble.

All over the district pin liters began to burn ilie cane in the fields, cut it as if

for crop and haul it to alternate headlands or waste places to he later reburnt upon
more complete drying out by the sun and wind. When it is taken into consider-

ation that the Argentine crop of 1918 would have averaged around 20 tonsjier acre,

the author’s estimated cost for these preliminary operations of £2 10s. per acre

will seem very conservative indeed.

At “ Santa Ana,” the largest of the Argentine plantations, of which the writer

was then in charge, about 11,000 out of our 15,000 acres of splendid cane was

still standing wlien the mills ceased turning, some 7500 acres of this being plant.

As soon as the approximate extent of the disaster was seen after the first

frost, the WTiter detenu iued to try out on a large and ubsolutely conclusive scale

the use of this frozen cane as a mulch, following the principle of the use of the

trash in the C’uban cane fields for this purpose and the excellent results obtained

by Eckakt in the Hawaiian Islands with bis tarred x>aper mulch. The Cuban
method of mulcliiug each alternate row with the preceding year’s trash and culti-

vating thiJserows the following year had clearly demonstrated that wood growth

can be praciicitlly controlled by such artificial mulching, while Eckart’s tarred jiaper

mulches at Olaa and other Hawaiian plantations had proved that the pi in cipal role

of cultivation between cane rows— at least in plant and first-year stubble— is the

8Ui»})ros8iou of weeds and maintenance of a mulch for the breaking of the capillary

tubes of the soil and the consequent reduction in the loss of thc3 soil’s humidity

through uninterrupted evaporation. Why, then, could not this frozen cane be

used just as the trash in Cuba or the tarred paper in Hawaii :

The idea was new, however, for South America and met with extreme

opposition among the colonists and ovcui among the higher ofricials. Nevertheless

strict orders were issued to the colonists and employees not to bm n off the abandoned
fields and by the time that crop was drawing to an end plans had been perfected

for the carrying out of the mulching process on both commercial and experi-

mental Hues.

Most of the cane mulched in this manner was that year’s plant—the first-year

stubble of the 1919 crop—for the reason that all stubble had been rather irregularly

cut over on account of higher maturity and also because for the plant cane the soil

had been thoroughly prepared only about a year previous and the rows had been

kept cultivated up to a late date, the cultivation of the plant cane having been

finished only in March. The middles of the plant cane, hence, were in a fairly

good state of tilth when the artificial mulching was undertaken.

The plant cane was practically untouched by the machete and vast areas were

ready for the trial, Most of our sections were laid off in fields of about 25 acres

each, with a 17 or IS ft. headland between them. In order to get accurate data on
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results for fields under varying conditions it was resolved to mulch as far as possible

alternate rows in alternate fields, i*e., to leave every other field as a check

on the fields having each alternate middle mulched, the uiimulched fields

and the unmulched alternate middles in the mulched fields being cultivated

in the ordinary manner. Hence it would be necessary in the crop of 1919

only to secure trustworthy data on the yields and analyses from the alternate

fields, which, correlated with the saving on the removal of the frozen cane

from the fields and the difierence in cost of cultivation in the two classes of

fields, would give us the actual financial loss or gain on the results.

The fields, therefore, were laid out where possible more or less as shown in

the accompanying diagram.

1 2 3 ! 4
!

i

i

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
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j
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Some 5000 acres were included in the tests, which covered our holdings all

over the province of Tucuman, just about half of this acreage being actually

mulched, the other half serving as check fields, as shown in the diagram. In

general the frozen cane from two rows of the mulched fields was carefully piled in

the one middle, leaving the alternate middle for cultivation, sufficient space being

left close to the rows for the weeding of these with spades or hoes. In some cases,

where the cane had been accidentally or intentionally burnt, the burnt cane was
piled in every third, fourth or fifth middle, but the results from the fields in which

the mulch was piled iu every alternate middle make it unnecessaiy to take into

consideration those from the more sparsely mulched fields, the same principle

being involved and the economy of the system being in direct proportion to the

number of middles mulched.

From the start there was certainly no inferiority in the appearance of the

mulched fields. In many cases, in fact, in the uuirrigabte portions, the mulched
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faeldfl showed a richer colour during the dry early spring, duo to the better con-

servation of the humidity of the soil of the mulched middles, which, naturally,

affected all of the rows of the mulched fields. A few opponents of the system

claimed that flies bred in the mulch and were in greater abundance than usual in

the summer of 1918-19, but the author could not notice any material increase in

the overwhelming swarms of these i^cts so characteristic of Northern Argentina.

In 1919 there was practically no frost and for the first time in his long

experience at “Santa Ana” the writer was able to obtain complete data from his

large-scale exi)erimeijts. With the system of returns installed it was easy to

secure accurate data on the yield in field and factory from each section, together

with notes on the time of harvesting in each field and section. These data have

now been compiled and elaborated, but are so overwhelmingly favourable to the

mulching system and so large in number that it seems unwise to further prolong

this article by publishing them in detail. They may be succinctly summarized

by stating that in practically every case the mulched fields produced just as much
cane per acre, with just as good purity of juice, as did the unmulched fields, while

in many cases, in the unirrigated sections, the mulched fields produced slightly

better average yields than did the regularly cultivated ones—and this with just

half the per-acre cultivation cost of the unmulched fields, an important factor in

a year following several disastrous crops, when money is costly and difficult to

obtain. No appreciable or regular effect upon the chemical analyses of the cane

and juices could be noted, although hundreds of these were tabulated and studied.

Let us conchide, therefore, with an estimate of the financial advantage of this

system over that generally employed all over the Argentine sugar district of

burning and carrying off these tens of thousands of tons of frozen cane, without

taking into consideration the incoiivonionce of cultural operations with the head-

lands filled with this refuse, and taking the average yields from the two series of

fields as being identical.

The cost of cutting the cane and piling it in the middles averaged just about

£1 per acre—with the higher wage scale now prevailing this figure would be

higher, but that for burning and hauling off the caiio would be higher also in

proportion, so the compariKon stands ; hence wo have an initial saving of £l 10s.

per acre. Now the cost of cultivation in 1918-19 at “ Santa Ana ” was just about

£4 per acre. By the mulching of half of the rows wo saved just half of this

expense, as only every other row was cultivated, which £2 added to the initial

saving of £1 10s. gives us a total per-acre saving of £il 10s. On the twenty-live

hundred acres mulched on the “8anta Ana*' properties, this represented an actual

economy in cultivation operations of £6250.

Would it not pay planters in subtropical cane regions to give this system a

trial in years of heavy early frosts ?

0. Thom,®! recently pointed out that dry sugar (sucroHo) whvu mixed with tobacco
ash IB very readily ignited by a lighted match. L. Buandt,® however, describes experi-
ments showing that the ferric oxide present in such ash cannot be the active ogent. Some
10 or 15 years ago it was mentioned that if a piece of sugar be moistened with a drop of
blood it will burn on ignition with a lighted match in the energetic manner described by
Thom®. A number of other substances have been found to have this effect of increasing
the inflammability or rate of combustion of sugar, apparently acting as catalysts, for
instance, sodium silicate, and the oxides of copper, chromium, manganese, zinc, lead, and
also many salts in the dry state and in solution, e.g., ammonium chloride, calcium
chloride, cobalt nitrate, lead nitrate, copper sulphate, concentrated sulphuric acid.

I LS,J., 1930, 7o5! »Chem. Zeit\ im, 142, 881.
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Preliminary Studies on some Fungi and Bacteria

responsible for the Deterioration of

South African Sugars.’

By PAUL A. VAN DER BUL. M.A.. D.So.. P.L.S.,

Botanist and Mycologist. NatifHerbarium, Durban.

As stated in the title, tfee study herein recorded is only of a preliminary

nature. The whole question of sugar deterioration and sweating ” in storage is

one which embraces several phases, and until all the avenues of research bearing

on the subject have been thoroughly investigated, it will of necessity not be

j>08siblG to generalize to any extent.

In this paper we deal with four fungi and three bacteria, all isolated from

samples of so-called sweating” sugar.

Part I.— Ftjnqi or Moulds.

An opportunity of studying fully the morphology of the fungi has not yet

offered itself, and it is considered advisable to deal with this aspect in a separate

paper after more of them havo been isolated and studied. For this reason brief

notes only are given on tlie fungi.

Aspergilhia sp.— This same fungus was obtained from sugar at different

times, and two iso,^ations of it w^ere utilized in almost all of the experiments.

The fungus is illustrated in Fig. 1. The conidiul herbage is greenish, and at (a)

Fio. \,-^A9p0rgiilm fungus.

are shown the swollen conidiophoros which bear the finger-like processes from

which the coniclia are abstracted. At (n) are shown some conidia germinating.

The conidia are globular to more or less elongated, with smooth or minutely

punctuated walls, and measure 2*4 x 4*8 or 2'4-“3'6 p. This fungus very readily

develops another fruiting body, which takes the form of a yellowish case, illus-

trated at (c), and in which on cutting it across we notice a number of sack-like

structures (asci), each of which contains a number of spores (ascospores). Such

a section is shown at (d), and at (e) are shown some of the ascospores.

The ascospores are ellipsoidal, exhibit a longitudinal furrow, and measure

3-6.4’8x 2*4-3 /i.

Sternphylium ^—This fungus offered considerable difficulty in placing it, and
until such time as it has been further studied it is provisionally placed in the

Editorial summary of Science Bulletin Ko. 12, published by the Department of Agriculture,
Pretoria, Union of South Africa, price Id.
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genus Stemphyliunu The spores are brown in colour, large, and dirided by

transverse walls into many cells. Some of these cells are again divided by a

longitudinal septum. This fungus is illustrated in Fig, 2.

Sterigmatocysiu .—This genus is not sharply defined from the genus Aspergillus

mentioned above. In Aspergillus the finger-like process arising from the swollen

head bear the conidia directly, whereas in Sterlgmatocystis they boar secondary

finger-like processes, and these bear the conidia. The fact that simple and

branched finger-like processes may occur in the same fungus is, however, un-

favourable to such a distinction being made, and SUrigmatocysiis is now usually

merged in Aspergillus, I use the name Sterigmatocysiis merely to distinguish this

fungus from the previously

® j
y J mentioned Aspergillus, This

\ I \
fungus is illustrated in

\ ^ J shows that

J y® V
conidia of this fungus

® i ^ s 1 / round, and that their

8?
I J i i outer walls are rough with

Q ® ® A ^ j / i minute projections. They

^ y B H 2*4-3 p diameter. The

^ P
^ conidial herbage is dark

i
greyish gi‘oen. To date this

t ^ ^ fungus has produced only

» ^ conidial fructifications.

q I
Those few remarks on

^ Vi

^ nature of the fungi are

present sufficient for our
- ^ purpose. They wore tested

siwo^ Aiuchta
whether the}" con-

Fio. 2 -^Steuiphyhum fungus. Gained the enzyme invertahe,

^ purpose, xney w’ore lesiea
siwo^ Aiuchta

whether the}" con-
Fio. 2 -^Steuiphyhum fungus. Gained the enzyme invertahe,

w"hich inverts cane sugar, Dox solution* aiub^^o mill sugar solution (20° Ilrix),

clarified with alinriina, were therefore inoculated and examined utter four days.

Both reducing sugars and acids had boon formed, two Asperyilli fungi giving the

highest results.

In addition to the results thus obtained, it seemed desirable to infect some
solid sugar as well. For this purpose, 20 grins, of refined sugar were steiilrzed

in sterilized flasks, inoculated with the fungi, and as nearly as possible the same
amount of sterilized water sprayed into each flask. An analysis was made 22

days after inoculatiug at 27° C., the following being the figures obtained :
—

Fungi. Mt>istaro. Invert Sugar
Per cent. Per cent.

Aspergillus .. ., 210 . * • » 1*3

StempJiyhnm 2 1*2

Sterlgmatocystis •• •• 1*8 1*03

Aspergillus faj . .... 2*3 2

Control .. .. 1*7 .... 0-49

The above left no doubt that the fungi had inverted the sucrose. To obtain

conditions more in accordance wdth what would take place in storage, 10 grms. of

sugar were weighed out in previously steiilized flasks, and infected with the fungi,

Instead of directly adding water to the sugars, they were placed, together with a

^Sodium nitrate, l; potassium nitrate, 1; potassium phosphate, 0*5; raaffucsiiim sul-

phate, 0*01
; potassium chloride, 0*01

; terrous sulphate, 0*01
; sugar, 30 ; and water, 1000.
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small beaker containing a saturated solution of sugar, under a bell-jar, being

thus able to absorb moisture from their surroundings. After inoculation at 27° 0.,

results were again obtained indicating that the fungi had inverted the sucrose. It

was also seen that the infected sugars had taken up more moisture from their sur-

roundings than the control sample, due presumably to the greater hygroscopicity

of invert sugar, which fact appears to have some bearing on the process popularly

known as “sweating.*’ However, it maybe mentioned that “ sweating ’* may
result in the absence of micro-organisms, owing, it is held, to the adheiing film

of molasses under improper conditions of storage.

Other experiments which were carried out showed : (1) That with the excep-

tion of Stemphilium all the fungi grew in solutions of 63°Brix, the highest con-

centration tested. Stmnj^hylhim developed

in solutions of o8*7° Brix,but not in those

of 63°Brix.

(2) That the fungi do not withstand

the temperatures met with in sugar fac-

tories, the immersion in boiling water for

15 min. of tubes containing solutions

inoculated with them being sufficient to

kill them all.

(3) That the addition to 50 c.c. of

mill juice of 0*27 grin, of sodium

fluoride; or 0*5 grm. of ammonium
fluoride; or 4 c.c. of 5 per cent, sodium

bisulphite solution
;
or 12 c.c. of 0*5 per

cent, commercial formalin ;
or 6 c.c. of

2 per cent, chloride of lime solution

(16 per cent, available chloride)
;

or

milk-of-lime containing 5 per cent, of

OaO, sufficed to inhibit the growth of all

four organisms.

An additional fungus was obtained when the work on the other four was
nearly completed, and it was thought desirable to embody the few results about it

in this paper. This fungus is Jlormodeudron cludosporoidrs. Its spores are

coloured, and their method of formation is illustrated in Fip. 4. It was found to

invert and acidify Dox solution.

Part II,—Bactekia.

The three bacterial organisms from sugar which we have thus far woiked on
belong to the potato group of bacilli. That they are all closely related is shown
by their cultural, morphological, and physiological characters, the organisms

designated as Bacillus I and Bacillus II being nearest to BaviUnn vaUjatua and
Bacillus JII to B, yinnmoais. Wo have not thus far made any systematic survey
of the micro-organisms occurring in mills, but have incidentally obtained one
belonging to the same group of bacteria from juice at the first roller.

Experiments showed the three bacteria to be capable of inverting sucrose and
forming gum ;

and a study was made of the growth characters of the three on
beefbroth gelatin stab, potato, beefbroth agar, and on sugar agar. It was also

found that the spores of the bacteria was highly resistant, surviving 100° C. in

cases even as long as two hours. Neither 1:50 formalin, nor 1 per cent, sodium
fluoride, proved germicidal after 30 minutes’ exposure.

Fio. 3 .—Sterigmatocyatis fungus.
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Preliminary Studies on some Fun^l and Bacteria.

Part ITI.—General Conclusions.

On studying a chart of the relative humidity and temperature at Durban

during the year, it would be at once perceived that the periods during which most

trouble is experienced by ** sweating” and deterioration were those when the

relative humidity and temperature are highest.

Regarding “ safety,” we have thus far not looked into the different factors

inherent in South African sugars which would influence the absorption of moisture,

though it is a matter we hope to go into yet. The size of the crystals would prob-

ably be one which suggests itself, since smaller crystals would offer more surface

to moisture absorption. Other factors may be found in the physical and chemical

composition of the sugars, but they remain to b© investigated. The remaining factor

in the absorption of moisture has to do with the construction of the storehouses

themselves. In many instances, what probably takes place is that with a fall in

temperature inoistuio gets deposited on the sugar.

It has been suggested that the storehouses should be constructed with double

walls so as to allow a circulation of a current of air between the walls, and at the

same time prevent the

admittance of moist air

during unfavourable

weather conditions. It

would also appear that

some provision should

perhaps be mad© whereby

the storehouses could

be kept dry during the

months of high humidity.

Next to moisture,

the most important factor

in sugar deterioration is

probably the temperature.

It has been suggested that cold storage should be combined with dry storage.'

Earlier in this paper wo have noted the resistance to heat which the different

organisms show. We have .seen fungi are readily killed by the temperature of

boiling water, whereas bacteria are very resistant. Fortunately we now know that

bacteria are not the main causes in sugar deterioration. They appear to exert an

action on the crystal sugar only when the moisture content is abnormally high, and
further they cannot thrive in such high densities as the fungi. That the main
agents in sugar deterioration— the fungi—readily succumb to heat may suggt^st

the sterilization of sugars, lint even when sterilized eubsequont infection would
still have to be guarded against.

In Louisiana at present studies are being made on the possibility of actually

sterilizing tlio sugar and washings in the centrifugals by means of supei -heated

steam.^ It is also primarily from this viewpoint that previous workers have
suggested the substitution of water by steam at the centrifugals.

It is the general opinion that in mills the infection takes place chiefly at the

centrifugals, and this may in some measure be due to the air sucked through with
the rapid revolving of this machine, as has been suggested. Probably covering

the sugar conveyances to the centrifugals, and also from the centrifugals, would
further remove some sources of infection.

Fio. 4 .—Hormodendron fungutt.
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Generally speaking, more and more stress is being laid upon the importance

of cleanliness in the factory as a preventive in the deterioration of mill sugar. It

is thought that the experiments with the antiseptics mentioned in this paper may
be of some value in this connexion.

In our experiments with those various disinfectants we do not necessarily

mean to suggest that they are all equally suitable for use in factories, etc. Among
the main considerations should be their cheapness and whether they are easily

procurable. Formalin, chloride of lime, and milk-of-limo appear to be the three

most suitable. Milk-of-lime should be useful for disinfecting the walls and

ceilings of storehouses, etc., and cleaning the tanks. Chloride of lime has a high

germicidal power, and should be specially useful for disinfecting filter bags and

tanks containing formen tod juices. It remains only to mention that these disin-

fectants are more efficient at higher temperatures, and in the disinfection of sugar

factories are preferably used hot.

With these remarks we close this preliminary investigation, and while

realizing that much still remains to be done, trust that the data herein recorded

will in the meantime prove of some little value to the sugar industry.

A Continuous Centrifugal Machine.

By JOSEPH AVRUTIK.

The patent just issued to me, ‘ represents the original desigii but in incomplete

form. Since the time of filing, modifications in general design have been made
and the working parts co-ordinated. Applications for these iinprovemonts have

been filed in the United States, in European and in South American countries.

A complete sketch showing all parts, and in outline similar to the trial

machine now being built at the Iiigeuio llio-Cauto of the Cuban-Canadian Sugar

Company, Oriente, Cuba, is here reproduced, aud an explanation of the working

of the various parts now follows :

1. The Coil System and its Functions^

It differs from the original design largely in that a system of coils supplying

compressed air, steam, or water is added. This coil system co-ordinates the

feeding speed from one stage to the next, so as to deflect the substance downward
from its course and to keep the deflecting circular partitions free from any sticking

particles. It is obvious that the discharge from the basket, being actuated by
centrifugal force, will be rapid, whereas the delivery into the next stage by the

deflecting circular partitions, caused by gravity alone, will be slow. Compressed

air is the medium used to make the stream of substance continuous and uniform

iu speed at each stage. The next function of the coil system is to deflect and
direct the outflowing substance downwaid into the next stage of operation. The
forces of compressed air are so arranged and directed, that one part forms an air

cushion between partition and substance, so breaking the force of impact
; whereas

the other part of the force forms a solid curtain all around the basket acting upon
the outflowing substance and directing it downward into the lower stage. Finally

the air force will sweep the deflecting partitions, keeping them clean from any
sticking particles.

1 U.S. Patent, 1,360,708 ; I.S.J,, 1921, 300.
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A Continuous Centrifusral Machine.

2. Separate Liqaid Outlets from each Pan,

An arrangement of small perforated piping is adjusted within the baskets and

may be used as a water or steam spray for washing purposes. When using a

four-stage separator, air can be applied in two stages, water or steam in the third,

and air in the last again. This compound operation naturally produces liquids of

varying density and purity ;
and in order to separate them and conduct them into

different receptacles, each molasses pan is provided with a separate outlet. One
fonn is shown in accompanying sketch. A series of hollow cylinders aro con-

iifjcted by ribs to the hub. Each pan discharges its liquid into one of these

cylinders through which it flows down into a compartment tank. A pipe leading

from each com2)artmeni conveys the liquid to its destination. The ribs connecting

the different cylinders to the hub are so constructed, that air will be drawn through
the passes and so facilitate the flow of the liquid and overcome the slight centri-

fugal force acting upon it. Other arrangements have been designed for the same
purpose, but because of lack of space cannot be mentioned here.

3, Control of Quantity to he admitted for Treatment.

In order to^make the separation complete and uniform for various substances

having a different degree of concentration and viscosity, the quantity of substance
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admitted into the first stage must be controlled and regulated. In the original

design, the aperture between the bottom of the first drum and the deflected outside

casing was of a permanent nature. The amount of material could only be regulated

at the gate near the source of supply. This involved certain disadvantages. Im-

proved details, as shown in accompanying sketch, allow the control and regulation

of quantity through the same aperture at any time during the operation
,
and

independent of the source of supply. The lop section of the outside casing foims

an opening, into which a circular pipe is suspended, the flanges of both bfeing

bolted together. On the lower part of the pipe is adjusted by several suspension

bolts an easy sliding sleeve, which is first placed at a certain height from the

bottom of the drum and securely held by nuts. The projection of the bolts above

the nuts is equal to the height of the aperture through which the substance is

passing. Now when the aperture is to be changed, all that is necessary is to turn

the nuts ono way or the other. The sliding piece will change its position us

desired and increase or decrease the aperture. B3" measuring the projection above

the nuts, the height of the passage can be determined. The projection thus acts

as an indicator.

It is a matter of common knowledge, that when drying low grade sugars in

ordinary centrifugals, quite often the machine is stopped witli the intention of

allowing the moist inner la3ws of substance to fall to the bottom. The machine

is then started again to force this part to spread upon the blanket of substance still

clinging to tho walls and so divest itself of the liquid. This partial shifting of a

part of the whole contents, and partial re-arrangement of particles, materially

improve the quality of the final product. It logically follows that if the practice

of partial shifting and partial re-arrangeraent is thought helpful, the method of

constant shifting, and thorough and complete re-arrangement of the whole

quantity, combined with the increasing force in each successive stage, must pio-

duce a uniformly dry product irrespective of the degree of viscosity. The same

consideration should be true in regard to tho treatment of a strike containing an

undue amount of false grain. From a mechanical point of view, in the design of

the separator due consideration has been given to the type of labour usually

employed in a sugar mill, the means on hand in regard to repairs, attendance,

maintenance, etc. The very fact that a machine is being built in the shops of a

sugar mill is sufficient proof of its simplicity.

At tho annual meeting of the Natal Cane By-Products, Lid„ it was stated that the
SiMONSEN denaturant had entirel3

^ fulfilled expectations, and “Natilite” had been con-
siderably cheapened by its introduction. The demand for “Natilite” had for the past
five months been far ahead of available supplies. It is mentioned that the Mahna, an Indian
tree, may be exploited in the near future for the production of the alcohol for this motor fuel.

Prof. Alex. Findlav and Mr. V. IIahooukt Williams^ have examined the products
resulting on the electrolytic reduction of glucose. O’Bjuen Gunn had claimed-^ that a
hexahydric alcohol is produced. Ihis could not be confirmed, nor could mannitol or
sorbitol be detected in the film collecting on the cathode. Examination showed lead
formate to be present in the film, and formic acid was also found in the cathode solution
after electrolysis. An analysis of the gas formed at the cathode proved that it did not
consist of pure hydrogen, hut of a mixture of this gas with about 4 per cent, of carbon
monoxide, presumably resulting from the decomposition of formic acid. Further, the
presence of a pentose in the solution was demonstrated by the furfiiraldehyde test. These
results are in harmony with those obtained by Lob® on tho electrolytic reduction of this sugar.

1 Paper read before the Faraday Society, see Chemical News, 1921, 122, No. 3181, 148'U7
• German Patent, 140, 318, in which tlio inventor had stated that a yield of mannitol eaual

to 98 per cent, of the theoretical was obtained.
^

* Biochtm, ZeiiBch^ 1909, 17, 132
;

Zeiisch, EleUroehem., 1910, 16, 1.
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The Question of the Loss of Sugar through the

Presence of Fine Grain in the Pinal Molasses.'
By Br, JAB ollDIiK.

Chemist, Sugar Experiment Station, Prague, Ozecho-Slovakia.

H. Kalsiioven,® chemist at the Experiment Station, Soerabaja, Java, was

the first to draw attention to tho high content of microscopic grain present in

molasses, which he succeeded in detecting and quantitatively determining by

indirect optical analysis. By means of numerous figures, he showed the amount

to be astonishingly high (up to 18 per cent.), and he demonstrated that it played

an important r61e in the determination of the quotient of purity of the molasses

by increasing tho apparent value very considerably,

These analyses concerned colonial inolaBses only
;

so Professor E. 0. voN
Lirr:MANN’‘ examined a number of run-offs from raw beet sugar manufacture

according to the new method, and concluded that of 15 samples 1 contained 5 per

cent.; 7, 5-10
;
and 3, 10-13 per cent. W. II. Tn. Hakloff^ drew attention to

the great coininercial signifi(‘ance of this loss of sugar, calculating that with an

average content of 8 per cent, this meant 35,000 tons for the whole of Java, the

value at that time being £1,500,000, or about £8000 for each of tho ISO factories

for the s(3ason.

At our experiirn'iit station (by which great attention has always been devoted

to the lefractoinetric metliod) Kalslioven's work aroused particular interest.

Stanek and Skola'^ had already used this method for the determination of the

quotient, of the RYrn])s adhering to grain, and had arrived at a similar formula to

that of Kalsiioven, but. so great were tho sources of error that they were com-

pelled to abandon it. The liigh fpioticnts of the molasses of the present campaign

having aroused th(^ suspicion that they might be traced (at least in part) to the

pi<'sence of fine grain, Mr. >Stanek requested me to apply Kalwboven’s method to

our molasses. It was then soon soen that it required a thorough modification.

Not long after becoming aoquainicid with the matter, it was noticed that

opinions both sceptical ami directly adverse wcu’o not wanting. Thus, E. 0. TON
Lirr.MANN^ published an article in which he communicated objections to the

Ivalsboven method “from n highly esteemed source,*' partly identifying himself

with those objections. They concerned on tho one hand the possible accuracy,

and on the other the principal error, namely that due to the contraction occurring

on the dilution of the niolusses with Water.

Keceutly, A. Sciiweizek" from the standpoint of the practician contested the

possibility of such enormous (juaiitities of grain in the molasses. Xalshoveu's

work had caused such surprise in Java that immediately control experiments were

commenced. It was show^n, for example, that perfectly clear molasses, filtered

through thick cloth, w^hoii mixed with 3-5 per cent, of finest sugar dust gave an

opaque inassecuite-like mass, and even 2 per cent, could with certainty be detected

on spreading the mixture over a glass plate. A second reason against the pre-

sence of such great amounts of grain in molasses was found in the analysis of the

molasses from the large tanks of many of the sugar factories in Java, Even after

the long standing of the molasses in the tanka, the figures obtained for the lower

layers did not differ essentially from those of the upper ones. Therefore Schwbizer

1 Abridged translation from tho Usty cnkrommicke. * J., 1920, as-39.

8 D, Z, 7., 1919, «, 627, * 1919, 608. » Private communication.
fl J). Z. i., 1919, «, 69S. ^ Dc Suiktrinduftrie, 1920, SO, 1.
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concluded that Kalshoven^s method involved unknown errors, which gave illusive

results regarding the presence of grain*

Our present research deals with a modification of the Kalshoveii process,

making it possible to obtain reliable and readily reproducible results while work-

ing conveniently and rapidly. As has already been mentioned, Kalshoven’a

method is an indirect refractoinetric process depending upon the known pheno-

menon that scattered undissolved substances exert no influence upon the refraction

of the solution.^ If one determines the refraction of a molasses containing grain,

only the refraction (that is, the degree Brix) of the grain-free molasses is found

;

while if this grain be brought into solution in any way or other, the refraction of

the original molasses plus the gi*aiu is obtained, from which two measurements

the grain content may bo calculated. Thus, if the refraction of the original

molasses is and that of the molasses plus the grain is II then = if it*

contains no grain, and II
^

when grain is present. Calling the per cent, of

gi’ain .1', if the active substance be increasod, Ex falls percentually to

60 that E^ +
100 (f?, —J?,)

^or X = ' ft~ Formula ( 1

)

The polarkation of the molasses S is the actual polarization of the molasses

plus the grain, it being dotennined after dilution. If one considers that 100— x

of a grain-free molasses contains B— aj of sugar, then the amount of sugar y in

100 parts of the molasses (that is, the polarization) is (^S — x ), and

substituting x from formula (1) we have
5f(100 — if,) — l00(/if, — /2,)

hormula(2)

111 order to detennine the second refractometric reading E^, Kalshoven
recommended dissolving the grain by diluting the molasses, it being said to be

immaterial whether 10, 20, or 30 per cent, of water were added. However, one

could also dissolve the grain by heating the molasses, though Kalsiioven gave the

dilution method the preference “ on practical grounds.” He had tested it by
adding weighed amounts of sugar to molasses of known grain content, finding

(he said) the figures to agree excellently.

Anyway, Kalshoven’s method as now arranged is quite involved. It requires

duplicate weighing, heating, and cooling, besides a ‘ lengthy calculation.

Tisciitsohenko * sought to eliminate the error caused by dilution instead with a

strongly concentrated solution of sugar. The difference indicated by him between

these refractions and those obtained in our case with molasses diluted with water

is approximately identical, and is capable of misrepresenting the amount of

grain, as may be seen from the following table :

—

R£f IlAClOMETlilC I>UY SUBSTANCE.

Tuue Duy Wateu SUOAIt LiauoB DiFEEllENCE Apparent
Substance. Dilution. Dilution, 3-3. Fink Giuin.

]. 2. S. 4. 6 .

77-61 78-22 78-04 0-18 0-82

76-00 77-20 76-20 1-00 4-20

74-66 75*80 74-70 110 4-34

79-33 81-30 79-38 0-92 4-46

77'80 79-11 78-10 1*01 4-61

83-61 84-82 83-54 1*28 7*77

1 LSJ., 1921, 169. 1909, 195.
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I have also shown the influence of contraction by a direct experiment, in

which a molttsses showing no grain under the microscope was analysed for grain

according to Kalshoveii’s method. When diluting with 21*4 per cent, of water,

it indicated 1*18 per cent, of grait»
;
and when diluting with 97*3 per cent, of

water, as much as 4*89 per cent, of grain.

It IS therefore clear that the dilution method gives a wrong impression

regarding the presence of grain, and is not suited to beet molasses. Dilution

with a sugar solution accord-

ing to Tischtschenko’s pro-

cess appears to us to be too

tedious. Wo decided there-

forfion theheatingprocedure,

as cairied out in a closed
‘

^ autoclave ” (Fig. 1 ). This

is a piece of copper or brass

tube a about 1*5 cm. (|in.)

diam., 1 mm. in.) thick,

and 10 cm. (4 in.) long. It

is tinned inside, and is pro-

vided at its lower end with

an autogenously welded bot-

tom, and on top with a

tnrnefl-dowii fluted edge,

secured in an iron collar h having two bars, c and r, which latter carry a

lemovable transverse piece d w'ith a stiong locking screw e. By means of this

screw, a steel cover /, boncath which is a piece of lead sheet, is pressed against

the opening of the tube. In si dtp the tube is a shoit brass cylinder //, having a

slightly smaller diameter than the tube. It serves as an agitator.

The autoclave is almost entirely filled with the molasses to be examined

(which must be stirred with extreme caie); and the refraction A*, determined

W'lth a few drops, certain precautions (see later) being observed. The carefully

closed autoclave is immersed up to the collar in a glycei in-bath at (or

better in a pot containing aqueous glycerin boiling at 100^0.), ’ and provided with

a lid through which a thermometer passes. It is heated foi J hour, during w*hich

period it is removed two or throe times with a pair of tongs and shaken, the

brass cylinder Ii well mixing the whole contents of the tube. At the end of the

15 mins., the autoclave is cooled under the water tap, and then shaken until

the mixing device no longer moves in the thickened molasses. Cooling lasts

2-3 mins,, after which the autoclave is opened, a sample removed with a thin

glass rod from tlie depth t)f the tube, and this placed upon the prisms of the

refractometer, giving the refraction 7?.^. From these two values, corrected to the

same temperature, viz., 20*^0., the percentage amount of grain is calculated with

the help of formula (1). Neither weighing nor supervision is required with this

method, and the glycerin-bath holds the temperature at 1 10-1 1 2®C. very constantly.

llegarding the possible accuracy, this depends (apart from a certain amount
of manual skill) on the precision of the reading with the refractometer, and also

oil the relationship between if, and It is clear that in a difference method
(as this one is) the error of observation is the greater the smaller the difference

between if, and /f,, and the greater the value of if, ; in other words, the higher

1 This temperature is the lowest which can be used for the certain solution of a largo
amount of grain wheu heat is applied lor f hour, that is, to reach the maximum refraction.
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the dry siibstaiice of the mixture examined. In the neighbourhood of 70-80°

Brix, the accuracy of the method falls to ; of 90° to
J ;

and of 95° to only

Concerning the accuracy of the reading of the refractometer, 0. SoiloNROCK‘

estimates it at 0*1 per cent, of dry substance, and so the limit of error with this

method is 0*33 per cent, of grain at 70° Brix, 0*5 at 80°, 0*67 at 85°, 1*0 at 90°,

and 2*0 at 95°. This precision of reading, however, is occasionally very difficult to

reach, especially in molasses rich in grain when observed by reflected liglit, often

a very indistinct even ha^.y line being seen, incapable of being read within 0*5 per

cent. Many molasses after being heated also behave similarly. After long

experimenting, we have succeeded in greatly increasing the precision of reading

wdth all molasses by means of a simple lighting arrangement (Fig. 2). The light

a coming from a circular hole cut in a paste-board box surrounding a J-watt

lamp is thrown by means of ji simple plano-convex lens h (from an old polari-

meter oil lamp) directly on tlie plate c of the upper prism d of the Schonrock

refractometer for observation by reflected light. Between the prisms a piece of

fine copper gauze is inserted, which modifies the value of the light in the field

observed in the instrument, so tliat the ratios of light and shade are the same us

when lighting by means of transmitted light, making their limits si ill sharper.

By moans of this arrangoment, it is possible to increase the nccnracy of rending

in the refractometer, so that one can <?ertainly obs(‘rve to 0 05°, whereby the

accuracy of detenniniiig grain by this method is doubled.

Applying the inothod so elaborated, I determined the amount of fine grain in

different molasses from the raw sugar manufacture of the last campaign, the

results being collected in the following table :

—

CtRAIN, PKR CKNT. RKMAKKS.
85*27 86*25 — 0*13 ....

77*6 77*6 0*0 ....

74*8 74*8 0*0 • dilution method, 0 19

80*07 80 1 0*16 . • ,

.

79*91 79*96 0*25 ....

840 84*45 2*89

86*0 85*76 6*26 ....

750 76*57 6*28 ....

81-6 83*3 9*30

78-3 80*57 10*46 ....

82*61 84*35 11*11 ....

78*9 81*8 13*84 dilution method, 19*50

78*85 81*79 13*90 dilution method, 18*09

73*2 76*79 18*70 ....

Thus, ill many molasses very high figures aie shown, the aveiage of all being

6*9 per cent. With the present production of 1,000,000 quintals of molasses, this

denotes a loss of 690 wagons of sugar
;
but whether those figures are abnormally

high, can onlj*^ be established from the average of several years.

Writing on the gasoline (petrol) situation, I. K. Knavp'* says that if the consumption

of this motor fuel (4000 million gallons in 1920, according to the American Petroleum

Institute) is maintained at its present rate the domestic supply will be exhausted in less

than 20 years. *‘It is safe to predict that when gasoline becomes scarce, alcohol will

become plentiful. In the cultivation of starchy plants and their conversion into alcohol

lies the hope of our future supply of motor fuel ” He also mentions that a

blended spirit (presumably alcohol and petrol with some benzol) is being sold in the States

under the name of “ Alcogas.”

1 1914, M, 20. ^Lefae Majazine^ 1921,2, No. 6 (May), 64-56.
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The Presence of Methyl Alcohol in some

West Indian Rums.'

By EDMUND O. VON LIPPMANN.

As the compilation of the few data concerning this subject given in my
^‘Chemie der Zuckeiarten” (published in 1904) shows, Maiicano’* first stated that

ho had obtained much nuithyl alcohol in a peculiar fermentation of sugar cane

juice by means of an undetermined yeast. Prinsen Geeuligs® and Quantin^

thereu]>on tested a number of fermented cane juices and also rum samples, but

without result; white WoLFi^ found that the fermented juices of certain fruits

contain O' 16 to O'UO per cent, of methyl alcohol, e.g. those of grapes especially if

these are submitted to fermentation together with the skins. Since that time the

occurrence of small amounts of meth}^ alcohol has been confirmed in some kinds

of fermented fruit juices (rice spirit, flint hrandy, and rum) by Buchka,^' Bmiek

and EnglehJ as well as TAKAliAsni;*^ and larger amounts, viz., 1*3- 4*2'per cent,

in all fruit wines (especially those made from pears) when these are fermented

from the ro.^idues or marcs. ^

As the result of a visit from Mr. G. Stade (wlio had previously in the early

eiglities been chemist at the Duisburg refinery of which 1 wuis manager, and who

later ongogod in many-sided and successful activities in the West Judies), I took

the ()})portunity there and then to propose a solution of the question of the presence

of methyl alcohol by means of an investigation on the sj)ot. Soon after his return

at that time, Mr. Htade sent mo 20 different samples of carefully collected first

runnings of rums distilled in Barbados and other West Indian islands, with the

remark that they possibly contained methyl alcohol (boiling point, ()T®C.).

Their testing was carried out by Mr. II. SiBEB, who when formerly chemist to

Marquardt’s drugstore in Stettin had undertaken numerous exnminatioiiS of mm,
hrandy, liqueur, etc., and possessed the necessary expeiience in such work. He
made throe parallel determinations throughout, namely, with pure ethyl alcohol,

with pure methyl alcohol, and with the sample of runniiigs, using two methods:

(1) tlie old Grodzky-Kraemer 8 (conversion of the methyl alcohol into methyl

iodide by means of phosphorus iodide)
;
and (2) one depending upon the oxidation

of the methyl alcohol to carbon dioxide by means of chromic and sulphuric acids,

which essentially conformed to that much later worked out by TirouPE and

Holmes.”

It was establislied as a final result that in 3 of the samples the content in

methyl alcohed was questionable; in 2 it amounted to 1- 2*5 per cent. ; in 7 to

2'5- 5*0 per cent.
;

in 6 to 6*0- 7*6
;
and in 3 to 7*5-8'6 per cent, (b.p., 66- 67'^C.).

Of course, these figures are to ho regarded only as comparative values;

moreover, they do not peimit of any kind of estimation being made regarding the

original fermented liquids, the amount of which and of the runnings being both

unknown. On the other hand, they lead definitely to the conclusion that in the

production of such fermented products methyl alcohol is really formed, and indeed

in a not inconsiderable proportion.

^ Troiihlatod fioin the JHochemuche ZtlischHfly 1S>20, 106, 2S6-238. * Compies rendns, 108, 055.

3 Cheviiker Zdtxoiiu 22, Kkj. * Journal de Phammeif, IV, 13, 605. * ('omptes rendus, 132, 1333.

** Chemtker Zeitmg, S6, l.'J'ifi. ^ IhUL, 37, ref. 338.
^ Journal of the American Chemical Society, 80, 3723 ; Chemisches Cenlrnlblatt, 1904, 1476 ; 1909, 642.

» ChernMm CentrafblatU 2, 309 and 1334 ; 1915, 753,

Mrichte, 7, 1403. Journal of the Chemical itodeig, 1904, 88, 1.
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Regarding the question of the manner of its formation, one may consider

different possibilities which have been discovered since, for example, the activity of

microbes of the type observed by Emmeklino, * which produce much methyl alcohol

from glycerin, etc.
; (2) to thefeimentation of glycocoll(the presence of which has

been identified in cane juices) according to Ehrlich’s observation^
;
or to the reduc-

tion of formaldehyde by yeast shown to occur by Neubeeg.” But the impioba-

bility of all these possibilities requires no discussion. On the contrary, the observa-

tion communicated by Mr. Stade points in therigh t direction , namely, that according

to experience runnings containing methyl alcohol oi'iginate in the greatest amount
when the molasses fermented is decidedly acid and very turbid. Since even to-day

cane juices in several of the Lesser Antilles are largely obtained by crushing

methods of quite an antiquated kind, and since these juices are very insufficiently

clarified and mechanically purified, one cannot be surprised that they should for

the most part conlain considerable amounts of the finest cane fibre, which to a

great extent pass over into the syrups and molasses. These more or less swollen-

out particles of fibre are rich in pectic substances, and such molasses may easily

become contaminated with these constituents far be3^ond the usual degree. It is

now known from the researches of Tschihsch, PELLENBEBa,« Ehrlich,^*

Schwalbe and Becker,’ and other investigators that the pectins are to be

regarded as the methyl esters of the pectic acids ; that they contain 9-12 per cent,

of this ester (10 per cent, on the average)
;
and that they lose the methyl group

in various ways, as, for example, ou wanning with dilute acids, when it splits off

very easily and surprisingly quickly in foiming methyl alcohol.

In this way also in the present case the formation of methyl alcohol may
arise; and the fact that its occurrence is not observed in Java (as Prinson

Geerligs’ experiments show), where extraction and purification stand in an extia-

ordinary high degree, speaks in favour of this view. A true “methyl alcohol

fermentaiiou ” is out of the question; and therefore for the present one may
abandon the term. Other so-called methyl alcohol fermentations demand further

examination.

Since instituting the experiments discussed above a rather long time has

elapsed, it is true ;
hut seeing that they have not been superseded b}' other tests

(so far as I am aware), Ihej^ may now be recorded for general information.

Mr. James Milleu, M.I.Mech.E., formerly with Messis. C^eouor Fletchek & Co.,

Ltd., of Derby, has been appointed local agent in Durban for Messrs. John McNeil
& Co., Ltd., of Glasgow.

Giving evidence before the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Kopresenta-
tives whf3n considering the emergency tarifi bill,” Mr. F. R. Hathaway, of the Michigan
Sugar Co., Detroit, said that the cost of production of sugar in the case of his concern
was 7'30, 8*90, and 11*88 cents per lb. in 1917, 1918, and 1919. Costs for 1920 had not
yet been accurat*>ly determined, but would he in excess of 8 eentg, while the sugar was
actually being sola at 7 '60 cents. He expressed the opinion that a duty of two cents on
Cuban 96^ raw sugar Tvas as low as could safely he imposed, if the integrity of the home-
grown sugar is to bo maintained. Senator Gay had submitted an amendment imposing a

temperary additional duty of 3*7C8 cents, which would thus make the total duty 6*024

cents, or 4*0192 cents per lb. on Cubas.

^ JierichtCy 29. 2726. ^Landw. Jahrb.^ 1909, Erg.-Ber., 12.

* JHochemUche Zeitschrijt^ 67, 18.

* Arch, Pharm., 282, 838. ChemUchts CcntralhlaU, 1914, 501 ; 1915, 753 ; 1916, 630

6 Chemiker Zeitimg, 11, 197. ^ Zeitaeh. aixgew. Chemie^ 1919, 127.

8 Facts about Sugar^ 1921, 12, No. 4, 61 and 76*77.
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Rapid Determination of Water in Sugar Products,

using Dr. Spencer’s Improved Electric Oven.

Dr. G. L. Spbncek, in his well-known book, ' has described an oven for the

rapid detemination of the water in bagasse and similar materials. He has now
improved upon this apparatus, and has patented an electric oven* by means of

which an accurate test may be made in less than 10 minutes, whereas ordinarily

about three hours may bo necessary to effect the same desiccation, »Such a rapid

result is made possible by drawing a largo volume of heated air through the

material placed in a cup or capsule with a perforated bottom.

On turning to the illustration (here reproduced from the patent specification),

the design of the oven will be readily seen. Air is draw'n into the apparatus by
means of a vacuum pump attached to 25. It enters through the holes lli in the

bottom of the heating section

which consists of a spiralled resist-

ance IG, wound round a core 17,

this heating element being suitably

insulated by a collar 15 of non-

conducting material, as asbestos.

Thus heated, the air passes up the

tube S and down through the

inatenal under analysis placed in

the removable ca])sules tV, .9 (pre-

viously tarod), the bottom of which
is made of Monel metal filter-cloth.

Finally the heated air and the

moisture evaporated are drawn out

of the oven by means of the vacuum
pump attached to the pipe 25.

In operating the oven, the

service wires are connected in series

with a sliding contact rheostat for

temperature control, an eloctiic time

switch or interval timer, and the

heating element. The time switch

opens the circuit and rings a bell

at the tormination of the drying

period.

A number of samples of raw sugar were distributed among the laboratones

attached to tho factories of the Cuban-American Sugar Co.,” instructions being

given to cany out the tests with the new oven, starting wuth it cold, and drying

for 20 inius. at 105® 0, Results were obtained by workers with very little labora-

tory experience which were practically identical with the average of the tests

carried out in tho control laboratory, demonstrating clearly that tho conditions

that lead to irregularities are no more in evidence in the new than in the usual

type of oven. There is probably less danger of decomposition of tho material

during desiccation in the new than in other ovens by reason of the very short

'“Handbook for Cane Sugar Manufacturers and their Cheuii&ts ’’—rages 2S4-28t}

• U.S. Patent. 1,348,767. Nojfii- DEfina has also devised an oven operating on a similar
principle, though dlifcring from Dr. Spencer's in certain details.

•See J. Jfid. J^. Cheni., 1921, 18, No. 1, 7(h72.
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heating period and the prompt removal of the vapours. Bagasse is usually dried

in the ordinary oven at 1 10-11 5® 0., but it maybe desiccated in the new apparatus

at 130®C., or even 140®0. without any appreciable decomposition. A sample
weighing 100 gi’ins. and containing 50 per cent, of moisture may be dried in the

largo oven at 130®C. in 30 mins., the period depending somewhat upon the

mechanical state of the material. Samples have been dried at the higher temper-

ature during various periods ranging from SO to 90 mins, without increase in the

indicated moisture.

Eegarding the desiccation in this oven of liquid products, a method has been

worked out by Mr. Oeo. P. Meade, ^ at the suggestion of Dr, Spencer. This

procedure depends on the absorption by a suitable medium, as asbestos, of the

suitably diluted liquid product (e.g., molasses). It is hoped later to give further

details of the results obtained by means of this useful drying oven, which enables

one to effect such very prompt moistui’e tests in factory control.

Recent Work in Cane Agriculture.

Sugar Cane Experiments in the Leeward Islands. Ebports on Experi-
ments CONDUCTED IN ANTIGUA AND ST. KiTTS-NeVIS IN THE SEASON
1918-1919. Imperial Dqmrtment of Agriculture for the West Indies, 1921.

As has been customary for many years past, the experiments are classified

under two principal heads, the first containing trials with varieties of sugar cane,

while the second includes experiments on the manurial requirements of the crop.

Owing to the lack of sui)plies of manure, however, it has not been possible to

carry out the detailed scheme in operation, but experiments on broader lines in

liming and green manuring and in tillage operations have been partially sub-

stituted. As a result of this disarrangement, it is to be noted that, while the

varietal tests are summarized in 50 octavo pages, those on manuring are dealt

with in twelve. Only Part I, Experiments with Yarieties of Sugar Cane, will be

dealt with in this note. As usual the experiments have been carried out on

representative estates in the various sugar tracts, and the cultivation and other

treatment of the plots has been identical with that of the estate canes. The plots

are only one fortieth of an acre in extent, hut frequent repetitions are made of

each individual trial, and special mathematical study has been devoted to the pro-

bable error in the series, the results of which have been published in the West

Indian Bulletin, Vol. XV, p. 229.

The trials have been made on selected estates throughout Antigua, St. Kitts-

Nevis, and this year iu Montserrat as well. The canes are grown in single line

across the holds, as this is regarded as preferable to rectangular plots, the number
of stools per acre varying from 2000 to 2200. By the system of scattered experi-

ments it has proved easy to test newly introduced varieties under different con-

ditions and also to provide the planters with authentic material of seedlings and

thus to avoid the danger of mixing the varieties. It has been the almost universal

experience that varieties, recommended as the result of experiment by the

Agricultural Department, have been found to give satisfactory results when
introduced on an estate scale. Only the averages of the different series of experi-

ments are given in the Eeport : individual results are filed in the office and copies

sent to those interested. At the end of each season the results of the year’s

1 Paper read before the Sugar Section of the American Cliemical Society, April, 1921.
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working are laid before the local Agricultural and Commercial Society^ and the

best ten varieties carefully reviewed.

A useful summary description of the best canes (some 70 in number) is

tabulated under the headings, Habit, Foliage, Description of Stem, Description of

Eye-bud, Arrowing, and General Remarks. The different islands are then treated

separately, that of Antigua being taken here as an example. Details are given of

the eight estates on which the experiments were conducted, as regards situation,

etc., character of soil, and rainfall. The crop export for the island was 12,736

tons of sugar, only 1070 of which was in tho form of muscovado. The main set

of canes was maintained as usual at Cassada Garden. Plant canes are dealt with

first. The average returns (45 varieties) from all the stations during the period

under report are given iu a table, as yield of canes per acre, sucrose in lbs. per

acre, gallons of juice per acre, galloms of juice per ton of canes, and saccharine

richness of the juice. Tho chief varieties are then reviewed in order of merit and

a short summary is given of the history and probable usefulness of each. Two
other tables are added, giving the results of trials with sugar cane varieties. The

first of these gives details of 41 canes grown for longer or shorter periods

during tho previous twelve years : the number of plots averaged is given for each

cane as well as the number of seasons during which it was grown, and the average

sucrose in lbs. per acre in juice, is added. Five of these canes are selected for

special mention as canes which can be safely singled out as among the best

available for cultivation, as the result of extended trials over a considerable period

of time.’^ Those five are B 4596, Sealy Seedling, B 6308, B 3922, and B 1528. The
second of those tables gives the mean returns of ten varieties which had been

under experimental cultivation for the previous eighteen years, the figures

representing themean of from 116 to 185 repetitions of each individual experi-

ment. These three tables thus present a mass of material from which it should

not bo difficult for each planter to select suitable canes for his special cane tract.

But this is not iill, for ratoon crops are dealt with iu a series of tables of similar

nature to the plant cane series, and with tho same suinmariijing remarks. It

will bo obvious that without those ratoon figures the tale would be incomplete in

an island where ratoons occup}' so important a position. The St. Kitts cane

varieties are treated iu a .similar way, but with local dilTereuces, and it is

infcorosting to note that the order of merit in the two islands is by no moans the

same. A special feature is the inclusion for the first time of analyses of a success-

ful set of seedlings, raised on Brighton estate, at first 606 iu number, reduced by
careful selection to 60, and finally, to 17 during the current period, when there

wore for tho first time a sufficient number of boles to test their value. These 17

have thus stood tho test of throe years' trial and appear to bo very ])romising.

Shorter statoments are appended as to tho experiments iu Nevis and Moutsorrat,

but tho .same excellent system is being carried out in these two islands.

Expeiuments with Varieties of Sugar Cakr in Mauritius. H. A. Tempany.
JJulL No. SOy (hiieral Seriesy Department of AgricnUnrey Maaritimy

September
y 19^0.

This bulletin contains tlie results of tho experiments conducted during the

period 1917-19, and it is proposed in future to continue tho series from 3’Bar to

year. Tho range of varieties available to planters iu Mauritius is very large and,

unless systematic trials are maintained, their relative value cannot bo gauged with

aiijr confidence, A detailed scheme has therefore been laid down, by which the

number experimented on can be kept within reasonable limits by keeping a fixed

number under trial and discarding each year the less successful in favour of new
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additiontj. There arc at present two Expenment Statiojis, Beduit at 1000 ft. and

PamplemouBses at 200 ft., with minor stations on four estates ranging from 300 to

1300 ft. in elevation. The rainfall and character of soil are given for each of these

and they account for a partial survey of the different sugar cane tracts in the

island. Four more estate stations are to he laid down to complete the survey.

The more promising seedlings are planted out at one of the chief stations in

6-holo plots and the best iiici'eased to 40-hole plots and, from these the most

promising are laid down in 60-hole plots on the estates. It is estimated that

200 varieties can be dealt with at Eeduit and 100 at Pamplemousses, while on each

estate 50 can be reaped as plants and up to third ratoons. Experience has shown

that at least 50 lb, samples are needed for analysis and a power mill capable of

dealing with 35 such samples is being erected at Beduit where the juices can he

analysed at the laboratory. A start was made on these lines in 1917 and the

results are regarded as of sufficient interest to warrant a statement concerning

them. These results are recorded in two tables. In the first a careful description

is given of 83 varieties tested, as to the field characters and botanical details.

The field characters are habit, lioight, foliage, arrowing, caries per stool, size, and

colour of cane. The botanical are shape, length, channel, wax of the internode,

and the shape of the hud. The second table gives the results of the chemical and

mill anal 3
’'8e8 of 85 varieties, and records the number of trials in each case, the

canes in tons per orpont, sucrose per cent, in the cane, and sucrose in kg. per

arpeiit. It is considered that these tables, although not absolutely conclusive and

subject to further experiments, indicate a uiimbor of canos as decidodlj^ promising

and worthy of careful attention. Nineteen have taken a higher position in the

returns than White Tanna the standard variety. Of those there are three Barbados

seedlings, B 3390, B 6308, and B 6450, five from Demoiura, D 109, B,P. 6, B.P. 8,

B.P. 73, and 1) 74, while the rest are local Mauritius seedlings. The seedling

work ill 1917~18 is recorded as follows :—In 1917 approximately 10,000 seedlings

wore raised in boxes : of those 3436 were planted out for ono-holo trials and, of

the latter, 525 were placed in 6-hole plots : ultimately 37 were selected for 3()-holo

plots on the Experimental Station. From these the most promising will be sent

for larger trials on the estate stations, and it is hoped that some of them will

gradually find their way into general cultivation.

Bepobt ow the Sugar Cane Experiments in Barbados for the Season
1918-20. Department of Ai/ricnftur€j Barbados,

^

This long report of 77 folio pages contains an enormous mass of information

in various directions. A great many of the experiments appear to have given

inconclusive results, and we rather wonder that the great expense should have

been incurred in printing these results iu such detail. Part I commences with a

useful explanation of terms which should be referred to by all who wish to consult

the numerous tables. The composition of the Barbados rainfall during the period

is then given, the inches of rain and tho number of rainy days in each month,

together with tho amount of chlorine, nitrogen as nitrate, nitrogen as ammonia,
and total nitrogen : these elements show remarkable variations month by month.
Another table gives the rainy days and the amount falling iu each month on each

of the 15 inanurial and varietal experimental stations. In Part II the manurial

and other experiments are dealt with. The weather was unsatisfactory : the rain-

fall between November 1918 and January 1919 was very much below the average,

so that the canes did not germinate as regularly as usual,' and as the drought
continued to July it was some time before the crop was established. The rain in
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August was good and the plants greatly improved, but from September till the

end of the year it was again below the average. In January 1920 good rain fell

but, again, from that time to the end of May very little more was recorded. In

view of these facts the crop of the island was expected to suffer considerably. It

is well to hold this deficient rainfall in mind when considering what follows

regarding insect pests.

Details are then given as to the character and mode of application of the

manures. The experiments are divided up as follows ;—farmyard manure at the

rate of 20 tons and 40 tons per acre ; nitrogen series, minerals alone, minerals as

before but with nitrogen as sulphate of ammonia, nitrate of soda, and dried blood

;

phosphate series, nitrogen and potash only, and these with the addition of super-

phosphate and basic slag respectively
;
potash series, nitrogen and phosphates

only, and these with the addition of potash. The results are recorded in a series

of tables, but it is surmised that because of al tacks of root borer {Diaprepea

ahhreviatits) and brown hardback {Vhytalus amithi) “it is impossible to draw any

conclusions from them/’ A long series of discordant results are given to suyiport

this contention, one or two of which are here extracted. Plot B 2, with 80 lbs. of

phosphate as superphosphate, (iO Ibe. of potash as sulphate of potash, and 40 lbs. of

nitrogen as dried blood, yielded 728 lbs. less saccharose than the “No Manure”
plot. Plots B 7 and B t5 received equal amounts of phosphate and potash, but the

former received 40 lbs. nitrogen as dried bloofl and the latter 60 lbs., but in the

end B 7 gave 458 lbs. more saccharose. Plot B 1 which had received 40 tons of

farmyard manure every other year fur a nuoiber of years gave 398 lbs. of saccharose

less than Plot A 1 which had only received half the quantity during the same

period.

The mamirial tables have added columns with the numbers of root borers and

hardbacks colloct(3d wIjou the old cane holes were dug out. Although this pro-

cedure has been followed every year since 1916» these posts ap]>oarto bo inci easing.

In 1910, 2305 were found and killed while the figures for 1918 and 1920 were

5962 and 7577 respectively. It is pointed out that these pests have done so much
injury to the manurial plots that “the results for the past three manurial seasons

are valueless” and it is calculated that the loss per acre has boon §92. In view

of these facts a pamphlet was distributed to all the planters in the island calling

attention to the pests and making recommendations as to the best means of keep-

ing them in check. As II.E. the Governor wished to know whether these

rexmimeiidations had been carried out, the Director of Agriculture was instructed

to make enquiries, and a form was sent to each estate which had received the

pamphlet. This mot with a com[)aratively poor response and> accordingly, the

Governor appointed a Commission to enquire into the matter generally. This

report was drawn up and laid on the table of the House of Assembly, but it had
not been printed at the time of writing and no details are given of its contents.

Other experiments vrero instituted, to determine the probable error in Barbados
sugar cane experiments, and with cuttings from large and small canes, cuttings

from canes attacked by moth borer and from those which were free from attack,

and cuttings from plant canes and first and second ratoons. The second and third

of these experiments were rendei‘ed useless by bad invasions of the current insect

pests and the last was spoiled by the machinery breaking down in the factory of

the estate where the plots were laid ; but the results are, all the same, printed
in detail in the tables. The experiments on probable error were started in 1912
and, having been continued for nine years, the results are summarized in a table.

The difference for the nine years between the mean yield of the plots which were
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highest and those which were lowest amounted to 1 *53 tons cane per acre, a differ-

ence of 5*11 per cent. Purthermore, the difference between the highest and the

average of the four plots for the nine years was -f-
0*66 tons or 2*11 per cent,, and

between the lowest and the average — 0*88 tons or— 2*86 per cent. During the

nine years plot II which has given the highest yield for five years out of the nine,

in one year (1915) gave the lowest yield.”

Part ni deals with seedlings and other canes, and the insect pests again played,

a prominent part. The method adopted of raising and selecting seedlings is

described. During 1918 some 15,000 seedlings were grown, but a good many of

these succumbed to root borer and hardback, although 1175 and 61,814 imagos of

these pests were destroyed respectively. Since 1898 a total of 98,744 sugar cane

seedlings have been raised and potted out. Of these, 3298 were under cultivation

during the season 1918-20, and 567 variety, manurial and other plots were reaped

and the juice from some of the sugar canes analysed. The selected varieties are

cultivated on 15 representative estates, after which they are sent to specially selected

estates for further trial, where their various characters are thoroughly examined.

Full sets of tables are appended to the Beport, which may be referred to by those

interested, the various seedlings being compared with White Transparent as stan-

dard. It is pointed out, however, that the study of the tables must take cognizance

of the pests attacking the canes, as those are very unequally distributed among
the plots. In dry seasons it appears also that the larvae burrow very deeply,

sometimes to 3 ft. or more, and it is probable that in digging the cane holes many
have thus escaped capture.

Befort of the Aoricultural Department, Antigua, 1918-19. (Pests

(Hid Diseases.)

It is again reported that grubs of the hardback beetle (Lachnosterrm sp.) were
common in the majority of the heavy fields in the central parts of the island.

Attempts wore made to control the pest by maize as a trap crop, and on one estate

126,000 grubs were destroyed in a short space of time. If tliis method of control

wore adopted on every estate it would possibly do much good. Befereiice is made
to control by white arsenic mixed with meat works manure at the rate of 14 lbs. of

the poison to 1 12 lbs. of the manure, placed on the ground before planting. In the

case of ratoons it is suggested to dust the arsenic on to the trash before cutting,

at tho rate of 20 lbs. per acre. If soreness develops on the hands, this is quickly

removed by washing in “hypo.” Frequent surface cultivatiqn at certain times
of the year helps to keep the pest under by destroying the young grubs. Investi-

gations are being carried out at the suggestion of tho Entomologist of the
Imperial Department of Agricultui’e.

The root disease (Marasmias sacchari) is the most serious fungus disease in

Antigua. This is commoner and more virulent in seasons of scanty rainfall, and
during the recent dry weather the disease was noted throughout the island and
undoubtedly did a considerable amount of damage. Some ratoon fields were very
unsatisfactory, the growth being indifferent and practically all the plants being
attacked. In some cases the cane stools were much more exposed than normally,
not appearing to have vigour to develop roots firmly attached to the soil, and this

was especially noted in heavy clay which had set hai-d. One method of fighting the
disease is to bring the fields into a high state of fertility, but it is more than prob-
able that the planters do not realize the extent of the damage done by this form of
fungus disease. The question also of varieties is very important and should he
tested throughout by the planters.
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The Care and Treatment of New Sugar Cake Imfoetations* T. S*

Venkataraman and /?. Thomas. AgriculUiral Journal of India^ Vol.

XVI {Part 7), Jammry, 192L

During the three months preceding the writing of this paper no fewer than

170 packages of canes were sent out from the Cane-breeding Station at Coimbatore,

The article is wntten to give wider publicity to the methods to be adopted when

such parcels are received. The treatment of the parcel on receipt is first dealt

with
;
many arrive in a damaged condition or contain pieces of cane only just alive,

and must therefore be attended to at once. The contents require a most careful

inspection for pests and diseases, and this is best done by competent entomologists

and mycologists. Quite recently a whole consignment of impoited material,

apparently quite healthy and rooting and shooting freely, was condemned by the

mycologist because it contained traces of fungus rare in India.

The methods adopted for the germination of the material are next described.

If properly prepared land is not ready, a useful plan is to build a raised bamboo

platform about 3ft. high in the open
;
on this straw is spread which is sprinkled

with a thick solution of cow dung. The pieces are also dipped into this and piled

irregularly in a heap, so that air may penetrate ; the whole is then covered with

straw steeped in the same solution and the mass is kept constantly moist. In 12

days the buds should germinate freely and the pieces will be ready to plant out in

about three weeks. But the young j)lantsmay be kept on the platform for as long as

a couple of months without damage, if the supports are tarred or coated with crude

oil emulsion. One of the worst enemies of young cane plants is the white ant, and

much study has been devoted to this pest. Generally, thorough cultivation is the

best remedy, driving tbo white ants downwards, but to guard against occasional

survivors the sets may bo dipped in tarred water (adding the tar drop by drop to

boiling water, at the rate of two to three drops to the gallon of water). The tren-

ches should bo cleared of all half-rotted manure or bits of trash or vegetable matter

and sprayed with a weak solution of crude oil emulsiou (1 lb. of emulsion to 10

gallons of water) immediately before irrigation.

Eats are a serious menace in most plantations, and their presence is generally

only realized when half a dozen fine clumps suddenly fall after a heavy shower or

wind blast. Cleanliness of working and the removal of all hiding places is useful,

and when these pests have secured a fii-m hold, the white ant exterminator,’^

driving sulphur fumes into the holes, is very effective in bringing them out in a
dazed condition. An interesting local method is described which is carried out

practically without cost by a set of people who bunt and eat rats, but this method
is considered to be only one-eighth as efEectivo as the ** white ant exterminator.”

The paper is illustrated by some interesting plates.

The Cultivation of Sugar Cane in Queensland. Harry T, Easterby.

Bureau of Sugar Experiment StationSy Queensland, General Series,

Bulletin No, S,

This full and interesting account of Cane Cultivation in Queensland has been

prepared in view of the facts that many planters have recently commenced to

grow sugar cane without a great deal of kuow^dge on the subject, and many
others have written to the Bureau for infunnation in taking up land for cane

cultivation. In addition, there are proposals for settling many soldiers returned

from the war upon sugar lands, and instuctions in cane growing will be needed by
them when such schemes are given effect to. The bulletin consists of 45 pages

of closely printed matter with numerous illustrations. It is very comprehensive
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in scope and gives a great deal of information as to the selection and clearing

of new land. It is well written and carries conviction on every page and should

be of the greatest value, not only to the classes of settlers referred to, but to all

who have for years past been engaged in growing sugar cane in Queensland.

Some Lepidoptebous Pests new to Sugah Cane in Queensland. Edmund
Jarvis- Uurenu of Snqar JC^cpenment StationSy Queensland, Division of

Jfnitomologyy Bulletin No, .9.

Probably the total number of moths and butterflies at present recorded as

injurious to sugar cane will fall little short of 100. Seven forms are described in

the present bulletin which were not included in the list of Bulletin No. 3 of the

same series
;
these are not all of serious import but are now placed on record as

occurring in Queensland. The species described are :

—

Cirphis loreyiy Mods
frugalisy Melanitis leda, Padrona hypomolomay “ Bng-moth ” (undetermined but

near Ilyalarcta)^ Anthela acuta and Ophinsa melicerte. Four of these insects affect

cane in other countries and two of them are at times sufficiently injun’ous to

necessitate repressive measures, being closely related to the destructive ‘‘army

worm.”

Monthly Notes on Grubs and other Cane Pests (Third Series) 1919-20.

J, F, Illingworth. Bureau of Bugar Experiment BtativnSy Queensland,

Division of Eniomologg y Bulletin No, JO,

This is a collection of the monthly typed reports on the progress of the

author’s researches which have already been widely distinbutod to the jdanters and

elsewhere. These collected popers deal chiefly with the white grub pest.

Farming Opportunities in the Union of South Africa. Compiled hy the

South African Railway and IJarbours Adniinistration [in collahorution

with the Department of Agriculture), l^ubhcity De^Kiriment of the Union

of South Africa, Trafalgar Square, London, December, 1919,

The chief agricultural industries in South Afiica have special chapters

devoted to them, and that on sugar cane (pp. 42-59) is of special interest in that it

deals with the subject in a rather unusual manner. It is of course primarily

intended for settlers nnd the financial and climatic factors are given a prominent

place. The claims of Natal proper W'ith its bettor climate and pooler yield are

contrasted with those of Zululaud where the climate is more tropical and trying

but the crop returns are much better. There appears to be no attempt at hiding

the difficulties which are likely to be met, but a good case is nevertheless put up
for a successful career with very moderate means for intending sugar planters.

C. A. B.

At a meeting of the Hanover branch of the Verein der deutschen Zuckerindustrie, * it

was pointed out that furnace ashes may contain .30-50 per cent, of unconsumed coal and
coke which may he recovered hy magnetic separation. This process is stated now to have
passed the experimental stage, having been installed in a large number of plants inGermany,
in which it has been proved more efficient and economical than the old method of separating
the lighter coke from the heavier mineral matter by floating off in water. Before the war,
Germany consumed annually 140 million tons of co.tl

; but this arrjount is now reduced to
half. Assuming that the ash obtained in 20 per cent, of the coal used, and that of this 60
per cent, can be separated magnetically with a 30 per cent, yield, this would result in the
recovery of 2*1 million tons. This recovered dust can he burnt either directly or after
being made into briquettes.

^ Deutsche Znckerinduslrie, 1021
,
18, 94-05, 109-112 .
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Examination Papers set for the Registration of

Chemists in Mauritius.

Only chemists whose names have been placed on the register of the Depai tment

of Agriculture are officially recognized in the Courts of Mauritiiis when certi-

ficates of analysis and legal evidence are required. Candidates for registration

must either have been in professional practice for a period of 10 years, or else must
have passed a preliminary and final examination, the principal subjects of which

are agricultural chemistry, sugar-house chemistry and physics, sugar-house

chemical control, and hio-chemistry. It is of some inteiest to note the stan-

dard of knowledge required, as shown in the following papers recently set

:

Suifar-hoitae chemistry,—(1) Describees completely as possible the hot sulphi-

tation method in use in Java, and state the advantages claimed. Mention the

advantages and disadvantages of sulphiting before liming
;
of liming before sul-

pbiting
;
and of liming and sulphiting simultaneously. (2) What are the essential

conditions for securing the best operation in milling •' A factory has' three good

mill units and considers installing a fourth. What is your opinion on the acquis-

ition of a fourth unit, as compared with the installation of a crusher? How do you

explain the good results given by Mosschaert grooves ? (3) Why is phosphate of

soda added to the defecators in Mauritius (and in other countries) ? What disadvan-

tage has this addition ? Do you not think phosphate of soda might be replaced by
another substance more advantageous? (4) Describe briefly three methods of

working massecuite used in Mauritius for obtaining the maximum of white sugar of

the first-jet without having recourse to re-melting. Discuss shoitly the merits of

each of these met hods from the points of view of the colour of the sugar and of the

quality of the grain. (6) Why does a low-grade massecuite often froth during

cooling ? How would you prevent this ? Give j^our opinion on the method of feeding

a first-jet massecuite in the crystallizers, (b) Wliat are the modern ideas concerning

cane factory furnaces from the point of view of the following :
(a) dimensions and

setting; {h) admission of air; and (c) grate surface ? (7) Describe Priusen Oeerligs’

theory of the formation of inohisses.

SiKjdr^hoiise rontr(d,—(1) Describe clearly a correct method for determining

the true solids in a cane molasses. (2) How would you determine sucrose,

dextrose, and levuloso in a mixture of the three sugars ? How do you
explain the presence of glutose in cano molasses ? What is the action of

glutose on Fehliiig’s solution and on polarized light ? (2) Describe the methods

of ScHEinLEH and of Sachs for correcting the error in polarizing due to the

volume of the precipitate when using a solution of neutral lead acetate for

clarifying a solution of molasses. (4) How would you determine
:
(a) the extrac-

tion of the first mill
;

{h) the excess of air in a furnace
; and (c*) the crystal in a

massecuite ? (5) An average sample of low-grade sugar gave the following results

on analysis: water, 4 ’20; sucrose, 83*60; glucose, 3*20; and the final molasses

had the following composition: w^ater, 20*0; sucrose, 32*30; glucose, 22*60. If

you re-melted 80 tons of this sugar, calculate how much white sugar polarizing

100° you should recover assuming the proportion of white sugar to be 96 percent.,

and neglecting mechanical and inversion losses. (6) Explain by means of a

diagram the differont^ycles in the cylinder of a steam engine; and state briefly

how you would use diagrams for controlling the economy of the steam in a factory.

Candidates were also required to examine and report on samples of sulphate

of ammonia ; factory scum for fertilizer ; and water for boilers.
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RestQts

of

17

factories

are

here

reproduced.

Altogether

20

took

part

in

the

Mutual

Control.

Factories

marked

*

practized

the

double

polarization

fClerget)

method

of

determining

sucrose

in

their

products.

One

factory

applied

a

factor

for

converting

the

direct

polarization

into

the

Cierg^

value.

Some

factories

use

144

o
as

tlie

Clerget

constant,

while

a

number

of

others

apply

a

constant

in

the

selection

of

which

the

concentration

of

the

sugur



Correspondence

BAGASSE CABBON.
To THE Editor, ** The International Sugar Journal.’^

Sir^—In your March number (page 167) Mr. Mouiz Weinrich comments upon an

abstract of mj’^ German Patent No. 322,135, of June 17th, 1920, which was published in

your January issue (page 64) ;
and concludes that the claims of the said patent are void.

It is regrettable that Mr. Weinrich has such a perfunctory way of discussing a

subject. In this instance he could only have had a superficial knowledge of the case, for

the claims of my patent were not published.

I can therefore only reply to Mr. Weinrich by advising him first to study my patent

and its claims before making any comments.
Yours faithfully,

J. Sauer.

[%* We think that Mr. Sauer^s particular method of applying bagasse carbon to the

purification of cane juices was quite clearly stated in the abstract referred to above,

as those interested may be able to judge from the statement of Glaims I and 2 of

the invention in question which read as follows: (1) Process for the treatment of

sugar juices and the like characterized by treating these liquids first by means of a

so-called pre-treatment carbon prepared from bagasse or beet pulp by dry distillation in

closed retorts, and then with finely jiowdcred so-called decolorizing carbon. (2) Method

of carrying out the process described in Claim (1) clmraoterizcd by iLsing as the so-called

decolorizing caibon a material obtained, either from the pre-purification carbon by treat-

ment with hot gases in the absence of air, or else directly from bagasso or beet pulp by

heating in the absence of air and at the same time passing in hot gases.]

Publications Received.

Condensed Description of the Manufacture of Beet Sugar. Franz Muvke,

Ph.I).,A.M. (Chapman & Hull, Lid., Loudon.) 1921. Price: 15B.net.

Dr. MtJKKE, wo think, might have given his useful book some such title as
**

77/fJ Practice of Beet Sugar Manufacture,” in order more procisely to indicate

the nature of its contents, for it is essentially a practical work. It is a guide-
book for the superintendent, engineer, and chemist in the routine of the various
stages of the making of sugar in the modern American beet house. It deals less

with the theoretical principles underlying extraction, clarifidation, and boiling

than with the actual performance of the details involved in those operations.

Dr. Murke has in fact put on paper for the benefit of his colleagues those methods
of working which many years’ experience has shown him to he productive of the
beat results ; and he observes details of technique which hitherto (excepting in

Dr. Claassen’s excellent volume) have generally been only incidentally and
inadequately discussed.

Books on technique are always appreciated by the practical man ; and this one
forms a welcome addition to the literature of our subject. Special features are

(2) the advice given for the avoidance or mitigation of the irregularities that
are liable to occur during diffusion, carbonatatiou, and boiling; and [2) the use-
ful notes that appear here and there on points such as the capacity of the plant in
houses slicing a certain quantity of roots, the composition and purity of the various
products at different stages, the fuel consumption and water requirement, etc.

Although the book relates to beet sugar manufacture, and very particularly to

American beet practice, nevertheless the cane technologist will nnd something
useful in the work. Most sugar men, for example, will read the sections on filter-

press work and on boiling with some interest.
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Publications Received*

Cocoa and Chocolate : their Chemiatry and Manufacture. Kevised and

enlarged by E. Wliyinper. Second edition ;
with 16 plates and 38 test

figures. (J. & A. Churchill, London.) 1921. Price: 428. net.

Mr. Whyinper’s book has now attained the position of being regarded as a

standard work of reference dealing with cacao from its growth to its manufacture

into cocoa or chocolate. In its first edition it served the useful puri)08e of putting

before the maker the ways and means of securing a desired product, and in pro-

viding scientific reasons for the development of fiavour and consistency. This

second edition, while planned very much on the same lines as the first, has been

re-written, revised in parts, and enlarged. It is now a very comprehensive treatise,

dealing with (1) the history, botany and agriculture of cacao
; (2) the manufacture

of chocolates and cocoa powders
;
and (3) the chemistry of cacao, surveying

the components of cacao, cocoa and chocolate, and reviewing methods of analysis of

raw materials and finished preparations. A number of new illustrations of plan-

tation operations and factoiy machineiy have also been added, and with these

additions and emendations the book now forms a valuable general treatise on the

subject, which should certainly be in the hands of all interested in this industry.

Adl Introduction to the Chemistry of Colloids.' Dr. Victor Pbschh Tians-

lated from the Second Getman Edition by H. H. Hodgson, M.A.

(Charles Griffin & Co., Ltd., London, W.C. 2.) Price: 48. net.

Those realizing the importance of colloidal chemistry, and desiring to become
acquainted with this branch of science, have in this book ^which has just been

reprinted) a useful short compendium of the subject. It gives in concise form a

summary of the present position of the properties and preparation of colloidal

BolutioiiB ; the relation of colloidal solutions to solutions proper and to suspensions

;

the dispersoids and their classification
;
recent views on the nature of the colloid

state
;
and lastly the iinportunco of colloidal chemistry in industry and technology.

It is perhaps the best general elementary manual which may be recominonded to

the chemist who preliminarily desires to acquire tlie most essential knowledge
concerning colloids before taking up works that deal moie exhaustively with the

several phases of this development, which is undoubtedly of increasing importance.

Proceedings of the Chemical Engineering Group of the Bociety of Chemical

Industry. Volume I. (Chemical Engineeiing Group, 24, Buckingham
Street, Strand, W.C. 2.) Price: lOs. 6d.

Its contents include: Production of steam from low-grade fuel, P. Parhisii,

A.I.e. ;
Economic management of small boiler plants, J. W. IIinciilev, A.E.S.M.,

F.I.O.
;
General types of pumping machinery, J. 11. West, A.C.G.I ;

Kestner’s
automatic elevator, J. Arthur Eeavell, M.l .M.E. ;

etc.

Wendt’s Electro-Titration Apparatus. Bulletin No. 86 of 1920, (Central

Scientific Co., 460, E. Ohio St., Chicago, TJ.S.A.) Free on application.

Eeferenceshave recently been made incur pages to new methods of determin-
ing the hydrogen ion concentration of raw sugar or liquors in procees.® This is

an^ interesting pamphlet giving directions for “accurately determining the end-
point in chemical titrations’*

;
and for obtaining “a true end-point regardless of

the presence of colour, turbidity, precipitates, complex salts, weak acids or bases.”

Electro-titration is suited for routine tests; and it does not demand any great
degree of skill once the procedure in the case of any type of solution has been
standardized. It is a matter of some interest to the sugar factory or refinery

chemist, as one will realize by the perusal of the literature of the subject, to which
this contribution forms a useful introduction.

1 A ilftli German edition has wow appeared under the title of ‘*Einfiilirung iu die
HoHoidcheinie*' (Theodor Steinkopfi; Hrcsdeii), 1919.

» 1921, 103, 165, also Electrometric Methods and Apparatus for determining Uydro-

f
en Ion Concentrations**; Catalogue Ko. 75. (I^eds & Northrup Co., 4901, Stenton Ave.,
hlladelphla, Pa. U.S.A.)
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Brevities.

Prof. F. G. HorKiNB has been appointed to the recently eBtabliahed ProfesBorship

of Biochemistry at Cambridge University.

Bagasse paper for mulching in cane fields in Hawaii is now being turned out in large
quantity at the Olaa mill.^ A heavier and stronger grade is also being made for the pine*
apple fields in Oahu, 40 per cent, of spruce or sulphite pulp being added to the bagasse pulp.

A patent has been taken out by J. A. Viklle and H. Plauson® for the production of

hydrocarbons of low boiling point (such as might serve for motor fuel) by heating mr-
bonaceous materials, as coal, peat, or tar oils, under piessure with an alkali in the presence
of hydrogen.

^

Mr, Fiilci>iiao Mautin® in a recent article urges manufacturers in Mauritius to utilize

their molasses for the production of an alcohol-ether motor fuel (“Natilite”), to replace
petrol for driving the large number of motor cars in the Colon Ho advocates this fuel

also for the use of agricultural motor tractors.

Daring 1920 the Californian and Hawaiian Sugar Refining Co.’s refinery at Crockett
maintained a daily output of 1468 tons; but its capacity is being increased to no less than
2000 tons with provision to enlarge to 2250 tons per day.* This refinery will bo able to

melt the entire production of the Hawaiian Islands.

It is reported that a plant for the production of alcohol for motor fuel {“ Natilite”)
is to be established at llawi plantation, Hawaii, T.TI., and is to be similar to that at Puia,
Island of Maui.^ About 800 gallons will be produced daily at a cost of not more than
20 cents, per gallon, that is, 8-10 cents cheaper than gasoline.

A mixture of betaine (a nitrogenous base occurring in beet juice) and a solution of

an easily soluble, preferably hygroscopic, salt has been found in Germany to prove a
useful substitute for glycerin for many purposes.® Thus, 180 parts of calcium chloride are

dissolved in 360 parts of water, and 466 parts of betaine added.

Mr. Caoiii F. Tidman recently read a paper’ on the work done to date in regard to the

production of alcohol from ethylene recovered from coke-oven gas." Among the more
important mutters dealt with, that of the impurities in the alcohol obtained by this

process was mentioned, it being found that repeated distillations of the 80 per cent, spirit

left a residue which had been identified as diotbyleno disulphide. In addition to this

impurity, a yellow oil had been found on the surface of the weak distillate, but its nature
does not appear to have been established. ‘‘That pure alcohol can be made from coke-

oven gas was certain, but that it could he made economically was to be shown.”

G. E, G. VON Stiktz® says regarding sugar manufacture in Java that “notwith-
standing the price of labour and materials having increased about 100 per cent., most of

the factories are still able to produce 1 picul (61 76 kg.) of sugar at qbout 10-12 guildors,

or 1 ton at about 160-200 guilders, equivalent to 8 guilder cents, or to 3-4 dollar cents per

lb. avoirdupois.” These costs (in F. per ton) are divided by him as follows: land lent,

cultivation and cane transport, 96 ;
cost of manufacture including packing, 48 ;

upkeep of

buildings and machinery, 16 ; transport of sugar to the coast, 8 ;
interest, bonus, commis-

sions, etc., 24 ; a total of F. 192 per ton.

Writing on the cost of production of beet sugar in Czeeho-slovakia, Fr. Eveujna^®
states the present cost of I quintal of roots to be 30 crowns

;
transport to mill, per 100 kg.

1-16 crowns ; and 1 quintal of coal, 100 crowns. Prices of materials in crowns in 1914-16

and in 1920-21 per quintal are: coke, 3*8 and 106; sacks, 0*90 and 30 ; oil, 0*60 and 15 ;

and cloth (cotton), 1*68 and 110. Some costs of plant in crowns in 1916 and 1920 are:

battery of 16 diffusers, 56,600 and 1,031,200; vacuum pans, 116 sq, m., 21,000 and
390,000; and steam engines, 150 H.P, 14,000 and 239,000. “This enormous increase

in production costs represents a great danger for the future, and beet sugar perhaps will

be unable to contend with the competition of cane sugar ”

j 349 * U K. Patent, 789.

* Bulletin de la SoeW des Chimiates, 1912, 12, No 42, 57-64.

* Facts about Sugar, I92i), 11, No. 25, 491. ^LSJ., 1921, 94. « Gorman Patent, 328, 630.
^ J S. V. Ind., 1921, 86-89T ; Chemical Trade Journal, 1921, 68, No. 1764, 343-344.

» LSJ., 1920, 168. » La. Planter, 1921, 06, No. 10. 159. ^ Facts about Sugar, 1921, 12, No. 4, 69.
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Data concbknino some Rbpineriks in Fkancb and England. T. H, Murphy.

Zoumana Planter
, 19W, 65, No, £6, 4^0-411,

Major Murphy (formerly of the Chemical Welfare Service, A.E.F.) while in Europe

in 11>I9 visited a number of refineries in France and the United Kingdom, and made a

report on the equipment inspected, from which the following notes are taken : Say’s house

at Paris melts daily 700-800 tons of sugar (mostly the coarse practically white crystals from

the French beet factories but also some high-grade Cuban raws), working all this up to cubes

made by the Adant system. Preliminarily the raw sugar is treated by a slow process of

washing by gravity and suction, using 44 batteries and 880 filtering wagons. After

melting, the liquor (said to be at about 36° B6. or 66° Brix) is filtered over excelsior

presses, heated up in old pans carrying a vacuum of about 8 in. of mercury, and sent over

char. Decoloriring carbons have been tried in place of char, but found to be impossible to

revivify economically. A very hard grain is boiled, and one pan was noted to be at 96° C.

(203° F.) before dropping. In the Adant moulds the massecuite cools and crystallizes

during 18 or 20 hours, forming placques about in.. thick, 1 ft. wide, and 2 ft. long, which

are spun in centrifugals, and washed with a heavy white solution and some Blue. It is

said that about 85 per cent, of the sugar slabs produced is in the form of cubes
; 2 per

cent, is sawdust ; 6 per cent., fine and coarse screenings; and about 7 per cent., coarse

lumps. Boilers, engines and electrical equipment in this refinery are splendid. Lebaudy

Frciros* and Sommier’s bouses were also visited, as well as a number of others.

In regard to English refineries, it is said that Messrs. Fairrie & Co., of Liverpool,

operate a char house of 24 filters of 30 tons capacity each with only 10 men on each shift,

and revivify all their char every three days. Their cube sugar plant was made by a firm

at Lille, and they have done much experimenting with Norit,** “Blankit,” etc., hut

believe that as yet nothing is better than kieselgulir and animal charcoal. Messrs. Abram
Lyle and Sons have “ a very nice plant,” and are said to melt about 500 tons per day.

Some particMilars are given regarding their water^side accommodation, and their method

of unloading the raw sugar from the barges. ” This refinery has installed four

self-diHchurging centrifugals and (it is here stated) they washed so much
and spun their sugar so dry that it would not fall out of the basket, so they converted

the machines to the ordinary typo, attached unloaders, and decided that the self*

dischaiging was a failure.” Messrs. Henry Tale & Sons melt 700 tons per day, and

their raw sugurs are washed in 16 self-discharging centrifugals with a 48 in. basket, 24 in.

deep, taking about 16 cub. ft. of massecuite, each discharging over 700 lbs. of washed sugar

with not more than 2*5 per cent, of moisture. These machines work very satisfactorily.

They treat their liquors with milk-of-litne, then carbonate with the washed kiln gases,

much as in a beet sugar factory, filtering with the addition of kieselgubr through

Swectland filters. They use about 600 tons ofchar, and revivify twice pe'r week in ordinary

Scotch kilns. Ver>' poor coal was being used at the time, and it was necessary to buru

about half a ton per ton of refined.

Bk-testing the 100° Point of the Sacchahimetru : (1) Determination of a Small
Amount op Invert Sugar in the Presence of much Sucrose. Anton
Kraisy. Veieim-Ze%t»e/nyt, 19£1, No. 7S£, 1£S~ 144 ,

According to the work carried out by Bates and Jackson the rotation value for the

100° point of tlie saccliarimeter established by Hekzffxd and Schonrock,® used at present

in the standardization of most instruments, is about 0*1 per cent, too high. In order to

investigate this question, it is first necessary to elaborate a method of determining about

0*006 per cent, of invert sugar in the sucrose used, since, owing to the high levo-rotation

of this imparity, even a small amount may be capable of causing an ei-ror that cannot be

^ This Review is copyright, and no part ot it may be reproduced without permission.—
(Bditor,

1912, 580 ; 1917, 380 ; see also 1919, 520 . « Vereins-Zeiischri/i, 1900, 826 ; 1904 , 521 .
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regarded as negligible. Ordinary Fehling’s solution is insufficiently sensitive for the

purpose
; Soldaiiii’s reagent^ while worthy of recommendHtion for qualitative tests, is

not preferalde to Fehling’s solution for quantitative work
;
while by means of Cat’s

liquor it is impossible to determine less than 0*02 per cent., as recent work by
Beybusdorpeu* has shown. After experimenting unsuccessfully with solutions of silver

and mercury salts, and also examining the possibility of colour reactions, such as those

produced with p>diazohenzenesulphonic acid, picric acid, etc., it was decided that a

neutral solution of cupric carbonate in Kochelle salts forms the must satisfactory reagent,'

one which had been shown by Hkuzfbld in 1879 to produce a precipitate of cuprous oxide

with dextrose, though not with sucrose.

This solution was therefore used. But in order to avoid the necessity of filtering off

the cuprous oxide (and of thus risking error, owing to the incomplete separation of the

very fine preci])itatc), the amount of reduction occurring was ascertained volumelrically

by oxidizing the CuaO in acid solution with iodine, and back-titrating the excess of

iodine with thiosulphate ® Shortly before use, 26 c.c. of a solution containing 2 grms. of

copper (7 '86 grm. of OuSO* 6HaO) in a litre are mixed in a 250 c.c. Erlenmeyer flask

with 25 c.c of a solution containing 3*292 grms. of sodium carbonate and 20 grins, of

liocbellc salts in a litre. At the same time, in a second Krlenmeyer flask, 60 c.c. of the

sugar solution (containing 10 grins, of sucrose) aro mixed with 5 c.c. of N/IO potassium

bicarbonate (10 '01 grins. KIIOO3 per litre). Both solutions are heated to boiling, so

arranging the heating (on an asbestos-gauze plate) that the copper solution is already

boiling when the sugar solution is just beginiiing to do so. At this moment the first

solution is added to the second (which is not removed from the plate), and timing from

the moment of mixing, boiling is continued for exactly 10 mins. At the end of this period

heating is discontinued, and the liquid cooled by adding 50 c.c. of cold (recently boiled)

distilled water, taking care while doing this that air bubbles are not produced. After

standing the flask in cold water for about 6 mins., 1-1*25 c.c. of 4/N hydrochloric acid is

run in and immediately after a sufficient amount of standard iodine solution while care-

fully mixing, the excess remaining being then titrated by means of standard thiosulphate

solution with starch as indicator, as usual. It is said that the thio addition should be

continued drop by drop until the decolorization remains permanent after 1 or 2 mins.,

and that the titre of the iodine solution should be such that 1 c c. =r 1 mgrm. of On (that

is, N/63*57). Under the conditions of working specified, each iiignn. of invert sugar in

the presence of 10 grms. of sucrose conveits 2*3 mgrms. of Cu from the bivalent (cupric)

to the univalent (cuprous) combination. Two other points that were established wmt© :

( 1) That when the invert sugar content is less than 0*06 percent
,
and the sucrose less

than 10 grms., the amount of copper reduced is proportional to the amount of invert

sugar actually present
;
and (2) that the error which results on increasing or decreasing

the duration of boiling by J min, is equivalent only to 0*4 mgrm. On examining refined

sugars which had been purified by precipitation with alcohol, the copper (Cu) in mgrms.,
using this so-called neulial Fehling’s liquor, varied between 1*6 and 4*6

;
using Striegler’s

reagent, 6*4 and 9*2
;
and using ordinary alkaline Fohling’s solution, 36 and 43, which

results show quite clearly that neither of the latter two reagents is capable of detecting

less than 0*06 per cent, of invert sugar, whereas the neutral liquor is said to be sensitive

to 0 002 per cent, in the presence of 10 grms. of sucrose.

Optical Rotation of Mixtures of SuoaosE, Dextrose and Levulose. W. C.

Vosburgh- Journal of the American Chemical Society^ 19^ 1 , 43 t

Experiments are described showing that the specific rotations of mixtures of dextrose

and levuloso in equal proportions in solution are those which the sugars would have if

each were present alone at a concentration equal to the total invert sugar concentration.

1 1.a.J,, 1&20, loT.

’ Cy. Blair Clark and Scales, 1919, b2\ ,* also Bruhns, Zeiiech. anal. Chem,, 1920,

19, 337-359, who have elaborated somewhat similar processes.
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He-Tkstino the Constant pok Hbuzfeld’s Modification op the Clbkoet Double
PoLAKizATioN METHOD, Ft, Hetles^ Ztftischtt/t fur Zuckei'indmtrxe dei evchos~

lovakinchen Republik^ 1921, 45^ No. 31, 223-226,

A paper presented to tho International Commission for the Unification of Methods of

Sugar Analysis in New York in 1912 is reprinted. Solutions of sucrose containing 13*0,

19-6, and 26 grms. in 100 c.c. and in some tests also varying amounts of clarifying re-

agents were polarized ; 50 c.c. of these solutioiie plus 25 c.c. of water and 5 c.c. of hydro-

chloric acid (1-188 sp, gr.) were transferred to a 100 c.c. flask, hydrolysed as usual, made
up to the mark, and polarized at 20°C., the following being the average values of the

constant thus obtained :

—

Dikeot Polauization op the SrcuoBE

Solution. 60° 76° oo

Pure sucrose solution

Ditto, plus 5 c.c. of Herles’ (basic

132-26 ,, 132*46 .. 132*66

lead nitrate) re-agent 132*42 .. 132*60 .. 132*80

Ditto, plus 10 c.c. of Herles* re-agent 132*59 132*76 132*96

Ditto, plus 16 c.c. of Herles* re-agont

Ditto, plus 16 c.c. of Herles’ re-agent

132*76 ., 132*94 .. 133*12

and 1*6 of carbonated molasses ash — — 133-60

Ditto, plus 15 c.c. of Hcrles’ re-agent

and 2*6 grms of car* oiiated mo-
lasses ash 133*60 .. 133*86

Ditto, plus 15 c.c. of Herles’ re-iigent

and 2 6 gnus of carbonated mo-
lasHftK as ntMiiralized hy acetic acid 133*27 133-63

Additions of various decolorizing agents (presumably to the solutions used for the

direct readings) were also made. Ordinary animal charcoal decolorized siifliciently, but it

raised the constant to a marked extent. Char which had been extracted with hydrochloric

acid is said to have decolorized hadly, though it had little influence on llie constant. Zinc

powder decolorized only when used in largo amount, the liquid being heated and the con-

stant raised. IMerok’s carho antimUa purisi pto mtahjax decolorized very strongly, 0'3 grms.

per 100 c.c. being sufficient, hut this amount lowered the constant hy 0-13. A formula was

constructed for the calculation of the constant at 20®C., this being; 131*86 -}- (O’ 008 P-^-

0-033 H 4- 0*076 nM)y P being the direct reading, H the c.c. of Herles’ ro-agent added,

M the ash per cent, in the product examined, and n the multiplo or fraction of the normal

weight per 100 c.c. serving for the direct leading, 60 c.c. of this solution being hydrolysed

with the addition of $5 c c. of water and 6 c.c. of acid (I * 188 sp. gi
.)

in the accepted muiiuer. ^

CuPuouB Oxides obtained on Urducing Alkaline Cupiuc Solutions (as Fehlinq’s

Liquoh). V. V* Sarma. Chemical Aetes, 1921, 122^ No. 3177, 99-100.

Keforence to previous literature shows that the best method for preparing yellow

cuprous oxide is by reducing a cui)ric salt in the presence of alkali by means of hydroxy-

It has also been slated that in the case of Fehling's solution the character of

the precipitated cuprous oxide depends upon the proportion of alkaline tartrate solution

added, II red precipitate forming when much is present, and the yellow body when the

amount is small.* It has been observed by the writer that if tho alkali be first added to a

cupric salt, then the glucose solution, and if the reduction he effected at room temperature

(25-30®U.), the colour of the precipitated oxide will range from orange to brick-red
;

* but

1 llKULEs, therefore, confirmed Herzfeld’s re.sults, obtaining in the cases of the three con-
centrations almost identical factors. However, Hci-zfeld’s values have lately been found by
Jackson and Gillis (I.SJ., 1920, 614), and by Scuubfbld {ibid ., 1921, 226) to be too low -Kd, I.SJ.

“ L, MosEK, Zeitsek. anorp, Chem , 1919, 108, 112-120. * Ibid,

* Fisckkh and Hookek recently attributed tliese various colours to the formation of
colloidal cuprous oxide of varjdng degree of dispersion, but their paper (7.8'.,L, 1919, 76) does
not seem to have been read by the autJior of the present contribution.—Ed., J.SJ,
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if the reduction takes place in hot solution, a brick-red precipitate forms at once. If, how>

ever, the glucose solution be first added to the cupric salt,and the alkali be added lastly, a

rich yellow precipitate with no tinge of red is produced in a short time. Once formed, it

is very stable ; and the solution may be heated to boiling and the dried precipitate heated

at 150^0. without loss of colour. Analysis showed that this yellow precipitate is not pure

cuprous oxide, hut seems to contain an appreciable amount of cuprous hydroxide.

lilxPBKiMBNTs ON Bebt CULTIVATION IN CANADA. (1) Meport of the Division of ChemisUy

for the year ending March Slsif 1916 ; Department of AgrieuUure^ Dominion of
Canada^ 108-115, (2) Report of the Dominion Experimental Farms for the year

ending March Slst^ 1919^ 6S-5S. (3) Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Statisties^

October
^
19S0 ; Canadian Bureau of StaHsties^ fS96-S01*

During some years past the Division of Chemistry of the Experimental Farm Branch

has carried on an investigation to ascertain the suitability of soil and climatic conditions

in various parts of the Dominion in i espect to sugar beet cultivation. Some of the results

obtained are summarized in these three papers. (/) Vilmorin’s improved A, Vilmorin's

improved B, and Klein Wanzleben varieties wore grown during the 1916 season, and in

the case of the last named, the figures obtained varied as follows : Sucrose in juice, per

cent., 10 0 to 21*1
;
purity, 70*2 to 98-6; yield per acre, 4 tons 1438 lbs. to 19 tons

700 Ihs. {B) In these tests carried out during 1918, in addition to the varieties previously

stated, Italian, liiissian, and Canadian grown seeds were used, the sugar in the juice

varying from 15*99 to 17 02 per cent, and the purity from 80*46 to 84 19. No yields were

stated. [3) An attempt is made in this article by Mr. E. G. McDouoall, of the Dominion

Meteorological Service, to correlate the experimental results obtained during the past few

yea is with the weather factors. It was concluded that : (c) conditions are favourable

when the mean temperature exceeds 50°F. (16*6°C.) and the relative humidity is greater

than 80 per cent., but unfavourable when the temperature falls below 66®F. (13®C.) and the

humidity is below 70 per cent, {b) the yield is little affected by variations in rainfall, pro-

vided the crop is thoroughly cultivated
;

{e) the quality of the beets depends chiefly on tho

night temperatures, it being observed that the sugar content and purity decline when the

mean temperature for the season falls below 46®F. {7*6®0.) ; and {d) the best yields are

obtained in the warmer parts of Ontario, and the highest sucrose content and purity

in British Columbia, Southern Alherta, and the Maritime Provinces.

VoLUMETnic Detekmination of Lactose by the Alkaline Pekmanoanatb Method.

F. T, Adriano. Fhihppine Journal of Science, l9B0y 17, B13-230

A modification of the method recently described by Quisumbino ^ is applied to the

determination of lactose in milk, the results obtained being found to he concordant, but

slightly lower than those obtained by the Soxhlet method.

Question of the Utilization of thk Ammonia evolved duhinu Beet Scoau Manu-
FACTUKE. Karl Andrlik and Vlad. Skola, Zeitschrift fur Zuckcrindustrie

der cechoslovakischen Repuhlik, 1921, 45, 179-182, 187-190, 195-198.

A rather thorough examination of the amount of ammonia actually liberated at the

different stations of the beet sugar factory has now been made, thus supplementing the

work done by others on this subject.® Laboratory experiments showed the amount evolved

during carhonatation to he inappreciable, this confirming Kueff’s theoretical considerations®

;

while factory tests gave the following figures for the amount of (a) total nitrogen and (5)

ammonia-combined nitrogen in the diffusion juice, 0*077
;
0 0035 ; and after the second

carhonatation and before boiling, 0*066, 0*004? per cent respectively. This decrease of

the total nitrogen is caused, firstly by the removal of a ceitain amount in the scums, and
secondly by its volatilization as ammonia ; while the increase in the amount of ammonia

^ I.SJ, 1921, 107.

® J.S.J. 1920, 281. » Zeitsch, Zuckerind. cechoslovak., 1919-20, 239 and 377.
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after carbonatation is due of coarse to the further degradation of protein substanoe. Actual

determinations of the ammonia (NH 3) evolved per 100 of roots showed 0*0019 during

carbonatation and 0*0058 during heating; while in the evaporator condensed waters

0*0074 per cent, was collected, a total amount of only 0 01 51 per cent. Thus by far the

greatest proportion (49*0 per cent.) is evolved during evaporation, and a ready process

for separating the ammonia from these waters is required, since distillation yields the

small amount present only slowly. A cheaper and simpler process should be devised.

Kbcovery op the Ammonia Evolved Dukino Clauipication and Evavokation in the
Beet Sugar Factory. A. Dahle* Die deuUche Zueherindu$triey 19tl, 46

^

No. 15, S09-S10.

Almost concurrently with the experiments carried out by Stehba* and Silhavy and
Hruda® in Czecho-slovakia, tests have been made by Er. C. Kuunke in Blankenburg,

Germany, and his work was later taken up by the author. It is considered that in con*

sequence of their “cclosHal price,*' phosphoric and sulphuric adds
are out of the question for Rbsorbing tbo ammonia from the vapours

in which it is present ; but hydrochloric acid is recommended, the

ammonium chloride thus produced (which when pure contains

26-1 per cent, of nitrqgen) being said to bc5 as suitable as a manure
as the sulphate salt. In the illustration is shown a sketch of the

type of apparatus constructed of w.i. which was used. Its leitgth

was about 7 m. (23 ft.) and its diam. about 1 m. (3*3 ft.}, the tube

a being connected with the ammonia or incondensible gas pipe of

the evaporators, while b leads to a fan for rapidly drawing the

gases out of the effect into the absorber. Dilute hydrochloric

acid is forced into the apparatus by means of a small ‘^Mammut’*
pump and atomized *’ by sending it through a suitable jet. At d,

(I, are shown wooden shelves, which are perforated
; and at r, the

a run-ofl* pipe, which continuously carries the ammonium chloride
*— solution to a vessel for concentration and crystallization. One

man is sufficient for looking after this recovery apparatus. It is

said that it is possible to obtain about 42 kg. of crude ainmoiiium

chloride daily in the working of about 12,000 centners of roots^

the product obtained in the experiments made, being found by the Institut fur Zuckerin-

dustrie to contain 13*4 of nitrogen, and also iron and other impurities, which latter of

course could be obviated in a plant constructed of suitable non-corroding material.

Twenty Yraus Average Analyses of Cuban Baw Sugars, and their Quality from
THE Point or View of the Refiner. W. D. Home> Facts about Sugar,

1921, 12, No. 7, 130-1SI.

In the following table are shown the average analyses of Cuban sugars received at

one of the U.S. Atlantic coast refineries :

Period. FoPu. Glucose. Water. Ash. Organic
Matter.

Pcrnussible
Water.

1901-1910 . . 94*81 1*41 . . 1 42 0*60 .. 1*77 .. 1*56

1911-1919 . . 95*64 .. 1*29 . . 1*16 .. 0*60 .. 1*31 .. 1*31

1920 . 95*76 .. 1-22 . . 1*08 .. 0*59 .. 1*32 .. 1*27

A study of these figures (and more particularly of tho yearly analyses) shows that the

variations, though comparatively slight, have on the whole been in the right direction.

Thus the polarization has risen gradually, and tlie moisture decreased, while the ash has

remained about constant. “ It would hardly seem consistent with the best factory practice

that the glucose should have fallen from 1*29 in the last nine years to 1*22 in 1920 without

the organic matter also showing some appreciable loss. The fact that this constituent has

^ » f.&V., 1930, 281. » Ibid., mi, 29sl
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risen from I 31 to 1*32, although the polarization has gone up and the ash has gone down

a little, indicates pretty clearly a slight increase of organic matter at the expense of the

glucose, 'I’his tendency should be guarded against, as its detrimental results in practice

Live been very clearly indicated in ceitain exaggerated cases during the past year. Raw
sugars whose glucose has been partl}^ converted into organic impurities by overliming or

overheating or both have proven very troublesome to refiners
”

Leaf Type Filikhs compared with Platb-and-Frame Presses* L. IV. Thurlow.

Sugar News, 1920, /, No. 15, 21-20.

In the central in the Philippines in which these tests were carried out, there were

originally throe plate-and-frame presses, each of 240 sq. ft., a sufficient area for the juice

from 140 tons (metric) of cane per day ; hut later the capacity of the mill was increased to

250 tons of cane, and a leaf type filter was installed, the opportunity during nearly two

months for a comparison between the two apparatus thus being given. It was noticed at

the outset that the time taken in filling the leaf filler is practically uiircmunerative, and

that therefore the capacity of the apparatus depends a good deal on the size of the pump
used. In the case of the leaf filter, the average Brix of the wash water was 13-19; the

purity of the wash water 82 6 ; amount of wash water at the end of the operation, 81*7 per

cent. ; the sucrose in the mud cake, 0-82 per cent. ; the sucrose in the wash water, 10*78

per cent. ;
and the wash water used, 777 lUres. Under better operating conditions, the

amount of wash water could have been reduced, and the sucrose content of the cake lowered

to 0*5 per cent It was noted that the difference botwej^n the puritj^ of the filtered

juice and that of the wash water is only 1*8, and that the purity of the last sample of w-ash

water was only 2*6 less than that of the original filtered juice. This difference is in great

contrast to that observed in the case of the last washings from the plate-and-framo presses,

wliich frequently drops to 60. Jt was further observed that the ditterence iu purity between

the clarified and filtered juices is always considerable (about 3*8) when ordinary

filter presses are used ; \\herea8 with the leaf filter it was small (only about 0*5). This is

an important point, since the amount of filtered juice averages 10-20 per cent, of the mixed

juice, making the loss of sugar per 1000 tons of cane crushed equivalent t«o about 1 ton of

96'5® test per day with the plate-and-frame, but much less with the leaf filter. Other

points in favour of the newer type are that loss of sucrose by bacterial decomposition is

much less
;
there is no breakage of plates

;
one sot of cloths will last practicall}' the entire

season ;
a foreman and three labourers would be quite sufficient to handle the press and

mud tank stations of a 1000-ton plant ; everything is «lono by machinery, excepting the

actual sluicing of the mud from the leaves ;
opening, closing, and cleaning can be done in

about one-third of the time requited for filter-presses ; and lastly the capacity for equal

filtering areas is about double.

System of Boiling at Bais, Oriental Negros, P. I. E. G Zitkowski. Sugar News,

1921, 2, No. 2, 56-50.

A system claimed to be productive of the best results in the shortest possible time is

described. Syrup is drawn into No. I pun, where it is gmined, and cut to No. 3 pan.

After refilling No I pan with the syrup, it is cut to No. 2 pan. Pans 1 and 2 are built

up on syrup and first molHSses, to give the desired purity
;
and No. 3 is finished with

first molasses, no more syrup being added to the cut. Thus, two strikes of first sugar

and one of second are obtained from a single graining. After drying the B-rnassecuite in

the centrifugals, the sugar is mixed with sufficient first molasses, and pumped into the

crystallizer containing No. I massecuite, with which it is mixed and dried together, pro-

ducing a 96-6° sugar. As advantages of this system, it is mentioned that all the graining is

done with syrup, and can be effected more rapidly than with molasses
;
no sugar is returned

to the pans, as when using low-grade “seed”
; and only syrup and first molasses are

catried on the pan fiioor.

OxusEs AND Prevention of Sugar Dust Explosions. Gotthardt Liebetanz. DeuUehe
Zuekerindualrie, \92l, 46, 19-20, and 38.
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UNITED KINGDOM.
Centrifugal Mackinr for Continuously ('LAiirPYiNo Liquids A, J. M. Rialland,

of Versailles, France. 157t974 (1749)^ January 11 th, 1921 ;
convention date,

April 30th, 1919; not yet accepted

;

abridged as open to inspection under Section

91 of the Act.

A centrifugal separator for continuously

clarifying liquids has two rotating surfaces

Of, h with a number of spiral passages e between

them extending from the axis to the peri-

phery and being open at each end. The wall of

each passage is perforated, and liquid is supplied

through the centre pipe c and the separator is

rotated. The liquid passes through the perforated

walls d® and strikes the inclined unpeiforated walls

rf*
;

it is thus deflected through the lower plate h

and passes out by the pipe y. Any solid particles

remain in the passages until they reach the

periphery and then pass into the container h,

A pipe p may introduce a liquid in the form of a

jet or spray into the passages. In a modification

the matter may tnivel from the circumference to the

centre and the container may rotate with the liquid

wldlo the separator remains stationary. In another

modification the rotating surfaces may be conical

;

aud in another modification the passages, instead of

being spiral, may be straight and may project

tangentially from a central tubular shaft.

Liquid Fubl containing Coal (“Colloidal Fuel”). J. J. V. Armstrong, of Rock

Ferry, Cheshire, assignee of H. Plauson. 155,>712 {S4,S4S)* December

10th, 1920.

A fuel comprises 36-70 parts of finely pulverized coal, coke, or other carbonaceous

matter stabilized in 66-30 parts of oil or other liquid hydrocarbon by treating the mixture

for 1-2 hours in cross-pounding or other mills having a speed of at least 1000 metres per

second. The process is accelerated by adding 1-3 per cent, of soap solution or rubber

solution or other colloid to the mixture.*

CoLLoinAL Fhosphatic Manure. //. Plauson and J* A. Vielle, of London. 156,124

(36,465). December 30th, 1920 ; convention date, November 6th, 1919; not

yet accepted

;

abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act,

Phosphates are rendered assimilable for the purpose of utilization as a manure by
grinding them with a large quantity of water, to which has preferably been added a

small amount of acid or alkali. In this way, the finely divided phosphate becomes

hydrated and assumes a colloid-like form, which after drying is equal in value to water-

soluble phosphate. The transformation is accelerated considerably by the addition of

only 0* 1-0*3 per cent, of sulphuric, nitric, or phosphoric acid ; and also by conducting it

under pressure or by heating to about 90-96*^0., or again by adding protective colloids,

as the alkali salts of humic acid.

^Copies of speclflcatioijs of patents with their drawings can be obtained on application
to the following;— CTnifed Kingdom: Patent Office, Sales Branch, 2b, Southampton Buildings,
Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2 (price, Is. each). United Slatee: Comuilssloner of Patents,
Washington, DC. (price 10 cents each). i^Vaiice .* LTmprimerie Rationale, 67, rue Vioille du
Temple, Paris (price, afr. oo each).

>See also T.s.J., mi, I3l ; and U.K. Patent, 156,138.
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Prbss foh Moulding Pastilles, etc. E. GaillardfOi Territet, Switzerland. 155^594

December 20th, 1920; convention date, June 11th, 1919; mt yet

accepted

;

abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

PitESEUVATioN BY STERILIZATION OF Bret Slioes, ETC. T, Schweizefy of Dresden,

Germany. 150^173 {SGy671). December Jlst, 1920 ;
convention date, October

20th, 1919; not yet accepted; abridged as open to inspection under Section 91

of the Act.

Green vegetables and other vegetable substances such as remains of fruit, slices of

sugar beet, distillers’ wash, etc., are stored in vessels through which an electric current

can bo passed to sterilize the materials, which may bo previously treated to improve the

conductivity.

Motor Spirit containing Alcohol Farbwerke vorm. Meistert LiiciuSy & Bruning,

of lloechst-on-Maiii, Germany. 157y^^3 {109G). January 8th, 1921 ;
convention

date, March 24th, 1916 ;
not yet accepted; abridged as open to inspection under

Section 91 of the Act.

Hoxahydrobenzene, alone or with a little alcohol, benzene, or other hydrocarbon, is

used as a motor spirit.

Centrifugals. (1) Maskin Aktiehotaget KosmoSy of Stockholm. 157,334-^^7^336

{1346-1348). January 10th, 1921; convention date, March 30th, 1914; mi yet

accepted

;

abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act. (2) P. T.

Sharpies, of St. Davids, Penn., U.S.A. 157,688 (lb, 867). June 22nd, 1920.

(3) H. A. Gill {Sharpies Speciality Co., of West Chester, Penn., U.8.A.).

160,113 (18,906). July 6th, 1920. (4) G. H. Elmore, of Swarthmore, Penn.,

TJ.S.A. 158,153 (3894). February 9th, 1920.

Preparation of Decolorizing Carbon from Carbonaceous Residues (as in Shale

Distillation), and its Revivication. Catlin Shale Products Co., of Man-
hattan, New York, U.S.A. (assignees of R. M. Catlin, of Franklin Furnace,

New Jersey.) 157,393 (1314)^ January 10th, 1921
;
convention date, April

25ih, 1916; mt yet accepted; abridged as open to inspection under Section 9!

of the Act.

A silico-carbonaceous material for decolorizing sugar solutions and other liquids is

obtained by the limited treatment with hydrofluoric acid of carbonaceous residue of a

tochiiioal carbonizing process, for example, shale distillation, the raw material being

finely ground, and is treated with diluted acid preferably of 16 per cent, strength. The
properties and yield of the product depend on the proportion and strength of the acid,

and the duration of the treatment depends on the strength of the acid, and whether or

not the materials are agitated. When, after repeated use, the material loses its decoloriz-

ing properties, they may ho recovered by heating the material without access of air, or by
treating it with hydrofluoiic acid, and washing and filteiing as before ;

and this method
of revivification is also applicable to other decolorizing materials such as hone-black and
other carbons.

Confectionery Moulding Machinery. R. Letang and R, Rouart, of Paris,

157,775 (1483). January 10th, 1921 ; convention date, December 2nd, 1913
;

not yet accepted; abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

Continuous Indication op the Specific Gravity of a Flowing Liquid, S. D. Wells
and R. J. Marx. 158,151 (1939). January 21st, 1920.

Relates to apparatus for continuously indicating and recording the sp. gr, of a flowing
liquid of the type in which the liquid flows through n balanced container system of

constant volume*
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UNITED STATES.
Kbctii’ier (Entrainment Separator) and Condenser for Evaporators and Vacuum

Pans. Herman £. Beyer and William G, Hall, of Honolulu, Oahu, T. H.
lyS5^,e4S. September 14th, 1920. (On© drav?ing.)

Tioforring to the figure, it is seen that the rectifier ^ comprises a plurality of plates 4
having short lengths of piping 6 inserted in each, the pipes 5 in each plat© 4 being

staggered in relation to those in the adjoining plates. This is for the purpose of providing

a tortuous passage for the vapours arising from the vacuum pan and for the purpose of

preventing particles of fluid

from being carried off into the

condenser with the vapour.

Each of the plates 4 of the

rectifier ^ is provided with a

central orifice or hole 6* termin-

ating below the edge of a liquid

10 sealing cup 7, and from the

central portion of the liquid

sealing cup 7 extends a small

pipe 8 to drain li(iuid back

into the bottom of the vacuum

pan. Directly above the recti-

fier is a crown sheet 9, which

acts ns a baffle for the falling

cascade of water from the

condenser 10 above. This is

spaced from the rectifier by

means of short struts 11 so that

there is a large area of opening

for the vapours to pass from the

rectifier ^ into the lower portion

75 of the condenser. This

condenser 10 is itself mounted

upon the upper surface of the

cone 14 and compriRCs a

countercurrent apparatus of the

form protect(d by one of the

inventors,* so that a further dcsciiption is not necessary. The circulating* water is

admitted through orifice 16 and the air pump is in communication with the pipe 17

extending from the top of the condenser to remove any air that may be containod in the

solutions. A pipe IS communicates with the baffle chamber 19 to drain any water which

may he carried over into this chamber.

From the above description it will be seen that the velocity of the vapours arising

from the evaporating pan is not increased to any perceptible degree and is thoiefore very

low From the rectifier 5 tho vapours conic directly in contact with the circulating or

cooling waters of the condenser wdihoiit passing through any additional piping or having

their velocity intTcased by passage through piping of x'educed diameter, eothatlheio is

neither heat nor fluid lost in the piping.

Pilot i'>H OF Making t^oi.vniK Chocolate. Jacob Friedman, 1,864^1^''* April 2nd,

1919: January 4th, 1921.

A soluble preparation capable of being moulded and of withstanding a relatively high

temperature without softening is pi educed by boiling syrup, adding a liquid extract,

cooling, powdering the solidified mass, and mixing it with powdered cacao beans and fat,

* U.S, Patent, 1,162,969, granted to Herman E. Bevkr.
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DuCOLOHIZING CaKBON MANtlFACTUHB, U81NO SuBKttUBATKD SteAM. Raphael VOtl

OstrejkOf of Krakow, Auulria, (assignor to iho Chemical FoundatioUt Inc.,

of Delaware, U S.A.). 1^362^064. December 14th, 1920.

I’he lids d of the retorts h being removed, the rotoits are charged from above with

charcoal in a comminuted state. After that, the lids are hermetically closed and a fire is

started on the grate i, all the slides and steam valves being closed. The flue-gases pass

from the furnace through the openings in the pierced fireproof wall g\ into the apace

between the fireproof jackets h' of the retorts which are held apart by fireproof bricks'*^®.

The result of this arrangement is that owing to the open-work wall g* and the bricks i®,

the flue-gases distribute themselves uniformly and take an extremely sinuous p^ith

through the inner space of the oven, boing in this way completely utilized. The interior

of the oven communicates hy means of an exhaust fluo m with the space «, in which super-

heated pipes/ are disposed, so that they must necessarily pass through the space n in order

to reach the flue o of the chimney. As soon as the retorts have been heated up to a red

heat (a fact which may be determined hy peeping through the openings tr), superlieated

steam is admitted into the retorts hy opening the valves /'. The steam acts chemically

on the clmrcoal and liberates combustible gases which pass through the openings jt^and the

holtjs in the side plates g into the conduits r underneath the retorts r, /, and s, « ,
where

they are finally burned.

When the front end of the oven has become white hot, the amount of steam supplied

to the retorts is increased, and, at the same time, the fire-door h and the door,/' of the ash-

pit j, are hermetically closed. In consequence of this aiTangement, the admission of

air to the furnace is possible only by way of the adjustable opening v and the conduits Ar, /,

adjustable by means of the slides F, The subsequent heating of the plant is effected

without the addition of fresh supplies of fuel, and in such a manner that the combustible

gases formed by the action of the steam on the charcoal in the retorts, which pass into the
furnace through the conduits r, and «, are burned in the furnace in the presence of

air admitted through the openings r, k, and 1. The waste gases serve to beat the furnace
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and the rotortfi ; so that, speaking in a certain manner, the entire operation is carried

through in a cycle. As soon as a portion of the decolorissing charcoal is ready, a certain

quantity thereof is discharged into suitable vessels arranged in the conduits r, hy opening

the perforated slides f which are provided with operating-rods after which the charcoal

thus withdrawn is conveyed through the openings r*. In order to still further improve

the charcoal, it is conveyed through the side openings which are adapted to be closed,

to the rear portion of the furnace y, which is heated to a white beat. The admission of

air from the atmosphere into the furnace is entirely excluded for a time, hy closing the

slide A;' and the door v,

Phocbss of Extkactino Sugar by Diffusion. Leon Naudet, of Chelles, France.

J,S4S^737. June 16th, 1920 (original application filed March 6tb, 1914; divided;

and this application filed May 24th, 1916). (Six figures.)

It is the main feature of this process to raise the temperature of the vegetable material

(beet or cane) in the newly installed cell to the maxinuitn, so as to effect a higher extraction

and induce sterilization. According to the ordinary mode of working, two operations are

perfoiined : (1) mashing, the juice being introduced through the bottom of the cell; and

(2) displacing the mashing juice, hy an equal volume of juice being introduced through the

bottom of the cell. Thus, the freshly introduced beet or cane comes into contact with

twice its weight of juice before another cell is added to the series; but this is not a sufficient

amount to raise the temperature of

the beet or cane to that of the juice.

Three times its weight is the amount
required. According to the present

specification, this may be ac^complished

by a single heating of a single pass of

juice in each coll, as shown in Figs. 2

to 6.

In Fig. 2, cell number 1 contains

fresh beet or cane, which is mashed by
juice entering the bottom of the cell,

the juice being at less than maximum
temperature. In Fig. 3, the mashing
juice in cell t is displaced by juice

entering the top of the coll which
has been passed through the heater R
and rjiised tu maximum temperature,

such as 10u°C. or over, the mashing
juice being displaced into the measur-

ing lank C. In Fig. 6, the first-pass

maximum temperature juice in cell 1

is displaced by a second pass of juicc3

from the preceding cell, which may bi»

assiuiied to bo at the same maximum
temperature of 100° or over. The
displaced tirst-pass juice enters cell

which has just been installed with

fresh beet or cane and is usod for mash-
ing this material. In Fig. 6, a third

pass of juice from the preceding coll and at the same maximum temperature is

passed through cell 1 to displace the second-pass juice therein, and this disjilaccd

second-pass juice is passed through heater R and enters coll to form first-pass

juice for this cell and to displace the mashing juice therefrom into the measuring
tank (?. After this third-pass the material in cell 1 will have acquired the full

temperature of 100° 0., and consequently any further passes of juice through this
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cell will not be lowered in tomperaturo by the material therein. lhun, a fourth paen

of juico through the cell 7, which will diaplace third-pass juice therefrom to form the

second pass for cell will enter said cell at the maximum temperature of 100”C., and

a fifth pass through cell 7, displacing juice to form a third pass through ctdl will

also enter the latter coll at the maximum temperature of 100®. In this manner theio are

three passes of juice at iraxirnum temperature through cell and in like manner there

will be three maximum temperaluro passes through each succeeding cell of the series.

In practice it may he desirable to use more than an equal weight of juice, and to make
allowance for this extra volume there is an intermediate stop, illustrated in Fig. 4. As
may be seen, the surplus volume of juice passes through coll 7 without first being re-heatod,

then through the heater R directly into the measuring tank (Winstead of passing through

the heater li before entering coll 1,

PuKi’ARATioN CONTAINING SuGAu AND FttuiT. Nathaniel O Fowlef. 1^374^100.

April 6th, 1921.

It consists mainly of sugar in a finely divided state with which is combined a product

derived from the pure grinding of partially dried fruits.

Filtku Fkami: roii use wuth Pressure Filtkks. Louis J, Martel, {Assignor to

Martel Filter Co., Inc-^ New Orleans, liO., U.S.A
) 1^370^470. March llth,

1920 ;
March Ist, 1921.

Head IMechanism i’-ob FiLTKa-niKssEs (of thb Leaf Type). Jasper A, McCaskell,
{Amgjxor to Kelly Filter Press Co,). 1^371,634. April 25lh, 1917; March
16th, 1921.

Chocolatk Developing Machinery. Oscar M. Stoutf of Brooklyn, XJ.S.A. 1^349,^35.

May 22nd, 1919; August 10th, 1920.

EvAPOKATon Level Control. ^ IVm. H. Ripley (Assignor to the Griscorn-Russell

Co )i TJ.S.A. 1^301^905. May 17th, 1917; December 14th, 1920.

Making Soluble Chocolate, Jacob Friedman^ of New York, U.S.A
April 2iid, 1919; January 4th, 1921.

Claim is made for a process consisting in boiling syrup, mixing a liquid extract tliere-

with, allowing the mass to cool and set, pulverizing the mass, and mixing the pulvenzed

product with ground cocoa bean and fat in proportion to produce a soluble chocolate mass

which may be moulded. This mass is said to withstand a relatively high temperatiuo

without softening. >

GEKMANV.
Production op Highly Active Vegetable Decolorizing Carbon in Granular Form.

Verein Chemischer Fabriken, Mannheim, Germany. 309^2'^!. April l/>th,

1917.

Active carbons for decolorizing, deodorizing, or gas absorption may be prepared from

vegetable substances by a series of processes, such as : (7) a precipitate of nicignesium

carbonate is produced in the pores of the material, which is Bubscquenlly heated to a high

temperature
; {2) a bitumenuus mass is treated first with an alkali and afterwards with an

acid, or conversely, and heated for about an hour after the expulsion of the gases formed
;

(J) cellulose substances are heated first at a low temperature, about 200-300®C., and then

to a higher one, 600-700®C. without the addition of any impregnating agent
; {4) peat is

impregnated with different alkaline chemicals, potash for example, and heated to 600-

800®C, ; and (J) vegetable substances are impregnated with readily soluble salts, as

calcium chloride, and carbonized only at low temperature. According to this specification,

MJ.K. Patent, 146,730 ;

7”^.J, 1920, 7iT
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products made by such processes have as a disadvantage, either that their power is only

moderate, or else that a very fine powder results, making filtration difiScult. A very active

carbon, capable of being readily removed in filtration, is claimed to be made by the

following method of working. Vegetable matter, wood for example in pieces 3-5 mm,
diam., is heated without any previous treatment to a moderate temperature, say 400-600®C.,

its form remaining unaltered for the greater part It is then soaked with a solution of

potassium hydroxide or carbonate, and the temperature raised to a bright red heat, i.e.,

1000-ll00°O. This product, which still retains almost entirely the structure of the raw

material, is finally thoroughl}' washed with water, and dried. A still stronger carbon is

produced by preliminarily treating the raw material with an electrolyte. Thus,

comminuted wood is soaked in concentrated calcium chloride solution ; heated to 400°C. ;

washed ;
treated with potassium hydroxide or carbonate solution

;
healed to 1000-

llOOHJ., and finally washed again, when a carbon of “extraordinarily high activity** is

obtained, still largely retaining the form of the raw material.

UNITED KINGDOM COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ACCEPTED.

EvAroRAToiis. (1) B. Junquera. U4y^40 {10,639). May 30th, 1919. (2) A. Rambaud.
144.^31 {15,019). .lune lOth, 1919. [Z) G. Bonsigori. 162,877 {740S). March
121h, 1920.

Filtp-us, (1) W. /.Still. 161,039 (325). Janmorv 5th, 1920. (2) J . Miller and Geo

.

Fletcher'B Co., Ltd. 161,993 (lUWY May 5th, 1919.

ArrAUATvs i-ou Ouapb Honky and Fruit Syrups Mpg. Barbet et Fils et Cie 153,548
(1972). Addition to 175. October 31 st, 1919.

MruLK. (1) c. McNeil. 161,726 { 2358). January 26th. 1920. (2) E. D. Simon and
H. Simon, Ltd. 161,730 (2803). January 29th, 1920. (3) F.J. de Bruin.
162,533 (10,991). April 20th, 1920.

Cane Cuushing Apparatuh. L. W. Goold (Fulton Iron Works Co.). 162^075
(21,438) July 16th, 1920.

SoRAPiius pop Cank Mills. W. Mackie, 162,124 (4317). February 12lh, 1920.

SArcHAiiiPicATioN OF CELLULOSE. (1) A Wokl. 146,860 {18,744)- April 7th, 1917.

(2) A. Classen 142,480 (11,601). March 18th, 1919.

MANui AriiJUK OP iiAcrosu OK Milk Si oar. J. Tavroges, J. W. Roche, and G- Martin
161,887 {22,010). July 22iid, 1920

SuLpRUKois Acid Manufacture. Rhenania Verein Chemischer Fabriken A.-G»
161,581 {10,489). April lUh, 1920.

<k»NFECTioNKRy MANUFACTURE, W. V. Dowkins. 161,740 (2967). January 30th, 1920,

Dbcolokizino Carron Manufactuuino. (1) C. S. Hudson. 139,156 (1846). February
15th, 1919. (2) C. Revis and de Bruyn, Ltd. 162,117 {3698). Feb. 6th, 1920.

Specific Gravity Tester J. H. Kessler. 162,240 (32,622). November 18th, 1920.

Purifying Suoau Juices my Filtication and DRCANrAiios. F, Tiemann. 161,987
{11,561). April 12th, 1920.

Separating Suspended Matter from Liuoidf. A. F, Meston. 162.390 (2703)
January 28th, 1920.

^

Tube Scrapers. Fawcett, Preston & Co., Ltd. (H. W. Taylor). 162,526 {10,479).
April 15th, 1920.

v y

Centrifugals. P. T. Sharpies. 148,753 (18,472). July 30th, 1919.
Centrifugal Drive. W. Hunt, (S. S. Hepworth Co., and H. M. Mackintosh).

162,920(12,599). May 6th, 1920.

Food Composition. M. Wood. 140,4021; 140,463 (8229; 8230). March 19th, 1920.
rREPARATioN OF Bbbi's FOR “Maumalade” Mfg. A, Aumanu. 147,71$ (19,707).

December 13th, 1917.

Production op Ethers of Carbohydrates. L. Lilienfeld. 163,017 ; 163,018
(13,188 ; 13,287). May 6th, 1920.

Incrustation Prevention in Boilers. A. PessL 163,013 (12,981). May 6th, 1920.



Sugar Market Report.

Our last report was dated 6ih May, 1921,

Tlie general trend of the n»arket during the past month has been in a downward
direction, but although values of refined in the home market show a sfibstantial shrinkage,

there has been a persiatont demand from the trade for spot and immediately available lots.

British Refined, Atnerican Oranulated, and Ciiecho-Slovakiaii sugars have been in keen
oom2)etition for this business. Tate’s London Granulated at dls. 6d. and No. 1 Cubes at

638. 6d. spot, duty paid, show declines of 2a. and 48. 6d. per cwt. respectively since our

last report; Gzecho-Slovak superior granulated is quoted at 32g,, ASP, etc., Cubes 34s.

per cwt. f.o b. Hamburg. Amoric>fin Granulated has been selling for near arrival at 32s,

c.i.f. U.K. ports, hut is now being offered at 31 b. 9d., whilst June shipment from the

States has been done privately as low as 29s. 6d. c.i.f.

Dutch sugars find little attraction in U.K. prices, W8R being held for 33s. 6d. and
J 338. f.o.b. A fair business has been done in W.I. Crystallized descriptions, which are

now quoted at 538. to 668. spot, duty paid; Syrups, 478. 6d. to 478. 9d., according to

quality. Refining sugars are lower, Brazil 96® being offered at 19s. and 80® Syrups down
to 11s. 6d. Peru 96® lOs. 6d. c.i.f. U.K.

Lack of confidence in the position and the restriction of activities caused by the con-

tinuance of the coal strike, are sufficient to account for the neglect of forward deliveries,

and holders find themselves pressing supplies on an unwilling market.

The Terminal Cane sugar market has shown a steady decline, and there are still

sellers of small quantities willing to anticipate events by underquoting actual values

liRtest transactions include December at 158. in bonded warehouse, Jess 2^} percent, dis-

count. The White Sugar terminal contract for London, now in preparation, will probably

bo introduced in the near future.

Reports to hand from Cuba indicate favourable conditions for harvesting, and latest

statistics show 139 centrals still grinding. Total receipts to 28tb May are 2,636,000 tons

and stock 1,346,000 tons, compared with 2,977,000 tons and 661,702 tons respectively

last year.

The U.S. Emergency Tariff Bill, which has now come into effect, may be expected
in its operation to foster an increase in the production of Home American sugars, and will

raise the cost to the consumer w'ho, however, will doubtless find an offset in the declining

tendency of prices. Exports will be unaffected, being subject to the dmwback as hereto-

fore. American markets, in spite of intermediate activity, have followed the general
course, and business is reported in San Domingos at 3*00 cents prompt and Porto Ricans
at 4*63 cents c i.f. for June shipment.

WTiite Javas for June shipment are nominal, July quoted 22s. c. & f. Calcutta. Early
shipments from Java have been sparingly offered owing to the requirements for contracted
early shipments and some uncertainty about the sugar coming forward. It is said that
about 70,000 tons have boon bought for India for May/June shipment, but when this has
been supplied, together with the comparatively small quantities sold for other destinations,

the task of handling the main crop remains to be faced. The position of Java is comple-
mentary to that of Cuba ; whilst Java is starting upon what promises to be a large crop,

Cuba is building up big stocks week by week, and unfortunately the outlook for both shows
no improvement. Only is the perspective narrowed by the progress of time, and movement
of the ever accumulating quantities becomes more and more dependent upon that revival
of confidence amongst buyers which is so anxiously awaited, but which snows no present
sign of coming. Broadly speaking, whatever the future may prove, production would
appear for the moment to be overtaking consumption, and we see production gravely
concerned to find outlet upon a consumption unwilling and fully alive to the circumstances.
How far the question of price may tempt revival remains to be seen, and it must be borne
in mind that there are other considerations involved by the general unsettlement of the
world, but, given some sign of stability, there is plenty of power in the existing depletion
of invisible supplies to provide impetus for reaction.

H. H. Hancock & Co.
10 & 11, Mincing Lane,

London, £.0. 3,

June 4th, 1921.
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Notes and Comments.

The Prospects of Trade Revival.

The outKtauding feature of trade in the United Kingdom this month iw the

settlement of the coal strike on terms that, it is hoped, may ensure peace for at

loafit 18 months to come. This diHustrous dispute lasted three months, and then

was only settled because the miners’ executive dropped their customary cumber-
«ome met}iod.s of procedure and took the reins into their own hands instead of

leaving the decision to the ill-informed rank and tile. The miners have in the end

wisely realized that in respect to their demands for a pooling of the mines—an
economic projiosal that the Government refused to accept without a constitutional

mandate from the country—it was useless to persist
;
and they confined their con-

cluding negotiations to the question of wages, -when they succeeded in securing

thornsolves better terms than were first offered by the owners, though the now
offer does involve some wage reduction. Had the dispute been confinod to this

wages question the strike might never have occurred, or have been but a brief

affair. The moral of the whole is that in the present temper of the country ‘‘direct

action” will never secure changes of a constitutional order.

What it has cost the country will only be gradually known, as the national

revenue is totalled up for the current financial year; but it will not be quite so

costly as would have been the case in normal times, since owing to the extremely

slack state of trade the last few months, there has been far less business to lose

than usual. Trade the world over has boon stagnant for months past, partly owing
to the inability of producers to guarantee prices or delivery, and partly owing to

a universal belief that by waiting a bit quotations would come down.

This last view has been apparently taken in the sugar industry amongst
others; there has been great scarcity of orders the last few months for renewals

and additions to the plant of sugar factories. It is however not the case that the

goods are not wanted, but rather that the hope is entertained that prices will come
down below recent quotations to the advantage of the sugar factory proprietary.

Meantime the factories jog along on existing plant. But a time must corne when
renewals or extensions can not be delayed further, and orders on a considerable

scale are likely to result. The only doubt in one’s mind is whether the impending
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purchasers are doing themselves the best service by indefinitely delaying the

placing of their orders. It may conceivably arise that when the orders do come,

they will come simultaneously from everywhere—whereupon the demand will be

so great that the supply will not be equal to giving prompt delivery. If demand
outruns supply, the result can only be a rise in the prices.

Production at home should now be in a better position to quote a competitive

price, though it is not yet clear what the new price of coal is going to be. Much
of course depends on that factor; but the coal question is not the only labour

settlement that has lately been effected, since a large number of trade unions have

consented after negotiations to reductions of wages ; the engineers in particular

have composed their differences at a lower rate of wages than has hitherto ruled,

so machinery manufacturers will now be able to estimate business possibilities with

greater precision. Altogether the outlook for trade in this country is distinctly

more hopeful than it has been for mouths past, though it still gives some cause

for anxiety.

The Royal Coinitiissioii*s Trading Account.

Some twelve mouths ago the daily press was commenting on the enormity of

the offence of the Eoyal Commission on the Sugar Supply in having for the time

being made a profit of £6,000,000 out of the British sugar consumer. But it was
obvious to most observers in the industry that this was only a temporary gain and

that it would be wiped out in the final tradiiig year (1920). We were prepared

indeed to find the final balance sheet showing a loss but we confess we were not

counting on its amounting to so large a sum as £24,600,000. This, however, is the

deficit announced by the Commissioners in their Report just presented to Parlia-

ment and published last month. Elsewhere we reproduce a large portion of their

Report verbatim, especially those parts that deal with their purchases of the sugar,

and the influence of the Ministry of Food on the disposal of it, and the retail prices

at which it was sold.

It is easy in these days of anti-waste ” propaganda to feel indignation at this

huge deficit
;
but when one comes to analyse the reasons that have led to it, one

is constrained to admit that it was not so much any bungling on the part of the

Commissioners themselves as the fact that they had no real control over the dis-

posal of the sugar, which was virtually the monopoly of a State department

swayed by motives of a politico-economic order. The taxpayer on whom falls the

loss must blame chiefly the Government control which, as the Commissioners point

out, would not consent to the raising of the price of sugar to the figure which the

Commission thought economically desirable. The Commission's recommendations
as to prices were either ignored or only given effect to months after they were
made. The result was the consumer benefited by getting his sugar at an unecon-

omic price ; this is shown clearl}’’ by the Chart we reproduce comparing the retail

prices in England with American spot prices for the years concerned
;
only for the

first three months of seven odd years were the American prices lower than the
British ones. It amounts to this, then, that as in so many other instances during
the war and after, the British Government preferred to accumulate a liability te
be discharged by the taxpayer rather than incur the unpopularity of making the

actual purchaser pay an economic price for his sugar.

But of course this State interference does not account for the whole loss. The
Commission made a rough calculation that if they had been able to regulate the
retail prices themselves they would have saved 1 6 millions. Allowing then for the
wiping out of the foimer profit of six millions, the losses due to trading would appear
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to have amounted during the final two years of operations to some 14 millions

sterling. But here we get on to more debatable ground. The critics say that

during the spring and summer of 1920 the Eoyal Commission bought heavily at

excessive prices (particularly the Mauritius crop at £90 per ton) and then when

the slump came later in the year had to cut their losses heavily in order to readjust

prices to the new level. But did any influential section of the world*8 sugar

market really expect that slump ? Is it not plain history that the vast majority of

sugar buyers and speculators banked on the American consumption rising through

the incidence of the Prohibition Laws to an amount that would absorb all the sugar

that offered, and then perhaps ask for more. The buyers for the Boyal Commission

were admittedly not wiser than the rest and rather than risk seeing this country

running short of sugar they deemed it advisable to make purchases which unfor-

tunately (owing in part to crop chronology) synchronized with the top period of the

market. But we still think there is something for their contention that their

purchase of the Mauritius crop had a fair share in knocking the bottom out of the

Cuban market two months later.

It is also pertinent to turn to the States and see what happened there where

State control had been lifted in December, 1919. The heavy losses incurred there

in 1920 by speculators, dealers, and refiners do not suggest that an absence of

State control in this country would have saved us from a considerable loss
;

it

would simply have distributed the loss on other shoulders. Instead of the

Government (or rather the taxpayers), the refiners at homo, the brokers and

8j)eculators, and the consumers would have suffered in pocket by the fall in the

sugar market. It is idle to suppose that private enterprise in this country could

have succeeded where it had failed in the States,

But the effect of the shouldering of this loss by the State is that no private

OTiterprise in the United Kingdom has been appreciably hit by the slump.

Certainly not our refineries nor our sugar brokers. They have had a compara-

tively easy time of it. And the consumer has been let down lightly, for if he did

not get as much sugar as he wanted, neither did he pay the proper price, all

things considered, for it.

Ilence in so far as the loss was caused by State control, it was merely a case

of shifting the burden from the consumer to the taxpayer. And in respect to

faulty purchases, an error of judgment was committed but committed in eiich

universal company that one is unable to criticize it narrowly. But in such

abnormal circumstances as have ruled in the world during the great war and its

aftermath neither the free sugar market in the States nor the controlled one in

the United Kingdom can claim to have established a case. Both failed
; and all

that can now be done is to study the respective facts with a view to avoiding any
repetition of them at some future date.

^

.

The West Indian Tropical Agricultural College.

We understand that progress is being made with regard to the establishment

of the West Indian Tropical Agricultural College in Trinidad and that several

meetings have recently been held of the committee appointed by the Secretary of

State for the Colonies to deal with the matter. This committee has had the

advantage of the presence in London of Sir Francis Watts, K.C.M.G,, who
came home recently to press the claims of the West Indian interests generally on

the Colonial Office.

As our readers are aware, it is desired to make a special feature of sugar

work in the ourriculum of this College and to give practical instruction in sugar
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making as well as in the cultivation of the sugar cane. The promoters of the

college have, from the outset, entertained the hope that it may be possible to

have in connexion with the college a model sugar factory on a sufficiently large

scale to enable really efficient instruction to be given in the art of manufacturing

sugar and in the training of sugar technologists. These hopes bid fair to be realized,

for a meeting of the leading British manufacturers of sugar machinery to discuss

the matter was recently held in the Boyal Technical College, Glasgow, at which

the chair was taken by Professor STOCKDAiiE, the Principal, The meeting was
well attended and much interest was manifested in the proposal to establish a

model factory for teaching purposes in connexion with the sugar school of the

new college.

Sir Francis Watts explained to the meeting the steps which have been

taken to establish the college in Trinidad and the need which exists for the model

sugar factory for training technologists, chemists, and sugar makers. Ho pointed

out that nowhere in the British Empire is there an institution in which sugar

making can bo practically taught using sugar catie and cane juice as the basis of

the work of instruction. He then invited the interest and co-operation of the

leading British makers of sugar machinery and liopod that they would be pre-

pared to contribute model plant for the equipment of the factory in a generous

manner.

This invitation was well received and very cordially indeed responded to.

The representatives of several firms, who had had opportunities of considering

the proposals beforehand proceeded to make definite promises on the spot. The
result was that before the meeting bad broken up the following machinery units

were most generously promised for the school: an 11 -roller milling plant, a

water-tube boiler, filter-presses and scum tanks, centrifugals and crystallizers,

electrical equipment, assistance with the pumping plant, and assistance with the

steel structural work of the building ; other representatives stated that while they

regarded the proposals with favour and would advise their principals to co-operate

heartily, they were not then in a position to make definite offers of machinery, for

full particulars of the nature of the factory had not previously been placed before

them. But as a result doubtless of their representations definite offers were sub-

eequently received for the required vacuum pan and staging and the juice heater.

After some general discussion it was agreed that the best way of carrying on the

work begun at that gathering would be for the representatives present to consult

their principals and to communicate with Mr. C. T. Bertuon fwho had kindly

undertaken the secretarial duties connected with the moveruent) informing him
of the parts that they desired to contribute, and for arrangements then to bo

made by correspondence concerning the requirements of the factory and the parte

which the various firms might be prepared to supply

.

The Advantages of a British School.

We are glad that such a step is being taken to provide an all-British model
factory at this British school. It has been a blot hitherto on British achieve-

ment that so far we have never taken adequate steps to provide for our own sons

a tropical sugar school where a complete theoretical and practical course in the

science of the industry can be obtained. There is, as Sir Francis Watts pointed

out, no institution within the British Empire in which a student can receive

academic instruction in the art of sugar making, using the actual sugar cane as the

basis of that instruction. At present such scientific education can only be secured

by having recourse to foreign institutions, e.g., the well known and excellent sugar
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school of the University of Louisiana at Audubon Park, New Orleans, and the

technical institutions in Java. There is of course the Glasgow sugar school which

gives a useful course of instruction in sugar technology by means of which the

student can obtain a good insight into the general principles
; but it is obviously

impossible there to give instruction based on the actual working of the cane and
its juice, so that the instruction thus given must necessarily stop short of demon-

strating experimentally many of the points and difliculties encountered in actual

practice. These demonstrations will now be available at the Trinidad College.

Moreover, the students there will be given the opportunity denied them at

existing tropical schools to familiarize themselves with the handling of British

sugar machinery. We must therefore congratulate the promoters oii the handsome
gift the English and Scotch engineers have so promptly bestowed on the venture*

The Indian Sugar Bureau.

There would seem to be some delay in the publication of the report of the

Indian Sugar Committee, which we had hoped would reach us a month or more
ago

;
but this does not in any sense mean that the Government is sitting with

folded hands awaiting its appearance. There ere abundant evidences that work
is being steadily pursued in the directions laid down by the Board of Agriculture

at its 1917 meeting in Poona, and it is with special inteiest that we have perused

the first Aiwital Jlf^port of the Sugar Jinrean^ instituted on the recommendation

of that meeting. From this it will be seen that, in spite of the many unexpected

calls upon his time, Mr. Wynne Sayeu, the so-called Secretary of the Bureau,

but in reality the chief official as fur us we can judge, has beeti able to do a gi’eat

deal of preliminary spado work. The scattered masses of information regarding

Indian sugar questions, which had accumulated in the office of the Boporter of

Economic Products, the various Provincial Secretariats, and the office of the

Cane-breeding Expeu t, have been examined and bi ought together, registered, and

made available for reference and for possible future collation and perhaps publi-

cation. A promising commencement has been made with the library of the

Bureau, and a system of exchanges has been inaugurated with foreign countries.

The Bureau is m close liaison with all the factories in the country, as well as the

various Government stations where sugar cane is being studied, and this is not

only the case with India, but relations have been entered into with all sugar cane

growing countries, and the Secretary is in touch with the principal sugar machinery
manufacturers in Great Britain and the United States. Lastly, taking advantage

of bis float on the Sugar Committee, Mr. Sayeii has visited Java, studied the

methods of cultivation there, and brought over some of the seedlings recently

obtained, which appear likely to be of use in North India. These latter have
been relegated to the cane-brooding station for study and multiplication. We
congratulate Mr. Wynne Sayeii on the promising start that has been made, and
publish his repot in another part of this number.

While on the subject of the Indian Sugar Committee, it may bo well to refer

to a curious statement, mot with in some papers, * that the Government of India
proposes to start a great Sugar Corporation for the purpose of growing improved
canes and making white sugar. Anyone who knows anything about the policy

of the Indian Government will have received this report with a good deal of

scepticism, and it is obvious that confusion has arisen between the Sugar Com-
mittee’s activities and the Indian Sugar Corporation floated by Messrs. Tata, with

1 E.g, Sugar, December, 1V30, 706, and American Commerce Reports (I.S.J,, 1921, 2S4).
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a capital of some five crores of rupees (practically equal to £6,000,000 sterling).

This is a very different thing. This Corporation has entrusted a large part of its

management to the well-known sugar expert, Mr. Noel Deerk, and we wish

both it and the Sugar Committee all success in their different efforts to place the

sugar industry in India on a him basis.

Sir John Burchmore Harrison, C.M.Q.
A couple of months ago we drew attention to the eminent services rendered

by Sir Francis Watts, K.O.M.O., to the sugar industry of the West Indies.

It was with peculiar pleasure that we read the name of Professor Harrison, of

British Guiana, in the list of birthday honours as having been made a Knight

Bachelor. These two chemists have been prominently connected with the sugar

industry for many years, and the Government is to be congratulated on having

selected both of them for such signal honour. Sir John Harrison, who is a

member of Christs College, Cambridge, took his science tripos as long ago as 1877,

after which he was engaged in chemical and agricultural research at Cambridge

and Rothamsted for a couple of j^ears before taking up tropical work in Barbados.

After about ten years in that island, during which his name became closely

connected with the re-discovery and development of seedling canes* he migrated

to British Guiana, where he became the head of the chemical and agricultural

work of the colony, and has remained there ever since with comparatively short

periods of absence on leave. Trained at a time when education in our universities

was less dominated by specialized examinations, he was encouraged to take wide

views, and developed into one of those old-time science men who could take up
almost any line of work and make distinct advances in it. This is very evident

in a review of his many contributions to science and to the development of his

colony. Primarily a chemist, he gained distinction in the botanical work of

raising new seedling canes which renovated the sugar industry when the Bourbon

cane showed signs of dying out ; as a geologist of repute ho made many surveys

in both of his colonies, studied closely the gold industry iu British Guiana, and

discovered the vast stores of bauxite which have become one of the chief exports

of the country ;
as an agriculturist he has placed the difficult problem of manuring

the fertile lands of Demerara on a sound basis, and made illuminating studies in

the origin end composition of the soils of the north of the South American con-

tinent. But it is impossible here to give oven a list of his various activities, and
the oases mentioned are rather intended to indicate the widene^ss of his range of

studies and the importance of his contributions to the development of his colony.

We understand that Sir John is about to relinquish his post in British Guiana
and to return to this country, where we trust that he may long be spared to

enjoy his well-earned rest. Meanwhile, we congratulate him on the successful

foundation of the new experimental station in the colony.

The Vexed Question of Labour.

One of the results of the great war has been the recognition of the rights of

man down to the meanest labourer. Labour conditions are thus rapidly changing
all over the world, for all nations have had to call on their manhood for protection

and thus have shown how dependent, in the last resort, they are on healthy human
lives. In sugar growing countries the labour question is everywhere receiving

serious attention, and even in Java, with its millions of contented workers in the

ffelds, we occasionally read of labour troubles. But in other less favoured regions
the relations with the workers, always difficult, are becoming an acute and intricate
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problem and all sorts of devices are being considered to deal with the matter.

There would appear to be two main and contradictory tendencies for the solution

of the difficulty, the one being to increase efficiency by better training, improved

implements, better social conditions, and thus more fiimly attaching the workers

to the estate, and the other for the estate to divest itself of all responsibility by

dissociating the plantation work from that of the factory, through the encourage-

ment of some form of cane-farming. The relative advisability of those two

methods will depend of course on the character of the people and the conditions

of the country, but there can be no doubt as to which of them will tend to increased

efiSciency in the field and and with it the productivity of the land and a larger

return of sugar to the acre. Economists are busy all the world over with a study

of this question, and an interesting paper lies before us by Mr. Alwyn Schmidt
on Labour Efficiency in the Sugar Industry in which he takes as his text the

Iteport on the Conditions of the Sugar Industry by the United States Department of

Commerce during the year 1917* This naturally deals with Hawaii, Cuba, Porto

Bioo and Louisiana, but the lessons learnt may be applied to all tropical and semi-

tropical sugar growing countries. During the year under report, the last in which

such a comprehensive statement has been issued, it is pointed out that the average

cane production to the acre was 43*92 tons in Hawaii, 21*32 in Cuba, 20*45 in

Porto Rico and 18*29 in Louisiana. The sugar produced per acre was 10,992 lbs.

in Hawaii, 4,912 in Cuba, 4,539 in Porto Rico and 2,616 in Louisiana. A ton of

sugar was obtained from 8*14 tons of cane in Hawaii, while the figure for Cuba
was 8*68, for Porto Rico 9*01 and for Louisiana 13*96. The planting, cutting and

harvesting cost more in Hawaii than in the other countries named. In Hawaii
88*51 per cent, of the cane was planted, cultivated and harvested under full con-

trol of company’s management, whereas, on the opposite side, in Cuba 80 percent,

of the canes were gi*own by faruiers or colonos practically independently. The
methods of cultivation were imperfect and the cultivation itself was largely

neglected in the latter country. The writer claims that the case for increasing

the labour efficiency is very clearly made out by these figures, for where the

efficiency is low so are the returns, and the converse is true. He then analyses

the work on some of the Hawaiian estates and j)lead8 for much greater attention

being paid to a settled policy of improving the conditions of the workers and at

the same time reducing to a minimum all violent fluctuations in the character of

the employment of the individuals of the labour force. The Report in question

should be widely road.

The Situation in Cuba.

The outlook in the Cuban sugar industry has recently been anything but a

bright one. The crisis of last year brought a great shortage of money in its

train, and this has made the task of funding the present crop one of great difficulty.

Labour has realized the situation and has reluctantly accepted lower wages which,

in some cases, have not even been paid in full for lack of ready cash. The shortage

of money is increased by the fact that only a part of the crop has been sold to

date. In the warehouses and in the sea ports there are nearly 1,500,000 tons of

sugar awaiting purchasers. Until the greater part of this accumulation is turned

into cash, the situation in Cuban sugar circles will remain tight.

Our Havana correspondent writes that considering the late start of the present

crop and the very difficult period the industry is passing through, the crop figures

to the end of May had made very excellent showing. At that date the sugar

> SuifUTt March, 1921, pp. 138-140.
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delivered to the ports amounted to 2^703,956 long tons, or only 310,176 tons short

of last year’s figures, the number of factories grinding being 76. He considers it

safe to assume that a further 680,000 tons of sugar will reach the ports, making
the total crop this season, say, 3,283,866 long tons. From one cause and another

quite a number of the mills will have to close down without completing the

reaping of their canes ; in other words, large areas of standing cane may be left

over to the next crop.

The prospects for a large 1921-22 crop are not too favourable. For lack of

money little or no cultivation is at present being undertaken in the canetields,

and grass and weeds are simply allowed to grow. The whole aspect of the country

is one suggestive of abandoned plantations. The next crop is therefore bound to

be of reduced dimensions, but it is not anticipated that the deficiency will be as

marked as the present neglect suggests. The crtix of the situation will arise in

the subsequent season. The present off-season expenses are being reduced to a

minimum, which means that the coming crop will cost little beyond the usual

harvesting expenses to cut, so the sugar will work out at a low production rate

which will enable it to be marketed under favourable circumstances. But the

profits accruing from this sale will probably need to bo expended largely on

bringing the land back into condition and in reidanting abandoned areas for the

1922-23 season.

All this suggests that a time of stringency must continue in Cuba for a couple

of years at least, and we fear a good many sugar properties will change hands at

a sacrifice before that period expires ; but with the wonderful climate and rich

soil that characterizes Cuba, the industry should face the future with every

confidence in its ultimate recovery.

The Sugar Industry in Poland.

According to a report of the Department of Overseas Trade, there were before

the war 63 sugar factories in Congress Poland, 20 in Posnania, and six in Pom-
merellen. Out of these 37 were working in Congress Poland during the season

1919-20, 16 in Posnania, and six in Pommerollen. The yield of sugar in 1919-20

was very poor for the whole of Poland ; in fact, it was the worst in the history of

the sugar industry in this country. It was anticipated that the 37 sugar, factories

in Congress Poland would produce 24,606 tons of sugar and the 16 in Posnania

49,213 tons. The early frosts and snow in 1919, lack of fuel, and also the delay in

supplying the factories with indispensable materials reduced these quantities by
about 60 per cent. The prospects for the 1920-21 season are much better. Forty
factories in Congress Poland are in working order, and three are in course of recon-

struction. In Posnania and Pommerellaii 24 factories are working and two have
been restarted in Galicia.

The sugar industry holds the leading place amongst the industries based on
agriculture, and is capable of considerable development; sugar will become an
important article for export. In spite of the small production, Poland has so far

succeeded in exporting to France and Great Britain the following quantities of

sugar in exchange for fertilizers, phosphates, etc.: 1919-20, 6000 tons to Great
Britain; 1920-21, 15,000 tons to France ; 1920-21, 17,000 tons to Great Britain.

Some of the sugar machinery is made locally, the remainder for the most part
being purchased in Germany. The Association of Sugar Eefiners is however
anxious to place their orders in Great Britain, and negotiations with a view to

interesting British capitalists in the Polish sugar industry took place in 1920, but
unfortunately did not materialize.
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From the ** Sugar Cane/* July, i87i«

In its issue of June 17th, 1871, the Produce Markets Review had published an

article in which it stated that ‘Hhe idea is maintained in the face of all reason that

it is best for the planters to make the worst sugar as badly as possible, in order

that it may be suited to the needs of the British refiners.’* It was assorted that

this view was supported by the fifiegrur Cane^ which “is therefore anxious to save

the planters from the mistake of crowning their improvements by making good

sugar with which to appeal direct to customers, and thus to pass by the pieces

makers.”

A reply to these allegations was made in this number by the Editor of the

Sugar Cane^ who without difficulty showed that there was not the slightest truth

in them. lie pointed out the obvious fact that it was in the interest of the refiner

to buy the best sugar obtainable for his money, and oidy when the market was

much depressed was it worth while purchasing the lower qualities, adding that

“of course if planters could make refined sugar profitably, the refiner’s occupation

would be gone, but this is no more likely to take place generally than that the

cotton planter should become a cotton spinner ” Moreover, the Produce

Markets Review was reminded that even in those days the Sugar Cane had advo-

cated a progressive movement both in agriculture and in manufacture, and had

published at intervals articles drawing attention to the advantages of central

factories.

Fifty years ago maceration and imbibition w^ere hardly practised, except

perhaps in Louisiana. An article in this issue on sugar machinery pointed out

that mills at that time did not extract more than 60-65 per cent, of the juice iii

the cane, factories often being content with as low a result as 60-'55 per cent.

An apparatus termed an “Affusor,” the invention of Mr. Alfhed Fkyei/ was

described. After leaving the mill, the bagasse was passed between rollers, the

first four or five pairs of which were placed in a vessel containing water, while the

points of contacts between the last one or two pairs were above it. In this way
the crushed cane was alternatively pressed and released under the water, and later

as much of the moisture as possible removed by the rollers above the water level.

A simple method for the control of the milling efficiency was also recommended.
Mr. W. W^nswoKTH set forth the advantages of growing melons for the

manufacture of sugar, as compared with beets. ’^Deep ploughing was unnecessary

;

cultivation costs were only about one-4hird
; the yield was 8 per cent, against 7 m

the case of the amount obtainable at that time from the roots; the juice was
purer, and the sugar could be crystallized from the syrui>8 with gi^eater ease than

iu the case of the beet. Moreover, melon seeds yielded 16 per cent, of an oil

bringing a good price.

Other articles which appeared in this issue of our predecessor were entitled :

“Defecation of Beet^Tuice” by L. Walkhokf, according to which only about

i per cent, of the roots of lime was added at about 180®F. {82®C.) ;
“Cultivation

of Beetroot Sugar in Ireland” by the Kev, Prof. J. Jellett, the inventor of

the half-shadow device, who said that roots examined with the Jellett polari-

soope had shown sugar contents varying from 9’6 to 12*6 per cent. ; and lastly on

“French Central Factories,” where it was mentioned that the idee of e central

factory was first suggested in 1838 by the firm of Dbrosne & Cail to M. Vincent,
of Bourbon, who put it into execution in Beuuion and later in Guadeloupe.

i English Patent, 1073 of 1960.
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The Sugar Corporation of India.

It is with oolisiderable atteiitiou that all who aie interested in the Indian

sugar industry are following the initial stages of the great company formed by
Messrs, Tata, of Bombay, to exploit the sugar resources of the country. With

this great venture, and the active enquiries being made by the Government of

India through its Sugar Committee, we should in a few years^ time be able to

form a sound view as to India’s possibilities with regard to this staple. Onlookers

in this country may be roughly divided into the optimists and the pessimists, as

to any sudden great expansion in India. While the former have drawn attention

to tlio vastness of the sugar area (somewhere about 3,000,000 acres) and the largo

indigenous supplies of labour, they have ventured to prophesy that, with improved

metliods of manufacture, India, instead of importing large quantities of sugar

each year from Java and elsewhere, should be able not only to meet its own
requirements but supply the British Empire with all the sugar it needs. But wo
look in vain for any constructive proposals as to how this most desirable end

should be brought about. The “ pessimists,*’ on the other hand, with a larger

and more detailed knowledge of the country, have pointed out that it is extremely

difficult to alter the highly spociali^jed indigenous agriculture of a country
;
and

furthermore, that the great sugar tract of India, lying outside the tropics, is

unable to grow the better kinds of sugar cane profitably. Besides this, beyond

the sporadic efforts dotted over the past hundred years, there has been a remark-

able shyness of capital to exploit the undoubted possibilities, and there is no

indication on the part of the native cultivators and manufacturers to alter the

class of sugar prodneed—the impure jaggery or gm which enters so largely info

their daily food.

The Indian Government meantime is fully alive to the situation, and has

noted the fact that sugar is actually imported into the country, or has been, to the

extent of nearly a million tons in a year; and, arguing that the country should

at least be self supporting, has appointed a Committee thoroughly to investigate

the matter, and to make suggestions whereby the industry may be placed on a

better basis. Special officers were some years ago appointed to deal with the

manufacturing and plantation sides, with the result that it is considered that the

kind of cane grown in the sugar tract may be greatly improved, while better

methods of making the sugar are constantly being brought to notice.

Progress along these lines is certain if slow but, with the a^dvent of the India

Sugar Corporation, attacking the problem from the commercial side, there is every

prospect that advances will be more rapid. The complaint that capital is not

forthcoming is no longer tenable, for the Coi*poration has ample funds at its dis-

posal for all eventualities (to the extent of £6,000,000 if necessary). Every effort

has been made to obtain the best possible technical and scientific advice, and large

salaries have been offered to ensure this: we may in this connexion merely note

that Mr. Noel Dberr is in their employ busily settling, the matter of factory

outfit, and with his experience no better selection could have been made. But
according to our present information the Corporation has decided to confine its

endeavours to the restricted areas where thick tropical canes can be grown, and
the vast sugar tract in the north is being left severely alone. Let us hope that

the Corporation will be a gieat success, for it is quite possible in that case that,

with the experience gained, other capitalists will be tempted to turn their attention

to the large areas where sugar cane is grown north of the Ganges. This great tract

comprises the main sugar region of the country, and it is not likely that this dis*
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tinctioi) will be altered in the immediate future. At present, with the exception

of the promising plantations in Bihar and a few concerns elsewhere^ the whole

of the sugar cane grown in the Punjab, the United Proyinces, Bihar and Bengal

is made into gur^ and we must wait for the Sugar Committee’s repoi-t befoi*e we

can make any forecast as to the possibility of making white sugar on any

extensive scale in these Provinces.
C. A. B.

The Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa.

Report of the Secretary of the Sugar Bureau.^

(Wynne Sayer, B.A.)

I was placed on special duty for a period of two years with effect from 20th

January, 1919, to undertake the collection of all available information in con-

nexion with tho sugar industry in India, pending a further consideration by

the Government of India of the question of establishing a Sugar Bureau. An
establishment of two recorders, two clerks, and two typists, with one superin-

tendent, was sanctioned to enable me to carry on the work, but one of these posts

has been vacant for the whole time, the pay and the temporary position not being

sufficient to attract a suitable man. The designation of my post was changed to

tliat of the Secretar5% Sugar Bureau, with effect from 13th April, 1919.

It will not be out of place here to give a brief history of the successive steps

Government have token to encourage the industry, in the course of which this

office came to be created.

Scientific work on the sugar cane crop was started at Manjri in the Bombay
Presidency by Mr. Mollinson in 1894, and at Samalkot in Madras by Dr. Barber
towards the close of the last century. In those two Presidencies some valuable

results were obtained. In Bengal and the United Provinces also some work bad

been doiie. But it was after the Agricultural Ilepartmenta were re-organized by

Lord Gurzon’s Government in 1905 that the foundations of the important work

being done by Mr. G. Ci.-\rkk at Shalijahanpur, Mr. Somers Taylor and the

late Mr. Wooduouse at Sabour, Mr. Meogitt in Assam, Mr. Clouston in the

Central Provinces, and Mr. IIobertson Buow'N at I’esbawar in tho North-West
Prontier Province, were laid, while the work already in progress in Madras and
Bombay was expanded.

In 1911 Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya moved a resolution in the

Imperial Legislative Council recommending that the duty on imported sugar

should be so raised as to make it possible for the indigenous sugar industry to

survive the competition to which it was exposed. The late Mr. Gokhalb moved
ail amendment recommending that Government should order an enquiry by a

Committee of competent persons into the present condition of the sugar industry

in India with a view to ascertaining what action could and should be taken by the

State to save the industry from the threatened ruin. He pointed out that there

was a great deal that Government could do for the industry even if it did not

impose a high protective tariff, in the matter, for instance, of making the sendees

of expert chemists available, in the matter of the terms on which land might be

held, in the matter of irrigation and other facilities, and so forth. Government
replied that they were alive to the position and were doing their best to improve

the methods of cane cultivation and the manufacture of sugar throughout the

* Taken from Scientific Reports of tlie AgriculturaJ Research Institute, Busa.” l9l»-20.
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country. Both the resolution and the amendment were lost. But in November
of the same year the question of the Indian sugar industry was considered by the

Board of Agpriculture in India, and as the result of its recommendations the

appointments of a Sugar Cane Expert and a Sugar Engineer were sanctioned for a

tenn of years. The headquarters of the former officer were located at Coimbatore

in Southern India, as canes wore found to flower there (this is not the case in

Northern India), facilitating thereby the work of raising better varieties of canes

by crossing. The Sugar Engineer was stationed in the United Provinces where

more than half the total acreage under the crop is grown, his duties being to work

out the smallest oconomical size of a sugar factory suitable for Indian conditions

and to advise the public on factory matters. As stated above, both these were on

a teniporaiy footing. Nevertheless they marked a stage forward in the policy of

develoj>ing the Indian sugar cane industry. Since then almost every meeting of

the Board has reviewed the work done on this crop at the vaiious experiment

stations in the country.

The great European war brought the question of the Empire sugar supply to

the forefront. The usual sources of beet sugar supply—Germany, Austria-

Hungary and Eussia—having been cut off, the world was faced with a serious

shortage of sugar, and India in common with the rest had to pay heavily for her

imports. It was in these circumstances that the Board of Agriculture met at

Poona ill December, 1917, and the opinion was unanimous that the time was ripe

for making a further move in the policy of developing the Indian sugar cane

industry. It was the general opinion of the Board that no time should be lost in

starting an office where information on all aspects of the Indian sugar industry

could bo obtained, the information available at that time being scattered in the

Secretariats of the various Governments in India, in tho records of the late

Eeporter on Economic Products to tho Government of India, and in the offices of

the Director-General of Commercial Intelligence, the Government Sugar Cane
Expert, and the Directors and Deputy Directors of Agriculture in the provinces ;

this information was to be collected, sifted, reviewed, and made available to

Government and the public. In view of tbe prevailing high price of sugar acting

as an incentive to putting up factories in the country, it was most desirable that

there should be a central organization where reliable infoimatioii, advice, and
assistance could be had.

It will thus be seen that the formation of this office was a natural evolution

of the series of steps which the Government had already taken for the improve-

ment of the Indian sugar cane industry. The appointment of the Indian Sugar
Committee during the year by the Government of India, with the Secretary of

Statens approval, marks a further step in the same direction. It is expect^ed that

the Committee will submit definite recommendations as to the Sugar Bureau’s

constitution and functions, its relation to the provinces, and where it should be

located.

The first piece of work undertaken by me was the collection and indexing of

all available literature on the subject published in India, sifting the masses of

information available in various offices, and arranging them in a form convenient

for reference. Much progress has been made in this direction, but it was
impossible to pay undivided attention to this part of the work as numerous
correspondents began to seek advice as soon as the office was established, and
I was in charge of the duties of the post of Imperial AgricuUmist up to 4tb

January, 1920, and was also appointed a member of tbe Indian Sugar Committee.

Enquiries relating to sugar and sugar cane began also to be transferred to this
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office by the AgricuUnral Adviser to the Govenujaeot of India, the Government

Sugar Cane Export, Director-General of Commercial Intelligence, and other

officers. The enquiries range from mere requests for statistical information re-

garding acreage, yield of sugar cane per acre and imports of sugar in India, to

varieties of cane, methods of cultivation, manures required, localities where sugar

factories can be put up, the machinery requiiod and how to get it, etc.

As it is most essential to have an up-to-date library for a central place of

reference like this, steps have been taken to lay the foundations of one which will

grow in future. Dining the year under review, 1448 volumes have been received

either by purchase, exchange, or free supply, and they are being continually added

to. Scientific and other periodicals bearing on this industry are being subscribed

for.

During the year under report I placed myself in touch with almost all the sugar

experim€uit stations of the world, the principal sugar machinery manufacturers in

Great Britain and the United States of America. In India I am in touch with all

the sugar factories and also with the officers of the provincial Dejiartments of

Agricultuie connected with sugar and sugar cane.

As mentioned above, I have been appointed a member of the Indian Sugar

Committee in addition to my duties as Secretary, Sugar Bureau, with effect from

26th October, 1919. This has given me a further oppoitiinity of getting first hand
knowledge of the existing state of the Indian sugar industry.

On 14th May, 1920, I and the Superintendent of my office, Bao Sahib

Kazanji D. Naik, pri>ceeded with the Sugar Committee to Java. Here the

opportunity was taken of inspecting all the libraries in the experiment stations

and in the office of the Soiu'etary to the Java Sugar Syndicate. A great deal of

literature was collected, and numerous points on which we were uncertain as to

the methods adopted in Java were clouted up. I also brought back with me a

collection of the latest Java varieties, including a cane specially recommended for

North India by Dr. Jeswiet, Sugar Cane-hreeding Expert, Pasoeroean Experi-

ment Station, which have been sent on to the Coimbatore Cane-breeding Station

for planting. I have also arranged, by the kindness of Dr. Jeswiet and Dr.

Kcyter, officiating Director of the Pasooroean Experiment Station, to get any
crosses done of canes which do not flower in India. It is anticipated that this

will be of invaluable assistance to the sugar industry in Bihar, as no crossing has

hitherto been possible with the Mungo family which up to date has refused to

flower in India.

According to an Ainorican roinmerce report. Spain inaniifuctured 200,000 tons of
sugar during the past season. Tl»e normal consumption of the country is stated to be
140,000 tons. It is said that 300,000,000 pesetas of Spanish capital are invested in the
sugar industry, that 200,000 families are employed, and that 250,000 tons of coal are
consumed annually in the manufacture of the sugar.

Subscriptions are invited by the Darco Corporation to luttnufaciure “ Darco ”

decolorizing carh- n from lignite in Louisiana, using a 6000-ton per annum plant and
cheap oil or gas fuel for heating purposes. Batents* and processes have been acquired
by the corporation, by means of which a preparation of very high power can be produced
at a lower figure than hitherto. It is lielieved that this* carbon may be standard
material for sugar refining in the future as honeblack is to-day. In addition, such
a material would be in demand by sugar manufacturers for plantation whites ; by candy
makers for converting their waste syrups into a white product

; by fruit canners ; by
glucose, maltose, and lactose manufacturers

;
as well as in the production of oils and fats,

gelatin, glycerin, alcohol, alkaloids, fine chemicals, etc.

^ Those taken out by Dkhhu are meniioued. See LsJ.y 1910, 253.
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Further Report on Operations to March ipai.

The second report ‘ on the operations of the Royal Commission on the Sugar

Supply, bringing its history down to March 1921, when State control of the sug^ar

supply of the United Kingdom ceased, has just been presented to Parliament and

published (Cmd. 1300). It is too long to reproduce here verbatim, but we give

below a summary of its contents where wo do not quote it in extenso.

The Report begins with a reference to the changes in the composition and

functions of the Commission which have taken place since December 1916 when
the last Report was issued. At that date Mr, R. McKenna had vacated the

chairmanship, and a Ministry of Food was created to which the Royal Commission,

while being left free to exercise its functions in relation to the maintenance of the

sugar supply, had to hand over the task of regulating the distribution of the

supplies to the consumer. To assist matters in this connexion, Lord Deyonport,

the now Food Controller, was appointed to the vacant chairmanship of the

Commission. After Lord Devonport’s retirement in June 1917, Lord Rhondda
occupied the position of Food Controller and was at first inclined to incorporate

the Commission into the Ministry of Food. But on learning that none of the

existing members of the Commission would bo disposed to seiweiii the subordinate

capacity that such new conditions would place them in, he decided to leave matters

as they were, and appointed Sir Charles Bathurst (subsequently Lord
Bledisloe) as the new chairman of the Commission. Lord Bledisloe remained

till April 1919, and then was succeeded by Sir Henry Primrose.

The Report then goes on to deal with the first measures of control which the

Commission exercised over the retail sale of sugar when supplies became curtailed

owing to the U-Boat campaign. A voluntary system of rationing was at first

instituted by Lord Devonport, fixed at 12 oz. per head per week. This measure

was serviceable up to a certain point and might have been more so, in the opinion

of the Royal Commission, if Lord Devonport had allowed the retailoi-s, as they

wished, to restrict the sale of sugar to persons who pui chased other goods at the

same time. In the absence of such a restriction sugar queues “formed largely

of selfish and eveu of idle persons” cleared out the stocks iu the shops and left

nothing for the end of the week when working class purchases were principally

made. So something iriore drastic became necessary, and in January 1918 an

elaborate and necessarily expensive compulsory system of rationing was introduced

which made a heavy addition to the duties that the Royal Commission had to

perform. The Report gives us some observations on the rationing system such as

the experience of the Royal Commission suggested.

Observations on the Rationing System.

“The system was, in our opinion, very skilfully devised, and was theoretically

thoroughly coherent and complete. It worked with a satisfactory measure of

efficiency, although no one could venture to claim that in practice there were not

substantial deviations from what an exact application of the theory of the system

would have required. Further, it had the advantage of ensuring the holding by

retailers of stocks, sufficient for three or four weeks’ consumption, which could

be drawn upon in the event of interruption of transport facilities. This proved

extremely useful in September, 191 9, at the time of the railway strike. But without

1 The Rrst Report appeared in 1917. See 1917, 457.
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question it was immensely expensive; and we think that, should occasion again arise

for regulating the consumption of food, it might be worth while to consider whether

the objects in view could not be attained, perhaps with somewhat less efficiency,

but at a cost so much less that it would compensate for some loss of efficiency, so

long as the system adopted provided an adecjuate measure of effectiveness. We
recognise that the rationing system which was employed must be taken as a whole,

and we are conscious that, our experience being limited to the single commodity

of sugar, we are not qualified to form a judgment in respect of the system as a

whole. All the more is this the case, because the commodity of our experience

differs from all other food commodities (except tea and certaifi fruits and special

articles), in that the whole quantity consumed is imported, whereas with nearly

all other foods a portion is produced at home, and only a portion imported.

Nevertheless the whole is only the aggregate of the parts, and it may bo worth

while to consider the part with which we are familiar, even though it be but a

single part, and in the above respect a peculiar one.

“ The question which we suggest as deserving of consideration is whether for

regulating consumption enough could not be done by applying control only to the

purveyors of food, without extending it to every individual in the community.

In a case such as sugar, with Government as the one and only source of supply,

the power to withhold supplies places in the hands of the department managing
the business a most effective means of controlling all persons dealing in the com-
modity ; and if such control could be made adequately effective, the expense of

exercisitig it over a limited number of persons would obviously be much less than

if control were extended to all the inillions of the population. Wo are inclined to

think that, with sugar at any rate, such a system could be made adequately effec-

tive. Nothing was more gratifying to us during the war than the general, we
might say the universal, readiness displayed by all the traders with whom wo were

brought into contact to accept and pronude any measures that were thought

necessary or desirable in tlie public interest. Given that spirit of helpful co-

operation among the persons and interests affected, we think that a relatively

slight extension of the control which was actually applied to traders might very

largely obviate the necessity of issuing regulations for the individual consumer.

The point, however, is one on which it would bo difficult to pronouiice a decided

judgment without close and expert investigation : and wo mention it only as one
that might deserve consideration at some future time, and not as in any way sug-

gestive of adverse criticism of what was actually done in the late war.”

Purchases.

The change that took place iu 1917 in the conditions affecting the purchase

of sugar owing to the XT-boat campaign is shown in Table I appended, ‘ from which
it will be seen that from that time forwaid the great bulk of supplies had to be

drawn from the countries of production in the Western Hemisphere. “The
exigencies of exchange, and still more of freight, made recourse to IDastern sources

almost impossible, and it was only with great difficulty that in 1917 wo were able

to arrange for the purchase iu Java of 360,000 tons of that year’s crop, while in

1918 we were compelled to forego altogether purchases in that country, with the

tantalizing result that while we were obtaining nearly all our sugar from Cuba at

an f.o.b. cost of 216. 7jd. per cwt. there were large stocks accumulating in Java

which might have been had at an f.o.b. price of 98. 8d. per cwt. By the middle

of 1919, the prices of sugar in Java were five or six times what they had been a

^ Owing to tlio length of this Report wo are unable to hnd room in this issue for several of

t^e Tables
; these will, however, appear iu our August issue. [Ed., J.S.J.]
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year before, and were on a level with, and even above, those of Cuban sugar.

The year 1918 offered a tempting opening for speculation
; but it would not have

been a legitimate aj)plicatiou of public funds to use them for making purely

speculative purchases.
** On the entrance of America into the war, the President appointed Mr.

Hoover as Pood Administrator, for the better regulation of food supplies and

consumption. Mr. Hoover was not long in coming to the conclusion that it

would be necessary to obtain complete control over the sugar supply from Cuba
and San Domingo, as well as from the States themselves and their dependencies

;

and to this end he proposed the creation of a Board to consist of three representa-

tives of the United States of America, and two representatives of the British Sugar

Commission, which should negotiate all purchases in those markets, and should

allocate the supplies obtained equitably between the European countries of the

Alliance and America. To this the Commission readily assented, subject to the

proviso that it should itself remain, with independent authority, as the purchasing

body in the British West Indies and Demerara,in the East, and in South America.

Sir Joseph White Todd (a member of the Commission) kindly consented to our

request that he would act as the senior of our representatives
;
as his colleague, vre

secured the services of Mr. John Hamsay Drake, senior partner in the firm of

J. V. Drake & Co., sugar mei chants aiid agents, of Mincing Lane

These gentlemen left for New York in October, 1917, and during November and

December the new Board, which received the title of ‘The International Sugar

Committee,’ was engaged elaborating arrangements in pursuance of the contem-

plated policy. The Commission’s representatives were concerned in only so much
of the scheme as related to the acquisition and distribution of tho 1917-18 Cuban

crop, and their influence was directed mainly to two points, viz., keeping down as

much as possible the price to be paid, and securing that the European allies should

receive a full shaie of the crop, and under suitable conditions of contract. In the

result it was ananged that the price to be paid to Cuban planters should be #4’60

p(3r 100 lbs. f.o.b. at northern porfs and $4*55 at southern ports; that the Com-
mittee should hind itself to take 2,500,000 tons of tho crop, and should have options

over any balance of the total crop available for export (estimated at 3,200,000 tons);

and that the countries of the European alliance should participate up to the extent

of one-third on each section of the contract, which was embodied in an Agreement
executed by the Food Administrator, the Interiiational Sugar Committee, the

British Sugar Commission, the Cuban Ooverimient, the Cuban Planters, and the

Associated Sugar Kefiners of the United States of America.

“It will be seen what a revolution this meant in the business of sugar

purchase. But obviously nothing less could have sufficed, as without combination

between the purchasers, the Cuban planters would have been in a position to extort

almost any terms from buyers. In the circumstances the Commission was satisfied

that the price us fixed was a reasonable one, and one calculated to give to

producers no more than a legitimate margin of profit, having regard to the

increased cost of all instruments of production, and more especially to the scarcity

and high price of labour in Cuba. A similar arrangement was made in respect of

the 1918-19 crop, but not by the same parties, nor at the same price. The
purchasing authority was a new^ body called “Tho Sugar Equalization Board.”

Neither the British Foreign Office nor the Commission was consulted by the

American Government in respect of the formation of this body, which was no
doubt rendered necessary by the internal situation in the United States of

America resulting from the entrance of America into the war : but we were given
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to understand that the new authority would continue the policy of associating the

interests of the Allies with those of the United States. So far as we could, we

exerted our influence for the purpose of limiting the increased ]uice to be paid to

Cuban planters to an advance of 50 cents, per 100 lbs. over the 1918 price, which

seemed to us sufficient. The Board, however, eventually flxed the price to be paid

at 85*50 per 100 lbs. f.o.b, northern ports and $5*45 per 100 lbs. southern ports

respectively ;
representing an advance not of 50 cents hut of 90. Unquestionably

the considerations in respect of labour and the rise generally in cost of production

had increased in force, and on that point the authorities in America were naturally

more fully informed than we could he, and were entitled to be the final arbiters.

For the purpose of securing our interests in other respects under the new Board

of Control we were fortunate enough to obtain the assistance of Mr. Ukake, who
for the second time, and again at much personal inconvenience, placed his services

at our disposal. He sailed for America at the end of October and returned at the

end of December, after having successful!}’ negotiated on our behalf an agreement

with the Sugar Equalization Board on terms eminently satisfactory to Us.

‘
‘ Towards the end of 191 9, it for long remained in doubt whether the American

Ooverninent would continue the Sugar Equalization Board, and it was not until

December that it was finally known that the Board was to cease active operations,

and that the Cuban sugar crop of 191 ^-*20 would be left free from control for its

marketing. The effect was to open wide the door to speculation, and the impulse

to it was enhanced by disclosure of the fact that the coming croj) was likely to be

much less abundaTit than had been anticipated. The uncertainties of the market

were so groat as to cause us serious einbarrassinent, aiid to aid us in forming a

judgment as to the future course of prices we availed ourselves of the assistance

of Mr. Gilbert Fox, of the fiim of Fdward Grey & Co., of Liverpool, who w’as

])r()ceeding to New York in November, and who willingly undertook the task of

advising us as regards the situation there. lie kept himself in close touch with

1h(^ lending buyers of Cuban sugar, and found amongst them a universal opinion

that the enhatjced prices that the planters were demanding were excessive, and

that the ])ropor policy for buyers to p\ir8Uo W’as to icmaiii aloof until the pressure

of stocks in the Cuban j)orts should c()m])el planters to accept lower prices. We
were strongly urged to conform to this policy

; and obviously it could only

succeed if generally followed by all large buyers. We therefore confiiiod our

purchases to the lowest limit consistent with the niainteuanco of an uninterrupted

supply. The policy failed in its purpose ; and from the beginning to the middle
of 1921), prices mounted with startling rapidity until, in May, they reached the

extravagant figure of 22^^ cents f.o.b. Cuba. During this excited period our total

j)archaseH of Cuban sugar were only 20,290 tons, and the highest price paid by us
for any one cargo was 18*15 cents. In July, 1920, we completed negotiations for

the purchase of the whole Mauritius crop of 1920, thus rendering ourselves less

dependent upon Cuba. The effect on the Cuban market was soon apparent, and
prices straightway began to fall and continued for the rest of the year to decline,

until by Christmas they l»ad reached the low level of round about 4 cents per lb.

At this price we bought 100,000 tons in January last. The price on 31st March
was 4*95 cents.”

Tkansbokt and Insurance.

Freight for the conveyance of the purchases of the Eoyal Commission was
provided throughout at blue -hook rates, at first by the Admiralty and subsequently

by the Ministry of Shipping. The Commission provided its own insurance, both
of hulls and cargoes, by means of a percentage addition to the cost of cargoes.
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The total of their losses came to the following :— Marine, 31,190 tons; War,

156,032 tons. The total amount charged against the insurance fund came to

£7,688,900, which left a credit balance on the fund at 31st March 1921 of

£2,172,000.
OONSXrMPTION.

The total consumption of sugars sold under control was for the various years

as follows :

—

1915. 1918. 1919. 1920.
“

Foit Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

Domestic uso, catering, etc 1,194,000 .. 579,288 .. 790,881 676,980

War Office and Air Ministry . , ,

.

44,000 .. 82,068 .. 23,215 3,004

Admiralty 12,000 8,092 .. — 6,460

Navy and Army Canteen Board.. — 4,680 .. 2,474 1,460

Wholesale jam manufacturers .... 130,000 .. 216,828 200,662 51,916

Condensed milk 20,000 .. 21,368 .. 24,964 17,720

Drug manufacture .. 6,834 3,417 .. 7,490

Confectionery 151,632 .. 41,760 .. 166,198

Pastries 60,172 .. 15,043 .. 66,952

Biscuits 22,368 5,692 .. 24,517
1 nfl QO*>

Candied peel .... 4,612 1,163 .. 6,055
r

Mineral water 20,800 6,200 .. 22,798

Other beverages (excluding beer) .

.

7,380 1,845 .. 8,089

Other manufacturers •• . 32,224 8,066 .. 36,320 J

Domestic preserving .. (in domestic) 18,012 .. 68,469 • 83,640

Syrup manufacture 39,267 .. 74,496 .. 68,066 , 59,020

Brewing , . . , 73,209 .. 22,049 .. 60,866 , 61,116

Sales without vouchers, losses, etc. — .. 1,068 .. 34,129 • 42,800

1,818,488 .. 1,109,906 .. 1,695,004 962,408

Notes.

1916.—These figures are based primarily upon the results of the enquiry instituted at the

inception of tho rationing scheme.

1918.

—These figures cover the period Slat December, 1917, to 28tb December, 1918.

1919.

—These figures cover the period 30th December, 1918, to 27th December, 1919, and
include 19,526 tons, the allotment of which was delayed until 1920.

Domestic ration : 36 weeks at 12 ozs. ; 16 weeks at 8 ozs. ; 2 weeks at 6 ozs.

Average, 10*61 ozs.

1920.

—These figures cover the period 29th December, 1919, to 26th December, 1920, and
exclude 19,526 tons, the allotment of which was delayed from 1919.

Domestic ration : 13 weeks at 12 ozs.
;
26 weeks at 8 ozs. ; 9 weeks at 6 ozs.

Average, 8*61 ozs.'

Yellow and brown sugar free during 16 weeks. Privately imported sugar, sold

during 1919 and 1920 for manufacturing purposes other than syrup and invert making,

is not included.

*‘Por the years 1916 and 1917 before the rationing system came into force the

appropriation of the supplies cannot be determined. In 1917 end 1918 and again

in 1920, the total consumption was little, if at all, in excess of the quantities of

refined sugar that the refineries of the country can turn out : consequently in

those years the importations of refined sugar were reduced to a minimum. The
larger consumption in 1919 was due in great measure to tho fact that during a

considerable part of that year the prohibition of private imports was suspended.*'

Stocks.

*‘The maintenance of sufiScient stocks in the country, so as to avoid any risk

of an interruption in the supplies available for consumption, has been throughout
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a point that has engaged the attention of the Commission. Prior to 1917 it was

not of prominent importance, as supplies were plentiful, and transport presented

no serious difficulties. But the U-Boat campaign of 1917 made it critical. In

the middle of April of that year there was a moment when the stock in hand

represented only about four days’ consumption. In the 20 weeks from February

4th to June 23rd, 1917, no less than 80,000 tons of sugar were lost through

submarine sinkings
;
and this unfortunately coincided with a period during which

the Ministry of Shipping took upon itself the responsibility of allocating tonnage,

not in accordance with the requisitions of the Commission and other importing

departments, but in accordance with the judgments it had itself formed from a

study of statistics, as to the relative urgency of the several claims upon the

tonnage available. It was not until the duty of allocation was entrusted to a

specially constituted branch of the Ministry of Food that the allotments of freight

were placed on a satisfactory footing. Accordingly throughout the remainder of

the year tlie Commission gave much attention to the subject and urged upon the

Shipping Controller and other authorities conoenied that, in view of the difficulties

and dangers of transport, it should be regarded as a fundamental point of policy

that stocks be built up to, and maintained at, a level which should be equal to two

months’ consumption, or about 200,000 tons. This was agreed to, and a

programino of importation was arranged on that basis
;
but it was long before the

desired standard was reached. Indeed in the earlier part of 1918 the deficiency in

the imports of raw sugar was so great that in February the Commission was

obliged to direct refiners to reduce their melts by 20 per cent., and it was

not until the end of March that it was found safe to resume work to the full

capacity of the factories. Later the desired position was not only reached, but

surpassed.

“The stocks held by the Commission on 31 st March, 1921, were, Haws
390,479 tons, Whites 57,787 tons, the raw being sufticient to supply our refineries

up to the middle of July. The conditions under which the sugar is to bo issued to

the refiners have been settled by an agreement made between the Food Controller

and the British Sugar Eefiners’ Association, under which the Refiners undertake

*not to use sugar imported on their own account until the Commission’s stocks are

exhauHt(?d, but to meet all their requii*ement8 out of these stocks and to pay for

them at prices which an expert Committee is to fix week by week, at the

equivalent as near as may be of tbo prices ruling at the moment in the world’s

market. No further purchases are being made by the Commission and the

handling of cargoes still to arrive, the disposal of stocks, and the final winding-up

of accounts, are all the business that remains for the Commission to carry out

under its warrant.”
Pkices.

The cost of the Royal Commission of their purchases of sugar on a c.i.f. basis

is shown in Table II.' The report includes a diagram (reproduced here)

“showing how the prices in the United Kingdom as approved by the Commission
have compared, since the beginning of 1915, with what the prices would have been
at any given moment, if they had been oqual to the cost of spot American Granu-
lated laid down in the United Kingdom at the time. It will be seen that since

the end of 1915 the prices paid by consumers in this country have been consis-

tently below those at which sugar imported at the prices of the day in the world’s

markets could have been sold, by a diiSerenoe seldom less than 2d. per lb. and
frequently more.

* Sec footnote on page 376.
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“ We ourselves canuot, however, regard this wholly as a matter of congratu-
lation. In paragrajjh 16 of our First Report we thus summed up our aims as

regards finance:—
‘ In a word, the OomniiMsion’s financial policy has boen to aim at so conducting

its business that, when the (^uumission should be brought to a close, its operations
should bo found to have been carried out free of cost to the Exchequer, while not im-
posing upon the public any greater charges than might suffice to cover expenditure/
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“This aspiration cannot now be realised. But the fault is not ours. From
time to time since the middle of 1919, the Commission has on various occasions

pleaded for an increase in the selling prices of its sugars, so as to build up a reserve

to meet the loss which it foresaw as probable on the liquidation of its stocks on

the conclusion of its operations. But on no occasion has a rise been authorised

until weeks or months after it was recommended, and then not always to the extent

recommended. From a calculation we have made, we are able to say that if

our recommendations (which were always kept as low as possible in view of the

reluctance shown by the Cabinet to an iiici-ease in prices), had been approved at

the time they wore made, our receipts would have been £ 16
,
000,000 more than

they have been in fact. Even that sum is less than the deficit which it is probable

that the Exchequer will have to meet on our operations, and which wo estimate at

not loss than £24
,
500

,
000 . Some ma}' perhaps hold that it is not of material im-

portance to the public whether it has to bear a burden of this kind in its capacity

as a taxpayer or in that of a consumer of sugar. But to us it is a matter of regret

that we shall not be able to claim that we discharged the duties imposed upon us,

without having recourse to the funds of the Exchequer otherwise than for the

purpose of the temporary hnancing of our operations. The advances made to us

under this latter head by the Treasury stood, on Slst March, at £27,281,937.”

Establishment.

The cost of the Eoyal Oommissioifs establishment, including salaries, rent,

light and fuel, etc., from 1914 to 1921, came to £103,239. Of this the Commission

write that the charges “will he found to compare very favourably with those of

of the many bodies which were brought into being for war purposes.”

“ Of the services nmdered by our Manager and Secretary, Mr. J. J. Eunge,
it is impossible to speak too highly. On him fell the tlaily responsibility of co-

ordinating all the arrangements for the transport of sugar purchases, the times

and places of the loading of cargoes, and of their discharge; of regulating the

the issues to dealers and manufacturers in accordance with the rules of distrihu

fioii from time to time in force; and of dealing with difficulties that were con-

stantly arising out of special circumstances due to the exigencies of some public

emergency or of exceptional requirements on the part of individuals. Moreover,

he acted as the principal intermediary hetwt^eu the Commission and the French
and Italian Governments during the jieriod when the Commission acted as Agents
for those Governments, and his services in this connexion were so highly appre-

ciated by the French Government that it conferred on him the distinction of

Chevalier of the Legion of Honour,

“We have been able to avoid the establishment of branch offices in the pro-

vinces and abroad, thanks to the assistance given tons at the ports and in America
by unolficial agencies. In Liverpool the Liverpool Eaw Sugar Brokers' Associa-

tion and the Liverpool Eefined Sugar Brokers’ Association have acted on our
behalf in supervising the landing and distribution of cargoes

;
and in Glasgow

aud Greenock, the Glasgow Eefiued Sugar Brokers’ Association and the Greenock
Eaw Sugar Brokers’ Association have performed for us similar services, in each
case both efficiently and economically and to our complete satisfaction. In
America, Mr. Lamborn, of the firm of Lamhorn & Co,, has from the first directed

and supervised all the arrangements for the shipping of cargoes from Cuba and
New York. Although not a British subject, Mr. Lambobn has devoted himself

to our interests with exemplary diligence and zeal; and has saved us from
the heavy expense that we should have had to incur, if we had had to maintain a
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shipping ageiicy of our own ia Cuba. In Loudon the sale of our imported white

sugars has continued to be conducted by tho firm of J. Y. Drake & Co., under the

conditions described in paragraph 1 1 of our first Eeport
;
and they have in addition,

of late years, undertaken supervision of the distribution and sales of a certain por-

tion of British refined sugar, the allocation of which required to be made by our

authority in order to maintain accordance with the scheme of distribution of the

rationing system.”
[To he continmdJ)

Meditations on Trapology.

The R61e of the Steam Trap in the Sugar Factory.

By J. O. FRA^JIER.

Sugar Engineer. New Orleans.

III.

Having given attention to a few representative types of the non-return steam

trap, with some analyses of service, it is in order to consider the comparative

intricacies of return steam trapping and economic values of such service. In the

first place “ Beturn ” as applied to steam traps, implies—by custom—the return

of steam condensation into the steam boilers of the plant.

Although somewhat numerous in kind, and with much variation in structural

detail, all are basically tbe same in routine of operation, and all problems of

adaptation, location, piping requirement, pressures and levels apply equally to

each
;

all are displacement ” machines. Throe primary features of this service

are : There is a boiler pressure steam volume I’equired equal to that of the water

handled ;
steam equalization within the trap chainbcir with that of the boilers being

fed ; and location of the trap chamber above the boiler water level for gravity feed,

which return steam traps accomplish. The only exception to the above is with the

last requirement ; elevation of trap above water line. This exception has a very

limited application and will be considered in its proper place.

The special field for tho return steam trap is in situations where there are large

amounts of condensation much above atmospheric boiling point to be returned to

the boilers as feed. Such, for instance, are sugar factories, salt works, etc., where
large evaporation is carried on of water from solids in solution.

*

Condensation quantity being the chief determining factor in the application

of return steam trapping, the following analysis of very usual sugar factory

conditions will apply to cane factories and equally to beet factories with allowance

for the greater dilution of the juices by the diffusion process.

Applying approximate quantities of evaporation about the cane sugar factory

we have a showing of the quantity of condensation to be dealt with, also compara-
tive evaporation in tbe steam boilers with that required in the case of the juices.

Also, the average well-ordered factory uses all tho steam generated at the boilers

in evaporation of water from the sugar liquors. For this reason the measure of

condensation to be returned is nominally equal to thewater evaporated in the boilers.

Further, if wo take a 2000-tons-caue-per-day sugar factory, at two horse-

power per ton of cane per day we should have 4000 horse-power. If we take the

moderate allotment of 30 lbs. water per horse-power per hour, we will have, in the

boiler plant, 96,000 horse-power*hours per day; multiplied by 30 it will give us
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approximately 1400 tons of oondeusatiou per 24 hours to be dealt with. To reduce

this to a better appreciable quantity, it will be 240 gallons per min. of water whose

proper destination is the boilers.

The cane represented, and with very usual saturation used on the cane iu

milling, will make the juice weight nominally equal that of the original cane.

With 85 per cent, evaporation from the sugar liquors there will be an evaporation

in this department of approximately 1700 tons per day; reducing this, as above,

will give 284 gallons per rain, evaporation of water in the liquors. The excess of

juice evaporation, over that of steam supply, is made up of the multiplication of

evaporative value in the multiple effect. Both boiler and juice evaporation values

are, of course, variables.

The use of return traps, under usual conditions, is based upon immediate

(comparatively) return of condensation to the boilers in what is in reality a closed

system. By the usual method of release into some non-pressure receptacle and

subsequent pumping into the boilers, such released condensation must quickly

part with the excess heat above atmospheric boiling point. The usually large

radiation surface of such collectors, together with the excess time in transit—from

coil to boiler—results in a further fall of temperature. To such an extent does this

prevail that very many observations on sugar factory boiler feeds lead to the con-

clusion that the average feed temperature of sugar factory boiler water is not

above 180°. It is worthy of mention that the probable time cycle, through the

usual release and pumping systems, may approximate 30 minutes, while the

circuit through the apparatus and a return trap system is probably something

like five minutes. Also, all other things equal, the heat gain by the use of such

system is approximately in proportion to the steam pressures used and their

correspond ing ternperat iires.

The first consideration, and an imperative requirement in all return steam

trap operations, is that the pressure from which the drainage comes must bo such

as will force the condensation into the chamber of the trap, during its periods of

no pressure ;
those are when filling. Such force may be either that caused by

steam, or elevation as “head,” both of which outer into the problem, the latter

usually of much less consideration. When such initial force is not available, a

duplex or 2-stage installation becomes necessary. This is shown further along as

applied to the delivery of low-pressure w^ator into the boilers from the effect heat

belt.

Any number of return steam traps may receive their water from several

sources of unequal pressures and delivery collectively into a common distributing

feed main among several boilers of the same pressure, and from which pressure

their equalizing steam is taken. Such collective delivery is possible because,

during the period of discharge the pressure within each trap tank is the same as

that of the boiler into which the feed is being delivered, and the filled trap chamber
is above the water level of the boilers. Such inequalities of resistances as are met
here are due to unequal boiler water levels and greater friction of flow into some
than others. These are adjustable by manipulation of the feed valves.

In Fig. 6 is shown the simplest possible application of one return steam trap

to one vacuum pan—iu this instance. In this figure there is only a moderate

approximation to proportion. A section of a pan bottom is shown with one of the

coil drains c/, emptying into the receiver J2, All others, carrying the same coil

pressure, are similarly connected. The route shown for the main drain D is only

an arbitrary one, and this may follow the shortest or most convenient one. The
inlet check valve of the trap is seen at (7, below and to the left of the outlet
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check valve on the same lovol at the right of ir. There is a stop valve 8” between

the outlet C', and the boiler inlet which is through the tee, T. This feed is shown
entering the regular boiler blow-olf, whose valve is shown as B. The feeding at

this point is very common, among American plants at least. When feeding into

a mud-drum, as shown, there is a tendency to maintain the temperature of

this portion of the boiler nearer to that of the shell. At /Sp is shown the equalizing

steam connexion for the trap from the same boiler being fed. This from the steam

drum 8-D.

Fig. 6.

Eofer to that portion of Fig. 6 near the pan ; return steam traps being strictly
intemittent in action, there must be accumulation of condensation during dis-
charge periods. The otBce of the receiver is a storage for accumulations during
inten-uption of flow. In correctly proportioned equipment, the water in the
receiver will be seen to rise and fall alternately with the movement of the steam
trap. Au impoi-tant secondary office of such receiver is that of an indicator as to
the effectiveness of drainage. With the gauge glass, G, in view of the sugar
boiler. It is easy to keep proper track of the conditions of coil drainage, or of
calaudria as the case may be.

At e, near the pan, is show a swing check valve in place of the more common
adjustable check ; also there is shown a stop valve t near by. This latter, for the
fullest opening, ought to be a gate valve. It is very usual American practice to
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TZS0 one return trap to any vacuum pan, unless the capacity required be greater

than that of one trap. Or, in case of coil and culandria pans carrying two different

pressures, or such as have alternating live and exhaust steam coils, different traps

must bo used for the several pressures.

There is much advocacy of a separate steam for each vacuum pan coil or

similar service. In fact, so much has this theory prevailed that a very con-

siderable majority of pans are so equipped. The theoretical accuracy of the

multiple trap idea is not easy to dispute. It is based upon an apparent strong

possibility of vaiying pressures in the different coils, even though all connected

with a common steam distributing m-anifold, as is customary on coil pans.

In such multiple equipment it has been found rather more than common that

all those traps may discharge into a common carry-a-way drainage main. In

many cases these are of very considerable length. The very common result is

that there is a very considerable back pressure against the discharge of these traps.

This i>rodiices its capacity loss, in any trap, directly in proportion as the difference

between the inlet and outlet pressures is reduced by the back pressure against the

trap. With the very limited usual net valve opening of the non-return steam trap,

combined with the above usual adverse condition of discharge, wo find contributing

factors toward the frequently observed fact that pans have been materially speeded

up, in boiling capacity, by the substitution of one intermittently acting return

trap for all coils, over its performance with one continuously acting non-return

steam trap on each coil.

Eeferring again to Fig. 6 for a discussion of drainage conditions, the following

analysis applies, and is confirmed by many observations on pans so equipped.

Considering oneqiressure coil pans we find a steam distributing manifold serving

all coils. There are some tendencies toward slight variations of pressure in the

several coils, indicating the propriety of individual traps. One of these tenden-

cies is that of unequal heat transmitting capacity, due to more or less fouling of

surfaces; another is the character of liquid surrounding the coil, and more
particularly the variations in circulation movement of the heated mass. No
adverse drainage has been observed from these certainly existent causes in the

writer's experience.

A direct comparison of drainage in the two cases cited will show : First, that

there will be the same pressure in the receiver R as there is in the pan coils. For

this reason gravity drainage alone is in action, and a large and free connexion

between coil and receiver is necessary; also, the impossibility of blow^througb,

into the open, will permit this without risk of waste. Finally, the real discharge

force is full coil pressure in the receiver and no pressure in the return tiap chamber.

With practically all non-return trap coil equipment there is restriction in the drain

at d, Fig. 6 ; also, instead of free swing check valves as there shown at C, there is

some form of adjustable check with the indirect opening common to the globe

form of valve. Such restrictions of flow are primarily for the prevention of waste-

ful blow-through. To this is added the very usual high back pressure in the

carry-away condeiiBation main of the usual multiple non-retiim vacuum pan

equipment.

Some analysis of the simplest application of one return steam trap to one

vacuum pan having been given, succeeding papers will illustrate and describe

the details of piping requirement, cycle of return trap movement, and its applica-

tion to other service than boiler feeding.

{To he continued,)
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Data concerning the Advantages, Production, and
Cost of '^Natilite” Motor Fuel.

IV.

A Modern “Natilite” Plant.

In tlie preceding articles on this subject, we have dealt in a general way inter

(ilia with the ** permanent world famine*’ in petrol*
;
with the advantages of a

mixture of alcohol and ether (“ Natilite ”) as motor fuel ^
;
with the feasibility of

the erection of “centrals” for the production of “Natilite” in cane growing
locations

;
with the raw material that may supplement the molasses supply-* ; and

Flo. 1.

also with the do-naturing of alcohol when used for the purpose of motor fuel.
^

It is now of much interest to give a brief descnption of a modern “ Natilite ”

plant, which is conducted with great efficiency in respect both of fermentation

and distillation. It is located at Merehank, about eight miles from Durban,
Natal.

In this factory the only saccharine raw material used is molasses, which is

brought from the mills producing it in “treacle tank trucks,” and stored in a
large reservoir constructed in masoniy covered with a suitable roofing. About 45

1 1 S.J., 1921 , 147 -148 . » Ibid,, 1921 , 148-149. » Ibid., 1921
, 213 . * Ibid

, 1921 , 214 .

Ibid,, 1921 , 266-208.
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toiis of molasses are fermented in 24 hours. It is pumped from the reservoir to

the faotoiy into the diluting tanks, where it is mixed partly with cold water and

partly with cold spent wash or vinasse, agitation being effected by means of com-

pressed air. A wort at about 12®B6. (that is, 1091 sp. gr.) at as low a temperature

as possible is thus obtained, and it is allowed to lun into the several fermentation

tanks after the propagation of the pure yeast.

Steeilization and the Use of Tube Yeast.

Fermentation in the modem industrial alcohol factory, in which a product of

high yield and high purity is sought, must be conducted under very different con-

ditions from those that obtain in the ordinaiy rum factory in the West Indies, in

which the object in view is the production of a spirit of special flavour, the yield

being generally speaking a secondary consideration. In order to realize the

Fio. 2.

highest yield possible of pure alcohol, pure yeast cultures under aseptic conditions

must be employed, a point which has already been mentioned ‘
; and in the

Natilite’* factory this is done in a certain and automatic manner by means of

the apparatus depicted in Figs. 1 aud 2. Some of the wash going into the ferment-

ation tanks is intercepted and sterilized, in order to destroy the bacteria, foreign

yeasts and other micro-organisms present, which if pennitt^ to propagate would
undoubtedly lead to the formation of a certain amount of by-products, and thus

decrease both the yield and quality of the alcohol. A special sterilizer, * which
functions automatically and deflnitely, and controls both the temperature and time

of heating, is used. As one may see on reference to Fig. 1, it consists of three

parts
: (1) the system of tubes, in which the wort entering is heated by means of

^ 1981, 815. * Manufactured by Eoaot Sc O&ANOfi, of Paris, and termed by tliem
the SUrili6aUur^JiSeup^at€ur>MSfirigSrant,
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the sterilized wort leaving, another series of tubes completing the cooling effect

;

(2) the pump for circulating the wort through the tubes, the exhaust steam from

which is used for sterilizing; and (3) the sterilizing vat, in which the wort is

raised to the temperatuio chosen, and maintained at this degree, its discharge

being effected by means of a suitable regulating device. This sterilizing appar-

atus besides being automatic works very economically from the point of view of

cost of fuel, owing to the method of heat exchange which is adopted.

Having sterilized a sufficient quantity of the wort, it is now possible to proceed

with the propagation of the pure culture of yeast (supplied by a bacteriological

laboratory in Europe), the apparatus shown in Fig. 2 being used for this purpose,

lu this particular “Natilite*' factory, however, the upper vessel is not included

in the yeast apparatus, since it is a sterilizer, used only when the special automatic

sterilizer just described has not been installed. There are, therefore, two vessels,

each of about 110 gallons capacity, which preliminarily are sterilized by moans of

steam. In each are placed 25 gallons of the sterilized wort, preferably at 30^C.

; and then the pure yeast is added through a tubulure in the cover.

Fermentation develops rapidly, as one may observe by the liberation of gas

through a small tube dipping into an antiseptic solution contained in a small

recipient. After a suitable interval of time, a fresh quantity of sterilized wort is

added to that nlready in fermentation
;
and later 3’et another, until the vessels are

nearly full. Soon this mixture of wort and yeast is in full fermentation, and

some can then be sent to the yeast vats, the volume of liquid thus abstracted

being replaced by fresh sterilized wort.

These yeast vats are four in number, and each hold about 1000 gallons. First

some of the sterilized wort is sent into them ; then some of the fermenting wort

from the pure yeast apparatus, more sterilized wort being subsequently added

from time to time until they are full. Fermentation is allowed to proceed for a

certain time, at the end of which the cells of the micTO-organism have become

very numerous, and the yeast is read)'^ to be used in the fermentation vats.

There are ten of these fermentation vats, the capacity each being 10,000

gallons. In filling them a certain quantity of the ordinary unsterilized wort (that

is, the mixture of diluted molasses and spent wash or vinasso) is added; then some
of the fermenting wort from the yeast vats. A vigorous and healthy fermentation

results; and after a little time more wort may be added to this pied df enve, feeding

being continued till the vat is full. The wort will then have a density of about
6-7® Be. (that is, 1045-1050 sp, gr.), and about 24 hours l^ter the fermentation

will bo finished. These fermentation vats are provided with cooling coils to pre-

vent any undue increase of temperature, which might adversely affect the yield.

It should also bo added that w^hen operating in this way neither the pure yeast

culture vessels, nor the yeast vats are emptied entirely. In each there is alwaj's

left a sufficient quantity of the fermenting wort so as to start the fermeritation of

the succeeding addition of sterilized wort. It is unnecessary to renew the original

pure yeast culture before the lapse of several weeks. This particular operation of

renewing the original cultme is therefore reduced to a minimum, and the ordinary

routine can be entrusted to any careful workman. This method of fermentation

by pure yeast not only assures -rapidity of work, and an almost complete conver-

sion of the fermentable si^gars into alcohol, but enables one to obtain a wash of

high alcoholic content (about 8 per cent.), an advantage that results in a con-

siderable economy of fuel in the distillation. The fermented wash is pumped to

the still supply tanks, which are placed in a lofty position in the distillation house
of the factory.
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Distillation and Eectiitcation.

We now come to consider the important matter of the distillation and rectifi-

cation of this fermented wash in a plant which may be regarded as one of the

most modern and most efficient of its kind. It may be pointed out here that the

spirit used for “Natilite” should have a certain high degree of purity, firstly

because some of tho possible impurities, such as aldehydes, may act corrosively on

the metal parts of the motor, and secondly because the preparation of the ether

demands a pure alcohol. Moreover, a “Natilite'^ factory may find it advan-

tageous to sell a certain proportion of its production to manufacturers of pharma-

ceutical products, essences, scents, and the like, thus probably securing an

additional lucrative market, though this would naturally depend upon the

conditions of the country ontorod.

Although the method of fermentation outlined above reduces the quantity

of impuiities to a minimum, yet some are always formed. Among the volatile

impurities that are inevitably produced are some aldehydes and ethers, and some

fusel oil (chiefly higher alcohols, as propyl, isobutyl, and amyl)
;
and it is the

purpose of distillation and rectification to separate the ethyl alcohol from these

by-products so as to obtain a pure and concentrated spirit. Ordinary direct dis-

tillation without fractionation (as every chemist knows) is incapablo of separating

the impurities under consideration in anything like an efficient manner, and up to

the end of last century the purification was conducted in two separate operations:

(1) distillation proper for the purpose of obtaining a concentrated spirit though

still containing the impurities ; and (2) rectification, which effected the separation

of these impurities.

Kectification was formerly carried out discontinuously, that is to say, in

several different stages, so that the more volatile products (the aldehydes and

ethers), then the alcohol proper, and lastly the less volatile bodies (the fusel oil)

came over in succession. But the separation was not a sharp one, each fraction

being more or loss contaminated with one or other of tho impurities to a greater

or less extent, the result being a relatively low yield of rectified alcohol not always

of a great degree of purity. Now, however, maiked improvements in this brnneh

of technology make it possible to carry out tho distillation couihmoualy in one

operation with a high yield of very pure alcohol.

In the case of tho **Natilite” factory under consideration, the distilling and

rectifying plant is that known as the E. Guillaume system Type A.' It is

capable of producing 3000 gallons of 96 per cent, (by vol.) alcohol in 24 hours,

and its general design is shown in Fig. 3.

Eeferring to this illustration, the fermented wash to be distilled, which is

contained in the storage tank a, is first passed through the wash-heater 1 where

its temperature is raised by the condensation of alcohol vapours produced at a

little later stage of the process. It then runs into the distillation column A, in

which it falls through a series of plates^ 4)» coming there into contact with an
ascending current of steam admitted by way of the regulator B, Volatilization of

the spirituous constituents thus occurs, and the alcoholic vapours on leaving the

column A reach the purifying column E, E', which is also equipped with the

special plates mentioned. In this apparatus, the more volatile impurities (the

aldehydes and ethers) are concentrated in the upper part E, from which they pass

successively into the wash-heater / and the condensers J and J', being finally

withdrawn by way of the test-glass F.

1 Constructed by Messrs. Ecaox 4S1 GitAKOIs, of Paris. * Eoaor design.
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Eeturning again to tho column the vapour of the alcohol proper is drawn

off, and is transferred to the column E situated at the foot of the rectifying

apparatus, steam being admitted from the regulator 2', so as to drive the vapours

upwards through the superimposed plates to the upper rectifying column C. At
the lower part of this column, the extraction of the amylic and propylic impurities

is effected. Lastly, the alcoholic vapour, now concentrated to 96 per cent., is

condensed in cooler 0, being drawn off thiough the test-glass X
It is of importance to observe the rather remarkable degree of efficiency of

such a system of distillation and rectification. A recovery of alcohol (96® G.L.

strength) amounting to about 90 per cent, of that originally in the fermented wash is

realized, the impuiitics separated being the aldehydes and others, 3-4 per cent.

;

the intermediate products, 3 per cent.; and the amylic and propylic products, also

about 3 per cent. In the “Natilite** factory now being described, 2750 gallons of

alcohol in 24 hours, plus about 300 gallons of alcohol suitable for de-naturing and

about 8 gallons of fusel oil, are obtained.

Preparation of the Ether.

It remains briefly to describe the manufacture of the ether with which the

alcohol is mixed to foim *
‘ Natililo.” Ether is quite easily obtained by dehydrating

Fiq. 4.

alcohol with conoeiitratod sulphuric acid, and the chemical reaction that occurs

may bo expressed by the following equation (though actually it occurs in two
stages with ethyl hydrogen sulphate as the intermediato body) ;

2 o,u,on = (C,H,) ,0 + H,0
Ethyl alcohol. - Ether. Water.

In the “ Natilite” factory under consideration, the Annaratoiie continuous and

automatic system of other production^ is installed, the possible production being

3000 gallons in 24 hours. From the storage tank the 96 per cent, alcohol is pumped
up to another tank from which it flows into a so-called superheater, a vessel heated

by steam at 40 lbs. pressure per sq. in. It is volatilized in this vessel by passing

through a copper coil. This alcohol vapour now enters tho bottom of the

“ Gtherifier,** a cylindrical lead-lined heating pan, which contains a number of

balls over which sulphuric acid is allowed to drop slowly, a large surface of liquid

thus being exposed. Transformation to ether occurs instantaneously, the alcohol

being in contact with the acid only momentarily, and the ether vapour passes to a

so-called saturator or washer, in which it is met by a solution of caustic soda

circulating in the contrary direction. Thus neutralized, the vapours enter a

rectifying column in which the unconverted alcoholvapour is condensed, withdrawn,

and condensed, while the ether passes from the top of the apparatus to the cooler.

^French patent, 408,089.
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About 3 lbs. of acid and 14 Ibe. of soda are required for every 100 lbs. of ether

made. Lastly, the alcohol and ether in the proportions specified in the ‘^Natilite’'

patents, * together with the ammonia and denaturing agent, are mixed together in

a simple apparatus, and filled into containers ready for the market. The general

design of the ether and mixing plant is shown in Fig. 5.

In the operation of the “Natilite*’ plant here described, it is of importance

for all interested to note the small amount of labour that is demanded, namely
the following workmen per shift ; one man and assistant for preparing the wort

Fio. 6.

and operating the fermentation
;
one man and assistant for the distilling and

rectifying apparatus, and the ether plant ; two men on the boilers
;
and finally

one man to look after the engines and pumps.

This “ Natilite*’ plant has given every satisfaction to the principals concerned.

It has operated smoothly, and has given good yields at a reasonably low cost. Its

success demonstrates the practicability of the production of ‘‘Natilite’’ in every

tropical country
;
and these four articles which we have published would appear

to have shown without doubt the great future that may be expected for the motor

fuel known as “Naiilite.**

[Concluded,)

In New Zealand a plant is being established to distil alcohol from the juices of flax,

which contains fermentable sugars. It is anticiputod that about 40,000 gallons of 96 per

cent, alcohol will he produced during the first year of operation, hut the quantity expected

to be produced later by this subsidiary of flax milling is about 200,000 gallons per annum.

1 J.HJ., 1921
,
150.
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The 1920 Java Sugar Crop.

By H. C. PBINSBN aSBRLiaS, Ph.D.

During the 1920 season, 183 sugar factories worked in Java, the total area of

cane land planted and harvested being 156,069 hectares, or 385,647 acres. This

area produced 236,858,100 piculs or 14,398,238 tons of cane, from which material

24,998,263 piculs or 1,619,606 tons of sugar were extracted.

Four factories, viz., those of Krebot, Kenongo, Karanganom, and Gondang-
lipoero, idle in 1919 owing to adverse circumstances, were again active in 1920,

Kebonardjo and Tjidahoe, which had worked in 1918, did not either in 1919 or

in 1920 ; while cane planted by the Papoh estate has, in the year under review,

again been crushed in the Garoem mill.

Owing to the better prospects of tbe 1920 crop, much more laud was planted

for that season, the acreage for which now equals that of 1916.

Particulars regarding tbe number of factories, planted area, amount of cane,

both absolute and per unit of surface, as well as the figures for tbe su^ar pio-

ductioii, etc., are collected in the tables here given; and have been calculated

from the data given by Mr. W. C. DlCKnoirin the Arch itf voor de Stiiher Industrie

in Nederlandsch-- Indie.

The 1920 crop developed under not very favourable conditions in respect to

the weather, which was too dry in October and November. It started late, but

could bo finished without hindrance, although the extremists had threatened

general strikes and burnings of cane fields if tbe manufacturers would not comply
with the rather far-reaching exigencies stated by revolutionary-minded labour

leaders. Apart from one or two lengthy strikes, which held up woik for several

weeks on single factories, the grinding went on without much interruption due to

labour questions, so that the season ended at the ordinary time.

1.—Cane Chop.

Number IAnd under Cano. Cane Harvested.
of — —

\

llcsuleucies Faclorios Tons Kilograms
and in Hectares. Acres. Tons.' I>©r per

ToUtJs. Operation. acre. hectare.

Cheribou 12 .. 9,414 .. 23,262 .. 808,396 .. 34*73 .. 87,205
Pekalongan 18 .. 16,203 .. 40,038 .. 1,544,380 .. 38*58 .. 96,865
Banioemas and Kedoe. 8 .. 8,688 21,468 .. 880,136 ., 41*01 102,957
Djokdjakarta .. .. 17 .. 13,620 33,655 .. 1,419,271 .. 42*16 ., 105,829
Hoerakarta 16 .. 12,827 .. 31,696 .. 1,222,181 .. 38*65 .. 96,778
Bemarang 12 .. 9,597 .. 23,714 .. 906,046 .. 38 20 .. 96,908
Madioen 6 .. 6,683 .. 16,267 .. 655,581 .. 34*14 .. 85,725
Kediri 21 ,, 21,637 .. 63,218 .. 1,924,744 .. 36*16 .. 90,773
Soerabaja 36 .. 26,982 .. 66,672 .. 2,301,102 .. 34*53 .. 86,683
Pasoeroean 29 .. 24,022 .. 69,368 .. 2,145,620 .. 36*16 .. 90,773
Baioeki 9 .. 6,696 .. 16,299 .. 690,782 .. 42-39 .. 106,438

Total, 1920 183 .. 156,069 .. 385,647 .. 14,398,238 .. 37*34 .. 93,732
„ 1919 179 ,, 137,666 .. 340,138 .. 13,076,138 .. 38-10 .. 96,617

,, 1918 186 .. 163,071 .. 402,943 .. 16,637,342 68-44 .. 97-387

„ 1917 186 160,439 .. 396,440 .. 17,079,303 .. 43-09 .. 108,179

„ 1916 186 .. 153,165 385,290 .. 16,878,300 .. 41-11 .. 103,218

,, 1915 186 .. 161,168 373,000 .. 14,189,000 .. 37 99 .. 96,386

„ 1914 188 .. 147,465 .. 366,000 .. 14,901,000 .. 40-87 .. 102,009

„ 1913 190 .. 146,321 .. 369,200 .. 14,961,300 .. 41-63 .. 104,684

„ 191S 184 140,803 .. 346,800 .. 14,374,300 .. 4J-83 .. 104,268

„ mt 186 .. 136,780 .. 336,600 .. 14,068,900 .. 41-94 .. 105,307

1 Tons of 2240 lbs.
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Kosldencies

II.—Sugar Extracted.

Kiloerams l^bs.

YearJy niaximuiu
niohissoR output

of any single factory.

and per per On 100 Kilograms Lbs. per
Averages Jioctavo aero. Cane. per hectare. aero.

Cheribon . .. 8,940 .. 8,206 . . 10-25 . . 10,687 9,649

Pekalongan .... 9,955 .

,

8,936 . . 10-28 .. 12,097 10,794

Banjoeraas and Kodoc . . .. 10,601 .. 9,468 . . 10*30 .. 13,169 11,735

Djokdjakarta .... 12,331 .. 11,002 . . ll-6.‘> .. 16,178 13,640

Soerakurta , .. 11,436 .. 10,202 . . 11*81 .. 13,220 11,801

Semararig • • « • 10,263 • • 9,162 . . 10*70 . . 12,263 10,931

Madioen . .. 9,074 .. 8,090 .
10*68 . .

— —
Kediri 9,693 .. 8,539 . . 10-67 .. 12,489 11,129

Soerabaja . .. 8.956 .. 8,000 . . 10*33 .. 13,160 11,724

Pasoerooan 9,052 .. 8,076 . . 9*97 .. 12,071 10,774

Besoeki . .. 10,261 .. 9,163 . . 9*65 .. 12,986 11,583

Average, 1920 .. .. .... 9,892 .. 8,826 . . 10-55 .. 16,178 13,540

„ 1919 . .. 9,706 .. 8,667 . . 10-06 .. 14,639 13,057

„ 1918 .. .. .... 10,904 .. 9,723 . 11*19 .. 16,996 14,266

1917 . .. 11,382 ..

.... 10,355

10,117 . . 10*60 .. 16,415 14,696

„ 1916 .. .. 9,238 . . 10*03 .. 16,300 13,660

„ 1915 . .. 8,729 .. 7,788 . 9-16 12,941

.. 14,126

11,546

„ 1914 .. .. .... 9,526 .

.

8,496 . . 9*28 12,602

„ ms . .. 10,087 .. 9,110 . . 9*66 . . 14,708 13,1*22

„ 191^ .. .... 10,026 .. 8,910 . . 9*63 .. 13,490 12,034

,, 1911 . •• 10,805 •• 9,617 . . 10*26 .. 16,091 13,460

Residencies
and

III.—Sugar Production in Tons.

Centrifugalled
First After- Sack

‘ Total
Production

;

Afterproducts
4:3: Solidified

Totals. Sugars. products. Sugar. Sack Sugar 2 : 1. Molasses.

Cheribon 80,012 3,636 .. 863 . 82,789 .. 8,426
Pekalongan .. 164,001 6,251 .. 168 . 168,773 19,616
Banioemas and Kedoe 90,456 190 .. 73 90,684 .. 9,336
Djokdjakarta .

,

.. 164,006 1,630 .

.

3.790 ..

161 . 166,308 .. 1,164
Soerakarta .. 141,492 34 . 144,349 .. 4,069
Semurang 95,216 2,293 .

.

24 96,948 .. 13,108
Madioen .. 68,464 426 .. 32 .

' 68,790 .. 7,441
Kediri .. 202,271 1,454 .. 6 . 203,366 .. 26,881
Soerabaja .. 234,341 4.474 .

.

182 . 237,789 .. 28,907
Pasoeroean .. 211,921 2,617 .. 252 . 214,017 .• 28,848
Besoeki 66,078 2,094 21 . 66,660 .. 16,780

Total, 1920 .. 1 ,497,244 28,754 .. . 1,519,562 .. 164,45»
„ 1919 .. .. .. 1,297,320 22,324 •. 1,653 . 1,315,168 .. 96,303

,, 1918 .. 1,714,833 46,292 .. 2,700 . 1,760,197 .. 18,511

„ 1917 .. .. .. 1,779,664 18,708 3,976 . 1,793,416 .. 49,870

„ 1916 .. 1,679.670 27,736 .. 4,664 . 1,604,164 .. 86,749

„ 1915 1,273,190 28,977 .. 6,336 , 1,298,307 .

.

127,643

„ 1914 1,305,*.«46 91,647 .. 8,614 . 1,382,825 94,766

,, 1913 .. .. 1,381,673 112,838 13,164 . 1,442,884 .. 65,766

„ 1912 .. 1,338,607 60,362 ..

48,799 ..

11,324 . 1,384,242 .. 75,610

, , 1911 * • • • .. 1,403,642 14,047 . 1,443,466 .. 68,288

* Tons of 2240 lbs.
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IV.—Subdivision of the Chop in Pebcbntage accokding to Assorthents.

While White Channel
planta' planta- assort’

lion tion ment Centri-
sugar: sugar: r<iftning Refining fugalled

Residendes firBt aecoud cryBtalfj^ cryHlalsT Second MolaRBes last Sack
and Averages. runnings. runningB. 98« pol. d6‘5^ pol. boilingH. sugar. product, sugar. Total.

Cheribon 45-6
. 2*9 .. 28*6 .. 18 6 — .« 4*0 .. 0*2 0*3 .. 100

Pekalongan 64-0
, 2*6 .. 16*1 .. 14*3 .. — .. 3*9 .. — .. 0*1 100

Banjoemas and Kedoe . — .

.

83*lA. 16*6 .. — ,. 02 .. — .

.

0*1 .. 100
Djokdjakarta .

.

76a . 0*7 .. 18*1 .. 6*1 .. — 0*6 .. 0*2 0 2.. 100

Soeral^rta 86-8 . . 0*8 .. 9*9 2*4 .. — 0*1 .. — — ,

,

100
Seinarang 47*9 . 2*4 .. 29*3 .. 18*0 .. — .. 0*8 .. 1*6 .. 0*1 .. 100
Madioen 82-9 . 0*9 .. 15*4 .. — .

.

— .

.

0*8 .. — .

.

— 100
Kediri 66-6 , . 01 .. 30*3 .. 18*4 .. — 0*7 .. — ^ — .

.

100
Soerahaja 69-1

. 01 21*6 .. 17*2 .. — 1*9 .. 0*1 .. — 100
Pasooroean 22-6 . — .

.

471 .. 29*1 .. — 1*0 .. 0*1 .. 0*1 .. 100
Besoeki — . . — .

.

66*6 .. 30*3 .. — .. 2*6 .. 0*5 .. 0*1 .. 100

Average, 1920 .... 6171. . 0*83 .. 30*41.. 15*08.

.

— roTT 0*21.. 0-09.. 100
„ .. 49.7 . . 2*1 .. 23*1 .. 23*3 .. — .

.

1*2 .. 0 6.. 0 1., 100

„ 2018 .... 46*9 . . 3*2 .. 27*0 .. 210 .. 0*1.. 2*4 .. 0*2 .. 0*2 .. 100

„ 1917.. .. 60-3 . . 1*9 .. 40*6 .. 6*2 .. — .. 0*7 .. 0*1 .. 0*2 .. 100

„ 1016 .... 48*1 . . 2-9 .. 37*3 .. 9*7 .. — .

.

1*4 .. 0*2 .. 0*3 ., 100

„ 1915.. .. 43'6
, . 4*2 .. 34*9 14*1 .. 0*3.. 1*7 .. 0*6 .. 0*6 .. 100

„ 1914 .... 40'3 , 4*0 .. 32*3 .. 16*7 .. 0*1.. 6*8 1*1 .. 0*7 .. 100

„ 191S .. .. 32-9 . . 6-8 .. 30 0 .. 20*9 .. 0*8.. 6*4 .. 1*3 .. 0*9 .. 100

,, 19VJ .... 33*6 . 6-6 .. 29*9 26*2 .. 01.. 2*4 1*4 .. 2*8 .. 100

„ ton .. .. 36*2 . 0*2 .. 33*4 .. 27*1 .. — .. 1*7 .. 0*2 .. 2*2 .. 100

The cane planted was originally almost exclusively from canes raised from
seed a few years ago ; only 1 per cent, of the whole crop consisted of the old

Oheriboii cane, which still maintains a modest place in the list. The E.K. 28,

which made its ajjpearance in the statistics in 1917, now occupies about one-third

of the whole area
;
on the other hand, B, 247, which was planted to the extent of

58 per cent, of the total in 1914, has now dropped down to 26 per cent. It

appears therefore that planters are constantly on the look-out for the best

varieties.

The cane production over the whole island amounted to 37*34 tons to the acre,

or again less than in 1919. This yield is rather poor, and no other instance of so

low a figure can bo found among the averages in our present statistics. The
residency of Besoeki, in previous years among the lowest on the list, was at the

head with 42*39 tons, followed by the residencies of Djokdjakarta and Soorakarta,

V.

—

Pbucentual Composition of the Cane Plantings for the Crop of

—

Variety.

B. 247

1913

64

1914

.. 68 • •

1915

67

1916

54

1917

48
1918

. 41

1919

29

1920

.. 26
P.O.J. 100 32 .. 29 » e 30 30 31 . 28 16 .. 10
Cheribon 8 .. 6 • • 6 5 4 . 3 1 .. 1

P.O.J. 218 1 1 1 1 • • 1 . 1

E.K. 2 — 1 1 2 • 9 4 . 4 6 *• 6
E.K. 28 —

. • — .... —
• 9 2 . 6 23 .. 32

F. 90 —
. .
— 1 2 . 4 4 3

D.I. «2 — . •
— a • — —

• 9 1 « 4 • • 13 .. 14
Tjep. ,24 —

• •
—

• •
... —

• •
—

. 2 0 • 1 .. 1

S.W. 3 —
. • — e •

..... —
• • . 1 « • 1 2

Various . . ., 6 .. 5 « • 6 7 7 • 6 6 .. 5
— 1

Total .. .. .... 100 .. 100 • • 100 •• 100 •• 100 . • 100 •• 100 .. 100
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where usually the highest tonnage is obtained, and where now 42*15 and 38‘6o

tons per acre were obtained. The residency of Banjoetnas also showed a good

result with 41*01. It appears that those places which are best favoured with

irrigation water or with much rain, produced most in the year under considera-

tion.

The percentage of sugar extracted from the cane was rather good, being

10*55 per cent., or about 0*5 per cent, more than in the year immediately pre-

ceding. The highest rendement is reported from Soerakarta with 11*81 per cent.,

and the lowest from Besoeki with only 9*65. This rather satisfactory rendement

does make good the low tonnage, since the average sugar production to the acre

was no more than 8*826 lbs. of sugar, or only slightly more than in 1919. The
highest average yield is reported from Bjokdjakarta with 11,002 lbs., and the

lowest from Soerabaja with only 8000. Notwithstanding the generally lower

output over the whole island, the maximum yield of sugar per acre made by one

single factory is better now, being 13,540 lbs. against 13,067 a year ago.

The total amount of sugar obtained in the factories was 1,519,562 tons, of

which about one-balf was white sugar, fit for human use without having to pass

through any refining process. The percentage of grey refining sugar was much
higher than a year ago, to the detriment of the brown refining sugar. The general

standard of sugar turned out in 1920 was a high one with an insignificant amount
of after-products.

The better steamshipcommunication with British India caused the exportation

of solidified molasses to be taken up to such an extent that in the year under

consideration no less than 164,459 tons of that article were produced, or the

highest amount on record.

The table given below bas been calculated from the figures issued by the

Chemical Department of the Java Sugar Experiment Station. The following

observations may be derived from them.

The figures cover the results of 136 sugar factories and therefore the data

relating to sucrose content of cane, etc., do not coincide with the ones given before,

which bear on all the 1 86 estates.

The snerose content of the cane was very satisfactory, and in the years reviewed

here was only surpassed in 1918. The maximum figure is reported from

Pohdjedjer with 15*34 per cent, and the minimum from Soekowidi with 10*50,

The fibre in cane is about the same as during the last five, years, which shows
that the cane varieties in use remain the same in this respect, whereas formerly

the highly fibrous ones came more to the front. Balangbendo shows the highest

fibre, viz : 17*81 per cent., and Pangoongrodjo the lowest with 10*52.

The sucrose on 100 of bagasse is only slightly higher that in last year, when
the sucrose content of the cane was so much the lower. We find the maximum
figure reported from Sedajoe with 7*77 percent, and the minimum from Dinoyo
with 2*61.

The moisture in bagasse is very low and in fact much lower than in the

immediately preceding years, but the same as 10 years ago. The maximum
comes from Pagongan with 50*92 per cent,, the minimum from Alkmaar
with 41*87.

Since the sucrose content of the cane is higher than in 1919, the amount of

fibre the same and the loss of sucrose on 100 bagasse only slightly higher, the
general sugar extraction has been better than before, viz., 92*5 on 100 parts of

sugar in the cane. So far it is the highest average, and 0*2 better than in the

former record year 1917.
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The figure for the sucrose lost in bagasse fttr 100 of cane etaiide in direct con-

nexion with the one given above. In 1920 it averaged 0‘97 per cent, or the

lowest on record since 1915. This is the more favourable, as in 1915 the sucrose

content of the cane was not particularly high, which facilitated the production of

a low-grade bagasse. Generally speaking, one can say that in 1920 the milling

work and the juice extraction have been satisfactory, although a total loss of sugar

during extraction of 7*50 per cent, is high enough, if one compares it with the

brilliant results achieved in the Hawaiian Islands in milling.

The sucrose on 100 0/filter•cakes was low, and amounted to 3*75 as an average,

subdivided into 6*23 for factories using ordinary defecation, 5*51 for those using

sulphitation, and 0*83 for those clarifying by the carbonatation process.

Among the factories claiifying by defecation and sulphitation the maximum
sucrose content of the cake was 12*09 per cent, at Langsee, and the minimum 0*41

at Ketanen. The maximum and minimum values for carbonatation wore 2*17 at

Wouopringgo, and 0*13 at Barongan.

Loss of sucrose in filter cake on 100 cane was on an average 0*10, specified for

defecation 0*10, for sulphitation 0*12, and for carbonatation 0*05.

VI.—Factory Eesults during the Last Decade.

Cane—
Sucrose.. ..

Fibre
Bacjasse—
Sucrose .

.

Moisture
Sugar extraction by mills.. ..

Sucrose in filter'press cakes ..

Sucrose in juice on 100 cane ..

Purity ot* raw juice

Purity of final molasso.s .. ..

Calculated available sugar ....

Sugar extracted on loo cane ..

Sue HOSE TtTUNKJJ OUT ON 100—
Cane
Sucrose in cane
Sucrose in juice

1911 1932 1913 1914 1916 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920

12*71. .12 35.. 12*64. .31’91.. 11*63. .12*43.. 12-82. .1.3 63 12 38. .12*94

12*32 . . 12‘1 7 . . 12*40. . 12*61 . . 13*26 . . 13*U. . 13*02. . 12*99 . . 13*01 . . 12*98

4*60 . 4*47.. 4*46.. 4*21.. 4 11., 4*00.. 4*10.. 4*34.. 4*03 . 4*07

46*7.^.. 46*62.. 46 53 . 46*27.. 46’64.. 46*97.. 46*82. .47*23.. 47*01 . 46*78

90 6 . 90*8 ..90*8 . 90*4 ..91*9 ..91*1 ..92*3 . 93*1 ..92*0 ..92*6

7*30.. 6 96.. 7 00.. 6*72.. 7 97.. 4*51.. 4*15.. 4*36 . 3*70.. 3*75

11*52 .11 21. 11 38. .10 77. .10 89. .11*32 .11*8.3. 12'65.. 11*39. .11*97

84 57 .81 47. 80*96. 80*39.. 82 00 .84*41. .85*80. 86 50. 83*7 ..85*4

33 54 33*00 . 32*92. .32*70 . 32 45 . 32*4 ..32*6 . 33*1 ..32*1 . 32*2

11 00. 10*44 10*33.. 9 94..1{)*00..10 80. 11*40 12*17 . .10 60. .11*31

10 80. 10*21. .10*00.. 9*76.. 9*65 10*42.. 11 *00.. 11 *68.. 10*44.. 11 *1.3

10*38., 9*80.. 9*75.. 9*.33.. 9*18 10 06 .10*48.. 11*27.. 10 12. .10*64

81 6T.. 79*35. 77 75. .78*34. 79*20. 81*00 81 ‘75.. 83*61 ..81*66. 82*23

90*10 . .
87 *42. . 85*77 86*63 . . 86 40 . 88*90 .. 88*68 . . 89*80 .. 88*86 , . 88*90

Sl'CliOSK lOST ON 100“

Cane 2 33.. 2*55 . 2*79.. 2*58.. 2 45.. 2*.36.. 2*34.. 2 36.. 2*26.. 2‘30

Suciose in cane 18*33.. 20 65.. 22*25 . 21*66. .20*87. .19*00. .18*25. .17*39, .18*34. .17*77

Sucrose in jiiico 9*90.. 12*58.. 14*23.. 13*37.. 13*60.. 11*10. 11*43 .10*20,. 11*16., 11 *10

In Baoassk on lOO—
Cane 1*19.. 1 14,. 1*16.. 1*11.. 0*94.. 1*10.. 0*99.. 1*08., 0*99.. 0*9T

Sucrose in cane 9*36.. 9*2.3.. 9 25.. 9 67.. 8*08.. 8*86,. 7*72.. 7*93.. 7 99.. 7*50

In Filter Cake on 100—
Cane oio.. o*io.. o*n.. o*i3.. 012 . 010., o*09.. 0*10.. o*09.. 010
Sucrose in cane 0*79.. 0*83.. 0*86.. 1*09.. 1*03.. 0*80.. 0*74.. 0*73.. 0*73.. 0*77

Sucrose in juice 0 87.. 0*89,. 0*98 . 1*31.. 1 12., 0*88 . 0*80.. 0*80.. 0*79., 0*80

IN Molasses on 100—
Cane 0*96.. 1 16.. 1*22.. roi., 1*09.. 0*85.. 0*91.. 0 94.. 0*90.. 0*93

Sucrose in cane 7*56.. 9*39.. 9 73., 8*48.. 9*38.. 6*84.. 7*11 . 6*95.. 7*27.. 7*11

Sucrose in juice 8*33.. 10*35.. 10*74. . 9*36., 10*20.. 7*59.. 7*70.. 7*50., 7*90.. 7*80

Unaccounted for on 100—
Cane 0*08.. 0 15., 0*30.. 0*30., 0*30.. 0*36.. 0*35.. 0*24.. 0*28.. 0*30

Sucrose in cane 0*63.. 1*21.. 3*41., 2*53.. 2*38.. 2*50.. 2*68.. 2T7.. 2*35.. 2*39

Sucrose in juice 0*70.. 1*33.. 2*51.. 2*81.. 3*29.. 2*66.. 2*92 . 2*54.. 2*46.. 2*60

The larger bulk of filtermud in the carbonatation process makes up for its

lower sucrose content, so that, after all, the average loss of sucrose in the filter-cake

on 100 juice remains the same for every clarifying method.
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The figure for the quotient of purity of the cane juice is rather high in the year

under consideration, accompanying a high sugar content of the cane. It averaged

85*4, -which in our table is only exceeded in the rich years of 1917 and 1918. Its

maximum is reported from Paiigoengredjo with 90*1, its minimum from Soekowidi

with 78 ’2, while the sucrose content of the cane in those factories has been 16*11

and 10*50 per cent, respectively.

The quotient of purity of the filial molasses is low and averages 32*2. Sub-,

divided according to the clarification methods we find for defecation 32*1, for

sulphitation 32*0, and for carbonatation 33*5. This is for the ratio between the

polarization and the degrees Brix, but if we compare the ratio between the Clerget

sucrose and the degrees Brix, we find for the general average 36*0, for the average

defecation 36*2, for the average sulphitation 35*7, and for the average carbonata-

tion 36*2. Now that the different methods of clarification have had their chance

of being thoroughly studied, we see that the exhaustion of the molasses may be

conducted to the same low level in every one of them. We find for the maximum
ratio “polarization: Brix” 36*6 at Wonopringgo, and the minimum of 28*6 at

Minggiran. For the ratio “ sucrose : Brix” the maximum was at Pagoongredjo

with 40*8 and the minimum at Gemoe with 32*0.

As a consequence of the high sucrose content of the cane, combined with a fair

extraction and a satisfactory quotient of purity of the juice, the figure for the

calculated available sugar is a high one. It was 11*30 on 100 of cane, another

figure that was only exceeded in the favourable years of 1917 and 1918.

As this figure stands in direct relation to the sucrose content of the cane, and

the quotient of purity of the juice, and these two factors act in the same direc-

tion, it is not surprising that the factory of Pohdjedjer, which shows the maximum
sucrose content in the cane, heads again the list here with 14*56 per cent, of

available sugar, while Soekowidi is again last with only 8*36 per cent. The
available sugar is expressed in raw sugar of 96*5® polarization and 0*7 per cent,

moisture.

The sugar actually extruded on 100 of cane is also expressed in the same value

of raw sugar. It approaches the calculated one very narrowly, and averages

11*13 per cent, or 98*4 per cent, of the calculated value. The average percentage

is for the defecation factories 98*6, for those using sulphitation 97*8, and for those

using carbonatation 99 * 1 . These differences are small, so that the calculation of th

e

available sugar holds good for every method of clarification of the juice. The
maximum proportion between calculated and extracted sugar ip 104*1 at Oemboel
and the minimum 87*4 at Wonopringgo,

The average loss of sucrose in molasses on 100 cane is about 0*93 per cent., or

about the same as the loss in the bagasse. This loss was 7*11 on 100 parts of

sucrose in the cane and 7*80 on 100 parts of sucrose in the juice. The highest

figure for loss of sucrose on 100 of cane was reported from Glean (1*40), and
the lowest was 0*57 at Medari.

The unaccountable loss, caused by inversion, leaking, spilling, charring, theft,

etc., in which all errors of sampling and analysis are also incorporated, was small

;

and amounted to 0*30 on 100 of cane, and 2*50 on 100 parts of sucrose in the juice.

The general impression of the figures is that the work has been well done and
that a maximum of high-class sugar has been extracted from the juice.

The sales of the sugar from the 1920 crop had already begun on the 20th July,

1919, at prices of 32 guilders per picul for plantation whites
; 31 guilders for raw

sugar 9S° polarization
;
and 30*50 for raw sugoi* 96*5 polarization. In December

of that same year the price was raised to 33 guilders
;
and later on to 35 per picul



The 1920 Java Sugar Crop.

of white sugar. In the beginning of 1920 the Associated Java Sugar Producers

had sold from the crop of that same year 7,867,850 piculs of whites, 1,114,090

piculs of grey, 2,841,666 piculs of brown refining crystals, and 108,820 piculs of

soft white sugar, together 11,941,425 piculs of their part of the crop, being estim-

ated at 22*5 million piculs. The whole Java sugar crop was estimated at 25

million, of which 90 per cent, was in the hands of the Association aforementioned.

As the Government feared that sugar would rise in price so high that the native

population could not afford to purchase it, the Association put at the disposal of

the Government an amount of 1*5 million piculs of white sugar at the price of

82 guilders, with full freedom to take the sugar or leave it just as the official

bodies might think fit. In January, 1920, the price of sugar in first hands rose

to 36 guilders per picul and in February to 40. At the end of that month the

Association had sold (excepting the Government option) 9,230,721 piculs of whites,

2,977,580 piculs of grey, 4,031,095 piculs of brown sugar, and 125,290 of soft

white, together 16,364,680 piculs.

VII. SuGAii Exports Ist April—31 st MARcn. Long Tons.

Destination.

Netherlands . . .

.

1916-17.

31,809

1917-18. 1918-19. 1919-20.

21,283 ..

1920-21.

9,804
Belgium — — — — 7,396
Uuited Kingdom .

.

548,980 317,966 142,647 119,628 .. 50,642
Franco 69,592 34,468 66,636 41,636 .. 10,013
Switaerland — — 6,528 — —
Eussiaand Finland.. — — 2,968 1,414 .. 10,922
Denmark — — — 2,J70 .

.

Sweden — — — 14,622 ,

.

27,807
Norway 11,855 19,780 44,272 60,152 .. 31,008

18,166Italy 20,724 — 6,495 46,956 .

.

Portugal — — — — 1,000
Spain — — 6,919 .

.

3,004

5,907Greece . . . . .... — 11,793 5,162 8,239 .

.

Kumania — — 8,921 .

.

3,070
Turkey — — 23,321 .. 2,174
Egypt — — 2,844 —
Argentine — — 5,200

28,870

— —
Suez 11,918 18,231 11,083 .. 11,843
Port Said, f.o

United States. . .

,

25,117 12,206 19,438 56,041 .. 363,630— — 7,423 — 237,162
Vancouver 8,007 8,614 17,666 2,953 .

.

Singapore . , .

.

60,212 167,736 163,230

31,961
64,668 .

.

41,450
China 6,987 2,314

168,664
3,625 .

.

3,766
Hong Kong .

.

138,829 308,792 184,422 ..

272,187 ..

171,398
Japan and Formosa 49,369 90,802 439,396 94,473
British India.. 407,018 336,736 343,480 336,000 .

.

212,662
Australia 25,292 30,000 82,718 .. 63,362
Siam 16,138 21,397 3,612 152 .. 644
other Countries .

.

— 141 100 3,428 .. 2,885

Totiil . , .

.

1,427,848 •• 1,190,726 1,664,801 1,366,338 .. 1,378,687

During March no sales took place
;
but when in the month of April a sugar

famine was feared in the United States, operators bought Java sugar eagerly, so

that at the end of that month the Association Lad completed sales up to 20 million

piculs or 1*2 million tons. In April the price went up to 45 guilders, in May to

52 for whites, to 49 for greys, and to 47*50 for browns; while the whole crop of

after-products was sold at 40 guilders per picul. At the end of June the Associated

1 picul 135 lbs.
; 1 guilder in gold parity Is. Sd.
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Java Sugar Producers had cleared their entire crop and had nothing more to sell

;

but at second-hand the price leapt up to 60 guilders per picul or £4 3s. per cwt.

In October, the market broke, and although a body of holders tried to keep

up the price at 45 guilders, it sank to 14 in December. In the meantime the

Government had no use for the sugar they had bought ; and did not require to

take advantage of the option . So 1 *3 million piculs were restored to the Association,

which was able to sell them gradually at 20 guilders per picul.

The average price, at which the 1920 Java sugar crop has been sold is 33

guilders per picul, or £2 5s. 3d. per cwt. The total monetary value of the 1920

crop, packed in gunny bags and delivered at the buyers’ dooi's, may be calculated

at 870 million guilders or over 70 million pounds sterling. At the end of 1920 no

sugar remained in the hands of the producers, but merchants were still disposing

of some sugar, which, for by far the greater part, has been shipped before let April,

1921. The destination of the sugar exported may be seen from the list in

Table VII, an average of 130,000 tons being annually consumed in the territory

of the Dutch East Indies.

Colloid Chemistry in the Manufacture of Sugar.'

By Dr. JAEOSLAV DEDEK.
Chemist. Sugar Experiment Station, Prague. Czecho slovakia.

Sugar manufacture as an industry producing a vegetable product deals mainly

with emulsoids.’* In regard to the origin of the colloids to be met with, two kinds

may be differentiated: (1) Native, which are introduced with the beet; and

(2) secondai7 ,
which are formed during working, eitlier by modification of the

native forms, or from crystalloids (as sugar).

Those colloids of the first kind play the greater r61e in Jj|||fosion, clarification

and crystallization, and those of the latter^ in affiliation 'toTaecolorization. It

may perhaps be said that the first are the of the sugar factory, and the

latter those of the refinery. As may be seen, thb influence of colloid chemistiy

extends to all stages of sugar production.

The first stage of production, namely diffusion, is an eminently colloid pro-

cess, both in the coagulation of the proteins on heating, and in the passage of the

sugar through the walls of the plant cells (dialysis). If it is borne in mind that

colloids also are capable of passing through membranes, thoi^gh slowly, one will

see that the proteins present in diffusion juice do not entirely originate from the

broken cells. Andrlik’s observation that a diffusion juice having a small percent-

age of protein is obtained by hot working in the battery, the colloids being thus

completely precipitated, appears to be in harmony with this view. Certainly, the

increased rapidity of dialysis at the higher temperature must also here play a
part, which under certain conditions may have just the contrary result. The
observation of the same author that relatively less “ injurious nitrogen ” and ash

than sugar pass through—though in osmosis the opposite occurs—is probably (o

be explained by the existence of complex compounds of protein bodies and ash.

1 Abridged translation from the ZeiUchrifi fur Zvekerindustrie dtr cechoslovaklschen Jiepnhfik,
4fl, No. 37, 275-278.

''

> In two previous articles under the same heading, Dr. Dedkk had dealt with colloid
chomistry in a general way. In this one he ably reviews what is known of the subject as
partioulai'ly applied to beet sugar manufacture. In the literature of the beet sugar industry,
little has been written on the Importance of studying the various operations in the light of
colloid chemistiy, and so far as we are aware this is the most complete contribution in this
direction. Debrk, Zbbban, GExarjos, Peck, Norris, and others have drawn attention to
the colloidal nature of clarification in the cane industry.—So., LJS.J.
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It must, however, be admitted that from the point of view of colloid chemistry

the processes occurring in diffusion have not been sufficiently studied in order to

be intelligible. Particularly the nature and amount of the colloid substances in

the diffusion juice, and also in the thin and thick juices, and finally in the

molasses, remain uninvostigated. Relatively, more attention has been given to

the molasses, thanks to Andrlik’s work on its colloid colouring substances.

A year after the first work of Graham, use was made of dialysis in sugar

manufacture in the osmose process. After some early failures caused mostly by
unsuitable parchment, osmosis had a wide use, and pei formed good service until

later it had to be abandoned on commercial groiinds.

The second stage in manufacture, including defecation and saturation, has,

besides its chemical nature, long been recognized to possess a physical charactei-

istic—called adsorption—to which, in the year 1890, K. 0. Neumann* drew

attention. The great surface of the calcium carbonate in its state of foimation

acts as an adsorbent. Although, according to recent (unpublished) work by

Stanek, chemical purification plays a great lule, especially^ in the removal of

the injurious nitrogen, yet it would seem that the full effect is attained by
adsorption, as experiments in cane sugar manufacture on clarification with kiesel-

guhr or powerful vegetable carbons have shown. Colloid chemistry is thus called

upon to pass judgment upon different saturation processes, as those of Psenicka*

and Maoas.

Plauson recommends clarification by means of ultra-filtration, using his

so-called wiie filter,” by means of which it is possible to retain all the colloids

of the diffusion juice.® It appears, however, that the small capacity of the filter

and the great pn^ssure required hardly permit of economical work in the factory.

So fur as is known to me, the original patents of Count Schwerin, dealing with

the electro-osmotic extraction of sugar fiom beet slices, were nowhere applied on

the large scale. Much more promising are the experiments carried out during

the past few years on electro-osmotic purification.* Saturation juice is led between

diaphragms through which, by means of the effect of an electric current,

impurities as salts, colouring substances, and colloids pass, or by which they ore

retained. Particulars of this process have been withheld
;
but so much is known

that it has been possible, using saturated juice, to produce in the laboratory a

perfectly colourless liquid having a quotient of nearly 100°
;
and further, that it

has been possible to boil it directly to a consumption sugar without any formation

of molasses. iJisadvantages of this process are the costly current, and especially

the membranes, which, while able at first to hold back the sugar, soon become
pervious, loss of sugar thus arising.

In the further stage of production of filtration, colloids are most unwelcome
guests. Either they are not caught (as in the 1919 campaign of unhappy memory),
or they obstruct the cloth forming a slime, the filter-presses thus becoming great

ultra-filters, showing, however, a somewhat low efficiency at the maximum
pressure of 6-8 atmospheres. During boiling, colloids are only of significance in

BO far as they are precipitated or are formed.

In crystallissation, colloid chemistry is of much greater importance. The
whole mechanism of gmining ; the influence of a previous filtration

;
the influence

of traces of colloids playing a protective r61e ; the influence of small amounts of

alkali (lime) on the course of boiling (as in ''dead strikes”), resembling the

1 SSeiUch. Zuokerifid. Bohrn,, I8S0>1, IS, 369.

> German Patent, 318,654 ; see also 1920, 348.

s U.K. Patent, 155,834 ; not yet published. * 1920, 466, 593.
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remarkable increase in viscosity caused by traces of alkali
;
and further, the

influence and importance of re-boiling, which has been studied by Claassen and

recently by Von Ginneken,^ and which diminishes the rate of crystallization so

ns finally altogether to hold it back—these are the most striking questions pressing

for colloid-chemical study. Moreover, concentrated solutions of sugar exhibit

the Tyndall effect, one of the characteristics of colloid solutions.

In contrifugalling, the harmful influence of froth formation has long been

recognized. It is clear from what is now known that here tho surface energy,

combined with the movement of organic substances to the outer layers, possess

great importance.

With aiOSnation we enter the domain of refining, which is quite full of colloid

problems. That of decolorizing, now also being eagerly taken up in raw sugar

manufacture, has resisted a final elucidation for more than 200 years. It may bo

emphasized that the exclusive influence of the carbon is not so certain as one may
generally believe. It now appears that the other components of the bone skeleton

may possess an important and essential part in decolorizing. The absolute belief

in the action of carbon arises from the results obtained with decolorizing carbons

of vegetable origin having only a small percentage of ash.

These carbons in combination with other purification processes are called

upon to replace char at some future date. They consist essentially of wood carbon

so prepared that their adsorbing, and especially tbeir decolorizing, powers are

enhanced. The principle of all the methods of manufacture depends on endeavour-

ing to make the surface of the carbon as great as possible, and Zehban,^ of the

Louisiana Experiment Station, has succeeded in establishing the conditions of

working under which an increased decolorizing power may be expected.

An important matter is the condition of the carbon for filtration. There are

excellent decolorizing carbons, W’^hich, however, are so fine or are of such a
structure that the clairce cannot be filtered, or only so with great difficulty.

Finally, there is the revivification of the carbon. One may have a relatively

badly adsorbing carbon capable of being well end easily revivified, which must be
pronounced better than a good decolorizing preparation incapable of revivification,

or one the regeneration of which is attended with great difficulty or heavy cost.

The difficulties of regeneration are often not inconsiderable, as the toilsome

experiments with ** Carboraffiii ” have shown.®

The Government arrack distillery at Kalutara, Ceylon, has an annual output of
70,000 to 80,000 gallons, Indian or Javan molasses being mostly used as the raw material.
A large number of primitive native distilleries supply the rest of the demands of tho
Colony, which amounts to quite 1,000,000 gallons. The question whether by combining
with the production of arrack also the manufacture of power alcohol in large Government
distilleries the cost of production would not be reduced is Vieing discussed. There is every
indication that the distillation of power alcohol will be taken up at an early date.

Two new 80-ton locomotives are being built by Messrs. K. & W. Hawthoun, Lbslir
& Co., Ltd., of Newcastle- on-Tyne, to the design of Capt. W. P. Duhtnall; and if the
trials are successful, one of the engines will be sent abroad from country to country for
demonstration pur;>08e8 . In one type the power is transmitted electricallv from internal
combustion sujjer- Diesel engines to each of the driving axles. Comparea with the best
steam engine, it should show a fuel economy of about 60 per cent., it is claimed. In the
second type internal combustion power is transmitted to the driving wheels by high
temperature steam ;

but the important feature is the re-compression of the exhaust steam
inst^d of being permitted to pass up the funnel in waste.

i J 1920, 46». a 2.5.J., 1919, 86, 884. ® 75^719197342 J IwiTToei
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The Question of Loss of Sugar by "Atomization”

during Evaporation.'

By W. D. BBLDBBMAN and O. SIJLMAKS.

Eeoently SonwEiZBii® discussed a hypothesis according to which the sucrose

molecule when transformed by the ** atomization” of its solution into a vei^^ finely

divided cloud becomes extremely sensitive towards reagents, and easily undergoes

decomposition, even to the complete degradation of tbe molecule. In confirmation

of this he mentioned different phenomena,” into which it is unnecessary here to

enter.

Later Van Ham^ upheld this theory, and expressed the opinion that the

repeated impacts and whirling movements of the atomized sucrose solution

facilitate the decomposition process ; while Olsen® concxirred with the opinion of

the gentlemen mentioned.

On the other hand, a more sceptical attitude towards this assumption was

expressed by De IIaan ,® with whose views we are wholly agreed. The investigation

of this question was included in the 1921 plan of work of the Chemical Division of

the Experiment Station, and accordingly we have endeavoured to give an answer

to the question whether the atomization of sucrose solutions really can give rise to

the decomposition of the sugar molecule. The procedure followed and results

obtained in the investigation undertaken with this object here follow :

Experimental Part.

Flask A (having a capacity of 2 litres) is closed with a double-bored stopper,

through which two glass tubes B and C pass. 21, reaching to the neck of the

flask, is for the admission

of the air ; while C is

diawn out to a capillary

and beat (as is shown in

the drawing), the rubber

stopper closing a suction

flask 22, 40 c.m. (nearly

16 in.) high. In the flask

D a constricted tube E is

also inserted, a condenser

JP preventing evaporation

as much as possible.

In operating this ap-

paratus, pressure was
made to bear on the liquid in A by means of an air>pump connected to the air

reservoir G, the liquid being sprayed in a fine stream through the tube C into

the fiask D
;
while at the same time a rapid current of air was blown through B

against the lower end of (7, the liquid leaving it being thrown forward with force

to the further end of the flask D,
During each atomization the particles travelled a distance of about 40 c.m.

(nearly 16 in.), which, since each lot of liquid was submitted to this action 6 or

10 times, amounted altogether to al)out 2 or 4 metres (about 6^ or 13 ft.). During
the tests A was placed in a water-bath, so that the temperature of the liquid was

* Translated from the Architf, 1931, 20, 49b-&00. * 1920, T06.

» See Comptet renditt, 1919, 168, Il2f»-ll38. * Archie/, 1920, 3H, 3098.

9 J.SJ., 1930, 707. « Ibid., 1921, 0ft,
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maintaiued at about 90^0. (104°F.). In this water^bath a flask filled with the

same liquid as that atomized was suspended, in order eventually to take into

account any decomposition of sucrose by heating or otherwise. Tests effecting

atomization m vacuo wore also earned out, the above described apparatus being

slightly modified for this purpose.

Eesults Obtained.

In the tests in which atomization was effected at atmospheric pressure,

1 litre of 10 per cent, sucrose solution was treated 6 or 10 times, and the content

in sucrose and reducing sugars determined.
SuciiosK Kedccino Sugars
Per Cent. Per Cent.

Untreated 9 02 .... 0*26

Atomized 6 times ,, ,* .... 9*42 .... 0*08

„ 10 9*63 .... 012

Afterwards a litre of a 10 per cent, solution of sucrose was divided into two

parts. One was inverted with a few c.c. of dilute sulphuric acid, neutralized with

barium carbonate, filtered, and added to the uniiiverted portion, the following

results being obtained with the mixture :

Sucrose Keducino Sugars
Per Cent. Per Cent.

Untreated 6-03 .... 3*21

Atomized 5 times 6*19 .... 3*21

Then a 10 per cent, solution of sucrose to which per cent, of potassium

chloride had been added was submitted to the same treatment, the analysis

showing the following figures :

Sucrose Reducing Sugars
Per Cent. Per Cent.

Untreated 9*75 .... 0*13

Atomized 6 times ,, .... 10*12 .... 0*07

In the atomization experiments in vacno^ a 10 per cent, solution of sucrose

was used, and also a like solution to which 2^ per cent, of potassium chloride had

been added, the results being :

Sucrose Reducing Sugars
Per Cent. Per cent.

Untreated .. .. 10*00 0*16

Atomized 5 times 10*26 .... 0*06

Untreated using KOI 9*90 .... 0*16

Ditto, atomized 6 times 9*94 .... 0*12

All the atomized solutions re-acted neutral to litmus and phenolphthalein.

Carbon dioxide could not be detected.

Discussion of the Eesults.

In the first place, it appears from the values found for the contents of sucrose

and reducing sugars that neither by atomization in a current of air at atmospheric

pressure, nor by atomization in a space under reduced pressure, does the

decomposition of sucrose take place in any practically detectable amount, and
further that the presence of potassium chloride or invert sugar exerts no influence.

The small differences ocoui*ing in the content of reducing sugars in some
of the solutions (at most ± 0*06) fall within the limit of error of the methods of

analysis (Muller’s being used}. That in each solution the sucrose content rose a

few Wths of a per cent, after atomization may be attributed to the fact that the

condenser used was not able wholly to prevent evaporation. If the increase in

concentration thereby arising be taken into account, the content in reducing

sugars becomes yet smaller.
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Oonsideriug that in practice only a very small fraction of all the juice has the

opportunity of passing through the vapour pipes in the atomized state, and also

that this investigation shows any losses arising from atomization to be so small as

practically to be undetectable with certainty, it may be accepted with assurance

that in factory operation no account need be taken of sucrose losses caused by

atomization.

straining Factory Juices, using the Carter Strainer.

For a long time sugar factory engineers have had in mind the need of abetter

system for straining factory juices. They recognize the method of straining

over flat screens to be inefficient, and, on account of the labour and alteration

required, also costly.

The Carter System of straining defecated juice by the installation of a revolving,

vertical, automatic mechanical strainer has met the ueed,^ to judge from the sugar

factories in which this machine has been in use. Reports of the operation of this

apparatus have been very satisfactory. It has become such a recognized factor in

reducing expenses that duplicate orders are being placed. In spite of the general

depression in the sugar industry, other mills are installing this system.

It has been suggested that the Carter Strainer should be ro-designed for use in

straining the juice htfort defecation. This has been done, and one machine is now
being operated on the raw juice. By the end of the present season, it is hoped to

be in a position to make a report on the results.

The Carter Strainer is a self-contained, revolving, automatic machine which can

be operated by gravity, through the flow of the juice, where sufficient head room
can be obtained

;
or it can be fitted with u mechanical drive, which requires approxi-

mately 1 H.P. to operate it. It consists of a series of screens, placed one above

the other, with a central discharge passage for the bagacillo. After having passed

through the screens, the juice flows from a clear juice outlet, in the bottom of the

strainer, to the evaporator supply tank. Steam jets are arranged in suitable

positions of the apparatus lor its thorough cleaning and sterilization at suitable

intervals.

The Carter Strainer is heavy in construction and the revolving parts run in

ball bearings. The segments which contain the screen cloths are easily i emovable,

so that new cloths msy be attached when required. Another feature is that it is

not necessary to stop factory operations to install the apparatus. It is designed to

be placed on the steel girders of the factoiy building and can be put in position

without distuibing the other working parts of the factory. The final connexions

can be made over night or at the week-end stoppage.

The Carter Strainer not only eliminates the bagacillo and other ferment pro-

ducing matter from the juice, but maintains the efficiency of evaporators and pans,

by supplying them with cleaner juice. Centrifugal capacity is increased, because

the massecuite purges freer. It makes possible the production of the sugar of

higher polarization, which finds a ready market at better prices. The users of this

device claim that it pays for its cost in a very short time.®

J See im,
» Sole Manufacturers : The IIobton Bbown Cohi’OKATion, 149, Broadway, New York.

London Agents: The Sugau Manufaciubkhs’ Supply Co., Lm, 2, St. Dunstan's Hill,

Loudon, E.C. 3, from whom all partleulai's are obtainable.
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Publications Received

La Oanne k Sucre k Pile Maurice. [The Sugar Oane in Mauritius.]

By P. de Soriiay. 677 pages and 32 plates in the text. (Auguste

Ohallamel, Paris.) 1921. Price : 50 frs.

Mr. de Sornay’s book deals with the cultivation of the sugar cane in Mauritius;

and so far as that colony is concerned it is a work of much interest, to the compil-

ation of which the author must have devoted considerable time. He gives in the

opening chapters data concerning the evolution of the sugar industry in Mauritius
from 1800 to the present day ; a short survey of the geology of the island

;
some-

thing about its climatology ; and particulars regarding the introductions of cane
into Mauritius since 1865. One of the principal sections of the book is comprised
by the chapters devoted to the classification of the cane in Mauritius, and the

merits of the several varieties at present cultivated. There are also good chapters

on the history of seedling cane in the colony ; the work of the experiment station
;

the cultivation of the soil for cane growing ; the manures used
;
the merits of

molasses as a fertilizer
;
cane yields

; the composition of the cane; and the diseases

and pests of the cane as occurring in Mauritius. Lastly in an appendix inform-

ation is given regarding the excellent mutual chemical control that prevails among
the factories there, a scheme that has proved to be of distinct value to the Mauritius
sugar industry as a whole, and one which well may be emulated in other sugar

producing parts of the Empire. Sugar manufacturers in Mauritius owe a debt of

gratitude to Mr. DE Sornay for his labours in writing this book. It forms a

useful record of the present state of the sugar industry in Mauritius for tlie benefit,

not only of planters in this progressive island-colony, but also of those in other

countries.

Sugar ; A Popular Treatise. By Allan Hay Kahn. Fourth Edition. (U.8.

Sugar Publications Co., 108, West Second St., Los Angeles, Ca.,

U.^A.) 1921. Price: $2*00, net.

This is the fourth edition of Mr. Kahn’s small book on beet sugar manu-
facture, and it differs little from the previous issue, which was noticed in these

columns a short time ago, • It gives a clear and simple statement of the position

regarding beet sugar manufacture in the United States, and foims a small treatise

that should be found very useful by factory operators, agriculturists, and the

general public,

Sugar Cane Machinery. W. Scott Herriot, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., M.I.Mech.E.

(Mirrlees Watson Company, Ltd., Scotland St., Glasgow.) 1921.

This is a reprint of a paper recently read by Mr, Herkiox before the Man-
chester Association of Engineers. It gives a particularly ^clear and interesting

outline of modem sugar manufacture, serving well to give a body of genei*al

engineers an insight into the processes and machinery employed in our industry,

A number of good illustrations of plant of general design are also shown.

Power Alcohol ; Proposals for its Production and Utilization in Australia.

Bulletin No. 20. (Institute of Science and Industry, Commonwealth of

Australia, Melbourne.) 1921.

This is a reprint of Bulletin No, 6, which was an Interim Beport of the
Special Committee appointed by the Commonwealth Government in 1916 to enquire
into the production and utilization of power alcohol in Australia. This Committee
studied the question in its various aspects with great thoroughness, and their

Report comprised a valuable summary of the position at the time of its publication.
It reviewed the literature regarding the advantages of alcohol as a fuel; the sub-
stances which may serve as raw material for alcohol production

; costs and yields

;

the adaptation of existing types of internal combustion to the new fuel; and
lastly the denaturation of industrial alcohol. This reprint before us contains an
addendum of 103 pages, which brings matters up-to-date \>j summarizing recent
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literature on alcohol motor fuel issued in the United Kingdom, America, and else-

where, In Australia the regulation concerning denaturation now prescribes the

addition of 1 per cent, of wood naphtha, ^ per cent, of pyridine, and 2 per cent, of

either coal tar naphtha, shale naphtha, petroleum naphtha, petrol, or petroleum
benzine or shale benzine. Commenting upon this new legislation, the Committee
says that “the development of power alcohol on any considerable scale in

Australia, therefore, depends on the importation of wood naphtha the

price of which has steadily risen during the last few years. • • • . If the full

development of Australia’s potential supplies of power alcohol is desired, the first

matter to be settled is the question of denaturation. This is admittedly a difficult

question, but until it is settled all schemes for distillation on any considerable

scale must remain in abeyance ”

(1) Boot Disease in Cane. (2) A Cane Deaf Spot. (3) Observations on a
Fungus (Cephalosporium Sacchari, Butler.) (4) Systematic

l^osition of the Fungus causing Boot Disease of Gane in Natal

Paul A. van derBijl. (Department of Agriculture, Pretoria, Union of

South Africa).

Substitutes for (Cane Sugar) Sucrose in curing Meats. Ealph Hoagland.

Contribution from the Bureau of Animal Industry, U.S. Department of

Agriculture. (Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing

Office, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.) Price : 6 cents.

The Use of Low-Grade and Waste Fuels for Power Generation. John

B. 0, Kershaw, F.I.C. (Constable and Co., Ltd., London.) 1920.

Price: 17s. net.

Whereas in past years the manufacturer in this country was favoured by the

cheapness and plentifuhiess of his coal supply, now as one of the results of the

war he is harassed by the increased cost of this essential commodity. It has
become necessary for him to take a wide survey of combustible materials

generally, and to impress into his service all that promise to yield a fair return for

the capital and labour expended in utilizing them for heat or power generating
purposes. Fuel conservation indeed has become the order of the day, Mr.
Kershaw’s book is divided into two parts ;

in the first are described the various
fuels that may profitably be used, such as peat, lignite, coke, culm, pitch, and
waste gases, the conditions under which they may be burnt, and the appropriate
plant for this purpose, also being discussed ; in the second part the important
subject of scientific control is treated. In dealing with testing apparatus, it is

insisted that they must receive skilled attention. Though automatic in action,

they must be used with intelligence and care. When a sufficiently trained man is

put ill charge of the CO, apparatus, for example, the results obtained will bo
found of the greatest service in maintaining the conditions requisite for high
efficiency in burning any low-grade fuel under steam boilers.

Prevention and Deetruction of Bats. Elliot B. Dewben y. Demy 8vo.

iv., 43 pages. (John Bale, Sons & Donielsson, Ltd., London, W. 1.)

1921, Price: 2s. net (paper covers).

Basic Slags, their Production and Utilization in Agriculture. (Faraday

Society, 10, Essex St., Strand, London, W.O. 2.) Price : Ts. 6d.

This reprint contains papers on the utilization of basic slag by Dr, E. J.

Ettssell, F.K.S. ; the physical chemis^ of basic slags, by Prof. C. H. Desoh ;

and on other allied subjects, together with a report of a ffiscussion taking place at
a meeting of the Faraday Society.
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Sugar Cane Cultivation in Florida for the
^ ^

A. r. spencer. (University of Florid^
Manufacture of Table Syrup.

U, U.S.A.)

PrusBio Acid in Sorghum. S. B. ColHson.
155 (Experiment

Station, Gainesville, University of Florida, Uch cs a \

Ml

Mr. Norman Eodoer, 2, St. Dunstan’s Ilill, London, “ i
15 q 3. has in the

press and hopes to publish early in October a revised and ©plargedfrl 4* ^^jel
Deerr’s “ Cane Sugar.” This has been very largely re-written and iw

v*e-illustrated
by the author, so as to bring it up to date. It will consist of about 65u8, 0 pages with
^0 Plates (12 of them in colours) and 360 line illustrations. The prtu*.ic„Q p{ the
volume will be 42s. net (postage abroad Is. 6d. extra).

Correspondence.

BAGASSE CARBON.

To THE Editor, ‘‘The International Sugar Journal.”

Sir,—In your June number (page 344) you comment on my answer to Mr. Mouiz

Wbinkicii.

I admit that for the purpose of a “ Review of Recent Patents ” the subject matter

of iny German Patent No. 322,135, of June 17th, 1920, was quite clearly stated in the

abstract published in your January issue (page 54); but certainly for the purpose of

boldly asserting the invalidity of the patent, as Mr. WKiNHicudid (page 167), there were

insufficient data in the said abstract, the claims not being stated.

Decolorizing carbons, I have found, have quite selective absorption properties. Gums
and pectins are more easily absorbed by them than colouring matter, for example.

It, therefore, makes a great difference to the action of the decolorizing carbon with

regard to the absorption of colouring matter whether or not a treatment for the absorption

of the gums and pectins is made previous to the treatment with decolorizing carbon for

the decolorization proper.

If the treatment of sugar juices and the like is carried out in two steps consisting of

a pre-filtration with decolorizing carbon, followed by a treatment for the decolorization

proper with such carbon, the technical result is surprising. When revivified by special

yiethods, the carbon can be used over again a thousand times. '

Yours faithfully,

J. Saubk.
General Norit Company, Amsterdam,

June 15th, 1921.

It is worth while supplementing Mr. Sauer’s remarks by stating the claims of

Mr. Weinrich’s U.S. Patent, 466,675, of July, 1891
: (!) As a material for the filtration

of sugar solutions or other solution or liquids, the fibre, crude or cliarred, of the described

grasses^ whose stalks or stems have an internal marrow or pith. {^) Asa material for

the filtration of sugar solutions or other solutions or liquids, the comminuted stalks and

cobs of Indian corn, crude or charred.

Having now published the claims attached to the two specifications in question, we
leave our readers themselves to judge Mr. Sauer’s patent relating to a method of prelim-

inary treatment by bagasse carbon previous to the application proper of the decolorizing

carbon on the essential points of
: (1) novelty

; (2) utility ; and (3) inventive ingenuity.]

A Bagasse is mentioned lii the body of the patent.
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Auto-vatouk System of Evapouatiox, tsino Theumo-Comprbssion, Gustav
Carlsson. Chemical and Metallurgical Bngineering^ 1921^ 24, Ko, 15, G45’‘647*

In 1918 a firm in Switzerland began manufacturing their ** Auto-vapour ” evapor-

ators, in which the vapour given off by the boiling liquid is compressed and used again.

A number of plants employing this principle have been designed but in the case of the

Swiss apparatus (which is said to have been largely installed for the concentration of salt,

caustic soda, and sodium sulphite liquors) a successful development has been achieved

by the invention of the high-speed compressor. Thermo-compression as a means of

economizing fuel is being given a good deal of consideration by engineers connected with

industries not so favourably situated as their colleagues engaged in sugar manufactuie

using exhaust steam raised from

a by-product fuel. Access to a

cheap source of energy, such

as water-power, is necessary for

the compression of the vapour.

In evaporating 1 lb. of water at

212®F. and atmospheric pres-

sure, about 980 B.T.U. are

used, or practically of the

heat obtained from 1 lb. of coal.

If the vapour be compressed to

about three atmospheres, the

temperature is raised to about

27 TF., and an amount of

energy equivalent to 106

B.T.U. is required, measured

at the shaft of the pump with

the elBciency taken into account.

On passing this compressed vapour through a coil submerged in the liquor under

concentration, it is condensed with the lil>eration of its latent heat. This principle

is put into practice in an apparatus operating upon the lines shown in the sketch.

8teain is passed into the pan 1 through the valve S into the coil 2, and the liquid thus

raised to boiling point. As soon as boiling bas commenced, the steam feed is cut down,

and the vapour being evolved is drawn off by pump 6 (driven by the electric motor lo)

and compressed through the pipe 7 itito the coil 8, whore it is condensed, maintaining

ebullition. Heat loss is very largely avoided by sending the condensate through the pre-

heater 10, in order thus to raise the temperature of the liquid entering the pan to he

evaporated, the cool condensate leaving by way of pipe 14* Some figures comparing

thermo-compression with triple effect evaporation, based on tests made by Prof. Stodala

at the Institute of Technology, Ziiiich, are given. In ov’aporating 2200 lbs. of water per

hour in a vapour compression evaporator driven by electric energy, 61*6 k.w.h. and
41*7 lbs. of steam, the latter equivalent to 4*92 lbs. of coal, are necessary. On the other

hand, using a triple effect evaporator for the elimination of the same amount of water,

132*73 lbs. of coal are required. Other figures are given showing that even w'hen coal is

used to produce the eleotric energy, the vapour compression evaporator will prove its

superiority to a triple effect apparatus for tho heating of which steam produced directly

from coal is employed, by-product steam not being available.

1 This Review Is copyright, and no part of it may be reproduced without permission.—
(Editor, IMJ,)

• 1.8.J,, 1919, 310 ; 1990, 63, 117 , 418, 713 .
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PowEK Alcohol (its Production from Kicb Straw, and its Dknaturation).

Sir Charles H- Bedford. Journal of the Society of Jrte^ 1921^ 69y No. $577t

In a lecture delivered before the Royal Society of Arts, London, on May 27th, some

general information regarding the prr duction of industrial alcohol in different countries at

the present time was given. Following this, the lecturer stated that having been convinced

of the conclusion that attention should be concentrated on waste vegetable materials rather

than oh foodstuffs, he had contemplated the use of elephant or Savannah grasses and of

immature bamboos as joint soiirc.es of alcohol and paper. Recently with Mr. Arthur
Rooehb, he had patented the idea of using rice straw for alcohol and paper pro-

duction,^ and large scale experiments have been undertaken at Rangoon, in order to prove

on the spot the practicability of the proposition. There is no doubt (it is stated) that alcohol

can be made from rice straw on commercial lines under the conditions employed, and by

this scheme there result valuable by-products which very materially reduce the cost of

manufacture. Later the lecturer dealt with the necessity for concerted action if good

progress were to be made in introducing alcohol as a supplementary or alternative fuel to

petrol. One of the most important considemtions attached to the problem is denaturatioii.

The Denaturation Sub-Committee of the Empire Motor Fuels Committee had reported that

“ as the result of a considerable amount of work, it was decided that redistilled bone oil

was the substance which most closely complied with the desiderata for a donaturant as laid

down by the Hoard of Customs and Excise . . . Light caoutchoucine in combination

with secondary substances, such as shale oils, benzol, petrol, and sulphurous oil rtsidues

comes next in efficacy, but it is not known yet whether it would serve for motor use. One of

the aims of the Committee is to bring about a sinipliffcation and cheapening of denaturation

throughout the British Emj)ire ; and, if at all possible, i>rocure a system of uniform dennt-

uration throughout.

A long discussion subsequently took place, but only the more important points need

be mentioned here. Dr. W. K. Okmandy referied to the Classen method of hydrolysing

cellulose for the production of fermentable sugars, pointing out that although largely used

during the war, it does not appear to he a paying process. Inhere is another method

offering at least an equal chance of an early return, namely the direct synthetic production

of alcohol from water-gas and producer gas by catalysis. He had seen ordinary water-gas

convertcid to the extent of 90 per cent, into methyl alcohol of 99'2 per cent, purity.

Eventually ethyl alcohol would thus be made. Mr. B. H. Moroan, Chairman ofthe Alcohol

Fuel Corporation, Ltd., London, owners of the “ Natilite’* patents, mentioned that if it

were not for the excise and customs restrictions “Natilite ” would be on sale in this country'.

However, he ventured to predict that in the course of 10 yeaw, there would be very little

petrol sold here, as Natilite ” (the most successful mixture that cam be evolved from an
alcohol basis) was infinitely superior to petrol for motor, aviation, and motorboat work.
In replying to the discussion, Sir Charles Bedford made the important technical state-

ment that in regard to the amount of acid required, very small amounts were needed in

the process ;
in fact, mere traces.’*

Mauritius Molasses, its Production, Cohfobition, Finb Grain Content, Non-
Fbrmbntaulr Matter, Yield of Alcohol for Motor Fuel, and the Value
OF ITS ViNASSE FOB FERTILIZING PuRFosKs. H. A. Tempatiy. BuUeUn No.

^

General Series^ Department of Agrimliure^ DdduiU Mauritiue.

Dr. Tehran ¥ publishes an amount of useful information regarding cane molasses,

particularly that resulting from sugar manufacture in Mauritius, which should be of
interest at the present time in view of the steps being taken in different countries to utilize

this by-product for motor fuel, such as ‘^Natilite.” In Mauritius during the past seven
years the average annual production of sugar has been 229,000 metric tons, and assuming
that 180 litres of exhausted molasses are produced per ton of sugar (a conservative estimate)

1920
, two.
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the average au IIual production of molasees is about 41,000,000 litres.^ There are three

distilleries in the Colony, in which during 1918-19 the spirit made was 1,529,315 litres at

23^ Cartier, equivalent to 932,882 litres^ of absolute alcohol, a quantity of which is de*

niitured and used locally. The use of molasses as fertilizer has been very widespread in

Mauritius
;
^ but there is reason to believe that its vinasse might be used instead without

loss of fertility, and if this is so then probably about 30-35 million litres of molasses would

be available annually for fermentation to power alcohol. Kegarding the composition of

Mauritius molasses, IS samples were collected from different factories and analysed with

the following average result : Total solids (refractive index), 78*4
; sucrose (Clerget), 35*1

;

reducing sugars, 14*9; ash, 10*1; organic non-sugars, 18*3; and water, 21*6 per cent.; the

purity being 46*3. Pitot^ in 1914 obtained the following figures on examining 8 samples:

sucrose (Clerget), 32*9 ; reducing sugars, 16*7 ; and ash, 8*8 per cent. In the case of

Hawaiian molasses,® these three constituents average 36*9, 14*0 and 10 8; while in that of

Javan® they are : 33*3
;
28*4

; and 9*6 per cent. It was suggested to Dr. Tkmpany that

the ratio of reducing sugars to ash might depend upon the rainfall of the district of the

production, and on examining this point this ratio was found to vary as follows : rainfall,

60-60 in., ratio, 1*26; 76-100 in., 1*S7; and 100-126 in., 1*72; so that there seems to

be a fairly well-markod tendency towards a lower ratio in relatively dry districts, possibly

owing to the absorption of a larger amount of mineral salts by the cane from the soil. On
examining IS samples of Mauritius molasses in regard to their grain content, following

Kalshovetrs method,’^ values varying from 0*30 to 2*62, and averaging 1*18 per cent.,

were obtained, considerably lower than those found by the Dutch investigator. Glutose,

the unferiuen table sugar first described by Macuukkne,^ was detennined by Pellet’s

method,® and found to amount to 2*22 per cent, (the average of four samples), which

agrees \*ery well with the amounts found elsewhere (2*4-3 2 per cent.).

Corning to tlio quesiton of the probable yield of alcohol from Mauritius molasses with

adventitious yeast as now used in distilleiies in the Colony, 84*4 percent, of the theoretical

po.s8ibl« was obtained , and 91*2 per cent when the adireniitious type bad been purified by

cultivation in a solution of enclose containing nutrient material. Tests actually made
m one of the distilleries gave only 73 3 per cent. Accepting a possible yield of 94

j>or cent., and with sucrose and fermfntable reducing sugars contents of 36*0 and 12*7

(i.e., 14*9-2*2) per cent., this should give 23*7 grms. of alrsolute alcohol per 100 grms.

(sp. gr. 1440), or 0*436 litre of absolute alcohol per litre oi molasses. Lastly, the matter of

the use of vinasse as fertilizer is treated. An exhausted vinasse from a Mauritius distillery

gave the following figures in grms. per 100 c.c.: sugar as invert, 3*67 ; ash, 3*13
;
and

organic lJon-8u^ar, 10*97, the latter containing 01 7 grms. of nitrogen. Field experi-

ments carried out at Hoduit in 1916-17 gave results substantiating the data previously

adduced as to the beneficial effect of molasses. Vinasse had increased the yield by an

amount considerably smaller than that shown by molasses; but, ** bearing in mind the

much smaller attenuation of the wash, the result indicates that satisfactory results will

probably follow such applications.” This attenuation of the vinasBe is a disadvantHge in

respect of distribution compared with the more concentrated molasses. It might be run

on to the fields by means of suitable channels alone or mixed with irrigation water ; but

only estates in close proximity to the distillery could be supplied in this way, and those

more remote would be deprived of a valuable fertilizing constituent. Suggestions made
for overcoming this difficulty are: (1) the concentnition of the vinasse where surplus

bagasse is available ;
and [fS) the acclimatization of the yeast to denser worts, as proposed

by Peck, and Dkbub.

Cbntuipuoal Piston Pumps. Berthold Block. Deutsche Zuekerinduatrie, 19$0, 4$* 587.

1 That is, nearly 21 per cent, of the sugar produced Iii Hawaii it Is about 25 per cent.

* Or 205,234 imperial gallons. » /.-sr.J., 1920, 469.

* BulL Soc, Ckivu Maurice^ 1014, 8, 47. * Peck and Hberb : JBullelin fS, ff. S,P.A.
® Annual SynopHt af Mill Data, /W9, Java Proefetation. ^ 1919, 608-610.

» “Lea Sucres/’ » f.fif./., 1917, 276,
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Manufacture of Table Syrup, using KiBSELOunR for Clarification. J. K, Dale

and C. S. Hudson* Jiullehn No, 921, U.S. Department of Agriculture,

Zerban’s recently described method of clarifying cane juice with kieselguhr (adding

neither lime nor sulphurous acid*) is discussed from the point of view of the Louisiana

syrup maker, the procedure recommended being to heat the juice to a point just below

boiling, add 10-12 lbs. of the infusoiial earth per 200 gall, of juice (that is, the amount

from 1 ton of cane, the extraction being 78 per cent., and the dilution 14 i)er cent., giving

a mixed juice of 13° Brix), and to pump the whole while still hot through fllter-presses.

In the case of six lots of juice each of 200 gall., the course of filtration was as follows

:

Time, Prkssurk, in Lbs.
Lot in Mins. per sq. In.

First •• .. •• 16 10

Second 16 .... 20

Third 26 .... 30

Fourth 40 .... 40

Fifth 46 ... 60

Sixth 66 .... 60

And it is said that no trouble at all was experienced in obtaining a steady clear filtration

and a firm press-cake, which could be washed down to a sucrose content of 1 per cent. It is

estimated that the juice from 60 tons of (iaiie could be easily filtered through 200 sq. ft. of

filter-press surface in 24 hours, including the time necessary for diessing and cleaning.

In a syrup factory crushing 50 tons of cane per day, 660 lbs of kieselguhr at about 2 cents

per lb., would cost $11 ;
and one man extra each shift at $2*60, gives that is,

a total of Jl6 or 32 cents per ton, to which must be added interest at 6 per cent, on the

investment of extra plant, 3*4 cents.
;
depreciation at 10 per cent., 5*6, and filter-cloths,

2*6, giving a total extra cost of 43 6 cents per ton of cane. On the other hand, one must

take into consideration the fact that much less sugar is lost. I’hus in ordinary claiificalion

by skimming during heating, it is calculated that 26-50 gall, of syrup per 60 tons of cane

is lost ; in the infusorial earth process when the cake is not washed, 1 7 gall
;
and in tlie

same method when the cake is exhausted to 1 per cent., only 3 gall. Therefore, assuming

26 gall, are saved, this at $1 00 per gall, gives 60 cents per ton, so that the increased cost

of this process, viz., 43*6 cents, is fully covered by the new system ot working. A superior

product having a milder flavour than the present louisiana t)pe, and lighter in colour and

oleaner than the Georgia syrup, was obtained by this procedure of clarifying with kiescl-

g^r and subsequently evaporating in vacuum apparatus.

OoNSTKUCTlON OF ALIGNMENT ClIAHTS OH NoMOGHAPHS AND THEIR IJhlS FOR CALcri.ATINO

THE Water eliminated in Evaporation. A. J, V, Umanski. Cliemicttl

Trade Journal, 1921, 233-236, and 269-272, <

If in the case of 100 lbs. of a solution (as juice) the strength of which is a, one requin s

to know how much solvent JF (i.e,, water) should be removed to raise the strength to 6 per

cent., the relation 100« = (100 — IT) 6, or JTzr 100
^

1 — is applied. To con-

Btruct a nomogram for IT= 100 0-0 so that we can see at a glance how IF varies

with diflferent values of a and b, the formula is put into the form aziih ^1 — which

is of the form uznvw, represented by three equidistant parallel logarithmic scales, the u
scale being midway between the c and w scales, and being graduated with a modulus equal

to half that of the v and w scales. Instead, however, of simply marking v on the scale,

we mark off the values of W at points whose distance from the origin is proportional to

log. This is obviously equivalent to graduating the scale for values of

( 1 — initially, and re-graduating it for the corresponding valves of JF. Thus, for
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example, for a value of ^Tequal to 60 we have
J
m 0*6, and log. 0-6= 1-6990,

and the point with the corresponding distance from the origin will be graduated, for W
equals 60. The negative characteristic of log. 0*6 simply signifies that the logarithmic

scale representing ^1— is moved back bodily so that it terminates at the origin

instead of commencing there. Alternatively putting log. 0*6 = — 0*3010, it would be

equivalent to measuring this distance on the JF scale in the opposite direction to that in

which we measure the distances for the points on the a and b scales, thus observing the

usual convention as to the sign of linear measurements. The line joining « =:i 1, ^ = I

obvicusly gives ir=r 0, or — Taa") ~ L which fixes the starting point of the IT scale.

Kalbhoven’s Methou oc DETKnMiNrNO Grain (Fine Cii\STAL) in Molassks. IF. D.
Helderman and C. Sijlmans. Archtef, 1921, 29, 253-266.

Knlshovon^s method ^ has been sulq'octod to a good deal of criticism, to which he has
left himself open by neglecting to publish any results of control tests showing'figures for

molasses containing definite amounts of fine grain. These data the authors now supply
by giving the results of three series of experiments. (1) Portions of 100 grms. of molasses
of unknown grain content were placed in two flasks, 10 grms. of water added to the first,

and 1 0 grms of water plus 6 grms. of fine sugar crystals to the second. Complete solution

w-as effected in both oases, following which the refraction %va8 observed, the results for the
dry fiuhstunco being in the case of the original inolasses and the twe^ tests (calculating on
the undiluted inolasses), 86*58

; 87*30; and 87*88 per cent, respectively. According to

Kalshoveri’s formula, the grain contents of the two tests are 11*93 and 16*96 percent.:
and assuming that the grain content of the first is 1 1*93, then with the addition of 6 grms.
of sugar this becomes 16 12, which agrees well with 15*95 as found. (2) Into three flasks

each containing lOOgims of a inolassoH containing a little grain, 10 grms. of water, 10 grms.
of water plus 2 grms. of sugar, and 10 grms. of water plus 10 grms. of sugar were added.
After complete solution, the refractive readings gave dry substance contents of 84*48,

84-81, and 85-93 per which values correspond to 2*08, 4-16, and 11*23 per rent, of
grain lespecti vely. Thus the results for the flasks to which 2 and 10 grms. had been
added wt^re 4*0 and 10*96 per cent, re.spoctively, (3) To two portions of 60 grms. of

grain-fr(Mf molasses saturated with sugar, 2*6 and 6-0 grms. of water only were added, and
after mixing tho dry substance was found to be 79*04 and 79-17, that of the original
mola.S8es being 79*18 percent. It is therefore concluded that provided sufficient care be
taken, Kalsboven’s method gives sufficiently accurate results, I’oo much water must not
be added to dissolve the grain, as then an error duo to contradion on sobition arises, 10
grms. of w-ater to 100 grms, of molasses generally being sufficient when tho grain content is

less than 20 per cent., which fortunately appears to be usually so. That Dedkk^ obtained
a result indicating 4*89 per cent, of grain on diluting with 97*3 per cent of water is quite
comi)reheuHible.

AdSOIU-UON ISOTHEUMS FOR “NokIT’* DeCOLORIZINO CaHRON AND BlooD ChAKOOAL.
H. R, Kruyt and C. F. van Duin* JHeciml drs Travuux chmiques des

Fays-biu, m>0, 39, No. 9, 079-684.

Ill order to determine whether “Norit"’ was as suitable for leseurch work ns Merck’s
“acid purified blood carbon,” tho adsorption isotherms for (7) the hydrogen ion of

hydrochloric acid
; (i?) the hydroxyl ion of sodium hydroxide; and (5) phenol (as an

example of an organic non-electrolyte) was examined. It was found that the isothermss
were altogether more regular in the case of “ Norit” than in that of the other preparation,
though the power of adsorption of the latter w*as noticed to be somewhat greater than that
of the former in the case of these experiments. In some of the tests tho “Norit” was
purified by boiling first with dilute hydn)chloric acid and then with water.

, ^ ^ 169 . im,
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iisviEw or Recent Work done on Enzyme Aciton. /?. J, S. McDowalL Seiertee

Ftopress, 1921 ^ No, 59 ^
40€-J^4>

Much of the advance in our knowledge of eDZ3uno action has hecn made side hy side

with, and is almost consequent on, the great advances in our knowledge of inorganic

catalysts, surface action, and colloids. It is now accepted that practically all enzymes are

colloids, or are associated with substances having colloidal properties, being found

together with protein matter in a large number of cases ; and in this article the subject is

discussed from this point of view. One of the most iraportant phases concerns synthetic

action, it having been found that many hydrolytic ryzyme actions are reversible.

Suggestive researches have been carried out along this lino by Boubquelot, who has

synthesized fit and gluoosides from primary alcohols, using the inaltase of yeast and

emiilsin respectively
;
and Bayliss has confirmed some of these results. More definite and

conclusive work has yet to he done in this direction, especially on the factors governing

the reaction ; hut that done so far would almost lead one to presume that enzymes which

hydrolyse also synthesize. This, therefore, is a subject of great importance to the bio-

chemist.

Analytical Method of determining the Weight or Defecation Scums (Press Cake)

Indirectly. A. V. Htdletm de VAssociation des Chmtstes de Maurxcey 1920

^

12, No, 42, 65-56.

A method of calculating the weight of press cako from data obtained in the laboratory

is proposed, these data being the fibre in the juico, the fibre in the press cake, the dilution

and the normal juico. In determining the fibre in the mixed or diluted juice, the sample

brought to the laboratory is weighed, its density taken, and a suitable amount passid

through a cylinder of very fine wire gauze, 12-15 cm. (4|^— in.) high and 5 cm. (2 in
)

diam., the residue retained being washed with water, tninsferied to ii tared basket made

of perforated copper sheeting about 15 cm. (6jin.) diam., and 6 cm. (2 in.) wide. This

operation is repeated in the case of each sample of juice taken during the day or night

shift, at the end of which time the material collected in the taiod basket is placed in u

suitable press, as much water expelled as possible, and then dried to constant weight in

the oven, the weight of ** fibre” per 100 of juice being calculated. "I’his dried fibre

is then placed in a flask marked J, Similarly the fibre in the samples of press cake

is ascertained, and the dry fibre obtained transferred to a flask marked F, Since the

composition of the fibre in the juice does not correspond with that of the press cake,

determinations are made of the relative amounts of ash, waxy and nitrogenous substances

in each, the method of calculating the final result illustrated by figurijs obtained in a large

mine in the Island of Reunion being as follows: Fibre in the juice, percent., 0 109;

apparent fibre in the scums, 4 ’640 ; water added, per cent, of the mixed juice, 20 ; normal
juice per cent, cane, 77’69. By subtracting the figures found for the analysis of the juice

and press-cake fibres in the flasks J and P, a conversion factor is found.

SCUM Juice
Fibre. Fibre.

Ash ,, y’326 minus 4*260 = 6*075

Waxy Substances 3 076 „ 1*326 = 1*760

Nitrogenous Substances 3*800 „ 2*626 rr 0 876

7-700

and 100 — 7700
4*64 X 92*3

100

raal juice per 100 of scums,

100 X 77 69
2*473 kg.

92*80, the factor desired. Therefore : True fibre in the scums

tied juice per 100 o

8926 X (100 — 20)

— 4*28. Diluted juice per 100 of scums, — 0*3926 kg. Nor-

100

0109

8140*8 kg. Scums per 100 of cane,

3140*8
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Ch KMICAL PkoBLEMS OF THK BeeT BuOAH InDUSTUI^ [iNCLT/DlNG DaTA ON AsH OF BBBIfe,

Diffusion Jvick, and Molasses; Composition of Molabsfs; and Role or

** Haffinosk IN Kxhavbtion iiY THE Kthffen Process] H, W» Dahlberg,

Chemical and Metallurpical IBngxneeiniig
^
1^20^ 23, No. 10 ^

1̂21 -426.

In the following table is shown the amount and analysis of the ash of typical

samples of beets grown in Colorado, Utah, and Michigan
;
and of the juice and molasses

obtained :
—

Per cent, lixiviated ash by weight.

.

Beetw.

0*86

Diffusion Juice.

0*63 ..

Molasses.

11*80

Analysis

—

Silica and insoluble ash 2*64 2*00 0*86

Iron (Fe) 1*84 0*22 0*11

Calcium (Ca) 0'69 0*44 0*61

Magnesium (Mg) 2*06 3*39 0*34

Patassium (K) 30*36 31*14 40*40

Sodium (Na) 11*28 .. 11*06 8*68

Chlorine (Cl) 6*87 7*71 9*76

Sulphate (SC*) 3*61 6*92 ,

.

10*74

Phosphate (PC)*) 7*42 7*64 * • 0*40

Carbonate (CO.,) 30*98 . . 30*43 ,

.

28*74

Undetermined 2*17 — *• —

Total 100*00 100*00 100*00

Thus, the composition of the ash in the diffusion juice remains about the same as in

the beets, though its amount may be reduced by 20-30 per cent. If a cheap process of

precipitating Uie sugar from the diffusion juice in an insolnhl© form leaving the non-

sugars btdiind could he found, tin* yield of granulated w’ould be increased by about

16 per cent. American beet molasses has approximately the following composition ;

—

Moisture 21*00
1 Krtflinose 0 86

Direct poluiization .... 52*08 Invert Sugar 0*06

Sugar by double polar- Ash .. 12*17

ization 60*61 TJndetennined .

.

16*41

One of the serious diiliculties connected with the Steffen process is the relatively

low purity of the calcium trisaccharate cake re-iiitroduced into process, a number of

impurities being precipitated by the lime together with tlie sucrose, accumulating in the

final molasses to such an extent that the yield of sugar by the Bteffeii operation becomes

too small to be profitable. It then becomes necessary to discard the rnolassis, and thus

eliminate the objectionable impurities. Itaflinose,** as determined by the double polar-

ization process, causes the most trouble, a part of this figure thus indicated being actually

due to the trisjiccbaride, and the rest to other opticaJly-activo bodies. A peculiarity

regarding so-called **raffinose” is that the calcium saccharate shows 20-40 per cent, more

than was originally present in the molasses treated, no explanation of this having been

suggested. Moreover, in climates where the roots during growth are not exposed to

freezing climates (as in Oalifomiu) no raffinose accumulates in the molasses; but elsewhere

(as in Colorado, Utah and ^Michigan) it is found advisable to dispose of 26-40 per cent,

of the molasses during the season. These problems have been under the consideration of

the author (who is Research Manager of the Great Western Bugar Co.); and ho has also

been investigating the worth of distilling the Steffen waste waters to recover cyanide,

methylamiiies, iiieth>l alcohol, etc., and also refine the potassium salts left in the retorts*

Ebpokt of the most important Work done duhinq the Sbcond Half-Year of 1920

IN Pure Sugar Chemistry, E. 0. von Lippmann. LeuUehe Zmkerinduetrie,

1921, 37-38, 60.51, 63-84, 80-81, 96-96.
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Review of Recent Patents^

ITNITISD STATES.

Extraction of Sugar from Cane. Frank H, Lindenberg, of Columbus, Ohio,

{assignor to the Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., of Coluiiribiis, Ohio, U.S.A,).

1^369JSO. February 22nd, 1921.

One of the objects of the invention is to subject the cane to a treatment whereby it

will be completely reduced to a pulp with particles so fine that the solid matter loses its

fibrous character, and the ultimate cells are broken open and their liquor released.

Several mechanisms may be used. For example, in the drawing at 4^^ is apparatus

for cutting the cane into short sections previous to comminution in the disintegrator 1.

This comprises a casing 5 within which there is the rotary element consisting of a

rapidly revolving shaft Sn with discs and piilverizing arms 4 pivoted to the discs.

Grate bars 6 are arranged in a concave series in (dose proximity to the patfis of rotation

of the ends of the disintegrating bars, with which they co-operate in reducing the solid

part of the cane to fine

shreds, the speed being

about 1200 revs, per

lain., or more. A mass

of fine shreds with nearly

all the liquor-containing

cells broken open is thus

prudiicod ;
but in order to

carry the reduction of the

solid matter still furthei

the cane is passed through

tho beating meebaniain

shown at .4.^, It has a

casing 4(> a rajudlj

rotating eletnont com-

prising a shaft 47 with

discs 4^ secured to the shaft. But the arms 4^ aio arranged and adapted to impart

blows or pounding actions. Each of these arms is rounded and wide surfaced. As the

shreds reach the concave table SO they are struck by the rounded heads or ends of the

pounding arms 43 1 nnd these exert a poweiful flattening action upon the small fibres and

act to crush open the last of the cells that may still remain intact after the preceding

treatment. The parts can be so constructed and related that tho w'aJls of the cells in the

fibres are reduced to a pulp by this action.

At this stage the cane has been reduced to a pulpy condition permitting the ready

separation of its solid and liquid contents; but the repeated pressings and washings

ordinarily used in milling are no longer necessary, the material having lost its absorbing

power. This separation is effected in the apparatus which is a type of centrifugal

machine, driven by the motor 14, the fibre gradually passing up a perforated screen until

it travels over the top and drops upon the conveyor iP, while the liquid passes through

the perforations and finally leaves the apparatus through the duct 17.

Harvesting Sugar Canb. Percy T, Woodland, of New York, N.Y., U.S.A. 1 ^305,^13 .

January 11th, 1921. {Twelve figures.) See also U K. Falent, 165,023.*^

^ Copies of speciUeations of patents with their drawings can be obtained 011 application
to the following: ~ Kingdom: Patent Office, Sales Branch, 2ft, Soutliainpton Buildings,
Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2 (price, Is. eacli). United 3Udn: Coiniuissioner of Patents,
Washington, DC. (price 10 cents each). France : I/lmpritnerie Natlonnlo. 87, rue Viellle du
Temple, Paris (price, 2fr. oo each).

1921, 235.

3
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Patents.

Exthaction of Sugar from Bbbts, etc. Guy S, Dyer, of Layton, Utali, TI.S.A.

l,S5St46S. September 21et, 1920. (Two figures,)

The material is fed through an opening 1 into one end of a cylindrical chamber S,

which can rotate by means of circular rails, travelling upon flanged rollers mounted in

suitable bearings, and is divided into compartments iJT, five of which are here shown,

although in practice more (as 7 or 8) are used. These compartments are formed

by annular plane transverse partitions JS, the outer edge of each partition being con-

nected in any suitable manner with the cylindrical body hlxtending in front of each

partition are two diametrically opposite shifter plates IS, which are perforated and extend

at an angle to the partition, so that the front edges of said plates, having regard to the

direction in which the cylinder rotates, are closely adjacent to said partition, while tlie

rear edges are at a considerable distance therefrom. The inner portions of said shifter

plates extend inwardly, through the openings in the partitions, as shown at These

shifter plates tend to convey the material from the outer to the inner portion of the

cylinder and cause it to pass through the holes in the pariiti(;nH. I'hey are perforated so

as to strain the material, while so shifting it from one compartment to the next, the

strained liquor flowing through said perforations into chambers 76‘ betw'een Ihe shifter

plates and the partitions. Vanes 17 extending inwnrdly from the wall of the chamber

are also provided, being arranged on said wall in a general longitudinal diiection but

oldiquely to the axis of the cylinder, the vanes as well as the plates serving to mo\e

the muteiial being treated toward the centre of the cylinder and thus cause it to pass

through the holes in the successive partitions.

While the material is thus being passed through the several partitions from one end

of the cylinder to the other, hot water is fed into the cylinder by a pipe 18, controlled by

a valve 79, the pipe 18 extending only into a terminal washing chamber SI connected

with the discharged end of the cylinder and co-axial therewith, from which washing

chamber SI it flows into the cylinder, flowing through the openings in the partitions as

the level of the water rises to the above said openings, and finally flowing out through

the feed opening 1 at the feed end of the cylinder. In order to increase the leaching

action of the water, it is additionally heated in its progress through the leaching cylinder

by means of steam pipes SS of which there are as many as there are compartments in the

leaching cylinder, these steam pipes being all inclosed within a tube extending

co-axially with the cylinder and being connected with tranKvei>ely extending branch

pipes which extend downward a suflicient distance to discharge below the level of the

water in the partitions, while the branch pipes extend through holes S6 in the inclosing

tube 23,
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Elbitrolytic Puhificahon of (Iane Juice. Elie Delafond^ of Habana, Cuba.

1,371^997, March 16ih, 1921. (Two figures.)

Raw juice is made to flow between electrodes supplied with low voltage direct or

alternating current or three-phase current, the rate of flow being such tliat deposition of

salts on the electrodes is prevented. Contact of the juice with the electrodes should not

be too long, say 6 mins, maximum when employing a current of 6-10 volts and a total

amperage of 10-60 amps., giving a current density of itfji am. per sq. cm. Carbon, isino,‘

aluminium, lead and other metallic plates may be used as electrodes. After months of

use, no wear of the surface may be perceived, though if the rate of flow is insufficient a

coating of slime soon collects.

As is shown in the drawings, the apparatus comprises a wooden or other tank J rect-

angular in section, provided with zinc electrodes carbon electrodes J, and aluminium

electrodes 4 • These are con -

^ nected either to bus -bars, or

to the respective line wires

7t ot a three-phase line

delivering about 4 to 10

amps, of current per sq. cm.

of electrode surface. A
60-c>cle 100 amp. dynamo
machinemay be used,only 10

to 60 amps, being employed,

so as to operate within sale

limits. All the zinc elec-

trodes are connected to one

phase 5, all the carbons 3 to

the second phase 6’, and all

the aluminiums^ to the third

phase 7. Those eloctrodos

are staggered so as to form

a zig-zag passage for the

electrolyte, and are spaced

approximate!}^ 60 cm. ajwit.

'I'he juice enters through a

trough 3 to one end of the

tank and passes between

the electrodes in a zig-zag

path ftom one end of the

tank to the other, leaving through a pipe 9. I'he precipitated impurities pass through a

slot JO into an overflow chamber
, while some scum accumulates behind the last elec-

trode, and either passes through the spout IS to the filter or is skimmed off and discharged

to a filter. The rate of flow of the juice through the zig-zag passage between the electr(^es

is about 5 meters per min., that is, sufficiently rapid to prevent both heating and the depo-

sition of slimes on the electrodes. It should preferably be slightly acid, using sulphurous

acid or phosphoric acid. It is possible to get the same effect in a metallic tank stirred

by a second electrode to give sufficient motion to the juice or syrup.

Operating in this way, the soluble salts contained in the juice are rendered insoluble

;

while gums, wax, and other colloids are precipitated. Partial re-solution will occur,

however, if the temperature bo too high, that is, above 71® C. Tests before treatment

showed 81 '16° Brix, 69 per cent, of sucrose, and 86'02® purity ;
and after purification in the

manner described, 79*3® Brix, 71*26 per cent, sucrose, and 89*84® purity.

I

i This process has been tried out in Cuba, the inventor having claimed that by Its appli-
cation it is possible to make a fine white product at practically tlie same cost as 96“ test
raw, while obtaining a higher yield.
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UNITED KINGDOM.
Mill with a Movably-Mounteh Top Roll. Frederick J. de Bruin, of llotterdam*

m,633 (10,991). April 20th, 1920.

In a sugar cane mill with a movahly-mounted or floating top rail, the direction of the

hydraulic pressure acting on the top roll is inclined to the plane containing the axes of

the side rolls, and the direction may he adjusted as required.^ As shown in Fig. 1, the

pivots 6 of the two pendulums 6 which support the top roll 4 ftre mounted in shoes or

blocks 7 which can be moved over curved tracks 8 by means of screwed rods 9 operated by
nuts or hand-wheels 10. In
another arrangement, Fig. 3,

the upper section or cap 14

containing tho toi> roller is

connected to the lower section

12 of the housing by bolts 16,

17, so that by lengthening one

bolt and shortening the other

the cap can be placed in the

desired oblique position. Or

the plungers of tho hydraulic

apparatus of the top roller may
be moved over curved tracks fixed to the upper part of the housings, the top roller being

mounted on roller bearings arranged between boaring-bushes and the cylinders of the

hydraulic rums. In another arrangement, tho top roller and its hydraulic apparatus aie

mounted w'ithin oscillating yokes pivotally mounted between the lateral faces of the main
housings. In another form of the tio-rod tyjie of mill, the pivots of the pendulums carry-

ing the tup roller can he placed in any one of a series of holes in the lower parts of the

pendulums and in bearing-hlocks secured to tho hod plate of the machine.

Filtkk, using Bagasse ok likk James Miller and George Fletcher

& Co,, Ltd.fOi Derby. 161,993 {11,14S). Ma3'^6th, 1919. (One drawing.)

A filter comprising a chamber

mounted on trunnions.?, 3, through

which the liquid is supplied and

discharged, has one end closed by

a cover 6, separately mounted and

rapidly operated, and is provided

at the other end with a stop-cock

14 for draining ofi* mud or sedi-

ment. When sugar liquor is to be

filtered, bagasse be u^ed as

filtering medium. The bagasse is

compressed by a follower 10 forced

down by a spindle 8 passing freely

through the cover 6 and rotated by

means of a nut 7 which turns freely

in a yoke 9. A nut 11 gives pack-

ing pressure to the cover 6. I’be

upper part of the chamber may be

provided with a test cock 13 and

with a pipe and cock IS lor draw-

ing-off liquor above the filtering

medium prior to emptying the

ohamher. (Reference has been directed by the Comptroller to Specification 28586/96.),

'Coiupare also U.K Pateut, 140,289; I.S.J

,

1030, 713.
• Cf. also U.K, Patent, 158,387 ; JAM., 1021. 290.

nc I.
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ScKAPBKS pou GiioovEi) MiLL Kolleks. William Mackie (A» & W, Smith & Co,,

Ltd,, of 120, Dale Street, Glasgow, R.S., Scotland). 1G^4U [4317), February

I2tli, 1920; April 28th, 1921. (Two figures.)

The invention has lor its object to provide simple, effective, and easily adjustable

moans for clearing the fragments of bagasse from the grooves on the discharge roller of

the mill. As is shown in the drawings, the discharge roller A of the mill is formed as

usual with deep circum-*

ferential grooves i?, and
there is also provided, to

CO -act with the roll, a

hugasbe discharge table

6’, secured by screws to a

usual supporting bar i?,

the heads of the screws

being countersunk. Ac-

cording to the invention,

there aro’providcd a series

of scrapers O, one for each groove li in the mill. The sluinks K of those srrapeis are

circular and are adjustably secured in the table supporting bar L. Blots J are cut in the

forward scraping edge of tlie ordinary bagasse discharge tabic C to permit the Hcraping

ends of the blades 0 to pass and enter the grooves It of the roll A, to which grooves the

scraping ends are substantially counterpart. These rnfans of liolding the scrapers G
permit of easy adjustment, in order to effect the complete removal of the fragments of

bagasse lodged in the grooves and to discharge them on to the bagasse table (\

Buttling Tanks fou thm Clarification o

payne Gardens, London. 161,756

In apparatus for separating suspended

subjecting it to abrupt upward, downward,

changes of velocity in the neighbourhood

separately collecting and discharging from

F Liquids (Juicks). L. Linden, of Com-
(2095). January 28th, 1920.

matter from a liquid stream by successively

and again upwaid deflexion with consequent

of quiescent zones, moairs are provided for

said zones the separated matter of diflerent

specific gravities. The apparatus shown
comprises a contra! tube c and concentric

vessels d, /, y, of similar configuration and
of such a size that liquid supplied through
a pipe a to the tube c and overflowing

into a discharge trough flows inter-

mediately through passages between the

several vessels having a successively in-

creasing cross-section. Vertical plates or

rings <?, h, j, are provided as bafiles in the

positions shown. Heavy matters settle

into pockets y*, of the vessels, d, f,
and light impurities rise to the surface in

the vessels d, f, and can he floated off at

intervals through a trough or troughs

rf®. Separation can be aided by the

supply of steam or other heated medium
through perforated pipes <1, r, s, and of air through a pipe which is situated in

the opening d^ between the vessels d, /, and has perforations directing the air into both

vessels. The pipe a may deliver the liquid on to a perforated basket p containing a solid

reagent. Lime in solution may he supplied to the pocket through a small central

pipe V

;

while steam, water, or chemicals for cleansing may be directed along the bases

of the vessels from perforated tube rings t, f*,
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Patents.

Hkfauatino Starch from Glutbv. Corn Products Refining Co., of New York.

L^9y8S8 {70^4)- March 3rd, 1921 ; convention date, March 8th, 1920 ; abridged

as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

Water containing the starch and gluten in suspension is subjected to agitation and
aeration for the production of a froth from which the starch is allowed to drain, wliile the

glutenous froth is separated in troughs.

Machine for cutting Plates and Bars of Sugar into Cures, me. Soc. Anon.
Raffinerie Tirlemontoise^ Tirlemont, Belgium. 159,899 {7689). March 9th,

1921; convention date, March 10th 1920; mt yet accepted

;

abridged as open to

inspection under Section 91 of the Act,

A feeding device for a sugar-cutting machine consists of two portions, of which one
brings the sugar up to the cutters and the second moves it while it is being cut and regu-

lates the size of the cut pieces.

Coating Confectionery. A. of Leytonstonc, London. 158,993 {$8,856).

November 16th, 1919.

UNirEI) KINGDOM COMPLETE SPECIFKIATIONS ACCEPTED.

Harvesting Cank. M. Wcrtheim. lG4i^'l!9 {14^170). May 25th, 1920.

Settling Tanks W. J. Mellersh-Jackson (Dorr Co.). 164,645 (25,866). Septeni-
hei 2nd, 1921,

Filters 6'. Loffler. 163,252 [85,256). December 15th, 1920.

AprARATi’S FOR Si'K'iMc OitAviTv Detehminai ION. C. W. StancUffc. 145,447
{16,544,. .July I6th, 1916.

Evafohaiorb i\) E. Josse and W. Gensecke. 138,871 iSS95). Fehruary 27th, 1915.

(2) N. Testrup and Techno-Chemical Laboratories, Ltd. 163,798 {5558).
Febiuary 24th, 1920. (it) F. Mcrz. {7778). March lOth, 1920.

pRocfSH and Affauatip for '1’ricating Large Uiantitikn ok Lmuins with Pruirviso
Affauatis in a CoNiTNuors Manner. A. J. H. Haddan (Naamlooze
Vennootschap Algemeene Norit Maatschappij). 163,505 [5707). Febiuary
25111, 1920

IlrnNiNG fhioroi.ATK A. Sonsthagen. 168,844 {7438} March 12th, 1920.

Coating OoNKr(Ti(»Ni-RV. 0) R. F. Macfarlane. 164,564 (9685). April 6th, 1920.

(2, C. A. Fankhauser. 157,973 [1745). .larmary loth, 1920.

Mechanism for Handling Cocoa Niiis E. C. R. Marks (National Equipment Co.).
163,261 [7125). November 4th, 1919.

Okntuift'gals. (1) S. Hepn*orth Co., and E. M. Mackintosh. 148,900 {14,550};
143,903 {14.553). Si'ptember 29th, 1916. (2)0, Imray (W. Mauss), 164,418
[3474}» February 4th, 1920.

Manufacture of Syuufs and Sugars. F. Patterson. 163,924 [16,322). June 19th,
1920.

PuRiPicAnoN OF Lactose. J. TarrogeSy J. W. Roche, and G. Martin. 163,937
{22,021). July 22nd, 1920.

Fermentation Process for Producing Butyl Alcohol and Acetone C. Weizmann
and C. A. Harrdyn. 164,023 {9181). June 29th, 1916.

Glycerin Production wy Fbkmkntation. A. T. Cocking and C. H. Lilly. 164,034
{28,644). September 25th, 1919.

Distilling Affauatus. (1) N. H. Freeman. 164,098 (6271). February 27th, 1920.

(2) G. W. Ellis. 164,407 (698). January 8th, 1920.

Extracting Materials. Elektro-Osmose A.-G. (Graf Schwerin Ges.). 146,453
(18,521). July 3rd, 1919.

Manufacture of Sugar from Wood, etc. A . Classen. I64 y829 (f5 ,240)- June 4th,

1920.
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United States.

(Wilhlt f Oraff.)

(Tons of 2,240 lbs.)

Total Receipts January Ist to Juno 23rd .

.

Deliveries „ ,,

Meltings by Refiners ,, ,, ...
Exports of Refined „ ,,

Importers’ Stocks, June 23rd

Total Stocks, June 23rd

I'otal Consumption for twelve months ,

,

192t.

Tons.

1,859,291

1,345,621

1,195,014

101,000

23,722

204,006

1920.

4,084,672

1920.

Tons.

1,649,182

1,649,182

l,462,lia

270,000

none

52,614

1919.

4,067,671

Cuba.

Sl’ATEMENT OF EXFOUTS AND STOCKS OF SUGAll, 1918-1919,

1919-1920, AND 1920-1921.

(Tons of 9,940 lbs.)

Exports

Stocks

1918-19.

Tons.

1,800,023

1,192,732

1919 20.

Tons.

2,318,966

661,762 ..

1920 21

Tons.

1,313,434

1,322,313

Local Consumption

2,992,766

47,000

2,980,718

39,700 ..

2,636,747

63,000

Receipts at Ports to May 3 1st «• .... 3,039,766 87^0,418 2,688,747

Havana
^
May SUt^ 19^1 J. Qoma.— L. Mkjrh.

United Kingdom.

Statbmrnt ok Imkorts, Exkouts, AND Consumption ok f;>UOAK KOU SlK Months

BKDiNO June 30th, 1913, 1920, and 1921.

iMFoam RxPORTS (Foreign).

1913. 1990. 1921. 1913. 1920. 1921.

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons Tons
Refined .. .. .. 99,094 .. 205,046 533 . . 767 159

Raw 546,678 .. 703,748 .. 486,988 2,029 . . 3,579 .. 1,304

Molasses.. .. ,. 46,397 .. 88,889 181 .. 1,858 346

1,051,403 849,939 730,922 2,743 6,204 1.808

UOMK CONSUMFl'lON.
1913. 1920. 1921.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

Refined .« . 419,641 .. 117,116 192,476

Refined (in Bond) in the United Kingdom . 855,358 .. 385,762 408,464

Raw 60,616 . . 126,232 62,227

Molasses.. .. 15,660 19,082 5,819

Molasses, manufactured (lu Bond) in United Kingdom

.

19,299 41,912 23,588

Total . 870,574 690,104 687,674

Lett Exports of British Refined .. .. 12,837 151 3,662

857,737 689,953 68.%922
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Uaited Kingdom^

IMPOHTS AND EXPOKTS OF SDGAK.
iMPonrs.

Onk Month endino
Junk aom.

Six Months endino
June 30th.

IJnhkfinvd Hugaks.

Germany . .

Netherlands
{

Belgium
France

|

Czecho -Slovakia
|

Philippine iHlunds I

Cuba
Dutch Gtiiafia

Hayti and San Domingo .

.

Mexico
Peru
Brazil .

Maiiritiufl

British India

Straits Settlements
;

British West liulif-s, British

j

Giiiaita& British HondtiraSi

Other Countries t

Total Baw Sugars !

liKhlNKn SuCiAUS.

Gorninny
Netherlands
Belgium
Franco
Ozeoho-Slovakia

.Java

United States of America..
Argentine Kepuhlic
Mauritius
Other Countries

Total Reflnod Sugars ..

Dilolasses

458,288
30

111,365
721

54,610
-37,140
163,832

615

Total Imports.

30,669 17.379
i

86,573
1

66,952
i

1,121 1
2,284

,

14,750
1

30,303
1

lie,301 66,006 703,748 486,988

1

126 1 I

16 9,130 1,059 fil,313 i

560 13 1,640 16.141
1

7 6 10 2,607
1

6 102 138 1

6,012
1

104 !

6*484 32^7^ 83.219
1

62,655
j

1

. .

.

.
j

*226 22*91*6
^

7^928 72*186

7,809 64,828 99,094 206,045

7,758 4,153 46,397 38,889

131,368 134,987 849,239 730,922
1

EXPOinS.

Bkitish lisFiNxn Sugars.

Denmark
Netherlands

Channel Islands

Canada
Otlier Countries

Refined and Candy
Unrefined
Various Mixed in Bond....
Molasses

Total Exports.

Tons.
j

Tons. Tons.
1

Tons.

1 ....
{

1

.... 140 2 1,402

’*35
*io4 iil TTl

243
-9 1*638

35 487 161 3,662

6 70 767 169

2,338 776 3,679 1,304

*656 *89 1^858 345

9,988 1,879 6,866 6.460

Weights calculated to the nearest ton*
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Sugar Market Report.

Our lH»t report wab dated 4th June, 1921.

The weakness noted at that date progressed throughout the month, and values in all

departments continued to shrink in no uncertain manner. Only during tlie past few days

have there been any signs of resistance to the fall, when a revival of demand from the

home trade has synchronized with better advices from abroad.

Prosont prices for reiined are but a shade better than tlio lowest and are Ss, to 6s.

per cwt. down on the month. Tates’ London Granulated is quoted at 56b., No. 1 Cubes

60s spot, duty paid
;
Ozocho-Slovak Superior Granulated 278 ,

ASP, etc., Cubes 298. f.o.b.

Hamburg; American Granulated, 278.3d. c.i.f. U.K. ports. It is still noticeable that

interest is centred almost exclusively in parcels on the spot or for early arrival
;

the

settlement of the coal-strike probably assists the demand for such near at hand lots, but
greater confidence is needed to stimulate enquiry for later periods.

W.I. Crystallized on the spot are held at 448. 498. for grocery descriptions; 39s.

to 438. for lower qualities, duty paid. Cuban 96° Centrifugals nominally 16s. 6d., Peru
96° about Ifis., Brazil 80° Syrups lls. pcrcwt., all c.i.f. UK. In the Terminal Cane
Sugar Market there are buyers of (Jct./Doc at los. 9d., this being a recovery of about

Is. 6d. per cwt. from the lowest price touched.

In the American market, the weight of unsold sugar (‘oiitimies to make itself felt

and prevents any lasting firmness. Uuotations c. & f. New York for 96 per cent. Centri-

fugals may be called 4c to 4jc. for sugars going in free of duty, and 2|c. to 2|c. per lb.

for full duty lots. The eonsumption shows no sign of substantial increase, and for

January/June is expected to total about the same as a year ago, viz., 2,380,000 tons ; but,

whereas the period last year saw eager buying at advancing prices and a tendency to

stock up invisibles, the feature of the present is the rapid manner in which the sugar
is being actually absorbed. Hence the figures for the second half of the year should

make a more favourable comparison.

Latest Cuban statistics compare witli previous years as follows :

—

1921. 1920. 1919.

Week’s receipts to 2nd July .. 38,000 36,236 ,, 46,589 tons.

Total to 2nd July 2,926,000 .. 3,213,763 .. 3,317,646 „
Total stock at 2nd July .. .. 1,416,000 •. 540,320 .. 1,135,231 ,,

Centrals working 11 13 .. 26

The total of the stocks held up country is not known, but it is difficult to s(^e how the

estimates of u crop of 3,900,000 tons are to bo reached, even allowing liberally for this

item. To complete that figuie sonic 976,000 tons would have to be brought into sight

from this date on, as against some 620,000 tons last year.
^

White Javas are lower at 13 guilders per picul f.o.b. second half July Bhipment, 12g.
August and 1 IJg. September, these quotations being about a guilder above the lowest at

which business has been done. There have been one or two periods of considerable

activity in the demand for India, during which the Syndicate of Producers has made pro-

gress with the sale of its holdings ; the unsold quantities are now estimated to have been
rediK'od to about 400,000 tons Whites and 426,000 tons Browns and Muscovados. In
addition there are probably some 160,000 tons still unsold in the hands of the independent
mills. For India the quotations for Whites are to-day, August shipment I8s., Sopt./Oct.

ITs. 9d. c. & f. Calcutta; July shipment is scarce and not offered. Freights to U.K,
having beciome dearer 19s. c.i.f. is now asked for August shipments.

Continental crop reports are generally favourable; Germany, Czecho-Slovakia and
the Netherlands have bad sufficient rains, but some parts of Franco report that more rain
is needed. It is expected that the Italian Government will relinquish the control of sugar
at an early date, and the increase in the coming crop will probably render farther imports
unnecessary.

10 ic II, Mincing Lane,

London, K.O. 3,

July 6th, 1921.

H H. Hancock & Co.
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Notes and Comments.

The Report of the Indian Sugar Committee.
Just as we go to press we are in receipt of a copy of the Eeport of tho Indian

Sugar Gomniittoe. As was to be expected, it is a weighty document and will long

servo as a useful guide to the complex problem of the Indian sugar industry.

Tho Eeport is compressed a good deal
; but, even so, it covers about 400 folio pages

of printed matter and contains a number of maps and is illustrated by 23 plates.

A UHoful feature is a chapter upon the sugar industry in Java, which countiy the

Committee visited in the course of their extensive touring. It wull not be possible

to discuss this report at length in the present issue, but one or two points may be

noted. Among the most important of its proposals is the formation of a Sugar

Board into which the Sugar Bureau will bo merged, and on this Board there will

he representatives of the cane growers, manufacturers and the sugar trade. One
of the most important functions of tho Board will bo the genei*al control of the

policy of a proposed large Sugar Eesearch Institute. This is to be erected in the

eastern portion of the United Provinces iu a tract with largo areas under theindi-

genouH Indian canes. It is proposed that the Institute will be modelled on the

Java plan, with a large farm and small sugar school for training students iu every
branch of the industry: there will be three main sections, agricultural, chemical

and engineering, each of which is to be under a compctoiit director. The whole
scheme is laid down ou the broadest lines and will cost a great deal of monej% but
the importance of the industry is so great that a heavy outlay would be fully

justiEed. The Eeport is divided into the following sections : Agricultural, Manu-
facture, the Industry, and various appendices

;
and we propose to deal with some

of its features in our next issue.

The Tate- Lyle Refineries Amalgamation.
The most important event in the history of British refineries for many years

past is undoubtedly the absorption by Messrs. Henky Tate & Sons, Ltd., of the

refining business carried on by Messrs. Ajbham Lyle & Sons, Ltd., which is in

process of completion. A certain community of interests begotten by war-time

restrictions has doubtless led these big London refining interests to combine and
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thereby effect as it is hoped considerable econonuos in administration, in purchase

of raw material and in distribution of the finished product. Whether this example

of combination will be followed by others amongst the Liverpool and Greenock

houses remains fo be seen. But the establishment of anything in the nature of a

sugar refining tiust in this country is to be deprecated both from the point of view

of the raw sugar piodiicer and of the ultimate consumer, so any tendency in that

direction will need to be watched.

The financial aspects of the deal are briefly as follows ; The nominal capital

of Tate & Sons is to be increased from £2,000,000 to £4,500,000, divided into

£1,100,000 Preforeiico and £3,400,000 Ordinary shares, of wdiich total £4,412,000

has been issued. The purchase price to bo paid to Lyle & Sons is £2,862,000,

satisfied wholly in Preference and Ordinary shares, and in consideration of it

Tate & Sons will get the £2,250,000 issued share capital of Lyle & Sons. But the

ultimate effect of the exchange of shares between the two bodies of sbarobolders

is that when the amalgamation is complete one half of tbo issued share capital of

Tate & Sons (namely, 550,000 Preference and 1,656,000 Ordiiiaiy) will beheld by

the present Tate’s shareholders, while the other half will be held by the existing

Lyle shareholders, an arrangement which is said to be in accordance with the

approximate values of the not assets of the two coinj>anics.

Lyle & Sons having hitherto been a piivate firm has never so far disclosed

its earnings and dividends; but it may be presumed that these in the past have

not been much if any behind Tate’s, whoso dividend during the last decade has

averaged per cent, (rising in 1914 to 50 per cent, and falling in 1919 to 12.J)

apart from the payment in 1919 of a capital bonus of 100 per cent. There would
therefore seem good grounds for supposing that under the new ariangoments a

very satisfactory rate of dividend will be secured on the revised cajutal, even if the

dividends of the last ton years aio not maintained.

Power Alcohol Legislation In the United Kingdom.
This year’s Finance Bill in the House of Commons marks a stej) in the stages

of Governmental conversion to the use duty-free of alcohol for power purposes in

this country. Hitherto the preparation heu*e of such spirit has been hedged w'ith

restrictions (such as the stipulation that not more than 500 gallons wore to be

distilled at one time) and the coat has worked out at not less than 2h. 2d. per gallon.

These restrictions were devised originally to apply to the manufacture of potable

spirit, and their unsuitability for the methylated variety ^'as so patent that the

Commissioners of Customs and Excise are now authorized to make new regulations

which in effect will enable the rectification of low-grade alcohol imported from
overseas to bo undertaken in this country without let or hindrance and permit it

to be freely stored and distributed. In addition, the taxation on such spirit is to

bo lightened, since the import duty of 5d. per pi oof gallon is to bo abolished in

the case of spirit produced within the British Empire, the duty on foreign produced
spirit being maintained as before at 28. fid. per gallon. The rebate granted to

home distillers of home-produced raw spirit is however raised from 3d. to 5d, per
gallon, 80 that the effect of the new clauses of the Finance Bill is to give home-
produced spirit an advantage of 5d. per gallon over British Colonial produced
spirit, and to the latter an advantage of 2s. 6d, over the foreign produced com-
modity. All this advantage, by the way, is confined to tbe imports of low-grade
spirit intended for the manufacture in this country of power and industrial

alcohol
; on any completed power alcohol the full Customs duty of £2 12s. lid, (less

2s. fid. preference for that from Imperial sources) is still apparently to be levied.
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Notes and Comments.

The effect o! the new provisions would thus appear to be that the home dis*

tiller is to be prohibitively protected against the output of foreign distillers, and
that as regards his raw inateriarhe is given some inducement (6d. per gallon) to

use preferably home grown sources of supply. If he elects to import the raw
spirit for distilling purposes he is given the choice of that from Empire sources

entering duty free, or that from foreign sources on which a duty of 28, 6d. per

gallon is to be levied.

As Mr, F. I. ScARB points out on another page, the sources of supply at home
are too restricted and too incapable of expansion to need serious consideration ;

and imported raw material will have to form the vast bulk of the power alcohol

distiller's roquireinents. On the other hand, the preference now accorded to

Empire low-grade spirits should if maintained do something to encourage pro-

duction not only in our sugar Polonies but also in those regions where (as has

lately been demonstrated in the articles in our pages on the production of

*‘Natilite”) other refuse vegetation can be called into play to supply the distiller's

raw material. Those sources of suppl}^ once they are opened up are almost

illimitable.

But in the meantime the intending users in the United Kingdom of this

power alcohol point out that as the great bulk of the waste molasses spirit avail-

able at the present day for distillation purposes is of Cuban or Javun origin, the

effect <»f the duty of 28. (5d. per gallon levied on it is to make such power alcohol

derived therefrom too expensive to compete with petrol at its present price. The
benefits of the now legislation are thus admittedly little more than an aid to

stimulating in bur Empire a production of raw material that is at present only

in its infancy.

Financing the Cuban Sugar industry.

The r^ubaii Sugar Finance Commission formed some months ago to control

the sale of the Cuban crop 1ms, it appears, been hitherto hampered from the fact

that a million and a quarter tons of sugar has remained outside the scope of its

operations and has been entering the market independently. Now that practically

all of this competing supply is sold, the Commission is expected to command the

situation and exercise more effective control on tho sales of Cuban raws.

Ihit there is such a large amount of unsold Cuban sugar waiting for a market

that it IS feared it will not bo disposed of in the ordinary course before the new
crop sugar outers on tho scene. To relieve this situation, therefore, a bold scheme

of a Government bond issue has been put forward and has every chance of being

carried into cdfect. The plan is to issue forty million dollars’ worth of bonds

guaranteed by the Cuban Government at 6 per cent, interest, payable within 2(^

years, and tho interest secured by a tax of thirty cents to be levied on each bag

of sugar made during the currency of the loan. With these funds a specially

organized company under Govornraeut control, to be called tho Sugar Industry of

Cuba Company, will buy up about a million tons of the present surplus supplies

of sugar, paying for them not in cash but in these bonds. This sugar would be

disposed of as opportunity offered, not on the open market, and preferably to

countries which are in need of sugar but can only offer deferred payment for their

purchase. By this means tho sugar manufacturers of Cuba would be placed in a

position to fund their coming crop, while tho competitive market relieved of the

bulk of the surplus of the 1920-21 crop would be able to start operations on the

1921-22 one on a more natural basis of supply and demand.
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As Fact» about Sugar points out, this is a most significant and important

development. The objection, that although this amount of sugar be withdrawn

through its purchase by the Cuban Government it will still be in existence and

must be marketed at some future date—does not hold seriously, for the reason

that the plan makes it unnecessary to dispose of this sugar within any prescribed

period of time, since payment of interest and redemption of the bonds would be

provided for by a tax on future production, and the sugar could even be thrown

into the sea without affecting their security.

But in all probability it will find a purchaser, especially if sold on deferred

terms. The phenomenal drought in Europe which is stated to be playing havoc

with this year’s beet crop is bound to be a favourable factor. If as seems very

probable the European beet campaign yields considerably less than was estimated,

the deficit will tend to increase the demand for Cuban sugars in Europe. The

great piirpose of this loan scheme is to place the Cuban sugar industry once more

on a footing of financial stability, and though cash sales at the current trend of

prices will not make over-capitalized businesses a paying proposition once more,

they will at least allow the funding of the coming ci'op to be more promptly

undertaken and thereby oil the wheels of the industry ; incidentally, they may
expedite the settlement of numerous accounts for sugar machinery »supplied in

1919 and 1920, for lack of which numerous engineering firms have been placed

in positions of more .or less severe financial strain.

The New American Sugar Tariff.

The new Foidney Tariff Bill—as it is called—is progressing through Congress

and should soon be passed into law\ It maintains the emergency sugar tariff

passed earlier in the summer which fixes the tax according to the polariscope test

;

96 test centrifugals emanating from Cuba are charged I CO cents per lb., and
other foreign sugars pay 2 cents, the former thereby continuing to receive a

20 per cent, rebate.

Two new provisions appear in the Bill : a duty of 60 per cent, ad valorem on
rare sugars used for scientific work ; and a provision whereby United States

refiners handling raw sugars produced in the domestic United States are to be

allowed to import 2 lbs. of foreign raws for each lb, of home grown raw^s they

refine, at a rebate of 25 per cent, from the prevailing tariff fate. As explained by
the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Eepresentatives, the former
provision serves to protect an industry fostered during the war which is of

importance to industry, medicine and science. The latter provision is aimed at

encouraging domestic sugar production, by making it possible for domestic beet

and cane factories to operate throughout the entire year, thus reducing production

costs, spreading the overhead charges over the 12 months, and at the same time
benefitting the consumer.

Another provision modifies the drawback clause by which the exporter of

refined sugar iiiade from imported raws is allowed to recover the duty on the full

proportion of such raws in cases where the foreign sugar is mixed with sugar of

domestic production, instead of as formerly only recovering the duty represented

by the proportion of foreign sugar in the refined mixture. This concession

increases the rebate by roughly 7 per cent.
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The Kelham Beet Factory.

The First Animal Keport with Balance Sheet (for the year ending March 31st

last) of Home Grown Sugar Ltd., the owners of the Kelham estate, shows a

balance on Profit and Loss Account of £1947, this being due to profits from the

working of tlie estate and farm. This first year’s trading is of course only a

preliminary to the main purpose of getting the beet sugar factory erected and

working during this Autumn.

The Boport states that the farm has been managed in a very efficient manner
and much good work has been done on it during the past two years. The main

work of the year has however been the erection of the factory and the making of

arrangements for the cultivation of the necessary supplies of beet this summer.
The contract for the sugar plant, as already announced, was placed with a leading

firm of French sugar machinery specialists who have supplied the plans for the

whole scheme as a complete unit, British architects were appointed to adapt the

plans and supervise the building operations for which British building contractors

and British labour were engaged. In October when the factory hopes to enter on

its first campaign, a French factory manager (M. IJlcNlU TlllEliY) with specialist

foremen will bo in charge
;
but the rest of the labour will be British. Some

2300 acres of beet are being cultivated by farmers in the distiict, while the estate

will have 200 acres of its own under cultivation. This area, the Bepoit states, is

expected to yield the maxiimiin quantity which during the first year it was
thought safe to have available <o deal with; consequently many offers fiom

farmers had to bo refused.

On acc(uint of the extraordinary cost of labour and materials, additional

capital to tlie extent of £200,000 is icquired to coinjilete the scheme, and provide

in all a working capital of £700,000. To secure this sum, arrangements have been

made, ns is known, for a First Mortgage of £75,000, and Parliament has sanctioned

an advance by the Treasury of £125,000 on Second Mortgage. Sanction has also

been given by the Government for the first payment of the guaranteed dividend

of 5 per cent, upon the public capital of £250,000, Finally, it has to be rocoided

that owing to ill-health the Karl of Denbigh has unfortunately had to retire

from the Board.

Those W'ho are anxious to see this venture prove a success will undoubt-
edly regret that this further addition of capital has been found necessary.

The factory has been erected at jirobably the most expensive time in the history

of the building trade
;
how it is going to compete with pre-war establishments

(not to mention those erected in coming years, which, w’hile costing more than
the pre-w^ar scale wull almost assuredly be built at a lower rate than the present

one) remains to be seen ; but in the light of other contemporary flotations abroad,

it is bard to resist the belief that it will ultimately prove over-capitalized. In
France the cost of a similar 60G-ton sugar factory is reckoned at present at some
16 million francs, or roughly 40 per cent, of the capital required for Kelham, even

though building in France is very much in the hands of Trusts. A factory of like

capacity which was erected in France during the war, built partly of second hand
machinery, is said to have cost a trifle over 3 million francs complete (as compared
with the 32 million francs of Kelham) and yet after one short season’s working

at a loss has just shut down because the directors consider it is impossible to earn

a profit and depreciation on the cost. If this instance is at all comparable, it does

not suggest that the Kelham factory will find it easy to earn dividends on its much
larger capital, especially since sugar is no longer selling at £50 and upwards per ton

!
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However, thanks to the Government support, there is little doubt that what-

ever the financial outcome of the experiment, the latter will be carried through

sufficiently far to enable us to gauge the possibilities of the subject under normal

circumstances and normal capital expenditure. If the earnings of this factory

will not suffice in the end to pay the minimum dividend on that capital sum which

in more settled times will bo needed to build a similar factory, then indeed it will

have to be assumed that a boot sugar industry in this country is not practical

politics. Ihit it will not necessarily be the first campaign that will decide ‘the

matter of earning ability since we fear this unprecedented summer drought will

bring in its train undersized roots and to that extent spoil the results for this

season.

A British Refinery adopts Oil Fuel.

In a recent number of the Grocer ond Oil Trade Revietn mention is made of the

fact that Messrs. Faihiuk & Co., Ltd., the well-knowm Liverpool firm of sugar

refiners, have been running their refinery on oil fuel since the middle of June last.

They had a reserve of several thousand tons of coal before tlio minors stoj)])cd woik

on April 1st, and were able to keep their refinery running until the beginning of

May to supply all their customers, and to accumulate sufficient stocks of refined

sugar to meet all demands until the beginiiijig of Juno. But as soon as thej" found

their stock depleted so that they could n(» longer kee}) up their customary output

of some 3000 tons of refined per week, they piO(;eeded to install an oil fuel burning

equipment on their boilers, and then re-started their refinery.

An order w'as placed on Thursday, June 2nd, with the AVullsend Slipway and

Engineering Co., Ltd., for two of their low-pressure oil burning systems, and most

of the material was delivered by Monday, June 6th. All pipework, oil Hb)rago

tanks and means of receiving oil both by road and canal, woie provided l»y Messrs,

Fairrie & Co.’s engineers; and the boilers, which represent 9000 ILF., wore

lighted on Juno 12th. Great credit thus reflects on the manufactun'rs and
engineers concornod for this speedy conversion, which is considered to establish a

record. Incidentally, this oil fuel installation is said to bo the biggest in I.ancashire.

No difficulties have since been experienced in maintaining the necessaiy suj)-

plies of steam, and the Company has therefore decided to use oil permanently on
part, if not all, of their immense boiler plant. This should make the refinery

virtually independent in future of coal as the sole source of their power, and,

should further trouble be experienced in the mining industry, Messrs. Fairrik
will be in an advantageous position to carry on undisturbed.

With regard to our recent reference to the services rendered to West Indian

agriculture by Sir John Harrison, C.M.G., we appear to have overlooked

the merit due to other workers, and our attention has been drawn to this by a
correspondent. This was, of course, not our intention, which was primarily to

draw attention to the eminence of Sir John’s long labours in the tropics and the

appropriateness of the distinction conferred on him. With regard to the manurial

^actice in the Demerara canefields, the claims of the Colonial Company should

not be overlooked, in that as the result of their earlier experiments, confirmed by
jSir John Harrison, the suitability of ammonium sulphate and mineral phos-

phates was first demonstrated, and subsequently very generally adopted in British

Guiana.^

1 See tlie West India Committee Clrcjilar^ August 12th, 1913.
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JiftB Hears Jlgo.

From the 'Sugar Cane/* August, 1871.

Somo purticularw were given in thin insue of our predecessor of a process of

purifying raw sugar, means of which “many of the difficulties and expenses

attendant on refining are saved.*’ It was the invention of L. J. F. Margueuittk. ^

After drying the raw sugar, it was placed in a cylindrical apparatus provided

with a perforated bottom similar in foim to a char filter, and there washed with

alcohol containing l‘o-3‘0 j)er cent, of sulphurous, sulphuric, or hydrochloric

acid. Wien the sfduhle impurities and colouring matters had thus been removed,

the crystals were fuiiher washed with neutral alcohol, and finally steamed and

dried. A better prooedine was to remelt the crystals obtained after wuishing with

the acidified alcohol, add calcium saccboiote to neutiabze the acid juesent, and

roboil to grain. "SSugar thus prepared is of very ]>eautifiil quality.*' especially

(it was added) if the raw" sugar bud been pulveiiml before washing with the

acidified alcfdiol, in older thus to remove the colouring mattei in the lamellfe of

the crystals.

Lons Tregke, in an aiticle reproduced from the Lminmna Sfif/ar Butrl,

emphasized tlio in)]}Oi lance of getting rid of the mechanical impurities present in

the juice as completely as ])ossible before the addition of the lime and sulphurous

acid for effecting the claiification proper. This removal of the “filth and
imjuiritieK" was regarded os an important discovery, which if utilized would

result ill increasing the yield and iinpioving the quality of tlie sugar obtained.

Ilow'over, details respecting the method of removing the insoluble impuiities, and
the amount of lime and sul]>burous acid added, weio not given in this article,

W’hi(‘h bad been written jiemling the publication of a patent protecting the

operation of the pioceduic suggested,

A “Ila])id Method of estimating Glucose ni Gano and Beet Sugar” was
descriln‘d hy L)r. T. L. PjTirso^". To a wwiii solution containing 1 gnu. of the

raw" sugar, 1-5 grin, of caustic potash was added, then a strong solution of copper

eulphate drop by di<)p, as long as any cuprous oxide was thrown dowui, and until

the Hulution above had become blue in colour. This precipitate was filtered off,

waslied wdtli hot water, and calcined, and the amount of glucose piesentin the

raAv sugar calculated from the w^eight of residue, which W"as assumed to be CuO.
This proceduio was pioposed as an alternative to the volumetric method in use in

most laboratories in this country at that time.

Notice was published of the issue of a prospectus for the formation of a

company “for develo])ing the products of the sugar beet grown in the Liiited

Kingdom,” the capital required being placed at £200,000, It was proposed to

erect several factories in suitable agricultural districts, the capacity of each being

about 20,000 tons per season, and the cost about £40,000. It was expected to

realize a })rofit of 16J per cent. On the list of directors appeared the well-

esteemed names of Mr. George Martixeatt and Mr. Hexry Tate.

Among other articles which were published in this issue were “Notts on

Manuring in Ceylon,” by Dr. J. C. Sortain ; “Chinese Immigrants as Workers

on Cane Plantations”
; “The International Sugar Convention of 1864”; and a

table showing degrees Baume and Tw^addle, and the corresponding specific gravity

values.

1 English Patent, 1854 of 1867.
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The Sugar Industry in Soviet Russia.

(From a Correspondent.)

There is no sugar in Eussia. Only a few lucky individuals who receive

“ privileged ” rations sometimes get some. The mass of the population can only

look back with regret to the time when one could buy any amount of sugar at 4d*

per lb. The Soviet Government is doing its utmost to improve the productivity

of the nationalized sugar industry, but so far without any positive result. ‘ The
future outlook both for sugar beet growing and the soft sugar industry leaves

little ground for optimism.

The Eussiau sugar industry has been gradually declining since the war.

The output of raw sugar has decreased during the four years of war from

1.740.000 tons in 1914 to 914,000 tons in 1917. After a year, that is from the

beginning of the Eovolutioii, the fall in the output continued at an appalling rate.

During the two following years the juoduction of sugar decreased more than

eleven times—in 1919 only 80,000 tons were produced. This w^as the year when

the sugar industry area was the scene of civil war, and the failure of the sugar

campaign may partly be explained by the latter. But the same thing occurred

likewise in 1920, when no regular military operations were cuiried on in the sugar

producing provinces. Even then only 69 per cent, of the minimum sugar pro-

duction programme was carried out. According to the Ehmomivhiskuia Zhizn

(October 13th, 1920), the estimated output for the sugar season of 1920 was

131.000 tons, but the actual output (according to Information from the same

source, i.e., the issue for June 4th, 1921,) amounted only to 90,850 tons.

The programme for 1921 is somewhat wider. According to the Kkovowklmhaia

Zhizn (July 4th), the area under sugar beet was estimated at 540,000 acres, as

against 486,000 acres of last year. (In 1914 theie w'ore 1,891,900 acres under

sugar beet, with an output of 163,000 tons of raw sugai). Moreover, tliere is not

the slightest reason to think that even this amount, however inconsiderable it may
be for the Eussian sugar industry, will be produced. The state of the sugar

industry so graphically described in the same issue of the Ekojumicheektia Zhizn

gives ample reason to doubt in the first place that the whole of the estimated

sugar beet area will actually be planted, and secondly, tliat the factories will be

able to produce the estimated amount of sugar.

Like all other industries, the sugar industry has been nationalized. The

Chief Sugar Oommittoo {Olavsakhar) is an enormous l.jureaucratic institution,

superintending the whole sugar industry, but it is situated in Moscow, far from

the sugar producing districts. The local Soviet authorities in these districts pay

no attention either to the requirements of the sugar industry or to the demands of

the Glavsakhar, and yet it is these very local commissars who have the right to

dispose of all the necessary labour.

The EfconomichesJcaia Zhizn points out that the local Soviet authorities

frequently deprive the sugar beet growers of their horses and grain, or do not

provide them with the necessary seed. In the height of the beet sowing season

the labourers are transferred from the beet plantations to other places and so on.

Twenty-five per cent, of the work of the Chief Committee consists in settling

disputes between the sugar factories and local institutions. The sugar beet plant-

ations, confiscated from private owners at the tixiie of the Eevolution, are now
partly owned by peasants or have been partly transformed into Soviet farms. The
peasants cultivate very little beet, because the price at which they are bound to
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The Sus^ar Industry in Soviet Russia.

deliver it to the Government is very low and does not cover the great amount of

labour necessary for beet cultivation. On the Soviet farms the work is unsuccess-

ful owing to the bureaucratism common to all Soviet institutions. There is also

a shortage of labour. Although the sugar beet plantations are usually situated in

the corn-growing provinces, the Soviet authorities are incapable of providing food

for their labourers. There is a shortage of live stock and fertilizers. At the

beginning of the Hevolution the x>ea8ant8 looted or slaughtered the cattle, and
only about 20-26 per cent, of the necessary amount is left; the quantity of

manure does not exceed 8 per cent, of the actual need. So far there is no accurate

information as to the area under cultivation. The Ekvytomicheskuia Zhizn makes
only a general surmise that the sowing is proceeding normally, with the exception

of the provinces of Tambov and Voronezh, whore “the issue of the campaign
causes some apprehension.’^ In any case, the plantations sown cannot be expected

to yield the expected crop. The helds were badly tilled, and the seed is old, which
is particularly harmful in view of the drought. According to the Soviet Govern-
ment programme, the above-mentioned quantity of sugar was to be produced at

150 sugar factories (as against 231 at work in 1014), but the ststeof these factories

is such that there is no hope of the proposed output materializing. Many factories

require to bo thoroughly repaired, and there is also some difiiculty in obtaining the

technical appliances. The chief difficulty, however, is tlie question of labour and
fuel. The principal cause of the shortage of labour is the lack of the necessaries

of life, while as regards fuel the stock of coal has fallen to 12 per cent., and that

of wood-fuel to 25 per cent, of the amount required. If the factoiies are to do

th(3ir full w^ork by Ilecoraber Ist, they must have about 100,000 tons of coal. But
there is no iiope that this amount of coal—which at the present rale of work in the

Doiietz collierioH rojuesents about 40 per cent, of the nett monthly output

—

will be delivered.

All the foregoing considerations give grounds for doubting whether the 1921

sugar progranuno will bo fulfillod. But oven if the Soviet Government did

manage to 'produce 163,000 tons of raw sugar, this would be quite insignificant

for Hussia and would far from satisfy the demand of even half of the i>opulation.

In 1913 Bussia exported 100,000 tons of sugar, whereas now the Soviet

Government is buying the first thousand tons of sugar abroad. Yet, in order to

satisfy the normal demand of the population, ten times that quantity would have
to be jmrchased, and that, of course, is impossible.

At a meeting of the Imperial Conference, held in London during July, a resolution

was passed recommending that a conference of representatives of the patent offices of Ilis

Majesty’s Dominions should be held in London, at an eaily date, to consider the practic-

abiiilv of instituting a system of granting patents which shall be valid throughout the

British Empire.

Considerable interest appciu^ to have been roused by the description of Mr.
Jos. Avrutik’s continuous centrifugal machine for curing massecuites, which was recently

published.* Encouraging trials are said to have taken place in the Ingenio Bio Cauto,

Oriente, Cuba, the material travelling from the top to the next lower stage, and out of the

separator, causing a separation and rearrangement of the massecuite (as claimed) in each

stage. A continuous machine of a tvpe which eliminates certain practical difficulties is a

matter of great interest, by reason of the reduced labour, lower first cost of the centrifugal

station, and decieased power consumption which would result, as compared with the

ordinary machines. We hope later to publish details of Mr. Avrutik’s further trials now
taking place.

^ LSJ,, im, 300 and S24.
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Power Alcohol in the United Kingdom.

By F. I. SCAHD. F.I.C

The acceptance by the House of Counnons of the ainondinent introducing into the

new Finance Bill a clause whereby (-olonial alcohol for denaturing and conversion

into power alcoliol can enter the United Kingdom free of duty, and at the same

time enjoy a protection of two shillingHand sixpence a proof gallon against alcohol

for the same purpose from f(»reign countiies is a suhstantial steptowaids the solu-

tion of the problem of whether or not an efficient and sufiiciently cheap substitute

for petrol can be thus found.

The surtax on this class of imported spirit is abolished; but its principle is

however, maintained in another form in the excise grant of 5d. per proof gallon

which is given to the home deiiaturer of spirit intended for powei purposes. This

is an increase of 2d, per ]u*oof gallon on tlie previous allowance, but cairies with it

the proviso that the alcohol so denatuied must he distilled in this country. It will

be remembered that the surtax was originally imposed ostensibly to coinpensuto

the homo distiller for the cost and loss arising out of the incidence of excise

regulations, disabilities from w'hich, it was alleged, foreign spirit did not suffer to

the same degree. This subject was fully gone into under the heading ‘

‘A Protected

Jndiistiy,*’ in the Ivieinttfivnal tingnr Jomnal of January, 1910, and it W'as then

shown there was only justitication for the surtax to a very small extent, the major

portion of it being nothing more or less than a protection of the home distiller.

This protection, therefore, still exists in the foim of the Od. per ])roof gallon

allowance, but the wind is tempered to the shorn Jamb by the two shillings and

sixpence per proof gallon protection which the Colonial distiller is, in his turn,

aiTorded against fonn'gn competitors.

Before the introduction of the new Clause, foreign and Colonial spirit imiioriod

for conversion into power alcohol were treated alike. From tlie Customs’ bond

it had to be transferred to the bond of the denaturer, who, on delivering the

prepared spirit for consumption would pay 2d. per proof gallon, the dill’erence

between the od. surtax and the Jfd. excise allowance. Now, the imported alcohol

is to go into the bond of the denaturer in the same way, but theie is no tax or

excise allowance, the latter only being given in respect of home-distilled spirit

used for the purpose, while only foreign spirit is liable to taxation.

It thus follows, under the new conditions, that a Colonial maker of alcohol

for power purposes, importing his own spirit would gain no special advantage from

setting up as a producei of power alcohol in the United Kingdom, as he did under

the old Finance Act, and would be subject to a disadvantage of 5d. a proof gallon,

or over 8d. a hulk gallon, in comparison with manufacturers w^ho used home-made
alcohol for the purpose. The home denaturer impoiting spirit would also be in the

same position, and the effect of the new Clause would seem to be to develop a power

alcohol industry in this country with home produced alcohol as its basis. It is,

however, now generally recognized that there are no products commercially available

for the purpose in this country. Land is required for growing food stuffs, and those

which are suitable for alcohol production are required for food purposes* Apart

from other considerations, the cost of labour, cultivation, etc., would be prohibitive

for the production of a material which has to compete with petrol wrhich is a

natural product, and only requires refining to render it utilizable. The consump-
tion of petrol in the United Kingdom is very great, and the extent of it will be

realized when it is considered that it would take upwards of 2500 square miles of
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Power Alcohol in the United fCiitgdom.

ttugar boet cultivatiou to supply the oorrespoiuling amount of power alcohol. Au
area of this dimension cannot he spared in this country for the purpose, apart from

other considerations. Attention is therefore, necessarily, directed to the tropics

for a supply of the raw material to produce the alcohol on the spot or in this country.

Perturbation as regards the possible failure of the petrol supply has now
passed, to a great extent, away. There seems to be the same ready supply as before

the war, and in comparison with the cost of other commodities, the price of petrol

is not excessive. There would, therefore, be direct competition between petrol and

power alcohol, and for the latter to gain a footing in the United Kingdom a lower

coat of production is essential. This is only likely to be obtained w^hen the raw
material is what, would be a waste product, if not utilized in some form or other.

Everything points to molasses heiiig the only source which has a chance of com-
mercial success, especially as the homo distiller importing molasses for the purpose

would receive the 8d. per gallon bonne on his alcohol to which reference lias been

made above. Foreign molasses can enter the Unit(^d Kingdom for the purpose of

distillation free of duty, and this would give rise to a competition with Cuban
molasses. When, however, it is considered that the substitution of jiower alcohol

for jietrol in the United Kingdom would require the molasses from 16,l)0(»,(H)0 tons

of cane sugar, the extent of the conqiotition is not serious.

The present Finance Bill shows that the Government is still protecting the

home distiller against his (\)l()niftl brother. The introduction of completed j)Owor

alcohol is practically forbidden by the Customs' tariff, which inflicfs the full spirit

duty upon it. But at any rate, by penalizing foreign plain sjiirit, it gives the

opp(»rtunity wanted of putting the whole matter to the test, and it is to ho hoped
tha advantage w'ill be taken of it.

The (|Uostioii of the method of denaturing is left to the decision of the Com-
missioners of Customs and blxcise, together w’ith regulations as to transport,

handling, etc., and the issue of the regulations embodying those details will be
looked to with iiitort^st.

The Royal Commission on the Sugar Supply.

Further Report on Operations to March 1921.

f Oofititiuefi /fom

( IeNKUAL OnSEKVATlO.VS.

*‘Iti our first Report we observed that at that time ‘ it W'ould he premature

to attempt to draw from (our proceedings) the lehsons that may be derived

from the novel experiment of the conduct under State Control of the wdiole busi-

ness of providing for the supply of an article of food of large and general

consumption.’ filvon now we do not feel that we are competent to do this dispas-

sionately or exhaustively—but our experience suggests to us certain obseiwations

which it may be useful that we should place ou record.
** In the first place, we may say that the wisdom of the Government in at once

taking over in 1914 responsibility for the sugar supply was, in our opinion, fully

proved in the sequel. We think it possible that, during the first two years of the

war, the ordinary agencies of trade might have shown themselves equal to main-

taining a reasonably sufficient supply of sugar for the country. But even had

there been no failure in the supply of the commodity, the trading in it would have

been difficult and precarious, and in consequence there would have been frequent
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and violent fluctuations in prices, with heavy gains and heavy losses to traders,

and with rapid variations in price to consumers, and on the whole a largely in-

creased charge upon them. From 1916 to the end of the war we do not believe

that, left to itself, the trade could have maintained a sufficient or an uninterrupted

supply. The difficulties of transport and of exchange became so great that even

the Commission, with all the assistance that the Ministry of Shipping and the

London Exchange Committee were able to give, found it no easy matter to

procure sugar enough to meet even the reduced consumption imposed on the

community.

“But while we recognise that in the special circumstances, State management
was a necessity, our experience does not lead us to think that State control is a

desirable thing in itself in the region of trade in commodities. In the region of

public utility services there is much that may bo said for State or Municipal con-

trol. But iu trade proper, the conditions are different and different principles

apply. For successful trading abroad and in competition with other nations, there

are needed enterprise, constant vigilance, quickness of decision, the ability to act

with promptitude and a certain measure <»f secrecy, all qualifications which are

difficult to combine, and which are apt to be quickly lost, in a public Department.

“ One aspect of State control that has been specially impressed upon us is the

difficulty of fixing limits to it, once it is introduced. It cannot be limited to one

branch only of a trade, say to import alone and not to distribution
;
otherwiso any

advantage gained in the controlled branch is apt to bo appropriated by the traders

in other branches instead of redounding to the profit of the community at large.

This suggests tlie reflection that the same objection might be raised to the control

of one or more trades and not of all, seeing that between one trade and another

there exists an intordepeudeuoe hardly less than that between one branch and
another of a particlar trade.

“ Another thing that struck us was that in managing a State controlled busi-

ness only broad lines of policy can bo followed, and that exceptioniil waiits and
special predilections must be largoly^ ignored. We found that in the machinery

for distrihuting sugar there had grown up intermediate agencies of various character

which, though difficult to reconcile with strict economical principles, yet apparently

conduced to the convenience and the profit of numerous customers, who by reason

of special circumstances in their financial or geographical position preferred to use

such agencies rather than work through the more direct and regular channels.

So far as was possible we endeavoured to avoid interference with those agencies

;

but we fear that we were not able to do more than mitigate damage to their

interests, and with permanent State agency they would probably disappear,

“ Finally it may be observed that the experiment in State agency that our

Commission represents, has been a very different thing from what permanent State

control would be. We found in full operation and activity all the machinery and
the skilled personnel that had been brought together for the carrying on of trade

in sugar by private agency ; and these we wore able to a large extent to utilise in

the conduct of our business, after incorporating in our own body and establish-

ment such elements of them as were required for ottr purpose, With State agency

as a permanent institution, such skilled body of persons outside the Government
Department would be non-existent.”

Tho Beport was signed by H. W. Pkimrose
(
Chairman), Bobt. Park Lylb,

Joseph W. Todd, G. E, May, Claude H. Liddell, and Ben Tiixett ; and is

dated April, 1921.
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Meditations on Trapology.

The R6le of the Steam Trap in the Sugar Factory*

By J. O, FRAZIER..

Suaar Engineer, New Orleans.

IV.

The primary actuating force for a majority of return steam traps is an
alternating accumulation and release of approximately fixed weights of water.

Accumulations bringing about the movement for discharge, and the release of

weight restoring the chamber and valves to the re-filling position. Conforming
with this, the chamber in which such weight accumulates becomes the primary

moving part, communicating the proper motion to the controlling valves.

Probably the most commonly used of American return steam traps is that of

the ‘‘tilting'" type. Several of these aie of very similar structure and appearance.

The general method of operation, requirements in location and piping, and the

economic value of servico are practically the same for all typos of return traps.

A representative of the “tiltiiig’* type has been chosen for illustration in Fig. 7,

with supplementary view in Fig. 8.

In the final analysis the return steam trap is in reality a pump, hence the

valves become matters of special interest; these are the same in office and kind

for all return trai)H. Thej^ consist of inlet water valves, swing checks /-C, 1-C
in fbo diagram, and outlet cheeks 0~(\ ()-(<, as also shown

;
Steam inlet valve-

uutonuitic and exliaust valve “vent” 5, all in Fig. 7. The master steam supply

valve, E S, is a hand manipulated one, and, unless for some long or necessary

stoppage, remains wdde open under nonnal working conditions. Steam equalizing

valve and exhaust valve v7, are automatically oj^oratod by the tilting movement
of the chamber at tlifiir proper intervals.

Tliere being no force for water discharge beyond the gravity head of the

chamber above boiler water line, li. IT. A., and the equalization of pressure in the

chamber with that in the boiler.*^, it becomes necessary that full boiler pressure be

available for such equalization. For this reason it is necessary that equalization

steam for boiler feeding steam traps bo taken at some point in the live steam
system near the boilers, at least before some other source of steam consumption
may have caused any drop in pressure.

A custoniuiy disposal of the displacement steam, which is very moderate in

amount, is into the regular feed water collector of the factoiy. A better dis])osal,

and for two reasons, is into the partial vacuum space of the last eil'ect \e>sel—its

heat belt. By such disj)08al all such steam is utilized along with tlie vajjouis

coming from a preceding elTect vesstd, and the actual steam consumption of the

return system is thus reduced to that of loss by heat radiation from the equip-

ment. A very important additional advantage is also gained. Under venting
into the atmospheric pressure, no lower pressure in tho trap chamber is possible.

By “venting"" into the beat belt of a last effect vessel we gain the additional

lowering of pressure due to the vacuum in such heat belt, which is equal to tho

vacuum in the liquor space of the next to last effect vessel. In geiieral effect it

adds from 6 to 8 lbs. “ pull to the force urging the water into the trap cliainher,

and the capacity is increased, occoidingly, by tho shorter time required for

chamber tilling.

Fig. 7 shows tho application of a two-stage return trap system feeding the

condensation fi*om the steam belt of a first effect vessel into the boilers under
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conditioua that would defeat the operation of a single steam trap ; two traps,

nominally in series but not actually so, as descriptive detail will show.

In this figure, A is the steam or heat belt of a first effect vessel, whose

calandria drains through the dotted lino marked d, toward the first trap in the

series (7-7. This water is delivered by the first trap into reservoir-accumulator D,

This reservoir has a vent into the iiiain exhaust system, a section of which is

shown as and from which steam for the multiple effect is taken. The water

Fio, 7. Fio. 8.

route follows the direction of the arrows into the boiler at the right and the same
connexion as serves the blow-off valve BL It will be noted that the pipe R*' bos

arrows pointing in both directions ; the water inlet and outlet of the trap are

through the same opening. Following up if", it passes through W on the inlet

fiow and a reversal of current on the discharge or outflow from the chamber
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In this figure the traps are exaggerated in size to better exhibit details,

especially those of (7-^. Lack of space makes impossible the showing in usual

proportion. The venting of receiver D into the factory exhaust system makes a

break in the continuity of flow, and especially of pressure between traps, bonce

the operation of the two is only nominally in series. The especial reason for

such intermediate i*eceiver is that no two steam traps could be made to “keep

step ’’ in their various movements. It will be understood that temperatures and

pressures in the receiver />, in the exhaust system, and in calaudria A are

substantially the same.

The relative trap sizes required for the two stages of such service are roupbly

shown in the comparative sizes of chambers 0-1 and The equalizing steam

for C-f, not delivering into the boilers, does not require the full boiler prehsure

like C-;?, but may be taken from any part of the live steam system. The trap

cycle is, of course, divided into filling and dischaige periods. Any advantage

that accelerates either of the?»e is an equivalent gain in capacity. Uaving

nominally boiler pressure in the tank of C-l, and discharging agmnst, say, only

5 lbs. pressure in i), and E, it is easy to see that the discharge time may be very

short. Having the same pressure, say boiler pressure, in the chamber of C-2 for

discharge, the only force available for the last is the “ head’* above the boiler water

level, IL if'.//. There is generally only a few feet head available in the average

l)lau^ and the general head sought is a minimum of about 4 ft. Extremes are

known of from 10 to 12 ft., to a few inches. If C^2 has, say, 6 ft. head, wo have

only something like 3 lbs. pressure at the discharge of C-2^ whereas, with C-i the

dischaige pressure and resistance may be as 90 to 10 lbs. respectively. This

indicates the necessity of having the second trap in such series seveial times as

large as the first. The above in its relation to the boiler feeding trap emphasizes

the importance of getting all the elevation above boilei water level tliat the

situation makes possible. If other conditions were equal, and C’2 had an

elevation of 12 instead of Oft., its capacity would be very largely increased.

This brings us to the consideration of another factor in the possibility of feeding

trap elevation, that of pressure available for trap filling. Take the particular

situation showui in Fig. 7. If coils located as the calaudria A or, in fact, any
source of condensation, had, say, 50 lbs, pressure, the equivalent water column
balance of such discharge would be nearly 100 ft. and would easily deliver its

water, with a largo surplus, into the chamber of a single feeding trap located

as 2. There must be an initial force for delivery of the quantity rate of

water oflorod, but this is regardless of comparative levels between the condenser

and the trap.

Taking Fig. 7 as a typical case of boiler feeding under the general conditions

named, the following values aj>proximately apply and indicate the necessity of th(»

two-stage equipment for such installation. Applying some very customary

elevations we may take the elevation of the bottom of calandria A at 9 ft., the

boiler water level at 12 ft., and the bottom of chamber C-2 at 16 ft. The total

elevation from calaudria to trap would be 7 ft. If direct delivery were desired into

the upper trap from the calaudria, and the very common pressure were used in the

latter, the water column balance of such pressure, 6 lbs., would only be approxi-

mately 10 ft. This would only give an inlet to trap force of the equivalent of 3 ft.

water head, which is far too small for the usual quantity delivered, hence the

necessity of two-stage equipment for such service under the above very usual con-

ditions. In such a situation the application of a “ vent *’ into the vacuum of C-2
would have a very positive and considerable value. If the vacuum in heat belt
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chamber vented into have, say, 18 in., its “pull” at the trap inlet, would consider-

ably more than double the inlet force by reason of the vacuum in the trap chamber

in this case. Here is an instance of increasing the capacity of a boiler feeding trap

by a method of piping equipment in addition to the increase above noted of in-

creasing capacity by doubling a given elevation of the trap above the boiler water

level. The actual increases above are variable and may reach as much as a

76 per cent, increased capacity. The vacuum “pull” shortens the filling time

and the increased elevation the discharge time.

In Fig. 8 is shown an end view (partial) of with the end head removed to

show the upward projection of the steam equalizing connection iS, indicated in both

figures by the dotted lino. In order to prevent a water hammer commotion it is

necessary that this equalizing steam be delivered on top of the water, shown in

the shading. The chamber and its water load are supported on this steam j>ipe By

which is screwed into the two-way trunnion T. This T has separate passnges for

water and steam, and hollow projections into the trunnion boxes, A", A', (Fig. 8)

—

which trunnions are packed against the steam and water. In Fig. 8 is shown the

steam equalizing connection at s, also the water connection, W-ly which latter

in Fig. 7 is on the farther side.

In Fig. 7, at is shown a small trash w^ell to catch any foreign substances,

like red lead putty, for instance, that abounds in pan calandrias. At h is shown an

automatic gravity drain, often of value in many cases. There is a small inverted

vertical chock valve near />, which, under usual working conditions, w'ill be held

closed. When no pressure is against its under side, it will fall open by gravity

and drain accumulation.s of water not otherwise disposed of.

Eeferring to C-2 in Fig. 7, the cycle of movement is as follows :—In the

position shown the trap chamber is in its boiizontul place of filling
;
the ('quuliziiig

steam valve is closed, and the vent or exhaust valve 3 is wide oi^en, a condition

of minimum pressure in the chamber. The sliading shows the water accumulation

very close to the filling line. The chamber, being hinged at an unbalanced point

ill its length as shown, is held to the horizontal when less than loaded, by tho

counter weight 7. Near this water weight point the weight is overconn^ by the

increased w^eight of the left hand end of the chambei. The fii.st slight move
tilting toward the left of the chamber immediately tends to throw' a greater

weight of water at that end and correspondingly lighten the light hand end.

This incidental feature assists in assuring the positive clumping, or tilting

movement.

As the chamber tilts toward the left, from its position on spring buffer B-i
it lands on tho buffer the extent of its tmvel. During this movcunent, the

weight 7 lias boon overcome and ascends, sw inging about tho fulcrum F. The
lever of weight 7 engages under a pin on the 45’^ elbow shown near IT. There is

a link 1 (through which tho end of tho lover of weiglit G passes) at the left,

carrying a sjiool. The depression of the left hand of lover of weight 7 carries the

link 1 downward with it, and depresses the left hand end of lever of weight 6
;

this movement “pries” open the steam valve If to admit equalizing steam. The
same movement allows the weight .1 to descend, and closes the exhaust or vent

valve 3, Tho chamber then is filled with water, with a pressure of steam on toji

equal to that of the boiler, and the water flows by gravity into tho boilers with a

velocity due to tho head of C~2 above the boiler water level. When sufiioient

water has been released, the weight 7 overcomes that of tho lighter chamber and
the reverse movements take place. During these reverse movements the weights
has closed the steam valve Ify and the tappet Ty near the weight 2y has lifted the
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vent valve 3 wide open for the release of displacement steam. This exhaust

steam, as before noted, may discharge into the effect heat belt, the beginning of

such connection being shown at V, The pressure in the receiver D is equalized

with that of the factory exhaust system through the vent In the above

showing a stop valve between the trap outlet and the boiler is used, but not shown

on the diagram. This is to cut out any boiler that might not be in action, as also

for dfitorinining tho proportion of the feed for each boiler.

With a battery setting of several traps, there would of course be a main steam

supph", main water distributing main and an exhaust main.

{To he continued,)

The Complete Applicability of the Modified Clerget

Method.'
By RICHARD F JACKSON and CLARA L. GILLIS.

Ill two recent articles C. A. Ukowne'-^ has ciilicizod tho principles upon which

the Clergot inothod of neutral polaiization is based, and has concluded that the

foninilsip and tables which we have computed for our genoial methods of analysis^

are iiiconoct.

In liih .second paper Dr. LiiowNK calculated the error involved if the analysis

is poifonncd on a solution containing 15-Ogrms. of sucro.'^ein each of the solutions

polarized. Since this is the concentration at which our direct dotormination of the

nogati\(' constituent of the Olerget divisor was made, helms concluded that any

doviati«)n from proportionality in the direct polarization peisi.sts as an error in the

completed analysis. This error ho calculated to bo about 0*1
1

])er cent. At this

particular coiu'entration, our Mctliod 3 is not subject to this criticism. Our fiifct

step was, tborofore, to perfoim the analysis of pure sucrose at this concentiution,

using oar ^Methods 2 and th Within the limits <if accuracy of the measurements,

identical analyses wore obtained b}’ the two methods.^ It thus became evident at

the outset that our methods as oiiginally jiroposed must be fundamentally correct.

In tho liglit of tliis agreement of our dotennnuition by the two methods, the

effect wliicli Dr. Bkowne reports seemed to us so utterly improbable that we have

made a great number of very careful measurements to verify or disprove it.

While tho differences noted by BnowKK appear considerable when multiplied to

tho normal concentration, tho actual magnitudes involved in the observations are

from 0*(M to 0‘09'^S, It is thus evident that the most minute details of operation

become important.

Our measurementN were made with materials and ajiparatus which have been

described in groat detail in previous publications,'^ Since tho eriors in the more
dilute solution are greatly magnified by calculation to the normal polarization, we
have, in these cases, made very numerous observations. As appears at once from

Table 1, tho rotary power of sucrose in the presence of 3 *1^92 gnus, of NH^Cl is

constant, regardless of its concentration.

Table 1.

Rotation op Suciiu.sb in the Prkskncr of 3*392 ohms. NIJ^Cl.
(irms. Grms. Onus. Grms. Grms.

Weight of Sucrose 6 .. 13 .. 20 .. 20*79 26

Botation calculated to 26 arms. .. 99*47 .. 99*42 99*40 99*44 .. 99*44

» Abridged. » I.SJ„ 1931, 166, 276.

””
« Buroau ol Standards Scientific Paper No. 376 ; 1930, 609, 670, 63S.

* / 5.J., irio, 640-641.
" Bureau of Standards Scientific Paper Kos. 368 and 876 ; J 8.J., 1917, 3S0

; 1930, 609, 670, 638.
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Ill order to obtain further corroboration of the truth of this conclusion, we
have approached the question from a different angle. At each of a number of

concentrations, two solutions were prepared containing the same weight of sucrose.

One of these was made to volume with pure water. To the other, 3*392 grms. of

NH^Ol or 2*315 of NaCl was added before making to volume. These two solu-

tions were then polarized side by side without particular reference to the zero point.

This procedure constituted a differential method of obtaining the quantity sought,

namely the depressive power of the salt at various concentrations of sucrose. The

polarizations of the double normal weight were made in 100 lum. tubes
;
those of

the 5 grm. solution in 400 mm, tubes. The results of these measurements from

which now any scale errors are eliminated are assembled in Table 2. The depres-

sions calculated to the normal concentration are seen to be constant.

Table 2.

DBrnissivE Effjsct of NH;jC1 and NaCl ui*on Sucuose by the Biifeufntial

Method (Rotations calculated to 26 ohms.).

Onns. Grms Grms. Grms. Grms. Grms,

Weight of Sucrose . . .. 6 ..13 .. 15*5 .. 18*75 ..26 .. 62

Difftironlial for 3'392 grms.
NH4CI 0*55 .. 0*53 .. — .. 0*56 .. 0 57 .. 0'59

Differential for 2*315 grms.
NaCl 0 59 .. — .. 0*61 .. — .. 0*62 .. 0*63

We are unable to interpret the results in Table IJ of Dr. Browne’s second

paper, ’ since we are not informed whether the observed rotations are eorrected for

the very considerable variation in the specific rotation of sucrose. However, let

us for the moment accept his conclusion that a salt solution of coiihiant com-
position depresses the rotation of sucrose by a nearly constant amount. If this

is true for his 10 per cent, salt solution, it is also true for the solution containing

3*392 grms. of NH^Cl in 81*35 grms. of water. This latter solution depresses the

rotation of the normal sucrose solution to 99*40 (using Browne’s data). If the

ratio of salt to water is kept constant, it should also depress the rotation of 5 grms.

of sucrose to 99*40 (calculated to 26 grms.). But, as we have shown above, the

solution containing 0 grms. of sucrose contains only about 15 per cent, more
water (or salt solution) than the noimal solution. Dr. Bbow’^ne, liowovor, reports

that 3*392 grms- of NII^Cl depresses the rotation of 5 grms. of sucrose to 99*68

or —0*32, while we must conclude from his Table II that the addition of about

16 per cent, more, or about 0*5 grm. depresses it to 99*40 or an additional —0*28.

In other words, he is faced with the dilemma of explaining why 3*391 grms. of

NH^Cl produces about the same depression as 0*5 grms. As a matter of fact, the

difference between the depressive effect of a salt solution of constant percentage

composition and one of constant volume composition is small, amounting in fifth

normal solution to about 0*01 5‘'S in the actual reading. The obvious explanation

is that his value 99*68 and all bis values intermediate between the fifth normal
and normal solutions must be incorrect.

Dr, Browne makes no mention of his precautions to meet the necessary

requirement of an accurate scale calibration at points less than the 100® mark.
There are, however, in his report two concentrations which are free from any
doubt in regard to scale calibration because they were read at approximately
the same scale division. These are the normal solution in a 200 mm. tuli
and the double normal solution in a 100 mm. tube. We are thus enabled to

calculate the depression of the rotary power which his measurements show without

TFXtTimiTItt!
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the necessity of multiplying errors of observation or scale calibration. He has

calculated this depression for the purpose of sustaining his main contention, but in

^so doing, he has overlooked the fact that the specific rotation of sucrose shows a

very considerable change between the two concentrations of 26 and 52 grms. per

100 c.c. That he has made no allowance for this is evident from the facts that he

has labelled bis data “observed” and refers to them as the “relative polarizing

power or positive constituent,”* thereby placing them in the same category as the

other directly observed polarizations. In order to assure ourselves that this

correction was not made, we performed the polarization and obtained a direct

reading in essential agreement with his, thus definitely establishing the fact that

the correction was overlooked.

A 100 c.c. solution containing o2 grms, of sugar, weighed in air with brass
weights, has a density of 1*19466 and a composition of 43*5465 per cent. Accord-
ing to the formula of Tollens, the specific rotation of this solution is 66*265,

according to that of Nasini and Villavbcohia, it is 66*215.''i The mean of these

is 66*250. The specific rotation of 26 gma. of sticrose in 100 c.c. is 66*502. Thus,
while 26 grms. in a 200 mm. tube polarizes 100®S, one containing 52 grais.

polarizes in a 100 mm. tube but 99*62. It is from this latter polarization that the
depressive power of the respective salts must be calculated for the double normal
solution. We may now calculate what depression of polarization Dr. Browne’s
own measurements show between the very great change in concentration of sucrose
from 26 to 52 grms.

Talk S.

CALeULATIO.V OF DrFIIRSSION OF PoLAllTZATION IN THE PuEBENCE OP NH^Cl AND NaCl
FUOM Bkowne’k Measuhementr.

ConocDtration [ai3o
1‘olarization calcu-
lated to 86 grms. Browne’s Browne’s

of Sucrose. D in pure water. Polarization. Depression.
Degrees S. DcKrees S. Degrees S.

6*2 66*260
(«) 3-392 grniB. NH,01.

99-62 .. 99-06 0*57

26 66*502 100*00 99-40 0*60

52 66*260

(6) 2*316 grins. NaCl.

99*62 99-00 0*62

26 66*502 100*00 99-36 0*65

52 66*250

{c) 5 grms. KaCl.

99*62 98-14 .. 1*48

39 66*417 99*87 98-42 1*45

26 69*507 100*00 98-69 1*42

It thus becomes evident from Table 3 that Browne’s own measurements show
a very nearly perfect constancy of the depressive effect of the respective salts in
the wide ranges of concentration between 26 and 62 grms. per 100 c.c. when
observed in the vicinity of the 100^ point of the sacchurimeter.

We have thus established by a direct determination, by a differential method,
by a calculation from Dr. Browne’s own polarizations of concentrated solutions,
and by pointing out the obvious errors in his polarizations of dilute solutions, that
the salt effect is constant even for concentrations with respect to both salt and
sugar far beyond those concerned in our methods of analysis. Consequently,

^ 1981, 877.
» Browned Handbook of Sugar Analysis," page 176.
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Browne’s principal criticism, which had its major premise based upon a variation

of tho salt effect, becomes invalidated.

Dr. Browne’s criticism is then extended to our Method 3. Wo are now
asked to accept a formula for the variation of the rotation of invert sugar witH

dilution in the presence of a salt, which shows a very considerable variation of the

salt effect for varying concentrations of sugar. In support of this formula,

no experiments are cited, nor any description of the methods of obtaining the

necessary data for deriving it. We are merely informed that this formula

expresses the rotation “with sufficient accuracy.”

On tho other hand, our own experiments show that tho invert polarization in

the presence of ammonium chloiide varies only as the specific rotation of invert

sugar varies. In proof of this we cite the concordance of our analytical results in

our previous paper* aud the analyses in Tables 4 and 5 of the present paper.

Moreover, if any such variation as Dr. Browne mentions occurs, it would also

obtain with hydrocliloric acid in the invei't polaiizaiion, since the acid influences

the rotation of invert sugar in the same manner as ammonium chloride. In all

the many researches on acid inversion, including Dr. Browne’s and our own, no

variation other than that due to specific rotation has b(‘en found.

In corroboration of our claim that tho modified Clerget method is of ]>erfectly

general application, wo present in Table 4 the analyses of pure sucrose solutions

in varying concentrations. In Table 6 wo report the results of analyses of four

sucrose-invert sugar mixtures in which onr Methods 2 and 4 wme employed.

These particular mixtures were analysed by Browne, who used the unmodifit‘d

Olerget method. The results of the analyses by this method were puv]>oscly

shown by him to bo grossly in eiror.^ That these errors disappear in the modilit*d

Olerget method is at once apparent from Table 5.

liable 4.

Analysed of Solctions op Pike SrcniosK.
IVEiGirr
Sucrose

PEW 100 c c. P— P‘ T CORRPCTVI)
SUCRO.SK
Found,

Sucrose
Taken,

MFUIOI). Crams. DEGJtEES S. Degrees C. Divisor. Per Cent Per Cfn’J'. Error.
TV .. 25*0 .. 127-728 . . 20*23 .. 132*88 . , 96*12 . . 96*15 .. — 0*03

IV .. 20*0 102*000 . . 20*15 .. 132*68 . , 76*88 . . 76*92 .

.

— 0*04

If .. 16 0 .. 76*862 . 20*02 .. 133 22 . . 67*70 . . 67*69 .

.

4 0 01

IIT .. 10*0 .. 61*296 .,. 20 02 ., 133*53 . . 38*42 . . 38*46 .. — 0*01

ri .. 6*4624.. 33*020 . . 20*22 .. 132*68 . . 21*89 . . 24*86 .. 4 0*03

Ill .. 6*0 .. 26*612
.

20*01 .. 133*27 . . 19*22 . . 19*23 .. — 0*01

Talk .5.

Mean error ,, — 0*01

Analyses of Sucrobb—Invert Sugar Mixtures.

SucaosE Sucrose
iMRuarry, P—Pi T Corrected Fottnd, Taken,

Method. Grams. Degrees S. Degrees C. Dimsok. Percent. Percent. Error.
II .. 2-74 .. 102*686 19*96 .. 133*46 .. 76*946.* 76*92 ..4-0*02
IV .. 6*48 .. 76*462 .. 19*99 .. 132*62 67*70 .. 67*69 4 0*01

IV .. 8*21 .. 60*875 .. 20*09 .. 132*22 38*48 .* 38*46 .. 4 0‘02

II 9*96 .. 26*462 .. 20*28 .. 132*66 .. 19*21 .. 19*23 ..— 0*02

Mean error .. ., 4 0*01

^ I.S.J.t 19*41, 217.

» Wc have reprinted his analyses from P. S. IScieniific Paper, No. 876, page 192.
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SuGAu Cane Expeiuments tn uhe Leeward Islands. Eeports on Experi-
ments CONDUCTED IN AnTIGUA AND St. KiTTS IN THE SEASON 1918-9.

Part TT. Manuuial Experiments. Imperud Ikpartmtut of Ayrkatturc

^
for the Wed Indies^ 192L

in the June number' of this Journal the gonoral exporimonts on varieties

were described, constituting Part I and tho larger portion of these reports. The
programme of the irmniirial experiments in the IiO(3waid Islands has been inter-

fered with because of the high cost of tho materials, and no report has been issued

since tho results of tho 1915-1 0^ season were given. A summary is, however,
printed of the lesults obtained during the period 1891-1916, which is of more
than ])assing interest. Tho main concliiHions wuth regaid to the maiiuiial
requirements of sugar cane in those islands are as follows :

—

In plant canes 29 tons of pen manure per acre are rennlnelativf^ hut furthex
additions to that quantity do not appear to bo so. Tho addition of artificials to

this basal dressing ol jaui manure is not apparently piotitablo. 'The limiting
factors for fertility are an adequate supply of moisture in tlie soil and a suffic iency
of humus

; the latter is provided b}' the pen manuxo. Phosphatic manures appeal’
to be of little effeset as regards 3do]d. Lime is beneficial in ameliorating lieavy
chys, hut when op])lied iu small doses to coi*xect acidity does not appear to have
liad much effect, but tliis matter is still undecided. Molasses as manuxo gives an
appreciabl(3 increase in yield.

Ill ratoons the general conclusions fox idant canes hold with the following
qunlificutions. ImuIv diessings of quick-acting nitiogonous manuxes (at the
rate of *10 lbs. mtrogon to tho acie) stimulate the giowth, if the laiu conditions
ai‘e normal. Molasses is of little value. Kuil}’ interlillwge is beneficial. Manuies
applied to phnit cam's or fix’ht ratoons show an effect in subsequent latooii crops.

'fhis seiies of oxperimeiitK Ixas lieen closed, and a new series has been ojiened in

which the aim is to concentx'ate on the essential IVatures brought out thus far,

ami alsfi to so(;ure more ni})id lesults by an iuci eased luxmbei of re]>etition8 of the
individual experiments. The manures applied in this new series may bo grouped
as follows:—(1) «iuick-ucting nitiogenous manures with the addition of potash
and phosphate

; (2) the same without th(3 potash and phosphate
;
and (3) organic

niai)Ui‘<\s. Each sot ol expei’inienls is repeated six times on each station in one-
fortioth of an acre jdots. In 1917-8 the scheme was applied to two estates in ISt.

Kitts, but in one of those the results have not been juiblisbed because of seveio
di’ought. In tho other tlie following results were obtained. The highest yields
were obtained by the application of quick-acting nitrogenous nianures with the
addition of potash and phosphate, but this was closel)" follow’ed by the application
of pen manure. Tn the absence of these additional manures, the quick-acting
nitrogenous manures did not give any marked increase. The organic teries of

manures either depressed the yields or gave very slight increases. On these
results tho following provisional geneiaiizations have been made for St. Kitts.
The best results may be obtained, in the absence of piui manure, by the application
of a complete manure containing 40 lbs. of nitrogen either as ammonium sulphate
or nitrate of soda, 60 lbs. of KjO in the form of potassium sulphate, and 40 lbs.

of 1\0, as basic slag.

A further series of experiments, started in 1913, was continued. It consisted
of plots in Antigua and St. Kitts with no manure, pen manure, no nitrogen

>

* LS.J., IWI, p. m i 1917, pp. 360-3.
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nitrogen as nitrolim and nitrate of lime with or without potash and phosphate.

Dry weather again affected the results so that no appreciable increases were

obtained.

Part if conchides with a statement of the relative acreages under the different

varieties of sugar cane in Antigua and St. Kitts in 1917 and 1918. The following

were planted over at least 500 acres in order of frequency : in Antigua, White

Transparent, B 147, Sealy Seedling, B 6540 and B 4596 ;
in St. Kitts only the first

two, of which the largest aroa was under B 147.

An Annotated List of Sugah Cane Varieties. F. 5. Earle. Jonnud of the

Depitriment if Agriculture of Porto Mico, VoJ. 7F, No,

This paper of eighty pages is one of the most important recent advances in the

literature on the classification of the sugar cane. As many as 1695 names liave

been got together with endless labour, and references are made to a copious

bibliography. The author does not of course claim completeness, but rightly

regards his paper as a basis for further work. He commences by a citation of cases

where sugar cane countries, growing almost exclusively the Otaheite cane under

various names, have experienced disaster because of the failure of that variety from

the attacks of different pests and diseases—Eeiinioii and Mauritius in 1 840 and 1 850,

Brazil in 1860, Java after 1880, Porto Eico in 1872 and recently, the West Indies,

Australia, South India, Hawaii, Natal and the Argentine. The mere \inravelling of

these various synonyms of the Otaheite cane is of itself a reinarkablo feat, and Dr.

Earle pays a well deserved ti ibute to the enormous amount of care taken in this and

the other intricacies of the old nomenclature by Mr. NoelDekrr who, added to his

great experience in different sugar growing countries, lias made the study of the

literature of the subject an almost life-long one. In all of the cases cited salvation

has only been obtained by the introduction of many other varieties and the selection

from among them of more resistant kinds, at the same time suited to the local

conditions of climate and treatment. With these examples. Dr. Earle urges the

claims of a better knowledge of the characters of (he sugar cane, not only, as has

too frequently been the case, of the sucrose content and milling qualities, but

vigour of growth, habit and tillering power, resistance to diseases and pests,

adaptability to various climates and soils, and the thousand morphological

characters ])}" which alone they can be accurately distinguished. Lai go collections

of varieties have at various times and in various places been got together, but

remarkably little has been done in their study and classification. The great oppor-

tunities thus offered for such study have been largely lost, e.'g., of the fine collection

of 413 varieties collected at the Field Station in East Java, in the fight of that

country against serehf for, beyond a few attempts chiefly with colour as the main
characteristic, no real morphological study of the sugar cane was carried through,

on which to base a classification on true taxonomic principles. Now that hosts of

new seedlings have claimed the attention of workers at the various experimental

stations, the fine old canes which were the result of ages of selection, and which
few of the new seedlings approach in richness, are receiving less attention, although

they furnish the material from which the new varieties are obtained. Dr. Earle»
by the way, notes that even now nine-tenths of the world’s sugar is obtained from
thesu old varieties, and makes a strong appeal that their study should be at once

commenced on modern lines.

The following concluding remarks from this valuable paper will make the

author’s meaning suflSciently clear :—“ If this list serves any useful purpose it

will be iu calling attention to the urgent need for careful taxonomic studies of all
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these old kinds in order to sift our synonymy and aid in the selection of useful

kinds for breeding purposes and for further and more extended trials under

varying conditions. Some of the earlier descriptions are very useful and serve to

identify the variety in question with little chance for doubt. In most cases, how-
ever, they are practically valueless, being little more than notes on colour. Few
of the older writers paid attention to bud characters. Among modern writers

there are two whose work stands out pre-eminently

—

Jeswiet in Java and Barber
in India. They have followed the usual methods of modern botanical taxonomy,

with the result that cane varieties can be as certainly recognized from their

descriptions as can flowering plants from a good botanical manual, Fawcett in

the Argentine has also done most excellent work along these same linos. If all

those having access to collections of named varieties would give them a little

critical study and publish descriptions along the lines followed by Barber,
Jkswiet and Fawcett, wo would soon be in a position to clour up the cloud of

doubt that has for so long hung over the use of cano-variely names.**

Prematitre Going to Flower of the Sugar Cane. H. de Grobert, Bull, de

V (ha Chimutea de France, 1920^ 37, 219-285,

The work of Labarthb in Peru on this subject is described. This obseiTOr

considers tliat the factor concerned is the disproportion between the amount of

water absorbed by tlie roots and that transpired by the leaves. I f from any cause

the roots absorb more water than the leaves can dispose of, the tendency of the

plant is towards premature flowering.* WTien then the plants in a field show
signs of flagging and the loaves have adapted themselves to diminished transpir-

ation, an iirigation will work for or against flowering according to the development

<jf the roots. In poor soil whore the roots are usually strongly developed and

wide spreading they will tend to take up largo quantities of water, with the result

that flowering is hastened. If on the other hand the soil is rich, especially in

nitrogenous mateiial, the roots will be less extended and the amount of water

taken up on irrigation w’ill bo loss: the plant will go on growing and new leaves

will bo put out. On the question of the character of the juice in plants that

have flowered Labahtue appears to disagree with other observers, in that he has

found that flowered plants have juice poorer iu sucrose and richer in glucose : in

most cases other observers have come to the conclusion that, once the flowering

stage has set in, the juices remain more or less constant
:
growth however ceases

and there is less of it, but the juice may even be richer in sucrose than in those

plants which continue their growth uninterruptedly.

WlNDROWiNG OF THE SuGAR Cane. Scientific Be}>orta of the Research InatiUtU,

Puaa^ 1919-20, Report (f the Imperial AgricuHarai Chemiat^ page 39,

Fresh results of the work on this subject at Peshawar have been submitted

for publication.*-^ The investigation has been continued in the Pusa laboratory

during the past season. Samples of cane were cut in pieces and the ends paraffined

and these were placed in desiccators. Later examination showed that sucrose

had not fallen in quantity, in fact had slightly risen. On wetting the pieceB>

however, it fell. This agrees with the Peshawar results, and tends to show that

windrowing may be successfully carried out at Pusa where the temperature is

much higher than in Peshawar. Moisture appears to he one of the most important
factors involved. The laboratory samples were further examined under different

* /.N.X, 193(>, pp. n)7-S and The influence of the character of the rainy season on
Die amount of flowering of Die canes is discussed.
> For an account of previous work In windrowing at Peshawar, see J,SJ. l9ao, pp. 36d'370.
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conditions and this examination tends to show that transfonnatioiis of suciose are

due to agencies inside the cane and that enzymes are closely connected with it.

This point is being further investigated.

Bohers in Sugar Cane, Bice, etc. T. Bainbrigge Fletcher, and G. C. Ghose.

Third Eniomoloyicdl Pusa, Fi bnutry, IWJ. VvU

^rith Platen ^S’-OU,

This long and beautifully illustrated paper contains an account of current

work on the borers affecting the Gramineac—cultivated, seiiii-wild, and wild—-of

which the sugar cane occupies the most prominent position. Any couHideration

of these pests must include alternative food plants, and so it has been found

advisable to deal with the grass family as a whole. The observations and

especially the laboratory work were carried out in the Besearcli Institute at Piisa

m Bihar.

The descriptions include all insects causing abrasions on the stem as well as

those actually entering, as all such injuries are invaiiably folhnved to a greater or

less degree by fungi (chiefly Cvlhtotrichnm falvatam causing red rot) which in mo.^t

cases do the greater jiait of tho damage. The beetles noted hero are such as

attack the sugar cane and the wild Snccharuins w^hich are abundant in the locality.

Illuminating plates of life histoiies and diagrams of the mode of attack are given

of termites, mole-cricket, and tho inoie imjmrtant beetle pests. Tlio actual borers

are listed under thoHo attacking cultivated plants, fodder plants, semi-wild phints

and w'ild gia'^ses. Fourteen are mentioned as attacking sugar cane, and all but

two of these have boon fully named. It bas been only possible to vvoik out the

life histories of those occurring in the canofudds at Pusa, but this locality appears

to be their huppy hunting ground, so that few of tbom have not }>een fully

investigated. Wlioro it is known, their distribution outside tho aiea is given and

one or two impoitant sugar cano pests occurring elsowheie aie included, but there

aro very few rofereucoa outside of this corner of India The varieties dealt with

belong to the following orders:—.Susainia (two), Emmalocoia, Scirpo}>haga (two),

Procometis, Baphimetopus, Chilo, Diatraea (four) and I)a«yfees. Of thci-e

Emaialacera dipresseJla occurs only in sugar cane and may be desciibed as the

specific ])est of that crop, causing greater damage than all the other borers put

together. It has been reported from Bihar (o Sind. Unlike other deed heart

boreis it works upwards but loinains very low down, so that cutting out has been

found harmful rather than otherwise, ^^cirjiojdiaya irunthayasirella, a perfectly

white moth (not met wuth iu South India), on the other hand, w orks dowuiwards,

tunnels through the apical bud and emerges immediately below it ; cutting out is

therefore effective. (Ihilo shnphx has many hosts and is really a pest of juur

{Androyoffon Haryhmn). Diatraea auricUia attacks the young shoot and bores

right down tho stem and is difficult to remove. Diatraea ep. (lately named
Argyriatmaida cmtalis by Hampson) differs from tho rest in attacking growm
canes—a rather minor injury at Ibisa. It has only been found in Eastern Bengal

and Assam, and the life history has accordingly not as yet been worked out. The
paper contains many details of these and other boring posts of the sugar cane.

The authors conclude with a section dealing with the damage caused to sugar

cane by borers (pp. 395-409). That this is serious will appear from their estimate

that only one iu four shoots reaches maturity at Pusa, and these form the crop.

A number of tables are added containing observations during 1917 and 1918 made
at Pusa with different varieties, thick (tropical) and thin (indigenous Indian)

:

it is not to he wondered at that the latter are much less injured at Pusa, for this

locality is by no means suited to the growth of ordinary thick canes.
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The sets are liable to be eaten by teimites. When tbe shoots appear they are

attacked by termites, mole crickets, melolonthid grubs and other external borers.

Of internal borers, Scir2)ophaya ajyp, and Diairaea auricilia are common at this

stage and fungous diseases also begin to make their appearance. The first

external symptom is the dead heart, and death or at any rate cessation of growth

ensues. If not affected by fungus, now shoots appear around the base and many
of these are attacked in turn, leading thus to a long struggle, largely dependent

on the weather, in which only the survivors succeed in foiming cane. If this

stage is reached the shoot becomes immune to certain of the boreis, but it is still

liable to attack by Scirpophaga at the top, Biatraea, Sesamia and Chile on the

stem, and termites and Einmalocera at the roots. The latter cannot kill the plant

hut the following fungus can. Termites on the other hand can kill a grown
plant and, if they do not, can afford entrance to a fungus which ina)', the result

then being the drying out of the plant. The pa})er on the whole affords rather

dismal reading from the point of view of sugar cane cultivation in this tract but,

although this is the only tiact which has received such detailed attention, it is

<'ertain that many parts of India suffer less from these and other sugar cane pests.

Yellow Stkii'E Bisease Investigations (Phogkess llEroiiT). Jounxtl of the

Department of AgrknHnre of Porto Rko, Fo/, Ilf No. f Oetohery 1919.

{Issued hi August^ 19110).

This is a symposium in hulletiii form on the mosaic disease in Porto Kico cane

fields. It owes its inception to the efforts of Br, ¥. 8. Eahle who was com-
missioned by the TTnited States Bepaitment of Agncultuio to investigate the

disease, and reached the islaiul in August, 1918, shortly before Mr, J. A.

Stevenson’s do])artuie. After a preliminary inspection, Br, Eakle divided the

subject into a nuinlxjr of projects in which the different W(»ikers in the island

could iiiter(«st themselves, The folhwing are the ones w'hicli suggested themselves

to him:—“ (1) A field suivey to dettu-mine the piesont extension of the disease.

(2) Methods of eradication adapted to recent outbreaks or cases of partial

infection. (.S) Mfdliods of cultivation best adapted to badly diseased fields,

(*1) Statistics of sugar production as affected by the disease. (5) Methods of

natural or aitificial infection. (6) llesistaiice and immunity—variety studies.

(7) All ecological survey of the insect inhabitants of the cane fields with special

search for possible carriers of the disease. (8) Cage oxporinients with insects

suspected as disease carriers. (9) Morphological, histological, and cytological

studies of diseased cane. (10) Studios on the nature (»f the disease and search for

a causal organism. (11) Chemical studies of disoa.sed as compared with healthy

cane. (12) Soil studies: effects on the disease of different soils, soil sterilization,

special fertilizers and their applications. (13) Eehitionshij) wuih othei similar

diseases : a compiirutive study of the mosaic diseases.’* The pi ogress along these

various lines of enquiry is briefly stated by Professor Eakle in the first ]>apcr of

the bulletin and, as might bo expected, it has been unequal (some of the questions

are mucli more difficult than others) but real progress is shown in many directions.

No attempt is hero made to indicate the relative value of the work done, nor

W’ould it be possible to do so in a short reference. In order that other workers

may know of the contents in case they have not received a copy of the bulletin,

the list of papers printed is subjoined :

—

1. The year’s experience with sugar cane mosaic or yellow^-stripe disease.

E S. Earle.

2. The mottling disease of cane and the sugar production of Porto Eico.

C. A Figueroa,
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3. The absorption spectrum of the chlorophyll in yellow-striped sugar cane,

E, D. Colon.

4. Has yellow stripe or mottling disease any effect on the sugar content of

cane juice ? F. A, Lopez Dominguez.

6.

lufection and nature of the yellow-stripe disease of cane (mosaic, mottling,

etc.). J. Matz.

6. Insects and mottling disease. E. Grayivood Smyth.

7. An annotated bibliographj" of Porto Eican cane insects. E. Graywood
Smyth.

8. List of the insect and mite pests of sugarcane in Porto Eico. £. Graywood
Smyth,

These papers are some of them peculiarly interesting and should bo carefully

studied by all who are interested in this baffling disease. For even when it is

possible in Porto Eico or elsewhere strictly to control its incidence there is much
that remains to be explained as to its inode of operation and causes in different

circumstances.

Fungi and Cane Germination. Eesitlts or Experiments at the Louisiana
University Experiment Station. C. W, Edgerton and C. C. Moreland^

Sugary Jan.y liUly pp. 1(U17,

Cano which has lain in the ground during the whole winter is always more or

loss infected by bacteria and fungi. The sets whic^h do not germinate are always
discoloured inside—brown, red, black, yellow or grey. Outside, the stalks are

frequently shrunken and show fruiting pustules. The more important fungi aic^

Colletotrichum falmtamy Mdauconimn sacchuri, Ommiowia iliauy MaraBm'uia pliv-

(ituBy Thidaviopsiaparadimiy two or more species of Fiisariuin and oneof Rcopnlariu,

but besides those there are a largo number of loss important ones. The behaviour
of these fungi is described briefly, and it is to !)e noted that not only tlioir relative

abundance but also certain of their characters present differonces in Louisiana from
their usual behaviour in the tropics. The germination of llie sets is much lower
than in the tropics, averaging only 20 per cent., therofoio heavy planting is

necessary. The buds on the upper parts of the canes do not grow so well as those
on the lower, presumably owing to the softer and less resistaiit tissues there.

The following are notes on these fungi, collected during the past ten years in

the fields and iu laboratory experiments :

—

Colletotrichum faicatum. This is one of the chief fungi* causing seed deteriora-
tion iu Louisiana. Entrance into the grown stem is usually obtained through borer
holes or other injuries, as the rind is resistant unless young and tender. The fungus
is internal and cannot be detected without splitting open the cane, which shows a
characteiistic white spot in the red tissue: this is regarded as conclusive evidence
of its presence. The colour, however, is frequently masked by that caused by
other fungi. In the sets the fibrovascular bundles are not so often coloured red as
in the stems : entry is obtained through the j'oung root eyes which are blackened;
the cut ends are however not usually attacked because of the fermentation set up
by various yeasts, thus forming an unfavourable njedium for the development of
the fungus. In Louisiana, lastly, there is no evidence that the fungus passes up
tlio stem from a diseased set. It is extremely widely distributed, and to obtain a
culture it is usually sufficient to cut up any bit of cane which has lain in the ground
during the winter. Infection and development are more rapid in cut canes than
in growing ones. Germination is decreased 50 per cent, in inoculated sots, as
against healthy ones.
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Maraamim jilicatm and Qmmmiia iliait^ causing root rot and stem rot respec-

tively in grown canes, are present in the seed cane, but do not appear to reduce

germination. On the other band, they pass up the stem from diseased sets.

Melanconmm Bacchari is, as might be expected, very abundant in deteriorating

seed cane, but does not appear to decrease the percentage of germination.

TkieJaviopsis paradoxa is one of the most serious diseases of seed cane in the

tropics, entering wounds or the cut surfaces and rapidly spreading throughout

the set. It turns the affected region dark in colour, frequently fonning a black

pipe in the centre, and a blackish colour is always a suspicious sigu. This fungus

is very sparingly present in Louisiana, and does not seem to he responsible for

much deterioration.

Fusariiim in several species is present and very common in Louisiana seed

cane. There are two chief kinds, the puiple and the white, and the latter is the

more important. It is present in almost every piece of seed cane, but can only be

detected in the laboratory.

Scopularia is very abundant, but apparently is of little importance.

The optimum for growth of these fungi is 2TG,, but in the noimal tempera-

ture of the fields iu winter growth is very slow. Treatment with formaldebjde

and corrosive sublimate has given veiy encouraging results, the best having bteii

obtained on a plot treated with the latter, where the tonnage at crop time w as

increased by 50 per cent.

0. A. B.

The Comparative Values of Decolorizing Carbons.
By A. B. BRADLEY.

In the Murcb number of this Journal appealed a paper iiuder the above title

by Mr. F. E. Thomas,^ which the present writer has read with much interest. It

will be readily admitted by evoiyone working on vegetable decolorizing carbons

that the time has now arrived w^lien a standard method should bo devised, and a

standard carbon adopted, for comjiaring the various commercial decolorizing

carbons now in use, so that the results obtained by the many w^orkors may in

future be co-ordinated, and no longer appear contradictoiy, as is often at present

the ca.se. It is perfectly true, as Mr. Thomas states, that many conflicting state-

ments have been made in papers dealing with this subject, but wo cannot agree

that as a result lot of time has been wasted in argument between workers in

different parts of the world.” When it is remembered that the vegetable decol-

orizing carbon industry is even now only iu its “regenerated infancy,” it is onlj’^

to bo expected that workers should have attacked the problem from the various

view-points, and gathered as much information on the subject as they could.

The time has now come to separate the chafip from such a mass of results and

gather iu the fruits of research.

Perhaps, even now, it is hardly possible to adopt any particular carbon as u

standard, for at the rate at which we are advancing, to-morrow may see the one

selected left far down the scale by some new commercial product, either by reason

of increased efficiency and perhaps enhanced rate of filtration, or by reason of

increased efficiency coupled with increased life. In other words, a new carbon of

a more stable structure may at any time be produced. When it is remembered

that samples of “ tremendous efficiency ” (compared with present commercial

1 im, 162 .
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products) can b© readily made in tlie laboratory, and can oven now be produced

commercially at a price, there seems to be no reason why such a superior carbon

may not appear at any time as a rival to the best at the moment in use* Con-

sideriiig also the vast strides that have been made during the past ten years, and

knowing the direction in which some chemists and chemical engineers are working,

it seems fairly certain to predict that such products will appear in the near future,

and probably at such a price that regeneration and rebuining may be entirely

obviated.

We appear at any rat© to have advanced to that point at which some standard

method for comparison is necessary, although only a piovisional measure may be

adopted. We are therefore strongly in favour of Mr. Thomas* suggestion of a

discussion between the many workers on vegetable decolorizing carbons, or the

users of those preparations, in order that some standard method he adopted for

stating their merits in relation to some standard. It must bo remembered, how-

ever, that the various efficiencies found by any method using sugar liquor will

only hold good in the sugar industry, since it is possible for two or more carbons

to reverse their positions of efficiency accoiding to the various technical puiiioses

for which they uro to be employed, A studj’^ of the “factors of e/ficiency” of

several carbons for a number of dilXerent purposes would be distinctly interesting,

and peiha]>8 somewhat puzzling.

There are in Mr. Thomas' paper several points wnth which the writer cannot

agree. In the first place, Mr. Thomas is not in favour of the idea of measuring

the “colour removed” by means of tintometers or colorimeters, as such methods

give rise to errors both “ personal and scientific **
;
so that, having carried out his

suggested method of comparison, wo are left to wonder how we are to detei iniue

or moasure the effects produced. Wo aio able to fedlow Mr. Thomas’ objection to

comparing solutions of high colour content with those of low colour value
;
but

even these errors are, w^e think, less than those which will result if he currit^s out

his verbal suggestion to the writer and compares his final solutions in Neshlcr

tubes, a xory primitive colorimetric method. Such a method wdll give no idea

how much colour has been removed by either the standaid or carbon under

examination. Even granted that the comparison of more or less equal -coloured

syru})8 will give a greater degree of accuracy than that of syrups showdng wide

variation, we would stiongly urge that a standard tintometer or colorimeter be

adopted by all w'orkers, no matter which carbon be taken for standard. We
suggest that pel haps the Iless-Ivos tint-photometer used by Dr. Zkrban and

other workers would be found the most suitable for this purpose. This is the first

point wffiich should be decided upon.

The strength and nature of the solution to be employed for the decolorizing

tests feliould next bo discussed, so that a solution of a common strength be used

by all workers. Dr. Zeruan, for instance, uses a very dilute solution of final

inolassoH, We have always used a 50 per cent, raw cane sugar solution
; othei's

use aniline colours or caramel solutions. We have showu^ that with a coiistunt

amount of colour present, hut with an increasing concentration of sugar, the

decolorizing efficiency of a carbon decreases rapidly, so that with the same carbon

the results obtained by workers wdth dilute solutions may be much better than

those found by others using more concentrated solutions. We would suggest, as

Mr. Thomas has proposed, that it would he much more desirable to adopt a 50 per

cent, solution of a raw cane sugar, this being about the greatest conoeutratiou used

in factory practice. If this were done and decolorizing values wore estimated on
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these lines (even if sugar solutions of lees concentration were ti-eated in the

sugar-house) the results so obtained would bo on the favourable side for practice,

whereas if dilute solutions were adopted for testing and then concentrated

solutions for manufacturing, the results would naturally be very disappointing.^

Another important point to discuss is the adoption of a “ standard carbon.”

Mr. Thomas suggests that '‘Zeiiban, Bbadley, and others bo followed in

adopting ‘Norit’ as the s<a.ndard.” The present writer has never advocated the

use of “Norit” as a standard, or even compared other caibons to it, but has

always sought to make the most efficient sample at hand his standard. He is quite

willing to adopt Norit,” or any other carbon as a standard; but, for reasons

which will be stated, ho is not in fa\’our of ‘‘Norit” as a standard, and recom-

mends that the commercial carbon which, at the moment gives the greatest

decolorizing effect on a 50 per cent, raw cane sugar solution, should be employed

for this purpose. It is certain, no matter what carbon be adopted, that manu-
facturers will strive to produce decolorizing carbons giving efficiencies greater

than the standard. If we adopt, therefore, a caibon which is at the moment not

in the premier position, we shall very soon have to revise our standard, and this

will again load to much confusion.

Let us examine the method proposed by Mr. Thomas, taking “ Norit ” as tlie

standard, and compare two carbons, one of which is superior and the other

inferior. A 50 per cent, solution of Jamaica raw cane sugar was treated with

5 per cent, of Norit (on the weight of sugar taken), the amounts of the other

carbons being varied in order to obtain more or less comparable decolorizing

effects. The carbon superior to the standard when tested in this way was “ Super-

Filtchar,” and that which was inferior we will call “ X.” With 5 per cent, of the

standard carbon and Jamaica raw sugar liquor, a decolorizing effect equal to a

removal of 86 per cent, of the total colouring matters present was obtained.

Using the same syrup, 1 to 5 per cent, of the two carbons under examination were

added. It may he mentioned that by Mr. Thomas’ method we should not have

know’ll the amount of colour removed by 5 per cent, of the standard; but in our

experiments this was estimated by the tiutometor. About 1*6 per cent, of “ Filt-

char ” produced the same decolorizing effect as 6 per cent, of the standard, whereas

6'6 per cent, of “X” carbon was required. Here we have the “factor of

efficiency ” proposed by Mr. Thomas, who says, “the sugar refiner requires to

know just how much of each carbon will be required to do the same work as

5 per cent, of standard.” This may be perfectly true if the standard carbon is

that which gives the greatest decolorizing effect, otherwisewe are inclined to think

sugar refiners would much prefer to use 6 per cent, of carbons giving decolorizing

effects greater than standard and so obtain lighter syrups rather than cut down
the amount of carbon to be used in order to obtain a less decolorizing effect or

that equal to 6 per cent, of standard.

Further, Mr. Thomas suggests that the amount of the standard used may be

varied to moot the requirements of various carbons adding from to 'TrJ per cent.

' The following experiment lllu^traU!S this quite well :—A Ion of raw Jamaica sugar was
dissolved with a ton of water and treated with b per cent. (113 lb ) of Norit and pressed out.

Next one ton of the same raw sugar was thoroughly washed in the centrifuge with water and
steam, washing off roughly SO per cent. The washings were now diluted with sutfieieut water
to make one ton, This dilated solution was treated wiUi 112 lbs. of Norit, and pressed out. To
tlie norlted washings was now added the thoroughly washed sugar (approximately 16 cwt.), and
dissolved. The solution obtained in this manner was found to be very much lighter in colour

than tliat obtained by direct treatment of the 50 per cent, solution, although admittedly it was
not so bright and contained bag fibre.
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instead of o per cent. The decolorizing effects, produced by the successive treat-

ments with 1 to 6 percent, of Super-Filtchar,’^ and “X’’ carbon, have been

plotted as curves, together with the values found with similar percenteges of the

standard carbon. A represents the values obtained with law Jamaica sugar, and

Ji those obtained with raw Barbados sugar. * It will be seen from A that about

1*6 per cent, of “ Super-Fillchar ” is required to do the same amount of work as

5 per cent, of the standard, that is, the removal of 86 per cent, of the total

colouring matters present, giving an efficiency of roughly 3 to 1 in favour of

“ Super-Filtchar.*’ In the case of “X” ()*6 per cent. ivS required giving an

efficiency of roughly 1’3 to 1 in favour of the standard. vSu})po8ing now we \aried

the amount of the standard and used 7^ per cent., we find that about 1*8 per cent,

only of ** Super-Filtchar will bo required, thus immediately alteriiig o\ir efficiency

in the proportion of 4 to 1 in favour of “ Super-Filtchar,” whereas 7 A per cent, of

** X ” will be practically equivalent to 7J per cent, of standard. If, on tlie other

hand, only 2| per cent, of the standard had been used, about 1*2 per cent, of

“ Super-Filtchar ” would be required, giving an efficiency of about 2 to 1 in

favour of “ Super-Filtchar.” With “ X” carbon, 4*2 per cent, will bo required,

giving an efficiency of 1*6 to 1 in favour of the standard. This, we think, should

show the undesirability of altering the amount of standaid to be used within tlie

limits 2J per cent, to 7J per cent, if the results are for comparison, as this may
cause confusion.

Fuither, having seen from A that I Gper cent, of “ Super-Filtcbar ” is equal

to 5 per cent, of standard, let us, foi demonstration only, assume that the top

curve (“ Super-Filtchur ”) is our standard and that the low^er curves are to be com-
pared to it. If 2J per cent, of standard (“ Super-Filtchar”) be taken and

“Norit” bo compared with it, we find that the proportion of 2 to 1 in favour of our

new standard is again altered to possibly 10 to 1. If 5 per cent, of this standaid

wore used it is also quite possible that a comparison could not be made, in that

oven if a very high i)ercontage of the lower efficiency carbons were used they

would not give decolorizing effects equal to that produced by b per cent, of

“ Super Filtchar,” The alteration in the relative efficiencies of different carbons

i ThifJ lias been added to show tliat dili’ercnt raw sugars will give diirereut curves of

etticiency but the genenU older will remain.
In a private communication to the writer, Mr. L. Wickenden of thelnduRtrlal Cliemical

Company, Inc., New York, the makers of “Super-Filtchar,” said leceiitly .— “In comparing this
carbon with ‘Norit/ on this particular syrup, we have found tliat u.siug 2 per cent, of carbon,
*Norit' gives roaiilts greatly supei-ior to ‘Super-Filtchar.' \N'herj 4 per cent of carbon is used,
however, tlie results are practically identical and when the percentage of carbon is increased to

0 per cent ,

* Super-Filtchar
'
gives a much lighter coloui ed syrup than * Norit.’ In fact, using

this percentage of carbon, a synip is obtained lighter in colour than can be produced with any
percentage of ‘Norit.' This is a furthei* proof of the selective a<*tion of caihons and seems to
indicate tliat ‘Super-Filtchar’ has a wider range of selection than ‘Norit.’

”
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when progressiTO percentages are used is due to the fact that the increasing per-

centage of colour absorbed as the amount of carbon used is increased is not the

same with all carbons.® We would suggest, therefore, in order to obtain the

efficiency of a sample of decolorizing carbon, it is necessary (no matter what

carbon be used as standard) to make a range of experiments using from 1 or 2 per

cent, up to 6 or 6 per cent, with both the standard carbon and that under examin-

ation. Moreover, as it is quite possible to obtain results which are somewhat

exagg(»rated by the use of a standard which does not give the greatest decolorizing

efficiency if it is required to compare with it carbons of both greater and less

efficiency, it is desirable to take for the standard that carbon giving the greatest

decolorizing effect with say 3 per cent, and increase the percentages tised of the

loss efficient samples in order to obtain comparable decolorizing effects. That this

is tho more desirable direction in which to work will be shown later. Suppose in

the case of the tremendously efficient carbon mentioned by Mr. Thomas, which,

he says, may bo 100 times better than “ Norit ** and is obtained by digesting a

vegetable decolorizing carbon with concentrated sulphuric acid, oven if we added

10 times more by weight of this material than is necessary in order to obtain

a decolorizatiou equal to 5 per cent, of “Norit** we should not obtain the decolor-

izing effect we are led to expect with this grade of carbon only.

This brings us to other important points to consider when examining the
“ comj)ariitive values of decolorizing carbons.** Mr. Thomas says, “ We cannot

here go into certain essential features in the nature of carbons for use in tho

factory, such as speed of filtration, fineness, etc., and must assume these as being

either tlie same or varying little from one another, but, price and * factor of

efficiency * arc two necessary facts in talking of carbons, etc.*’ If it wore possible

to produce tho carbon prepaiod as mentioned by Mr. Thomas, which may bo 100

times as efficient as “ Norit ” at about the same price as “ Norit,” it would surely

be useless to a sugar refiner, for how could such an infinitesimally fine carbon be

filtered off, or separated from a 50 per cent, stjgar syrup ? This is naturally a

very extreme view to take, but it eertfiiiily follows to a less degree with carbons

which luivt) a widely different size of grain to the standard, and it will be readily

seen if tho times of filtration are taken when making the comparative decolorizing

experiments. Curve II has been plotted from the actual time we found to be

ijecessary in order to filter off 200 grins, of 50 per cent, sugar syrup during the

decolorizing expeiimonts already mentioned. Here again different values will be
obtained by different workers unless a standard method of filtration bo adopted.

Some workers simply allow their hot syrup to filter through filter-paper at

atmospheric; pressure, whereas we favour a suction pump, etc. Our values were
obtained by filtering the boiling 50 per cent, syrup through a double disc of filter-

paper using a in. Buchner funnel and a pump suction equal to a pull of 20m.
of moroury, which was maintained during filtration. Even when working in

this way it is very difficult with the longer periods of filtration to keep the syrup

hot, so that the values obtained wuth small percentages of carbon must be

exaggerated somewhat. It will be seen from Curve II that, whereas with 5 per

cent, of each carbon tho times required for filtration are fairly close, when the

percentages are reduced the variation is more marked, so much so that we find

2 per cent, Norit takes as long to filter off as 1 per cent, of “ Super-Filtchar.**

Let us now work on the lines suggested by Mi*. Thomas. We know that 1*6

per cent, of “Super-Filtchar” does the work of 5 per cent, of standard, but, whereas

the time required to filter 200 grms. of syrup from the 6 per cent, of standard car-

® i/OC. cit.
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bon is under 2 mins., 1*6 percent, of “ Super-Filtcbar
*

’ will require about 10 mine,

for the same weight of syrup. On the other hand, with “X'* carbon more than

6 per cent, is required for an equal decolorizing efficiency, and, therefore, the fil-

tration will be more rapid in this case than if 6 per cent, only wore used, and

may bo even more rapid than that given by 6 per cent, of the standard. By using

“ Norit” as the standard, we are bound to obtain exaggerated rates of filtration

for all carbons, which, weight for weight, give greater decolorizing effects than

that produced by standard, especially if carbons of less value ai'e also being

compared, whereas, if Super-Filtchar ” were used as the standard, greater

percentages than 3 per cent, of each of the other carbons would be necessary and

the rates of filtration would in every case bo increased proportionately. This, we
think, again shows the desirability of selecting the carbon of greatest decolorizing

efficiency as the standard for comparison, and disproves the assumption of Mr.

Thomas that the rates of filtration are the same, or vary very little from one another.

It has been shown’ that, as a rule, carbons for sugar work require longer periods

for filtration as the decolorizing efficiency decreases, and this is usually due to the

sample being of smaller bulk than a noimal carbon, weight for weiglit, the eflit-i-

ency being influenced also by the size of the grain. When oxaininiug carbons for

thoir comparative decolorizing values it should bo of interest to the carbon user to

seo how far the efficiency of his samples is influenced in this manner. We have

often remarked that old or disintegrated carbons take longer to pi ess out than new
carbon. As nearly all commercial varieties of vegetable carbon are extremely

friable, it behoves the user to see how much dust he is buying in his original

carbon as he is sure to increase the quantity by continued use, especially if the

carbon is intended to do hard work, such as decolorizing raws, etc. To illustrate

this point we attach some figures obtained from a sample of new “ Norit,” together

with the same sample after using and regenerating first 10 times and finally after

20 successive treatments and regenerations.
Used 10 Times.

Sieve Mesh, Kesiduk Lepi'
No. Peu New Caubon, On Sieve Usei> 20 Times.
Lin. In. Pkk Cent. Pku Cent. I'jiR Cent.

60 7 -ro 4-28 4-33

72 12-80 7'3« 3-02

84 7'61 615 4-19

94 6-96 7-39 . .. 6*47

106 6-43 6-16 6*83

124 4-60 6-17 8*77

assed through 124 49-20 69*17 * 62*66

At the moment, for most purposes, owing to the high cost of vegetable carbons,

regeneration or reburning becomes necessary, thus adding to the dust found. It

will be noticed that a gradual hreakdowii has taken place with the production of a

fairly large proportion of dust (passing a finer mesh than 124) and it is quite possible

also, could the original and final grades which passed through the 1 24 mesh sieve be

further graded, to find the final carbon after 20 regenerations contain even smaller

carbon than the smallest dust present in the new carbon. Although the percentage

composition of the samj)le of carbon as regards size of grain will, to some small

extent, infiuence the bulk of the sample for a given weight when compared to the

same weight of another carbon containing larger grain, this alone does not account

for the increased efficiency given by the examples of carbon showing the greatest

specific volume. This volume must, to a certain extent, be a measure of friability,

because the greater the hulk found, the greater must be the porosity of the sample
jind, therefore, the more easily must it break down.

^

^ ^ ^ ^ J921, 25.
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Summarising the varioue points which we have now discussed, we consider

that the method of working adopted in order to arrive at “the comparative values

of decolorizing carbons ** should be based on the following recommendations :

—

1. That a standard tintomf3t6r or colorimeter be first adopted and used by all

workers, the Hess-Ives tint-photometer being suggested.

2. That a standard concentration of solution should be used by all workers as

suggested by Mr. Thomas, say, a 50 per cent, solution of raw cane sugar.

3. That the commercial carbon having the greatest decolorizing effect on a

50 per cent, raw sugar solution (with 3 per cent.) be taken as the standard carbon

to which all others should be compared. “ Super-Filtchar ” would at the moment
be a suitable carbon for this purpose.

4. That comparative treatments of both the standard carbon and the samples

under examination should be made, using from 1 or 2 per cent, up to 5 or 6 per

cent,, and the decolorizing results obtained, plotted as curves so as to show readily

the relative oflficiency.

5. That the p<iriods of time re<xuired for filtering off a given volume of the

50 per cent, raw sugar solution after treatment by the carbons under examination

under standard conditions should be observed for comparison.

0. That the composition of the sample as regards size of grain sliould be

approximately ascertained, the percentages left on a number of definite-sized

sieves being stated. The residue left on sieves of 60, 106, 124 mesh and the

proportion passing through the latter mesh would bo sufficient.

7. That the volume for a comxnon weight should be taken, as this is a measure

of porosity, and also of friability.

If some standard method on these lines were adopted, it would lead the

present writer to agree with Mr. Thomas that “chemists will bo assisting in

reducing this new branch of physical chemistry to some sort of order
;
and also

giving, not only to the sugar manufacturer, but to a number of other industries

which use decolorizing cat bona, information which will be of real value to them,”

The Laboratory,

Messrs. Peek Frcan & Co,, Ltd.,

Drummond Bead,

Bermondsey, Loudon, S.E. 16.

Begarding the capacity of British refineries, Mr, OhOFrasy Faibbik, in correcting

certain niisstateirienls on this subject,^ writes that the Clyde houses melt about 6000 tons

X>er week ;
Hknby Tate k Sons, London, more than 2000 ; Faiuuib & Co., Liverpool,

over 3000 ;
and Mactik & Sons and the Sankey Siigur Co. together alightly over 2000

tons weekly. All the Uritish refineries together are capable of melting about 1,000,000
tons per annum.

it was claimed for “ Tetraphosphate,” a phosphoric fertilizer,* that it had the same
manurial value as superphosphate, and provided phosphoric acid at a cheaper rate. It
was made by roasting phosphorite with 6 per cent, of a mixture of calcium and magnesium
carbonate, sodium sulphate, and sodium carbonate, and hydrating while still hot. Soon
after an Italian company for the exploitation of the process bad been formed, A. Mbndozzi
declared that it was substantially nothing but phosphorite. A commission has now
examined the question exhaustively*; ana their nett conclusion is that manuring tests

showed “ Tetraphosphate” and phosphorite always to produce a little higher yield than
in the absence of any phosphoric leriilizer, but that both were always inferior to super*

phosphate. There were only slight differences between * * Tetraphosphate *
’ and phosphorite,

and these mostly came within the limit of experimental error.

^ IjouMaim Planter, mu 66. No. 26, 394.

Idl8, M7. *See report in the Chmical Trade Jeunial, IWl, 1(9, No. 1783, 96,
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Notes sur Le Contrdle Chimique des Sucreries. J5y Ueuri Sachs. Second

Edition. (Tinprimerie L. Derolez, Ene Wiertz, Ixoiles, Bruxelles,

Belgium.) 1921. Price: 15 francs.

At the International Congress of Applied Ohomistr}^ held in l^iris in 1900,

the Sugar Section unanimously agreed that for the moment “the procedure

elaborated by Mr, Sachs for tho control of the work of sugar factories is theBest,

and that its general application is to be recommended for tho control of all

sucreries Mr. Sachs, that is the late Mr. Eiianoojs Sachs, who died in

Brussels in March, 1919, had at this time already applied this system of chemical

control for a number of years, and since 1892 the sheets tabulating the data for

Belgian and Dutch boot sugar factories have been published annually. In this

small book, Mr. Henhi Sacjis, his son, briefly states the piinciples upon which
the very simple system is based, and at the same time describee the procedure to be

adopted for the routine analysis of the various products from juice to final molasses.

It may be noted that as the starting point Mr. Sachs does not take the weight
and sucrose centent of the rwits, as might almost be expected in the case of a

material of this nature; but commences as in the cane sugar factory with the raw
juice entering into process, the weight and sucrose content of the roots being

calculated back after ascertaining the volume and sucrose content of the juice and
adding the losses in the pulp and diffusion waste waters. The next product serving

for examination is the first massecuite; but, since tho diiect deteimimition of ifs

volume presents practical difficulties, its weight and composition is calculateil from
tho weight of the first sugar and tho volume and com})(»sition of the second masse-

cuito. In this way the losses (known and unknown) occurring between diffusion

and boiling aie ascertained
; while the analysis of the first and second massecuitos

gives figures from which the probable 3ueld in first and second sugais aie cal-

culated.' This with a few other deteiminations appears to complete tho compilation
of the control data considered to be iiecossuiy, which datii are tlioiefore much less

elaborate than those ordinarily obtained in the modern cane factoiy practising a
fairly thorough chemical control.

It remains to add that Mr. Sachs’ descriptions of the various analytical ])ro-

cosses leave nothing to be desired in respect of lucidity and precision. Ilis small
book should therefore serve most admirably as a manual for the young chemist
taking part in the simple system of chemical C(mtrol here described, which has been
adopted by a number of Continental beet sugar factories.

Finding and Stopping Waste in Modern Boiler Booms. Second, revised,

and enlarged edition. Publication No. 995. (H. S. B. W.-Cochrane
Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.) 1921. Price: $1.00.

This is an expose of the science of the economical utilization of heat in the

modern boiler plant, and we recommend it as a particularly clear, comprehensive,

and thorough treatise which should be read by managers and chemists desirous

of securing the greatest eflicienoy possible in this depaiiinent of the factory or

refinery. It is divided into five parts, dealing successively with fuels
;
combus-

tion; heat absorption
;
boiler efliciency and testing

;
and boiler plant proportion-

ing and management. The latter two sections will be found to constitute tho
most informative of the book. Ihe principles previously discussed being here put

1 Thus tbe yield in first sugar per lOO of first massecuite is found from the formula

X 100, in which s is the polarization of the first massecuite ; c its content in asJi ; S

the polarization of the first sugar
; (7tlie content in ash of the first sugar ; and Q the saline

quotient of the second massecuite. To obtain the same figure, one may also apply the formula

:

^ X 100, in which h is Uie Brix of the first massecuite
;
B that of tho first sugar ; aud P

the quotient of purity of the second massecuite. In these formuhe, one may of course replace
the first massecuite by the second, the second massecuite by the molasses, aud the first sugar
by the second sugar.
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into practice. Iiiatructions ere given, for example, for the performance of boiler

trials and the interpretation of the figures obtained. A system of assigning to

each workman a well-defined task in the operation of the boiler plant with a bonus
if properly performed is advocated, and is stated to have proved successful when
well organised. Instruments thus used are not for the purpose of “showing up’*
the firemen, but of securing better results lor him and the management.
Presumably this book is intended to serve as a manual for those adopting
Cochrane instruments for measuring and recording the ])oiler feed, condensate,
cooling water, etc., though one is hai'dlj?^ aware of this fact until a few pages of

advertizing matter at the end of the book are reached.

The Formation of Colloida. By The Svedberg. With 22 illustrations.

(J. & A. Churchill, London.) 1921. Price: 7s. fid. net,

C’olloids or disperse systems in general may be formed in two ways, differing

in principle
: (1) by condensation, and (2) by dispersion. In this small book, the

well-known Swedish investigator SvEDitEua develops the application of those two
methods of colloid formation. Details are given for the preparation of metallic
and non-inetallic sols by the first iriethod; while under the second method partial

dissociathu)
,
grinding, and oinulsification are distinguished. liecont work points

to the conclusion that under suitable conditions it will generally bo possible to

produce rather highly disperse systems by purely mechanical subdivision.

A Handbook of Laboratory Glass-Blowing. By Bernard D, Bolus, with

numerous diagi’ams by Naomi Bolas. (George Boutledge & Sons, Ltd.,

London.) Price; 3s. fid.

ChoiuiHls should possess a certain adeptness in glass-blowdng, and should at

least be abh^ to join a glass tube, make a T-pioce, and perform other simple
oj)erationfe of this kind. Glass-blowing is an art which of course cannot be learnt

by the perusal of a book, but demands the expenditure of a good deal of time in

careful practi(;o. Nevertboless this oxcollont little book wliich Mr. Bolas has
written wull do much tow’ards saving many of the hours normally spent in

ac(pnring skill in certain operations; and, generally speaking, cannot fail to be
of great service in giving expert advice legarding the best methods of manipula-
tion under different cirenmstances. It is an excellent small guide, well W’ritton

and clearly illustrated, aud w^e think it should be in the hands of all laboratory
w^orkers.

Becherches Physico-Chimiques sur I’luversion Biastasique du Saccharose.
Andree Chaudun. (Masson Cie., 120, St. Gennain, Paris.) 1921.

This is a thesis presented to the faculty of sciences of the University of Paris
by Mademoiselle CiiArDUN for the purpose of her Qualification for the degree of

doctor of physical science. It forms part of a number of researches ou enzyme
action undertaken under the direction of the Abbot Colin, of the Institut

CHtholi(jue of Paris.

An Account of a New Moth Borer of Sugar Cane (Family Tineidae),

together with Further Notes on the Fyralid Moth Borer on Cane
(Polyocha Sp.l. Edmund Jarvis. Bulletin No. 1 1 ;

Division of Entom-
ology, (Bureau of Sugar Experiment Stations ; Brisbane

;
Queensland).

1921.

Contents: Introduction
;
nature of injury ; descriptiou of egg ; description of

larva
; habits of the larva ; the pupa ;

description of tne moth ; the male. Notes
on infestation and control.

Osservazioni E Bioerche Sulla Barbabietola da Zucchero. PartaPrima.

Ottavio Munerati. (B. Stazione Sperimentale di Bieticultura, Eovigo,

Italy.) 1920.
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Mauritius Almanac for 1921. Compiled by A. Walter, F.B.A.S. (The Ooueral

Printing and Stationery Company, Ltd., Port Louis, Mauritius.) 1921.

Price: Es. 10.

Electrometric Methods and Apparatus for Determining Hydrogen-ion

Concentrations, tlatalogue No. 75 of 1920. (Leeds & Northrup (^o,,

4901, Stentoii Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.) Obtainable on appli-

cation.

Co-operative Oane Syrup Canning : Producing Syrup of Uniform Quality.

J. K. Lale. Department Circular 149, U.S. Dept, of Agriculture.

Estudios Anatomicos y Fisiologicos Sobre la Cana de Azucar en Cuba.

Prof. Dra. Eva Mameli de Calvino. Boletin No, 46, Estacion Experi-

mental Agronomica, Santiago de las Vegas, Cuba, 1921.

Eeport of the Lubricants and Lubricating Inquiry Committee. Issued by

the Department of Scientific and Industrial Eesearoh, Advisory Council.

(H.M. Stationery Office, Imperial House, King8way,W.C. 2.) Price : 2s.6d.

Its contents include: Introductory; bibliography; i^esearoh work instituted

by the Committee; bulletins; review of existing knowledge of the subject;
recommendations for future research ; liaison with American Bureau of Standards

;

conclusion
;
and appendices.

Uber die Organisationsformen und Finanzierungs-Methoden der Deutschen
Kohzuckerfabriken. [Schemes of Organization and Methods of

Finance of German Haw Sugar Factories.] Leonardt Henze.

(“ Gottinger Tagoblattes,’’ Gottingen, Geimany.) 1921. (Eoprint of

an address.)

Properties of Steam. H. L. Callendar, F.E.S. 631 pages and 85 tables.

1921, Price: 40s. net; Steam Tables separately : 3b. (id. net. (Edward
Arnold, London, W.l.)

Laboratories : Their Planning and Fitting. Alan E. Munby, (G. Boll &
Sons, Ltd., London.) 1921. Price: 25r. net.

Soil Alkali ; Its Origin, Nature and Treatment. F. S. Harris. (John
Wiley & Sons, New York ; Chapman & Hall, Ltd!, London).

Die Trocknung der Nahrungsmittel und Abldlle. [The Drying of Food-
stuffs and Waste Products]. Otto Marr.^ (E. Oldenbourg, Munich
and Berlin).

Die Fabrikation der Ultramaxinfarben. (Manufacture of Ultramarine
Colours.) Laiirenz Bock. (Wilhelm Knapp, Halle, Salle, Germany).

Traits Pratique des Emplois Chimiques du Bois. [Practical Treatise on
the Chemical uses of Wood, Dealing with the Mfg. of Aoetic
Acid, Methyl Alcohol, and Alcohol Denaturants]. M. £)ar

;

translated from the German by Dr. L, Gautier. (Beranger, Paris).

A See also LSJ,, IWl. 103,
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Brevities.

The late Danieii m Pass left property to the value of £766,976 4s. 8d., with net

personality £763,318.

The Mexican export duty on sugar was abolished last April. It amounted to 6d, per

kg. on refined and 3Jd. on raws.

It is pointed out in a recent paper by John Don* that a sand-filter freshly prepared is

capable of absorbing fairiy large amounts of ammonia and dissolved organic substances

from liquids that are passed through it.

At the recent annual meeting of shareholders in Home Grown Sugar, Ltd., it was
announced that the Minister of Agriculture, 8ir Aetiiub Grifpith-Bobcawen, M.P., has

consented to open the Kelham beet sugar factory next October.

Centrifugal Beparatois, Ltd. (which firm controls the Geo patents)'** have arrived at

an agreement with the Hharples Speciality Co. to work the TT.8. patents under license on
a royalty basis, and provision has been made for a full interchange of technical infoima-
tion between the two undertakings.

Mr. Geouob Hughes® suggests that his process of absorbing molasses in the pith

obtained from bagasse should be used tor the transport of molasses from the colonial

factory to the home distillery. He has found tlmt 12 parts of the dried bagasse pith

is capable of absorbing about 88 parts of molasses at a density of 86"^ Brix; and he
urges planters to make a trial shipment.

Mr. A. J. Kellku has been appointed the representative in the Louisiana district of

the Celite Products Company for the sale of “ B'ilter-eel Attention was recently called

in our columns to the advantages possessed by this high grade of kieselguhr for the clari-

fication of juices,^ either for manufacture of sugars or of table syrups
;
and Mr, Keller,

formerly Superintendent of the Central Slewart, Cuba, is particularly well qualified to

advise manufacturers on this new development.

In the annual report recently issued by the Amalgamated Sugar Co./* the following

chemical control figures were given, these being the average of the eight plants operating

:

sugar in the slices, 15*63; sugar sacked, 12*61; final nett extraction, 12*67; sugar lost

in the pulp, 0 26; in the j>ulp water, 0*10; in the lime cske, 0*30; in the filter-cloth

washings, 0*02
;
in the Steften waste waters, 0*18; in the molnsses, 1*67

;
and unknown,

0*43
, a total loss of 2*96 por cent, of the weight of bed'-.

Advices from Jamaica indicate that the sugar planters there are in need of financial

assistance in order to enable them to tide over the preserjt crop. The Government proposes

to guarantee a hank loan to the extent of £400,000, the security being a first mortgage on

the crops and lands. A committee which was appointed by the Legislature (say a Times

telegram) to enquire into the matter leported that the sugar industry of the island was in

a perilous condition and cun only maintain its position as the key industry of the island if

Government aid is forthcoming. Some 36,000 persons are concerned in the industry.

In a recent official report Dr. Hotow^etz, the Czechoslovak Minister for Trade, states

that the sugar surplus for the period 1920-21 can be estimated at al>out 300,000 metric

tons. Out of this total, 216,763 tons have already been definitely disposed of, apart from

the French right of option. These sales, calculated on the exchange rates for May 1921

yield 2,260 million ("zeohoslovnk crowns. Compensatory transactions with France

(46,000 tons) and with Austria (16,000 ions) will bring in from 600 to 600 millions. Jf

the 100,000 tons forming the remainder are sold at current prices, the gross receipts f(.r

sugar will amount to four milliard crowns, which, deducting the purchase price and other

expenses, will yield the State a net profit of two milliards.

Engintterimu 1931, 111, No. 2894, 759-7UO.

»U.K. Patents 4186 of 1907; 21,4^1 of 1909; 16,188 of 1911. See /.S J., 1930, 377

» H'eei India Committee Circular^ 1921, 86, No. 584, 74.

* /.S./., 1920, a32, 643, 699; 1921, 60, 161, 227.
' ^ Tacts about Su^ar, 1921, 12, No. 21, 407.
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Review of Current Technical Literature.'

Modification of the Sulfhitation PiiooKSf;, thk Caia’Idm Sclthitr heino sepahated

pitKvious TO IIeating. Jnnng H. Morse > La. VlanUi^ 65^ Nos, 19

and SO, S01-S0S and S15-S17.

It is believed by the writer that if the process of clarification b}" siilphitation be

divided into two parts so that some of the impurities are separated in the cold, and the

remainder in the usual way after heating, granulatod white and

high-grade inolassos can be made* direct from the cane with no

more diliiculty than raw sugars. It is explained that i{ the

impurities precipitated on sulphuring and liming in the cold are

first removed, the clarification resulting later on heating is

londered more effective. Previous to 1890 it was customary in

Louisiana to fiist separate the precipitate obtained on sulphuring

the raw juice, and then lime and heat the clear juice. Both the

sugar and molasses produced by this process were of splendid

quality
;
but it was wasteful, as sugar was lost by the inversion

occuiring during the subsiding of the acid juice, and by the

discarding of the unwashed deposit, filter-presses not being in

general use at that period. A similar good effect (it is said) can

be produced by the application of the subsiding tank invented by

the author, of**^ which throe, in tandem, holding all the juice

extracted by the mills in 45 ininuteB* steady grinding may be

employed. They are so connected that the cold juice flows from the first to the second, from

tlje second to the third, and finally ftom the third to the juice-heater storage tank Three

liming tanks are also used ; and after liming the sulphured juice in the first of those, it is

pumped into the Morse tank No. I, its metal cone 0 being set in motion by the motor M
to effect rapid subsiding. Then Die second liming tank is filled, and its contents pumped
into Morse tank No. 1, the juice already there being forced into Morse tank No. 2. A
third and a fourth liming tank are thus filled and successively pumped into IVIorse tank

No. 1, thus filling first l^Iorse tank No. 3 and lastly the juice-heater storage tank. This

cycle of operations is repeated, and the mud drawn oft' through £ is filter-juessed and

washed. Advantages of this procedure are that when the juice from the heaters is

subsided, it is clearer than ordinarily. means of the sieve at Ji, the hagacxllo is largely

removed; while the amount of scale in the heateis is considerably reduced. Moreover,

thii new system makes possible the most delicate tempering of the juice before it passes to

the heaters, inversion and decomposition of ** glucose” both being quite easily avoided.

Standauds of Buiuty op Hark Sugakb for fse in Bacteriological Work. Robert

5. Black, Paper read hefoie the Sugar Section of the American Chemical

Society, 19S1,
^

In every case the highest possible standards should be prescribed in the case of rare

sugars used for the differentiation of bacteria, the growth of which is affected by very small

amounts of impurities. Therefore the specification should include data on : the specific

rotatory power; the cupric reducing power; the amount, if any, of heavy metals, alu-

minium, calcium, etc. ; the ash; the bydrogen-ion concentration; the moisture content;

and the presence of other carbohydrates.

Production op Plantation Whitb Granulated and Molasses in Louisiana.

r. //. Eckard, La, Planter, lOSl, 66, No. 8,

It is said in this article that in Louisiana during recent years the quality of plantation

granulated has gradually improved, until to-day it has become possible to make in the

factories of that country a grade which is in every respect equal to refine i sugar. Such sugars

are being marketed as plantation granulated with a private brand, the purchaser being

i This Review is copyright, and no part of it may be reproduced without permlssion.-
(Editor,

* 1919, m.
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thus certain of obtaining a standard article. At the same time, however, a good deal

of “ off-colour ” plantation white is produced, hut as the sale of the branded grades

increases, that of thrso inferior qualities should likewise decrease. With the object of

assisting manufacturers to produce a uniformly high grade of gruimlated, and also a good

table molasses, tho author describes the procedure by which according to his experience

the best results are obtained. ' He asserts that the kind of cane ground is immaterial,

whether purple, led or white
;
but hot sweet water should not be used for maceration, as it

produces colour, which parses into the molasses. In sulphuring the juice, the acidity

should not bo more than 3*6-4 0 c.c. of N/IO KOH per 10 c.c., this being then limed back

to a little loss than tho natural acidity of the juice, namely about 0*8-^l*0 c.c. It is con-

sidered of no consc(]u(mco whether the sulphurous acid of the lime be added first, though

this point has boon much disputed elsewhere/'* and another point made is that sulphuring

and liming in excess of the limits specified results in a sugar that docs not keep its colour

for any length of time, and gives a molasses that has an acrid taste. After being sulphured

and limed, the juice is heated to 180 200® F. (82- 93® C.), and run into open defecators

with coils i'apable of heating to 212® F'., which may not he a very up-to-date installation,

but nevertheless is one U»at in the opinion of tho nutlun has lujvor been equalled for the

manufacture of white sugar, being both simple and certain, lie also recommends the

practice of removing the blanket at tho time of its formation with a sweep, and passing it

to tho filtor-proHscs at once. The clear juice fi om those defecators is fuither cleaned, either

in brush pans or filter hags, preferably tbe former, as less labour is demanded, tho\igh live

steam is required. Additional lime must not be added either to the scums from the brush

pans, or to the settlings from the defecators, previous to the filtration of those sediments,

but kieselgnhr (‘* Filtor-cel”) at the rate of 2-3 lbs. per ton of cane should he well mixed

in, tho result being such that “it will be a |doasure to have a filter-press station in the

house,” the mud filtering rnjiidly and the elolh remaining reasonably clean. After con-

centrating the juice to 30® Bo. (64® Brix.), thes3"rup is allowed to stand in the syrup tanks;

and if clanfication has been properly carried out very little insoluble matter will deposit

after a tiiiu'. 'I’hcHe bottoms are returned to tho raw^ juice tanks. Details of boiling

in the pan will bo influenced by lh(» capacity of this station, and by the arrangements of

Cut-o\er pipes, cjf mixers, and of molasses tanks; hut if uniform sugar is to be expected

attention must be giv(*n during every strike to the control of the vacuum, tho application

of boat, the keeping of tlie massecuite as thin us j)08.sible until boiling-iri begins, the

making of t)ie corrcfd amount of hard grain at one time, and the hoiling-back of the

molasses. As a rule it will he possible to exhaust the liquors in two boilings, making the

first maSHCCuite fron^ syrup and wash separated from the run-offs of the second massecuite,

and the second massecuite from syrup and all tho wash and run-offs (not separated) from

the first n ussoeuite, Liquois must not he allowed to circulate ; but beyond this principle,

and those generally employed in actually boiling a pan, no rules can bo given. Begarding

the molasses, previous to soiling this b} -product, it is generally taken through the pan, in

order to get the correct density, and extract the air hubbies it contains. In the curing of

tbe massecuitch tlie use of erj stalliicei s is an open qm-stion, though their advantage in the

manufacture of raw sugar is of course undoubted. ’* The working of crystallizers means

a definite sacrifice of the molasses, and . . . , means in the end also a saciifice in the

quality of the sugar for quan tit production . . . Lastly the sugar is passed through

granulators, and packed in hags of Miitnhle size, viz., 100 lb.

“ Glccosb Decomposition in White Suoau MANUFAciruE, anu the ITse of

InHICATOHS foe IIKTBHMININO THE BEACTION OF JuiCKS AN1> SYkUPS.

J. W- L. van Ligten. Archef, 1921, 29, Ao, i, 18~20.

In the literature of white sugar manufacture, much has been written on substances

(either already present or subsequently formed daring the process) which by reason of

their OH-ion content are dangerous to glucose decomposition. Little, however, has been

said about those other substances which prevent or retard this decomposition. Almost

I See also^ils’.jT^Siri, m • ie^MAXWEiX, i.*V.J.7Tw8, 330; also Ceoss, 1913, 4««-437.
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generally for establishing the acidic or basic properties of juices, syrups, etc., use is made
of indicators as litmus, phenolphthalein ; whereas in sugar liquors a number of weak
organic acids are present, the neutral point of which dissociated compounds cannot be

determined by these indicators. If, therefore, a ** neutral ” reaction to litmus or phenol-

phthalein is indicated, it does not follow that there will be no “ glucose” decomposition

As an example of a substance having an inhibitory effect on glucose decomposition by

OH-ions may be mentioned the amino-acids, as glycocoU, aspartic and glutamic acids,

which may react either acid or alkaline depending upon the medium, liCt us take a

solution of an amino-acid, say aspartic acid, or the amino-acid amide, asparagin, aH of

which show red to litmus, and run in a weak solution of alkali until there is a colour

change. This mixture being alkaline should be dangerous at high tempcratuic to glucose

decomposition , but it is not, for on boiling it with a solution of glucose no brown colour

appears. IVIore alkali may even be added
;
and it will be just about when the nitrogenous

compound and the alkali are present in equivalently equal amounts that decomposition

will commence to be apparent. Some laboratory experiments demonstrating these points

are described towards the end of this paper.

Fxltkation of ti!k entire Joicb thhouoh the Maktel Leaf Filteu after Treat-

ment WITH Kieselouhr. Anon. La. Planter, 19^0, 65, JS^o, 25, S95,

At Wilbert’s My i tie Grove factory, near Plaquemine, La., Mr. Louis Martel has

been conducting inleiesting and promising experiments on the filtration of the entire mill

juice without previous treatment with lime or sulphur, kie^elgulir only for the adsorption

of the colloids being used in the manner suggested by Dr. Zkruan.** lie used a leaf filter

of his own design,* consisting of a cast-iron box, 4 ft. square, contHining 25 frames of

galvanized iron encased by filter-cloth, each leaf having an independent outlet cock. An
effective flushing arrangement for discharging the cake from the leaves is provided, it

being unnecessary to open the box while so doing. In the case of a factory crushing

1000 tons of cane per day, six of these filters giving a total filtering area of 500 sq. ft.

are required. Juice from the mills is mixed with kieselguhr (such as •» Filter-cel ”), heated

to boiling point, and pumped through the leaf filters at a pressure of about 30 lbs., water

being added later to sweeten down the cako previous to discharging it by ilushing. One
operator can attend to six fillers

;
and it is said that sugar can be made in 10-12 hours by

this system, as compared wdth the 18-24 hours demanded by ordinary defecation apparatus

and settling tanks. As the result of a demonstration, 50 of these filtcis are stated to have

been sold
;
and this method of working, which is capable of producing high-grade plant-

ation whites, is said to bo attracting the attention of a number of other manufacturers.

Capacity of Settling Tanks. Anon. South Affican Sugar Journal, 1921, 5, No. 4^547.

Regal ding the defecating capacity in a cane sugar factory, it is usual to allow a

sufficient volume to hold the juice of about two hours* grinding, this volume being

divided among a convenient number of defecators, so that allowing for filling and emptying
the juice in each can stand undisturbed for about hours. It is assumed that 100 parts

of total diluted juice are obtained per 100 of cane, and that the juice arrives at the

defecators sufficiently heated. To-day the tendency is towards round defecators of about

6000 gallons available capacity, with slightly conical bottom, and coils for heating. In
this type while the bottom should be sufficiently coiiital for the easy running of the scum,

it should not form so great a cone as to hold some juice in addition to the scum. Defeca-

tors of the square type with the bottom sloping towards one end or towards the ceniro are

also to be found, and if properly constructed are entirely satisfactory. Regarding the

heating surface, this is found to vary somewhat. According to an empirical rule, I sq. ft.

should be allowed for 5 gallons of juice per hour. Some British makers allow 56 sq. ft.

per 1000 gallons of juice capacity ; while sometimes 40 sq. ft. are to be found, especially

in apparatus made during the past few years during which the cost of copper coil has been

1 I.SJ., 1930, 332, 643, 699^
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so high, lliese coils roust bo connected with proper steam traps, if the heating surface

is to give the results expected; and, moreover, thoy must be kept clean so as to ensure

good transmission of heat. Juice settling in a series of defecators has, of course, the

disadvantages of keeping a large volume ofjuice in process, and of using considerable space

;

hut, on the other hand, it has flexibility and facility of operation when compared to

modern systems of continuous settling. These advantages, it is considered, go a long

way towards explaining the reluctance of manufacturers to discard the older sjstem.

Addition to tke Last Mill Joicb of the Lime NECKSSAity pok Clauificati<»n.

Maurice Bird. La. Llatiter, 1921, 66, Ko. 12, 2S4.

It is recognized that there must occur a comparatively large loss of sugar owing to

the fermentation of the juice during milling.' 'J’heiefore the author had the idea of

trying the eff<ict of treating the last mill juice with antiseptic reagents before using it as

maceration liquid by returning it to the hagusse emerging from the first unit- Above the

third mill juice channel a cylindrical tank containing a suitablo stirrer was installed, and

from it a thin stream of milk-of-limo was allowed to flow into the last mill jiiioc, a little

formaldehyde being run in at the same time. Owing to the use of hot water for macera-

tion, and to the heating caused by the friction of the rollers, the temperature of this last

mill juice >va8 about 4 9^*0
.
{120®F.); and after having been treated it was sent back to

macerate at the first mill. In this way these chemicals became later mixed with the

second and third mill juices. So beneficial w'ere the results that more and more lime was
added at this point, until ultimately the whole of the quantit}’^ of the lime necessary for

claritication was thus added. ‘Mt seems, therefore, reasonable to conclude that this clari-

fication in the megnsse (as it were) must result in more or less of the precipitated impurities

of the juice being strained off by the megasse and consequently relieving the work at the

filter-presses to a greater or less extent That the clarification was greatly

improved seemed beyond any doubt, while the sugar cured more easily, and the recovery

was better, though other causes operating at the time must have aided this effect. It is

said that an unanticipated result was that a practically neutral juice could be obtained

with facility from the mills, the least departure from neutrality being easily corrected by
regulating the valve of the milk-of-lime tank. Other factories are stated to be following

this practice.

Question of the Deiekioration of Bagasse on Keeping ; and that of the Use op

Last Mill Juices for Maceration. G- Loos and A, Schweizer. Anhuf,
1921, 29, JVo 1, 21-24.

Last year^ the authors drew attention to the rapid diminution of the polarization of

bagasse on keeping. On further examining this phenomenon, it was ascertained that if

the sample is so chopped that the outer layers of the cane are very finely divided, the

polarization falls from about 3 to 0 per cent, in approximately seven hours; whereas,

when the rind remains more or lees intact, and therefore mostly only the pith passes

through the sieve, the deterioration is much less rapid. Presumably this action is due to

an enzyme or other agent present in the rind of the cane.

It is not very di flic ult to believe that when the last mill juices are used for maceration

they should deteriorate at least as quickly as the bagasse juice, seeing that they

are distributed over such a large surface of the crushed cane. A study of the control

fignies of the Modjokerto factory, Java, relating to the purity of the first and last mill

juices appears to prove this. lliUB, the difference in the purity of the fii'st and last mill

juices in the case of a plant having a crusher and four mills, and macerating with water

alone, was 6 0 with one factory, and 7*7*^ with another
;
but was 11*1, 13 0, and 14*8° in

the case of three others, using the last mill juices for tJieir maceration, and 8*1® when

water whs used during the firat half and lust mill juices during the second half of the

campaign. It is desirable, the authors conclude, that other factories should undertake

» 8oe 1921. 271. » LS.J., 1930, 109.
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(similar tents, examining also the effect of the addition of a constant small quantity of

disinfecting reagents (as formaldehyde' and sulphurous acid®) to the last mill juices used

for the maceration.

PiiODUcrioN OF SuGA-E AND OF Aloohol (foh Motok Fuel) fhom the Juice op the

Agave oa Amekican Aloe. Elie Delafond* Communicated hy the authorfrom

Mexico Clly^ Mexico,

Although the juice of the agave (a genus of plant of which the chief species is the

maguey or century plant, wrongly called the aloe) may contain 10- 15 per cent, of sucrose,

it has hitherto been impossible to use it as a source of sugar, because of the quantity and

nature of the impurities present. However, the solution of the problem has been effected

(it is claimed) by the application of the author’s recently protected electrolytic method of

purification. 3 But the great opportunity for the electrolytic proc^ess in Mexico is for the

treatment of the agave juices to free them from the substances that inhibit the growth of

the yeast, and thus to render them available for alcohol production. Two factories were

erected in 1900 at Yucatan for the utilization hy fermentation of the juice expressed by

the machines used for the extraction of henequen or sisal hemp, the production of which

is an important industry in that part of the world ; hut it is stated that this venture failed

on account of the difficulty of fermenting the juices, though several methods of i>reliiu-

inary clarification were tried. Success, it is believed, can ho achieved by the application

of the Dblafond process, and it is estimated that about 19 million hectolitres (418 million

imperial gallons) of absolute alcohol could he iiroduced in Mexico hy thus treating the

juices expressed in the hemp mills. This spirit 'would he available for use as fuel for

tractors, automobiles, etc.

MirUO-OllGANiSMH CONCKKNET) IN THE HfcTEiaoEATlON OF 8UGAK. W> J> TH^ AtTtOnS,

At chief, mi, 29, No, i, 1~1S.

In 1917, when as the result of the shoitage of shipping an immense quantity of sugar

was stored in Java, the author was given the opportunity to continue his observations

regarding the micro-organism concerned in deterioration.^ Plate cultures were mad(f,

using a medium of the following composition : sodium phosphate, 1260 grms.
;
potassium

chlonde, 1260
;
peptone, 2500 ; magnesium sulphate, 1000

;
sucrose, 100 ,

agar-agar, 20 ;
and

distilled water, 1000 grms., which medium being poor in nitrogen favoured the pro]>Hga-

tioii of moulds and bacteria capable of growth in syrups and molasses. A further selection

was made by cultivation on sugar crystals having a lajerof syrup or of highly concen-

trated sugar liquor. Itegarding the bacteria isolated in this manner, tin)* were found to

correspond very generitlly with those described by Lewi on Bjiain and Noel pEEitit,® and

are therefore not discussed further, though their inverting effect on sugar crystals was
determined, and found to he very active. Coming now to the numerous moulds isolatul,

the following wore identified after careful examination, their colour, the dimensions of

their conidia and spores, their optimum temperature of propagation, and other charac-

teristics being recorded: Asperydlus glancus ; A, clavatus ; A, fumigatwt ; A. oryzae ;

A, mdulanh ; A, varxans ; A. nnnimtis ; A, flams ; A, pseudocluvatm ; A. giganletm

(all of "which are green); A, candidm ; A, albtts (wliich two are white) ; A, niya ;

(which two are black) ; A.sulfurens; A,ochracem; A,liehmti ; A, Oshanu ;

A, wentu (all of which are brown)
;

and also renicillium hrevicauU ; P, crustaceum

fglauceumj ; ohvaceum ; P. ttaheum ; P. luteum ; P, purpurogenum ; P, tuhrum.

In the course of the investigation it was noticed that often sugars in a state of rapid

deterioration showed only a few micro-organiMns on the plates : while some rather good

’ The coagulating property ol formaldehyde should be taken into account.
» SOj has been used for this purpose in some mills in Cuba.

» U.S. Patent, 1,371,997; 1921, 418. Mr. Delakonj) has sent ns a photograph of the first
white sugar loaf produced from agave juice by the application of Ins electrolytic process.

391«, 40. 5 Pffll Path., JI.S.P.A.

« Tlie literature con.sultod, in addition to Lafar’s “ llandbuch der Techn. Mykologie,” were
Stoll's Dissertation on “ Peiilcilliumarteii/* and Wehiiior's paper on ‘Die Pilzgattung asper-
gillns” in Mdmoires de la Soci^td de Physique de Gen6vc, 1899-1901, which latter two contri-
butions provide a marked differentiation between the Aspergillus and Penicillium varieties
between many of which hitherto chaos has prevailed

,
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Bugars contained a large number. At other tinkea^ tbe reverse was observed, which led

the author to conclude that there is no relationship between the number of micro-organism

and the degree of deterioration.^ It was not possible to conclude that the moulds predomi-

nate over the bacteria, since neither class of micro-organism appeared to he more harmful

than the other.

‘‘PjtNKOL” Motor Si’ikix [coNbisiiNO of Alcohol and Dissolved Acetylknf], Ttospec^

tns of Fenrol (South Africa) Ltd.^ S97, Smith Street
,
BurbaHy BritUh South Africa.

This company is now offering for subscription at par 86,000 shaies of £1 each for

initial working expenses, the capital being £236,000. The purpose of the formation of the

company is the manufacture and sale of the motor spirit known as **Penrol,”2 which is

described as a combination of alcohol and acetylene, the invention of Mr, J. Penhale, of

Johannofiburg. Using this fuel, a motoi is said to start easily from cold, and extensive

’trials over 10,000 miles of road are said to have given evidence of the new preparation

being in every way satisfactory, so that (it is stated) comparing Penrol ” with the

only motor fuel with which it is comparable, namely petrol, the advantages are

immeasurably with “Penrol.*^ Extracts from favourable reports from Prof. John Orr,

0.15 E., M.T.Mech.E., of tbe Johannesburg School of Alines, Air. James Gray, F.T.C f the

Alotor Corporation of South Africa, Ltd., and other authorities and companies, aie re-

produced. Mr, Norman L. Okrhahd stales that using a plant turning out 6000 gallons

per day, or 2,000,000 per annum, the fuel could be produced from mealies at Is. 8d. per

gallon, the cost of the mealies being lOs. per bag,” arid to this cost Id. royalty for the

inventor would be added. Therefore the two million gallons would cost £176,000, and

would be retailed at 38. per gallon, leaving a profit of £126,000, or 53 per cent, on the

subscribed capital Instead, however, of a two-unit plant making this two million gallons,

a smaller installation would at first be ei«*ctod, tbe extra cost of production being 2d. per

gallon, a return of £54,157 being thus obtained, or 30 per cent, on the initial capital of

£i85,000 upon which it is proposed to commence operaliunh

Eui lARATioN OF Kuamnosk. C, F. Waltotl, Jt Journal if the American Chemical

Society, 1931, 43, 137-131.

Fla\in is hydrolysei by Ikoiling with dilute sulphuric acid, and the liquid filtered,

neuirnli/ed with baiiuni carbonate, decolorixed, and evaporated under diminished pressure

to about 40 per cent, of solids. After precipitating the inorganic impurities by the

addition of alcohol, and filtoring, the liquid is further concentrated to 70-80 percent, of

solids, and allowed to crystallize, the yield of rhamnoso being 20-26 per cent, of the fiavin

taken.

Some Kkueni' Develofmexts in Watkr-drivkn Cknthifuol.s. F. J. Broadbcnt
Enymecringy 1931, Illy jVc. 3S94, 744-743 (lllmirated)

.

Activity of Water in Sucrose Solution. W. E. Garner and Irvine Masson.
Fhiloeophical Magazine, 1921, 6th senes, No. 243^ 4^4

AIovltung and CouiNo (loNK-BUAj'KD C'astingh FOR Vacuum Pans. Fiauk H. Stanley.

American MaeJumst,^ 1920, 53, No. 8, 441-443 ; 1921, 54, No. 8, $08-309.

These are two short articles on foundry work at the factory of Dibert, Bancroft and

Ross, of New Orleans. Illustrations are presented showing the method adopted for

(1) moulding the large cone-shaped castings for vacuum pans
; (2) boring holes in ibis

same large cone-shaped casting ; and (3) diilling fiangos on large tank members. A form

X>luning operation is also shown, the work being a scraper bar for cleaning mill rolls, the

inner face of which is planed out to a concave surface.

J. P. O.

‘ Compare i.SJ., 1920, 5211.

* Soutli African Patents No. 267 of 1917, and l.'t74 ; U.K. Patent, 120,792.

» Consideration is being given In South Africa to a scheme for the manufacture of
industrial alcohol from cane.

^ Published by McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Ltd., of 6, Bouverie Street, Loudon, E.C. 4.
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UNITED KfNGDOM.

Automatic and Oontintu^us Settling Tanks. Cuthbert G> Petree, of Brisbane,

Queensland. {t5J82). June 4th, 1920.

Tanks for separating scum and sediment from juice are provided with special means

for introducing the liquid so as not to cause disturbance, and for separating and discharging

the scum. The liquid is delivered by a pipe s on to a platform t in a receiving-chamber r,

and passes thence through an inclined channel u to a circular distributing-chamber v on

shaft A, rotated by worm-gearing /, direct the

the outlet q. Draw-off taps IS are provided

ettling-tank.

the cover b of the conical settling-tank a.

Within the chamber v there is an opening

a? in the cover and the liquid delivered

tangentially to the chamber passes round

a gallery formed between the wall of the

chamber and the edge of the opening and

overflows through the opening. Depending

from the rover b are a cylindrical wall 7 and

a volute wall $. The grenU r part of the

liquid passes through an opening £' in the

wall 1 and is directed round the tank

towards an overflow outlet 11 by the wall 3,

The scum is collected by an inclined plate 5

extending ahovo and below the surface

of the liquid and oblique to the direction

of circulation. The scum may be removed

from the plate to the outlet 6 by blades on a

rotary shaft or attached to endless belts or

chains or by means of a helical conveyor.

Scrapers k attached to arms j on a vertical

sediment from the wall of the tank towards

at different levels for use in emptying the

IMouLDiNo Chocolate, etc. Sarotti Chokoladen and Cacao Industrie A,-G. and

A. Miiller, of Sudende, Berlin. 169,886 (7016). March 3rd, 1921 ;
convention

date, Maich Kith, 1920; not yet ampUd; abridged as open to inspection under

Section 91 of the Act.
'

MoToa Fuel coniaininq Alcohol. Chemical Fuel Co. of America, of Louisville,

Kentucky, U.S.A. (assignees of E. W. Stevens). 169,880 (70^6). March 3rd,

1921; convention date, March 9th, 1920; not yet accepted; abridged as open to

inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

Alcohol is treated to remove water and render it miscible with hydrocarbon oils such

as petroleum oils, benzol and tar oils, to produce motor fuels, by mixing it with fusel oil and

a hydrocarl on oil and distilling the mixture, ^i’he first fractions, which contain water, are

treated to separate alcohol, &c., and the final fractions which are practically free from

water are blended with hydrocarbon oils. In the case of low-grade alcohol which contains

fusel oils, a further addition of fusel oil is not necessary. A motor fuel prepared by
blending the treated alcohol with petroleum oil may be mixed with ether to give quicker

ignition and with toluol to prevent loss of the ether.

^ Copies of specifications of patents with tlieir drawings can he obtained ou appUoation
to the following:- Ignited Kingdom: Patent Office, Sales Branch, 26, Southampton Buildings,
Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2 (price, Is. each). United Statee: ConnulsBloner of Patents,
Washington, DC. (price 10 cents each). iVanee .* L'lmprhnerie Rationale. 87, meVieiUedu
Temple, Peris (price, 2fr. oO each).
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Patents.

Obntrifuoal SErAUATOR, G. C. Barnes and J. R. Morgan^ of Coogee, N.S.W.,
Aufitralia. 169,^17 {586^). FeT>ruary 2l8t, 1921; convention date, February

19th, 1921 : ml pel accepted ; abridged as open to inspection under Section 91

of the Act.

In a centrifugal separator with a rotating screw-shaped spiral and a rotating filter

basket particularly for the treatment of sugar, or water sewage, the material is fed into the

machine through a hollow central axis, and the spiral and basket are rotated differentially

from one driving point. End discs carried by the spindle are connected by threaded stay-

rods to which are secured the blades of the spiral. The boss of one of the discs is ex-

tended to form a driving pulley, and this is connected to the basket through toothed and

worm gearing. The end discs of the basket are connected by bars, which have flanges

to form soatings for segmental frames which hold the filtering material in position. This

material does not extend to the end of the casing in order to provide a free passage for the

separated material. At the forward end of the hollow central axis is a hopper with a feed

screw at the bottom. The axis is cut away to form a fn d opening and has a sliding gate

operated by a pinion to vary the point of entry. Pipes within the axis are connected to

pipes outside the spindle but within the basket. One <)f the last incntioneil pipes forms a

water spray to wash the material, the water then passing through the basket and the out-

let
;
the other of the last-mentioned pipes supplies an air blast to dry the material which

then passes through outlet in suitable receptacles.

Extraction of Juices, Pectin, etc., from Fruit and Vegetable 8uBSTANcr>.

J. yV/chof^on, of IIerefOld, England. 159^311 (^9^343). November 24ib, 1919.

In extracting juices, pectin, etc. from fruit or vegetable substances such as gentian

root, the fruit, pulped or not, is contained in a strainer suspended in a vessel containing

water, and is heated and agitated by injection of steam.

EvAroiuTORS. (1) Barbet et Fils ct Cie,, of Paris. 158,300 (3373). January 27th,

1920; convention date, January 27th, 1920; not pet accepted ; abridged as open

to inspection under Section 91 of the Act. (2) Griscom Russell Co., of New
York, ond J. Ptice. 158,858 (23,539). August llth, 1920; convention date,

February Uth, 1920; not yet accepted; abridged as open to inspection under

Section 91 of the Act. (3) Soc. Generate d*Evaporation Precedes

Prache & Bouillon, of Paris. 159,815 (5890). February 21st, 1921
;

convention date, ^larch 6th, 1920; not pet accepted; abiidged as open to

inspection under Section 91 of the Act,

Filter Plate. C /. Haines, of Wimbledon, London. 158,CCS (S7/>SC), November

7th, 1919.

A filter plate is described for filtering apparatus of the kind already protected by the

inventor,* in which unrestricted passage for liquid is allowed from both sides of the

filtering medium.

Manufacture op Alcohol. Badische Artilin & Soda Fabrik, of Ludwigshafen-on-

Khiuo, Germany. 158,906 (4634)* February 9th, 1921 ;
convention date,

February 9th, 1920; not pet accepted ; abridged as open to inspection under

Section 91 of the Act.

Ethyl alcohol is prepared by passing acetaldehyde vapour and hydrogen over finely-

divided copper, obtained by the reduction of precipitated copper compounds preferably at

a low temperature. The copper catalyst is prepared, for example, by precipitating a hot

solution of a copper salt by means of caustic alkali, mixing the precipitate with pumice

stone, and reducing the cupric hydroxide with hydrogen at 200®C.

U.K. Patents, 6372/00 and 27.007/0.*1.
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Sacchaiufyino Wood rou the Pkoduction of Galactose and Mucic Acid, and the

Manupaotuhe of Alcohol. Acree^ of Syracuse, New York, U.8.A.

100,770; 160,777 [8492; 8^93), March 18th, 1921; convention date, March

25tli, 1920 ;
not yet accepted; abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of

the Act.

Wood, partic\ilarly that of the Western larch, and other vegetable substances (as

cotton seed hulls, corn cobs, or nut shells) are treated in a diffusion batterj^ with a hydro-

lysing solution in counter current at a temperature of 70- 100®O., the galactan thus being

converted to galactose. A 2 per cent, solution of sulphuric acid, for example, makes a

suitable hydrolyst, using J to per cent, of the dry wood or other vegetable substance,

the acid being removed from the resulting solution by precipitation with lime. This

solution may bo evaporated to a syrup and mixed with cotton seed cake to form a cattle

fodder, or it may be fermented to alcohol. Alternatively the galactose may be oxidized

with nitric acid, or oxides of nitrogen, or olectrolytically, and the mucic acid thus obtained

may be used (it is said) for the preparation of baking powder, dyes, and mordants, or to

replace citric acid for ‘‘soft drinks,*' ices, candies, and jollios. When corn cobs are

treated, the chief product is levo-oxylose, which may be oxidized if desired to trioxyglu-

iaric acid. As to the spent vegetable material, it is said this may be used for making

paper, or may be employed as fuel.

Leach iNo Liquids. Soc. Generale d* Et*aporation Procedes Prache & Bouillon, of

Paris. 161,159 (5889). February 2l8t, 1921; convention date, Match 30th,

1920 ; not yet accepted

;

abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

A horizontal rotary cylinder having a helicoidal worm within it, is divided into com-

partments by a series of partitions, each having a single orifice at its periphery for passage

of the worm. The solids are supplied at one of the cylinders by a worn or other means ;

and the leaching liquid at the other through a pipe. The liquids flow in a contrary

direction to that of the solids throughout the cylinder.

liKDuciNG AND Rbfinino Ooooa. (1) £. C. /?. Muths (National Equipment Co ,
of

Springfield, Mass., U S. A.). 101,310 (37,130). November 4th, 1919, (2) R, F*

Paget, of Heybridge Basin, near Maldon, Kssox. 161,257 (169). January 2nd,

1920.

(1) This patent relates to apparatus particularly applicable for the treatment of cocoa

nibs and the productions therefrom of finished and refined chocolate liquor. Means are

provided between the reducing and refining devices to mix or churn the coarse liquor from

the reducing device and to deliver it to the refining device. (2) In machines for grinding

and refining cocoa and of the kind comprising a conical or like ^grinding element co-

operating with a correspondingly conical surface or seat, the substance to he treated is fed

into an enclosed chamber from which it is forced between the co-operating surfaces of the

treating element and its seat at the smaller ends thereof.

Fermentation of Cellulose pur tub Production or Alcohol. Power Gas Cor-
poration, Ltd., and H. Langwell, of Stockton-on-Teos. 101,294 (694 and
8115) ;

addition to 134,365. January 8th, 1920.

In the process for fermentation of cellulose described in the parent specification,^ the

degree of aeration may be limited so that mainly acetic acid is formed, or may he increased
so that ethyl alcohol is the chief product. The addition of soluble carbohydrates to act

as primers may also he dispensed with.

Mill providing Means for adjusting ihb Position of the Upper to the Lower
Roll. Charles McNeil, of Govan, Glasgow, N.B, 161,736 (3358). January

26th, 1920, See also U.8. Patent, 1,365,531.^

A L8J., 1920, 180. »/ 1921, 231
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Patents.

IJNITBI) BTATES.

Oanb Stiuppeh. /. E* Knowlton^ of Medina, Texas, U.S.A. 1,^60,765, November

30th, 1920. (Three figures.)

Keferring to the drawings, it will be seen that the stripping portion comprises the two

blades 1, which are preferably made of some hard wood, such as maple. These blades are

integral parts of the handle portion £ and are held in spaced relation to each other by a

spacing member S and are securely attached together by moans of suitable rivets S which

are fixedly attached in the blades and in the spacing member. The spacing member IS is

tapering in thickness, which particular construction serves to throw the cutting blades into

relative diverging position, so that they are separated a greater distance at their free end

than at the points of connexion

with the handle portion. Each of

the catting blades on the free end

and on the outer face, is bevelled,

thus leaving an end cutting edge 4-

Similarly longitudinal edges of the

cutting blades are bevelled on the

outer faces, leaving the cutting

edges 5. llie cutting edges 5 and

the cutting edges 4 blend into each

other by means of curved cutting

edgts C,

The peculiar shape of the im-

proved stripper affords means fur

making its blades i straddle the

stalk at the top, the stalk being ioscrled between the blades until it is near the handle

portion /?, when the cutting (jdges 5 will he in n position to engage the stalk on the

side. As the stripper is moved do'wn the stalk, it is moved laterally in reference to the

stalk, the diverging arrangement of the blades serving to always keep the cutting edges

b in eiigngemeiil with the stalk, so that they may rtm<Ac all offshoots without gouging

into the stalk. At the conclusion of the stripping operation, the end cutting edges 4 a*"©

brought into contact with the stalk, since there is the tendency on the part of the pt rson

performing tho stripping operation to move the stripper from a position at right angles to

the stalk to a position where tlu) strix>per approaches parallel with relation to the stalk, this

angular change of position being more pronounced at the conclusion of the stroke when
the end cutting edges 4 are brought into place.

PUEPAUATION OF A PALATABLE SyUUP FROM SuGAU BbKTS. SidtlCy F. SherU'OOdt of

the Dopartment of Agricultme, Washington, D.C., U.S.A. JrS70t37S. March
Ist, 1921. (For U8e hy U^S. eitizemf fiee of royalty chorgezJ)

After washing the beets, and removing tho tops and upper green portions and prefer-

ably also peeling, they are sliced, tho slices being allowed to drop into sufficient warm
water to cover them and thus prevent darkening. The ma^s of slices and water is heated

to 80^ C., and (after covering) allowed to stand for about 1 hour. The extract obtained is

strained ; and heated to 108-1 10® C, (about 21 ibs. per sq. in.) in an autoclave for 1 hour,

blowing off a substantial quantity of steam at approximately 1 & min. intervals. Ordinarily

this treatment serves to remove the objectionable ** beety ** flavour, hut when advisable a

higher temperature may be used, the time of heating being increased or decreased On
concentrating the extract, a palatable syrup (it is stated) is obtained.

Motor Fuel. Charles le Petit, of Mombasa, British East Africa (assignor to Power

Alcohol, Ltd., of London). J,$77,903. May 10th, 1921.

Claim is made lor :—(l) The fuel composition which comprises a combustible liquid

containing an aliphatic amine and a formyl ester.
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Evatobators, ijsclujunu an Entrainment Skraratou. Richard D. Kehoe, of Pelham

Hlanor, New York. 1,$(j3,3S3, December 28th, 1920. (Three figures.)

Higidly secured to the upper head 17 of the calandn'a is a steam inlet type of

comparatively large cross sectional area, and terminating approximately two-thirds of the

way down from the top wall. Steam is delivered to this pipe from a supply conduit 2$

projecting through the wall of the shell. It is important that the joint between the steam

inlet pipe 22 and the wall 14 he tightl}’’ packed, so that the desired degree of pressure of

vacuum may he maintained in the evaporator. As shown, the top wall 14 has a collar 2^4

rigidly and tightly secured thereto and encircling the steam conduit 22^ and having an

annular gasket space 25^ in which a gasket may he com-

pressed by a gland 26 outside the evaporator and threaded

into the outer end of the collar 24.

As an important feature, an entrainment separator is

provided in the upper part of the evaporator, illustrated

as including a transverse wall 32 which may ho supported

in any suitable manner by the peripheral wall of the

evaporator, as for instance, by being clamped in a groove

between the abutting ends of the wall sections 10 and

11, Tills transverse wall S3 has a central opening 34

receiving the steam conduit 22 and somewhat larger than

the latter so as to provide an annuls r passage for the

steam or other vapour rising from the liquid being evapor-

ated. Extending over this passage 34 is a hood 35 pro-

vided with a lateral outlet $6 to the compartment or

chamber 37 botwoon the partition wall 33 and the top wall

14 of the evaporator. A fairly tight joint is formed

between the top wall of this hood and the steam conduit,

although it is not necessarily steam-tight, and may be

fcitmed by a simple annular colliir or jdate 33* The
vapour may escape from the chamber $7 through an outlet

30 in the top wall 14 whicli is illustrated as being pro-

vided with an elbow 40

•

The vapours, together with any

particles of liquid carried up thereby, will pass at high

speed through the restricted passage 34 and impact

against the upper wall of the hood 35. The speed of flow

will be materially reduced in the outlet ,>(>, which is spaced

from the outer wall of the chamber 37. The flow will

increase as it passes bet^veen the end of the hood and the

wiill, and will again decrease in the comparatively largo chambei* 37. This alternate

speed of flow of the vapour and liquid, together with the repeated change of direction

of flow and the impact against the walls, will efibet a substantially complete separation

of the entr.dned liquid which will flow back into the main body of the liquid through

the pipes 4i while the vapour escapes from the outlet 40.

The partition wall 33 is preferably higher at its centre than at the periphery so that

any liquid collecting upon the upper surface will drain toward the outer edge. This outer

edge iiortion is illustrated as being provided with a plurality of drain pipes 4^ loading

downwardly along the walls of the evaporator and terminating adjacent to the lower end

of the calandria and below the normal liquid level in the evaporator.

Molassks Gate Lock. Henry G. Voighti (assignor to Sargent & Co., of New
Haven, Conn., U.S.A.). 1,377,531. May 10th, 1921.

Claim is made for a combination inamolassos gate or spout having a discharge opening

of a yolk swivelled thereon, a valvo to control said ojiening, said yolk having a padlock

opening positioned upon the side of swivel point opposite said valve, whero])y said

padlock opening moves downwardly when the valve is moved upwardly to uncover the

discharge opening.
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Biuuings foe CKNTuiruGAL Machines. Meredith Leitch (assignor to the De Laval

Separator O)., of New York). (1) L07S,OS4. March 20tb, 1021.

(2) 1,S7S,084> March 20th, 1921.

Principal claims are :— (1) A yieldahlo hearing for centrifugal machines comprising

a hearing member presenting a sphere-like surface, a surrounding member presenting an

inner cylindrical supporting surface, and a spring confined between said members and so

shaped and positioned that the resistance of the spring to lateral movement of the bearing

memhor away from its central position increases in a ratio exceeding the increase in the

amplitude of said movement. (2) A yieldahle hearing having a spherc-like

convex surface, a surrounding support, and a spring confined between the bearing and the

support and extending along the axis of the hearing, and having a free end displaceable

in the direction of said axis in the lateral movement of the bearing.

Method of hkatino Fkemiuvtkd Liuook raKDiMiNAKV to Distillation. William G
Toplis, of Philadelphia, Pa., U S.A, 1,804 Januaiy 4th, 1921. (Two

figures.)

A method of heating fciinented wash in such a manner as to realize the most effective

utilization of the fuel used in heating is described The fermented liquid (here called

*‘lKjer*') is pumped up to a tower down which it flows over baffle plates, being at the same

time heated by the ascending hot gases from a furnace. It then passes successively

through (1) a coil heated by reheated spent wash, and (2) a pipe serving as the grate of

the furnace. Thus highly heated, it flows through a distillation tower, where, while

passing over haffle plates, it loses most of its alcohol, the vapour of which goes to the

rectifying apparatus. However, the w^ash still contains some alcohol (normally unrecovertd),

and therefore is allowed to flow over baffle plut(‘S in a tower heated directly by the gases

from the furnace already mentioned, the alcolud thus volatilized passing up to the lower

which the ftTinoiiled liquor first enters.

Watku-ti’hk Ihm.Ku, Hirosuke lloriuchi, of Tmiiongai, Taihokucho, Taiwan, Japui

.

1,J4J,S?4' Juno 15th, 1920. ((»iio figurt*.)

Claim is made for the combination in a watt<r-tubc boih r, of a hoiizontal steam drum,

front and rear water-boxes substantially vertically ai ranged and having their up]>er ends

commnnicatiijg with the interior of said st<‘ain drum, upper and lower s< ts of water-tubes

conm^cting the water-hoxes and placing the bamo in coiniiuuiieation, the iippoi set of tuhee

being inclined to the horizontal at an angle of greater than 2"^ in an upw'aid direction

toward the rear water-box, and the lower set of watei -tubes being inclined to the horizontal

at an angle of gi cater than 7° in a downward direction loAvard the rear water-box so as to

form a V-shaped combustion chamber between said sets of lubes, and a feed water-heater

connected to the roar water-box and extending into said V-shuped combustion chamber.

Beet Toteekr. (i) Jtimes L. East^ of Denver, Colo., TT.S.A 1,873,87^*. April

6th, 1921. (2) Harrison D, Prose, of Macksville, Kans., U.8.A, 1,376,401-

May 3rd, 1921.

Beet Gath puke. Michael C^y^owicz and Jan Szumilas, of Chicago. 111., U.8.A.

1,377,408- May 10th, 1921.

Beet Uaevestbu. Albert Bozek, ol Goho, Wyo., U.S.A. 1,377,393- May 10th, 1921.

CUnb Mill. John L. Sianaland, of Moultrie, Gu,, U.S.A. 1,373,680- April 6th,

1921.

A mill of a type suitable for driving by hand or animal by moans of a sweep pole is

described.
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United Kingdom.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF SDOAR.
IMPORT’S.

ONE Month ending Seven Months ending
July

1930.

.*nsT.

1921.

July 31st.

1920.
1

1931.

Unrbpinbd Buqaus. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

Germany 180 6,831
*696

Netherlands .... .... ....

Belgium .... .. .. .... ....

Franco .... • . • • .... « . • •

Czecho-Slovakia .... .... ....

Java 6,263 • • *

.

13,360 21,864

Philippine Islands ....
496*.077 124,812Cuba 36,789 13,447

Dutch Guiana 28 1 200 68 921

Hayti and San Domingo .. . • • • 40 .... 40

Mexico .... • • • • . • *

.

• • • •

Peru 2,629 1,668 26,683 66,066

Brazil 113 i 3,880 6,887 1 41,020

Mauritius 6,379 27,702 96,808 i 181,634

British India i 1,306
j

836 13,616 1,461

Straits Settlements ........ I

British West Indies, Briti8)»'

Giiiana& British Hondura^^i

Other Countries
!

Total Raw Sugars.

llBFlNUI) SoOAKS.
Oerinany
Netherlands
Belgium
France
A ustria* 1 1un gary*
Java
United states of America ,

Argentine Kepublic
Mauritius
Other Countries

Total Refined Sugars
Molasses

Total Imports.

Biutibu Ubpinbi) Buoaus.

Denmark
Netherlands
Portugal, Azore8,andMadeiTn ^

Channel Islands
j

Canada '

Other Countries
I

Foubion & Colonial Buoaus.

Kefined and Candy
Unrefined *

Various Mixed in Bond. . .

.

Molasses

Total Exports.

27,666 7,102 113,239 73,942

9,464 471 24,214 39,774

89,814 55,237 703,662 542,010

126 1

1 13,638 1,060 64,861
16,097268 6 1,898

17 ...» 27 2,607 :

138
;

102

6,010 104

6,984 40,042 90,203 102,696
{

74 26,733 s’ooi 97,846
:

7,883 79,319 106,428 284,241

2,497 4,447 48,876 43,337

09,644 139,003
,
948,866

!

!

869,588

KXPORiVS.

Tons. Tons. Tons. ! Tons.

• • e e .... • « • • i 1

• • • f 86 2 1,488

iod *209 260
'

*921
1

”6
iol 'u l’,729

114 486 266 4,138

100 63 867 222

2,076 487 6,666 1,791

*667 2i625
*346

2,957 1,037 9,313 6,497

Weights calculated to the nearest ton.
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United States.

(WaUtl 4 Oray.)

(Tons of 2,240 lbs.)
1921.

Tong.

1920.

'i'oog.

Total Keoeipts January Ist to July 28tli .

.

1,520,355 . 2,047,847

Deliveries ,, ,, 1,482,693 . . 2,047,847

Meltings by Bcfincrs ,, ,, .... 1,441,844 . 1,761,031

Exports of Refined „ ,> 156,000 . 325,000

Importers* Stocks, July 27tb 7,469 . none

Total Stocks, July 27th 119,070 . 82,279

1920. 1919.

Total Oonsumption for twelve months .

.

4.084,672 . . 4.067 671

Cuba.

Sl'ATffiMBNT OF EXPORTS AND StOOKB OF SuOAH, 1918-1919,

1919-1920, AND 1920-1921.

(Tons of 3.240 lbs.)

Exports

Btoo-ks

1S18-19

Tons.

.. .. 2,1*22,663

.... 1,163,407

1010 20.

Tons.

2,690,602

.. 605,308

1020 21.

Tons.

.. 1,610,416

.. 1,416,943

Local Consumption
3,276,070

66,000

3,196,810

47,700

2,927,359

.. 64,000

Kvceipts at Ports to June 30th ... 3,331,070 3,243,610 2,991,369

Havana^ June SOth^ J. Qiima.— L. Mrjfk.

United Kingdom.

K'ia'ibmknt of Impokts, Exports, and Conbrmption of Sdoar fur Seven Months

KNiuNo July SUt, 1913, 1920, and 1921.

IM Foul'S. Exports (Foroicn).

1013. 1030. 1031. 1013. 1030. 1031

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons Tons. Tons.
RettiieU . . . . 106,4^ .. 384,241 600 .. 867 232
Raw 046,638 .. 703,562 .. 643,010 2.453 .. 5,655 .. 1.701

Molasses.. .. 48,876 .

.

43,337 .. 3,525 .. 346

1.254.959 948,866 869,588 3,348 0.047 2.359

home CONSDMFTION.
1013. 1030. 1931.
Tons. Tons. Tons.

Refined .. .. . 50B,857 136,836 263,001
Refined (in Bond) in the United Kingdom . 437.446 ,, 457,836 476,956
Raw 70,180 131,850 75,278

Molasses.. .. 18,118 ,

.

30,930 6,784

Molasses, manufactured (in Bond) in United Kingdom . 31,731 47,716 36,763

Total . 1,046,333 7$5,147 848,384
Ltu Exports of British Refined.. .. 14,017 366 4,138

1,031,416 784,881 844,246
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Sugar Market Report.

Our last report was dated 6th July, 1921.

The revival of demand indicated in that issue developed rapidly, and throughout the

month it has hoen easy to dispose of sugars available for near delivery. Both here and in

the U.S. supplies havo been freely taken by the trade to fulfil the seasonal deniand, and
this, combined with the increased confidence inspired by general market conditions, has

contributed to a steady improvement in values. Tate’s London granulated is now held

for fiOs., No. 1 Cubes 64s. per cwt. spot, duty paid. Czecho-»Slovak refined was sold to a

considerable extent, but farther arrivals at Hamburg being impeded by tho stoppage of

navigation on the Kiver Elbe owing to tho dry weather, quotations are nominal at 31 b. fid.

f.o.h. for superior granulated, 33h. 6d. foi ASP and similar cubes. American granulated

met a good demand c.i.f. London, Liverpool, etc., and near arrivals aie now held for

3 Is. fid. per cwt. Business was done in Belgian crystals f.o.h. Antwerp for October/

December delivery at prices ranging from IBs. 9d. to 22s., to-day’s quotation being 22s. fid.

By comparison the present price of White Javas c.i.f. U.K. ports (nominally 26b. for

Septemher/Oetoher shipment) is high, and proves unattractive to buyers, hut some second-

hand resales were reported during the month at 20b.

On tenders of preferential sugar made against terminal cane sugar contracts dated

after let August, 1921, one-half of the amount of the preferential duty allowed by the

Customs is to he added to the coiitiact price, instead of tho full amount as heretofore.

Latest business in December, old terms,*’ lOs. in bond.

Reviewing the latest C’ontinental crop reports, /md allowing for exaggerated fears as

to the effect of tho dry weather, we tliink it may ho said that with the exception of

France, no serious damage has been done so far, although good rains aie becoming
necessary in Czecho-Slovakia. In Holland, Belgium, and Germany the crops appear to

be, on the whole, progressing satisfactorily.

From a world market point of view, the past month has provided many interesting

features. If one considers the generally accepted statement that Cuba is still the key to

tho world position, it is a curious fact that tho much-feared effect of the marketing of the

crop of that island by the Ouhuii Soiling C-omtnittee has shown no sign of materialising.

On the contrary, circumstances havo favoured a policy of steady day to day selling, for

tho American refiners liavo been constant takers of raw sugar against tho big demand
from the trade which they have had to meet. IiIoroov<r, France has taken sonic 10,000

tons, and British I'efinors have disclosed themselves in the past few days as hu} era of
prompt shipment, and have accepted 70/80,000 tons of Cuban 96®*8 at 208. fid. to 21a.

c.i.f. U.K. The selling price c. and f. New York has been advanced from 3 cents to

cents per Ih., which price, in present conditions, is maintained without difficulty, and
might even he further advanced before the problem of tho disposal of what must still he
a considerahlo surplus has to he finally faced. In the meantime, there are many rumours
afloat of financial manipulations, curtailment, or delay of the next crop, etc., which, it is

said, may be resorted to as a means of tiding over tho ultimate difficulty.

Without doubt the firmness in Cuba has had its effect upon events in Java, whore an
entirely new position has been evolved. Tho unsold stocks in the hands of the Syndicate
of Producers had been reduced by the end of July to 106,000 tons Whites, and 278,000
tons Browns and Muscovados, as against 400,000 tons and 426,000 tons respectively a
month earlier. Tho Hyndicate had been able to sell freely and heavily, supplying not
only tho actual demand for shipment, hut considerable quantities which were taken up by
shippers and local speculators, who evidently regarded 11 guilders per picul as a price at

which there might ho little to lose and more to gain. The sugar thus acquired is hold
tightly, and the speculation now appears to he forcing the pace faster than the actual

demand will follow. Iloncc the market is irregular, with local Java prices above parity

and Tiondon quotations for India higher than merchants arc prepared to pay. Ijatest

cables report business in Java at 16 guilders f.o.h. for Whites, September/Ociober ship-

ment. This is equal to 23s. 9d. per cwt. c. and f. Calcutta, whilst buyers’ ideas are not
above 22s.

It is estimated that sales of White Javas to India to the end of July total nearly
300 000 tons, and some authorities speak of further 200,000 tons being required. The
question of price, however, must not be disregarded as a factor likely to affect further
purchases.

H. H. Hakoook & Oo.
10 k 11, Mincing Lane,

liondon, E.O. 8,

August 4th, 1921.
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Notes and Comments.

Cuban Rumours.
The ohiof concern of fhe Qnbaii au^ar industry just now is to dispose of its

surplus of noaily 1,500J)00 tons of sugar before the new crop sugar enters the

market, and everything Heorns to be directed towards creating a favourable atmos-

phere for its disposal. Ibuico there has been no lack of rumours the last few

weeks as to the feat having been perftirnied, but none of them seems to have been

confirmed, and the sugar market is getting incredulous. The biggest canard of

the lot was to the effect that British and American banking interests had arranged

to buy up the whole of the Cuban surplus of sugar at a price said to run as high
as $250,(10(1,000. What they are expected to do with all this bulk of sugar when
the market is already in pos-session of as much as present consumption needs, is

hard to say
;
but it is fairly obvious that they would not want to lock up their

money in this sugar for long, while dumping it on the market would only deprt^ss

jirices and deprive tho holders of their chance of selling at a profit. The plan of

the Cuban Government to buy the sugar by means of Bonds (to which we referred

in our last issue) sounds more feasible, but the loan seems no nearer coming off

;

in fact, the market is getting chary of believing any of the reports from Cuba of

what is going to be done.

Our Cuban coiTespondont points out (ou another page) that it is reliably

reported in Cuba that the unpaid bills for sugar machinery and plantation rolling

stock delivered to Cuba the last tw*o years or so total some $400,000,090- Most of

of this is owed to various American engineering firms, and it is not to be
wondered at that so many of the latter have recently been in financial difiiculties

and have in many cases got into tho hands of their banks or even have gone into

liquidation. Either way, tho result has been that these firms have had to cut
down expenditure severely, including their outlay in advertising. Our corres-

pondent suggests that they will now have difficulty in getting their bills paid,

because the price of machinery is much lower than when the contracts were
placed. In the absence of detailed infomiatioii as to the legal aspects of these

contracts, it is not possible to explain why they should not be binding on the

parties concerned
;
but the net result would appear to be that the parties are not

paying in present circumstances. If the American banks who loaned money to
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the manufacturers are the ultimate losers, it would be understandable if they cast

about for some means of financing the Cuban sugar industry on the stipulation

that these debts were met from prospective profits. But one fails to see that they

would gain their object by now buying up the Cuban surplus. They would only

exchange one adverse balance for another, since unless they locked up the sugar

for an appreciable period, its presence on the market would have a bearish, not a
bullish, e:ffect-

Whilo on the subject of rumours, it may be mentioned that Germany has

been credited with being a prospective purchaser of Cubans to the extent of

1,000,000 tons. This report, too, is not confirmed. But it is interesting to note

one theory amongmany advanced (according to Lamborn's Market Beport) for the

rumoui, which is to the effect that Germany wanted the sugar for shipment to

Bussia whore the need is great
;
payment for the sugar, according to this theory,

would be made through the shipment of manufactured articles by Germany to

Cuba and of raw materials by Bussia to Germany. Were this plan feasible, it

would probably result in Germany offering Cuba sugar machinery at a price that

neither the United States nor Great Britain could touch. It is to be hoped,

therefore, that it will not be developed.

Conditions on the Continent.

As contrasted with Cuba, where things are at a low ebb for the time being,

the siigar industry in Europe is from most accounts doing very well all things

considered. This is the case with practically all the French raw sugar firms

according to a French correspondent, while the refiners, although for two years

they have been on their own and have had to incur the risks of the market, have

done extremely well too. On account of the summer drought the sugar beet crop

in France this year will be considerably below expectations
;
instead of 360,000

to 370,000 tons it will only amount to some 270,000 to 280,000 tons of raws. In

spite of this setback, however, French agricultural opinion is so strongly in favour

of the view that beet crops are beneficial to agriculture generally that the French

press loses no opportunity of bringing up the qiiestiou of rebuilding the French

sugar industry and restoring it to something like its former dimensions. A
century’s experience of this industry is not lightly cast aside.

As for Germany, the same correspondent points out that to judge from the

balance sheets of Gennan sixgar factories, they too have one and all done extremely

well since the Armistice. At the same time it has to be observed that the accounts

of the dividends declared in that country are no real criterion of the actual

earnings, for the reason that the capitalization on which dividends are declared is

the pre-war capitalization, that is to say in gold marks, whereas the dividends are

now being declared in paper marks and as it needs a good many paper marks
indeed to equal the gold standard, it may be said that the high dividends declared

in Germany provide in the end but a small ratio of dividend to the original

investment. Still it is indicative of a certain degree of prosperity.

Dr. van der Bijl’s Bulletins.

In the June issue of the South African Sugar Jourmd there appeared a note

commenting upon Dr. VAN DKK Bun’s latest bulletin,* in the course of which
editorial one may read the following :

—

We endeavoured to reproduce the bulletin, but had to desist because we came to the

conclusion that it would not be understood by any ordinary reader. It has always seemed

^ See page 604.
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a great pity that Government officials waste their valuable time airing their technical

knowledge in abstruse terms when they might write a paper in plain English, calculated

to instruct and impress the reader. This bulletin deals with some fungi and bacteria

responsible for the deterioration of sugar daring storage, which is a most important thing

for the industry in this country, where sugar is known to deteriorate very rapidly owing
to what are generally understood to be climatio conditions. It is highly probable that

bacteria or something of the kind are much more responsible than the humidity in the

atmosphere which has hitherto taken all the blame for the lack of keeping qualities in our

sugars. We regret that we have been quite unable to extract any really sound conclusions

from a perusal of this bulletin, from which we quote the following paragraphs as examples

of the bulk of the matter ” [After this followed the description of certain micro-fungi by
Dr. Thom, of tho U.8. Department of Agriculture, which we have reproduced in full on
page 604 of this issue on account of its importance.]

These remarks may be taken as an example of the kind of criticism to which
seientitic investigators on problems connected with agriculture and manufacture

are at times subjected
; but that they should be made by a publication professing

to represent the progressive sugar indu.^^ti-y of South Africa will doubtless occasion

a good deal of astonishment.

The criticism is certainlj^' unjust, because Dr. van der Bijl’s bulletin was
written in such a clear manner that the main conclusions could be understood by
anyone with a geimral knowledge of sugar manufacture. Caro had obviously

been taken not to write solely for the chemist, the bacteriologist, or the mycologist.

In fact when reading this bulletin, and also another by the same author which we
recently had the opportunity of ie])roducing,* we were impressed by the skilful

wav in whicli tho oxperimoutal data (such as Dr. Thom’s description of tho micro*

fungi to which tho S.J.JS.J. objects) had been combined with expository informa-

tion for tho benefit of tho “general reader.” On referring to the articles in

question, it will bo soon that after recording his seientitic data (which must
necessarily bo stated, in spite of what tho S.A.S,J, may think to the contrary),

T>r. VAN DEu Bijl interprets his results in language capable of being under-

stood even by tlioso having no intimate acquaintance with the chemistry',

bactonology, and m^T^ologj" of the subject in hand.

AVe aro sorry to observe that the is unable “to extract any really

sound conclusions” from this Science Bulletin No. 18, but this failure can hardly

be laid to the door of the latter. As a matter of fact Dr. van der Bijl’s contribu-

tion contains a number of “really sound conclusions,” which if put into practice

by the manufacturer would probably be the means of avoiding a good proportion

of the loss which at present results when raw sugar is stored under improper

condition H. Thus, in the first place certain of the fungi responsible for the

“sweating” of raw sugars in storage wore identified, which in itself is an advance
in our knowledge of the subject. Tboir habits and the conditions wdiich favour

or retard their growth and their action in inverting sugar were studied. The
influence of the amount of moisture present in a sugar on its deterioration was
determined, a question that has also been examined by other workers in this field,

particularly by Browne^ and Owen,* it being shown by Dr. van der Bijl that

even with 0*5 per cent, of moisture under certain conditions the alteration in

composition maybe considerable in the case of the particular micro -fungi with

which the samples had been infected. These alone aro important results.

Coming now to the practical matters which will appeal to every sugar manu-
facturer, some ** really sound conclusions” revealed by a careful perusal of Dr.

* 1931,

* Ibid., me, m, m, 8i9, m » ibid,, im, 277, m.
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VAN Bijl’s bulletin are that in order to obviate deterioration the sugar must

be thoroughly dried before bagging it; that infection takes place after the masse-

cuite leaves the pan ; that, subsequent to this, care must be taken to work as

nearly as possible under aseptic conditions
;
that the cleanliness of the mill and

store-house is a matter of primary importance in reducing the risk of infection

leading to deterioration ; and that disinfection by means of formaldehyde and

chloride of lime, particularly in certain parts of the factory, is highly advisable as

a moans of ensuring the conditions of cleanliness. In fact, it was concluded that

all the factors influonciiig the inversion of crystal sugar by micro-organisms can

“as far as the storage of sugar is concerned, bo brought more or less under

human control, and a little antiseptic wash and attention to hygienic conditions

will do much to reduce the micro-organisms growing in store-houses or met
with in mills

”

This bulletin, and also its predecessor No. 12, are, we repeat, valuable contri-

butions. in which both the theory and practice of the question are well combined.

We therefore think the to be rather unfortunate in its remarks, which

on the whole give us the impression of a regrettable lack of sympathy with the

excellent scientific work whicli Dr. van deh Bijl is doing for the sugar industry

of the Union of South Africa.

The Prosperity of Mauritius.

In a recent number of the Dnlletin de la des Chimietea de Maurue
{which is partly printed in English) there is an important article by Mr. H.
A. Tempany, the recently appointed Director of Agriculture, on the requiromonts

of the sugar industry in Mauritius. First of all, he gives us some account of the

present-day prosperity of this island : thanks to a succession of favourable

seasons and exceptionally satisfactory market conditions, which have culminated

in the phenomenal price of sugar realized for Ihe 1920 crop (£90 per ton), the

industry finds itself placed in a position which it has never before attained, while

the majority of the interests connected therewitli are the fortunate possessors of

reserves of capital capable of being utilized for the benefit and for the iinjuove-

ment of the process of stigar production.

“Nobody [writes Mr. Tempany] with the most superficial acquaintance with

the conditions of this colony can doubt that to the future,of the sugar industry

the prosperity of the colony is indissolubly linked. Sugar is the mainstay of

Mauritius, and so it will remain. Signs are not wanting that capitalists connected

with the industry aie fully alive to the need for improved methods of working, so

that the future conditions may become more assured, the efficiency of processes

involved in the production of sugar rendered more efficient, and the industry

thereby placed in a position fitting it to withstand more effectively those crises

which have, from time to time in the past, so severely beset it. and from which it

would be futile to expect an entire immunity in the years tliat lie before ns.

“ For the most part, improvements which have so far been undertaken have
lain in the introduction of new and up-to-date machinery in the factories

;
at the

time of writing there is hardly a factory in Mauritius which has not made or

completed arrangements for an installation of new plant on a more or less extended
scal<^ ranging from the introduction of new pieces of luacliinery, to the complete
reconstruction of existing factories or even the erection of entirely new factories

ah initio, designed to replace one or more existing usines.
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“ On the agricultural side i|1ho a distinct tendency is observed towards efforts

to improve cultural methods and modes of transport
;
particular attention has so

far been devoted to the improvement and extension of linos and rolling stock on

estate tramways ; the introduction of motor transport for the handling of canes,

sugar and estates’ stores, and the introduction and extension of implemental

tillage, combined with the possibility of employing agricultural ti actors with the

object of economizing the now seriously depleted labour supply available for

agricultural operations.”

Research and Hducational Requirements in Mauritius*

The main part, however, of Mr. Tempany’s article is concerned with detailing

the existing rosearch and educational arrangements of the Mauritius sugar

industry, and in making a strong plea for further fscilities to establish on a

scientific basis in that island what he descnbos as “probably the most complicated

chemico-technological process [of manufacture] carried out in thoiropics.”

First as to existing arrangements. Prior to 1893 no systematic provision

existed in the colony for investigating agricultural problems, but in that year the

Station Agronoinique was inaugurated at Hoduit under the late P. Boname, and

was maintained by the planting community. Down to 1913, in which year its

activities wcne merged into the Department of Agriculture, it carried out an
“ enormous mass of useful and patient investigation in the domaims of agricultural

r^warch.” Since 1913 the Department of Agriculture has carried on the work of

tlie station aimdst its numerous administrative and other functions, and has issued

some 34 separate bulletins detailing its work of investigation. The largest and
most iiujxjitant piece of work at present in hand consists in the systematic raising

and trying out on an extended scale of new varieties of sugar cane, involving the

planting and reaping each year of 1500 to 2000 small plots of cane varieties in

difTerent parts of the colony, and their juice analysis. Extensive investigations

in manuring aio also in progress, while an entomologist gives what time he can

spare from administrative work to luuking investigations. Finally, there is a

School of Agriculture where students can bo trained in the theory and practice of

agneultme, the syllabus including agricultural chemistry, botany, entomology,

ugricultuial science, sugar-house control, and the principles and practice of sugar

manufacture; tlie accommodation is, however, at present confined to ten students.

These students in the end qualify us registered agricultural chemists after passing

the oxamiiiatious prescribed by a Board of examiners instituted by the Societe

des (’himistes, the I)epartmont of Agriculture, and the teaching staff of the

Boyul C'ollege.

But with all these activities, there is ample room for the extension of techno-

logical facilities, and Mr. Tkmpany mentions in particular the question of research

and uivostigation into problems concernod with the manufactnre of sugar. It is

on the manufacturing side that present-day everts to improve and modernize

productive operations are in general most niaikedly in evidence, but in Mauritius

no systematic provision for such investigation exists, and what advances are made
are in all cases entirely the result of private enterprise. Mauritius, which next
to India is the largest sugar producing unit in the British Empire (and we should

say actually the largest one that really counts), carries on no technological investi*

gations analogous to those undertaken by the experiment stations in Java and
Hawaii.

On broad general lines, in Mr, Tempany’s view, the proper course would seem
to lie in the inetitutioxi of a definite technological sugar reseaich laboratory for the
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benefit of the whole Mauritius sugar industry, under the charge of an officer with

adequate training and experience in the technology of sugar manufacture. Whether

this is operated as a branch of the Department of Agriculture or as a separate unit

is a matter for discussion
;
but the Department as at present situated could not

undertake work of this description. The type of work to be carried on should

comprise both laboratory investigations and also large scale tests worked in co-

operation with factory owners and engineering firms. The equipment provided

might well include a miniature plant for the manufacture of sugar such afe exists

at Audubon Park (and will likewise exist at the new Trinidad sugar school).

Mr. Tempany makes other minor suggestions, but the above represents the

chief want which in his opinion exists in the sugar industry of Mauritius. Since,

as above shown, the industry is now in a state of great prosperity, his plea comes

at an opportune moment, and it is to be hoped that the leading men in the industry

will give the proposal early consideration and financial support, and that the result

will be to raise the technological side of the sugar industry in this colony to a level

more nearly comparable with the highly-trained and managed industries existing

in Java and Hawaii.

The India Sugar Corporation.

At the first annual meeting of the India Sugar Corporation hold in Bombay
in August, the chairman (according to the Times vf India) dwelt on the probable

disappointment with which the Boport would be received, but the apparent lack of

progress was due to certain factors which made it inadvisable to act precipitately.

Rather more than 12 months ago when subscriptions to the Corporation were

invited from the public, the rupee stood at 2s. Id., whereas since that time there

had beeu a steady fall until its value now oscillates between Is. 3d. and Is. 4(1.

This fall, which was not and could not have been anticipated, has reacted against

the immediate prosecution of the scheme the directors of the Corporation have had

in mind. This depreciation has considerably raised the price in lupees of sugar

machinery, and as the price of machinery is in any case abnormally high in Europe

to-day, they had decided not to place orders iinmediately, as in theur opinion this

would result in an undue amount of capital being sunk in the plant. The rupee

might appreciate and the price of machinery fall in Europe if they waited for a while.

Referring to what had been already done, the chairman said they had examined

numerous proposals for the establishment of sugar factories that had been laid

before them. Of these, the most promising are located ip the Deccan at Kopergaon

on the Dhond-Manrnad Ry., in Baroda, and in Sind on the Phul lei i Canal. Their

experts had also formed a high opinion of the potentialities of Burma as a sugar-

producing field. Ot these schemes, that at Kopergaon has been selected as the

one to be developed first, but the actual work has not yet been commenced due to

delay in Government ofiices in preparing the details of the lease under which
the Corporation will obtain the land. As soon as these details are satisfactorily

settled, operations will commence and the planting of sugar cane will be started.

Only gur will be manufactured to begin with, but as soon as conditions are more
propitious the erection of a factory to make white sugar will be put in hand.

For the present the overhead expenses of the Corporation have been cut down
to the lowest possible figure, and it is being conducted with extreme economy and
with every possible i^egard to the conservation of the subscribed capital, which for

the moment remains intact, except for the necessary expenses incurred in forming
the Corporation. ^
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Dutch Patent Law.

According to the Engineer very important changes have recently been made m
the patent laws of Holland which should be studied by all patentees or inventors

likely to have an interest in that country. The mobt important change is that

which deals with the examination of a specification based on an application or

patent previously filed in a country foreign to Holland. If an application has

been filed for the same invention in such country, the applicant for a Dutch

patent is required, on the request of the examiner, to state the objections which

have been made during the examination of his application in the aforesaid foreign

country. This is a very far-reaching condition, and one open to objection.

Under it, the Dutch Patent OflSce appears to be able to demand information which

might be to the detriment of the foreign inventor. Assume, as is often the case,

that an application filed in his country covers more than one invention. It may
happen that during the examination proceedings one part is shown to be old and
the other, although new, may be to a certain extent, or even possibly not at all,

aifocted by the patents disclosed. It would appear that the whole of the disclosure

as found by a British examiner will need to be communicated on request to the

Dutch Patent Office, and, having regard to the difference between: the attitude of

that Office to the subject matter of an invention and the attitude of the 'British

Office, the specifications which were not relevant to the important part of the

British application—possibly the sole remaining part—might be considered by the

Dutch Patent Office to be sufficient to bar the grant of a Dutch patent. The onus

should not be placed on a British inventor of supplying to a foreign Patent Office

the results of a search in the United Kingdom, for which he pays by means of the

sealing’ fee on the British patent. The matter is rendered more harmful because

the results of searches made by the Patent Offices of, say, Germany and the

Uiuted States of America also, presumably, would need to be communicated to

Holland on request. Among the other amendments to the law there is an

important and helpful amendment which enables the original date to be giveii to

an applicant for a divided application should the Dutch Patent Office hold that bis

specification contains two inventions.

The Engineer also draws attention to an article which was in the last Dutch
law also, and might in its opinion be introduced into the laws in this country ; this

provides that the invention by a person in the employ of another, the nature of

the employment requiring the application of special knowledge for making
inventions of the same kind as that to which the application relates, is the

property of the employer, but the inventor must be recompensed, if not by his

salary, then by a special remuneration. On the contrary, if the inventor prove

that the merit of the invention is due to him alone, to the exclusion of others, the

Patent Office may order his name to be mentioned in the patent. The wording of

the contrary clause might possibly be stiengthened to make it clear that if the

invention does not arise from the nature of the special employment, then it is the

property of the inventor and not of the employer.

The latest infoimation is that this new Dutch law comes into force this

month, and it is believed that the filing fee is in future to be raised from 25 to 75

guilders.

Owing to the depressed state of affairs in the sugar world, the Jamaica Government
do not at present intend to proceed with the erection of a State sugar factory in St. Thomas^
Parish. This was to have hod a 10,000-ton capacity and to cost £300,000. A large

amount has already been spent on preliminary work.
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From the **Sus:ar Cane/* September, 1871.

In this issue appeared an illustrated article on the methods and apparatus

employed in the defecation or clarification of juice. Open pans heated by direct

fire, and hy steam supplied to a double bottom, were described ; but details were

given of large clarifying tanks containing copper pipes for heating by means of

exhaust or high pressure steam, in order to give the juice sharp boil just

before the close of clarification,’* after which subsiding was permitted to take

place. A discussion followed on the amount of lime it was desirable to use in

defecation, “In most of the ordinary processes of making sugar, the manu-
facturer is tempted to use too much lime, because, although he thus gets dark

sugar, yet he gets a liquor easy to manipulate, and a sugar having a good bold

grain, while any insufficiency of lime at once produces a difficulty in crystallizing

the products, and thus gives him trouble It is therefore advisable to

add lime until the juice can just produce a blue tinge on litmus paj>er, thus

proving it to be slightly alkaline."

Lotman contributed a paper on the composition of beets at difTorent periods

of their growth, this Dutch chemist having been one of the first, to engage in this

line of research. Among the data tabulated were the weight, the specific griivily

of the roots, the moisture, the dry matter, the weight of juico, and the com-
position of the juice. It is noteworthy that the sucrose in the juice reached a

maximum of only 8-9 per cent, only, and olsewheie in this number reference is

made to “ the enormous proportion of 12 per cent, of sugar in the roots.” These

analyses were very complete, even to the extent of determining a compound
recently discovered, namely betaine, the amount of which was found to vary from
()’23 in the early stages of growth to 0*08 per cent, of the juice at maturity.

An article reproduced from the Journal dea Fahricauta de Sucre mentioned a

case of adulteration of beet sugar by means of dextrin, which had been detected

by ScHEiiiLEH. In the case of a sugar originally testing 92*0'^, be found that

1 and 3 per cent, of dextrin raised the polarization to 94*2 and 90*3^ respectively.

The savant chemist concluded that sugar so adulterated may bo recognized “by
the action of alcohol, which causes a gelatinous precipitate or a marked turbidness

;

hy the coloration caused by the addition of iodine by the differences

between polarization before and after inversion
;
and lastly, by the absorbent

action exercised on dextrin by animal charcoal.”

This number recoided the death of Constant Say, ttie great Frei^ch refiner,

who established a sugar-house which “ woiked up 80,000 tons per annum, and
was being prepared for the enormous quantity of 100,000 representing one-thiid

of all the beetroot sugar produced in France,” and W'bich was “ the first in the

world for organization and the perfection and regularity of its manufacture.”

Other articles included “ Tlie Dutch System in Java ”
;
“ The French Sugar

Industry, and the Convention”; “Cuba”; “Increase in the Production of

Louisiana Sugar ”
; and “ The Chamber of Agriculture, Eeuuion.”

It is of some interest to note the origin of the sugar imported into the United
Kingdom in those days. The British West Indies came first w*ith 138,000 tons for

the period from January to August lOfch, 1871 ;
then Cuba with 121,000; Brazil,

56,000 ; Continental beet, 38,000 ; Java and Manilla, 34,000 ; Porto Eico, 30,000

;

Mauritius, 27,000; and British East Indies, 0000 tons.
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The Report of the Indian Sugar Committee.

I.

This Keport, referred to briefly in our last issue, opens with the Government
of India’s resolution, dated October 2nd, 1919, setting forth the reason for the

formation of the Committee and giving details of its membership, together with

the terms of reference addressed to it for the gxiidance of its deliberations. The
Committee seems to have worked very hard, hut a scrutiny of the list of actual

members ultimately got together suggests that much of their labour must have

been expended on acquiring a first hand knowledge of the minutiae of the industry

to be reported on. Pew of its members had any such knowledge at the start, and
the somewhat late inclusion of Mr. O. (’uikke, of the Shahjahanpur Sugar

Station, was a wise move, as it undoubt edl}* strengthened the hands of the Com-
mittee in this respect, at any rate as legaids the actual and coniplujaled conditions

in the main, North Indian tract. The Uinorary (giveii in detail in Apptndvj: 1)

shows that the area covered was large : 26,92-4 miles were travelled over by train,

7969 by steamer, and 2154 by road, during the nine months of touring, October

26, 1919, to July, 1920. Within this period 82 sittings were held at which evidence

was recorded from 222 witnostes, who were divided, ciirioiiHly enough, into 111

Europeans and u like number of natives of the country (98 Indians, 12 Burmans
and one Chinese), Memoranda were receiv€‘d from 30 other witnesses who wei e not

orally examined. Praoticalh" all the Experiment Stations growing cane and the

factories producing sugar in India were visited, and a number of informal meetings

wore held with cane growers and sugar or ////r makers. Opportunity was taken

also of making a \isit to Java whore the Committee examined the sugar industry

in detail for a month, and wheie they appear to have lecoived every facility from

the Government and factory autiiontieH. It is very evident in the body of the

Eejxut how important this visit was, as it has materially influenced their decisions

in many respects. A vast muss of evidence has thus been got together which, it

to bo hoped, will be ke])t readily available for futuie students of the industry.

This ovidenco is methodically sifted and theeonclusions of the ('ommit tee based on

it are jiresoutod in a very readable form, although there are everywhere signs oi

iigid cmiipression in the 350 pages of the main Keport. Such accuinulatione of

details are by no means exceptional in the eu.so of Committees and Commissions

appointed during recent years in India, but it is obvious that the value accorded

to the findings of the Committee by the industry and the public at laige must

d(‘pend to a large extent on its personnel, and, considering its constitution, it is a

matter for congratulation that the Sugar (\>inmittee frankly dibclaims omniscience

and not infrequently demurs from makingconcreterecoinmendations where it feels

itself unable to do so with confidence, Mucli is thus left for further elucidation

by the large body of exports which the Committee proposes that the Government

of India should call into being, for w'hat is practically a continuation and extension

of its work. The conclusions of the Committee appear to be eminently sane and’

to the point, and it is satisfactory that, with one exception, the Keport issued is

practically unauirnous. The exception is comprised in a note of dissent b3' Mr.

B. J. Pausiiaw, who was added to the Committee in place of Mr. Lalubiiai

Samadas, C.I.E., who was unable to join it. Mr. Pabshaw has thought it

necesary to assume the attitude of critic on the Committee’s findings in various

directions, especially as to their firmly expressed deteimination that a factory

system should not be forced by the compulsory" acquisition of land on an unwilling

peasantry, as they have throughout considered the interests of the agriculturists as
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paramount in the industry. This is expressed by them as follows :
“ We cannot

contemplate with equanimity the establishment of factories in the midst of an

aggrieved and sullen peasantry, which we feel convinced would be the inevitable

outcome, if land were acquired by Government on any large scale to promote the

development of the sugar industry.’* Mr. Padshaw’s note of dissent takes the

foi-rn of a very long and somewhat diffuse dissertation on the industry in general

with strong attacks against the well known trend of Government policy in various

directions. And, such being the case, it is a question whether it would not have

been more dignified on his part to have retired from the Committee when he found

himself so much at variance with their views, and then on the appearance of the

Eeport have criticized it in the usual manner.

The PosiTiOK in India.

An introductory chapter reviews the present position of the Indian Sugar

Industry as compared with that in the othcu* great cane growing countries of the

world—Cuba, Hawaii, Porto Rico—and draws special attention to Java, to which

the second chapter is wholly devoted, and from which the gi*eat bulk of imported

sugar is obtained. The Committee point out that, omitting the indeterminable

amount of sugar cane eaten as a fruit all over India, the amount of cane made
into gxLT is at present 99 per cent., and it defines ijur as follows :

—“ cane juice in

its natural state concentrated to solidifying point without having undergone any

material process of purification other than the addition of a small amount of alkali

or other clarifying ingredient and the removal of scum. When cleanly made it is

a perfectly wholesome food and there can be no objection to its consumption on

hygienic principles.” It estimates, however, that as much as 1,068,960 tons of

sucrose as such is lost to India in the process. Naturally the avoidance of this

loss is one of the main questions with which the Oommitteo has concerned itself.

As regards the making of white sugar, at present only made to the extent of

1 per cent, of the cane supply, the Committee, as is perhaps right, strikes a note

of guardcid optimism and “allows itself to look forward to the time when India

will again become an exporting country, but meanwhile its contribution to the

world’s sugar supply can be made indirectly by such an increase as will reduce to

vanishing point the country’s dependence on foreign sources to supplement her

own crop.” The installing of up-to-date factories producing white sugar is thus

a minor factor in improvement, and the Committee reiterates that its main object

is to improve the industry from the cultivator’s point of view. It has no mandate
for the encouragement of the establishment of large factories, unless they can be

shown to be of advantage to the cultivators as a class. But a little study of the

Report will show that the attainment of this first stage of progress towards a white

sugar industry, that of making India independent of imported sugar, will be a

long and laborious process, and any belief that India will be able to increase its

supplies of white sugar in the immediate future must finally bo given up.

It is emphasized that one of the most important factors in the situation is the

extraordinarily low production per acre in India. Thus, in countries producing

over 500,000 tons, India obtained, in the five years ending 1918-19, an average of

1*07 ton of sugar per acre of cane, Cuba 1*96, Java 4*12 and Hawaii 4*61. In
India and Cuba (80 per cent.) the cane is grown by the peasantry, carelessly and
with inefficient agricultural methods, while in Java and Hawaii cane growing is

under the full control of the factories. The difference is obvious and striking
;
and

in comparing the Indian and Cuban output we must take into account that the

produce of the former is an impure mixture of sugar + molasses, and that, while
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from factory sugar obtaiued in Cuba 90 per cent, may be converted into refined,

only 50 per cent, can be obtained from gur. This accentuates still further the

inferiority of the Indian output of a plantation product ; but also suggests that>

as India’s acreage is about equal to that of the rest of the world, any improvement

however slight will be of material importance. Excluding India, the world’s

sugar production was, iu 1913-14, 15| millions of tons, in 1917-18 13J, in 1918-19

13^, and in 1919-20 no more than 12. These figures show how little the cane

industry has been able to take advantage of the eclipse of the beet industry whose

quota decreased from 44’6 percent, of the whole to 21*1 per cent., duiing the

same period. The increase in cane sugar has been only million tons in the last

six years whereas, in the six preceding years, it leached 3 million tons, forcibly

suggesting that the more important cane growing countries are fast approaching

the limits of their economic production of sugar. During the four pre-war years,

India imported no less than 723,915 tons of sugar a year at a cost of Bs. crores*

12*71, while iu the four war years the figures were 631,713 tons a year at a cost of

Rs. crores 13*48. By far the greater part of this foreign sugar was obtained from

Java, the Mauritius supply showing a decline fiom 137,641 to 53,279, and that of

Austria from 43,594 to nil.

The Peoblem.

The broad aspects of the problem are thus presented in the Report. Of the

2,718,000 acres under cane iu Indie, 2,034,000 (or 75 per cent.) are to be found in

the great North Indian tract (United Provinces 60 per cent., Punjab 15 per cent.,

and Bihar 10 per cent.), an area considei-ably greater than that iu Cuba and five

tiinOH as large as (hat under cane in Java. In this same tract are also to be found

the main centres of the factory and refining industries : and here therefore the

Committee is convinced that the most important contribution must be sought to

the solution of the problem of making India self-supporting. The local condi-

tions of the tract are then reviewed. From June to September a high temperature

and great humidity are ex])eriencod, conditioiis ideal for the growth of the sugar

cane, but these are restricted by the great heat with low humidity in the preceding

months and the severe cold of the season following. The extreme fragmentation

of the holdings is a serious handicap, but labour is cheap, there is excellent soil

and irrigation resources are vast, added to w hich a steady demand for sugar exists

at the doors of the factory. The present impossibility of obtaining large con-

tiguous blocks of land and tlie short growing season of four months are the main
inherent difficulties to be contended with ; and, while the first is a matter which,

if capable of solution, will require much patient w'ork during many years, the

second is of course insuperable.

The Solution.

We propose now to anticipate by skipping some liundreds of pages, and briefly

summarize the more important rectiiumondations of the Committee os to the

machinery it would call into being for the improvement of the Indian sugar

industry. Those are first and foremost, the formation of a Sugar Research Insti-

tute with large farm and a network of sub-stations in all the more imi)ortant

sugar tracts throughout India, for a thorough study of agricultural methods,

irrigation and mammal needs, varieties grown, and the existing methods of manu-
facture, with the hope of the discovery of any method of improvement in those

directions. The cost of this Reseai-ch Institute is put down as, at the lowest,

' Tlie crore of rupees equaJe one million pounds sterling at the oiBcial rate of 2s. the
rupee, and two-thirds of a million pounds at is. 4d.
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Rs. lakhs 35^ (at Is. 4d. the rupee £23,310 and at 2b. £35,500] as a capital charge,

with a recurring expenditure of Rs. lakhe 12 per annum (at Is. 4d. the rupee

£7992 and at 28. £12,000), assuming that the sub-8tutions are self-supporting.

As regards the making of white sugar, the Committee regards it as essential,

in the second place, that a pioneer factory should be started under Government
auspices in the heart of the gi-eat sugar tract of North India. This is because of

the special difficulties in this part of India and because it feels convinced that

the picking out of local areas where thick tropical canes can be growil is less

likely to effect a permanent improvement in the industry as a whole than to attack

the main sugar tract with all its disadvantages. The initial cost of this factory is

put down as Rs. lakhs 59 (at Is. 4d. the rupee £49,294 and at 28. £59,000). The
Committee estimates that such a factory would, wuth sugar at Rs. 20 per maund
of 82 lbs,, yield a dividend of 26*83 per cent, and with sugar at the conseiwative

rate of Rs. 12 per maund a dividend of 9-42 percent. Special eft'orts would be

made to enlist Indian capital for the outlay and especially to induce the taking up
of shares by the cane growers

;
but, if necessary, the Government should find the

capital required. For the training of subordinates in factory work a Sugar School

would be attached to the Research Institute and its cost is included in the figure

given above. These are bold and useful proposals, and it is to be hoped that the

Indian Government will rise to the occasion and accord its consent in both

directions. The conditions in India, as will be seen from the details in the body

of the Report, differ very widely from those in any other place whore sugar cane

is grown, and it is obvious that, unless such recommendations as the Committee

makes are carried out on a generous scale, not only will no great forward move-
ment be made in the present generation, but there is the distinct possibility that

the industry, acknowledged to be one of the most paying to the cultivators in the

country, will steadily diminish in importance, with a continuous increase year by

year in the import of foreign sugar.

Meanwhile there is to be no cessation of the good work being carried on

ill various directions. The Committee is indeed urgent on the need for the

immediate expansion of all such work, and it pays a well-desorvod tribute to

what has been done in recent years in various directions. The Sugar Bureau

which has collected great masses of information, and is beginning to feel its foot,

is to be continued on the present lines until its absorption in the Research Institute.

The work in Bombay on the cultivation of the cane and in the United lb evinces

oil varieties, improved cultivation methods and manufacture are also to be con-

tinued, and in both cases the Committee urges immedittle expansion under whole

time officers. Similarly the Caiie-hreeding Station at Coimbatore is to be made
permanent and its scope is to bo extended to the northei n tracts and elsewhere.

But the detailed considerations of these and other points in the Committee's pro-

gramme will have to he deferred to another issue of the Journal.
C. A. B.

The amalgamation of Messrs. Mrnky Tatb & Hons, Ltd., and Metisrs. Abkam Lylb
& Sons, Ltd

,
has now been completed, and the firm are henceforward to be known as

Tatb & Lyle, Ltd.

A. Daniel^ is advocating the adoption of levulose manufacture by beet factories,

the chicory root being cultivated in place of the beetroot, and the extraction and purifica-

tion carried out in the factory in much the same way as ordinarily.® Chicory molasses is

said to find a good price for the preparation of cofiee substitutes, caramel, etc. A factory
in Saxony has taken up the manufactute of levuloso on these lines.

1 Chemiker Zeitung, 1920, 4. • I.S. J,, 1931, 370.
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As seen by the Indian Sugar Committee.

It is a curious fact that, although masses of detail are published every year

about the Java sugar industry, there are few countries about which more contra-

dictory statements are served up by journals dealing with sugar matters. And
these statements refer to tho most varying factors, such as the relative fertility of

the soil, the relations between the planters, the Government aiid the land-owners,

and even the production of sugar in any one year. It may he that this confusion

is partly due to the presentation of the information in tho Dutch langut^j^e, which
has its own peculiar dillicuHios to the English or American reader; but, whatever

the cause may be, any first-hand description of the industry of an authoritative

nature is likely to be welcome. We have therefore thought it worth while to

place before our readers a summary of some of the points in the second chapter

of the Report of the Indian Sugar Committee, which contains a careful account

of their observations during a month’s stay in the island. As the Dutch Govern-
ment ajid tho planting community appear to have given them every facility for

forming just views as to the state of affairs in the sugar industry, we may with

some show of reason regard this account as more or less of an authoritative nature.

It may be well at the outset to explain that the sugar factoiy and plantation

in Java aio under one head, and that the mill and tho canefields work in complete
accoid. Furtlnn*, whatever may have been the case in the past, the sugar industry

is entirely self-contained as regaids all investigations for the improvement of

cultivation and inamifactuie. The entire cost of all tho complicated machinery
for carrying out these investigations is borne by the industry, by means of

voluntary cesses on acreage of cuiie, amounting at tbe time vrheii the report w'as

written to about 6s. per acre planted
; and the expenditure for research alone

during 1919-20 reached the sum of l,2(K),0()0 guilders or £U)o,(KMK No help was
obtained fiom (loverniiient, whose oxperinieutal stations are mainly, if not entirely,

concerned with crops other than sugarcane.

Jt is generally recognised that the success of the Java sugar industry during
recent years has been mainly due to the intricate organization for the solution of

the many dilRculties which occur in all cane-growing countries, and of which
Java has had its full share. This organization w’ill accordingly bo dealt with in

this note in some detail, especially as it is entirely built up by an industry as con-

trasted with a Government, with all the attendant directness of view and practical

nature. And it is none the Iohs surprising that nowhere in the sugar world is a
higher value ]>luced on the work of pure as well as aj>plied science. This we have,
dining a long experience, come to regard as n characteristic feature of the ]>utch,

namely, a groat appreciation of tho value of modern scientific woik, coupled with
a peculiar capacity for the practical application of the results obtained.

For the administration of the affairs of the industry as a whole, at any rate

those factories who have agreed to {>ay the cesses, two main bodies have been
called into existence, a General Syndicate of Sugar Manufacturers and a Research
Station Association. The Oeueral Sytuiirate, with headquarters at Soerabaia, is

maintained by a cess of 1*26 guilders per bouw (the guilder = Is. 8d., and tho
bouw = 1£ acre), up to a limit of 1760 bouw^s under one control. Its sphere of

action is of an economic and political nature, and it forms a channel through
which its members can make their influence felt by Government, as to the relations

between factories and land-owners, tho levying of export duties, and matters
of similar nature. The functions of the Syndicate are divided between three
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separate bodies, the General Assembly of Members, a Council, and a Board. The

Assembly usually meets twice a year {although special meetings may be called),

and its main work is the fixing of the annual contribution by the members,

passing the accounts, and sanctioning the budget. The Council is a ptirely

advisory bod 5^ but from the nature of its constitution (mentioned below) it has

great influence with the Board, which is the main executive body. The Board

usually meets once a month, under a president who has large powers for the

transaction of ordinary business between the meetings, and is assisted by a

permanent paid staff. Half of the members of the Board are nominated by the

Council and the other half elected by tbe Assembly, which also appoints the

president. For keeping in touch with all the factories which are members of the

Syndicate, the island is divided into 16 sections, which more or less correspond

with the Government administrative divisions, and each of these sections has a

local Board, whose chairman is always the manager of a factory within its limits.

It is the 16 chairmen of these local Boards who forai the Council of the Syndicate,

as well as the Council of the Eesearch Association to be referred to later. Thus,

all parts of the industry are fully represented in the management of affairs.

The Research Assi^ciation^ which appears to have a similar constitution to the

General Syndicate, deals with agricultural and manufacturing matters, and has,

as is natural, a more complicated network of sub-divisions. Under the Executive

Board there are three independent departments : A gi*icultural, with headquarters

at Pasooroean, and Chemical and Engineering at Semarang
;

it will be necessary

briefly to consider the work of each of these. The funds of the Association are

derived fiom a cess of guilders per bouw under cane, with an additional

I guilder where a "‘group adviser'* is employed (as detailed below), innking a

total of 5 guilders per bouw, up to the limit of 1750 bouws under one factory as

before.

The Agricultural Department,—To the buildings at Pasoeroean a farm of

25 bouws is attached, for the use of workers in the various sections, with the

novel condition that the land is rented season by season, just as is the cose with

factory lands. There is also a eub-station at Cheribon, in West Java. There are

a director, assistant director, and secretary, and scientific heads of the following

sections :—Physiologj’, agro-geology (including the chemical analysis of soils),

cane-breeding, bacteriology, statistics, and field experiments. Formerly, there

were also entomological and mycological officers, but those have been abolished

as no longer needed, because of the succossftil control of pests and diseases by
efficient cultivation. Broadly speaking, the work of the department is concen-

trated on seeing that the right kind of cane is grown on the right soil, the evolution

of hardy and heavy yielding varieties of cane, and the elimination of disease by
proper control. The most important investigation at present being carried out is

on varieties, but much is also being done on the testing of seed from different

sources (o.g., hill and plains nurseries), reduction of sets per acre, depth of plant-

ing, width of rows, possibility of replacing sulphate of ammonia by some other

manure, the amount of nitrogen needed per bouw for every field, the necessity or

otherwise of phosphatic manures, the best time of applying manures, the use of

waste products, etc. In order to keep the work at Pasoeroean available for the

plantations, a special sot of touring officers is attached to the section of field

experiments. There are at present about 1 1 of these, and each has from 10 to 20

factories in his circle. They communicate the Pasoeroean results to the managers,

and are consulted by them as to varieties, diseases, etc. ,
and are therefore termed

“ group advisers**
;
they collect information for the heads of sections, make soil
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surveys and a soil map of all plantations employing tlieni, and conduct on the

average one experiment each year on every estate which is willing to bear the

cost. This is usually readily conceded, as the experiments are almost invariably

financially profitable.

The Chemical and Engineering Departmente are stationed at Semarang, and

are under a joint head who is a vice-president of the Besearch Association. Each
has its own director and secretary. The Chemical Department has two sections,

one of which deals with purely scientific matter, analyses, etc., while the other

deals with technical research and chemical control in factories. The Engineering

Department has also two sections, the first having four sub-sections, namely,

consulting, technical research, mill control, and office, while the second is purely

electrical. The heads of these sections and snb-fiections are recruited from the

Technical School at Delft. Among the subjects at present being worked out are

briquetting of bagasse, behaviour of bagasse under pressure, the best metbods of

taking samples for mill work, the best methods of driving mills hj electricity,

and so on. The two departments publish fortnightly figures of the working of

the factories on the chemical and engineering sides, and prepare a complete

synopsis of the season’s results. As the officers constantly visit the factories,

there are no group advisers.

UeliiUoH hettrern the factories and the landotoners,—The arrangements are a

survival of the culture system of Governor van der Bosch a century ago, all

compulsion having long ceased
;
and the success of the industry is largely

dcpendf'iit on the agricultural control of the land by the factories during the term

of their lease. N(» non-native can acquire land in Java from a native, and the

longest lease is thoreforo fixed at 21 j years, although it is usually much shorter,

namely for the time required to grow one crop of canes, roughly a year and a

half. Bent is fixed at a figure supposed to equal tlie profit which could be

obtained from one crop of rice and tw’o dry crops, which could be raised in the

time, and is subject to revision every five years. The minimum rent as fixed by
Government is now about fiO guilders per bouw per annum, or 90 guilders for the

S€»ason : liesides this, from 2 to 7^ guilders are paid for returning the laud to its

normal condition for a rice crop. Competition between factories for the land is

iinpossible, for they have to be licenced by Government and are not allowed to

interfere with one another or with the food growing needs of the people. For

safeguarding the latter not more than oiio-third of the land in any village may be

leased. New licences are now very rare and the number of factories in Java has

for some time been practically stationary.

Cultivation,—The most interesting of tlio methods employed by Java is that

of procuring sets for planting. These are obtained from three sources, hill

nurseries(l 000-3000 ft.), plains nurseiies and tops of the crop cut on the plantations

;

and owing to the great cost of the first, the tendency is to increase the second

source, the nurseries either being off the estate but at a lower level or even on the

estate itself. In both kinds of nurseries no cane is harvested, but the plants are

cut. up after six months’ grow’^th, producing two to three sets each stalk. In the

plains nurseries another method is also employed, only the top being cut oif and

the re.iiainder being left to grow for a further 10-45 days, after which the whole

is cut up : each set then has one or two young shoots whose leaves are trimmed

to prevent evaporation: these shooting sets are termed ** rajoengajte*^ and are

used for middle and later sowings. They ore only produced on factory lands, as

they cannot be transported far. Some sets are always obtained each year from

the hill nurseries, the average for most of Java in 1918 being 35 per cent, hills,
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31 por cent, plains, 34 j)er cent, tope; while in Djokjakarta whore the climate is

favourable the figures w^ere 4 per cent., 66 per cent., and 30 per cent, respectively.

The quantity of hill sets required for one bouw in 1919 w^as 3J-4J tons, costing

93 guilders per bouw (68s. por acre) against 40 guilders per acre (30h. 8d. por acre)

for plains sets. The njothod of nurseries permits of very rapid multiplication of

new varieties, as this is at the rate of eight times in six months, or 4096 times in

two years. With the preliminar}’' period of testing at Pasoeroean, which is severe

and lasts two to three years, it takes a minimum of hve years for a new variety to

bo extended over 5000-^6000 bouws.

An interesting table is given of the changes which have taken place in the

varieties grown in 1912, 1919 and 1920. The most marked feature is the dimin-

ution of 100 P.O.J. and 247 B (the correct naming of J 247). The increases have

been in E.K. 28, D.L. 52 and, to a less extent, in E.K. 2, none of which is found

in the 1912 list.

The laying out of the cane field in Java after rice is comparatively well

known, and is left out here for w’ant of space. It may be mentioned that thd rate

of converting the sodden paddy land into friable sugar cane soil appears to be

little less than miraculou.s, and seems to be due to the fact that the soil in Java

sugar estates does not suffer by being toorked biU as soon as it dries it becomes

friable and well aired. The preparation commences as the paddy Imrvest is being

reaped and as much as 50 por cent, of the trenches and furrows on a 3000-acre

estate is completed by the time that the paddy is completely cut. After the

furrows and trenches have been finished, the land is left to air for five or six weeks

before planting commences. Cultivation is almost entirely done by hand labour,

and this alone will proclude any other country from following the .system, even if

its soil will bear such diastic treatment. Water for irrigatioii is almost always

sparse and the greatest care is necessary to avoid waste : the sets are nevoi flooded

but merely splashed at frequent intervals when recently planted, a proceeding

again deinoustrating a good labour supply.

Ammonium sulphate is the manure most used, there being usually two doses,

at three and seven weeks from planting; the manure is placed in small holes on

opposite sides of the young plants and covered over. The economic optimum
worked out at Pasoeroean is 400 lbs, per acre (80 lbs. N), but many factories have

worked out their own optima, and in some cases have found it to bo as much
as 550 lbs., in which case the manure is applied in thveo doses at 3, 7, and 1 1 weeks
from ])lanting. Occasionally phosphates are given but potash is not needed, and
these elements appear to be added to the soil in sufficient quantity by the water
irrigating the paddy crop. A case is noted of a dry, coarse sandy land, where
foOO -2250 lbs. of molasses per acre gave useful results by improving the water-

holding cHpacity of the soil.

Details are giveti iu a table of the cost of production of cane, and this is

compared with that on two of the chief experimental stations in India. The cost

of cane at the factory in Java, on 177 plantations in 1918 worked oxit at 4*03 annas
(or pence) per standard Indian inauud (about 82 lbs.), oi one anna loss than the

Indian examples, which however were obviously not strictly comparable.^
Supervision .—This is wdiolly iu the hands of Europeans, whether in field or

factory, and much of the efficiency in the industry is undoubtedly due to this fact.

An important part of the European staff is recruited in Holland, and many of

them are graduates of the Agiicultural High School at Wageningon or of'the

1 In Chapter H of the Keport, the rupee is taken for convenience as the exact equivalent
t)f the KUildcr, that ifa at Is, 8d. On this basis, 4*63 annas <3qual 5 9 pence. With the rupee
at la. 4d. as it Is at present, the anna exactly equals the penny.
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Technical High School at Delft. Wherever possible young chemists are employed

in the factories for three or four years and then offered posts as assistant

managers, and the chance of being promoted to factory managers depends on their

ability to master the agricultural side. The Research Station officers, not being

Government officials, are interchangeable with those of the factories. An im-

portant feature is the great importance attached to the possession by all higher

officials in a factory, whether chemists or engineers, of a knowledge of all branches

of factory and plantation work. The average number of Europeans on an estate

(factory and plantation) of 1200 bouws (2100 acres) is 20.

Factory work .—The sugar factories in Java are up-to-date, roomy and
efficient. They are 180 in number and, of these, returns are available from 188

to 145, though engineering details are onlj^ available from 77 to 100. Crushing

lasts from May to October, with slight variations from those dates in certain

districts: the average length of season is 120 days or just over four months. The
canes are brought from the fields in 0-8 ton trucks which are run alongside the

carrier : the contents are hoisted bodily by electric cranes to a sloping platfoim,

from which they are conveyed to a carrier by means of a mechanical rake. Of 77

factories there are eight with 14-roller mills, eleven 12-roller, twenty-four

11 -roller, thirty-three 9-roller and only one 8-roller.

The sugar- house processes are ordinary defecation (lime), sulphitation (lime

and ‘sulphurous acid), and carbonatation (lime and carbonic acid)
;
and, in 1919,

the proportions of these in the factories were 49 j^er cent., 88 per cent, and 13 i)er

cent, respectively. Careful boiling and vacuum pan work, together with slow

cooling in the crystallizers has, in Java, secured a high yield of sugar and a

reduction of the quantity of molasses. The largest factory iu Java produced, iu

1918, 44,886 tons of sugar, and its progress from 1915 to 1918 is shown in a table

from which the following is taken. The cane crushed rose from 362,077 tons to

407,955 : the sugar produced from 24,382 tons to 44,886 : the parts sucrose in 100

cane from 9 0 to 12*76 : the parts sugar obtained per 100 cane from 6*72 to 10*88

:

and the sugar lost (»r left in the molasses in 100 cane was reduced fiom 2*28 parts

to 1*88. “ It will be observed the Committee remarks “ that the cane worked
up in 1918 was so much bettor than that of 1916 and the efficiency of the factory

had so much improved that, although only 12*7 per cent, more cane was crushed

82*4 per cent, more sugar W’as produced.” An interesting indication of the pro-

gress made in the working of the Java factories ns a whole is shown iu another

table, whore averages are given of returns from 138 to 143 factories during the

same years, the improvement being steadily progi^essive under each heading from
year to year. The fibre was reduced from 13*26 to 12*09 per 100 parts of cane

and the parts sucrose increased from 11*63 to 13*63: the purity of the mixed
juice rose from 82*0 to 86*5, while the parts glucose per 100 mixed juice foil from
1*32 to 1*0: the purity of the clarified juice rose from 83*5 to 87*9: the parts

sugar obtained per 100 parts cane rose from 9*36 to 11*32 and the paits molasses

fell from 3*28 to 2*78 (2*73 iu 1917) : the number of factories working with cane

with 13 paits or more of sucrose per 100 cane rose from 8 to 102 (or 6*80 per cent,

to 71 ‘33 per cent.), and the number of factories working on cane with 10 parte or

less sucrose per 100 cane fell from 10 to 0.

Labour ,—The matter of labour is simplified by the denseness of the population,

Java, with 60,000 square miles of area has some 34 millions of people. The labour

is entirely voluntary and the present rates are 8 annus for men, 5J for women and 4

annas for children. Hence the land owners secure a reosouablo rent for their land

together with sufficient continuous employment to yield an income equal to that
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whiV -'‘h they would have got if they cultivated the laud themselves
;
and those who

cultivate lands have a market for their labour during the milling season.

In the factoiy^e jy the skilled labour is usually in the hands of the Chinese, who receive

10 as. to Bs 2 pel hiT^day, while the unskilled labour is supplied by Javanese at 7^ to

9 annas. *

The Committee concliinm*’^®® chapter on Java as follows :
“ Whilst there can

be no doubt that, as the resiUi-. ya^pf the traditions of the forced culture system, the

Java sugar industry has had excepu«..ui,mml advantuges in securing land and labour

for cane production, it is equally unquostionabiu that these alone would not have

been sufficient to ensure it the commanding position * U. at present holds. This has

been secured by an adinirable organization for mutual asi |{gi8tanco in all directions,

above all in regard to research, generous expenditure in it is recognized to

be a most profitable investment, and by the adoption of methods of c.^'^gjiltivation

manufacture on which it would be difficult to improve, carried out under highly

trained and well paid supervision. The sugar industry in Java was certainly not

in a more favourable position for commanding land and labour in 1918 than in

1894 but, whereas the outturn of sugar in 1894 was 2*81 tons per acre, in 1918 it

was 4*34 tons. In 1919 it fell to 3*86 tons but, owing to prolonged drought, the

circumstancoM of the latter year were exceptional. The result is, as Mr. KeaTINGE,
Director of Agriculture in Bombay, staled in 1914, that Java sugar dominates the

Eastern markets, and that not only is the industiy aide to dispense with any pro-

tection, subsidy or assistance from Government, but it successfully forces its way
through hostile tariffs and pays high dividends on invested capital.

“ We have endeavoured to give as accurate u picture as possible of the present

conditions of the Java sugar industry. It must, however, bo remaiked in con-

clusion that many of the conditions are undergoing rajdd and mateiial change.

Costs both of cultivation and manufacture are lising, labour difficulties are

increasingly felt and political developments threaten to affect the hitherto amicable

relations between the factories and the land owners. The industry is thus not

entirely secure in the position it has so successfully established, and its difficulties

and problems appear likedy to multiply rather than to diminish in the years that

lie before it,^* C. A. B,

The Cultivation of Sugar Cane and the Manufacture

of Raw Sugar in the Philippuie Islands.

By J T. J. CEOOKS.

Im)!’ many years sugar cane has been grown in the Philippino Islands, chiefly

on the islands of Negros, Pan ay, Mindoro and Luzon, Each farm or haciiutht

had its own small factory, where a low grade muscovado was manufactured by the

old-fashioned open kettle piocess. This muscovado sugar has always had a lead^^

market amongst the Chinese, but at a very much lower price than what could be

obtained for Centrifugal sugar of 96*^' polarization. Only in the most recent yeais

has Centrifugal sugar been made in these islands, and this by but throe or four

modern centrals, controlled by American and Si)uinhh cai>ital.

However, since the boom of the sugar industry during the war, the pr(3vailing

high prices of sugar have set tho hnanuhros off speculating, and they have com-

bined together in several of tlie distnets, principally on the island of Negros,

formed companios, and with the aid of large loans from the Philippine National

1 See loolnote on page 49t;.
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Bank, have bought large modern centrals which are quite up to date in every way
and have sufficient capacity for a great extension of planting area. These centrals

are mostly worked on a percentage basis, that is, 50 per cent, of the sugar made
goes to the owners of the centrals and 60 per cent, goes to the hacendero supply-

ing the cane. In some cases the percentage varies, some on the 40 per cent, and

60 per cent, and some on the 45 per cent, and 55 per cent, basis. The companies

owning the centrals supply the railroad to the hacieudua, and haul the cane to the

mills at their expense. They also agree to store the sugar made for a reasonable

time, and when the hacendero has sold his share, the company transports the sugar

to its own wharfs for shipment free of cost to the hacendero.

While the price of sugar was high everything looked rosy for these companies,

as they were able to get further advances from the banks to pay tbeir working

expenses, and the profits on the sugar would have been ample for the payment of

the high rate of iutereet charged by the bank for the money borrowed. When the

price of sugar dropped so suddenly (from 50 pesos to 12 pesos a picul), money for

current expenses was extremely haid to obtain, and as these companies have

absolutely no reserve capital, and the market value of their centrals is now so

much lower than when they purchased them (which was done when prices were

absolutely top notch), these companies are facing absolute ruin. To obtain the

largo sums necessary for the purchase of those large centrals, the iiidividual

hacendn'm, who aie the shaieholdors of these companies, have had iu a large per-

centage of cases to iriortgage their haciendaa and other properties to the bank.

Tlie cane cultivated in (lie Philippine Islonds is mostly native cane, and very

litth' has been done to improve tbe crops either by fertilization or new varieties.

On the Island of Mindoro, the owners of the Central are also the owners of the

plantation, and there an attempt has been made to improve the supply of cane,

lioth by fertilization and new varieties, wuth very good lesults indeed. The majority

of the other cane grown is fanned without any scientific treatment wdiatever.

The l’hilip])ino Islands have an ideal climate, and there is a groat siipjdj" of

huitalle land for the growing of sugar cane, but the one great drawback la the

labour que<tif*n. Thme is a very largo native Filipino jmjmlatioii, but they are

an imbdent la/y people w'ho piefor not to woik, even though they uie paid fiom

one and a Ijalf to two pesos (3^. to -Is.) a day. Imported labour, such as the

Chinese, is foihiddiMi by the Goveinineiit, so that the sugar industry is at the

mer(‘3 of the native'^.

is sadly ueedt'd in the Philippines for all the agricultural industries;

and thi> is not forthcoming ow'ing to the disturbed political conditions ])ievailing.

FiV<jrywh(u*e in these islands is heaid the phiai^e “Th(‘ Philippines for thcFilipinoe,”

and the ]>resent agitation is all for self-government. All these facts make the

Amerh’an iiivostois hold back from bringing money into the islands.

Thib y<‘ar the hareudero has had another hardship to face, due to the ravages

caused by the dread disease lindorpo.st, which has wiought havoc amongst the

carabou or whaler buffalo, which are used for ploughing and as beast.s of buidon.

In many cas(»8 over fifty per cent, have died, aiid these animals are worth from 300

t() 4()t) peso.^ (£30 to £40) per head. ITowovor. the hacendero is at lost waking u]>

and is adding up-to-date motor tractors to his stock
;
but these are no good in

ploughing between the rows of young cane, w’hich task must bo done by animals.

The IbregoiiJg will give the reader some idea of the troubles which «re facing

the sugar industry in the Phili])pine Islands; this at the best is only in its infancy,

and it cannot possibly succeed without more capital and better labour conditions

combined w'ith scientific control in the fields.
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Meditations on Trapology.

The R6le of the Steam Trap in the Sugrar Factory.

By J. O. FRAZIER.,

Suear Engineer, New Orleans,

V.

In practically’ all return steam traps the live steam connexion will be found

of such size as might indicate a very considerable steam consumption. Such size

is not based, however, upon real steam consumption, but is for the purpose of

equalizing the pressure in the chamber with that of the boilers in the shortest

practicable time ; thus being a time saver.

To make this fact more appreciable, we may take equal volumes of steam and

water and compare the weights, which are basic measures of mass. If we have,

for illustration, a trap chamber whose water-filling content be 3*84 cub. ft., which

the steam tables show us, at 100 lbs. weigh 1 lb., and consider that 3*84 cub. ft,

of water weigh, say, 50 lbs. per cub. ft,, at the temperature due to 100 lbs. pres-

sure we will have a water weight of 192 lbs., which is 1 lb. of steam to 192 lbs. of

water. This is only closely approximate to the xeal steam value, as there are

small losses by condensation within the chamber.

The adaptability of the return steam trap to other than that of boiler-feeding

service involves some interesting and often useful applications. Two of these are

shown in Figs. 9 and 10, and are adaptations to the pumping of finished symp
from the multiple effect and that of ordinary water pumping respectively. The
whole range of return tmp operation is basically one of relative pressures. In its

simplest expression the steam above the water in the trap chamber is the piston,

urging discharge, and a head or pressure at the inlet the equivalent of suction.

In Fig. 9 is a partial outline of the last vessel of a multiple effect, and the

application of a return trap to the withdrawal of the finished syrup. In this case

the displacement steam, after a discharge of a chamber load of synip, is directed

immediately into the regular condenser marked Con., through the pipe V, Under
these conditions, then, the displacement steam is just a small bit worse than

thrown away, because it must be condensed along with the final vapours. Under
the conditions then existing, the trap chamber is connected with its vent valve

wide open to the point in the apparatus of highest vacuum. The full head of

liquor then becomes available as an inflow force. Practically the same conditions

apply in pumping, except the frequent stuffing box leakage which pertains to the

usual run of pumps. The inlet from the effect is shown at i, and the discharge

at />, while the steam equalizer—in this case a real piston—is at Having the

usual house live steam pressure in the chamber will, of course, deliver the syrup

to any point within pieseure range.

The interesting and utilitarian feature of such equipment is that the number
of vacuums necessary is as the number of trap charges. In most cases the size

of trap adapted to the work would contain a displacement equal to 26 to 40 strokes

of the equivalent pump, so the strokes of the trap might he one, while that of a

pump be, say, 30. Each rod end of the pump stroke involves the possibility of

air leakage at the stuffing box, unless water sealed as some are and all should be.

However, these do not always roiuain sealed.

It has been found that the alternating steam bath, to which the inner walls

of the chamber are subjected, effectually prevents crystallization, and that the

diluting effect of condeusation on the surface of the syruj) is quite imperceptible.
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The application of live steam on the surface of even a vei-y cold liquor in an
enclosxire will result in a very small and rapid condensation of a very thin film on

the surface, having the same temperature as that of the steam; being a non-

conductor of heat, it will not, however, continue.

The traps shown in both Figs. 9 and 10 are of the same detail type as that

shown as Fig. 7 in the previous article ; both are return traps of that type. In

all makes of return traps tho '‘vent** or exhaust valve is a common feature.

Fio. 9.

In the type shown this valve is

loaded against the discharging live

steam pressure in the chamber by
a weight. This valve is opened

by a mechanical connexion with

tho main moving element at the

proper intervals for exhaust, which

are after each discharge of a

cbambei^ul.

The filling lino of practically

all return steam traps is slightly

less than a chamber full, as shown
in the previous Fig. 7. Such usual

non -filled space is not far from

6 per cent, of chamber capacity.

One result of this is that tho real

steam volume used becomes about

6 per cent, greater than that of the

water handled. This vacant space

is for the especial purpose of per-

mitting a slightly heavier load in

case of fkjxy laggardness toward

tilting when filled to tho regular

balance lino. A similar modifica-

tion of complete discharge is also

the custom, particularly to pro-

vide a water “seal** over the dis-

charge opening, and the entrance

of the equalizing steam into the

water discharge system, also, is of

moderate value in tho extreme

lightening of the load to addi-

tionally assure a reversal of trap

movement.

In Fig, 10 is shown an appli-

cation of the same type of return

with the modification of the injec-

tion spray shown, and used for ordinary lift and force pumping. The flexible

hose connexion shown is connected with the discharge 1>, or with other source

of condensing water supply, and is provided* with a stock-check valve F,

This serves the double purpose of a check against the chamber pressure

at the proper time, and of an inlet for the condensing water. The operation of

the injection I is automatic ; it is closed against steam pressure in the chamber

as an ordinary check valve, and opened by the vacuum within, plus the head of
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water through D, In such application, as a condenser trap the injection of water

is through the regulator vent valve connexion. The miige of lift, throTigh the

suction pipe shown is, of course, in proportion to the same as with equal conditions

of vacuum and height of lift with the ordinary steam pump. With tight-stufilng

boxes on the truiiiiioiis very considerable lifts are practicable. The relative

weights of condensing water required are, of course, the same as those usual for

equal temperature differences between steam and condensing water, but *the

volume of water is only a veiy small fraction of the total delivery.

The iiseful range for application of the condenser trap is rather less interest-

ing than its novelty ns an engineering problem. However, as the general run of

steam traps operate with considerably loss steam, nttention and up-keep cost,

there are instances of isolated pump locations for a moderate quantity of water

or other liquids, where such equijunent may be very profitable and satisfactory.

The range of steam trap service partially covered by these articles consists of

four somewhat distinct types : the return trap, applying to boiler feeding and other

services
;
the vacuum trap for withdrawal of liquids from vacuum spaces, either by

higher vacuum or by liquor

head, or both
;
the condenser

trap, as a lift and force

pump ;
and the non-return

trap, simply a variable outlet

for condensation . This range

of service is common to the

product of all our largest

American inakors of steam

traps
;

exclusiveiieHs, for a

particular kind, is oul)^ one

of minor mechanical detail.

Begarding the tempera-

ture performance of the boiler

feeding return tru}),{>n which

jQ hinges its largest claim as an

economic device, the follow-

iiig applies : Many of the wi iter’s observations have shown vacuum pan coil con-

densation, with 80 to 90 lbs. pressure delivered through tbo return trap at well

above ;300°F,, that from 40 to 50 lbs. coil pressure at 275^ to 290°F, It is very

probable that the high and low pressure of the average large sugar factory may
thus be delivered into the boilers at as high as 25(^F. against the probable average

of about This will, however, hinge very largely on the proportions of high

and low pressure condensations. An interesting and useful feature of such

delivery would be the very immediate near balance of condensation supply with

that of steam demand at the boilers.

Should such delivery result in a gain of 70^F. in all the feed water, it would
approximate 7 per cent, of the total fuel reejuirement

;
if the bagasse furnishes

75 per cent, of the total fuel, the 7 per cent, becomes 28 per cent, of the excess fuel.

The interesting phenomenon of “ flash” heat comes into play in the operation

of the return steam trap on boiler feed service, and, theoiotically at least, to its

disadvantage. This in degree is, of course, in such proportions as the trap

chamber pressure differs from that of the condensation source. Such “flash ” is

the effort to part with excess heat above that due to the chamber pressure. Con-
ditions limiting flash quantity are confinement and the short time exposure to
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pressure release, that of the filling periods of the chamber. All flash is a pro-

portionate resistance to water inflow ; if into the open, the flash heat would be

lost ; if into the effect heat belt, it will bo iitilized
;
in all cases it represents its

equivalent water loss from the total trap delivery. Those quantities are very

moderate, but are fixed conditions of such service.

In all return trap boiler feeding the inlet and outlet check valves of the trap

had best be below the boiler water level, as shown in Fig. 7. Should these be

above such level, and anything should happen so that steam admission into the

chamber be continued until such chamber be entirely emptied, steam will then

flow into the boiler water delivery system. If the checks be near the trap level

they will become bathed in live steam
;
should a subsequent discharge of water

occur from the same or another tiap, there will be a water hammer in the area in

which the checks are located, as the water in the system would settle to that of

the boiler water line. Should the same conditions come about and the checks be

below boiler water level, they will remain submerged and the water hammer will

occur, with little or no damage, in an area of plain piping.

A separate feed system is necessary with all reharn traps from that used by
other feed means. No pressure greater than that of trap head is available for

trap fec^d, under usual conditions
;
with pumps the pressure in the system is often

observed to be from 5 to 20 lbs. higher than boiler pressure.

It will readily be appreciated that if the boiler plant carry two pressures,

€»qualizing steam for return steam traps maybe had from the highest pressure,

traps may Ik) located on the ground and still food those boilers whose pressure is

lower, if there is sutficiont differonco, which may bo taken roughly at as low as

1 0 lbs.

It is hoped tliat this series may have covered the fundamentals of the subject

and such detail us may suggest to those interested further considemtiou of

reiinement of detail not possible to discuss wdthin the limits of permissible space.

(Concluded,)

It has been found that if, in the inanufacturo of filter-papor, kieselgubr is incorporated
with the pulp, a material is obtained which is capable of retaining the finest precipitates,

calcium oxalate, for example, when thrown down in the cold.

A motor fuel containing alcohol was patented in 1918 in Mauritius by Mr. Alheut
Pi\oLKTTJ,^ and has been produced in a small plant making about 800 gallons per day,
the retail piice being saul to be Is, 4d. per gallon in bulk. It is known locally as

Sylvestrique,’' and according to the specitication of the patent consists of a mixture of

1000 c.c. of (lonalurod ethyl alcohol at 30** Cartier (about 90 per cent, by volume) and
25 C.c. of sylvefitrene or oil of turpentine.

Back -pressure systems of using steam (which have been in practice in the cane sugar
industry for very many years past) aro being advocated by writers on fuel economy for

adoption in chemical factories in this country. Mr 1). Bkowniir, lecturing recently at

the Municipal College of Te(^hiiology, pointed out that when coal was used to generate
and this steam was then used in a condensing engine or turbine, the nett result was

that only about 8 per cent, of the energy of tb© coni was actually used to produce power,
and about 64 percent, of the heat went down the river as cooling w^ater. In the modern
back-pressure or passont system/' however, the steam was generated at a high pressure,

passed through an engine or turbine, and taken out at the end at low pressure, say 40 lb.,

still containing the virhole of the lat^uit heat for use subsequently in process work. This
resulted in “an enormous economy,” and instances w’ore ijiven in which the coal bill of

chemical works had been reduced as much as 40 and sometimes as much as 60 per cent, by
utilizing the stenm in this itvay.

i Mauntuis Patent, No. 283 of liMS.
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Further Studies on some Fungi and the

Deterioration of Sugar.'

By PAUL A. VAN DER BIJL. M.A., D.So.. P.L.S.

In a previous publication^ we have dealt with some fungi and bacteria respon-

sible for the deterioration of sugars during storage; and the present paper is in

part a continuation of the work thiis started. It also reports experiments on fungi

isolated from sugars and sugar solutions under diffei'ent conditions.

Not having access to the necessary literature for enabling the specific

identifications of a number of isolations from “sweating*^ sugars to be madOy

Br. Charlks Thom, of the Bureau of Chemistry, U.S. Department of Agriculture,

kindly co-operated and undeitook to identify them, for which service we are

greatly indebted to him.

Identification of Various Fungi.

The fungi dealt with are PemciUhnn and Asj^ergillus and I cannot do

better than append below the data on them as submitted to me by Dr. TnoH :

—

Isolation No, 1,—Penicillinm divnricatum of my paper. This organism is

widely distributed, especially in the soil end probably is more truly a Spicaria,

Whether it can be identified with some other previously desciibtd foims or not,

I have never determined.

** Isolation No. 2,—A strain of the Asptrgillvs rej^ms^ghtcua group.

“ laolation No. 3.—Closely related to No. 2. In dealing with this particular

group of organisms, there are undoubtedly a number of strains, races or species

which differ materially. Mangin discussed the group some years ago, establishing

three forms, Aapergillna amsttlodami ^ A, reptna Dehnry, and A. herhitriorum. More
recently Bainier and Sartory have desciibed a series of forms out of this same
lot of material. I have collected the material to make another survey of this

group, but have not found time to reach any conclusions. Theascospores of your

culture have the furrow with a wing on each side which makes a diagnostic differ-

ence from the typical A. repeua, but the spore is too small for the A. herbarioruin.

“ Isolation Nos. i and 6.—These strains are closely related, belonging to the

Penicillinm Intnem^piirpurogennm series. The conidial area becomes a deep, dark

green and the agar where cane sugar is present becomes a deep purple red. Uhis

would indicate a fairly close relationship to P. jmrjmrogenmn.

**Isolation No. 5 .

—

Aspergillus niger.—My culture from your tube showed tw'o

strains of black Aspergillus. The morphology of the head differed very little in

the two strains. The measurements of the spore, sterigmata and vesicle correspond

fairly closely with the typical A . niger of Van Tieghem, but one of the cultures

has very short stalks, approximately oOOm.mm. in length ; the other consistently

produces stalks several m.ram. long. This is an interesting variation, but every
gradation between these foims seems to be found upon comparison of large

numbers of cultures from other sources.

** Isolation No. 7.

—

Aspergillus terreus as described by us in the Americafi

Journal of Botany.

** Isolation No. 8 .

—

Aspergillus fumigatus in fairly typical foim.^*

* Editorial suniinary of Science Bnlleiiti No. 18, published by tlic DcparUucnt of Agriculture,
Pretoria, Union of Soulli Africa, price »d.

* Science Bulletin No. 12, Dopartmeut of Agriculture, Pretoria, Union of South Africa;
LS.J., 1221, 820-324.
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Infection of Sugak Solutions and Sugar Crystals.

These fungi were inoculated into (a) a previously clarified and sterilized

solution of mill sugar at 20® Brix, and (&) some Dox solution.^ In the case of

all the fungi examined, these solutions were found to invert sucrose, a greater or

less amount of acid being formed at the same time. AtpergiJhia terreuB, Asper--

gillm Isolation No. 2, and A. Isolation No. 3 were foremost in the formation of

invert sugar; while A. niger produced most acid in these tests.

Another series of experiments was carried out in which 20 grnis. of refined

sugar crystals were sterilized, inoculated with the fungi, moistened by spraying

with four per cent, of sterilized distilled water, and incubated at 28®C. Here the

fungi producii>g the largest amounts of invert sugar were : A, Isolation No. 2,

A, Isolation No, 3, and A. nigtr,

EFFEcrr OF Nitrogenous Matter on the Inversion.

Micro^oi’ganisms responsible for the deterioration of raw sugars, in storage

have a relatively low nutritive requirement, so far as nitrogenous and mineral

foods are concerned. It was decided to grow some of the fungi in sugar solutions

to which different nitrogenous compounds, as asparagin, peptone, ammonium
tartrate had been added, in order to see to what extent the addition of these sub-

stances was capable of favouring the growth and the formation of invert sugar.

The result of these experiments (tabulated in the original paper) leads to the

conclusion that the presence of the nitrogenous and mineral food stibstances in

sugar solutions can he said to favour inversion by the fungi examined, namely,

A, fumigntuB^ A . repem^gJanaiB, A^nigtr. This result, however, may not

apply in the case of raw sugars, in which case the addition of foreign substances

may serve to increase the density of the moisture film around the crystals, and

thus make the growth of the micro-organisms in this film more difiicult. This is

a point requiring farther investigation.

Growtti in Sugar Solutions of Different Density.

An important quality of a micro-organism responsible for the deterioration of

sugar in storage is its capability of growth in high concentrations. In order to

examine this point, solutions of refined sugar from 10® to 72® Brix were inoculated

with the various fungi, and the amount of invert sugar and acid formed was
determined after three weeks. A. and A, ferrciw caused invert sugar and

acid formation in liquors at 6o’o®, hut not above. Growth at 72® Brix was obherved

only in the case of one organism, namely the AspergiUtts Isolation No, 2. In a

few instances in high concentration the inoculated solutions were found at the end

of the time stated to contain less invert sugar than the control liquor. The con-

ditions in these cases, while not preventing the growth of the fungi, appear to

inhibit their inverting power
;
and the necessar}'* energy for their growth is ob-

tained by utilizing the invert sugar originally present in the medium, A similar

result is noted when the fungi are grown in sugar solutions of var5ung alkalinity.

Influence of Acidity or Alkalinity upon inversion.

To test the inverting power of the fungi under consideration in solutions of

different reaction, 200 c.c. lots of a 30® Brix solution of raw sugar, after clarifica-

tion with alumina, were sterilized, and varying amounts of N/1 hydrochloric acid

and sodium hydroxide added while still hot. These solutions were infected with

I
Sodium nitrate, l ; potasstum nitrate, 1 ; potassium phosphate, 0*5

;
magnesium suL

pUate, 0*01
; potassium eluoride, o oi ; lerrous sulphate, 0*01 ; sugar, so ; and water, looo.
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the fungi, and after two weeks' growth the amount of invert sugar present was

determined.

On comparing the figures thus obtained, it was at once seen that inversion

was greater in the acid series. Further it was noticed that in the alkaline series,

though inversion had taken place, it was generally less than in the control of the

same series. Alkali therefore retards inversion. In a few instances, less invert

sugar was found than was originally present
;
but possibly in these cases the fungi

utilized the invert sugar present for growth before starting further inversion.

Influence of Levulose anb Hyghoscopic Salts.

In addition to the decomposition products of dextrose and their alkali salts,

the levulose present increases the hj^groscopic nature of a raw sugar. Calcium

chloride and magiiesium chloride also enhance this elfoct. Small quantities of

these suhstances wore added to refined sugar, and the increase in nuusture absorp-

tion was determined. A marked increase in weight due to absorbed moisture

resulted, which observation has a distinct bearing on the question of the deteriora-

tion of sugars. Factors which make them liable to absorb moisture from the

atmosphere would indirectly favour the growth of micro-organisms by reducing

the density’ of the film of molasscm around the crystals. It may bo that the re-

action between sugar and some of these substances is a contact reaction, the sub-

stances absorbing moisture, passing it on to the sugar, and being in its turn left to

absorb more moisture. Such a suggestion has been made by Deerk and Norris.

Influence of Different Moisture Contents on Deterioration.

To examine the relation between the moisture content of the sugar and its

deterioration by fungi, 20 grins, of refined sugar vere sterilized, inoculated with

the fungi, and different amounts of sterilized distilled water evenly distributed

over them, rubber tubing being tied over the cotton -w^ool plugging the flasks used,

in order to prevent as far as possible loss of moisture by evaporation. After

incubating at ilO^C. for one month, the invert sugar content was determined.

It was evident from the results obtained that in every instance the deteriora-

tion increased with the amount of water added. Even with only O o per cent, of

moisture the deterioration was considerable. It baa been previously pointed out

that, whereas in refined sugars the total moisture present is the only criterion of

safety, in molasses sugar and lower-grade sugars the “faytor of safety,” i.e., the

ratio of water to solids non-sucrose, or the density of the molasses film around
the crystals, comes into operation.

Effect of Partial Sterilization on Deterioration.

In our previous contribution- we showed that the fungi are not resistant to

boat, and the possibility of sterilizing raw sugars was mentioned, though at the

same time the fact that they would be liable to re-infection b}^ micro-organisms

was pointed out. To determine the effect of sterilization on the subsequent

deterioration, 20 grms. of raw sugar were placed in previously sterilized flasks,

which weie placed in an oven for varying periods of time. On removing the

flasks, about four per cent, of sterilized water w’as evenly distributed over the

sugars, the flasks closed by rubber tubing, and incubated at for one month.
On determining the amount of invert sugar fonned at the end of that time in each

test, the conclusion was that by beating the sugar at 7()°C. for 16 mins., or at 80'^C.

for lOraims., its power of subsequent deterioration was considerably decreased.

T^BidCn^gric. I, • LriJ*«r323’
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Further Studies on some Fun$:I and the Deterioration of Sugar*

Cool Storage for Preventing Deterioration.

It is generally known that the growth of micro-organisms is retarded at low

temperatures. In an experiment, 20 grm. lots of sugar were sterilized, infected

with the fungi under consideration, and treated with about three per cent, of

sterilized water. One series of tests was incubated at 28®C., and the other at

13'-2()®C. (in HU ice-chest). On examining the amount of invert sugar 46 days

after inoculation, it was found that in every instance there was a greater deteriora-

tion at the higher temperature. These results are instructive.

Conclusions.

We have thus far dealt piiniarily with micro-organisms isolated from sugars,

and have seen that by secreting a ferment known us invertase, these are capable

of inverting sucrose with the formation of the more hygroscopic “ glucose.’^

They thus have a bearing on the absoqdion of moisture from the atmosphere by

the sugar in storage.

Having demonstrated the fact that the fungi and bacteria sc^creto the same

ferniont, it is at once evident that the growth of those micro-organisms in gutters

through which sugar juices are conveyed will be continually secreting this ferment

w'hich would contribute to inveision.

In the clarification of the juice with lime and sulj)hur dioxide the largest

percentage of these micro-organisms is removed. Ow'EN* C4dculated in Louisiana

that about 98 per cent, of tlie micro-organisms present are removed dui’ing

d<‘fecution.

Furtbor, wo liave noted that of the two groups of micro-organisms, fungi or

moulds and bacteria, the foimei is not able to withstand the temperature of boiling

w'ater, and the latter in their sjiore stage can withstand this tem}>erHture for

long periods. AA^e have again in

>

10(1 that in the deterioration of crystal sugar the

moulds are the more iinjxntant and the bacteria probably piny a part only w’hen

excessive? amounts of viator are present.

Kverything considered, w^e can assunm that after the juice leaves the heaters

it will bo rid of any moulds it may have contained
;
and the aim of the manufac-

turer from this point onwards sliould be to pre\ent it from becoming lo-infected,

as far as practicable. Tins can only be nccoiiijilished by hygienic measures and
conditions, that is, by the use of suitable disinfectants, asfonnolin, sodium bisiil-

]>hite, and bleaching j)ov der ((‘hloi ide of lime) for cleaning tanks, gutters, filter

bags, etc.'*^ Such measures are iiifuo and more realized to be of imjiortance in the

s\igar industry.

Among the factors which influence the inversion of crystal sugar by micro-

organisms, the following are noted: the tempera tin o of the surnuindings ; the

moisture present in the sugar; the humidity of the atmosphere; exjiosure to in-

fection by micro-organisms at various stages, and especially subsequently to the

syrup leaving the evajxuatois
;
and the presence of hygroscopic substances in the

raw sugar. All these factors con be brought inoie or less under human control

as far as the storage of sugar is concerned
;
and a little antiseptic wasli and atten-

tion to hygienic conditions will do much to reduce the micio-organiMiis growing

in storo-hoiiHos or occurriug in mills, and thus diminish sources of infection.

The Editor of the A/r kuf} Sttgar Journal having adveisely criticised

this excellent bulletin of Dit. van i>er Bijl, we would refer the reader to our

Notes and Oomments for somo remarks on the matter.!

t),

* See the author's previous paper, 1021, 324,
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A New Type of Settling Tank.

A new type of settling tank, which is stated to have been found very

successful for the clarification of the waste waters from the diffusion battery

and the slice presses of the beet sugar factory, was recently described.' It is

automatic in action, and is said to yield a liquid of crystal clearness in the case of

the waste waters mentioned.

As may be seen from the illustration, it consists of a triangular vessel, divided

into two sections, A and 2?, by tho partition S, but not completely, since at the

lower part of the partition there is an inter-communicating space. The waste

waters enter through the tubulure i), the upper part of which is widened in the

form of a funnel before it makes its connexion with the section J of the tank,

the object of this arrangement being to break the force of the inflow and avoid as

much as possible the disturbance of the subsiding liquid already present.

After going under the partition //, which can be moved to and fro for

sweeping the scum into a suitable gutter, the water under treatment passes down-

wards with gradually decreasing rapidity along the inclined wall L of the tank,

the coarser solids (as the pulp) rapidly sinking to the bottom, tho lighter ones

being also gradually carried with a circular movement along the w’all towards the

bottom. At the lowest part of the tank, the liquid is caused by the partition 8 to

move upwards, and at a gradually decreasing rate. In consequence of the very

slow rate of flow in the section /f, the light solids still remaining are almost

brought to rest, and have sufficient time to subside, ultimately concentrating in

the bottom of the tank, while the clear liquid leaves the tank at the outlet E.

This clarified liquid may again ho used in the diflusion battery, so that this

apparatus would appear to solve the difficult problem of the utilization of the

waste waters of the beet factory, a problem to which technologists have devoted

considerable attention. Finally the result is that all the solids present in the

waste waters collect at the bottom of the apparatus, forming a thick layer there.

This layer in fact contributes essentially to the clarification, since it acts as a

filter to. the still muddy liquid passing through it, though it is not allowed to

exceed a certain height, but is run off through the cook 0. Beyond regulating

the rate of flow of the inlet D and the mud outlet (7, the apparatus requires no

supervision,

In the draft of the United States Tariff Bill, rare sugars for use In bacteriological

purposes, as arabinose, galactose, levulose, dextrose, mannose, raffinose, are protected

by a duty of 60 per cent, ad valorem.

1 Cenir. ZuclUrind., 1921, SO, No. 38, 940. The taulc is described as of the **Mann System,*'
and is constructed by a Goman firm.
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Geerligs’ Theory oS the Formation of Molasses

examined in the Light of the Phase Rulet

In a recent communication of the Java Experiment Station,^ Dr. W, D.

Hrldehman pointed out that in order to examine the nature, composition, and pro-

perties of the molasses resulting from cane sugar manufacture it is of importance

to know whether it is possible for sucrose to form double salts, and to learn their

composition, if they are formed. In the literature oulj'' a few sporadic references

respecting them are to be met; and the proof that one is dealing with compounds

and not with mixtures of crystals apparently has not been put forward.

With the ))urpo8e, therefore, of deciding this important and interesting point,

Dr. Hklderman has examined the ternary system formed by the thiee substances,

0, , 11^,0, ,, NaCl, H^O
;
and in doing this the solubility relations at a constant

temperature, the so-called isotherms, were studied, the temperature chosen being

30°O., which may be taken as the mean degree prevailing in Java.

A brief explanation of the method followed may hero be given. If at a certain

temperature the solubility of a substance A in presence of different amounts of

another substance B is determined, then, depending upon the amount of B added,

one will find different solubilities for A, which can be represented by a curve

having its end-point at that composition at which the solution is saturated by A
and by 7/. Graphically this is represented in Fig. 1. F shows the amount in

grm. -molecules piesont in a saturated solution of A ; and A" the same for2>. Pio-

ceediiig fiom the points .^4 and B one obtains the solubility curves for A and D
when gradually increasing amounts of B and ^ aie added to one another. These

curves cut at the point *S, which indicates that composition of the solution at which

both components are saturated.

But an entirely different result is represented w'hen the substances A and B
form a stable compound at the temperature chosen. Then, n^ferring to Fig. 2, the

solution will be supersaturated at 8 (since the stable sj'stem has the smallest and
the meta-stable the greatest solubility), and the double salt must precipitate.

During the crystallissation of the compound, the two single components still i)resent

will dissolve, and depending upon whether A or B is more readily dissolved than

the other, thou the compound + B, or the compound + A, originates as the solid

phase in equilibrium wdth the solution, which cases are represented in Fig, 2

by the points I> and C respectively.

If, therefore, the solubility curves of two substances with the addition of

gradually increasing amounts of the other be determined, one is able from the

1 Mcdcdecliiigeii van hot Fraolstiitiou voor do Java-Suikerindustrie ; Archie/, 19J0, 28,

No. 89, 1 701- J 714.
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figure obtained at once to learn whether a compound is formed or not. In this

manner the following sj^steme were examined: Sucrose, K^SO^, H,0; sucrose,

KCl, H^O ;
sucrose, NaOI, HgO ; sucrose, potassium acetate, IIjjO ;

sucrose,

potassium oxalate, IIjjO ;
and in a later paper » also dextrose, KCl. 11 gO; dextrose

NaCl, HjO; and doxtrose, KgSO^, HgO. Details of the numerous and laborious

experiments (apparently carried out with extreme care and precaution) will he

found in the original papers.

It was concluded that “in none of the cases examined was any proof to he

found in the form of the isotherms or the slope of the cooling curves of the

existence of compounds between sucrose, salts, and water.”

In order to render this conclusion more complete, Dr. HErj)KiiMAN endeavoured

to prepare a compound of sucrose and KCl h}^ proceeding in a similar way to that

followed by Peligot.® A solution containing 34*2 grins, of sucrose and 7*5grm8.

of KCl in 20 c.c. of water were set aside in a desiccator ; hut after three weeks no

sign of crystallization appeared. On adding a quantity of 96 per cent, alcohol, the

system separated into two layers, and a few days later the lower one crystallized

out. Under the microscope the crop proi ed to he composed of two sorts of crystals,

the larger of the form of sugar crystals, and the smaller of no distinct form. By
sieving and sorting, the two kinds were separated from one another, and wore

analysed scqmrately, the results for the sucrose, KOI, and UgO being 89*78, 8*52,

1*78; and 41*17, 57*00, 1 *23 respectively. Duplicate detei ini nations gave values

differing by more than 2* 3 per cent., so that a homogeneous composition of the

product was out of the qneslion.

Dk. Geeeligs’ Reply.

Dr. PRINSEN Geehligs published a rejily” in which he stated that the conclu-

sion arrived at by Dr, IIeldeuman with tho aid of tlio phase rule, that neither

sucrose nor dextrose is capable of forming compounds with salts, had caused him

some astonislmiont. When elaborating his theory of the formation of molasses, ^ he

had founded his considerations on the basis that sucrose, dextrose and levulose

were certainly able to unite with salts and water of crystallization, which basis

depended, not upon an indefinite hypothesis, hut upon demonstrated facts.

It is very well possible that tho method applied by l)r. Heldeeman is not

capable of proving that such compounds exist ; whereas direct experiment sincM^

a number of years has show'ii that tho sugars mentioned are really capable of

forming well-defined compounds with salts and whaler, llliirty-five years ago in

his ritudont days ho obtained at Amsterdam voiy fine crystals of glucose-sodium

chloride
;
and he very well reinombors having seen beautiful crystals of sucrose-

sodium chloride, and especially of sucrose-sodium iodide in tho Laboratory of the

Ministry of Finance in the East India Building in Amsterdam, the latter crystals

having reached the size of several centimetres.

In MAT7MKNf:’s book^ a description of the* proparntioii and tho properties of

sucroso-sodium chloride with two molecules of water will bo found. Crystals

having dimensions of 15 mm. have been obtained, and tho form described by
Des Oloizeaux, who explained that they wore ortho-rbomhic, and wdiolly different

from sucrose crystals. Their composition was: sucrose, 78*35
;
NaCl, 13*40; and

HgO, 8*25, corresponding to tho formula
: (0, ,

) NaC'l4-2lI ^0. Mat:aien£;

ArchieJ, Wl'O, 28, So. .'il, ^’.-2:^0.

2 Ati/i. d, Pharm.^ 30, 71 Otlier reference*' to t)ie preparalion of double sjiUk cited by
Dr. IlicLDEUMAN are: Gill, i.erickte, 4, 417; Violltif, null. Hoc Vhim

,

19, 407; Mauwen^:,
ibid,, 19, 28y.

Arehief, 1921, 29, 5S7-571. * ‘‘Cane Sugar aud its Manufacture," pages rioi*317.

^ “ Trade de la Fabneatiou du Sucre." Fart I, page 73.
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Qeerlisrs’ Theory of the Formation of iVlolassea.

mentioned yet other compounds of sucrose* namely, those with K1 and KBr.
Steniiousea obtained a sodium bromide compound with dextrose, this being con-

firmed by Tkaube,'-* who also prepared the dextrose-sodium iodide compound.

Tollens and Smith® recorded the formation of a number of compounds of levulose

and halogen compounds of an alkaline nature* all crystallising well, and all soluble

in water and alcohol. Several of these compounds exhibited mutarotatioii, the

optioity finally becoming the same as that of the levulose present. Hekzfeli>

and WiKTEE* prepared double compounds of levulose and lead chloride and

lead nitrate, one molecule of the sugar uniting with two of the salt.

All these examples, Dr. Geehligs concluded, prove that compounds between

sugars and salts are very well possible.

Dr. Heldeuman'b Eevly.

After reading Dr. Qeerligs* remarks, Dr. Hkldermae® said that he had

thoroughly studied the older contributions on sugar-salt compounds, os well as

those referred to in his first paper ;
and the outstanding position of those investi-

gators had led him to exercise great care in drawing conclusioiis from the results

obtained. His analyses, however, left no doubt respecting the conclusion to bo

drawn from them, namely, that in the cases examined of the ternary system

:

sucrose-salt- w^ater, at 3(W., no compound as stable solid phase in equilibrium

with its saturated solution is formed.

He added that Dr. Geerligs in his article dealt with an entirely different

question. Dr. Heldkumak does not deny the possibility of obtaining crystallized

compounds between sucrose and salts in some way or other, for the simple reason

that this is of no importance to the molasses question. In molasses one has to^

deal with solutions of compounds and n<d with compounds in the crystalline state.

His iiiTOstigations concerned the point whether at <‘3(V"C. sugars give conjpounds

which occur stably as a solid phase in equilibrium with their saturated solutions ;

and in all tlio cases examined a negative reply was gi%"en.

The sugar-salt pre]){irations obtained by the older investigators, mentioned by

UKKr.LJ(iS in his arlielo, might w^oil have been compounds, though proof of this

IS la<‘king. The finding of stoichiometric ndaiionship alone should, however,

never h<^ accepted as proof of the occurrence of a compound. Neitlier should the

fact that, the crystalline form of the assumed compound differs from that of sucrose

be taken ns ]>roof of tho existence of a compound betw^ecii the two components.

Tt is wadi knowui that when two substances crystallize together, the crystalline form

of the mixture is wholl}’’ different from that of either of the single salts, and

examjilos of this iniiuonco are cited.

Concluding. Dr. Heldhrman says that the siuimui sn 7um<trinii is that PRINSEN

OBKliLUis’ article gives no single reason why one should modify the conclusion

that in the cashes examined at no compounds occur w’hich are stable in the

case of their saturated solutions. It is hoped in a publication shortly to appear

to confirm this conclusion liy quite a different, method.

A motor tractor (told Aledal (Jompetition was recently held in Ceylon under Govern-
ment uu«pic‘('s, in which four makes took part. These were the Saundei*son 23-20 h.p.

;

the Avery 7-14 h.p.
;
the Gletrac 12-20 h.p, ; and the Fordson 22 h p. ihe prize was

won by the (Jletrac, a caterpillar tractor made by the Clktsland Thai. tor Comvanv of

Cleveland, Ohio.

1 38«. » Zciisch, Jur Krybanoamphif

,

23. 47 .

^ Zi'itsdi. fhr die Zticlerindueind 80, 61?1. •* Ihid., 86, 128.

Archief, 1021 . 29,
«71-674 .
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Technical Data relating to French Beet

Sugar Factories.'

1912-13. 1917-18. 1919-20.

Fuctories in operation 213 61 60

liaperies . . . . . • . . .... 103 38 87

J uioe pipe-line, kilom. . , . . 878 410 .. 396

Boilers, French type 104 24 42

,, fire-tube type 318 167 164

,, semi-tubular type 1,221 390 364

Total boiler heating surface, sq. m... 256,499 98,153 . . 97,629

Char (bone-black) filters in use 153 43 43

Mechanical filters 1,815 562 • . 663

Filter-presses 1,768 617 627

Total workmen employed, while slicing 3t,314 13,620 .. 13,619

„ ,, „ after slicing 5,736 2.045 1,982

Total coal used during the campaign, metric tons,. 784,071 217,241 .. 176,584

Coal used per metric ton of roots in kilos 117 136 146

Average price per metric ton of coal, francs.. .. 26-31 101-89 .. 73 00

,, »» til® roots, in francs per metric ton 30-28 57*40 79-11

,, „ of the pulp, „ „ 4-26 4*48 6*01

,, daily wages, men .. .. 4*56 7*07 13-70

2-49 4*61 8*13

,, ,, ,, children 1-97 4*23 6*41

Hectares cultivated 229,275 66,306 . . 62,259

Beets sliced, metric tuns 6,C74,022 1,696,321 ..1,202,447

Sugar made, as icfiiied, tons*^ 877,666 200,204 .. 156,101

Yield of sugar, per cent, roots 13*16 12-54 12*89

Molasses, tons 258,253 60,882 .. 49,960

Molasses per 100 kg. of roots 3*87 3*81 .. 4*15

Pulp produced, metric tons 3,188,596 772,133 .. 686,898

Sugar produced per factory 4,120 3,283 2,585

Beets sliced per factory .... 31,333 26,168 . . 20,040

n »» ») »i and per day 410 422 421

Factories using milk-of-Iime ....
t

56 53

,, „ lime in powder 3 4

,, ,, sulphurous acid — 47 44

„ „ baryta — 3 3

,, ,, other chemical clarifying agents — 1 .. 1

Triple-effect evaporators .. — 13 12

Quadruple -effect ,,
— 55 32

Quintuple- effect „ — 16 18

Factories returning their green syrups to the

carbonatatoi'S . . . . .... 12 12

Factories returning their green syrups to the pans ,

,

— 56 .. 53

Factories using open crystallizers — 64 53
— 9 13

,, „ the Steffen process — 2 2

1 Published by the BuUeiin dc statUtiquG ei de Ufftslatioii conipar^e
; and reproduced by th©

Journal des Fabricants dc Hucre de France, 1921, No. 13 (April 1st).

* The sugar in the molasses is included in this return.
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Production of 95-97 per cent. Alcohol for Motor Fuel.

A British-made Plant.

In the July issue of this Journal^ a description was given of a plant constructed

by a French firm for the distillation and rectification of alcohol for the production

of ‘‘Natilite” at Merebank, South Africa. Attention may, however, be drawn

to the fact that a British firm, Messrs. Blair, Campbell & McLean, Ltd., of

Govan, Glasgow, has also designed and erected a plant for the manufacture of

** Natilite ” in South Africa. This apparatus has given great satisfaction to those

concerned, and yields a practically pure neutral spirit of 95-97 per cent, strength

continuously in one operation.

It is of the improved triple column type, shown in the illustration, and

consists of a number of circular sections containing the stripping and concentra-

ting plates. The steam entering at the lowest section of the separating and boiling

columns passes through a number of holes in the plates, covered by inverted cups

or ** bells” which are arranged so that the vapour is distributed evenly through

the wash, which, entering at the top of the lower portion of the separating

column, descends through overfiow or “ dip ” pipes on each plate and is collected

on each concentrating tray, and then follows the same coui'se in the boiling

column. These overflows are arranged to ensure the comet mixing and flow of

the vapour and liquid, and are sealed at the lower ends by the liquid in order to

prevent any vapours rising through the column without passing through the wash.

The arrangement of the distributing bells and the concentrating plates has

been designed to ensure obtaining the maximum transmission of heat by the

intimate contact of the vapour with the liquid, and the indirect heating through

the plates, an efficient distribution over the plates and a rapid circulation of the

liquid through the appai*atus being also effected.

Special attention has been paid to the accessibility of the still for the purpose

of cleaning so that the distributing bells and ovei^flow pipes can be quickly

inspected and cleaned through handholes arranged on the side of the column.

A preheater is supplied, arranged so that the cold incoming liquor is raised in

temperature by the exhausted hot wash leaving the boiling coluuin, and a con-

siderable economy in the steam consumption is thus realized. A steam regulator

operating on a float principle is also provided, and this, together with a liquor

controlling device, ensures a steady and constant supply of steam and liquor, thus

renderi?ig the plant practically automatic in operation and calling for a minimum
of attention and labour.

In working the still, the fermented and attentuatod wash is pumped to the

supply tank A, From here the wash runs by gravity into the float regulating

tank L which automatically maintains a constant head or pressure of liquor on the

feed, no matter what the amount of liquor in supply tank may bo. This prevents

exce(>8iv0 fluctuations of flow in the columns and allows the steam regulation

to be made automatically to suit the distillation.

Prom X, the wash runs to the separating column (7
,
passing through the wabh

preheater B on the way, where it absorbs a maximum amount of heat from the

outgoing spent wash, The preheater B is so constructed that the outgoing hot

liquor passes aro%md the tubes of the preheater and the inflowing wash pas,‘«(«s

through the straight tubes.

On entering the separating column (7, the wash at the preheated temperature

gives np its aldehydes and ethers, which j>ass to the upper portion, the wash con-___
5ia
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taiiiiDg spirit flowing down over the plates in the lower half of the column
Steam is admitted into this lower column by means of the automatic regulator S,

which gives just the amount necessary to remove the light boiling products but
very little spirit.

Impuovku Tkiplk Column Continuous Stilt..

(For the Production of 95-97 per cent. Alcohol for Motor Fuel.)
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Production of 95-97 per cent* Alcohol for Motor Fuel.

The aldehydes and ethers, along with a very small amount of spirit always

found in their presence, pass np tlirough the rectifying plates in O into the tubular

rectifier //, where they are cooled to strengthen them and remove spirit and water.

Thence they go into the tubular condenser /, where they are condensed by water

circMiIatiou and are drawn off by pipes through the regulating tester T to the

storage tank.

After the preliminary heating and distillation in the separating column f7,

the wash containing spiiit, oils, etc., passes into the boiling column D and flows

down over the extracting plates. Steam is admitted into the bottom of D and the

exact amount necessary to completely exhaust the wash is regulated by the steam

regulator automatically. This regulation is dependent on the rectifying column

w’here the spirit is purified so that exact automatic regulation of steam is

always maintained no matter what the variation of the concentration of wash

(w'ithin limits of course). It has been found from ])ractice that the wash can vary

in strength fiom 0*6 per cent, to 10 per cent, without altering the set ” of the

regulators S and »S.i., but smaller limits are preferable for steady running.

The w^ash passing through the lower half of />, as stated, is totally ex-

hausted of its spirit content, while the vapours pass up into the lower portion of

the column whenj the oils atul water vapour are partially removed fractiona-

tion. The oils are drawn off continually at K through cocks and pass into the

oils condoiiser whore they are cooled and drawn off through the oils testers or

obsorvetion glasses and run to the oils receiving or washing vat. As they carry

some spirit and winter with them, they are allowed to settle and the w'atery layer

containing spirit is returned to the w'ash tank for re-distillation. (The oils wash-

ing and separating vat is not bhowm on the illustration.)

The 8[)irit vapours, carrying some oils and water with them, pass up from the

boiling column 1> into the boiling column rectifier />./., w^bore by water circulation

they arc cooled partially and thus deposit some water and oils, leaving the vapours

enriched in spirit to ]m8s to r<jctifying column The water and oils deposited in

7>.7. are returned through a sealed pipe by gravity to the separating column (J for

passing through the system again.

In the rectifying column E the spirit i.s rectified and concentrated by passing

through th(3 plates and concentrating bells. It is washed pure bj^ having t(»

pass through returning pure spirit which is coijdensed in A' and G, The spirit

and impurities which collect on the plates in E return to boiling C(»luinn /> to be
re-distilled. The purified vapours are rectified and brought finally up to the

desired strength in F and a small poitiou being returned to column E for

washing purposes. Tho balance condensing in (4 is passed to cooler 1" and then
drawn off through the rogulating tester 7’. 7. to storage.

The strength and regular operation is controlled by tho tester T,l, where the
spirit flows in view all the time, and is tested as required by hydrometers, and
the thermometers on the columns indicate to the operator the rate at which it is

necessary to draw the finished spirit from T and 7',i.

All the regulation which it is necessary for the operator to do is to dravr

off spirit in accordance with temperature indicated in the rectifying column ;

to turn on steam and to set the flow of wash and cooling waters when
starting up. During working, the operator’s duties are to test the spirit and
watch the temperature. In ordinary practice the still runs from day to day with-

out requiring alteration to the rate of discharge, so that periodical teste of strength

are all that is ueoessary.
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Many operating tests have been made on these stills, and it has befn found
that the average recovery of alcohol runs as high as 98J per cent.

Messrs. Blaik, Campbell & McLean, Ltd., also supply a very efficient type
of ether apparatus for the production of the ** Natilite ** mixture.

Water Concentration, a Neglected Factor in

Polariscopic Methods of Sugar Analysis.
By C. A BROWNE.

The assertion of T)r. Jackson and Miss Gii.lis in their last papor^ that the

replacement of sugar by water, when the volume concentiatiou of the salt

remains unchanged, is not a dilution and that the effect to which the writer has
called attention is wholly improbable, can very easily bo put to an experimental
test by increasing the amount of salt until the variations in reading become more
noticeable. This experiment has been performed repeatedly by the writer and
always with the result of proving that such an effect exists.® A single illustration

is given in Table I.

Table L
(Showing influence of water concentration upon the polariwng power of sucrose

in presence of sodium chloride.)

A, i?. a />.

Otms. Grms. Grms. Feu cent. Salt
SUCROSK SODtUM U'ater IN Solvent. Tube
PER Chloride PER 100 if Length, POLARP

100 c c. PER 100 c.c. 100 c.c. + C’ MM. ZATION.

26 20 76*17 20*80 200 94*75

13 20 84*56 .. 19*13 400 96*10

Decreasing the amount of sucrose increases the water content of the solvent

and causes the loss in polarization to diminish from 5*26 to 4*9, which is propor-
tional to the change in salt concentration from 20*89 to 19*18.

Tho deviations noted can easily be verified by anyone who has a saccharimeter
and the necessary tub s and flasks. The variations are too great to be explained
by any differences in the reading of saccharimeter scales or quartz plates. It is

hoped that Dr, Jackson and Miss Gillis will repeat the experiment in Table I
with sucrose and other sugars before committing themselves irrevocably to the
decision that because the volume concentration of a salt or acid is constant, its

effect upon the polarizing power of a dissolved sugar is also necessarily constant.
Dr. Jackson and Miss Gjllis show on theoretical grounds that, even assuming

there be such an effect as that claimed by the writer, the calculated depression
is negligible in so far as the value of tho positive constituent of the Clerget divisor

is concerned. The calculated change in the positive constituent of Method IV of
the Bureau of Standards Scientific Paj>er 375,® according to the process of calcu-
lation illustrated in Table IV, is from 99*38, the Jaokson-Gillis value for 20 grms.
of sucrose in 100 c.c., to 99*48 for 0*26 grms. of sucrose in 100 c.c, The writer is

perfectly willing to accept these theoretical values in place of his experimental
results previously reported. This, however, does not affect the much greater
error in the negative constituent of the Clerget divisors, and it does not affect in

I J.N.,/., 1921, 44A.

* All the experimental data upon the effects of water concentration on tlie polarizing
power of sugars in mixed solvents will be given in a subsequent paper which Is to deal
with this whole question more exhaustively. » 1920, 642.
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the slightest the general principle of the writer’s main criticism, which, as stated

explicitly in his first communication, is that the Olerget divisor should be based

upon the total carbohydrate or water concentration of the solution used for

analysis and not upon the sucrose content or upon the P — P' values which are

the basis of the tables in Scientific Paper 375 of the Bureau of Standards.

It will be interesting to note the influence of water concentration on polari-

zation of invert sugar and invert sugar plus dextrose in presence of ammonium
chloride, the results being indicated in Table II where the various readings were

made in presence of 3*392 grms. of NII4CI in 100 c.c., the process of inversion

with hydrochloric acid and neutralization with ammonium hydroxide being the

same as that described by Dr, Jackson and Miss Qiixis under their Method II. ^

Tahh IL

(Showing influence of water concentration on polarization of invert sugar and

invert sugar plus dextrose in presence of ammonium chloride.)

Gkms. Gums. Tube PorAuiscopK
SiTCttOSR Dextrose Lenoth, Keadinu
Inverted. Taken. mm. at 20*c.

a 26 .. — .. 200 .. — 35 06

h — .. 26 .. 200 .. + 79*26

Sum + 44*20

p 13 .. — .. 400 .. — 33*96

d — .. 13 .. 400 .. + 78*60

Sum + 44*55

€ 13 .. 13 .. 400 .. + 44*15

The mixture of sugars in oxpeiimeut e is di.wsolved in a solution which has

aj)proxiiutttely the same relation of water to axniuonmm chloride ns have the

8olutiou.«< in oxporiments a and />. Tlio polarizing power of the mixture of sugars

is therefore represented by the sum of the readings in experiineiits n and b and
not by the sum of the readings in experiments c and d, where, although the

amount fd each sugar dissolved in 100 c.c. is the same, the relation of water to

ammonium chloride is different.

It is thus demonstrated that the Clerget divisors in the tables of Dr, Jackson
and Miss Gillis are not dependent upon the concentration of sucrose or upon the

P — P' values, as they assume, but upon the water concentration of the solution

used for the analysis. The extent of the error which neglect of this principle

involves may exceed considerably the 0*10 limit, which Dr. Jackson and Miss

Gillis regard as the extrenm maximum error of their method.

A good test for the claim of complete applicability which Dr. Jackson and
Mis,s Gillis make for their modified Clerget method is the analysis of the mixture
containing 50 per cent, sucrose and 50 per cent, dextrose. We will make the test

fitst upon a full normal weight of mixture containing 13 grms. of refined sugar

(polarizing 99*85) and 13 grms. of anhydious dextrose, the process of inversion

and neutralization with ummonium hydroxide being that of the Jackson-Gill is
Method No. II.

Direct polarization P, 26 gmis. mixture, 200 mm. tube, 20^0. + 89*2o

Invert ,, P, 28 „ „ 200 mm. ,, 20°O. + 22*16

Difference P— P‘ + 67*10

The Clerget divisor under the same conditions is found to be 134*4 for 26 grms.

of pure sucrose and 133*3 for 13 grms. of pure sucrose. The solution containing

1 1920, 040,
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the 20 grins, of mixture has approximately the same water content as that con-

taining 20 grins, of sucrose; and we should therefoie employ the divisor 134*4,

which gives 4l)‘93 per cent, sucrose (the theoretical value). The factor 133*3, on

the other hand, gives 60*34 per cent, sucrose, which is about 0*4 too high.

The question now arises as to the extent of the error when fractions of the

normal weight of 26 grms, are taken for analysis. It is evident that if 13 grms.

of dextrose displace a certain weight of water when a full normal weight of

mixture is taken for inversion, only 6*5 grins, of dextrose effect the displacement

with a half normal weight and 3*25 grms. with a quarter normal weight. The
errois due to the displacement of water by other sugars than sucrose are therefore

halved with each halving of the charge taken for analysis. The error of 0*4 per

cent, in the determination of sucrose in the 56 per cent, sucrose -f 50 per cent,

dextrose mixture when a full normal weight of 26 grins, is taken, becomes an

error of 0*2 per cent., with a half normal weight of 13 grms., and an error of 0*1

per cent, with a quarter normal weight of 6*5 grins, of mixed sugars.

In order to verify this calculation we will now make a second test upon a half-

normal weight of the same 60 per cent, mixture of sugars, the process of inversion

and neutralization with ammonium hydroxide being again that of the Jackson-

Gillie Method No. 11,

Direct Polarization, P, 13 grms. mixture, 400 mm. tube 20®O. + 88*95

Invert „ P', 13 „ „ 400 „ „ 20°C. + 22*35

Difference P— P' 66-60

Since the water concentration of the solution is for 13 grms. of mixed sugars,

the Olerget divisor established for 13 grms. of pure sucrose should be used ; and this,

according to the Jackson-Oillis Table 17, is 133*34, which divided into 66*60 x
100 gives 49*95—very close to the theoretical value of 49*93. Tlio Clorget divisor

for a P— P‘ value of 66*6, according to the Jackson-Gillis table, is 132*9, which

divided into 66*6 x 100 gives 50-11 or an increase of 0*18 above the actual

percentage present. The error thus found agrees with the value of 0*2 pt*r cent.,

which was calculated for a half-normal weight from the experimental lesults

found for a whole normal weight. The same proportionate error will of course be

found in any product of which sucrose fonns half the total sugars.

The claim of complete applicability which Dr. Jackson and Miss Gtllis

make for their modified Clerget method is thus disproved. Tho test analyses,

which they present to demonstrate their claim, are made upon mixtures in which

the errors due to water displacement are less pronounced 'than in the 50 per cent,

tost mixture of the present paper. This is also true of the writer’s previously

published test analyses, which Dr. Jackson and Miss Gillis quote as an argument
against the influence of water concentration upon the results of the Clerget

method.

Water concentration, therefore, is a neglected factor of great importance in

optical sugar analysis. In the early days of the science, chemists seem
unconsciously to have recognized this, and adjusted their sugar solutions to a

uniform specific gravity. Subsequently, however, the practice of volume con-

centration gained the upper hand and in some respects this departure from

percentage concentration was unfortunate. Water, being optically inactive,

neutral and completely volatile, has been dismissed from account as an unessential

and unimportant factor, whereas, as a matter of fact, it is concentration of water

and not concentration of sugar that causes variations in specific rotation. If sugar

solutions could always be polarized at a constant density, the selection of constants

for Clerget divisors, specific rotations, etc., would be greatly simplified. While it
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is not alwa^^B practicable to make up Bugai* solutions to one density, chemists can

at least correct for changes in water concentration. Water can be determined

approximately with a refractorneter or hydrometer and this will probably be found

to be sufficiently accMirate for most purposes of analysis. The writer is at present

graduating some ‘‘Clerget spindles*’ for this purpose, the depth to which the

spindle sinks indicating the Clerget divisor to be used in the calculation. The

spindle can of course be graduated to suit the requirements of any particular

method of analysis.

The writer realizes that the criticisms contained in this paper are directed as

much against some of his own published methods as against the methods of others.

This, however, causes him no concern. Methods of chemical analysis are

ephemeral. They should not be too rigidly formulated or standardized, for they

must continually bo reviso^l in the light of new knowledge. Methods of analysis,

after all, are only a moans to an end. The underlying principle of the method

and the end which it is designed to serve, are the things of permanent value.

Some Notes on Cuba.
(By our Havana Correspondent.)

With the recent termination of the manufacturing season in the Cuban
sugar industry, the general order given to tho managers of the factories can

be summed up in the words, Shut down and stop all woik until further orders.”

This IS the condition of alTairs at the sugar factories and plantations all over the

island : no work is being done and everything is at a standstill. Tho immediate

consequence is that a great deal of misery and starvation bus developed amongst
tho working classes, and tho whole country reveals at the present moment a sad

and neglected appearance.

The reason for this is of course the big fall in sugar prices In anticipation

of the crop just ended and when sugar piic^es were high and looked like staying

at a much higher figure than rules to-day, banks and merchants loaned moneys
on sugar and cane, basing their loans on those high prices

;
and to-day, with

sugar down to a low level of prices, large sums of money have been lost through

depreciation, and numerous factories and plantations are involved.

With tho tHnuinatioii of the manufacturing season, the bunks ceased all loans

and are now taking stock of the situation. In order to protect themselves as far

as they can, they are investigating the profit -tmruing powers of the mills with a

view to financing only those mills that can show the necessary profits ; and those

mills that cannot make sugar and put it on the market for a certain sum will

receive no financial lielp W'hatever
;
the owners will have to look elsewhere for

such aid.

Tho writer liaKS heard it said, and he ibiiiks it may be taken as correct, that

some banking institutions have fixed tho price at which the factories must market

their sugar (that is, place tho sugar in the warehouses at tho seaports,) at not

more tlian 2 cents per lb. Otherwise financial assistance will bo refused. It is

probable that all the banks will fall into line with this policy.

Owing to the fact that the mills owe the banks large sums, a considerable

number of them have been plaoeil under the administration of the banks until

such time as their owners are able to regain control or a change of ownership is

effected. Meantime the banks are taking stock, and until they have decided
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Tebioh mills are to carry on and to what extent they will assist them, no work can

be done on them. It is, however, generally supposed that these questions will be

decided in New York within the next few weeks, and that repairs preparatory to

the coming crop will be started early in September.

On this assumption, one can look for an improvement in the whole situation

by the end of September or beginning of October, as by then large numbers of

workmen should be employed and earning wages.

It is a difficult task estimating with aiiy degree of accuracy the extent of the

unpaid machinery bills belonging to Cuba, One newspaper, usually well informed,

placed the sum total at $400,000,000. This appears to be a very high sum, hut it

must be remembered it extetids over several years, and also includes besides sugar

machinery, locomotives and cane cars.

Undoubtedly manufacturers have risked enormously, and they will now have

to take the heavy losses. One firm, to our knowledge, is at present shipping back

to the United States, machinery for a complete sugar factory. This machinery

was delivered to Cuba about a year ago, but owing to the Moratorium and short-

age of money, it was not erected. There are quantities of machinery, locomotives,

and cane cars all over the country, which still belong to the manufacturers, and

on which heavy losses will have to bo taken, as to ship them back to the United

States, save in special circumstances, looks like adding loss to loss.

In many ca^es it will be difficult to get owners to make payments on much of

the machinery and rolling stock, as to-day they can buy at 40 per cent, under the

prices ruling when they placed originally their oidei s. And as, in many instances,

no payment has yet been made, it will be difficult, and in most cases impossible,

to collect on prices fixed at date of order.

Such is the sugar situation as it stands to-day in Cuba, but, ns mentioned

above, it is on the point of changing for the better, and the next few weeks ought

to see the beginning of brighter days.

July 29th, 1921.

Examinations in Sugar Manufacture.

Attention was called last year* to the examinations in Sugar Manufacture,

which are conducted annually by the City and Guilds of London Institute.

During the war it was found necessary to suspend these examinations, but they

have now been resumed, and in April last a fair number of candidates from

(lifierent parts presented themselves.

The certificate granted to successful candidates is recognised as a useful

qualification for the young sugar chemist and engineer at home and abroad.

There has always been keen competition for the medals* awarded to the candidate

obtaining the highest number of marks (provided that these are not teachers).

Attention is directed to the fact that the Institute's examinations are held in

India, in many of the Overseas Dominions and in some Colonies. Arrangements

could probably be made through the respective Directors of Education for the

Dominion or Colony for the examination to be held at centres in South Africa,

Australia, the West Indies, Mauritius, India, and Hong-Kong.

In the past the examinations have been held in two grades, known as Grade I
and the Final Examination. But by an agreement concluded between the Board

of Education and the Institute, only the Final Examination will be held in future

I 1920, 439. * Bronze in Grade 1, and Silver in the Final.
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at centres in England and Wales* it being expected that examinations required of

a lower standard will be conducted b}’^ the authorities of technical schools. In

Scotland, Ireland and Overseas, however, the examinations will continue to be

held in both grades if a sufficient number of candidates is forthcoming. Candi-

dates in the United Kingdom should m general make arrangen ents for their

accommodation for examination through the authorities of the technical school in

the town in which they reside, and those desirous of entering at centres Overseas

should communicat/e with the local Director of Education. If any candidates

desirous of entering arc unable to arrange for their accommodation for examina-

tion in this way, they should communicate before the end of the year with the

Superintendent, Department of Technology, City and Guilds of London Institute,

Exhibition Eoud. South Kensington, London, 8.W. 7, who will endeavour to

suggest the name of the nearest centre at which they may be able to obtain

accommodation.

The fee for the examination iii Grade I is 38., and for the Final examination 6s.

Candidates at centres outside the United Kingdom are required to pay in addition

a fee of Is. each. The date fixed for the examination is Tuesday, May 2nd, 1922.

All entries should be in the hands of Local Secretaries in the United Kingdom by

March 15th
;
hut entries from candidates Overseas should be made before the end

of the year. Beqiiisition forms for question papers are forwarded to Secretaries

of Examination centres bj" the Superintendent of the Department of Technology

of the City and Guilds of London Institute at the address stated.

8YLI.AH<r.H.
^

In Grade I the examination will include questions founded on such subjects as the

fullowing :

—

1. Sugar : its occurrence in plants. 2. Extraction of the juice. Milling. Diffusion.

3. Clarification of the juice Defecation and ouibonatation processes Use of sulphurous

and phosphoric acids, i. Concentralion of the juice. Extrainment in evaporation: it.s

detection and prevention. Scale formation. 6. (Crystallization of the sugar. Pan

manipulation. Methods of sugar boiling in the cane and heet sugar industries. (h7Htali-

ization-in-motion. 5. Curing the mas8e<‘Uite. Washing, Packing aiyl warehousing.

Molasses and its utilization. 7. liefining raw sugar. Washing, ineltini.% defecation, and

filtering. Animal charcoal, its application and revivication. Boiling in the refinery, and

the production of granulated, cubes, ** pieces,’^ etc. 8. Principles underlying the con-

struction and use of the machinery and a^iparalus in sugar fHCiories and refineries.

9. Sugar analysis. Determination of sucrose, reducing sugars, dry substance, and ash in

the several products of the factory and refinery.

In the Final Examination moie difficult questions will be set in the above subjects,

and in addition a knowledge will be required of :

—

1. Cliemistry of sucrose, dextrose, levulose, and raffinose
;
their nature and behaviour

under the influence of heat, acids, alkalis, and ferments. 2. Constituents of the sugar

c«ne and sugar beet, and their behaviour during the manufacture of sugar from these

plants. 8. liecent development in juice exti action, clarification, evaporation, boiling,

and curing. Sugar deterioration. Molasses exhaustion. 4. Plantation white sugar

manufacture, advantages and disadvantages of the different processes. 6. Chemical

control in the sugar factory and refinery. Sugar-house calculations. Analytical examin-

ation of the materials used in the manufactute of sugar.

Works of Reference.—“ Handbook for Cano Sugar Manufactureis and their

Chemists,’' Guildford L, Spencer, 6th edition (Chapman & Hall, Ltd., London) ;
** Cane

Sugar," Noel Deerr, 1921 edition (Norman Rodger, London); **Cane Sugar and its

1 Keceutly revised.
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Manufacture,/’ II. C. Prinsen Geerligs (Nonnan liodger, London); ‘‘Practical White

Sugar Manufacture,” U. C. Prinsen Georligs (Norman Rodger, London)
;
“ Plantation

White Sugar Manufacture,” AV. H. Th, Harlofl and H. Schmidt (Norman Rodger);

Chemical Control in Cane in Cane Sugar Factoriee,” H. 0, Prinsen Geerligs (Norman

Rodger, Ijondori) ;
“ Betteraxe et Sucrerie do Betteravos,” Simile Saillard (J. B. Baillicre

ei Fils, Paris); “Sugar: A Handbook for Planters and Refiners,” Nowland Bros.

(E. & F, N. Spon, Lid., London)
;
“ Beet Sugar Manufacture and Refining,” Lewis 8.

Ware ((liapman & Hall, Ltd., London); “Beet Sugar Manufacture,” H. Claasson

(Chapman & Hall, Ltd., London); “Handbook of Sugar Analysis,” C. A. Browne

(Chapman & Hall, Ltd., London).

Periodicals.—” International Sugar Journal,” London; “Journal of the Society of

Chemical Industry,” London; “ Reports of the Progress of Appled Chemistry ” (Section

on cane and beet sugar manufacture, and sugar refining, published by the Society of

Chemical Industry, London).

In the Final Examination held in April last the following paper was set

1. Give an account of the clarification of cane juice by means of either the carhona-

tation or the sulphitation process, devoting special attention to the behaviour of the

reducing sugars throughout the several operations. 2. State the average percentage

composition of: raw cane juice ; final cane molasses ; final beet molasses ;
“pieces”; new

animal charcoal
;
spent animal charcoal ; filter press cake (as obtained in the defecation

process). 3. Outline the scheme you would adopt for the determination of the possible

sources of loss of sucrose in the manufacture of raw sugai from the cane. 4. Describe the

construction and discuss the practical operation of any form of filter used in sugar manu-

facture or refining. Use sketches where necessary. 6. Describe in detail the analytical

method which in your opinion is capable of yielding the most accurate result in the

determination of sucrose in cane molasses. Mention possible somccs of erior, and state

the measures you would adopt for the purpose of overcoming these. 6. What is [a)

animal charcoal, and {b) decolorizing carbon? Give a concise acccunt of the practical

application of animal charcoal in the refinery. Explain the possible advantages that

decolorizing carbon may possess as a substitute for animal charcoal in the refining of raw
sugar. 7. Give a brief account of the colouring matters present in raw cane juice as it

comes from the mill. Describe the behaviour of each during clarification by (a) the ordinary

defecation process, and (b) the carbonatation process. 8. Discuss the diffusion process

as a means of extracting juice from the cane, and stale clearly the several reasons why
this method has not been given general preference over milling. 9. Write an account of

the question of the deterioration of raw sugar during storage, indicating clearly
:

(a) its

causes, and (b) the means that have been suggested for its ^prevention. What do you
understand by the “factor of of safety ” of a sugar ?

In the lust issue to liand of the organ of the British Empire Producers’ Association,^

we are optimistically informed that : “ Very soon the Empire will be sending to the
United Kingdom substantial quantities of sugar which the consumer may purchase with-
out the inletvoning process of retining. Uf the total amount of sugar ctmsuined in this

country, 80-90 })er cent, ccjuld probably be suitably met by direct consumption sugai s if

it were pos-sible for that amount to be produced. The first thing to overcome on the part

of the producer is th© prejudice in tho mind of the consumer against sugars direct from
the plantation. ..... Tho next is the removal of the prejudice against coloured
sugars which for very many ordinary purposes are preferable, as being of a higher swec't-

ening power than sugar which has been rendered white And there arc those
who go so far as to pi edict that if the producing industry rest but true to itsrslf, there will

bo concentrated on the markets of the British Empire a supply of plantation sugars for

almost every conceivable purpose which may render the business of refining, as an
independent industry, unfjconoinic.”

1 Vroduction and Export^ 1921, No. 60, August.
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Need for New Sugar Mill Equipment in Java.

Opportunity for the renewal of plant is afforded in the sugar mills of Java, many of

which are either out of date or in need of repair. Investigation has also shown that in

the case of one of the finest mills in the island a very high percentage of sugar content

is left in the cane. This is due to insufficient fuel supply and to waste of power, which

ehould bo considered in connection with the installation of further machinery, such as

extra rolls and bagasse burners, to bring these mills up to approximately 1 00 per cent,

efficiency. While some of the 187 sugar mills operating in Java are small, others have

two and four sets of rolls. A conservative estimate would place the average value of

machinery for these mills on a pre-war basis, at approximately $760,000, representing

about $140,000,000 worth of sugar mill machinery in Java. If figured on the basis of

present-day prices, this amount would probably ho doubled, and to bring these mills up to

efficiency, without replacement, would require an additional investment of from 10 to 20

per cent. Because of the economy exercised during Ihe war in repairs and extension of

plants, it is believed that at least 70 of the Java mills will have to he replaced within the

next few years.—[Trade Commissioner* s Report, June 1921.]

Large Electrified Sugar Mill in Central America.

It has been decided to electrify the new sugar mill of the Sula Sugar Co. at La Lima,

IIonduruH, and plans have been drafted which will make it the largest electrified sugar

mill in Central America. Power will be developed by a 1000-kilowatt turbo- generator

set with an auxiliary set of 200 kilowatts for lighting and general purposes. All the

electrical equipment will he furnished by an American company, and installation will be

made by the same American company that is constructing the mill. The fuel to he used

for running this system will be the waste Imgassc, the supply of wl»ich is expected to he

sufficient. Construction of the new mill is going forward rapidly. The boilers have

been sot in place and sinokestAcks and water towers erected. Most of the heavier machinery

is also installed, and tho machine shop is nearly completed. The first cane will he crushed

in October.— [Consular Report, April, 1921.]

The 1920-21 Natal Sugar Season.

With the close of the year the crushing season for sugar cane in Natal and Zululaiid

virtually came to an end. A few factories are finishing their crops, but the largo majority

have ceased operation until the end of Mayor the middle of June. For some time to

come the refineries will go on refining the sugar that they now ha\o on hand As no
more cane will bo crushed until June the country will have an opportunity to use up tho

large existing stocks. There is some talk of having to export a quantity for which it is

assumed there will be no demand in South Africa.

The season opened inauspiciously with a severe drought, in fact, one of tho woist

ever known in Natal, the eflect of which was to reduce the yield by approximately 60,000

tons. The total output is not likely to exceed 150,000 tons of manufactured sugar, in

contrast with 186,000 tons produced last season. Just as the first pait of the season was
remarkable for a severe drought, so the latter portion was conspicuous for an exceptionally

wet period. On tho south coHst, where the effects were the worst, the cane never properly

recovered. At lllovo 12 to 13 tons of cane were required to make a ton of sugar at the

end of tho season.

Since the beginning of tho war tho quantity of sugar munufuctured annually in

Natal has shown a tendency to advance except in the case of 1917-18 and the present

year. In the season of 1916-17 the output was 114,580 tons, which dropped to 107,000

tons the next year
;
in 1918-19 it rose to 165,000 tons; and in 1919-20 to 186,000 tons,

hut declined in 1920-21, as already said, to 140,000 tons.

1 Called from “Commerce Reports,’' publibhod by the Department ol Commerce, ashing-
ton. In many cases those arc abbreviated here.
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A rough estimate—that is, figuring 11 tons of cane to 1 ton of sugar—would give a

total of 1,540,000 tons of cane handled for 140,000 tons of sugar manufactured. The
gross value of the crop this year, at an average price of J660 for a ton of sugar, would he

£7,000,000 ($34,066,000 at normal exchange).

One of the remarkable features in tho development of the sugar industry in this

section in the last five or six ycat's is that, whereas formerly the sugar cane was planted

by men with large holdings, usually hy a man owning a mill, it has now become the

practice for small holders to plant cane and soli it to tho mills.— [Consular- Report,

February, 1921.]

Correspondence.

BAGASSE CABBON.
To THE Editok, “The Intbenational Sugar Journal.”

Sir,—In your June and July editions you publish two letters from Mr Johann

Saubu bearing on the use of bagasse char as a filtering medium, and I beg to thank

you for jour impartial comments on these letters.

Mr, Sauer said that I “ boldly asserted” the invalidity of his patent. This is quite

incorrect. I only said that Mr. Sauer’s claim ns far as bagasse char is concerned is void,

leaving alone his other claims.

I believe that every expert who takes the trouble to compare the specification and

claims of my U.S. Patent, No. 455,676, of July 7th, 1891, with Mr. Sauer’s claims would

agree with me on this point.

Permit me to slattj in the interest of the cane sugar industry tho following :

—

I have found that crude bagasse meal, which costs practically nothing to the manu-

facturer, will act in the mechanical filtration ot cano juices about as well as bagasse char.

By passing tho bagasse coming from ii 9 or 12-roller mill and crusher through a sufficiently

largo smooth sieve, of, say, 16 mesh, agitated hy a crank shaft, a large amount of bagasse

iiiefil can be gathered. On adding a certain quantity of this meal to the defecated juice

before settling, and then running the whole through filter-presses, a clear juice free from

all suspended matter, slime, and gum will be obtained. What this means every cane

sugar man knows. Fuither, by treating the thick-juice or syrup coming from the mutiple

effect with some lime, sulphur fumes, or phosphoric acid, adding some more bagasse meal,

and then filtering, a fair plantation granulated can be boiled from the juice.

Yours faithfully,

Momz Weinhich.
Lefever Falls, Kosendale, N

August 3rd, 1921.

In the process of “ cracking ” petroleum oil for the purpose of obtaining fractions of

lower boiling point, Mr. Carlkton Ellis has observed that the olefines formed may be
passed through an absorbing tower containing sulphuric acid, and the resulting propyl
sulphuric acid treated with water to give propyl alcohol. This is now being done, * and a
product has been put on the market^ as “ Petrohol ” containing about 92 per cent, of

propyl alcohol and 8 per cent, of water. It may be used as a non-freezing motor fuel, or
as a solvent for use in diiSerent chemical industries.

A concern under the title of the Victoria Nyunza Sugar Co., Ltd., is being organized
with an authorized capital of £400,000. It is proposed to acquire from G. H. Mayers
6716 acres of land situated near Victoria Nyanza, and the machinery of the Pangani
Sugar Factory (from the Custodian of Enemy Property, Dar-es-Salaain). Additional
machinery is to be installed to increase the capacity of the factory to about 600 tons ofcane
per day, and a di:jtillery is to be added. Situated on the Uganda Railway, tho property
is said to be excellently adapted for sugar production, in respect of soil, rainfall, and
labour.

1 Petroleum Times, January 29th, i»2l. »By tho Melco Chemical Co., of Bayonue, N.Y.
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Alcohol Motor Spirit and the* Possibilities of its Production in British
Guiana. A report to Messrs. Booker Bros., McConnell & Co., Ltd., by

E. 0. Ereeland, B.Sc., and W. G. Hairy. (“The Argosy’^ Co., Ltd.,

Demerara.) 1921.

This useful report reviews the present position of the question under the
headings of

:
general characteristics of alcohol as motor fuel

; relation of the
properties of alcohol to its behaviour as a motor fuel ; comparison of petrol and
alcohol as a motor fuel; advantages and disadvantages of alcohol as compared
with petrol as a motor fuel ; and alcohol mixtures as motor fuel. The results are

stated of local trials with two alcohol mixtures, viz., (1) 100 gallons of 9i- 95 per
cent, alcohol, 8 gallons of petrol, and ^ gallon of pyridine; and (2) an alcohol-

ether mixture made up “on the Hawaiian formula,” that is, alcohol o5‘55 per cent.,

ether 42*78, kerosene 1*11, and pyridine 0*66; these fuels being compared with
Trinidad petrol. On most points the trials were satisfactory, and in the case of

the alcohol-ether mixture there was no difficulty in starting the engine from cold;

the mileage was probably 10-15 percent, greater than with petrol; and the flexi-

bility of the motor was better, the acceleration from 10 to 20 miles per hour being
very rapid. In regard to the possibilities of alcohol fuel in British Guiana, it is

remarked that the present high price of petrol is no doubt preventing a number
of estates from using agricultural machinerj% pumping engines, etc. The Colony
is capable of producing 1,900,000 gallons of alcohol motor fuel, or 1,360,000
gallons in excess of local roquireinentfl. “ Besides the cost of manufacture, and
that of packages, freight, etc,, the legislative attitude of the British Government
will be one of the chief factors in dotormining whether or not the complete motor
spirit can bo expoited at a profit to the maimfacturors.”

Practical Biological Chemistry. By Gabriel Bertrand and Pierre Thomas.

(G. Bell & Sons, Ltd., London.) 1921. Price : lOs. 6d.

This book, an English traiiHlation by J)r. H. A. Coj.well of Bertrand’s

“Guide pour les manipulations de chimie biologiqne,” is designed to afford a
comprehensive scheme of elementary work in biological chemistry over a very
wide field. It is essentially broad and piactical in character. Thus, it consists

mainly of laboratory i)ractice relating to subjects such as the glucose group

;

hydrolysable sugars; polysaccharides; glucosides ;
fatty acids; pioteiiis and

their products of hydrolysis
;
pigments

;
aromatic acids and enzymes. There is

much interesting reading for the chemist and agriculturist in these sections, many
of which contain information touching direct!}’^ on the study of the elaboration of

sugar by the cane and other j)lants. Inter alia a full account is given of Bertrand's

volumetric method of detoi mining reducing sugars, in which the cupious oxide is

dissolved in a solution of ferric sulphate, the ferrous sulphate formed being
titrated with standard permanganate.* This is a rapid and reasonably precise

process, which is largely used in France, and is prescribed for the use of Java
sugar factory chemists in the last edition of Tervooren’s textbook.

L’Oeuvre de Ph. Bon4me d PHe Maurice. Louis Baissao. (General Printing

and Stationery Co., Ltd., Mauritius.) 1921.

Mr. Baissao gives in this pamphlet a list of the articles and reports published

by the late respected Director of the Station Agronomique at Reduit, Mauritius,

and further adds a very full index to the many subjects studied. He advises.bis

colleagues, particularly the younger ones, to consult this index when they have
need of information on the agriculture of Mauritius, believing that they will find

in the Reports of the Station Agronomique the answer to many of the questions

with which they may be encountered.

iwa, 354.
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A French-Engliah Dictionary for Chemiats. iJy Aiibtin M. Patterson, Ph.D.

(Chapman & Hall, Ltd., London.) 1921. Price : 18s. net.

This is a companion volume to Dr. Patterson’s most useful “German -English
Dictionary for Chemists”; and follows the plan then put into operation, which
appears to have met with general favour. Thus, a general vocabulary is included
with the technical words

;
the more important idioms are listed under the principal

word occurring in the phrase
;
while irregular verb forms likely to appear in

scientific literature are given where they are most needed, i.e., in the vocabulary
under their own spellings, and not safely concealed under the parent verb, as is

unfortunately the case in a number of dictionaries. There are also some useful

preliminary notes on the nomenclature of compounds, which will be found useful

by the student commencing the study of Pronch chemical literature. As in the

case of the German-English volume, we highly recommend this dictionary.

Beport for 1916-20 of the Bothamsted Experimental Station, Harpenden
(Lawes Agricultural Trust). 1921. Price: 2h. Gd. (foreign postage

extra).

Important Facta for the Consideration of Sugar Cane Producers. By
L. A. Becnel. (L. A. Becnel, P.O. Box 649, New Orleans, Louisiana,

U.S.A.) 1921.

This is a discussion (illustrated by a coloured graphic chart and several

examples) of the best policy to be pursued by the manufacturer of sugar and table

molasses under varying marketing conditions.

Growing and Improving Sugar Beet Seed. V. Erhard - Frederiksen.

(Erhaid-Fredei iksen Ltd., Lang., Deunuu k.) 1 92 1

.

An illustrated account is given of the work ol‘ the Danish firm of Erhard-
Frederiksen, Ltd., in the production of sugar beet seed.

Denatuied Alcohol at Home and Abroad. (Office of the Oommissiouer of

Internal Hevenue, Washington, D.C., IJ.8.A.)

This is a detailed report published in 1909 by the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue and the Chief (Chemist of the Bureau tf) the Secretary of the Treasury
reviewing observations and work in Europe regarding denatured alcohol, its

mauufacturo and uses.

Treatise explaining Adjustment of Fulton-Corliss Valve Gear. Bulletin

300, July, 1921. (Fulton Iron Works Co., 8t. Louis, Mo., U.S.A. ).

This Bulletin explains the adjustment of tho Fulton-Corliss Valve Gear with
single and double eccentric, and covers the subject concisely, but ihorongbly. It

is illustrated with diagrams which help the reader to obtain a clear understanding
of the text, and sliould prove a valuable addition to the library of every steam
engineer. It is obtainable free on application.

Filtern und Pressen [Filters and Presses]. F. A. Biihler. Second Edition.

(Verlug von Otto Simmer, LeipKig). 1921. Price: M. 11, pins 40 per
• cent.

A second edition of Biihler's useful work, an English translation of which
with additions by the late J. J. EASTicit was published in 1914, has now appeared.
In the main the book remains as before, though here and there the text has been
brought up-to-date, and a few new illustrations have been inserted.
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Daa Kalkbrennen [Lime Burning]. Beithold Block. With 68 illustrations,

(Yerlag von Otto Spamer, Leipzig). 1917. Price: M. 18, plus 40 per

cent.

This book appears to us to be the most complete by far in any language on
the subject of burning limestone for the production of lime and carbon dioxide.

It discusses in a thorough manner from the practical and theoretical standpoints
most phases of the subject. It will bo found a valuable treatise by those inter-

ested.

Verdampfen und Verkoch^n [Evaporation and Boiling]. W. Gieiner.

Second Edition. (Yorlag voii Otto Spamer, Leipzig). 1920. Price:

M. 20, plus 40 per cent.

This is tho second edition of a book, first published in 1912, which is highly
regarded in Germanj'' as a reliable general treatise on evaporation and btiiling in

the boot sugar factory. It is a particulaily clear exposition of the subject by an
author whose name is well known throughout tho industiy, not only in connect ou
with a modification of the Paulj" pre-evaporator, hut alsi) as a practician of life-

long experience. Chapters that will especially repay perusal are ^hose entitled :

Ideal Evaporation; Beal Evaporation; Heat transmiSvSion coefficients; Yacunin
Pan Apparatus ;

and the Heat and Steam Eoquirements of the (beet) Sugar
Factory.

Factors determining the Keeping duality of Cane Sugar (with a Chart
for Prediction). Nicholas and Lillian KopeloB’. Bulletin No. 170.

(Agricultural Experiment Station, Louisiana State University, Baton
Bouge, La., U S.A,).

This Bulletin summarizes the recent woik of these authois, tho most important
conclusions of which have boon noticed in oui pages. ^

Die Wirkungsweise der Rektifizier-und Destilher-Apparate [The Working
of Rectifying and Distilling Apparatus]. K. Hnusbiand. (Julius

Springer, Berlin), 1921. Price: M. 64, plus 40 pei cent.

Tliirf is a treatise on the theory underlying tho construction and operation of

apparatus for the distillation and rectification of two volatile li(|uids, as ethyl or

methyl alcohol and water, acetone and water, ammoniu and water, etc. It records
data of importance to tho engineer, whetlier engaged in the construction or the
operation of apparatus of this kind, such as periodic rectification

;
processes taking

jilaco ill the sections of the columns ; noce-ssary nninber of sections in columns for

continuous distillation; and the alcohol content of liquid and steam in the sections

of columns of various heights.

Sugar Supply of the United Kingdom. A Chait sliowing the Inipoits of

Baw and Befined Sugar from all sources for ten years, 1911 to 1920 also

Imports into the three Befining Centres of London, Liveipool and the

Clyde ;
Quantity produced hy Home Befiners ; Quantity grown in

England ;
Exports of British and Foreign Befined ; and Total Annual

Quantity of Befined Sugar available for CVinsumption. Compiled and
Published by Messrs. Henry Tate & Sons, Ltd., Liverpool.

This excellent chart has been an annual production of Tate ^ SoN^, Ltd,, and
those dealing in sugar statistics will find it a useful adjunct to their stock of

information. We nndeistand it is supplied free on a])plication to Messrs. Tate
& Lyle, Ltd., Mincing Lane, London, or Exchange Place, Liverpool.

1 7 .6"./., 1919, 465 ; 1920, 282, 623
,
591 .
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Annual Rrport of the Hawaiian Commekcial and Suoae Co. foh 1920. Matvanan

C&fnmercial and Sugar Co,, Fuunene, Maui, T.H.

Grinding was commenced on Norember 25th, 1910, and was finished on June 19th,

1920, the total area being 6547 acres (plant cane 2152 and ratoons 4395) ; the total cane

ground, 378,285 tons; and the sugar produced, 57,120 tons. Average tons of cane per

acre were 67’77; average tons of sugar per acre were 8*72 (9*740 plant and 8*230 rjitoons)

;

and average tons of cane per ton of sugar, 6*63. Plant cane juices showed average Brix,

polarization, and purity valuos of 21*49-22*30, 19*26-19*95, and 87*4-90*2; and ratoon

juices, 20*53»2l*8l, 18*57“19*03, and 88*0-90*5 respectively, the varieties planted being

Lahaina, H 109, i) 1135, H 20, and H 146. In the sugar factory two 12-roller mills were

operated during about 80 per cent, of the season, and a lO-roller for the balance of the

time, an average of 68*08 tons of cane per hour per mill being ground, and an average

extraction of 98*92 per cent, being obtained. Regarding the losses, these were 1*08 in

the bagasse, 0*45 in the press cake, 5*65 in the waste molasses, and 1*62 undetermined, a

total of 8*80 per cent. A standard quadruple is now being installed to take the place of

the old Lillie. Expenditures on improvements chiefly concern irrigation ditches, power

plant, pipe linos, steam ploughs and tractors. The profit for the year was ^6,182,108,

the capital of this concern being 400,000 shares, at (25 par value, equal to (10,000,000.

Asm Conteni of Sugars, Molasses, and Orusheii Juice in Dipferent Countkibb.

R, C* Pitcairn. Facta about Sugar, ld21, 12, iVo. S5, 4^J1.

A comparison of the percentage of ash (carbonated) in sugar factory products made in

different countries is given, the average figures being as follows

Kaw Sugars Waste Crusher
96~y7* Test. Molasses. .)uice.

Hawaii 0 43-0*89 .... 8-12 .... 0*173-0*311

Cuba 0*42-0*60 .... — .... —
Porto Rico .. ., 0*40-0*50 .... — .... —
Java ’ 0*23-0*47 .... 7-10 .... —
Philippines (Silay) . . 0*23-0*35 6-7 .... 0*258

Louisiana, — .... 9-10 —
It is remarked that from the above comparison a striking difference is noticed in the ash

per cent, of the raw sugars. The glucose in the crusher juice at the Hawaiian-Philippine

Go’s Silay Central is fairly constant around 1 per cent
,
and the sucrose in the mixed

juice and syrup is at least 25 per cent, higher than like results in Hawaii. Geekligh says

that where glucose and salts are present in solution, the amount of sucrose crystallizing

out increases in proportion as the liquid contains more gUicose for the same amount of

salts ;
anJ that a low ash content might occur with a high content of reducing sugars,

when it would he easy to obtain a very low purity in the molasses. This, it is remarked,

seems to be borne out in the manufacture of Philippine sugars.

Determination of the Hydrogen Ton Concentration, and the Adjustment of the
HeACTION (Acidity or Alkalinity) of Media. Anon. Special Report Series,

No. 35, Medical Research Committee.

This is a very clear exposition of the present position of the determination of the

hydrogen ion concentration, written more particularly from the point of view of the bac-

teriologist for the preparation of his culture media.* Experience has shown that titration

tests with standard acid or alkali using litmus or phenolphthalein solution for indicating

neutrality do not give the true reaction when carried out in culture media of different

compositions. This is due for the most part to the fact that the end-point is not sharp,

’ This Review is copyright, and no part of it may bo reproduced without pertnissioti.—
<Editor, I.S.J.)

3 F. J. Bates and associates have drawn attention to the significance to candy makers of
the reaction of refined sugars. Sec 1920, 664.
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there being a zone at whioh the additionjof acid or alkali does not produce any atriking

change in the colour of the indicator. It is now recognized that this is due to the presence

of compounds (as proteinsi amino acids, phosphates, borates, etc*) which are capable of

taking up hydrogen ions. The relation of a liquid is, therefore, better expressed by the

concentration of h3?drogen ions which it contains, and in accurate determinations of hydro-

gen ion concentrations the hydrogen electrode is used,* though in ordinary laboratory

practice very accurate results may be obtained by a colorimetric procedure, using the

special indicators having a sharp colour change recommended by Lvm and Claiike,^

and an apparatus termed a ** comparator.*' Very full details are hero given for carrying

out hydrogen ion determinations by this method ; and this is a pamphlet which should be

of service to those interested in the subject of reaction determination.®

MsTHOD FOtt THB DUTEKMINATION .OF THB ACIDITY OF OpLOURMD SOLUTIONS (o.g.,

Moj*asses). J, L, Lizius, ,The Analyst^ 19S1, 46,^J^o, 194-195,

A small, Buchner funnel (about 2 in. diam.) is connected ^ith a flask and a fllter-

pump, and fitted with a filter-paper, . which is moistened with several drops of phenol-

phthalein solution, the excess of which is removed by turning on the pump for a moment.

To lOc.c. of the coloured solution, lJf/10 alkali is added until it is just-alkaline, the test

for alkalinity being made, by withdrawing a little of the solution by means of a fine

•capillary lube (a piece of .melting-point tube), and touching the filter-paper. A pink

colour being, obtained, the whole of the molasses solution is run, thrpugh the Buchner

funnel, the filter-paper being of course left a pink colour. Now the contents of the

Buchner flask are washed out into a beaker, and 0*06 c.c. of the N/10 acid added. One
or two drops of phonolphthalein solution aro run on to the filter-paper, and the colouied

solution again poured through. If the filter-paper is not pink, the volume of N/10 alkali

is the titration value. If, on the other hand, the paper is still pink, tho addition of N/10

acid is continued, 0 05 c.c. at a time until the pink colour is no longer present. The
titration value is the volume of N/10 alkali — (volume of N/10 acid — 0 06 c c ). It is

stated that if the colour of the solution is adsorbed by the filter and tends to mask the pink

colour, the difficulty can he overcome by washing through the paper a drop or two of

phenolphthalein solution. Anyway, the pink colour left on the filter fades rapidly, owing

to tho action of the carbon dioxide in the air. Oonversely, coloured alkaline solutions

can he titrated in a similar manner h}' N/10 acid.

Dbtbumination of Maltose on Lactose in the Pkesencb of other Keducing Sugars.

M, Legrand, Compte$ rendun^ 19^1^ 172, 602-604’

Barfoed’s solution of copper acetate and acetic acid^ is reduced by hoxose sugars,

but not by disaccharides. In determining bexose sugars by the use of this reagent, 6 c.c

of the sugar solution containing at the most 0*1 grm., are boiled with 16 c.c. of Barfoed’s

solution for 3 min. in a conical flask, the cuprous oxide thrown down being subsequently

collected and estimated volumetrically as in Bertrand’s method.® If disaccharides aio

present, they are hydrolysed and the total reducing sugars then determined by one of tho

usual methods using Fehling’s solution.

Recommendations for increasing the Tonnage of Beets grown in the Arkansas
Valley, Col., U.S.A. J, G, Lill, Facta ahoxU Sugar

^
1921 , 12,

112-llS and
IS4 m.

This is the result of an enquiry made by the Office of Sugar Plant Investigations,

TJ S. Department of Agriculture, into the conditions prevailing in the locality named, and
the recommendations made concern : crop rotation

;
manuring

;
irrigation ; and details of

•cultivaiion (ploughing, planting, thinning).

1 Walpole: iJiocfcewi. .7, iwa, 7, 4io. * jr. Waah, Acad, Sc, 1916, 6, 481.

* It is obtainable from H.M. Stationery Office, Imperial House, Kiiigsway, London, W.C,2,
price 7d. (including postage).

* J. Oitm, Soc.t 1878, 116^. ^ L8.J„ 1916, 836; 1919, 354.
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Cost of Manupactubb op Bbet Sugar in a Gbrman Factory. Financial Meport of
the SlraUund (Pomerania) Sugar Factory^ Germany^ 19iS0-iSl.

As in the previous campaign, the Stralsimd factory worked up the roots of the Barth
factory, and even then the total amount was small compared with pre-war campaigns.

The following figures are of interest as being among the first to show the cost of manu-
facture per 60 kilos of roots in post-war years, as compared with pre-war times (the cost of

the roots not being included) :
—

Total rootsworked, in zentners 1920-21. 1919-20. 1918 19. 1914-16. 1913-14.

(of n0'23lb».) .. ..

Roots worked daily, also in

668,760 607,680 •• 800,700 •* 2,606,820 .. 2,687,420

zentners 16,290 .. — •* — 28,440 28,740

Staff salaries 298 .. 126-43 44-11 7-97 8*62

General expenses 6 .. 1*84 0 87 0*28 0-15

Taxes 71 .. 23-23 9-61 1-13 M7
Insurance 23 .. 8*30 2-47 0-31 0-27

Cost of manufacture .

.

19 .. 8-18 3*85 1-0 .. 1-22

Hepairs 21 .. 9-26 4 53 0*90 1*12

Lime and coke 22 .. 6-0 4-48 212 2-27

Coal 194 .. 69*78 26*08 8-60 7-61

Filter- press cloth 29 .. 9-67 6-18 0*65 0*63

682 .. 262-69 101-18 22*76 22-66

Interest

Total cost of

11 .. 6-42 6-45 0-02 .. 0*80

manufacture, pfennigs .. 671 .. 256-27 96-73 22-78 21-86

Continuous Sulphitation of Thick Juices and Syrups in Beet Sugar Manufacture.

A* Muse* Zeitschrift fur Zucherinducirie der eechoslovahuchen Mepuhlik^ 19^1 ^

45, No,

If the sulphitation of the thick-juice be carried out in the carbonatation tanks, those

parts of the vessels above the level of the liquid, as the covers and vapour pipes, are damaged
by corrosion. It is preferable to sulphite continuously in a separate apparatus. An
arrangement is described (and illustrated) according to which the thick juice is treated with

the sulphurous acid in an enlarged portion of the pipe between the thick juice pump and

the filter-presses, the unabsorbed vapours passing to the atmosphere. It is stated that by
the regulation of a valve attached to the line from the sulphur ovens, the degree of sulphi-

tation can be controlled in a satisfactory manner, the course of the operation being observed

by samples taken from test-cocks placed in the pipe before and after the admittance of the

gas. Ease of operation, efficient control of the process, and ebonomy of sulphur are the

advantages claimed for this arrangement.

Taste, Aroma, and Colour of Authtcial Honey Berthold Block. Zueker, Frueht,

und Gemusererweriungj 2, No, 10^ S7-SS,

In Germany ‘‘artificial honey*’ is prepared in certain of the beet factories by the inver-

sion of syrup ^
; and the author discusses the improvement of the taste, aroma and colour

of the products thus obtained. Certain commercial essences are recommended for imparting

a flavour‘resembling that of true honey.

Gum Arabic, its Collecting, Marketing, and Chemical Chauactbristicb. J. A .^

Ridgway. Canadian Chemical Journal^ 191^0, 4, 330-4.

A Pseudo-Tannin obtained from Sorghum. A. Stadnik. Chem. Liity, mo, 14.

uo-e.
* See also LS,J., 1921, 47.
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Qvmmino Disbabb of Oanb, its Gavse and Oontkol G. Wilbrink, Archie/^ S8,

lS99-mS.

Sacchabin, “ A Dblbtbriovs and Harmful Coal Tar Drug,” j?. E* Rose and
A. M. Henry, la, Flanfer, im, 66, No, 16, S5S-255.

Numerous quotations from various authorities regarding the injurious effect on the

human system of the continued use of saccharin have been collected, and should be found

of value to those who may have occasion to debate the question. A few may be here re*

produced. Thus, Dr. Charles H, LaWall, chemist to the Pennsylvania Food and Drug
Department, says ; “As an antiferment, or preservative, it is credited with being more

harmful than sodium benzoate, salicylic acid, or sulphurous acid. When used it not only

exerts a detrimental influence upon certain functions of the body, but it cheats the organ-

ism out of a valuable food product —sugar “ In the “Physicians’ Manual of the

U.S. Pharmacopaua, it is stated that “Saccharin should be used, if at all, with care.”

Dr. H. W. Wiley wrote in 1911 that “ the continued pouring of a foreign body of this

kind, which must have very active properties, through the delicate cells of the kidneys

cannot fail in time to produce serious disturbances of function and even fatal disease.

That and the other reasons which have been so ably presented by many authorities are

suflScient to convince me beyond any reasonable doubt that the use of saccharin in any

quantity is necessarily injurious. . . Holland’s “Medical Chemistry and Toxicology”

says that saccharin “ retards the action of the enzymes in the digestive fluids and also

those of the blood and tissues. To a certain extent it depresses general metabolism. . .
.”

'Ihis last opinion is confirmed in several other textbooks on Therapeutics.

Economical TFriLizATioN of Exhaust Steam for Heating Pubfoses, and the Use

OF CoMPRESKED Steam IN EVAPORATION. C. E, Stromeyev. Memorandum by

the Chief Engineer, Mancheeter Steam Urns* Association,' 1980.

In explaining the economy of heating by means of back pressure steam from engines^

the following figures were presented relating to (1) a condensing engine of 100 H.P.

( =r 210 lbs. steam, or 20 lbs. of coal) ,* and (2) a high-pressure non-condonsing engine,

also of 100 H.P., giving exhaust against 60 lbs. absolute pressure :

—

Waste to
Heal supplied to the Boiler. Lo>>t in the Passing Condenser ; or Utilized

*'N Chininoy and to the Exhaust to in tlie

Steam, Coal equiva- by Radiation, Engine, tho Engine, Engine,
in lbs. lent, in lbs. in lbs. in lbs. in lbs. in lbs.

(1) 1,600 140 460 1060 .. 840 210

(2) 10,670 980 3170 7400 .. 7190 210

If instead of 60 lbs, absolute back pressure assumed in case (2) in the table, 30 lbs.

absolute were to be adopted, the weight of exhaust would be about 6300 lbs., instead of

7190 lbs., the steam supply to the engine lbs., the chimney waste 2360 lbs., and the

heat supply to the boiler would be equivalent to 7870 lbs. of steam, say 730 lbs. of ordinary

coal. In the case shown in (2) in the table there w'ould be available for heating purposes

at 46 lbs. pressure or 292®F., about 7190 lbs. of steam per hour capable of heating about

3600 gall, of water per hour to boiling point. In the case in which the available pressure

is 15 lbs. or 260°F., the heating capabilities would be 2650 gall, per hour. In both cases

tho 100 H.P. would cost practically nothing, viz., 210 lbs. of steam, or 20 lbs. of ordinary

coal. In other words, when all the steam can bo utilized for heating or other purposes,

the power derived from it costs practically nothing. It is therefore highly economical for

those works which use much steam for heating to produce power with it, and use or sell

it
;
and for those which produce much power to sell their waste steam for heating pur-

poses to other factories requiring it.

^ Founded in 1854 by Sir Wbi. Faiubairn, F.R.S., Sir Jos. Whitworth, F.R.S., and others
“for the prevention of steam ffoiler explosions and for tho attainment of economy in tho
application of steam."
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In another part of the ** Momorandum/Hhe use ol theripo-oompresHion evaporator^

for the production of distilled water in print and dye works is discussed. To condense

steam for the sake merely ol the condensed water would cost 20s. per 1000 gallons with

coal at 368. per ton. By, however, withdrawing vapour from one side of the heating

surface of an evaporator, compressing it mechanically, and delivering it against the other

side, nearly all the latent heat can be regained at the cost of the power used for suction

and compression. Kven this power is not lost, for it appears in the condensate as excess

temperature. If this excess temperature wore kept as low as 10®F. (which is only a

question of evaporating surfaces)
,
the coat of producing distilled wafer would be reduced

to 1 per cent, of the value given above; and if by doubling the evaporator surface, the

temperature difference were reduced to 6°F,, the cost would bo l^d. per 1000 gallons. This

idea has been the subject of many inventions during the past 70 years^
; but the practical

results have fallen far short of the ideal. Multiple rotary compressors driven by electricity

utnize at most 5 per cent, of the heat in the furnace fuel, and are therefore very expensive,

except in works where back pressnie steam is used for heating. Cylinder and piston

compressors are somewhat more efficient ; while steam jets, in spite of their mechanical

inefficiency, seem to have given the best results. Internal combustion engines have not

yet been used for compressing the vapours, but their efficiency ought to be a high one,

and their heat losses in the exhaust and cooling water would be transferred to the evapora-

tor. Probably the best arrangement (though it has not been suggested in published

articles) would be to use steam-engine compressors, the steam exhausting into the evap-

orator, since then the compression power would cost only a trifle, and the exhaust steam

would add heat. Finally, it is needless to say that the highest possible efficiency can only

be attained if the feed and condensate pass through a counter-current heater.

Ukbs of Oompkessri) Am in the Modern 8uoak Faotorv. D. L. Thomson.
Compressed Air Magazine

;

through Sugar, 19S1, 23, iVo. 4f 207-208.

Mr. Thomson outlined for the use of the general reader the process of cane sugar manu-
facture, emphasizing the purposes for which compressed air has been, is, or might be useo,

namely : the supply to the sulphur oven of a regulated amount of oxygen
;
the activtt

circulation of the limed juice during sulphitation ; the operation of the filter-presses by
means of a monte-gus

; the automatic removal of the condensed vapours in the heating

chambers of the evaporator
;
the maintenance of a constant working level of the juice in

the four vessels of the quadruple ; the discharge of the massecuite from the pans and

crystallizers; and lastly, the operation of rotary tube cleaners or scrapers to remove the

scale from boilers and evaporators.

Teb. Capita Consumption of Sugar in Difprtient Countries. !L, W. Alwyn Schmidt.
Sugar, mi, 23, No. 4, 192 19J^.

A study is made of the various factors contributing to per capita consumption of sugar

in any country. One must consider separatoly : the custom of the country in regard to the

domestic use of sugar, the amount, for example, it is usual to use for the sweetening of tea,

coffee, or other beverage ; and the amount used in cooking, and in canning, that is the prepar-

ation in the home of jam, jelly, marmalade, and preserved fruit. Thus, on going into the

statistics relating to these points (so far as they are available), it is found that the United

Kingdom leads in tea consumption, also appears high on the list in regard to coffee con -

sumption, and goes in largely for making oonserves and preserves in the home. This would

largely explain the fact that before the war thiscountry consumed most sugar per head, excep-

ting Denmark and Australia. At the same time, however, one must consider what may be

termed the industrial consumption of sugar, that is, the amount used in baking and con-

fectionery, and the manufacture of cocoa and chocolate,' condensed milk, ** soft drinks,*’

flavouring syrups, and the like. In America since pre-war years, a large increase of

s For some recent patents see 19X0, &8, 117, 418, 713 ; 1921, 297.
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production (probably about 83 por cent.) in the candy and chocolate induetries ha« taken

place, and condensed milk has also been manufactured in greater amount
;
but ** the

coming of the soft drink industry seems to be the only important factor in the economic
situation of the United States making for an increase in industrial sugar consumption in

excess of the usual progress caused by the growth of the nation . . . .
”

iNFLirENCB OF AmMONIUU MoLYBDATB ON THE llOTATOKY PoWEU OF SuOAttB. GCOtgCS
Tanret. Comptn rendus, mi, 172, 1S6S-1S66.

Measurements of the alteration of the rotatory power of some sugars where ammonium
molybdate is added are given. < Thus the [se] of dextrose is raised from -f-

62*5 to 64*1^
;

and that of lovulose from — 90 to — 60°, In the case of the C12 , Cm, and C54 sugars

and iiiulin, the salt has no effect ; and it is suggested that this property might form the

basis of a rapid method for estimating one known hexose sugar in admixture with other

sugars the rotatory power of which remains unaltered in the presence of the molybdate.

Pkeventino (Sdgau) Dust Explosions. David J, Price. Chemical and Metallurgical

Engineering, 1921 •

This is a short review of the literature*- relating to the ignition temperatures of gases

and dusts ; velocity of flame
;
pressures developed ; and relation of humidity to explosion

frequency.

TIltkamauine JIluk Manufacture. Af. SauvageoU La Etvne dea Erodmta ehimiquea,

mi, 24, 141-W; 205-212.

Uaw materials comprise mineral substances, as kaolin, silica (e.g. kieselguhr), sulphur,

chemical products, as sodium carbonate (e.g. soda ash), hydroxide, sulphate; and

“reducers,” as wood, charcoal, resin, tar pitch, all in a state of high purity, iron and

calcium being constituents that should be especially avoided. In this useful article the

proportions of tho ingredients for blues of six different typos are given, together with

particulars regarding mixing and grinding, and details of tho calcining opeiation.

Yields of Alcohol from Wood Wabtk. Anon, Chemical and Metallmgmil Engineering,

im, 24, No. 5, 21^

According to the writer, the only feasible method of utilizing lumber mill refuse on a

large scale is to convert it to alcohol. In the case of soft-wood waste (that from pine,

spruce, etc.) the wood convertable into sugars is 20-23 per cent.; the sugars that are

fermentable is 66-74 per cent,; and the amount of 95 per cent, alcohol from one ton of

wood is 20*7—26*8 per cent. Somewhat lower figures obtain in the case of hard-wood

waste. An alcohol plant with a daily supply of 180 tons can produce 3000 gallons of

95 per cent, alcohol at approximately 26 cents per gallon.

“ Alcooas ” Aviation Fuel. V. R. Gage, S, W, Sparrow and D. /?. Harper, Report

No. 89, U.6'. Advtaory Committee for AeronaiUtca, 1920,

Host of Synthetic Alcohol. Anon, Journal de VAcetylene, 1920, November,

Alcohol was produced synthetically in Germany and Switzerland during the war to

make good the shortage of petrol, acetylene being converted into ethyl aldehyde and

hydrogen added. To produce I kg. of alcohol, however, 1*6 kg. of calcium carbide and
0*46 kg. of hydrogen are theoretically necessarj^ which quantities in practice should be

increased by about 20 per cent., making the cost of the raw materials francs per kg.

Although the Swiss works are closed now, it is possible in the event of the price of cal-

cium carbide being reduced that alcohol may be made in this way in commercial quantities.

1 Kofor also to: Chem, and J^tl. JCng., 1920, 88, No. 19. 915; jrana. Chem. Soe,, 99, 617; U,8,
Dept Aaric,, Butt 879; VM. Bureau of Mines, Technical Eager 150; J. Ind. Eng. Chem., 9, No. 3,

869 ; Chemical Engineer, March, April and May, 1908.
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UNITED KINGDO 41.

Crushbur por Cane Mills. L. W, Goold (communicated by the Fulton Iron Works Co,,

of St. Louis, U.S.A.). I6£,975 (21,438). July 16th, 1920.

In cane mills or crushers having rolls with peripheral ribs and grooves, the rib? and
grooves terminate at abrupt shoulders to prevent lateial displacement of the material at

the ends of the rolls. The grooveR at the ends

of one roll are provided with walls which form

abrupt shoulders, while the other roll is pro-

vided with end ribs to confine the material in

the corners formed by the abrupt shoulders.

As shown, the upper and lower rolls A, B
have end ribs 4, 6 of less depth than the inter-

mediate V-shaped ribs S, and end flanges 7

of the lower roll overlap the ends of the upper

roll. Each of the end grooves 6 of the lower

roll has a base wall 8 parallel to the axis of

the roll, an outer side wall 9 approximately at

right-angles to the wall 8, and an inner side

wall 10 at an obtuse angle to the wall 8. The
end ribs 4 of the upper roll conform to the

shape of the end grooves 5 and the shoulders

formed by the walls .9 tend to prevent lateral

displacement of any material forced into the

grooves 5. The intermediate ribs $ may be

notched as at if, but the end ribs 4 ”re com-

paratively smooth To minimize the delivery

of cane to the end grooves 5, baflles 12 are

arranged at the intake side of the rolls. Each baffle has an arcuate lower edgo situated

in an end groove 5 and contacting with the base wall 8 of the groove, and an upper arcuate

edge conforming to and contacting with the smooth periphery of an end rib.

Filtbr. United Filters Corporation, of New York, U.S.A. (assignees of O. J*
Salisbury, of Salt Lake City, U.S.A.). 146,231 (17,638), June 28th, 1920;

convention date, May 24th, 1917 ; not yet accepted; abridged as open to inspec-

tion under Section 91 of the Act. •

A series of rotary disc suction filters are mounted on a hollow shaft, each disc dipping

into a sopATate narrow tank containing the liquid to be filtered. The filtrate is discharged

through passages in the shaft and means are provided for sprucing the discs with wash-

water and for scraping off solid matter deposited on the discs.

Decolorizing Carbon Preparation. /. Szarvasy, of Buda-Pest. 158,889 (4376).

February 7th, 1921 ; convention date, July 18th, 1918 ;
not yet accepted; abridged

as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

Finely divided carbon, suitable for use as an adsorbing agent, is obtained by the

thermal decomposition of methane previously diluted with a neutral gas, such as

nitrogen, hydrogen, or carbon dioxide, which does not itself deposit carbon.

1 Copies of specifications of patents with their drawings can be obtained on application
to the following Kingdom: Patent Oflice, Sales Braucli, 25, Southampton Buildings,
Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2 (price. Is. each). United Stales: Cominissioiier of Patents,
Washington, I) C. (price 10 cents each). France

:

L’lmpritiierie Rationale, 67, rue Vieille du
Temple, Paris (price, 2fr, OQ each).
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PUHirVIN(5 LmUIDS (K.O., SuOAH JuiCBS or SyRUPB with DkCOLORIZXNO CaUBUN, BTC.).

A.J- H, Haddan (communicated by the Naamlooze Vennootschap Algemeene
Norit MaatschappijyOf Amsterdam, Holland). 163,506 {$707). Feb. 26th, 1920.

Liquid (as sugar juice or syrup) is thoroughly mixed with purifying material in a
container through which the liquid is passed continuously, any purifying material (as

decolorizing carbon) carried forwaftt by
the liquid being retained by a separating-

device within the apparatus, removed from
the separating • device by mechanicHl
means, and brought Iwick to act on the

liquid passing through the container.

This process can be applied in the puri-

fication of sugar juices or syrups, alcohol,

oils and fats, glycerin, water, etc.
;
and

suitable purifying materials are decoloriz-

ing carbon, finely powdered charcoal,

kieselguhr, and fuller’s^arth.

The mixing-container 1 is provided

with baffles 6 and stirrers 3, arranged

to direct the purifying material towards

the centre. The liquid is su2}plied through

the inlet 7 and passes away through a

vertical cylinder 7/ and filter^. Baffles 7;^

promote the settlement in the cylinder 77
of material carried by the liquid and the

remainder is deposited on cloth-covered

filter flames IS, from which it is removed
by scrapers so that it falls back through
the cylinder 77 to the mixing-cylinder 7.

The 8crHi>ers are supported on rods 14^

from a cross-head 15, which moves up or

down on a screwed spindle 19 as the

spindle is rotated. IMeans are provided

for automatically changing the direction

of rotation when the scrapers reach the

end of their travel in either direction.

The liquid may bo passed through a series of such apparatus, different or less exhausted

purifying materials being used in the later containeis of the series. The purifying

material may be treated with a washing or extracting agent in the cylinder 7 or in

agitating vessels 37 and centrifugal separators 36. Decolorizing carbon which has been

once used may have any adhering liquid separated from it mechanically and be then used

without intermediate revivification for treating a move impure liquid.

OBNTRiFroALs. (1) C LuTTipp. 159,839 {7027). March 3rd, 1921 ; convention date,

March 3rd, 1920 ;
not yet accepted

;

abridged as open to inspection under Section

91 of the Act. (2) H, A, Gill (Sharpies Speciality Co,, of West Chester,

Penn., U.S.A.). 160,112 [18,906). March 17th, 1921.

Uyduometbrs. J, H, Kessler, of Vineland, Mew Jersey, U.S A. 162,240 [32,622).

November 18th, 1920.

The hydrometer belongs to that type in which the liquid material under examination

(fruit juice, vegetable pulp, jelly, etc.,) is sucked up through a cock into a bulb until it

reaches a certain mark on the neck, the cock closed, and the instrument immersed in

water, the reading being taken on a scale above the neck of the bulb.
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OoNPECTioNBRY Manttfactitiik. Vaciium Candy Machinery Co.^ of Chicago, U.S.A.

166,7OS ; 166,703 {736 ; 737)* January 7th, 1921 ;
convention date, January

1 6th, 1914 ; not yet accepted

;

abridged as open to inspection under Section 91

of the Act.

In the preparation of candles and the like, a mixture of cane sugar with orehm of

tarftr, glucose, natural lemon juice, citric or tartaric acid or other ** reyersion-prevenling

agent and water is heated, at atmospheric pressure, to a temperature above the cracking

point but below that required to complete ‘‘cooking,” a partial vacuum being created

to complete the operation at that temperature. A vacuum apparatus is also described.

CoNFRCTioNERY Deoouaiion. W. F. of Whitstable, Kent. 161,740 {S967),

January SOth, 1920.

Gkinding Chocolate, etc. E. C. /?. Marks, (National Equipment Co., of Spring-

field, Mass., U.S.A.). 169,627 {22,679)* September I6th, 1919.

Extracting Eat fhom Cocoa, etc. C A* Fankhauser, of Geneva, Switzerland.

158,844 {3922). February 2nd, 1921 ; convention date, February 3rd, 1920 ;

not yet accepted; abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

Apparatus for the Manufacture of Chocolate Creams. N, E, Brigham, of Holyoke,

Mass., U.S.A. 160,700 {15,720). June 10th, 1920.

Weighing Machine. J5. Boulogne, of Soerabaja, Java 158,616-158,516 {2999-3000).

January 24th, 1921 ; not yet accepted

;

abridged as open to inspection under

Section 91 of the Act.

In an automatic weighing machine for liquids or granularsubstances, the weigh-beam

consists of a bent lover provided with a counterbalance weight, which returns the lever

to its original position after the discharge of the weighed material.

Filteks. W.J, Still, of Westminster, London. 161,639 {325). January 6th, 1920.

The frame of a filter leaf is provided with a plurality of coil springs disposed longi-

tudinally within the frame in such spaced relation that the overlying bag substantially

encloses each spring separately, so that the spring constitutes a pipe for the conveyance

of the filtered liquid to the outlet.

Gum Preparations. H. V. Dunham, of 347, Madison Ave., New York. 160,045 {1814).

January 20th, 1920.

Water soluble products (which may be used in' confeciioi^ery manufacture, etc.) are

prepared from Kayara gum by dissolving it in water containing a non-oxidizing alkaline

substance (e.g., sodium bicarbonate), and drying the resulting solution.

Turb-Scrapbhs. (1) A. & W. Smith & Co., of Glasgow, N.B. (L, H. A. Ducasse,
of Uenishaw Estate, Natal). 160,362 {8365). March 20th, 1920. (2) Fawcett,
Preston & Co., Ltd. (H. W. Taylor). 162,626 {t0,47ff). April 15tb, 1920:

Continuous Fermentation Process. A. ROmer, of Stuttgart, and Deutsch^Koloniale
Gerb^u.-Farbstoff Ges., of Karlsruhe, Germany. 161,870 {16,395). June 17th»

1920.

A continuous process for the industrial fermentation of solutions containing sugar
consists in passing the liquid through a series of closed vessels containing filters impreg-
nated with yeast or other ferment, the rate of flow being adjusted so that complete
fermentation is effected, and the order of the vessels being changed from time to time to

prevent destruction of the ferment. In addition to ordinary fermentation, this process ie

applicable to fermentations giving rise to glycerin, butyl alcohol, lactic acid, etc.
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Sani> Filtbu. L. £. Raimhert, o< Seine, France. 160,762 {688S). February 2 let,

1921; convention date, March 23rd, 1920; n,ot yet accepted; abridged as open

to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

Stbainbb foh Oanb Juice. J. Y» Johnson (F» W, Fischlein^ot New York, U.S.A.).

161,822 (8943), March 26th, 1920. See. also U.S. Patent, 1,343.078,^

Pbesbbyatzok of Exhaustbp Beet Slicfb, etc., for Cattle Food. A, Stouffs, of

Brabant, Belgium. 161,883 (21,67$), July 19th, 1920.

Industrial residues, such as the spent grain from breweries and distilleries, the

exhausted slices of beet sugar factories and the residues from oil mills, jam factories and

wine and cider presses to be used as food for animals, are preserved by treatment with a

mixture of 1 kg. of 33 per cent, fuming hydrochloric acid with 200 lities of water i)er

1000 kgs. of the substance to be treated. The solution is made up just before use and

sprinkled over the products to be treated.

Pkbfauation of Dbcolobikino Carbon from Pbfinbry Oil-cake BEBfuuKs. De Bruyn

Ltd,, and Cecil Revis, of Barnes, London. 162,117 (3698). February 6th,

1920; April 28th, 1921.

A decolorizing carbon is prepared from the waste filter-press residues from the refining

of edible oils, such as cotton-seed oil or shea-nut oil, by heating them in a reverberatory

or similar furnace at a temperature just above the flash-point of the oil they contain, and

with restricted admission of air. The product, which is a porous carbonaceous mass, is

cooled out of contact with the air, washed with dilute acid to neutralize any alkaline salts

formed by the incineration of contaminating soaps, and finally pressed into cakes and

dried. Lampblack is collected as a combustion product in the flue of the furnaces. No
claim is made to any revivification or to any decolorizing powers which may bo possessed

by the fuller’s or silicious earths or animal charcoal or other decolorizing carbon which

may be present in the raw material used in this process, and which may possibly be le-

vivified to some extent by the heating. Such substances act only as a porous base for the

deposition of the decolorizing agent formed by the imperfect combustion of the oil present.

Lactose MANUFAcrruRB. J, Tavroges, J, W, Roche, and G, Martin, 161,887 (22,019).

July 22nd, 1920.

In manufacturing lactose from whey,^ the lactalbumen is precipitated by the addition

of a substance which produces in the whey a suitable colloid. It is suggested that the

precipitation is due to the production of a negatively-electrified colloid in presence of the

albumen. Sodium thiosulphate, yielding colloidal sulphur, is stated to be suitable. The

whey may be heated to 70-80° 0. before adding the precipitant.

Motor Fuels containing Alcohol and Acetylvnk. (1) Percy H. King, of Bryanston

Square, London. 112,741 (11,478), August 10th, 1917. (2) John Penhale,

of Johannesburg, B.S.A. 120,792 (17,858). December 3rd, 1917.

(1) Any suitable alcohol (preferably ethyl) or mixture of alcohols is vaporized, and

then mixed with acetylene generally in the proportion of volume for volume, the alcohol

vapour and. acetylene being condensed. The resulting liquid having the acetylene in

solution is more readily ignitible when used as a fuel in external combustion engines.

(2) Alcohol is substantially saturated with acetylene at normal pressure
; that is, is caused

to take up about six times its own volume of the gas. As the acetylene is readily soluble

in the alcohol, the desired saturation may he effected by merely passing in small hubbies

into the liquid.. Acrolein; in the amount of I per cent, by weight is added as denaturant.^

1 This Is the Carter Juice Strainer. See LS.J„ 1020, 715. *See also 1020, 289.

* This is “Penrol" motor spirit See 1921, 471.
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UNITED STATES.

Dovi^lb-actino HiOH-pRHsstuiB PuMP poii Si»up. Eloy Rodriguez, of Fajardo, Porto

Eico. 1,3^J19, June 8th, 1919. (Four figuree.)

On moving the pigton from its end poiition, the suction created at the right end of the

cylinder 1 will allow the double valve 15 at the right lower end of the cylinder to be raised

by the pressure of the liquid flowing into and filling the passage of the pump, while the

left-hand lower double valve will be maintained in closed position owing to the compression

at the opposite end of the cylinder. The liquid will enter the cylinder through the raised

right-band lower valves, which valves will remain in raised or open position until the piston

begins its return stroke. At that moment the lower right-hand valves will close, while

the lower left-hand valves and the right-hand upper valves will open. In consequence

theieof the liquid will enter the cylinder through the passHge 1' at the left end thereof,

and the liquid previously raised in front of the piston will be forced through the right-hand

upper valves into the dome 9 and thence through passages 8', 7® and pipe 11 into the

transfer pipe (not shown). During the next stroke the pressure at the rear of the piston

will cause the liquid to open the left upper valves and to pass into the dome and thence

through passages i^'and 7® to the transfer pipe, while fresh liquid will pass into the pump
through the lower right-hand valves as already described.

j

Once started the pump will become entiiely filled with the liquid, and the slightest

movement of the piston forward or backward will cause a discharge of the liquid into the

dome. In this manner a continuous pumping action and such high pressure is obtained

as will enable to raise the liquid to a high elevation. The advantage of using double

valves both at the inlet and discharge of the pump is that in case of injury to any one of

the valve bodies of a double valve, the work of the pump need not be discontinued, but can

go on until the pump has been entirely emptied.

CoNVEftsioN OF Cellulose to Fermentable Buqaub hoii Alcohol Production.

Rudolph A, Kocher, of San Francisco, Cal., U.S.A. l,S7A,de8, April 19th,

1921.

The process described consists in treating cellulose (wood, etc.) with a halogen acid of

39 per cent, or over, and of critical strength, in the pre sence of hydrochloric acid gas under
pressure greater than atmosphere, the amount of water present being lees by weight than
the dry weight of the material used.
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Chocolate CooLtwa Maohinbs. Henry C. Gates, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, U.S.A,

1,875,380. April 19th, 1921. (2) Emile Savy, of Paris, France. 1,876,734.

April 26th, 1921.

Caicdy Packing Table. John E. Davis, of Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A. 1,306,169.

January 17th, 1920 ;
January 18th, 1921.

Evaporatoke. (1) John T, Wann (assignor to Robert C. Newell and Wm. C. Murdock)

of San Francisco, Cal., U S.A. 1,375,431. April 19th, 1921. (2) Charles

F, Purinton, of Burlington, Vermont, Va., U.S.A 1,376,578. May 3rJ, 1921.

Centrifugals. (1) JSiw/n D. of Richmond, Calif., U.S.A. 1,375,506. April 19th,

1921. (2) Edward W. Beach, of Winnetka, 111., U.S.A. 1,378,nO. March

29th, 1921.

Filters. (1) Frank K. and Earl F. Atkins, of New York, U.S.A. 1,350,438.

August 24th, 1920 (Five figures.) (2) John J. Naugle, of Brooklyn, New

York, U.S.A. 1,377,022. May 3rd, 1921.

Centrifugal Honey Extuaciou. Huber H. Root, of Medina, Ohio, U.S.A. 1,363,999.

April 6th, 1914 ;
December 28th, 1920.

Treating Spent Wash, Vinasse, or Distillers* Slops for the Recoyehy of

Glycerin. Harry P. Bassett, of Cynthiana, Kentucky, U S.A. 1,357,138.

October 26th, 1920. (No drawing.)

Spent wash from the distillation of fermented black-strap molasses contains some

tinferineutable sugars, starches and gums, the presence of which (it is said) interferes with

the satisfactory and economical separation of the glycerin present. It is therefore filtered,

and treated with 2-4 per cent, of a soluble salt of a metal adapted {a) to form hydroxides

of different degrees of oxidation, and (^) to form an insoluble basic salt with acids of the

volatile fatt)' acid series, ferrous or ferric sulphate or manganous or manganic sulphate

being preferably employed. This addition is made at boiling point, and the boiling con-

tinued for 6- 10 min. afterwards. Now a sufiicient quantity of an alkaline earth hydroxide,

preferably calcium hydroxide, is added to form the metallic hydroxide, slightly more than

the weight of iron or manganese salt added being used. After several hours* boiling,

during which operation air is blown into the liquid, filtration and acidification follows.

Finally, the liquid is evaporated to about 6 per cent, of its original volume, during whu h

process about 60-70 per (;ent. of the potash salts crystallisso out, after the separation of

which steam-distillation for the recovery of the glycerin is effected.

Eeoovery of Protein and Calcium and Magnesium Phosphates from Acid Waste

Waters of Starch Manufacture. Adolph Giesecke, of Buffalo, New York,

U.S.A. 1,354,822. October 6th, 1920. (One drawing.)

Ordinarily in starch manufacture the corn is steeped in a solution of sulphurous acid,

milled, washed, again sulphited, and the separation of the starch effected by running the

milky mass over tables, the “ tailings ** which do not subside being later separated from

the acid water in settlers and worked up into a feed product known as gluten meal. This

acid water contains protein and phosphates which usually are lost. Therefore, according

to this invention the tailings’* are neutralized with sodium carbonate to give an acid

ealt, at which stage the protein and phosphates are precipitated from the waste water in a

state of considerable purity and are mixed with the solids of the tailings,” thus forming

after filter-pressing and drying a rich gluten meal.
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Drying Apparatus morb Particularly for Bbbt I*ulp. Frank V. Burmant of

Murine Cityi Michigan, U.S.A. 1^936 April 13th, 1920. (Four figures.)

Claim : In a drying apparatus, a rotatable drum and radially extending partition

plates in the drum provided with apertures and laterally extending stirrer projections, said

plates being arranged alternatively at an angle to each other.

Preparation op Dbcbiloribino Carbon prom Coaly Mattbh, Ammoniacal Liquor,

Etc. Russell W. Mumford (Assignor to Refining Products Corporxition, of

Delaware, U.H A.). lyS69^094» November 16th, 1920.

As the inventor has explained in a previous specification,^ it is better not to have the

raw material from which the carbon is made too solid in structure. Therefore, he mixes

powdered lignite or any other coal or coaly material high in volatile matter with a tarry

liquid, such as the residues of tar distillation to wliich advantageously ammoniacal liquor

may be added. On heating slowly to a temperature
.
ending above 600®C., a product

highly efficient as a decolorizing and clarifying agent is obtained. In some cases the coaly

matter may be mixed with milk-of-lime, or a mixture of milk-of-Iiine and a solution of

monocalcium phosphate, and charred in the same way, but ammoniacal tar is preferred.

A certain proportion of mineral spacing agent, which is advantageously dolomite, may he

incorporated with the other materials prior to forming the dough. In order to sweep out

the volatile products formed in charring, a current of steam or of the products of combus-

tion may be blown through the retort. In an advantageous method of charring, sometimes

employed by the inventor and previously mentioned by him,^ the mass to be charred is

placed in shallow covered trays, which are passed through a tunnel-liko chamber heated

by ** surface combustion,’* no oxygen to waste away the material being charred being present

in the gases thus used. Finally, the carbon is cooled by continuing to blow in the steam,

or it may be moistened
;
and the mineral matter, if any has been added, may be removed

by sedimentation and extraction with acids, if desired. In an example given, brown coal

ground to pass through a sieve of 80 mesh was mixed with 5-30 per cent, of finely

powdered dolomite, and this mixture exm verted into a dough-like mass with wet arnmoni-

acal gas tar, using sufficient of the latter to give the desired consistency,” this mask
being formed into pellets and placed in a vented retort. A current of dried steam was
passed through the retort, and the heat gradually raised to COC’C., or higher. Finishing

at a very high temperature was found to be necessary, in order to ensure the charring of

anything soluble present. It is said that the presence of nitrogen in the product is

advantageous in respect of its decolorizing properties.

Beet Crops of Europe.
(WilUtl ^ Oray'$ JEstimaUB to August 19th^ 1921,)

Harvesting
Period.

Germany Sept.-Jan. .

.

Czecho-Slovakia Sept.-Jan.,

,

Hungary and Austria Sept.-J an. .

.

France Sept.-Jan. .

.

Belgium Sept.-Jan. .

.

Holland Sept.-Jan. .

.

Bussia (Ukraine, Poland, etc.) .Sept.-Jan. .

.

Sweden Sept.-Jan. .

.

Denmark Sept.-Jan . .

.

Italy Sept.-Jan...
Spain Sept.-Jan. .

.

Switzerland Sept.-Jan. .

.

Bulgaria Sept.-Jan . .

.

liumania .... , .

.

Sept.-Jan . .

.

1920-21.
Tons.

1
,
110,000
680,000
35.000

306.000
250.000
316,402
260.000
164,194
165.000
160.000
200,000
10.000

7,837
5,000

1919-20,

Tons.
739,548
476,877
12,161

164,444
146,918
238,692
226,691
146,072
152,862
182,843
81,660
8,660

10,974

)

1918-19.

Tens.
1,360,666

606,793

110,096
74,183
173,436
836,616
127,467
144,600
106,682
139,409
10,890

2,441

3.638,438 2,676,262 3,183,188

»U.S. Patent, l,m,m ; LS.J„ 1919, 857. »U.8. Patent, 7.6* J., 1930, 61.
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Sugar Crops of the World.
fWxlltU Gray's MstimaUs of Crops tc Astgust 18th ^ 1821

Cnited States— Louisiana

Harvesting
Period.

• •*Oct.-Jan. ..

1930-ai,

Tons.
150,995

1919-20.

Tons.
108,036

1918-19.

Tons.
250,802

Texas • • • »i • • 6,238 None 4,134
Porto Rico . . .Jan. -June .

.

415,000 433,826 362,618
Hawaiian Islands , ..Nov.-tJuly .. 627,400 496,183 638,913
West Indies—Virgin Islands .

.

...dan.-June .. 4,500 12,400 9,000

3,971,776Culia . . , Dec.-Jnne ., 3,900,000 3,730;077
British West Indies—Trinidad . . .Jan -June .

.

50,000 58,416 47,86o
Barbados 30,000 54,279 75,271
Jamaica 45,000 46,878 43,000
Atitigua ...Feb.-July .. 13,500 15,540 12,841

St. Kitts . . .Feb.-Aug. .

.

8,000 10,036 10,901
Other British West Indies ...Jan.-June .. 10,000 6,661

19,097
7,680

French West Indies—Martinique .. ...Jan.-July . 25,000* 10,027

Guadeloupe .. . • . ,, • * 25,000 25,500 26,604
San Domingo . . . Jan.-*1une .. 189,000 175,736 168,309

Haiti ...Dec.-Juno .. 5,000 6,000 3,300

Mexico 100,000 * 92y000 70,000

Central America—Guatemala . . .Jan.-June .

.

16,000 16,000 13,441

Other Central America 20,000 * 20,000 14,240
South America

—

Demerara Oct. -Dec. and Ma^'-June .. 100,000 96,000 107,660
Surinam ....Oct. Jan. .. 12,000

15^000
12,000 8,000

Venezuela, exports
, . ..Oct.-June .• 18,000 16,970

Ecuador ....Oct.-Fob. .. 8,000 7,000 7,000
Peru .. ..Jan. -Dec. 360,000 330,000 294,500
Argentina , ...May-Nov. •• 201,998 298,709

177,166

130,161

Brazil ....Oct.-Fob. .. 300,000 183,079

Total in America • •

«

6,626,632 6,262,514 6,377,877

Asia—Brit. India (consumed locally) . ...Dec.-May .. 2,349,000 3,049,157 2,370,000
Java (1922—1,550,000) ....MayrNov. .. 1,485,000 1,335,763 1,749,408
Formosa and Japan . . Nov.-June,. 342,176 283,482 416,678
Philippine Islands, exports .... . . . . ,, .

«

289,000 209,336 196,289

Total in Asia 4,466,176 4,877,738 4,730,376

Australia (1921-22—270,000) . . . .June-Nov. .

.

176,000 162,298 209,853
Fiji Islands .... ,, ,, .. 60,000 60,000 80,000

Total in Australia and Polynesia .

.

235,000 222,298 289,853

Africa—Egypt (consumed locally) ., . .Jan.-June .

,

80,000 86,712 76,899
Mauritius 225,000 235,490 252,770
Reunion 40,000 32,336

142,851
33,273

Natal . . . . May-Oct. .

.

140,000
45,000

186,000
Mozambique • • • ' f» »> • • 38,746 20,615

Total in Africa 630,000 536,135 567,557

Europe—Spain .... Dec.-June 6,886 6,048 6,618

Total cane sugar crops 11,763,694 11,904,733 00o

Europe—Beet sugar crops 3,638,433 2,676,262 3,163,188
TTnited States—Beet sugar crop . . .

.

,, ..July-Jan. .. 969,419 662,957 674,892
•Canada—Beet sugar crop .,Oct.-Dec. ,, 34,600 10,500 22,300

Total beet sugar crops 4,642,452 3,245,719 8,880,380

Gi!und total Cane and Beet Sugar . 16,406,146 15^150,452 15,662,660

Estimated increase in the world's production . • • 1,255,694 ... *
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United Kingdom.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF SUGAR.
IMPORTS.

One Month ending Eight Months ending
august SlST. August 31st.

1920. 1921. 1920. 1921.

Unurpinvd Sugars. Tons Tons. Tons. Tons.

Germany . . .... .... .... . • • •

Netherlands * 6,831
Belgium • « • • • • • • 596
France » * •

.

.... ....

Czecho-Slovakia .... . -

.

• • • «

Java 11,224 1,400 24,674 23,269
Philippine Islands .... .... .... ....
Cuba 20,881 9,S60 616,968 134,372
Dutch Guiana • 0 • • 81 68 1,002
Hayti and San Domingo .. .... • • • • .... 40
Mexico ... - • • « * .... ....

Pern 4,367 2,010 29,960 68,076
Brazil 114 1.672 6,001 42,693
Mauritius 1,066 6,319 97,864 186,863
British India 930 16 14,445 1,461
Straits Sottlenienta *r -T • • • • • • • •

British West Indies, British

GiiiHi)a& British ITondtiras 6,766 9,349 119,005 82,986
Other Countries 1,481 414 25,696 40,188

Total Raw Sugars 45,820 29,820 889,881 571,525

Ubpinri) ScOAIiS.

Germany .... 126 1

Netherlands 2 6,068 1,062 69,909

Belgium 83 36 1,982 16,132

France 266 46 292 2,652

Czecho-Slovakia .... 102 138

Java . « • • 6,010 356

United States of America .

.

10,413 28,672 100,616 130,968

Argentine Republic .... 1

....
^

.... ....

Mauritius . .

.

....
I1

.... ....

Other Countries 110 16,700
1i

8,111 113,647

Total Refined Sugars .. 10,875 49,761 117,802 833,702

Molasses 7,371 16,366 66,827 68,690

Total Imports 64,066 94,936 1,012,510

j

968,917

EXPORTS.

British Rsvinbi) Scgaus. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

Denmark .... .... .... ! 1

Netherlands .... 148 2 1,636

Portu gal, A zore8,Rnd Madeira .... .... ....

Channel Islands 226 94 476 1,014

Canada .... .... ....

Other Countries 37 162
**61

1,891

FoilBlON & CohON lAL SUCIAIIS.
262 404 528 4,643

Refined and Candy 1,281 68 2,148 290
Unrefined >,271 330 6,931 2,120
Various Mixed in Bond.... • • • • • • • •

Molasses 8$ 43 2,611 389

Total Exports 2,900 845 12,218 7,842

Weights calculated to the nearest ton.
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United States.
(WilUli % Gray,)

(Tons of 2,240 lbs.)
1921.

I’ons.

1920

Tons.
Total lleoeipts January 1st to August 25tli .

.

1,780,323 . . 2,361,66a

Deliveries ,, ,, 1,787,620 . . 2,359,534

Meltings by Refiners „ „ .... 1,716,844 . . 1,993,735

Exports of Refined ,, ,, 213,000 . 325,000

Importers' Stocks, August 24tli 3,765 . 2,024

Total Stocks, August 24th 104,038 . 131,990

im. 1919.

1'otal Consumption for twelve months ,

.

4,084,672 . 4.067,671

Cuba.

Statkmknt of Expouts and Stocks of Sugar, 1918-1919,

1919-1920. AND 1 920-1 92K

(Tods of 2,:i40 lbs.)

Exports

Stocks

Tods.

.. 2,467,149 .

... 1,024,139 ,

1619 20.

Tons.

.. 2,988,988 ..

. 383,868 ..

1620*21.

Tons.

1,602,897

1,410,886

Local Consumption
3,481,288

60,000 .

3,372.866

66,700 ..

3,013,783

75,000

lieoeipta at Ports to July 31flt .... 3,541,288 3,428,556 3.088,783

ffavatia, July Slst, 1921 J. Quma.— L. Mk.ikk.

United Kingdom.

Statement ok Imvouts, Extokw, and Conbumption of Sugah kou Eight Months

ENDING August 31st, 1913, 1920, and 1921.

1913.

Imports
1920. 1921.

Exports (Foreigti)

1913. 1920. 1921

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons Tons. Tons.
Refined .. .. 117,302 .. 333,702 023 2,148 290

Raw 746,680 ,, ,839,381 .. 571,525 2,635 .. 0,931 .. 2,120

Molasses . .. 65,827 .

.

58,090 211 . 2,611 389

1,450,395 1,012,510 96.3,917 3,469 11,690 2.799

Refined .. ..

% 1913.

Tons.
. 593,465

Home CONSUMFriON.
1920. 1921

Tons. Tons.
1.31.807 .. 310,850

Refined (in Bond) in the United Kingdom 487,078 5.32,212 529,071

Raw 81,592 144,783 86,036

Molasses . . .

.

20.514 21,654

Molasses, manufactured (in Bond) in United Kingdom . 24,224 52,457 30,523

U$i Exports of

Total

British Refined.. ..

. 1,207,473

16,695

882,943

528

864.525

4,543

1,190,778 882,415 859,982
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Sugar Market JReport,

Our last report was^ated 4th August, 1921,

During the past month the home marhet received the support of only a moderate
trade demand, to meet which, supplies were readily forthcoming, with the result that

values of all descriptions are lower. At the moment the market is dull and quiet, and
buyers seem to be unwilling to look ahead for their requirements. Tate's London
Granulated is quoted 57s., No. 1 Cubes 628. per cwt. Spot, Duty jiaid. Navigation on

the river Elbe shows little improvement, and the small lots of Czecho-Slovak crystals,

etc., arriving are being sold at about 278. 3d, per cwt. f.o.h. Hamburg. American
Granulated has offered persistent competition for any demand

;
spot lots are obtainable

at 568. to 558. 6d. per cwt. Duty paid, and c.i.f. U.A. ports at 28s. to '27s, according to

port and nearness of arrivaL Belgian crystals have met some demand, more particularly

for shipment to India at moments when prices compared favourably with White Javas.

Present quotations f.o.b. Antwerp are 23s. October, 218. 9d. November/Decexnber.
Second-hand lots of White Javas for September shipment to U.K. ports are obtainable at

22b. 6d. c.i.f.

White Natals on the spot are doing at 49s. to 47 b. Duty paid. W.I. Crystallized

descriptions have been in good demand, especially medium qualities, and values range
from 448. 6d. to 49s. spot.

Cables from Mauritius report the first New Crop sale by the Syndicate of some 1700

tons Crystals to Bombay, at the equivalent of 258. c.i.f. and some 3000 tons at 23s. 9d.

f.o b., but it is thought on this side that these prices are reckoned out too fully. Later

cables report business at the parity of 23s. c. and f. Bombay.

Total receipts in Cuba to 3rd September, 1921, are given as 3,152,000 tons compared
with 3,474,256 and 3,692,127 tons at the same dates in the two previous years. A com-
putation by one authority puts the final production, allowing for the balance to come from
centrals still working, at 3,866,000 tons.

Those figures serve as a reminder of the problem, as yet unsolved, of how and when
the surplus of the present crop will bo liquidated. Much advertisement has been given to

reported syndicate operations dealing with large quantities of the unsold sugar, but such

reports can have no more foundation than is contained in the fact that much sugar is

drifting into iho unwilling hands of banking interests, as security for advances which
probably exceed present market values. Curtailment of the next crop is advanced by
some ns a feature which will assist the position. Eestrictions of the usual replantings

would of course diminish the output, but more particularly of the 1922/23 crop
;
restriction

of harvesting, to be of immediate advantage, would need to be practised at the beginning of

tbe crop, which is a difficult problem to solve in itself, unless the planter can find some-
body willing to advance the money to “ carr}' on ” against his standing canes. In the
tnejintime, the approach of the seasonal falling off in the meltings by American sea-board

1Refineries will tend to slacken the call for prompt Cuban sugar.

The quotation of the Cuban Soiling Committee for 96° c. jnd f. New York remains at

8^ c., but free sugara coming along are being sold at a concession and latest cables report
business in Porto Kicos and Philippines at 4f c. c.i.f.

R' The Java market, barring a temporary setback to about I3j guilders, has maintained
a firm tone, considerable quantities having been taken by the Indian markets. Present
quotations for Whites f.o.b. are 16J guilders per picul for Sepiomber shipment, 16| guilders
October/November; c. and f. Calcutta quoted 23/3 October/December.

Total shipments from the Island during May, June and July were 331,807 tons, as

compared with 235,683 tons lust year. Shipments to U.K. and Continent amounted to

about 40,000 tons, British India 141,000 tons.

Continental crop reports show little improvement since our last report, and it seems
certain that owing to the exceptional drjmess of the season, Ihe outturn will be below
earlier anticipations. France has benefited b^ rains, but in some parts the outlook is very
indifferent; Czecho-Slovakia complains of continued dryness and recent cables estimate the
crop at about 670,000 tons, from which it is argued that little more than about 200,000
tons will be left for export.

H. H. HANCOCK ^ Co.
10 & 11, Mincing Tiune,

London, E.C. 3,

September 9th, 1921.
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Notes and Comments.

/
The Report of the Indian Sugar Committee: What about the Funds?

Iilltiewhere in a second article reviewing this report wo deal with the agricul-

tural portion. As will be seen the industry is considered province by province,

and the recommendations of the Committee are of a detailed as well ns a ooinpre-'

hensive character. The Government of India has for many years paid a good
deal of attention to the sugar industr}^ and a great deal of useful work has been
done in various centres; and it was with the idea of collecting this scattered

information into one office that the Sugar lUireau, to whoso work we recently

drew attention, was called into being. But it is proposed to go much further, and
the Eeport of the Committee gives the Government of India the opportunity of

co-ordinating and unifying Indian sugar research in one central institute with
branches all over the country wherever the industry is of sufficient importance.
Naturally, the main obstacle in the way of this advance is the financing of the
Committee’s proposals. That money expended on the industry js likely to be a
sound investment is substantiated by the lesults obtained in the United Provinces,

Bombay and Madras. Taking the latter province, of which alone exact figures

are available, it has been officially estimated that the work done some years ago
at the Samalkota Sugar Farm has at a trifling cost to the Government improved
the industry in South India to the extent of 30 lakhs of rupees (£300,000 at the
official rate of 2s. the rupee).

But to carry out the Committee’s proposals in their entirety will involve a
very largo outlay, the annual budget being about equal to that voluntarily sub-
scribed by the Java sugar factories. There are practically no large concerns in

India to bear the cost of research work, the vast bulk of the cultivation being in the
hands of native growers living from hand to mouth, and it is doubtful whether
the Government of India will be able to find the necessary funds now that the
financial condition has so altered since the Committee drafted their Beport. It is

too often the case in India that, when a Committee has been appointed to examine
any specific subject, the immediate effect is to hold up all advances, however
obvious, till the report has been duly printed end considered, and in many cases
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years of delay are permitted to intervene before the findings of such a Committee

are put into practice. We trust that this will not be the fate of the proposals of

the Sugar Committee. But it was probably due to a fear that such delay might

be experienced that the Committee has guarded itself by pointedly recommending

that,work in certain directions should not await the formation of the Sugar Board

or the building of the central Eesoarch Institute, but should bo immediately ex-

tended along the present lines. Such is the work of the Sugar Bureau, the Cane-

Breeding Station, the work at Shajahanpur in the United Provinces and that at

Manjri in Bombay. We trust that these at least may be allowed to proceed with

their work uninterruptedly, if they do not receive the prompt extension that the

Committee recommends.

The West Indian Agricultural College.

Last month the governing body of the West Indian Agricultural College was

formally constituted at a meeting at the Colonial Ofiice. Sir Akthuk Shiplky,

P.E.S., Master of Christ’s College, Cambridge, is to be the chairman, and amongst

the other Governors are Sir D. Train, of Kew, Sir Francis Watts, Sir Norman
Lamont, Mr. G. Moody Stuart, Mr. W. Soott IIerriot, Mr. E. Eutiiebford,

and a number of others officially interested in agriculture. Mr, A. E. Aspinall,

secretary of the West India Committee, has boon appointed secretary, having

been previously hon. secretary to the Tropical Agricultural College Committee.

Eapid progress is being made with the plana for bringing this college into existence,

and an architect has been invited to submit designs. Apart from gifts by the

colonies concerned, including one of £50,000 from Trinidad, a number of private

donations of money have been made, and the gifts of sugar machinery promised by
various firms are estimated to bo worth £20,000.

Economic Conditions in the British West Indies.

Tlio first annual report to be issued by H.M. Trade Commissioner in the

British West Indies has just recently boon published by the Department of Ovor-

seus Trade, having been compiled by Mr. A. W. II. Hall, of H.M. Trade

Commisssioner’s Ofiice, Trinidad, It deals with the economic and financial con-

ditions of these islands. At the outset Mr. Hall draws attention to the peculiar

geographical character of the area included in the term “ British West Indies,”

The Bahamas on the northern extremity are separated from Trinidad in the south

by about 2000 miles, while Georgetown, British Guiaiii, is still more distant from
the Bahamas. Jamaica is nearly 700 miles east of British Honduras and over

1000 miles north-west of Barbados. This geographical factor is responsible for

considerable differences of climate and soil, and it affects widely the problems of

Civil govenimont, industry, and trade
; the difficulty of intercommunication

between certain of the units is pronounced. The great majority of the population

of the West Indies is of negro origin, but in some of the colonies and particularly

in Trinidad and British Guiana, there is a large East Indian population. In all

the colonies the number of whites is small, but their spending capacity is usually

high. Legislatively, tho term “ British West ludies ” suggests a unity which, in

effect, does not exist. British Guiana, British Honduras, Trinidad, Jamaica,
Barbados, the Bahamas and the Bermudas are all separate Colonies having separ-

ate governments, separate laws, and separate tariffs. Each of the two groups
named the Leeward Islands and the Windward Islands has one governor, but all

the larger islands which comprise these groups make their own laws and draw upv

their own Customs tariffs.



Notes and Comments.

Just prior to the outbreak of war the finauceB of the West Indies were in a

very precarious position owing to the low level of prices of all agricultural com-
modities. Conditions had not been so bad since 1897» the year when a Boyal
Commission visited the West Indies to investigate the serious position into which
these Colonies had fallen, due to the competition of bounty-fed beet sugar. Since

the time of the Commission the price of cane sugar had risen slightly until the

year 1913, and factory methods had been improved. Also planters had turned

their attention to other olaeses of tropical produce and the West Indies were less

dependent than they had been on sugar. But cocoa fell from 728. per cwt. in

1913 to 58s. in 1914 : sugar fell from 178. to 128.3d., and the demand for and

prices of other commodities declined in a similar way. Properties were being

mortgaged, the stores were accumulating unsaleable stocks, and the banks were

anticipating the carrying over of loans to the following year. Thus the position

at the outbreak of war was a very serious one. But tho advent of the war

changed the financial aspect. Prices of products rose almost immediately, in the

case of sugar to 2Rs. in 1915, to 43s. in 1916, and at the end of the war it was

fetching GOs. per cwt. Prosperity followed, mortgages being liquidated and

plantations changing hands at record prices.

But with the summer of 1920 came another crisis. Droughts in some of

the islands and a slump in sugar and cocoa prices, followed by a restriction in

banking facilities, brought about a complete change in the financial outlook, and

since then trade has been stagnant.

The Canadian«West Indian Agreement.

In May, 1920, loprosontatives from the Governments of all the British West
Indian islands and of British Guiana and British Honduras met at C)ttawa to

confer with the Dominion Government on such subjects as cable communications,

transport facilities, preferential tariffs, and trade relations generally. A similar

conforoiico had been held in 1912, when a preference tariff was introduced,

relating, however, to only a few selected commodities. The new conference

resulted in preferences being accorded to Canada, varying from 25 to 50 per

cent., while the Canadian reciprocal preference is a uniform one of 50 per cent.

Sugar from the British West Indies receives a preference varying from 46*08 to

96 cents per 100 lbs., dependent on the degree of polarization. The West Indian

colonies have also agreed that preferences given to Canadian goods shall likewise

bo extended to the United Kingdom.

Jamaica and the Dutch Standard.

The colony of Jamaioa, which was not a party to the first agreement, was the first

to ratify the 1920 agreement. In that island and to a smaller degree throughout

the sugar'growing colonies, disagreement has been strongly expressed with regaid

to the retention in the new agreement of the Dutch Colour Standard for classifying

sugar for duty purposes. In order to protect Canadian refiners a prohibitive duty

is imposed on grocery sugars and the colour test is used for this purpose. The
objections to the use of the Dutch Standard are that it varies from year to year

and that refining sugars near the border line of colour may occasionally be penalized

through being too light. To meet this difficulty the Canadian Government have

agreed to amend the Canadian Customs Tariff so that sugar above No, 16 Dutch

Standard in colour when imported by a recognized sugar refiner for refining pur>

poses only will not be subject to the extra duties.
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Preferential Tariffs and American Competition.

In accordance with the terms of the Canadian-West Indian Agreement, the

Tariffs of Trinidad, British Guiana, British Honduras, Grenada and St. Vincent

have been revised, and the other colonies are expected to introduce new Customs

Ordinances in the near future. In all the colonies named the preferential rate is

10 per cent,, the general rate 20 per cent, in Trinidad and British Guiana and 15

per cent, in the others. This preference when added to the premium cff 25 per

cent, at which American exchange stands at the time of writing gives British

exporters a very substantial advantage, which is likely to bo increased later in the

year when American wheat and cotton are going forward to the United Kingdom,

In the case of Trinidad, American goods are subject to yet greater charges owing

to the fact that import duties are assessed on their cost in American money. Thus

goods invoiced at 100 dollars are subject to duty at 20 per cent, on 125 dollars

(=: 25 dollars) and apart from freight charges they cost the Trinidad importer 150

dollars as against 110 dollars, the cost of British goods invoiced at the same sum.

The British exporter has, therefore, an apparent advantage of over 36 per cent.,

which is, however, offset by a slight difference in freight rales and a more important

difference in the time which elapses between the order and delivery.

American competition has been veiy keen during recent years. The war
period gave the American exporters a strong temporar}' advantage and the

proximity of the West Indian Islands to the American coast gives them a per-

manent advantage, Americans, indeed, think of the West Indies as one of their

natural markets, and, on account of the frequent and regular steamship services

and of the careful attention which many American exporters give to the smallest

orders, West Indian merchants are encouraged to think in tho samo way. The
West Indinn is naturally very conservative and, although this fact has been of

some service to the British exporter in the past, the names of certain American

goods have recently become household words and in these lines the British manu-
facturer will experience some difficulty in re-establishing himself. Owing to the

advantage of geographical position, American goods reach their destination more
quickly than British goods ; this point should be borne in mind and every effort

should be made to expedite delivery. The opinion is general that British manu-
facturers look upon the West Indies as being a small and unimportant market,

useful at times when business is slack but negligible at other times. However
true this may be, there is certainly business awaiting British firms w'ho will make
a few concessions at first in order to obtain a footing ih the West Indian market
and will then give the careful attention to their customers in the West Indies that

they would give to those in the more important overseas markets.

Cuba's Sugar Problem.

A recent issue of Facts about Sugar devotes a leading article to the problem

of disposing of the surplus supply of sugar in Cuba, which is worth summarizing.

Our contemporary points out that the present difficulty that confronts Cuba is a

direct heritage of the sugar buyers’ stampede of last year when the magnet of

high prices drew to the United States market a million tons of outside sugars that

were not needed in America, but could have been used in the various quarters of

the world whence they were drawn ; the flooding of the market with these merely

displaced a million tons of Cuban and domestic sugars that had to be carried over

into the current year, and the result is there is still a big surplus that will have
to be carried over into 1922, to the detriment of the new crop sugars shortly due
on the market.
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It is of course true that Cubans troubles are in the long run due to the war,

which led the Allies to look to Cuba to supply them with unaccustomed quantities

of sugar in place of the Continental beet, and so encouraged the extension of her

production to a degree that has now become an embarrassment. Yet, but for the

financial exhaustion resulting from the war, Europe might easily now bare

absorbed all Cuba’s surplus* As it is, she is too impoverished to buy largely the

sugar she would otherwise readily absorb.

Under the circumstances, the practical problem now placed before Cuba is

whether it will be more advantageous to go on producing to the limit of her

ability or whether it would bo better to apply some limitation to production, fo]-

one season at least, in order to give an opportunity for the restoration of a more

normal balance between supply and demand. This is assuming that lack of

credits and other financial difficulties do not operate to restrict production to three

or three and a quarter million tons without any concerted or official action.

But limitation by voluntary agreement has been shown as the result of many
attempts to be unworkable; only legislative restriction, acting either in respect to

the size of the crop or the length of the grinding season, would stand a chance of

success. The latest plan, according to our contemporary, is to defer the opening

«)f the grinding season until January loth or February 1 and to prohibit new

crop shipments till February 15 or March 1. The law, it is suggested, could

be enforced by placing a prohibitive tax on sugar produced before a certain

date, ??u})porter8 of tho plan assert that it would have the effect of limiting the

grinding season to tho period when the cane gives the best yield and that, while

reducing the total output, it would make it possible for the smaller crop to be pro-

duced at a lower relative cost. Meanwhile, loiiger opportunity would bo afforded

to find a inaikef for the old crop surplus before the new crop comes into competi-

tion with if.

Cuba’s Ultimate Stability.

But though the problem is not an easy one to solve, the position of Cuba in

the long run is not one to inspire any fears for her ultimate rehabilitation. Her

real wealth as represented by her productive capacity remains unexhausted.

Her financial condition is at present in a very bad way ; her banks are overloaded

with depreciated assets consisting largely of mortgages on properties whose value

to-day reproseiits only a relatively small percentage of the sums originally loaned

on them. But the opinion is expressed that if sufficient time and patience is shown

Cuba by her creditors, they will in tho end receive a very considerable percentage

of the sums due to them. On the other hand, forced settlements at tho present

moment are yielding something like 15 cents only to tho dollar.

Cuba is, however, too good a customer of the United States to be harshly

treated. For the year ending June 30th last, she held fourth place in purchases

from the United States, and in proportion to her population and total commerce

she is by far tbo best customer the United States have. Statistics of sugar

machinery exported from the States do not indicate tho country of destination,,

but Cuba w^as known to have taken the larger part of the exports of the year im

question, amounting to over 29 million dollars in value. In the opposite directfoil,

Cuba’s exports of sugar during the past year were valued at nearly 8420,400,000,

of which over 80 per cent, went to the United States, while exports of leaf tobacco,

copper, bananas and hides wore very considerable. It is clear then that the

recuperative power of this island is too great to allow more than a temporary

eclipse of its general prosperity, and the only question is how best Cuba can tide

over the inteiTal so as to suffer the minimum dislocation of her normal trade.
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From the Sugar Cane/’ October, 1871.

Several useful teohnical articles were published in this issue of our predecessor;

and the first of these discussed the value of various chemicals that had been pro-

posed as clarifying agents for cane juice. Tannin, which had been strongly

recommended by Evans, Basset and other writers, had proved unsuccessful

by reason (it was stated) of the necessity of employing none but copper vessels,

and of the difficulty of obtaining the product in sufificient amount. Aluminium
sulphate had been fotind to possess several advantages. On dissolving this salt in

the juice in the proportion of 1 lb. to every 100 gallons, and following its addition

with 10-12 0Z8 . of lime, it was said that the aluminium hydroxide thus formed

combined with the colouring matters and precipitated a large amount of the organic

non-sugars substances present. According to a curious method of clarifying cane

juice, proposed by Mr. Garcia, of Louisiana, a fatty acid was added to the limed

juice to form an insoluble soap, which on rising to the surface carried along with

it the suspended impurities, leaving the liquid below clear and limpid. This

method of procedure was found to clarify the juice “exceedingly well,^’ but to

prove too costly in practice.

At the present day, writers on the use of decolorizing carbons emphasize that

the great desideratum is to produce a preparation so cheap that it can be dis-

carded after use without troubling about revivification. It is therefore very

interesting to read in an article published by Emile Eosseait 50 years ago in this

number of the Sugar Cane a statement of this desirable possibility which read as

follows: “It is necessary then to find a decolorizing char, which may easily be

employed in fine powder, and of which the price will be lower than the cost of

revivifying animal charcoal in grain
;
in order that, after using it once, it may be

thrown away or applied to agricultural purposes These are almost

the same words as those quite recently used by a well-known American sugar

technologist. ‘

Lastly, in this issue there was reproduced an article giving the results of the

careful chemical control of a beet factory at Groningen, Holland, in which a very

full account of the possible sources of loss of sugar during manufacture was stated.

It was by Fisohman, and was a very complete research judged iu the light of the

knowledge of the subject existing at that time. He had computed the loss of

sugar in the exhausted slices, the dififusion waste waters, the press waste waters,

the filter-press washings, the char-filter wash wateis, and the condenser waters.

These were found to amount to an average of 0*69 per cent, of the roots, which
deducted from the total loss of 1 *74 per cent, (found by deducting the sucrose in

the fii*8t massecuite from that in the roots) left almost 1 per cent. This loss was
believed to occur during diffusion

; and Fisohman had endeavoured unsuccess-

fully to estimate its amount by collecting the CO® disengaged from the juice in

the diffusion vessels. However, the loss in diffusion is now known to be small,

less at any rate than 1 per cent. Herzfeld iu 1905 placed it at 0*18 per cent,,

and attributed a certain loss to sucrose decomposition during heating, evapora-
tion, and boiling.

1 Compare Dr. Hobne, Jl Jnd, Eng, Ohem,^ 192Q, 18, 1015.
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The Jamaica Sugar Industry.

(From a Oorrespondent.)

There has been a great development of the Jamaica sugar industry in local

and foreign publications during the past few years; but while the actual

development represented by the new factories erected for the 1921 crop appears

encouraging, the final return of sugar and mm produced from the crop just com-
pleted does not justify much optimism*

The Bernard Lodge Central of the Keeling-Lindo Co., parish of St. Catherine,

was the first of the new centrals to be erected and took off its first crop of 8000

tons of sugar in 1920. The price of sugar ranging from £40 to £100 per ton

during the middle of 1920 stimulated both the manufacturer and producer to make
into sugar all available cane permissible, with a large planting in view for the

1921 crop, so that the sugar crop reached about 46,000 tons. Some of the planters

preferred to keep in storage part of their products for higher prices when sugar

was selling for £40 to £100 and rum 10 to 12 shillings per gallon, consequently

part of the 1920 rum is still unsold and an appreciable loss of the possible profits

on the sugar held was sustained.

The high prices paid for cane and the huge profits expected from the

manufacture of sugar induced most manufacturers to spend their profits for

improvements costing two to three times the pre-war figure
;
the banker to

advance £20 to £25 per ton of estimated sugar output to any Company with land

and a small capital for the erection of a sugar factory. The result of money being

easily obtainable and the outlook for sugar bright was the establishment of four

sugar factories in now districts and the replacements of five old sugar factories

with larger buildings and new machinery.

The largest of these now factories erected for 1921 was the Gray’s Inn

Central Factory, Ltd., in the northside parish of St. Mary, owned principally by
Sir John Pkingle. It is a 14-roUer plant built by the Mikrlees Watson
Co., Ltd., with sufficient capacity to produce 10,000 tons of sugar per annum.
Another banana and coconut section that has been invaded by sugar cane is the

Plantain Garden River district in the parish of St. Thomas by the erection of a

small 8-roller plant by Messrs. llENRiauES Bros, of Kingston, the principal

machinery being supplied by the Mirblees Watson Co., Ltd. and John McNeil
& Co., Ltd. The mills are only 22 in. X 36 in, and the ultimate cane supply was
expected to be sufficient to produce about 800 tons of sugar annually. Messrs.

Henriques Bros, are engineers aiid are owners of a large foundry and shop in

Kingston.

Harrison, a retired professor, owner of considerable property and cattle in

the parish of St. Elizabeth, became enthusiastic over the sugar situation, the

result being the erection of a small 11 -roller mill and plant called Union by the

Honolulu Iron Works Co. of Hawaii. The mills in this factory are also 22 in. X
36 in,, the ultimate sugar capacity per annum being about the same as the Plantain

Garden River plant. Nearer the mountains and about six miles from the

Bernard Lodge Central in the parish of St. Catherine, a small factory called

Bybrook was erected by Lindo, the capacity of the plant being only 16 to 20 tons

of sugar per 24 hours.

Of the remodelled sugar factories in Jamaica, possibly Serge Island was the

most modern and best equipped, all machinery now being operated by electricity

instead of steam as was previously the case. This plant is in the parish of
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St. Thomas, is principally owned by the Holgates, and known as the Serge

Island Estates Ltd. Its rated capacity is about 40 tons of sugar per 24 hours.

The owners were at a great advantage in having a dam in the Johnson river,

about two miles from the site of the factory, giving a 60 ft. fall and consequently

sufficient electrical power for their complete factory. Owing to the vanishing

supply of wood fuel in Jamaica the electrification of sugar plants is becoming

worthy of serious consideration especially when there are so many available

waterfalls. Albion, a very old sugar estate belonging to the Gkinan family, was
purchased by Messrs. DaCosta and Machado, remodelled ajid a new 22 in. x 36 in.

11 -roller milling plant installed, the idea being to purchase all cane the plant

could grind in addition to that obtained fiom their 500 acres of cultivation.

Nearly all of the above-mentioned factories are located some distance from the

Jamaica Government railway line and are dependent \ipon carts, principally, for

bringing their supply of cane to the factory. On the Ohapelton branch of the

railway Dr, A. Qkinan has erected a modern factory called Sevens with very

attractive buildings for his employees. The old Sevens factory which was not on

the railway line, was dismantled and part of the machinery used in the now
factory. This plant, now an 11-rollor mill, 24 in. x 48 in., is equipped for and has

the cane supply to make 2500 to 3000 tons of sugar per annum. This is one of

the best locations in the island for a sugar factory as crop failures are very rare,

the animal rainfall usually being quite sufficient to produce a good crop at times

that other estates suffer for want of rain. On the main lino of the Government

railway to Montego Bay, the Lindo Bros, have established an 8-roller plant, the

mills being 22 in. x 36 in. This modern plant takes the place of the old Appleton

factory which was widely known for its high-class rum. Most of the

machinery was removed from the old Grange Lane factory which was replaced by

the large Bernard Lodge factory. Another small plant known as Freeman’s

Hall was erected by the Hendersons near Allsidos P.O.

Mr. J. H. Blakesley, from Scotland, was employed as Consulting Engineer

for the Government to select or advise the site for the Central Factory to be

established in St, Thomas; however, at tho time of writing the general opinion is

that it is not wise to risk such a large sum of taxpayers’ money in erecting a

sugar factory and the probability of such a factory ever being established is

doubtful.

Tho sugar season of 1920 was Jamaica’s most prosperous period and at that

time there was a bright prospective future for Jamaica in 1921 with her new
factories and the increased cane cultivation. Unfortunately a severe drought was
experienced on most of the plantations about August and continued long enough

to reduce the production to about 25 per cent, of the noimal on some plantatioiis

;

and, added to this misfortune for the 1921 crop, was the heavy rain during the

harvesting season. It became necessary for nearly all the factories to stop

grinding for two to three weeks and shortly after resuming operations the yield

of sugar per ton of cane was so poor that it did not pay to operate at the cuiTent

price of sugar. The high freight rates charged by the Government Eailway, the

drop in the quality of the cane after the heavy rains, coupled with the dullness of

the sugar market made it necessary for some of the planters to leave part of their

1921 cane crop in the field.

The total sugar production in the island will not reach 38,000 tons for the

1921 crop and the price offered in July ranged from twelve to fifteen pounds

sterling per ton. The cane crop having been grown with high priced labour, and all

factory repairs and installations made at a cost that could only he justified with
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sugar at thirty to forty pounds sterling, naturally the planter preferred to store

his sugar and rum to wait for prices that would justify his expenditures in pro-

ducing the crop. The result was that the greater portion of the 1921 sugar and

rum crop was stored with a very dull market for either, and a great number of

the manufacturers and planters were without sufficient funds to carry on

preparations for the 1922 crop as their advances from the banks had reached

their limit.

The Jamaica Government, realizing the serious condition in which the

labourers as well ns the planters and manufacturers would he placed should

preparations for the 1922 crop cease, immediately put a bill through the Legislature

to afford a temporary aid to the sugar industry by raising u loan of £400,000 for

the purpose of carrying on those estates and cane farms applying for help. The

Government will borrow the money from the banks at 7 per cent, interest and let

the applicants have it at 8 per cent., the applicant giving the Government a first

mortgage on the property. Up to the present there have been H applicants,

involving 28 properties, which have applied for aid
;
this moans that if all applicants

are granted aid each estate will receive approximately £14,000. The labourers

dependent upon the applicants for the loan are estimated at about 40,000.

Not one of the new factories erected for the 1921 crop made 50 per cent, of

the sugar which was estimated at the time the machinery was purchased, con-

sequently the ability of these factories to ride the wave of financial depression with

small sugar ciops and a poor market is problematical.

Sugar cane being a much more expensive crop to grow than either bananas

or coconuts, the present crisis may stifle any increase in the future sugar

production in districts where bananas or coconuts may be giown. There are only

a few favoured districts sufficiently large and well located to economically

establish and operate a factory capable of grinding 1000 tons of cane per day of

24 hours ; transportation, labour, and fuel supply are the present handicaps to the

operation of larger factories economically.

Anyone may estimate that if only a portion of Jamaica’s Hvailable sugar land

was put into cane cultivation, she would be capable of producing from 100,000 to

200,000 tons of sugar
; but, if the cause of the temporary increase in production

and the general requirements necessary for a steady giowtb are taken into con-

sideration, it would be more than optimistic to place her ultimate annual

production beyond 75,000 tons.

A proj)0^al to undertake the conversion of rum into industrial alcohol in Jamaica has

been refen od to a committee of planters. It is intended to convert the rum into rectified

spirits for slupment to Canada and elsewhere, using plant which would he installed in a

factory on the outskirts of Kingston.

A company has been incorporated in. London under the style of Producer Gas Plants,

Ltd., for developing the Parker portable producer patents, relating to the principle of

substituting producer gas in place of petrol, alcohol, or other liquid fuel for internal com-
bustion engines driving motor cars, tractors, etc. A producer weighing 400 lbs. lor a

40 H.P. unit has been successfully evolved. In the case of a 3-ton lorry carrying this

portable producer plant, 2*5 lbs. of coke per car-mile is the avoiage consumption under a

full load, that is, 9s. per 100 miles with coke at £4 per ton. In the case of a similar

vehicle covering the same distance, the fuel cost, using petrol at 2b. 6d. per gallon, would
be £2 28. 6d. Therefore (it is concluded in one of the reports published in the prospectus)

the saving would be 78 per cent, of the fuel cost, equal to petrol at less than 7d. per gallon.

A producer of a type suitable for consuming charcoal for use in tropical countries has been

designed. Mr. E. S. Shwapnkix-Smxth, F.O.S., and Mr. H. Wm. Bamber, M.I.Mech.E.,

are Chairman and Consulting Engineer respectively of this new venture.
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II,—Agricultural.

As regards the growth and cultivation of the sugar cane in India, the

Committee sets forth in some detail the observations made during its somewhat

hurried and cursory visits to the various Provinces, and the conclusions it has

arrived at as to possible improvements. For the convenience of our readers, and

to make this part of the Eeport more intelligible, we have prepared a map giving

the relative distribution of cane in the different Provinces, and have also sub-

divided the country into large blocks having some marked characteristic in

common.

(1) The main north Indian tract, comprising the United Provinces, the

Punjab and Bihar, with 2,000,000 acres of cane cultivation and three-quarters of

that iu India as a whole. This area extends in a south-easterly direction along

the base of the Himalayas, from the Punjab where there is frost every year to

Bihar where the climate is sub-tropical, with a distinct element of a purely

tropical character. Excepting near the mountains, sugar cane needs irrigation

iu this tract, and its extent will therefore mainly depend on the facilities for this.

The air is very dry, especially when the canes are germinating, and the growing

period is very short, being followed and checked by a marked cold weather. The
soil is alluvial and forms the upper, main portions of the Indus and Ganges basins.

It is the natural homo of the indigenous Indian canes which become thicker and

larger from the Punjab to Bihar.

(2) Bengal, which extends further south tlinn Bihar, has the tropical element

more pronounced, and the air is generally moister. It consists of the lower basins

of the Ganges and the Brahmaputra and of the great river formed by the union

of the two. Much of it is flooded during the rains. The area under sugar oaiio

is considerably less than in former years, owing to the great extension of jute

growing. Thick tropical canes, intermediate forms, and indigenous varieties

jostle one anotlier throughout its length and breadth.

(3) The North-west Frontier Province, Assam and Burma, although widely

separated geographically, have the common chameters of comparatively sparse

population and inconsiderable areas under cane, but also the capacity of

growing excellent tropical varieties. They appear to owe this character rather to

appreciable moisture in the air than to a truly tropical climate, but differ greatly

among themselves in range of temperature. The soil is alluvial and has been

formed by the Indus, Brahmaputra, and Irrawaddy rivers respectively. As will be

seen in the sequel, each of them has the elements of possible factory installation.

Irrigation is not needed in Assam and Burma.

(4) Bombay with Sind occupies a very long strip of land bordering the

western side of India, between north latitudes 16*" and 28®. While Sind is in the

lower part of the Indus valley alluvium, Bombay proper boasts of an excellent

volcanic soil originating, in the main, from the decomposition of underlying

trap rock. Here some of the best canes in India are to be found, and very heavy
yields are obtained, but this is in large part due to the very heavy doses of manure
which it is the local custom to give the cane fields. ^Die area under cane in

Bombay, although mainly in the tropics, is comparatively small (102,000 acres),

and is entirely dependent on irrigation.
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(5) Madras and Mysore.—This area is purely tropical and covers the lower

half of the Peninsula, with a long streamer up the east coast nearly to Calcutta.

It includes the deltas of three great rivers, but these are almost entirely devoted

to rice cultivation. While in every respect suited to the growth of thick tropical

canes, the areas under the crop are small and very scattered, totalling only about

150,000 acres.

Thousands oi acres
in a d«9>tnct

The main detaii^ of this mai* abb taken feom one published by the suoab

COMMITTEE, AND IT EEPBK8ENT8 FAIBLY ACCURATELY THE RANGE OF DISTRIBUTION OF

THIS CROP. As, HOWEVER, THE DISTRICTS ARE NOT OF EQUAL SIZE, THE SHADING

DOES NOT ALWAYS AGREE WITH THE CONCENTRATION OF CANE GROWING. THE
DISTRICTS IN South India are, for instance, larger than in tub north, and the
MAP therefore suggests MORE CANE IN THIS PART OF INDIA THAN THERE REALLY IS.
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Considering these five regions, there appears to be something topsy-turvy in

the growth of the sugar cane in India. Its greatest extent is just where the

student would say that the climate was most unsuitable. The most suitable

climates are to be found in the extreme north and south, but in each case there is

some limiting factor which reduces the area actually under cane to very small

proportions. The area cultivated under the Himalayas, the natural home of the

thin, indigenous kinds, from the Punjab to Bengal, is 2,217,000 acres, while that

in the rest of India where thick tropical canes can bo grown is 369,000 acres,

nearly 100,000 acres less than in the Punjab where frost occurs every year and

the thinnest and most primitive canes in the world are grown.

Let us now proceed to consider the mass of observations and deductions made
by the Committee on the agriculture of the cane dunng their tour through the

different provinces. Those cover 165 folio pages and contain an enormous mass

of detail
;

it will thus only be possible to deal with each very briefly, and we have

followed the Committee in treating more fully of those parts where the impor-

tance of the crop or the prospect of extension is greatest.

The United Provinces contain more than half the area under cane in India, but

the climate, already briefly alluded to in Paper I,* renders the cane problem of

much complexity. Most of it is under irrigation, but the canals were designed for

the intermittent use of such crops as wheat, which only requires water two or three

times during growth. The canal systems are considered in some detail as regards

the possibility of extending the area under sugar cane, and a map is inserted giving

their arrangement. There does not appear to be much chance of expansion under

the old canal systems, but there may be some under the Ganges canal where new
head works are being constructed, whilo the new Sarda system now sanctioned

may add another 100,000 acres under cane. Wells are an important accessory to

canal irrigation in the tract, and the Committee recommends a careful fostering of

this source of supply under the charge of a full time agricultural engineering

officer, whose work should be confined to well boring and pumping installations.

Por such work to be successfully carried out, it is important that it should be

concentrated on special, selected areas, for ease in management and for propaganda

purposes. The department should also investigate the possibility of obtaining power
from the rivers so that tube wells may be woiked electrically. The concurrent

importance of efficient drainage is also urged, as most of the diseases in Indian

cane fields are primarily due to waterlogging.

The Committee is strongly of opinion that improved methods of agiiculture

should go hand in hand with the introduction of better kinds, and expresses its

belief in no uncertain manner that progress is likely to he more rapid in the former

than in the latter direction. The work being done in testing Coimbatore crosses

and imported tropical canes should be continued and expanded and a hill station

should be opened for the supply of sets after the Java plan, this station also serving

for Bihar, This is one of the many directions in which the Committee has drawn
inspiration from its visit to Java, but we are led to wonder whether there would
be any need for this innovation and, if there were, whether it would be possible to

carry it out in this tract. Change of seed is well known by the Indian cultivator

to be beneficial, but we doubt the advantage of trying the hills for this supply in

north India, If India is to he self supporting as regards its supply of sugar, the

Committee considers it essential that new thick and medium canes should be grown
and much better cultivation methods adopted. Such introduction of better canes

has already been demonstrated on the Shahjahanpur Cane Besearoh Station, where

^ j p. 491.
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suitable supplies of water and manure are available. The Committee further finds

that the best system of cultivation is the Java method of trenching, although it is

recognised that this will require a large and efficient labour supply.

Besides the larger proposals of a great Eesearch Institute and experimental

factory, which are both to be erected in this Province, the work being done at

present should be greatly extended and made to apply to the whole area ; the

Shahjahanpur farm should be extended to 200 acres, and two now research stations

should be opened at opposite ends of the Provinces, namely in the Gorakhpur and

Meerut divisions, where cane growing is most concentrated, in each case with a

200-acre farm. All research work, whether chemical or botanical, sliould be placed

under one whole time officer, and this development should not await the formation

of the Eesearch Institute but becanied out as soon as possible. Efficient bands

of demonstrators should be trained at the three research stations for propaganda

work on improved agricultural methods and varieties in all the chief sugar tracts

of the United Provinces,

Bihar (267,000 acres under cane) is next dealt with, presumably as it is at

present the chief centre in India of the manufacture of white sugar direct from

the cane. This important industry lies in north Bihar near the Himalayas and

the canes are usually grown without irrigation. It is a somewhat anomalous fact

that very little cane research work appears to have been done by the local Govern-

ment, and much preliminary investigation is thus needed, even before demon-

stration parties can be profitably formed. The Committee finds that the Sone

canal area, south of the Ganges, is the most promising field for extension, but the

drainage is bad, and until this is attended to the problem is insoluble. It suggests

that a drainage survey should be immediately started both here and in the flooded

areas north of the river. Cultivation is in need of radical reform; a prolonged

fallow in the summer or a green manuring crop before cane is insisted on, a fodder

crop should be introduced into the local rotation for theleeding of the small cattle

and thus fitting them for the severe work of the cane cultivation and harvest,

selection of sets, planting in rows and less thickly, improved after-cultivation

and the use of oil cake as mauur eare also suggested as much needed improve-

ments.

Most of the cane used by the planters in north Bihar is grown by the ryots,

and consists of the local indigenous varieties, some of which are above tbe average.

The immediate need of the planters, who cultivate some of the land, is a series of

improved varieties, capable of responding to intensive cultivation such as is not

applicable to the indigenous varieties as a whole. For this and other purposes the

foundation of a properly located research station is considered urgent. This matter

has been before the local Oovornment for quite a number of years and various sites

have been selected in turn; the final decision is in favour of one in Sarau district

which although an important sugar tract is remote from the area occupied by the

planters. The Committee points this out and, while suggesting that the Saran

station may be of use locally, considers that a new and bigger one should be

installed, perhaps in the neigbourhood of Pusa. The intermpted work on the

classification of the local cane varieties should be taken uj) again and completed,

and the propagation of Jhmja, the kind chiefly grown, and other superior native

kinds should be made along pure lines, and distributed. Dr. Barber’s crosses and

indigenous varieties from other provinces should be tested under ryot’s conditions

and special efforts made to obtain an early maturing sort. But until the research

station has obtained appreciable results a special demonstration staff should be

postponed.
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The Fttnjahf where 438,000 acres of cane are grown and there appears to be the

likelihood of an extension, seems to interest the Committee less than the United

Provinces and Bihar. The province shows the least development in the industry,

as regards the kind of cane grown, the yield obtained and the cost of cultivation.

The climate is extreme, frost in December and the very high temperature of 116® F
in summer. Most of the cane is grown under the great irrigation projects which

have converted deserts only occupied by nomadic pastoral tribes into rich oases, so

that it should not be so difficult to obtain large blocks for sugarcane concentration

if this were considered necessary. But the climatic conditions are unfavourable,

and the Committee considers that the short period of the rains and extremes of

temperature will remain a handicap on cane growing as compared with the less

tropical wheat and cotton. Their recommendations are similar to those for the

United Provinces but on a much smaller scale. A whole time cane research officer

should be appointed but the time is not ripe for a demonstration staff. The work

of testing supenor varieties from other provinces, exotics and crosses from Coim-

batore, should be continued and extended. It is worth recording that some of the

Coimbatore crosses were obtained from tropical canes and the wild Saccharum

spontimeim^ and that the local Katha cane, which is the main variety in this part

of India, is apparently nearer to the wild Saccharum than any other cane in India,

Frost resistance will always be a dominating element in successful introductions,

and this is constantly studied in comparing the suitability of new kinds under trial.

Be7igal need not detain us long. The Committee does not consider that

there is any prospect of extension and this fact, together with the intrinsic

importance of the industry, does not justify either a special research station or a

whole time sugar cane officer. It records its opinion that attempts at improving

the cultivation should be confined to regions above flood level, and suggests that

the interesting classification of the varieties, nowhere more mixed than in Bengal,

should be resumed and brought to a conclusion. There are 222,660 acres of

cane,

The North Wtst Frontier Province has a small area of cane (32,000 acres) in

the Peshawar valley which is extremely interesting. Although the extremes of

temperature are even greater than in the Punjab (30®F to 12()®F in the shade) it

is not difficult to gi-ow good tropical canes, and this the Committee considers as

due to the comparative dampness of the air. As this area is further north than

any other in India we must ascribe the failure to grow thick canes in the main
north Indian tract to the dryness of the air rather than to the other climatic

factors already enumerated. The cultivation in the Peshawar valley is however
of a much higher order than in the United Provinces. The Committee draw
attention to the excellence of the cultivation, the digging in of a leguminous
crop and the practice of clamping or windrowing the canes through the cold

weather. Eecent study of this practice by the Pusa chemical section has shown
that comparatively little change takes place in the juice of the canes during the

first two or three months in the ground, which should lengthen the season for

factory work, although the extra cost does not seem to have been given due
weight. Added to this, sugar beet grows very well and the suggestion has been
made that it might be possible to start a central factory dealing with these two
crops. The great need is for an early ripening cane of good quality. Owing to

the smallness of the area and the improbability of greatly extending it, the

Committee does not recommend the appointment of a research officer or the

opening of a research station, but suggests that a chemist should be employed
who could carry on the work commenced at Pusa.
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AsBum, although at present very little cane is grown, presents very distinct

possibilities. The climate is devoid of extremes and the air remains moist

throughout the year. An experiment on a large scale has been carried out in

recent years of putting waste grass land under cane, and although open to many
serious criticisms has undoubtedly produced some useful results. At present there

seems little likelihood of improving the scattered ryot’s cultivation and the only

apparent line of progress lies in the direction of central factories controlling their

own lauds, and planting good, heavy yielding canes, which appear to thrive and

mature well without irrigation. For this purpose there are large areas of un-

occupied land ready to be taken up but, to avoid the mistakes of the past, the

Committee suggests the appointment of a committee of three whose main duty

would be to survey the available lands and select suitable localities for pioneer

factories. One or at most two research stations should be opened when the

Eesearch Institute has boon founded, but until then the present work at Jorhat

should bo continued. Many problems await solution in Assam, and these are of a

totally different character from those mentioned in the other provinces already

referred to.

Burma is mainly tropical, but in many respects resembles the more northerly

Assam. The air is moist and irrigation is largely unnecessary. The old alluviul

soil of the Irrawaddy at present taken up with rice growing seems unsnited to the

growth of the sugar cane, but there are large areas of suitable soil in other parts,

where abundant rainfall and the absence of extremes of climate favour the crop!

The amount of cano grown at present is insignificant (10,000 acres) and a similar

committee of three is suggested to that for Assam to make surveys of the waste
lands and locate suitable sites for central factories and research stations. The
Committee suggests three such localities, namely the Bilin, Pyinmana and
Namyia districts, but considers that the Mon canal legion, for vrhich high hopes
were at one time held as regards sugar factories, should be definitely left out of

further consideration. On the creation of tho central Eesearch Institute for India

the cane work should bo concentrated under one officer. Important lines of study
for larger estates would be the best commercial rotation and the discovery of a
good, early maturing cane. There are also good prospects of improving the small
growers’ practice, and pure lines of the Pyinmana Red and Touugoo Yelhw canes
should be propagated and distributed. For popularizing and extending cane
cultivation in Burma the Committee suggests the reduction of the present rate of

assessment on cane lands and especially low rates for ratoons.

il/fn/ras.—The Committee “.frankly confesses to a feeling of dieap])ointmoiit

that in the only major province iu India which lies entirely within the tropics the
prospect of any appreciable extension of cane cultivation cannot be regarded as at

all hopeful .... the main reason given for the preference of rice growing is

tho absolute certainty of the crop and the ease of growing and marketing it.”

Eioe is the main obstacle, and the cane cultivation always under irrigation lies in

scattered areas (altogether 109,000 acres). The only line for material expansion

is that of a factory industry growing its own cane on leased land, and Ganjam
and Vizagapatam are the most likely districts where this may be accomplished.

Work on the introduction and acclimatization of exotics should bo continued

and extended to these and the Bellary districts. The reduction of the number of

sets used iu'planting is of special urgency and the possibility of introducing the

Manjri method of cultivation should be tested where there is a sufficient con-

centration of cane : the experiment in the wi’apping and propping of canes at

Samalkota should he continued to a definite conclusion.
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The Oominittee makes a number of suggestions regarding the future

research work iu Madras^ the details of which need not be given here. The

main substance appears to be that the officer iu charge of the extended Oane-

breediug Station at Coimbatore should also be in charge of research for the

southern portion of the Presidency, that a further research station should be

opened in the neighbourhood of Chittoor for the study of cane matters in the

central districts, that the Sainalkota farm should be increased to 200* acres and

deal exclusively with the Godavari delta, and lastly that a fourth research station

should be opened north of Anakapalle to deal with the Vizagapatam and Ganjam
districts. This seems to us to be a rather large programme for a tract containing

little over 100,000 acres of sugar cane, and we doubt the advisability of saddling

the cane-breeding expert for all India with the charge of a local tract where the

cane areas are extremely scattered and much time would be taken up iu visiting

them and acquiring a first hand knowledge of their somewhat diverse conditions.

Rut we may return to this subject when we come to consider the general scheme

proposed for research over the whole of India, in which Coimbatore is vitally

concerned.

Bombay ,—The chapter on Bombay has two sections, one on Sind and the other

on Bombay proper. This is justified, as there is nothing in common between the

two beyond the necessity in each case for irrigation, and that any extension in the

industry is dependent in the first instance on the exploiting of irrigation schemes

recently completed or projected. To make the range of these clear irrigation

maps are given both of Sind and Bombay. The Committee finds that there is no

future for the cane industry in Sind unless and until the Sukkur barrage on the

Indus is completed, and with this we may rest content. In Bombay the chief

growing areas are in the Deccan, the high land at some distance from the coast

where the watershed has lieen crossed and the rivers flow in an easterly direction

across India; and the tract irrigated from these rivers offers the brightest

prospects of extension iu peninsular India, in that it is not considered improbable

that in the near future 160,000 acres of cane may be added. This will be a

substantial increase on the existing area in the province, namely 102,000 acres.

Waterlogging is already a serious problem on some of the canals and is at

any rate partlj’^ due to seepage from them and their distributories. The question

of lining the canals should be investigated and, in view of the heavy expense, it

should be borne iu mind that these Deccan canals were placed in a tract subject

to acute and recurring famines, and were put dokm as protective rather than
productive works. Considerable difficulty is experienced iu obtaining large

blocks of land for intensive irrigation and concentration of cane cultivation for

central factories, and various forms of leg^lativo action have been proposed from
time to time to overcome this. The Committee is against the compulsory
acquisition of land for such purposes : it further prefers not to express an opinion

on the question of the re-distribution of agricultural holdings for carrying out
drainage schemes, but is prepared to support compulsory acquisition of land that

has gone out of cultivation through waterlogging and has been reclaimed at

Government expense.

The main problem in agricultural improvement in Bombay is a reduction in

the cost of cultivation, which is greater than anywhere else in India. Considerable
progress has been made towards this in the experimental cane cultivation on the
Manj 11 farm and the Committee presses for the active promotion of similar

methods throughout the Deccan. For this purpose a special demonstration staff

of two parties should be created and trained at once at Manjri, one for the
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Godavari aud Pravara aud one for the Niri and Muthi canals : and similar action

should be taken as new canals are opened in the future. Experiments should be

continued in order to discover new thick canes to supplement the Fundia variety,

or in case of necessity to replace it, and the Cano-breeding Station at Ooimbatoi‘0

should co-operate in this work. Pure line sets of improved varieties should be

propagated at Manjri and the classification of the indigenous canes of the province

should be completed. The present high yields in the fields and the possibility of

establishing a factory industry in the Deccan justify the creation of a whole time

officer for cane research in Bombay, and the Committee takes the unusual course

of recommending that Professor Kkight, whose work at Manjri they evidently

appreciate, should be selected for the post. Manjri farm should be extended to

200 acres and subsidiary farms of 40-60 acres should be opened in Guzerat in the

north and the Konkaii on the coast.

Mysore^ Hydirahad and the Central Provinces are tracts which, however

interesting locally, have little influence upon the cane industry of India at large,

and we cannot deal with them satisfactorily without going into more detail than

is justified in the present article. We pass on to the concluding -chapter of the

agricultural section of the report, in which the Committee makes general

recommendations as the result of its survey in the different provinces. To avoid

unnecessary detail, we have collected some of the points in the summary of their

conclusions placed at the end of the chapter.

The provision of a cheap supply of nitrogenous fertilizer is the most insistent

problem in Indian agriculture. Before the war much oil cake was used for this

purpose in the cane cultivation of a few advanced tracts, but the cost of this

material has risen so greatly that it exceeds (as a source of nitrogen) that of the

ammonium sulphate being produced in increasing quantities as a by-product in

the Indian coal fields. This leaves out of consideration the greater humus value

of the cake and its more extended action. Experiments should be pushed on with

the view of increasing the amount of oil cake available and the question of the

transport of the oil should be investigated by the Department of Industries.

Meantime the possibility of utilizing power from hydro-electric schemes for the

artificial production of such substances as cyanamide should also be worked out.

Deep ploughing is the first essential of improved cane cultivation, although

the native plough (which does not turn the sod and is really a cultivator) is the

best implement that the cattle are able to draw. A first step would therefore be

to relieve the cattle of as much other work as possible. The use of power plants

for crushing cane, threshing grain and pumping water would enable improved

ploughs to bo introduced and' adopted. Cultivation by mechanical means can

only be carried out on largo estates. Steam tackle has been employed in various

directions and the experiments carried out at Pusa show that this form of power

can bo used successfully and economically. Motor tractors could be used on the

smaller estates. In any case of such mechanical preparation of the land, care

should be taken that all subsequent operations could be carried out in like manner
or by bullocks between the rows.

The Committee records its opinion that the testing of varieties should not be

4one on plots less than one tenth of an acre in extent and that chemical tests

should be abandoned on all farms which cannot furnish the necessary equipment

or efficient chemical control. This advice is quite sound : the tenth acre plot has

been largely in use for many years in India, and althoughjiKiany farms have not

been properly equipped as regards the chemical testmg of varieties, much
v^aluable work has been done in the past with the available resources. It thus
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falls to the Committee’s lot to supply the facilities that they demand, and this they

do in their general proposals regarding cane research. The most important work
of the agricultural department in India is the demonstration of improved agri-

cultural methods and the spread of better implements: demonstration work
should be extended everywhere for general propaganda, the staff being trained

at research stations before commencing their work. The Committee records its

opinion that demonstrations should onty be made on the cultivators’ own fields.

The importance of agricultural engineering should be recognised by the incorpor-

ation of engineers in the regular agricultural service. A special demonstration

staff should be created for the inspection and repair of all machinery issued or

recommended, and subsidiary aiTaiigements for carrying out minor repairs would

follow in the natural course of events.

The indigenous canes of north India are remarkable for freedom from disease.

As no remedy has been found for the more important diseases of cane, these are

best countered by control measures, such as the introduction of now varieties,

careful sot selection and cultivation, and efficient drainage. The study of diseases

can be reasonably loft to the Imperial Mycological Department at Pusa, but the

staff there should he strengthened for the study of insect pests by the addition of

a special officer for the study of cane pests throughout India. The water require-

ments of the cane should be investigated on all agricultural stations working on

caTie, ajid the opening of the proposed research station in tho Punjab for dealing

with the water requirements of all crops should be expedited. Tho possibility of

meeting the cost of lining the canals, for the prevention of seepage and water-

logging, by raising the water rates in such areas, should he considered.

Lack of capital is one of tho main obstacles to tho proper cultivation of cane,

and outside factory ureas co-operation must contribute to remove this. Tlu^ co-

operative credit societies and depots for the sale of gur and the supi)ly of oil-cake

maiuiros on tho Deccan canals in Bombay furnish an object lesson both of the

l>ossil)ilitie8 and tho difficulties of this branch of work.

0. A. B.

Formulae for Mill Extraction.

By P. H. PAKR.

Having boon in several countries and on other than sugar work for several

years, it is only recently that my attention has been called to the article on the

above subject written by Mr. Noel Dberr, and published in the Internatioiml

Hngar Journal for September, 1917, but although that is now several years ago, I

think I ought, as the writer of tho original article in the Engineer^ to make a

few remarks in reply.’

Mr. Deekr, after stating that I had developed certain methods for calculating

inill extraction, goes on to say that “ a complete algebraical solution of the

different systems of maceration may be useful.” The natural inference is that my
solution was incomplete, and that Mr. Deerb has given a full analysis, but so far

from this being tho case, the facts are that my formula) solve tho problem com-
pletely whilst Mr, Deorr’s do not—-for they depend on tho somewhat unusual

assumption that the bagasse from each and every mill in the train has the same
fibre content, and cannot he applied at all except with this proviso—and they are

not even algebraically correct on the assumption made.

I Tiicidoutally, It may bo permiasiblo to point out that Mr. Dxeur erroneously gave my
name as Pharr instead of Parr, the way that it was correctly printed in the Engineer,
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I will first consider Mr. Deerr’s expressions, and then give the full analysis by
which my own formula were obtained ; this latter has never before been published,

but in view of the importance of the question to designers and others, it appears to

be desirable to place the analysis on public record.

Turning now to Mr. Deerr’s expressions, let us simplify them a little, which

we can easily do by writing v) = (1 — in) -r w, which is equivalent to saying that

h is the ratio of the maceration water to the residual juice in the bagasse, / being

the fibio in the cane and m that in the bagasse, while w is the ratio of the maceration

water to the cane, as used by Mr. Deeiib.

With this value for the expression r = y readily reduces to

.

—
* and 1 — r = ,

and then the expression (on page 403 of the 1917.)
1 “1“ tv 1 A;

(1 — r)'t
, .

1

"l

reduces to
f (1 r)« -

1 (1 4- k)n ^ ]c

Now this is given as tho amount of normal juice left in the bagasse after u

wet crushings (or with a train of n + 1 mills), per unit of normal juice in the first

dry bagasse, and tliis is the same thing as J7/i + i / i/,
,
where Bn + i is the Rrix of

the residual juice in tho final bagasse and i?, that of tho normal juice; the recip-

rocal of this, or /y, / 4-

1

is my “ Brix Eatio” + i, and therefore we have,

accordijig to Mr, Dkekh,

Now, any accurate formula for tho extraction with n wet crushings must hold

equally well when 1, tliat is, for the case of two mills only with simple

maceration on tlie single intennediot(» earner, which is what the general case of

compound maceration reduces to for this case, and the result given must then agree

with tho known simple expression for single simple maceration, which is that 1 — r,

or 1 / (I + ^0 Borrnal juice is left in the bagasse, as stated by Mr. Deerb at the

top of page 402
;
this is equivalent to / /y, =: 1 4* We then notice

that for = 1, Mr. Deerr’s compound maceration formula gives II
^
^ =

14- 4; — /j. — 1
^

oi* that the whole of the juice remains in the bagasse—in

other words, that there is no extraction due to the simple maceration, which is in

contradiction to the known result = 1 4“ Therefore it is probable that there

is something wrong with Mr. Deerr’s formula.

T may here mention that for Mr. Deorr’s special case, where all the bagasse

has tho same fibre content, my formula) give

Bn 4.

1

.. 1 4..7f + 4- 4- hn

™ (4r« + 1 — 1)/(4j — 1), or n \ \t k zzi

against Mr. Deerr’s En i = (1 + ky^ — k.

It is also to be noticed that the expression (1 — ?*)* -t-r(l — r)*4“

4- rw — * (1 — r)« (1 4“ given by Mr. Deere for the amount of residual juice

in the bagasse after n mixing operations is One which continually increases with

n—that is to ssy, that when starting up the mills, the bagasse gradually becomes

richer and richer in sugar as the maceration becomes gradually effective, which is

not reasonable.

Tho fact appears to be that the method of writing out the Bucoopsive

extractions ah initio^ finding the general form, and then summing to infinity, is

not easy even for three mills with two wet crushing units only, whilst for a train

of four or six mills it is a most fomiidable task, and while in the absence of

Mr. Deerr’s complete analysis it is not possible to be certain, it would appear

that he had made a slip somewhere ; we may also notice that in his discussion of

two wet crushing units, he makes no mention of the juice passing away to the

factory during the mixing operations.
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The values given for Bn + i by Mr. Deerr’s formula and by my own, for

A; = 1 and various values of n (number of wet crushing units) are as follow ;

—

n Deebe, Pabb. n Ueeku. Pabb.
1 .... 1 .... 2 4 .... 16 .... 6

2 .... 3 .... 3 6 .... 31 .... 6

8 ... 7 .... 4

from which it will be seen that the Deerr formula gives an extraction which

increases with the number of mills much more rapidly than is shown by my own
formula. For two mills (n =1), tho Deerr formula gives zero extraction from

the maceration whilst mine gives the correct U) per cent, with A; = 1, For three

mills the Deerr formula happens to give the same result as mine, while for a

greater number of mills it gives a greater extraction. For instance, with 10 per

cent, fibre in the cane, 50 per cent, fibre in all the bagasse, and water 10 per cent,

on the cane, we have A: = 1 , and for four mills the Deerr formula gives an extraction

of 98*41 per cent., whilst mine gives 97*22 per cent, only, or 1*19 per cent. less.

Also, if the bagasse from the set of mills had fibre contents of 35, 40, 45, and

50 per cent., which is more like what it would be in practice than is 50 per cent,

throughout, my formula gives an extraction of only 96*30 per cent., or 0*92 per cent,

less still, while the Deerr formula is not applicable at all to this case. With
modern heavy maceration and high extraction, these differences of 1 or 2 per cent,

are quite considerable, and when actual mill extractions are being compared with

the theoretical limits, Mr. Deerr’s formula would show the mills to be working with

considerable less efi^ciency than would mine, which 1 have reason to be correct.

I will now give the complete mathematical analysis on which my formulee are

based.

Let be the weight of juice entering the first mill—most conveniently

taken as pounds per 100 lbs. of cane—J, the weight of juice extracted, and J, the

weight of the residual juice left in the bagasse, all with a Brix of B, (expressed

decimally). Similarly, let J, and be the weights of tho extracted and residual

juice for the second mill, with a Brix of B,, and, in general, the Brix of the juice

dealt with by the «th* mill will be Bn, the weight of juice extracted will be

J2?v— 1, and the weight of residual juice will be Jan. Let the “Brix ratio**

En = Bi / Bn, and then the total solids entering the first mill will evidently be

JoBi, the total solids in the juice remaining in the bagasse after the final nth

miil will be JanBn = J2nBi / Ew, and the extraction will be En =: [i-«]
Now considering a train of mills with compound saturation, the juice

entering the second mill will be the residue from tho first mill, plus the extraction

of the third mill, or Jj + the total solids in this juice will be J,Bj +
JjBj, giving a Brix at the second mill of B, = Similarly the

J* + J,

juice entering the wth mill will be the residue Jan — a at a Brix of Bn i from the

n —1 th mill, plus the extraction Jan + i at a Brix of Bn + i from the n + 1 th

mill, giving a Brix at the nth mill of Bn =

Next considering, say, the second mill, the total juice entering is equal to the

total juice leaving, and the same applies to the total solids, so that

J.B, + J^B, = J3B, + J,B,
Then on taking the value of J^ == J, + J3 — J4 from the first of these equations,

and inserting it into the second, we obtain J^Bj — (J, + Ji)B, + J^B, = 0

* Note that tor the reuiaiader of this article, m is the number of the mill, tho dry-
crushing unit being n 1.
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Similarly for the third mill, adding 1 to the suffixes of the B*8 and 2 to the

suffixes of the J*h, we obtain J^Ba — (J4 + + J7B4 = 0, and following

the same reasoning there results the series of equations

J*B, ^ (Ja + JJBa + J,B, = 0

+ J,)B3 + JB. =0
JeBa - (Jo + JJb^ + J,B3 = 0

etc. etc.

being one equation for each mill after the first, or one equation for each wet-

crushing unit, and where in the last equation applicable the highest J occuning
must be replaced by W, the maceration water, and the highest B by zero, the Brix

of that maceration water.
^

Since the J's are all known, as they can readily be calculated from the fibre

percentages in the bagasse, we have to solve the above set of equations in order to

determine the ratio B, to the B for the last mill, say the nth.

The elementary procedure is to determine the value of Bjj in terms of B3 and

known quantities from the first equation ; insert this value in the second, and

determine thence B^ in terms of B4 and known quantities ; and so on, the last

operation giving B« in terms of Bj and W, together with the various J’s. For a

couple or so of the equations this is not difficult, but as the number of equations

taken increases, the labour rapidly becomes very great, and it is much better to

turn to more powerful mathematical methods, which give the desired result at

once, and in a much better form. The results can be determined in the manner
indicated, but quite an elementary knowledge of the Theory of Determinants is

sufficent to enable the general solution to be at once obtained in simple form.

Now, using the detorminant notation, we have, immediately Bi /B« = P /Q„
where

P/i = — 4" J4) ^ ^ ^
J4 — J7 0 0
^ ^ ©tc.

0 0 ^3
etc.

Qn ^ 0 0
0 J4 7 ^ fi

0 0 J,j — (J r + Jg) Jg 0 etc.

0 0 0 ^3 -(Js+Jm) j,,
etc.

where n — 1 rows and n — 1 columns I'^ust be taken in each case. [A (
— l)«

which ultimately cancels out is omitted].

The second deteiminant at once shows that Qn = 4 .... Jsn— .

To reduce the determinant for Pn, leave the first column
; add the first and

second for a new second ; add the first three lor a new third ; and so on, giving

Pn = — (^* + ^3) — J, —J3 —J,— J7 0 0
0 Jg —J, 0 etc.

0 0 J3 -J,

,

etc.

which immediately shows that

Pn = J2n + iBn —I “f" ^ 1
^ 4^ e • • • • Jan — 2 = ^2n + lP« — 1 +

[again omitting a (— 1)«, which cancels out with the one previously mentioned],

and finally Hn = B|/Bn = Pn/Qn = J2n + iPn—i/Qn 4* 1

We have, in succession

P. = 1 Q, = 1

P, = J4 + J, Q, = J,
Pa = J7 (J* “|-Ja)-f“J«J4 Qj 5= JaJ^

etc. etc.

• Jan — 2 = Jail + iP« — 1 +
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80 that, on replacing in each case, the J with the highest suffix by the maceration

water W
E, = 1

Ea = W/Ja + 1

B, = W (Jfi + Ja)/J2J4 + 1

E, = W (J, (J, + Ja) + + 1

E, = W (J, (J, (J, + J,) + J^J*) + JsJ.Jo)/ J9J4J;J, + 1

E« = W (J,
,
(J, (J, (J, + Js) + J,J4) + JAJs) + JaJ.JoJs')/

etc. 0 4" ^

and it should be noticed that these expressions are correct right down to B,g for

two mills only with water on the single inlermedia|e carrier, and oven down to K,

for a single mill without maceration at all, for which it is shown that B, = 1 ,
and

the Brix of the residual juice is the same as that of the noimal juice.

For the special case where all the bagasse has the same fibre content, it is

easily seen that all the J’s with even suffixes become equal to J^j, and all the J’s

with odd suffixes become equal toW, and then, if W/ Jj^ = K, the above expressions

readily reduce to

B,» = l+K+K»+ . . whichisBn — 1)/(K — l).or>iif K=r: 1.

In the original article in the Engineer^ 1 gave a table of the weights of the

residual juice in the bagasse, for different fibre contents of the cane and of the

bagasse, which greatly facilitates the calculations, as theJ’s with oven suffixes ore

simply taken directly from the table.

Thei'e is one other point that should be mentioned, and that is, Mr. Deerr’s

footnote on page 403, to the effect that the general expression for mill extraction

with compound maceration is also the general expression for the extraction in a

diffusion battery. I am unable to agree with this, as with mills each extraction is a

single operation, while with a diffusion battery the operation may be continuous.

Consider the last vessel of a diffusion battery,.the beets (say) in which contain 1 lb. of

juice at a Brix of B, and let it be extracted with K Ihs. of water as a single operation

:

the Brix ratio B, will then he 1 + and the extraction E, = 1 — l/E^. If

the extraction, with the same amount of water, is performed in two operations, we
shall have Bg == (I -j- K/2)^ and = 1 — 1 /B.] ;

and generally, for »/ operations,

B»i = (1 + En = 1 — 1/E^i . Now ,with a continuous flow, as in a

diffusion battery, the extraction may he considered as being perfoimed an infinite

number of times with an infinitesimally small quantity of water each time, and
therefore we shall have B^ = the limit of (1 + K/n)^ when = oo

, which is of

course e being, as usual, the base of the Naperian logarithms, so that B^ ==

and =£= 1 — 1 /cK. For example, if K = 1, or the juice is extracted with

an equal weight of water, a diffusion cell will give a theoretical Bnx ratio of

« = 2*718 . . . . and an extraction of 1 — 1/c = 63*2 per cent., whilst a cane

mill will give B = 2 and E = 60 per cent. only.

Calculations for the earlier cells of a diffusion battery are more complex, as

the extraction is performed, not with water at zero Brix, bxit with juice whose
Brix varies continually during the flow, and it may be expected that the mathe-
matical expressions will become complex with a number of vessels in the battery.

The only procedure to obtain such expressions would he to form differential

equations between the Brix of the juice being extracted and that of the juice need
for the extraction, for each vessel in succession

; to integrate these, and then
eliminate all the Brix values except the first and last—a somewhat tedious task,

though probably not really difficult.
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Department of Agriculture Report for 1920.

The publication of the Iteport of the Department of Agriculture of Mauritius

for 1920, as prepared by Dr. Tempany, follows hard on that of 1919, which we
were able to publish only last February. Eoference should be made to thatissue^

for certain tables of statistics relating to previous seasons.

The following figures give the final estimate of the 1920-21 crop compared
with the total output of the seven preceding years.

1920-2L Sugar Crop—Final Estimate~-in 000 Meiric Tons.
Final Estimate

1920 1919 1918 1917 1916 1915 19U
258*90 .. 236*19 .. 262*77 226*0 .. 208 97 .. 214-53 .. 277 36

Yield of Vesoa Sugar,—Of the estimated crop of 258,000 metric tons for

1920-21 ,
approximately 95’2 per cent, will, it is anticipated, consist of vesou sugar

;

only 0*2 per cent, of first syrups and 4'() per cent, of low syrups will probably be

niiiiiufactured. Between the years 1911-1918 the proportion of veson has very

greatly increased
;
the result is due largely to improvements in methods of manu-

facture and also to the policy which factory proprietors have wisely followed during

more recent years of roturuiiig one grade of white sugar only instead of two as

was formerly the case.

Faetory work of 1020-21.—The average extraction of sugar for the crop is

estimated to he 10*7 per cent, of the weight of cane handled
;

final figures are not

yet available.

The total tonnage of cane crushed for tho crop of 191 9 amounted to 2,258,040,

giving a mean extraction of commercial sugar of 10*42 per cent, of cane. The
corresponding figure in 1918 was 1()‘95—the highest on recoid, Tho highest mean
extraction for any single tisino during 1919 was 11*81 percent, and the lowest

8*69 per cent.

During the year 1920, 54 factories operated; there has been no alteration in

the nuiiibor of factories at work in tho Colony since tho year 1918.

Very considerable improvements have been introduced into a number of fac-

tories during the past year ;
complete figures for now installations are not as yet

available; improvements introduced have comprised machinery imported from

England, France and America, and also machinery manufactured at the local

foundries.

In this connexion, local firms have manufactured and installed the following

items during the year; eight cane carriers, one mill, six sulphitation apparatus,

eight defecators, six filter presses, five juice heaters, four juice strainers, one

triple effect, four quadruple effects, six vacuum pans, one barometric condenser,

eight air pumps, I J3 juice and magma pumps, 11 fans for induced draught, four

air compressors and throe boilers.

The determination shown by sugar manufacturers to invest a reasonable

proportion of the profits consequent upon the high prices in improving factory

installations is a satisfactory feature of the present position. Further large orders

for machinery are now being placed by almost all factories and the coining year

will witness a marked further advance in respect of the standard equipment of

the avemge Mauritian factory.

Sugar manufacturing operations were conducted under difficulties in certain

localities, by reason principally of labour shortage and also troubles consequent

192a, 81-S6.
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on new installations
; difficulties were also encountered owing to shortage of water

on a number of estates before the end of the crop.

Area tinder cultivation,—^At the end of 1919, the total area under sugar cane
was estimated to be 170,762 acres, a figure practically identical with that of the

preceding year. During 1920 increases of area under cultivation took place in a
number of localities

; the exact extent of these increases is not known but they are

estimated to amount at least to 2000 acres
; of these increases, the most noteworthy

have occurred in the District of Black Eiver where the extension of La Ferme
Irrigation Scheme has led to considerable blocks of land formerly derelict and
estimated at a minimum of 600 acres being placed under cane. •

Yields of canes in the field were satisfactory in the centre and south of the
Island ; in the north, fair yields were obtained, in the lower parts of Flacq poor
yields were encountered in places while in Black Eiver poor jdelds were rather

frequent.

The reaping of the crop proceeded with considerable difficulty on many
properties owing to labour shortage, but few had contrived to finish the crop before
Christmas, 1920, and about a dozen were forced to continue operations in
January, 1921.

Area cultivated hy Indian ProprieUvra,—The area cultivated by Indians during
the year 1920 has shown an appreciable increase, though the exact figures are not
yet available. The high prices which the Indian planters have received for their

canes have added very materially to the prosperity of this section of the community.
The effect has further been seen to a very marked degree in the increased shortage

qt^labour and in the greatly enhanced prices paid for labourers* wages.

*ith l<ioour shortage on agricultural operationB,—The effect of the shortages

>)atterv. 1 arri uirarftAhe V6*u’ has been felt to a marked degree on estates
of labour experienced during

of the cron and also in
and is witnessed by difficulties experienced in t’ne roai’-.'J' PJ."? f-'-O” aua .also m

the performance of cultural operations.

The following table gives an idea of wages currently paid to day labourers

and the cost of agricultural operations during the year. In some cases these

fiirures have been considerably exceeded. Ks. Rs.

Day labourers ~ ®

Female labourers

Clearing land I®®-®® " 3®®’®®

“Fosseyage” 60 00— 90 00

Manuring 19 00 - 20 00 „

Weeding 6®'®®- 8®'®® •>

Cutting cane 30-00 - 60-00 ..

It is to be feared that the results will be seen practically everywhere in a

marked lowering of the standard of cultivation adopted; in consequence increased

attention is now being devoted to the adoption of labour-saving devices with a

view to economizing hands. In this connexion consideration has been given to

the question of the introduction of tractors and implements’ for the performance

of agricultural operatious.

One tractor has already been introduced for experimental purposes while a

scheme is under consideration for the introduction 6f several tractors of different

makes and their trial on a considerable scale under the auspices of the Government

and planters. Some extension has already been seen in the employment of ploughs

and cultivators drawnby animals. Many, though not all, of the lands of Mauritius

are quite well adapted naturally to implemental cultivation, and by the introduction

of this systemwherever possible great savings of labour are capable of being effected.
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Irrigation of sugar cane.—Considemble progress was made during the yeiir

towards the completion of the La Ferme Irrigation Scheme for the District of

Black Hirer and it is anticipated that the reservoir and distributary canals will be

completed during 1921 . In anticipation of the completion of the scheme, consider-

able additional areas were placed under cultivation during the year; at the end of

1920, the area planted under irrigation of La Forme water amounted to 2600 acres

as compared with 1400 acres at the end of 1917 ; it is anticipated that when the

work has been completed, from 3000 to 3500 acres will be capable of being irrigated

under this scheme. Cane returns from irrigation plantations have been rather

disappointing. Much attention has been devoted to the question of the need for

experimental investigations in relation to the irrigation of sugar cane with a view

to ascertaining the causes for the low yields which have been experienced and to

endeavour to formulate a satisfactory system of cultivation for irrigated lauds.

A proposal is now under consideration for the establishment of an Experiment

Station in the Black Eiver District with this object in view.

In relation to the irrigation project for the northern district known as the La
Nicoliere Scheme, operations on the construction of the dam were commenced

(luring the year. To finance this scheme arrangements were made under Ordin-

ances No. 8 of 1919 and No. 6 of 1920, to raise a loan of Es. 500,000 in the form

of debentures at 6 per cent., repayable in 1934.

Disfiosal of the sugar crop,—With reference to the disposal of the sugar crop of

1920, during the month of May negotiations weie entered into between the Eoyal

Commission on the Sugar Supply and the Chamber of Agriculture representing

the sugar planters of Mauritius ;
these negotiations were conducted through the

firm of Messrs. Blyth Bkos. & Co. ; as the result, arrangements were concluded

for the sale of not less than 90 per cent, of the vesou output of the crop at a price

of 90s. per cwt., f.o.b. Mauritius, for fine to finest quality, a deduction of Is. per cwt.

being made between the first and second quality vmm and a further Is. per cvt.

between second and third quality vesou as obtained in the previous year. The
financing of the transaction was arranged through the local banks.

Practically all planters have adhered to the Sugar Planters’ Syndicate and the

entire vesou crop of the Colony will pass into hands of the Eoyal Commission with

the exception of a few small lots which have been sold privately, and of about

5000 tons which have been reserved for local consumption.

With regard to the disposal of the crop of 1919, the final settlement for vesou

per 60 kilt^s was as follows : Class A, Es. 22*68
; B, Es. 22*18

; C, Es. 21*68
; these

figures do not include charges for brokerage and commission. More than 95 per

cent, of the vesou coming from estates in the Syndicate entered into Class A.

Bests and diseases of sugar cane during WSO,—In relation to pests and diseases,

a very important decrease has been recorded in the incidence of the serious pest

known locally as **Moutouo” {Phytalus Smithi). It will be recalled that this

insect was introduced into this Colony somewhere about 1907; in 1911, it mani-

fested its presence in the Districts of Pamplemousses as a very serious enemy of the

cane which occasioned widespread and severe loss ; control measures under Govern-

ment supervision were undertaken in that year and have beisii maintained under

the supervision of the Department of Agriculture.

The principal methods of control adopted have comprised the collection of

adult beetles and of larvse and the introduction of the parasitic enemy Ti])hia

parallela, which was successfully imported from Barbados in 1915 and has estab-

lished itself in the infected areas. The following figures give the number of insects

captured each year since the commencement of the campaign
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Yeah. Beetles Captured. Year. Beetles Captured.

191M2 26,460,187 1916-17 72,292,689

1912-13 16,055,556 1917-18 70,035,663

1913-H 36,484,130 1918-19 71.119,278

1914-15 51,356,607 1919-20 80,969,604

1915-16 42,511,241

The redaction iu the number of insects captured in 1919-20 is undoubtedly

due to a reduction in the incidence of the pest as the result of the vanous repressive

measures which have been adopted. On certain properties which were formerly

heavily infected, the infestation has now been reduced practically to nothing. On
the other hand, the insect continues to manifest a tendency to extend the area of

infestation and in order to check this tendency as far as possible, aii elaborate

system of patrol of the periphery of the infected area by collecting gangs hasbsen

inaugurated during the past two years. The importance of the work accomplished

has been recognized by the planting body to the extent that by arrangement with

Government a special export tax of 2 cents of a rupee per 100 kilos of sugar is now
levied on all sugars leaving the Colony for the purpose of supplying funds for more

extended activities. Under this Ordinance, a sum approximately Rs. 50,000 has

this year been made available for the work, and it has in consequence become

possible considerably to extend o])eration8 against the pest during the year.

Without being unduly optimistic, there appears good reason to hope that within

the next few years the evil effects of this insect will have become very greatly

ameliorated if not entirely removed.

In relation to the other insect and fungoid enemies of the sugar cane, the

“ Gros Moutouc ’’ [Oryctea tarandna), has been sensibly IsSkS in evidence on certain

properties in Savanne where it was formerly a serious pest
;
this result is due to

repressive measures adopted by the estates. The parasitic enemy of this insect

{ScoUa Oryctophaya) imported from Madagascar in 1917, has probably ostablislied

itself in the Colony but so far is not in evidence as a control of Oryctea on cultivated

lands. Other insect pests of the cane have not been markedly in evidence during

the year.

Root disease of sugar cane has again been in evidence on certain properties

but to a rather less extent than in former years, probably in consequence of the

application of the remedial measures which had been recommended by the

Department of Agriculture.

Experiinental ifiveatiyatioita in relatiov to the Stigor Liduatry in Manritiaa ,

—

Experimental investigations on certain phases of the, sugar industry have been

continued during the year by the Department of Agriculture, the principal have
comprised the continuation of trials with manures and with varieties of canes.

The result of the series of mauurial experiments conducted between the years

1913-18 have been published in the form of a bulletin. The trial comprised
numerous repetitions of experiment with the different mamirial combinations on
plots l/20th of an acre situated in the fields of sugar estates in the Colony. The
plan adopted in laying out these experiments is in accordance with practice

accepted in experimental work all over the world, the size of the plot being in

accordance with the determinations of Wood, Harrison and others who have
demonstrated that plots of these dimensions are the most satisfactory for

experimental purposes.

The results of these trials have shown that applicaUons of sulphate of

ammonia and nitrate of soda to canes which have received dressings of pen manure
may produce substantial increases in yield but that these increases are dependent
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on the preeenoo of other limiting factors. The commercial profit is a question of

the relative value of manures and canes. The effects of potash and phosphate

are more variable.

Fresh trials are being laid do’wn to investigate a number of points arising

from these experiments. In relation to cane varieties, the work of investigation

has been defined and systematized and now comprises the raising of seedlings

;

their selection and tnal on one hole plots in the field
;
the further selection of

those and trial of the best on six hole plots ;
re-selection and trial of the most

promising on 3()-hole plots at Keduit and Pamplomousses and final re-selection

and trial on co-operative 60-hole plots situated on estates throughout the Colony.

This is combined with the importation and trial of promising seedlings from other

parts of the world.

During 1918, this system was got into working order and there exist nine

stations in connexion with these trials at different points of the Colony. The
work of raising and trying out seedling canes is of high importance, since it affords

the only means known of replacing standard varieties which, after prolonged

cultivation, inevitably tend to exhibit degeneration.

As the result of the work which has been accomplished, the Department of

Agriculture is now in a position to recommend with some degree of confidence, a

number of new seedling canes, which it is hoped to place at the disposal of the

planting body during 1921.

Production of alcohol .—The production of rum from the waste molasses of the

Sugar (’ane Industry forms a not unimportant subsidiary industry. At present

^

there are three distilleries operating in the Colony ; foimerly they were much
more numerous. The methods of production are in general capable of considerable

improvement.

The total production of alcohol for the past six years, according to Treasury

iteturns, is us follows :

—

1P19-20 1,666,000 litres 1916-17 1,883,607 litres

3918-19 .... 1,629,316 „ 1916-16 .... 1,410.174

1917-“18 .... 1,602,414 „ 1914-15 .... 1,091,485 „

A certain portion of this is exported, principally to the Seychelles and

Ilodrigues, a further amount is denaturated for domestic and industrial purposes;

the greater part however enters into human consumption locally.

The majority of the molasses produced in the Colony is at present used as a

fertilizer. Of late years, increased attention has been devoted to the possibilities

of alcohol for power purposes. A number of attempts have been made to utilize

alcohol and mixtures of alcohol and ether as a substitute for motor spirit, but so

far, for various reasons, these have not been attended with a very great amount
of success. There is however undoubtedly great scope for very large developments

in the production of alcohol for power from the waste molasses of the sugar

industry, while the fertilizing constituents of the molasses so employed need not

be lost as they are capable of being returned to the land as spent liquors after

distillation.

During the year, the manufacture of alcohol in the Colony has been made the

subject of investigation by a Commission apjiointed by the Governor, the scope of

the inquiry including both the consumption of the alcohol for drinking and its

industrial application. The Beport of the Commission appeared at the end of 1920

in respect of the use of industrial alcohol for the purpose of providing power. The

epmmissiou laid very great stress on the importance of this matter to the Colony

;

they also emphasized the indifferent quality of distillery work as at present

carried on in Mauritius.
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during 1920«*21 .

A Department of Orerseae Trade Report on Czecho-Slovakia, prepared by the

Commercial Secretary to the British Legation at Prague^ gives the following

account of the sugar industry in that country.

Czecho-Slovakia is the largest exporter of beet sugar and the second largest

beet producing country in the world.* The important r61e that the sugar industry

was destined to play in the industiial and economic development of the Republic

did not, however, become apparent until the beginning of the year 1919 when the

Czech krone began to fall. Then the value of sugar destined for export increased

in value in the same ratio as the krone depreciated, and the export of sugar began

to be regarded as one of the means of stabilizing the exchange. Hence a return

to the most piimitive foim of trade— barter. The year 1919 stands out as the

year of “compensation agreements.”

The decreased production of Java sugar and the fears that the Euroj>ean beet

crop would not come up to expectations were mainly responsible for the unex-

ampled demand for sugar which ensued in the year 1919. The prohibition of

alcohol in the U.S.A., too, caused a marked increase in the consumption of sugar,

and America, who during the war had exported sugar in large quantities, found

herself unable to supply her own needs and started bujdng up sugar from all

available sources.

America bought up the last bag of Ozecho-Slovakian sugar at f44 f.o.b.

Hamburg (March, 1920), whereas in October, 1919, the highest obtainable price

was $26J, The 1919-20 season, however, was the most difficult ever experienci d

in the history of the Czeoho-Slovakian sugar industry. The season was continually

hampered by insufficient deliveries of coal and lack of rolling stock. But in spite

of all difficulties the sugar industry from the fruits of its labours provided the

means for building up the whole economic life of the Republic. Her exports of

sugar enabled Czecbo-Slovakia to acquire the foreign cuirency with which to

purchase food for her population and to provide the necessary raw mateiials to

keep her extensive industries going. »

At the beginning of the 1920-1921 season the situation, however, changed.

The effects of the enormous speculative buying which took place early in 1920

began to make themselves felt, especially in America, when in June, 1920, the

sugar purchased from all parts of the world began to arrive in American ports, and

for which there were no buyers at the prices then quoted. In August prices

literally tumbled down. These happenings had a very serious effect on the

Czecbo-Slovakian market. Whereas in the previous year important sales of sugar

of the coming season had been effected, this year would-be buyers were frightened

away at the high prices which the State demanded. The Government, who were

hampered in their sugar dealings by the fact that they were forced to use sugar

as a means of acquiring foreign currency and raw materials from abroad, held

their stocks for higher prices, but their hopes were not realized.

During the period Ootober-November, 1919, Czecho-Slovakia exported 69,275

tons of sugar, during the same period of 1920 only 16,125 tons. From 1st May,

^ 01 Europe, riie compiler of this report has overlooked the U.8.A. beet sugar iudustry,
which comes second in the world’s lists.-En., IJS,/*
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11^19, to the 3lst March, 1921, she exported about 477,058 tons of sugar lepreseiit-

iug a value of K.5,026,755,257. Of this sum the manufacturers were paid a sum
of K. 1,695,664,728, leaving a gross profit to the State of about K.3,331,090, 529.

The decontrol of sugar in England which took place in February of this year

was not without its effects on the Ozecho-Slovak sugar market. Within a few
weeks England purchased over 300,000 quintals. This demand, however, has

temporarily fallen off owing to the coal strike.

The prospects for the coming season 1921-1922 are not very promising owing
to the existing differences between the beet growers and the manufacturers as to

the price to be paid for beet. The Government has fixed the price for beet at

K.30 per quintal, a price which, the manufacturers assert, will make sugar

production unprofitable.

Thb SroAii PjionucTiON or Czecho-Si ovakja uukino thr Seasons 1918-19,

1919-20, 1920-21. Total in
Equivalent of

Kkkinxd. Cbystai.8. Uaw Sugar. Kaw sugar.
Mbtuic Tons. Metric Tons. Metric Tons. Metric Tons.

1918-19 171,829 . 291,186 .. 95,963 628,744

1919-20 178,467 . 238,902 .. 31,615 .. 607,416

1920-21 Bohemia.. 144,610 160,314 .. 38,991 .. 386,605

Moravia .

.

94,980 90,887 .. 20,008 .. 231,897

Silesia ,

.

9,528 1,614 .. 3,055 9,641

Slovakia .

.

5,544 58,867 .. 2,685 . . 70.744

1920-21 Total .. 254,659 311,683 53,259 698,889

Showing the Abba or Land undbh Bbet Cultivation, the Beet Harvest, and Sugar
Fkoduction in Czecho-Slovakia iiURiNG 1920-1921 (to 8l8T March, 1921).

Number of factories working

:

Bohemia. Moravia. Silesia. Slovakia. Total.

(a) Refineries .. • • •*74 1 — 12

(5) Mixed factories .. • • 20 19 2 8 49

(c) Raw sugar factories • • e * 85 24 3 — 112

(d) Beet preparing factories.

.

* 104 43 0 8 160

Land under beet cultivation
, in hectares 105,078 58,928 3,443 25,420 192,864

Quantity of beet worked in

metric tons :

{a) for production of sugar.. .2,248,286 1,376,483 68,601 606.970 4,200,340

(5) for other purposes . 35,276 24,403 294 1,840 61,813

Raw sugar value in metric tons

:

Sugar production • • • . 386,605 231,698 9,642 70,745 698,890

Syrup production .

.

81 27 — — 109

Home consumption of sugar . 97,216 37,974 6,539 25,794 167,524

Home consumption of syrup 1797 882 — 167 2,846

Mr. A. Gibson, of the Katilite Motor Spirit Go. of Australia, Ltd., has applied to

the Australian Commonwealth Government for a concession for the right to use the nipa

palm on the delta and around the mouth of the Fly River, New Guinea. He guarantees to

produce 500 tons of paper weekly, and three million gallons of alcohol motor fuel annually.

The attention of those desiring to take up the study of Fermentation is directed to the

School of Malting and Brewing and Department of the Biochemistry of Fermentation,

the director of which is Prof. Ahthvk R. Lino, M.8c.,F.I.C. It is attached to ^e
University of Birmingham, and offers course of instruction in Brewing and Fermentation
Technology ; Bacteriology ; Botany and Vegetable Physiology ; Engineering ; Physics

and Ohemistry.
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Chemical Control Results obtained in Hawaii
during the 1920 Season.'

By E. T. WESTEY.

After showing a steady improvement from year to year in factory results,®

the 1920 crop showed a slight decrease in average figures. This decrease was

found in the boiling-house only, for the quality of milling was better tban any
previous year. The lower boiling-house recover}^ off-set any gain in the milling

department, and is attributed largely to a strike of labourers on one of the islands

where five of the largest plantations are located. On these plantations inexpe-

rienced labour had to be employed in the factory, and this, together with delayed

harvesting, resulted in poorer factory work and higher puritj^ molasses.

The improvement in milling was, to a great extent, due to additions made to

the milling equipment of several of the mills, but many mills with old equipment

showed impiovemoiit in extraction over last year’s figures. Better milling results

than for the previous crop were ropoited by 64 per cent, of the factories. One
gave an average extraction of over 99 per cent. The average for all was 97*45

per cent, as against 97*30 per cent, last year. The milling lose, that is, the

sucrose lost per 100 of fibre in the bagasse, was 2*75 per cent, as again.st 2*97 per

cent, for 1919. The average moisture in bagasse was reduced from 41*57 percent,

to 41*05 per cent. These results wore obtained in spite of a low*er polarization of

cane, a higher fibre content, and a lower maceration at the iiiills. One factoi*y,

equipped with a nine-roller mill and crusher, obtained an average exti action of

98*13 per cent., whi<;li undoubtedly constitutes a record. As in former years, tho

tons crushed per hour was low, although one mill for part of the soason put

through a largo tonnage. This wnB a 15-roller mill and ci usher equipped with a

Searby shredder. Through this mill 100,000 tons of cane were crushed at an

average rate of 77*53 short tons per hour. During this period with 30 per cent,

dilution of normal juice, an average extraction of 98*98 per cent, was obtained.

During one trial the tonnage on this mill was increased to 101 tons of cane per hour.

Much time, thought, and money has hoeii spent in improving milling in

Hawaii during the past ten 3’’ear8 ,
but not in vain. The loss in polaiization per

100 polarization in cane was in 1911, 6*41, and in 1920, 2*75, corresponding to

41,477 and 16,500 tons of polarization assuming a crop of 4,625,260 tons of cane

ill both cases. >

Considering now hoibiig-house work, we find that the loss in press-cake was
greater in 1920 than in several former years and a greater proiluction of press-cake

was produced per 100 cane. The increase in the (juantity of press-cake production

is probably due to a higher moisture content. Syrup densities were lower than

in any year since 1914, in spite of lower maceration at the mills.

The average gravity jiurity of waste molasses was 38*75 per cent, as against

37*95 per cent, for tlie previous season. This increase was due to poorer results

in the factories affected by the strike, and also to the fact that tho work in four

small factories producing high purity molasses was included in this year's figures,

but not in jirevious ones. A few factories, however, reported very low molasses.

One had an average for the season of 33*95 gravity purity, but a number report

over 40*00 gravity purity, which is considered unnecessarily high.

There has been an increase in undetermined losses, and tho aveiago of 2*03 is

far loo high. Below is given the average losses per 100 polarization in cane for

the Hawaiian factories during the past two crops :

—

1 6'w/7ar Aewa, 1921, 2. Mo. 1, 321. » 473.
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Chemical Control Reaulta obtained in flawaii during: the 1920 Seaaon.

1919. 1920.

Jn bagasse .. 2*70 2*66

In press-cake 0-03 .... 004
In waste molasses .* .. .. 7*24 .... 8*03

In undetermined 1*46 2*03

Total . . .

.

.. 11*43 12*65

The following 1920 averages for Hawaiian factories may bo of interest

First expressed juice. 19-32® Brix
;
16*85 poK

;
87*24 purity

;
while the Java ratio,

tbat is to say, polarization of the cane times 100, divided by pelarizaiion of first-

expi’essed juice, wns 80*9. Mixed juice : 13*48® Brix
;
11*31 pol.

;
83*87 purity*.

Polarization of last-mill juice was 1 65 and the purity ()8*20. Maceration

was 39-95 per cent, per 100 cane. Average Brix of syrup was 61*34 percent.,

purity 85'20 per cent. Average polarization of the sugar bagged was 96*36. It

took an average of 8*12 tons of cano to make 1 ton of sugar, the lowest record

by any plantation being 6*54 and tbe higbost 10*22. Polarization per cent, catie

was 13*64 and fibre per cent, of cane was 12*64.

Comparing the above figures with the average figures of the Conti al Luzon

(Philippines), one finds that the crusher juice density is about the same as in

Ilawaii, but the local purities are not much over 80 or 82. In the Philippines the

polarizations of cane run slightly over 12 per cent, w-ith fibre at about 11*5 per

cent., while the quality-ratio of Central Luzon cane is found to be in tho neigh-

bourhood of 9 to 1
.

Manufacture of High-Purity Crystalline Anhydrous
Dextrose (Glucose').'

By OHR. E G P'ORST, Director, Research Laboratory, Com Products Refining Co .

Edgewater, New Jersey, U S A.

Starch conversion products made prior to 1880, and known as “corn sugar,’'

“corn syrup,” etc., wwe not chemically pure sugars. They were solidified

dextrose solutions containing the mother liquor, in which was dissolved mineral

matters, dextrin and other inipuritios.

In the year mentioned, a chemist juominent in the Corn Products industry,

AliNO Bkiih, took out a patent for the manufacture of anh3'drous dextrose.

Hih invention led to tho building of the Chicago Sugar Refining Company, which
was erected at a cost of S1,25(),000 for tho manufacture of this product alone.

During tho j-enr 1HS3 however it was converted into a plant for the general manu-
facture of corn ])rodiict8, ns it was found that tho market was not developed enongli

for “anhydrous sugar,” which seldom reached a purity higher than 98 percent,

Behr ])repared his anhydrous sugar in the following waj" : A sugar solution

of proper density was allow'od to crystallize in specially constructed cast-iron

forms, at a temperature favourable to the crystallization of the anhydrous form of

dextrose crystals. After proper curing, the cast-iron forms were placed in centri-

fugals, and the mother liquor eliminated by spinning. This process of centrifuging

of already soliditied sugar was afterwards abandoned, as it was costlj" and w^asteful.

It was superseded by the pressing process, which in the meantime had been

developed to perfection by Mr. Chas. Bbeht, at that time Superintendent of one

of the factories belonging to tbe Corn Products Refining Company. The finished

sugar was sold under the trade name of “ Cerelose.”

* Abstract of a paper read before tho Sugar Section of the Amei-lcau Clienncnl Society, 192]

.
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Duriug the year 1911, 1 had an opportunity to study the development of the

entire industry of the manufacture of dextrose. It appeared to me that modern
centrifugal machinery should be able to separate dextrose crystals from a masse*

cuite of proper gravity grown under proper conditions. The apparatus which was
available at the time for this purpose was not suitable. It consisted of an earthen*

ware 8t€)ne crock, equipped with a wooden propeller for stirring the massecuite

during the crystallization, and a hand centrifugal. The basket of the latter I

lined with a cotton duck cloth, and afterwards with copper screens representing

various meshes. There was also available a small vacuum dryer for curing the

finished crystals.

Numerous experiments, more or less successful, were earned out, and small

amounts of white anhydrous dextrose of high purity were made on a laboratory

scale. A suflScieut quantity of a product which was almost 100 per cent, pure was

made to supply certain laboratories and hospitals.

During the summer of 1915, I visited the Bureau of Standards in Washing-

ton, and was very cordially received by Messrs. Fhederick Bates and S. P.

Jackson, of the Sugar Ijaboratory, and was given detailed information regarding

the work which was being carried on in the manufacture of chemically pur©

dextrose. Although the ultimate results desired were different from Jackson^s,

and although 1 was using different methods, bis scientific work' and advice have

been of great assistance ever since in producing a dextrose of high purity.

About the same time, the Corn Products Befining Company at Edgewatelr

changed superintendents, and for a few years it was my privilege to co-op©i*ate

with Mr. Chas, Ebert, whose services were invaluable in promoting the work.

During this period we were assisted by a Danish sugar chemist, Mr. C, C. Winthbb.
Through his help there was installed a large crystallizer, centrifugal, and drying

apparatus; and for the first time a pure dextrose of white colour Vas prepared on

a manufacturing scide.

In June, 1919, through the courtesy of the Bureau of Standards, Mr. W. B.

Newkirk, an associate chemist from the Sugar Laboratory, visited our experi-

mental plant to supervise the needed experimental work in the manufactui'e of

dextrose. He had had a varied training in the beet sugar industry, and was a

skilled technician in the art of boiling and graining sugai*. It was demonstrated

that it was possible to produce commercial whit© dextrose of over 99 per cent,

purity from darkly coloured solutions. Specifications were then prepared from

Mr. Newkirk's suggestions for modern experimental equipment, such as is used

in the manufacture of sucrose. This was ordered and installed at our Edgewater
plant for the production of a white crystalline anhydrous dextrose on a large

manufacturing scale.

Duriug the last years of experimental work the Corn Products Befining

Company has produced seveial thousand pounds of O.P. dextrose. Based on
information which had been received during these years from various physicians

who had had an opportunity to use dextrose, a series of hospital investigations and
feeding experiments were undertaken, the results of which are given in Dr. Wm.
H. Porter’s lectures published in miscellaneous medical periodicals. The results

clearly show the therapeutic value of dextrose of high pnx-ity.

Through the courtesy of the Corn Products Company, of Edgewater, New Jersey, i

we have received a sample of the 0. P. Dextrose mentioned in the above article. It is a
pure white product, in the form of a fine powder.

* See SeientiUc Paper of theBiu eau of Standards, 293 “The Baccharlmetric Normal Weight^
and Specific Rotation of Dextrose,” by R. F. Jackson,

,
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Magma Pumps.

The development of a special type of Cameron pump for pumping magma,

or the mass of cr^^stals and molasses resulting from the boiling down of sugar

cane juice, is a very important step forward in the manufacture of pumping

machinery. This pump, although specially designed to handle magma, will pump
any viscous fluid such as molasses, tar, or the heavier crude oils.

These Cameron magma pumps are of the direct-acting piston plunger type,

operated either with steam or compressed air. The pump end is of special con-

struction, with ports of such generous proportion that the liquid and foreign

matter, held in suspension, are afforded unimpeded passages; also the discharge

valves instead of being of the flat type are bowl-shaped and easily reseat them-

selves by the enclosed valve spring when the piston starts in the reverse direction.

These discharge valves are particularly simple in construction, operate in a vertical

plane, and are very^ accessible.

The pump cylinder has either a removable cast-iron or a bronze bushing

through which a solid grooved piston works. The grooved piston has the effect

of helping to keep the bushing lubricated, and also, as this pump is designed to

handle viscous fluids, these grooves eliminate the necessity for packing of any

kind.

Keferring to the sectional view of the pump, Q in the cylinder; -f'is the

piston
;
and A the port connected with the source of supply. The necessity for

inlet valves is eliminated by having the ])urop placed below the level of the source

of supply. In this way the fluid comes readily into the pump through port A.

From tbds port it pas-aes into chamber B. The piston F in its travel closes the

port i/, leaving the fluid free to pass into the opposite end of the cylinder in

which a partial vacuum has been created. The return of the piston forces the

fluid into chamber C and up through bowl valve i>. The discharge opening is

designated by the letter E.

The driving end is of the standard construction that has given Cameron pumps
their reputation for unequalled simplicity and reliability over a period of more

than sixty years. AVhile this steam-thrown valve construction is doubtless well

m
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known to persons familiar with pumping machinery, a short detailed description

of its action is given below. It will be noted that there are only four working

parts in the steam mechanism ; also that the certainty of valve action is secured

without the attendant lovers, rocker arms and cams. There are no rods to bend,

break, or get out of alignment
;
no tappet bars, rollers or clamps to be adjusted.

Eefen’ing to the sectional view of the steam cylinder, F, the piston, is driven

by admitting the steam or compressed air under the slide valve H which,, as it is

shifted backward and forward, alternately connects opposite ends of the cylinder

X with the inlet and exhaust lii»es. This slide valve 11 is shifted by the auxiliary

plunger P; P is hollow at the ends which are filled with steam, and this issuing

through a hole in each end, fills the space between it and the beads of the steam

chest in which it works. Pressure being equal at both ends, this plunger P, under

ordinary conditions, is balanced and motionless; but when the piston Fhas travelled

far enough in its stroke to strike and open the reverse valve /, the steam or air

exhausts through the port F, from behind the ends of the piston P, which im-

mediately shifts accordingly and carries with it the slide valve //, thus reversing

the pump. No matter how fast the piston may be travelling, it must instantly

reverse on touching valve /. lu its movement the plunger P acts as a slide valve

to close the port Z and is cushioned on tlie confined steam between the ports and

chest cover. The reverse valves II are closed as soon as the piston i"' leaves them,

by a constant pressure of steam behind, W’hich is conveyed direct from the steam

chest through the ports indicated by shaded passages M.

Magma pumps are built in four sizes as follows, and enquiries should be

addressed to The Ingersoll-Raud Co., Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, London,

E.C. 4.

Gals.
Size. P.M.

Pjstoii St Pipe, Ex. Pipe,
Speed. Inches. Inches.

Suet
Pipe, in.

Dis. Pipe,
3 UCliCh Floor Space.

7X 6X 13.. 40 43 .. 1 ., .. 8 .. 6 .. 7 ft. 0 in. X 2 ft. 0 in.

10 X 6 X 13.. 40 .. 43 .. li .. 2 .. 8 .. 6 .. 7ft. 3 in. X 2 ft, Oin.

12 X 8 X 13.. 70 .. 43 .. H 2* .. 10 .. 8 .. 7ft.6in. X 2ft.6in.

14 X 10 X 18. .130 . . 46 . . 2 . . 3 ,

.

12 10 .. »ft.6in. X 3ft. Oin.

Successful results are stated to have been obtained in the propulsion of a Fordson
tractor by the use of a rapid” suction gas producer, burning charcoal This adapta-
tion of the small gas producer to the driving of tractors was first successful in Australia,
where about 25 are now in operation.

Petrol costs now 20 cents or Is. IJd. per gallon in the United States, but 28. 11 Jd. in
the United Kingdom, allowing for freight and for the difference in the American and
Imperial gallon. It is alleged that this high price to British consumers is maintained by
the "oil combine,” which is considered to have shown consistent disregard of the public
needs. A fuel expert, writing in the press, states that "in the last resort our only mchns
of defence would seem to bo the mass production of power alcohol from sources untainted
by the combine.^'

In his annual report, Mr, Eaul D. Baust, President of the American 8«gar Befining
Co., described in detail the effect produced on the price of sugar in the United States by
the release of Government control, and presented valuable facts and figures connected
with the activities of the raw and refined sugar markets. Incidentally he referred to the
competition of direct consumption sugars, which " has undoubtedly stirred the refining
interests to provide themselves with pennanent sources of supply of raws.” In addition
to the Central Ounagua, Cuba, his company has under construction the Central Jaronu,
capable of producing 600,000 bags, that is, about the same as Cunagua. It is remarked
that if the labour supply of Cuba is maintained, that country may in time produce half
the total world’s demand for sugar.
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Cause aad Remedy of the Difficult Defecation of

Cane Juice.

By CHABLKS MULLBR.

In order to determine the cause of the difficulty which one eometimes encounters

in defecating cane juice, the variation of the amount of lime was studied, the

behaviour of the juice towards this clarifier employed either alone or in association

with sulphurous acid at different temperatures being observed.

It was concluded: (1) That while there are juices defecating perfectly

with the usual amount of lime, there are also others which hardly defecate even

when the amount of lime much exceeds the proportion employed in present-day

manufacture
; (2) that the faculty of defecating more or less well depends upon

the purity of the juice, the conditions of temperature being equal; and (3) that

the action of the sulphurous acid added before or after liming, cold or hot, simul-

taneously ov separately with the lime, does not give appreciably different results.

These points being established, the cause to which one may attribute tbis

particular phenomenon so prejudicial to manufacture was investigated, and the

remedy that might be applied was examined. Since several suppositions, more
or less plausible, arise, we proceeded by the method of elimination :

(a) The presence of acetates, lactates, and fonnates of lime. Analysis showed

only traces of volatile acids in the juice, hence this supposition is eliminated.

(h) The imperfect constitution of the fibre, especially for young and undeveloped

cane, an hypothesis also uiijuaiifiod, since on analysing the bagasse after washing

and drying, figures were obtained showing that there exists no relationship between

the amounts cellulose and gums, that these substances do not vary at all with

the age of the plant, and that they do not appear to have any influence on the

facility of the defocatiou of the juice, so far as normal cane is concerned, (c) The
total quantity of soluble silica in the juice. Eegarding tbis subject, we have

made n largo number of analyses of the ash of cane juice of varying age and

devfilopinont coming from different soils, grown with care and without, lightly

and heavily manured, the figures per cent, carbonated ash being as follows :

—

Total silica .. .. .. 2*10 Potash 43*66

Iron oxide ,, .... 3-26 8oda 21*20

Alumina .. 1-30 Phosphoric acid .. ,, 4*05

Lime .... 1*60 Sulphuric acid 6*10

IMrtgnesia .. 1*80 Carbonic acid ., 13*86

The amounts of silica per litre of the juice did not vary very much from one

juice to the other, as one may see from the foll(»wing table :

—

FiEMi. 12 3 4 5 6

Year First. First. Second. First. First. Third.

Silica per cent., dry matter.. 0*021 .. 0*010 0*026 0*018 .. 0*020 .. 0*026

Defecation.. .. .... bad ., bad .. easy .. good ..impossible., bad

Hence the influence of the silica, in so far as the total soluble silica is con-

cerned, is not at all established. On following up tbis point, and on studying the

solubility of this silica in the juice, and its behavour towards the defecants used

in manufacture, we have arrived at the following conclusions ;

—

(1) The silica of the juice is not always eliminated by the lime or sulphurous

acid, and sometimes on the contrary forms soluble compounds with the lime.

These compounds, into which probably organic matter enters, are capable of

perfectly resisting the action of the maximum heat of the re-heaters, that is,

104-106® C. It is known that in the Gramince in general the silica entrained by
the upward movement of the sap is insoluble in alkalis at the commencement of
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growth. Later, before maturity this silica becomes soluble, and again becomes

iusoluble when the plant arrives at maturity. This silica is not combined to the

mineral bases of the plant (since hydrofluoric acid eliminates it completely), but

possesses the faculty of being soluble in alkali bases at certain periods of the life

of the plant.

(2) The silica of the juice appears to be combined in complex orgiiiio-silicious

bodies of a colloid nature. In fact, comparative tests have proven that while the

juices extracted by crushing in mills may neither defecate nor filter through

paper, yet the juice from cane obtained by diffusion may defecate very easily,

giving a liquid of perfect limpidity, passing rapidly through paper or cloth.

Lime does not precipitate the silica from juice obtained by crushing in mills

;

but in the case of juice obtained by diffusion, the major part of this silica is

precipitable by lime.

(3) The colloidal compounds for the greater part are destroyed by super-

heating. If one diffuses the bagasse obtained after double crushing, a juice which

has a satisfactory purity, but which does not defecate or filter well, is obtained.

If one admits as probable the presence of colloidal organo-silicious compound,

it is easy to explain this phenomenon, for this compound does not pass through

the walls of the intact cells of the cossettes, but easily passes into the juice after

rupture of the cell by crushing in mills.

If unlimed juice be heated in an autoclave under a pressure of 0*80 kg., cor-

responding to a temperature of 116^ C. (241® F.), the organic matter of the silica

compound precipitates, and the juice resulting from the operation is decolorized

probably by the destruction of the colouring matter authocyunin, though it

remains cloudy. After, however, adding a quantity of lime amounting to about

one-third of the normal quantity, and heating to 100^ C., this juice completely

clarifies. The deposit formed by the slow decantation of a badly defecating juice

contains very little silica, but contains 6-7 times more if the juice is superheated

before liming. This demonstrates the destruction of the soluble colloidal com-
pounds in the lime, and also that this base in this case bocoiiies capable of precipi-

tating the silica set free. Here are some figures illustrating this

:

.Tuice defecated by Jincc* .•jui»erJicated

the usual method, to . liined, sul-
iimed, Bulpluted, and plnled at 80’=' C„ and

heated to 102* C. healed to 100“ C.
Silica precipitated 0 46 I 02

Per litre of juice ., 0*30 1*40

In all those experimonts on the superheating of the juice, we have found:

(1) A perceptible diminution of the lime naturally existing in the juice which
originates from the mineral matter of the cane. (2) A very slight increase of the

*

glucose, which can probably be avoided by neutralizing the juice. (3) A very

perceptible decolorization of the juice. (4) A remarkable rapidity of defecation

after the addition of lime and reheating to 100® C.

Conclusion.
It results from this work that colloidal organo-silioious compounds exist in

certain canes for reasons yet insufficiently defined, though plausibly explicable*

These compounds are soluble in alkalis and alkaline earths at certain periods of the

liming of the plant, but are iusoluble at other periods. Living cells uiiriiptured

by crushing are impermeable to these compounds. This concerns healthy cauet

unbumt, and unaffected by frost or by a long exposure to the sun after cutting.

These compounds, which act harmfully in defecation, and are strongly melassi*

genic, are for the greater part destroyed by the superheating of the juice to
116® 0. (241® P,), the silica precipitable by the lime being set free, and the organic
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matter coagulated. Moreover, whereas the gums are not elixoinated in ordinary

defecation, and contribute a good deal to the fouling of the quadruple ef^ect^ and
to making the low-products viscous, these matters are completely precipitated by
the superheating of the juice. Under these conditions, the lime added to the juice

after superheating may be diminished to about one-third of the usual quantity

without inconvenience, leading also to an econom;^ of sulphur.

It may be remarked that the process which we recommend is a modification of

that of Uemino, which consists in liming the juice and heating for 1 min. to 120®C.

(248® F.). Numerous experiments have shown us that for the cane with which we
are concerned this method of operating gives hardly any result, the juice leaving

the apparatus strongly coloured. Destruction of glucose takes place, andthe silica is

not eliminated at all. It is therefore necessary to superheat before the addition of

the lime, and if later the syrups and molasses are also sulphited the maximum
effect is obtained. On superheating under a pressure of 1 kg. the molasses from

the centrifugals, and sulphitiiig them after cooling to 60® C. (140® F.), a very

fluid product was obtained with a cousiderablo deposit consisting of lime, silica,

and organic matter.

American Commerce Reports.'

Special Scoak Pkices to Austhalian Faurr Preservers.

Tha present wholesale price of sugar in Australia is fixed at £46 Is. 6d. a ton as the

result of the action of the Australian Ooveminent in March, 1920, guaranteeing a price of

£30 68. 8d. for all Queensland raw sugar for three years. The price fixed for refining is

£6 28. 6d* par ion, and the retail price is 6d. per lb. All transHctions in sugar are

regulated bj’ the sugar comptroller, an official of the Prime Minister’s Department. The
sugar crop of Queensland this year is expected to total 300,000 tons, a very considerable

iiicrfijise over the recent crops, though not much in excess of the 1917-18 crop. This

amount in conjunction with a probable production of approximately 20,000 tons in New
South Wales, tho second important sugar State of Australia, will undoubtedly fill the

requirements of that country. Kealidng that such high prices for sugar would make the

cost of jams and canned fruits produced in Australia so high as to exclude them from

foreign trade, the (Government gives n reliate of £20 a ton to jam makers and canners for

such sugar used by them as has been exported in jam and tinned fruits. The preservers,

however, allege that this concession does not put them on an even basis with foreign

manufacturers, as tho Australian price of sugar, even with the £20 rebate, is above the

world's parity. Accordingly the Government recently agreed to let them import their

own sugar and manufacture in liond, duty free. Tho jam makers claim that it is now too

late to import sugar in time to sweeten this season’s fruit crop, and have asked the

Government to advance them sugar against their imports; that is, to let them have

what sugar they need now and let them replace the sugar instead of buying from the

sugar administration at £46 Is. 6d* with the £20 rebate, but it is quite problematical

whether this request will be granted. The sugar administration has been trying to

average down the price by importing Cuban refined sugar, but admits that the effort has

not been sufficiently successful to justify a reduction in the wholesale nor in the retail

prices.

The facts that the guaranty remains effective for some time to come, that this year's

crop fully meets Australian requirements, and that the Australian price is so much above

the world market price, are all serious obstacles to such a programme for scaling down
the price.

1 Culled Irom ^'Comiuerce Keports/’ published by the Department of Commerce. Washing-
ton. In many cases tliese are abbreviated here.
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Although the sale of sugar to jam manufacturers and canners for export at £26 Is. 6d.

is causing the Government considerable loss, it has been further proposed for the Federal

Government to guarantee jam factories generally on unsold surplus stocks, but it is

doubtful if such a proposal will be adopted, for, in addition to the objections to this

particular guaranty, there is a still greater objection in that the granting of such a proposal

would create a precedent which would make it difficult, if not impossible, to refuse the

wool people, wheat growers, meat packers, and many other industries who are urging the

Federal Government for similar guarantees, and that at a time when the Qoveriiment is

finding it a difficult problem to meet its existing obligations.

The State of Victoria has already advanced considerable sums to one of the local

fruit-preserving companies, and probably will continue to assist jam makers as much as

possible, but the motive is more to assist the fruit growers of Victoria rather than the

cantiers, for the only salvation for the fruit growers, who ore in difficult straights, seems

to he in keeping the canneries in operation. It is possible that Tasmania may adopt a

similar programme to assist the fruit growers of that State.

Abgentinb Suoab Statistics foe 1920.

The Director of Itural Economy and Statistics recently presented to the Minister of

Agriculture a report on the production of sugrir in Argentina in 1920. The figures

are as follows :—
Cane <troitnt> SutiAit Piioi)CCEi>. Yield,

Pkovinces. Metric Tons Mkiuic Tons. J’kr Cent.

Tucuman 2,499,638 .. 166,008 .. 6*6

Jujuy 360,665 28,939 .. 8*2

Santa Fe 158,621 .. 10,394 .. 6*6

Salta 61,281 . 8,686 .. 6 8

CoiTientes 8,602 . . 659 . . 6*6

Chaco 21,115 1,167 .. 6-6

Total 3.099,722 209,653 6*7

The same official reports that, in an area of 95,000 hectares (284,749 acres; planted to

sugar cane, the return in sugar has been 2207 kilos per hectare (1969*6 lbs. per acre).

The report points out that the entirely abnormal circumstances that have disturbed

the sugar trade since 1916 make it practically impossible to determine the alternatives that

the restricted consumption has undergone as a result of the scarcity and the corresponding

high cost of sugar.

The following table shows production, importation, exportation, and surplus since 1916:

Year.
Production.
Metric Tons,

Importation
Metric Tons.

Exportation.
Mktuic Tons.

Surplus.
Metric Tons.

1915 149,299 23 63,823 95,499

1916 .. 84,069 30,326 i04 . . 113,991

1917 88,076 160,167 32 248,200

1918 126,950 33,269 9 169,210

1919 297,646 82,138 1,463 378,331

1920 209,653 .. — .. 81,813 127,840

Total . , .

.

964,692 305,913 137,684 1,123,071

According to the preceding figures, the stock of sugar in the Argentine market within
this period of six years amounted to 1,260,605 tons, of which approximately 76 per
cent, represented production and 24 per cent, represented imports. Of this total, 1,123,671

tons (89 per cent.) went to domestic consumption, while 137,634 tons (11 per cent.) went
to exports.

This proportion gives an annual average of 187,178 tons for domestic consumption.
Admitting a minimum of 210,000 tons for domestic consumption in the year 1916, and
taking into account the increase of 8*1 per cent, in the population since that year, the
quantity necessary for domestic consumption during the year 1920 would have been
227,010 tons, and the annual average for the period indicated does not exceed 187>178
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tons* It is iiecessar)^ thercjforo, to establish the annual average or proportion in order to
understand at onco that the consumption of sugar has notabl)' diminished.

It is not possible to fix matbeinatically the annual consumption of sugar per capita^

because the terms of the formula will be variable
; but it is a universal rule in these cases

to adopt an average as established by the facts during u long series of years. Both by
official statistics and by experts in the sugar industry, an average of 26 kilos (67 ‘3 lbs.)

per capita has been established.

Upon this basis and upon that of the official demographic data, we would have ihe
following result for a normal consumption ;

—

CoNSUMT*TION. Production.
Year. POPOIATION. Metric Tons. Metric Tons.
1916 8,248,630 214,461 149,299
1916 8.380,066 217,101 . . . 84,069
1917 8,468,026 220,169 . . . 88,076
1918 8,611,204 223,891 126,960
1919 . . 8,768,374 227,978 . . . 297,646
1920 8,979,821 .. . 233,475 209,663

Total 1,337,075 954,692
For the purposes of these estimates, immigration and emigration are (calculated upon

the basis of the first three months of 1920.

The figures prove previous observations with regard to the diminution that the con-

sumption of sugar has undergone in this country. [Consular Report, July, 1921.]

The French Suoak Industry.
Owing to the fact that the French sugar factories aro located principally in the

dovastat<?d regions of France, and that a large proportion of them have been totally

destroyed, it is impossible to ascertain precisely how many factories are owned by planters,

how many owned by corporations, or how manj* partly owned by planters. Factories not
belonging to planters have, nevertheloKS, direct interests in beet cultivation and produce
beets used in their factories in a proportion varying from 6 to 60 per cent, of their total

requirements.

According to oflScial statistics published in the Journal Officiel of July 17tb, 1921,
during the period September let, 1920, to June 30th, 1921, there were 72 French sugar
factories which shipped 313,976 metric tons of sugar, as compared with 60 factories which
shipped 160,897 tons during the same period of the season 1919-20, Prior to the war, in
I9l2r 13, there were 213 factories working, which produced a total of 864,816 tons of sugar.

There are no Government-owned sugar factories in France, and the Government does
not intervene either as regards the method of the cultivation of beets or in respect to

choice of seeds, f6rtilii:ers, etc. The planter as sole owner of a sugar factory is seldom to
be found, and oven though his name may he given to the factory, he usually has partners
who subscribe to a part of the capital employed. The cajiacity of French factories ranges
from a maximum of 4000 tons of beets to a minimum of 126 tons per day.

Contracts between planters and factories, mostly bolding good for one year, are usually

made between October and March ; but there aro beet producers who make contracts on
an eight to ten year basis.

To provide the necessary capital for reconstruction of sugar factories destroyed
during the war, a number of leading firms in the industry have issued a collective loan for

200,000,000 francos, the proceeds of which will be divided among tbo firms guaranteeing
the issue. To assure payment of Interest and repayment of the bonds, each of the

interested parties mortgages to the syndicate reparations payable by the French
Government for damage done during the war, [Consular Report, August, 1921.]

The importance of the chocolate and biscuit industry in Italy, says a U.S.A. Consular
Report, has greatly increased, both as regards the building of new establishments and the
quality of the products, which has reached such excellence as to bear favourable com-
parison with the best foreign makes. The capital now invested in this industry is more
than ten times greater than it was before the war, and the number of workers employed,
which before the war was 10*000, is at present 60,000. There are projects for new com-
panies and enlargements of the present establishments*
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Publications Received.

Industrial and Power Alcohol. B. C. Farmer, O.B.E. (Sir Isaac Pitman

& Sons, London, Melbourne, and New York.) 1921. Price: 28, 6d.

Dr. Farmer’s small book will be found serviceable by those desiring to

acquire a general insight into the increasingly important question of power
alcohol. It has been quite skilfully compiled from the large amount of literature

which has been produced during recent years (most of which has been noticed in

the columns of this Journal from time to time) ; and the result is a useful little

handbook on matters such as the production of alcohol
;

its denaturation

;

possible sources of its raw material ; and its utilization for power purposes. These
matters are in general allocated space commensurate with their importance.

Excise restrictions which seriously impede the production and sale of alcohol for

use as a fuel in this country also receive fair consideration, such for example,

as the prohibition of brewing and distilling simultaneously; the use of the

saccharometer as prescribed by the Act of 1880 ; the refusal to permit transport

by tank-wagons ; and the insistence of costly methods of denaturing. However,
after reading the portion of the book dealing with such matters, one is given the

impression that Dr. Fahmer had in his mind only the requirements for the pro-

duction of spirit in this country. Begulations and conditions which should govern
the importation into this country of denatured alcohol from countries where it can

be produced from prolific raw materials at a very low cost appear to have escaped

his consideration. Homo distilleries may supply a certain amount of industrial

alcohol from imported molasses, and possibly from some home-grown law
materials, but the bulk of our future supplies of power alcohol will surely be
imported directly from tropical or semi-tropical countries overseas for the purpose,

in the words of Sir William Pope,* “oi utilizing the surplus energy of the

tropics in supplementing the waning supplies of energy available in colder

climates.”

Report of the (Indian) Industrial Alcohol Committee, 1920. (Superin-

tendent of Government Printing, India, l^ost Box No. 95, Calcutta.)

1921. Price: lOs. not.

German Grammar for Science Students. W. A. Osborne, M.B., J).Sc., and

Ethel E. Osborne, M.Sc. Third Edition. (Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons,

Ltd., London, Melbourne, and Now York.) 1919. Price: iis. net.

This is among the best and most practical p/ the many German grammars
which have been published for science students. It is not intended to enable the
student to converse in German. In writing it the j)urpose of the authors has been
to place in the student’s hands a grammar which will teach him to read scientific

articles and treatises in the German tongue ; and rules, lists of exceptions, etc.,

concerned more with the study of composition than with the translation are
deliberately omitted. We think that after having mastered the contents of this

book, and having selected a good dictiouaiy’ (such ns Dr. I’attei son’s*) a student
should be able to read with some fluency the journals and books concerned w ith

the particular branch of science or industry in which he is interested.

Engineers' and Erectors’ Pocket Dictionary ; English, German, and
Dutch. By W. H, Steeiibeek. (Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd.,

London, Melbourne, and New York.) Price: 28. fid.

English and American engineers will find this a useful dictionary. It has
been compiled by one who has been engaged in installing machinery in difl’erent

countries
; and includes, in addition to more commonly occurring words, a

number of technical terms and phrases which are not generally included in similar
pocket-books.

‘ Presidential Address to the Society of Chemical Industry, delivered at Montreal, IWl.
» im, m and m.
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Brevities.

Mr. E. WurmiiCH, well-known in Natal and Zululand as technical advisor to a num-
of different factories, has been appointed the general representative for Bri^sh South
Africa of the Sugar Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd., London.

A patent^ has been taken out for the use of adsorbing (decolorizing) carbon lor pro-

ducing a vacuum in the jackets of storage tanks. Carbon prepared by heating wood
which has been impregnatod with salts, such as zinc chloride, is recommended.

The Swedish Hikstag has prolonged the law relating to the maximum price and import
monopoly on sugar for another 12 months. Both the import of sugar and the sale of the

indigenous product is to be carried out as before by the Swedish Sugar Factories Co.

In the recent article on Dr. Spencer’s iinpro%'ed electiic oven for the rapid determination
of moisture in sugars^, it should have been mentioned that the makers ot this useful

apparatus arc the Akthuu 11. Thomas Company, West Washington Square, Philadelphia,

U.8.A. (See page xl.)

A continuous centrifugal machine of the ** ter Meer ” type has recently been found

satisfactory for the drying of sewage mud.* Its capacity amounts to 4-9 cub. metres of

crude mud per hour, corresponding to about 700-1600 kg.; its power consumption is

12-16 H V. at 900 revs, per min,
;
while its cost of maintenence ana of operation are said

to be moderate.

A. Mailiie,* in a paper read before the Acadornie des Sciences, Paris, pointed out

that when linseed oil is passed over a mixture of electrolytic copper and magnesia at 660-

660“O. and the more volatile products hydrogenated, a mixture of aromatic and cyclic

hydrocarbons is obtained, which rnuy be sepamtod into a burning oil and an artificial

petroleum spiiit of sp. gr. 0*760, suitable for use ns a motor fuel.

Dr, J. J. WiLLAMAN, of the University of Minnesota, St. Paul, U.S.A., stated® that

the sorghum s^rup industry has gained new impetus through certain improvements,
immoly

: {/) the hreeding of improved varieties
; (,?) the use of a cleaning machine which

removes the seed heads, separates the leaves from the stalks, and provides thus a juice of

fairly uniform composition
; and (S) the filtration of the entire juice through cloth after

treatment with lime and heat and the addition of kieselguhr.

Investigations carried out by C. L. Claukmont, chemist to the Rat Destruction

Department, Ministry of Agriculture, London,® show that the virus method is uncertain.
** Gassing ” with sulphur dioxide is effective. eape(3ially as it kills the females and their

young in thoir nchts. Among the poisons which aie not dangerously toxic to other animals,

but are deadly to rats, are barium carbonate and red squill fSHlla martiimaj ; and these

should bo made into baits by means of the formula) previously described.’ Baits having
no odour should bo slightly flavoured with aniseed.

In regard to the manufacture of ** Natilite ” motor fuel in tropical countries, a point

fi equentlv raised concerns the condensation of the ether, produced by the action of sulphuric

acid on alcohol, as recently explained in these columns.® Ether boils at 34*6®C., but the

temperature of the factory water may reach 90®F. (32*2®C,). Under these conditions it

has been found roost economical and practicable to condense as much ether as possible in

the ordinary cooler, the vapour escaping being condensed in a second cooler supplied with

water at a sufficiently low temperature from a refrigerator. A comparatively small refri-

gerator equipment should be found sufficient, and its installation should be an inexpensive

addition to the plant. A “ Natilite” factory also finds it advantageous to operate at its

full capacity during those months of the year when the temperature is not at its maximum
height.

l English Patent, 165,676. * /.S.X, IMl, 3.13. * Knf ineer.nn Progrets^ 1921, No. 2, 46-47.

Compttn reiidut, IWl. 178, 8.56-359.

•'^At the Meeting ol the Section of Sugar Chemistry and Technology of the American
Chemical Society, New York, September, 1921.

« J. Soc. Cfiem. Jnd , 1931, iO, No. 17, 82T-398. ^
, 651.

» See I.SJ., mi, 391.
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Distance jiktween the Mills and the Epficibncy op Maceration. P. Ebbels*

Bulletin de la Socu-U des ChimUtea de Maurice^ 1921, 13, No, 4^, ll^lS*

Present day practice in the design of milling plant tends more and more towards the

driving of two or more mill units by one engine through suitablo gearing, an arrangoment

that necessitates the units being placed so near to one another that the maceratipn water

remains only a very short time in contact with the bagasse before being B(j[ueezed out by

the next mill of the train. An attempt was made by the author at the Beau 8^jour

factory^ Mauritius, to obtain an answer to the question whether under the new conditions

macemtion is as efficient as when the mills are driven by separate engines and placed far

enough apart to allow the water to remain in contact with the bagasse much longer. The
plant used consisted of a Krajewski crusher and three 3-roller mills, each driven by a

separate engine, the distance from the centi'e of the first to the second being 47 ft., and
from the second to the third 44 ft., while the bagasse took about 4 min. to travel from one
mill to the next. In the factory mentioned, the regular practice is to spray water on the

bagasse leaving the second mill, and the diluted juice from the third mill upon the bagasse

as it leaves the first. In order to imitate as closely as possible the new conditions of a

short distance between tlie units, the water was sprayed on the bagasse in the feed shoot

of the third mill about 4 ft. from the mill mouth, and the diluted juice upon the bagasse
in the feed shoot of the second mill at about the same distance as in the other case, the

following figures being obtained :

Cane, Baoassk. Maceration.
Sucrose. Sucrose, Moisture. Per cent. Cane.

Ordinary practice.. 16*14 .... 2*80 .... 41 0 .... 26*3

New condition 15*13 .... 362 .... 41-8 .... 27*0

Further, during these trials samples of juice were taken from the back and front of

the second and third mills. It was concluded from those trials that maceration under the
new conditions of a shorter distance between the units does not appear to be as efficient

as in ordinary practice for the following reasons
; {/) More sucrose is lost in the bagasse

;

{S) the Brix of the dilated juice from the front roller of the third mill is lower, and the

difference between the Brix of the juice coming from the front and the back rollers is

greater at both mills, indicating a less complete admixture ; {3} the differenccf between

the purity of the juice from the back and that from the front roller of the third mill was
much greater. It is, however, difficult to say from these results whether the inferior

results and less complete admixture under the new conditions are entirely due to the water

and dilated juice being in contact with the bagasse a shorter time, or in part to the fact

that both were sprayed upon the bagasse when it was lying loosely upon the feed shoot,

whereas in ordinary practice both are sprayed upon it as near the top roller as possible

while it is still more or less compressed. To finally decide this point a comparative trial

would have to be made with the present installation at 86jour, and also with a plant

in which the mills are driven by a single engine, and consequently placed much closer

together.

Continuous Sampling of .Sugar Juices, etc. Walter L. Jordan. Journal of

Indmtrial and Engineering Chemiatry, 1921, 13, No* 7, 640-B4t- (Paper read

before the Section of Sugar Chemistry and Technology at the filst Meeting of

the American Chemical Society, New York, 1921.)

Methods now used for sampling liquids automatically all give (as far as the writer

is aware) a sample the volume of which is dependent upon the time element and bears no

relation to variations in flow of the liquid sampled* Thus if a drip sample is taken, a

small flow through the main pipe line adds just as much to the sample as a large fiow

;

and if at the same time the composition of the juice varies, it is evident that such a sample

cannot be representative of the total juice flowing. A sample proportional to the total

) Tills Keview is copyright, and no part of it may be reproduced without permission.-*
(Editor, I.S.J.)
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flow may be obtfiined by the circular weir shown in Fig. 1, the sample being that portion

orerflowing through the vertical slot. This device can be applied wherever the liquor to

be sampled flows into a receiving tank, measuring tank, defecator, etc. Instead of the

juice or liquor running into the tank through a downward turned nipple or fitting, this is

turned up so that the pipe fills and the juice spills over the level edge of the fitting. The
sise of the sample obtained is dependent approximately on the relation between the width

of the slot and the total weir circumference. Actually, t^e sample will be smaller than

indicated by this proportion, on account of the fact that the sides of the slot restrict the

Fi« 1, Fio. 2. Fio- 3.

flow somewhat. The depth of flow is the same, however, for the slot and for the balance

of the circumference. A weir 10 in. in diam. with a 0*26 in. slot in a 1 in. wide plate

will give a sample of about ono one-hundred and twentieth of the total liquid flowing
;

or with an 0125 in. slot, one two-hundred and fortieth. Fig. 2 illustrates the relation

between the width of the sample slot and the total weir. A funnel constructed of light

sheet metal and soldered to both sides of the slot plate serves to carry off the sample. If

the volume of liquid is very large, it may bo necessary to reduce it twice, as in Fig. 3.

In a mill grinding 2000 tons of cane per day, the juice may thus be reduced to a bucket

wimple per G-bour shift. Drainage cocks are indicated to empty the pipe lines at shut-

downs. The Humplor can be made up in any mill shop of standard pipe fittings.

Problem op thb Disposal op Surplus Haqassb in the Philippines. /?. Renton
Hind. Suffar AVics, im, 2, ATo. 6, 219-m^

A familiar sight at factories in the Philippine Islands is a mountain of bagasse, the

disposal of wdnch is a problem when insurance policies require that no inflammable

material should be found in the Immediate vicinity of the buildings. This surplus of

bagasse results from the short milling season imposed by the local weather conditions, the

central being generally compelled to ojierate above its rated capacity, so that to produce a

juice of high density the dilution is kept down to al)Out 15 per cent, or less Mr. Kenton
Hind discusses the possible means of disposing of this material. It might of course be

made into paper and millboard, but this means the erection of a pulp mill, entailing a

heavy investment. It might be burned under extra Iwilors for the generation of electricity

for plantation railways, or for the pumping of irrigation water. Or again, it might be

spread upon fallowing fields, in order in this way to return to the land some of the soil

nutrients removed during the growth of the cane. However, at the immediate moment
the best means of utilizing at any rate a proportion of it appears to be to form it into

bales for burning at the beginning or the end of the season, at which periods there is

always a need for extra fuel. A horizontal hay-press making bales 16 in. X IB in. X
30 in., each weighing about 46 kg., has been found to give satisfactory results, and with

20-26 H.P. from 60 to 60 hales may be turned out per hour at about two centavos per

bale. An illustration is given of a type of horizontal machine which bales continuously,

and is easily and rapidly operated.
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Botatxon in Suoar Beokbbb op thb Normal Wbioht Solution op tkr Saccharimbtbb.

Vlad, Stanek, Li$ty eukromrnicke^ 19S0-Slf No, 4^ ; ZtUsoh, Zmktrind. coeho-

Slovak. RepMik, mi, 45, Nos. 4$ and 50, 4i7-4^S, and m-4SU
Saocharimeters at the present time are standardized according to the value established

by Hbr2pbli>* and Schonrock,* namely, that 34*667 circular degrees when using spectrally

purified sodium light correspond to 100 degrees on the sugar scale at 20®C. Subsequent to

the date of this important work, viz., 1904, quartz plates based on the standard stated were

despatched to different countries for the calibration and the verification of saccharimeter

scales. However, it has been observed by certain chemists, notably by Batbs and Jackson,*^

that the normal sugar solution obtained by the solution of 26 grms. of pure sucrose in

100 metric c.c. of water really reads less than 100®S,, and that in consequence the standard

established by the German workers is inexact. Mr. Stanbk working at the Prague

Experiment Station now again verifies the existence of this discrepancy. He used a

Bates-Fric saccharimeter, in which the half-shadow angle may be varied from 2*6 to 16®,

and therefore the sensibility adjusted for different conditions of observation. This instru*

ment was illuminated by a half-watt 1 10-volt, metallic filament, frosted bulb lamp with the

current at 120 volts, this over-voltage giving a very intense light similar to that of an

Auer lamp. All observations were conducted in a chamber the temperature of which was

20’0®C., with variations of only 0*6®C. ; while the temperature of the water passing

through the jacketted polarization tube w*a8 controlled at 20®C. within 0*02 to 0*03®C.

Weights, measuring flasks, and polarization tube were calibrated with the utmost care,

and the error in the case of each was exactly determined.

Begarding the methods of preparing the pure sugar for such investigations, that pro-

posed by the British chemists at the 1900 conferenced is considered to be too indefinite,

since the concentration of a “hot saturated solution may vary much, and hot saturated

solutions anyway are difficult to filter. Herzfeld's method* was tried, but abandoned on

account of the slow filtration of the viscous sucrose solution in the cold, besides which 96

per cent, alcohol on being added to the cold saturated solution does not precipitate the

sugar within 16 minutes as stated. Satisfactory results were obtained by dissolving two

parts of sugar in one of water with the addition of a truce of ammonium caihonate, adding

1 J part of 96 per cent, alcohol, heating to boiling, and quickly filtering through a Buchner

funnel dressed with smooth thick paper (S. & S. hardened), and preferably using the

vacuum pump. The clear filtrate was treated with a further I J part of 96 percent, alcohol,

and cooled in flowing water, some “ seed'’ being added, and the flask continuously agitated

by some suitable mechanical arrangement. After 2~3 hours, the sugar precipitated was

separated in a centrifugal machine (preferably that described by llEKZFBtn for the deter-

mination of the grain of raw sugars*) at 3000 revs, per minute for 10 minutes, the crystals

being washed with 96 per cent, alcohol, and again spun fox; five miimies, which washing

operation w'as repeated three times. Sugar thus obtained consisted of fine regular crystals

and contained 0*2 to 0*6 per cent, of moisture, which was removed by spreading out the

crystals on filter-paper and placing in a desiccator at 26 to 30®C., a yield of 60-70 per cent,

of a product containing 0*01 to 0*06 per cent, and O'OOl per cent, of ash of moisture being

finally obtained.

We come now to mention the quartz plates with which the normal solutions prepared

from this pure sugar were compared. These were three in number :
(A), which had been

furnished by the fiim of J. & J. Faic, and had an index of 99*47^ and was marked

Nr. 6*14
; (B), which had been made by Piters, of Beilin, bad been tested in 1899 by

the Keicbsanstalt at the request of the International Commission, had been further

examined by Hbrzpeld, and had also been used by Schonrocx in the establishment of

the conversion factor,^ its index being 100*06® according to Herzfbli>, and its distinguish-

ing mark Nr. 10*99
;
and lastly (C), which had also been made by Pbtbrs, and had been

I VcrciMZciiHChHfi^^ 1900, m, Ibid., 1904, 621.

> 6’e/. Baper, Bur, Stamardt, No, 268 ; l.S.J,, 1917, 380.

* Interuatioual CotiimisSion for Uniform Metliods of Sugar Analysis, hold iu Parts, July, 1900.

Vereiimeitschrift, 18, 71. « L8. J., 1919, 933. ^ VerHmzeiiichrift, 1904. 621.
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«ent to Prague by Prof. Hbhzfbld, its index l>6ing 90*12®, and its mark Kr, 6*1. Theae

three plates were first polarized in the saccharimeter, and the average error of the instru-

ment thus determined; then normal solutions of 12 samples of sugars purified in the

manner above indicated, and also the normal solutions of five samples of refined sugars

(all carefully analysed), were observed, coiTections being made for the small amounts of

moisture, ash, and invert sugar (using Kraisy’s new method*), as well as for the error of

the flasks and tube.

As the net result of this work, it was concluded that the polarization of the normal

solutions of the purest refined examined (after making the corrections indicated) was
99*917®; of the refined purified by once precipitating with alcohol, 99*904 ; and of refined

purified by precipitating several times with alcohol in the manner above described,

99*8rS ,
in whicli latter case there was a very good agreement when cane and beet sugars

were used . These figures average slightly lower than those obtained by Bats^s and Jackson,^

namely 99’806®8, and in general they confirm the work of the American chemists.

Therefore, it is certain that much remains to be done towards establishing a correct

standard, snd it is urged that others should now engage in this investigation.*^

Tkmfkhatuuk op Inveubion in tmk Double Polahization (Clkhoet) Mkthc»p. Eduard
Freibauer* ZeiUeh, Zuekennd, eeehoshvah* Mepubhk^ 1921^ 312^ Ko. 40, SIS,

Koypl stated in one of his papers^ that in determining the sucrose content of beet

molasses h}*^ the double polarization method, it is unnecessary when inverting by means of

h)drochlunc acid to hold closely to the temperature prescribed by Hebzfelp, namely,

67-70X\ A number of experiments carried out by the author confirmed this, as the

following results (among others) showing the temperature of inversion, and the sucrose

per cent., indicate: 69®C., 47*75
;

75®C,, 47*68; 80®O., 47*68. Following this another

8erie^ of tests were made
:

{n) in which the temperature of inversion was held at 69®C.

during five minutes; and (A) in which the fiask containing the solution to be inverted was
placed in a water-bath at about 90®C., the flame removed, and heating in this way con-

tinued for 10 minutes, rractically identical results were obtained with both methods of

heating, showing clearly that it is unnecesBary to hold tediously to the temjierature of

G9°0. during inversion. Naturally the use of a water-bath at about 90®C. in the manner
described is a very convenient method for routine work during the rush of the campaign.

Of course, it is understood that these results relate to beet molasses, and do not hold for

purer liquids, in which latter case quite difierent results may he obtained. Thus a solution

of a second crop beet sugar having a purity of about 90®C. gave a sucrose content of 57*71

per cent, at 69®C., but one of 57*19 per cent at 80®C.

New System pok tmb Mea6ciii:mbjst op the Colour of Suqah PHonutn's ireaikd wnii

Dr.coLOKiziNO Carbon. P. Sazavsky, L%$ty eukrovarniekef 1920-Sl, S09.

Recognizing the irrational and inconvenient nature of the method of estimating colour

by comparison with the tinted glosses of the Stammer colorimeter, Kovdl® introduced his

SHCcharan system, according to which I® Stammer represents the colour produced by the

solution of 4 mgrtns. of Ehrlich’s saccharan compound® in 100 c c. of water
; but the

disadvantage of this proposal is that the power of adsorption of char and decolorizing carbon

is very much less towards saccharan than towards the colouring matters normally contained

in beet liquors. Thtrefore, the author proposes the use of the nitrogenous substance

isolated by Stankx, the so-called ** fuscasinic acid,*’ the alkali salt of which is said to

compose al>out half the colouring matter of beet molasses.’ By chance it happens that the

colour of a solution containing 100 grms. of fuscasinic acid in 100 c.c. corresponds almost
’

»

I sJ.' 1921, wr"""
» !hid • Mr, Stanrk points out the great advantage of an exchange of preparations

of sucrose, of uuaHz plates, etc., among tlioso taking up Bncn investigations ; and the seiwices

of the Prague Kxperiinent Station as a neutral mediiim are oflei*ed for tills purpose.

* bsierr.-Vnaar, Zcitfch, Zuckerind.^ 1897, 605.

» (itcm-l/npar. Zeitsek. ZuckerinO,, IWS, 193. » 1910, 84.

1 Zm»ch. Zucherind, Mhm., 1916-17, ti.
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to 100^000° Stamiuer^ so that 1 liigrm. in 100 c.c. =: rS. Consequentlj, it is suggested

that the amount of colour in sugar liquors should be expressed in terms of units of fuses*

srnic heidy the advantage of this being : (1) that the conditions of practice are more closely

approached; and (S) that calculation is simplified. Stanek proposes > to use the word
** fusca to denote the new unit, and one may thus have the mgrm., the grm. or the kg.

fjisca. JS^ample i.—In a refinery 42*0 quintals of ‘‘Carboraffln were used for the de*

c<jlorizatioii of 68,000 hectol. of liquor, the colour being reduced from 3*48 to 1*66®S.

Then theabsolute colour content was 1 ‘83 x 68,000=r 106,000grm. luscas, or 106 kg. f., which

were adsorbed by 42*6 quintals or 4250 kg. Therefore, the “ Carboraffin*' had adsorbed

106 X 100/4250= 2*6 per cent. f. Example 2.—A refinery works 1600 hectol. of washed

sugar liquor daily, the colour of which is lowered from 2*5 to I'O^^S by the use of

Oarboraflin.” Further, the colour of 1000 hectol. of pil6 liquor is also diminished in the

same refinery from 16 to 10®S. by the use of Carhoraffin.” In the laboratory the adsorp-

tion capacity of the “ Oarboraffin ” was found to be 4‘8 per cent, f. ; and it is required to

calculate the ** Carboraflin” consumed. the old Stammer system it would be almost

impossible to do this ; but it is simplified by the use of fusca units. Thus : 1‘5 X 1600=

2400 grm. f., or 2*4 kg. f., plus 5 X 1000= 6000 grin, f., or 6 kg. f.
;
so that 2*4

-f- 6= 7'4

kg. f. is the daily colour to be removed. As 100 kg of “ CarboraflQn'’ remove 4*8 kg. f.,

therefore 100 X 7*4/4*8= 164 kg. is the daily amount of “Oarboraffin** required in tlie

particular refinery concerned.

“Natilitp/* in the Fau East. Carolyn Wilson. Su^at Kew»^ 1921 ^ 6^227-230,

It is stated that the Natilite Motor Spirit Co. of Australia, Ltd., has acquired the

rights for the production of alcohol-other fuel in the Dutch East Indies, Straits Settle-

ments, and the Federated Malay Straits. In the region around British North Borneo,

Sumatra and the East Coast of Malay there are estimated to be two million acres of nipa

palm suitable for the production of alcohol. It should be possible (the author states) in the

Malay Straits to produce Natilite” at 8 to 12 cents per gallon, and it could be sold at say

$0*40. About 250 gallons of alcohol are obtainable per acre of nipa palm, which matures

in four to six years, and remains productive for another 60 years.

,
.Experiments on the Deteriokation of Cane after Cutting. R. C. Pitcairn, Su^at

jVtftcjr, 102If 2t Ko. Of 223,

About 60 tons of cane was cut and divided into five lots, one of which was milled each

day for five days, and the crusher juice sampled continuously. The average purity found

on tlie five successive days was 90*01

;

88*82; 86*57 ; 82*06; and 80*73
; and the boil-

ing house recovery (calculated with the 8. J. M. foniiula) 94*46
; 93*57

;
91*01

;
88*01

;

86*81. These figures show well the great importance of^ milling the cane as quickly as

possible after it is cut.

Befractive iNDfCES OF SuGAH SOLUTIONS. (1) Hugo KrUss, Terexmzextschriftf 1920

f

617-525. (2) Hans Schulz, Ibid,, 1921, 347-359. (3) 0, Schdnrock, Ibid.,

J9J1, 417-420.

(1) A comparison of the tables of Matthie88en,2 Main,® and Schonhock,^ stating

the refractive indices of sucrose solutions at 20®C., was made by the author
;
and, based

on a smooth-out curve obtained on plotting these values, a new table was constructed.

The figures thus obtained differ only slightly from the corresponding values of 8ch6nrock*s

table, though a little more in the case of Mam*8, especially in the higher concentrations.

Following this, a comparison was made between {a) the values obtained by Wiecmmann^
for the refractive index and the dry substance by analysis, and (6) those stated in the

tables by Main, Soh<5neock, and the author (from his smoothed-out curve). It was
found that Main’s, Schdnrock's, and Krilss* values differed from Wiechmann^s results on
the average by 0*27, 0*19, and 0* 14 per cent, respectively. Examination of the results also*

* Private communication to Mr. Sazavsky. * Diseertalim, 1898. * J.SJ., 1907, 481*487.

* Zeitsch. f. Jnetrk., 1911, SI, 191. * Ver€iH$zeit9chrift, 1908, tt, 1083.
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showed that while the greatest difference between any single refractometric observation

and the direct analytical result scarcely amounts to 0*5 per cent., yet the mean of all the

refractometric observations is only 0*1—0*2 ^er cent, higher than the direct dry substance

determination. (2) In this second paper, it is considered doubtful by the writer whether

the values for the refractive indices of sucrose solutions at 20®C. compiled by KuOss from

the tables of Matthikssen, Main, and SohOneock, are really the most reliable.

(S) SchOnrock points out that in his determinations the error was only about 1 unit in

the dth decimal place ; whereas between his values and the new figures stated by Kuuss

the difference amounts to 4 units in the 4th decimal place.

SoFHisTicATsi) IJi.tramarxke Btcs, Jatoslav Dedek* LUiy cukrovnrniMf W20-ft^

169 ; Z^itaeh, Zucktnnd, cechonlovak, Jtepuhlikt 1921^ 45, No. 40, Sll,

A sample of ultramarine blue was sent by a refinery to the Sugar Experiment Station,

at Prague, with the complaint that its colour diminished in use, presumably under the

influence of the slight alkalinity or the trace of hydrosulphitc still retained by the crystals

after washing. Microscopical examination showed it to be of fairly normal appearance,

though in comparison with the best French ultramarines it had a more intense colour,

which was not regulaily distributed, many particles here and there being of a deeper shade

than the surrounding material. Alcohol on being mixed with a little of it was coloured

intensely blue, which solution was immodlately decolorized on the addition of sodium

hydrosulphite. At first it was thought this was a case of the substitution for the real article

of sO'Called ** artificial ultramarine blue’’ that is, an admixture of kaolin or similar

material with an aniline dye
;
but on extracting the sample with alcohol, a blue residue

was obtained. Finally, it was established that the sample was nothing more than a genuine

ultramarine blue ** improved” by the addition of about 1 per cent, of a spirit-soluble

aniline dye.

Manufactuhe of Stauch, Glucose and Br-pRonucTS. /?. H. Williams. Canadian

Chenmlry and Moiallurgy, 1921, 5, No. 7, 195-196.

A brief outline is given of the process, maize being used as raw material. Corn oil.

extracted from the germ by iiienns of a press, has recently come into considerable pro-

minence as a soap oil. Its sp. gr. is about 0*92, and its saponification value 18— 19.

Imvuoved Form of Barfobd’s Kolvtio.v. H. E. Roaf. l\oc. Fhyml. Soc., 1920;
J. rhytiol.t 1921, 54, lx- hi.

Experiments with reagents of varying composition lead to the acceptance of the

following: copper acetate, 50 grms. ; sodium acetate, oO grms.
;
glacial acetic acid, 6c.r, ;

water to lOOu c.c. With this reagent a reduction is obtained with 0*1 per cent, dextrose

solution on merely heating to the boiling point ; while 1 per cent, solutions of pure
specimens of iiialtosc or lactose do not show reduction under similar conditions.

Vapour Pressuhes of Mixtures of 95 percent. Ethyl Alcohol an i* Ethyl Ether.

L.J. Olmer. Hull. Soe. Chim., mi, 29, 382-385.

Composition of the Gaseous Phase of Ethyl Alcohol-Ethyl Ether Mixtt efs in

Terms of the Liouid Phase. L. J. Olmer. Hull. Soc. Ohm., 1921, 29

^

SS5-389.

Lbvulosan. Ami Picket and Joseph Reilly, Eelv. Chim. Acta, 1021, 4, 613-616.

Inulin. H. Pringsheim and A. Aronowsky, Bcnehtc, 1921, 54, 1281-1286.

pREPAHATioK OF 0ALAOTOSB. E. P, Clark. /. Hiol. Okm., 1921, 47, 1-2.

J. P. 0,
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UNITED KINGDOM.

Continuous Clarifying Centrifugal for Sugar Juices.'-* Oliver Imray^ of London

(communicated by Wilhelm Matiss^ of Johannesburg, Union of South Africa).

164MS (S474)- February 4th, 1920.

According to this patent, a batch of mixture is treated in a cenrtifugal separator

which separates fully the solids from the major part of the batch and partially from

the remainder, the liquid, the fully separated solids, and the partially separated remainder

being separately discharged from the appara-

tus. The apparatus shown comprises a drum
composed of a number of separable soctions

if, 3, 4* Gf conical form, which are

pressed apart axially by springs 10 and are

held together by a toggle-link 6’, 9 which is

controlled by a rod 16 movable axially by the

piston 17 in & cylinder SO. The mixture is

introduced through a pipe 3S and the solids

are deposited in the spaces S2, SSn. The
liquid escapes by way of the channel $3 at

the upper end of the drum. After running

the machine until a certain amount of solid

is deposited in the chamber the supply is

stopped and the drum sections sepaiated.

The fully separated solids escape to the

chamber 24 * and outlet S5^ the partially

separated solids and liquid in the chamber SSa

escape to the launder S7 where they may bo

inspected and pass to either the chamber S4

or back to the supply vessel by way of the

two-way valve SS. A slow-driven drum 38 is

arranged to control the supply valve SI and

the discharging cylinder control valve SI by
means of tappets 39

1 4^ adjustably spaced in

grooves on the drum 38. In the clarification

of sugar juices, and in the case of a drum 2 ft.

in diam., the speed is 1000-2000 revs, per min

Oane Hartbster.* Max Wertheim, of Pietennariteiurg, Natal, Union of South.

Africa, 164,229 [14,170). May 25th, 1920.

It comprises a main frame 2 supported on creeper chains or the like lx and carrying

rotary cutters 4* nn elevator IS, discharging trough 15, and topping cutters 20, The canes

are drawn to the cutters, which are mounted antifrictionally and be adjusted in

^ Copies of speciiications of patents with their drawings can i>e obtained ou application
to the following Kingdom: Patent Oflico, Sales Branch, X5, Southampton Buildings.
Chancery Lane, London, W.<;.2 (price, is. each) United State*: Coiniuissioner of 4^atems,
Washington, DC. (price 10 cents each). /Vance: L'linprimerie Kationale, 87. rueVleiUedw
Temple, Paris (price. 2fr. oo each).

* Exporiinent-s have been carried out by Messrs. Reynolds Bros., Ltd., at their Sczela
factoxy, Natal, with the Mauss continuous juice clarifying macluiie

;
and Mr. E. Camden-

Smith, nianxiger of the mill, has i-eported favourably on the results obtained. He states
that, using this machine, Ji5-40TI P should be ample to operate the clarification department
of a mill producing loo tons of sugar per day It is unnecessary here to einphaHlxe the
advantages such a system of operating (ir economical and efficient) would have in cornpanson
with the present mode of subsiding in tanks and filter-pressing tlxc mud See also U.K.
patent, 133,448 ; / S.J., 1920, 57.

* This is the ** Victor*’ cane cutter, described by Mr. John Murray, M.I Mech.E . as being
**in advance of anything that has yet been Invented.'* One of these machines has been
shipped to South Africa for further trials by Messrs. Duncan Stkwaet A Co., Ltd., of
Glasgow, who have acquired the patent rights. See also : I.8.J., 1930, 411.
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height, by chains 8 carrying hooked projections 9, the chain being mounted on sprocket

wheels JO, 11 and driven from a prime mover 5. The cut canes fall into the conveyor 18

which is provided with helical brashes 14 and rotary brushes IS to move the oane upwards

and simultaneously to remove trash therefrom. Other rotary brushes 1$^ ensure the cane

being delivered into one or more troughs 15 pivoted at on the main frame. The trash

falls on a conveyor 85 and is delivered into a receptacle or on to the ground. Whon
sufficient cane has accumulated in the trough it is bound, and the trough turned through

90 degrees by giving motion to a belt 18. The cane falls top downwards and is tapped by

fIC.i.

FiC.3 fM

a cutter or cutters 80 driven from the engine and movable on runners to cut through th

bmulle of cane. The tops are removed by hand or by a conveyor VJ which also delivers

the topped canes to a second conveyor 87 which carries thorn to a trailer 86. After

delivering the cano to the topping cuttors the trough 15 is moved to its original position

cither by swinging hocik or by completing a revolution. Specification 156,298 is referred

to.*

PiionucTioN OF Glvcektn fhom Sugar Products. A. T* Cocking, of Sutton

Coldfield, and C, H. Lilly, of Bdgbaston, Birmingham. 164,034 f8S,644J-

September 26tb, 1919.

Glycerin is produced by fermenting sugar solutions containing a mixture of about

equal weights of alkali bisulphite and sulphite. Th© mixed sulphites may bo added in

successive small quantities to a proportion corresponding to the percentage of glycerin

desired, the proportion of acetaldehyde and alcohol being greater the less the proportion

of sulphites; and the liquid may be maintained approximately neutral by successive

additions of alkali bisulphite solution or by increasing the proportion of bisulphite in the

additions of the mixed sulphites. In an example in which the maximum glycerin yield

was required, 311 gallons of a solution of raw sugar (equivalent to 788 lbs. of glucose)

were foimented by 40 lbs. of yeast at a temperature of 36-37® 0. for nine days, and during

the first 6 days 176 gallons of mixed sodium sulphite and bisulphite solution (equivalent to

646 lbs. Na« 80,) were added in doses first of 40 lbs. and then of SO lbs. of mixed salts in

16 gallons of water. In this way, 336 lbs. of glycerin, 172*2 lbs. of acetaldehyde, and

37*4 lbs. of alcohol were produced.

I im, 39B.
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Etabobation umxziKQ Thermo -OoMpRBSsioa. N, Testrup and Techno-Chemical

Laboratories, Ltd,^ of Olapham Park, London. 163^793 (6fi53). February

24th, 1920.

According to this process of evaporation, the liquid is applied as a film on a moving

surface, for example, on the outside of a hollow rotating drum, which dips into a Imth of

liquid in a closed casing or contacts with a feed-roller dipping into tlie bath. The vapours

evolved are compressed by a pump to raise the temperature slightly, and passed to the

inside of the drum to serve as heating agent. The outside of the drum is kept clean by

contact with a revolving brush or a rubber or like scraper
;
while the scale which deposits

may drop into a part of the bath separated by a perforated partition and may bo con*

tinuously removed.

Filter. //. Plauson and J* A. Vielle, of Pall Mall, London. 155^834 {3€J€9),

December 24th, 1920; convention date, July 5th, 1918; not pet accepted;

abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

A cylindrical or conical filter unit, applicable to extrusion presses or to plunger presses

or as a suction drum, is formed by the superposition and compression of annular elements.

These elements may be perforated plates or rings of wire mesh, or moulded rings of

asbestos, cement, or gypsum, separated or reinforced by fiat or corrugated metal or wire*

work rings. Or the elements may consist of perforated cores or coils over which wire,

that may have been previously wrapped with finer wire or yam, is wound. A press is

shown having a telescopic casing, in which a worm having a decreasing pitch towards the

discharge end revolves ; and in this press the filter element consists of thin plates with

elongated slots, adjacent plates being arranged so that the slots of one are at right angles

to those of the other.

Manufacture of Invert Sugar Syrup (from Dates, etc.). F. Patterson, of Combti

Down, Devon. 163,9U flC,S33). June I6th, 1920.

After heating the dates in a moist atmosphere at a temperature of 150*300^F.

(65*6—’148*9'^0.), they are placed with water in a vessel, the upper i)art of which is

narrowed to facilitate the removal of the scum arising during the process of extraction.

After drawing off the liquor through strainers, it is run into settling tanks, where a

preservative, such as salicylic acid, is added. Finally, it is passed through filtcr*presses,

into tanks where it is concentrated to a density of about 1*24 (about ol® Brix).

Ebcovery of Potassium Salts from Distillery Slops. Maurice Bird, of Berbioe,

British Guiana, 166,657 {10,383), April 13th,, 1920.

Waste heat produced in the factory is employed to effect the evaporation and charring

of distillery slops. Preferably the slops are first neutralized with lime. They are next
concentrated by passing them slowly over the heated flues leading from the furnaces to

the factory chimney, and then poured into metallic pots. These are placed inside the

flues to cause their contents to char. The residual mass has a content of phosphoric acid

and nitrogen and is used as such as a manure, or the potassium chloride and sulphate

may be leached out with water. Alternatively, the liquor concentrated as above described

may be charred or incinerated by other means. [Reference has boon directed by the
Comptroller in pursuance of Sect. 7, Sub-sect. 4 of Patents and Designs Act of 1907
and 1919 to Specifloation 2524 of 1876.]

GERMANY.
PfiBFARATlON OF A HiOHLY AoTIVE VEGETABLE DeCOLOUXZINO OaKBOK. VereiU

Chemischer Fabriken in Mannheim, 309,331, June 23rd, 1920.

Wood in granular form is impregnated with solutions of electrolytes, as potassium
hydroxide, carbonized at a moderate temperature, soaked in alkali, and the temperature
Anally raised to bright red heat.
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UNITED STATES.

Filtbr yon Sugar Liguorb. John J, Berrigan (ABsiguor to Henry R, Worthington
Corporation, of New York, U.S.A.), l^SSO^SBS. August 24th, 1920. (Ten

figures.)

One important feature of the Invention consists in a method of and an apparatus lor

preventing or reducing the adhesion of any slimy sedimentary material to the cloth

sufHciently to form an obstructing layer. This desired result is attained by supplying a

fluid to the interior of the hollow filter element during the filtering operation, so that as

the sediment tends to accumulate on the outside of the filter element, its adhesiveness is

counteracted and it either falls at once from the filter surface, or falls therefrom so soon

as it hns accumulated to an extent so slight as to be insufficient to materially obstruct the

passage of the filtrate. In an apparatus embodying the preferred form of the invention,

each filter element is of such a construction as to provide an interior compartment at

least one of the walls of which, and generally both, constitutes a filter, this interior com*

partment being provided with an outlet as usual and also with an inlet for admission of

the fluid whoso function Is to counteract the adhesivenesB of the sediment which deposits

on the outside of the filter element. It has been found that if, when filtering sugar

liquors, steam is admitted continuously to the interior compartment of the filter during

the filtoring operation in the manner described, the sediment deposited on the outside of

the filter cloths does not adhere to an extent sufficient to clog the filter, but drops off by its

own weight and may be removed from the apparatus. This may be due to the heat of the

steam, or to the pressure of the latter outward, or to both. Whatever the reason the

action is very advantageous.

ExTRAC’TION of JuICR from BrKTS, RTC., by CltUSHINO AND Macbuation.* Oscar

Mengelbier, of Berlin, W., (lormany (Assignor to The Chemical Foundation

Inc., of Delaware, U.S.A.). l,37S,89t. March 29th, 1921.

Preliminarily the roots are cut into quite large slices, which pass successively up an

elevator into a hopper, through a 2-roller mill or press with knurled or rifted surface,

into a vessel or tank containing water, up an inclined transporter in which a revolving

worm is mounted, through another vessel or tank containing water, and finally through

another 2-roller mill or press, the surface of which is also roughened. Tests are said to

have shown that this manner of operating combines the advantages of the ordinary diffusion

with those of the new scalding or pressing processes, since the extraction is high, the

slices are low in sugar, and the pressed pulp is high in dry substance. Moreover, the

objectionable waste waters (the disposal of which is often such a difficult question) are

entirely suppressed,’-*

CKNTttxyuGAt Machine for separating Solu>8 prom SuersNsioN in Liguids.® William

J. Gee,ot Tttlse Hill, London. 1,SI3,S1€, August 5th, 1919. (One drawing.)

Evapouation, Jean C. Griire, of Varese, Italy. 1^371^784* March 15th, 1921.

(Ten drawings.)

Claim 1 :-«In an evaporator apparatus having two evaporating elements, a liquid

conduit connecting the upper chamber of the first element with the lower chamber of the

second element, a first separating means in said conduit having a return duct for vapours

to said upper chamber of the first element, a second separating means provided in said

conduit with a duct to the upper chamber of the second element for discharging vapours

thereto separated from the liquid in said second separating means, the liquid residue

being discharged through said conduit into the lower chamber of said second element, each

of said elements comprising an upper chamber subdivided into a plurality of compart-

i See also Trench Patent, S70, sso ; J.aV,/., JSifti 14S.

4 This method of oxtraotlug beet juice with its two mills and its maceration therefore
resembles in general piinciple that employed in oane milling,—En., 1.8,J.

> See also U.E. Patents, 24,303 of 1911 ; 9365 of 1916 ; 106,669 of 1916 ; and 113,326 of 1917. Also
Z.S./., 1920, 377.
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montB, a lower chamber Biinilarly subdivided, rising tubes oeuiiocting similarly located

compartments in both chambers, a heating chamber for said tubes provided with an inlet

and an outlet for a heat supplying medium, a down pipe connecting one compartment in

the upper chamber with a different!}^ located compartment in the lower chamber and inlet

and outlet pipes for the liquid in said lower chamber.

CuBB Sugar Packing and Boxing Machine. Richard Laborda, of San Francisco, Cal,,

U.S.A. (Assignor of ono-half to John D> Spreckels, Jr,, of San Francisco,

Cal., U.S.A.). 1,SG7,821. February 8th, 1921. (Six drawings)

I'his invention relates to certain improvements on the construction shown in a

previous speciiication. ^ It has for its object to provide means to facilitate the stacking

of the cubes in assembled form ; for supporting and transferring tho assembled cubes to a

receiving platform ; for separating the stacked cubes into predetermined numbers or

quantities for subsequently packing containers ; and for filling or packing the containers

with the sugar in an improved and efficient manner.

Afparatcb for the Olauificaiion and Evaporation op Bugah Juices. Esteban

Gorriti Aizcorve, of Caibarien, Cuba. ly$5SJ3^, November 9th, 1920.

(Four figures.)

It is explained that the invention essentially consists in a modification of the apparatus

usually employed for evaporating tho w.iter contained in the juice, so that the clarification

of same and the evaporation of said water is performed at one and the same time, and

continuously, the use of settling tanks being completely eliminated.

Substantially the design is to separate into two parts the evaporating apparatus

employed until now. It comprises a lower chamber for heating the liquid and a superior

or uppoi chamber wherein

tho vacuum is applied, unit-

ing both these chambers by

means of a closed channel,

us will be set n in the follow

ing descriptitm. Numeral f,

shows tlie heating chamber

of tlm juice, which is to be

purified. This chamber is

constructed similarly to the

body or lower chamber of

I any evaporator in use, and

therefore it may be provided

with a double bottom, or

tubes, etc., for circulating

the steam. At the top of chamber I is bolted the channel provided at the other end

with a rectangular body 5, projecting upward to which is joined the body which con-

stitutes the vacuum chamber of the evaporating apparatus. The bottom S of the channel

or conduit ^ is inclined and extends downwardly from the chamlier t and adjacent to the

lower end of the bottom of the channel f a valve 6 is provided for drawing in the juice to

be clarified to flow into tho channel until the chamber 1 is filled and the channel 2 a little

above its middle.

When steam is applied to the heating chamber i, the temperature of the liquid in it

and in the channel 2 rises, and a circulation or current is established, flowing from the

heating focus in the chamber, toward tbe other end of the channel, which this current

drives back against the vertical wall, which is the limit of the channel 2^ all the solid par-

ticles and foreign matter contained in suspension in the cold juice coming through the

valve Gf re-uniting at this point not only the heavier substances but tho lighter ones, and

1 U.S.A. Serial, 394,886 of 1919*
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from thonco they are removed by any convenient means (as e.g., through an opening) at

suitable intervals. In the chamber a pure and clear juice is found, free from all impuri>

ties because those contained in the cold liquid entering through the valve 6^ are held back

before arriving at the chamber by the flow of liquid resulting from the higher temperature

of the liquid in the chamber 1 than in tho channel S. The heating of the liquid in the

chamber 1 results in the boiling of the liquid and its flow from the heating chamber, the

lighter particles being carried along tho closed conduit toward the outer end by the foam

on the surface of the liquid, while the heavier particles are carried downwardly and out-

wardly along the inclined bottom, which facilitates the roovenmnt of the heavier particles

away from the heating chamber. This liquid now clarified and freed from much water is

carried from chamber 1 through valve .9, pipe 19, and valve If, to another simihir chamber,

in which it is submitted to the same operation, becoming purer, and losing more water.

Lastly it is carried to the third evaporator by way of the valve 13 ^
pipe 14t valve 16,

Motor Furl (Containing Alcohol. John P. Foster^ of Paia, Hawaii, T. li.

1921.

Claim is made for: (1) a motor fuel comprising a mixture of alcohol, ether, and

anilin
; (2) an admixture of ethyl alcohol, ethyl ether and anilin

; (3) an admixture of

alcohol, ether, kerosene, and anilin ; and (4) an admixture of the following compounds

in substantially tho proportions (by volume) indicated : alcohol, 63 ; ether, 34 ; kerosene,

2 ;
and anilin, 1 per cent,

Cknthifvgal Pcmps. Jos. D, Corie^ (Assignor to Jngersoll-Rand Co., of Jersey

City, N. y., II.8.A.) J,385, 116, July 19th, 192L

Activation of (^akron John C, Woodruff, <''f New Yoik, U.R.A. 1,368,987*

February 16th, 1921. (One drawing.)

Heretofore, oharroal has Ik on activated by means of steam in vertical nichrome tube

funiaces c^liled ‘‘Dorsite^’ treaters; but tho highest quality of absorbent charcoal is

obtained only b> running tho material through at a very slow rate, or by re-passing it

through several tiiiioH, A more economical and rapid operation is secured by the apparatus

here described. It is similar to a cement kiln in construction, and consists of a long

slightly inclined cylinder, lined with firc-hrick, and mounted on rollers. A charging

device and outlet for the flue gases is provided at the high end, and a discharging device

at the lower one. Hot flue gases, and ali»o steam, air, carbon dioxide, are admitted into

tho revolving cylinder charged with carbon. It has been found that a temperature of

700-1000°C. gives satisfactory results in this apparatus, which gives a high yield of active

material continuously with a moderate fuel consumption.

CaNTuiFroALs, (1) Tandy A. (Assignor to The Tolhurst Machine Works, oi

New York), 1,385,983, August 2Dd, 1921. (2) Meredith Leitch (Assignor to

The De Laval Separator Co,, of New York), 1,387,158> August 9th, 1921.

BKBT-TorriNa Attachment for llAuvF.8TiNa ^Iacuinks, Oliver P, Combest, of

Pomona, Calif., U.8.A. 1,379,530* May 24th, 1921.

Cbntrifuoal Machine, with Electric 1>«ivk. Edward D, Mackintosh (S, S*

Hepworih Co„ of Now York, II.S.A.) Ko-issue 16,115 ; original number,

1,343405, dated June 1st, 1920.

Dkite for Gyratory Obntihfioal Machinkb. Eugene Roberts (Assignor to The

Western States Machine Co,), 1,383,567. July 6th, 1921.

Mounting and Drivino Centrifugal Machines. Eugene Roberts (Assignor to The

Western States Machine Co»). 1^383,668* July 6th, 1921.
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United States.

(WilUU i Qrtty.J

(Tons of 2,24011)8.)
iy2i.

Tons.

1920

Tons.

Total ileceipts January Ist to September 29th.

.

2,041,438 .. 2,520,994

Deliyeries ,, „ 2,012,626 .

.

2,609,766

Meltings by Beflners „ „ .... 1,964,844 2,176,031

Exports of Refined „ „ ...... 280,000 .

.

326,000

Importers’ Stocks, September 29th 39,964 .

.

11,238

Total Stocks, September 29th 117,153 .. 70,426

1920. 1919.

Total Consumption for twelve months .

.

4,084,672 .. 4,067,671

Cuba.

SlATBMSNT OF EXPORTS AND STOOKS OF SUQAli, 1918-1919,

1919-1920, AND 1920-1921.

(Tons ol 2/JiO lbs.)

Exports

Stocks , .

leisif).

Tons.

2,782,443

.... 813,072

1910 30.

Tons

,, 3,130,367

,, 327,032

1930 31.

Tons.

,. 1,898,821

.. 1,236,062

Local Consumption
3,696,616

.... 66,000

3,467,389

62,700

3,134,883

.. 85,000

Receipts at Ports to August 3 Ist ,. .... 3,661,615 3,520,089 3,219,883

Bnyma, August Sltt, t9Sl,
- - --

J. (iUMA.- ii. Mxjkh.

United Kingdom.

Statbmbmt or Imports, Exports, aru Consumption op Sugar for Kinb Months

INDIKO SbPTBMBXR 30th, 1918, 1920, i^ND 1921.

Imports.
1

1

Expoirrs (Foreign).

1913. 1930. 1931. 1913. 1920. 1921.

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.
Refined .. . . 668,068 .. 119,514 .. 381,150 673 .. 8,800 .. 330

Raw ,.... 773,377 .. 930,353 .. 651,168 3,116 .. 7,917 .. 2,266

Molasses .. 118,351 . . 67,833 .. 66,903 STiS .. 3,766 .. 455

1,555,686 1,097,700 1,099,331 4,036 13,483 3.051

llOUK CONSUMPriON.
1913. 1930. 1931.
Tons. Tons. Tons.

Refined .. 659,976 137,665 353,823

Refined (in Bond) in the United Kingdom .. .. .. .. .M6.479 ,

,

610,276 589,917

Raw 90,067 155,198 98,818

Molasses.. 33,030 32,800 8,740

Molasses, manufactured (in Bond) In United Kingdom 26,867 - 56,574 34,233

ToUl .. 1,340,408 982,513 1,085,519
Uss Exports of British Refined 18,723 m 4,966

1,337,685 981,835 1,080,558



United Kingdom.

IMPOETO AND EXPOKT8 OF SUGAR.
IMPORTS.

Sepi'embkr 30th.
I

SBFTEMBKR 80TU.

1990. 1991. 1990. 1991.

Unubfinbi) Huoaub Tone. Tons. Tons. Tons.

Germany • »

•

. .... 6,831 • • 0 •

Netherlands .. .. .... .... d96

Belgium ...» ». .

.

.... « « • 0

France * . • • ... . « «

•

# . • •

Czecho-Slovakia • « »

•

1

Java 71,703 460 96,277 23,704

Philippine Islands • • • • * • • • .•». • • • •

Cuba 484 69,628 616,442 204,000

Dutch Guiana
1 » • • • 269 68 1,261

Hayti and San Domingo .. 13 • • • a 13 40

Mexico • • • • • • o * • • •

.

• • . •

Peru 2,437 4,726 32,386 62,801

Brazil 33 6,590 6,036 49,283

Mauritius 272 1,942 98,136 180,096

British India 1,167 B • 0 0 15,613 1,466

Straits Settleinents . • «

•

• • • .... ....

British West Indies, British

G uiana & British llonduras 2,532 8,629 121,638 88,629

Other Countries 2,yo_ 87_ M,02£ 88,894

Total Raw Sugars 60,972
1

90,810
{

920,868
1

261,166

N 1N15 Months bndiko

Ubfiket) Sugars.
Oermimy
Netherlands j

Bolgium I

France
|

Czecho-Slovakia *
j

Java
I

TJnited States of America .
«

;

Argentine Hf^puhlic
j

Mauritius
|

Other Countries

Total Refined Sugars
Alolasses

I

Total Imports.

2
73

1,699

638

2,006

86,190

4.062
19

1,336
32,070

n.s^o

46,787
8,213

126
1,063
2,056
293
102

6,010
102,215

8,649

119,614
67,833

147,960
I

1,097,700

EXPORTO.

BRtTlSH UaFINlBU SUGARS.

Denmark
Netherlands
Portugal, Azores,and Madeira
Channel Islands
Canada
Other Countries

Tons.

Foiuhon & Colonial 8uoAlts.

Refined and Candy ........
Unrefined
Various Mixed in Bond ....

Molasses

Total Exports.

169
....

160

663
986

166

1,9H

Tons.

'*78

*71

• • • •

274

423

39

146

*66

674

Tons.

1

78,911
16,161

2,662
138

1,691

161,838

124,767

2

» s • «

634

**62

688

2,800

7,917

sjee

14,171

881,150
66,903

1,099,221

Tons.

I

1,714

1*086

2*,166

4,966

830
2,266

0 • « •

456

2,017

Weights calculated to the nearest ton.
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Sugar Market Report.

Our last report was dated 9th September, 1921.

At time of writings the market is suffering from depression, following the continued

tale of sagging prices. Traders, with the experience of the past few months behind them,
and the prospect of increasing supplies in the near future, are more than over disinclined

to anticipate requirements. The competition of American, etc., Granulated with British

Hefined, has made the running too rapid for prices to hold, so that in purchasing, the

probability of a further decline seems to bo always present. Old Crop Czeefco- Slovak
sugars are now finished, and offerings of New are coming in, to-day’s asking price for

SOH Fine, TTD/A, etc., Granulated for first week November delivery being 2 Is. fid. f.o.b.

Hamburg. Belgian Crystals can be ])Ought for October at 198. fid., and Nov./Dec. has
been sold to-day at 19s., a fall of about 3s. since our last report. American Granulated
done at 498. fid. Spot, duty-paid terms, whilst October arrival is offered at 22b. c.i.f . The
balance of the Government supply of White spgar on the spot, said to amount to upwaids
of 40,000 tons, is now definitely on offer at 48s. spot, and bids are invited. Tate’s London
Granulated is quoted at fils., No. 1 Cubes 66s. fid. Spot, duty paid, or fis. and 6s, fid. per
cwt. respectively below the prices of a month ago. Cuban 96® Centrifugals are offered at

16s. 3d. to 16s. c.i.f. U.K.

In view of the interest shown in the progress of the European Beet crops, we append
the latest figures of probable outturn, as given by Mr. F. 0. Lickt:

—

Kstiiuatcrl Crop, Actual Crop
mi/22 1920/21

Tons. Tons.
Germany 1,300,000 . .. 1,106,000

Czocho-Slovakia 660,000 .... 716,000
France 300,000 . .. 388,000
Holland 330,000 .... 317.000
Belgium 270,000 . . . 243,000
Total Europe 3,895,000 . .. 3,695,000

It would appear that on the whole, the crops generally have benefited by the weather
of the past few weeks : Germany, Franco, and the Netherlands have enjoyed good rains,

with heat favourable for the ripening of the roots, btit Czecho-Rlovakia complains of the

effect of insufficient rains, with hot days and cold nights. B’rom Holland an early

starting of the crop is reported and it is said that she will have an exportable surplus of

160/170,000 tons.

I’be declaration by the Cuban Selling (Committee about the 22nd September, of their

intention to hold their price for raws rigidly at 3j cents c. k f. New York, proved to be
the prelude to the acceptance of bids at cents c, & f., upon which basis some 60,000

tons were disposed of. The official price remains at 2^ cents, but the pressing require-

ments of Beffners being momentarily satisfied by these purchases, a reduction to 2§ cents

would appear necessary if buyers’ ideas are to be met. Latest cablen from New York
report business in Philippines at 4*12 cents spot duty paid; Granulated quoted 6' 30

cents spot duty paid, and nominally 3*60 cents f.o.b. on the basis of full drawl>ack allow*

ance.
,

Cuban statistics for the period Ist December, 1920, to 1st October, 1921, compare with
the two previous years as follows :

—
1921. IWO.

Total receipts .. .. 3,222,000 .. 3,618,016

,, exports .... 2,036,000 .. 3,492,900
Stock, Ist October .. 1,190,000 .. 811,000
Centrals working ... 2 . . I

1919.

3,803,369 tons.

3,225,883 „
622,600 „

1

Mail advices from Mauritius, dated 10th September last, gave the total sales by the
S3’'ndicate to date as 8000 tons, and we hear of no importt^ni quantities having been sold

since ;* the asking price of 21s. f.o.b. for Crystals is too dear against Btigians and White
Javas.

The shipments of White Javas to India during September arc said to approximate
100,000 tons. At the moment the Indian markets are quiet, with few buyers, but a fair

amount of business has been done during the month, more porha)>s in the nature of book
operations than on actual orders. Java values mark a decline to 13j guilders for Whites,
and lOj guilders for Browns, f.o.b., but there are offerings hore to-day of Whites al 208.

c. & f. Calcutta, Nov./Dec. shipment.

H. H. Hakcock & Co«
10 8c 11, Mincing Lane,

liondon, E.O. 8,

October llth, 1921.
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Notes and Comments.

Engineering: Trade Conditions.

Both in the United Statee and iu America, trade-in sugar machinery—has

]»een very ciuiet the last few Tuonths, The Americans in particular' have been

udversely altVcled by the rate of exchange, which makes the original pnce in

dollars of any goods a jirohibitivo figure when transposed into other cunencies.

Some American lirmn in the trade connequently find it well nigh impossible to

secure business. In the United Kingdom the exchange handicap is far less

excessive; but firiccs Imve been unduly high f<u’ many months, partly owung to

the high cost of wages and raw muleiial, and partly owing to output being on the

low side -the w<)rk»»r bus given too much thought to getting a good day's wages
witliont troubling to consider w'hether he gave a good day^s work in return. All

these bietois in both countries have tended to keep price.s high. Theie is no lack

<»f orders for new muchinery or lenewtils in tin? memo books of hundreds (d sugar

factory owners all tiver the woi bl ; but the vast bulk ot them aie clearly being

held up till the IxiifouL of the inaikot is supposed to be reachtsd— in other words

till prices come dow'ii to a figure wdnch is moie like tho hj^pothetical post-war

norm. How long individual orders will be withheld de])onds of couise on the

actual condition ot the tjxisting nmclnncry, and after seven lean years during

wliich the snpjily of repair parts and spare fittings has been seriously interfered

with by the war and its aftenmith, it is hardly to be expected that mills have been

kept up to concert pitch in the majority of cases, bo tho present need for extensive

repair or renewal is bound to be higher than would bo normally ihe case. But
whore the need to repair or renew is not so urgent it is evidently good policy to

defer the day of extensive r^iconstructioii or enlargement till the cost of the new
plant is a more reasonable figure.

On this assumption it is clear that the eaidy revival of trade will depend on
the expeditirm with w^hicli the cost of production can he reduced; once a more
reasonable cost is indicated theie should be plenty of orders. How far then have
recent events in the industrial world tended to reduce costs ?
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The Labour Outlook at Home.
The coal strike of the summer was geuerall}^ tegarded as disastrous

;
but it

is becoming clear that even that catastrophe had its redeeming features. It was

a big struggle between a highly organized body of labour and the employers in a

determined effort to maintain what the latter considered excessive and uneconomic

wages—fixed in abnormal days. The miners would not concede the uneconomy

and preferred to strike. The final settlement was not satisfactory to either party,

and least of all to the large users of coal who are, in effect, the other labouring

communitifjs. But it at all events showinl labour leaders the futility of trying to

get an uneconomic standard of remuneration enforced by means of strikes. The
lesson has not been lost in other quarters and the result is that other trade unions

this autumn have preferred to compromise over the committee table and accept

inevitable reductions in wages rather than face unemployment by resorting to

force. The most important reduction recently has been in the wages of the

engineering unions. The much criticized 12J per cent, bonus addition to their

wages which Mr, Chttkohill was ill-.advised to grant them at a critical stage in

the war is at length to come ofT (in three stages betwoon now and Januaiy). The
final decision was left to the votes of the men without their leaders giving them
any definite recommendation or warning them of the coiiseqmmcos of rejection.

But individual commonsense triumphed and there was a majority for acceptance*

so another disastrous suspension of industry has been avortt+d.

This reduction in the wage bill for engineering work in the United Kingdom
will go some way to cheapening costs of production which will bo all to the good.

But on every hand it is recogniz€*d that the real key to the situation is a supply

of cheap coal which at present does not exist. The miners have talked of pro-

ducing the coal ivith Gotfernmeiit assiatance at iiOs. per ton for industrial purposes ;

but it is considered by some experts that to make the price of coal coinjuiiutive

with its pre-war figure (while allowing for differences of conditions) it will have

to be procurable at 208. per ton. Before the war it could be got for industrial

purposes vrell bedow lOs, The price o[ coal thus governs the situation, and the

sooner it can be reduced further, the more rapidly will engineering industry

recover from the slump that has overcast it for the past year. Wo are hopeful

that oven here commonsense will ultimately achieve success, but it is not safe to

count on any immediate fall to the desired minimum.
The trade outlook then appears to us more hoi^eful, though opinions differ as

to whether any rapid recovery can bo expected. But we do think that the woi*8t

has been seen in many respects. Labour is gradually realizing that it must do its

share in maintaining trade and restoring prosperity, and now that it has

reluctantly abandoned its claim to retain a/fft' dir the admittedly abnormal war-

time rates of pay plus post-war rates of output, there is some good chance of

industry becoming remunerative once more, (^tu’tainly the w^age reductions must
reflect themselves in all future quotations.

It might be permissible to remark here that, other things equal, firms who
have kept their name before the purchasing public during the lean period should

stand to gain most by any trade revival. It used to be said that the American
producer was more enterprising than his British confrere in the matter of

advertising. But as regards this particular industry, it has to bo recorded that

British Arms have maintained a more even and steady standard of propaganda of

late years. The American has tended to launch out advertising on a large scale

while orders were coming in, but once times got lean the scale was reduced very
materially-*a policy which to many observers seems a reversal of the fitness of

m
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things. Then again, as we have seen pointed out, British firms have always

appealed to a world-wide market and more easily roach it on occasion, whereas

hitherto the American engineering firms have confined themselves chiefly to home
and West Indian markets (of which Cuba was the Mecca). Now that there has

been o cessation of orders from that quarter, American trade has etiflered a serious

set back which has not been lessened by the fact that in a number of instances

previous orders from Cuba are still unpaid.

But all the various diiflcultios outlined above should in the end be overcome ;

the outstanding fact remains that the world as far as inclination goes can absorb

a much larger amount of sugar than it can at present afford to purchase. But as

iniornetional trade and industry revive, so will the purchasing power of the

consumer, and we look to a steady if slow increase in the demand which will have

its goM (jjfect on the machitiery trude for many years to come.

Forthcoming British Trade Propaganda.

Two big organized attempts are being made by trading interests hi this country

to advertise British inanu factu res on a large scale in the near future, in both of

which it is to be hoped British sugar machinery manufacturers will he induced to

participate. One of them is to send a specially desigiujd exhibition ship round

the world calling at all the chief poits except those on the west coast of America.

The itinerary will last 18 months and cover *13,000 miles, a atay of from a week
to fi fortnight being allowed at each place of call. This British trade ship which

it is proi)()?<<Ml to name “ British Industry,” will be a Kpecially built liner of some

20,000 Ions gross, and her internal arrangements will differ from those of any ship

that has ev^ir yet lieen floated. b>0iy detail of her equipment from engines to

fittings and fixrnituie will itw If be an exhibit of British w'oikmanship at its best.

But slio will not he merely a sitiuple of British shipwork ; uil available space will

bo devoted to the staging of oxiii)>its, and of her eight docks four will be devoted

to tlie exhibitnwi ]»r()jicK The niht of the space will bo devoted to the usual cabin

acconnno lation for the exhibit^us, reception halls, a large restaurant, a cinema

(which can be used for sliowiug processes of manufacture) and other conveniences.

It is pro))o.sed that this ship should set sail from the Thamos in the summer of

1923. A flouting exhibition like this should be a most valuable opportunity for

muiinfa<'turcr.s of British sngar-iruikiiig machinery to exhibit (iu model if not in

full size owing to weight restrictions) their specialities; when it is considered that

this vessel will call inUr a/ia at Bahia, Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Aires, Durban,
Brisbane, Fiji, Yokohama, Hong Kong, Manila, Singapore, Batavia and all the

chief British India ports, it will be seen that the chance of showing sugar producers

designs and samples of British made sugar plant and apparatus at points near their

own localities is a unique one such as has never before been achieved. As com-
pared with an exhibition on shore iu the United Kingdom which would necessitate a
long journey to visit, the taking of the exhibits almost to the doors of the potential

purchaser is a distinct gain ; and it is to be hoped that British sugar machinery

manufacturers will be well reprosentod on this ship even if it is neceasaiy to limit

both the space and the weight that they would normally wish to show. The S.S.

British Industry ” is being organized by a company called The British Trade

Ship, Ltd., and its ofllces are at 12, Orosvenor Gardens, London, S.W. 1.

Of lesser importance than the floating exhibition, but nevertheless of sufficient

value to be likewise supported is the scheme for a British Empire Exhibition to be
held in 1923 at Wembley Park (outside London). This is being organized with

the approval of the Government, who are contributing £100,000 towards the
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Guarantee Fund. Here space will be practically unlimited, as the ground extends

to some 1 20 acres and considerations of weight will not apply. It is proposed to

construct permanent exhibition buildings of steel and concrete, for while the exhi-

bition mooted will only last six months, it is intended that the site shall become

the home of the annual British Industries Fair and other periodic exhibitions,

many of which are at present very cramped for room in their customary venues.

To ensure the erection of the exhibition buildings and surroundings, a "Guarantee

Fund of £1,000,000 is required (of which at least half has already been secured)

;

it will, therefore, depend on the measure of financial support accorded the project

by British industrialists as to whether the scheme is carried out. It is to be hoped

that success will crown the venture. Promises to the Guarantee Fund should be

sent to the Secretary, The British Empire Exhibition (1923) Inc., 16, Hobart

Place, London, 8.W. 1. ^

Production and Consumption : A German Expert's View.

In a recent issue of a German publication, ‘ I)r. A. Bautens, a well-known

Gorman authority on sugar matters, gives a useful resume, illustrated by a table,

of the sugar production from beet and cane in difft‘rent countries from 1913-14 to

1920-21. The increase of 1,379,000 tons in 1920-21 over the previous yoai is to be

credited entirely to improved conditions in the beet fields of Euiope and the United

States and not to any inctease in area planted, llie total production of sugar from

the cane shows a slight decrease, owing to similar reasons in the Indian and Uuban

fields: there was a fall of 200,090 tons in (Uiba and (>00,000 tons in India, wdiilc

in most other ceiitresS there W’as an increase. We are still considerably behind

pre-war iirodiiction of sugar, even if w'e leave Ilussia out of considerati <»n, wliereas

judging by the normal pre-war increase in consumption year by year (approxi-

mate! j" half a million tons), we should now require some 22 million tons in place

of thf3 existing KJ.], The world has not yet recovered in its sugai industry from

the disturbance caused by the war, and the diminished purchasing power of the

peo]>le has caused them to use less sugar. Dr. Baiiikns believes that this

stage is only temporary, and that in time the noimal deinaiul for sugar will

reassert itself.

This estimate of Dr. Bautens, w'e may obseive, closely coincides with the

figure.s wo gave* in tliose Notes at the beginning of 1920 ; and are glad that ho

has drawn further attention to what should be tlie normal W'orJdV consumption in

happier circumstances, because it is to the interest of the sugar industry at laigo

that it should not become moio desjjondent over presont pr()sj)ectH for production

than the actual facts w'ariant.

The Cost of the Proposals of the Indian Sugar Committee.
In our laet issue vie rofeired to the very largo outlay involved in carrying out

the proposals of the Indian Bugnr (^ommittoe for the improveunont of the industry

in that c uintry. And wo ex}>re.s?,ed eomo doubt as to wbother, in view of the

greatly altered general financial ])osition since tlio report was writton, the sums
of money, capital and recurring, could be afforded. To anyone w ho has taken the

trouble to refer back to the figures given in our September number, page 492, it

will seem that a country with such great resources as India should not hesitate at

the expense, in consideration of the great issues at stake. But the writer of the

article in question has drawn our attention to the fact that the figures there given
of the oquivalents in English currency are unfortunately incorrect and should be

^ Sonderschrift der dmt. ZuckerinU,, IH^l, 44. • So© / S,J,, 1920, 2.
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approxinmtely ten times as much. The statement of the cost of the proposed

Research Iiistituto should read as follows :— Rs. lakhs 35J (at Is. 4d. the rupee

£236,606 and at 28. £355,000) as a capital charge, with a recurring expenditure

of Rs. lakhs 12 per annum (at Is. 4d. the rupee £80,000 and 28. £120,000),

assuming that the sub-stations are self-supporting/' Similarly, lower down on

the page, ‘*The initial cost of the factory is put down at Rs. lakhs 59 (at Is. 4d.

the rupee £393,333 and at 28. £590,000).'’ We regret that these errors have been

allowed to }>a8s into j)rint unobserved, and call attention to them because such

sums call for very careful consideration in even the wealthiest country.

The Work of the Insular Experiment Station in Porto Rico.

Oil another page we give various extracts from the general portion of a

report on the W'ork of the Insular Experiment Station in l^orto Rico, fiom which

it i.s obvious that a great deal of liard work is being put in by the otficevs of the

station, in spite of the frequent and regrettable changes which occur. But when

tho scientific work of the dilferout sections, which are not dealt w'ith, is run

through, a doubt arises in our mind as to whether the amount of work attempted

is not too great for the staff, the bulk of it falling, of course, upon the shrmldei.*^

of tho heads of divisions. Tlie programme of work proposed f(U the year 1920-21

confiniis us in this opinion, and we are not surprised that certain pnqects are,

from time to time, deliberately dropped fiom sheer inability to bring them to a

successful concluHioii. We note a great improvement in the general character of

the w<»ik duiing the ])asl tw'o years, but still think that too little attention is being

paid to pundy cultivation jiroblems, in view of thon* importance in tho control of

pests and diseases and tho necessity for incieased jnoduction in case of a fall in

tho price of sugar. A better losult would also be obtained if a loss imposing list

of subjtads wore included in each year's programme, and some chock placed on

publi(‘ution until detinite results are arrived at. On comparing the sections,

perhaps the greatest progress hiis been made in the division of plant pathology

and, closely connected theiowith, the oflieo of the expert in cane diseases, hut

ox(‘elleiit work coidinues to ho done in ontoTuology. Tho chemical section, on tho

other hand, apjieai.'^ to concern itsdf little with the sugiir industiy ; and, with the

exception of some important W'ork in eonnexion W'ith yellow stiipe disease, appears

to coiihno ilH(‘lf muinl}^ to aiialyse.s i^illed foi by tho other blanches. It may
he that the staff is inadequate, but in such a country as Porto Rico tliere should

be a vast field of research in the sugar industry from tho chemical point of view.

The Keiham Beet Factory.

The Kelhnin beet factory, a venture that bus been heralded for two years

past, was opened on November 2nd, by the Minister of Agriculture, Sir Akthuk
Griffith IIoscawkn, M.P*, in the presence of a distinguished gathering of those

long iutci CM ed in tho inauguration of u beet sugar industry in this country.

The factory site extends to 41 J acres. It has a capacity of 60,090 tons of

beet per campaign or 600 tons per day of 24 hours. The expecUid production is

8000 tons of sugar, 3000 tons of dried beet pulp, 1800 tons of molasses, and a

large quantity of lime waste. Some 6000 tons of coal and 3000 tons of limestone

will be required during the campaign. Ample supplies of water for washing the

roots are available from the Trent adjacent, and 300,0(K) gallons of water per day

are being dmwn from the town supply for the 14 diffusers. The factory was

designed and the machinery manufactured by the French firm of Fives-Lille, but
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the eight water-driven centrifugalu were supplied by Messrs. Watson, LaiblaW

& Co., Ltd., and there are four Stirling boilers.

At the luncheon following the opening, it was admitted that it was not

expected at first to make the venture pay ; in fact, Sir Ernest Jakbine told the

company that this year they were paying £19,000 more for the roots (at £4 per

ton) than they would get for the sugar without making any allowance for iiiauu-

facturing costs. Next year all they would be able to guaruiitee the growei’s was

30s. per ton—a figure which did not stiike the farmers present as particularly

attractive in view of the present cost of labour. It is clear that the cost of

agricultural labour is going to bo the deciding factor in making or marring the

success of this factory. If the economic price the latter is prepared to pay for

the root.s is not enough to allow the fanner to pay his way at existing wage rates,

and wages cannot be lowered sufficiently to meet the fanner’s balance sheet, the

farmers will lose their enthusiasm for the j)roject and the factory may be unable

to secure a sufficient supply of roots. The whole scheme bristles with difficulties
;

but it is to be hoped these will be surmounted in time.

The Barbados Sugar Crop of 1920.

The Barbados sugar crop of 1920, according to a Colonial Office ropoit, was

adversely affected by a shortage of rainfall in 1919, and in consequence amounted

to 21,416 tons less than the crop of 1919, ora total of 48,212 tons, the smallest

yield for the past five years. The largest crop of recent years was that of 1916,

when 73,581 tons of sugar was exported.

Prices obtained for the product during 1920 varied to an un]>recedonted

extent. Tn January sugar was selHug at $10 per 100 Ihs. tind fancy molasses at

80 cents per gallon. In May the prices had risen to lespectively $20 and $1*20.

In August the market broke and on March 31 st, H121, the price of sugar was $5

to $5’5() while fancy molasses fetched 35 c(mts. In these circu in stances the yeai

1920 proved a very speculative one in Barbados and large sums of monr^y were

made and lost. As an instance, the local Government fearing a shoitage of sugar

for local consiim})tiou rotainod in January, I92(t, approximately 5,000 tous for

Barbados, Tlie price paid was $10 per 100 lb., which enabled it to bo retailed at

12 cents (6d. per lb.). This proved a great ]>oiief]t to thep0O])lo, who would (;thor*

wise have had to pay as much as a shilling a pound for sugar while the high

prices ruled, but when the market broke the Ooveri»iuont naturally' had to reduce

the retail price in order to get rid of the sugar, and by^ S(3lling below cost price

lost £58,000 odd on the transaction. The inflated price of sugar also gave rise to

a certain amount of speculation in land, ami estates changed hands at prices

which make it appear that their purchasers must have calculated upon selling

their sugar at about $10 for the next five years or so. Twonty-fi>ur estates, com-
prising 6766 acres iii all, were sold in 1920 for £990,650, or an average of £146
per acre.

The Director of Agriculture reports that the seedling canes BH 10(12),
Ba6032 and Ba 11,569 still continue to give excellent results when compared with
White Transparent and B 6450. The first named has shown a percentage increase

over White Transparent of 61*3. But a number of sugar cane experiments have
been rendered valueless owing to the attacks of root borer ahhreviatwi)

and the brown hard-back [PhytaluB smithi).



Jiftg gears ^90.

From the ••Sujfar Cane/’ November, 1871,

lii this rniml)or Rousseau published a further article* on his so-called

“sucrate of lime” process, in which he proposed that the beet farmer should

extract the juice from his roots by rasping and pressing, treat it with an excess

of limo sutRcient to form calcium irisaccharate, and place this product on the

market in a dry state for purchase by the sugar factories, according to its

8 icchaiino conten t.

3^'kltz contributed a paper calling attention to the supposed loss of sucrose

o'{curring during the diffusion process, to which mattor allusion was made last

month.* Exponincnts were described for the purpose of showing that a consider-

able fermentation was cajiable of occurring unless an antiseptic had previously

been added, and that this was induced by the forments introduced with the weak

juices. It was therefore proposed that these weak juices should preliminarily be

treated by the carbonatation jirocess before bringing them in contact with the

fresh slices.

At n public meeting held at St. Johns, Antigua, on August Slst, 1871, it was

resolved by a large luajorily of the resident proprietors that steps should bo

taken for the esiablisbinent of centrals, seeing that the large factories erected in

Martinique and Guadeloupe bod abundantly proved the value of the system.

An inf cresting pajmr by K. J, MAUMExf:, translated from the Journal

Fubrimnts de Suvre^ described the preparation and properties (d compounds

betw’oen sugars and salts, to wliicli w^u'k reference was rocenllj’ made by Dr,

llKUDETaiAN, in connexion wdtb his disinisKion on the validity of Geerligs' theory

of the formation of niolassea, MaumenI: slated that if a cold aqueous solution

of 80 parts of sugar and lopaits of sodium chloride were allow^ed to evaporate

down slowly (under a bell-jar containing a vessel filled with sulphuric acid), one

could obtain largo ortho-rhombic crystals having a ep. gr. of 1*574, combined
witii one molecule of wrator, thoso crystals decomposing at 239^' F. (115° C.), to

(I \ 11
,

with the evolution of water, “caramelin” being foniied at

higher tenjperatun's.

An account was given by Dr. Hassal of the ^4 earns sacchaHy together with

aii illustration of this insect drawn by Smith, Beck & Beck, inicroscopiste,

London. Jnttr alia it was stated that the Acarua is to be found only sparingly, if

at all, in low' sticky sugars, since these “clog its pores and air-vessels, and are

moreover unsuited to its active disposition.” Nitrogenous matters were thought
to be necessary for its growth and propagation.

A Spanish chemist, A. Delohme, proposed a method of determining sucrose

and reducing sugars, depending upon two observations: (i) the polarimetrio

rotation ; and (i?) the copper reduction. Having ascertained the quantity of

reducing sugars present by the copper test, the rotation due to this amount
(assuming it to be invert sugar) w'as calculated, and the observed total rotation

of the sample increased accordingly, the figure thus obtained being considered to

be equivalent to the sucrose content.

iJ.SJ.y 1930, 190 ; mi. 948.
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Recent Work in Cane Agriculture.

Cane Grub Investioations in Queensland. Dr. Illingworth, Circular

Report, mh May, 1921.

This opens with an account of the season’s growth in the Cairns district in

north Queensland. I) 1135 appears to be excellently suited to the poorer soils of

this part, but it is less satisfactory in the richer scrub land, where its growth is

rank and the stalks, being thin and long, lodge and root at eveiy part touching

the ground. Harvesting such fields is a very troublesome piece of work.

The effect on white grub of flooding the land is discussed in some detail.

After the heavy rains in the early part of the year a number of apparently dead

grubs wore seen on the surface* but these when collected soon showed signs of

reviving. This led to a series of experiments, in which single grubs were placed

in pots full of soil and immersed in water for varying short periods, to determine

how long the grubs could resist the action of the flooding. It was found that

in one or two days the weaklings were destroyed* in throe to four days all the

grubs showed signs of distress, while in five the whole of them were killed. I’his

however is a long period as regards the cane plant itself, and the effect of the

heavy rains was seen in the decay of the end buds and the protrusion of laterals,

thus throwing back the crop, with an esdinated loss in some cases of 50 per cent,

at harvest. A further effect of the floods upon the grubs showed itself in a

pronounced outbreak of the muscardine fungus among them.

In experiments with arsenic, sowing this poison in the bottoms of the fuiTows

before planting unfortunately turned out a complete failure, This may possibly

be due to the grubs being forced upwards by the heavy rains, thus rising above

the action of the poison which, being heavy, tends rather to sink in tlio soil. It

will be remembered that this method was accompanied by marked success in a

period of drought {LS.J,, 1921, page 257).

Drilling the arsenic at the sides of the cane rows, on the otb**r hand, met
with marked success, if the quantity used was largo. The inoUiod was not

completely satisfactory unless 200 lbs. were given to the aero. In the untreated

plots the roots were entirely eaten off and even the cane stems were badly gnawed,

whereas in the plots treated with large doses the roots were untouched and quite

healthy, firmly’- fixed in the soil and extending to 12 ins. in lengtli. In some of

the untreated pl(»tH the grubs were attacked by fungus, in one case 90 per cent,

being thus destroyed.

A Study of Natural Methods of Control for White Grub. Bureau of
Sugar Experiment Stations, Queensland, Division (f Entomology,

Bulletin 12, 1921,

This bulletin consists mainly of a study of the miiscardine fungus of white

grub in the cane fields, and these chiefly on the Greenhills estate where the matter

has been most thoroughly investigated. The area of the normal grub infestation

is shown on a map of the estate, and the spreading of flights of the beetles in the

heavyf storm winds of the early part of the year is clearly indicated. It is

interesting to note that the author concludes that the range of flight is normally
small and dependent on the prevailing wind, no more than half a mile, an
observation in agreement with similar infestations on the Nilgiri hills in south
India. The usefulness of poultry in keeping down the beetles is also demonstrated
by the effect of removing the birds from a part of the estate which they appear to

have kept quite clear of the pest. A certain amount of success has been obtained
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by artificial infection with fungus material raised in the laboratory, but it is

emphasized that it is idle to use this method in parts where the grubs are not

already present in quantities.

Beport of the Commission on Boot Bohkr anh Brown IIarh-baok of

THE Sugar Cane in Barbados. 1919 »

There appears to have been some delay in printing this report which has only

just been received. ‘ The terms of reference include only the root borer {Diaprepea

(Mrfviatm) but the Committee wisely exteiicled their enquiries to the brown

hard-back {Phytalm ^mtihi) and many of the witnesses failed to distinguish

between the two. A map (not printed) was appended from which it appeals that

practically one half of the island is affected and that the attacks are severe in

seven parishes. The report is concise and to the point, and is limited to

closely printed folio pages. This tends to clarity and the more voluminous

appendices contain details for those interested in special points. Ap]»eiidix I

contaiins the evidence of the witnesses: II and III give interestiiig scientific

accounts of the two pests, presumably prejiared by Baidlou, and IV a pamphlet

of BoVELL’s reprinted, wnth general rocornmendationH as to treatment :

those two gentlemen were members of the Committee. Wo thus have clear

statements of the life history and habits of these troublesome pests in Barbados,

togf-tber with the findings of a strong Committee as to the way in which they

should be fought, and the action being taken by the local planting commnnity.

Unfortunately the latter do not appear to bo altogether inclined to take the

necessary Bte])8 to rid the industry of this danger (one quarter of the witnesses

summoned took no notice of the request to give evidence), and the Committee

points out very (dearly the effect of half-hearted measures on the multiplication

of the insoids and on the iiuluslry generiilly.

The root borer is the grub of a striped beetle known for many’ years in

Barbado.s as the *’ Indy-bird,” but wdiich hns only become u serious pest during

the past ten years. It tunnels into tbo underground stem and causes losses

varying fiom one-sixth to one-half of the crop where ut all abundant. The hard-

back. known only for the past 10 or 12 years, in the grub stage feeds upon the

fibrous roots of the cane, hut no data aio available a.s fo the amount of damage

<'aused by it. The rocommendations of the Committee contain little as to

remedial nuiasure.s that has not already^ been published by the local and Imperial

agricultural departrneiita. As to jiarasitic insects, it is stated that none are known
in the case of the root borer. The brown hard-back is parasitized by Tiphia

pandhlu, but the control of the pest by it appears to bo unsatisfaclory ;
so also is

that by its natural enoniios, birds, lizards, and toads. In view of the apathy of

many planters no legislative measures are suggested as serving any useful puiqiose,

but there was a strong agreement among the witnesses as to the value of various

agricultural measures which had been recommended. Such are rotation of crops,

collection of eggs and adults of the root borer, and full-grown beetles of the

hard-back, regular and persistent efforts to destroy the beetles before egg-laying,

destruction of grubs by digging out stumps attacked by the root borer and in bad

cases subsoiliug, and for the hard-back the introduction of Tiphia where it is not

already present, planting trap crops, and the us© of poultry and especially pig« in

the fields.

As corollaries to these recommendations, it is pointed out that suitable food

plants are needed for Tiphia. In Barbados it feeds upon the houeydew exuded by

1/76./., im, page 337^
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Sorghum crops, iu St. Kitts it is found plentifully on the flower buds of the sword

bean (Canavalia e^iBiformis)^ whereas in Mauritius it feeds on the hairs of (hrdia

intermpta. The latter plant has already been introduced into the colony, and the

growth of Oanavalia is open to any planter. These recommendations have already

been placed before the planters. Incidentally, it is stated that the root disease

is a very serious one in the cane fields, and that any control of the root borer will

iiiovitabl}^ lead to the diminution of this disease as well.

The possibility of increasing the rotation of crops in Barbados receives some

attention, and the Committee has some suggestions to make. It appears that it

is not possible to increase the growing of sweet potatoes, and even if it were this

would not meet the difficulty to any extent. The Committee suggests, as an

alternative crop, that of cotton, and calls on the Government to open farms

throughout the island for the purpose of supplying good seed. It also suggests

that attention shonld be paid to building np an animal industry, the growing of

food for which should help in the matter. For this purpose improved breeds of

working and dairy cattle should be introduced, and especially new good kinds of

pigs, the value of which in keeping the hard-back in chock has already been

referred to. The ('Ommittee, in further snppoit, quotes a bulletin issued by the

Illinois Experiment Station, iu which it is stated that the introduction of a drove

of pigs into land heavily infested by hard-back rid it of tliis pest to the extent of

99 per cent. As a further source of food for cattle and pigs, oiisilagt-* should bo

taken up on scientific lines, and the Committee asks the Governitjont to install an

up-to-date silo in which various fodder and other crops may be thoroughly tested.

The report appeals to be a real attempt to improve the local practice, and it will

be interesting to see what action is taken by the Barbados planters in the matter.

A>’nual Bepokt of the Insitlak Experiment Station, Department op

Aguicuetuhe and liAuouK, Porto Pico. IVJU-1U:Kk

The Director, E. I). Colon, occupies exactly two-thirds of this hundred-page

report, and then hdlow a series of quite short statements of the work done by the

expert iu cane diseases, agronomist, chemist, entomologist, pathologist, and

veterinary inspector. The matter is, as usual, interesting, and the foixn and size

of the publication convenient. There is a good deal of repetition in the work of

the various heads of sections, as the director surveys every part of the work under

his control, and, as a certain amount of the sciontitic research on sugar cane in

Porto Eico has already been rf3feried to in this journal, we propose in the juesent

notice only to deal with certain points in the director’s portion of the report, and
especiall}^ those that refer to the sugar industry as a whole.

The first subject which attracts attention is the personnel of the experiment

station. In reviewing the 1917-18 report we drew attention to the frequent

changes in officers who were in charge of the different lines of research, and
mentioned that “it would have ma<le the study (of the work done) easier if some
details had been given of these changes, as it is sometimes desirable to have a
knowledge of the status of the authors of the multitude of papers reforrcxl Ul*'*

We therefore welcome the table on page 6 giving the movements of the personnel

during the fiscal years 1918-20. There appear to be 21 appointments on the list^

and of those only eight were in charge of the same officer during the two-year

period : the average duration of service during the 24 months was 10 months for

each officer. The amount of time lost during the same period, owing to posts

being temporarily unfilled, was 14 months. These figures show that this evil lias

lem, pTts.
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by no moans ceased to exist, and the director recognises the dislocation of 'wotk

caused thereby, and writes ‘‘ it would be no expeme but a saving for * the People*

of Porto Rico ’ to remunerate its necessary positions in such a fashion as to induce

parties to accept them and retain them at least long enough for their efforts to

bear fruit/’ He further points out that, if rises in pay aro not possible, it would

be economical to reduce the porsotiiiel while not relinquishing any of the oppio*

priation for salaries, so as to make the major appointments more attractive.

Siigar cane work predominates at the Insular Experiment Station, the area

devoted to it eqiuilling thtit under pasture and meadows and bedtig six times that

under all other crops. (>ne half of the sum devoted to farm expenses is spent in

labour connected with this crop alone. The same dominance is observable in the

official programme of work for the year, some of the subjects dealt with being :

—

Cano seed distribution, study of sugar cane varieties, expeninents in manuring

sugar cane, p<wsiblc cliangtjs in yellow Hfnp(‘d cane, chemical conijK)fiition of liltor-

prosH cako and fermentation changes on adding other materials, chenneal analysis

of cane varieties, white gitib work, pot-sibility of insect transmission of yellow-

stripe, yellow-stripe invtwtigations, and the Rhizoctonias of Porto Rico.

Seed distribution wiems to have been very large, 129 tons to 101 applicants,

but the results have jiroved very unsatisfactory. I'he seed arrived in very poor

condition, ]»e<5auso of uncontrollable delays and rough handling, and the planteis

took no special caie of it. In fact, in the majority of cases, they appear merely

to have obtained the seed cane to fill their area, instead of sacrificing millable

canes of tlnur own. This was especially the case in fall planting, and they did

not mind what the seed (;aiio w^as, so long as the station supplied them with it.

It is obvious that this was not the aim of the agriiuiltural department, and the

8api»ly of seed with such groat piecautioiis and at such great cost was wholly

unjustifiable. The director suggests that in future seed from the station should

only be supplied in small quantities to be multiplied by the growers.

All iiitere^.1ing revi<‘w of the Porto Rico sugar industry is contained in the

director's repiirt, Tlie area under cune is estimated at 240,090 acres
;
in 1919-20

the piodmuion w^as 485,887 tons of sugar, valued at ,S108 niillitms (leaving out

syrups and molasses). A tuhle gives details for each year from 1914 to 1920; the

export rose from 020 t»> 420 thousands «jf short tons and the total value from $20

to SRtO millions in the same perioiR the pi ice per ton of sugar rising from S63 to

S23o, In this prosperity both the centrals and the colono.s shared. The more
common basis for payment by the centrals for cane delivered by the colonos has

been a certain per cent., in ions of sugar, of the tonnage delivered at the scales.

In certuiu factories payments for cane aro ariangod on the basis of sugar ni the

cane delivered. But in both cases disputes have arisen bet ween the factors and

growers, because of the variety of cane grown, the effect of burning poor crops

before reaping, and delays in shipping and grinding. Three cane varieties appear

to be specially objected to by fact(»rs, Yellow’ Caledonia, D 025, and Cavungerie,

all of them giving high tonnage with low sucrose and purity. The expeiiment

station has been asked by both parties to investigate these matters, and a number
of observations and experiments liavo been made to fit this authority to act as

umpire.

Labour also has shared in the prosperity of the industry. In 1918-19 the

wages paid per diem in different parts of tho island varied from SI to as much as

$1 *50 during the ouUing season, and 66c, to 90c. at other times. Stimulated by the

good prices in view for sugar, the labourers began a series of strikes at a critical

TW peoplc of Porto Klco* i8^ of the owners of tlie Experiiuent Station,
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period of the 1919-20 harvest, and in late January these had become pretty

general. The demands were approximately for g2‘50 for an eight-hour day for

men and $l‘2o for boys harvesting cane, $2 for men and gl for boys cultivating

cane, and $2 ’75 to g3 for ditching. As a general result of this action, wages

during the cutting season have been raised nearly 60 per cent., and 20-30 per

cent, afterwards. The bulk of this burden naturally falls upon the grower of the

oaiio, and, although he would be able to bear it with the high prices for sugar

ruling at the time, on a return to more normal prices he would have to reduce his

labour bill or stop work. The average cost of raising cane per acre in several of

the larger centrals is given as $208 to $2^7 for plant cane and $180 for ralooiis.

As a r€Hluction in wages is not an easy matter to negotiate, increased production

becomes imperative, and the station authorities have tackled the problem and

issued a Circular (No. 17) in which the problem is stated and the whole question

discussed at length.

There has been much activity in the publication of results in all sections of

the Porto Eico Agricultural Department. Besides various reports, the station

oflBcors have written 28 articles in the Reviatn and 19 papers on work done in the

station. In the past, the bulk of this work has been written in English and was

thus not available for the bulk of the people of the island. A change had been

commonced during the previous year, and during the year under report it has

been decided that all circulars will be written in Spanish, and English translations

only made as far as funds pcnmit,

VakIOS TkaBAJOS. Departamndo de AijricnHimt y Trahajo Estaviou penmental

Insnlar, J\IL Circular Nm dJ.'

Tliis prosumahly is one of the circulars referred to in the last note, and is

accordingly written in St>anish. It contains a series of pajiers presented at a

meeting of cane growers and factors at Rio Piedias on the 17fh November,

1920. The papers deal with the Yellow Caledonia cane in IWto llico, the va,riotio8

of cane grown in Porto Rico, experiments in manuring cano, recent d^ivelopments

in cane disease, tractors, control of m(»saic disease, cattle diseases, and other subjects.

Annual Repout of thp: BuEEAtr of Aohiculture in the PiiarpriNE

Islands for 1920. Published by the Govermnent oj the Philippine

Islands^ 1921,

As is usually the case, this report is concise aiuLwell illustrated. It covers

66 printed pages interspersed with 52 beautiful plates and certain graphs in the

text. The six leading crops in the Philippines are rice, corn, abaca (Manila hemp),

sugar cane, coco-nuts and tobacco. Those crops are somewhat cursonly dealt with

iu six pages at the beginning, dealing with crop conditions, and about 11 pages

at the end concerning experimental work, with four pages on pests and diseases.

Iu common with other countries, the islands found the year one of unexampled
prosperity. The director of agriculture, Adkiaj^o Hernandez, opens as follows

:

It is gratifying to state that never before iu the histoiy of Phjlijqdne agriculture

has there l)oen greater prosperity among the farmeis, nor has there b€»en a year

in which greater progress has been made in agriculture than that of the year 1920.

The increase in the area planted to crops, the corresponding increase in yield, and
the stupendous increase in value received, makes a new record ot advancement for

this important industry .... The iutroduction of modern tractors and gang
ploughs has become quite general in the sugar-producing provinces, and will no
doubt be extended to the rice fields more generally just as soon as inigation pro-

jects are completed, thus making their use practicable . . .

**
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The area under the eix chief crops has increased 45 per cent, from 1910 to

1920, while the average yields per hectare have risen 21 per cent, in the same
period. These six crops are dealt with in short sections of about half a page, but

each is accompanied by a graph illustrating the rise in production during the

11 -year period, and an excellent map of the islands giving the proportional area

cultivated in the several districts and provinces. As regards sugar, there was a

decrease in the area planted, because of violent tornadoes, of 1 per cent, as com-

pared with the previous year, yet total sugar production showed an advance of

3 percent. Needless to say, the value of the crop exceeded that in the previous

year by 114 percent. During the 11 -year period the production of sugar has

risen from 150 million kgs. to nearly 450 millions. The map graphically indicates

the relative importance of the sugar cane crop in all parts of the group. There is

a great concentration in Occidental Negros, with 75 to 150 million kgs. ;
in Pam-

])angn and Batangas, 25 to 75 million kgs. areprt)dueed, while, in Oriental Negros,

Iloilo, liaguna, Tarlac and llocos Snr, from 10 bj 25 millions are j>roduced ; but

sugar cane IS grown in almost every distiict thnmghout the Philippines, a fact

indic.utiiig the enomums potentiality in the production of sugar underfavourable
conditions.

Th(5 experimental work is in its infancy and consists of the usual acclimatiz-

ntiou and testing of varieties (local, introduced, and Philippine seedlings), the

control of posts and diseases, rnanurial tests, spacing and breeding work.

A BeVIKW OK THE SuGAK TuaDE IN InOIA DTJUINQ THE OaLKNDAH YeaII 1920.

Wynne Saycr^ SeerHanj Stajnr Bureau^ Bupitlaueut to Indian

Trade Journal Aio/asf J,jth , 19Jl,

This important paper a far greater field than its title indicates, and

should 1)0 consulted by all who wish to follow the course of sugar production,

(‘Xpert, import, and piK^OH in India, in the two years before tb<‘ v^ar, and the last

three. The mass of statist ics dealt with has been drawn from the official publica-

tions of llio Indian Statistical l>(‘f»artment and is presented in a v(uy concise and
readable form. WYNNE SaYKU conclndes as follows :

— “ As ln(ha\^ piodiuition of

n-fined sugar is at ]>resent onl}' 177,5f»9 tons, it is obvious that there is ample scope

for many times the number of factories now working iu India. The prospect

before tlie fndian sugar industr}* is v(*ry hopeful as it can choose the most favour-

able ])arts of the country foi’ supply foi many years to come, and with the increased

duty on foreign sugar coupled wutli lu^aviei freight and handling chaiges it would
be wNdl if capitali.sts dovN)tod tlmir time and attention more and more to developing

t he industry on a sound and seized ilic basis. Tluuo is ample scopes and tin* rise in

the cost of production throughout the world both of raw material and of the tinishod

})iodiict has told heavily in Indians favour, as all c()mmoditio.s which have to seek

a distant market are taken toll of by conditions wdiicb a pvoducei in u home luaiket

never experiences. The value of this fact ha.s not yet bo('n sntUciently grasped in

India.^’

BePOHT on the rREVALKNOE OF SOME TesTS AND DISEASES IN THE WeST INDIES
DtruiNG 1919. West Indian BuNHiUf XIX,

Sugar cane pests are detailed on pp. 20-'22 as follows:—Moth borer {Diatraea

eacchimtlis), weevil borer {Spenophvnts arrirena)^ root borers {Di<tprepes ahhrtvia-

tm, etc,), cane fly {Ik/phax saccharivora), white ants and termites, hard-back
grubs. Among the parasitic insetds on |a*8t8, Tiphia paralUla is referred to from
Antigua on page 31. The cane diseases are dealt with on page 35 and include

root disease [Mnrmmia^ sacchari and allied sp€M)ies), rind fungus {Melativomnm
sucihari), red rot disease {CollHotrichnm faicaium) knd pineapple disease ('/VuV/o-

viopstB ethacHiem),
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The Possibilities of the Java Seedling Canes
in Louisiana.'

By W. E. CROSS. PI1.D.

At the annual meeting of the Louisiana Sugar Planters’ Association, which

took place in New Orleans on the lOth March of this year, I recouiinenilod that

the Java seedling canes now universally planted in Tucunmn he introduced into

Louisiana and studied under the conditions of that State.

It is always difficult to predict the results that will be obtained with any

particular variety in an}' country, and indeed man}'' predictions made in different

parts of the world have by no rnoaiiH been justified by the results obtained. Take

one or two instances inTiicum^n itself. At one time a large amount of Barbados

208 was imported by one of the factories, whose technical advisers thought that

great results w'oro to ho expected from this cane. The cane was an absolute failure

under the conditions of this province. At another time the D 74, which had given

such splendid results in Louisiana, was planted in Tucumfin on a (u)nsiderable

scale,—hut this cane also resulted in a complete failure.

While fully realizing, therefore, that prophecif>8 of this nature are somewhat

daring, we permitted ourselves to locominond the Java acnallirig canes P(,)J ilO and

POJ 213 for Louisiana, our recomrtiendatioii being based upon our oxperiou<;e in

Louisiana during the years 1910-14, and our experience with the Java seedlings

in Tuciiman dining the past seven years.

In comparison with Tucumun, Louisiana is much more favoured by natural

conditions for the cultivation of the caiio, and yet in spite of this the results they

obtain there are not so good as those obtained in Tucuman.
Tucumkn receives some 35 inc.hes of rain per year

;
LouiHiaua has some 00

inches. In comparison with Tucuman, the climate in the hot months in Louis-

iana is much more uniformly tropical, with much more of that moist heat so

desirable for the development of the cane. The liouisiana soils, in the sugar heir,

aro almost all alluvial, and exceptionally fertile. Louisiana does not have such

extremely severe frosts in winter as does Tucum&ii. In spite of thoHe adva,ntag(\s,

Louisiana cannot produce cane of more than one year ratoons
;
there they huve

to practise a rigorous system of rotation, ploughing under leguminous crops one

year in every three
;
they have to apply cousiderttblo quantjtiijs of commercial

fertilizers to their cane, and, on account of the fnjfets, their harvest has to be

practiciilly concluded by the end of December. Tucuman on tlie other hand
obtains ratoon crops from its cane up to six or eight years, gives little or no

attention to the question of rotation of crops, uses no commercial fertilizers, and
defers its harvest until June to October,—and yet obtains witli the Java seedling

canes better yields of cane and sugar per acre than those generally obtained in

Louisiana.

It is generally believed in Louisiana that the necessity they have of following

a rigorous system of rotation of crops, of applying generous quantities of com-
mercial fertilizers to the cane, and of harvesting so early as they do, is due to

their natural conditions of soil, climate, etc. In considering this idea, let us think

for a moment of what we should have bad to do in Tuctimkn after the degenei-a-

tion of the Cheribou cane in the years 1915-16, if we had not already discovered

the fact that the Java seedlings were so eminently suited to our conditions, that

is to say, if we had had to go on with the Cherihon cane. We should probably

have had to limit ourselves to two or three years’ ratoons, we should have had to

^Beviala In^tHal y Agricola dc Tucunidn, Voh 3CI, p. 118, (1921).
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The Possibilities of the Java Seedling Canes in Louisiana,

stimulate the cane by the application of nitrogenous fertilizers, and the frequent

ploughing under of leguminous crops. Because of the low resistance of the

Oheribon cane to the effect of frosts, which in these last years have been unprece*^

dentedly severe in this province, we should have had to harvest the cane much
earlier than is our custom, with the consequent serious deterioration of the

stubbles cut at the beginrimg of the winter, which would have absolutely neces-

sitated the replanting of the cane every two or three years.

That is to say, that in all probability, if Tucinnan had not abandoned the

Oheribon cane and substituted for it the Java seedling varieties, we should have

hud to adopt a system of agriculture identical with that at present practised in

Louisiaua.

This leads us to the view that the necessity encountered in Louisiana of culti-

vating (he cune in such an exj^ensive way, with rcdatively mediocre results, may
perhaps be duo, not so much to the clitnatic and other natural conditions, as is

generally supposed, as to the varieties of cane cult ivat(*(l.—which are the same as

those abandoned in Tiicuman, the Oheribon and the 1)74. That is to say, the

cultivation of those canes, which are so susceptible to ooi tain cane diseases, like

root disease and the mosaic, as also to frost damage, is what causes it to be neces-

sary in Louisiana, as it would be in Tticuman, to employ expensive methods wdth

poor results.

T Yonturod, therefore, to recommend to the Louisiana planters that the}"

introduce and stud}" those Java seedlings, which have enabled Tucuman to avoid

the adoption of those expensivo modifhjations of its system of agriculture which

without doubt would have been iieceseury if we had continued with the (’heribou

cane. Studying in detail the qualities which these canes have shown in Tucuman,
their 2

)(>.ssibi lilies in Louihiana would appear still more j>roinising. And in the

first p!a<*e we must remind <iur readers that thes*' seedling varieties wtu’e produced

in Jfivii by crossing the (Oheribon cane with the vaiiety Chuiinee. This latter i»

an extivmuly hardy variety, woody, vigorous, and extremely resistant to disease,

which glow’s almost without cuitivulion in northern India, in a zone of heavy

frosts and (Conditions generally adverse. These hybrids, the FOJ 3(5 ami POJ 1113,

combine the qualities of the two parents, ])eing rich in sugar like the Oheribon,

and very viicorous and highly lesistunt to diseases and frost damage like the

(’hunneH. Th<*y liavo not had great success in tropical countiies, bec'au.se there,

with conditions very favouiablo to the growth of the cane, less hardy and richer

varieties may be einploytnl with success. But for subtropical conditions they are

among the liest varit*ties which w^o know uj) to the present,

I btdiove that Tjouisiana is the only important subtropical coiniti’y which

to-day is trying to curry on a cane industry on the basi.s tJ tropical varieties. lu

Tucuman the T*()J 36 and 213, in Egypt the POJ 105, all hybrids of theOhiiunee

cane, in Natal and Madcdra tho Uba or Kavangirc, an Indian cano of the same
type as the ('^hunnoe, have replaced entirely or in greater jiart the trojucal canes

formerly jdanted.

We may summarize the (qualities of the Java seedlings POJ 36 and 213 as

follows :

—

(1) Vigorous varieties of great ratooning jwwer, which give heavy yields of

cano per acre. The factor which most limits the yields obtained in Tucumin is

the low annual rainfall. In Louisiana, with its abundant rainfall, this limiting

factor disappears.

(2) Varieties of low cost of cultivation, as they grow very rapidly in the

spring, pemittiug a very early “lay-by.” Their development in the spring iu
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Tucuriiln Ib sotnewhat retarded by the fact that the spring rains begin very late ;

in Louisiana, where the spring rains are earlier and more abundant, their early

development would probably be much more marked than in this province.

(3) Very resistant to the cane borer {Diatraea saccharalu)^ a very serious cane

pest of the Cheribou cane, both in Louisiana and in Tucum^n. After the adoption

of the Java varieties in this province, the borer has ceased to be a pest of

importance.

(4) Much more resistant to frost damage than the Cheribou cane and the D 74.

I believe that with the Java seedling canes in Louisiana it would be possible to

defer the harvest from the present period, November-Becember, to Beoember-

Jaiiuoiy or even January-February, without danger of suffering undue Josses

due to frosts. This would imply a double advantage. The factories would grind

much riper cane than under the present system, and the disastrous effects pro-

duced on the stubbles by early cutting there as in all subtropical countries would be

avoided.

(5) More resistant to the root disease and the mosaic disease. The Louisiana

authorities are trying to eliminate the mosaic disease by destroying the attacked

plants, but the great extension which this disease has already acquired makes very

doubtful the ultimate success of this effort. The mosaic disease is found in all

parts of TucumSin, but the Java seedling canes appear to suffer hardly at all from

its effects.

(3) Greater resistance to the rotting of the stubbles during the wintcu*. This

deterioration of tlie stubbles, especially when the cane is cut early in the winter

season, is one of the prime causes of the reduced yields obtained from theC/henbon

cane in Tucuuiun when it readies the second or third 5^ea! *s ratoons. The rotting

suffered by the stubbles in Louisiana is probably greater than here, because there

the winters are very moist, thus furnishing the favourable conditions necessary for

the active devolopinont of the destructive organisms concerned. For this reason

first year’s stubble in Louisiana gives less cane than the plant cane, and not more

as ill Tiujuman
;
while the second year’s stubble gives so small a yield as not to

be worth cultivating.

(7) l^’iimlly the Java seedling canes in question are much more fibrous than

the Cheribou, contMining an average of 12*5 per cent, fibre, as against 10*t) or 10*5

for this latter cane. With a high fibre cane it is pohsible to obtain a higher suc-

rose extraction witli the same mill, while the greater quantity of bagasse obtained

per ton of cane enables the factory to eliininale the expensive additional fuel.

The Federal laws of the United States prohibit the inqiortution of cane from

mosaic-infected regions. On the other band the mosaic disease is widely difused

ill Louisiana, and especially in the grounds of the Experiment 8taiion, where the

studies with these canes would at first be carried out. And seeing that those

vaiieties do not suffer materially from the effects of the mosaic, it would appear

unfortunate that the government authorities continue to insist in refusing to

admit them into the country for experimental purposes.

In an article which appeared in our October issue ^ on the Jamaica sugar industry
from the pen of a correspondent of ours, it was incorrectly stated that the machinery for

the Gra> *» Inn central had been supplied by a Glasgow firm. We learn that, as a matter
of fact, the whole of the machinery for this factory was supplied by Messrs. GfioiiaE
Fletcher & CJo., Ltd., Derby, and it is in course of erection under the superviMon of that
firm’s own staff of engineers.

i/.SJ., mi, bM,
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The Crockett Sugar Refinery.

In May last an address on sugar refining was delivered before the Saip

Francisco chapter of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, by Mr*
GifiORGE M. Eolfb, who gave an account of the recently reorgauissed Crockett

(Cal.) plant, of which he is Superintendent. This sugar-house has a capacity of

2500 tons in 24 hours, and is controlled by the Californian and Hawaiian Sugar
Refining Corporation. Although Mr. Rolfe’s paper dealt with the subject of sugar

refilling in a general way for the benefit of those having no intimate acquaintance

with the industry, it contains some details which certainly should be of interest to

our readers. These are here briefly summarized.

As will be seen from the photograph, the site combines both rail and deep

water facilities for receiving and shipping sugar. The refinery, which draws its

supplies from the Hawaiian Islands, begins operations in January and completes

the year’s work about the beginning of December. The fact that the plantations

prodmje raw sugar over a period of eight months, while the refinery operates

during 1 1 mouths, makes it necessary to provide large warehousing facilities, viz.,

three months’ supplies of raws, and at least 30 days* production of refined, or a

total of about 150,000 tons.

Many schemes have been devised for unloading the raw sugar from the ships

to the docks by conveyors, but as yet nothing has successfully replaced the sling

and derrick. The new dock is a double one, and discharging takes place on both

platforms simultaneously, the cost of unloading to the steamship company being

only about 30 cents per ton. From the dock the raw sugar is transfeired by
conveyors, either to the store, or else directly to the fourth floor of the melt-house

of the refi11017.

Ajffimng cenirifttgah .—In the reorganization of the Crockett plant, three

improvements have been made. The first concerns the installation of Watson-
Laidlaw motor-driven centrifugals, which are self-discharging, whereas the old

closed-bottom belt-dnven type required about 20 per cent, of the total time of

the cycle for emptying. Although this saving of time does not appear large, it

means that the new machines are capable of handling 25 per cent, more charges

per 23-hour day. They have a diameter of 48 in., and the height of the vertical

section is 24 in. The bottom of the centrifugal is open, the opening being 33J in.

in diam., the lower 15j in, of the basket tapering at an angle of 60®, The
calculated capacity is 11*9 cub. ft., with a magma wall thickness of 11 in*

Approximately 5 secs, after the tnachine is started, the basket reaches a speed of

250 revs, per min., which is considered the right time to charge, this operation

taking 20 secs., at the end of which time the speed has reached 650 revs, per min.

During the next 45 secs, the basket has reached the full speed of 870 revs, per

min., and the syrup is spun off, Water is applied during 75 to 90 secs, to wash
off the impurities, using about 34 lbs. per charge (1220 lbs.) at 40 lbs. pressure

;

and after it has been shut off the spinning continues for 30 secs, to dry the

crystals, the brake being then applied. It requires 2 mins, to bring the machine
to a stop, but a moment or two before this occurs the washed crystals (which

contain 2 per cent, of Water) drop into the bins below, the entire lot discharging

in 2 secs. Each of these self-discharging centrifugals has a daily capacity of

100 tons of raw sugar, compai^ with 50 tons in the case of the old belt-driven

machine, so that the present installation of 22 machines is equal to 44 of the

others* A man operates as many of the new as of the old, so that the cost of

labour is out in half, in addition to which there is a great conservation in floor space.
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Sweethiud filters ,—Bag filters have now been abandoned in the Crockett

refinery ; and the second notable improvement that has been made is the installa-

tion of Sweetland filters in their place. This has eliminated a large part of the

labour, and has done away with an exceedingly disagreeable and troublesome

operation.

A Sweetland press has an effective filtering area of 1044 sq. ft. (72 leaves,

each having an area of 14 o sq. ft,); and will handle raw liquor equivalent to

100 tons of raw sugar per 24 hours period in 16-18 cycles. It holds approximately

630 gallons, 20-40 gallons being returned for refiltering at the beginning of each

cycle before it is cleared. After filling first with what is known as “smear liquor’’

(liquor containing a higher proportion of “Filter-cel” or kicselguhr than the

ordinary product), then with the liquor to be filtered, the apparatus is put under

a pressure of 10 lbs. per sq. in., which is increased gradually until 50 lbs. is

reached, at which point the filter produces approximately 15 galls, per sq. in. of

filter surface per hour. Then the rate of filtration is gradually reduced, until at

the end of 60 mins, it is approximately I gall, per sq. ft. of filter suiface per houiv

making an average of approximately 2| galls, per sq. ft. for the period of cycle.

After the pores of the filter have become clogged, and the pressure is taken off,

the liquor remaining in the filter is discharged, and sent back to the blow-ups.

The leaves of the filter are cleaned of the impurities and the cake of “Filter-cel”

by means of a spraying device. It requires 48,000 galls, of water per 100 tons of

raw sugar to sluice the Sweetland press, or about 1000 galls, per filter, the average

time being about 10 mins. The filter cloth used is a light cotton twill having a

life fiom 60 to 75 days.

Calandria pans .—The third radical change at the Crockett plant is the

development of calandria pans. These have a heating surface api>roximalely

56 per cent, greater than the coil pan, and are used with exhaust at about 15 lbs.

This change was brought about by the modification of the pow’er plant, in which

steam is generated at 150 lbs. pressiiie, run through turbines and discharged wdth

a back pressure of 10> 15 lbs., electric power thus being obtained as a by-product

at a comparatively slight cost per kilowatt hour. liU.st year the fuel used per ton

of sugar melted was 13 per cent, less tluiii the average for the previous five years,

notwithstanding the jiowor a by-product. When all the steam is used the

power generated costs about cent, per kw. hrs., but as at present all the

exhaust is not used, it works out at ^ cent, per hour.' Two 14 ft. calandria jians

are being installed at present, and it is h(>ped that these will permit of a solution

of the steam balance, making UsSO of all the exhaust. When operating at 20(>0-tou

capac-ity, 1,000,000 galls, of water is evaporated in the boiler plant, approximately

one-half of which is return drips. The average CO^ in the flue gases is 13J per

cent., and the boiler efiicienc3^ is 79 per cent.

Lastly, it may bo mentioned that the Crockett refinery has developed

opportunities for the welfare of its workers iu providing play-grounds ami parks,

clubs for men and women, a library, gymnasium, swimming pool, and the like.

It has never had a strike, and was the first sugar refinery in the United States to

operate an eight-hour day.

With reference to the paragraph in our October issue imd^T mentioning
the appointment of Mr. E. Wutmkich as general representative for South Africa of the
Sugar Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd^, London, this firm now announce that Mr.
WuTHHfOH will no longer act for them as from December 20th next.

1 1921 , m.
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Notes on the Cuban Sugar Industry.

Writing at the end of September our Havana Correspondent stated that

notwithstanding the difficulties with which estate ow'uers in Cuba have had to

contend, the present Cuban output of sugar is a big one
;
the total output indicated

at that date was from 3,410,000 to 3,400,000 long tons. This is certainly a

remarkably good performance when one considers the conditions that existed

during the crop, the principal of which was the lack of funds*

This output comes from 196 centrals, the capacity of which is shown in the

following table :

—

17 centrals making up to 5,000 tons.

45

»

II from 5,000 to 10,000 tons.

33 It II 10,000 15,000 ,,

36 ti It 1 * 15,000 „ 20,000 „
25 If II 11 20,000 „ 25,000 „
9 ff 11 1 1

25,000 „ 30,000 ,,

5 fi 1 II 30,000 „ 35,000 „

8 It II II 35,000 ,, 40,000 ,,

3 It II II 40,000 „ 46,000 „
4 tf If ft 45,000 „ 50,000

2 ft 11 It 60,000 „ 55,000 „
2 M II •1 66,000 „ 60,000 „
3 tt 1 It 60,000 ,, 65,000 ,,

2 »» t * It 70,000 „ 75,000 „

1 ,, ,, 80,000 „ 90,000 ,,

1 »t 1 t 110,000 „

196

The lowest output for any <nie central was 488, while the highest is achieved

an Oriento central with 1 11,330 tons.

The hiiujttion in the sujjar industry of Cuba reniuins one of great liesitancy.

While a very large part of last crop (koiuo one and a half milljon tons) is still

unsold, the banks ai'e lu't iindined to advance money to factory owners on next

season’s production. And tbej^ have a good reason for taking that stand, for if a

large part of this 3'ettr’H crop is carried over to next, it w^ill certainly have a

tendency to bring down the ])nce of sugar. Again, as the Sugar Coininission is

not selling much of (hiha’s sugar, it certainly appears that a large surplus will he

carried over to next crop. Therefore, bankeis very properly aigue that to advance

money on what might probably he a falling market, means insecurity* and they

are consequently holding back.

With very little sugar being sold, the immense stocks in the warehouses are

decreasing but slowly. It appears that the only solution to this stagiiant condition

is increased consumption. To increase consumption the price of sugar must be

brought to the point that encourages the masses to consume it in large quantities

‘-the price must be lowered. And this is precisely what the Commission do not

want to do. Does the Commission expect a better price later, and a market for

all the sugar ? Or is consumption so low that heavy purchases cannot be financed ?

Some more factories hove begun repair work preparatoi’y to the coming crop.

But only those owned by strong Companies or Corporations are doing substanti

repairing
; the others have not the financial backing to do justice to the overhaul

and maintenance of their factories, and some of these are so weak financially that
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they may not be able to get through the next crop for lack of efi^cient repairs or

of funds. Being in so bad a way, the banks will not assist them in face of the

uncertainty of the sugar market, so their contribution to the new crop is doubtful.

Most of the Companies or Corporations referred to are in some way, directly

or indirectly, connected with refineries, and this fact gives them an advantage, in

years of abnormal conditions, over those factories that are not in any respect so

connected. In other words, the individual owner is in a bad way this year, and

cannot get the financial aid he requires to carry him through his repairing season,

as he would have if he had been part of a Corporation with a string of connexions,

such as a refinery, a bank, or an interlocking directorate. These are conditions that

exist and are felt this year, and will be so felt as long as the present situation lasts.

Fortunately the weather has been favourable for the growing canes, and, where

some attention was given the fields, good crops are coming on. Everything points

to quite enough cane being grown to make a big crop, except in some districts, and

it will not be surprising to see Cuba, in spite of her troubles, obtain another large

output in the 1921*1922 season.

Trinidad.

Cane Farming and Sugar Crop Returns, 1912*1921.

(Compiled by Edgar Tripp & Co.)

Total Tons of
Sugar made

from
Estate Cane.

Tons of Tons Amount No. OF Farmers.

Year.
made,
tons.

Cane
Ground.

01
Cano

Purchased,

puiu. lor
Canes.

$
East

Indian.
West

Indian

1921 . 54,933* . 24,207 .. 286,974 .. 389,399 1,773,227 .. 15,046 .. 11,379

1920 . 68,416 . 28,963 .. 319,421 .. 344,226 .. 2,924,404 .. 14,536 10,824

1919 . 47,850 . 24,656 .. 276,451 .. 270,324 .. 1,210,165 .. 12,370 .. 8.668

1918 . 45,266 . 22,544 262,783 .. 266,144 .. 812,247 .. 12,158 .. 8,244

1917 . . 70,891 .,. 36,102 .. 378,999 .. 364,050 .. 1,093,770 .. 12,065 . . 8,984

1916 . 64,231 . 35,663 .. 426,106 .. 363,776 .. 1,008,666 .. 14,014 .. 8.212

1915 . . 58,882 . 34,376 .. 426,262 .. 325,071 .. 869,790 .. 9,202 .. 7,078

1914 , . 55,488 . . 35,690 .. 407,797 .. 201,799 .. 486,630 .. 7,460 .. 5,253

1913 .. 42,331 . . 31,096 .. 346,912 .. 136,724 .. 330,364 .. 6,942 .. 6,513

1912 , 40,936 . . 27,856 .. 316,762 .. 151,697 .. 358,428 .. 6,983 .. 6,042

In 1920 Java sugar was imported into Formosa for refining purposes to the extent of

32 million kin (18,928 long tons) valued at 10 million yen (£1,025,000 at par)
;
in 1920-21

the amount dropped to 19 million kin (11,238 long tons) valued at less than 3^ million

yen (£358,750).

Writing on the question of the waste of fuel in industrial plants,* Mr. David
Bruwnlib, F.C.8., states that a complete investij^ation has been made of 400 boiler
installations in 41 factories in Great Britain, repieseiiting 1613 boilers, with a total coal
bill of million tons per annum. The average net working efficiency was only 58 per
cent., whereas 75 per cent, should be reached with scientific methods of control, though
82} per cent might be attained under what are termed ** ideal conditions.” Out of Ae
400 plants, 149 obtained an efficiency of only 55 per cent., ” a shocking figure,” oorres*

ponding to an immense waste of valuable fuel.

* Of which Usiue St. Madeleine produced 17,740 tons, Waterloo 6554 tons, and Caroni 5175 tons.
^ Daily Mailt September 9tht 1921.
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Calculation of the Proportion of Sugar due to the

Planter in Payment for Cane.

In the Philippine Islands this question was recently debated by prominent

technologists, the increase during the past few years in the number of centrals

milling cane for planters ‘*on shares*^ having demanded the consideration of a

practical and equable method.

Mr. L. W. TinruiiOW’ in opening the discussion pointed out that at best the

calculation us made at present can only be a close approximation, since it is based

on two inexact assumptions
:

(i) the sucrose and juice extraction of each planter’s

cane is the same ; and (^) the ratio of sucrose in cane to sucrose in crusW juice

(that is, the Java ratio) is constant. A third assumption is made, namely, that the

ratio of the purity of the crusher juice to the purity of the mixed juice is con-

stant
; but this is very nearly true.

In order to make an approximately correct division, it is necessary to calculate

the following values from the laboratory records: Percent, of available 96*5 test

sugar 2' ^ S X Ji X Q X pol. crusher juice, in which S is the factor of the avail-

able 96*6 test sugar, based ou the actual apparent purity of the molasses discharged

for the period under consideration ;
Ji is the sucrose extraction in the cane for each

planter
; and Q is the ratio ior each planter’s cane.

sucrose per cent, crusher j nice

Then the tons of available 96*5 test sugar iz: tons of cane X T
;
and from this

value and the weight of can(3 delivered each planter the division is made.

Mr. Tiiuhlow drew attention to the fact that for the calculation of the available

96*5 test sugar, some chemists adopt Winter’s formula with an arbitrary purity of

2S*5 for the final molasses. This is wrong, because the formula should be based

on the actual purity of the molasses discarded, whether it be 66® or more or less.

Much mure logical is the method of calculation evolved by Deerk and Morse
(who both arrived at the same formula)

;
and the apparent purity values may be

safely applied for the detenmuation of the yield, the boiling-house efficiency, and

the division of sugar.

Mr, E. T, Westly® replied to Mr. Thithlow by saying that the ratio of suc-

rose in the cane to the sucrose in the crusher juice should run very constant, and

should not show any very wide variations (such as 72 to 77, cited by Mr. Thurlow).
Eegardiiig the matter of true and apparent purity values, it makes very little

difference in the case of mixed juice and sugars which be used ; but in the case of

waste molasses the difference between the two is groat and the apparent value

cannot be applied. Thus lei us employ DtJorr’s foimula for a juice having a Brix

of 15, a polarization of 12*00, a sucrose content of 12‘10, an apparent purity of

80*0, a gravity purity of 80*66
;
a sugar having an apparent purity of 97*5 and a

gravity purity of 97*8
;
and a molasses with a Brix of 90 00, a polarization of 27*0,

a sucrose content of 36*00, an apparent purity of 30*0, and a gravity purity of 40.

Using the apparent purity value throughout as recommended by Mr. Thurlow,

we would have: = 90*28 per cent, recoveiy. Using apparent

purities for the mixed juice and sugar, but gravity values for the molasses:

97*6 (80*0—40*0) _
80^0

(97
*6^0 *6

)

and molasses, we get

84*78 per cent. And using gravity purities for sugar, juice

== 85*33 per cent Whereas the recoveries
*7 (97*8—40*0) ^

97*1

80*

1 Sugar Nem, 1S91, 8, No. a, 80-83, and lU. • im., IWl, a, No. 6. 168-170,
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sUted by the last two are fairly close to one another, the first is far too high.

With products of the above analysis, it would be impossible to recover 90*28 per cent.

Veiy satisfactorj’' results have been obtained i!i the calculation of the sugar

resulting from each planter’s cane by the application of the following data : the

ratio between the polarization of the cane, and the polarization of the crusher

juice for the particular day
;
the polarization of the planter’s cane; the extrac-

tion
;
the difl'erenco between the purity of the crusher juice and that of the syrup

;

and the boiling-house recovery by Doerr’s formula, using the gravity purity of the

molasses. This boiling-house recovery is then applied to the planter’s extraction

percent, cane, and the per cent, over-all recoveiy calculated, this figure being

finally applied to the planter’s tonnage to obtain the proportion of sugar due to him.

If, for example, a certain planter delivers 100 tons of cane, aiid the following

data are found : Brix, polarization, and apparent purity of the crusher juice, 20*0,

16*00, and 80*00; ratio between sucrose in the cane and sucrose in the crusher

juice, 81 ‘00
;
extraction, 96*0

;
polarization and apparent purity of the sugar made,

96*0 and 97*0
;
gravity purity of the waste molasses, 37*00

;
and ditTerence betw een

the purity of the syrup and that of the crusher juice, 1 *0. Then 16’() x Bl = 12*96

polarization of the cane; and 12*96 x 96 = 12*44 polarization extracted per cent,

cane. Recovery by Deerr’s formula, 85*95; and 12*44 X 85*95= 10*69 over-all

recovery. This is equal to 10*69 tons of polarization, and corresjionds to 11*135

tons of 96 test sugar.

Mr. Manitrl L. Roxas* said that the Java ratio, that is the ratio between the

polarization of the cane and the polarization of the crusher juice, may be used in

a more direct way. The constant for sugar distribution is obtained from the

pel. mixed iuice per cent cane X 100 pel. per cent, cane , . .

expression :
* X i i • • i which

pol. per cent, cane pol crusher juice

VI? ' 1 ]>ol. mixed juice per cent, cane X 100 i i
•

on simplifying becomes : ; but the polan-
pol. crusher juice

zation mixed juice per cent, cane is obtained by dividing the tons polarization in

mixed juice by the weight of cane, so that the simplified constant assumes the

form: ——

.

If this constant is multiplied by the
tons cane X j)ol. crusher juice

polarization of the crusher juice of a given planter’s cane ground on a particular

day, and the prodiKjt multiplied by the weight of his cane, the amount of polari-

zation passing into the mixed juice from his cano w*ill be obtained. This multi-

plied by the boiling-liouse recovery in terms of 96*5 test sugar for that day, and
again multiplied by the partition factor, bo it 50 or 55 per cent., gives the sugar

corresponding to the planter’s cane.

This method of calculation assumes that the fibre per cent, and extraction are

the same for all oanos. In one of the mills of the rUilippino Islands, the macera-

tion is varied with the fibre in the cane, and the extraction thus made constant.

Another assumption made is that the polarization in the mixed juice bears a fixeii

ratio to the polarization per cent, cane, and the polarization of the crusher juice»

which is only approximately true.

However, the constant for a given day will express very fairly the average

ratio of the amount of sucrose delivered by the mill in the mixed juice from every

ton of cane for evei*y per cent, of polarization in the crusher
j nice, and will indi-

cate very approximately the factor for the distribution of sugar. It will vary from
day to day, and therefore the use of a. constant from the weekly average figures

1 iM., im, S, No. 4, 130-1S4.
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will result in an unfair distribution of the sugar. All inetbods of distribution are

only approximate, and any difference between the <'.al dilated and the actual amount
of sugar produced should be balanced out to the planters at the end of each run or

the end of each season, in proportion to the total amount of s\igar dolivorod by each,

as shown from tlie analysis of their (*aiies.

Mr. B. 0. Pjtoaiun* next contributed a note describing the method of dis-

tribution of sugar to hacevdero^ as piactised by the Hawaiian Philippine Co. Two
daily constants are determined. The first is known as constant C'and is simply

the extruction multiplied by the Java ratio (polarization per cent, cane divided by the
polarization of the crusher juice, the result being multiplied by the mill extraction

of sucrose j^er cent, sucrose in the cane). The second is known as constant i), and is

found by dividing the average purity of the mixed juice for the day by the average

purity of the crusher juice. The polarization of the crusher juice for each hare^idei o

multiplied by constant C gives the polarization of the mixed juice per cent, cane
;

and the purity of the crusher juice multiplied by constant J) gives the purity of

the mixed juioo. Using this purity of mixed juice, the boiling-house recovery

for each ]>lauter’8 juice is determined by moans of the S. J. M, formula. Then
the polarization of the mixed juice per cent, cane X boiling-houso recovery gives

the available sugar in the cane
;
and the tons of cane X available sugar in the cane

gives the tons of available sugar in the cane, or the ** calculated sugar.*^ The
amount of calculated sugar for each hacendero is totalled

;
and the sugar actually

produced divided by the calculated sugar gives a factor which multiplied by the

am(»unt of calculated sugar for each hacendero gives the sugar produced from his

cane. This quantity of sugar is then dividt^i between the central and the hictndero

m th(' proportion stipulated in the milling contract.

Lastly, Mr. Tntnu.ow,*^ having considered tho comments made by his

colloaguos, offered tho following piocedure as a standard method. The data

used are: (1) The ratio of the jmrity of the mixed juice to the purity of the

crusher juice (fiom the analysis of each planter’s cane): (2) Java ratio X mill

extraction X factor oi factory ftfficion(‘.y for the season
; (8) (./

—

M) factor of

recovery for tlie 9<»*5 test sugar corresponding to tho apparent ]>urity of the

mixed juice.

Then jxilarization of crusher juice x (2) X (8) = actual per cent, of

sugar recovered, on the cane milled, without the ueod of making any weekly
corrections. The computation can be easily carried out daily with the aid of a

calculating iiiachine. From tixuo to time Um factor of factory efficiency might

hav<5 to be changed to conform witli the actual operation of the plant. An average

could be easily distiibutod.

Mr J. Sydnry Dash has roeignod the directorship of the Station Agronomique,
(Tuudelonpe, and has been appointed tobacco pHtholt>giflt at tho Central Experimontal
Farm, Ottawa, Canada.

The acreage planted with sugar in Mexico during 1920-21 was smaller than in former
years, though the price was sustained throughout the year. The yield not being sufficient

to cover local wants, large quantities were imported from Java and Cuba,

In our abstract of Mauritius Bulletin No. 21, dealing with the question of the com-
position and utilization of exhausted molasses,® we inaavertently omitted to state that

Mr. 0. 1) D’Avotnb was joint-author with Dr. Tkkpany of this particularly valuable and
thorough research. ^

TjSit, No. 6, ni-172. • Ibid., 1921, 2, ^’o. 9, 361-363.

» I 1921. 410.
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New York Meeting of the Sugar Section of the

American Chemical Society.

On September the 7th to 9th, the annual mooting of the Sugar Section of the

Amorican Chemical Society was held at Columbia University, New York. Dr.

0. A. Browne -was in the chair, and Dr. P. J. Bates acted as Secrotaiy. There

was a large attendance, including a number of British and Canadian visitors ; and

tho meeting was opened with the annouucemont by the Chairman that the Council

of tho American Chemical Society had decided to elevate tho Sugar Section to tho

statue of a self-governing division.

Por tho coming 3"ear the following officers wore elected : Chairman, S. J*

Osborn; Vice-Chairman, P. W. Zerban; Secretary-Treasurer, P. J. Bates;

and Executive Committee, C. A. Browne, C. E. Coates, W. D. Horne, W. B,

Newkirk, 11. 8. Paine, and H. E. Zitkowski. Dr. Browne, the retiring

Chairman, was teudorod a rising vote of thanks for his untiring efforts in guiding

tho Section from its bogiuniug to its organization as a Division.

A number of interesting papers were read, short abstracts of most of which

are here given.

^

Origin and Development of the Cane Sugar Industry in Ainenea^ C- A> Browne.

A notable feature of tho meeting was a lecture by Dr. Browne, illustrated by

lantern slides and by the exhibition of old prints, tracing the history of cane sugar

manufacture from the earliest time to the present day* Pictures of two of the

first saccharimoters used in the United states were also shown.

Dietetic Value of Sugar. W. D. Horne.—This was a paper showing that sugar

is “ a great source of cheap energy which the world has been slow to appreciate in

its full significance ... Its supply can be greatly increased os demanded, and

its price should grow relatively lower with the expansion and development of the

industry , . Dr. Horne presented data discussing tho rolo of sugar in a

rational well-balanced ration. Authoritative experitnents show that o ozs. of sugar

can be easily digested daily by an adult, indicating tho probable safety of increasing

the sugar in our bill-of-fai‘e by 20-30 per cent, A table showing the per capita

consumption in lbs. for 1910-11 and 1921 (estimated) was published, the values

for the principal countries for these two periods being as follows :--New Zealand,

130, 100; Australia, 129-6, 100; United Kingdom# 91*7, 66; United States, 79*2,

90; Germany, 47*9, 50; Prance, 42-8, 34; Europe (average), 35 ‘7, 24 ;
Cuba,

112 .

Mechanical Clarification of Cane Liqmre. A. S. ElsenbasU-lu Louisiana last

season the juice from about 70,000 tons of cane was filtered through presses after

the addition of kieselguhr (“ Pilter-cer*), and a good plantation white sugar and

high-grade syrup was thus made without any treatment with lime or sulphur.’-* Por
whole juice filtration, 6 sq. ft. of filtering surface per ton of cane ground in 24 hours,

and 10-30 lbs. of kieselguhr per ton of cane are required, but tropical juices

require only about 6 lbs. Por syrup filtration the figures are 3 ‘5 $q. ft, and 0’5-

1 -5 lbs. In the manufacture of plantation white sugar by the sulphitation process

the figures for syrup are 2*6 sq. ft. and ()‘5-2'0 lbs. In raw sugar manufacture,

the use of lime in the treatment of defecation mud is eliminated with advantage

by the addition of 1-4 per cent, of kieselguhr to the muds previous to filter-

pressing, In the refinery in the production of “standard granulated,” washed

^For these we are indebted to the courtesy of the American Chemical Society News Service.
• LS.J., i»S0, 332, 643, 69».
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sugar liquor is filtered through 10 sq. ft., using 6-6 lbs. of kieselguhr per ton

of solids, while for the washings or washed syrup 30 sq. ft. are necessary with

20-30 lbs.

Deterioration of Vane FroducU. C. A. Browne, C. A, Gamble, G. H, Harding,

and M, H Wiley.'Soft refined sugars were found to differ in keeping quality from

raw sugars, torulas being the principal micro-organism concerned, whereas raw

sugars contain moulds and bacteria also. In such deterioration, the invert sugar

was found to decrease, and the sucrose to change but little. Some final Cuban
niolasses showed a decrease of 6*94 per cent, polarization, and 5*06 per cent, suc-

rose in sevoii yeai*B.
,
Attention is called to the importance of the deterioration

occurring in the cane between cutting and grinding, especially in circumstances

w^hero an interval of several days or even a week is not an uncommon occurrence.

Adsorption Isotherms of Decolorizing Varhms, F, W. Zerban and S* Byall.--

Isotherms have been determined for the decolorization of molasses solutions of

vaiying concentration by six different carbons. It was found that, while for one

carbon and one concentration the logaritlimic curves closely apfuoximate to straight

lines, there is a marked difference in the constants of the adsorptioirformula for

one carbon at varying initial concentrations of molasses solution, and for the same

initial concentration, using different carbons.

Preparation of high^pviver Carbons. Chr, E. G. Porst and John M. Krno.—
lly the use of steam activation and leaching and other means, decolorizing carbons

w^ero pioduced from lignite, saw'dust, spent boneblack and other materials
;
and

these were found to be equal and in some cases superior, as regards decolorizing

value to those now on the American market.

Preparation of Bagasse Carbon. C, E. Coates.—Bagasse was subjected to des-

tructive distillation at a temperatuie of 560-600^^0. (so as to avoid choking the

pores wuth hydrocarbons*'), ground up, heated to 8e’)0-900^0. “ for some time,**

cooled, boiled with 20 per cent. s<idium hydroxide solution for 15-20 minutes,

rinsed, washed with hydrochloric acid and water, and finally re-beated to 200^0.

It is stated that this char was found to bo 2^ times stronger than the best decoloriz-

ing carbon on the market. It exhibited a marked adsorbing power towards iron

in solution.

Fundamentals of Sugar Colorimetry. H. H. Peters and F, P. P/ic/ps.— Solu-

tions must first bo freed from insoluble suspended solids; and the best way of

attaining this is to pass about 80 c.c. of the Rolution at about 80® Brix, five or six

times through a crucible containing an asbestos plug of about 1^ grins. ]feer*6

Law was found to be valid for concentrated impure sugar liquors of about 50^ Brix,

but dilution with water changes the degree of dispersion and the colorimetric

value of the colloidal non-sugar, invalidating Beer*8 Law. New spectro-photo-

metric standards, far more rigorous than the present technical coloiimetric

methods, were established by the authors, and the effect of some 20 carbons thus

examined.

Testing Quartz Control Plates. F. P. Phelps.--M\ quartz plates sent to the

Bureau of Standards are subjected to tests examining
: {!) the quality of the

mounting
; {2) homogeneity of the quartz

; {$) planeness of the faces
; (>J) parallel-

ism of the faces; (5) the “ axis error**; and (6*) the precise rotation from which
the sugar scale value is calculated. A tentative set of specifications has been

drawn up. Some plates tested at the Bureau have been found to have an actual

value differing from that stated by the maker by approximately 0*2®S.

i cy. CHANXY, LS.J., im m.
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The Estimation of Rafiuose and Sucrose in Beet Products, R, F. Jackson,

A inodificatioii of the enzyme method permits an accurate determination of true

raffiiiose without incurring the difficulty of measuring small changes in polariza-

tion in the presence of large aniouiits of invert sugar. After sterilization of the

molasses, the greater part of the invert sugar is removed by fermentation with

bakers’ yeast. The solution containing the inelibiose is filtered, evaporated, and

divided into two aliquot parts, which are diluted one-tenth, one with water, the

other with invertase-melibiase solution extracted from brewers’ yeast. After

hydrolysis, both are analysed for reducing sugars, the difference between them
being a measure of raffinose. The method is standardized against pure raffinose,

lly the above method analyses were made of samples of Colorado beet molasses,

which were found to contain non- sugars polarizing from—0*04 to 1*08 S., which
polarizations are due to levo-rotatory gums and amino-compounds. True
raffinose was found to be sometimes loss and sometimes greater than that

indicated by Clerget. From the true raffinose arid true sucrose, the direct polar-

ization of the sugars was computed. The difference between the calculated and
observed direct polarizations gave the rotation of the non-sugars. In every case

these proved to be negatively rotating.

CohEs Gn'niming Disease, C. F. Walton
^ Jr., and O, S. Keener,—Gum passing

into the juice from cario infected with Bacterium vascular iuni. does not appear to

be removed by the ordinary liming method of clarification, as lR3'er8 form on the

coils and collect in the centrifugals. Luborator}^ experiments, however, indicated

that liming to distinct alkalinity to phonolphthaloin precipitates all the gum, which
thus behaves quite differently from the so-called “ beet gum.” Cane gum reduces

Febling’s solution, but gave no test for pentose. It was completely precipitated

by basic lead acetate under ordinary analytical conditions.

Precipitation of Gum from Beet Molasses, H, S Paine and C. F. Walton^ Jr,

—

About 1 kg. of the molasses was diluted with 10 litres of water, 1’4 litres of am-
moniacal lead acetate and 0 4 litre of strong ammonium hydoxido added, and the

precipitate filtered off. susjiended in water, and decomposed with 1 : 4 sulphuric

acid. The filh’ate was neutralized with solid barium hydroxide in the cold, con-

centrated lu varuo, and dialysed in running tap water. The dialysate was clai'ified

with neutral lead acetate, the excess of lead removed with sulphuretted hydrogen,

and the dialysis completed in distilled water. A gum was thus obtained having a

specific rotation on the basis of the total solids in the purified solution of — 38*8®.

Mauufaciire of C, P, Dextrose, C. F. G. Porst and iV. F. 5. Munford,— It is

stated that the method used for the preparation of chemically pure dextrose*

demanded the use of alcohol for washing and a crystallization from the same
medium. This method was abandoned on account of its excessive cost ;

and that

now used employs “ cerelose ” as a raw mateiial and decolorizing carbon or bone-

black for removing the colour.

Nav Processes in the Sor<jhum Industry
, J, J, Willaman.—An abstract of

this paper has already been published.*

Among the other papers read wore the following :
“ Purification of Enzyme

Solutions,” by F, W, Reynolds; “Comparison of Various Corn Starches,” by
Chii. E. G. Porst and M. Moskowitz ;

“ Preparation of Levulose from Invert

Sugar, by 0. 8. Harding
;
“ Use of the Plastiometer for determining the Viscosity

of Starch Pastes,” by Chr. E. G. Porst and M. Moskowitz; “A Simple Diffu-

sion Battery for Laboratory Experiments,” by M. J, Phokfitt.

rseiTalsoT&X
^

« LS.J., 1021, m .
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New Clarifying Agent for the Clerget (Double

Polarization) Method, effecting a High

Degree of Decolorization.'

By H. KALSHOVEN and C. SIJLMANS.

The clarifying ageiitH which have been in use in Java for a long time past in

the determination of the true sucrose content of molasses, namely, basic load

acetate and aluminium hydroxide (Tervooren’s method), have the great disadvan-

tage of generally effecting an insufficient decolorization, so that the liquid, especially

before inversion, cannot b<^ road with the necessary accuracy.

]Jy making use of Inisic lead nitrate and aluminium sulphate, we have dis-

covered a method of clarification by which a high degree of decolorization can bo

effected, while, further, its apjilicatioii is veiy simple.

Basic Licai> Nitratk.

The clarification of impure sugar solutions (especial molasses) by means of

basic lead nitrate, which is formed in the solution itself by the successive addition

of normal lead nitrate and sodium hy^droxide, dates from 1890, when it was recom-

mended b}’' IIehlks in Bohemia.^ It has now been in general application in that

country f(»r a numf>er of years. Basic lead acetate forms a precipitate with certain

substances in the molasses, and adsorbs the colouring matters from solution. On
the other hand, basic lead nitrate is but little soluble

; and by being formed in the

solution itself it effects a much more intense adsorption, a greater amount of

precipitate being foimed, and less lead remaining in solution.

Heules represented the reaction thus: 2Pb(NC ),)2 -j- 2NaOH = [Pb (NO,,)j,

+ Pb (Oll)^] + 2NaN()^ ; and he operated with solutions of known strength and

precisely measured quantities, in order that no excess of alkali should be added, a

conditi<»n that would result in the fonnation of Pb (011)3, so that lead saccharate

might be tlirown down.

On filtering off the precipitate, however, from the liquid obtained by the

addition of equivalent amounts of the reagents (according to the above equation),

a somewhat acid liquid it obtained. In fact 1 J times the quantity of alkali stated

may be used Imfore aii alkaline filtration is obtained, and the explanation of this

is that in addition to Pb (NOJ^.PbO, other basic lead nitrates, as Pb (NUj,)^ .

2PbO and Pb (N03)3 . 5PbO, are also formed.

Therefore the effect of using more alkali than Herles was examined ; and on

•doing this it was found that the decolorization was considerably greater. Moreover,

the peculiarity was noticed that witli the addition of more alkali, the polarization

before inversion was higher, and that after inversion was lower, the sucrose con-

tent, however, remaining unaltered.® Hence, the more basic is the precipitate,

the more reducing sugars are removed from solution (and whether this be due to

the formation of an insoluble compound with the dextrose or levulose, or whether
the reducing sugars are merely carried down with the precipitate, is hei'e of

little importance),

1 Abridged trauslation ol an article iHibllshod in the Archiei.

*Zeitach Zuckerind, Jfokm., 1888-fi9, 557; J88M0, 348; and 189(1-07, 189.

^ Figures are reproduced In Uie original article demonstrating this point.
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One may thus recommend that the quantity of alkali to be added should be

regulated according to the capability of reading the solution, and should be in-

dependent of the higher or lower values of the polarizations. In the directions

given at the end of this paper the quantity is stated which with Java molasses

give solutions capable before inversion of being polarized in the 400 mm.
tube.

In regard now to the application of this method of clarification, we have

applied it to the determination of the sucrose content of a great number of molasses

in comparison with basic lead acetate. Higher results were always obtained in

the use of the nitrate as compared with basic acetate, namely 0 to 0*5 per cent,

higher, averaging 0'28 per cent, for 18 samples.

Now it does not seem to us to bo a groat objection to find by this now procedure

a sucrose content a few tenths of a per cent, higher than by the Tervooren method ;

and for the following two reasons
: (1) In many molasses the sucrose content can

certainly not be determined within 0*5 per cent, by this latter method
;
and (2) it

is not known with certainty whether Tervooreii's method really gives exact results.

In addition to its greater decolorizing power, basic lead nitrate has other advan-

tages over biisic lead acetate. An excess cannot cause an alteration of the rotation,

nor can it produce darkening, the basic nitrate being slightly solnhle as compared

with the basic acetate, an excess of which latter reagent dissolves some of the

precipitate, altering the rotation, and at the same time darkening the solution.

Aluminium Sulpuatk.

This reag<nit has been used in Hawaii,* in place of aluminium hydroxide and
acetic acid. The sulphate forms a precipitate with tho lead salts still in solution, this

finely divided lead sulphate having an appreciably greater adsorbing action than

the suspension of aluminium liydroxide. Acetic acid is to remove tho effect of

the base on the rotation especiallv of levulose ; but this object is also realised by
the aluminium sulphate, since in solution it reacts acid.

In the first place it had to be determined whether aluminium sulphate exerted

any appreciable influence on the rotation. In doing this, the ordinary method of

clarification according to Tehvooken was compared with a method in which

aluminium sulphate was used in place of aluminium hydroxide and acetic acid.

In both cases, precisely the same results were obtaihed.

In comparison with aluminium hydroxide and acetic acid, aluminium sul-

phate has the following advantages
; (1) When the lead salts are present in the

liquid in an excess not too great, they are quantitatively precipitated as lead sul-

phate, so that the fonnation of a cloudiness is avoided, whereas when operating

according to Tervooren’s method after a comparatively short time a white haze

appears. Again when a lead-free liquid is used, a precipitate is not fonned on
adding hydrochloric acid, and all the hydrolysing agent remains active. (2) The
purifying effect is greater. « And (3) its application is simpler.

Here follow tho results of the analyses in which the use of basic lead nitrate

and aluminium sulphate as compared with Tervooreii^s method.® Method A
indicates the proposed new procedure

;
and B, Tervooren’s method.

^ Hawaiian I^lanterB' Record^ 19t0-U, 334. It was recommended by NOrl Deebr. See 1,8
1016, 170.

* With many molasses from defecation factories the clarification witti basic lead nitrate
was so intense that the filtrates obtained could be read in the 400 mm. tube.

< Only a few of the results published in Uie original article are here reproduced.
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Polarization Polarization

Method.
Kind of

molasses.

before

Inversion.

after

Inversion. Temperature. Sucrose.

Averftge

diffennoe.

A .. Defecation .. 32-26 14-6 27-4 .

.

36-8

B • • j» .. 81-68 .. 14-58 27-6 .. 36*4
4-0-4

A .. 8312 .. 14*64 27-4 .. 36*4

B * • »» . . 82-68 .. 14-42 27-6 .. 36-0
4-0-4

A «.Su1phitation .. 29-6 .. 13*46 27*6 .. 32-96

A * * tf .. 29-65 .. 18-46 27-6 .

.

82-96

B • • »» .. 29*76 .. 12-76 27-6 .. 32-6
4-0 46

• •

B • • . . 29-7 .. 12-8 276 .. 82-6 • t

A . . Oarhona- . , 28*26 •. 12-6 26-3 .. 31-01 * »

A . . tation .. 28*26 .. 12-4 26-3 ., 30*91

B • • »» 28-36 .• 11-9 26-3 .. 30-61
-f 0-35

• #

B • • »> .. 28-3 .• 11-9 26-3 .

.

30-58 • •

Directions FOR THE Nev Method.

Reagents ,—A Hatiirated solution of the lead nitrate is made by dissolving

600 grins, in 1 litre of water. The alkali is prepared by dissolving 80 grms. of

sodium hydroxide in water, and making the liquid up to 1 litre, which solution

should have a sp. gr. of 1'075 at 27*5®C., or 10^ at this temperature. In regard

to the aluminium sulphate, a saturated solulion in water is prepared.

Procedure ,

—

3o’816 grms. (the normal weight X 5/2 x 1/2 X 11/10) of the sample

are introduced into a 250 c,c. flask, 30 c.c. of the lead nitrate solution added, the

liquid mixed, 30 c.c. of the alkali solution added, and the liquid again mixed,

being then made up to the mark. A 100-110 c.c. flask is filled to the lower mark
with tlie filtrate, and the aluminium sulphate solution added to complete the

volume almost to the 1 10 c.c. mark, the exact adjustment being made with water,

after which a little kieselguhr is added, and the liquid shaken and filtered. This

filtrate observed in tlie 400 c.c. tube gives the polarization before inversion
; but

one should wait before making the reading till the inversion liquid is also ready,

both being read at the same time under the same conditions of temperature. In

making the inversion reading, 50 c.c. of the filtrate is inverted in a 100 c.c. flask

according to the llerzfeld, Steuerwald,* orWalker* procedures, adding 1-2 grms. of

animal charcoal, making the observation in the 400 mm, tube, and using the

following formula for calculation
: ^

zations before and after inversion ; A, the constant from

X 100 in which P and / are the polari-

Herzfeld’s table, if

Herzfeld'fl or Walker's method is used ;
or from Steuerwald's table, if this writer’s

method has been followed ;
while t is the temperature of the liquid after inversion.

Mr. W, 0. Dickhoff, who has been editor of our esteemed contemporary, the Archie/^

during the past 24 years, has retired from this post. Mr. Dickhoff, though supported by
the advice of a Pahlicatiori <lorn raittee consisting of well-known Java technologists, has

done much to raise the Arehxef to its present high standard and on his retirement he
received the thanks and good wishes of his colleagues. His place is now taken by
Mr. J, H. lllTKAN.

1 1M4, 88. 1818, 239.
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Dr. Spencer’s Rotary Digester for Use in

Bagasse Analysis.

The determination of sugar in cane bagasse when using the customary

digesters usually presents difficulties through the need of keejiing the material in

motion while tieating it with hot water, motion being necessary to promote

maceration and diffusion. Following the digestion the extract must he cooled

and without special arrangement this is a slow process. Further, many bagasse

tests must be made daily for the proper control of the milling of the cane. To

permit attention of the chemist to other dutie ,
t is desirable that the testing of

the bagasse should be carried out as

automatically as possible.

In order to obviate the dis-

advantages of the usual method

of procedure Dr. Guilford L.

Spencer, general superintendent

of manufacturo and chief chemist

to the Cuban - American Sugar

Co., has devised a special appar-

atus consisting of a steam-bath

in which are rotated three cylinders

containing the samples of bagasse

and the water.’ The casing of the

digester as shown in the illustration is

cylindrical, and is of 24 in. internal

diam. A triangular hub, 4 in. long,

turns freely with a shaft, which is

fitted with an adjustable cone boaring

inside the digester casing at one end,

while the other end projocls through

a bronze bearing and carries a pulley

18 in. in iliam. The pulley is grooved

for a sewing machine belt or a light

chain. (Ilainps are provided on the

hub for attaching three aluminium
cylinders, 4 in. in diani. x 8 in. long,

for the sanii>Tes. The clamps also hold

the covers of the cylinders in position,

which covers have break -vacuum

cocks. The pulley is connected

through a laboratory reducing gear,

48:1, with a sniall electric motor, and

is rotated at abcmt 5 revs, per min.

The cylinders are revolved endwise;

a hinged cover closes the apparatus when in use ;
and the casing is drained by a

1 in. pipe, provided with a stop valve. A 1 in. overflow pijie leads from a

point below the shaft and connects with the drain below the stop valve ;
while

the apparatus is provided with a ^ in, steam pijie and a J in, cold water j>ipe.

The following is the procedure in making a sugar test with this digester : 100

grms. of choppfMl bagasse are weighed in a fared cylinder
;

1 litre of very hot water is

lit IS sold b3^ the AurHua 11. Thomas Companv, of V\esi Wuhluiigioii bq., PlnJadolphia,

Pa., U.S.A. (Soo Advert In this issue).
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Dr. Spencer’s Rotary Digester lor Use in Ba^rasse Analysis.

added ; the cover, with the cock closed, is placed in position on the cylinder
;
and

this itf then locked on the hub. If ammonia has been used in preserving the

material while collectit»g the sample, no alkali is added to the digestion water;

otherwise sodium carbonate is added. The cover is closed, and with the bottom
drain open, steam is turned into the casing, but very little is necessary. The
cylinders are revolved for an hour in the steam and this is then shut off

;
the

drain is closed ; cold water is admitted ; and the revolution of the hub is con-

tinued until the sample is cooled. Lastly, the drain is opened, and the cylinders

removed, dried, weighed, filtered, and polarized.

As may be noted, tlie slow motion of the hub causes the bagasse to fall from

end to end of the cylinder, agitates the extract, and promotes maceration and

diffusion. _ _

A Study of the Fundamental Laws of Filtration,

using Sugar Refinery Equipment.’
By FRED P. BAKER, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge'. U.S.A.

There is at present to be found in the literature very little infoimation that is

of immediate value to the de.signer of the plant filtration unit, when he wishes to

determine accurately the .size of installation necessary for his piirjiose. The object

of the present investigation was to study some of the factors determining the

capacity of a filter press, using commercial-size filters, and to show the applica-

bility of a simple fundamental (Mjuaiion expressing the rolutionship between rate

of flows pi ensure, and thickness of cake. It was also pur])OHed to demonstrate the

])roper way to increase the pressure and als(» the most efficient filter cycle length.

The work was earned out in the plant of the Revere Sugar Refinery, Charles-

town, Mass.
DiMcrsaiON ok Tiikouy.

From the work of various experimonters. it is safe t») say that the rate of flow

of liquid through a filtering medium is jiroportional to some powder of the pressure,

and inversely ))rojw)rtionul to the Uncknes.s of cake. It is also juoportional to the

au)« of filtering surface exposed. We imiy express these relationships by the

equation (^AF^^

(1)

L
where R rr rate of flow of liquid,

A = area of filtering surface in sq. ft,

F = pressure in lbs. per .sq. in.

L = thickness of cake in in.

0 == proporiifuuility constant, depending on the natuieof the

sludge.

a = constant, also dependent on the nature of the sludge.

Now% ill general, the thickness of the cake is, of course, pro])ortional to the

volume of cako, which is j)ro}»ortioiml to tlie total volume of liquid put through

the press at any time, if the sludge is kept thoioughly agitated, (’onseipiently,

we have liA = aV
where L A = volume of cake,

V == total volume in cub. ft. of liquid filtered at the time when
the cake thickness is L,

a = proportionality constant,

EHff^Cherii. mi, 13, Ko. 7,
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Substituting back in Equation 1 we have

OA«P»
E == •

aV
Combining the two constants, 0 and a, and writing the rate of flow as volume per

unit time, the equation becomes

dV KA«Pn

d9
~ V

It has been experimentally shown, however, that the rate of flow, E, does not

in all cases vary inversely as the first power of V, although the variation is not

large. However, for the general equation, we will take care of such variation by

raising V to some power, m, and hence we have

dV KAap«
=

(
2 )

d e Vwi

which is the fundamental law of filtration^ It is essentially the same equation as

that proposed by W. K. Lewis ‘ several years ago.

The equation may be derived directly from Poiseuille^s formula for sinuous

flow through capillary tubes :

K'A^r^P

8yaL
where v = velocity of flow

r = radius of capillary tubes

Kj = number of capillaries

fx = absolute viscosity

L = length of tubes.

At any given temperature fk is constant, and r is a function of the amount of

compression of the cake, which, as will later bo shown to be experimentally true,

is a power function of the pressure. Hence we may substitute for all terms

except P and L, and the equation is reduced to

K, P»
V zzz

L
which corresponds to Equation 1, where Kg includes the term A in Equation 1.

It is important to note that the value of n in our^fundamentul filtration equation

may vary considerably, according to the nature of the solid in the sludge, although

it is constant for any particular sludge. We may understand this by a considera-

tion of the cake that is deposited. According to the capillary conception of the

flow of the liquid through the cake, there are innumerable small openings, coives-

ponding to capillary tubes running through the cake. Now according to Poiseuille’s

formula, the rate of flow is proportional to the fourth power of the radius of these

capillary voids. Consequently, any change in the size of these voids must tremen-

dously affect the rate of flow. Therefore, if we have a suspended solid of such a

nature that its particles will be squeezed together to the extent of lessening the

size of the capillaries by increasing the pressure of the filter, it is obvious that

the rate of flow will not increase directly proportionally to the pressure.

Previous experimental work illustrates this point very clearly. Lewis and
Almt,® using a chromium hydroxide sludge, which is noncrystalHne and easily

compressed, found that the rate varied approximately as the fourth root of the

" Jl Ind. Eng, Chem., 1912, I, 628. * J. Ind, Eng, Chem., 1912, I, 524.
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pressure. In other words, the value of n, the exponent of the pressure, they

found to be 0*27. Spbury, ^ using a suspension of kieselguhr in water, found that

the rate varied directly as the pressure, thus showing that, for a nonoompressible

solid, the value of n is 1*0. Tii the formula which Sperry derives, he takes the

exponent of the pressure to be 1*0 in all cases, which, as proved by Lewis and

Almy, and by the results described in this article, is entirely erronoous.

The value of m, the exponent of the volume of filtrate, is undoubtedly some-

where in the neighbourhood of 1*0. Lewis and Almy found it to be 0*81 for their

chromium hydroxide sludge, and it is probable that the limit of variation is from

0*8 to 1-2.

In order to study the application of Equation 2, we have two types of flow to

consider, namely: (1 )
constant pressure throughout the filtering cycle; (2) constant

rate of flow throughout the filtering cycle.

In the first case, with pressure constant, Equation 2 becomes

:

d V K, A^

d B

On any particular press, A is constant, and hence: dY z^K^dO.

Y(m+i)

Integrating : = K, 8+ constant (3)

(tn+1)

the constant of integration drops out since when 9 = 0, V = 0.

Now we have a means of determining whether m is equal to 1*0, since if:

m 1

Y^==:K,B (4)

Lot y ^ V® and x zn B, then E(iuatioii 4 is // := Kr, which is the equation

for a straight line.

Consequently, if we plot V'** against 0, and the resulting curve is a straight

line, Equation 4 is true, and This must be so, since if m were not equal

to unity, but equal, let us say, to 2, then Equation 4 would rightly be

and if wo plotted against 0 for such an equation it would not result in a

straight line.

In tho second type of flow, namely, constant rate of flow, Equation 2 becomes

dV KA«p^t
z=: constant or V"* — P’**. (5)

d B Y^-
Therefore, from Equation 0 we have a means of determining becaiise

:

r/i log V = log K, + 1/ log r (6)

and by plotting log V against log P for runs made at constant rate of flow, tho

slope of the resulting log curve is ~ and knowing ?w, we find a.

Experimental Work.

In the experiments herein desciihed, the application of the filter oquatu>n to

the filtering of defecated sugar solutions by means of standard Sweetland filter

presses was studied. The sludge used was that obtained from a raw sugar liquor

by the coagulation of albumins, gums, and other organic matter on addition of

lime, and by boiling. Kieselguhr is added to the sludge in order to form a lattice

work base on the filter cloth, which makes the cake porous. If kieselguhr were
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not added, the slimy precipitate would almost immediately clog up the pores of

the filter cloth and prevent filtration.

A copper triangular weir was constructed and placed on the outlet of one of

the presses, by means of which'' the rate of flow of the press was accurately deter-

mined. A pressure gauge was placed on the inlet of the press, and the pressure

or the rate of flow, as the case might be, was regulated at will by a hand valve

between the press and the pump. The latter was of the centrifugal type delivering

at a maximum of about 70 lbs. per sq. in.

The tests were made on the press while it was operating on the regular plant

schedule, the only change being in the variation of the pressures and rate of flow

as needed. The regular cycle of operation was to filter the juice for 1 *6 hours,

then sluice the cake off with the water sluice without opening the clam-shell, and

repeat. The clam-shell was opened once every eight hours for thorough cleansing

of the cloths. In these experiments the I'o hour cycle was taken for the testing

period. Headings of temperature, specific gravity, rate, and pressure were made
every five minutes during the test.

For purposes of compari.soii, one test was made on the press operating exactly

under normal plant control, that is, allowing the plant operator to change the

pressure and rate of flow as he normally does. This run is descril)ed on the graphs

as “ Regular Operation.” It was essentially a constant rate of flow run, as is

shown on Graph 3, the volume-time curve being approxirnatoly a straight lino.

Graph 1 shows the result of plotting V® against the time for several runs

made at constant pressures, ranging from 20 to 62 lbs. These graphs are all

straight lines after a few minutes at the start, during which time the cake has not

formed sufficiently to give uniform filtering conditions. As shown in Equation 4,

the fact that the square of the volume of liquid does vary as the first power of the

time shows that the exponent m of the volume V in the filter equation must be

equal, or very nearly equal, to 1*0 for this particular sludge.

Graph 2 shows the method of determining n, the exponent of the pressure

term in Equation 2. From Equation 5 it was shown that, for runs made at con-

stant rate of flow, log Y could be plotted against log P, and the slope of the line
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would be £ Since we have found that m = !•() for this sludge at least, the slope

of the line must be equal to n. For the three runs that are plotted on Graph 2

the values of n are found to be 1*7, 2*1, and 2*3, giving an average value of 2*0.

At first thought this value of n = 2 appears entirely inexplicable. It means
that the rate of flow of liquid through the filter was proportional to the square of

the pressure, and it would seem that the rate could not increase more than directly

proportional to the pressure, because of Poiseuille^s formula, in which the rate

varies directly as the pressure. However, a reasonable explanation can be made
of such a value of n by a consideration of the nature of the filter cake. It will be

remembered that the sludge contained a very slimy, gummy precipitate, which was

mixed with kieselguhr to aid filtration. Now kieselguhr is a substance which is

very porous, the microscope revealing a structure similar to coke. We may con-

ceive of the filter cake as built up first of a lattice work of grains of kieselguhr.

Then at low pressure the slimy organic precipitate tends to fill up the space hdweeu

these grains of kieselguhr, as filtration proceeds. But as the pressure increases

theie is a tendency to force this slimy precipitate into the pores of the Icieselguhr,

thereby failing to fill up the voids between the grains of kiesolgubr as fast as

though the huso was of a uonporous nature, such as grains of sand. This would

allow more free space for the liquid to flow through than was afforded at lower

pressure, and hence the rate would be increased more than in direct proportion to

the pressure. It is, of course, obvious that this result will be obtained only when
tvut solids are in suspension, one of which will be of a porous nature, such as kiesel-

guhr Any single solid in a sludge will give a value of 7i which is less than unity.

Since we hsve now determined n and m in the equation

d V KA'^P«

(1 0 V"*

it. is possible to calculate Iv fiom the data for rates, pressuies, and volumes of fil-

trate, since we know the area of the filtering surface.

UsK or TIIK FiLTHATtON EQUATION.

Obviously these vslues of K, t/i, and 7i apply only to this one sludge, precipi-

tated under particular conditions, and of a definite specific giavity and leinperatiu’e.

Hence the luunerical values of the constants are of importance at present only to

the user of such a sludge. It is easy to see, however, the great value of an exten-

sive accumulation of data on the&e constants from which comparative estimation

of the values of K, aud n can bo made for any particular sludge under

consideration.

As noted by Lkwis and Almy, the real importance of the filtration equation

is in affording a means of determining the area of filtering surface required for

any definite amount of sludge for which the constants are known. The constants

can be dotormined on a small laboratory filter-press, and from them the size of

installation required for the ])laijt can be calculated.

For example, let us say we have made runs on a laboratory press for the

sludge to be used. We have determined the constants K, m, and n for the sludge

at the temperature to bo used in the jilant, and we have found the filter area

necessary on the small press to give us a certain rate of flow in cub. ft. per hour.

Now if we know the amount of sludge to be handled in the plant, aud the allowable

time for filtration, we can at once calculate the area of filter surface by substituting

in the filter equation the proper rate of flow, and solving for the area.
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It was also proposed to demonstrate whether it is better to increase the

pressure on a filter-press to its maximum at the beginning of a run, and hold it

constant, or to run a constant rate of flow, which means increasing the pressure

gradually throughout the filtering time. We have plotted two sets of curves which

demonstrate clearly the superiority of a constant rate of flow over constant pressure

when there is a compressible solid in tho sludge.

Graph 3 shows, for several runs, the total volume delivered at any time. It

is seen that the “ constant rate of flow ” curves pass the constant pressure curves,

and toward the end of the cycle the volume of filtrate delivered is very markedly

greater.

Qraf)h 4 demonstrates in a different iruinner the same superiority of constant

rate of flow. Here we have plotted the average rate of flow at any time t against t

This time is the time from the beginning of sluicing of the previous cake. This

sluicing time has been estimated at ten minutes. The average rate of flow is the

total volume filtered at time t divided by where t is again measured from the

beginning of sluicing. This curve indicates the,proper length of time for the

filtering cycle. On such a press as the Sweetland, tho point of maximum average

rate of flow is not the point to sluice the press. The decrease in rate of flow as tho

maximum is passed must be balanced against the labour of sluicing and the extra

amount of wash water to be handled. Consequently, the point at which filtration

should be stopped will he somewhat to the right of the maximum on the curve.

However, Graph 4 shows conclusively the advantage of constant rate of flow, as

the constant pressure curves reach their maximum very early in the cycle, and
then fall off rapidly, while the constant rate of flow curves have not yet reached

their maximum.
These results are most conclusive in showing that the pressure should be

increased gradually, and not immediately raised to its maximum, in the filtration

of compressible solids. Initial high pressure forces the j)recipitate into the pores of

the filter-cloth and forms a layer through which it is very hard to force the liquid.

This does not apply to noncompressible solids, such as sand, where the pressure
can be increased at will, up to the limit of the strength of filter-cloth.
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Noel Deerr's "Cane Sugar.”
An Entirely New Edition.*

J)eeiT*8 well-known work dealing with the agriculture of the cane, the

manufacture of sugar from the cane, and the analysis of sugar-house products has

now been completely re-written, excepting only the chapter on fermoutation, and

portions of the sections dealing with manuring, husbandry, analysis, and chemical

control. It is, in effect, an entirely new edition in respect both of subject matter and

of two-thirds of the illustrations (which now include 12 coloured and 19 ordinary

plates, find (160 drawings and charts). However, the general arrangement of this

comprehensive book, which justified itself in the case of the previous edition, is

still preseiwed. But as the now work contains nearly 25 per cent, more matter

than the first edition did, the opportunity has been taken to produce a more

compact volmuo by the use of closer ty^pe and thinner paper. The result is a

ligliter and thinner book which cannot fail to be advantageous to the student

generally.

Since the publication of the 1911 edition, much good progress has

been made in sugar production in various directions and in different

countries, and since that year also the author has added to his already extensive

experience. In tlie light of this progress and wider experience, the volume has

been carefully revised
; and the result is a remarkably exhaustive treatise, which,

while (exposing with a sufficient amount of detail the scientific principles upon
which the pi eduction of sugar in its different aspects depends, still remains a

practical work, full of original information regarding modern methods of cane

cultivation, modern machinery, and the latest chemical data.

I luring the time spent by the author in America, tho opportunity w’as afforded

of examining the oolloctions of technical literature to be found in the groutlibraries

of the western republic. This is reflected throughout the volume in many places,

as in the syst(3Uiatic presentation of our knowledge of cane varieties and cane

diseases and posts, and in the statement of the devolo])mont of invention relating

to machineiy and processes, more especially in connexion with milling and

evaporation.

Doerr's earlier issue of “Cane Sugar’* obtained the distinction of being

regarded as the standard work on tho production of cane sugar. That this new
otUtion will enhance the reputation luwiously acquired, and that the work will

still be regarded as the indispensable textbook for the agriculturist, the engineer,

and tho chemist engaged in the cane sugar industry, there can be little doubt.

In order to assist tho reader in arriving at an estimate of the value of the

hook, three specialists have been invited critically and impartially to record their

impressions regarding it from the standpoint respectively of (J) the agriculturist,

(J?) the engineer, and (S) the chemist. The first of these reviews here follows, and

the other two wdll appear in later issues of the JottrnaL

Aouicultukal Section.

Those portions of ‘*Gane Sugar” dealing with the botanical and agricultural

sides of the cane sugar industry are usually extremely interesting reading, though

necessarily they show some inequalities dependent on the degree of information

* Cane Bugae. By Noel Dekkh, Fellow of tho City and (Guilds of London Institute.

Second Edition {revised and enlarged). viii -f* 644 pages Koyal 8vo.
;

30 Plates

(12 coloured) and 360 illustrations in text. (Norman Uodger, 2, St. Dunstan’s Hill,

London, E.O. 3.) 1921. 42s. net.
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available to the author either from literature or from his own experience. His

extraordinary mdustrj" is especially obvious in the chapters on Bange and Climate,

Cane Varieties, and Pests and Diseases, all of them valuable contributions to the

knowledge of the life of the cane plant. The literature on these subjects is

copious, especially in the last two, and Mr. Dbehu had evidently made full use of

the great facilities afforded by the American libraries. The pests and diseases of

the cane are treated very fully, and their presentation is eminently successful,

although we doubt the fitness of reprinting the Latin descriptions of many of the

fungi in a work intended largely for reference among actual workers in the

held.

On the cane varieties the author has much to say, and is a recognized

authority. The long chapter dealing with these is a well-arranged resume of this

intricate subject, and shows a vast amount of laborious research among the

forgotten files of by-gone times. On reading the chapter through one 8oot»

realizes that it is no mere compilation, but includes a great deal of personal

observation carried on for many years. This is especially the case with the

inextricable tangle of the synonymy of the “traditional*^ cane varieties which

have played so large a part in the history of the industry. Some of these canes

are illustrated in a series of beautiful coloured plates, three of which are new to

this edition.

On the other hand, we do not think that tho opening chapter, on the structure

of the cane plant and its tissues, is so successful. In the first place, it was an

impossible task to treat of this important section in so short a space, allowing for

the figures, less than seven pages. The figuies are generally excellent and are

mostly borrowed, ‘ But they are of unequal value : Fig. 4 (a cross section of a

leaf) is a work of art, but is spoilt by the inclusion of the elaborate and wearying

description of its author : Figs. 5 and 6 (the upper and lower surfaces of the leaf)

are scrappy and ineffective, and this defect is not mended by their being dismissed

with three lines of letterpress which will rather puzzle the ordinary botanist.

Then, in Figs. 10 and 11 (showing longitudinal and transverse sections of the

root), m and st do not accurately indicate the menstem and central cylinder (stele)

respectively. We note that the author divides the plant (beyond the leaves) into

stalk and root system, and in the latter includes the underground rhizome and the

fibrous roots
;
the usual division in all plants is into stem and root, and we do not

think that there is any reason to deviate from it, in favour of the parts above

and below ground. >

The other agricultural chapters, those on manuring, irrigation, husbandry
and harvesting, all contain much interesting matter ; they are, it is true, the

sections that show the least variation from the older book, but this is inevitable

since here there is the least progress to record, procedure in these branches being

more largely stabilized. All the same, the author has managed to give the results

of more recent experience in various respects, e.g., the return of plant residues to

the soil, yields of sugar to the acre, weed destruction, etc., and a number of more
modern implements are illustrated.

From all this, we consider that the presentation of the biological side of the

cane industry by Mr. Deeau is a notable achievement, in spite of some minor
defects, incident on the impossibility in such a comprehensive survey of attaining

perfection in all directions.

1 OiiC would assume tliat Figs. 9 to 11 are the author’s own, for there is tio reference to
their having been obtained elsewhere

; but according to the first edition of this work, ilicy

originated In Il.S.F.A. publications and wore prepared under the direction of Dr. Cobb.
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Publicatioas Received.

Organic Chemistry for Advanced Students. Part III, Synthesis. By
Julius B. Cohen, F.K.S. Third Edition. (Edward Arnold, London, W.)
Price: 18t». net.

We are pleased to draw attention to the publication of the third edition of

Dr, Cohen’s well-known book on Organic Chemistry, especially for the reason
that it contains an excellent statement of the present position of our knowledge
of the chemistry of the carbohydrates. A very clear and interesting account is

given of the structure, sources, and synthesis of the monosaccharides
; the con-

nguratiou of aldoses and ketoses ; the structure and synthesis of the disaccharides,

etc., etc. In this volume there are also chapters on fermentation and enzyme
action and on the proteins. Dr. Cohen’s book furnishes a general survey of
those fundamental principles which underlie the modern developments of this
branch of chemistry, and we are glad to recommend it to those desiring to

acquire such knowledge.

Recent Advauceg in Organic Chemistry. By Alfred W. Stewart, D.Sc.

Fourth Edition. (Longmans, Green & Co., London and 'New York)
Price: 21s. net.

Dr. Stewart’s very helpful books are now well-known and appreciated among
chemists. The one before us summarizes the work done in the main branches of

organic chemistry during the past ten years or so ; and is an interesting exposition

of the principles upon ;vi'hioh the science is developing. It discusses the chloro-

phyll problem and theories of the natural synthesis of vital products
;

w'^hile

Dr. Norman Collie has collaborated in contributing a critical examination of

recent work done on the methods by which natural products, as caibohydrates,

proteins, and pigments, may possibly come into existence in the organism.

Die Schaumahscheider [Froth Separators]. Hugo Schroder. With 86 illus-

trations, (Verlag von Otto Bpamer, Leipzig). 1918, Price: M. 7.50,

plus 40 per cent.

In the main the author deals with the design, the action, and the power con-
sumption of those many types of separators which from time to time have been
proposed for use in connection with evaporators for freeing the evolved vapour
from juice particles. His not conclusion from his considerable practical

experience is that the most efficient apparatus are included among those con-
structed on the princix)le of air-craft, that is, axipliances depending upon
<'(‘ntrifugal force for the removal of the fine spray or foam. This is a similar

conclusion, it will be remembered, to that arrived at by Dr. Haan,^ as the result

of careful tests made in Java on entrainment during evaporation.

Sugar Beet Pulp ae a Stock Food. Compiled by Alfred Wood. (The British

Sugar Beet Growers’ Society, Limited, 14, Yictoria Street, Westminster,

London, S.W.l.) 1921,

Mr. Wood has coUecte<l in the form of a pamphlet evidence, mostly from
American sources, of the value of beet slices for the feeding of live stock.

A new edition of ** The Manufacture of Cane Sugar,” by Jones and Scakd, is

now in the press, and will be ready at the end of this month. This second edition
has been thoroughly revised and nrouj^ht up-to-date, though written on the same
lines as the first issue. On its pubucatiou fuller details will be given in this

Journal,

, ^ isai,
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Trade Notices.

Fulton Milling^ Installations. Bulletin No. 101 of 1^21. (Fulton Iron Works
(Jornpany, St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.).

This interesting* Bulletin shows about 24 photographs of some of the Fulton installa-

tions now operating in Cuba, among whose tiictories are some of the largest and best

equipped in the world. C'onipaiative grinding statistics are also presented, sh^owing how
eacli additional Fulton unit has increased the efficiency of the milling in some of the best-

known (sentnils in that country. In the section dealing with double crushers there appeals

a particularly good “ closo-up ” photograph showing in a very clear manner the effect of

this apparatus upon the disinti'gration of the cane, by means of which it is split and crushed

into a uniform blanket. 11 is emphasized that the Fulton lolls with thou* permanent open-

grain gripping surface and coarse-pitch grooving do not cut the cane into small pieces, but

split and tear the rind, permitting thus the exit of the jui(*e from the innermost cells.

Triple crushers have been iiistalled at Central Manati, and the results showing to what
extent this innewation will prove successful should shortly be available. Manati has sixty

36 in. X 84 in. rolls in her total milling installation, which now has the distinction of having

the largest capacity in the woild. Ontral Tuinuch ground with its Fulton equipment

during 1 9 1 9-20 at the rate of 101 tons per hour with an average maceration of 22 per cent .,

the sucrose extraction averaging 91*41 percent ,and the normal juice extraction 81*68 per

cent., vrhilc the moisture in the btigasso was 47*36 per cent. This Bulletin should he found

of much value to sugar manufacturers, giving as it does an insight into the most up-to-

date milling practice. It is obtainahlo by all interested gratis by writing to the nmiii office

of the Fulton Iron Works Oo.. at St. Louis, jMo., II. S. A.

Chemical Engineering* Catalog*. Sixth Edition. (The Chrrnicnl Catalog Co.,

1, Madison Avenue, New York, IJ 8.A.).

At the time of the publication of its previous editions, we pointed out the valuable

nature of this compilation II consists mainly of condensed illustrated catalogue data of

manufacturers in the United States cateiiiig in any wmy for the cheiuical industries, and in

fact consists of a ** room -full of individual catalogs, abstracted, indexed, and assembled
within the cover of a single book.** It is a book which should be in the hands of the

technical chemist, if only for the succinct descriptions and clear illustialions of the plant

now used in the principal industries with which he may Ive connected. By many others

it will be found highly berviceuhle as a well indexed list of suppliers of the mn(*hinery

and raw materials used in the arts and manufactures employing chemical processes in some
way or another. A very complete list of technical and scieiitilic books on chemical and
related subjects is now included, and in the section dealing with our own industry we find

this is both complete and up-to-date. This 6th edition now appears in a soft artiticial

leather binding, hut it is doubtful whether in the case of so heavy a hook this alteration

w'ill prove to he an improvement when heavy wear is demanded. The Catalog is leased at

$2.00 a copy for the period of one year to chemical engineers of responsible position, and
11,600 copies will be distributed. i

Lbfax (Inc.) is an organization issuing a loose-leaf service of data of much value to

technical and business men. Its editors are constantly engaged in making a digest of

articles in periodicals, proceedings of societies, and other publications, whh h are “ boiled

down *’ to a convenient compass. These abstracts are printed on loose leaves of

standard size, which may he carried in a convenient pocket-book until read, and later

filed, each sheet being already indexed and classified according to a system realizing ready
and certain reference when required. “Bata sheets ** are arranged according to the fol-

lowing groups
:
general, civil, mechanical, and electrical engineering ; chemical, mining,

costs, and military. Moreover, data compiled personally from one’s own reading or
observation may be recorded on blank perforated sheets supplied in the standard size, and
these filed with the printed matter. In addition, a “Pocket Magazine** is published
giving digests of articles and data of a more general interest than the (lasses above men-
tionea. Full particulars with sample sheets will be sent by Messrs. Norman and Hill, Ltd.,

60, Sun Street, Finsbury, London, E.C. 2, who are the sole distributors in the tJnitod
Kingdom for this very useful loose leaf service. Engineers and chemists attached to the
sugar industry will be well advised to avail themselves of this efficient service for the
supply of the latest technical data.
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Brevities.

Pr. J, F. BiiKWBTBit has been appointed research chemist at the New Orleans

Experiment Station, in place of Dr. F. W. Zruban, who lonnerly held this appoint-

ment. J>r. W. L. OwEW has returned to the same Experiment Station to resume his

hacteriological work. ^

It is reported that a new German sugar trust, embracing all the refineries and 98 per

cent, of the raw sugar producers has been formed, llie aim of the trust is stated to be

to ensure a common policy in the restoration of freedom in trading in sugar. But any
attempt to resuscitate tho pre-war type of Kartell, with its bonus on export and high

inland prices for stigar, will have to be watched for and pioniplly met by any other States

affected

.

Bagasse is being utilized in Louinianu l<ir the manufacture of a boarding by being
incorporated with a suitable binding agent, the iiatuie of which is not divulged. Tins
boarding is known as “ (kdotex.*' It is very light and is waterproof, a box made of it

holding water indefinitely. Tt can he handled as ordinary hiiri>*er. and he sawn to any
dimensKui required. It resists decay, and forms a building material highly recommended
on ttccimnt of its insulating qualities lor the consti notion of buildings in the tropics.

After an exhaustive investigation of conditions in the Philippines, General Leonaiu>
Wood, the American Government representative, has reported that these islands are not yet

ready for independence. lie has rocoinnionded the establishment of bettei communica-
tions. and improved educational facilities. Probably the final decision of the TTnited

Stales will >>0 hased on their militaiy and naval requirements. So long as the Philippines

possess inqiortant strategical advantages for the IJ.8.A., their retention in one form or

another will undoubtedly he continued.

Trials rfscently madt with the ISIartel filter at Penick & Ford’s Dora plantation,

Avoyelles parish, Louisiana, are repoit<d to have given sali.sfactory results. Blackstrap
molasses having a high gum content was diluted to the gravity ot cane juice, and mixed
with filbr-jucFH mud fiom tho previous crop, thus making a mixture which ordinarily

would lie voiN ditlicult to filter It is atated that with the Murtel filter this was accom-
plished “ ]>< rfectly.” U is clntnicd that this apparatus may be used for the filtration of

the entire juic(‘ foi the olimiriatnui of tho colloids, thus obviating the necessity of using
lime and sulphur.

A variety i)f sugar cane known as Shahjohanpnr No. 10 was received some time ago
by the Queensland Bureau of Sugar Experiment stations from India, being recommended
as a cKiuj which wi uld withstand cold weather. This cane was planted out at the Bundu-
herg Stati<ui, whcie it was found to resist severe frusta remaikably well. Its sugar content

and cropping qualities being good, it was iiUnnately distributed to a considerable extent in

^Southern Queensland, where there are now large bloeks of it under eultivation. A recent

analysis rtf tho variety at Butidaherg gave this result Brix, 21*7
;
purity of juice, 91 ;

percentage of fibre in cane, 13*6; comnieicial cane sugar, 16 05

Prof. E. C. 0. BAtv, F.U.S., in his recent address to tho British Association,

Edinburgh, in discussing the synthesis of sugars by the plant from carbon dioxide and
water said that ho and his associates had pioduced foimaldehyde by exposing an aqueous
solution of carbon dioxide to ultra-violet light of short wave length. This s} nthesis can-
not occur in sunshine, owing to shoit wave length radiation being absent through absorp-
tion by the atmosjihere; hut the possible explanation of its occurrence is to be found in

photo-catalysis, viz., tho re-absorption of the radiatod energy. Chlorophyll acts as the

catalyst by alisorhing visible light and radiating it at frequencies which could be re-

absorbed ty the carbon dioxide and water, Other substances, such as malachite green,

methyl orange, colloidal uranium and ferric hydroxides are also capable of acting as photo

-

catalysts in this way. Further, he had effected the polymerization of formaldehyde to

Sugars by a similar photo-catalytic process. In the living plant it is veiy doubtful

whether the process of the synthesis of the stigais goes through the stage of formaldehyde
at all. It is much more likely to proceed in one st^e.^

’ A full nccount of this iuterestlug work is to be found In tho Journal of the Chemical
Society, 1921, 119, 1026-1086.
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Improvkmbntb in thb Dbsion op Hbfractometerb for use in the Sugar Industry.

i4. Herzfeld . SondwMhnft der JD^uUohm Zuehenndu$triey 19^It 36 *

There were two disadvantages connected with the old Abbe refractometer, namely :

(1) that it was very difficult to examine dark liquids by transmitted light alone ; and (j?)

that the scale was engraved with the refractive index values ; but both of these have been

oveicome, while, moreover, the use erf Schbnrock

prisms instead of the Amici device has somewhat

lowered the cost of the instrument. Good service

has been rendered by M. Paul, who introduced

the use of reflected light for the examination of very

dark liquors and molasses; and by F. Lowe,® who
was the first to construct an instrument having a

scnle indicating directly the dry substance as sugar

up to 96 per cent. In the new Zeiss model designed

by Baurksfeld (Fig. 1) several improvements have

been embodied. For example
: (/) it is now possible

for the observer to keep his head in an upright posi-

tion when taking readings, the form of instrument

resembling a microscope being abandoned at the

suggestion of Prof. Hekzfkld in favour of that

now depicted, which is considered less liable to

cause eye strain
;
[S) using the left hand, adjustment

is effected by the screw-head A, while the right

remains free for recording the readings ; {$) the

scale is divided from 0 to 60 in fifths, and from 60

to 95 per cent, in tenths (or, if desired for use in

invert sugar manufacture, as far as 97*6) ;
and

(4) with clear jjiie^s the light from the mirror S is

thrown through the window Ft and with dark

liquors through the funnel-shaped opening T (for

measurements by reflected light) . In order to open

out the prisms, the handle G is sw'ung back, so that

the button A rests on the spring-buffer A^t both

prisms then lying in one plane in a convenient

position for easy cleaning. An improved refraeto-

meter has also been designed by the firm of C. P.

Gobrz, It also makes use of the Schenrock principle

of multiple prisms, and it is arranged at an angle (see Fig. 2), being placed either

on a low tripod (as shown) or on a high one. It is equipped with two scales : the

first reading the dry substance as sugar directly up to 95 per cent, (at either 20 or 28^0.),

and the second the refractive index.

Analysis of Sodium Hydkobulfhitb. Af. J * HamisU CcUur Trade Jeunm/, 1931 ,

Directions are given for the estimation of the more important impurities which may
be present in commercial samples. Chlorine is determined by precipitation in the usual

way as chloride, after complete oxidation of the hydrosulphite with sodium peroxide ; adne

as sulphide, which is titrated with >1/10 iodine ; calcium as oxalate, after the removal of

the sulphur in an acid solution
; iron as hydroxide, also after filtering off the sulphur

;

total sulphur, as barium sulphate, after oxidiation by means of bromide ; and total sodium

as sulphate by evaporating down with sulphuric acid. Actual hydrosulphiie is ascertained

by means of standard indigo solution.

1 This Review is copyright, and no part of it may be reproduced without penul8slon.-»
Editor, LS,J.>

s Zeitsch. /. InslrimetUenkmidet 1918, 88, 805 ; Verdntzeitechiiflt 1918, 88, 881.
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Pheparation op Activated (DBcoLonmNo) Caiuion. E. G * R. Ardagh , v
the Smety of Chemical Industry^ 1921 1 40 1 No, 19^ 2S0-2S3T,

This is an interesting review of our present knowledge of the subject. A number of

experiments were made by the author,* using for the carbonizations an iron pipe, 9 in. long

and 2 in. diam., heated in an electric furnace capable of giving any desirf d temperature up

to 950®C., provision also being made for passing a current of gas over the material under-

going treatment. His results, in general, do not diflEer much from those obtained by

Zeriun,^* but the following points may be noted
: (1) that impregnation of the sawdust of

hard maple (Acer saecharum) with ammonium magnesium chloride, or its intimate mixture

with calcium phosphate in the proportion of 1 : 1, gave carbons practically identical with

“ Suporfiltchar** (a preparation of very high power*), in respect of capacity for adsorbing

caramel from its aqueotis solutions ; and (2) that whether or not the sawdust had been

impregnated with inorganic salts or oxides, treatment of the char obtained with hydro-

chloric acid increased its adsorptive capacity for caramel. Some observations and sugges-

tions, which may prove of value to other workers in this field, are made. Thus, it was

noticed that when the sawdust is soaked in a solution of a soluble impiegnatiiig agent, the

salt on drying is transported to the surface of each particle of wood, where it is left as a

deposit, so that apparently only a portion of the particles is activated. Therefore, one

might expect that increasing the fineness of subdivision of the material before carbonizing

would give a more active carbon, since the area of the surface activated would seemingly

be increased. Another method of procedure which might be tried is to impregnate the

sawdust with a soluble salt, as calcium chloride, and then precipitate calcium phosphate

within the particles by subsequent imjiregnatiou with a soluble phosphate. It will be

remembered that according to Chaney’s theory,^ when carhonaceons matter is heated,

“active carhori ” is first formed if the biinpeiature of composition is low enough, but that

later this active carbon is inactivated to a greater or less extent by adsorbing some of the

hydrocarbons formed in the distillation process, forming a very stable complex.

Mineral impregnating agents assist in breaking down the stable complex. An efficient

carbon, made during the war by the United State** (.Uiemical Warfare Service and known as

“Baichite,” was produced by removing ftom anthracite as much of the adsorbed hydro-

oiirbon ai* possible by a process of heating at an optimum temperature in an atmosphere of

steam, thus bringing ab(»ui a selective oxidation and distillation as a result of which the

active carbon was freed irom at least a part of the blanketing sulwtance. Another sugges-

tion here made is that magTiesiurn carbonate should bo precipitated within the particles of

sawdust, so that during carbonization carlnm dioxide should be evolved at a very opportune

time, namely, during the formation of the “active carbon,'* thus assisting in removing

the hydrocarbon vapours from the neighbourhood. Or a brisk current of nitrogen, or other

inert gas, should prove very effective. Other matters mentioned in this article (which

hitherto have not been referred to in the Journal^ but appear of some interest) concern the

papers by Lamb, Wilson, and Chaney on gas mask carbons,® by Wickenden and Hassi.ku

on a rapid method of detormiuing decolorizing efficioiicies,® by DouhEY on the development

of activated carbon,’ by Leiseoanq on charcoal adsorption,^ and by CoiusAiiow on the

allotropy of carbon.® Lastly, Prof. Akdaqh remarked that the United States military

authorities have set a splendid example in giving to the world the results of these war-time

investigations
;
and that it is to be hofied that the other belligerent nations will shortly

profit by this excellent example.*®

* Professor, Faculty of Applied Science, University of Toronto.
* LSa.y 1919, Sft, 284 ; 1920, 90. » 1921, 488. ^ LSJ,, 1920, 829.

5 J. Itid. JSnff, Chem., 1919, 11, 420-438. « Ibid., 1916, 8, 618. ? Ibid., 1919, 11, 882-287.

« Chen, ZeiU 1920, «, 89. ^ Chemical Sem, 1919, 118, 301-304.

*0 This expression of opinion we endorse. It is known tliat wonderfully ellloient carbons
were produced in England during Uie war, especially latterly ;

and It is believed that these
were made by economical processes of working, probably by the use of steam, or inert gas,

obviating the addition of costly impregnating agents, and the use of hydrochloric acid for the
final purification.—

E

ditqhs, l.&J.
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Kalshoven’s Method for the Determination of Fixe Gu^in in Finad Molasses.

N, Schoorl. Archief, mu 29, No, 31, 1055-1059,

It has boen stated by DaDEK^ that a likely source of error in Kalshoven’s method is

the contraction occurring on diluting the molasses for the solution of the fine crystal ; but

Mr. ScHOOuL here shows that another reason may well account for the suspiciously high

results that have been obtained.® He operated upon a beet molasses (containing 10 per

cent, of ash)
;
made a number of gradually increasing dilutions

;
and determined the

refractor! Ietric dry substance of each with the results given in the following table, the

** apparent gram content” being at the same time calculated by means of the lormula

used byKAi.BHOVKN, namel}
,

in which p is the dry subKtanco after dilution,

and q that before the addition of the water. Before dilution the Brix of the molasses was
76-9".

Molasses
IN THK

Du.ution.

Kefuactive
Index at
20«C.

Dry
SP nsTA\'<
FFk CK>

PlFFERENCK,
p— 7H*9.

ArVA WENT
(i RAIN

CONTENT
100 1*4824 —

.

81*06 1*4481 77-4 .
0*6 2*2

64*4 1*4200 77-7 0*8 3*6

49*1 1*3962 77-8 0 9 3*9

31*4 1*3714 78-1 .
1-2 6*2

24*06 1*3620 78-4 1*5 6 5

Although actually this sample was free iiom any crystal, y»'t according to Kalshoven’s

method a grain content increasing from 2*2 to 6*5 per cent., according to the dilution,

was indicated. This result could not have been due to the contraction of the solution on

dilution, because if this had occurred, a higher refraction would have been shown than

without contraction. In seeking the explanation it must be borne in mind that molasses

is an impure solution, whereas, for obtaining the result fi'om the corresponding refraoto-

metric index, tables constructed for pure solutions of sucrose are used. It is the intJuence

of the salts on the relraction that disturbs the results obtained on dilution. Jf, for

example, a 70 per cent, solution of potassium acetate be diiiited with an equal weight of

water, it will be found that the sucrose content corresponding to the refractive index

observed coiTesponds, not to 36 per cent., as it would have done bad it been a stdution of

pure sucrose, but to 40 per cent
,
making the aiiparent sucrose content 80 per cent., that

is, a difference of 10 per cent , amounting according to Kalshoven’s formula to a “grain

content” of 33 per cent. It follows, therefore, that so loi»g as a table constructed for

pure sucrose solutions be used for ascertaining the sucrose conteiit of dilutions of moLisses

from the refractometric index, an error will always result
;
and the gieuter the dilution,

and the higher the salt content of the molasses, the greater will be the error, and the

greater also the “apparent grain content” when Kalshoven's fonnula is applied.

A Method of Fstimatixg rHKNrDHYDKAzmfc Voll metrically, and its Afflication

TO the Estimation of Pentosans and Pentoses. Arthur Jf?. Ling and
D. R. NanjL JJwchemical Journal, 1921, 15, No,

Furfural is often determined by precipitating it as phenylhydrazono
;
but this method

has the disadvantage that the hydrazone which is weighed is difficult to drj^ its m.p.
being below 100® 0. This objection is overcome by the authors by estimating volumet^
rically the excess of phenylhydruzine required to precipitate the hydrazone, the procedure

as applied to the determination of a pentose being as follows :—After distilling the sugar
with 1 2 per cent, hydrochloric acid until the reaction to aniline acetate paper ceases (the

flask being heated in a hath of sulphuric acid, instead of by a direct flame), the distillate

IS made up to 260 c.o.
;
of this 25 c.c. are transferred to a 100 c.c. flask, a drop of methyl

orange added, and the hydrochloric acid neutralized with 3N sodium hydroxide, avoiding

any rise of temperature while doing so. Then the solution is acidified slightly with

^ lA.J,, mi, H21, »See Schwkizer, Pe l;iaikeriiHhisiri€, 1»80, 90, 1.
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acetic acid, and 10 c*o. of a atandardiss^d aqueous solution of phenylhydrazine (approx*

imately 2 per cent,) added, the volume completed almost to the mark (to dimmish the

surface exposed to atmospheric oxidation), and the flask corked and kept in a water-bath

at 50“66®C. for al>out 20 mins., when the precipitation is complete. After cooling the

solution, and completing its volume exactly to 100 c.c., it is filtered through a hardened
paper. Lastly, the excess of phenylhydrazine is determined in an aliquot portion of the

filtrate. Into a flask is measured 10 c.c. of N/10 iodine solution; 10 c.c. of the filtrate

added ;
the liquid diluted with water to about 100 c.c., and the excess of iodine titrated

with N/20 sodium thiosulphate, the volume in c.c. being denoted by the symbol Y, The
litre of the original pbenylhydrazirie solution is ascertained in an exactly similar manner,

the number of c.c. of N/20 thiosulphate used being stated as X, when the c.c. of thio-

sulphate equivalent to the furfural is X — T. Results obtained by this method wore

found to be in close agreement with those given by the phloroglucinol process, using both

arabinose and the extract obtained by hydrolysing somo Indian grasses with sulphuric acid.

Maizk, its ( oniknt in Sugahs, and m Yieli> or Alcohol on Fekmkntation.

P. Viellurd, IhilUtin agi tcole de I'Jnstiiut Scientijic d$ AaVyon, 2, No*

m-108 .

In five diflercnt samples of maize cultivated in Saigon, Cochin China, the total sugars

(sucrose and r<^ucing sugars) were found to be 9 04, 9*13, 8*78, 9-76 and 13*38 per cent.,

corresponding to a theoretical yield of 100 per cent, alcohol of 6*51, 6*58, 6*36, and 8*16

per cent. Regarding the yield per hectare, 20,000 kg. of stalks were obtained, which with

a content of total sugars of 10 per cent, corresponds to 2000 kg., equal to 1000 kg. of 100

per cent, alcohol, loss in manufacture being taken into account.

Inhvstuial Bvnthesis of Alcohol. J. D, La Utvue des l*^odu\io IBBU 24
149-768 *

A useful review of the sovoral processes proposed, giving probable cost figures of some

of them.

HniTisH AND German Volume iric Laboratory Glassware. Sir J, E, PetaveU
Nature, 1921, 107, No. 2688, 297-298.

Flasks, pipftttcH, and burettes, some of British and some of German manufacture,

were purchased by an independent party from various firms who were unaware that the

apparatus was destined to be tested at the National Physical Ijaboratory, Teddington.

The results which are here tabulated show the calibration of the British made glassware

to be very satisfactory. Of 20 pieces e.\ainined, only 5 had capacity errors in excess of

the B Class limits (pipettes, 00 cx. + 0 06, 25 c.c. + 0*045, 10 c.c. + 0*03
; flasks, 260

c.c. -f- 0*16
; and burettes, 60 cx. -f* 0*07) ;

and of these, four had errors only slightly

in excess of the B (IJlass limit. On the other hand, the results for the German apparatus

showed clearly that their reliability of graduation cannot be accepted on Irust.^

Beet Lkap-Bkbtlb and its Control. F* H. Chittenden* Farmers^ Bulletin, No, 1193,

U*S. Department of Agriculture*

In the Rocky Mountain States of America the sugar beet cultivation is menaced by

the presence of the beet leaf-beetle {Monoxia punctioolxs Say.
;
family Chrysomelidae, order

Coleoptora), both the larva and beetle stages injuring the foliage, especially of the young

plants. A description is here given of this pest. In regard to control measures, neither

dusting nor spraying with arseiiicals and other insecticides have given very satisfactory

results. Taking advantage of the fact that the beetles pass the winter in alkali areas

under tufts of grass, dead weeds, and other rubbish, it is possible by buniing these during

the winter to effect destruction in great nuniliers. In order to carry out this scheme, traps

consisting of heaps of weeds or bunches of straw or hay should be set up, to be burnt later

when the beetles have gone into hibernation.

I See also Journal of (ikae Tecfxnology, 1917, 163.
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Entrainment of Juice during Evaforation and Boiling as the Cause of High
Unknown Losses. W'. C Nieboer. Archtef\ 19^0, 28, No. 44^ 18S9-189J.

A further contribution to this question is now made. It confirms the statement made

by J. S. DE Haani that the high unknown loss of sucrose recently observed in Java is

not caused by the “ atomization ” of the juice, as Schwbizbr, Van Ham, and Olsen*

believe
;
but is due, after all, to the entrainment of juice spray during evaporation. By

means of experiments conducted in the Bandjardawa factory, Java, Mr. Nibboeh was

able to check entrainment by the use of the whirling-blade type of spray separator,

already mentioned by 1)k Haan.® Small pipes (|- in. in diam.) were inserted into the

bottom part of the vapour lines of the last vessel of the evaponitor and certain of the

vacuum pans, and tho liquid drawm off was analysed. When the old Hodck type of

catch-all’’ was in use, this liquid was found to have a polarization of 2*-6®; whereas,

when the new apparatus was installed, a reading of only 0*16® whs obtained. Regarding

the unknown loss of sucrose during manufacture (when both juice and molasses were

weighed with care by means of an Adam machine), this was found to average 4*07 per

cent, for 1918 and 1919, when the old type of apparatus was in use
;
but 2‘65 in 1920,

when two new separators had been put into operation in the evaporator and some of the

pans, a saving equivalent to about 2495 piculs (162 tons) of white sugar on a crop of

176,708 piculs (10,768 tons) being realized, the value of which at f, 30 =: f. 67,360 (nearly

£6600 at par). These two separators, including some alterations to the calandria of the

fourth vessel of the effect, had (lost only f. 6300 (about £620). It is now intended to equip

the entire evaporating and boiling plant with the whirling-blade separator, and it is

expected that the result of this improvement will be to reduce yet further the figure

indicating the “ unknown loss” occurring during manufacture.

Attitudk of the New York Sugar Trade Laboratory on the Nkw Bureau of

Siandahds Value for Standardizing Saccharimkterb. C. A. Browne.
Journal of the Association of Offhtal AgixcuUural Chemists. 19^1. 4 ,

No, S,

SS4-S35.

Bates and Jackson^ have found that the value established by Hkkzi'ELD® and

ScHoNHocK® for the standardization of the saccharirneter (now generally accepted) is

inexact^
;
but the Directors of the New York Sugar Trade Laboratory after careful

consideration of the question voted unaniraousb* against tho adoption of the new value

for the following reasons
; (1) That the new Bureau of Standards value has been criticized

by European investigators® and until it has been confirmed in other countries and has been

agreed to internationally, it would be exceedingly unwise to adopt a value which might

have to bo changed again to something else, any departure in methods or standards being

undesirable unless the proposed changes have a fair prospect of permanency, especially in

inlernaliomil transactions, otherwise the sugar trade will be subjected continually to

disturbances of this kind. (S) Granting that there may be a slight error in the present

Geniian standard, and that the new Bureau of Standards value is correct, no injustice is

being done at present to tho sellers of raw sugar for the reason that the minus error due to

scale graduation is offset by an equal or greater error due to the volume of the lead

precipitate in clnrificRtion. Dr. Browne adds that if a scale error exists it should by all

means be corrected, and the tiue value fixed by international agreement. When this

error has been corrected, the count63r-balancing error produced by lead precipitate

should also be corrected, either by the application of dry defecation, as propos^ by
Dr. Hounr,® or by some other means. 1 1 is added that the above decision of the Laboratory

is in complete agreement with the opinion of Dr. 1'kinsen Gkehligs and other European
authorities.

1 l.SJ.. 1921, 95 * LIS.J.. 1920, 706. » Lnc, dU
1917, 380. svereinszeitschrift. 1900, 862. 1004, 521. ^See also l.SJ.. 1921, 686.

» I.SJ.. 1919, 620, «> 1019, 406.
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Exfbhimbnts on thb Eboovbry op thb Fxnb Grain frbsbnt in Final Molasbtss.

IV, D, Helderman, ArehUf, 1921, 29, No. 21, 69^-697,

At a certain carbonatation factory in Java, which, in addition to white grades, also

turns out the after-product known as centrifugalled sack sugar,** some interesting

experiments were conducted with the purpose of recovering the fine grain which ia

frequently found in the molasses, in order thus to realize a higher yield. The low grade

massecuite was cooled in three sheet-iron tanks, each about the same capacity, No. 1

being open and unprotected, while Nos. 2 and 3 were lagged and covered, so that their

contents took about twice as long to reach the factory temperature as that which had not

been isolated. After standing about two months, the massecuites were separately cured^

and the yield of the resulting sugar and the purity of the molasses ascertained, the

figures obtained being as follows

Masskcttitk. Molasses. Suoar.
Tank. .. * » / * ^
No. Brix. SiuTOHO Purity, Brix. Sucrose Purity. Sucrose. Yield.*

1 .. 96-6 .. 38 68 .. 40*97 .. 85*6 .. 26*00 .. 29*24 .. 80*62 .. 46*69

2 .. 96*8 41*36 .. 42*73 84*0 .. 24*92 .. 29*67 .. 81*69 .. 62*24

3 .. 97*00.. 41*24 .. 42*50 .. 84*2 .. 24*89 .. 29*66 .. 80*52 .. 66*19

Samples of the stigars were washed in a laboratory centrifugal with Pellet’s liquor,

and the grain examined for regularity and size, when it was seen that the crystals of the

raasseouites that had been cooled slowly were larger and better formed than those which

had been treated in the manner cu8tomai*y in this factory. Another point is that no grain

was found in the final molasses resulting from the massecuites which had been slowly

cooled. Although the results obtained are not strictly comparable (the purity of the

massecuites, for example, not being the same), the advantage of slow cooling is clearly

indicated. It is hoped later to carry out more conclusive tests in this direction.

OkTEKMINATION op ScC’llOSR HY TUB DorUJ.E PoLAHIZATION (CleRGK'I*) MeTHOT), USING

Tannin and Lfad Acetate as Clauipying Agent. V, Sazavsky , Litty

cnkm^nrmchi'
,
1920-21, 237-245 ; Zeitsch, Zuelmiud. eeehoihv. lUpnbUe, 1921,

45 y $2 and S3, 227 229, and 235 2SS.

In Fiiihling’s hook® the analyst is warned against the use of tannin for the clari-

fication of solutions of sugar or molasses for polarization, on account of its optical activity ;

but Mr. Razavskv in his interesting study states that he overcomes this objection by
operating in the case of molasses in the following way : 100 c.c. of a normal weight

solution contained in a 160 c.c. flask are treated fiist with 10-16 c.c. of a 6 per cent,

solution of tannin, and (hen with 10-12 c.c. of lead acetfite solution, following which the

liquid is made up to the mark, mixed, filtered, and polarized. This proportion of lead

acetate is sufficient to precipitate all the tannin, the addition of which latter roagfiiit secures

an enhanced clarifying This method of chirification should he used not only for

the liquid serving for the direct polarization, hut also for the solution which is inverted.

An error must surely result, it is pointed out, if a clarified solution be used for the direct

polarization, and an unclaiiiied one fur the inversion polarization
;
and for two reasons ;

(1) because by clarification certain optically active substances are removed ; and (j5?)

because in the direct reading there is a concentration of volume due to the presence of the

precipitate. Another matter of importance is that the divisor varies according to Iho

cuncontration of the sugar. For concentrations of 3*26, 6*6 and 13 grrns. of sugar per

100 c.c,, the values stated by Hbrzpbld are 132*07, 132*22, and 132*66 ; while those now
found by the author are 132*10, 132*32, and 132*74 respectively. It should be liorne in

mind that the presence of ash liaises the value of these constants, as experiments with

molasses ash (neutralized) here described demonstrate. As a matter of fact, it is more

correct in the case of beet molasses containing about 10 per cent, of ash to use the divisor

132*66 for a concentration of 6*6 grms. than the theoretically correct one.

1 Per 100 of sucrose originally present in tlie massecuite,
* “Anleitung zur Untersuchmig der ftir die Zuckerindustrie in Betracht Uommonden

Materiallen.” 7Ui (lOli) edition ;
page 128. r
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UNITED KINGDOM.
(/’oNTiNuoTJS Manufactuiib OP Dbcolohizino Caubon. y. M A, Sauer, of AmBterdaiD,

Holland. 167,195 (14,771). June 11th, 1919.

Kaw or partly carbonized carbonaceous material is passed through a r9tort or a series

of associated retorts, and while therein, and without removal from the system, is subjected

to zones of increasing temperature which may be classified generally as a preliminary

distillation zone, a carbonizing zone, and a final zone of intense heating ; aud it is an
essential condition that, in this final zone, endothermic reactions which would prevent the

attainment of the requisite high temperature within the mass, are avoided, for example,

by ensuring that the carbon*

ization is completed in the

preceding zone, and that no

gas or only inert gases such

as chlorine or ammonia are

introduced, and that any gases

or vapours evolved or produced

in the preceding zone are

either defiocted from the final

zone or only enter therein

after being rendered inert by
passage through a sufficient

height of material. If

paitly carbonized material is

employed, the preliminary

distillation may be carried out

in a separate apparatus.

When, however, raw carbon*

aceous materiul such as wood

or peat is used, then it is a

feature of the process that

ammonia and other conden-

sible products arising from

destructive distillation can be

recovered from the primary

zone by reason of the separation of the several stages ; snd to facilitate the recovery of such

products, gases such as carbon dioxide or steam may be introduced. Gases produced in

the other zones may also he collected and utilized, for example, if combustible, for heating

the retort or retorts. In the case of wood, peat, and the like raw material, the tempera*

tures maintained in several zones are : primary distillation zone, 300-600® C. ;
carbonizing

zone, 1200® C,
;
final-burning zone, 1600® C. Wood or other matetial to be carbonized

may be used in its raw condition and in the dry or wet state, or it may first be treated

with steam or water or with acid, alkalies, or solutions such as those of calcium, magnesium,

or zinc chlorides, lime, or starch, which materials serve either as mineral Bpacing*agent8

or for the evolution of gases during carbonization, etc. Or these materials and others

such as calcium carbonate and chloride of lime may be added in the dry state ; and during

the process there may be introduced air, steam, carbon dioxide or monoxide, hydrogen or

chlorine. The finished product is cooled out of contact with the air, and is finally

disintegrated in a ball mill.

^ Copies of spccificatioua of patents witli their drawings can be obtained on applicatioii
to the following Kingdom: Patent Office, Bales Branch, 25, Southamptou Buildings,
Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2 (price, Is. each). United Statee: Commissioner of Patents,
Washington, DC (price 10 cents each). i?Vance .* LTmprimerie Nationale. 87, rucVlellledw
Temple, Paris (price, 2fr. oO each).
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The apparatus employed may consist of three vertical reiortS) corresponding to the

three zones mentioned above, superimposed and separated by valves or sluices
; each retort

is provided with inlets and outlets for gas or vapours, and is surrounded by a separate

heating chamber, in the lowest of which the gases from the carbonization and final-heating

zones are burnt, the hot gases being then passed through the upper chambers in succession

so aS to obtain the desired zones of increasing temperature as the material falls. On a

single undivided retort or shaft Jf, Fig. 2, may be used, in which case the combustion

chamber is arranged at the lower part of the shaft, and is supplied with gases withdrawn

through apertures 16 at the side of the shaft and formed in a partition 13 extending for a

part of or the entire height of the shaft
;
the gases and vapours evolved in the preliminary

distillation zone are withdrawn through a branch 7 ; the perforations 16 may be covered

by a slide (not shown), and the duct behind the partition accommodates a pipe 14 for the

introduction of gas. Or the partition may be omitted, the gas being then introduced

through a pipe passing through a tubular duct in the brickwork of the furnace, and the

gases for heating the retort being withdrawn through pipes inserted at the intermediate

and hottest zones. With such an arrangement the preliminary distillation may be carried

out in a separate retort isolated by a sluice or valve. A plant is illustrated in Fig. 6, in

which the preliminar}^ distillation is carried out in an upper sheet-iron or steel retort 3

provided with a charging-hopper 6 and an outlet 7 leading to a main 31 ^ and communicat-

ing by means of a slide 6 with a lower retort of fire-brick, etc., in which the carbonization

and final heating are effected. The retort has an inlet 8 for superheated steam or gas, and

an outlet 9 for retort gases, which are led to a combustion chamber 31 surrounding the

lower end and hottest zone 4 of the retort ; while the hot gases pass to a chamber 39

surrounding the carbonization zone thence through a fiue £4 to a chamber 11 surround-

ing the distillation retort or chamber f , from there to a recuperator 36 for preheating the

air for combustion, and finally to a superheater 37 for the steam. From the recuperator

the air fiows through ducts 38 and is further heated, and the steam, on its way to the

inlet S, is further superheated by passage through pipes 30. By means of a damper 33

part of the hot combustion gases may be passed direct to the recuperator 26.

Fxtraction of tIricE from tub Bfbt Soc. Gen. Bvaporation Procides Prache
et Bouillon, of Paris. 144^731 {^16,863J. June 11th, 1920; convention date,

April 7th, 1914; not pH accepted

;

abridged as open to inspection under Section

91 of the Act.

Beet slices are supplied to a hopper fed by* a screw 3 through a mixer a and is dis-

charged by a screw 5 or other elevator ; while water passes in counter-current fr^m an

inlet 0 to outlet 7, part of th®

circulating liquid being

removed at one or a number

of points, concentrated by

evaporation, and returned to

the circuit at different points.

The water condensed from the

steam used for heating the

evaporators is added to the

circulating water. As illus-

trated in Fig, 2, liquid is drawn

from the mixer a through

filtering-cloths 76*', into the tubes of inclined heaters P, in which the liquid boils. The boiling

liquid is projected into boxes 17 from which the concentrated liquid is returned to the

mixer a by pipes 13^, and the steam passes to a chamber 18 from which part is withdrawn

by a steam-jet ejector 30 and passed into the heaters 9 and the remainder passes through

a heater 34 for preheating the water used for lixiviating. The condensed water from the

'hedters 9 is collected by a pipe 36 and it passed through an inlet 6' into the mixer.



Novbwbek] The international Su^ar Journal. [1921.

Apparatus por the Clauification and Stuaininq op Canh Juices. James Miller,

late of Derby. J66,037 [16,816). June 22nd, 1920.

According to this invention cane juices are passed into a vat or settling tank having

a plurality of weirs or baffles therein, and a submerged and preferably revolving strainer

drum from the interior of which the clarified and strained juice is taken to an effect tank

or other apparatus. In

the figure* is shown a

tank divided into com*

partments by vertical

plates J, cut away at

the top to form weirs 3.

Each compartment is

provided with an inclined

baffle 4^ an inclined bot-

tom 7, sediment outlet

and an outlet 8 discharg-

ing to a main run-off

pipe d. In the last com-

partment 11 the liquid

passes inward into a

closed drum 12 of wire gauze or the like, rotated from a driving-shaft 13. The spindle of

the drum is slotted to allow the strained juice to pass to an outlet pipe loading to the effect

tank or other apparatus. The tank is preferably lagged to prevent loss of heat and may
be provided with detachable covers 17 aud a vent pipe 18.

Cane Okusher. L. W. Goold (communicated by the Fulton Iron Works Co., of St.

Louis, Missouri, IJ.S A.). 107,074 (01,469). July IGth, 1920.

In a crushing-roll having moans to allow the roll to expand and contract relatively to

its shaft, an intermediate poition of the roll is firmly secured to the shaft to prevent

creepage of the roll on the shaft, while one or more end portions are UAovable relatively to

ihs shaft to porriiil expansion or contraction. As shown, one end of tho toll A is recesS( d

to receive an abutment collar D, preferably formed integnU with the shaft ii, and the other

end is recessed to receive an abutment collar

£ removably secured to the shaft. Abutment
shoulders 2 at the ends of the roll co-operate

with the collars i>, £ and prevent or limit

longitudinal creepage of the roll on the shaft.

The shaft, which is forced into the roll by
hydraulic pressure, has an elongated intermediate portion 3 and end portions 4i 6, which
are secured by firm frictional engagement with corresponding openings in tho roll. The
portion 3 is larger than the end portion 4 smaller than the end portion d, so that the

shaft can be inserted into one end of the roll until its collar D reaches the roll. The portions

3, 4f 6 of the shaft are primarily larger in diameter than the corresponding external

diameters of the roll, and the excess in diameter of the portion 3 is greater than the excess

in diameter of the other portions 4, 6 so that the intermediate portion of the roll is firmly

secured to the shaft while the comparatively free end portions of the roll permit longitudinal

expansion and contraction. The removable collar £ may consist of segmental sections B
held in a groove 7 of the shaft by a ring 8 forced on to the shaft and into one end of the rolL

Juice Extraction by Electro-Osmosis, Elektro^Osmose A.-G. (Graf Schwerin ties^,

of Berlin, Germany). 146,453 (18,621). July 8rd, 1920, (One figure).

Beet slices and the like is subjected in the usual manner to a continuous or periodic

extraction and at the same time to the purifying action of the electric current Mweeo
diaphragms which are impervious to the solution obtained. The apparatus is adrat!*
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tageously of filter-prefi« form, in that it comprises several frumes ft r the reception of the

material to be treated and of the impurities to be separated respectively, arranged like a

battery with interposed permeable electrode surfaces and diaphragms, and provided with

suitable admission and discharge ducts, the whole being combined info a single structure.

Drvino ArPARATUS FOR SooAR, ETC. Af. Ufid Blufcei of Victoria Works, Qreenock,

N.B. 164,897 [9319). March 3Ut, 1920. (Blake, Barclay & Co.)

Apparatus for drying sugar or other granular material comprises in combination an

outer casing A and a tubular shaft Ji to which is secured the alternately inverted and

plain or louvered cones over the surfaces of which the sugar is traversed by the relative

movement of the combs /* and the cones, the drying medium such as hot air being

introduced into the casing through the adjustable

apertures k formed in the shaft by a fan and

exhausted therefrom through the baffled outlets I

which communicate with an exhaust main m. As
shown, the combs are adjustably attached to the

arms / which are secured to the fixed casing, and

the cones to the shaft which is mounted upon bull

bearings and rotated through the gearing y, y*.

The sugar is conveyed into the hopper n, within

which it is shaved by a cutter r which is secured

upon the shaft and then passed through an aperture

0^ into the casing, the opening of the aperture

being controlled by a cover-plate which is adjusted

through a worm and worm-wheel. The sugar may,

however, be passed into the casing by a screw keyed

upon the shaft, and is discharged therefrom through

a tube which is closed by a weighted door S or

alternatively by a screw mounted upon the lower

end of the shaft. Hteam may bo admitted into the

casing through a valve t so as to melt any sugar

adhering to the interior of the apparatus. In

modifications, the shaft may bo fixed and the casing

rotated, the comb-arms btiiig secured to the shaft

and the hot air may bo passed into the casing

through the exhaust main and exhausted therefrom

through the shaft. The temperature and volume of

the air passing into the casing may be varied by

upon the air-heating apparatus, which may be offitting a fan with a variable spetd

the usual tubular typo. ^

Casting CHocotATs. A. J. Stephens (Communicated by the Pennsylvania Chocolate

Co, of Pittsburgh, U.S.A.) 166,390 [4133). February lOlh, 1920.

A machine for making nut confection, particularly nut chocolate, comprises

co-operating automatic means for intermittingly depositing measuied quantities of plastic

confection, translating the deposits to another position, and intermittingly depositing

nuts thereon.

Attlication of Dkcolorizxno Carbon. J. M A. Sauer, of Amsterdam. 166,339

[16,605), June 20th, 1919.

Decolorizing carbons such as those sold undi r the registered tnide marks of Eponit”

and ^^Korit,*’ containing at least 90 per cent, of carbon are boiled for a considerable time

with excess of dilute acid such as hydrochloric acid and washed until the wash-water is

neutral. The treated carbon, (jontaining absorbed acid, is then used, in its wet condition

to purify aqueous or alcoholio liquors such as sugar solutions which in the ordinary

course would require aoidifidation. The absorbed acid renders acidification of the liquid

unneoessory. Specification 106,089 (ot /?. von Ostr^ko) is referred to.
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Manufactukb op White Suoak pkom Uawa. D. ^Grant, of Litherland, Lancs

159^640 (30,S4^)* December 6fch, 1919.

Raw Biigar is mixed with dry kieselgnbr or decolorizing carbon, which absorhe the

impurities on the outside of the crystals and yields a dry sand-like substance. The mixture

may be separated by mechanical means, as, for as example, by washing in a centrifugal

machine with a sugar solution to remove the absorptive substances, or the sugar may be

dissolved in water, which may he acidified, when the absorptive substances retain the

impurities.

Cattle Food coxtainino IUoasse and Molasses H, S. Cox, of Georgetown, British

Guiana. 159,813 (34,759). December 9th, 1921.

A food for cattle, horses and other animals, is prepared from coco-nut residues,

bagflsse and molasses. The coco-nut fiosh is reduced by means of a grater revolving in

contact with the surface of water into which the coco-nut falls. The liquid is then strained

off and the white residue pressed and dried by heat. The liquid after standing is boiled

in metal vessels until the oil separates. The oil is strained, heaving a brown residue which

is pressed and mixed with the white residue. Bagasse and hot molasses are then added.

EvAPOiiATioN WITH Thermo-Comphession. EmU Josse. 138,871 (3895). February 9th,

1921. (One figure.)

MANUFACrUKE OF “ ACTlVATEli (DeCoLORIZINO) (UkUON. E. R» Sutcliffe of liOigh,

Lancs. ICG,303 (3595). February Ist, 1919.

An activated** carbonaceous material adapted for absorbing gases is manufactured

from coal in a finely divided condition by a process in which the powdered coal is first

compressed into blocks,^ and after the addition of previously activated material, then

carbonized, and finally ‘^activated’* as by partial combustion in steam or air. The
activation treatment is preferably carried out in vertical retorts, through which the

material passes continuously; the gases to be passed through the retorts are heated in

adjacent rogenerators heated by combustion of the gases from the coking-plant or from

the retorts.

Beet Crops of Europe.
(W%UtU ^ Gray's Estimates to October 37th, 1931.)

Harvesting
i

Pei-iod.
,

1921-22.

Tour.
1920-21.

Tons.
1919-20.

Tons.

Germany 1,330,000 1,152,900 739,648

Czocho-Slovakia .... SepL-Jan... 686,000 706,919 493,781

Hungary and Austria 100,000 90,000 12,161

France 286,000 £06,041 164,444

Belgium , . . . 280,000 242,689 146,918

Holland 336,000 316,402 238,692

Russia (Ukraine, Poland, etc.) 325,000 266,364 226,691

Sweden 166,000 164,194 146,072

Denmark Sept.-Jan. .

,

120,000 134,836 162,852

Italy Sept.-Jan. .

,

200,000 135,484 182,843

Spain 135,060 200,000 81,660

Switzerland Sept.-Jan... 6,600 3,710 8,660

Bulgaria 22,000 7.S37 10,974

Rumania 26,000 6,000 t « f

.

3,912,600 3,719,326 2,694,166

1 For example, as described in U.K. latent, 90,679 df 19I4»
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Sugair Cropti of the World.
(Willett ^ Gray* a Matimataa of Cropa ic Oetoher S7th^ 1921.

J

United States— Louisiana

Harvesting
Period.

.•Oct.-Jan. ..

1921-22.

TQU0.
2uU,0U0

1920-21.

Tons.
160,996

1919-2U.
Tons.
108,036

Texas • »» i» 1,000 6,238 None
Porto Rico .Jan.-Juno .. 415,000 437,336 433,826

Hawaiian Islands ^ .Nov.-July .. 450,000 608,392 496,183

West Indies—Virgin Islands .Jan.-Juue *. 5,000 4,500 12,400

,Dec.-Jime .. 3,000,000 3,900.000 3,730,077

British West Indies—Trinidad.. .Jan -June .

.

52,000 54,933 68,416

Barbados • »# »» • • 30,000 30,000 54,279

Jamaica 36,000 40,000 46,875

Antigua .Feb.-July .. 10,500 11,320 15,540

, St. Kitts . Febv-Aug. .

.

8,000 8,0UU 10,036

Other British West Indies .Jan.-Juno .. 10,000 10,000 5,651

French West Indies— Martinique .Jan.-July .. 20,000 26,000 19,097

Guadeloupe • »» >*
20,000 25,000 25,600

San Domingo
Haiti

.Jail.-June .. 250,000 186,646 176,736

.Dec.-June . 3,000 5,625 4,125

Mexico 110,000 115,000 92,000

Central America—GuNteinala .Jan. -June .

.

19,000 17,600 16,100

Other Central America • »» »» • • 18,000 20,000 20,000

South Amorica

—

Demerara Oct. -Dec. and MayJune .

.

96,000 100,000 96,000

Surinam ..Oct. Jan. .. 10,000 12,000 12,000

Venezuela, exporta ..Oct.-June .. 16,000 16,000 18,000

Ecuador . . Oct.-Feb. . . 7,000 6,998 7,628

l*oru ..Jan. -Dec. .. 325,000 350,000 330,000

Argentina . .May-Nov. .. 175,000 201,998 298,709

Brazil ..Oct.-Feb. .. 260,000 300,000 177,155

Total in America d,634,d00 6,641,382 6,262,367

Asia— Brit. India (consumed locally) . ..Dec.-May , 2,200,000 2,349,000 3,049,157

Java {li)22~l,.';50,000) . May-Nov 1,650,000 1,608,765 1,335,763

Formosa and Japan Nov.-June .

.

426,000 342,176 283,482

Philippine Islands, exporta .... »» »>
250,000 289,000 209,336

Total in Asia 4,426,000 4,488,931 4,877,738

Australia (1921-22-270,000) . .June-Nov. .

.

270,000 176.000 162,298

Fiji Islands • • »» 60,000 60.000 60,000

Total in Austialia and Polynesia . . .

.

320,000 235.000 222,298

Africa— Egypt (consumed locally) .. . . . Jun.-Jiine .

.

75,000 79,706 86,71*2

Mauritius - . .Aug.-Jan .

,

, .,May-Oct. ..

200,000 254,810 235,490

It^uiiion 36,000 40,000 32,336

Natal 160,000 140,000 142,851

Mozambique • • *9 »» 40,000 45,000 38,746

Total in Africa 600,000 559,516 636,U5

Europe—Spain , . . Doc.-Juno .

.

5,000 6,886 6,048

Total cane sugar crops . , 10,784,600 11,831,716 11,904,6«6

Europe—Beet sugar crops 3,912.500 3,719,325 2,594,166

United States—Beet sugar crop . t . .

.

. ..July-Jan. .. 900,000 969,419 662,967

Canada—Beet sugar crop . ..Oct.-Dec. 23,000 34,600 16,500

Total beet sugar crops -
4,835,500 4,723,344 3,263,623

Grand total Cane and Beet Sugar . • 15,620,000 16,555,058 15,168,208

Estimated decrease in the world’s produotion •• ft • • 935,059 • see • « • •



United Kingdom.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF SUGAR.
IMPORTS.

One Month ending Ten Months ending
OCTOUEK 31ST. October 31st.

1930. 1921. 1930. 1931.

Unukfinkd 8ugaub, Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

Germany
Netherlands

.... .... 6,831

* ft ft ft

*596

Belgium .... m .... 301

France .... . .

.

.... ....

Czecho-Slovakia
Java 66,4b ‘bo 182,766 24;bi
Philippine Islands • « •

.

.... ....
218*052Cuba 84 13,429 616,476

Dutch Guiana • • * * .... 68 1,248

Hayti and San Domingo .

.

.... 48 13 SB

Mexico
Peru 3,^9 '799 35,786 66,160

Brazil * . . 4 4,001 6,038 54,623

Mauritius 3,684 2,261 101,819 182,244

British India
Straits Settlements
British West indies, British

658 .... 16,271 1,466

G uiana & British Honduras 716 7,268 122,253 97,404

Other Countries 6,678 4,W 33,604 42,734

Total Baw Sugars 80,060 88,508 1,000,914 689,878

Uefin£1> Suoakb.
126

1,064

1

79,307
Germany
Netherlands

.... ....

5,379

Belgium
France

1 3,872 2,066
293

19,990

2,631

Czecho-Slovakia .... . . . 102 138

Java 1 1,649 6,011 3,240

United States of America .

.

28 7,611 102,243 169,438

Argentine Republic .... .... .... ....

Mauritius
Other Countries

"74 4',767 ‘
128,'b*9

Total Befined Sugars .. 105 83,178 119,619 408,666

Molasses 8,268 9,941 66,101 76,744

Total Imports 88,938 661680 1,186,684 1,170,617

EXPORTS.

Bkitisk Refinbu Suoabs. Tons. Tons, Tons. Tons.

Denmark .... ft • « e

’iio

1

Netherlands 108 64 1,778

Portugal, A zores^and Madeira
‘i67

«...
*790 I'.iwChannel Islands . « , . ..... 112

Canada . . *

«

.... • • .

.

2,444Other Countries 181 279 233

FoiiaioN Sc Colonial Suoaus.
446 466 1,134 6,420

Befined and Candy 60 36 2,850 865

Unrefined 1,688

s « « •

368 9,606 2,626

Various Mixed in Bond.... ft ft • ft • * . • » • • *

Molasses 462 62 3,21s 61T

Total Exports 9,686 916 16,806

Weights caleolated to the nearest ton.
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United States.

(WiiUit 4 Gray.)

( Toil* ol 2,24011*.)
1®*^-

Ions.

Total Receipts January 1st to October 27th .. 2,178,357

1920.

Tons.

2,635,879

Delireries ,, ») • • .. . 2,189,409 .. 2,624,256

Meltings by Bofiners „ >» .. .. 2,157,844 .. 2,360,007

Exports of Refined ,, 335,000 .

.

325,000

Importers’ Stocks, October 27th . • ... • • 11,623

Total Stocks, October 27th .

.

61,072 .. 71,311

1020. 1919.

Total ConsuTiiption for twelve montlis . . . . 4,084,672 .

.

4.067 671

Cuba •

Statkmknt of ExronTs AND Sl'OOKS or SUOAU, 1918-1919,

191»-1920, AN» 1920-1921.

(Toua of 3.840 lbs.)

191819. 1919 90.

Tons. Tons,
1930 31.

Tons.

Exports • « 3,136,399 .. 3,209,884 .. 2,036,417

Stocks 690,606 .. 311,063 .. 1,187,666

3,726,006 3,620,947 3,223,722

liocal Consumption 74,000 .. 70,700 95,000

Receipts at Torts to September 30th 3,800,00.5 3,691,647 3,318,972

Tlnvma^ S^ptemh^' SOihy 19S1. J. Guma.~ L. Mbjkk.

United Kingdom.

Htatxmknt or Impouth, Expouts, and Consumption ok Sugah fou Ten Montha

RNOINO OcTOBBil 3l8T, 1918, 1920, AND 1921.

Imports. Exports (Foreign).

1913, 1930. 1931. 1913. 1920. 1931.

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons Tons. Tons.

Ratlaed .. 119,619 403,695 702 .. 2,850 366

Raw 841.408 ,.1,000,914 ..

.. 66.101

689,878

76,744

3,464 .. 9,606

376 .. 3,318

.. 3,639

517Molams. 138,438

1,686,674 1.186,634 1,170,317 l£ II 3,513

Homb Consumption.
1913. 1930. 1931.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

Refined 711,386 140,497 390,142

Reflned (in Bond) in the United Kingdom .. 609,976 ,. 683,898 657,725

Raw 99,344 .. 160,631 108,537

Molasses 36.499 34,634 9,537

Molasses, manufactured (in Bond) in United Kingdom 30,715 .. 60,763 38,199

Total .. .. .. . .. 1,477,720 1,069,603 1,304,140

Im Kxportii of Britisli Refined .. .. 19,980 1,134 6.430

1.457,140 1,068,469 1,198,730
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Sugar Market Report.

Our last report was dated 1 1th October, 1921.

(The outstanding feature to record is a revival of confidence in the home markets

which has led to more active conditions than have been seen for some time past. Continued

depression resulted in a further general decline in values, but towards the end of the

month the pressure to sell American grantUated on this side became decidedly less, and it

began to be realised that there was no superabundance of white sugar for this market.

Prices had come down subsiantially and the actual bareness of trade stocks helped the

demand and inspired the confidence to buy. It is true tliat nearest available sugars were

most in request, but some quantities were taken for delivery up to the end of the year.

A'considerable business was done in Gaecho-Slovak superior sugars, and to-day SCH Fine,

TTDA and similar qualities of granulated arc quoted at 206. 3d. prompt, 208. November,

198, 9d. December f.o.b. Tate’s London granulated 49s. 9d., No. 1 Cubes 6i?s. fiij. per

cwt. spot duty paid. Belgian crystals FW, etc., 198. 6d. f.o.b, November/December.

American granulated on the'spot is (held for 498. and second-hand lots c.i.f. are quoted

2 Is. 6d. White Javas Spot 47b., Cuban 96® centrifugal sellers at 148. 9d., Brazil and

Peru 96® Hs. 6d. Brazil *80® lOs. c i.f. U.K. In W.I. crystallized on the spot a fair

demand has been met for cheaper qualities ranging in value from 38s. to 40s. and these

are now xjxaciically sold out, but better kinds up to 42s. are selling rather slowly. Good
Muscovados value about 358. spot, duty paid.

Ill connexion with the satisfactoiy U.K. consumption shown by the Board of Trade

figures for the ten months to October of the present year, it is interesting lo note that the

distribution of sugar by the Royal Commission on the Sugar Supply amounted to

1,596,004 tons in 1919 and 962,408 tons in 1920. These figures do not include privately

imported sugar sold during those years for manufacturing purposes other than Syrup and

Invert making. It is not unreasonable to anticipate further expansion in the consump-

tion, considering that a more moderate range of prices has already been reached, that the

restriotions'upon'supply are now removed and that the country is looking forward to an

improvement rather than otherwise in economic conditions.

In the U.S. greater activityJn consumption has been observable during the past three

weeks, due to conditions very similar to those ruling here ; the fear of a strike drew atten-

tion to the scarcity of the stocks'inland, and the shortage of raws in the hands of refiners.

The Cuban Selling Committee by reducing the price to 2Jc. c. & f. New York were

enabled to place considerable quantities to the TJ.S. refiners and further sales reported

include some 30,000 ions to U.K. refiners at Hs. 9d, per cwt. c.i.f. and 6,000 tons to

France at 158. fid. c.i.f. prompt shipment.

Total receipts in Cuba to 5tb November, 1921, are given as 3,264,000 tons against

3,542,439 tons in 1920 and 3,892,6S9^ton8 in 1919. Messrs. Willrtt & Gray whilst

giving*3,000,000 tons as their estimate for the next Cuban crop, explain that this must

only he taken as a tentative figure, in view 3 of the many uncertain factors affecting con-

ditions in the Island.

From Mauritius it is reported that 7000 tons crystals were sold at I8s. l|d. f.o.b., and

latest cables state that 2000 tons have been done at the equivalent of 17s. 9d. f.o.b.

Shipments of White Javas to India during October wore again very large, although

the figures are not yet to hand. It appears that stocks In the Indian ports are accumulat-

ing too rapidly, and many lots are being offered for resale below the Java parity, particularly

from Calcutta and Karachi. Meantime, holders in Java seem incline to maintain asking

prices at about 12j^ guilders for Whites and 9g to 9| guilders for Browns f.o.b. Japan has

been a free buyer of Muscovados, the demaud for which has forced the price up to UJ
guilders f.o.b. The sterling quotation for Whites, first hand, may be called about 19a*

December/Januaryand January/March c. 5tf. Calcutta, resellers probably Is. per owt. kSi.

H. H. Hancock A Co.

10 & 11, Mincing I^ane, * ^
"

lAmdon, E.O. 3,

November lOth, 1921.
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Notes and Comments.

The Indian Su^ar Committee and Coimbatore.
El.snwhero wo oonoludn our Homowliat length}^ review of the Report of the

liidiiiii Sugar (kirumittee; we have devoted, the last few months, a considerable
amount of space to sunimarisjiiig and diHcmssiug the conclusions come to by this

(Vnnmitteo, beoause vro believe that the sugar vroild at large is interested in
studying the evidence of what has been the most thorough investigation of Indian
sugar prod tuition practice ever undertaken. Hitherto the pt eduction of sugar in
India has had comparatively litth^ effect on the world's sugar market, because
India has never been in our days an exporting country, while its imports have
seldom been on the large side and have depended more on the existence of a cheap
surplus of foreign sugar than on any standard demand. The Indian market has
been a ])oculijir one, almost oxclusively supplied by the local production of a low
grade type ol sugar extracted from canes that w'ould not requirements in
other cane giowing countries. The work of the Committee was to ascertain
whether Indian practice could be brought up more nearly to the world standard
of scientific production in the light of existing native prejudices, customs, and
drawbacks. There are a go<»d many “ifs” in the conclusions come to by the
investigators concerned, hut on the whole it is considered that the attempt is worth
making, tliough the rate (»f jirogres.s doas not promise to be rapid, and much
patient and painstaking spadework will need to be done before any appreciable
improvement is recorded, and in particular before India can claim to rank as an
exporting country of high-class sugar.

But since one recommendation of the Committee is the establishment of a great
Research Station for cairying out the scientitic work indispensable for a modern
industry, one would have thought that they would have viewed the work of what
is a scientific station of world-wide interest—Coimbatore—in a more favourable
light than is actually the case. But when we read for ourselves their report on
the work of this station, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that an excessive amount
of criticism has been directed to minor points and to matters of mainly academic
interest, and too little has been devoted to recognising the solid worth of the work
actually accomplished during the last ton years on this noted Indian cane breeding

6A7
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station. Moreover, some of the points of criticism raised seem to ns to be based

too much on magnifying a desirable ideal of the station into a loading practice

and then deprecating it. The Comtnitteo direct their “most material criticism”

to the policy of the Coimbatore oflicials in endeavouring to discover new (and we
presume super-hardy) varieties, the opinion of the Committee being in effect (as

we understand it) that those officials are only pursuing a chimera .since the

varieties to he distributed should have preferential treatment from the ryots

(which on the Committee’s own sliowing is probably the last thing they will get).

But in view of the fact that the policy of Coimbatore as laid down in 1912 was

to produce new seedlings for further testing by local stations in other parts of

India, which stations would in their good time 8up])ly the cultivator as they

deemed best, we hardly think it fair to raise the point first when diHcussiiig

Coimbatore. It appears to us to affect more closely the poli(;y of the local

stations. Moreover, is the woik of research at the cane breeding station to be

restricted to supplying only canes that will depond for their success on prob-

lematical improvements in native cultivation and not include any research

whatever for varieties that would thrive t^ven under the ryots’ ]>reHent standard

of treatment ? Time alone (ian show whether tlu^ Station’s ideal is a chimera or

not, but we fail to see why the Committee should wish to restrict the range of

experimentation undertaken by C<»inibat()re, ospocially as th(u*o is no indication

(judged by past progress) that Indian cullivatioii will in tlm future improve with

any rapidity.

Then, finally, are not the Committee treading on somewhat debatable ground

ill criticising the details of the seloctiou of seedlings at Coimbatore y They imply

for instance that the seedlings were kept there too long before being sent away for

further trial, but we prefer to believe that the scientific staff at the Station would

know host when a given lot of seedlings could bo released for further trial, and

they would hardly desire to detain them unnecessarily long. On the other hand,

has not Coimbatore the right to ensure tliat the seedlings she sends out are suffi-

ciently tested to stand a chance of being successful ? If th(»y fail, the discredit

falls mainly on Coimbatore. Had the Committee included on its }>ody a botanist

or mycologist, this criticism wmuld neces‘<aiily have had due weight ; but, as we
gather it did not, we can only characterize as unfortunate this incursion into the

domains of the scientific officer.

We have criticised rather freely this section of the Indian Committee’s report

because, compared with the somewhat lavish praise they bestow on the work for

example at Manjri Farm, they are singularly chary of appreciation of the much
more scientific work that has been accomplished at Coimbatore

; it is not on these

lines in our view that the question of establishing a great Eesoarch Station should

be approached, and we can only hope that if the latter over comes to he <*,reated by
the Indian Government, more adequate credit will be accorded to the policy and

the work of Coimbatore. In the ineautimo, we feel bound to protest in the interests

of scientific sugar cultivation at the very iiidifforent recognition the Indian Sugar
Committee have accorded the work at (’oirnbatore, both under its late head.

Dr, C. A. Barber, C.I.E., and more recently under the charge of Rao Sahib
T. S. Yenkataraman. It is true that they wind up with a brief acknowledg-

ment of the great benefit to India of the work done by I)r. Barber,” but as the

bulk of their chapter on Coimbatore is one of criticism, the readers of the Ileport

might be pardoned for thinking that the net result of the investigation is on the

whole unfavourable to the work of the Station in the past.
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American Interests In Cuba.

Up to the time of the enactment of the Fordnoy Tariff in the United States,

the import duty on Cuban su^^ars entering that country was 1 cent, per lb. It

was then raised to 1’6 cents, which, at recent pricos, represents an ad valorem duty

of some 80 per cent. Free trade economists in the United Kingdom are fond of

declaring that if we put on a tariff against foreign goods, the consumer is bound
to pay the tax himself in the price he is ultimately charged for the goods.

Theoretically, it would be more reasonable to assume that his liability in that

respect would be no more than the taxed proportion of the total amount of such

goods he absorbs. In other words, if 40 per cent, of these goods come under the

tariff and the rest are free, the addition to the price sliould not exceed 40 per cent,

and irii^ht from other causes be less. But in the case of Cuban sugar entering

the United States, although it amounU to some oO per cent, of the total American

consiiinption. 5’et in practice Cuba, not the American consuiner, has been j»aying

the tariff dut3^ with the result that while the American consumer has benefited,

the American domestic producer of sugar has stood to gain no increased return on

}ii.s duty-fiee product. Cornjietition has kept the price down, as might have been

expected to prove the case; at the same time, the American domestic pi

(

k1net

r

still has an advantage over the Cuban comjietitor in that the latter has bad to

accept a lower price by practically the amount of the duty, So far so good for

the consumer.

But there is the producer’s side to consider, and it is complicated by the fact

that American business men bave themselves a very laige holding in Cuban
industiial properties, flow big is shown in a letter addiessed by one of them to

Favifi ahont tiiujar. This writer declares that the Ameiican interests in Cuba
amount to over six billion dollms in value, or quite six times as much as is

invested in tbe American domestic beet sugar industry. Yet owing to the inciidenco

of the high Fordnoy tariff, these interests in Cuba, have to pay their share of the

duty (which at prohont all comes out of the Cuban pocket—a total sum said to

amount to #132,000, 0(H) per annum). This share they do not fancy paying

imbdinifely, and in conseipieiico a strong committee^ has been formed to make
repH'sentiitions to the Anmricaii Congress that the increased taiiff seriously

ciipjilos the Antfrivita industry of Migar production in Cuba, without in any way
actually benefiting tho indigtmous beet sugar industry. They further point out

that in herself having to pay the largo sum represented by the dufj", tho ability of

Cuba to buy the goods of American manufacturers and merchants is seriously

impaired. So long as (hiba takes 5 cents per lb. to produce her sugar (as was tho

average cost last crop), but has to sell to th<' States at a little over 2 cents per lb,

in (Uihft, the iuducoment to go (ui producing is not very apparent, nor is it evident

how sho is to accumulate the funds to purchase goods from tho States. No
wonder, then, tho jiotition to Congress is being signed freely by nearly all the

American engineering firms intorested in making sugar and plantation machineiy

for Cuban estates. Congress will bo requested at tlio least to reduce the tariff to

the old rate of 1 cent per lb,, at which figure tho domestic sugar industry was

able to prosper in tho past.

The fixing of the American tariff’ is primarily a matter for the Amoiicaus

themselves
; but it is a welcome sign that, as in the present instance, American

industrialists are beginning to realize that a high tariff’ is not invariably an

advantage for their country. The majority opinion of the countries of the world

is overwhelmingly in favour of a tariff system, but between a scientifically con-

ceived tariff’ of moderate dimensions and a crushingly high tariff there may be a
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wide gulf into which the tarifi* iniposers may couceivahly themselves fall. There

is an unprecedented tendency nowadays for the Anglo-Saxon nations and others

to work for a rapprochement
;
nothing will contribute more to achieve that end

than a give-and-take spirit in commercial matters; for, after all, the average

individual is more concerned with his commercial pursuits and their effect on his

domestic life than on any national aggrandizement. At present have the

strange spectacle of America being the richest country in the world as measured

by the world value of her dollars, and yet being unable to undertake anything

like a com])etitiyo business deal with the rest of th(i world, because the latter

cannot afford to pay or can only do so by offering goods which the American

tariff prevents the American from accepting. It will be interesting for economists

to watch whether the United States can restore and stabilize its international

trade without modifying in any respects its tariff system

The Cuban Crops

Mr. lIiMELY gives the total of the past Cuban crop as 3,935,433 long tons.

This amount falls short of his oiiginal estimate of 4,051,000 tons by only 2*86 per

cent. The deficiency is very moderate considering the difficulties, huancial and

otherwise, that have marked the year in question in Cuba. Three new mills that

were to have ground dining this crop were unabl(‘ to do so. And the iiiiusual

rains which forced a late commencement of the croj) and caused the Aueld of sugar

to be low were another factor contributing to a lower jiroduction.

The coming crop is expected to bo over 3,000,900 tons. In view of the largo

surplus from the old ou(3 still in hand, the market is dubious as to the wisdom of

letting the new crop ho reajied freely, and there has been some talk of issuing a

Presidential Decree imposing a tax on all sugar made before ]<’ebnmry which

would have the effect of shortening the crop. But nothing seems to have b(^eu

done and meanwhile grinding has been commenced. Our Continental Corres-

pondent indicates on another page that the deficit, based on the consumption, in

the European beet industry is no less than 2,000,000 metric tons. But one doubts

whether those countries w^hero the deficiency is marked can afford to purchase

much foreign sugar with the exchanges what tliey are. Otherwise, it would sejom

a simple solution to dispose of the Cuban surplus by sending it to Europe.

Frost-Resistant Canes.
^ ~

We publish on another page of this issue an interesting series of figures

prepared by Dr. W. E. Ciioss, the Director of the Tucuman Sugar l^xj^orimental

Station, showing the great resistance to frost of certain Java seedlings 'when com-
pared with the hjcal varieties grown in Argentina in past years. These seedlings,

no longer of importance in Java, have been succesHfully introduced to many
sugar cane countries lying on or near the limits of the tropics, in some of which
occasional frosts occur; and it is interesting to note that their male parent,

Chirnneey belongs to a frost-resistant alliance in north India. The charaotor of

frost resistance thus appears to be hereditary, and wo are eorne'w^hat surprised

that more efforts have not been made to obtain other seedlings sharing the same
character. We note that in the Cane-breeding Station at Coimbatore the attempt

is made to differentiate the seedlings raised for different parts of India, and that

frost-resistant cane varieties are aimed at for the Punjab, where frosts occur every

year, and yet over 400,000 acres of cane are grown. Chunnee and its allies

having certain objectionable characters, such as the liability to smut, other frost-

resistant parents have been called into requisition
; thus, a notable success has

been obtained in using the wild grass Saccharum spoutaimim as a male parent,
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with thick ti'opical canes as mothers. This wild is somewhat closely allied

to the variety, but is more hardy, and the seedlinp^s thus obtained and now
being tested in the Punjab are some of them reported to be very promising.

Those who are interested in this question should refer to a bulletin’ prepared by
the late Mr. J. II. Barnes, of the Indian Agricultural Service, on the characters

of the canes in the Punjab. Among many other matters ho treats of the relative

fiost resistance of the common varieties grown ; and as the result of two years’

observations and analyses, he divides the indigcuious canes of the tract into four

classes as to the etfoct of the annual frost upon their growth and the purity of

their juice. He places the relatives of (jhatmte in the first and second classes,

they having shown themselves unaffected or quickly r(‘Covering if injuiod. But
this is not all. Two members of the Pansahi class are included, which differ

widely in their resistance, namely, which in both years was ])laced in the

first class, and KaJin^ a more recent introduction, which is oul^r found in the fourth

class, which includes non-rcvsistant canes. As Uha or Kavavifirc also belongs to

this class, and is hardly frost-resistant, we think that it would be"worth while to

pay somf) attention to Meriht and try and obtain seedlings from it (as one parent)

in order to have a second string to Vha^ superior to it in at least one particular.

We would accordingly invite Dr. Cross’s attention to these remarks if ho has not

already given them consideration.

China’s Awakening.

Many observers are of the opinion that in reckoningup the futuie possibilities

of the world’s sugar consumption, the vast territory known as China, with its

immenf3(‘ ]»o]mlatioii, will in the end prove a very big asset in setting the demand.

Whetlier China remains an importer of for(3igii manufactured sugar, or sets about

making hei r»wn from home grown cane and beet, the result cannot fail to bo a great

access of tradt^ either in sugar or in sugar machinery and appliances. Time is of

course needed to achieve the expansion one hopes for; but the thing for the

momuTit appears to bo that China is at last abandoning her traditional dislike of

foroigiiei’H and foieign goods, and is taking more readily to interuational trade.

The piesent position is well summed up in an extract which we give bedow from

a General Beport on the Commercial, Industrial, and Economic Situation in China

last June, prepared by 11.M. Legation at Peking (and issued by the Department

of Overseas Trade : Is. 9d. net).

“It is difficult to write about a country like China with a due sense of pro-

portion, to bear in mind that China with a total area of over two million equate

miles and a population of nea.rly four liundred millions is really not one country

but rather a continent or group of countries, differing one from the other as

regards climate, natural resources, language and economic conditions, Ft>r

instance, a teirible famine in the north spread over an area six times the size of

Great Britain, and affecting over ^10,000,000 people, did not prevent a record

export of wheat and flour to foreign countries last year
;
a series of typhoons of

appalling violence which devastated the crops in one part of a province had

apparently no effect on the business done at a treaty port in the same province,

which is described in the Customs reports as having been *on the whole profitable.’

Machinery and materials for China’s groViring industries were imported in steadily

increasing quantities in spite of civil war and organized brigandage which for

mouths at a time internipted transport on the cr>untry’s ])rincipal trade routes,

1 Sugar and the Sugar Cane In the Gurdaspur District. J. H. Barnes. Bull. No* <5S,

Agricultural Be^eareh Institute, Pum, 1918, pp. 65 to 61.
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such as the upper waters of the Yaiigtsze and West Rivers, and the virtual

extinction of Ohiua^s historic tea trade with foreign countries is counterhalanced

by the steady growth in the export of minerals, coal, cereals, and tobacco. These

considerations go some way towards explaining the apparent anomaly of a record

trade in a year marked by every kind of political, commercial and natural disaster,

and point to the wonderful vita]itj»^ of China’s trade, which confirms one in the

belief that China is at the proscmt time, with the possible exception of South

America, one of the greatest undeveloped markets in the world, and is destined

in the fulness of time to take a place among the great industrial nations of

Europe and America.
“A recent tour of the northern provinces served to strengthen the opinion

held for some time past that China, in spite of internal dissensions and mis-

govorninent, in spite of lack of communications and neglect of the scientific

development of her vast natural resources, is making slow but real progress, and

that she is on the eve of a period of unexampled commercial and industrial

development which will in a few years’ time bring about a complete change in her

economic situation. The potential wealth of the continent is enormous : China is

producing in stoadily increasing quantities almost every kind of raw material,

animal, vegetable and mineral, known to the world’s industries; she is beginning

to utilize these materials by manufacturing for herself w^hat she has in the past

been obliged to import from abroad. The standard of living all over the country

is rising slowdy among the mass of the peojdo, very quickly among the educated

monied classes. The Chinese have overcome to a largo extent their traditional

dislike and suspicion of foreigners and foreign ways, and are rapidly assimilating

Western customs and Western modes of living. Foreigii style goods are ceasing

to be luxuries and becoming necessities, and the writer still believes that this

tendency is to our advantage, and that we shall see that the Chinese, while relying

more and more on their own industries to supply the wants that intercourse with

foreign nations has created, will purchase far more freely tliau they have done in

the past the better class of goods that they cannot produce at home. And in the

process of this industrial development there will be a demand for evorj’ description

of foreign machinery and mechanical appliances which should kee]> British manu-
facturers busy for many years to come.”

Beet Sugar Factories in Belgium.

Most of the sugar factories in Belgium (states an American Consular Report)

are limited liability companies, and therefore stockholders are unknown. As a

rule the small sugar factories wore constructed in the beginning with the co-oper-

ation of land-owners and beet sugar growers. It sometimes happens that these

limited liability companies give shares of stock to growers, whether individually

or grouped in associations. Consequently the limited companies reserve for the

account of the beet sugar producers a part of the shares representing the capital

stock of the companies.

The total number of sugar factories in Belgium is 58. There are five refineries.

No sugar factories or refineries belong to the State, nor are they managed or placed

under its control. The smallest factory handles about 200 metric tons of beets in

24 hours ; the largest may reach 4000 tons. The growers make contracts with the

sugar factories generally in February or March
;
that is to say, before planting.

The general conditions of the contracts include the sowed area, the delivery of

beets, the price, the return of the pulp or molasses, and the duration of the agree-*

ment. In general, the grower agrees to send his crop to the factory totally or

partially. A specific weight of beet is seldom mentioned in the contract.
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From the ‘Sugar Cane,** December, 1871.

Ill this issue of our predecessor there appeared a note by Eaoult on the

'‘Transformation of a Solution of Cano Sugar into Qlucose by the Influence of

Light,” which had originally been communicated by him to the Academie des

Sciences, Paris.* Two white glass tubes had been filled with a 20 per cent, solution

of white sugar, boiled for some minutes, and hermetically sealed before any air

could obtain access. One tube was kept in a very light place, and the other in

the dark. At the end of 5 months, it was found on opening the two tubes, and
examining their cotitents, that whereas the solution in the tube which had been
kept in the da,i*k had no effect on Barreswill’s solution, the other gave an
abundant red proc.ipitato. It was coricluded from this and other experiments that

inversion had occurred under the influence of light.

However, it may be noted that this conclusion was not accepted by later

investigators. for example, controvert(‘d it, and so did Olabstone and

Tiuue'S* while Becuamp* pointed out a few years after that sugar solutions con-

taining certain micro-organisms may be kept ui the dark for several months without
decomposition, thotigh inversion rajudly sets in when they are exposed to light.

An article was reproduced in this issue from the Otmrnerciai Gazette of

Mauritius, in which it was pointed out that the 1870-71 crop had been the smallest

for the last IS years, namely 89,000 metric tons; but this did not discourage the

j)ianters and manufacturers of that Colony, whoso spirit of eutorpriso and perse-

\M*ranco is shown by the following quotation : “We must examine and compare

tlie past, and use our intelligence to look as far as wo can into the future

Greater (ixertions will be required to maintain our production. Not only as

regards mere manual labour, but as regards hkill, science, and economy. We are

Justified in expecting those will be f<»rtbcoming when wo look at the improvements

and tlie successful efforts made here to overcome dithciilties as they arise. We
estimate that by the improvomeiit in our manufacture, on the aggregate the sugar

pi oducod is worth a dollar per cwt. more than it was 10 years ago. , . . Economy
of manufacture is also pushed to a great perfection on some estates to he imitated

by others a little later. Twenty percent, of the juice is no longer left in the

cane, thanks to the additional pressure of the trash as it comes from the mill. If

only a small portion of the iinmense quantity of water which flows into the sea

could be reservnd for the irrigation of plantations when they need it, and if by the

plantation of trees our climate could be favouralily influenced and our sources and

rivers preserved, our production may not only be well kept up but increased, and

the vicissitudes of agriculture by drought considerably diminished ”

Two patents were noticed in this issue. In the first by L. Wbinkich and

J. Schroder,*^ the boiled juice was cast into shapes adapted to be arranged in

rings in the centrifugal machine, these shapes being washed into white sugar by

admitting steam mixed with air, In the second by M. M, Harris,® an apparatus

was described for distilling liquors containing alcohol in vacuo
^
comprising a pan

with goose-neck arrangements and a glass tube communicating with a vacuum

receiver with concavo-convex corrugated plates or shelves and a secondary

vacuum receiver*

4 J. Fahr, Sucre^ 18, 1). • It, 341-343.

* Hull. Soc. Chim., 9, 21.
^ ® English Patent, 1185 of 1871. « English Patent, 1048 of 1871.
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III.—Manotactuue and Obganization.

From the previous article of this series', iu which Part I of the Peport

(Agricultural) was dealt with, it was seen that the problem of extending and

improving the Indian Sugar Industry, on its agricultural side, is one .of great

complexity. The different provinces were passed under review and the Com-
mittee’s findings enumerated regarding the possibilities in each, with the result

that it was considered that any material improvement along these lines would be

extremely slow at the best. Part II of the Report deals with the manufacture of

gur and white sugar and is rather disheartening reading, for its perusal leads us

to the conclusion that the problem is, if anything, more complex than the agri-

cultural, and calls for vast expenditure on the part of the Govornineiit before any

tangible results are likely to bo obtained. Part III lastly, after chapters on the

Tariff Question and Statistical Returns, unfolds the scheme of organization which

the Committee proposes. The chief points of this scheme are the formation of a

Sugar Board, the erection of a pioneer factory to deal with 1000 tons of cane a

day, the founding of an up-to-date Research Institute with sub-stations all over

India,, the erection of a Sugar School with small model factory in connexion with

the Institute, and the continuance of the Sugar Bureau and Caiie-hreeding

Station until their absorption by tho Research Institute.

The first chapter in Part II deals with tho problems with which the Committoe

are faced on the manufacturing side, the main thtwis being the losses at }»resent

incurred. Gur making is essentially a cr>ttago industry and dominates the

situation, taking up 99 per cent, of the supplies of cane available for crushing as

against 1 per cent, used for making white sugar. There are according to the

Committee’s estimate 31*6 millions of tons of cane grown in India, of wdiich it

considers that d’4 millions aie not used for gur but for other purposes, such

as chewing and making white sugar. This loaves 2G*2 million tons which, at

9 per cent, gur on cane give 2,3o8,()00 tons of gur. Tho sucrose in the cane is

taken as 12 per cent., which gives 3,114,000 tons sucrose in the canes used : tho

sucrose in the gur is estimated at 1,647,456 tons as against a possible recovery of

2,716,416 tons: hence the loss in sucrose in gur making in India works out as

1,068,960 tons.

Tliere are 18 factories at work making white sugar, but the total output is

less than in one large factory in Java, Cuba or Haw'aii : these Indian factories

recover o7‘14 per cent, of the sucrose in the canes milled, as against 86 *4 per cent,

in modern factories in those countries, w’^hore however it must he remembered
that thicker and lees fibrous canes are used. For the improvement of those

defects the Committee discusses eight possible courses. Of these thc^ main linos

selected are the improvement of gur iimnufacturo on a small scale and the

improvement and enlargement of the class of sugar factories. The Committee
rejects the following lines:—the improvement and extension of making white

sugar from ni5, the manufacture of sugar in small factories with open pans and
grinding 1-2 tons of cane per hour, and the manufacture of sugar from gur in large

factories. Three more lines are regarded as of limited value, but the Committee
suggests that they should be further investigated :—the manufacture of gur in

large factories, and the manufacture of muscovado and other intermediate

products on a small scale and in large factories. An interesting description is

given of the indigenous process of making sugar from rah, a diluted fom of gur,

1 /.N../., iwiTpT&sI
"
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but the recovery of Bucroee works out at only 4 per cent, as against the 9*5 per

cent, of modern factories. The making of sxigar in small factories is considered

unsound, because of the impossibilty of competing with large concerns
;
and in

this finding the Committee is supported by the very interesting experiment

recently concluded in the Government factory at Nawabganj in the United

Provinces, which is somewhat thoroughly discussed.

The next chapter is devoted to the manufacture of gur, tlie native sugar of

India. The best of this is made in tho Meerut district, in the extreme west of the

United Provinces, from indigenous canes, Harttha and DJmnltt, of a good class, in

Bombay from Pandiii^ a fine thick tropical cane, and in the Godavari district of

Madras from introduced Mauritius varieties. The worst gur is to be found in the

eastern extreme of the United Provinces and the neighbouring districts of Bihar,

and is made from IJeinja^ the cano most used in the Bihar sugar factories
;
this

inferior gur is the main raw maferial for the gur refineries in North India. An
iiistniotivo table is given of analyses of the guts from the chief gur^tracts, from

wdiich it is seen that the sucrose varies from 62 to 87 per cent., while the glucose

varies from 19 to 5. The crushing of cane in India was by pestle and mortar

until the middle of the last century, but now in most places the three-roller

bullock-driven iron mill has ousted all rivals. If properly adjusted, the extraction

w’ith this mill is quite good but, unfortunately, the cuttle are (»ften too weak to

work it, and the mill is deliberately slackened on this account. Although the

extraction of juice is naiuially better in tho peninsula where thick canes are

grown, the average for all India only reaches 55 on 100 cane. Since one of the

chief iinproveirimits in Indian agricultiue is conhiden‘(l to be the introduction of

modern jdoughs of much heavier draught than tin' native ones, it becomes
neciessary to rtdieve the cattle of u,ll heavy work in other directions, and this opens

the way for the use of power for milling the cane and throwshing of the 7'ahi crops.

Various efTorts in tho introduction of power mills have been made during recent

years, and those are thonmghly discussed in tho report
;
tluiy have all been thus

far unsucc.essful from one cause or another, whether from ill-advised attempts to

make sugar instead of gur, placing the cost of making the gur at too high a figure

or locating tho installations in WTong places. Tho (Committee considois that the

price charged for making a nmund of gur in power mills should not be higher

than 2 as. in Upper India and only 1 8 as. in tho poninsula. Tho cost involved

by the ryot in making his own gur does not enter materially into the cal-

culations, becfiuse it is done in the main without any payment of money. To
make the small power mills more effective the Committee recommends tho addition

of crushers, and suggests that suitable local designs should be worked out by the

agricultural engineers attached to the provincial departments.

Boiling is very defective in gur making, chiefly because of the bad design of

the furnaces and the consequent waste <»f heat. Very few of them, for instance,

have a separate vent for tho escape of smoke and gases of combustion. Several

improved furnaces have been introduced from time to time, but there would still

appear to be defects in all of them. Mr. Ckaib, an export member of the Com mittee,

has accordingly prepared a special design which is illustrated on plates XXIY and

XXIVa of the report. From iU complication we presume that this is only

intended to serve for power plants. One of the most typical features of the

native gur-making plants is the unbalanced nature of the milling and boiling

sections, the latter being generally unable to keep pace with the crushing poHion.

The manufacture of gur in large factories is considered by the Committee as

worthy of investigation, although Mr. Ckaib doubts whether the factory-made
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product will not be bereft of the harmless impurities which add so much to the

flavour of the locally-made article. If this is the case, it will be a serious obstacle

in the way of progress, excepting when the gur is to be used in refineries.

Chapters XIX and XX, which conclude l^art IT, deal with the making of

white sugar in India, and contain much interesting matter. In 1919-20 the 18

factories working dealt with 337,000 tons of cane and produced 23,100 tons of

sugar, which works out at 0*85 per cent, sugar to cano. The factories are small

and inefficient, and one of the chief causes for this insufficiency is traced to the

fact that none of them have a sufficient suppl}^ of raw material; 50 per cent, only

crush half the capacity of their mills. The remedies for this serious defect are

the purcdiase or leasing of land so as fo have better control of supplies. The Com-
mittee is strongly against any compulsory acrpiisition of land, and it is recognized

that it will be well-nigh impossible to obtain the necessary large blocks of land in

any other way, excepting in the less developed provinces where comparatively

little cane is grown. This throws us back on leasing land from the cultivators,

which the Committee considers has been singularly neglected in India. In one

case, that of Nellikuppam in South India, leasing is however readily effected, and

tlie Committee thinks that this might with advantage be tried elsewhere. It is

however pertinent to remark that Nellikuppam may be said to be in a quite

peculiarly favourable position as compared with places in North India and, con-

sidering the importance attached to its example by the Committee, the causes of

tins may bo brieflj^ interpolated. In the first place, the comparative failure of the

ground nut which is the universal staple of the district has made the cultivators

eager for another crop all round the factory
;
in the second place the factory has

discovered that the known large supplies of underground water are, in certain well

defined areas, practically inexhaustible, and has been able therefore to erect great

pumping installations and j)laco them at the service of the ryots ; then the kind of

cane grown is a thick tropical one which gives very heavy yields and is practically

free from disease; lastly, tho firm has been interested in sugar cultivation in the

district for the best part of a century, and has gained for itself a good name whereby
all contracts are made much easier. These facts should be borne in mind when
using Nellikuppam as an argument in favour of the ease with which the leasing of

land is likely to be obtained in other less favoured parts.

In the tracts in North India where cano is ^rown on a large scale, the crux

of the situation is to induce the cultivators to bring their cane to the factoiy instead

of making it into gur. As already noted, they do not mind the trouble of making
it into gur as long as no appreciable money^ has to be paid for this. What then

can the factory afford to pay for cane ? This question is very thoroughly gone

into by tho Committee and, from a study of the scale of pay for cane in Cuba
and Louisiana, they have come to the conclusion that half the value of the sugar

made is a suitable basis. They have accordingly worked out an elaborate sliding

scale, illustrated by a diagram, for three classes of factories, inefficient ones which
obtain only 5 parts of sugar from 100 cane, moderately efficient which obtain 7 '6,

and highly efficient which obtain 9*5, as is done in other advanced countries.

Besides this, considering that gur is in most cases a natural competitor for the cane,

they have added a curve of the price of cane which a ryot pays when making it into

gur. The main lesson learnt from this diagram is that, where high class gur is

made as in Meerut, a factory would have no chauce, whatever its efficiency ,
whereas

where gur is of a low class and the cane 'fetches a correspoudifigly low price, there

is a good margin of profit and cane supplies can be obtained if a fair price is paid to

the cultivator.
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A further chart has been prepared showing the details of the cost of making
sugar in tho most important exporting countnes, together with such charges as

are incurred in placing it on their natural markets. In the chart the costs of cane,

manufacture, freight, and duty are separately given. The countries included are

Tiouisiana, Porto Rico, Hawaii, Cuba, Java, and dear and cheap gur tracts in

India. The chart deals with pre-war conditions, and instructive lessons can be
dniwn from it. Wo note that the cost of cane in places of high-priced gur in

India is greater than anywhere else, except in Louisiana, while in those of low-

priced gur it is also less than in Porto Rico and Hawaii. On the other hand, the

cost of manufacture is greater in India than anywhere else. We congratulate the

Committee on having placed this useful informatiou in so convenient and striking

a foim. Most interest is naturally attached to the relative costs of sugar making
in Java and India, for the first country is by far the largest source from which tiie

Indian supplies are drawn. Furthermore, tho cost of making sugar in Java is

less than anywhere else, and if its competition can be met India need not fear for

the future of its sugar industry. From the chart we see that llie total cost of

making sugar in India before the war was lOC 85 as. per mauiid of 82 lbs., while

that of Java including freight to India and duty on entering the country was onlj'^

81. This is a very considerable difference in Java’s favour. Hut it must be

romoinbered that there have been very considerable changes all round owing to

the war and its inovitablfi sequelae. The costs in Java have risen a good deal,

freights are much higher, and the duty has been materially increased. If, then,

the cost of man ufju't lire can be reduced in India by the installation of factories

of a proper si/.e capably managed, it is quite possible that the scale may be turned

in India’s favour, as the C'ommittee tliinks it will be.

The defects of the existing 18 factories in India are ruthlessly exposed in

Chapter XX, and it would be difficult to imagine a more damning indictment.

The high overhead charges in such small installations are of course a serious

handicap hut, besides this, from the moment the cane comes into the yard to the

sending out of the htiished jiroduct there are a seiies of avoidable losses. The
old-time irregular amviil of the cane-laden bullock carts, dumping down tboir

loads wherever they find a convenient bare space, throws tho mill yard into

confusion, hiuI the C’ominitlee, after examining the up-to-date methods in vogue

in Java and Cuba, decides that those of tho foimer are more suited to Indian

conditions. Tho mills are of old design, and mostly consist of one crusher and

two ff-roller mills, often worked by s<q)arate engines. The bagasse is insufficient

for boiling, and laige quantities of coal and wood are added to it. The strainers

and shallow pans are hand-cleaned, and much loss occurs in the filtoi -press mud.
The labour employed in tho mills is excessive, usually three or more to the 100

tons cane as against, for instance, tho St, Kitts factory, where one man is employed

for over 200 tons of caue. Many of these faults are traceable to the absence of

control, whether agricultural or chemical, and the Committee advises tho addition

of an agricultural assistant to look after the even flow of supplies and an expert

chemist, for, strange U) suy, such are rarely employed. Such a thing as complete

chemical control is therefore absent, and nothing further need bo said concerning

tho inevitable losses occurring all along the line of manufacture. This will

doubtless bo remedied if larger up-to-date factories are installed, and without

these there appears to be little hope for the industry. The Committee fuimishos a

list of records which should, in their opinion, be kept in every factory, and that

such a course should be considered necessary will at once show the backward

state of the factories as a whole.
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For the purpose of attracting capital and testing the various proposals made
in the body of the Eeport, the Committee feels bound to advocate the erection of

a pioneer factory in India. And they state their opinion that, as the exploiting

of the favoured regions where land is available and better kinds of cane aio grown
will not, if successful, be sufficient to meet the demands for sugar, the factory

should be placed in TJjiper India where the thin indigenous fibrous* canes are

grown. They tentatively select the Karnal-Eohtak region of the Punjab for a

site for this factory, as this is a tract of concentrated cane growth, but this im-

portant point will doubtless receive further study before the site is finally decided

on. They would prefer that the Government bear the cost, and have prepared

attractive balance sheets, with sugar at Eh. 12 and Es. 20 per mannd, showing

a^profit of 9*43 per cent, and 26*83 per cent, respectively on the large capital out-

lay involved. Failing the supply of funds by the Government, which wo hardly think

will be agreed to, they suggest a loan with a Oovorninent guarantee of 7 percent.

The factory, in any case, would of course be on strictly cr>mmorcial lines and no

favour of any kind would be given that would not be accorded to any private

company, the canes being bought from the cultivators or grown on land leased from

them by the factory.

If the scheme is sanctioned by the Government, it will take about two years

for the factory to be erected and some further time before its activities will be in a

position to influence capitalists embarking in the industiy
;
and it is thus obvious

that the Committee see no easy road to success before the sugar industry in India.

They have, we think rightly, refused to recommend the compulsoiy acquisition of

land for growing cane supplies, but wo also think that their refusal to recommend
the licensing of factories, as is done in Java and Formosa, is rather more likely to

defeat their object than to be, as they term it, a drastic interference with the

rights of capital. The Committee have shown that a small factory can only afford

to pay a much smaller sum of money for its cane supjdicis than a larger and more
powerful concern : there is thus nothing to prevent small but well managed con-

cerns from being swamped by larger factories who have noted their siKicess with

interest. This decision of the Committee is dissented from by the Secretary of the

Sugar Bureau as well as by Mr. Padshaw, and we hope that the Government
will reconsider the matter in the light especially of Mr. Wynne Sayeii’s short

note on the subject. Small concerns will naturally be very shy of spending their

money in erecting a factory, which may be rendered completely useless by more
heavily endowed firms which can afford to pay considerably more for the cane

supply which had been laboriously got together. The erection of ill-eqiiipi>ed

small factories need not be feared if licenses are needed, for the Government would
obviously have a good deal to say before granting any licence in a promising area.

Mr. Wynne Sayeb’s interesting short note shows that the cultivator would stand

in no danger of being exploited by the system of licensing.

There is a great deal more of interest in the Eeport of the Indian Sugar

Committee than we have space to deal with in the limits at our disposal.

Part IV commences with a brief history of the various duties levied on foreign

sugar entering the country, from pre-mutiny times to the present day. The duty

at present appears to be higher than ever before but, as has been pointed out

repeatedly, it is intended exclusively for revenue purposes, and the idea of pro-

tecting the industry, which it undoubtedly does, has had no influence on the

authorities imposing it. The main portion of this part of the Eeport is taken up
with the elaboration of the Committee’s scheme for research, but the matter is

not gone into in any great detail, and the main lines of work are drawn, for the
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Eesearoli Iiistituto from Java and for the Sugar School from Louiftiana. An
interesting account of the Java scheme is given in Chapter II and has already

been discussed in this Journal *
: similar accounts are drawn up by the Committee

of the Sugar Schools in Louisiana and Hawaii. It is recommended that the sugar

school should form an integral part of the Research Institute because of the groat

cost involved in making it self-contained as regards staff. We doubt, however,

whether its inclusion in the Institute will not interfere with the pure research

work of the officers to a greater extent than the Committee supposes, A con-

siderable space is devoted to the management of the Research Institute, hut very

little is said about what it is supposed to do ; but after all this is perhaps better

BO, for the Committee hardly has the knowledge of the industry which would

wamint its going into detail. Much of the ground is also covered iii other parts

of the Report, and Java is held up as affording an examine as to the kind of work
to be done. More is said about the courses of instniotiou in the Sugar School,

but here also the Committee prefers to intimate that further study of existing

schools (and we woxild add of local needs) will be required.

Ohaptei* XXIV deals both with the requirements of the Madras Presidency

and the future of the Caiio-hroeding Station, We do not think that the Committee

has been so successful in dealing with the southern province as elsewhere, there

being a marked absence of the clear cut issues which are so characteristic of most

of the other chapters. This is probably partly due to the Committee’s recommend-

ation that the officer in charge of the evolution of new kinds of cane for the

northern tracts should also undertake purely local work, and the two are inextricably

entangled. It is also a little difficult to make out what the Committee has in its

mind, as there are quite a nuinher of hypothetical cases introduced; but, from

what we have been able to gather, tho following are included in the duties of the

new head of tho Cane-breeding Htation, who it is proposed should be recruited

from home. In tho first place, ho is supposed to continue the researches in the

morphology, growth and classification of the Indian canes which have been com-

inonced
;
for an idea of the scope of this part of his woik the reader may be referred

to the five momoiis already published from the station
;
these cover a large ground

and teoni with HUggestions as to future openings of work, which are not at all likely

to appeal to a new officer, who will it is to be presumed have little knowledge of

the sugar cane. The raising and study of seedlings for north India is to proceed

as before but, in addition, a series of thick cane seedlings should be raised and

similarly studied for Madras, Bombay, Assam and Burma. This mass of work is

is not apparently considered sufficient, for it is reccunmended that a Research

v^tation should be opened by tho same officer for the southern part of the Madra.s

Piesidency, with its small scattered areas of totally different conditions. On this

Research Station special attention should he given to a thorough study of the duty

of water for the cane in south India, although it may be doubted whether

Coimbatore is altogether suited for this purpose. It is suggested also that a second

breeding station should be opened under his general direction, the first botanical

assistant being placed in immediate charge, thus depriving him of the experi-

ence gained by this officer, without which it will be very difficult for any

newcomer to master tho intricate details of work on the Coimbatore station. We
fear that these proposals are impracticable, and may result in a lees clear vision of

what is really wanted in the north Indian tracts ;
for that, it will be necessary for

the new officer to make extensive visits, as was done by his predecessor, over the

main sugar trsets of India.

\ mu p. 4»;i.
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Similar criticisms might be made of the proposals for the founding of the

various new stations which the CouiTiiitteo proposes for Madras, hut there is less

need for such a discussion when wo consider that these proposals will presumably

be submitted to the local authorities, before any such large expenditure is incurred.

Dealing with the Oane-hreeding Station itself the Committee opens with a short,

clear resume of its progress from the start. Certidn points are then discussed in

which pnnciples of distribution of the seedlings obtained are laid down, both to

the north Indian stations and by them in turn to the cultivators. The Committee

seems to have very definite views as to the latter part of this distribution but, as

that does not come within the purview of the station’s work, we need not consider

it further, excepting to observe that the exact method will doubtless vaiy with

circumstances and may be safely left to the officers of the Research Institute to

deal with.

In conclusion, we have no hesitation in welcoming this notable addition to

the long list of works on the Indian sugar industry. In many parts a clear and
logical expose is given to a question whicdi has for long puzzled those not in intimate

touch with the agriculture of the country, and few of those who have been in such

close touch have hitherto had the mass of facts before them which are so faithfully

recorded in tlie Report. The Governmnnt of India is piactically committed to

take material action upon the Committee’s proposals, and it will bo of the

greatest interest to see what they piropose to do.

C. A.B.

The European 1921»1922 Beet Sugar Crop.

(By our Continental Correspondent,)

When speaking of the European beet sugar crop one must make a distinc-

tion between Russia and Ukraiiia (whence only very scanty news comes to us)

and the other regions, most of which wo have had the opportunity of visiting in

the course of the past summer and autumn, or from which reliable reports have

been received. In the groat group of last-mentioned countries, the beet sowings

have undergone an extension, which may bo put at about 12J per cent., or an

increase from 997,500 hextares in 1920-21 to 1,125,500 in 1921-22.

As last winter was very mild in Europe and the spring began uncommonly
early, the preparation of the beet-lands and even the sowing of beets was able to

proceed very rapidly, and in many places the young boot plants made their

appearance rather early in the season. In the month of April, however, a cold

wave of long duration and great intensity stopped the development of the roots

and even killed them on an extensive scale, so that many a tract of land had to

be resown as soon as the weather permitted. Owing to the stoppage of growth
and the delay in resowing, the advantage gained by the early spring was lost in

the end, so that in May the beet-fields were in the same stage of development as

in other years.

Yet an apprehension of pending evil was in the minds of the farmers, who
noticed a general lack of moisture in the soil. The summer of 1920 had been
very rainy, but in September of that year the sky became bright and remained so

for a long time. Although occasionally rainshowers fell in the autumn and winter

of 1920-21, the precipitation remained greatly below that of normal years, while

at the same time almost no snow came down. Not only was the land too dry, but
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the rivers, which in other years caiTy off the melted snow from the mountains and

bring moisture to the lower regions, contained very little water and rather drained

the land instead of watering it.

At the outset, the beet growers were not greatly alarmed, since it was still

expected that summer rains would make good what was lacking, the more so since

the beetroot grows to a great depth and sends out its rootlets very far into the

subsoil in qnest of water, so that it may attain a good size in its downward
development, at the same time renmining supplied with the necessary water for its

full growth. If therefore summer and autumn rains bring irioisture to the soil,

the well-developed beetroot will profit by that supply and store a high percentage

of sugar in its sap, thereby adding quality to tho quantity already existing.

The rains, however, did not come off, and now oven by December the Continent

has not had much precipitation, while in other years the months of October and

November are usually very rainy. Especially in tho eastern and southern parts

of Europe tho lack of rain has made itself very badly felt, but in tho countries of

northwest Europe, in the vicinity of the Atlantic Ocean, the atmosphere was more

charged with moisture and did not dry up the soil to so large an extent. The pre-

liminary anulyses made by the experiment stations and growers* associations in

the months of August and September showed remarkably high sugar j)ercentages

in tho roots, which caused the statisticians to assume a high sugar output per acre,

although the weight of the beets might prove deficient, owing to their small size.

Wo find in every European country till far in the month of September rather

optimistic feelings, especially founded on the firm belief that before the beginning

of tho iiarvesling season good rains were sure to soak tho land and to bring up tho

tonnage per acre to a normal level. Unfortunately this did not happen
; tho

weather remained dry and the damage done by catorpillars, flies and othei insect

pests became w’orse every week, instead of docreasiug as had been anticipated.

As a consequence of the early ripening of the beets and of the very bright weather,

the pulling of the roots started rather early, being also expedited by tho fact that

in many countries tho manufacturers paid a preimum for early delivery. The
stocks of sugar in Europe had fallen to a very low amount, not enough in fact to

last till the beginning of the usual slicingseasoii, and for that reason manufacturers

wanted to start early and paid more for caily beets than for later ones.

They were fully entitled to do so ; the public generally speaking w'anted the

sugar Tiadly, the factories were in good working order, with their machinery
renewed and extended since the. conclusion of peace, while the supply of coal,

limestone, bags, etc., left nothing to be desirod. Finally, the workmen were
willing, so that all the various troubles which had interfered with proper work
during war-time were forgotten; manufacturers were eager to got to work once

more and take off a good crop.

It soon appeared that the weight of beets reaped per acre was not coming up to

the mark, becauso there wore large empty patches in the fields and the roots were ou
the small size. Moreover, in many places the soil was so hard that the lowermost
parts of the beetroots broke off during pulling and remained stuck in the ground,

thus causing considerable loss. In the second place the lack of cattle food

occasioned by the drought induced beet growers to cutoff large sections of the root

while topping them to increase thereby their fodder supply, to the detriment of

the su gar production . Further, the beets thus ill -treated were un fi t for preservation

over any long period either in silos or on heaps, especially as, during the entire

month of October tho temperature throughout Europe was far above the nor-

mal. We have heard on our travels many complaints about the keeping
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quality of the early pulled and badly stored beets, which showed large rotten por-

tions and even big holes in the body of the root. Finally the high sugar content

of the beets did not find a corresponding eqifivalent in the output of sugar on 100

parts of beet. It appears that owing to the dry soil, much water had been abstracted

from the root tissues, thereby concentrating the juice to an uncommonly high

percentage, but at the saiuo time preventing its proper ripening. Some consti-

tuents, which hinder the extraction of sugar from the juice and which in ripe

beets have already passed away still remained in the r(X)ts and interfered with the

working up of the juice into sugar. The boiling of the syrups has encountered

many difficulties and the amounts of molasses and of sucrose lost in that by-product

are much larger than could have been expected. The high sugar content of the

roots does not therefore mean a correspondingly high reudement and oonsoquontly

does not make up for the low tonnage of beets.

During the month of October the work in the factories went on without a

hitcb ;
and we have seen very satisfactory daily outputs in many sugar factories,

so that the campaign will not be a long one this time. During the la.st week of

November, however, a severe frost, unaccompanied by snow, reigned over Europe,

causing hoots, left outside, to freeze and interfering with water traffic. Wo do not

know if this very early frost will have the effect of prolonging the campaign

owing to the suspoiulod transit, but this point has still to be taken into account

when estimating the probable results of the crop.

At any rate it has, as far as now, not come up to the optimistic anticipations

of the beginning of this year and, in every probability it will attain an only

slightly better result than last year’s. We give here the probable results of tlie

1921-22 crop, expressed in thousands of metric tons, raw value, together with

the first estimates of this year and with the final crop of 1920-21

:

1 '.‘2 1-22

PRE^R^T KARLY’ 1020-21

Country Estimate. Estimate. Crop.
Gentiany . .. 1268 1600 1109

Czeoho-Slovakia 606 650 715
Austria 20 16 14

Hungary .

.

60 60 33
Poland . .. 200 207 171

France 264 300 338
Netherlands.. . .. 310 . . 360 . .

.

317
Belgium 246 280 243
Italy . .. 222 ..... 200 . .

,

122

Sijain 117 . .. 117 238
Denmark . .. 166 149 .. . 137
Sweden 263 228 164

Other countries .. . .. 88 110 61

Total .... 3789 4167 3662

Beports have come to us from Bussia, but the truth of them we are unable to

check
;
they speak of a sugar production in 1920-21 to the amount of 90,000 tons,

while for this year an output of 76,000 is expected. If, under every reserve,

wo assume these figures to be exact, the total European sugar crop of 1921-22 wi^l

attain to 3,804,000 tons, against 3,752,000 in the previous season.

As the requirements of Europe (exclusive of Bussia), are about 6,900,000

tons, this part of the world will need an importation from other places of a little ^
over two million tons. The sugar from Java will very probably, for by far the \

greater part, be absorbed by the countries in the Far East and by India, so that

only Cuba, Mauritius, the French colonies, and the British West Indies with
Demerara can he called upon to remedy this big deficit.
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On the Selection of Engine Sizes for Cane
Milling Plants.

By AN OOOASIONAL CORRESPONDENT.

The power required for milling a given quantity of cane will depend on :

—

] . The quantity of fibre in the cane ;

2. The nature of the fibre in the cane ;

3. The structural condition of the cane

;

4. The presKure under which the mills operate or the opening in the case of

rigid mills

;

5. The median ic«l efficiency of the system of engine, gearing, and mill.

The engine size will depend on all the above factors, and in addition, will be

controlled by

—

6. The mean effective pressure under which the engines operate

;

7. The margin of safety, or what Professor Perry has called, the factor of

ignorance.

Evidently the quantity of fibre is a more reliable basis than cane, hut this

datum is still insufficient since all fibre is not of the same nature. Roughly, the

fibre may he divided into the soft interior ]>ith and tho hard outer rind. From
variety to variety not only does tho <piautity of fibre vary, but so does its distribu-

tion among these two classes, and generally canes with high fibre are found also

to possess a greater proportion of hard rind tissue.

Of ejrperiinental observations of record, tho following data are available :

—

lk)LK,‘ in Java, gave the following results when operating on 37'4 short tons

of Cline per houi :
—

Vahirty Vaktbty
PO.) 100 Boukicius 247

IJI P. I.ll P.

(’ruHher 60 74

Mill T 80 .... 96

II 66 .... 76

„ HI 75 .... 82

If 1Y)J 100 had 11 percent, fibre and Pouricius 247 had 13 per cent., these

figures reduce to 19 I.Ii.P. j)©!* short ton-fihro-hour-mill treating the

crusher as a mill.

Deerr,'^ iu Hawaii with Lahaina cane of 12*7 per cent, fibre and 50 short

tons per hour, found :

—

1 a P. I.n.P. Maximum
Avekaoe. Maximum. Avriiaoe.

Crnsher and Mill I .. .. 184 .. 218 .. 1*19

Mills II, HI, IV 372 443 .. M9
These figures reduce to 18 I.fl.P.

Herriot,” quoting figures from Cuba, gives 1103 I.H.P. as obtained with

SO long tons cane per hour in a criisher and six -mill plant. If this cane had

contained 10 per cent, fibre, as is commonly found with Orystalina cane in Cuba,

this result indicates 18 I.H.P.

These three results are iu reasonably close agreement.

Searby,^ however, gives results from 13 mills in Hawaii which, if referring

to the standard Hawaiian practice of a crusher and four mills, reduce to 22 I.H.P.

1 Paper read at Ninth Java Congress, 1911. * Cane SUtgar (1921), p. 191.

* Paper road before the Manchoslev Association of Engineers, March I2th, 1921.

* Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association, Report on Maiuifacturing Machinery, 1918.
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In his results a certain number of abnormally low and excessively high

figures appear, but nevertheless the average is distinctly higher than that of the three

first quoted more or less concordant observations. It is probable, however, that

in these last results much Yellow Caledonia (White Tanna) cane was milled, and

this is a type of cane containing much rind tissue and very resistant to milling.

In design, therefore, it would be well to treat of softer and of harder canes

separately. For softer canes let 25 I.H.P. per short toii-fibre-mill-hour be the

maximum power to bo developed, and for harder canes let 30 I.H.P. be the

corresponding figure. The allowance here suggested over and above that actually

determined from experiment as an average is intended to include once and for all

the margin of safety. As a basis of design lot the lowest permitted steam pressure

at engine throttle be ()'75 of that pressure at which the boilers blow off, and let

the engines bo capable of developing the maximum necessary power at this

pressure and at 40 per cent, cut off. Let the back pressure be 10 lbs. gauge.

Then, if the boilers blow off at 120, 100, and 80 lbs. gauge, the lowest permissible

pressures will be 90, 75, and 60 lbs. gauge, and under the conditions suggested as

a basis of design, the mean effective pressures will be 56, 45, and 33 lbs. per

sq, in. respectively,

PLAN
III the formula I.H.P. = - - - express L in inches, A in terms of the

33,000
^

diameter ri, and put N = 100 (50 r.p.m.). Then, if as is very often the case with

the type of engines used to drive cane mills, L = 2d, the formula becomes
. Pd^
I.H.P. = ' — , where P is the mean effective pressure, and where the sectional

area of the piston rod is neglected, Then, for softer canes, 25 n/

:

Pd^

252(V
,
and

for harder canes 30 n/:
Pd’

where n is the number of mills driven off one
2520

engine and / is tho short tons of fibre per hour to be milled.

3
These formulae reduce to the form d ~ K— ; ,

where AT is a constant
Kf

depending on the boiler pressure and the nature of the cane. Following on the

argument presented above, the subjoined values of K result :

—

M E. P, at 0-4 cut oil' VAL0K OF K.
Boiler and Gauge

Pressure *= P. Pressure o 1\ Softer Harder
Lbs. sq. in. Lbs. sq. in. Canes. i Canes.

120 66 10*4 11*1

100 46 11*2 11*9

80 33 12*4 13*2

Very possibly with canes of the Uba type some increase in capacity even over

that found for harder canes might be desirable.

From the suggested formula the engine size expressed in tonus of the

diameter and with stroke equal to twice the diameter can be found. That

standardized size most nearly apjiroximaiing in power thereto would be installed.

Figures obtained in a cane sugar factory in a French colony have been published,^
showing the analysis of the juices obtained by filtration through (a) a mechanical cloth

filter, and (^) a Uaimbert sand filter, these being for the 1916 campaign as follows:

—

Density, 10i)8’20, 1067*80
;
sugar, 11-19, U-24; purity, 76-81, 76-56. During the 1921

campaign, the purity values were 75*90 and 76*63 respectively for the two filters ; and the
average purity figures resulting from 40 tests made in the case of the syrups gave 80*37

and 81*16 for the two filters in the order named above.

i Journal dcs FahrieanU dc Sticre, No. 42, October 21st, 1921.
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Juice Heater Calculations.

By P. H. PARR.

It is now fairly well known that the mean temperature of juice, during the

time of flowing through a juice heater, is not the arithmetic mean between the

initial and final temperatures, and that such an assumption may lead to serious

errors : the logarithmic formula—as old as logarithms—is also now in regular

use, but the writer has not yet seen it in print in the form which he has found to

he most convenient, while there are useful deductions to he made, which appar-

ently have not been published, and which it is the subject of this article to

illustrate. One difficulty here surmounted is that of determining the value of the

heat transmission coefficient from the test results of a double, or compound, juice

heater, the two heaters working with different steam pressures, and when the

intermediate juice temperature between the heaters has not been measured.

Let S, = steam temperature in the first heater,

85= ,, ,, ,, second heater,

= juice temperature entering first heater,

J, = ,, ,, leaving ,, and entering second heater,

J3 =: ,, ,, second heater,

A =: mean temperature difference between the juice and the steam in

the heater,

A, = Si — Jj = initial temperature difference in first heater,

A, = S, — Jg = final ,, ,, ,,

A3 = — J, = initial ,, ,, second heater,

A
^

S
^ j

fi 1 1al
, , , , ,

,

0 = coefficient of heat transmission, B.Th.IT. per sq. ft. per hour per

®F. mean temperature difference,

lbs. juice per hour X specific heat
W =

r*'

sq. ft. surface in one heater

0
a — (« is a measure of the rate of heating).

Then the most useful fonns of the ordinary logarithmic formula are as

follow, where exp. a (exponential n) is the same thing as e", e being the base of

the natural system of logarithms:

—

for the first heater, and the same formula, but with A, and A^ in place of A, and
A,, for the second heater.

^4

exp a

exp. a

(
2

)

a

Next, As ss: Sj

so that:

—

A, + S

iog«

.~S.

.A.

logs

A,

^4

+ s.
exp. a ~ <

^ I

^ exp. 2a exp. a

' and A^ =

S,

(3)

A.

exp, a

(4)
, , ^

—XT’
— —

tr-
”

giving directly the final temperature of the juice leaving the second heater.

Exp. aa — (exp. a) ® or
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The final question is the determination of the value of the heat transmission

coefficient, or of a, from which ^ follows at once, when the intermediate tem-

perature is not known. For this purpose we may ro-write equation (4) as :

—

exp. 2« — (Sg — S,) exp. a — A, =0
or, which is the same thing

A^ — (Sg — Si) — Ai = 0

in which form it is perhaps more readily seen that the equation is a simple

quadratic in exp. a, or e®*, and the solution is evidently :

—

exp a — - Ai-A-texp. « - ^

or, taking logarithms :

—

a = log,
S, -S, + V(S.-S0^+TAr^

the positive value of the square root being the only one here in question.

We will now consider a few examples of the many uses of these formulfie,

which solve most questions with much greater facility thatj might he expected,

and will take the case of a single heater first. Suppose we have 40()() gallons of

juice per hour, with an initial tenipeiature of 80^F. and a specific heat of 0*95,

and wish to find the temperature to which it will be raised on passing through a

juice heater of 250 sq. ft. surface, working with exhaust steam at a pressure of

5 lbs. per sq. in., for which S, r=r 228‘^F., the coefficient of heat transmission

being 0 = 200. We have W= 4000 X 10 X 0*95/250 = 152, and a =: 200/152=:

1*32, so that exp. ci, or e", is e'*®* = 3*74 (being the number whose natural

logarithm is 1*32). The initial temperature difference is A^ = 228 — 80 = 148, and
formula (2) at once gives A^ = 148/3*74 = 40; thus the temperature of the juice

leaving the heater will he = 228 — 40 188'’F.

Then we may ask what must he the surface of the heater if the final juice

temperature is to he 200"’F., other conditions remaining the same ? We now
have A, = 148 as before, and A, = 228

—

200 = 28 ;
formula (3) gives a = log^,

^ = 1*07, so that W = 200/1*67 = 120, and the surface must be

40,000 X 0*95/120 = 317 sq. ft.

The heater with 250 sq. ft. surface is found on,test to heat the juice to 170®F.

only; what is the coefficient of heat transmission ? We have A, = 148 as before,

and Ag = 228— 170=58; formula (3) gives a =log^ = 0*936, so that 9 =
58

«W = 0*936 X 152 = 142 B.Th.U.

We next come to the double, or compound, heaters, and may ask what will be

the final juice temperature if the heater of the first example is followed by a
second, of the same size, but working with a steam pressure of 25 lbs. per sq. in.,

for which Sg = 267'^F. If we take the result of the first example, that Jg =
188°F., we have A3 = 267 — 188 = 79, and from (2), A^ = 79/3*74 = 21, and the

final juice temperature will be J3 = 267 — 21 = 246°F. Otherwise, we can obtain

the result directly by the use of formula (4), which gives ;

—

148 267 — 228
^4 =r 4. — = 10*6 4* 16*4 =: 21'^ F., the same as before.

To find the surface if the final temperature of the juice is to be 240® F, we
have A, = 148, A4 = 267 — 240 = 27, and Sg — S, = 267 — 228 = 39;
equation (5) then gives us;—
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Juice Heater Calculations*

a = l.g, ? ,

+ ^ , 3.„ ^
2 X 27

from wlxicli W = 200/1*154 = 173, and the surface must therefore be 40,000 X
0*95/173 = 220 sq. ft. for each heater.

These last heaters of 220 sq. ft. each, after being in use for a few days, are

found to heat the juice to 220‘^ P. only; what is then the rate of heat trans-

mission ? We have A, = 148, A4 = 267 — 220 == 47, and — Sj = 39 as

before; therefore:

—

3!) 4- V” + *1 X 148 X •IT

2~x‘T7
:Iogg 2'24 = O'SOC,

giving 0 zr: aW = 0-806 X 173 = 130 B.Th.U.

It isjiot convenient to stop workifjg for cleaning, but the juice must be heated

to 240'** P:, and the steam pressure in the second heater is to be increased so as to

olfect this ; what must now bo that pressure •* We must first find the temperature

of the juice from the first to the second heater, for which wo have A^ = 148,

exp. a =z 2*24 from the last example, Aq = 148/2-94 == 66, and = 228 — 66 =
162*^ P. For tho second heater, A^ = S.j — 162 and A^. = 83 — 240 ;

equation (2)

gives us exj), a == A3/A4, or 2*24 = f^'Oiu wdiich wo readily find

83 zr 303^^ J^, requiring a steam ])r<'ssure of 55 lbs. per sq. in.

A number of examples have been giv(3u, each illustrating a different point,

in order t(» show tho facility with which tlie various questions arising in coiinexiou

with juice heaters can bo solved by the foiiuuho, and which is seldom at first

appriH’iated by oiigineers, who are not usually accustomed to working with

foririulro of the present type. The only difficulty in practice arises from the

iiatuial logarithiuH and the (exponentials, but this difficulty is far more apparent

than real. On a log-log slide rule, either logarithms or exponentials can readily

be found, uhile most engineers have a table of natural logarithms; tho small

Five Fii/fire Techies of Mat/ieniaHrol Fnnetioifs, by Oale (Ed, Arnold, London,

present price 4.s fid.) gives both nat. log. and exp. tahle.s, and so does the latest

(1921) (ulilioii of Kvmpes Emjiuf'er^& Veur Ihivk^ but any table of nat. logs, is

sufficient when it is riunembered that if //
^ log^. a:, then exp. y == c*' = cc, so that

exp. y is simply tho number for which y is the natural logarithm.

It may bo remarked that no- use has been made of formula (1) for the mean
temperature dilTerence, which is tlie basis of nearly all of the older articles on

heaters, and is usually the only formula given : the fact is, that we are practically

never comwned with tho mean temperature diifereiice as such, but only with the

initial and final temperature differences, and to make a special calculation for A,

in which we are not interested, is a circuitous route to the solution of most

problems. The other formuho solve many problems that (1) will not solve at all,

such as our first example, where the final juice temperature has to be found, and

compound heater questions ;
and they give the results directly.

The Government of India have decided to appoint a Fiscal Commission to examine
with reference to ell the interests concerned the tariff policy of the Government of India,

including the question of the desirability of adopting the principle of Imperial Preference,

and to make recommendations. The Commission will assemble at Bombay in the first half

of November and will visit the more important commercial and industrial centres of India
for the purpose of taldng oral evidence, completing this part of its work probably early in

March, 1922. It will submit its report to the Government of India as soon thereafter as

possible.
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An Interesting Example of the Resistance of Java

Seedling Canes to Frost Damage.'

By WM, E. OEOSS and SALVADOR DELASCIO.

On many occasions we have pointed out the remarkable resiHtance of the

Java seedling canes, now generally planted in this province, to frost damage,

especially when they are cultivated as ratoon canes. In the year 1918 for

example, the following temperatures were registered in the grounds of this

Experiment Station

:

14th June 27°F 9th July 24-8®F

7th July 2rF lOth July 27’6®F

8th July 19 7®F 11th July 27#4®F

and nevertheless, as wo pointed out in a previous report,* the ratoon canes which

were harvested so late as the end of August, while all the buds wore quite killed,

proved entirely suitable for milling.

Having finished the harvest of that year, it occuirod to us that it might be

worth while to investigate the deterioration which would bo suffered by such

frozen canes if they were left standing until the early months of summer, and

we resolved to take advantage of the first occasion that presented itself to carry

out such an investigation. Seeing that the year 1920 also turned out to bo one of

beavj’' frosts, wo left standing after the harvest of that year a plot of cane for the

purposes of this experiment. The idot contained all the Java seedling varieties

commonly planted in this province, viz. : FOJ 3C, l^OJ 213, POJ 228, POJ 234,

and also the interesting variety Kavangire.

The minimum temperatures to which the cane was subjected were the

following

:

9th July 29-3^F 15th July 25-7°F

13th July 24'2°F 16th July 29-;rF

14th July 24*a°F

A snowfall was also experienced on the 13th July, the snow remaining on the

cane for the better part of a whole day.

As the result of these severe conditions, the leaves and buds of all the cane in

the Experiment Station wore entirely frozen, aud the ordinary tropical varieties

of cane quickly began to deteriorate due to the decomposition caused by the frost,

as the following table of analyses made on the 23rd-26th September shows:

—

Table I.

Analy81|s of Frozen Cane (Eatoons),

23rd to 26th September, 1920.

VAiiiETy. Brix. Sucrose. Glucose. Purity. Available Aciuitt,*
SU(}AK.

Red Native 9’65 .. 5-00 .. 0*72 .. 51*81 .. 2*6 0 057

Striped 11 ’5 1 .. 7‘94 .. 0-$8 .. 68*98 .. 5*4 .. 0*048

Manteiea 9*01 .. 3*25 .. 2*00 .. 30*07 .. 1*1 .. 0*086

B 347 10*61 6*68 .. 0*92 .. 62*00 .. 4*1 .. 0*040

H 27 8*83 2*55 .. 1*63 .. 28*87 .. — 0*106

L 44 10*03 .. 3*96 2*18 .. 89*38 .. — 0*077

1) 74 11*43 .. 8*34 .. 0*39 72*96 .. 6*0 .. 0*036

1 From the Revisla Industrial y AyricoUx de Tucumdn, Vol. XI, Noe. 9-10.

* md, Vol. IX, p, 103 (1918) and Vol. X, p. 143 (1920).

^ Acidity in terms of a normal solution.
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Example of Resistance of Java Seedling Canes to Frost Damage^

The canes in the special plot which were left standing were analysed at

frequent intervals during the months of October, November, and December, the

“topping” of these canes for analysis being carried out entirely in the normal

manner, or at the most one or two joints lower than normal. The results of the

analyses are shown in Table 11.

From this Table it will be seen that there was no doubt that the cane had been

killed by the frosts, as when the warm weather of the late Spring set in, the

fermentation of the cane was rapid. The interesting point is nevertheless that

these Java varieties, even when once killed bj’' the frost, are slower to sulfer

destructive fermentation than the more tropical varieties.

Table II.

Analysis of Frozln Canes {
Ratoons) OCTOBEK —December, 1920.

*

Available Acidity
Variety. H.ttC. Brix. Sucrose. Glucose. Purity. Sugar. (normal)

roj ao .

.

Oct. 7 .. ir)*77 13*39 0*12 84*90 ..
"^12*4 0*032

.. 1482 12*88 0*13 86*90 .. 12*1 0*027

,» 21 .. 14*71 12*77 0*27 86*81 .. 12*0 0*025

Nov. 4 .. 11*53 9 61 0*23 83*34 .. 8*S 0*020

,, 18 .. 11*30 7*80 1*45 (>9*02 .. 5*3 0*020

Dec, 2 9*86 6*84 1*25 59*28 .. 3*4 0*020

,, 23 .. 8*57 5*15 1*46 60 09 .. 3*1 0*020

roj SIS .

.

Oct. 7 .. 14*27 11*80 0*66 82 69 .. 10*8 0 020

n M .. 13*85 10*02 M3 76*67 .. 8*1 0*030

M 21 .. 13*01 10*18 0*87 78*24 .. 9*0 0 020
Nov. 4 .. 11*35 8*50 0 80 74*88 . .

6*3 0*018

roj .

.

Oct, 7 .. 15*22 12*77 0 25 83*90 .. 11*7 0*025

,, H .. 11*57 12*45 0*23 85*44 .. 11*6 0*025

21 .. 13*91 11 85 0*25 85*19 .. 11 0 0*028

Nov. 4 .. 12*99 10*72 0*24 82 52 .. 9*8 0*015

,, 18

Dec. 2
.. 11*56 8 05 1*33 09*79 .. 5*6 0*030

.. 11*75 7*66 1*40 65*10 .. 4*9 0 040

„ 23 10*72 6*66 1*41 62*12 .. 4*1 0*026

roj S3^ .. 0<t. 7 ., 13*17 11*30 0*20 85*80 .. 10*5 0*018

o H 13*22 11*30 0*18 85*47 .. 10*6 0*021

„ 21 11*91 8*50 1*32 71*36 .. 6*0 0*035

Kavatigiie ,, Oct. 7 .. 14*62 12*16 0*18 83*10 .. 11*1 0*027

„ H .. 15*72. 12 91 0*39 82 12 .. 11*7 0*026

21

Nov. 4

.. 14*21 U*83 0*36 83*26 .. 10-8 0*022

.. 11*88 9*3 0*43 78*28 .. 8*2 0*017

,, 18 .. 12*75 10*26 0*06 80*47 9*2 0*020

Dec. 2 .. 11*10 6*37 1*20 60*99 .. 4*1 0*024

„ 23 .. 10*29 5*41 1*26 52*57 .. 2*8 0017
Feb. 20 .. 8*86 3*25 2*44 36*68 .. 1*2 0*035

It is interesting to compare these results also with those obtained by analysing

unfrozen canes left standing during the second year of growth.* In this latter

case it was shown that the canes suffer practically no loss in purity during the

whole of the second year, but that a parallel diminution of Brix and Sucrose

(or increase in the water content) takes place during the rainy season, these values

increasing again almost to their original amount when the dry season of late

autumn and winter sets in.

Finland's beet sugar crop for the 1920-21 campaign amounted to 8187 metric tons, os

compared with 6015 tons in tho previous season.

1 Bevhta IndusiriaU VoL XI, Nos, 7-8 (1821).
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The Colloids of Cane Juice, and their Separation by

Means of Plauson’s Process of "Ultra-Filtration.”

Colloid Natlhe of Cane Juice.

When all the grosser pai tides of suspended inidter in cano juice have been

removed by some suitable means, as by straining through very fine metal gauze,

or glass wool, a dim liquid is obtained, the turbidity of which is due to matter in

the colloid state.

In certain well-known experiments, Noel DEEiad sepaiated these colloids

by filtration in the cold through a pad of asbestos
;
but he found this a very tedious

operation, quite incapable of being applied on the technical scale, owing to the

very slow rate of filtration, even when high }Tesfiures were employ (‘d. Deehk
observed, however, on heating the bright filtiate that only a trace of precipitate

appeared, wliich fact indicated lliat colloid filtiatuai scpaiates the same bodies as

are coagulated by heat, lie further showed that in the defecation process of clari-

fying cane juice only about 28 per cent, of the jiuri tying procc^ss can be considered

to be due to the chemical action of the lime, tlie icst being attributed to the elimi-

nation of the colloids by coagulation on beating and by adsoiption during settling.

Dr. Phinsen GEEHlilus'-^ has also emphasized the imjiortance of the colloids in

juice claiificatiun
;
and lias remarked in substance that the essiuitial result of the

two moat effective methods, namely suljdiitation and earbonatatioiuisnot so mucli

to remove any great amount of impurities, us partly to eliminate the small amount

of colloidal matter piescnt in the juice.

The great importance of a technical method of rimioving the colloids from cano

or beet sugar juices is therefore made clear. It would rohult in the se]aiiation of

the gums and pectins, the albuminoids, and a portion of the colouring matters, so

that it would be possible to obtain (dear and light-colouied syiups, capable of

being exhausted easily to a low degree of puiity. It would simplify the process

of sugar manufactuiG, and greatly improve the product obtained.

It is therefore of extieme interest to notice that II, Plaitson, a Eussiau physi-

cal chemist, has invented what be terms an “ ultra-filter,” by means of which it

is stated to be possible to separate the colloids from any liquid on the technical

scale in a convenient, economical, and continuoiiSjinanner.

Laboha'J’oky Sepahation of Colloids.

This invention was introduced to the notice of technologists by 0. SciiMlT'i'^

in an instructive article, from which it is worth while making a few excerpts, in

order to give a general idea of the nature of the problem. He pointed out that a

liquid (such as sugar juice) may contain matter in tbioo different slates of disper-

sion : (i) coarse dispersion, that is, containing rathei coarse suspended matter (O'OOl

mm. diam.), capable of being separated by means of fine gauze; (.f) colloids

(0*001 -O'OOOOl mm., or 1 /i - 0 01 fi ) ;
and {3) molecular dispersoids (under 0*01 /*)

such «8 a solution of sodium chloride (common salt), in which case it has hitherto

been impossible to effect separation by any form of filtration.

In the case of the colloids, it is possible by various laboratory devices to effect

their separation, but generally only with much difficulty. Thus, a clay filter, the

diameter of whose pores are 0*00041-0*00016 mm., may be used for the coarser

colloids, or ordinary fiilter-paper treated with collodion, for those more highly dis-*

persed. Among other filters that maybe used for so-called “ ultra-filtration,”

1 nna, 602 .
^ •* Practical Wliltc Sugar Manu/acture/’ pp. S2-63,

8 Chemiker Zeitmfj, 1920, II, (5l!»7-«58.
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The Colloids of Cane Juice and their Separation*

that is the separation of the very highly dispersed colloids, may be mentioned
Zsigmondy and Bachmann’s “Diaphragm Filter”; but while an improvement
on other laboratory methods, it is only suitable for dealing with relatively small

quantities of liquid, and is out of the question for technical purposes.

Plauson’s Method of “ TJltka-Filtiiation.”

The Plauson apparatus is constructed upon entirely different principles,

which may now bo briefly considered. A medium is provided capable of resisting

a pressure up to 200 atmos, per sq. cm., and provision is made for continoiis

operation. Further, the rate of filtration remains constant, or nearly so.

The manner in which these advantages is realized is shown in the patent

specification,* fiom which the accompanying illustiation (Fig. 1), depicting the

general form of the filter, is taken. It is con-

structed of a cylinder made of coarsely perforated

sheet metal, tipon the outer suTface of which
finely perforated ]>lales (Fig. 2) or rings are

superimposed, and pressed down by irieans of

screw-nuts. These plates may have narrow

elongated slots, and the adjacent plates may be

arranged so that the slotsof oneareat right angles

to those of the other. A fill ering element having

fine pores is thus constructed, and the si/e of the

pores can bt> vaiied at will by altering the degree

of compression of these plates oi rings. In order

to remove the slimy film collecting on the inner

surface of the cylinder, a. worm 10 is provided

having a decreasing pitch towards the discharge

end, which is closed by a cone 3 on a counter-

weighted lever As the result of the action

of the continuously opeiating worm gear, the

slime collecting on the inner surface of the per-

forated cylinder is removed ; but an even layer

of slime remains botw’een the outer edge of the

worm gear and the flltoiing surface. It is this

surface which really forms the filtering medium,
the stable body of the filter serving only as the

frame for it. If the pores formed by the super-

imposition and compression of the perforated

plates and rings are insufficiently small, their

size can be reduced by means of fibious material deposited previous to filtration,

the filter surface thus being coated with a felt-like film.

It is claimed' that this colloid filter possesses the following advantages ;—It

operates rapidly and continuously; it can be adjusted for the separation either of

coarse particles or of the finest colloid suspensions ;
its wear and tear is extremely

small
;
pressures up to 200 atmos. per sq. cm, may be applied

;
it gives a clear

filtrate
; the coefficient of percolation (volume of liquid per unit of time) remains

constant
; the moisture in the residuum which is discharged from the filter from

time to time can be reduced very considerably ;
and skilled labour is unnecessary.

Begarding its application to the filtration of juice, Bekthoia) Block,® in a

lecture delivered at Magdeburg, stated that trials were about to be made on the

* U.K. Patent, 155,831 ; 1»21, SHI, * JMxit Zuckertitd,, 3«21, 46, Ko. 40, 556-558.
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large scale. He said that it should be possible to filter raw beet juice without the

addition of any lime, or perhaps with the addition of only 0*5 per cent, so as

to decompose the non -sugars. Molasses, filtered after treatment with quite a

small amount of “Carboraffin,” ran through the filter almost completely clear

and odourless. Especially was its viscosity low, the slimy colloids having been

retained by the filter. Diffusion waste-waters can be filtered bright, so that their

return to the battery becomes jiossiblo. Beot syrup can be obtained from the root

directly by means of this filter.

The introduction of the Plauson press into tho sugar industry, it was added,

would simplify, improve, and cheapen tho work.

The Plight of the Sugar Industry in Soviet Russia.

Like all other branches of industry in Soviet Russia, tho sugar industry is

in a state of utter collapse. The present production of sugar is only 5 per cent,

of the pre-war figure. In 1920-1921 the output was 90,850 tons, as against

1,740,000 tons in 1914-1915 (Tl/t/dco/z; Sept. 10th).

The principal cause of this catastrophic decline in production is mismanage-

mont, or rather, the complete economic anarchy which is tho direct consequence

of the Bolshevik economic system. No one is personally interested in the success

of the sugar industry. This indiistrjs which requires a high standard of technical

education, is managed by an enormous staff of inexperienced officials, for whom
filling in forms, etc., is of more importance than tho actual condition of tho

industry under their charge.

The report on the state of the sugar industry, published in the above-

mentioned issue of the Soviet newspaper, is an interesting instance of the results

of Bolshevik experiments on Bu8.sian industries.

It appears that tho area under sugar beet has been reduced by nearly 75 per

cent., i.e., from 1,881,900 acres in 1914 to 486,882 acres in 1920. This reduction

is owing to the fact that the peasants, who in 1917 seized the sugar beet planta-

tions, do not see the use of growing sugar beet, as the nationalized sugar factories

pay a mere trifle for the raw material delivered.

Moreover, it is not only the crop area that has been reduced
:
productivity

has likewise fallen. First of all, in au incredibly largo majority of cases the

crops have failed. The Ekoitomkhnkaia Zhhn (Sept. 15th) reports that, whereas
even during the War the crops failed only on 2 per cent, of the whole area under
beet, in 1920 the percentage rose to 18 per cent. The productivity fell from 95

cwts. per acre in 1914 to 25 cwts. in 1920. In 1914 the output of sugar per acre

of beet harvested was 18*1 cwts., as against only 4*1 cwts. in 1920. The Soviet

organizations, however, were unable to harvest even this crop, so insignificant

when comj)ared with that of former years. For instance, of last j^ear’s beet crop

of 1,080,000 tons, “over 200,000 tons remained unharvested in the fields and
were stolen piecemeal.*’

Even when brought to the sugar factoi’y, however, the beet is not wholly
utilized for sugar, or rather, it is utilized imperfectly. Production is constantly

delayed, “ which affects the quality of the beet.’*

As regards the manufacture of the roots into sugar, matters are perhaps even
worse. The factories are almost in ruins. Frequently several different Soviet

institutions claim the right to manage them. As there is no owner the plants

already worn out, is systematically looted.
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The Plij2:ht of the Sugar Industry in Soviet Russia.

There is a shortage of labour because the Soviet organizations do not provide

the workers with necessaries of life in sufficient quantities. Moreover, there have

been oases when the workers were taken from sugar works for compulsory work
at some other branch of industry. Trtie, the converse is possible, i.e., sometimes

workers are taken from other industries to work at sugar factories. It all depends

on what branch of industry is favoured by the commissar who mobilizes and

distributes the workers.

There is no fuel. At present the sugar factories have only one-twentieth of

the fuel required {Kkonomichefihaia Zhizn, Sept. 15). As a result of such a

state of affairs, the average output of a sugar usine in 1920-1921 was 437 tons, as

against 7171 tons in 1914-15 (Moscmio Pravday Sept. 10th).

Such a decline of production, however, must bo explained by poor work. It

appears that the Soviet organizations have been obliged to re-stait a considerably

gi*eater number of works than there is raw material for, because if the production

of sugar were to be concentrated in a few^ factories, it would be impossible to

j)rovido enough sugar beet for them, as the peasants will not bring it from a

distance, while the railways have other things to do besides transporting beet.

For instance, this year the Ilolshoviks will have to re-start 104 factories (out of a

total of 235), whereas according to their own words the whole of the expected

bfiet crops could be absorbed by 13 establishments {EkotmaivheshjLia Zhizuy Sept.

15th).

The current yfair will bo a harder one for the sugar industry than its

pnalecossors, and thi^ prospects of sugar pioduction are gloomier than ever. The
EkomnnicfnHktiiti 'Zhizn (Sept. I5th), states that the original areaof the ruined beet

crop forms 54 ’9 per (‘,ent. of the total crop urea. It appears that of a total of

51)4,000 acres the original failure of the crop iiffectod 291,000 acres, but then part

of this area was re-sown, and by the end of the summer there were 448,000 acres

of beet.

According to the newspajiaper above-mentioned, the drought and noxious

insects were the principal causes of the failure of the crops, “ There is no
doul)t,” says this periodical, that both the drought and noxious insects had such

a bud idTeet only because the area in question had not been properly tilled.*^

Thus, even should the beet be harvested, transported to the factory and manu-
factured, the output of sugar will still not exceed 60,000 tons, i.e., will be only

06 per cent, of last year’s output. But of course there will be more unharvested

beet left in the holds than there was last year, as the peasants will be still less

interested in supplying it, in view of' the fact that the Soviet Government has still

less to giv€) them in return for it than last year. Moreover, the operations of the

factories themselves will bo still worse hampered by the shortage of labour and
fuel, which is greater this year than last.

The causes which have led to such a lamentable state of affairs in the sugar

industry lie of course in the economic system of the Bolsheviks, and therefore one
can hardly hope for anj’’ improvement unlovss there is a radical change in that

insane system.

A bronze cakndria to be used in the construction of the large evaporator to be installed

in the Pioneer Sugar Mills, Lihue, Maui, T.H,, was recently cast by the Honolulu Iron
Works, Honolulu.^ Its dimensions are 14 ft. 2 in. diatn. and 38 in. deep, with a 27i®
slope, its weight being 6360 lbs. It has 560 holes of 4 in. diam. for the copper tubes, and
it is said that 10,000 lbs. of metal were charged for pouring, representing a largo sum at
the present prices of bronze.

Bugat Earn, 1021, 8, No. 9, 370.
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The Nature and Composition of Cane Molasses^'

By W. D. HELDERMAN.

THEOiiiEy OF Molasses Formation.

According to the oldest theory, cane molasses was regarded as a supersaturated

solution of sugar contaminated by tho presence of substances whitdi impart to it

such a viscosity that the crystallization of the sugar is hindered. This consideration

,

which had its origin in investigations on beet molasses, in which per unit of water

more sucrose is present than can dissolve in the same quantity of pure water,

seemed fairly obvious, though a great drawback to it was the fa(;t that a crystal

of sugar can grow well in a very viscous gelatinous solution. Moreover, ono can

crystallize an osmozod molasses, in which tlie emulsoid colloids, generally inducing

a groat increase in the viscosity, have been concentrated. When later cane

molasses was more closely examined, and when it was fout»d that per unit of water

Usa sucrose was dissolved in it than in pure water, this theory was doomed to be

abandoned.

An actual systematic examination w'as not possible at that time (the seventies

and eighties), because the theory of equilibrium and of solutiou was insufficiently

developed.

DitTerent investigators, Kojileh,^ I)kgener,» llEKZFiai),^ DuiiKUNFAUT,*

Mausouall,^ PitiNSEN Geehijgs,^ and many others dotennined tho influence

exfuted by different salts, invert sugar, glucose, etc., on the solubility of sucrose

in water
;
and the expressions “ po.sitive molasses-fonner ’’ and “negative molasses-

former” originated as the result of the observed fact that some non-sugars

iuci’oaso tho solubility of .Mucrose in water, and others dimmish it, while many
salts in small concentration weie noticed to have a lowering olTect upon tho

solubility, and an augmenting one when present in larger amount. There is no

reason for discussing all these researches in detail here, and the conclusions drawn

from them can bo summed up in the so-called “chemical theory of molusses.”

Geerligs' Theory.

Gunning^ early endeavoured to explain the influence exerted by the non-

sugars upon tho solubility of sucrose by tho foimaj/ion of compounds between

these substances; and it was principally PiiiNSEN Gekhligh^ who elaborated this

tlieory and endeavoured in different ways to support it, llis hypothesis may be

summarized iu a few words as follows :

—

Molasses is a hydrated combination of sugars and salts, wliich on the concentration

of its solution does not decompose, and Irorn which tborefore no fmther crysiallizution

of sugar can occur. In these combinations the different sugars are capable of being

substituted. Glucose, for example, can displace sucrose, so that, by tho addition of

glucose, part of the sucrose can be liberated from combination, thus becoming

crystal lizahle.

Kohler^® found that iu general the solubility of sucrose iu a solution of non-

sugar, and also the solubility of non-sugar in a sucrose solution, arc mutually in

* Abridged translation from the Archief, 1921, 29, No. 38, 1249-1254.

« VerettuseeiiachHA 107, 441. Jbid„ #7, 441. D.Z.I., 22, 148, 1320.

3 D,Z. I., 20, 2149. Vereinaseitschrifi, 46, 633. * Vcreinszeitschrift, 42, 182, 240, 768.

A«7i. Chivi phyalqiie^ 47, 411. ® VereiimeUachrifl, 20, 328, 619
; 21, 67 ; 23, 218.

^ iiVc. des Trm, Cldm. des Pays Bas^ 280. Also *‘Caue Sugar and Its Manufacture.” (Nokman
RqpOJtii, London.) Page 301 et aeq,

« Osterr.-Ungar. Zei tsch. Zuckerlnd., 7, 356. ‘*Cane Sugar aud its Manufacture,” page 301, et aeq .

Xoc. ciU
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Buoh a relation that the solubility of each is influenced in the same direction
;
in

other words, if sucrose dissolves in a non-sugar solution rnoi*e than in pure water,

the said iion-sugar also dissolves in a sucrose solution more than iu pure water.

Ill explanation of this, it was stated that when sucrose and salt are present in

sufficient amount a compound forms, which, depending upon the nature of the

salt, is more or less soluble in water than the components.

It should therefore result in the case where both components occur in such

quantity that they can combine together that the soluiiility of the constituents

should bo regulated by that of the compound formed, and not by that of the

respective bodies in an uncombined state. Thus, Daegenbr* found tliat the

lowest solubilities of salt and sucr<»se in solutions of these two in water correspond

with the formula NaCl
,

for the sodium chloride compound, and

with CaCl^ -f- ,
for the corresponding calcium chloiide body.

}*1UNSEN Gkekligs'-* examined the influence exerted by invert sugar upon

the solubility of sucrose alone and togeibor with salts. He found that, while

invert sugar alone did not alter the solubility of sucrose, in the simultaneous

presence of invert sugar and salts, the solubility of sucrose was diminished. He
came to the coiiclusion for different imsons that iu the sucrose-salt combiiiation

the sucrose is either wholly or paitl}* replaceable by reducing sugar, which sets it

freti, so that it becoiuos crystal! izable. In order to prove this, ho made solutions

of sucrose and potassium acetate in water, which was salurated in respect of the

sucrose. After equilibrium had occurred, it w^is found on the addition of glucose

that, sucrose^ again separated from the saturated solution.

In addition to the investigations already mentioned, very many others were

made in order to fiiinish the proof of the existence of sugar-salt compounds, a

very thorough account of which will be found in rrinsen Oeorligs^ book,®

At this point, attention may be diawn to the phenomenon that when acetic

acid is added to a molasses, sucn>so is deposited after some time. Adherents of

the combination theory hero sought a proof of their bypotbosis on the ground that

the acetic acid decomposed the compounds formed, liberating the sucrose, and
allowing it to crystallize.

However, from investigations carried out at the Experiment Station it would
appear that the quantity of sucroso obtained in this way is equal to the fine giaiu

already present iu the molasses. Owing to the diminished viscosity (the result of

the addition of acetic acid and perhaps also of the tlocculation of the colloids) this

sugar settles out, and can he recovered. Some of the results obtained here follow,

it being understood that in such tests no great accuracy can be attained, so that

the grain content found by Kalshoven's method does not absolutely correspond

with the amount of crystal obtained by acetic acid :

—

Ghain contfnt Cuvstals pkcositino
Kind ok in Kalshuvkn’s on aodino

Moijisses Used, Method. Aokiic Acid.

Defecation S-7 7*5

n 4*4 7*9

,, . . 7-9 9*3

> » «... .... 12’7 11*1

Sulphitation , . , . .

.

5*7 •
8*6

ty ... 4 * . » . 16*3 14-7

Carbonatation 2*1 ... 2*4

•«•« ••«* 9*6 9*6

16*2 12 9

» D. Z. I., 90, 2149, * Lqc, ciL » Loc. cil.
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Lately, the molasses question has come to the front again, and has given rise

to different invostigntions. Thus, Van der Linden’ has examined it from the

point of view of the phase rule, in order to ascertain whether or not such com-

pounds are formed. At the same time the question was examined whether molasses

should be regarded as a eutectic mixttire, undercooled or not
;
or, again, either as

a stable or as a metastable sucrose solution. Particulars will be hmnd in the original

literature referred to.

This investigation was carried out at the Experiment Station ;
but a decisive

conclusion could not be drawn from it. Work by Kalshoven* showed later that

the microscopically fine grain occurring in varying amount in most Java molasses

had vitiated the result, necessitating a new series of experiments taking this

grain content into consideration, which can now he done by the method elaborated

by Kalshoven.®

Modern Views of the Nature of Molasses.

Lot us now see to what extent the experiments and conclusions which have

given rise to tlio molasses theory of combination may be regarded as valid in the

light of our present knowledge of phy.sical chemistry. In regard to the con-

clusion drawn from Kohler’s investigation,^ it appears that to explain the mutual

influence of sucrose and non-sugars on the solubility, it is quite unnecessary to

assume the formation of compounds. This would follow mathematically from

thermodynamic considerations, propounded both by Rothmund® and by Nernst®

without any special supposition regarding the molecular condition of the substances

concerned. Here, however, is not the place to discuss these matters in detail.

That, further, from the composition of the solutions examined by Degener,

showing the lowest solubility for sucrose with sodium chloride and sucrose with

calcium chloride, one should conclude that compounds are formed is certainly not

correct. In ternary systems, consisting of a liquid and two solid substances, if a

compound forms, solutions of different concentrations at a certain ternpern hire can

exist in equilibrium with the compound.® Therefore, from the composition of a

solution alone nothing can be concluded regarding the composition of the solid

phase.

Regarding further the investigations of Prinsen Geeuligs, in which it was
found that invert sugar alone has no influence on the solubility of sucrose, whereas

invert sugar and salts present simultaneously decreatie the solubility, it must be

remarked that his results in so far as the influence of invert sugar is concerned are

not wholly coiTect. Prom Van DEH Linden’s research^ examining the influence

of invert sugar, as well as from a solution curve determined by the writer in respect

of sucrose with gradually increasing quantities of glucose, it clearly appears that

the solubility of sucrose is diminished by the addition of glucose or invert sugar.

That this was not observed by PitiNSEN Geeuligs is to be ascribed to the

following causes
: (/) He used no thermostat, which was not quite possible at

the time at which the experiments were made; and
{2)

equilibrium in such viscous

sucrose solutions sets in very slowly, some days being necessary. Moreover, it

has been shown in different communications originating from the Experiment
Statioiii^that neither sucrose nor glucose is in the position to form compounds with

salts which at 30^ 0. constitute a solid phase in equilibrium with their saturated

solutions ; while further repetition of the work carried out by Van der Linden

I Archief, 1916, 1033 and 1389. * I S,J., 1920, .38. » Ibid. * Loc. cit

^Zeilsch. f, Elektrochemie 1901, 7
, 675. « Zeilsch. /. pky. ChcviU, 1909, 86, 487, ^ Loc. cit.

^Ardiie/t 1920, 1703
,
line CD in Fig. II. » Archief, 1919, 691. Ihid.^ 1920-91, 1701, 2306.
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has sliown^ that Java molasses cannot be regarded as an under-cooled eutectic

mixture, but as a saturated sucrose solution*®

Again, it has recently appeared that the conclusion from the chemical

molasses theory that a so-called “ exhausted” molasses gives no more sticrose on

further concentration, but only loses water of hydration, is untrue.®

On the contrary, it was demonstrated in the case of every molasses examined

that sucrose crystals deposited on the elimination of v/ater, though the rate of

crystallization was extremely slow, while the crystals were frequently micro-

soopioal, and capable of being determined only by Kalshoven’s method^ with very

viscous molusvses, the process can be hastened after concentrating by shaking in

the presence of large crystals of sugar during some days. After straining through

bronze gauze, it was found that the sucrose content of the molasses had diminislmd,

from which it was concluded that sucrose had deposited upou the crystals added.

In conclusion, therefore, the sum total of the matter appears to bo that,

according to our present knowledge of the properties of solutions, no urgent reason

exists for regarding molasses as a hydrated sugar-salt compound. On the other

hand, the latest investigations have shown such compounds to be unstable in

solution.

As the definition of a true molasses in equilibrium, we can give the following

:

Molasaes ia a aoluiio^i saturated in ancroaet the auhthiUty of which is influenced hy

the preaencr of various anhstances, such aa invert augar^ aulta, and other aubatancefit

colloidal and crystalloid.

In tliis definition, and in the facts upon which it is based, an explanation is

also to be found for the difference in the sucrose solubility of cane and beet

molasses. The high invert sugar content of Java molasses causes a sucrose

solubility below tho normal. On the other hand, beet molasses possesses only a

small contfiiit of invert sugar, but a high proportion of various salts, which cause

the sucrose solubility to be increased above the normal value.

There has been a discussion in the French Press as to whether refiners’ profits were
not unduly largo.® Before the war tho margin betw’ecn raw ai;d refined varied between
8 and 12 frtincs per 100 kilos, and refiners were quite satisfied witli a profit of 5 fi’ancs per

100 kilos, in fact did very well on this. At one time rocontly tho margin was about
130 francs per 100 kilos. It remained steady in the neighbourhood of 100 francs for

many months, and even now is about 80 francs. Hefiners reply that their costs of working
have increased enormously, and that their profit is little greater than before the war.
But a competent engineer points out that while costs have increased in the proportion of

four to one, the margin has increased eight or ten to one.

There are only five beet sugar factories in Bulgaria, all of which are owned and
entirely operated by joint stock companies. 'I'he capacity of tho largest factory at

Rustchuk, expressed in the number of metric tons of beets worked ])er 24 hours, is 1400,
wliile the smallest has a capacity of but 600 tons. Beets are grown under contracts

between the planters and the sugar factories, which are based upon the maiket price of
sugar at the time the contracts are made, and are not dejiendent on the qualit}^ of the roots.

According to Froduciim and Export^ the Government of British Guiana has decided
to remit the tax of 1 per cent, on sugar exports in order to give effect to a request of the
sugar planters for relief in tho economic crisis with which the colony is faced. The tax
was originally per cent

,
and was intended to increase the fund to provide fdr the

colonization of British Guiana.

' Loc, eii. ^ Arckief,
* Regarding this point, reference should be made to tlie controver.sy occurring in our

columns. See l»n, IH), 15», 297, 6«8; 1918, as, 328; 3919, 138 ; 1920, 649.~Kditor, I SJ,
^ Loc, cit, ® Journal dea Fahricania de JSvere, No. 42, October 2ist, 1931.
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The Analysis o! Products containing Sucrose by the

Neutral Double Polarization Method.
By O. L. HINTON. PIC.,

Chemist in charge of the Analytical Department. British Association of Research
for the Cocoa, Chocolate. Sugar Confectionery and Jam Trades. London.

Arising oat of the publication by R. F. Jaokson and 0. L. OiLLis,^ of the
Bureau of Standards, of methods for the deierminatirm of sucrose by the neutral
double polarization process, Dr. C. A. BaoWNK has recently criticized the methods
and formulf© of these aiithors on certain grounds which he claimed had been
ignored in the working-out of the process.® To these criticisms Dr. Jackson and
Miss Gitj.is have replied.^ Much of the controversy is occupied by the elaboration

of arguments based on an effect, which, if it exists in theory, is in all probability

negligible in practice. The discussion and experimeutal results arising from this

tend to obscure the fact that Dr. Beowne does finally draw attention, in a some-
what indirect manner, to what amounts to a serious error in the evaluation of the
Clergei divisor for use in the methods of the Bureau of Standards. It is with the

object of showing more directlj*' where the latter are open to real criticism that
the present ooutribution to the discusKioii is made.

Dr. Browne endeavoured to show that the depressing effect of a given con-
centiiition of salt (ainiuonium chloride, sodium chloride, etc.) on the polarization

of sucrose and of invert sugar is not constant, as stated in Scientific Paper No, 375,
but varies according to the ratio of salt to water, which is itself governed by the
concontnition of sugar in the solution examined. Jackson and OlLLls at first

fell back upon the rather cbmbtfiil and vague debuico that if such an effect existed
it would he more or loss ([uantitativoly compensating in the positive and negative
constituents of the Clorget divisor. They further published results to show that
the effect found for concentrations of ‘26 gvniH. sucrose in 100 c.c. held good also

at concentrations below 7 grins, in 100 c.c.

When later Browne showed that tho variation of effect could only be quan-
titatively coinpenHatiiig at <uio particular concentration, about 13 grins, in 100 c.c.,

Jackson and Oillis carefully examined the effect of a constant quantity of
animonium chloride on the rotatory power of smirose of couc(mtratioiis from 5 to

52 grms. in 100 c.c. and found that no appreciable variation existed. Further, they
indicated tho posvsibility of errors in Browne’s results which, if allowed for, would
bring his figures into lino with their own, as showing a constant sail effect for

wide tangos of concentration ot sucrose. It is thus unnecessary to assume any
compensating effect as assumed and discussed by Browne.

In his last paper Dr. Browne described experiments in which considerably
higher proportions of salt (20 grins, in 100 c.c.) are added to sucrose solutions,

and finds evidence for a difference in effect with different concentration of sucrose*
Since such large amounts of salt are far beyond any amount used in the analytical
process, it can, how'ever, be accepted, as found by Jackson and Qillis, that the
effect of the salt added in their Clorget process is for all practical purposes
constant. The probability that this is tnie is strengthened by the fact than an
increase in oonooiitration of invert sugar itself by a definite amount is not greatly
different in dilute and m more concoutrated solutions ; indeed, it is usually taken
as being constant. Thus, an addition of a further 1 grm. in 100 c.c. invert sugar

Soiontiftc Paper No. 375. IAJ., 1030, Cod, 670, 638, » l»21, 166, 376
,"msI

9 1921, 217, 446.
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to a solution containing 10 grms. in 100 c.c. of invert sugar increases the speoifio

rotation by 0*053°; whilst the same addition to a solution of 20 grms. in 100 c.o.

causes an increase of 0*046°, according to Gubbe’s correction for concentration :

—

(a) — 19-447 — 0-06068/) + 0-000221/)*.

In the methods of the Bureau of Standards the concentration correction for

inverted sucrose is taken as being constant, and equal to 0*0676°S. ptu* 1 grm. in

100 c.c. difference in concentration. I)i*. Browne’s contention that the addition

of a small quantity of salt to a 20 per cent, solution of sugar would have an

appreciably greater effect than its addition to a 10 per cent, solution is therefore

not easy to understand.

Having endeavoured to exaggerate the disputed salt effect by reference to

amounts of salt quite outside the range of any analytical requirements, Bhowne
then abandoned this point and proceeded to discuss a much more definite error in

the Bureau’s methods.

The divisor of the Jackson -Gillis modification of the Clerget method is made

up of a positive and a negative constituent. The former, depending almost

entirely on the sucrose in the solution, is practically independent of differences

of concentration up to the normal strength solution. The negative part, however,

varies cousiderahly for different concentrations of invert sugar in any solution

examined.

The Bureau’s methods require the use of the negative constituent correspond-

ing to a concentration equal to the mnount of sucrose inverted in the analysis. In

the examination of such a mixture as sucrose-invert sugar, however, tlie negative

constituent must depend on the total concentration of invert sugar in the inverted

solution, and not on any arbitrary fraction of it. Thus, if a mixture of 13 grms.

of sucrose and 13 grms. of invert sugar in 100 c.c. be inveited, the inverted

sucrose will have a rotation corresponding to a concentration of about 20 grms. in

100 c.c., requiring that the negative part of the divisor should also coiTos])Oiid to

this concentration. Jackson and GiLUa, howevc^r, would use a factor correspond-

ing to a concentration of 13 grms. in 100 c.c., implying that a ])art of the invert

sugar has a different rotation to that of the remaining part. BiioWNE uses an

indirect method of bringing out this error, by showing that a solution of 13 grms.

in 100 c.c. of inverted suciose in presence of 13 grms. of dextrose has practically

the same specific rotation as a solution of 26 grins, iu 100 c.c, of inverted sucrose.

He insists still that it is the changing effect of the NH^CT which accounts for the

differences, whereas, as shown above, there appears to be scanty ground for

supposing the effect to be different at 20 grms. in 100 c.c. from its effect at

13 grms, in 100 c.c. Moreover, the rotation of invert sugar in admixture with

dextrose is a matter for very careful investigation, and it might be argued that

the effect of 13 grms. in 100 c.c, dextrose is not the same as an additional 13 gnna.

in 100 c.c. invert sugar.

Whatever may bo the case with dextrose, however, it is impossible to argue

that in an inverted sucrose-invert sugar mixture the invert sugar from the

original sucrose has a rotation different from that of the remaining invert sugar

in the same solution. The divisors used must then, as Browne points out, be

based on the total concentration of sugar in the inverted solution, and not on the

{F— P') value. This renders some of the figures published by Jackson and
Gillis open to serious criticism. In Table 6 the erroneous P — P» value of the

divisor has been used for calculating the sucrose, i and yet the sucrose found agrees

1 1921, p. 448.
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with the sucrose taken. This is a result difficult to understand, and unfortunately

Jackson and Gillis do pot give their actual direct and invert readings in order

that the source of error may be traced. Ilowever, a comparison can be made of

the divisors used in Table 5 and those which would be more correct.*

COMPAIURON OF DiVISOHS.

Coiic'u of Inverted
Basic Value Sucrose Correction Correction Divisor

Solii- B. of S. of in Inverted for Con- for Required used in
tlon. Method. Divisor. Solution, centration. Temperature. Divisor. Tables,

1 .. II .. 133*34 .. 17-2 +0-28 .. 0*02 .. 133*64 .. 133*45

2 ..IV .. 132*63 ., 16*6 ., 4-0*18 .. -fOOO .. 132*81 .. 132*62

3 .. IV .. 132*63 .. 14*0 .. +0*07 .. — 0 04 .. 132*66 .. 132*22

4 .. II .. 133*34 .. 11*6 .. — 0*09 .. — 0*15 .. 133*10 .. 132*66

It will be seen that the errors range from 0*16 per cent, to 0*4 per cent, of

the sucrose determined, so that the sucrose found in a sample would be too high.

Where stronger solutions were examined the errors wotild, of coursej^be increased.

The only conclusions which can be drawn are that either the P— P* values of

Table 6 are incon-ect, or that there is some other factor affecting the divisor which

has hitherto been overlooked in the methods of Scientific Paper No. 375,

In connexion with the above remarks it is interesting to note that Jackson

and Gillis did carry out one experiment in which they showed that invert sugar,

in presence of suciose, produces about the same rotation as it does if the sucrose

is inverted. ‘ Further, W. 0. Vosbttrgii^ has shown that the specific rotations of

sugars in a mixture are those w^hich they would have at conceutuitions equal to

the total sugar concentration in the mixture. This is stated to hold well for

mixtures of dextrose and sucrose, and of dextiose and levulose, but is only

approximato for mixtuu^s of fructose and sucrose. It may bo mentioned also

that other physical pi oporties of solutions of mixed sugars, such as density and
refractive index, possess this additive effect of concentration.

Thus it wmm evident that tho Clerget divisors must be corrected, not for any
arbitrary amount of suciose in the uninverted solution, but for tho total concen-

tration of sugars. Obviously also, as Jackson and Gillis point out, the direct

and invert polarizations should bo made at the same concentration of total sub-

stance, in order to avoid the effect of change of concentration on any invert sugar

originally present.

When the basic values of tho divisors worked out by Jackson and Gillis,

which allow sufficiently for the effect of tlio salt, are corrected for concentration

in the proper manner as shown above, it will be possible to test the real value of

the neutral polarization method. Put so long as figures are published showing

apparently correct results when using erroneous corrections for the divisor, it is

impossible to say whore, if at all, tho methods as applied to mixed sugar products

may be at fault.

Summarizing, then, the alleged variation of salt effect with different concen-

trations of sugar in the modified methods of Clerget analysis published by the

Bureau of Btandards is in all probability negligible as regards the amounts of

salt used in these methods. The divisors, however, must be corrected for the

total concentration of sugars in tho solution polarized.

Mr. Franz Hbrlks, Editor of tho ^itschnft fiir Zuehundmirie der mhotlovahmhm
Repuhlik, has been awarded the degree of doctor of technical science by tho Technical High
School of Prague.

Scientific Paper No. 876, p. 173. A jr. Amer, Che^n, Soc., IWl, 18, 216.
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II.

The Engineering Side of the Industry,

As was pointed out last month,* Deerr^s woll-known work dealing with the

agriculture of the cane, the manufacture of sugar from the cane, and the analysis

of sugar^house products has now been completely re-written, excepting only the

chapter on fermentation, and portions of the sections dealing with manuring,

husbandry, analysis, and chemical control.

Last month an impartial and critical review from the pen of an agricultural

specialist was given. An impiession of the value of the engineering side of the

book by a well-known sugar factory engineer hero follows.

The engineering side of the cane sugar industry is pretty fully dealt with in

the latest edition of ** Cane Sugar

;

and not unnaturall}'^ it is to this section of

the book that the reader will turn for the greatest changes from the first edition

;

nor will he be disappointed since this part has been very fully revised and re-

illustrated. There are 12 chapters devoted to this particular branch of the

industry. All of these have been practically re-written
;
and at the outset it may

be stated that they contain mucti information, to a large extent original, which

will be highly appreciated by the sugar factory engineer.

Chapter XI has been particulaily well put together. It now gives a syste-

matic account of the development of the 3-roller mill. There is a good discussion

on the trash-turner and its adjustment, and similarly instructive sections on pres-

sure regulators
;
gearing; motive power; capacity; setting; the composition of

cane as affecting extraction
;
and the economic limit of extraction.

This chapter on Milling also contains some very valuable additions in the

shape of graphs and tables that should prove most useful to all responsible for

the setting and operation of multiple mills. But, by way of well-meant criticism,

it may be remarked that a little more detail might have been given as to what the

figures in these grajihs stand for. Again it may bo mentioned that the author

does not give any details as to the method used in comminuting the cane or as to

the fineness to which it is reduced; and we are of (the opinion that this will be

found to have considerable importance in the matter of comparative power requiied

for juice extraction. When the cane is shredded or beaten out, as is the case with

the swing-hammer type of machine, it yields up its juice more freely and with less

pressure, especially in the higher stages of pressure, than where the cane has been

broken down or cut up by rollers with specially prepared surfaces, such as multiple

crushers. It would appear that the efficiency of the molecular locking-in of the

juice is very appreciably affected by the difference in the character of the particles

of cane under pressure. In the one case the cell walls are more likely to be torn

and disrupted and also separated from the long fibres, than in the other case where

groups of cells may be merely cut ofi and compacted under pressure with a film of

sugar juice between.

In the matter of giving relief and protecting the mill in the event of Laid

foreign matter entering with the feed, hydraulic pressure as usually applied at

present gives only indifferent service, owing to the extra reactionary pi^essure on

the rams necessary to overcome the friction of the pressure water in the pipes

» L8J., 1921 ,
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between the raw chambers, and to the force necessary to accelerate the accumula-

tor weights. A pneumatic pressure device, patented by J. Blakeslky, of Vic-

toria Street, London, S.W., recently brought to the writer’s notice, would appear

to ofiFer much more prompt easement to the mill with equal steadiness of pressure

under normal conditions of grinding.

Two types of juice strainer now in use are dealt with by the author
;

it seems

advisable to lay emphasis on the importance of this item of the plant, for with the

extended trains of mills, or Searby shredders, multiple emshers and mills with

jiiice-gi'ooved rollers, nowadays mot with, more attention is needed on the part of

the mill maker in providing an efficient strainer
;

generally in present practice

there is so much more “cusheush” or “bagucillo” passing from the grinding

plant with tho jnico than was formerly the case.

An illustration is given (Fig. 120) of a roller scraper after Flower’s U.S.

patent. These should we think properly be fitted with spring tension and not be

set rigid as shown in the figure refeiTod to. For in the event of the roller service

being injured by the passage of hard foreign matter, damage to the fixings of the

scraper gear will result, unless the scraper is free to jump the excrescence until

the trouble is noticed and the roller surface levelled. The springs should moreover

be much stiffer than they are usuallj' supplied.

Mr. Deerr’s patented device, described and illustrated on page 232 for record-

ing the movement of the top roller and thus giving a charted indication of tho

quantity of cane passing at any given moment, should prove very useful in keeping

close contr<d of the mill work, hut the wi iter considers that the first mill top roller

movement diagram should be wdthin easy view of the attendant responsible for

the ftMuling of the mills.

Of the otlior engineering chapters, that on the Defecation of the C’ane Juice

(XIV) contains much interesting new matter on the subject and should be read

with profit.

A long chapter (XVIII) deals exhaustively with the evaporation of the water

in the juice ; and in it are described practically all well-known forms of evapora-

tors, air-pumps, and condensers, and their heat utilization theories. The data

supjilied should be most useful to those who have new plant uiidei consideration,

or to those who are responsible for the results from existing installations. The
bulk of the illustrations are new, as representing more recent design than was
given in tho 1911 edition.

A not less important chapt^ir is that on the Steam Generating Plant and the

use of Bagasse as Fuel, which is pregnant w’ith useful information. The latest

types of furnaces iu use in various parts of tho world for bagasse firing are illus-

trated and briefly described.

In conclusion, we may say the author is to be congratulated on his idea of

adding the Patent Bpecification references. These should be of the greatest service

to all those interested in the origin and development of the various devices illus-

trated and referred to in the body of this work.

A Presidential Decree published in Cuba estebliBhes the standard for alcohol motor
fuel as follows : The alcohol shall not be of a lower grade than 95 per cent, by volume

;

and to each 100 parts of the alcohol shall lie added 0*6 part of formaldehyde; 3 parts of

pyridine ; 10 parts of sulphuric ether or of gasoline ; and sufficient methyl violet to impart
a distinct colour. To counteract corrosion by the acids formed on combustion, it has been
found advisable to add enough ammonium hydroxide to the fuel to impart a neutral

reaction as indicated by litmtis paper. ^

* South African Sugar Journal^ IWU, I, No. 10, 981.
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Beitsuikerfabrieken op Java en bare Machinerie^n. [Oane Sugar Factories

in Java, and tbeir Machinery.] By Q. A. D. Emiuen. Second Edition.

(Published by Q. A. D. Emmen, Embong Mawar 27, Sourabaya, Java.)

192L Price: E 24.

A first edition of this work appeared in Java in 1918 ; and the fact that a
second revised and enlarged issue of some 600 pages (of imp. 8vo. size) has followed

so soon afterwards would indicate that it has met with ready appreciation in that

country. It has been written for the use of the engineer engaged in the design,

erection, and operation of the cane sugar factory in Java; and in general discusses

the theory, construction, and working of the sugar machinery and accejssories

employed at each stage of manufacture. It is very fully illustrated with drawings,

sketches, and photographs. In order to give an idea of the scope of this book, the

following list is presented of its principal contents so far as these relate only to

the first portion dealing with the transport and milling of the cane:

—

Factory location, perHonnel, capacity, etc., with schemes showing the ‘‘lay-out*” of

various plants. ('!ane transport hy ox-wagons, tractors, and railways, with sketches and
photographs. Unloading. Cane carriers and elevators, with drawings of a number of

installations, and thoir main parts, as cou]>}ings. Crusheis and shredders of various types,

and the calculation of the power required for these pi eparatory apparatus. Calculation

of the capacity of the mills. Urooved rolls. Composition of roller metal. Settings.

Housings of vaiioufi makers. Trash turner constructions. Pressure legulation. Gearing.

Steam consumption of various comhinations.

Other Rections treating of clarification, evaporation, boiling, curing, steam and
electric power generating are in general dealt with in similar detail, and the book
is therefore a comprehen.sive one. Although a good deal of the ground it covers

has received treatment in English, yet it contaiim other useful information,

relating particularly to the types of machinery in use to a greater or less extent

at the present time in Java. It may be suggested to the autlior that a better sub-

division of subject-matter, e,g.‘, into chapters with a list of contents w^ould be an
improvement in the event of the publication of a future edition. Moreover, a
number of the half-tone reproductions of photographs, for example those ou
pages 186-7, leave something to be desired.

Betriebskoutrolle der Zuckerfabrikation. II Teil : Chemiscb-tecbniBcbe
Beebnungen. [Sugar Factory Management : Part II; Cbemical-
Tecbnical Calculations.] By I>r. Oskar Wohryzek, (Albeit llathko,

Magdeburg.) Second Edition. 1921. Price: M. 100.

llr. WoHKYZEK, author of that valuable work “Die Cheinie der Zucker-
induRtrie,*’ is writing a series of live books dealfng with the management of the
beet sugar factory and refinery, and these when completed will cover : laboratory
work; chemical calculations; steam calculations

;
machinery work; and commercial

management. We have before us the second volume of the series, that on the

calculation of the results obtained in the laboratory, a first edition of which
appeared during the war. It is divided into five parts, dealing successively with

:

general calculations
;
diffusion, slice-piessing and drying

;
carbonatatioii ; ovapo-

ratiori and boiling
; first massecuite working ; massecuite and raw sugar yields

;

after-product and molasses w^orking
; refinery calculations

;
and various special

yield calculations including those arising in “mixed factory** working. Altogether
. the author makes about 120 calculations of different kinds. In the first three
parts, most of these are really of a very simple nature. It is when one arrives at

the part dealing with evaporation and boiling that the worth of the book to the
young sugar chemist is perceived. In this and in subsequent sections a number
of calculations requiring to be made in modern beet factory control are shown in a
way that certainly lacks nothing in regard to clearness. Yield calculations receive
the full consideration that they deserve, and this part of the book is preceded by a
short discussion of the development of the Hulla-Suchomel and Neumann formufot
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their relative value being explained, llefinory calculations here given concern such
matters as the yield of affinade from the composition of the raw sugar and run-off

syrups, the composition of the liquors rosulting on melting certain raw sugars,

and the amount of liquor necessary for the production of a strike of a certain

volume. Lastly, there is some information on the calculation of the inventory of

the raw sugar factory and the Continental roiinery. There is no doubt that this

book setting forth as it does a number of useful calculations in such a clear manner
will be welcomed by the student of sugar factory control, particularly of course in

the beet industry. It covers a wider range than Mittelstaedt’s well-known
“ Betriebskontrolle,” and is in fact intended to replace the last edition of that

small work.

The Chemistry ot Enzyme Actions. By K. George Falk. American Chemical

Society Monograph Series. ((Chemical Catalog Co., Inc., 1, Madison

Avo,, New York, TI.S.A.) 1921. i*rice
:
$2*50 net.

Enzymes are generally detined an catalysts produced by living matter; but,

while airimmense amount of work has been done with the purposjp of throwing
some light on the real nature of tho eatalytic effect, it would seem that we are yet
far from a solution of the problem. It is being attacked at the present time in two
directions: (1) the careful study of the kinetics f>f enzyme actions

;
and (2) their

study as substanceM possessing definite chemical structures or configurations. In
this monograph the progress which has been made in these two lines of investi-

gations is sot forth in a clear and S3
'8tematic manner. In the discussion of the

several theories ]>ut forward to account for catalytic re-actions, it is admitted that

while much progress has been made m the way of systematizing the facts at present

available, yet no completely satisfactory explanation has emerged from the accumu-
lated evidence. It is held that tho colloidal property is not necessarily connected
with tho enzyme property. In fact, the view is put forward that it should be
possible to isolate enzymes in some way from biological material in the crystalloidal

condition. However, for the elaboration of this and other views, tho reader is

referred to Mr. Falk’s volume. It is a book which by reason of its lucid summary
of our present knowledge of this olusivo problem should be read by all interested

in biochoniistry.

Zeittafeln zur Geschichte der Organischen Chemie. [Chronological Table
relating to Organic Chemistry.] Prof. Dr. Edmund 0. von Lippmanu,

Pages, viii +• 67. (Julius Spiiuger, Berlin.) 1921, Price: M, 54 (in

stiff paper covers).

Prof. YON LinrMANN, who has published authoritative works on the history ol

the sugar industry, the chemistry of tho sugars, and also the growth of alchemy
in early times, has now made another useful contribution in the form of a chrono-
logical table relating to the development of organic chemistry. It extends from
1500 to 1890, and is provided with a subject and also with a name index. Against
each date is given tho mime of the compound concorned, tho subject of the event,

and the reftu’oiioe to the original article. It is a compilation of considerable

interest, since it jirovides, not only a record of important dates of observations

and syntheses, but also the ready means of obtaining references to those classical

papers which have built up tho science of organic chemistry.

Feeding Blackstrap Molasses to Young Galves. E. G. Galloway.

Louisiana Bulletin, No. 180. July, 1921. (Louisiana State University,

Agricultural Experiment Station.)

Low grade cane molasses, it was found, may be fed with perfect safety to

youn^ calves, as soon as they begin to consume a little grain. Iffackstrap is not
laxative in combination with gram. It is nutritious, bas a tonic effect, and makes
the grain more palatable, causing the calves to consume more both of giaiu and
of water.

m
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Die Zuckerindnstrie, Hire Lage im Alten Oeterreich wahrend dee Welt-

krieges. [The Sugar Industry, its Position in Old Austria

during the World War.] Dr. Gustav Mikusch. (Verlag Wilhelm

Frick, G«s. in. b. H., Vienna.) 1921.

Buies for conducting Performance Tests of Power Plant Apparatus.

(American Society oi Mechanical Jilngiiieers, 29, West 39th Street,

New York, U.S.A.)

This is a small edition of the 1915 Power Test Codes, and embraces boilers

;

reciprocating steam engines; steam turbines
;
pumping machinery

;
compressors,

blowers, and fatis
;
complete steam "power plants

;
locomotives

;
gas producers

;

gas and oil engines ; and water-wheels. A committee of over 100 specialists is

now revising this entire collection of test codes, including evaporating apparatus,

j>articalar8 of which codes we hope later to give to our readers.

Correspondence.

MILL EXTRACTION EORMUL^.

Thk Editok, ‘‘The Jnteunational Sugau Jouhnai..**

Sir,—The expression given by me (in an article appearing in your »7onrnal, in 1917)^

for determining the extraction in a system of compound imbibition was, I have since

found, iiicoirect. The correct solution, referred to unit quantity of sugar in tho dry

crushed bagasse, gives

Extraction = —
* + ( 1 "

> )

where r is the constant factor of recovery at each unit of u mills in series.

The error was pointed out to me by a colleague, Mr. Lfwis Wacheniikro, who
supplied mo with a happy and simple solution of the problem. I'his appears on page 235

of my newly-published revised edition of “ Cane Hugur.’* All points raised by Mr. Pahu
in your October issued refeiTing to the use of tho expression as offered are well taken, but

on one or two minor points a difiference of opinion may be raised. For iustanre, he refers

to the somewhat unusual assumption that the bagasse from each and every mill of a

train has the same fibre content.” I was considering a plant of not less than a crusher and

four mills, of which the crusher and first two mills would be regarded as tho dry crushing

unit, and the later ones as wet crushing units. In such a combination the fibre consent of

the bagasse as it loaves tho dry crushing unit and each of the later ones should be sensibly

constant, and under such conditions a fibre content of 50 per cent, in the bagasse leaving

the second and subsequent mills should he (and in many cases is) obtained. On the other

hand, if a single mill is regarded as the dry crushing unit, imbibition will commence un

an imperfectly prepared material and it will not be possible, as Mr, Parr points out, to

accept a constant for the value of r.

As regards the application of the expression (of coarse in its correct form) to the

difi'usion battery, I do not see that I am in error. Tho demonstration already referred to

above on page 236 of “Cano Sugar” is equally applicable to a diffusion battery, only

substituting “cell” for “mill” and “sliced cane” for “bagasse.”

In one particular, however, Mr. Parr does not do me justice. I did not wish to infer

that his solution was incomplete, or to draw any comparison between his and my solutions.

On the contrary, I was at pains to point out the greater convenience of his methods
compared with those of mine to which he had referred in his original contribution on this

subject. I will, therefore, regard Mr. Parr’s present article not as a reply to me hut as a
very valuable contribution to the theory and practice of cane milling.

Noi^L Dsmuii.

1 L*%r., 1917, 4U1. * 1921, 5t32.
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Brevities,

Dr. P. A. VAN nEii PijL, who recently publifthed two valuable contributions on the

deterioration of raw sugar, ^ has boon appointed Professor in Plant Pathology and Mycology
at the University of Stellenbosch, Union ol South Africa.

Kenya is a British colony that promises to develop the cane sugar industry. An
Australian capitalist has recently floated a company witli a capital of £400,000 to start a

sugar factory near the Victoria NyHnza,^ while a big South African sugar planter has

secured options on properties with a view to growing sugar cane and erecting a factory.

The Mauritius sugar crop will probably not reach 200,000 tons (as compared with

600,000 tons last Beas<»ii) I'he sliortage is due to a cyclone last March, followed hy
unfavourable weather. Theie ih also a shortage of labour to (iontend with. Opening sales

of this season’s sugar by the ]\Iauiitius Sugar Syndicate have averaged about Ks. 14'50

per 60 kilos, to the seller.

The Sole of October 6th, 1921, sbites that the production of sugar in Italy this year

is calculated to be over 2,000,000 quintals, against litlle more than 1,000,000 produced

lost year. The yearly consumption of sugar in Italy is estimated at 2,200,000 quintals,

so that, with the stock left over from last yt^ar, very little will have to be purchased abroad,

compared with the 1,000,000 qainta!.s of foreign sugar imporled last year.

(?hina, says a Dcpsrtment of (Iverseas Tiadc Keport, is the principal market for

Japan’s refined sugar, but in 192(> large shipmeniH were also made to South Africa. The
businehs has been sufloring from a seveic flump, and many of the Formosan mills have
been hard hit. An interesting featuie of last year’s trade was a verv large and profitable

contract in Java sugar with thcj United Kingdom made b> one of the leading Japanese
linns.

In Australia the llurrey cane cutting machine is said to have given encouraging

results during lecent trials In principle it lesfinbles the “Victor” machine.^ carrying

the cane upwards and 1 ackwards to a topping apparatus. It is claimed that this machine
will be able to cut four acres per da) , the tost b^ung about '2s. hd, per ton of cane, as com-
pared with Is. 6d. for the “Victor” undor the conditions ot labour prevailing in

^outh Africa.^

Accoiding to Messrs. Willkit & Gray, if the German Keichstag confirms the pro-

posed increase in the consumption tax on sugar? in Germany, the matter of collecting

an import sugar duty—temporarily annulled during the war— will piohably be taken up
again; at the present moment the impoit into and export from Germany of sugar is

prohibited, but should the prohibition be removed, well-informed opinion believes that

the import duty would be fixod at 40 marks, gold, per 100 kilos, as a mmimum.

Commenting upon Bird's process of adding the lime necessary for clarification to the

last mill juices, these being returned for maceralnon to tlie fitpt mill, a waiter in Java
comments® that this method of working is undesirable so far as conditions in his country

are concerned for the following two reasons:— (I) By bringing an alkaline juice in

contact with the first mill bagasse, the danger of diB<»olving rind colouring matters is

incurred, the neutral reaction of the mixed juice as it leaves the milling station being

mcapable of precipitating these substances completely, if at all. (2) Bagasse o(mtaininated

in this way with lime or lime 8a.lt s may cause the formation of clinker.® Moreover, it is

remarked, the introduction of this procedure would complicale matters in the application

of the system of chemical control adopted by factories in Java.

^ X N. J., 1921, 330, 4S2, aud 604. * X.^^J., 1931, 524.

* LSJ,, 1930, 411. * SoiUk African Sttf/ar Journal, 1921, 6, No. 10, 945.

» Arrhiff, 1921, 29, No. 35, 119,5-1196,
®ThiH ubjection at least would not appear to hold, as the additional amount of asli that

would thus be added to the Imgasse would be inappreciably small. It has been proved that
In factories using the ThomaBdiBotreo prove??, in which all the filter-press scums ai’e returned
to the bagasse, the nature of tlie ash remains unaffected, and cluikering is unknown —
Kd., J.sJ,
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Solubility ok Calcium StaPHATt? in Oarbonatatbd Bert Juices ok Varyino
ALKAi.iNi ry. Vlad» Stanek. Liat^ cuhrocamichd^ 1919-^0^ No. 40, SS9 ;

Zitilach. Zmhennd. mhoalovak. Mepublik, 1921, 45, No, 1, 1-S,

It has already been shown by Mr. Stanek® that as the result of the carbonatation of

beet juice there occurs a remarkably complete elimination of the calcium sulphate
originally present, and that far more is present in the carbonatation scums than one would
expect to find from the solubility tables of Jakorsthal® and Buuhnh/ both of which
investigators, however, worked with pure solutions of sucrose, and operated in the cold.

In order to enter more closely into tlie question, a series of solubility determinations were
carried out under actual factory conditions with first and second carbonatation juices, to

which varying amounts of lime had been added, the temperature being 85'^0., that
generally possessed by the liquid as it issues from the fiH(‘r-presses. It was concluded
that the solubility of CaSO^ in beet juices at the temperature stated increases as the
alkalinity decreases, being, eg., 0*19 grm. in 100 c.c. at an alkalinity of 0*997 grm. of
CaO per 100 c.c., but 0*26 grm. when the alkalinity has been lowered to 0*003 grm.,
which values are higher than those found by the two chemists mentioned above. It is

thus again shown that such is the solubility of (^aSO* in lx et juice under the conditions

obtaining during clarification that none should puss into the carboiiatation scums, and
all should remain in solution if the question is viewed solely in the light of solubility.

It therefore appears to follow that the separation of the CaSO^ is due either to its eotrain-

rnent or adsorption by the precipitate of calcium carbonate during carbonatation, or else

to the formation of double compounds of calcium sulphate and calcium ttirbonato (or

possibly basic carbonate). At any rate, it is certain that its separation is not due to the
diminution of the alkalinity during carbonatation, an explanation which hitherto appears
to have boon thought feasible by some of those who have taken up the study of this question.

Standaudization ok Methods ok TiiSTiNo thk Uapaoity ok Evakokatoub, Anoil ,

Mechanical Engineering, 1921, 43, No, S, 184-187.

Some years ago the American Society of Mechanical Engineers appointed a Power
Test Committee, the purpose of which was to draw up specifications of standard methods
fortesting different classes of apparatus comprised in power plant equipment. In 1915
the first “codes’* were published, and in 1918 the Committee was reorganized to revise
and enlarge the specifications already elaborated, "i’his year the test code for evaporating
apparatus, including vacuum multiple effects plant and vacuum pans, was published, the
members of the Committee engaged in this work being Messrs. E. N. Thump, B. N.
Bump, L. C. IIogehs (Solvay Process Co.), H. L. PAhu (Columbia University), and
E. A. Newhall (manufacturer of evaporator plant). The report is a very complete one,
a code being drawn up covering a very large number of items, the principal of which
may be grouped as follows:—Aleasurements, instruments and apparatus; preparations;
operation conditions

; starting and stopping
; duration

; records
;
and the calculation of

the results.

Boiler Tests cahhieu out in the Philippine Islands, using Bagasse as Fuel.
D. M. Semple. Sugar Newa, 1921, 2, No. 5, 159-161.

A test was made in the Philippines with {a) an installation of fir© 7 ft. X 20 ft.

horizontal return tube boilers each rated at 250 H.P.
;
and (5) a new Stirling boiler rated

at 489 II.P the data relating to the two sets being as follows. Proportion of grate area to
heating surface, {a) 1: 80*7, (A) 1 ; 126*7; furnace volumes, (a) 200*7, (5) 260*7

; and the
furnace conditions were the same in both, step ladder grates of 34*64 sq. ft. grate aiea
carrying a draught of 0*6 in. being used. Results showed that the evaporation of water
in lbs, per sq. ft. of grate area per hour was (a) 266*3, (5) 283*8 ; and the lbs. of water

copyright, aud no part of It may be reproduced without poriuissfon.—

•

2 i.sj
, 1920

,
347. * DeuL Zuckerind., 1868, 663. * Centr, Zuckerind., 1907, 396.
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per sq. ft. heating surface per hour {a) 3*3, (^) 2*24. The h.r.t. boilers were working

almost to the normal rated capacity of 3*45 lbs. of water per sq. ft. of heating surface per

hour, whilst the i^tirling boiler was giving nearly 68 per cent, of the capacity of the others.

On the other hand, the new boiler was producing an almost seven per cent, better result in

evaporation per sq. ft. of grate area. It was concluded that the furnace under the Stirling

was altogether too small, it being impossible to burn the required amount of bagasse on

the grates. (Generally the proportion of grate area to beating surface is now 1 : 10 ;
but

if this were made 1 : 8, and the volumetric capacity of the furnace increased in like pro-

portion, it should be possible to operate the boilers under an overload with very slight loss

in efficiency and consequent need of more fuel (of which there is usually an excess in the

Philippine Islands). Uegurding tlio proportion of grate area to combustion space, in the

Philippines this is generally from b: 1 to 7 : 1 ;
and there would be no danger in increas-

ing the volume considerably where better combustion and steaming is required.

Dahk OoLoiruKi) ScLPHATK OF Ammonia A E. Berkhout, Ai chief, 19^1, 29, 147-15$,

A parcel of S. A. bought during the war had a dirty purplish colour ; and the question

arose whether it could safely be used as fertilizer. Its total nitrogen content was normal,

though it contained 0*7 per cent, of substances insoluble in water, whereas 0*2 por cent,

is the usual amount of this impurity. Further chemical examination showed the coloured

impurities to ])o particles of iron oxide, iron sulphide, and tarry matter. 1’be sample also

contained a comparatively high am(»imt of pyridine; but the high nitrogen content of this

impure 8. A, was due (it is said), not so much to the nitrogen of the pyridine bases, but

rather to the low content of sulphuric acid. It was decided that in spite of its suspiciously

dark colour, the sulphate of ammonia could wifely be used for the manuring of plants.

l\vridine easily df'Cornposes in the soil ; while the other impurities in the amounts

mentioned are considered not likely to dc any hann.

Drtkiiminatiox of Thacks op ItEDtunNO SuGAus, USING Phosphomolyudic Acid.

G. Fontds and L, Thipolle, Bull, Boc, Chim, Biol,, 1921, 3, 226 237,

Two c.c. of the solution, containing 0*5-1 0 ingrm. of reducing sugars, are boiled for

six minutes with 1 c.c of Fehling’s solution; five drops of a saturated solution of mag-
nesium sulphate, and four drops of a wituratod solution of sodium carbonate, are quickly

added, and the mixture again boiled for one minute. After faeparating the cuprous oxide

by conlnfuging, the preeijutate is dissolved m 5 c c. of pliospbomolybdic reagent,^ and the

blue coloured liquid so obtained titrated v ith a 0*008 per cent, solution of potassium per-

manganate until the colour is discharged. At the sumetime a solution containing a known
amount of dextrose is treated under exactly comparable conditions, and the result thus

calculated,®

Colloidal Kffect of thk Sulihitatiov Fhocess comparkd with that kesultino

FROM TuBATMENT WITH IviRSKLOUMU AND DbCOLOKIZINO CaHHON. JoS. F.

Brewster and Wm G. Raines, Journal of IndMtrial and Engimering

Chemutry, 1921, 13 .Yo. 10, 921-92S,

Clarification, whether ly the defecation, sulphitation, or carbonatation processes,*

has, as its effect, the elimiiu.tion (mire or less complete) of the colloidal impurities present

originally in the raw juici;. Zbuiian* a short time ago proposed a particularly efficient

method of eliminating the colloids from raw juice, according to which the raw juice was
treated with kieselgubr, 1 itered, treated with decolorizing carbon, and again filtered.

Messrs. Brrwstbh and Ua;neb in this paper describe experiments showing the comparative

value of the (i) sulphitatmn and (2) the kieselgubr and carbon processes, in respect of

1 This is prepared by boiling 40 gms, of ammonium molybdate with co c c of sodium
liydroxidc (1 M bp, gr.), and hxi c c of water until amiiiouia Is no longer evolved. After cooling,
200 c.c. of water and 2oo c.c. of phosphoric acid (l aS sp. gr.) arc added, and the solution again
boiled for 15 minutes, tl ie solution when cold being diluted to one litre.

» The metliod described above is a modification of that of For,in and Wu, the determina-
tion of the cupous oxide peing made volumetricaily, instead of coloriiiietxically.

» 1920, m, 643, 099.
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colloid elimination as measured by the amount of non -dialysable solids remaining. In

the first series of tests, about 3000 lbs. of raw juice was sulphited, limed back» and filtered,

a sample of 200 c.c. being then dialysed in a colloidal bag in running water, and the solids

and ash content of the liquid remaining (the dialysate) being ascertained. In the second

series, 3000 lbs. of raw juice were treated with 0 66 per cent, of kieselguhr, heated just

to boiling point, filtered, treated with 1 per cent, of decoloriaing carbon, heated to boiling

point, and again filtered, the resulting clear liquid being examined for its total colloid

content as before. Their results are interesting, and leave no doubt as to the superiority

of the kieselguhr and carbon process, though its economical aspect is not considered.

Thus, the total colloid solids of a raw juice were 407*1 grms. per 100 c.c. before treatment,

but were reduced to 70*3 and 51' 1 after sulphiting and liming respectively ;
while with a

juice originally having the same colloid content they were reduced to 45*8 and 18*1 grms.

after treating with kieselguhr and carbon. Therefore, after tho sulphitation process the

colloids remaining were 5 1*5, but after tho kieselguhr and cai bon treatment only 18*8 grms.

per 100 c.c. were present, showing a marked advantage from the point of view considered

in favour of Zerban’s method of working.

Examination of Kibsklguhk in Hespkct op its Suitabilitv for thk Filtration of

Sugar Juices and Syrups. N, S. Paine and C. F. Walton, Jr, {Paper read

before the Sugar Section of the American Chemical Society, 19ZU,) Science, 19^

f

53,
S66 ,

Results are reported of a comparative study of various types of kieselguhr for the

jiurpose of correlating physical propertio.H and clarifying efficiency as a possible means of

determining their relative market values. These experiments included a microscopic

examination of the various samples, tests of comparative rates of filtration, sedimentation,

fineness by sieving, solubility in dilute acids and alkali, and the quantitative deterraina-

lion by analysis of the colloids present in the juice before and after treatment with the

kieselguhr. So far the results indic.ate that provided a sufficierit amount of the diato-

maceous earth be used to afford the minimum adsorbing surface required for the colloids

present, there is little if any difference when equal weights are used, even though the

different grades differ considerably in physical properties. As has been proved by the

work of Bekhan,' beating and filtration with kieselguhr remove all colloids having such

a dispersion that a tuibidity is visible to the ©ye ; but the subsequent use uf decolorizing

carbon eliminates colloids of such dimensions as impart no visible dimness to the liquid.

Precipitation of Amino-Acids and Acid Amides during thk Clarification of Bket

J iricis BY CarbonATATioN. Vlad, Stanek. huty cukrovarnicke
,

Nos,

S7 and 38 ; Zeiisch , Zncherind , ceeho , Kepnbhk,J931 , 45 ,
No , o

, 43,

As the laboratory method employed by Siegfrif.d 2 for the separation of tho amino-

acids and arairio-acid amides resembles in general principle the process of carbouttiation as

applied in the beet sugar factory, it seemed of interes’t to ascertain to what extent these

compounds might be thrown down in practice. Solutions containing 0*1 per cent, of the

amino-acid compound, and 15 per cent, of sugar, were treated with 1*8 per cent, of calcium

oxide as milk, heated to 85°C., allowed to stand at this temperature for 15 mins., and

saturated with carbon dioxide to an alkalinity of about 0*01 per cent. CaO, the precipitate

being finally dried and its nitrogen content dettrminod (by .'ijeldahTs pror'css, following

a procedure recently prescribed*). It was thus found that the amounts jirecipitated

compared with those originally present were with aspartic i cid 62*3
;

asparagin, 16*6
;

glutamic acid, 40*5
;
and Icucin, 6*0 per cent. In other exper inents it was demonstrated

that the greater the amount of milk-oMime added, the more amino-acid was precipitated,

so that when 4*0 per cent, of CaO was employed, nearly 80 per cent, of aspartic acid was
found in the precipitate. Since amino-acids form soluble salts with calcium, it follows

that if in practice a good proportion of milk has been added, and if it remains in contact

with the juice for a sufficiently long time, the calcium content of the filtered juice will be

‘ YsJ , 699,
^

Zeitseh, f. physiol, Ohem.t 1921, 260. * ZeiUoh, ZudkeHnd, oeeho, 3epuhHk, 1920-21, 323.
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low, provided of coura© that saturation be coirectly conducted. Other points that were

established by Mr. Stanbk were that only a slight precipitation of amino-acids occurs

when the juices are over-carbonated ; that quite an appreciable precipitation occurs in the

second carboriatation, especially when more lime has been added
; and lastly that (under

the conditions of the second saturation, at any rate) a much better precipitation of amino-

acids bikes place when SOa rather than 00* is used,i which last result is in agreement

with the observations of that when sodium sulphite is added for the removal of

the lime salts from the juice (according to Iliimpler’s process)® a certain amount of nitro-

genous substances pass into the hlter-press scums.

DbTBRM {NATION OK TH« DrY ScitBTANCK IN JoiCKK, SVUUPS, MoLASSKH, ETC
, USING

Spencbr’s Elkotuic Oven. George P, Meade. Journal of Induninal and

Engmeei'xny Chemiuliyy 19i*ly 13, Ko. 10,

Originally Spencer’s electric oven^ could only be used for the determination of the

dry substance of materia Is that are fibrous <»r granular, as bagasse or raw sugar
; but

Mr. Meadk here shows Uml by absorbing a solution of any sugar product with asbestos

the great advantage which this apparatus possesses in respect of rapid desiccation may
still ho utilized for liquids. Fluffy asbeKtos (freshly ignited) is loosely packed into one of tho

capsules, which is weighed ,* about 4 c.c of the liquid are run drop by drop upon the a8>>e8to8,

and the capsules again weighed; then the desiccation is carried out at nO°C. in the way
already described, a strong current of air being drawn through the oven. Tt was found

that a practically constant weight was reached in 10 mins, in the case of weak solutions,

such as jui<*e (contHining about 14 per cent, of solids), and in 20 mins, in that of heavier

and more viscous solutions of molasses, S}rup, or honey (diluted 1: 1). In the case of

these htiHvier products, heating should not be continued for longer than 20 mins., and

heating to exactly constant weight should not he attempted. When holding to the times

stated a \ery close agreement between sohds taken and found was attained, reaching 1 in

300 in tlio case of solutions of raw and refined sugars. Even a solution containing invert

sugar arid sr^dium chloride gave a very close agreement with the actual solids after 20

mins, heating, indicating that no destruction of levul(>8e had occurred during that period.

DkIKKMINATION of the ItEnci'INO St OAKS IN CaNB JuiChH WHICH HAVE BEEN TKEATED

BY Means ok Basic Lkai> Acetate. Joseph B. Harris, Journal of Industrial

and Euginfeang Chrmishy, 13, No, JO, ifSS-OJid.

Homo’s dry basic lead acetate® has been found the most effective preservative for the

composite samples of juice (adding it at the rate of 20 grms. per litre)
;
but it is well known

that, compared with the original liquid, juice so treated contains less reducing sugars,

when these are determined by Fehling’s solution after the excess of lead salt remaining

in solution in the juice has been eliminated by means of a suitable de-leading reagent,

siH'h as sodium oxalate, carbonate or ebloiide. Experiments are heie described proving

this point. Thus, in a juice the reducing sugars were originally found to be 1*04 per cent.,

but only O' 90 after the addition of dry basic lead acetate and sodium oxalate to precipitate

the lead remaining in solution. However, entirely satisfactory results were obtained

by the use of a suitable acid for do-leading if it were added to the liquid without filtering

off the precipitate produced oif the addition of the dry basic lead acetate. Oxalic acid

gave the best results ; but phosphoric acid was less dependable, the results varying some-

what for some reason or otlier. Acetic acid appears incapable of decomposing the compound

formed by the lead with the reducing sugars unless used in an inconveniently large excess.

It is emphasized that it is useless to employ the oxalic acid as a de-leading reagent filter-

ing off the lead precipitate. must be added to the liquid containing the lead precipitate

to lie effective.

I In many factories, parthmlarly iu France, it is preferred to operate the second or third
saturation with SO., as in Weisberg’s “sulpUFiiarbouatatiou ” process.— Ed., LH.J.

» DcmU Zucktrind,, 1897, 616 , » Ibid., 29, 679 ; 21, 439.

* I.S.J., 1921
, 333.

9 LSiJ., 1919, 406.
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Method of vsimo *‘Norit” Dbcoloriziko Carbon at Tai-Koo HEFiNERy, Hono-
Kong. D. Templeton- Facts about Sugar

^

1921, 13, Mo, 14, 270.

A refinery of 760 tons daily capacity, in which the “Norif* system will be solely

used, is being erected at Tai-Koo, Hong-Kong, to take the place of the bonechar house,

which is being dismantled. After affiniug in centrifugals to a purity of 99*^, the raw sugar

is melted to a liquor having a density of about 60° Brix (hot)
;
and this liquor is submitted

to two treatments with “Norit ”
: (1) to remove the gums, pectins, and the like, and (2)

to adsorb the colouring matter. In the first or “de-giimming*' treatment, the molt is

treated at about 96°0, with 5-6 per cent, of “MTorit” in tanks provided with stirrers and

coils, filtered through plate-and-frame presses, and the clear liquor (free from particles of

carbon') sent to the storage tanks. This used “Norit” may be used again without

regeneration on a fresh batch of liquor, and yet again, its application being repeated as

long as the melt filters with sufficient rapidity through the jjtlato and -frame presses,

attention being paid rather to ease of filtration than to degree of decolorization. It may
in fact some times be used 10 times over ; but when it is exhausted, the cakes are washed

with water, boiled with 2 per cent, hydrochloric acid for an hour or more, the mixture

largely diluted with water, and filtered in plate-and-fraine presses (preferably of wood),

giving a final wash with a J per cent, solution of sodium carboTiate. “Norit^’ thus

regenerated may be applied to fresh batches of melt repeatedly as often as six times, after

which another acid revivification follows. Depending upon the quality of the raw sugar,

the “Norit” may he used for this first treatment 30 to 70 times with the intermediate acid

treatments ;
but after this it is necessary to reburn it. It is then again put into process,

and used again and again.

Regarding the second or decolorizing treatment, this also is effected at 96°C. by the

use of 5-6 per cent, of “Norit,” which, as in the pre-filtration, is used over again as long

as it decolorizes sufficiently. Then it is revivified with hydrocldoric acid as already

described, washed with water in a press, and reburned. It is not used again without

reburning, as in the first treatment ; and when the ‘‘Norit’* used in this second treatment

is so far exhausted that reburning does not sufliciently restore its decolorizing power, it is

used for the first treatment. This system of applying “Norit” has proved very

economical, and has shown that the “Norit*’ can be lelmrned 100 times (the loss each time

being about 1 per cent,). Only a small quantity need be roburned daily, about 1-2 per

cent, of the wt igbt of sugar melted. Another advantage of this system compaii d with the

ordinary application is that the melt is better decolorized, notwithstanding the small

amount of “ Norit’’ reburned, so that the sugar produced is of a superior qiiaUty, equalling

the best bonechar refined. Moreover, when using bonechar the loss of solids (at Tai-koo)

has been 1 per cent, or more ; but with “Norit'’ it should bo found to be only 0*25 per

cent. Fuel bills are greatly reduced, the saving amounting to 30 per cent. In regard to

the initial cost of plant, the equipment for “Norit’’ filtration and decolorization is

only 20 per cent, of that necessary for bag filtration and bonechar decolorization. Lastly,

it is added that the washings resulting from the aifining of the raw sugar can be treated

with 10-15 per cent, of ‘^Norit” to obtain a good filtration. Less re-boiling is required,

and the resulting final molasses is of better quality than ordinarily and brings a better

price as “ barrel syrup.

Effect of the Vamiation of the H-ion Concentuatio# in the Use of Decolorizing

Carbon. Jos. F. Brewster and Wm. G. Raines, Jr. Journal of Industrial

and Engineering Chemistry, 1921, 13, No. 11, IO43-IO44 .

WiJNBBBO® has pointed out that when using ** Norit*^ a better decolorization may
be obtained if the juice possesses a slight acidity, one equivalent to 0*01 N being recom-

mended. On the other hand, at an alkalinity of 0'2>0’33 N the decolorization was observed

to sink nearly to zero. In seeking an explanation of these two effects, one may be

^ The General Norlt Co. recommend as a precaution a second filtration through a small
gravity filter or a filter-press, lined with cloth only, or better with cloth coated with a thin
layer of kleselguhr.

» LS.J., 1916, 70.
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reminded that Pebhin^ has stated that the si^e of the particles of a colloid solution is a

function of the reaction of a medium ; but whatever may be the real reason the fact

remains that the effect of decolorizing carbon in adsorbing the colours and pectins of sugar

products is induencod by the reaction of the medium, or in other words by the concentra-

tion of hydrogen or hydroxyl ions in tho medium. This question was examined more
closely by the authors at the Louisiana Sugar Experiment Station. It was found that the

H-ion concentration of normal cane juice ranged from pH= 4*8 to pH= 6 *8 ; but that

these values seemed to have little relation to the titratahle acidity, as usually determined,

and this is explained on the ground that the acids of cane juice are organic acids which are

little dissociated, so that their slight increase or decrease would have little effect on the

pH value. A series of experiments was carried out in which the decolorization was
observed when the Ji-ion concentration was varied within the limits of pH 4 topH«-8 •

and the figures obtained clearly demonstrated that with the increase of the H~ion concen-

tration there was an increase in the adsorption effect, both with acetic and phosphoric acids.

However, in view of the amount of inversion that can he brought about even at an acidity

as low as pH = 5 (about that of normal juice), it Avould appear doubtful whether much
advantage could he gained in practice by acidification unless conditions were carefully

controlled. Good results are said to have been obtained by beating the juice and cai'bon

to boiling point, adding phosphoric acid to an acidity of pH *=» 4, allowing a short time

for action, and neutralizing back with milk-of-lime, taking care not to obtain an alkaline

reaction. It was found safe to stop the addition of the milk-of-limc at about pH= 6*5.

By this procedure as good a decolorization (jould be obtained as by carrying through the

entire procedure at pH = 4.

CoMVAlUHON OF TUK (’aLCXUM, BaUIUM, AND StHOXTIITM PkOCESSES FOU THB EXTRACTION

OF THE 8ugar HEMALNiNa IN Bket Mot.ahseh. Mlck. PotvUet. * Journal of
Industrial and Chetms/rt/^ 19fU, /J, A'ii?. lOJ^l-l()/f2,

In the lime process, the very finely powdered calcium oxide was mixed in special

“coolers” with the nujlaascs diluted to 12® Hiix, adding small portions at a time, and
keeping the temperature at about 10®C., the .siiccharate formed being washed with lime

water, and the CJaO ust d being HO per cent, of the polarization In the baiium process,

the undiluted molasses was treated with a hot concentrated solution of harmiu hydroxide

at 76®Be. at 8o°C., and the mixture kept at 66®C., the sacchaiate formed being washed

with 2 per cent, barium hydroxide solution, and tho BaO being about 68 per cent, of the

polarization. In tho strontium piocess, the slaked oxide was added to the undiluted

molasses at boiling point, ebullition continued, and tho saceluirato filtered through presses,

the SrO used lieing 100 per cent, of the polarization. Then out of 48*5 per cent, of sugar

originally present in the molasses used, the yields and losses were as follows:*—

As Granulated Sugar Sugar in
Prockss. ‘Sugar. in Molasses. Mothei Liquor.

Per cent Per cent. Pci cent.

Calcium 36*46 8 06 .. 6*00

Barium 43 97 .. 2*91 .. 162
Strontium .. .. 43*18 ,, 4*32 .. 1*00

It was observed after the decomposition of the saccharate by carbon dioxide that the

“ juices ” resulting on filtration w'ore lightest in the case of the strontium }»roce88. being

pale straw in colour, and dnikest with the Steffen process. In the barium process, the

rafiinose was partly eliniinated, which gives it a great advantage over the other two

methods from the point of view of the removal of this trisaocharide. Apait from the cost

of the oxides, the Htrontinm process is more economicul than the Steffen. It is concluded

that if strontium and barium oxides could bo made moie cheaply than at present, they

would displace calcium oxide for the “ desugarization ” of beet molasses.

J. P. 0.

1 J. chim, phys., 1904-5, See also Mavku, Schakffkr and Terroine,
Campl€9 X907, IW, 938.

s Doiuiuiou Sugar Co., Chatham, Ontario, Canada.
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UNITED KINGDOM.
Case Mill. Frederik J. de Bruin, of Rotterdam, Holland. 149,SS9 (^1^40$)^

July 16th, 1920 ; convention date (Netherlands), July 16th, 1919.

The complete specification of this patent (an abstract of which has already been
published in these columns^) has now been issued. Its object is to eliminate the dis-

advantages of the pressure irregularities appearing in common mills, and of tl^ose of the

movable dumb-turner ni the mill with hydraulic arrangements on the two-side rollers. It

consists substantially in the application of hxdiuulic pressure both on the top and on the

back roller of the mill, by which arrange-

ment the pressure in each of the two
openings of the mill will be always in a

fixed 1 elation to the hydraulic load acting

on the top and on the back roller, respect-

ively, even in case of most negligent

charging. As in a mill constructed ac-

cording to this invention, the components

of the hydraulic pressure in the direction

of the connecting lines between top and

side rollers are always in accordance to

the required ]>reHsure on the <jane in each

of the two mill openings, the top and hack

I oilers always being mobile, each fluctu-

ation in the charging of the mill with

sugar cane wdll cause always a corre-

sponding alteration in the position of the

rollers

a surplus of cane to be entering into the

front opening a, the top roller 1 will he lifted, thus causing enlargement of the rear

opening b and consequently a corresponding reduction of the pressure therein, just as in

a mill of common construction. U'his pressure reduction in the rear opening h of the

present mill, however, will cause immediately a correspondiug reduction of the size of ihe

rear opening, thus the amount of pressure on the cane in the rmr opening remains the

same, viz
,
exactly in relation to llie amount of the hydraulic pressure exerted on the hack

roller S, On the c*ther hand, if the quantity of cano entering the front opening a is

decreased, the top roller / will descend and the consequent increase of rear opening
pressure will cause the starting hack of the back roller S. 'I'he frictional resistance,

arising if the direction of movement of the hydraulic rpns 3 and 4 acting on the lop

roller and the back roller respectively does not coincide with the connecting lines between
top and side rollers, may be diminished by suitable moans, for instance by providing
balls 5 and 6*, or rollers, between the roller trunnions 7, and the mill housings 9. ^'hc

hydraulic rams 3 and 4 can be applied in different directions. The top roller / can be

loaded either vertically {preferably when the invention is applied to existing mills), or in

any oblique direction, for example at an angle of 90^^ to the connecting line between the

top and hack rollers, which would have the advantage that lifting of the tup roller 1
cannot influence the size of the back opening 6, and the movement of the back roller $
cannot cause any alteration in the position of the top roller i. The hydraulic rams 4 on
the hack roller ^ can he placed so as to act in a horizontal direction (preferably if the
invention be applied to existing mills), or in anj’' other direction, for instance in the
direction of the hack pressure, by which arrangement the vertical pressure of the back
roller trunnions 8 on the mill housings is eliminated.

J
Copies o£ speciocatioijs of patents witli their drawings can be obtained on applicatl^

to the following: Kiugdont: Patent Office, Sales Branch, 26, Southampton Buildings.
Chancery Lane, Loudon, W.C 2 (price, Is. eaoli). United Slates Coiumissioner of Patents,
Washington, I> C. (price 10 cents each). France : L’lmpriuierie Batlouale. 87, rue Vieille du
Temple, Paris (price, 2fr. oo each).

1920, 713.
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Extraction of Juicb from thr Bert by Diffusion. A, Rak, of Prague. 166^527
(18yl4S). July 6th, 1921; convention date, July 13th, 1920 ; not yet aeeepUd

;

abridged as open to inspection under Section 91 of the Act.

Apparatus for the extraction of juice from the lieot is described. It comprises an
open ended vertical diffusion chamber A and screw straining device Q connected at the

bottom by a horizontal conduit. The bett

slices are fed to the top of the chamber A
and discharged from the bottom by
rotary blades e and other blades

co-acting therewith through the conduit

to the press from the top of which
they are discharged by blades A to a
shoot A, Fresh liquid enters the press

atm, and the expressed liquid is passed by
a pump;?, through a heater n if necessary,

to the chamber Ay which it enters at «.

Liquid overflows from the chamber A
through a strainer o and gutter A
number of such units may he arranged

in a battery, the liquid and beetroot passing through them in counter-current. The first

two units may ho arranged in parallel and the remainder in series.

Continuous Cuabifyino Cfntiufuoai.. C. Mumford,
of Choilton-on-Medlock, Man-

choster. 104410 {fl(i,V)^ April 22nd, 1920,

Machines for separating ‘^olids from liqiiids have an axial inlet, tubular arms radiating

therefrom to a conical separation chamber, and solid -discharging outlets on the outer

periphery of the chamber. After clarification the liqiiid is discharged, either from outlets

on the inner periphery of the separating chamber, or by way of ladial tubes and an axial

outlet ; while tho solids are removed from the w'all of the outer casing by scrapers, which
arc moved by a chain or circular rack diivon by pinions. Several forms of separating

drum are described.

PllKl'ARATION OF DKC(*LOinziNO OaRBON IN OraN’ULAU FoUM. H, E, /f/OlPtt, of

Kingson, New York, IJ S.A 167J40 {11,680). April 21st, 1921 ; ctinvention

date, August 12th, 1920; not yet accepted
;
abridged as open to inspection under

Section 91 of the Act.

Clai bon for use as bleaching or filtering material, in granular form and capable of

being pressed into a compact granular mass, is prepared in such manner that each granule

consists of a dense hard carbon framework CArryiiig a substantial amount of soft spongy
carbtin. This result is stated to be obtained by briquetting a mixture of relatively soft

carbon and hydrocarbon and then crushing or grinding the briquettes. In an example,

6 parts of lampblack, 3 parts of by-product coke-oven pitch, and 1 part of by-product

coke-oven light oil are mixed with water, pumped through a filter-press, and dried until

it contains only from 10 to 16 per cent, of moisture. This material is briquetted, and the

briquettes are broken up into granules and retorted at a temperature sufficiently high to

crack and drive off the bulk of the volatile constituents. Finally, the mass is broken up
and sieved.

Evafohatohs. F. Merz,oi Vercelli, Italy. UOJSS; 150^786; 166,004 Juno 4th,

1919; May 6th, 1920.

Liquids to be concentrated, such as sugar juices and syrups, are distributed over one

surffioe ofa heat-conducting material or of a thin tube or plate, a liquid that absorbs the

evolved vapours is distributed over the other surface, and a current of air or gas is circu-

lated from one surface to the other. The latent heat evolved on absorption of the vapour

is thus transferred to the liquid undergoing evaporation.
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Motok Fuel containing Alcohol and Ether. A. 7. Wilford and A* A » M, Durrani,

of Dulwich, London. 167,SSI (1SJ7S). May 12th, 1920.

A motor spirit compiisos alcohol having in solution a readily dissociable salt of a

nitrogenous base and an oxyacid of nitrogen that on explosion of the fuel yields only

gaseous products of decomposition. Salts specified are ammonium nitrate, hydroxylamine

nitrate, hydroxylamine nitrite, and hydrazine mononitrate. Two or more salts may be

used, and there may be present ether, acetone, benzol, or other liquid fuels. In an

example, 1-2 per cent, of ammonium nitrate is dissolved in alcohol, aqueous alcohol, or

denattired alcohol. The alcohol may ho denatured hy 2 per cent, of wood naphtha or

methyl alcohol, 5 per cent, of benzol, and a trace of methyl violet or other dye.

Manufacture of Dextrose (Glucose) from Materials containing Cellulose.

A* Classen, of Aachen, Germany. 16^,6^9 (15,^49), June Ist, 1921; con-

vention date, June 4th, 1920; not yet Mcepied ', abridged as open to inspection

under Section 91 of the Act.

In the process described in the parent specification* for obtaining dextrose (glucose)

from wood and other cellulosc-oontaining substances, a mixtme of hydrochloric and sul-

phuric acids is now used as the chief acid, the hydrochloric acid being preferably

the main constituent. The catalytic agents are those described in the parent specification,

and metals and metallic oxides, such as iron oxide, manganese oxide and chromium oxide,

may be added as “protective substances.*’

Thrashing Liuuids (in Confectionery Manufacture),* F. G. Fryer and Rowntree
& Co,, Ltd., of York. m,8U {18,616). July 25th, 1919.

Relates to machines for beating or thrashing liquids, preferably in the presence of

air, and more particularly for treating mixtures of cocoa, liquor, sugar and other

ingredients in the manufacture of chocolate fondants, 'J’ho machine is of the type in which

a high-speed rotor provided with blados, pins, projections, or the like works within a stator,

the material being passed through the clearance-space betweou the rotor and the stator.

ExTRAcrnoN op Glycerin prom Distillsky Slops (Vinassh oh Spent Wash).

Barbet et Fils et Cie., of Paris. 168,835 (13,483). September I9ih, 1917

;

convention date, September 29th, 1916; voul\ but publiNhed under Section 91

of the Act.

In a process for treating waste liquors of alcoholic ferpieiitution for the extraction of

glycerin, the liquors are neutralized with lime or chalk, filtered, and boiled with ferric

chloride, preferably under pressure, until the liquor no longer reacts with Fehling’s solution.

The iron is precipitated by lime, and then the lime by carbonic acid or sodium carbonate,

the resulting liquor being filtered, concentrated, and distilled, in a modification, ferric

sulphate is used instead of ferric chloride, the iron being in this case precipitated by

baryta instead of lime.

Purification op Molasses for Food H, C. Cutler, of Salt Lake City, U.S.A.

169,113 (31,640)* November 8tb, 1920.

Molasses is purified for use as food by the addition of on hydrolysing agent, for

example from 0*26 to 10 per cent, of hydrochloric acid, whereby from 6 to 60 per cent, of

the sugar is inverted. The liquid is dialyzed to remove inorganic salts, and boiled in open
vessels to remove volatile impurities and coagulate albuminoids, the water content being

maintained at about 80 per cent, during boiling. After removal of the albuminoids by
filtration, the liquid is evaporated under reduced pressure until the water content is lass

than 25 per cent.

^l.S.J., 1920, 858. »Also U.S. Patent, 1,887,380.
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Manufacturb of Fondant** and similar Chocolatbs. F. G. Fryer, B. G.
McLeltan, and Rowntree & Co., Ltd., of York. WJ,St8 (15,576).

June 9th, 1920.

In the munufacture of ‘‘fondant’* and bimilar chocolates, the solid particles of the

cocoa liquor and tho sugar are ground before mixing to a degree of fineness siuh that at

least 90 per cent, and preferably 95 per cent, pass a sieve having 240 meshes to the inch,

the holes being very nearly 53/1000 mm. square; the mixvd ingredients, which may
include flavourings and cocoa butter, are subsequently passed through a grinding machine

and brought to the dogroo of fineness desired in the final product, in which at least

08 per cent, pass tho same sieve.

PaonncTiON of Dfoolokizino Cauhon from Sclchitk Cbli.hlosk Waste Liaron*

/?. Adller, of C^arlsbad, (.V^ecbo-Slovakia. 165,788 [17,771). June 29tb, 1921

;

convention date, July 5th, 1920 ;
twl yet accepted ; abridged as open to inspection

under Section 91 of the Act.

Sulphite cellulose waste liquor, or the residue from the sulphite alcohol-process, is

treated lor tho production of decolorizing carbon by precipitating the organic matter

by the addition of neutral salts, such as potassium or sodium chloride, or alkaline earth

hydrates
; separating tho precipitate by filtration

;
adding alkali compounds such as

hydrates, carbonates, phosiibatcs, sulphates, etc., to convert tho organic matter into a

soluble form ; then carbonizing it, and removing tho contained alkali salts by water, carbon

dioxide being passed into the mixture in mder to convert the sulphides present into

carbonates for re.-uso in the process.

SuLIMITATION OF SyRUI'S (MoLASBES) IN THE MaNUFACTFRE OF (BkET) h'UGAR. Af. VOU
Wierusz-Kowalski, of Leipzig, Germany. 787,849 [1^47). January 14th, 1920.

Siilphitation of the comparatively pure syrup or thick-juice cannot be pushed far

enough (it is i-aid) on account of their purity owing to the danger of inversion. Although

there are a whole series of substances by which an intense sulphitation may be made
possible without incurring inversion,' yet the non-sugar substances which occur naturally

in the beet may have the same inbibitive effect. Therefore, this inventor proposes a

nwdttg operandi ** which consists in a crystallization and removal of part of the sugar for

the purpose of reducing the quotient of puiityand the subsequent sulpburization of the

mother-liquor thus obtained, wliich on account of the reduction of purity can he pushed to

a fairly high degree of acidity . . . .

”

Driving Centutpugai, Machinbs uavino Mkchamcal Unloadfhs. Wilfred Hunt
(S. S. Hepworth Co., of New York, U.S.A.) 162,9^0 [15,699). May 12tb,

1921. (One drawing.)

AUBTilALIAN COMMONWEALTU.

Can« Plantek.* Adam McNichol, of Homebush Eoad, Mackay, Queensland. 17,611

(of 1915.) October 17th, 1916.

Claim 4 :
—“A box or hopper, a beam or frame, a divided axle each half of which is

cranked and capable of being moved radially and transversely, a controlling lever and

notched quadrant, and road wheels, in combination with a shoot, a double mould-board

plough, and a small mould-board adjustably carried, as and for the purposes herein set forth

and as illustrated in the accompanying drawings. . .
.*’

1 See British Patent 3642 of ]JK)2, in which It is nropofecd to use mono- or polj^-valent

phenols, which arc recovered ultimately by steuni-dlstlllution.

• Advantages of tills planter arc stated to be U drills, plants and covers in one journey,
and easily ana rapidly; it carries plants for 20 chains (44u yds.); it can be kept level by
two leveiis working independently of one auoUier ; and one man and one boy can plant
four acres per day.
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UNITED STATES.

Gap Construction pou Mills. Godfrey Engel, Sr., of Brooklyn, Now York.

US8$,639. July 6th, 1921. (Three figures.)

In this invontion the housing is so constructed that the crane or lifting tackle may
he directly applied to the pressure device, and also so that the pressure device may be

directly lifted out of the top of the housing. In the figure 10 is the pressure roll, co-

operating in the usual way with two lower rolls (not shown), journalled in a suitable

housing 13, which is provided with

a separately formed cap piece 1^,

held in place by tho lie-bolts 13.

I’his cap is coustruclod in the

present disclosure with an oxjeiiing

17 in tho top thereof of sufiiciont

sisso to permit tho removal of the

pressure device. The pressure

device shown is of the conventional

type embodying a piston 18 and a

cylinder arranged to exert pres-

sure upon the bearing member SO

of tlio presKSure loll. Means are pro-

vided whereb5^tbe lifting tackle may be readily applied to the puits of the i)ressuie device,

viz., screw seats SI and SS to take suitable lifting devices, such as eye-bolts or the lilce.

The pressure device is held seated in operative position in the housing by a locking plate or

bar SS, serving both ns a closure for the opening in the housing and as a thrust member

fur taking tho upward thrust of the pressure device. This so-called “ locking plate” is

shown as removably secured in position by means of the integrally formed outstanding

keys S/f, which slide in corresponding keyways S5 formed in the opposite side walls of the

opening or seat 17. With this construction, when it is desired at any time to renK)v<f

one of the pressure devices, it is simply necessary to slide out tho locking plate in a piano

substantially parallel to the axis of tho roll, and then by attaching the lifting gear to the

parts of the pressure device, lift them directly out through the top of the housing. Tlie

locking plate is made of sufiiciervt strength to take tho thrust of the pressure device ; and

the tie-holts at opposite sides of the opening in the cap piece firmly brace the wime and

overcome any spreading tendency.

Distillation of Alcohol for the Trepauatjon ok ]\}otok Fuel. Ethridge W,

Stevens (assignor to the Chemical Fuel Co. of America, Inc., of Louisville,

Ky., U.S A.). 1,373,J^65. March 22nd, 1921.

Claim is made for : The process of fitting commercial water containing alcohol for

use in making composite motor fuel, which comprises re-distilling such alcohol with a

hydrocarbon oil and fusel oil and segregating a fraction substantially free of water and

consisting mainly of alcohol. In an example given, the mixture which was distilled con-

sistedof alcohol (92-91 por cent.), 40 parts; commercial fusel oil, 0*25 part ;
and benzol

(gasolene or kerosene or tar oils) 60 parts ; while the composition of the distillate was

alcohol, 89*5 per cent.
; benzol, 10 per cent.; and water, only 0*38 per cent. Ether to

the amount of 5 per cent, may be added to this distillate to facilitate ignition.

Continuous Thickbninq Process. A, L. Center (assignor to the General Engineering

Co,, of Salt Lake City, Utah, U.S.A.). t,379,005. May 24th, 1921.

Claim 1 : A continuous thickening process consisting essentially in submerging a
series of hollow filter elements in the mixture being thickened in a common resorvoir>

continuously icmoving filtrate from any desired jjortion of said filtering elements, and
simultaneously producing a cleansing action on any desired poition of the said filtering

olemenis.
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JAPAN.

Pebpabation of Oeystallinb Wuoah fkoh Honby.* N, Tuwaya, 36,S0t. April

16th, 1920.

A dilute solution of honey is mixed with animal charcoal, filtered, and concentrated

above its solidifying point by evaporating m vacuo at a low temperature. The syrup is

vigorously agitatod while hot, saturated with air, mixed with 3*6 per cent, of water, and

set aside at a temperature below 10*^0.

Maxufacturb of White Huoaii.^ S. Tanaka. 36,389, May 3rd, 1920.

Crude sugar solutions arc mixed with 1-2*6 per cent, of rnilk-of-lime, neutralized with

phosphoric acid or its acidic salts until a slightly alkaline reaction is obtained, heated at

90-96® C., filtered, cooled below 60*^0., neutralized with sulphurous acid with phenol-

phthalein as indicator, filtered, bleached with 0 05 per cent, of sulphurous acid, and the

resulting clarified liquid crystallized by the usual method.

Brief Summary of the Patents and Designs Act, 1919. '

Tlxiemion of pntnit nyltt.—I'lte period of monopoly is extended from 14 to 16 years
;

and provisional protection of inventions is increased to nine months, instead of six as

hitherto. 'J'he grant in both cases is rotrospectivo.

Retteirai ft’cs rnftocif one-ha fj\-^ A puteuiee is entitled to have his patent endorsed with
the words “licences of ngJii,” by w’hich anyone may obtain a licence to work the patent

on terms to he mutually agreed, or failing agroeraoiit, to be settled by the Comptroller of

the Patent Office. The immediate efiect is an abaterneut of one-half of the patent renewal
foes. 'Phis will bo a boon to many who have ideas for useful inventions, but no com-
mercial facilities to w<uk ihoin when ])atoiitod,

British subjects mid other puteutet's, exc ept lafe enemy subjects, may get on extension

of the term of their patents beyond 16 years on application to the Court by an originating

summons, which is less costly than by petition. Jt is only required to show that, by
reason of the hostilities, they suffered loss or damage, and the Court, in deciding, may
have regard solely to the loss or damage so suffered by the patentee.

Another impoilant provision of the new Act is that if the Court, in any action for

infringement of a patent, finds that any one <#r more of the claims in the specification, in

respect of which infringement is alleged, are valid it shall grant relief in respect of any

such claims which are infringed, without regard to the invalidity of any other claim in

the specification. Ilitliorto, if one claim were proved to ho bad the patent was bad.

The grounds of opposititui have buen enlarged. A patent of addition may'become

an independent patent if the original should be revoked. On application being made by

any person in the prescribed form, the Comptroller may disclose the result of a search on

any particular application for the giant of a patent. This will assist research work.

Designs which hitherto have been requiied to be new md original, are now registered

if either new or original. Thi.s will enable many novelties to be protected which arc not

absolutely original, but variations of old shapes <»r patterns. A patent or registration of

a design shall have to all intents the like effect as against His l^lajesty the King as it has

against his subjects.

’ From Chan. Abs,, 19il, 16. No. 9, 1418.

^ From Chan, Abs., 1021, 16, Ko. 10, 1688.

* For this summaiy wo arc indebted to Messrs. Ukoinald W. Barker & Co., British and

Foreign Faicut and Trade Mark Agent, 56, Ludgatc Hill, London, K.C.4.



United Kingdom.

IMPOKTS AND KXPOBTS OF SOGAK.
IMPORTS.

One Month ending Eleven Months ending
November .mH. November norn.

11)20. 1921. 1920. 1921.

IJmRKFINBD StrOAKB. ' Tons ron‘% Tons. Tons.

Germany 1

»> .... 6,832

Netherlands I .... .... 398

lielgium 2,965 3,267

France
Czecho-Slovakia
Java 89,166 r,2oi 261,932 26,670

Philippine Islands 1 1

214,097Cuba 1 24 616,477

Butch Guiana 373 68 1,622

Hayti and Sail Bomingo .

.

.... 13 88

Mexico .... .... ....

Peru
1

2,512 853 38,297 67,876

Braxil 1,725 13,044 7,763 67,696

Mauritius 20,383 440 122,162 183,820

British India
Straitfl HnttlementH

1
fi

!

....

‘

16,277 1,466

British West Indus, British;

Guiana & British Honduras! 6,561 123,336 103,648

Other Countrie.s
:

3,084 13,064 36,687 66,337

Total Baw Su’gars 117,912 38,605 1,118,826 725,276

iiBFiNBt) SoOAKS.
126

1,066
Germany
Netherlands { 7!i74

1

86,688

Belgium
Franee

2 16,328 2,068
294

36,312
8,068

Czecho-Slovakia .... 102 138

Java 1 1,100 6,013 4,340

United States of America .

.

Argentine Republic

14 4,708 102,268 173,661
!

j

Mauritius
Other Countries

*82 12,261 8*806 Ho’m ^

Total Refined Sugars .. lOi 41,662
j

119,721 444,081

Molasses 1,461 10,471 ' 67,663 87,214
1

Total Imports 119,464 90,638 1 ) 1,808,100 1,257,471

RXPORTS.

Bhitibu liiiFXNiiii Sugars. Tons. ! Tous. Tous. Tons.

Benmark
Netherlands
Portugal, Azores,and Madeirs
Channel Islunds

Canada
Other Countries

1

*461
;

io9

..17

244

'*84

*661

'dOO

18

2,022
1

1,281

.... ....
*647

I 2,909313 465

Foksign & Colonial Sugarb.
j

874 811 2,008 6,231

Refined and Candy 3,692 97 6,442 , 463

Unrefined 263 i
339 9,868

'

2,968

Various Mixed in Bond. . . .

:

• • • * * . •

»

• • • •

Molasses
j

614 32 3^7^ 649

Total Bxports
1

6,248 1,279 22,049 10,211

Weights calculated to the nearest ton*
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United States.

(WtlUit # Gray,)

( Tons of 2,240 lbs.

)

1921.

Tong.

1920

Tons.

Total Iteceipts January Ist to December 1st .. 2,381,908 .. 2,826,819

Deliveries ,, ,, „ ..2,389,018 .. 2,822,714

Meltings by Befiners ,, „ „ ..2,360,194 .. 2,390,887

Exports of Kefinocl ,, ,, ,, . . 373,000 .

.

325,000

Importers* Stocks, December Ist 3,342 .

.

4,106

Total Stocks, December 1st 61,(523 .. 69,251

1920. 1919.

Total Consumption for twelve months .

.

. 4,084,672 .

.

4,067.671

Cuba.

Statement of Exports and Stooics of Siioar, 1918-191 9»

1919-1920, AND 1920-1921.

(Tong of 2,340 Ibfl.)

Exjiortg

Stonkg

1918-19

Tons.

3,638,636

284,162

1919 30.

Tons

.. 3,261,271 ..

293,674 ..

1920-31.

Tons.

2,104,224

1,162,222

Local (kmaumptiori

3,822,688

82,000

3,544,946

79,700 ..

3,256,446

106,000

Roceipts at Ports to 0<‘tobcr 3 Ist .. 3,904,688 3,624,645 3,361,446

ffavatifi, October 3Ut, .1 (JUMA.—

L

Mbjkr.

United Kingdom.

StaTJBMKNT of ImFOUTH, KxFOKTH, and OONSI’MI'TION OK SOOAK KOU ElBVKN MoNT»»

BNiMNo Novrmber 30tii, 1913
,
1920 , and 1921 .

Refined
Raw
Molasses

lMl'Ol{T.S

ion 1920. 1921.

Tons. Tons. Ton*».

811,1917 .. 119,731 .. 444,981

939,«5S 1,118,836 . . 725,276

143,910 . . fl7,rjr>3 .. 87,214

1,894,764 1,306,100 1,2.^7,471

KXFOKT.S (Foreign)

1913. 1920. 1921

Tons. Tons. Tons.
736 6,442 463

.3,660 9,868 .. 2,968

340 .. 3,731 549

4,736 • 30,041 3.980

llOMB CONSUMP'l’lON,

1913. 1920. 1921.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

Refined 799,203 143,703 . , 437,821

Refined (In Bond) in the United Kingdom 666,537 .. 727,953 .. 724,877

Raw 107,:K)4 168,661 . . 119,533

Molasses 29,220 26,342 10,468

Molasses, manufactured (in Bond) in United Kingdom . 34,480 64,727 43,487

Total . 1,636,734 1,131,386 1,336,186

Lew Exports of Britisli Refined .. 21,713 2,008 6,231

1,614,094 1,129,378 1,329,955



Sugar Market Report.

Our last report was dated 10th November, 1921.

The active tradings conditions last reported have given place to dulness and apathy

on the part of buyers, who have been rendered nervous of the future by cheap offerings of

forward deliveries of home Refined and American Granulated. Dealers seem to follow a

general policy of reducing their stocks of near sugars, so freely entered into a few weeks
ago, making the disposal of current offers a tedious business, although there is an absence

of pressure of available lots from any (quarter. Belgium has been obtaining good prices

from France for crystals and other descrijitions, and factories are holding for prices above

the parity of this market, hut good marks are obtainable from second>hand8 at 198. Ijd. per

owt. for prompt delivery f.o.b. Antwerp, and 45s. 6d. per cwt. spot duty paid. Cnecho-

Hlovakian sugars are momentarily withdrawn, owing to the difficulty of getting parcels

down to Hamburg, firstly on account of the extreme congestion on the railways following

the mobilization of a month ago, and secondly on account of ice in the River Elbe delaying

progress of the barges. Nominally superior marks such as SOH, TTDA, etc., value

19s. 9d.— 19s. 6d., Cubes 24 h. 8d.— 248. December f.o.b. Ilamburg. Tates’ London
Granulated is quoted 488, 9d, prompt, 468. 6d. January/March ; No. 1 Cubes 548. 6d. spot

dtity paid, American Granulated has been persistently prossod upon this market for early

1922 deliveries at prices from 208. down to IBs. 9d. c.i.f U.K. ports for January/March

;

this has made the running for values, apparently without resulting in any sales of

importance, whilst British refiners have countered every decline by a competitive

reduction.

Since the determination of the trade to await further developments before entering into

any forward contracts has robbed these operations of success so far as actual selling is con-

ceimod, it would seem that one must seek elsewhere for tlie underlying cause of the

pressure. The Cuban stock has been the bugbear of the market for many months past,

and the time is near when necessity will drive this question to some sort of solution.

Already the Cuban Senate has consented to the dissolution of the Selling Committee at the

end of the current year, which probably brings the settlement no nearer, but tends rather

to force the pace in the invention of expedients for getting rid of the stocks ; the more so

as actual grinding of the new crop has commenced. It might easily he that the offerings

of giiinulated to the IT.K. are made by Americ^i as a depressing manceuvre, with an eye to

securing a good round quantity of Cuban 96’h at a r(»ck-bottoin price. In the meantime
negotiations are on foot for 900,000 tons of old crop Cubans to bo taken by the American
refiners for refining on ‘‘toll” over the period to August next. Whether the, Cuban
holders would fall in with such a proposal in face of the difficulties attending such an
extended operation, is problematical. Rumours of other schomos are being constantly
circulated.

Cuban Centrifugals are to-day offered at 128. 6d. per cwt. c.i.f. U.K. poits, and
Peruvians at the same price. Business is reported in Brazil 80’g at Os. 6d. c.i f. U.K.
iloating.

i

The Java market developed a firm tone under the influence of activitj^ in new crop
deliveries ; early shipments of Whites w’cre taken by merchants and speculators at 12
guilders per picul, first cost, Browns at 11*00 and Muscovados at 10‘75 guilders. Prices

for old crop were advanced in sympathy to a>>oiit 13 guilders f.o.b., but values have
reacted on the quietness of the demand from India and the easy tendency of markets
generally. There are sellers of new crop now at 11*50 guiMors for Whites and 10*50

guilders for Browns, Whites cost and freight Calcutta are quoted by Java sellers to-day

at IBs. 9d. December and January/March shipment, whilst second hands are willing to

sell December at 178. 9d.

Total shipments from Java to end of October were approximately 1,000,000 tons,

leaving a balance of about 585,000 tons still to be shipped over the balance of the campaign,
say to end of April next.

Total sales to date by the Mauritius Syndicate are about 70,000 ions, in respect of

which it is said that freight engagements have been entered for some 50,000 tons tins way,
although this latter quantity has by no means been disposed of by liolders Last business
reported was at 198. l|[d. per cwt. c.i.f. U.K., which price is no longer obtainable.

10 & 11, Mincing Lane,
London, K.C. S,

December 9tb, 1921.

H. H. Hxkoock & Oo.
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